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HINTS ON PRONUNCIATION AND SPELLING

a stands for « and sounds like 0 in come

a 9 > 99 art 99 99 99 a 99 far

i 99 99 f 99 99 99 i 19 bit

i 99 99 f 99 99 99
ee 99 feel

u 99 99 7 99 99 99 u 99 full

u >9 99 X 99 99 99 00 99 cool

r 99 99 * 99 may be pronounced like ;ri „ ring

e 99 91 99 sounds like a 99 cake

ai *9 99 * 99 99 99 i 99 mite

0 99 99 aft 99 99 99 0 99 note

au 99 99 aft 99 99 99 ou 99 count

ih 99 99

*

99 (anusvdra) and sounds like m ,, some

h 99 99 I 99 (visarga) 99 99 99 soft, short A

’ (apostrophe) stands for s (elided 9).

h stands for *, n for *, and 9 for w ; the first is to be pronounced like

English ng in sing, or n in bank; the second like the n in English singe

(a palatal it)

;

and the third, the cerebral 9, is made with the tongue-tip

up-turned and touching the dome of the palate.

c stands for * and sounds like ch in cliurcA

ch 99 99 9 99 99 99 ckh 99 churcA-Aill

t 99 99 S
% 99 99 99 t 99 cur/

!h 99 99 5 99 99 99 th 99 por/-Aole

d 99 99 V
% 99 99 99 d 99 bird

dh 99 99 99 99 99 dh 99 bird-Aouse

t 99 99 n 99 91 99 t 99 pa/ (Italian /)

th 99 99 99 99 99 th 99 hi/-Aard

d 99 99 * 99 99 99 d 99 had (Italian d)

dh 99 99 V 99 99 99 dh 99 mad-Aouse

V 99 99 7 99 99 99 v or w „ leoy, water

s 99 99 W
%

99 99 99 sh 99 jAip

9 99 99 99 99 99 sh 99 rAould

1 99 99 m 99 99 99 the cerebral /, made with

tongue-tip up-turned and touching the dome of the palate.
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In connexion with the hints on pronunciation and spelling, the following

points should also be noted:

(1) All Sanskrit words, except when they are proper nouns, or have come

into common use in English, or represent a class ofliterature, cult, sect, philo-

sophical system, or school of thought, arc italicized.

(2) Anglicized common Sanskrit words like Atman, Brahman, Yoga, etc.

are Romanized with initial capitals. Exceptions have, however, been made in

the case ofwords like avatira, guru, sannyasin, ahiihsa:, etc.

(3) Current geographical names, except in cases where their Sanskrit

forms are given, or in special cases where the context requires it, and all modern

names from the commencement of the nineteenth century are given in their

usual spelling and without diacritical marks.
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PREFACE

THE present volume, fifth of the celebrated series, The Cultured Heritage of

India, published by the Ramakrishna Mission Institute of Culture, attempts

to make a systematic study of India’s great literary heritage preserved in various

languages of the country, old as well as modem. A perusal of the articles in

this volume enables one to appreciate the basic phenomenon that despite

various diversities—geographical, political, ethnographical, and linguistic

—the fundamental unity of India clearly shines forth, and India since time

immemorial has formed a solid single unit not only on the cultural plane, but

also on the intellectual and literary.

INDIAN LITERATURE : ITS BASIC UNITY

Indian life and thought and Indian literature in ancient, medieval, and

modern times (until very recently) have remained imbedded in the Upani§ads,

the Rdmayana, the Mahdbhdrata, and the Puranas. Without a knowledge and

appreciation of these, no knowledge and appreciation of Indian literature,

even for the modem age, is possible. These great works have exercised a tre-

mendous fascination on the Indian mind for some 2,000 years and more, and

left a profound influence on all Indian literatures. In fact," these works are

India: and in all the languages of India and their literatures, it is the content

and the spirit of the Rdmayana, the Mahdbhdrata, and the Puranas, with the

Upanisads and Dharma-Sastras in the background, that have found and are

still finding their full play and their natural abode. They have moulded the

life and literature of India and constitute the greatest literary heritage of the

country. The cultural unity of India, ancient, medieval, and modem, has been

primarily nurtured through them. There is, besides, the huge corpus of litera-

ture in Sanskrit that has grown round the six orthodox systems of Indian phi-

losophy and various other aspects of human knowledge and interest, to which

scholars and writers from different parts ofIndia had contributed. This 'matter’

of ancient India or of the Sanskrit world forms the bed-rock of the medieval

and modern literatures in most of the modem languages of India. Even a brief

perusal of the histories of Hindi, Bengali, Oriya, Assamese, Marathi, Gujarati,

Punjabi, Malayalam, Kannada,and Telugu literatures, as well as of those which

have not been as yet recognized in the Eighth Schedule of the Indian Constitu-

tion (viz. Maithili, Magahi, Bhojpuri, Nepali, and Rajasthani), will show that,

looming behind all these literatures not only as their background but also as

their perpetual inspirer and feeder, there are the towering mountains of the

xvii
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retroflex sounds of t, d> F> *P» and ); the use of 'post-positions* in the declension

of the noun; points of similarity in the structure of the verb; compound verbs;

'echo-words'; etc.

Overlaying their genetic diversity, there is thus in the general run of Indian

languages at the present day, an Indian character, which forms one ofthe bases

of that 'certain underlying uniformity of life from the Himalayas to Cape
Comorin’, of that ‘general Indian personality’, which has been admitted by
an Anglo-Indian scholar like Sir Herbert Risley, otherwise so sceptical about

India’s claim to be considered as one people.

ARYAN

Of these linguistic and cultural groups, the Aryan is the most important,

both numerically and intrinsically. As a matter of fact, Indian civilization has

found its expression primarily through the Aryan speech as it developed over

the centuries—’through Vedic Sanskrit (Old Indo-Aryan), then Classical Sans-

krit, then Early Middle Indo-Aryan dialects like Pali and Old Ardha-Magadhi,

then Buddhist and Jaina Sanskrit and after that the various Prakrits and Apa-

bhraririas, and finally in the last phase, the different Modem Indo-Aryan

languages of the country. The hymns and poems collected in the four Vedas,

probably sometime during the tenth century b. c., represent the earliest stage

of the Aryan speech in India, known as the Old Indo-Aryan. Of these again,

the language ofthe Rg-Vedic hymns gives us the oldest specimens ofthe speech.

From the Punjab, the original nidus of the Aryans in India, Aryan speech spread

east along the valley of the Ganga, and by 600 b.c., it was well established

throughout the whole of the northern Indian plains up to the eastern borders of

Bihar. The non-Aryan Dravidian and Austric dialects (and in some places the

Sino-Tibetan speeches too) yielded place to the Aryan language, which, both

through natural change and through its adoption by a larger and larger number

ofpeople alien to it, began to be modified in many ways; and this modification

was largely along the lines of the Dravidian and Austric speeches. The Aryan

speech entered in this way into a new stage of development, first in eastern

India (Bihar and the eastern U.P. tracts) and then elsewhere. The Punjab,

with a larger proportion ofbom Aryan-fpeakers, remained true to the spirit of

the older Vedic speech—the Old Indo-Aryan—to the last, to even as late as

the third century b.c., and possibly still later. This new stage of development,

which became established during the middle of the first millennium B.c., is

known as that ofMiddle Indo-Aryan or Prakrit. The spoken dialects of Aryan

continued to have their own lines of development in the different parts of

North India, and these were also spreading over Sind, Rajasthan, Gujarat,

and northern Deccan, as well as Bengal and the sub-Himalayan regions. The

xx
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whole country in North, East, and Central India was thus becoming Aryanized

through the spread ofthe Prakrit or Middle Indo-Aryan dialects.

While spoken forms ofthe Aryan speech of this second stage were spreading

among the masses in this way, a younger form of the Vedic speech was estab-

lished by theBr&hmapasin northern Punjab and in die ‘Midland’ (ie. present-

day eastern Punjab and western U.P.) as a fixed literary language, during the

sixth-fifth centuries B.c. This younger form of Vedic or Old Indo-Aryan,

which was establishedjust when the Middle Indo-Aryan (Prakrit) dialects were

taking shape, later came to be known as Sanskrit or Classical Sanskrit. Sanskrit

became one ofthe greatest languages of Indian civilization, and it has been the

greatest vehicle of Indian culture for the last 2,500 yean '(or for the last 3,000

yean, if we take its older form Vedic also). Its history—that of Vedic-cum-

Sanskrit—as a language of religion and culture has been longer than that of

any other language—with the exception possibly of written Chinese and Heb-

rew. It may be noted that Vedic and later (Classical) Sanskrit stand in the

same relation to each other as do Homeric and Attic Greek. Sanskrit spread

with the spread ofHindu or ancient Indian culture (ofmixed Austric, Mongo-
loid, Dravidian, and Aryan origin) beyond the frontiers of India: and by a.d.

400, it became a great cultural link over the greater part of Asia, from Bali,

Java, and Borneo in the South-East to Central Asia in the North-West, China

too falling within its sphere of influence. Gradually, it acquired a still wider

currency in the other countries of Asia wherever Indian religion (Buddhism

and Brahmanism) was introduced or adopted. A great literature was built up

in Sanskrit—epics of national import, belles letters of various sorts including

the drama, technical literature, philosophical treatises—every department

of life and thought came to be covered by the literature of Sanskrit. The range

and variety of Sanskrit literature is indeed an astonishing phenomenon, unmis-

takably testifying to the uniqueness of the wisdom and genius of the ancient

Indian masterminds and the expressiveness of the language in a style which has

been universally acclaimed as one of the richest and the most elegant the world

has ever seen.

The various Prakrits or Middle Indo-Aryan dialects continued to develop

and expand. Some ofthese were adopted by Buddhist andJaina sects in ancient

India as their sacred canonical languages, notably Pali among the Buddhists

(of the Hinayana school) and Ardha-Magadhi among the Jains. The literature

produced in these languages particularly in Pali (and also G&ndhari Prakrit)

migrated to various Asian countries where original contributions in them came

into existence. The process of simplification of the Aryan speech which began

with the Second or Middle Indo-Aryan stage, continued, and by a.d. 600 we
come to the last phase ofMiddle Indo-Aryan, known as the Apabhrarhia stage.
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Further modification of the regional Apabhraririas of the period a.d. 600-1000

gave rise, with the beginning of the second millennium a.d., to the New Indo-

Aryan or Modern Indo-Aryan languages, or bkafSs, which are current at the

present day.

The New Indo-Aryan languages, coming ultimately from Vedic Sanskrit

(or ‘Sanskrit’, in a loose way), are closely related to each other, like the Neo-

Romanic languages derived out of Latin. It is believed that in spite of local

differences in the various fprms of Middle Indo-Aryan, right up to the New
Indo-Aryan development, there was a' sort of pan-Indian vulgar or koine form

of Prakrit or Middle Indo-Aryan. But local differences in Middle Indo-Aryan

grew more and more pronounced during the centuries round about a.d. 1000,

and this led to the provincial New Indo-Aryan languages taking shape and

being born. Taking into consideration these basic local characteristics, the New
1

Indo-Aryan speeches have been classified into a number of local groups, viz.

(i) North-Western group, (ii) Southern group, (iii) Eastern group, (iv) East-

Central or Mediate group, (v) Central group, and (vi) Northern or Himalayan

group. The major languages of the New or Modern Indo-Aryan speech family

are: Assamese, Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi, Marathi, Oriya, Punjabi, Sindhi, and

Urdu. Kashmiri, one of the major modern Indian languages, belongs to the

Dardic branch of the Indo-Iranian group within the Aryan family. Although

Dardic by origin, Kashmiri came very early under the profound influence of

Sanskrit and the later Prakrits which greatly modified its Dardic bases. Most

scholars now think that Dardic is just a branch of Indo-Aryan.

DRAVIDIAN

Dravidian is the second important language family of India and has some

special characteristics of its own. After the Aryan speech, it has very largely

functioned as the exponent of Indian culture, particularly the earlier secular as

well as religious literature of Tamil. It forms a solid bloc in South India,

embracing the four great literary languages, Kannada, Malayalam, Tamil,

and Telugu and a number of less important speeches all of which are, however,

overshadowed by the main four. It is believed that the wonderful city civiliza-

tion of Sind and South Punjab as well as Baluchistan (fourth-third millennium

b.c.) was the work of Dravidian speakers. But we cannot be absolutely certain

in this matter, so long as the inscribed seals from the city ruins in those areas

like Harappa, Mohenjo-daro, etc. remain undeciphered. The art of writing

would appear to have been borrowed from the pre-Aryan Sind and South

Punjab people by the Aryan speakers, probably in the tenth century b.c., to

which period the beginnings of the Brahmi alphabet, the characteristic Indian

system ofwriting connected with Sanskrit and Prakrit in pre-Christian centuries,

may be traced.
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The Dravidian speech in its antiquity in India is older than Aryan, and

yet (leaving apart the problematical writings on the seals found in Sind and
South Punjab city ruins) the specimens of connected Dravidian writing or

literature that we can read and understand are over a millennium later than

the oldest Aryan documents. Of the four great Dravidian languages, Tamil

has preserved its Dravidian character best, retaining, though not the old

sound system of primitive Dravidian, a good deal of its original nature in its

roots, forms, and words. The other three cultivated Dravidian speeches have,

in the matter of their words of higher culture, completely surrendered them-

selves to Sanskrit, the classical and sacred language of Hindu India. Tamil

has a unique and a very old literature, and the beginnings of it go back to

about 2,000 years from now. Malayalam as a language is an offshoot of Old
Tamil. From the ninth century a.d. some Malayalam characteristics begin to

appear, but it is from the fifteenth century that Malayalam literature took

its independent line of development. Kannada as a cultured language is almost

as old as Tamil; and although we have some Telugu inscriptions dating from

the sixth/seventh century a.d., the literary career of Telugu started from the

eleventh century. Tamil and Malayalam are very close to each other, and

are mutually intelligible to a certain extent. Kannada also bears a great

resemblance to Tamil and Malayalam. Only Telugu has deviated a good

deal from its southern neighbours and sisters. But Telugu and Kannada use

practically the same alphabet, which is thus a bond of union between these

two languages.

SINO-TIBETAN AND AUSTRIC

Peoples of Mongoloid origin, speaking languages of the Sino-Tibetan

family, were present in India at least as early as the tenth century b.c., when
the four Vedas appear to have been compiled. The Sino-Tibetan languages

do not have much numerical importance or cultural significance in India,

with the exception of Manipuri or Meithei of Manipur. Everywhere they are

gradually receding before the Aryan languages like Bengali and Assamese.

The Austric languages represent the oldest speech family of India, but they

are spoken by a very small number of people, comparatively. The Austric

languages of India have a great interest for the student of linguistics and

human culture. They are valuable relics of India’s past, and they link up

India with Burma, with Indo-China, with Malaya, and with Indonesia,

Melanesia, and Polynesia. Their solidarity is, however, broken as in most

places there has been penetration into Austric blocs by the more powerful

Aryan speeches with their overwhelming numbers and their prestige. Speakers

of Austric in all the walks of life (they are mostly either farmers, or farm and
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plantation, or colliery labourers) know some Aryan language. In some cases

they have become very largely bilingual. Their gradual Aryanization is a

process which started sortie 3,000 years ago when the first Austrics (and

Mongoloids as well as Dravidians) in North India started to abandon their

native speech for Aryan. But in the process of abandoning their own language

and accepting a new one, namely, the Aryan, the Austrics (as well as the

Dravidians and the Sino-Tibetans) naturally introduced some of their own
speech habits and their own words into Aryan. In this way, the Austrics and

other non-Aryan peoples helped to modify the character of the Aryan speech

in India, from century to century, and even to build up Classical Sanskrit as

the great culture speech of India. As the speakers of the Sino-Tibetan and

Austric languages had been in a backward state living mostly a rather primitive

life in out-of-the-way places, their languages do not show any high literary

development excepting, as already said, in the case of Meithei or Manipuri

belonging to Sino-Tibetan, which has quite a noteworthy and fairly old

literature. They had, however, some kind of village or folk-culture, connected

with which there developed in all these languages an oral literature consisting

of folk-songs, religious and otherwise, of folk-tales, and of their legends and

traditions. And a literature, mainly of Christian inspiration, has been created

in some of these speeches by translating the Bible in its entirety or in part.

Songs, legends, and tales of the Austric languages have been collected and

published, particularly in Santali and Mundari, and in Khasi. Munda and

Santali lyrics give pretty, idyllic glimpses of tribal life, some of the Munda
love poems having a rare freshness about them; and a number of Santali

folk-tales are very beautiful. A few of the folk-tales prevalent in the Sino-

Tibetan speeches are also beautiful (e.g. the Mikir tale of a young man who
had a god’s daughter as his bride, and the Kachari story of a young man
who got a swan-maiden as his wife), but they do not appear to compare

favourably with the Santali and Mundari languages in the matter of both

lyric poems and stories. A systematic study of these languages started only

during the nineteenth century when European missionaries and scholars got

interested in them. I have discussed in detail the speeches of the Sino-Tibetan

and Austric families prevalent in the country in my contribution to this volume,

entitled ‘Adivasi Languages and Literatures of India’.

CONCLUSION

There is, as already said, a fundamental unity in the literary types, genres,

and expressions among all the modern languages of India in their early,

medieval, and modern developments. The reason of this unique phenomenon

is that theft' has been a gradual convergence of Indian languages belonging
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to the different linguistic families, Aryan, Dravidian, Sino-Tibetan, and
Austric, towards a common Indian type after their intimate contact with

each other for at least 3,000 years.

This volume of The Cultural Heritage of India is indeed an encyclopaedia

in its scope and range, and it will certainly provide an authentic and valuable

contribution towards the study of Indian languages and literatures in their

glory and grandeur; it will also afford a spectacular display of the genius of

India reflected in various branches of knowledge. It is needless to add that

the literary heritage of India constitutes a priceless possession covetable to

any nation, however great it may be by any standard.

Suniti Kumar Chatterji
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INTRODUCTION

I
NDIAN culture has an organic unity, and this has been largely brought about

by language movements, shaped and moulded by the Sanskrit language.

Sanskrit, by its unique status and unfailing vitality, has been the most powerful

formative agency from the very beginning of Indian history and civilization,

giving them their special Indian character.

VEDIC LANGUAGE

The early Vedic Aryans inherited a noteworthy literature of hymns and songs

from their ancestors, the Indo-Iranians in Iran, and, before them, the primitive

Indo-European people who had their home in the steppe lands of Eurasia. The
hymns of the Rg- Veda and the Atharva- Veda, their roots going back to the world of

the Indo-Europeans, form the earliest available document of the Indo-Aryans.

These hymns, as used in the religious ceremonies of the Vedic Aryans, were

chanted with meticulous regard for the proper pronunciation of the words in

sounds and forms as well as in accent; and die hymns had acquired a remark-

able sanctity in themselves. The priests who studied the hymns, and chanted

them after getting them by heart, were men who were styled the Brahmanas

or the Srotriyas, and they were dedicated to preserving the hymns through oral

tradition. As custodians of this sacred heritage of a national literature, they were

accorded the highest status. Early in life, they had to go through a rigorous

discipline, observing brahmacarya (continence and chastity) and mastering the

voluminous mass ofhymns with proper accent and intonation.

The tenth and last book
(
mandala

)
of the Rg-Veda and a considerable part

ol die Atharva-Veda show a later phase erf' Vedic Sanskrit; and the later exegetical

and philosophical works, the Brahmarias and the earlier Upani§ads, have

preserved considerable relics of the old Vedic language.

This vast literature of Vedic exegesis and Vedic speculation in philosophy,

the Brahmanas, the Aranyakas, and the Upanisads relating to each Veda,

was connected by tradition with one or the other of the four Vedas. These

works were composed through several centuries, and unmistakably indicate the

continuous and gradual evolution of the Vedic language (Vedic Sanskrit) into

its later phase, the Classical Sanskrit

CLASSICAL SANSKRIT

Classical Sanskrit received its first serious study and formulation with PiUjini

(c. fifth century b.c.). Before him, the Aryan language was in a fluid state,
1
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like any other spoken language. Panuni’s great Sanskrit grammar in some

4,000 aphorisms in eight chapters, called the Aftadhyayi, ushered in quite a

linguistic revolution by stabilizing the norms of the language, leaving enough

scope for the incorporation of later forms and modifications growing within

the framework of the principles laid down by him.

A great many works in this later Classical Sanskrit, the Mahabharata, the

Ramaya^a, the Puranas, and othef works, such as the Dharma-sastras,

acquired almost the same sanctity as the Vedic texts. Thus, Sanskrit with its

expanding literature became a dynamic force to dominate, absorb, and direct

most of the cultural and linguistic movements in the following centuries.

Panini’s great influence standardized the Sanskrit language firmly
;
Sanskrit

continued to be the mightiest force in the literary, linguistic, and cultural world

of India. The later forms of the Indo-Aryan speech, the Prakrits (Pali and the

rest), were taken up by the heterodox sects, the Buddhists and the Jains and

their teachers, who created a great literature in these forms. But from the begin-

ning the prestige and importance of Sanskrit almost overwhelmed them.

THE EFFLORESCENCE OF SANSKRIT

During the Gupta age, from the fourth to the seventh century a.d.,

Sanskrit attained a creative efflorescence. During this period, the Mahabharata,

in almost its present form (with Krsna as its divine hero), emerged as the ‘fifth

Veda’; the Mahabharata is the greatest book in Sanskrit and Indian literature

and, some would say, even in world literature. The older Puranas, such as the

Vayu, the Matsya, and perhaps the Vtsnu and the Markandeya, were composed

or revised during the Gupta age. The study of the Dharma-sastras (works on

social customs, laws, and religious rituals) and the various sciences as well as

philosophy in all its various branches and in the different schools received a

great impetus. Among the sciences, astronomy, mathematics, and medicine

were assiduously cultivated, while architecture, sculpture, and painting reached

their highest level of artistic expression.

Secular literature—poems and romantic epics, dramas, and prose romances

—reached its climax in the kavyas (epics) and the natakas (dramas). Sanskrit,

already the medium of intercourse between the cultured sections of the people

in the whole of India, became the great unifying force, the source and inspira-

tion of culture in its manifold aspects. Sanskrit (along with some of its younger

forms of speech, the Prakrits) spread outside India in the wake of Indian com-

merce and expansion and, with the spread of Indian civilization and religion

(both Buddhism and Brahmanism), all over Asia. Thus Sanskrit found new
homes in Central Asia, Tibet, Indo-China, and Indonesia. It was also studied

in China, Korea, and Japan, and round about a.d. 500-800 it was the great

cultural language binding India with the greater part of Asia. A man knowing
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Sanskrit could travel from Central Asia to Java and Bali without experiencing

any difficulty in language. As many scholars believe, Kilidisa, one of the

world's greatest literary artists, flourished at the court of Candragupta II

Vikramfiditya (c. a.d. 400). Ever since they were written, his Raghuvathda,

Meghad&ta, and SakmUUt have been accepted as supreme models ofliterary art.

In spite of the Prakrits coming into use among the Buddhists and the Jains,

Sanskrit continued not only as the medium of Brahmanical (and even Buddhist

and Jaina) religious ritual, but it was established also as the language of the

Hite (tista) at the royal courts and academies of learning and as the medium of all

higher studies in the various branches of philosophy and science. Caraka testi-

fies that discussions in medical schools all over India were carried on in

Sanskrit.

However, Sanskrit was never static. In its growth, it absorbed and assimi-

lated many words and terms of expression from the regional dialects, both of

Aryan and non-Aryan (Dravidian, Kol or Munda, and Tibeto-Burman)

origin.

THE PRAKRITS, APABHRAMSAS, AND BHA$AS

Pali and the Prakrits represent the Middle Indo-Aryan period (from after

600 B.c. to about a.d. 1000). These dialects came into existence as the result

of certain phonetic changes and grammatical modifications which had naturally

come in with the passage of time.

The Prakrits have come down to us in inscriptions (from the fourth to the

third century b.c.) and literary works preserved at different times and places.

Vararuci’s Pr&krta-prak&Sa (fifth century a.d.) and Hemacandra’s Prakrit

grammar (twelfth century) are two of the most famous Prakrit grammars.

In the course of time, the Prakrits were transformed into what are known as

the Apabhrarh&a dialects, ofwhich there are quite a number, which began to be

used in literature, both folk or popular and ornate or scholarly, after a.d. 500.

As a medium for folk as well as bardic poetry they were used from Bengal in the

east to Saurashtra in the west. Voluminous epics like the Mahabhdrata and

noteworthy secular compositions like Sandehrasaka, as well as dohas (distichs)

by' Brahmanical, Buddhist, and Jaina writers, have come to us in Apabhramia.

Its regional varieties are seen in the rdsas in western India and in such works as

those of poets like Vidy&pati in the east (fifteenth century).

We can trace the origin and development of the modem Indo-Aryan

languages (the ‘BhSfis’) to Apabhraihia. The evolution followed a pattern of

its own. The dialects

—

deJabhdsds or local speeches or forms ofpatois—standard-

ized and enriched under the influence of Sanskrit, developed their literature.

The spoken forms of Middle Indo-Aryan had their own normal development

from decade to decade through the centuries, but at every stage Sanskrit re-
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mained the perennial source of inspiration, ready to come to the rescue of the

dehbhdf&s whenever they moved too far away from the old Indo-Aryan.

Prakritand Apabhraifaia disappeared. Sanskrit, strengthened by the genius

of Pacini, survived, and became a new source of inspiration for the modern

Indo-Aryan (as well as Dravidian) languages in the development of their

literature.

SANSKRIT AND THE DRAVIDIAN LANGUAGES

When the South received the impact of Sanskrit, it developed a devotional

literature of supreme quality first in Tamil, and then in Telugu and Kannada.

There was an earlier native Dravidian tradition of literature in Tamil—the

Sangam literature—but this literature from the very beginning received strong

Brahmapical or Sanskrit influence and learning through sages, writers, and

grammarians like Agastya and Tolkappiyan. A song by Kari-kizhar addressed

to an early Pandiyan king attests to the influence of early Vedic sages. The song

runs: ‘May your head bend low before the upraised hands of Vedic sages when
they bless you.’ The Jains and the Buddhists also brought North Indian Aryan

influence into the Dravidian speeches of the South.

The Sangam literature was overlaid by that ofthe Saiva and Vaisnava saints,

the Nayanmars and the Alvars, and Tamil literature became saturated with

the spirit of the Puranas and of Sanskrit, as happened in all other languages;

the various versions of the Ram&yaiw and the Mahabharata are national works

as much in the South as in the North.

The Sanskrit literature of the South, that is, of the Dravidian-speaking

States, has added lustre to the Sanskrit literature of India. Sankara, Ramanuja,

Madhva, and other philosophers, as well as poets and saints, who wrote in

Sanskrit, are as great in the history of Sanskrit as Kautilya and Kalidasa,

RSjafekhara and Bhavabhuti.

Sanskrit literature, and a sort of its understudy, the literature in Pali, Prakrit,

and ApabhramSa, were running their usual course when, by a.d. 1000, their

last transformations, the new or modern Indo-Aryan languages, came to the field

and became the rivals of Sanskrit, Pali, and the Prakrits.

BHAKTI MOVEMENT AND REGIONAL LANGUAGES

A new attitude in religion, that of bhakti—an abandon of faith in God—came
in, and very largely dominated Indian religious life and also Indian literature.

This was faith in some aspect of the Divinity—either Siva, or the Great Mother

Goddess Sakti or Pirvati, or Vi?nu (especially in his incarnations of Rama
and Krsna), or in some of the other gods like Gape£a, Siirya, and Kumara.

Later, bhakti also permeated Buddhism and Jainism.

Mainly through bhakti, the great religious leaders played a notable part in
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the development of the regional languages. Among them we may mention:

Jnaneivara, Namadeva, Basava, Narsi Mehta, Guru Nanak, Mir&b&l, and
Sankara Deva. Great stimulus was given by the bhakti movement to Braja-

bhasa, a Western Hindi dialect, and also to Awadhi or Kosali, an Eastern

Hindi speech. The followers of Sri Caitanya, through their writings, greatly

influenced the development of Bengali.

Sacred cities like Varanasi, Ayodhyii, Mathura, Vrndavana, Navadvipa,

and Amftsar became centres of this new Indo-Aryan bhakti literature. From the

fourteenth century onwards we have poets by the score.

Tulasidasa’s Rama-carita-manasat an early Awadhi (Eastern Hindi) version

of the Ramayana, became a classic in its own right and, for the greater part of

northern India, provided the gospel of righteous living in a language of perfect

beauty. Suradasa and Mirabal wrote their lyrics on Krsna in Braja-bhasa and

in Rajasthani.

THE MODERN RENAISSANCE

The three universities established by the British in India in 1857 adopted

English as the medium of instruction,' but at the same time prescribed Sanskrit,

Arabic, and Persian as ‘classical languages’, besides Greek and Latin, one of

which most students preparing for the ‘Entrance Examination’ had to take as

a compulsory subject. In this way, through the English schools affiliated to the

universities, the doors of Sanskrit were opened wide to all students, irrespective

of caste or creed.

The study of English began seriously first in Bengal and then spread to

other parts of India. The college-educated Indian elite soon came under the

spell of Shakespeare, Milton, Scott, Wordsworth, Byron, Shelley, Browning,

Tennyson, and the rest; and then began, under the joint influence of Sanskrit

and English, the modern literary renaissance in India.

Enriched by Sanskrit, and leavened by the expressive vigour of English, all

the modern Indian languages acquired wider horizons and higher ranges of

expression. Indian literary forms were inspired by those of the West; the two

were interwoven to produce a rich expressiveness, a new technique, and quite

a vast vision of beauty.

The modem spirit in literature first began to manifest itself in Bengali, for

by 1850 Bengali had started on its modern career. It fell in line with English and

European literature, but retained its native character and preserved fully the

great heritage of Sanskrit and of the spirit of Indian civilization.

Since the days of Rammohun Roy (1772-1833), Bengali prose became a

powerful medium with the help of Sanskrit. At the beginning of the nineteenth

century, due to the influence of Persian as the official language of the Muslim

rulers, Bengali had a large Persian vocabulary. However, from the first decades
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of the nineteenth century, it retrieved its genius and its Sanskritic character.

Rammohun Roy, ‘the father of Modern India’, was at first a Persian and
Arabic scholar and learned Sanskrit later in life. In his Bengali writings he

scrupulously used a highly Sanskritized style.

In the hands of Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar, Bengali prose took its final

shape. After him, this tendency was continued by the three great literary figures

who dominated the language in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries:

Michael Madhusudan Dutt, Bankim Chandra Chatterjee, and Rabindranath

Tagore. With them were quite a host of other prolific writers.

A song in Bengali composed by Rabindranath Tagore has been adopted

as the national anthem of the Indian Republic. The song is a majestic composi-

tion with its sonorous Sanskritic vocabulary, describing in a series of noble stanzas

the ideals and ideologies of India as a country, which accepted the basic human
values and looked upon God, the ultimate Reality, as the only Arbiter of the

destinies of both India and humanity.

Modern Hindi also, during the last one hundred years, has acquired great

expressiveness by drawing upon the vocabulary and other resources of Sanskrit.

The first great writer in modem Hindi was Bharatendu Harishchandra of

Varanasi (1850-1883); it was he who gave the tone to modem literary Hindi.

In spite of certain opposition, the reasons for which should be dispassionately

looked into, Hindi can still be regarded as the representative language of India

and it is most widely understood in the Aryan-speaking India and in the

bigger towns of Dravidian India as well.

Hindi (or Hindustani or Hindusthani) is a great language. In various dia-

lectal forms, the two most important of which are Braja and Awadhi, it has one

of the richest medieval literature of India. In its modern colloquial form it is

the link language of North India, and is also understood in many of the

cities of the South.

The history of the other great languages of modem India, whether Aryan

or Dravidian, follows the pattern we find in Bengali. These languages are:

Gujarati, Marathi** Telugu, Kannada, Tamil, Malayalam, Oriya, Punjabi,

and Assamese.

The modern renaissance in India has produced several eminent poets among
whom we may mention Maithili Sharan Gupta (Hindi), Nanalal (Gujarati),

Subrahmanya Bharati (Tamil), Gurudzadu (Telugu), and Vallattol Narayana

Menon (Malayalam) . Their works reflect the three elements ofthe renaissance

—

burning nationalism, a glorious view of India’s ancient past, and faith in India’s

future.

URDU AND PERSIAN

Persian was the court language of the Muslim rulers, and Urdu came into
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existence in the thirteenth-fourteenth centuries as the medium of communica-

tion between the people and the Peraian-using court and army officials. Written

in a modified Arabic script, though its basic structure was Indo-Aryan, it

became a literary language by borrowing vocabulary, structure, idiom, imagery,

and allusions from Persian.

Hindus connected with the courts had to master Persian. They performed

the prescribed daily rituals and worshipped Hindu deities with Sanskrit mantm,
but their want of familiarity with the Indian script (particularly in Punjab and

western Uttar Pradesh) often made, them write, and .therefore read, these

mantras in the Perso-Arabic script of Urdu. However, they regulated their per-

sonal, social, and religious life according to the Sftstras, the Hindu scriptures.

Urdu is not the language of all the Muslims in India
;
a vast majority of them

speak the local languages like Bengali, Marathi, Telugu, and Tamil. On the

other hand, several sections of Hindus in Uttar Pradesh, Delhi, and Punjab

speak and write Urdu as their first language; but Urdu is now a diminishing

force among Hindus.

ENGLI8H

When Persian ceased to be the language of the rulers, aspiring young men
turned to the study of English, the official language of the British rulers. All that

was left of Persian to the regional languages of North India (from Punjab to

Bengal) was a legacy ofsome Persian words and idioms.

In the course of half a century, English gradually became the medium used

by the llite all over the country to express their growing sense of national pan-

Indian unity and solidarity.

The place which English occupies in India is now underestimated, if not

ignored altogether—at least in some quarters. The whole texture of Indian

constitutional and legal concepts has been woven with ideas represented by

English words. Indian scholarship owes its high standard to close contact with

western scholarship through the medium of English. For a long time to come,

progress in science and technology in the country will be possible only through

the medium of the English language because of its international character.

Above all, as things are today, English is the only available medium for inter-

state, inter-university, and international communication.

English is no longer . the language of England alone; it is an international

language. Swami Vivekananda, Sri Aurobindo, Mahatma Gandhi, Sarvepalli

Radhakrishnan, Jawaharlal Nehru, and many other authors who wrote in

English have contributed large Indian elements to the language. Modern
Indian writers of English have made a distinct contribution to world literature

by their works which bring the spirit and mentality of modem India in telling

and forceful form before the entire civilized world. Such writers are Toru

9
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Dutt, Romesh Chandra Dutt, and Rabindranath Tagore; and among other

writers ofcreative literature we may mention Mulk Raj Anand, R. K. Narayan,

Raja Rao, Bhabani Bhattacharya, and others. They are Indians, but at the

same time, through the tnedium they are handling so effectively, the English

language, they are also of the whole world.

Beneath the diversity of languages and literature in India flows an under-

current of basic unity of culture and civilization rooted in the fusion of Sanskrit

and Sanskritic languages with, the Dravidian languages and other local dialects.

This basicunity, I hope, will be elaborately brought out by the learned authors

of the various chapters which follow.
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LITERATURE OF BRAHMANISM IN SANSKRIT

THE Brahnnapic religion, in its different phases, has a vast and traditionally

continuous literature which concerns itself, directly or indireedy, with the

various aspects of that religion. We have made an attempt in the following

two sections to present a connected historical account of this literature, from the

age of the Vedas down to about the end of the medieval period, taking into

account the more significant literary works, and paying special attention to

some of the hitherto neglected works.

I

THE VEDIC LITERATURE

The literature of Brahmanism begins with die Vedas. We should note, first

of all, certain distinctive features of the Vedas. The term veda does not denote

any single book; it denotes an entire literature, and a literature which is strik-

ingly extensive from the standpoints of chronology, geography, and authorship.

Composition of the various texts which are believed to constitute the Vedas

was spread over many centuries and over different localities, and is ascribed

to many generations of poets, priests, and philosophers. But ancient tradition

connected with the genesis of the Vedas does not warrant the use of such words

as ‘composition’ and ‘authorship’. For it is traditionally claimed that the Vedas

arc apaurufeya, that is to say, no human agency was responsible for their creation.

The Vedas have existed from time immemorial, and will exist for eternity. The

activity of the various ffis (seers) associated with the Vedas is restricted only

to ‘seeing’ or ‘discovering’ them. Finally, the claim that the Vedas are apaurufeya

has naturally given rise to another claim, that of veda-pramdttya. The Vedas,

being free from all the limitations and deficiencies usually associated with a

human agency, possess absolute validity in the field of knowledge.

The Vedas have been transmitted from generation to generation through

oral tradition. They arc called the Srutis because they were recited and ‘heard’,

not written and read. (The word Jruti, incidentally, is also interpreted as 'the

rhythm of the infinite heard by the soul’, its apaurufeyatva thereby being con-

firmed.) Though the Vedas signify not any single specific text but a veritable

library of texts which are remarkably diverse in form and content, there is a

thread of logical development running through them, and it is this that imparts

to them a distinctive unity.
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Vedic literary history is usually divided into three main periods: the

Samhita, the Brahmana, and the Upani$ad periods. Broadly speaking, these

periods represent a chronological as well as a logical sequence.

Reference may also be made to another feature of the Vedas, which is

important from the point of view of Vedic literary history. This concerns the

emergence, in the course of time, ofvarious Vedic iSkhas (branches) which have

sponsored their own recensions of the different Vedic texts.

’l'HE PRE-VEDIC HOMELAND AND THE VEDIC RELIGION

It is believed that the ancient ancestors of the Indo-Europcan-spcaking

people once had their common home in the North Kirghiz region. In the course

of time some tribes amongst them migrated towards the south-east and even-

tually settled down in the Balkh region. There they developed a form of their

original Indo-European language, which may be characterized as proto-Aryan,

the direct ancestor of the Vedic language. They also developed a form ofreligion

which may be characterized as proto-Aryan, for it was, in many respects, a

direct precursor of the Vedic religion .
1 From Balkh, there occurred further

migrations and some tribes proceeded again south-east and finally reached

Sapta-Sindhu, the land of the seven rivers. These tribes were the ancestors ol

the Vedic Aryans.

When the Vedic Aryans settled down in this new region and established

their tribal dominions, a sense of security and prosperity gradually grew among
them. One thing which they undertook to do in this new phase of life was to

collect, revise, add to, and systematically arrange their stray and scattered

mantras, which had been composed by the early Vedic seers. The word mantra

denotes, on the one hand, the prayers addressed to the various divinities of the

mythological religion of the classes within the community of Vedic Aryans,

and, on the other, the formulas and incantations connected with the religion of

the masses. All these mantras were now brought together, and two great collec-

tions (Samhitas) resulted: the Rg- Veda Samhita (or the lig- Veda) and the Atharva-

Veda Samhita (or the Atharva-Veda) . Since the word samhita means ‘collection’,

it necessarily presupposes a former stage of stray and scattered mantras. Even-

tually, two more collections were also made: the Sama~Veda Samhita and the

Tajur-Veda Samhita. These four Samhitas are commonly referred to as the four

Vedas.

1 The religion ol* the Vedic Aryans may be said to have been mainly twofold. On the one hand,

they developed a cosmic religion [in which such concepts as Dyavd-Pfthm (Heaven and Earth) and
Varuna-Rta (the cosmic power by which all arc covered) played the most prominent role], a hero-religion

(which was dominated by the personality of Indra), an Agni cult, a Soma cult, and so on. This was

the religious ideology* of the 'classes’ within the community of the Vedic Aryans. On the other hand,

coeval with this, there was also the religious ideology of the 'masses', which was essentially magical

in character. The early Vedic f/r'j composed mantras relating to both these types of religion.
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THE RG-VEDA SAMHITA

The Rg- Veda Samhita which has come down to us belongs to the branch

known as,the Sskala Sakha. It consists of 1,028 sSktas (hynms) including eleven

valakhilya (additional) hymns. These hymns, which are made up of a varying

number of mantras in the form of rks (metrical stanzas), are distributed in ten

books called mandalas. The formation of the masalas was governed mainly by

the principle of homogeneity of authorship. Among the classes of the Vedic

Aryans certain families had already acquired some measure of socio-religious

importance. The mantras, or hymns, which the progenitor and the members of

any of these families claimed to have ‘seen’ were collected in the book of that

family. The nucleus 6f the Rg-Veda mandalas two to seven is formed of six such

family books, which are respectively ascribed to the families of Gftsamada,

ViSvamitra, Vamadeva, Atri, BharadvAja, and Va$i§tha. The eighth maiidala

largely belongs to the Kanvas. The ninth man^ala is governed by the principle

of the homogeneity not of authorship but of subject-matter, for all the suktas

in this inandala relate to soma (an intoxicating juice). The first and the tenth

mandalas, each of which has 191 hymns, are miscellaneous collections of long

and short suktas.

Within a mandala
,
the suktas are arranged according to the subject-matter.

That is to say, the sUktas are grouped according to the divinities to whom they

relate, and then these devata groups are arranged in some set order. Within a

devata group, again!, the suktas are normally arranged in the descending order

of the number of their stanzas.

The Rg-Veda has also been arranged by another method. In this the whole

collection is divided into eight astakas (books). Each astaka is subdivided into

eight adhyayas (chapters), and each adhyaya is further subdivided into about

thirty-three vargas (sections) consisting of about five mantras each. This arrange-

ment, however, is obviously mechanical and intended mainly to serve the.

practical purpose of Vedic study.

Tradition requires that before starting the study of any sukta one should

know four essential items about it: rst, authorship; devata
, subject-matter;

chandas, metre; and viniyoga? ritualistic application. The poets of the Rg-Veda

show themselves to have been conscious artists and they sometimes employed

various stylistic and rhetorical devices. The majority of the sUktas in the Rg-

Veda are of the nature of prayers addressed to different divinities usually with

background descriptions of their various exploits and achievements. Apart

from these prayers and their mythology, however, we do get in some sUktas of

9 This last item is evidently an after-thought. The ma^fala arrangement of the R$-Veda clearly indi-

cates that this Sarhfntd is not at all ritual-oriented. It also becomes clear that the various hymns were

not composed with any elaborate sacrificial ritual in view. The ritualistic purpose was superimposed

on them in a later period.
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the Rg-Veda intimations of the farther development of Vedic thought in the

directions of ritualism and philosophical speculation. In connection with the

latter, special mention may be made of the Hiranyagarbha-sVkta (X. 121), the

Purufa-siAia (X. 90), and the Nasadiya-sSkta (X. 129).

THEATHARVA-VEDA SAMHITA

In contrast to the Rg-Veda, the*Atharva- Veda is essentially a heterogeneous

collection of mantras. It concerns itself mostly with the everyday life of the

common man, from the pre-natal stage-to the post-mortem. It portrays that life

with all its light and shade, and highlights the generally obscure human emo-

tions and relations. Truly, there is anaura ofmystery and unexpectedness about

it. The interest of-the Atharva- Veda is varied and its impact is irresistible.

A distinctive feature of the Atharva-Veda is the large number of names by

which it has been traditionally known. All these names are significant, and

together give a full idea of the nature, extent, and content of this Veda. The

name AtharvaAgirasah (an abbreviated form of this, Atharva-Veda, has, in the

course of time, come to be the one most commonly used) is, for example,

indicative of the twofold character of the Atharvanic magic : the wholesome,

auspicious, ‘white’ magic of the Atharvans and the terrible, sorcerous, ‘black’

magic of the Angirasas. The substitution of Bhrgu for Atharvan in the name

Bhfgvdngirasah is presumably the result of the dominant role played by the

family of the Bhrgus in a certain period of India’s cultural history. The purohila

(priest) of a Vedic king was expected to be an adept in both white and black

magic, and in order to discharge adequately the duties of his responsible office

he naturally depended on the mantras and practices of the Atharva-Veda. Thus

it was that this Veda also came to be called the Purohita-Veda. It was also called

the Ksalra-Veda, because it included within its scope many practices specifically

relating to the K$atriya rulers.

The Atharva-Veda consisted of brahmans (magically potent mantras) and was

therefore, according to one view, called the Brahma-Veda. But there is another

reason why it is called the Brahma-Veda, which is far more significant. On
account of the peculiar character of the contents of the Atharva-Veda, it was,

for a long lime, not regarded as being on a par with the other three Vedas,

called trayi. As a reaction against this exclusive attitude of the Vedic hierarchy,

the Atharva-Vedins went to the other extreme and claimed that their Veda

not only enjoyed, by right, the full status ofa Veda, but actually comprehended

the other three Vedas. The view had already been independently gaining

ground that the Rg-Veda, the Yajur-Veda
, and the Sdma-Veda were essentially

limited in scope and that brahman alone was truly limitless. The sponsors of the

Atharva-Veda claimed that this brahman was adequately embodied in their Veda,

and that the Atharva-Veda was therefore the Brahma-Veda.
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However, it is not unlikely that the name Brahma-Veda became stabilized

because the priest of the Atharva-Veda in the Vedic ritual was called brahman*

The Atharva-Veda is usually considered to be a Veda of magic, and magic

becomes effective only through the joint operation of mantras and the corre-

sponding practices. The Atharva-Veda Sathhitd itself contains only the mantras,

while its various practices are described in its many ancillary texts, particularly

in its five kalpas. The Atharva-Veda is accordingly sometimes referred to as the

Veda of the five kalpas. But mystic and esoteric verses are there in the Atharva-

Vtda, and this justifies in a way its claim to be regarded as the Brahma-Veda,

dealing specifically with Brahman, the supreme Spirit, the other three bang
more or less connected with the ritual of worship.

Nine (or sometimes fifteen) idkhds of the Atharva-Veda are traditionally

known, but the Saihhit&s of only two idkhds, the Saunaka and the Paippalida,

have been preserved. It was once believed that the Paippalida Slkhlwas restric-

ted to Kashmir and it was therefore called, though erroneously, the Kashmirian

Atharva- Veda. It has now been established, however, that that idkhd ofthe Atharva-

Veda had also spread in eastern India (Orissa and south-west Bengal) and in

Gujarat. The entire Paippalida recension was discovered some years ago in

Orissa by the late Dr Durga Mohan Bhattacharyya and a small portion of it

has been published.1

The Saunaka Sathhitd of the Atharva-Veda has been more commonly current.

It consists of 730 sBktas divided into twenty kd$das (books). About five-sixths of

the sUktas, which are called artha-sBktas, contain metrical stanzas, whereas the

remaining sQktas, which are called pery&ya-sdktas, contain avasdnas (prose-units).

Unlike the Bg-Veda Sathhitd, the arrangement of the Atharva-Veda Sathhitd is not

governed by any consideration either of authorship or of subject-matter. In-

deed, it is understandable that the historical tradition regarding authorship

was not preserved in respect of this 'Veda of the masses’. Again, the Atharva-

Veda shows considerable looseness in matters of metre, accent, and grammar,

presumably because it was not subjected, as the Bg- Veda was, to deliberate

revision and redaction.

The contents of the Atharva-Veda are remarkably diverse in character. There

are in this Veda charms to counteract diseases and possession by evil spirits,

bhaifajydni. The Atharva-Veda presents perhaps the most complete account of

primitive medicine. There are also prayer; for health and long life, dyujydtfi;

for happiness and prosperity, patiffikdni. There are also spells pertaining to the

various kinds of relationship with women, strikamivi. Another ' significant

section of this Veda contains hymns which concern themselves with affairs

involving the king, r^akamthpi, and others which are intended for securing

harmony in domestic, social, and political spheres, s&rftmanasydni.

* Calcutta Sanskrit College Research Series. PtippaiiSa recension. Text No. 14, granthMika 26.
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As for black magic, the Atharva-Veda abounds in formulas for sorcery and
imprecation, for exorcism and counter-exorcism, SbhicSrikSni and kftySpari-

haranani. Polarity may be said to be one of the most striking features of the

Atharva-Veda; for side by side with the incantations for sorcery and black magic,

it contains highly theosophical or philosophical speculations. These specula-

tions, indeed, represent a significantJandmark in the history ofIndian thought.

As has been mentioned, the fig-Veda and the Atharva-Veda are the only two
primary SamhitAs, the other two Sariihitfis being mostly derivative in character.

Again, it is to be noted in the same context that the SSma-Veda and the Tajur-

Veda may be styled as Samhitas since they are, in a sense, collections of mantras

,

but in them are reflected tendencies which are not of the SarhhitA period but

are of the Brahmapa period.

THE SAMA-VEDA SAlClHITA

The SSma-Veda SarhhitS is a collection of mantras prescribed for chanting at

various soma sacrifices by the udgStr (singer-priest) and his assistants: thus this

Veda serves an avowedly ritualistic purpose. Though called SSma-Veda, it is not

strictly speaking a collection ofsSmans (chants). The Sama-Veda, as we have said,

is essentially a derivative production in the sense that most of its mantras are

derived from the fig- Veda. Three distinct stages may be inferred in the evolution

of this Veda. There is a specific mantra taken from the fig-Veda in its original

form. This mantra is taken into the Sama-Veda with a view to its being made
the basis of a proper sSman. The only change that is effected in this process

concerns the marking of the accents, numbers, 1, 2, and 3 now being used to

indicate accents instead of the vertical and horizontal lines used in the fig-Veda.

In this second stage the mantra is called sSmayom-mantra.

The Sama-Veda is actually a collection of such sSmayoni-mantras. The collec-

tion is in two main parts: the PSrvarcika and the UttarSrcika. The Purvarcika

consists of 585 single verses, of which the first 1 14 are addressed to Agni, the

next 352 to Indra, and the last 119 to Soma. The UttarSrcika consists of 1,225

verses grouped into 400 units ofconnected verses which are mostly tfcas (strophes

consisting of three verses). The total number of mantras in the SSma-Veda,

excluding,the repeated ones, is 1,549, all ofwhich except 78 are taken from the

fig-Veda, mostly from its eighth and ninth mandalas (books).

It is, however, not in the form in which they occur in die SSma-Veda SariihitS

that these mantras are employed by the udgStj in the soma ritual. The samayoni-

mantras are transformed into chants or ritual melodies called gSnas. This is done

by means of such devices as the modification, prolongation, and repetition of

the syllables occurring in the mantra itself, and the occasional insertion of

additional syllables known as stobhas. These gSnas, which represent the third

and final stage in the evolution ofthe SSma-Veda, are collected in four books: the
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Grdmageya-gdna, theAranya-gdna, the Oka-gana, and the Dhya-gana, Of course, these

gSna collections are quite distinct from the Sdma- Veda Sarhhitd. Normally, each
gSna in these collections is given some technical name, for example, Bfhat,

Rathantara, or Gotamasya Parka. Since one sdmayoni-mantra can be chanted in a
variety of ways, it may give rise to several gdnas. For instance, three gdnas,

Gotamasya Parka, Kaiyapasya Barhifa, and another Gotamasya Parka, have evolved

out of the first mantra in the Soma- Veda Samhitd. Consequently, tine number of

Sama-gdnas is much larger than the number of sdmayoni-mantras. The number of

gdnas in the Jaiminlya school is 3,681 and that in the Kauthuma school 2,722.

Thirteen idkhds of the Sdma-Veda are traditionally mentioned, though only

three idkhds, the Kauthuma, the Rdnayardya, and the Jaimini, are wellknown today.

Patafijali, in his Mahabhagya, speaks of the Sdma-Veda having a thousand ‘paths’,

sakasravartmd samavedah. This characterization presumably suggests the large

number of possible modes ofsdma chanting, rather than a thousand idkhds of the

Sdma-Veda, as is construed by some.

In the Bhagavad-Gitd (X. 22) the Sdma-Veda is glorified as the most excellent

of the Vedas. This may be due to the great efficacy ofthe magical potence engen-

dered in the Vedic ritual by the chanting ofthe sdmans.

THE YAJUR-VEDA SAMHITA

Like the Sdma-Veda, the Tajur-Veda is essentially ritualistic in character.

This is clearly indicated by YAska’s derivation of the word Tajus from the root

yaj, to sacrifice. But while the Sdma-Veda concerns itself exclusively with the soma

sacrifice, the Tajur-Veda treats of the entire sacrificial system. Indeed, the Tajur-

Veda may be regarded as the first regular textbook on Vedic ritual as a whole.

It deals mainly with the duties of the adhvaryu (fire-priest), who is responsible for

the actual performance of the various sacrificial rites. Incidentally, it may be

mentioned that while the Sdma-Veda represents a very early stage in the history

of Indian music, the Tajur-Veda marks die beginning of Sanskrit prose.

Tradition speaks variously of the Tajur-Veda having 86 or 101 idkhds. But

for our present purpose we may consider only its two main recensions, the

Kr$na Tajur-Veda and the Sukla Tajur-Veda. The difference between these two

recensions lies not so much in their content as in their arrangement. In the

Krfna Tajur-Veda the mantras (mostly derived from the Rg-Veda) and thcyajus

(sacrificial formulas in prose) and their ritualistic explanations (called the

BrAhmapa) are mixed up together. That is to say, in the matter of form and
content, the Samhita of the Kjpfa Tajur-Veda is not particularly distinguishable

from the Br&hmana or the Arapyaka of that Veda. As against this, the SaihhitA

of the Sukla Tajur-Veda contains the mantras andyajus only, reserving the corres-

ponding ritualistic explanation and discussion for the Satapatha Brdhmana which
belongs to that Veda.
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From among the many schools of the Kffqa Tqjur- Veda the SathhitiU of only

four schoolsare available today, either entirely or infragments. These four schools

are: the Taittiriya, the Klfhaka, the Maitr&yapI, and the Kapifthala-katha.

The Taittiriya school is traditionally divided into two branches, the Aukhya and

the Khlndibnyn* The Khftpdikeya is further subdivided into five branches: the

Apastamba, the Baudh&yana, the Satyif&dha, the Hirapyakeiin, and the

Bhlradv&ja. The Taittiriya school has preserved its literature perhaps most

fully amongst all the Vedic schools, maintaining^ continuity from the Sarhhitfi

period, through the Br&hmana, the Arapyaka, and the Upanifad periods, to

the SQtra period. It is presumably on account qf this fact that the Taittiriya

school is often equated with the whole of the KftVa Tqjur-Veda.

The name Taittiriya is variously explained. There is, for instance, the

legend which narrates how YSjftavalkya, who had developed differences with

his teacher Vaiiamphyana, vomited the Veda which he had learned from his

teacher; how, at the instance of Vaiiamp&yana, his other pupils, assuming the

form of tittiri birds, consumed the vomited Veda; how, consequently, the Veda
so recovered by the tittiri birds was called the Taittiriya- Veda; and how, finally,

Yftjflavalkya secured from the Sun-god another Veda which came to be known
as the Sukla or bright Tajur- Veda. It is also suggested that, on account of the

interspersion in it of the mantras and the brdhmatfa portion, the Kfflta Tqjur-Veda

appears variegated like a tittiri bird, and is therefore called the Taittiriya

Sarhhitd. However, the most satisfactory explanation of the name seems to be

that an ancient sage called Tittiri was traditionally regarded as the 'seer’ of

this Veda.

As suggested above, the SamhitS., the Brahmapa, and the Arapyaka of the

Taittiriya school form one single unit, and together cover the entire Vedic

ritual. The Taittiriya Samhitd is divided into 7 kandas (parts), 44 prainas or

prapdfhakas (chapters), 651 anuvdkas (sections), and 2,198 kawjikds (sub-sections).

The principal sacrifices4 described in it include the new-moon and full-moon

sacrifices and the agniffoma, the vdjapeya, the rdjasdya, the sautrdmatfi, the

agnyddheya, the agnihotra, the pahbandha, and the agnicayana. These are

supplemented by the Taittiriya. Br&hmana which deals with the aJvamdka
,
the

purufamedha, the nakfatra sacrifices, and others, and also by the Taittiriya Arapyaka

which deals with the sarvamtdha, the pitpnedha
, the pravargya, and others.

It may be observed that in the Taittiriya texts neither the different sacrifices

nor the mantras are given in any rational order. In view of the peculiar arrange-

ment of these texts, a special method called the sdrasvata-pdfha is adopted in

connection with them which studies the mantras and the brdfmaqa portion

together.

* For details of the ritci and wcrificet mentioned in thk article tee V. M. Apte, 'Vedic Ritual*’,

CHI, Vd. I, pp. 234*63.
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The other Saihhit&s of the Krfna Yajur- Veda agree substantially with the

Taittiriya SarhhitS in the matter of content and arrangement, and even verbally.

The nucleus of the Kdthaka Sarhhita consists of three kSyidas, called IthimikS,

MddhyamikS, and Qrimikd. Two more kdrtdas are added to this nucleus, presum-

ably, by way of appendices.
1

A comparative study of the Kffna Yajur-Veda and the Sukla Yqjur-Veda shows

that the Kdthaka SarhhitS occupies a position intermediate between the Taittiriya

SarhhitS and the Vdjasaneyi SarhhitS. It may also be noted that the school of the

Kdthaka seems to have been widely current in the days of Pataftjali, as is

evidenced by his statement that ‘people used to talk about the Kdthaka and

the Kaldpaka in every village’. 5

The SarhhitS of the Maitr&yani school (the school that is closely related to

that of the Mdnavas) may be said to be more systematic in its arrangement than

either the Taittiriya SarhhitS or the Kdthaka SarhhitS. Its nucleus is made up of

three kdndas, but there are also a fourth kdnda, of the nature of an appendix,

khila, and a fifth kSnda, which constitutes the Maitri Upanifad. The Kapisthala-

katha SarhhitS is available only in a fragmentary and more Or less corrupt form.

Out of its 48 adhydyas (chapters) as many as 19 are lost. The text of this Sarhhita

shows but little divergence from that of the Kdthaka SarhhitS.

A significant feature of the Sukla Yetjur- Veda SarhhitS
,
which is also known as

the Vdjasaneyi Sarhhita, is that the entire Sarhhita and its Brahmana, called the

Satapatha Brdhmana, have come down in two distinct versions,’ the Mddhyandina

and the Kdqva. These two versions show essential agreement in content and

arrangement; their only difference lies in the readings of some of the sacrificial

formulas and in orthographical peculiarities, such as reading -

d

occurring

between two vowels as -/.

As has been indicated above, the name Sukla Yajur- Veda implies the pres-

entation of mantras andyajus in a pure and lucid manner by separating them

from the Br&hmana portion. This Samhiti is called Vdjasaneyi SarhhitS after its

traditionally accepted author, Yajfiavalkya, who is believed to have been the

son of Vajasani. It is also suggested, as another explanation of the name, that

Yajfialvalkya secured (son) this Veda from the Sun-god who had assumed

the form of a horse
(
vSjvn). The word vdjasani may even mean ‘the obtaining

of food or strength', which is, after all, the principal purpose of a sacrifice.

The Vdjasaneyi SarhhitS in the Mddhyandina version consists of 40 adhydyas,

303 amvSkas, and 1,975 kandikds. The first 25 adhydyas,
which perhaps originally

formed the entire Saihhita, contain verses and formulas relating to the principal

sacrificial ritual. The next four adhydyas include additions to these basic verses

and formulas. AdhydyasXXX—XXXIX deal with such sacrifices as the purusa-

medha, the sarvamedha, the pitrmedha, and the praoargya, while the last adhydya

• Mahibha&a, IV. lit. 101 (Haryana S&hitya Sainsthin, Ut Edn. 1963, Vol. Ill, p. 716).
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constitutes what is popularly known as the Ida Upanisad. The Kdnva Samhita,

which also consists of 40 adhyiyas, generally follows the same pattern of

distribution of subject-matter.

Attention may be drawn here to some points ofspecial interest in connection

with the Sukla Yajur- Veda, Samhita. The sixteenth adhydya of the Madhyandina

Samhita, which forms the famousJsatarudriya (one hundred hymns to Rudra),

throws considerable light on the character of the ancient Siva-Rudra religion.

The thirtieth adhydya, dealing with the purusamedha, is important in that it men-

tions a number ofmixed castes. A mantra connected with the advamedha contains

historically significant allusions to Ambl, Ambika, and Ambalika, and also to

Subhadra of the city of Kampilya in the Panc&la country. It is also noteworthy

that the Mddhyandina Sarhhita uses the word atjuna and the Kdnva Sarhhitd the

word phalguna in a formula relating to a sacrificial rite at the coronation of a

king. Indeed, the latter Sarhhita seems to show close familiarity with the Kurus

and the Pancalas and their country.

VEDIG RITUAI. : SACRIFICE AND INTERPRETATION

The Sama-Veda Sarhhita and, more particularly, the Yajur- Veda Samhita

already reflect the stage in the evolution of the Brahmanic religion when that

religion had come to be more or less wholly identified with the Vedic sacrificial

ritual. Sacrifice was then looked upon not merely as a means to an end, but as

an end in itself. Indeed, sacrifice had become the very centre of the life of the

individual and the community. The sacrificial system, which had already

been rendered highly complex, continued to be made still more complex. It was

naturally not possible for an ordinary individual to master all the increasingly

complicated details of the ritual, involving the prakrti sacrifices (the original or

model, i.e. primary sacrifices, of which there is a complete enumeration of all the

limbs), the vikrti sacrifices (the derived or modified, i.e. secondary sacrifices, of

which only some limbs are specially taught and others followed as in prakrti),

and also the nitya (obligatory) and kdmya (optional) sacrifices, the havis (corn

and other offerings) and the soma sacrifices. It was consequently inevitable that

in the Vedic society there should arise distinct classes of priests, whose main
occupation was to officiate at the various sacrifices in different capacities,

such as hair, adhvaryu, udgdtf, and brahman. It was also inevitable that these priests

should produce manuals dealing with the different aspects of the theory and
practice of sacrifice. The manuals are the Brahmanas. A claim implied in the

Brahmanas is that all the mantras in the Rg-Veda, the Atharva-Veda, and the

other Samhitas are intended to serve an essentially ritualistic purpose, and that

the Brahmagas prescribe the manner in which they are to be made to serve that

purpose. Accordingly, each of the Brahmanas is connected with one or other of

the Samhitas.
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Broadly speaking, a Brahmana text consists of two main parts, the vid/d and
die arthavdda. The vidki part sets forth the various details relating to a particular

sacrifice, such as the proper time and place for that sacrifice, the rite of initia-

tion, the priests, the sacred fires, the divinities, the mantras, the oblations, die

utensils and other materials, the dakfind (sacrificial fee or gilt), and die expia-

tion rites. The corresponding arthavdda part glorifies that particular sacrifice as

a whole, or a specific rite or detail in it, by emphasizing its efficacy. It does so,

firsdy, by means ofancient legends, most ofwhich have the conflict between the

gods and the demons as their central theme. They narrate how the gods and the

demons were engaged in a battle; how, in the initial stages of that battle, the

gods were overpowered by the demons; how the gods then somehow acquired

the knowledge of a particular sacrifice or a ritual detail; and how, finally, on

account of their having performed that sacrifice or having practised that ritual

detail, they became powerful enough to vanquish the demons. Another method

of glorifying, justifying, or recommending any sacrifice or rite adopted by the

Brahmanas is by etymologizing. Through an etymology, which is often fanciful,

an item pertaining to the sacrifice is sought to be unfailingly connected with

its promised fruit.

The arthavdda sometimes lays stress on what is technically called the rdpa-

samrddhi (perfection ofform) of a sacrificial rite. It is often seen that, so far as the

meaning of a mantra is concerned, the mantra and the ritual action which is to

be accompanied by that mantra have hardly any rational connection with each

other. Indeed, it is the sound of the mantra
,
and not its sense, which actually

possesses the ritualistic potence. But when, in some cases, even the meaning of

a mantra conforms to the ritual action, the mgntra becomes, so to say, doubly

efficacious and thereby brings about the rupasamrddhi of the sacrificial rite.

But perhaps the most common device employed in the arthavdda for confirm-

ing the efficacy of a sacrificial rite described in the vidhi portion is bandhutd, the

establishment ofsome kind ofmystic tie between the various aspects ofa sacrifice

and their desired result.

THE BRAHMANAS

Many Vedic texts are traditionally called Brahmanas, but the more impor-

tant among them are the Aitareya and the Kauyitaki belonging to the Rg-Veda;

the Taxttxriya belonging to the Kfsna Tajur-Veda ; the Satapatha belonging to the

Sukla Tajur-Veda’, the Jaiminiya and Tanjya belonging to the Sdma-Veda ; and

the Gopatha belonging to the Atharva-Veda.

The Aitareya Brahmana, which naturally concerns itself mainly with the

duties of the priest of the #g-Veda, namely, the hotf, is divided into eight pancikas

of five adhyayas each. Clear evidence is available of Papini’s having known all

the forty adhyayas of this Brahmana. The first twenty-four ddhydyas of the Aitareya
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BrShmana deal with the hautra (the function or office of the hot]-) of the various

soma sacrifices; the next six with the agnihotra and the duties of the hotfs assis-

tants; and the last ten, which show signs of being a later addition, with the

pahySga and die rSjastiya.

The Kausitaki BrShmana, also known as the SSAkhSyana BrShmana, has thirty

adhySyas. It is a better-organized textand covers more or less the entire sacrificial

procedure.

As has been indicated already, die Taittiriya BrShmana is merely a continua-

tion of the Taittiriya SarhhitS. Its three kSndas either supplement the discussion

of the ritual in the SamhitS, or give a more detailed treatment of some of the

topics dealt with in it.

The Satapatha BrShmana, on the other hand, must be regarded as an inde-

pendent work and it is quite remarkable in many respects. Indeed, after the

lig-Veda and the Atharva-Veda, it is perhaps the most important Vedic text in

both extent and content. The MSdhyandina version of the Satapatha BrShmana

consists of 14 kSndas (each with a separate name derived from its contents),

68 prapSthakas or 100 adhySyas (from which the Satapatha BrShmana presumably

gets itsname as ‘the BrShmana with a hundred paths or sections’), 438 brShmanas,

and 7,624 karidikSs. In the KSiiva version, the first, the fifth, and the fourteenth

kSndas are each divided into two kSndas-, thus the total number of kSndas in that

version is seventeen. Otherwise, the names of the kSndas and their contents are

generally the same.

Hie first nine kSndas of the Madhyandina-Satapatha BrShmana, which seem to

represent the older portion, fully correspond with the first eighteen adhySyas

of the VSjasaneyi Samhita, and thus cover the basic sacrificial ritual. The tenth

kSnda, called Agnirahasya speaks of the mystical significance of the various

aspects of the sacred fires; while the eleventh, called AstSdhySyi, recapitulates

the entire sacrificial ritual. The twelfth kSnda is called Madhyama, which
title clearly suggests that kSndas X-XlV constitute a separate unit added
later to the original Brahmana. This would seem to be confirmed by
Patanjali’s reference to this Brahmana as Sastipatha (sixty paths), a name pre-

sumably derived from the fact that the first nine kSndas together consist of sixty

adhySyas. The twelfth kSnda concerns itself with expiation rites and the sautrS-

mani sacrifice. The thirteenth kSnda deals mainly with the aSvamtdha sacrifice

and also, rather briefly, with the purusamedha and the sanamedha sacrifices. The
first three adhySyas of the last kSnda of the Satapatha Brahmana are devoted to the

consideration of the pravargya ceremony (introductory to the soma sacrifice)

;

while the last six adhySyas constitute the famous Brhadaranyaka Upanisad.

One of the important features of the Satapatha BrShmana is the large number
of legends it contains. Among them may be mentioned: Manu and the fish;

the migration of Videgha M&thava from the region of the Sarasvati to the
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region of the SadAnlrA; the rejuvenation of Cyavana; the romantic affair be*

tween PurOravma and Urvail; and die contest between Kadrfi and Vinatl.

Another important feature is that, while some portions of this BrAhmapa are

intimately connected with the Kuru-PAftcAlaa, others have their provenance in

Koiala-Videha. This fact clearly indicates that the Satopatha Brdkmtm is a

composite work and that its composition must have extended over a wide range

of time and area. In this connection it is noteworthy that the principal figure in

kdqpas I-V and XI-XV is YAjftavalkya, whereas it is SApffilya in k&mias VI-X.

The Sdma-Vtda can boast of havihg the largest number of BrAhmapa texts,

but only two or three of them can properly be called BrAhmapas; all the others

are more or less ofthe nature ofparififfas (appendices). The Jaimintya Brdhmana,

which consists of 1,252 sections and which is thus one of the bulkiest of the

Vedic texts, constitutes the best source of information regarding the technique

of the sdmagds (the priests who chant or recite the Sdma- Veda) . It is also a

difficult text, however, since the ritual and legendary data in it are more or

less isolated.

Another BrAhmapa which belongs to the Sima- Veda is the Tdnfya Brdhmana.

It is also known as the Paftcaviihia Brdhmana, for, as its name implies, it consists of

twenty-five books. Its chief concern is of course the soma sacrifice in all its varie-

ties, but of particular interest are its detailed description of the sattras

(sacrificial sessions) organized on the banks of the Dfsadvad and the Sarasvatl,

and its treatment of the vr&tya-stomas (hymns of praise). Like the Padcaohhia

Brdhmana, the Sima- Veda has a fatfvirhh Brdhmana, the last book of which deals

with omens and portents; it is called the Adbhuta Brdhmana.

The Gopatha Brdhmana
,
which is the only BrAhmapa of the Atharva-Vtda

known to us, is perhaps the youngest of the BrAhmana texts. It is also limited

in extent, consisting as it does of only two books with eleven prapdfhakas. The
Caranavy&ha, which is one of the parihffas of the Atharva-Veda, Says, however, that

the Gopatha Brdhmana originally consisted of one hundred chapters out of which

only two have survived. This is quite plausible, since many statements referred

to in other texts as being derived from this BrAhmapa are not traceable in its

extant text.

A significant point about the Gopatha Brdhmana is that, for the most pvt, it

contains myths, legends, and parables which illustrate and explain various

ceremonies in the Vedic ritual. The Atharvanic character of this BrAhmapa

becomes evident in several ways. For instance, it glorifies A&giras as the ‘sage

of sages* and emphasizes that a Vedic sacrifice performed without the help of

a priest of the Atharva-Vtda is bound to fail.

In the literary history of ancient India, the BrAhmapas are important for

the following reasons: (i) they represent the earliest attempts to interpret the

Vedic mantras; (s'i) they mark the beginnings of Sanskrit prose; (tit) they have
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preserved many ancient legends; and (to) they have in them the seeds of the
future development ofseveral literary forms and works, and ofvarious branches
ofknowledge.

'

Moreover, the Brahmanas contain an exclusive and comprehensive treat-

ment ofVedic sacrificial ritual, and thus constitute a highly authoritative source
for one of the most significant periods in the religious history of India. It is,

again, the Brahmanas which have prepared the background for the philoso-

phical speculations of the Upanigads. And, finally, culture-historians can ill

afford to lose sight of the various facts orsocio-political history interspersed in
the ritualistic lucubrations of the Brahmanas.

THE ARANYAKAS

The Aranyakas may be said to have been regarded as independent Vedic
texts only by courtesy. Actually, they are a kind of continuation of the
Brahmanas, textually as well as conceptually. They mark die transition from
the ritualism of the Brahmanas to the spiritualism of the Upanisads. While, on
the one hand, most of the texts of the Aranyakas form the concluding portions
of some of the Brahmanas, on the other hand, some of the Upanuadic texts are
either embedded in or appended to them. The Aranyakas, which are obviously
esoteric, seek to present the true mystique of the ritual by glorifying the inner,

mental sacrifice as against the external, material aspect of it. The study of the
Aranyakas was traditionally restricted therefore to the solitude of the forest,

aranya. That is why they came to be called the Aranyakas. It is also not nnlilcrfy
that these texts derived their name from their schematic connection with
Vanaprastha abama (the forestedweller’s stage).

Only a few texts have come to be traditionally called the Aranyakas. The
Aitareya Aranyaka,

, belonging to the Rg-Veda, consists of five books. The second
and the third books are specifically attributed to Mahidasa Aitareya, and are
generally theosophic in their tendencies. The first three sections of the second
book, which are said to be intended for persons who desire liberation in gradual
stages, teach the prana-up&sand (worship of vital power). The last three sections
of the second book constitute the Aitareya Upanifad which sets forth Ved&ntic
doctrines.

The third book deals with the saihhitS-up&sand (unified form of worship)
and is meant for persons who are still attached to worldly possessions. In its
other parts, this Aranyaka treats ofsuch sacrificial ceremonies as the MahSvrata.

The Kaufitaki or Safikhayana Aranyaka, which also belongs to the Rg-Veda
consists of three books, the first two of which are ritualistic in character while
the third forms the Kaufitaki Upanifad.

As for the Taittiriya Aranyaka, it is, as already mentioned, a direct continua-
tion of the Samhita and the Brahmapa of the Taittiriya school In its first six
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books it supplements the treatment of Vedic ritual in the Saihhiti. and the

BrAhmana by dealing with such sacrifices as the sarvamedha, the pitfmedha, and
the pravargya. Its next three books constitute the Taittiriya Upanisad, while its

tenth and last book is known as the Makd-ndrdyana Upanifad.

The first three adhyayas of the fourteenth kdnda of the Satapatha Brakmana

are called Aranyaka and their subject-matter is the pravargya sacrifice. As already

mentioned, the last six adhyayas of this kdnda make up the Brhaddranyaka

Upanifad.

THE UPANI$ADS

The word upanisad is interpreted variously. It is made to correspond with

the word updsana which is understood to mean either worship (Oldenberg) or

profound knowledge (Senart). Hauer understands the word in the sense of

mysterious wisdom derived through tapas (religious austerity). The word is also

connected with the Pali word upanisa and thus made to mean something like

cause or connection. In his bhasya (commentary) on the Taittiriya Upanisad San-

kara interprets upanifad as that which destroys {sad, to destroy) ignorance. But

the sense most commonly signified by the word upanifad is the esoteric teaching

imparted by the teacher to the pupil who sits {sad), near him (upa), in a closed

select(w'), group. The Upanisads are also called the Vedanta, because they repre-

sent the concluding portion of the apauruseya Veda or Sruti, or the final stage

in Vedic instruction, or the ultimate end and aim of the teachings ofthe Veda.

The importance of the Upanisads, however, as the first recorded attempt at

systematic, though not systematized, philosophizing can hardly be gainsaid.

They arc one of the most significant sources of the spiritual wisdom of India, and

are traditionally regarded as one of the three prasthdnas (source books) of Indian

philosophy. Also, one cannot fail to be impressed by certain notable features

of the Upanisads, such as: their unity of purpose in spite of the variety in their

doctrines; the note of certainty or definiteness which informs them; and the

various levels at which they consider.and represent reality.

Much need not be said here about the Upanisads as religious literature,

because they are concerned with the contemplative-realizational rather than

with the ritualistic-ceremonial aspect of the spiritual life of the people. They

belong to philosophy rather than to religion. There are over 200 Upanisads,

including such recent works as the Khristopanifad and the Allopanisad. The

Muktikopanisad gives a traditional list of 108 Upanisads, of which 10 belong to

the Rg-Veda, 19 to the Sukla Tajur-Veda, 32 to the Krsna Tajur-Veda, 16 to the

Sdma-Veda, and 31 to the Atharva-Veda; but even out of these, many twits are

called Upanisads only by courtesy. Usually, thirteen Upanisads are regarded as

the principal Upanisads. They are traditionally connected with one Vedic idkhd

or the other, and several of them actually form part ofa larger literary complex.
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THE EARLIEST AND THE MOST IMPORTANT UFANIgADS

The lie Upanifad belongs to the Sukla Ttyur-Veda and is included in the

Vdjasamyi Sarhhitd as its last adhydya, that is, the fortieth. This Upanifad, which

derives its name from its first word, emphasizes the unity ofbeing and becoming,

but in this connection it speaks of lia, the Lord, rather than of Brahman. It

elaborates the doctrine of vidyd (knowledge) and avidyd (ignorance), and sets

forth the view that a fusion of both {samuecaya), is a necessary precondition for

the attainment of amjtatva (immortality).

The Ktna Upanifad, which also derives its name from its initial word, forms

part of the fourth book of the TalavakSra Brdhmapa of the Sdma-Veda . It consists

of four sections, of which the first two, which are in verse, deal with Brahman,

pard-vidyt (higher knowledge), and sadyomukti (immediate liberation); while the

last two sections, which are in prose, deal with Iivara, apard-vidyd (lower know-

ledge), and krama-mukti (gradual liberation). This Upanifad contains the famous

legend of Um& Haimavatl.

One of the better-known Upanifads is the Kafha or Kdthaka Upanifad,

which belongs to the Kffifa Ttyur-Veda. It consists of two chapters which have

three vallis (sections) each. For the background of its philosophical teaching

it has the striking legend of Yama and Naciketas. A noteworthy point about

this Upanifad is that it has many passages in common with the Bhagavad-Gltd.

The Praina Upanifad, the Muyfa or Muifdaka Upanifad, and the Md^ddkya

Upanifad belong to the Atharva-Veda. The Praina Upanifad, as its name suggests,

deals, in its six sections, with six questions, prainas,
relating to such topics as the

nature of the ultimate cause, the significance of Om, and the relation between

the Supreme and the Word. The name Mwfda is suggestive of renunciation,

and in its three chapters this Upanifad discusses sannydsa (renunciation) and
pard-vidyd as against sarhsdra (the world) and apard-vidyd. Incidentally, India’s

national motto satyam evajayate (truth alone triumphs) is taken from this Upa-
nifad (III. 1. 6). The MdifdQkya Upanifad is a very small text consisting of only

twelve stanzas, but it has attained a significant place in the philosophical

literature of India on account of the fact that GaudapSda, Sankara’s predeces-

sor, wrote a commentary on this Upanifad, his famous Md^idkya-kdrikd, which

may be said to contain the first systematic statement of the doctrine of absolute

monism, later elaborated upon and given full form by Sankara.

The Taittiriya Upanifad is a part of the larger literature complex of the

Taittiriya school of die Kff$a Ttyur-Veda. As has been pointed out, die seventh,

eighth, and ninth books of the Taittiriya Ararsyaka constitute the Taittiriya

Upanifad, the tenth and last being the Mahd-ndrdya^a Upanifad. The Taittiriya

Upanifad is divided into three sections called vallis-. the Slkfd-valll, the Brahmd-

nanda-valll and the Bhfgu-valli. The Aitareya Upanifad of the Rg- Veda is equi-

valent to the Aitareya Araqyaka (II. 4-6).
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By far the most important of the Upanisads are the Ch&ndogya and the

Bfhadaranyaka. The Ch&ndogya Brahmana, belonging to the Kauthuma Sakha of

the S&ma-Veda, consists of ten chapters. The first two chapters, which comprise

the Mantra Brahmana, deal with ritualistic subjects, while the last eight chapters

constitute the Ch&ndogya Upanisad. Some of the topics of particular philosophical

interest in this Upanisad are the Sandilya-vidya (the technique taught by the sage

S&pdilya)
;
the sathvarga-vidya (the technique relating to the all-consuming

cosmic wind), the vaihanara-vidyd (the technique relating to the all-consuming

cosmic fire), and the teachings imparted by Prajapati to Indra, by Ghora
Angirasa to Kr$pa Devaklputra, by Uddilaka Arum to Svetaketu, and by

Sanatkumara to Narada.

The Brhad&ranyaka Upanisad, which belongs to the Sukla Yajur- Veda, is the

biggest and perhaps the oldest of the Upanisads. In the M&dhyandina recension

this Upanisad corresponds with Chapters IV-VIII of the fourteenth kanda

and Chapter VI of the tenth kanda of the Satapatha Brdhmaya of the same recen-

sion. The Kanva Bfhadaranyaka Upanisad (which, incidentally, Sankara chose

for his commentary) is analogous to the last six chapters of the sixteenth kanda

of the Kdttva Satapatha Brahmana. There is, however, no material divergence

between the two recensions so far as the subject-matter is concerned. The first

two chapters of the Bfhadaranyaka Upanifad constitute the madhu-kanda, the main

purpose ofwhich is to establish the identity ofJiva and Brahman. The next two

chapters, which seem to form the kernel of this Upanisad, are dominated by the

personality and the teachings of the greatest of the Upanisadic philosophers,

Yajnavalkya; together they make up what is known as the yajnavalkya-kanda or

the muni-kandd. The last two chapters form the khila-kanda which deals with vari-

ous- kinds of upasanas.

Added to these ten traditionally recognized Upanisads are three others,

making altogether the thirteen principal Upanisads. These three are the

Svetasvatara and the Maitri, or Maitrayani, both of which belong to the Krstfa

Yajur-Veda, and the Kaufitaki which belongs to the Rg-Veda.

The Svetasvatara Upanifad, which has six chapters and 1 1 3 stanzas, is essen-

tially a theistic text. It presents the supreme Brahman as Rudra, the personal

God, and teaches the doctrine of bhakti (devotion). This Upanisad is also

remarkable for its use of Samkhya terminology and its attempt to reconcile the

different religious and philosophical views which were then in vogue.

The Maitri or Maitrayani Upanifad has seven chapters, the last two of which

are comparatively modern. It mentions the TrimUrti concept, and, in its re-

ferences to the illusory character of the world and the momentariness of phe-

nomena, seems to betray the influence of Buddhistic thought.

The Kaufitaki Upanifad, though also called Kaufitaki Brahmana Upanifad,

is not connected with the Kaufitaki (or Sdnkkdyana) Brahmana. As we have already
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seen, this Upani$ad is die third chapter of the SSnkhSyana Arayyaka. Among
other topics, it deals with the progressive definition of the Brahman, the

course to Brahmaloka (the sphere of Brahman), and Indra as life and
immortality.

Apart from these principal Upanisads there are many others, but they are

essentially sectarian in character and pseudo-philosophical in content. They are

usually divided into various classes, such as Samanya-Vedanta, Yoga, Sannyasa,

Saiva, Vaispava, and Sskta, in accordance with their main tendencies.

As for the age of the principal Upanisads, they may be said to extend

roughly over a period from the eighth to the third century b.c., the older ones

among them being decidedly pre-Buddhistic. As far as the relative chronology

of the Upanisads is concerned, it is customary to speak of four classes, namely:

ancient prose, early metrical, later prose, and later metrical.

The Upanisads can, no doubt, be said to represent the high watermark of

Vedic thought; but it also needs to be realized that certain features of their

teachings, such as Brahma-vidya (knowledge ofBrahman), were too subtle to be

adequately comprehended by ordinary people. They demanded a high

intellectual level and strict spiritual discipline on the part of the seeker. The

Upanisads gave the people a philosophy but not a religion.

ANCILLARY VEDIC LITERATURE : THE VEDANGAS AND THE SUTRAS

As we have seen, the Samhitas, the Brahmanas, the Aranyakas, and the

Upanisads are believed to be apauruseya. Not so the Vedangas, for in the re-

organization ofVedic knowledge they present an attempt to systematize various

aspects of that knowledge which are necessary for understanding the Vedic

texts. The six Vedangas are: siksd (phonetics); kalpa (socio-religious practice

and ritual); vyakarana (grammar); nirukta (etymology, exegesis, and mytho-

logy); chandas (metrics); and jyotisa (astronomy). Each of these six Vedangas

is connected, in one way or another, with the Vedic religion, although only the

Kalpa may be said to be directly religious in purpose. By the Kalpa-Sutra is

usually meant a whole literary corpus comprising the Srauta-Sutra, the Grhya-

Sutra, and the Dharaia-Sutra; these, broadly speaking, refer respectively to the

religious, the domestic, and the social aspects of the life of the people. These

Sfitras primarily seek to regulate and codify the practices which were already in

vogue, but at the same time they also initiate new practices or modify the old

ones in accordance with the times and the traditions of the school in which they

originated.

There is reason to believe that each Vedic school produced its own Kalpa-

Sutra though not all of them are available today. The nature of a Kalpa-Sutra

will be clear from die following analysis of the contents of the Kalpa-Sutra of

the Apastamba school of the Taittiriya Sakha of the Kfsna Tajur-Veda. This
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Kalpa-S&tra consists of thirty prainas (literally questions, chapters), the first

twenty-three of which constitute the Srauta-Sutra. The twenty-fourth praina is

called die paribhofS-praha and contains the paribhafd (general rules and defini-

tions) connected with the ritual. In view of its character as ‘introduction’, this

praina should have been placed at the very beginning of the Kalpa-Sutra; but,

as the commentator Kapardisvamin explains, this paribhafd is applicable to both

the Srauta-Sutra and the Gfhya-Sutra and is therefore placed between the two.

The paribhdsd-praina also comprises the pravara (the series of ancestors) and the

hautra (the duties of the hotr) . The twenty-fifth and twenty-sixth prainas give

the mantras to be employed for the various gfhya rites, while the twenty-seventh

praina makes up the Apastamba Grhya-Sutra proper. The twenty-eighth and

twenty-ninth prainas contain the Dharma-Sutra, and the thirtieth praina is the

£ulva-Sutra. To these thirty prainas is sometimes added a thirty-firstprafoa which

constitutes the Pitrmedha-Sutra.

Among such complete Kalpa-Sutras which are available today may be

mentioned those belonging to the Baudhayana, the HiraoyakeSin, and the

Vaikhanasa schools of the Taittiriya Sakha. All these texts are called Sutras

because they adopted the unique literary form which was developed during this

period, namely, the sutra form. A sutra is an aphoristic statement, at once brief,

unequivocal, comprehensive, generally valid, and expressive of die essential

point.

THE SRAUTA-SGTRAS, GRHYA-SOTRAS, AND DHARMA-SOTRAS

As we have seen, the Srauta-Sutras contain injunctions regarding religious

practices, the word ‘practices’ being understood in the restricted sense of ritua-

listic practices. Naturally, therefore, they are directly connected with the

Brahmanas, particularly with the vidhi portions. The Srauta-Sutras, however,

present the procedure of the various sacrifices in a far more complete and

systematic manner. Presumably, these Sutras were composed as practical aids

to the professional officiating priests. Closely related to the Srauta-Sutras are

the Sulva-Sutras which deal with such matters as the construction of the sacri-

ficial, altars, the measurements of the different kinds of fire-altars, etc.

The Srauta-Sutras generally treat of sacrifices in which the three sacred

fires, the ahavaniya, the gdrhapatya, and the daksiria (or sometimes more) are

employed. These sacrifices usually require the services of several officiat-

ing priests from among the adhvaryu, the hotr, the brahman, and the udgdtf, and

their assistants. According to the traditional enumeration, the Jrauta sacrifices

include the seven haviryajHa-samsthd sacrifices (with clarified, butter), namely,

agnyddheya, agnikotra, dariap&rnamasa, agrayana, caturmSsya, mrd^kapaJubandha,

and sautramani; and also the seven somayajna-samstha sacrifices (with somajuice),

namely, agniftoma, atyagniftoma, ukthya, pdaii, vajapeya, atirdtra, and dptoryama.
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The Srauta sacrifices are also classified in three groups: (*) iffis (corn sacrifices,

with oblations of butter, fruits, and so on) of which the darSap&n^amdsa sacrifice

is the norm; (it) die paSu (animal) sacrifices, of which the nir&dhapaiu-

bandha is the norm; and (tit) soma sacrifices of which the agniftoma sacrifice is

the norm.

The majority of the Srauta-Sutras known today belong to the Tajur-Veda

(particularly to the Kff$a Tajur-Veda). This is quite understandable, for the

adhoaryu plays the most active role in the Srauta ritual, and the Tajur-Veda is

essentially the Veda for the adhoaryu.

The Baudhdyana Srauta-SStra belongs to the Taittiriya Sakha of the Kfsqa

Tajur-Veda ;
it is perhaps the oldest among the Srauta-Sutras. Indeed, Baudha-

yana is traditionally regarded as the foremost among the acaryas. The Baudhd-

yana Srauta-Sutra is called a pravacana (sacred treatise) and is written more in the

style of the Brahmanas than of the Sutras. Special mention may be made of two

sections included in this Sutra, the Dvaidha and the Karmdnta; the former

critically records the views on ritualistic practices held by the various

acaryas of the Taittiriya Sakha.

The other Srauta-Sutras which belong to the Taittiriya Sakha are the

Bhdradvdja, the Apastamba, the Satyasadha-HiranyakeSin, the Vaikhanasa, and

the Vddhula. The Bhdradvdja Srauta-Sutra consists of fifteen prasnas, the

Paitrmedhika-Sutra, and the Pariiesa-Sutra. It does not give any hauira at all.

The Apastamba Srauta-Sutra is the best known of the Srauta-Sutras. A llautrapari-

sista ascribed to Apastamba is also available. There is considerable similarity

between the Apastamba Srauta-Sutra and the Satyasddha-HiraiiyakeSi Srauta-Sutra

so far as their ritual is concerned. A noteworthy feature of the Vaikhanasa Srauta-

SStra is that, unlike the other Srauta-Sutras belonging to the Tajur-Veda (which

begin with the description of the DarSapdrnamdsa sacrifice) it begins with the

agnyadheya sacrifice, and this is followed by the agnihotrahoma. The extant text of

the Vddhula Srauta-Sutra is corrupt and fragmentary.

Of the two Srauta-Sutras belonging to the Maitrayani Sakha, the Manava

and the Vdrdha, the former is closely connected with the Apastamba Srauta-

Sutra, while a pariSbsta of the latter is important for the expiation rites. The

Kdthaka Srauta-Sutra has become known only through references to it in other

Srauta-Sutras and commentaries. The Katydyana Srauta-Sutra is the only Srauta-

Sutra of the Sukla Tajur-Veda. It does not contain the hautra, but it has as many

as ten parisiftas. The two Srauta-Sutras-of the lfg-Veda, the ASvaldyana and the

Sdhkhayana, deal mainly with the hautra. The Sama-Veda has four Srauta-Sutras,

the Ldtyayana, the Drdhyayana, the Jaiminiya

,

and the Cobhila. The Ldtyd-

yana Srauta-Sutra deals with the chanting of the sdmans which relate mainly to

the agniffoma and other soma sacrifices. The Drdhyayana Srauta-Sutra, which

bears considerable similarity to the Ldtyayana Srauta-SUtra, consists of
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thirty-two papdas (chapters), but only the first fifteen of them have been publi-

shed so far. The Gobkila Srauta-SQtra deals with the pi$da-pitf-yqjfta, among other

rites. It may be noted that the Grhya-Sfltra of this school refers to the anvaffakya

rite as the norm of the piyfa-pitf-jiajHa and mentions only the distinguishing

features of the latter. The anvaffakya rite is a Sr&ddha or funeral ceremony per-

formed on the ninth day in the latter halfof the three (or fbur) months following

the full moon in Agrah&yapa, Pau?a, M&gha, and Ph&lguna. The Vaitdna-

Sstra of the Atharva-Veda is a short text concerning the duties of the brahman and

his assistants, and also of the sacrificed. The KauHka-S&tra, which also belongs

to the Atharva-Veda, is essentially a Gfhya-SOtra, but it contains several passages

relating to the hauta ritual. In this context the Atharva- Veda-pr&yaicitt&ni may
also be mentioned. It deals with expiation rites and the forty-fifth parififfa of

the Atharva-Veda, which is called Agnihotra-homavidhi. Several other manuals

dealing with ritualistic practice have been produced by different Vedic schools.

These manuals are called paddhatis and prayogas, and are, of course, of a much
later date.

The Gjhya-Sfltras deal with the gfhya (household) rites which broadly com-

prise the seven pdka-yqjHa-sarfisthds : aupisanahoma, vaiivadeva, pUrvaya, af/akS,

mdsiSriddha, sarpabali, and U&nabali; and also the rites connected with the

various sarhsk&ras (sacraments). Some rites, like the Hgrayatia, the madhuparka,

and the obsequies are common to both the Srauta-SOtra and the Gjhya-SOtra.

The Gfhya-Sutras have very little to do with the Br&hmapas, but they are

directly connected with the Saihhit&s since they derive their mantras from them.

It needs to be pointed out, however, th&t not all the mantras prescribed to be

employed in gjhya rites are traceable to the Saxhhit&s. The gjhya rites are general-

ly performed with the help of only one fire, and in many of them the services

of officiating priests are not required. Soma has no place in any of them. When
they form part of a corpus, the Gfhya-Stttras presuppose and occur after the

Srauta-SGtra. It is, however, difficult to say whether the Srauta-SQtra and the

Gfhya-Sfltra belonging to the same school can be ascribed to the same author-

ship. At the same time, one does come across many verbal repetitions in the two

Sfltras of the same school.

Like the Srauta-SQtras, the Gfhya-Sutras show, to a certain extent, the in-

fluence of the specific Vedic schools to which they belong. The SdAkhdyana

Gfhya-Sdtra, which belongs to the S&rtkhayana school of the ptg-Veda and which

is based on the B&gkala recension of that Veda, consists of six chapters, the last

two of which are presumably later additions. The name of the author of this

Gfhya-SQtra is said to be Suyajfia S&hkh&yana. The Kaujitaka Gfhya-Sdtra,

which is attributed to Sambavya, has five chapters and is almost a replicaofthe

original Sddkhdyana Gfhya-Sdtra. But perhaps the most important Gjhya-

SQtra belonging to the ptg- Veda is the Aival&yana Gfhya-Sdtra. It consists of four
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chapters and its author is traditionally believed to be Saunaka’s pupil

Aivalayana. A few other unpublished Grhya-SOtras of the Bg- Veda, such as

the Saunaka, the Bhdraviya, the Sdkalya, the Paingi, and the Pardyara, are

referred to in other texts,

Of the two G|*hya-SQtras of the Sukla Tajur- Veda, one is published. This is

the Paraskara Grhya-S&tra, which is^also known as the Kdtiya Grhya-S&tra or the

Vdjasaneya Grhya-S&tra. The other one, the Baijavdpa Grhya-S&tra, is known only

through references to it in other works. The Paraskara Grhya-S&tra is connected

with the Madhyandina Sakha.

The largest number of published Grhya-Sutras belong to the Krpia Tajur-

Veda. The Baudhdyana Grhya-S&tra (with four prainas), the Bh&radvdja Grhya-

S&tra (with three prainas), the Apastamba Grhya-S&tra (with three prainas, of which

two give only the mantras for grhya rites while the third gives the injunctions

regarding the performance of these rites), and the Satydsadha-Hiranyakeii Grhya-

Sutra (with two prainas
)

are included in the Kalpa-Sutra corpuses of their

respective Vedic schools. The Vaikhanasa Grhya-S&tra, which also belongs to the

Taittiriya Sakha of the Krsna Tajur- Veda, presupposes (like the Apastamba Grhya-

Sutra) a collection of mantras to which it refers only by pratikas (symbols). The

Agnivesya Grhya-Sutra is ascribed to Agnivesa who is said to have founded the

AgniveSya school which forms a subdivision of the Vadhula school of the

Taittiriya Sakha. However, in the matter of both style and content this Grhya-

Sutra differs substantially from the other Grhya-Sutras of the Kr$na Tajur-Veda.

It appears to have been largely influenced by the religious practices of a com-

paratively late date. The Mai trayani Sakha of the Krsna Tajur-Veda has two

Grhya-SOtras, the Mdnava Grhya-Sutra and the Varaha Grhya-Sutra. The Manana

Grhya-Sutra is divided into two main sections, called punqas. Among the topics

which seem to be peculiar to this Grhya-Sutra, mention may be made of the

worship of ,the four Vindyakas, the fafthikalpa, vratacaryd, and sandhya and

the several diksas. The Varaha Grhya-Sutra has quite a large number of sUtras

in common with the Mdnava Grhya-S&tra and the Kathaka Grhya-S&tra. The

Kathaka Grhya-S&tra belongs to the Kathaka Sakha of the Krsija Tajur-Veda and,

because it has five principal parts, it is known as Grhya-pancikd. It is also called

the Laugakfi Grhya-S&tra.

Among the Grhya-Sutras belonging to the Sdrna- Veda, the Gobhila Grhya-

S&tra presupposes, besides the Sdma-Veda Sarhhita, a collection of mantras known

as the Mantra Brahmana. In fact, this Grhya-Sutra and the Mantra Brahman.a

appear to have been composed side by side according to a common plan. The

Khddira Grhya-S&tra, which is almost identical with the Drdhyayana Grhya-s&tra-

tirtti, is presumably an abridgement of the Gobhila Grhya-S&tra. The Jaimrdya

Grhya-S&tra, which is divided into one part of twenty-four khairfas and another

of nine khaydas, seems to presuppose the Jaiminiya Samhita of the Sdma-
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Veda. The so-called Kauthuma Gfhya-S&tra of the Sama-Veda is a corrupt text

showing signs of being of a later date. Two other Grhya-Sutras of the Sdma- Veda

are not published, but are referred to in other texts; these are the Gautama and
the ChSndogya. The KauHka-SUtra, which belongs to the Saunaka Sakha of the

Atharva-Veda, is traditionally regarded as the Gfhya-Sutra of that Veda. But

apart from the gxhya rites, the Sutra deals with the various magical practices

of the Atharva-Veda. It is suggested that the Kauiika-SiUra represents a mixture

of two separate Sutras, the Atharva-Sutra and the G|hya-Sutra.

Compared with Srauta-Sutras and Grhya-Sutras which are available, the

Dharma-Sutras are very few. It may be pointed out, however, that besides

those published, many other texts of this category have become known through

quotations from them found in other works. It is also possible to presume that

some of the Dharma-Sutras are now completely lost. There is another significant

point about the Dharma-Sutras. This is that although the different Dharma-
Sutras are traditionally believed to have been affiliated to different Vedic

schools, the influence on them of those specific schools is almost negligible. It

seems that while the srauta and grhya practices varied from school to school

—

in some details at least—social practices, civil and criminal law, and polity,

which constituted the principal subject-matter of the Dharma-Sutras, had in

general become common to the entire Vedic-Aryan community. Under-

standably, the connection between a Dharma-Sutra and any particular Vedic

school was often tenuous. Within a Kalpa corpus the Dharma-Sutra usually

follows the Grhya-Sutra. It may also be noted that many topics, such as the

airama-dharmas (special duties of each period of life), are common to the Grhya-

Sutra and the Dharma-Sutra.

The arrangement of the subject-matter in the Dharma-Sutras is not at all

orderly. In the light of the classification of topics in some of the later metrical

Smrtis, however, it is possible to classify the topics of the Dharma-Sutras

under three main heads: deara (conduct), vyavahdra (dealings), including rdja-

dharma (a king’s duty), and prdyaicitta (expiation). As for the literary form of the

Dharma-Sutras, they contain sutras interspersed with metrical passages; two

exceptions to this are the Gautama Dharma-Sutra and the Vaikhdnasa Dharma-

Sutra.

Of texts which may be characterized as Dharma-Sfitras, only six have been

published so far. The best known among them, and perhaps the earliest, is the

Gautama Dharma-Sutra. It has twenty-eight chapters and belongs to the Sama-

Veda. Though there is nothing specifically Sama-Vedic about this Sutra, wemay

note that its entire twenty-sixth chapter is taken from the Sdma-vidhdna Brahmaqa

of the Sama-Veda.

The Baudhayana Dharma-Sutra, which has four prahas
?
forms part of the

Baudhayana Kalpa-Sutra. It is doubtful, however, whether Baudhayana is person-
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ally the author of this Sfltra, for in it he is referred to in the third person and

also as Bhagavftn BaudhSyana, The twenty-eighth and twenty-ninth praJnas

of die Apastamba Kalpa-Stltra form the Dharma-Sfltra of that school. There are

many indications to show that the Gfhya-Sfltra and the Dharma-Sfltra of the

Apastamba school are from the same hand. The so-called SatydfMka-HiratyakiJi

DhamaSitra (which corresponds to the twenty-sixth and the twenty-seventh

prainas of the Satydfitfka Kalpa-Sntra) Is almost identical with the Apastamba-

Dkarma-SUtra. This fact would suggest that the Satyi?i<jlha*Hiraoyakeiin school

did not originally have any Dharma-Sfltra of its own, but that, in order to

complete its Kalpa corpus, it adopted the Dharma-Sfltra of the Apastamba

school as its own Dharma-Sfltra.

The Vdfiffha Dhama-Setra, in its common version, has thirty chapters, of

which die first twenty-three form the original part of the Sfltra while the last

seven are later additions. In its present form this Dharma-Sfltra is full of

repetitions and even inconsistencies. Vaiitfha, who is presumably the author

of this Sfltra, is referred to in the Mam Smrti and the YijHavalkya Smrti as an

authority on dharma; but his relationship with the Ijtg-Vedic seer of that name

is uncertain.

The Vaikhinasa DharmaSStra, which is made up ofprainas VIII—X of the

VaikhSnasa Smirta-Setra, deals, more or less exclusively, with the varo&irama-

dharmas (the special duties of each caste and of each period of life). It is closely

related to the Manu Smrti, but does not have any sections on rdja-dharma and

biddka (ceremony in honour of dead relatives and for their benefit). It is custo-

mary to include among the Dharma-Sfltras the Vtf$u Smrti which, in the colo-

phons of some of its manuscripts, is also called the Vifpu Dhama-iistra. The

Viftfu Smrti has 100 chapters, and, as its name suggests, it claims divine author-

ship. Many of its verses are found also in the Manu Smrti. It has been suggested

that this work originally belonged to the Kifhaka Sftkhfi of the Krfifa Yqjur-Veda

and was later redacted by a Vai?pava author. Actually, however, it seems to be

a loose compendium on the Dharma-fifistra, produced in the period of transition

from the Dharma-Sfltras to the metrical Smrtis.

dharma-sOtras and dharma-SAstras

Broadly ipeaking, the Dharma-iflstras or metrical Smrtis represent a later

stage than the Dharma-Sfltras in the evolution of the literature on Dharma-
iistra. But it cannot be assumed on this account that every Smrti had as its basis

a Dharma-Sfltra, or that every Dharma-Sfltra developed in course of time

into a metrical Smrti. This point has special relevance in connection with the

problem relating to the Mam Smrti and the MSnava Dharma-S&tra. It was

suggested that the extant Manu Smrti was a metrical redaction of the Mdnava

Dhama-Setra which belonged to the Maitriyap! Sikhfi of the Knva Tajur-Veda.
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But no Mdnava Dharma-SQtra has become available so far, nor is it even men'
tioned in any other work. Various arguments have been advanced to prove that

the Manava Dharma-SUtra had once existed but was lost; there have also beat

counterarguments to disprove the existence of this Sfitra. Neither of these

claims is conclusive, and die question has to remain open.

By and large, the entire Vedic literature, both apauruseya and paurufeya,

may be said to be directly religious in character. As against this, in the post*

Vedic Sanskrit literature, which is by no means homogeneous either in form

or content, religion is but one of the many fields covered. One may, nonetheless,

hasten to add that there is hardly any ancient or medieval Sanskrit text, even of

an avowedly secular type, which is not religion-oriented in one sense or other.

II

THE POST-VEDIC LITERATURE : A SURVEY

The logical and chronological sequence which characterizes the Vedic

periods is absent in the post-Vedic Sanskrit literary periods.* We have therefore

to consider the post-Vedic Sanskrit religious texts not chronologically but in

groups formed in accordance with their contents and tendencies.

The end of the period of the major Upanifads saw the gradual dwindling

of the influence of the Vedic tradition. Four cultural movements emerged

during this interregnum. Firstly, heterodox religions like Buddhism and

Jainism began to assert themselves. Secondly, as a natural reaction to this

challenge to orthodox Brahmanism, attempts were made to consolidate the

Vedic way of life and thought by reorganizing and systematizing all Vedic

knowledge and Vedic practice. The Sutra-Vedanga literature was the outcome

of these attempts. Thirdly, for the purpose of counteracting the cult ofrenuncia-

tion generally encouraged by the Upanisads, there grew what may be called

secular and materialistic tendencies best manifested in a work like the Artha Sastra

of Kautilya. And, finally, there emerged a form ofHinduism which steered clear

of the heterodoxy ofBuddhism and Jainism on the one hand and the revivalism

of the Sutra-Vedanga movement on the other. It was a federation of tribal

religious cults, most of which were originally non-Vedic in provenance and

which tended to converge in the course of historical development—this federa-

tion being held together by the running thread of formal allegiance to the

Vedas. The literature relating to the second movement, the Sutra-Ved&rtga

literature, has been already dealt with in the previous section on the Vedic

1 The topics discussed in this section are dealt with more elaborately in the next three articles of

this Part*
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literature. Now we are concerned with the literature of the fourth movement
which proved to be of the greatest consequence in the history of India, namely,

Hinduism. The main characteristics of this new religious movement may
broadly be set forth as follows: (*) The indigenous popular gods, such as Siva

and Vi$nu and His various incarnations, superseded the Vedic gods, such as

Indra and Varuria; («) Hie doctrine of bhakti or devotion to a personal God
began to prevail, and the different religious practices associated with it, such as

pujS (worship), replaced die Vedic sacrificial rifual; (w) The ideal of lokasaftr

graka (social solidarity) acquired as much importance as the Upanisadic

ideal of Stma-jn&na (Self-realization). Consequently, Karma-yoga came to be

encouraged as against Sannyasa; (
iv

)
The response of Hinduism to external

and internal challenges was one of gradual assimilation and adaptation rather

than ofopposition and isolation, and the tendency to synthesize various religious

practices and philosophical doctrines into a single harmonious way of life and

thought became prominent; (p) A new polity and statecraft was sponsored.

The influence of some of these trends in Hinduism becomes evident even

in the ancillary texts of the different Vedic schools, such as the paritistas, the

prayogas, and the paddhatis, all of which, of course, belong to a fairly late date.

The Vaikhanasa-SUtras, for instance, which claim to belong to a school of the

Yajur-Veda, are actually related to a Vaisnava school in South India. Similarly,

the Baudhayana Grhya-parifista-sutra deals with some aspects of Vismi-puja. Such

texts, though ostensibly Vedic, have taken over many non-Vedic beliefs and

practices.

THE BHAGAVAD-GlTA AND THE EPICS

The characteristics of Hinduism, as just set forth, are best reflected in the

Bkagavad-GitS which may, indeed, be regarded as the principal scripture of this

new religious ideology. They are also reflected in the character of Krsna, its

enunciator, as portrayed in the great epic, the Mahdbharata, which is in

many ways a unique literary phenomenon. It is by far the biggest single

literary work known to man. Its vastness is aptly matched by the encyclopaedic

nature ofits contents and the univenality of its appeal. The claim is traditionally

made, and fully justified, that in matters pertaining to dharma (religion and

ethics), artka (material progress and prosperity), kama (enjoyment of the

pleasures of personal and social life), and moksa (spiritual emancipation),

whatever is found in this epic may be found elsewhere; but what is not found

in it will be impossible to find anywhere else.

The MahSbhSrata,
as we know it today, is the outcome of a long process of

addition, assimilation, expansion, revision, and redaction. Presumably, it

originated as a bardic-historical poem called Jaya, which had the eventful

Bh&rata war as its central theme. In the course of time, -* large amount of
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material belonging to the literary tradition of the sUtas (bards), which had
been developing side by side with the mantra tradition embodied in the Vedic

literature, was added to die historical poem, thereby transforming it into the

epic Bharata. This transformation o£Jaya into Bhdrata received added momen-
tum from another and, from our point of view, more significant factor, the rise

of Krsnite Hinduism. The protagonists of this religion realized that the bardic

poem, which enjoyed wide currency, would serve as the most efficient vehicle

for the propagation of their ideology. So they redacted the poem in such a way
that the Bkagavad-Gita became the corner-stone of the new epic superstructure,

with Krsna as its central character. Thus we find that this new literary product,

Bhdrata, had derived its bardic-historical elements from the ancient sUta tradi-

tion and its religio-ethical elements from Krsnite Hinduism, and upon this was

gradually superimposed elements derived from Brahmanic learning and culture

and from other elements of Hinduism. The result was that Bharata became the

Mahabhdrata. Indeed, it is on account of the contributions of K^snaism, Brahma-

nism, and Hinduism that the Mahdbharata became a veritable treasure-house of

religious beliefs and practices.

The Mahabhdrata, which must have assumed its present form in the first

centuries before and after Christ, is traditionally believed to consist of 100,000

stanzas divided into eighteen fiarvans. Some typical religious sections are: the

Surya-namdsta-iataka {Aranyakaparvan) ,
the Sanat-sujatiya ( Udyogaparvan), the

Bkagavad-Gita and the Vasudeva-stuti (Bhismaparvan), the Satarudrtya (Dronaparvan)

,

the Jdpakopakhydna, the Narayaniya, and the Unchavrttyupdkhydna (Santiparvan),

the Siva-sahasranama-stotra, the Gangd-stava, and the Vismsakasrandma-stotra (Am

-

iasanaparvan)
,
the Iivara-stuti and the Anu-Gita (ASvamedhikaparvan). There is also

the Harivaihia which is traditionally regarded as a khilaparvan of the great epic.

If the Mahabhdrata (with the HarivamJa) glorifies the Kr$na incarnation,

the other epic, the Rdmayana, gives an account of the Rama incarnation. This

incarnation is traditionally believed to have been earlier than the Krsna in-

carnation; composition of the Rdmayana, however, which is largely the work of

a single poet named Valmlki, seems to have begun after that of the Mahabhdrata,

but ended before the Mahabhdrata assumed its final form. The Ayodhya episode

in the Rdmayana probably has some historical basis; but with the exile of Rama,

the theme ofthe poem is enlarged to epic proportions, and die prince ofAyodhya

becomes transformed into an incarnation of the highest God. Cleverly inter-

woven with these two strands is a third, that ofan agricultural myth. Compared

with the Mahabhdrata, the Rdmayana presents a more unitary structure; it is not

too overloaded with extraneous sautic (bardic) material and is distinguished

by several features of classical Sanskrit poetry. It has seven kdndas—the entire

seventh karida evidently is a later interpolation. It contains several sections of

religious significance, such as the Sdrya-stava (which is also z&\\tA.Aditya-hrdaya-
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stotra) by Agastya and the Rdma*stuti, by Brahmi (both in the Tuddha-kdritja).

Its principal religious appeal, however, springs from the idealized domestic and
social virtues which its characters embody. Indeed, this appeal has, through

the centuries, proved to be direct and sustained.

THE PURAISAS

As texts, the Purapas are chronologically of a much later date than the two

epics; for, their final redaction was accomplished in the age of the Guptas.

Conceptually, however, they belong to the ancient literary tradition of the

sUtas} which is also known as the itihasa-purana tradition. It is customary to divide

the itihdsa-purdna literature into three broad classes: itihdsa or epic history,

represented by the Mahdbhdrata ; kdvya or epic poetry, represented by the

Rdmdyana; and puraifa or epic legends, represented by the Purapas. Furana is

traditionally defined as comprising five main topics: sarga (creation), pratisarga

(dissolution and recreation), vathia (divine genealogies), manvantara (ages of

Manus), and variiidnucarita (genealogies of kings). This definition clearly indi-

cates that the Purapas, in their original form, had very little to do with

religious beliefs and practices. But none of the Purapas, as we know them today,

strictly adhere to the five topics mentioned in the definition, the pahca-laksana.

Nor do they adhere even to the five additional topics, altogether forming the

daJa-lakfana (ten topics). The five additional topics are: vftti (means oflivelihood),

rakfd (incarnations of gods), mukti (final emancipation), hetu (living beings),

and apdtraya (Brahman). In the course of the growth of the Purapas many more

subjects came to be incorporated into them, and these dealt with religious

instruction, sectarian cults, and rituals. Some of the topics thus included were:

darn (gift), vratas (vows), tirtha (place of pilgrimage), haddha, bhakti, and avatara

(incarnation of God). It is these subjects which have given the Puranas their

religious character, thus confirming their claim to be the Veda of the common
people.

Tradition speaks of eighteen Mahapurapas. These are: the Brahma
, the

Padma
,
the Visnu, the Vdyu, the Bhdgavata,

the Pfaradiya,
the Markandeya, the

Agni, the Bhavipa, the Brahma-vaivarta, the Varaha, the Linga, the Skanda, the

Vamana, the K&rma, the Matsya
,
the Garuda, and the Brahmanda Puranas. They

are classified either as sdttvika, tdmasa, and rdjasa (as in the Padma Purana), or

in accordance with the divinity (such as Vi§pu, Siva, Brahma, Dev!) which

they glorify (as in the Skanda Puraifa).

Tradition also speaks of eighteen Upapurapas, upa meaning ‘secondary’.

These are: the Sanatkumdra, the Ndrasirhha, the Pfanda, the Sivadharma, the

Durvdsas, the Pfdradiya, the Kdpila, the Vdmana, the Uianas, the Mdnava, the

Pdrupa, die Kali
,
the Mahe&ara, the Samba, the S'aura, the Pdriiara, the Marica,

and the Bhdrgava Purdnas. The Upapurapas are obviously of a later date
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than the Mahapuranas and are more emphatically sectarian.* Originally their

number may have been much larger.

The Bhdgovata Purana, which is of special interest, appears to have been

produced in the Tamil country some time between the tenth and eleventh

centuries. It is intensely religious in character and has wielded very great

influence over the succeeding periods of the history of Vaisriavism.

Among other significant works may be mentioned the Brhat Samhitd of

VariLhamihira (a.d. 550). Though it is a work on astronomy and astrology, it is

almost encyclopaedic in scope and contains much material of a religious

character, such as details of private and public worship, works of charity,

iconography, and temple architecture. The Adhyatma Rdmdyana (fifteenth cen-

tury), which is part ofthe Brahmdnda Purana, is usually treated as an independent

work. It is an attempt to superimpose monistic Vedanta on the doctrine of

devotion to Rama. Among the manuals dealing with bhakti are: the Bhakti-

Satras ofNarada (tenth century)
;
the Bhakti-Sutras of Sandilya (earlier than the

tenth century)
;
the Bhakti-ratndvali (a.d. 1400), an anthology compiled by Vi$nu

Puri containing passages relating to bhakti taken from the Bhdgovata Purana;

and Vallabha’s Bhakti-vardhini. Several imitations of the Bhagavad-Gitd were

attempted. Among them the better known ones are the lkara-Gitd which occurs

in the Karma Purana and is itself a Pdhpata (Saivite) redaction of a Vai^nava

work, and the Avadhuia-Glld which is regarded as one of the Sannydsa

Upanisads.

THE DHARMA-SASTRAS

The Dharma-Sastras, or Smrtis, are religious in character and are more or

less similar to the Dharma-Sutras. They have preserved the traditional rules

governing personal, domestic, and social behaviour. The best-known work

among them is the Mam Smrti. This work, which is also called the Bhrgu Samhitd,

seems to belong to the period when the Mahdbhdrata was undergoing its final

redaction. Consisting of twelve chapters, it begins with a statement regarding

the process of creation, and then proceeds to lay down, in die next five chapters,

rules ofconduct for persons belonging to the different varnas and to the different

airamas. It then goes on to discuss the duties of kings, the administration of

justice, and, at some length, eighteen sections of law. The final secdons mention

some prdyaidttas and include a desultory discussion of a few philosophical

topics such as karma and the gunas (qualities).

The other Smrtis mostly follow the pattern of the vanidframa-dharma as laid

down in the Mam Smrti. It is only in the matter of vyavahdra (civil and criminal

law) that these law books appear to differ from one another. For instance, the

Tajtiavalkya Smrti, which belong to the fourth-fifth centuries a.d. is divided

into three clear-cut sections: religious law; civil and criminal law; and expia-
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tion. It puts greater stress upon private law than upon criminal law, and shows

great advance over the Manu Smfti in the law of inheritance. An interesting

work, of the nature of a ‘digest of law’, is the Caturvarga-cintSmapi by HemSdri
(1260-1309). He deals especially with various topics of religious significance

such as vratas, donas
,, Srdddhas, pilgrimages, and ritual.

In ancient and medieval India, religion and philosophy, generally speak-

ing, were not sharply demarcated. The literature relating to the various systems

of philosophy developed almost independently of religion. This literature,

which divides into three principal classes, the Sutras, the expository works on
the Sutras, and independent treatises, is quite extensive. We shall not deal with

it, however, in this survey of religious literature.

The ethico-didatic literature in Sanskrit (and not a little of the poetical

and dramatic literature) may be characterized as religious so far as theme and
ultimate purpose are concerned. However, for obvious reasons, this literature

too cannot be dealt with here. Thus we now come to two types of distinctively

religious literature in Sanskrit, the Tantras and the Stotras.

THE TANTRAS OR AGAMA SASTRAS: THEIR DOCTRINES

Tantra is a generic term denoting the literature of certain religious cults

which began to come into prominence within Hinduism (and, for that matter,

within Buddhism) from a.d. 500. This literature did not necessarily arise to

oppose the Veda which, in Hinduism, claimed some kind of formal authority.

It averred, however, that while the Vedas sufficed for earlier ages, now, in the

kali-yuga (the last of the four ages), their doctrines and practices had lost their

appeal. The Tantras therefore claimed the place of the Vedas as the authorita-

tive religious literature of the new age. Their stand was, however, paradoxical.

On the one hand, the Tantras sought to democratize Hinduism by removing

the barriers of sex and caste; on the other hand, they laid down strict rules

regarding the initiation of s&dhakas (aspirants practising religious discipline)

into their secret doctrines.

In the Kamikagama1 this definition of Tantra is given : ‘The Tantra is so

called because it unfolds the manifold meanings of the Reality through formulae

of the science of religion, and also because by its own virtue it works out the

salvation of all.’

The Tantras comprise esoteric teachings and mystic practices of various

kinds. Their dogmas and ethics are more or less similar to those of Brahmanic

Hinduism. But their distinctive feature is their religious practices which include

mantra (sacred formula addressed to a deity) ;
bija (mystical letter or syllable

7 Tanoti vipul&n arthan tattvamantrasamdirildn

;

Tranaflca kurute yasm&t tantram ityabhidhtyate.

(Kdmikdgama)
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which forms an essential part of the mantra)
;
yantra (mystical diagram) ;

nydsa

(mental appropriation or assignment of various parts of the body to tutelary

deities); mudra (particular positions or intertwinings of the fingers); mandala

(mystical diagram without bija letters)
;
ySga (sacrifice)

;
yoga (meditation) and

upasanS (worship)
; and yatr$ (going on a pilgrimage).

The Tantras also deal with the various details ofp&jS and orgiastic rites as

well as temple architecture and iconography. Many of the later sectarian

Upanisads are of the nature of Tantras, while the influence of the Tantras on
some of the Puranas is quite unmistakable. A Tantra text, whose authorship is

usually anonymous, normally consists of four parts or psdas which deal respect-

ively with vidyd or jHSna (soteriological theology) ; kriya (practices of the cult)

;

catyd (personal and social behaviour)
;
andyoga (psycho-physiological discipline).

Unlike the Veda, the Tantras, whose number is indeed large, are emphati-

cally sectarian in character. They relate mainly to three sects: the Saiva, the

Vaisnava, and the Sakta. The Tantrie texts belonging to these sects are called

respectively: the Agamas, the Samhit&s, and the Tantras. It is generally

believed that the Agamas originated in Kashmir, the Samhitas in various parts

of India, but particularly in Bengal and South India, and the Tantras in Bengal

and in eastern and north-eastern India.

In the Sabda-kalpadruma8 (a lexicon) this definition of Agama is given: ‘The

Agama is so called because it came from the lips of Siva, the five-mouthed one;

because it was listened to by PSrvati, the daughter of the Mountain; and be-

cause it was honoured by Vasudeva (Vispu).’

There are twenty-eight Saiva Agamas, and they are traditionally believed

to have originated from the five mouths of Siva. Five of them came from the

sadyojata mouth (the mouth of the aspect of spontaneous manifestation). These

are: Kimika, Togaja, Cintya, Katana, and Ajita. Five of them came from the

vdmadeva mouth (the mouth of the aspect of shining attractiveness). These are:

Dlpta, Suksma, Sahasra, Arhiumat, and Suprabheda. Five of them came from the

aghora mouth (the mouth of the benign aspect). These are: Vijaya, Nihivasa,

Svayambhuva, Anala, and Vita. Five of them came from the tatpurusa mouth (the

mouth of the aspect of the supreme Person or Consciousness). These are:

Raurava, Makuta, Vimala, Candrajnana, and Bimba. Eight of them came from the

liana mouth (the mouth of the aspect of the supreme Lord or supreme Power).

These are: Prodglta
, Lolita

,
Siddha, Santana, Sarvokta, PSrameivara, Kirana,

and VStula.

As many as 207 Upigamas are also mentioned; and .side by side with the

basic Agamas there exists an abundant literature pertaining to the

• AgaituH paAeavaktrdt in gataAcc gujjdtuuu;

Malaflca vdsudevasya tamid igamam utyaie.

(Sabda~kalpaintma)
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Saiva ritual. These works were produced by such teachers as Aghora-siv&-

c&rya and Soma-4ambhu. The epoch of the redaction of the Agamas is un-

certain, but they have been profusely used by Tirumfilar and other Tamil writers

and, accordingly, must have belonged to a period not later than the seventh

century a.d. These texts have been carefully preserved in the families of guru-

kkals who use them in connection with their religious rites. The tradition of

temple architecture and iconography as taught in the Saiva Agamas is still

living. Historically, the Agamas also exercised deep influence in the ancient

kingdoms of South-East Asia.

The principal TSntric Vaisnava cult is known as P&ncaratra, a name that

is variously interpreted. The best view is perhaps to understand it as alluding

to the five nights during which five discourses were given by Narayana to Siva,

Brahma, Indra, the Rsis, and Brhaspati, respectively. Traditionally, 108

Samhitas of the Pancaratra are mentioned, though their number is sometimes

given as 215 or even 290. The entire corpus of the Paficaratra literature is be-

lieved to consist of fifteen million verses. The Pancaratra Samhitas are given

various names such as Ekayana- Veda, Mula-Veda, MUla-Sruti, Pancama-Veda,

and Mahopanisad, and some of them are specially honoured. For instance, three

Samhitas, the Sdttvata, the Pauskara, and the Jayakhya Samhitds, are said to cons-

titute the ratna-trayi (jewel-triad). The Ahirbudhnya Samhita is, however, better

known since it was the first to have received critical treatment in modern times.

This Saihhita is believed to have originated in Kashmir early in the fifth century

a.d. The major part of it is devoted to discussions of kriyd and caryd rather than

ofj&ana and yoga. In one section, however, it presents an interesting survey of

various systems of religion and philosophy. The ratna-trayi is presumably older

than the Ahirbudhnya Samhita, the oldest work being perhaps the Sdttvata (third

century). Among other well-known Samhitas are the following: The livara is

perhaps one ofthe earlier ones produced in South India
;
it is quoted by Y&muna,

Ramanuja’s teacher. The Parama and the Pauskara are quoted by Ramanuja.

The Brhadbrahma is believed to belong to what is known as the Narada Pahca-

ratra; it contains prophecies regarding Ramanuja and must therefore be later

than the twelfth century. The Jddndmfta-sdra also belongs to the Narada Panca-

rdtra and contains the glorification of Krsna and Radha; it is thus close to the

Vallabha system. We may also mention the Kdiyapa
,
the Pdrameivara and the

Laksml Samhitas.

Side by side with the Pancaratra there also developed the Tantric Vaisnava

cult known as the Vaikhanasa. The Vaisiiava temples in South India, and to a

certain extent in Rajasthan and Orissa, are governed either by the P&ficaratra

canons or by the Vaikhanasa canons. For instance, the religious rites at the

Varadaraja temple at Kanchipuram and at the Sriranganatha temple at

Srirangam are performed according to the Pancaratra; while those at the
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Venkafeivara temple at Tirupati are performed according to the Vaikhanasa

(though, curiously enough, at the temple of PadmSvati, Vefikafeivara’s consort,

the rites are performed according to the Paficaratra). Similarly, some specific

Samhitas are regarded as authoritative at specific temples, as for instance, the

Paufkara and the Pirameivara at the Srirafigan&tha temple; the Jayakkya and the

Padma at the Varadaraja temple; and the Sattvata and the livara at Melkote,

though the P&dma Samhiti is seen generally to govern the Vai§pava p&jS.

Though the SaktaTantras are traditionally believed to exist in three groups

of sixty-four texts each, their actual number, as known from several manuscript

catalogues, is very much larger. The chronology of the Tantras is difficult to

determine, but it may be pointed out that even in the Mahdbharata there are

indications of the influence of the Tantras. Also, some elements of the Tantras

have been epigraphically documented since a.d. 424.

The more important of the Tantras originated in the Kaula school. The
Mahanirvana Tantra, which is perhaps next to the Bhagavad-Gita in popularity,

is a late work (eighteenth century) and was produced in Bengal. It may be

regarded as presenting the Sakta doctrine and practices in the most representa-

tive manner. Brahman is identified with Sakti, the ultimate principle being

necessarily female. Among the many topics dealt with in this Tantra are: panca-

tattva (the five principles); panca-makSra,
the five mV matsya (fish), mudra

(parched grains used in tantrika worship), madya (liquor), mama (meat),

maithuna (coition)
;
cakra-puja (worship in a circle)

; and symbolic meditation on

Sakti. Its metaphysics is not different' from the Sfiihkhya and the VedSnta,

and its dharma (social ethics) seems to have been adopted from the Manu
Smrti.

The Kularnaua Tantra speaks ofsix forms of Scara, but emphasizes that moksa

is possible only through that dcara ordained by kula (the community). It also

insists that the five makdras must not be employed except in strictly esoteric

circles. Among the other Tantras, the Tantra-raja deals, in its first part, with

the Sri-yantra

;

the Ktda-cUtfamani serves as a popular manual on Tantric ritual;

the PrapaHca-sara discusses the ‘essence of the universe’
;
the Jddndr^ava concerns

kumSri-pUjana (worship of a maiden as the goddess), which it regards as the

highest sacrifice; the Saradi-tilaka expounds the esoteric significance of mantras

and yantras

;

the Togini includes the mSMtmya (the peculiar efficacy or virtue)

of the Kamakhya temple; and the Gandharva speaks of images.

Other important Sakta texts are the Sricakra-sambhara, the Kdmakald-vildsa,

the Advaita-bkavopanifad, and the Satcakra-mrUpana. The Devi-m&hatmya (sixth

century) is included in the Mdrkandeya PurSna in which Devi is glorified as the

eternal Universal Mother. A commentary on this Purapa, called Dasdnga,

gives a detailed description of the £&kta p&ja. The Deid-Bhdgavata Pur&ta (a.d.

1 100) is a Sakta counterpart of the Vaqpava Bhagaoata Purd^a. The Adbhuta-
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Ramayana is obviously a late work designed to introduce the Sakti cult into

Vai^pavism by elevating Sltt over Rama.

THE STOTRAS

Stotra literature in Sanskrit is very vast, for stotras are prayers or hymns.

Indeed, one wonders whether any proper count has ever been made, or can be

made, of the works belonging to this- class. This literature enjoyed the widest

currency among the people. The tradition of prayers and hymns is quite ancient

and may be traced back to the Rg- Veda. Stotras have been included in the epics,

the Puranas, and the Tantras; and some epic poems contain fine specimens of

hymnal poetry. Among these are the hymn to Visnu (Kalidasa, Raghuvamia,

X) ;
the hymn toBrahmi (Kalidasa, Kumarasambhava, II)

;
the hymn to Maha-

deva (Bharavi, Kiratdrjimiya closing canto); the hymn to Krsna (Magha,

SiJupdlavadha, XIV); and the hymn to Candl (Ratnakara, Haramjaya, XLVII).
In a sense, the nandi verses (invocations) in Sanskrit dramas may also be

regarded as religious lyrics. But the larger part of the stotra literature originated

independently. Apart from single works of more or less definite authorship,

there are many collections of stotras available in print which include many
anonymous stotras. Among these collections are: Bfhat-stotra-muktahdra, the two

Brhat-stotra-ratndkaras, the Brhat-stava-kavaca-mald, and some of the gucchakas

of the Kavya-mala.

The major stotras usually relate to one of the five divinities : Ganapati, Surya,

Siva, Sakti, and Visnu, most of the prayers being addressed to Siva who also

receives most of the praise. Then there are stavas addressed to the ten incarna-

tions of Visnu, either individually or collectively. Again, a substantial number
of stotras are addressed to what may be called localized divinities, such as

Venkatesa of Tirupati, MinaksI of Madurai, Viivanatha of Varanasi, and
Sriranganatha of Srirangam. Minor divinities like'Sasthi, Sitala, and Manasa,

rivers, and holy places also have their share of stotras. Stotras have a twofold

appeal, religious and literary. Actually, however, the majority of stotras
,
with

a few noteworthy exceptions, are known for their religious appeal rather than

for their lyricism. And even this spiritual appeal is characterized by conven-

tionalized idiom rather than by an effusion of religious emotion.

An early stotra, attributed to Bana (seventh century), is the Catfdi-htaka.

It is in praise of Mahifdsura-mardini (the goddess who slew the buffalo demon)

and has one hundred and two verses, mostly in sragdhara metre. The Surya-

salaka by Baga’s contemporary and close relative Mayura has, however, received

greater approbation from literary critics. The great Sankaracarya is tradi-

tionally said to have composed nearly two hundred stotras. Among those which

seem to be genuinely his work we may mention the Ananda-lahari (twenty

verses in Rkbariifi metre) ; the Saundarya-lahari in praise of Sakti (one hundred
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and three in Mharim, the last verse being in vasantatilaka metre) ; the Mohamad-

gara which is also known as the Dvddaia-paHjarikd; the Bhaja-govindam which

is also known as the Carpafa-padjari; the Harimifa; and the Siadparddha-kfamd-

pana. In most of these, devotional fervour is well-matched by poetic elegance,

and deep mysticism by musical rhythm.

The Pancaiatl describes the physical charms ofKamak$I, the Mother Goddess,

in erotic terms, and is ascribed to the poet Muka who is believed to be a con-

temporary of SaAkaracarya. The Sivamahimnah-stotra, which is ascribed to

Pujpadanta (ninth century), is perhaps more philosophical than religious in

tenor, and it has over twenty commentaries. To about the same period belongs

the Devi-iataka of Anandavardhana (a.d. 850) ;
it seems to have been planned

more as an essay in alarhkara than as a religious hymn. The hymnal literature

produced by the Kashmiri poets includes: the Stava-cintamani of Bhatfa

Narayana (ninth century)
;
the Siva-stotrdvali of Utpaladeva (tenth century)

;

the Bhdvopahara of Cakrap&pinatha (eleventh century) ; and the Ardhandrihara-

stotra of Kalhana (twelfth century). The Sdmba-pafUdKkd, which is a hymn to the

Sun-god, and which is traditionally attributed to Kfsna’s son Samba, is also

probably the work of a Kashmiri poet.

Coming from Kashmir to Kerala, wc may mention the Mukunda-mdld of

Kulasekhara (a.d. 700). It has only about thirty verses (the number varies

in different versions), but it is remarkable for its devotional earnestness and the

author’s sense of style. Narayaniya by Narayana Bhat$a of Kerala (a.d. 1585),

on the other hand, is an extensive poem of one thousand verses and is laboured

in both form and content. It glorifies Kfspa of Guruvayur, who is said to have

cured the author of his asthma. Among stotra texts belonging to the Visista-

dvaita school are the Stotra-ratna ofYamunacarya (eleventh century), the Gadya-

traya of Ramanuja (eleventh-twelfth century), and Nyasa-daiaka and Aslabhu-

jastaka by Vedanta Defika. Jagannatha Pandita (seventeenth century) wrote

five laharis (books of verse) which present a pleasing combination of sincere

devotion, deep learning, and great poetic ability. They are: Amrta, Sudhd,

Gangd, Karuna, and Laksmi laharis. Nilakanftia Diksita of about the same

period wrote a hymn to Minaksi, .called Ananda-sagara-stava

;

while his pupil

Ramabhadra wrote three poems in praise of Rama’s various weapons, and the

Varnamali-sMra which is an alphabetically arranged eulogy of Rama. Hymnal
literature was also produced in connection with the Caitanya movement, such

as the Siksastaka by Caitanya himself (fifteenth century), the Stava-mala ofRupa
Gosvamin, and the Stavdvali of Raghunathadasa.

ARTISTIC RELIGIOUS POETRY

Besides such prayers and hymns, Sanskrit is rich in religious poetry which

is very artistic. The inspiration for this kind of poetry is derived mainly from
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their present forms the Ramdyana appears to be the earlier work. The Rim&ytata

is more ornate than the Mahabhdrata, more refined and sophisticated; the ballad

style of the Mahabhdrata is not present here. The Ramdyana is more or less

a unified work. Much shorter* than the Mahabhdrata, it does not show the

jumble of diverse matters; that is found there.

The main story of the RdmayancrAs briefly this: Daiaratha, king of Ayodhyg,

is about to install his eldest son, Rama, on the throne. Kaikeyi, Rama’s

step-mother, wants her own son Bharata to be crowned king, and Rama
to be sent into exile for fourteen years. The old and infirm king, though

reluctant, has to agree. Rama goes to live in the forest, accompanied by his

consort, Sita, and his brother, Lak$mana. The demon-king of Lahka,

Ravana,* abducts Sita. Rama, determined to rescue Sita, wages a dour

war against Ravapa who is ultimately vanquished and killed. Rama xomes
back to Ayodhya and assumes his position as king, with Sita as queen. The story

of the genuine portion of the epic ends here. In the last Book, which is

suspected by many modern scholars to be spurious, it is narrated that the

people of Ayodhya speak ill of Rama for taking back Sita from Ravana’s

custody and Rama banishes her in deference to public opinion.

Weber’s suggestion that the Homeric story of Helen and the Trojan war
exercised a deep influence on the Ramdyana is not substantiated by reliable

evidence. Two allusions in the Ramdyana to Yavanas (Greeks, Ionians) have

been proved to be spurious. As Winternitz says, ‘there is not even a remote

similarity between the stealing of Sita and the rape of Helen, between the

advance on Lanka and that on Troy, and only a very remote similarity of

motive between the bending of the bow by R&ma and that by Ulysses.’4

Some scholars, notably Weber, think that the epic was based on an ancient

Buddhist legend of Rama, the Dahratha Jataka. Winternitz, Biilcke, and others,

fore, excluded. Such works as the Gdyatri-Rdmaya$a
, Saptarn-Ramdyana, etc. are later works derived

from the epic; these have no distinctive merit and hence are also excluded here as epics. Ed.
* The Ramayana in its present form comprises 24,000 stanzas {itokas), divided into seven faunas

(books), viz. Bala, Ayodhya, Aragya, Kifkindhyd, Sundara
,

Tuddha and Utlara ; the extant volume
of the Mahdbhdrala contains about one lakh stanzas distributed among eighteen parvans

(sections): Adi, Sabhd
,

Vana, Virdta
, Udyoga , Bhiftna

,
Drona, Kanta, Salya, Sauptika, Stri, Sand,

Anuidsana, Afoamedhika , Airamavdsika, Mau$ala> Mahdprasthanika and Svorgdrohaya. In addition to

these eighteen parvans there is another book called the HorivarfUa which is in reality a supplement
or appendix (a khila) to the Mahdbhdrala proper. It contains more than 16,000 verses and does

not seem to be the work of a single poet or compiler. As a literary production, it is a jumble of

loosely connected mass of texts—legends, myths and hymns—professing to glorify Vtypu. The
references to the Rdmdyapa, given in this article, are according to the Nirnaya Sagara Press

Edition, and those to the Mahabhdrata are according to the Critical Edition sponsored by the

BORI, Poona.
9 According to some, it is not the name of an individual king, but a title of distinction of the rulers

of LaftkS. See N. R. Navlekar, A New Approach to the Rdmdyarta, p. 267.

« Vide HiL, Voi. I, pp. 514-15.
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however, reject this theory. But it is possible that the tranquillity and mildness

of R&ma’s character may have been, to some extent, due to the influence of

Buddhism, which was extremely popular.
4 As ‘Sitfi’ can be traced to the

TaiUtfiya Brahmana, the Rg-Veda, the Atharva- Veda, and some of the Grhya-

Sutras, some zealous mythoiogists regard these as bearing the first-germs of the

story of the RSm&yana.*

LITERARY CHARACTERISTICS

In the Ram&ywifa, as compared with the Mah&bharata, the art of poetry

appears to have made great progress. To a great extent it appears to develop

consciously, for content is no longer the sole concern of the poet; he is not a

little concerned with form too. The poet is. an adept in characterization, and

this is displayed in a series of unparalleled portraits: R&ma’s supreme sacrifice

for the sake of his lather; Lakgmapa’s obedience to his elder brother, at whose

command he acts even against his conscience; the self-abnegation of Bharata

in abjuring royal comforts during the absence of Rama; and the unflinching

loyalty ofHanuman to his master at the cost of his personal comfort and even at

the risk oflife. Across the sea, in Lanka, we find Ravatja, oftremendous physical

and mental vigour, falling a victim to the frailties flesh is heir to. Among
the women, Sita is the glowing example of chastity and highmindedness, the

paragon of all domestic virtues. She spurns the pleasures of the royal palace

in order to follow her husband and be with him in his perilous forest-life.

Amidst the various temptations held out to her by Ravana, who seeks her love,

her fidelity to her husband is unshaken. King Rama banishes her for no

fault on her part; and, instead of accusing her husband, she accepts his

decree without a word of protest, taking it as a decree of her own destiny.

Kaikeyi, the typically designing and jealous queen, prevails upon Dasaratha,

her husband, to banish R&ma and install Bharata on the throne. She gains

her objective, but loses the respect of her noble son. The author of the Rama-

yana has thus presented a magnificent life-gallery throbbing with profound

human appeal, and in the centre of this gallery the character of Rama shines

and shines almost like the Pole Star. He is a model son, husband, brother,

king, warrior, and man. Though occasionally dazzled by flashes from his

superhuman nature, we are not ‘blinded or bewildered’ by them.

The use of simile and imagery in the Ramayana is superb. King Dasaratha,

overwhelmed with grief, is compared to the sun under eclipse, to fire covered

by ashes, to a lake the water of which has dried up7 and so on. In the Asoka

* a. Ibid., p, 510.

• Gf. Monier Williams, Indian Wisdom, p. 348 n. 1 and p. 362 n. See also A. A. Macdoucll, A
History of Sanskrit Literature, p. 262, and HIL, pp. 515-16.

» Ram., 11. 34.3.
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grove, Hanuman catches a glimpse of the emaciated Sita. She looks, he thinks,

like the thin line of the .crescent moon (V. 15. 19), the flame enveloped in

smoke (V. 15. 20), a lotus destroyed by the frost (V. 1 6. 30). The white moon
moving in the sky is like a swan swimming in the blue waters (V. 17. 1).

Held in the clutches of the dreaded Ravaija, Sita warns him that temporarily

he may overpower her, but he cannot subdue her just as a fly can swallow

clarified butter but cannot assimilate it (III. 47. 48). The employment of

other figures of speech too has been done with a masterly skill and effortless

ease.

The poet’s description of nature is also masterly. The Ramayana, unlike the

Mahabharata, brings out the close relationship between external nature and
internal nature expressed in the minds and moods of people. There is, more-

over, a suggestiveness in the picture of nature drawn by the author of the

Ramayana. In the Mahabharata, descriptions are merely objective, but here the

poet brings personal experience or his own interpretation to bear upon his

depiction of nature. Unlike the other epic, the Ramayanui creates an idyll out of

nature and produces a lyrical effect. The sad prospect of Rama’s going into

exile casts a shadow of gloom not only on the minds of the people, but also on

nature all around. The wind has lost its cool gentleness, the stars are devoid

of radiance, gone is the brilliance of the moon, and all Ayodhya reels like an

ocean agitated (II. 41).

The description of the rainy season in the Ramayana (IV. 28) reveals the

dexterous hand of a true artist. Flashes of lightning are fancied to be wounds
on the body of the blue firmament. Vapour, rising from the summer-parched

earth after it is wet with showers, appears to Rama like the tears shed by Sita.®

As Rama watches streaks of lightning, again his thoughts turn to Sita. The
lightning tries to pierce the dark clouds and shines through them, but its dazzling

brightness is dimmed by them as Sita, in Ravapa’s captivity, is emaciated

and bereft of all her lustre as she struggles to escape.® Then the rumbling

clouds, with their banners of lightning unfurled and garlands of cranes on,

are described as frantic elephants on the field of battle.10 The earth, with

luxuriant vegetation and small insects of red and velvety colour, is conceived

as a damsel wearing a parrot-like green wrapper with pink dots of lac-dye

(IV. 18. 24). The poet’s pen-pictures of winter (III. 16), spring (II. 56

IV. 1), and autumn (IV. 30) are equally charming. Valmlki’s descriptive

art shows its unique power and charm also in describing the ocean (IV. 64),

rivers (II. 1; II. 95), lakes (IV. 1), forests (I. 24; III. 15), hermitages

(III. 11), gardens (V. 14-15), hills (II. 94), and so on.

• Ibid., IV. 28. 7.

• Ibid., IV. 28. 11-12.

Ibid., IV. 28. 20.
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Various sentiments have been introduced into the epic, but the main senti-

ment is the heroic. At the same time, pathetic scenes are described with

masterly skill. Dalaratha broken down by the separation from his dearest

son, Rama; the city of Ayodhya bereft of Rlma; R&ma separated from his

beloved; SltS pining in alien surroundings—these scenes are so poignantly

described that the appreciative reader has to shed tears. The author’s

capacity to delineate die fierce and the cruel is shown in his description of

a grim battle, or of Bharata's awful dream.
11

Although ornate, the style of the epic is racy, and not pedantic. In form

and content it is a very near approach to the tnahdkivya
,
as defined in poetics.

It is thus a precursor of the vast and varied classical kivya literature in Sanskrit.

The epic is a kavya of the romantic type, the element of romance being most

marked in the Sundara-k&nda. The language is simple, and yet dignified, and

does not indicate that straining after literary exercise which characterizes

some later poetical works, especially those of the decadent age. The author

of the epic appears to have been the first poet to adapt anusfubh, the Vedic

metre, to later Sanskrit literature, although with certain modifications. Valrmki

thus may aptly be described as the father of classical Sanskrit poetry.

Lassen and Weber, followed by some other scholars, consider the RSma
story to be allegorical. Rama, they hold, symbolizes Aryan culture, and his

expedition against Ravana represents the cultural domination of the southern

regions by the Aryans. According to Wheeler, the epic symbolizes the conflict

between Brahmanism and Buddhism. Jacobi is one of those scholars who are

of the opinion that this story is no allegory, but just an ancient Indian myth

thus transformed into a massive narrative of earthly adventures. Monier

Williams thinks that the story of the conflict between Rama and Ravana

contains a moral allegory. It seeks to typify the great mystery of the struggle

ever going on between the forces of good and evil.

Some scholars have suggested that there is a philosophical allegory in the

epic. Rama and Slta represent respectively Purusa and Prakrti. Marlca, in

the guise of a golden deer, is Maya. Slta, held in confinement by Ravana,

is the lost human soul in the grip of illusion. Rama’s search for her is the quest

of the human soul by Purusa, the divine spirit. Sit&’s fire-ordeal symbolizes

the redemption of Prakrti from the taints of Maya. Ultimately, both Purusa

and Prakrti enter into their original state*.

“ Ibid., II. 69. 8-11.

* Sri Ramakrishna imparted a new allegorical interpretation when he said: ‘Rama, who is God
Himself, was only two and a half cubits ahead of Lakpnana. But Lak?mana could not see Him,
because Sitfi stood between them. Lakamaoa may be compared to the Jlva, and Sit& to Mfiyfi.

Man cannot see God on account of the barrier of Mfiy&.’ Vide Gospel qf Sri Rdmakrsna (tr.) by

Swami Nikhilananda, Sri Ramakrishna Math, Mylapore, Madras, p. 101.

Swami Vivekananda said in the course of a conversation that Sri R&ma was the Param&tman
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The epic is highly valuable in another respect. It seeks to hold out lolly

ideals in the life of the individual, the family, and society; it also holds out

high political mid economic ideals. It is, in fact, an epitome of Indian civiliza-

tion, for the highest spiritual and metaphysical ideals are also set forth, stressing

die. transience of life, so full of misery, and the eternal nature of the soul.

While fate is recognized as extremely powerful, good actions and penances are

stated to be the means of overcoming it. Complete surrender to God is laid

down as the way to attaining the summum bottom of life, mokfa. Verses 14-81 of

the Ayodhyd-kanda (chapter CV) are regarded as the Gita within the epic.

ARTISTIC MERIT

In the view of some Western critics, the Rdmdyana as a piece of literary art

suffers from some defects, such as diffuseness, frequent use of hyperboles, and
exaggerations. Frederick Ruckert, for instance, who otherwise admits the

intrinsic beauty and excellence of the Rdmdyana in comparison to the Iliad,

describes it as a ‘formless fermenting verbiage’.18 Such criticism appears

too harsh to be justified. ‘Verbiage’ may be detected here and there in the

Ramayana, but it can by no means be called ‘formless’. As stated earlier, it has

set the pattern of the later Sanskrit kavya in many respects, and matter is not

the sole concern of the poet, the manner too counts very much with him.

Besides, verbiage, hyperbole, exaggeration, diffuseness, etc. are natural in most

poetical literature. The Ramayana, therefore, could not be an exception. As
Monier Williams puts it so beautifully, ‘It (The Ramayana) is like a spacious

and delightful garden
;
here and there allowed to run wild, but teeming with

fruits and flowers, watered by perennial streams, and even its most tangled

jungle intersected with delightful pathways’.18 In fact, most of the artistic

drawbacks of the Ramayana are attributable to the later versifiers who added

to, and altered the original production by Valmiki.14 The Ramayana, indeed,

is a marvellous piece of art which India can legitimately be proud of. In the

and that Sit! was the Jfv&fcman, and each man’s or woman’s body was the Lanka (Ceylon). The
Jlv&tman which was enclosed in the body, or captured in the island of Lanka, always desired to be in

affinity with the Paramatm&n, or Sr! Rama. But the R&ksasas would not allow it, and R&k?asa$

represented certain traits of character. For instance, Vibhtyana represented sattva gu$a; R&vana, rajas

;

and Kumbhakarna, tamos. Sattva gurus means goodness; rajas means lust and passions, and tamos dark-

ness, stupor, avarice, malice, and its concomitants. These gums keep back Slt&, or Jiv&tman, which

is in the body, or Lanka, from joining Paramitman, or R&ma. Slta, thus imprisoned and trying to

unite with her Lord, receives a visit from HanOman, the guru or divine teacher, who shows her

the Lord’s ring, which is Brakma-jftona, the supreme wisdom that destroys all illusions; and thus Slt&

finds the way to be at one with.Sr! R&ma, or, in other words, the Jlv&tman finds itself one with

the Param&tman. Vide Swami Vivekananda, The Complete Works,
Vol. V, Advaita Ashrama, Calcutta,

p. 415.—Ed.
19 F. RUckcrt, Poetisches Tagebuch (Frankfurt a. M., 1888), p. 99. See also HIL, Vol. I, p. 500.
1# Monier Williams, Indian Epic Poetry (Williams and Norgatc, London, 1863), p. 12.

14 Cf. HILt op. cit.
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whole range of Sanskrit literature, there are very few poems more charming
than this one by the ddikavi. ‘The classical purity, clearness, and simplicity of

its style, the exquisite touches of true poetic feeling with which it abounds,

its graphic descriptions of heroic incidents and nature’s grandest scenes, the

deep acquaintance it displays with the conflicting workings and most refined

emotions of the human heart, all entitle it to rank among die most beautiful

compositions that have appeared at any period or in any country;’ 14

THE MAHABHARATA

The kernel of the MahabhSrata story is briefly this: The Pandavas, headed

by Yudhisthira, and the Kauravas, headed by Duryodhana, descended

from common ancestors. Duryodhana becomes jealous and, coveting the crown

invites Yudhisthira to a game of dice. As the result of a rash wager,

Yudhisthira loses his kingdom to Duryodhana and is then forced to go into

exile, together with his brothers and Draupadi, the common consort of the

Pandavas, for twelve years, followed by one year during which they must live

incognito. But even when the stipulated period is over, Duryodhana refuses

to give even a fraction of his territory to Yudhisthira, the rightful owner.

A grim battle ensues. The Kauravas are routed and ruined, and the Pandavas

regain their lost kingdom.

LITERARY CHARACTERISTICS

The Mahabhdrata has been characterized as a ‘whole literature’,18 a ‘reper-

tory of the whole of the old bard poetry of ancient India’. 17 The nucleus of the

epic, as we have seen, is simple, but around this nucleus has gathered a diverse

mass of material dealing with innumerable topics—legendary, didactic, ethical,

heroic, aesthetic, philosophical, political, and so on. Of the legends, some are

edifying and testify to the great literary skill of the author. This may be seen,

for example, in the legends of Nala and Damayanti, of Savitrl and SatyavSm,

of Du§yanta and Sakuntala. Even a casual reader is struck by the wealth of

characters in the epic, and the way they have been so beautifully portrayed.

The composer is obviously a keen observer of human nature, and he can

depict a character with masterly skill. He knows the value of contrast, for he

shows how a good character shines brighter against a bad one. Each of the five

Pandava brothers has his own distinct traits of character. Yudhisthira, the

eldest, never departs from the age-old path of virtue, however great his priva-

tion or humiliation, and however grave, the provocation may be. Unflinching

18 Monier Williams, op. cit.

u Cf. HILi Vol. 1, p. 327. In the epic itself, it is described as Itih&sa (I. 2. 237), Artha-sastra,

Dharma-lftstra, and Moksa-testra (1. 36. 21). Further on, it is told that whatever is in this epic

occurs elsewhere, but what is not therein will not be found anywhere else (i. 56. 33),

M Of. HIL , Vol. I, p. 318.
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in his devotion to dharma, lie has an unshaken faith that Mama must ultimately

triumph. Arjuna is the warrior par excellence. Bhlma, of tremendous physical

vigour, is rather blunt and impatient; nevertheless, he is obedient to bis eldest

brother when he counsels patience and restraint. Nakula and Sahadeva are

extremely loyal to their brothers and skilled in sword-exercise. Duryodhana
is a designing and ambitious person. But he is well-versed in politics and state-

craft and also in the art ofwarfare. Materialistic in outlook, he is concerned mainly
with artha (wealth) and kSma (desire), and does not bother himself about
dharma. He thus serves as an excellent foil to Yudhifthira. Kama, the faithful

friend of Duryodhana, is a self-made man. Though contemptuously referred

to as the 'son of a charioteer’, he is a master of his craft, and in the art of

warfare he can be matched only with Arjuna. His fidelity to the Kauravas, even
after he learned of his close kinship with the Pandavas, is ideal. His charity

even at tremendous personal sacrifice is proverbial.

The suffering caused by their enemies rouses the righteous wrath of

DraupadT, the wife of the five Pandavas. Her speech18 to spur the quiet

Yudhis^hira to action is fiery and imbued with the high Ksatriya spirit.

GSndhSri, the mother of the Kauravas and wife of the blind Dhrtarastra,

is similarly forthright. She condemns Dhrtarastra as the one who is fully res-

ponsible for the rout and ruin of the Kauravas, thus clearly showing that she

is not blinded by attachment to her husband or by affection for her sons.

Her judgment is impartial and sound. DamayantI and Savitri are models of

chastity, ever solicitous of the welfare of their husbands for whose well-being

no sacrifice is too great for them.

The dominant sentiment in the Mahabh&rala is the heroic, but here too

the pathetic sentiment is equally noteworthy. The battlefield is littered with

corpses, some of them mutilated, others changed beyond recognition; the

air is rent by the frantic wails of the bereaved women, in particular, of the aged
queen-mother Gandhari, and the heart-rending laments of Dhrtar&stra. Fate

has afflicted him with blindness, and now, a forlorn father, he is doubly help-

less. Such scenes cannot but draw forth the tears of the reader.18 The lament
of Gandhari, is in fact a masterpiece of elegiac poetry. Some Indian critics,

however, regard iSntarasa (the quietistic sentiment) as the central sentiment

of the epic. They believe that, through its various episodes and incidents, the

epic seeks to create in the mind of the reader an aversion to worldly pleasures.

The epic reveals the poet’s mastery of the art of description. The battle-

scenes appear most vividly before our inward eye. The accounts of the forest life

led by the Pandavas, the penances performed by Arjuna (III. 39), the

svayadmara, self-choice, of DraupadI (I. 176-79), and many other such scenes

18 Mbh., HI. 28, 29, 31 and 33.
»» Ibid., XI.
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are all equally graphic. The description of Dvaitavana (III. 25) with its wealth

of flowers and foliage, birds and beasts, and its hermitages, reveals the poet’s

eye for colour and his ear for music, and before the mind’s eye of the reader

it presents an unforgettable idyll. The poet of the epic is, however, as aware
of the violent aspects of nature as of the pleasant. A most realistic picture is

presented of the devastating storm that confronted the Pandavas on their

way to Mount Gandham&dana: the reader vividly sees the ravages caused

by the storm as the rivers swell with the heavy rain.**

In general, the style is effortless. Unlike the writers of Sanskrit poems of

the post-Kalidasa period, particularly of the decadent period, the composer
of the epic is concerned more with matter than with manner. The long com-
pounds, the difficult words, and the recondite allusions which disfigure the

poetry of the age ofdecadence, are absent here. There is no attempt to use tour de

force or to show off literary skill, verbal jugglery, etc. This absence ofpedantry

makes the epic eminently readable. However, a word is necessary regarding

the so-called Vydsa-k&tas*1 or difficult passages. There are, in places, passages

containing sort of riddles. These do not impede the comprehension of the

epic story in a general way, but they do constitute stumbling blocks to the

serious reader.

The-epic shows spontaneous use of figures of speech. Though the prevailing

metre is anuftubh, which is common and most suitable in such a work, there

occurs some metrical diversity also. The flowing ballad style of the epic conjures

up the age ofsimplicity and reflects its popular character. Interest is also created

by a mass of legends and the occasional inclusion of supernatural elements,

such as the appearance of gods and their direct intervention in human affairs.

The epic contains beautiful imagery too. The mighty tree entwined by
clusters of flowering creepers under which Yudhisthira with his brothers

gathered, immediately reminds the poet of a huge mountain surrounded

by leviathan elephants.** Even in the philosophical Bhagaoad-GUa there are

flashes of good imagery. Kfsna’s mouth is wide agape, and as the people

enter into it, they are fancied as insects jumping into a burning flame to

meet with certain doom.** Again, the heroes of the world rushing into his

flaming jaws are seen as so many currents of rivers flowing to merge into the

** Ibid., III. 14S.

** The legend goes that when sage VySsa was about to dictate the epic to Ganeia, his ama-
nuenais, he made it a condition that Gageja was not to write a word without understanding the

meaning of it. This was necessary because Gageia, in turn, had agreed to write only on condition

that Vyftsa would not falter or stop while giving the dictation. So the wise Vyasa intentionally

included these kfyas because they would take Ga$e4« a long time to comprehend, and in the mean-
time the sage would get a breathing time to think of new passages.

••ATM., III. 25.26.
* B.G., XI. 29 (References to the Bkagavad-GUa are according to the Nimaya Sagar Press Edn.,

Bombay).
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ocean.84 The effulgence of VifoarUpa (the Lord’s universal form) assumed

by Krsna standing before die perplexed Aijuna, is conceived as the brilliant

radiance of a thousand suns rising simultaneously.84 The description of the

ocean in the Adiparvan (I. 19) is a marvellously picturesque one. It is rich in

detail, in colour, and in vividness. The imaginative touch also is very capti-

vating. For example, the ocean with its huge billows and whirlpools is imagined

to be dancing with arms, the waves, uplifted. The mighty rivers rush unto it

with proud gait. It is as if the lovelorn ladies are coming eagerly to meet their

beloved lord. At another place, the foam of the wavy sea is fancied to be its

laughter (III. 102. 22). In describing the hermitage of Dadhfca (III. 98.

12-17), the epic poet refers to its heavenly calm and tranquillity where creatures

which are by nature hostile to one another have now forgotten all enmity.

A noticeable feature of the love depicted in the epic is that it is some-

times motivated by material considerations rather than by the dictates of the

heart. Sakuntala, for example, is prepared to requite King Dusyanta’s love

for her provided he promises to give the crown to her would-be son. Later,

the king has no compunction in repudiating Sakuntala in the royal court,

probably in order to escape the calumny spreading among the people, and to

escape, too, discord in the royal seraglio. Axjuna’s marriage with Citrangada

is also a conditional one. Perhaps the age, rather than the poet, is responsible

for such an attitude to life and love.

The conflict of.emotions, common in life, has been described in the epic

with great ingenuity. The prospect of war between Kama and the Pandavas,

all of them being her sons, makes the heart of mother Kunti tremble. She feels

that, in this war, Arjuna is sure to be killed. A sense of shame, usual for a

respectable lady like her, prevents her from disclosing to Kama that he is her

son and, as such, he should avoid a fratricidal war. But the mother in her

prevails upon her. After a wakeful night, she approaches Kama and divulges

the closely-guarded secret. Kama is in a dilemma. He cannot desert

Duryodhana, his saviour and patron. On the other hand, he should not slay

his own brothers. Tom by these sentiments, he decides to fight on Duryodhana’s

side but to a limited extent. He assures the worried mother that he would spare

the four PSpdava brothers and will encounter Aijuna alone; if Aijuna dies,

Kund will have Karpa as a son in his place; ifKama falls, Aijuna will continue

enjoying her affection.

Some scholars86 have tried to find an allegory in the MahSbharata. One has

suggested that the Papcl&vas symbolize the seasons, and DraupadI (Kr^na)

the dark earth possessed by five successive seasons. At times the seasons lose

•* Ibid., 28.

»Ibid., 12.

M Of. V. S. Sukthankar, On the Meaning of the Mahdbkdrata, pp. 25-27

.
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their wealth of lustre, as in the disastrous game of dice with Duryodhana when
Kr?na is left with only a single garment, that is, the earth becomes denuded in

winter. Another critic finds in Pandu (literally pale or white) the name of a
royal family of a white race that migrated into India from the north and was
afterwards known as Aijuna (literally white). According to yet another scholar,

the epic story is an account of the relationship and the conflict among the

different systems of Hindu philosophy and religion.

The epic has been a veritable fount at which the people of India, and
indeed, of all climes and times, have drunk deep in seeking to quench their

insatiable thirst for the truth. The key to the universal popularity of the epic

seems to lie in the fact that it has invaluable treasure to offer on three planes:

the mundane, the ethical, and the metaphysical.*7 On the mundane plane, it is

a work of great art, transporting the reader to a new world vivified by intense

imagination and masterly delineation. On the ethical plane, we find in it the

eternal conflict between dkama and adharma, with dharma having temporary

reverses but with the ultimate and inevitable triumph of good over evil. The
Bhagavad-Gita, the quintessence of the ethical teaching of the epic, teaches the

philosophy of disinterested action, a philosophy highly prized by the wise of all

ages and all lands. It also teaches us to practise samatva (equipoise) which, in-

deed, is the essence of Yoga. On the metaphysical plane, the epic demonstrates

the ultimate Truth. And yet, in between all this, we find simple incidents which

declare that the secret of the universal popularity of the epic is its tremendous

human appeal—the actions of such noble characters as Yudhisfhira and Karna,

the exhortation of the hero-mother .Vidula to her cowardly son Sanjaya to

act like a true Ksatriya (V. 131-134), or the sage counsel of Vidura to face

the challenges of life with aplomb and dignity (II. 69; III. 6).

ARTISTIC MERIT

The Makdbhdrata is not a homogeneous and unified work of art. It is as a

whole, to quote Wintemitz, ‘a literary monster’ containing so many and so

multifarious things. It has also been characterized as a ‘jungle of poetry’. All

this is true, yet it is a fact that the epic Is ‘more suited than any other book to

afford us an insight into the deepest depths of the soul of the Indian people’.**

The Brahmanas utilized this popular epic as a medium for the propagation of

their ideas among the people, ideas that were religious, philosophical, moral

and ethical, political and economic. In doing this, they incorporated a mass

of material, including legends and myths, into the corpus of the epic. Thus
from the earliest times the epic literature did not emerge as an entity distinct from

philosophy and moral and religious teaching. This accounts for the fact that,

** Vide V. S. Sukthankar, On the Meaning of the Mahdbhirata, pp. 32-124.

“ a. HJL, Vol. I, pp. 326-27.
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like the Rg- Veda and the Upanisads, the MahibhSrata contains beautiful poetry

juxtaposed with philosophical or other topics which are, perhaps, to the ordinary

reader, insipid and jejune. In the course of time, when the Buddhists assumed

political power, they seized upon die popular MahibhSrata as a convenient tool

for the dissemination of their doctrines and moral principles. The Jains, too,

did not lose the opportunity to spread their doctrines among the masses through

the framework of this popular epic. The epic thus underwent changes which

have made it a medley ofmiscellaneous matters. It is not, however, amorphous,

nor is it meaningless. It has the single purpose of upholding the glory of dharma

and proclaiming the eternal value of peace and tranquillity in society.

While parts- of the MahibhSrata contain profound wisdom and at the same

time testify to the artistic skill of the composer, there are other portions which,

as pieces ofliterature, are pedestrian. This phenomenon prompted Wintemitz26

to say that ifone has to believe that the epic is by one and the same hand, then

it must be presumed that the author was at once a sage and an idiot, a finished

writer and a wretched scribbler. But modern research has proved that the

MahibhSrata is not one single poetic production at all; it is a literary complex.

So the presence of portions of varying merits in one and the same work is not

surprising. It is not fair to say that the Mahabharata began as a simple epic but

ended in ‘monstrous chaos’.

THE EPICS: THEIR MUTUAL RELATIONSHIP

As has already been stated, the Rimiyana is the earlier of the two epics in

their present forms. From the points ofview oflanguage and style, and also from

their reflections of social conditions, however, it seems that the Mahabharata,

in its original form, preceded the Rimiyana in its original form. The language

of the Ramiyana is more refined, and its style more polished and ornate than the

old ballad style of the MahibhSrata. The characters depicted in the MahibhSrata

are less sophisticated, in fact more rude and rough than those in the Ramiyana.

For instance, in the Rimiyana, SitS, even when her chastity and patience were

put to the severest test at the hands of Ravana or when she was banished by

Rama, did not forsake her quiet dignity. In the Mahabhirata, on the other hand,

unrestrained emotion marks the utterances of Draupadi. The characters of

KauSalyi and Kaikeyi, in the Rimiyana, may be compared with those of the

queens of classical Sanskrit literature; but Kunti and Gandhari, in the Mahi-

bhSrata, are depicted as true hero-mothers of the heroic age. Another notable

point of difference is in the descriptions of the battle-scenes. Unlike those in the

Rimiyana, the battle-scenes in the MahibhSrata are so vivid that one feels they

must have been witnessed by the author himself. According to some scholars,**

" Vide HIL, Vol. I, pp 460-61.

*»Cf. HIL, Vol. I, p. 507.
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all these differences between the two epics do not indicate a difference in age,

but a difference in region; die epics are seen as representing two distinct

regions. While the Mahdbhdrata mirrors the comparatively primitive society of

western India, the Rdmdyana represents the more refined society of the eastern

region.

It is difficult, if not impossible, to determine to what extent, if at all, one

epic influenced the other. Jacobi is of the opinion that the legend of the Mahd-

bhdrata became an epic under the influence of the Ramdyana. There is no in-

controvertible evidence to support this view, but the occurrence of the Rama
story in the Mahabhdrata, in the Vanaparvan (III. 258-75), does tend to lend

countenance to it as a hypothesis. Yet it is not known for certain whether it was

taken from the Ramdyana, or from an older Rama saga. The possibility of its

having been a later interpolation cannot also be ruled out. Moreover, this

portion appears to be an inartistic abridgement of the Rama story, and cannot

have enhanced the literary value of the Mahdbkdrata.

The soliloquy of Sudeva (III. 65. 9-25) occurring in the Nala episode of

the Mahdbkdrata (III. 50-78) resembles almost verbatim the longer one of

Hanumanin the Rdmdyana (V. 15-17). It is difficult to decide which epic is

the borrower. Ifwe are to presume that the Rdmdyana is the borrower, then the

talents of the author of this artistic work have to be belittled. The fact that the

passage fits into the context better in the Rdmdyana than in the Mahabhdrata has

led some scholars to think that the Mahdbhdrata is the borrower.*1 There is also

the possibility that both the epics borrowed this portion from a common source.

It may be mentioned here that the Nalopakhydna of the Mahdbhdrata in

twenty-eight chapters is a beautiful poem of love. It is indeed an epic within the

epic and, as Schlegel says, it ‘can hardly be surpassed in pathos and ethos, in

the enthralling force and tenderness of the sentiments.’** Similarly, a portion of

the Sabhdparvan (chapter V) of the Mahdbhdrata has a counterpart in the

Rdmdyana, and it is likely that here, too, a common source inspired both the

epics.** A further case, in which the possibility of a common source cannot be

entirely ruled out, is seen in some passages ofthe Adiparvan ofthe Mahdbhdrata (I.

60. 54-67) which are found almost verbatim in the Ramdyana (III. 14. 17-32).**

The question as to which is the borrower cannot be answered. Some eminent

modem scholars think that the Rdmdyana as an epic developed into its present

form between the rise of the Mahdbhdrata legend and the establishment ofthe

Mahdbhdrata epic; the transformation of the legend into the epic took, of course,

several centuries.

11 Gf. V. S. Sukthankar, Critical Studies in the Mahdbhdrata, p. 412.

** Cited in Hit, Vol. I, p. 382.

n Gf. Critical Studies in the Mahdbharala, p. 413.

»*a Ibid.
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There are almost identical passages in portions of the two epics. £. W.
Hopkins'* has made some researches in this direction. But more remarkable is

die resemblance between the two in some of their main episodes. For example,

in both the epics, the heroes are to live in exile and that also for a similar

duration
;
during the period of exile, the heroines are molested and taken away,

Sita by Ravana and Viradha,^*and Draupadi by Jayadratha and Ja^asura.

Again, both Sita and Draupadi are given in marriage by svayamvara (self-choice)

and in both the cases die deciding factor in the choice of the suitor is physical

feat. Moreover, both Sita and Draupadi are born miraculously.

CONCLUSION

Both the epics are essentially didactic and ethical in spirit. Hence they are

regarded as Dharma-£3stras and Niti-sastras. They provide detailed guidelines

for rulers, for statesmen, for law-givers, and for persons belonging to the four

castes and stages of life. Both have tried to propagate the same message: It is

virtue not vice, truth not falsehood, that ultimately wins and prevails. The
pictures drawn in the epics of happiness, harmony, and understanding in the

domestic and social spheres are ideal. Affection of the parents, loyalty of the

brothers, love of the wives, obedience of the children, and so on, have an irresis-

tible effect on the minds of the reader. ‘Indeed,’ observes Monier Williams, ‘in

depicting scenes of domestic affection, and expressing those universal feelings

and emotions which belong to human nature in all time and in all places,

Sanskrit epic poetry is unrivalled even by Greek Epos.’** Verily, the epics reflect

the national character of ancient India, her wisdom, her beauty, and her power.

They .are, therefore, aptly called India’s ‘national epics’, India’s ‘pride and

treasure’. Keeping in view the two other great epics of the world, the Iliadand the

Odyssey, it can be said that as monuments of the human mind and as documents

ofhuman life and manners in ancient times, the Indian epics are no less interest-

ing than their European counterparts.*7 The life and literature of the Indian

people beginning from the remote antiquity down to the modern times, have

been largely influenced by these two great epics.* In fact, the story of Rama

**
j

The Great Epic of India, pp. 58-84 and pp. 403-45.

-Indian Wisdom, p. 439.

»» Cf. Ibid,, p. 420.

* ‘Rama (it) the ancient idol of the heroic aget, the embodiment of truth, of morality. .. Sita

is unique... She is the very type of the true Indian woman.’ Vide Swamt Vivekananda, The

Complete Works, Vol. Ill, p. 255. ‘The internal conflicts between righteousness and filial affection in

the mind of the god-fearing, yet feeble, old, blind King DhrtarS$tra; the majestic character of the

grandsire Bhlfma; the noble and virtuous nature of the royal Yudhiftbira, and of the other four

brothers, as mighty in valour as in devotion and loyalty; the peerless character of Kfpja, unsurpass-

ed in human wisdom; and not less brilliant, the characters of the women—the stately queen

Glndhftri, the loving mother Kunti, the ever-devoted and all-suffering Draupadi—these and hun-

dreds of other characters of this Epic (the Mahabhdrata) and those of the Eamayapd have been the
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and many ol the episodes of the MahabhSrata are stock-subjects, which appear
over and over again in the later literature. Many paintings, and architectural

and sculptural pieces have also been designed after the RSmayana and the Maha~
bharata motifs. On epigraphs and coins also the influence ofdie epics is consider-

able. They became so popular and famous that they travelled far beyond the

limits of India, to the countries in the west, north, south and south-east, and to

a great extent moulded their art and literature."

cherished heritage of the whole Hindu world for the last several thousands of years and form the

basis of their thoughts and of their moral and ethical ideas. In fact, the Rdmdya^a and the Mahdbha-

raia are the two encyclopaedias of the ancient Aryan life and wisdom, portraying an ideal civilisation

which humanity has yet to aspire after.’ Vide Swami Vivekananda, The Complete Works, Vol. IV,

pp. 100-101.—Ed.
*• For a detailed study of the influence of the epics on the life and literature of ludia and abroad

Vide CHI
,
Vol. II, Part I.
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THE Puranas are a very imgprtant branch of the Hindu sacred literature.

They enable us to know the true import of the ethos, philosophy, and

religion of the Vedas. They clothe with flesh and blood the bony framework of

the Dharma-Sutras and the Dharma-Sastras. Without such a tabernacle offlesh

and bone, the mere life-force of the Vedas cannot function with effect. It is, of

course, equally clear that without such life-force the mere mass offlesh and bone

will decay and crumble into dust. The Puranas relate to the whole of India so

far as the historical portion therein is concerned and to the whole world so far

as their ethical, philosophical, and religious portions are concerned.

The principal purpose of the present essay is toe xamine the Puraitas

from the positive traditional point of view and show how they explain

the Vedas and how they have built up the national culture and inspired the

national literature. But it will be of much use to know about the critical atti-

tude of the West and the tenability or value thereof. H. H. Wilson’s view that

the Puranas were ‘pious frauds written for temporary purposes in subservience

to sectarian imposture’ is as patently incorrect as it is blatantly unjust. Nor is

it right to say that they are the expressions of a later and perverted Hinduism.

These and other deprecatory opinions are based on insufficient knowledge and

inadequate understanding and are as much opposed to truth as to tradition.

MEANING AND (CHARACTERISTICS

The term purana means that which lives from of old
,

1 or that which is

always new though it is old.® Works like Satapatha Brahmand and the Chandogya

Upanisad refer to itihdsa and purana. But probably these two terms relate

to the stories and parables contained in the Vedas themselves. The references

in the Dharma-Sutras, the Ramayana, the MahSbh&rata, and Kauplya’s Artha-

Jastra are, however, to the Puranas proper. The tradition is that sage Vyasa

compiled the Puranas and taught them to Lomaharjjana who was a suta, a

professional bard and story-teller, and that Lomahar$ana taught them to his

six disciples. It is also said that the sRia is a person who is a non-Brahmin, the

son of a K$atriya father and a Brahmin mother. Even if the reciter sUta was a

non-Brahmin, what follows from it ? The PurS^as were written with the object

of popularizing the truths taught in the Vedas by presenting them in relation

to specific personages and to the events of their lives. Modem scholars,

> Viyu., 1.202.
1 Sarikartcirya’s commentary on the Bhagavad-Gild

,

II. 20.
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however, say that the Purigas must be the work of many minds of diverse

times and that the name Vyasa indicates a mere arranger and compiler. This

postulation seems to have been justified by several of the Puranas themselves.

For example, the Matsya Parana* says that Vyasa arises in every doapara yuga to

re-arrange the Puranas and give them to the world.

Some scholars find something tangible and important in the statement made
in some of the Puranas (c.g. Brahmanda Parana4

)
that the Purarias were heard

by Brahma even before the Vedas issued out of his four mouths. From this they

infer that the Puranas were regarded as earlier productions than the Vedas.

They forget that some affirmations are there only by way of praise. The state-

ments were merely meant to extol the value of the Puranas and not to deride

or decry the eternal, self-existent, and self-proved nature of the Vedas.

The real function of the Puranas is to explain, illustrate, and amplify the

Vedas.

In the Amarakosa it is said that a Purana should have five characteristics:

sarga (primary creation), pratisarga (dissolution), vamia (genealogies of gods,

demons, patriarchs, sages, and kings), manvantaras (periods of different

Manus), and vamidnucarita (histories of royal dynasties). This is affirmed

in the Kurma Purana (1.12) also. It seems that this description refers to

the special and specific topics contained in the Puranas and does not

in any way affect the truth that the main value of the Puranas consists in ampli-

fying, enforcing, and illustrating the spiritual truths stated in the Vedas in the

form of injunctions and commands. The teaching of the Vedas has been likened

to masterly commands
(
prabhu-sammita

)
and that of the Puranas to friendly

counsel
(
suhrt-sammita)> and this is amply confirmed by the contents and delivery

of these two classes of Brahmaiiic literature. The five laksarias (characteristics)

are found fully in the Visnu Purdna
y
and fully or partly in the other Puranas.

It may be mentioned here that these five laksanas or characteristics are

amplified in the Bhdgavata8 and the Brahmavaivarta Purarias7 into ten. But

the classification into five laksanas by Amarasimha is the most usual, wide-

spread, and important.

The Puranas then proceed to describe the historic evolution of the human
destiny in the course of unfoldment of time. The four Tugas (ages of the

world), viz, krta (satya), treta
,
dvdpara and kali; the mahdyugas or the manvan-

taras; and the kalpas are described to illustrate the eternal cycle of the creation,

destruction, and re-creation of the world, which constitutes a fundamental

concept in all the Puranas.

3 mi. 8-10.
4 1.58; see also Mat. UII. 3.
6 A famous Sanskrit lexicon (c. sixth century a.d.).
• XII. 7. 9-10.
7 IV. 131. 6-10.

V-9
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Much has been made of the sectarian and contradictory character of the

Purapas and consequently an impression of rivalry and even of enmity has

been adumbrated between BrahmS, Vispu, and Siva. In the Vedas no such

rivalry is stated at all. As the Purapas merely illustrate and amplify the Vedic

truths, they could not have asserted any gradation among the TrimSrti (the

Trinity). The Trinity is really and essentially one divinity with three divine

forms associated with the three cosmic functions, viz. creation, preservation, and

destruction. A careful study of the different Puranas, however, enables us to

deduce that they had no real pugnacity in them.

The fact is that each Pur&ga has preferences, but no exclusions, in regard

to the gods. Whether we call a Purana a Saiva Purapa or a Vaispava Purana,

we find references to the Mas (exploits) of various gods in each of them. For

the purpose of intensifying devotion to one god, he is described as the supreme,

but this does not mean a denial of godhood to the other gods. In the Braktna

Parana,8 Vispu teaches M&rkapdeya that he is identical with Siva. The Padma

Parana* says in express terms : ‘Brahma, Vi?nu, and Maheivara, though three

in form, are one entity. There is no difference among the three except that of

attributes.’ The Vayu Purina18 says that he who affirms superiority and inferi-

ority among the gods is an ignorant fellow and that he who realizes their oneness

is a man of true knowledge. The story of Atri’s penance as described in the

Bhagavata (IV. 1. 17-29) clearly proves the same truth. We find it stated in the

Visnu Parana11 that ‘The Bhagavan Visnu, though one, assumes the three forms

of Hirapyagarbha (Brahma), Hari (Visnu), and Sankara (Siva) for creation,

preservation, and destruction of the world respectively.’ Again in the same

Purana14 the identity of Visnu and Laksmi with Siva and Gauri is affirmed.

The fact is that each of the functions of creation, preservation and destruction

implies the others and contains the others in a latent form. The Vedas and the

Puranas affirm only one God, call Him by any name you like. Some Puranas

affirm the origin ofVisnu and Brahma from Siva. Others affirm the causa causans

to Visnu. We can easily see the significance of this apparent variation. The

one God conceived in His pre-tripartite state is described as the parent of

Himself in His tripartite capacity.

CONTENTS

The principal {Mafia) Puranas are eighteen in number, viz. Brahma, Padma,

Visnu, Vayu, BhSgavata, Naradiya, M&rkapdeya, Agni, Bhavi$ya, Brahmavaivarta,

Linga, Varaha, Skanda, Vdrnana, Ktirma, Matsya, Garuda and Brahm&rtfa. Some-

• LVI. 69-71.
• Cf. I. 2. 113-116; 7. 28.

"Cf. LXVI. 108-117.
11 1 . 2. 1-2 .

« Ibid., 1. 8. 21.
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times Vayu. Purdna is substituted for Siva Purdna in the list. There are also eighteen

secondary {Upa) Purapas but their names vary in different accounts.

It is, however, not possible to give here a r6sum6 of the contents of all the

PurSrias. These contain about 4,00,000 verses on the whole and relate to a vast

variety of topics. It may be mentioned for the benefit of those who wish to

know briefly the contents of the Puranas, that the Matsya Puraqta gives a short

summary of them. A brief summary of six different Puranas is given here to

show how they really speak with one voice and help us understand the true

import of the Vedas and how they show that they are the basis on which the

fabric of modem Hinduism rests.

In the Brahma Purdna we find at the beginning a description of creation.

It is stated to be caused by Visnu, who is described as being one with Brahma
and Siva. The Purana then describes the oldest Manu (Svayambhuva Manu),
his wife Satarupa and the Prajapatis or patriarchs. The successive manvantaras

are also described. The Purana then speaks of the various continents (dvipas)

of the earth and also the nether regions
(
pdtala

)
and the upper regions(.rtwga).

It next deals with the sacred places of India, especially Utkala (Orissa) and

the worship of the Sun there, as well as the Ekamra forest which is the favourite

abode of Siva. We have got also a detailed account of Daksa’s sacrifice and the

passing away of Sat! and the birth and marriage of Um5. There is also a des-

cription of Puri of Jagannath. The Purana then proceeds to describe Visnu’s

teaching to Markandeya that he is one with Siva and that he pervades all

things. It then tells of Sri Krsna’s life and doings. Next come the srdddhas

(obsequial rites) and the importance of the ekddaii vrata. 13 Then follow the

yugas (ages) and the pralaya (dissolution) of the world, the nature of Yoga and

Samkhya (systems of philosophy), and mukti (liberation) by attaining oneness

with Vasudcva. The Purana has also an uttara-khanda or supplementary portion,

describing the stories connected with Brahma including his propitiation of

Siva.

The Padma Purdna has five parts. The first part, i.e. srsti-khanda, tells how

Brahma was born in the padma (lotus). It then describes creation according to

the Saihkhya terminology. Its speciality is that Brahma is given a prominence

which is absent in the other Puranas. It also extols the supremacy of Visnu.

After treating the divisions of time from an instant to the life span of Brahma,

it speaks of the Prajapatis, Rudras, and Manus. It states the importance of

brdddhas, especially at Gaya. It describes the lunar dynasty more elaborately

than the solar. This part also dwells upon various vratas or observances of vows

at length. The second part or bh&mi~kka$da describes the lives of Prahlada and

VftrSsura as also of Vena and Prthu. It then proceeds to enumerate the

human embodiments of holiness
(
jangama tirthas, i.e. the parents and the gurus)

>• The observance of a fortnightly devotional vow.
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and the sacred shrines (sthdvara ttrthas, i.e, places of pilgrimage) at MahSkgla,

Prabh&sa, Kuruk$etra, etc. The third or svarga-kkanda tells ofthe upper spheres

inhabited by die gods, in the course of King Bharata’s ascent to Vaikunfha (abode

of Vi$jju) beyond Dhntva-manfala (the sphere of the Pole Star). It then

describes the four van&s (castes) and the four Oramas (stages of life) mid their

duties as well as karma-yoga andjMnayoga. The fourth or pStala-khanfa speaks of

the nether regions. It also narrates in detail the exploits of the kings of the

solar dynasty. The Bh&gavata is extolled in this part as the last and the best ofthe

Pur&pas. The last part of the Purana- is the uttara-kka$fa, which deals with the

story ofJalandhara. It praises the mantra (hymn), ‘Om Laksmi-narayanabhyam

nomah’ as the greatest of all mantras, and says that it can be taught to all classes

including the Sudras and women after dikja (initiation). It describes also the

para,
vyOha, and vibhava aspects ofVisnu, and emphasizes the special sanctity of

the month of karttika and of ek&dafi. It also discusses kriya-yoga
,
which deals with

practical devotion as distinct from ihyana-yoga or the path of contemplation.

The Vtsrn PurStpa was narrated by Parasara to his pupil Maitreya. It is

divided into six parts, each of which is subdivided into many chapters. The
first part gives an account of creation, which is attributed to Purusa and

Prakrti. Vi§nu, who is Paramatman, desired to create the universe so that the

souls might perform their karma (work) and attain mokfa (salvation) by means

of God-realization. Creation is due to His mercy (kfpa) and is His sport (/i/a).

Then follow accounts of the avatdra (incarnation) of Lord Visnu as varaha

(boar), of the Svayambhuva-manvantara, of the Prajapatis (lords of creation),

of the churning of the ocean which yielded nectar
(
amrta), and of the life of

Dhruva who, by his devotion to Visnu, was lifted to the supreme height of the

Dhruva-mandala. Dhruva’s descendants are then described. The power of faith

in Vis^iu, however, finds its most magnificent expression in the legend of

Prahlada. The second part describes the earth and the nether worlds, and the

courses of the planets. The third speaks of the Manus, the Indras, the gods, the

sages and the Vyasas (compilers). The fourth deals with the genealogies of

the kings of the solar and the lunar dynasty, and brings them up to the kaliyuga,

among whom are included the Magadha and Andhra kings and even later ones.

The fifth part describes the life of Krsna. The last part is philosophical and
teaches how devotion to Lord Visnu is the means to the attainment of

beatitude.

The Brahmavaivarta Purana in four parts gives a detailed description of Sri

Kr?na and Radha whose supreme abode is in Goloka. Sri Krsna is stated to be

the supreme divine Principle from whom have come Prakrti, Brahma, Visnu,

and Siva. The first part {Brahma-khanfa) presents an account of Nar&yana
(Vi?pu) and Siva emerging from the right and left sides of Krsna and Brahma
from His navel. Radha emerges from the left side of the Lord. The gopas and
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gopis14 come from Kpjna and Radha respectively. BrahmA then proceeds to

create the ordinary universe. The second part or Prakjti-khanda describes the

evolution of Prakrti according to the SAihkhya school of thought, but affirms

that it is under the control of ISvara and is his Mb' (power). Sakti has five

aspects: Radha, Durga, Laksmi, Sarasvatl, and Savitrl. She has innumerable

minor aspects as well. The third part or Qanda-khan4a is devoted to the birth

and exploits of Ganesa. The last part or Sri Krsria-janma-khanda deals with the

life of Sri Krsna. The meeting of Krsna and Radha and their union form the

theme of a most remarkable and picturesque poetic description in this part.

The Viyu Purina largely emphasizes the worship of Siva. It has been

mentioned earlier thait in some of the lists of the main Puranas the place of

Vayu Purina is sometimes taken by the Siva Purina. The two works, as now
extant, are separate. The Vdyu Purina is divided into two khandas (parts) and
four padas (quarters), and gives the story of creation, the history of the kings of

the solar and the lunar dynasty, the description of the four yugas and fourteen

manvantaras, and so on. It is worthy of note that this Purina also contains

accounts of the actions of Visnu for the good of the world. Expositions of the

Advaita system of thought are also to be found in this Purana.

In the Agni Purina, the emphasis is on the glory of Siva, but descriptions of

the glories of Visnu also occur. It contains, in addition, a detailed account of

political science, law, judicature, medicine, and rhetoric.

The foregoing survey of the six important and typical Puranas shows their

method of treatment and their aim and content. It is seen that their main

object, their very life, is to amplify the Vedic injunctions about morality and

spirituality. They form in a way the kindergarten of the uprising soul which

grows into fulfilment by means of Brahma-vidyi (knowledge of the supreme

Spirit). They give us lessons in pure pravftti (enjoyment) and nivrtti (renuncia-

tion) and make us fit for the ascent towards, and realization of, the highest

spiritual truths taught in the Vedas and the Upanisads.

ASSESSMENT

It has been shown that the Puranas are viewed by early Indian

tradition from two standpoints. One is the upabrihmana theory of Manu:

they illustrate and amplify the Vedic truths. The other is the panca-laksana

theory of Amarasiiiiha; they deal with the five topics stated earlier. Manu’s

view stresses the real essence of the Puranas, whereas Amarasirhha’s view

relates to their external aspects. The description of creation and its dissolution

is only to affirm and declare the glory of God, while the account of the lives of

divine incarnations, sages, and kings is only to illustrate and inculcate moral

and religious principles.

“ The cowherds and milkmaids of VpndSvana.
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Whatever may be the approach, it is dear that the Pur&pas are a vital por-

tion of the scriptures of the Hindus. They are primarily an extension, ampli-

fication, and illustration in a popular18 manner of the spiritual truths declared

in the Vedas. The Puranas have, in fact, been described by the Upani$ads as the

fifth Veda and by the Smrtis as the very exposition of what the Vedic seers

realized. Outsiders may call them, legends like the works of fiction current

today. Some Indians too may regard them in a similar way. But the bulk of

the Hindus and the main body of traditional opinion attribute to the Pur&gas

a double character, namely: their illustrative value and impressive actuality.

They reflect in meticulous details contemporary life and thought and have

largely moulded public life, belief, conduct, and ideal in India for centuries

and have contributed a great deal in bringing about religious harmony

and understanding amongst the diverse sections of the Hindu society. As a

Western scholar has observed, ‘the Puranas afford us far greater insight into

all aspects and phases ofHinduism—its mythology, its idol-worship, its supersti-

tions, its festivals and ceremonies and its ethics, than any other works.’1* It

will not be fair to regard the Puranas as a mere mass of legends and the

characters depicted in them as just creations of the poet’s imagination. Rama
and Krsna, for instance, are still believed by millions of Hindus as actual

human beings who walked the earth veiling their supreme glory and this faith

is a part and parcel of their very existence.

The Puranas, by modem standards, may not be considered technically very

happy as literary productions. But it must be remembered, while assessing their

literary merit, that they are primarily of a didactic and liturgical character and

have, therefore, a greater religious interest than literary. Besides, they have

undergone numerous editions, transcriptions, and revisions in different periods

of history. Lack of thematic and structural homogeneity, and of concentration

and proportion, versification of a mixed character, weak vocabulary, fantastic

details, etc. have, therefore, been some of the inevitable results. Yet, there are

many passages in the Puranas which contain profound thought and wisdom
and delineate moments of supreme human emotion. There are also instances

of rare mastery in descriptive art.

<Stotras or devotional hymns abound in the Purapas. From the stylistic and
metrical points ofview, they will be found interesting even to a modem reader.

Most of these hymns are rich in philosophical or ritualistic contents. At the

same time, ‘the intensity ofdevout feeling’, and ‘the elevated mood ofprayer and
worship* expressed in them very often lift them ‘to the level of charming poetic

utterance*.” Mention may be made here of Pradofa-stotrdffaka in the Skania

» Vide V&yu. 1.200. *• HIL, Vol. I, p. 529.
11 S. K. De, Aspects of Sanskrit Literature, p. 113.
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Purdya, the hymns addressed to Siva by Asita and Himalaya in the Brahma-

vaioarta Parana, and so on.

The Pur&nas have exercised a powerful influence on the subsequent literary

productions. The later poets and dramatists repeatedly turned to them for theme

and even for style. Historians have discovered in them a chronicle of pre-

historic ages; commentators have considered them as an inexhaustible treasure-

house; and law-givers have referred to them as works of dependable authority.

Thus, the Puranas are immensely helpful in tracing the evolution of ancient

Indian thought and culture in all their aspects.
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dharma-SAstras

THE CONCEPT OF DHARMA

THE Dharma-Sastras1 as a class of literature represent the efforts of succes-

sive generations to adjust human behaviour to a just and valid norm.

Dharma as a concept is very wide and comprehensive. It stands for the self-

sufficient principle of ordering harmony—the great rationalizer. The term

is derived from the root 'dhr' signifying that it ‘upholds’ and ‘sustains’ humanity

in all its coherence.* It is saturated with the notion of truth and righteousness.

By reason of its integrating civil, moral and spiritual values, it supplies the

basic impetus for human development towards higher and higher possibilities.

It is a scheme of regulation which, with its countless norms and precepts and

all that it deems sound and serviceable, is sought to be integrated in the values

and perspectives of man’s total career. Accordingly, dharma as a content of the

Dharma-Sastras involves the things of the body, mind, intellect and soul in

myriads of interests and values, and there is an inevitable mixing up of secular

and empirical matters with those that are purely ethical and spiritual. The
writers of the Dharma-iSstras were alive to this comprehensive character of

dharma, for they knew that problems of life could not artificially be kept apart.

They must meet at a point. This accounts for the wide connotation ascribed to

dharma.

According to Indian belief, human good consists in dharma which is the

geyser of the sustaining and forward-tending force of life. It induces a strong

conviction that man, abiding by its tenets, conforms to the most efficient ways

of ‘right doing’ and ‘right living’. The ordering of human relations, according

to this view, assumes momentous significance in terms of ‘duty’. It fosters the

process of rhythmic advance towards progress and prosperity
(abhyudaya) as its

own reward. It registers a sense of ‘must’ for the development of one’s potentia-

lity. Duty is not a tyrant, but a symbol of dignity to be discharged with affir-

mative joy. The realization of this vast perspective is assured in the Dharma-
Sastras by the wonderful scheme ofco-ordination of conduct adapted to different

conditions, status and stations of life

Our culture seems to have proceeded from the initial elan of ‘duty’ in which

lies the ultimate guarantee of ‘right’, while the reverse has possibly been the
1 In this article, a brief survey of the important literature on Dharma-i&stras is presented. For

a detailed study on the subject please refer to the second volume of this series (CHI), The Dharma-
sastras, Part IV, pp. 301-448.

* ‘

dhdra$dd dharmam iiydhur dharmo dhdrayati prajdh'—Mbh., Karpaparvan (49. 50). Cf. also
1

dharmo

visvasya pratiftha*—Mahanardyana Upemifad, 22.1.
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process of culture in the West. In the words of Manu (II.5) : 'He who persists

in discharging duties in the right manner obtains, even in this world, fulfilment
of all desires he may have cherished, and reaches deathless state (in life beyond)’.

The scheme of the vary* and SSrama rules of conduct as ordained in the
Dharma-Sastras makes it significant that ‘religion in India is not a dogma,
but a working hypothesis of human conduct adapted to different stages of
spiritual developments and different conditions of life’.* The object of religion

is to help an all-round development of life, and its sphere extends not merely
to this life but to the life hereafter. The broad understanding ofhuman relations

under this scheme leads to harmony by reconciling conflicting claims,

social and the individual, as well as the real and the ideal. In this wider sense,

dharma constitutes the basic concept of civil and religious law in the Indian
tradition, and the Dharma-iastras deal with it in all its aspects.

THE SOURCES OF DHARMA

In respect of the sources of law, we should not ignore the difference between
the conditions in the ancient times and those prevailing during the period of

recorded history. The modem jurist sees around him a world ruled by law
imposed by the will of the State. It is either openly declared in a precept or

command or tacitly recognized in custom. To Austin and his followers, political

sovereignty is the ultimate source of law. Looking at law purely from Austin’s

angle of view, J. H. Nelson raised the question: ‘Has such a thing as Hindu
Law at any time existed in the world ? Or is it that Hindu Law is a mere
phantom of the brain imagined by Sanskritists without law and lawyers with-

out Sanskrit ?’4 Obsessed as he was by the modem notion oflaw and sovereignty,

he could not bring himself to believe that law had at any time been known to the

people of India. But such a view oflaw is a part ofthe narrow world ofideas and
is itselfa modem growth to meet only a special exigency ofsocial evolution. Such
a conception erf law and political sovereignty might not have an occasion for

its growth in ancient India. But that does not mean the absence of law and
order in ancient Indian society. ‘Law which is the sum of the conditions of social

co-existence with regard to the activity of the community and of the individual’,

to quote an authority, ‘did not always in its concrete form present itself as the

will ofthe State’.® The recognition ofthe existence oflaw in the sphere ofhuman
intercourse is inherent in man’s nature itself.

The notion of culture presupposes a mind—a highly developed faculty of

the ‘super-organic’ universe as Herbert Spencer calls it. Law-norms are meaning-

* Havell, Aryan Rule in India, p. 1 70.

4 Sec The History of Hindu Law (Tagore Law Lecture) by R&dh&binod Pali Lecture I, p. 1. et seq.

*Ibid. t pp. 2-3.

V-10
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ful components of values. Whether they form part of religion, ethics, beliefs,

manners and convictions, there has never been over the globe any human
society without law. According to Professor Ehrlick,* ‘the centre of gravity of

legal development was not in legislation, nor in juristic science nor in judicial

decision, but in society itself*, and that law is ‘something much wider than legal

regulation.’ Cicero maintains ‘that law is the highest reason implanted in

Nature which commands those things which ought to be done and prohibits

the reverse. The highest law was bom in all ages before any law was written

or the State was formed. It arose with the mind of God’. 7 The earliest form in

which this authority theory oflaw manifests itself is that of a belief in a divinely

ordained body of rules. In India it manifests itself in the belief nursed by
tradition that the Veda is the embodiment of the fundamental knowledge of

dharma par excellence. It is said to be the infallible source of the highest reason,

antecedent to all human experience, and, accordingly, free from human imper-

fections of any kind whatsoever. This idea lies at the root of the interpretation

of dharma as propounded in the Mlm&rhsa .
8

The MImamsa theory has been greatly responsible for a reverential

attitude to Law.* Law is said to be ingrained in the highest reason directing

realization of the highest purpose. The idea of creation pre-supposes the

existence ofa supreme thinker or at least a supreme system ofthought to regulate

the scheme of cosmic evolution. The Veda stands for that fundamental

knowledge. Manu10 observes: ‘In the beginning, He (the Lord) assigned

several names, actions and conditions to all (created beings) even according

to the words of the Veda.’ Fundamental laws are conceived to have emanated

from an authority higher than human agencies. The consciousness ofdependence

upon the highest cosmic power that controls nature and life is at the root of this

belief. From this standpoint, a society is not merely the product of a humanly

designed legal system. On the other hand, law is viewed as supreme and believed

to have come from above as an efficient power, and there alone the forces

—

moral, legal, and highly spiritual—are conceived to unfold themselves, attaining

full strength and vigour. The Mimirhsa system of thought links law with

a vast cosmic design which is transcendental, and of eternal sanctity.

The true knowledge of dharma, according to the Indian conception, is

derived from the Veda which is apaurufeya,
11 free from interference of any

• Fundamental Principles of the Sociology of Law, Foreword.
7 Qjioted by Thomas Holland, The Elements ofJurisprudence, .1924, p. 33.

9 *Codandlak$ano*rtho dkarmap'—Jot. S., 1.1.2. See alto Sabarabha&a on it.

9 See for diffusion present author’s article entitled Incarnation of Law from Mimdrhsd Standpoint,

published in Charudev Shastri Felicitation Volume, New Delhi, 1974, p. 354, ff. See also The Hindu

Conception of Law, Calcutta Review, November, 1938.

19 1. 21 : Sarve$3m la sa nSmStni karm&pi ca pfthak pfthak, Vedaiabdehhya evSdau prthaksarhsthdjca nirmame.

» Jai. S., I. 1. 27.32.
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personal being. In other words, it is immune from the influence of any kind

whatsoever, whether of God or man. Its other name is sruti signifying that it was

heard by the sages in the supernormal stage of their inspiration. Observance of

the duty ofmaintaining fta or dharma by both gods and men including earthly

sovereigns would ensure the upholding of the majesty of law, which is held to

be just and true and supreme1* in authority.

Our traditions involve veneration for the authority oflaw to restrain us from

the danger of excessive human reasoning which, if let loose, may lead humanity

back to grave anarchy. To us law or dharma is not the purposeless command of

a wilful God or wilful human despot, nor is it left to the mercy of historical

accidents and shifting currents and prejudices of social opinion, but is held as

eternally sacred, salutary and valid.

But this rigid aspect of law has not ruled out the possibility that it is also

susceptible to change. The cultural history of India bears ample evidence to

show that law grows as the nation grows. Law is eternal in the sense that the

leading principle or ideal is ingrained in the highest reason and the highest

purpose, and in theory, the Veda is acclaimed to be the repository of the im-

mutable law. The other source of law derives its authoritative force only by

its affiliation to that fundamental source. The Smfti came to be recognized as a

secondary source only on the hypothesis that it is based on the Sruti. Jaimini,

the founder of Mimamsa, enunciates that the Smrtis having been compiled by

sages who were the repositories of the revelation, there arises an inference that

they were founded on the Sruti and should, therefore, be regarded as authorita-

tive .
13 The Smfti represents the systematized memories ofthe Vedic revelations14

which are otherwise lost to us. This affords an ingenious explanation as to how
in the Indian tradition the legitimate scope of adjustment to the new changes

could be admitted without affecting the rigid and eternal character of law.

The laws derived from the memories of the Vedic traditions are preserved in

the Smfti as the recorded wisdom of old. The Smfti is called dharma-iastra :

Gratis tu vedo vijfUyo dharmaiastrarh tu vai smrtik.u In fact, it is the Smrtis or

Dharma-iastras which became the positive guide for the history of civil and

religious law in India. As a system, dharma is the precursor of the latest legal and

ethical developments among the Greeks and Romans;1' it also anticipates many
a future century of normative thought and jurisprudence. Law here appears

‘as an ever-present part of a perennial stream of the fundamental philosophy

of life and action.’

12 Tad eUU kfatrasya kfatrarh yad dharmastasm&d dharmdt param ndsti—Bf. £/,, 1. 4.14.

12 Cf. Jau S Apt vd hartfsdmdnydt pramdpam arwmdnam sySt> I. 3. 2.

11 Cf. Manu> t II. 7 Sa sarvo'bhihito Vide. . .

.

12 Manu II. 10.

12 Sec for discussion Dr Beroizheimer*s view in Modern Legal Philosophy Series
,
Vol. II, p. 37.
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ORIGIN OF THE DHARMA-StJTRAS AND THE DHARMA-SASTRAS

Whatever be the theory about the inviolable authority of the Vedas as the

source of dkarma, Vedic literature does not supply the systematized content of

the civil and the canonical law except by way of incidental references. To-

wards the close of the era of the Vedic literature, there evolved a characteristic

trend of composition called jfifra*which is noted for its extremely compressed

prose style—a brevity unparalleled in the literature of the world. During this

period, sutras became the vehicle of literary expression as an aid to memory on
matters of diverse interest which were in a large measure connected with Vedic

tradition. It is in the Sutra period that the rudiments of canonical and secular

laws derived from old traditions and established usages were accorded recogni-

tion for treatment in one of the branches of the SQtra literature.

Connected with the Vedic tradition, as many as six branches of the Sutras

called Vedaftgas sprang into existence of which the Kalpa-Sutra, dealing with

rituals, is directly concerned with dharma. Kalpa-Sutra is divided into three

branches called Srauta, Grhya, and Dharma. The Vedic sacrificial rites form

the subject-matter ofthe Srauta-Sutra. The domestic rites and household ceremo-

nies to be performed at the domestic fire are dealt with in the Grhya-Stitra. The
content of the Grhya-Sutra is large enough. It furnishes instructions chiefly on

matters ofsacrifices and ceremonies called sarhskiras which are to be performed at

different stages of life. Such sacramental ceremonies add a gleam of sanctity

to life. They help the development of the potentiality in the body, mind and

intellect of an individual from his conception right up to death and even

beyond. The Grhya-Sutras are more intimately connected with the third section

of the Kalpa-Sutra, called Dharma-Sutras; for the Grhya and the Dharma-

Sutras are smdrta sutras (based on recollected traditions), while the Srauta-

Sutras are directly based on the Sruti. The Dharma-Sutras appear to have

been evolved as an extension of the Grhya-Sutras or household-aphorisms.

They contain a large body of the sprawling norms and precepts governing the

conduct of people in different stations and stages of life. As to the growth of the

Dharma-Sutra, Keith17 observes: ‘It was perfectly natural that when siltras

began to be composed on matters of ritual, there should be adopted the practice

ofincluding in these texts instructions on matters closely akin to ritual, the daily

life of the people, their duties of all kinds, including matters which more

advanced civilization would classify as questions of etiquette and social usage,

moral, legal or religious.’ Such rules, of course, included regulation of all issues

affecting varna (caste) and airama (order of life) and the texts of the

Dharma-SQtras served as the rudimentary manuals of both secular and

religious law.

« A. B. Keith: HSL, p. +37.
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The Dharma-Sutras1* were composed in prose of compact and compressed

style, the language of which mostly approached Paninian standard, though

Vedic archaisms were not wanting. But prose sStras were sometimes interspersed

with verses in anustubh or triftubh metre to emphasize a doctrine or sum up a

point impressively. They deal with diverse rules of dhaima, which comprise

right, duty, custom, usage, law, morality, religion, etc. Law here emerges

as an associate phenomenon of religion, and as such, sacraments (samskaras
)

l"

occupy an important place as a topic of the Dharma-Sastras. Their connection

with socio-religious ideas is obvious,*0 though their purpose is not sufficiently

explained by our authorities.* 1

We are not definite as to when exactly the Dharma-sastras began to be com-

posed for the first time. Yaska’s reference in the Nirukta (III. 4.8-10) to earlier

controversies about the legal issue of inheritance and his reliance on a verse

called iloka as distinguished from a rk, gives us the clue to the pre-existence of

works dealing with the content of dharma in the sloka metre. Patanjali** (second

century b.c.) recognizes the authority of the Dharma-Sutras as next to the

commandment of God. All this establishes beyond doubt the existence of the

literary tradition of the Dharma-Sastras even before 600 B.c.

A brief outline of the contents of the Dharma-SQtras which also fall within

the class of the Dharma-sastras is indicated below. These include the sources of

dharma, the rights and duties of the four varnas and four dsramas, various

samskaras including upanayana (investiture with the sacred thread) for the twice-

born and vivaha (marriage), the vocations of the four varnas, the duties of the

king, the administration ofjustice, topics of legal dispute (for example, debts,

deposit, ownership, inheritance and partition, witnesses and other items

of evidence, offences and their punishment etc.), rights and duties of women,

kinds of sons and their status, aiauca (temporary spiritual impurity on birth,

death, and on other grounds), iraddha (obsequial rites), sins and their

expiations, etc.

19 For the different branches of the Kalpa-Sulra, sec Winternit*, H/L, Vol. I* Sec. i (1972),

pp. 271 ff.

19 Pjlarita classifies the sarhskdtas as two—Br&hma and Daiva
: (ivividhafr sarhskdrv bhavaii brdhmu

daivasca. The text is cited in Madhava’s commentary on Pariiara.t VoL I. Part 2, p. 18. Gautama

in his Dharma-Sutra, (8. 14-24) mentions forty samskaras to which he adds eight virtues of the soul.

For detailed treatment of the Samskaras the following works may be consulted : The Hindu Sacrament,

0Samskaras) CHI,
Vol. II, pp. 390-413. Kamalahai Deshpande, The Child in Ancient India. R. B. Pandcy,

Hindu Sacraments. H. Chatterjee, Studies in Same Aspects ofHindu Sarhskdras in the Light qf SarhskdrataUva

of Raghunandana.

» Cf. Manu., II. 26-27 and Tqj., I. 10-13. See Gout. Dh . S., 8.14-20, Vim- Dh- 27. 1-12. Cf.

also Vat. Dh. S., II. 3; Vifjiu. Dh. 5., 28. 37-38; Menu., II. 189.; YSj., I. 39.

" P. V. Kane, H. Dh., Vol. II, Part I, p. 192.

M Cf. Naive iivara ajhdpayaii nipt dharmasMra-karah pafhanti apavidair uttargibidhyaniamiti : Maha*

bhifya. Edited by Kielborn, Vol. I, p. 115.
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The Dhama-Sstras of Gautama, Baudhfiyana, and Apastamba are

considered to be the most ancient. Of these, Gautama’s text presents an ap-

pearance of a regular Dharma-Sutra. Its language corresponds to the Papinian

standard more than that of the other two Dhama-Sutras. It may be due to its

later remodelling. The two other Dhnma-SStras show much of archaism in

language. Some of the sStras of the Hiranyakeii Dharma-SStra are distinguished

by the smoothness of classical Sanskrit. The Vasiftka Dharma-SStra contains

suiras largely mixed up with verses, and some chapters** are entirely in verse.

Its style agrees with that of Gautama. Some of the verses introduced by the

words ath’apyudaharanti and also other verses not so introduced are in upajdti,

indravajra or upendravajra metre.*4 Some are in triftubh (VI. 3 and 30; VIII. 17;

XVIII. 71). Vasis{ha refers to the views of Manu of which some are put in

prose.** Some scholars** take them to be reminiscent of the MSnava Dharma-

Sutra from which the extant Manu Samhita is said to have been redacted as a

metrical text. P. V. Kane,*7 however, sees in them reference to the view of an

early version of the metrical Smrti as adapted in prose by Vasis|ha, but not

to the Manava Dharma-Sutra whose existence is merely hypothetical. The Visnu

Dharma-SStra is an extensive Sutra work in both prose and verse. Its verses are

mostly in anustubh. But some verses are in the classical indravajra48 and

the upajdti** metres, while a few are in tristubh. Its style is simple and

easy.

LAW AND PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE IN THE DHARMA-SOTRAS

Leaving aside some minor Dharma-Sutras, let us discuss some ofthe valuable

pronouncements of Gautama, Baudhayana, Apastamba, and Vasis^ha on law

and the philosophy of life.

Sketching out the sources of law, Gautama proceeds to enumerate diverse

rules of conduct, which, if carried out, will lead to the preservation of social

harmony. This is considered to be the end of law. It was believed that through

the security of the existing institutions of varna and airama
, harmony could be

maintained. Most of the Dharma-sastra writers endeavoured to base their

theories on ‘welfare’ and ‘utility’, but their notions of welfare and utility were

conceived in terms of not only worldly advantage, but also in association with

the idea of self-sufficiency and salvation in the world beyond. These sStrakdras

set on 'welfare hereafter’ the highest prize of life. The doctrines preached by

*» Vos. Dk. S-, XXV-XXVIII,
«* Ibid., I. 38, X. 20; VI. 9, 25; X. 17; XVI. 36.

« Ibid IV. 5-8.

w See SBE, Vol. 25, Laws of Manu, Introduction.

« H. Dh., Vol. I, pp. 55-57.

» Vim- Dh. S., 19. 23-24.

» Vim- Dh. S., 23. 61 ; alio 59. 30.
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them are rather eudaememstic and utilitarian. Gautama*0 characteristically says:

‘People devoted to the practice of their respective duties of varna and diram

reap after death the consequences of their own deeds, and then from the re-

mainder of their merit—take (next) birth accordingly’ (11.29), and ‘those

who act in a contrary manner perish’ (11.30). The knowledge of dkartna,

according to Vasigha,*1 leads to die highest good. By this one becomes most

commendable in this world, and after death attains heaven.** Gautama** ruses

a very pertinent question as to whether one should perform any penance at all

for a wrong, since the effect ofno deed perishes without being experienced in the

physical world. If in the moral or spiritual world, too, there is nothing to distin-

guish the process from the order of the physical phenomenon, penances will be

futile to set the wrong aright. But Gautama, after all, discards the doctrine of

eternal damnation and gives verdict in favour of penance on the authority of

the Vedic revelation which declares the efficacy of such penance. It is to be

noted that expiability is an attribute of mature law,*4 and in the treatises of

Dharma-iAstras, expiation plays an important role for moral rehabilitation.

Next we refer to the views of Gautama** and Baudhayana*4 as to the mode

of deciding the law in cases not provided for. In such cases that course should

be followed which an assembly {fanfad), consisting of at least ten persons,

well-instructed, skilled in reasoning, and free from covetousness, approves.

Such an assembly should include three persons belonging to the three orders,

namely, those of brahmacSrin, grhastha, and bhikfu. According to Baudhayana,

it is on the failure of the iiftas (enlightened persons, who are free from pride

and covetousness, etc.), that an assembly of ten members should decide the

disputed points of law. Baudhayana*7 admits practice or custom as authorita-

tive only in the locality where it prevails, provided it is not opposed to the

tradition established by the iistas. Apastamba looks to the Veda as the ultimate

source of law, but the immediate source, according to him, is the consensus of

the learned: dharmajHa-samayahpramdnam (1.1.2). Vasisjha agrees with Baudha-

yana that in the absence of the Sruti and the Smfti, the practice of the iiftas

is authoritative: tad alSbhe iiftScarah framanam (1.5). But Vasigfha defines Jifta

as one whose heart is free from desire (1.6). A heart free from desire is able

intuitively to reflect and assess the divine reason governing the universe. Custom

M Varpiiramaica soakamaniffhalf pretya karma-phalam anubhfya tatah itfetm . . . .janma pratipadyanU.

Viparita naiyanti—Gout, Dh. S.> 11. 29-30.

91 Athdtah purufanitJreyasdrtharh dharmqjijflds&y I. 1.

99 Vas. Dh* S., I. 3.

** na hi karma ktfyata iti haydd ityapart punastomnsffad, 19. 6-7.

94 Sec for discussion Prof. Calm, Smut qfltyusHct, p. 158.

99 28. 46-48.

99 1. 1. 5-6.

* I. 2.1, 5-6, 8-9.
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takes its origin in some need felt by society, and there must be a general convic-

tion of satisfaction of that need. It is the dispassionate mind which can attest

to the validity ,of custom as a source of law.

The preservation of the existing social institutions and social status quo was

an important concern fot the sages in our ancient system of law. They were

convinced that in every Society thSre must be grades and classes, and justice

is only a condition in which each keeps himself within his appointed sphere.

The administration of such justice is the duty of a king. Vasiffha enjoins:

‘Let the king looking deep into all the laws of countries, castes and families,

make the four classes (of people) adhere to their own respective particular

duties: deiadharma-jatidkama-kuladharman

.

.

.

r&ja caturo varnan svadharme sthd-

payet.n Let him punish those who go astray from these.’**

The Dharma-Sastra writers direct the nature and measure of punishment

on due consideration of circumstances, time, place, age, learning, responsibility,

etc. not overlooking the caste of the perpetrator. Gautama40 derives the word
danda from damanat, and according to him, a king should restrain .

41 Most of

the Dharma-sUtrakSras recognize the probability of the assertion of law by co-

ercion and it is connected with the function of a king. Brahmanas and kings

are the two classes engaged in the common mission of maintaining dharma,

the former as exponents and the latter as executants. This is the significant

view upheld by Gautama4* and also by Vasi§tha.4*

METRICAL DHARMA-SASTRAS**

It has been shown how the Dharma-Sutras came to be recognized as part of

the Kalpa-Sutra tradition ofthe Vedic school. The metrical texts ofthe Dharma-
Sastras represent the next phase of development in the history of Indian

law. Law is then no longer kept confined to the grooves of the Vedic sdtracarana

at all. Multiple are the factors which lead to the enlargement of law.

The environment in the process of mutual interaction and adjustment leads

to the development of law. Metrical Smrti-samhitas of more or less universal

authority sought to crystallize the age-old customs and usages ofthe community
of the Vedic Aryans and included inter alia much of the resources avail-

able from the surrounding human population steadily absorbed within its

fold."

» Vos. Dh. S., XIX. 5.

“ Ibid., XIX. 6.

40 Of. Gout. Dh. dapfo damanat, XI. 27.

4* 11. 28, tendddntdn damayet.

41 dvau lake dhjXavraiaa rtijd brnhmaQaica, 8.1.

4B brahnutyo dharmam brfty&t; r&jd canutifthet, I. 18.

44 For a detailed reference see CHI, Vol. II, ch. XV and XXI.
46 See N. C. Sengupta’s Evolution of Ancient Indian Lew, Tagore Law Lecture (C.U*, 1953), p. 71.
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The iloka metre or anufptbk became the usual metre of the verses of the

Smfti-sarhhita. Of the metrical Smjtis, the Mam Sarhhitd occupies the most

exalted place in the list. Manu is the sage-legist of India par excellence. He is also

a sociologist. ‘Whatever he says is medicine indeed’—so goes the remark: Tad

vai kihcana manuravadat tad bhtfajam.u It helped to cure the ills of life and thereby

exercised overpowering influence on India’s life and culture for about two

thousand years and spread its sway far into the countries of South-East Asia .
47

MANU SMRTI AND ITS OUTLOOK

The Manu Smyti44 itself attributes its origin to Brahman whence it is said to

have been revealed to men through Manu and Bhfgu. The Ndrada Smrti refers

to a tradition of successive redactions of the Sarhhita and also alludes to

Vrddhamanu and B{hanmanu. The present text possibly took its shape during

the Brahmanic reviyal in the first century b.c.

Manu has admirable command over language. He writes in a simple

flowing style. Some verses have epic vigour while similes or imageries44 in some

verses are very apt and accurate. Some of his verses are repositories ofprofound

wisdom .
50 Manu’s work really represents the genius of a master mind. It is not

merely an important law code but also a valuable compendium of a philo-

sophy of life. Nietzsche praises it for its bold affirmative religion and ranks it

above the Bible.
61

Manu teaches man to regulate the pattern of his behaviour within certain

clearly recognized limits so that he may develop his true powers and potentiali-

ties both socially and individually. If he fails to conform to this ideal, he sins,

and suffering is the wages of sin.

In the ordering of our life, Manu5* warns that we must not let loose the

reins of our inferior passions exclusively for self-interest. The distracting nature

ofpleasure’s rewards is clearly set forth in his exhortation :Najdtu kdmah kdmdndm

upabhogena sdmyati :
M ‘To try to extinguish desire by its enjoyment is like trying

to quench a fire by pouring butter-fat over it.* Manu, however, does not disa-

vow desire for pleasure, for there can be no endeavour without desire: Akdmasya

kriyd kacid djsyate neha karhicit.“ The world holds immense possibility of delight

46 Taittiriya Sarhhitd, II. 2. 10. 2.

47 Kcwal Motwani, Manu Dharma-iastra, 1938, p. 312 ff.

48 I. 58-60.

40 Manu, II. 94, 99; III. 77; IV. 195; VII. 33, 105, 106, 129; XII. 101; and Manu, VII. 25

(irdpaka); XII. 103 (sdra).

00 Manu., II. 156; IV. 12, 161; V. 106; VIII. 84.

11 Reference is made to the present writer's article M&nava PrindpU in Manu and Ntitzscht's

Appraisal
,
published in Dr. Satkari Mookerji Felicitation Volume (1969), pp. 684-95.

08 Kdmdtmata na praiasta, II. 2.

08 II. 94.

04 Mam., II. 4.
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for all our . semes. It heightens the tenor of both psychic and aesthetic life.

Virtually, our religion in all its rites and rituals and legal dictates is presented

as something which also’ meets die diverse needs of practical utility, health,

wealth, success, fame, power, and progeny. But India knows that pleasure

(kama) and worldly success (artha) are not everything that one wants. They

are too trivial and cannot satisfy man’s total nature. Things material are short-

lived and perish with the body: $arire$a samam nSiarit sarvam anyad hi gacchati.*

But that does not mean that India’s attitude towards worldly success would

be wholly negative. There are clear -suggestions in the Dharma-S&stras for

human enterprise, incentives for power, possession, and wealth. A modicum of

worldly success is indispensable for the upkeep of the household, raising up of a

family and for the discharge of several civic, social and religious duties. Indi-

vidual and social well-being depends largely on man’s acquisitive power and its

disposal in the right manner. Property and enjoyment are the first guarantee

of the State through its sanction, danda.** The varna system furnishes the frame

within which the highly complex net-work of castes and sub-castes has helped

differentiation of crafts and callings for the fostering of economic powers and

potentialities. The importance of proprietary right, title and succession, owner-

ship and inheritance, the transactions of economic exigency for debt, trade,

contract and commerce, the diverse recognized means of remedy enforceable

by the State through judicial or other tribunal processes—all these form the

legitimate part of the discourse of the Dharma-sastra and we have enough

provisions of the same in the Manu Samhita (Chapters VII-IX).

In Manu’s teaching, the pursuit of wealth and pleasure (artha and kama)

is reconciled with the great purpose of dharma. The acquisition ofwealth can be

justified if it leads to the acts of piety or benevolence. Similarly, in the rules

regarding wedded life, there is involved a mighty discipline for transmuting

sex (kama) from elemental dross into the highest form of bliss and love (prema).

From conjugal amity and attachment to the family, the impulse of love, by

and large, radiates in varied social and spiritual expressions to serve the greater

cause of universal life. Marriage as a sacrament promotes greater interests and

values and stimulates the spirit of selflessness to a pattern of ideal signi-

ficance.

The varna and asrama theory in Manu and other Dharma-sastras is a unique

combination of ‘nature’ and ‘nurture’. Manu does not ignore the importance

of the individual development of power and potentiality, but knows that such

development is the sum-total of the conditions of human nature, its social sett-

ing, its external existence, its heredity, environment, and training. It is by co-

ordination of both individual and social activities that the varytUrama scheme

•* Ibid VIII. 17. “ Ibid., VII. 22.
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furnishes the necessary scope for die fostering of the twofold force consis-

tently in their vastness, depth, and variety.

The pattemization of the fourfold sociocultural group (vargas) is based on

natural and bio-psychic differences of mankind. It is really a huge experiment

in the domain of India’s social organization. If this system denied the laissez

faire principle as in the modern age of articulated industries, it assured, through

occupational differentiations fixed by birth, opportunities for employment for

one and all. It is true that the varna theory does not recognize the arithmetical

or artificial sameness of men, but it admits that each individually has a worth

which is to be duly respected in the co-ordinated human relation. Here every-

body cannot resemble everybody else. But each forms an inseparable part of the

social body and contributes to the common good ofsocial solidarity. This organi-

zation has ensured for ages steady co-ordination of social and individual

energies, leading to the development of culture; and the aSrama ethics has kept

the varna organization free from its abuses. The doctrine of dharma as law, duty

or religion in Mam and other texts of Dharma-Sastras forms an integral and

indispensable part of India’s philosophy of life and sociology.

In the charted plan of life as outlined in Mam and other Dharma-Sastras,

the four human ends, dharma, artha, kama and moksa, and the four stages of the

discipline of life, aframas, have so marvellously been adjusted. VarnaJrama is the

svadharma writ large, and a king is the custodian of the rule of dharma in the

matter of its administration.

Manu has several commentators, one of whom, Medhatithi, is the writer

of an extensive commentary called bhasya . He made a profitable use of the

Purva-Mimamsa maxims of interpretation. He belonged to the ninth century

a.d. Govindaraja is another important commentator (twelfth century a.d.).

Kulluka Bhatta of Bengal is also a popular commentator who is generally held

to have flourished in the fourteenth century a.d.

yAjNavalkya and other dharma-SAstras

Next in importance to Mam is the Smrti of Yajfiavalkya. It contains 1010

verses.” Yajfiavalkya is the first Smrti writer to divide the work into three

sections: aedra (rites), vyavahara (dealings) and prayaicitia (expiation). He distri-

butes the topics in a well-knit arrangement with lucidity and condensation. He

has dealt with most of the subjects which are found in Mam
,
but in a little

more than a thousand verses in contrast with the bulk of about 2700 verses

of Mam. This shows his remarkable capacity for terseness and brevity.

His treatment is more systematic and his view is more liberal than those of

Manu.

*» Niruayasagar Press Edn. Sec for discussion the present writer's paper 1 An Inquiry into Idealism

in Hindu Marriage, Calcutta Review

,

April, 1941.
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The eighteen topics oflaw (vyavakdra) as mentioned in Manu are discussed

in Yajftavalkya more systematically adding a necessary discourse on miscella-

neous matters. His outlook on life and the ends** ofhuman endeavour is similar

to that of Manu, though his approach is more pragmatic.

The rules of judicial procedure in Yajftavalkya are more advanced in

comparison with those in Manu. Menu does not refer to documents as evidence.

But in Yajftavalkya , the law of evidence attaches substantial importance to

documents (II. 86-96). Evidence by ordeals receives detailed treatment in this

Smrti.®' Legal definitions are conspicuous by their absence in Mam, while

these are frequently presented in Yajftavalkya. Manu is silent about the widow’s

right to estate, but Yajftavalkya. (II. 138) mentions her first in the list of the

heirs of a man without a son. Ysijnavalkya deals with grahasdntim (propitiation

of evil planetary influences) and considerable anatomical and medical matters.'1

Regarding ordeals, the sanctions of religion are added to those of law. The
favour of the gods is assumed to be available to him who observes the truth,

and supernatural penalties come to him who deviates from it. In the matter of

expiation, Yajnavalkya’s theory about twofold effects is a notable contri-

bution.*2 Expiation removes sin or social disability, and restores a person to his

former legal status through social approbation. We have from Yajftavalkya

(I. 4-5) the well-known list of twenty writers of Dharma-Sastra, viz., Manu,
Atri, Visnu, Harita, Yajnavalkya, Usanas, Angiras, Yama, Apastamba,

Samvarta, Katyayana, Brhaspati, Parasara, Vyasa, Sankha, Likhita, Dak?a,

Gautama, $atatapa and Vasi?tha.

Yajftavalkya has a large number of commentaries. The best known is the

Mitaksara by Vijfianesvara (eleventh century), which has summed up the

views of the old authorities with considerable skill and scholarship. It was

authoritative in the Deccan, Banaras and North India. The earlier commen-
taries are those of ViSvarupa and Apararka.

The extant Paralara Smrti contains only two sections, one dealing with

acara (forms of conduct), and the other with prdyaJcitta (forms of expiation)

in greater details. Excepting one verse in upendravajra (IX. 33) and another in

indravajtd (IX. 48) the work is in anutfubh. It is said to be an authority for the

kali age.'* It admits the adjustability of dharma to keep pace with the changing

age (I. 21). It permits widow remarriage*4 and also praises the practice of

58 dharmdrthakdmdn sve kale yathdiakti na hapaye t
}

Taj., I. 115. Cf. Manu 11. 224.

» Ibid., 11.95-113.
88 Ibid., I. 271-308.
81 Ibid.9 II. 75-108.

8t Ibid., III. 226. See also, Mildkjard.

89 Pardiara, I. 23: Kalau pdrdjarap smrla(t .

84 Ibid., IV. 26. JSfatfe mfte pravrajite klibi ca patite patau, paflcasvdpalsu narijidth patiranyo vidhiyaie.
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sati.n It gives the very practical advice that one should protect one's body first

during invasion, journey, disease, and calamity, and then care for dharma (VII.

41-43). The PariSara Smfrti is assigned to a period between the first and the

fifth century a.d. Madhav&c&rya has written an extensive gloss on it.

Among the later Smyti writers, whose number is more than a hundred, the

contributions of Narada, Brhaspati and K&ty&yana regarding procedural law

show remarkable features of advancement. Nirada’s discourse on the principles

ofjudicial procedure (vyavahdra-mdtrkd), judicial assembly, and the titles of law

follows in the main the nomenclature and the arrangement of Manu. But he

subdivides the eighteen titles into one hundred and thirty-two. His classifica-

tions of property and other legal issues are more exhaustive than those of

Yajflavalkya. He allows remarriage of widows and permits gambling under

State control. He seems to be later than Yajflavalkya.

The Brhaspati Smrti on the aspect of pure law evinces high acumen regard-

ing legal principles. He seems to be the first jurist to distinguish civil and

criminal justice. Brhaspati, like Narada, stresses the importance of reasoning

in a legal decision. He says, Kevaiarh i&stram Siritya na kartaoyo hi nirnayah,

Tuktihine more tu dhamahanih prajayate.** His elaborate rules of procedure from

the filing of a plaint to the passing of the decree can be compared with any

modern code of procedure. Kityayana quotes Bfhaspati as an authority.

Brhaspati was possibly not later than the fourth century a.d.

P. V. Kane has, reconstructed a text of K&tyayana, called K&tyayana-Smrti-

saroddhara. Katyayana is widely quoted in the commentaries and Nibandhas.

He follows Narada and Brhaspati as his model, but expounds and elaborates

their dicta in greater details. Katyayana’s treatment ofstridhana in its definitions

and assessment about kinds, grades and legal impact has attained recognition

as highly authoritative. Kane*7 has' rightly said that Narada, Brhaspati

and KStyayana form a triumvirate in the realm of ancient Hindu law and

procedure. So minute, thorough, and concrete are the details, so rich are the

reflections about the administration of law and justice in these records that

they still inspire admiration. They bear out with convincing proofs that the

worth of the culture envisaged in our scripture consisted not only in its power

to ‘raise and enlarge the internal man’, but also ‘to mould and modulate his

external existence’ and the ways of human interaction in the practical sphere

of life and in the matrix of society. This shaping of man’s external existence

means a sound political, economic, and advanced social basis to sustain

‘rhythmic advance* towards great ideals of culture.

It is true that ‘India never evolved the scrambling and burdensome indus-

Ibid., IV. 28.

M Cited by Aparirlca on Tdj. II, 1.

" H. Dh., Vol. I, p. 213.
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trialism or the parliamentary organization offreedom and self-styled democracy

characteristic of the burgeois or VaiSya period of the cycle of European

progress’." Yet there was remarkable evidence of the political efficiency of the

Indian people in their striving towards a welfare state by pursuing the ideals

of dharma which were of a higher kind, and governed the spirit and body of

Indian society as a whole. Our 'Dharma-£astra represents the wisdom of the

centuries oflegal and religious thoughts of great significance, andwe have drawn
the readers’ attention here only to a few points of their excellence.

NIBANDHA WORKS OF THE DHARMA-gASTRAS

With growing recognition of complexities in customs and regional usages,

the need was felt for reconciling the conflicting texts of the old authorities by

way of interpretation. A number of learned commentators wrote important

glosses incorporating the Mim&iiisa maxims of interpretation. This gave rise to

some celebrated schools of law differing in their viewpoints through adherence

to local usages. Ultimately the need was felt also for compilation of comprehen-

sive digests or manuals on various growing topics of Dharma-Sastra, called

Nibandhas. These were prepared mostly under the auspices of kings or great

teachers. The age of the commentaries and Nibandhas" extends from the

eighth to the eighteenth century. Commentaries and Nibandhas were written in

prose in the body of which old authorities in either prose or verse were quoted.

One of the earliest Nibandhas is the Smrti-kalpataru of Laksmidhara,

the foreign minister of Govindacandra of Kanauj (a.d. 1105-43). It is a work

on religious, civil, and criminal law as well as on the law of procedure.

Bhavadeva Bhafta was a native of West Bengal. He settled at Vikramapura

in East Bengal as a minister ofking Harivarmadeva ( 1073-1 1 19). His Vyavahara-

tilaka and Mrnaydmrta are cited by lata* authorities. His Sambandha-viveka

and Prdyaidtta-prakaraua are important works on the subject.

Jimutavahana is one of the three leading exponents of the Bengal school of

Dharma-iastra. His Dayabhdga forms a part of the Dhama-ratna. The K&la-viveka

and Vyavahdra-mdtrkd are his two other treatises. In matters of Hindu law on

inheritance the Ddyntbhaga was deemed as of paramount authority in British

Indian courts for Bengal. He repudiates die doctrine of ownership by birth.

Ownership arises on the death of the last owner—this is his bold view as against

that of the Mitaksard.

Ballala Sena, the famous king of Bengal, seems to have patronized the

compilations of the great works, Acdra-sigtm, DSu sdgam, Pratisthd-sagara, and

M Sri Aurobindo, The Renaissance in India, See also The Brain of India

,

° For Nibandha works, reference may be made to P. V. Kane, H. Dh., Vol* I.; CHI, Vol. II.

ch. XXII., The Nibandhas pp 364-80; S. G. Banerjee, SmfUmbqndha Literature and Bengal's Contribution,

IHQ., March, 1949; Bhabatosh Bhattacharya, Studies in Nibandhas (Calcutta, 1968),
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Adbhuta-s&gara (on omens). The last work was completed by his son I.*fymanfl.

Sena.

The Smrti‘candrik& of Devanna Bhafta is an important extensive digest

(twelfth century). Hem&dri is another voluminous writer. He is the author

of the Caturvarga-cint&mani (written between 1260 and 1309), an encyclopaedic

work on religious rites and observances. Sridatta Upadhyaya (a.d. 1300)

is the earliest among the medieval writers of Nibandhas in Mithili. His works

are Ac&radarSa, Pitrbhakti, and SrSddhakalpa. Capdeivara is another prominent

Nibandha writer of Mithila. He is the author of the RatnSkara series (seven in

number), e.g. Vivada-ratnakara. Vacaspati Miira (fifteenth century) is the leading

Nibandha writer of Mithila. His works bear the title Cintamwfi. The Danda-

vioeka of Vardhamana Misra, a pupil of Vacaspati, is an important work on
civil and criminal law.

Sulapapi (fifteenth century) is the next authoritative writer of Bengal on

Dharma-Sistra. He is the author of Smrti-viveka and such other works ending

in viveka, e.g. Sraddha-viveka, Prayascitta-viveka

.

His Sraddha-viveka is a master-

piece, full ofMimamsa dialectics. Raghunandana is the last great writer ofBengal

on Dharma-£astra. He wrote an encyclopaedic Smrti-tattva divided into twenty-

eight sections—each bearing the ending tattva, besides a few other tracts on

stray topics. He also wrote a commentary on JImOtavahana’s Dayabh&ga.

Raghunandana and Sri Caitanya were pupils of the same teacher, Vasudeva

Sarvabhauma, at Navadvipa. The period of his literary activity is fixed as a.d.

1550-75. His intellectual powers made him virtually a doyen in the academy

of Navya Smrti.

Among later Nibandhas, we may mention the Ninutya-sindhu of Kamalakara

Bhatta, Vyavahdra-mayUkha etc. of Nllakantha, Vira-mitrodaya of Mitra Misra

(seventeenth century) and Smrti~kaustubha of Anantadeva. The Vivadarnava-setu

of Jagannatha Tarkapancanana was compiled in 1775 for Warren Hastings

to be treated as a readily accessible digest for the court, and it was translated

into English.

This represents a brief survey of the Dharma-&astra literature. The sweep

of this literature was as comprehensive as Auman ingenuity of the time could

dream of. From conception to the last rites, every aspect of the life of men
received detailed treatment and prescriptions in the works ofManu, Y&j&avalkya

and others. This shows how rich was the vocabulary, how refined the idioms,

and how deep the understanding of the human problems by those who created

the vast literature of the Dharma-iastras. As a result, the Dharma-iSstras* have

99 On the different aspects of the Dharma-i&stra, reference may be made to the following

important works: P. V. Kane, History of Dherma-i&sUra in several volumes; K. P. Jayaswal, Manu

and T^jHavalkya ; P. N, Sen, 77* General Principles ofHindu Jurisprudence (1918) ;
D. M. Derret, Religion ,

Law and the State in India (London, 1968) ; L. Stembach, Judicial Studies in Ancient Indian Law (Parts

I-II), Delhi, 1965-67; K. G. Goswami, Intercaste Marriage in Ancient Mia*
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profoundly helped the continuity of culture, conduct, and the social and religious

life of the Indians for thousands of years. Our Dharma-iastras point to a
continued tradition of how dharma was more than a mere moral suasion. It

became rather a central power to shape and sustain order and harmony in
India s social life in ail its aspects. DHoximl is conceived as something eternal,

leading to good and truth; it is theming of kings, far more powerful than they.
71

Even when India’s political power was on the wane, the norm of dharma contin-
ued its mighty task of subduing the potential anarchy of evil forces correcting
human vices and guiding life to a nobler and higher pattern of sanctity.

£/., I. 4. 14.
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Saiva literature*

/

S
AIVISM as a cult goes back to pre-Vedic times. The excavations at

Mohenjo-daro have revealed the existence of a proto-Saiva cult. One
of the seals shows the figure of a three-faced ( ?) deity1 in yogic posture, with

.horns adorning the head, and surrounded by cattle and other animals. This

figure is typical of the PaSupata cult,2 one of the earliest schools of Saivism

—a school with a literature of its own. Among the other finds were also

figures resembling the liAga, the symbol of Siva. The inscriptions on the seals,

probably the earliest writing, have not yet been conclusively deciphered.

Some scholars hold that the script is proto-Dravidian, while others say that

it has Indo-Aryan affinities. Later excavations at Harappan sites have not

thrown further light on this question. The time bracket for the Harappan
civilization is now seen by scholars as between 4000 and 2500 b.c.

VEDIC TIMES

The next formative period of this cult is the Vedic age, when we have the

world’s earliest known literary composition, the Rg-Veda. One of the gods

mentioned in the Rg-Veda is Rudra who later became identified with Siva.

Whatever may be the basis of the Rudra-Siva* identification in the Rg-Veda,

the hymns describe Rudra as the destroyer of disease and the protector of

man and cattle.'* In the Samavidhana Samhita of the Sama- Veda, there is a

•The present survey does not deal with the philosophy of Saivism as it has already been discussed

in Volumes III (pp. 387-99) and IV (pp. 63-107) of CHL
*We can compare this Indus valley seal with a coin of Huviska (second century a.d.) representing

Siva with three heads (Vide P. Gardner, The Coins of the Greek and Scythic Kings of Bactria and India ,

London, 1886, p. 148). It is not unlikely that the deity in each case is really four-faced having one

at the back, and the artist in both the cases could not depict it as he was giving the front side of the

deity. We make this guess on the basis of the description of Tumburu, the four-faced Gandharva

in the early T&ntric texts who, according to P. C. Bagchi, was no other than Siva himself. In the

Mahdbhdrata (I. 216. 22-28 and XIII. 141. 5ff.) also, we have references to the four faces of Siva.

( Vide P. C. Bagchi, Studies in the Tantras, pp. 13-15).

fCf. Sir John Marshall, Moheryo-daro and the Indus Civilization , Vol. I, pp. 52 ff.

*The origin and development of Rudra-Siva is an interesting subject. The early Aryans did not

know the reason behind the dreadful and destructive phenomena of nature. When storms and epi-

demics broke out or thunders rumbled, they were caught in panic. They attributed these things to the

wrath of some powerful god. They called this god Rudra, the Terrible. They believed this god could

be appeased by hymns, prayers and sacrifices. Thus Rudra became Siva, the Benign, Conqueror

of evil and Giver of boons. R. G. Bhandarkar thinks this is how the concept of Rudra-Siva gradually

evolved in ancient India. Cf. R. G. Bhandarkar, Vaifnavism, Saivism and Minor Religious Systems, p. 102.

‘Bhandarkar takes the following af representative of the trend of the Rg-Vedic prayers addressed

to Rudra: 'Oh Rudra, do not, out of thy anger, injure our children and descendants, our people,

our cattle, our houses, and do not kill our men. We invoke thee always with offerings.
1

(1. 114. 8).
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collection of hymns addressed to Rudra-Siva which are chanted even today.

In the Satarudriya of the Yajttr- Veda, we find the full unfoldment ofthe auspicious

aspect of Siva as the pati (Lord) of paius (finite souls), for there Siva is given

the name Paiupati. Here we find, for the first time, in Siva a god with a com*
prehensive control over all nature^ The enumeration of one hundred names
ofSiva in the Satarudriya (the Vdjasatuyi Samhitd, XVI and the Tmttiriya Samhitd

,

IV. 5) marks the first beginnings of this form of prayer in the later literature.®

In the Vdjasaneyi (XVI. 51), and also in some other SaihhitdJ* the ritualistic

visualization of Siva holding his bow called pindka is noticed. In the Maitrdyani

Samhitd of the Krsna Yajur-Veda, Mahadeva-Siva is described as the great

Puru?a or the supreme Deity governing the cosmos. In the Taittiriya Samhitd,

Siva or Rudra is described as the Lord of the Soma plant,7 and thus Soma
and Rudra, though originally two separate deities, became identified in

later days. In the Atharva- Veda (XV. 5. 1-7), occur several names, such as Bhava,

Sarva, Pahipati, Ugra, Mahadeva, and I&ina, by which Rudra was known
in later times. There is also a reference to the Vratyas who were probably the

prototypes of the adherents of the later Kapalika cult of Saivism. Western

scholars somehow depict Rudra-Siva as a malevolent and dreaded deity, but the

earliest Vedic literature represents him also as benevolent and generous deity.

Some scholars have suggested that Siva was originally a non-Vedic god,

but was later admitted to the Vedic pantheon. Later Sanskrit literature,

however, does not bear this out.

THE BRAHMANAS AND THE UPANI$ADS

In the Brahmanas, the concept of Rudra gives place to Prajapati and

Paiupati. This change is found in the Satapatha Brdhmana and more significantly,

in the Attarty

a

and Kausitaki Brahmanas. The mantras here are different from

mere nature-invocations made out of wonder or fear; they are meaningful

incantations, expressing faith in, and a personal relationship with, the deity.

The Iidodsya Upanisad gives the most poetic description of lia, the Lord,

which may also be applicable to Siva. But it is the SvetiUvatara Upanisad

which explicitly declares the identity of Siva with the highest Brahman (III. 2).

This Upanisad is, therefore, sometimes called a Saiva Upanisad or an Agamic
Upani?ad. In this, we may see the seeds of the thought that ultimately matured

into the literature of Saivism. The Maitri Upanifad refers to the trimSrti

conception : BrahmS, Visnu, and Siva (IV. 5). These three forms are

respectively represented as embodiments of "the three guyas: rajas, saltva

and tamos (V. 2). This marks the parting of ways among the deities. Vi?pu

‘Cf. H1L, Vol. I, p. 185.

•Vidt Tai. S., IV. 5.10.4; Mai. $., II. 9.9; etc.

'Tai. S., IV. 5.10.
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and Siva (with Sakti) emerge foremost in the Hindu pantheon. They also

inspire separate texts and literature.

THE AGAMAS

For an understanding of Saivism, the Agamas are as important as some
of the Upanisads. Some of the Agamas have an artistic and intellectual appeal,

as they are in the form of dialogues between Siva and his consort Uma, the

bestower of all vidya (knowledge).

The Agamas are as old as the Brahmanas, perhaps even older. Constant

additions have, however, been made to them till the eighth century. The Agamas
had the same authority as the Vedas. They were written in Sanskrit, Prakrit,

and some of the Dravidian languages.8 They are, however, available today

only in Sanskrit. Music, architecture, and sculpture play a prominent part

in the later Agamic rituals, whereas in the Vedic rituals, the scope was for poetry

and music only. This is why, perhaps, the language of the Agamas is not so

poetic as that of the Vedas, but it is more precise in the use of terms. The
Agamas, moreover, are monotheistic, and cover both karma and jnana in

sensible proportions.

The Saiva Agamas, twenty-eight in number, form the largest body of

religious literature in Sanskrit. They are said to have been revealed originally

by Siva to his disciple and attendant, Nandikesvara; they were in ten million

verses until Ananta, an incarnation of Siva, abridged them in one hundred

thousand verses. The Agamas are comprehensive in scope. Their vidyapada (the

section on knowledge) discusses the philosophy of Saivism; other sections deal

with rituals, mantras, and rules valid for different purposes, such as, installation

of deities or construction of temples, etc.

The twenty-eight Saivagamas,* which are believed to have emanated

from the five faces of Siva, are: Kamika, Togaja, Cintya, Kdrana, Ajita, Dipta,

Suksma, Sahasra, Amhtmat, Suprabheda, Vijaya, Mhdvdsa, Svdyambhuva, Agneya,

Virabhadra, Raurava, Makuta, Vimala
;
Candrajndna, Mukhabimba, Prodgita, Lolita,

Siddha, Santana, Sarvokta, Parameivara, Kirana, and Vatula.

Mention of the Agamas occurs in the Mahdbhdrata and some of the Puranas.

They were familiar at the time of Acarya Sankara. Madhava’s Sarva-dariana-

sangraha also mentions some of them.

No one can understand the paribhdfd (technical terms) of Saivism without

a study of the Agamas. The Agamas seem to follow the Nyaya-Vai$e$ika system

of logic, but their classification of tattvas (basic principles) is based on the

•Gf. Sathskfiaib prSkfUdr vSkyair yaka tiffSmrSpatalf;

DeiabhifiifyupSyaUca bodhqpet sa gurufr smrtaft.

Sivadharmcttara—(Grantha Edn. by Maraynana Desikar, 1938).

•Many scholars refer to twenty-right Agamas, but there are variations in the titlrs. Gf. HIP,

Vol. V, p. I6n.
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SSihkhya. The twenty-four tattoos of the Sarhkhya and the transcendental twelve

of the Saivas form the very basis of the higher philosophy of Saivism. The
literary style of the Agamas may not be poetic, but it is definitive.

There are also a number of Saiva Upagamas, Le. secondary Agamas.

The MrgendrSgama, one of the Up&gfunas, opens with a discussion on how the old

Vedic form of worship became superseded by the Saiva cult, and proceeds

to describe Siva as free from impurities, as omniscient, and as the instrumental

cause of the universe. It gives the correct linguistic interpretation of such

terms as bindu (latent energy), kali (finite experience), niyati (principle of

determination of karma), and mayo, (substratum of cosmos). The same can

be saidof thcPauskara, MataAga and other Upigamas. The SarvqjMnottara, another

Upagama, contains Siva’s discourse to his son, Kumara, wherein Siva, the

ultimate Reality, is postulated as pati (lord), pah (finite self) and pah
(bondage).

The ritual portion of the Agamas has been in daily use in temples and

mathas (monasteries) for a long time. Their philosophy also became known
through later Saiva exegetics. The texts of the Agamas, however, were not

published till the nineteenth century. The process of bringing out the texts

is slow and is still very incomplete.

THE PURAHAS AND UPAPURANAS

The next important body of Saiva literature is formed by the Saiva Puranas.

Of the eighteen Puranas, six are usually styled Saiva Puranas. They are:

Siva or Vdyu, Linga, Skanda, Agni, Matsya, and Kurma. The Siva and Skanda

are highly adored Puranas, especially the latter, which is a masterpiece of

encyclopaedic interest. It contains stories about the births of Parvati, GaneSa,

and Skanda and the marriages of Parvati, Devakufijari, and Valli. Skanda’s

representation as Siva’s manifestation is highly successful in this Purana.

The Matsya Purdtia gives a detailed account of Siva’s destruction of Andhaka-

sura.
10 The Linga Purana gives the philosophy of the worship of Siva in his

form-cum-formless symbol, the linga. The Padma Purana, though not a Saiva

Purana, contains the Siva-Gitd (taught to Sri Rama). The Bhdgavata Purana,

magnificent in style and substance, is an important work regarding the theistic

cult of bhakti. Though the book is primarily about Sri Kr$pa, it contains many
episodes in praise of Siva also. There are yet a few other principal PurEpas

X0A mythological demon born of Diti by K&yapa. Being protected by a boon that he would be

killed by none other than Siva himself, he began to harass the gods so much that they ultimately

went to sage Nflrada seeking relief. After hearing their tale of woe Nftrada appeared before Andhaka
wearing a garland ofmandara flowers grown in the Mandara hill. The demon was struck by the beauty

of the garland and wanted one such for himself. When he learnt that those flowers were available

only in the Mandara hill, he set out for that hill. There he met Siva and had some altercations with

him. Ultimately Siva "killed him.
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in which Siva is accorded a prominent place in spite of their central figures

being Vi$uu or Brahmi, for example, Bhavifya, Markovfoe, Var&ha, V&mana,

and BrahmSnda. Some of the samhitds of the Saiva Puranas are classic pieces of

Saiva literature, e.g. the SBto SariMtS of the Skanda Purina, the Vayaviya Samhita

of the Siva Purana, etc. The SivaPurina is a voluminous work amplified from time

to time. It appears to have been consolidated in its present form in the eighth

century. It is a collection of various treatises or samhitas dealing with the

different legends of Siva, Siva worship, Sivadhama, and Saiva philosophy.

The Vdyaviya Samhita is the most important from the philosophical point of view.

Seta Samhita of the Skanda Purana speaks of the Vedas, the Puranas and
the Agamas as cognate literature.

All Agamic literature recognizes the three classic episodes connected with

Siva, viz. Siva’s burning of Tripura,11 the churning of the ocean of milk and

Siva’s acceptance of the cosmic poison,11 and his manifestation as a pillar

of light11 which Brahma and Visnu could not comprehend. These are beauti-

fully described in the Puranas. These legends have often been a source of

inspiration to many writers of later Sanskrit poetry and drama dealing with

Siva.

Of the Saiva Upapuranas the most important are: Sivadhama, Saura,

Paraiara, Vasistha-lainga, and Siva-rahasya. Siva-rahasya is said to have been

taught by Siva to Uma in Kailasa and later transmitted by Skanda to sage

Jaigisavya in Skandagiri. It is a revelation of the upasana and jnSm-kii}4as. It

has twelve athias and it speaks of Sivadhama
,
i.e. carya (observance), kriya (rites),

yoga (meditation), and jnana (knowledge). It is important to note that the text

is in diverse metres, and in the prose parts some of the terms are difficult to

interpret. The stotras interspersed in the text are liturgical hymns of a high

order. This text, however, finds no mention in most of the histories of Sanskrit

literature.

EPICS

1’he Mahabharata and the Ramayana, especially the Mahabharata, though

uThrcc mythological cities {tripura) made of gold, silver and iron were built for the three demons,

Tarakaksa, Kam&lak$a and Bidyunmali. The gods drew the attention of Siva to the atrocities com-

mitted by these demons. Annoyed, Siva killed the three demons and burnt lripura$ the three cities.

‘Tripura* is also the name of a demon who was killed by Siva. Hence, Siva is called Tripuriri (Enemy

of Tripura) and Tripur&ntaka (Killer of Tripura).

lsAt the supplication of gods and demons, Siva drank the deadly poison which threatened to

destroy the world. The poison itself came out of the ocean while it was being churned. The blue

stain on Siva's throat is due to the action of that poison. Hence he is called Nllakagtha (the blue-

throated).

**Oncc there was a dispute between BrahmS and Vi$pu as to who was the greater deity. Siva

then* appeared before them in the form of a pillar of light. Brahm& and Vijnu tried to measure the

body of Siva to prove their respective supremacy, but both failed. At this, in all humility, they began

to praise Siva who, being pleased with their prayer, revealed himself to them.
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no part of Saiva literature, have much to say about Siva. For instance, the

Anui&sanaparvan (chapter! XIV ff.) of the Mah&bharata gives a glowing account

of Mahadeva whom Kfsna and others propitiated by austere penances. In

the Santiparvan (chapter CCLXXXIV) there is an attempt to minimize the

distinction between Siva and Vigpu as the supreme Lord. Both Arjuna (
Vana-

parvan, XXXVIII-XL) and AivattHama
(
Sauptikaparvan

,
VII) are represented

to have propitiated Mahadeva and obtained deadly weapons from him. The

Mahdbhdrata is replete with legends relating to Siva and accounts of Saivitc

sacrament of dikfd (initiation). We see here a reflection of the transition from

the Purva Mimamsaka rituals to the Agamic worship and yogic discipline.

In the Vanaparoan (chapters LXXXII-XC), we have information about several

tirthas (places of pilgrimage) sacred to Siva.

In the Rdmayana, we have a few pointed references to Siva. Balakanda

(chapter XXXV) refers to the marriage of Siva with Uma. Bhaglratha’s

penances to persuade Siva to contain the flow of Gahga down to the Earth

are described in chapter XLIII. In chapter LXVII, Rama’s winning the hand

of Sita by breaking Hara-dham (Siva’s bow) which was given to Janaka is a

delightful episode. While coming back to Ayodhya, Sri Rama told Sita. that

on the seashore at Setubandha (Ramesvaram) Lord Mahadeva had blessed

him
(
Yuddhakanda

, chapter CXXIII). Ravana is depicted as a great devotee

of Siva. In the Uttarakanda (chapter XXXI), there is a reference to his carrying

a golden linga with him for worship wherever he went. In c hapter XVI,
Ravana’s attempt to uproot Kailasa, the abode of Siva, his failure in that,

and his supplication to Siva arc described.

KAVYA LITERATURE

Siva is a very popular deity with the poets of ancient India and, conse-

quently, an enormous mass of kavya literature has grown round him.

Starting from Bharata (the date ranging between second century b.c. and

second century a.d.) to the modem times, Siva has been described in various

ways in Indian kavya literature. Sometimes, he is the hero of a particular book,

or the guiding deity, and sometimes he plays an important role other-

wise.

Siva is a special favourite with Kalidasa (the date variously fixed from

the first century B.c. to the fifth century A.D.). Wherever Kalidasa mentions

Siva, he always uses glowing epithets. In this connection, we may mention

Kumarasambhava where Siva is the hero. In fact, there is hardly any book of

Kalidasa where Siva is not mentioned.
14 Incidentally, we have in Kalidasa

uVidt Abfy Hdna-^akuntala'. Benedictory verse; MeghadSta: PBrvamigko, vcn>e 34; Raghuvamsa

1.1, VI. 34, VII. 33, and XVIII. 24, and io on.
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sidelights of the Paiupata cult which was in. vogue then. K&lidisa also alludes

to different forms of Saiva worship, anuffhSaas and vratas.

Bharavi’s (c. sixth century) Kiratarjuniya, Ratnakara’s (ninth century)

Haravijaya
, and Mahkha’s (e. twelfth century) Srikantka<arita also deserve

mention. In Kirdtatjuniya, Siva, in the guise ofa kirdta (hunter), fought with

Arjuna and finally blessed him with his divine weapon, the pdA/pata astra.

The other two works depict Siva’s heroism. It is evident from Harfacarita and

Kadambari that Bana (seventh century), the famous prose writer in Sanskrit,

must have been a close student of the Siva Purdna. Har$a (seventh century)

in the benedictory verses of his plays, Ratndvali and Priyada/rRkd', pays homage
to Siva and Parvati. Bhavabhuti (c. eighth century) in his Malati-Madhava

and Mahendravikrama Varman (seventh century) in his Mattavildsa-

prahasana mention Kapalikas. Siva has been adored in the introductory verses

of Kathasaritsagara by Somadeva (eleventh century). Siva’s sandhyd-nrtya

(evening dance), his astamurti and ardhanariJvara forms, etc. have been described

there in mellifluous poetry. There are also references to Sivakfetras like Nandi-

ksetra, Amara Parvata, etc. Bharata in his Natya-Jdstra mentions that Siva

and Parvati invented tandava and lasya forms of dance. In fact, Siva’s influence,

directly or indirectly, on kavya literature, can never be overestimated.

STOTRA LITERATURE

The stotra literature established itself as kavya by the seventh century.

Some of the stotras (hymns) were originally in the Puranas and the Tantras,

and some were written separately. Some among the hymns add much to the

importance of Saiva literature. One such hymn is Sivama/dmnah Stotra of

Puspadanta (tenth century) written in sikhariifi metre. Pratasmarana-stotras,

the morning hymns (in vasantatilaka metre) in praise of Siva, Candi, and Ganesa,

are included in Saddharma Cintamaiii. Similarly there are padadi-keh-varnana-

stotras of Siva (hymns describing Siva from foot to head) included in the hymnal
poetry. Of greater devotional fervour and finer style is the Siva-stotra attributed

to Upamanyu in viyogini metre, a metre rarely used in stotras.

There is also a body of stotras written by the Saiva authors of Kashmir.

Not all of them are of a high order. Some again merely depict the amours

between Uma and Siva. Kalhana’s (

c

. a.d. 1149) ArdhanSriioara-stotra in

ddrdulavikridita metre is, however, of a high standard.

We have a parallel of the Kr$na-gopi mystical erotic poetry in Bhiktftana-

kavya of Sivabhaktadasa (fourteenth century), which describes the attraction

of apsaras (nymphs) for the beautiful mendicant Siva. Vijayamidhava’s

Parvati-Rukminiya is a vicitra kdvya ( tour deforce), each verse giving two meanings,

one applicable to the marriage of Siva and Parvati and the other, to the marriage

of Rukmini and Kr?na.
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The beautiful Sumetetm of Acir^i SafUuua mu* be spedully meudoued

hen, although Ac authorship otsome of them is disputed. The MstOmS*-

jaeteatr/e xM.ngi«rundnhui Sind tioStumda-lahari are matchless in beauty and melody.

They are recited by piindits and laymen alike even today. A long time alter

Sankara came Appaya Dikgita ^1552) who was a kavi (poet) as well as an

apostle of Saiviam. He was the author of a large body of stotros and Sivkdvaita

works, apart from his purely Advaita works like his commentary Parimala

and dialectic work, Nyayarakfdmani. Appaya’s commitment to Advaita did

not deter him from making four weighty'contributions to Saiva theistic litera-

ture. His Sikharinimald consists of sixty flokas in praise of Siva, giving arguments

for establishing his supremacy. His Siva-tattva-viveka is an elaborate commentary
on diem. His Sivamahima-kSlika-stuti is another work on the supremacy of

Siva. His Saivakalpadruma is an authoritative Saiva theological work. Appaya’s

important Saiva devodonal works are: Arunaccdeivara-stava, Gangddharastaka,

Sivakarndmrta, Sivananda-lahari, Sivarcana-candrikd
, Harihara-stuti

,

etc. The next

important author after Appaya was Nilakan^ha DIksita who belongs to the

next century and whose Sivalilarnava and Gangdvataratia are famous hymns
on Siva.

SAIVA COMMENTARIES ON I'HE BRAHMA-SOTRA

The Saiva commentary of Srikantha (a.d. 1270) is the most well-known

Saiva bhasya on the Brahma-Sutra. He claims that his commentary, though

brief, would clear the controversy raised by previous commentators. He says that

the commentary will expound the essence of the teachings of the Upanisads

or the Vedanta and will appeal to those who worship Siva : ‘Obeisance to

Siva, the Paramatman, embodiment of Sacciddnanda, whose feet arc the giver

of the highest gain or siddhi.’u

It is evident that Srikantha was influenced by the Saivagamas, into which

he was initiated by his guru Svetacarya. He had also mastered the Bodhayana

sutras and the Vdyaviya Samhita of the Siva PurStfa. The language of Srikan^ha’s

commentary is lucid and flowery. A sub-commentary on Srikantha’s bhasya

is Appaya DIksita’s Sivdrkamani-dipika which is an authoritative work for under-

standing Sivadvaita. Anotherwork byAppaya, Sivddvaita-nirnaya, a prose treatise,

quotes extensively from the bh&sya and is noted for its dialectic.

Sripati Paijdita’s (a.d. 1400) Srikara-bha$ya is a Viraiaiva commentary

on the Brahma-SiUra. It is remarkable as a comprehensive reconciliation of

the Upanisads, the Agamas and die Mimamsas, establishing the Viraiaiva

doctrine which is variously called Sivkdvaita and Saktiviiiftadvaita. Sripati’s

uOrh name'ham paddrthdya lokdndm siddhihetave

Saccid&nmdartipdya sivdya paramdtmane. Sawa-bh&sya of Srikantha on the Brahma-Stitra,

Vol. I, Nirnayasagar Press, 1908.
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commentary on .the sUtra, Jit>amukhyapra$dihgat . . . [Brahma-SUtra, I. 4.17)

interprets it as referring to the Vira&uva Lirigayata cult. Sripad refers to a
bh&sya called Agastya-vftti which is not available now.

As important as the Brahma-SUtra or Toga-SUtra is Bhoja’s (a.d. 1018-63)

Tattoa-prakSSa. This work is based on the Agamas and the Toga-SUtra, and is

frequently quoted by later writers. Another important text is Nemdikefvaxa-

kdiika. Fourteen sUtras known as MSheivara-SUtras are supposed to have ema-

nated from the sounding of the drum (famaruka) in diva’s hand. These sUtras

are found at the commencement of Pacini’s Astddhydyi. It is said that the sages

were unable to understand the meaning of the sUtras, and so Nandikeivara

himself expounded them in twenty-six verses
(
ilokas).

Although Acarya Sankara is strictly monistic in his bhdgya on the Brahma

-

Sutra, his Saiva leanings are nevertheless discernible in a few places. Sankara

must have been familiar with the Agama literature, but he does not allude

to it as an authority in his commentary. He, however, refers to Saiva philosophy

in his commentary on sUtras 11.2.35-38. This indicates that Badarayana,

author of the Brahma-SUtra, was aware of the Saiva system and its antiquity.

In his commentary on sUtras II.2.37 et seq., Sankara refutes the crucial and
distinctive doctrine of the Saiva system that Brahman is the instrumental cause

(inimitta-kdrana
)
and not the material cause

(
upadana-karana)• of the universe.

Vacaspati Mifra (a.d. 840), commenting on the bhdsya of Sankara, refers to

the Saiva cults. Ananda Giri, a contemporary ofSahkara and author ofSankara-

vijaya, refers to two schools of Kapalikas, one Vedic and the other non-Vedic.

Ramanuja (a.d. 101 7-1 137) in his commentary on sutra II.2.37 mentions the four

schools of Saivism, viz. the Kapalikas, the Kalamukhas, the Paiupatas, and the

Saivas. He is said to be a junior contemporary of Srikan^ha (some, however,

hold that Srikantha was anterior even to Sankara), and some of the passages in

their two bhdfyas are verbally similar, although they differ in their doctrines.

Haradatta Sivacarya (a.d. 879) was the author of Sruti-sUkti-mald, Caturveda-

tStparya-sangraha, and Hari-Hara-tdratamya, which are polemical works to

establish the .Sivaparatva (Siva as the supreme Reality). Sruti-sUkti-mala is an

oft-quoted work. Although Haradatta did not write any Saiva commentary on

the Brahma-SUtra, he is believed to have influenced Srikan(ha and Sripati

Papdita. His Gana-karika is an exegetic of the Pafupata-SUtra. Madhavacarya

(fourteenth century) in his Sarva-dariana-sangraha formulates the philosophical

doctrines found in the Saiva Agamas and other literature.

pasupata-sCtra

Lakullsa was the founder of the Paiupata system. He was the last of the

twenty-eight yogacaryas mentioned in the Siva Purana. The Piiupata-SUtra, the

sacred book of the Paiupatas, might have been in vogue earlier than the sixth
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century and it came to be termed Gmn&ya (having Vedic authority). The SGtra

has a bhasya called the PaXeartha-bkSfya by Kau^dinya. This is probably the same

as the RaSikara-bh&rya referred to by Madhava in his Sarva-darSana-saAgraha. The
V&yaviya Samhita also mentions the PGSupata-SGtra as PafUSrtha-vidya (Knowledge

with Five Ends). It is believed that Kaundinya, the commentator, must have

lived between the fourth and the sixth centuries. The SGtra does not enunciate

any systematic philosophy, but deals with the rituals and austerities of the cult.

It needs a deeper study, as it is the earliest literature ofone of the most ancient

systems. Kaundinya’s bhdgya on the SGtra is in an archaic style and does not

contain any reference to earlier commentaries. Gana-karika of Haradatta Siva-

carya, as already said, is an expository text on the PaSupata-SGtra
,
and is really

a Summary of the system. The Mrgendragama is said to be the original basic text

of the Paiupata system.

KASHMIR SAIVISM

Kashmir Saivism is an ancient system and has to its credit a very large body

of literature exclusively in Sanskrit. The earliest text, Siva-Sutra, is believed to

have been revealed by Siva himself to Vasugupta (eighth or ninth century). The
Sutra has a vrtti (gloss), a varttika (explanatory text), and a vimarSini (critical

comment). The VimarSini of Ksemaraja (eleventh century), the famous com-

mentator, is held in high esteem.

The system owes its name ‘Trika’ (triad) to the fact that it deals with Siva,

Sakti, and Nara. The literature of the Trika falls into three divisions: Agama-
sastra, Spanda-Sastra, and Pratyabhijna-Sastra. The Agamas are the basic

‘revelations’, Spanda means the ‘vibration or the stir of consciousness’, while

Pratyabhijna is ‘recognition’. The two branches, Pratyabhijna and Spanda, are

similar but not exactly the same. The Pratyabhijna-sastras are sometimes called

manana- or vicara-Sastras. The §iva-dr$ti of Somananda (c. ninth century) is the

most important Pratyabhijna work. He expounded the system as monistic. The
next important work is the ISvara-pratyabhijna or the Pratyabhijm-Sutra by Utpala,

a pupil of Somananda. Commentaries on it are: Vrtti by Utpala himself, Vimar-

Sini (laghvi vrtti

)

and Vivfti-vimarSini (brhati vrtti) by Abliinavagupta (eleventh

century). Abhinavagupta’s Paramartha-sara is another important work. It is said

to be based on an old treatise called Adhara-karika which is not available now.

There are also commentaries from the Trika point of view on some of the Aga-

mas like Svacchanda, Netra
,
Vijhana-bhairava, and Matanga. Kjemaraja’s commen-

tary Uddyota on Svacchanda Agama is an important work.

The Spanda-gastras lay down the main principles ofthe system. The Spanda-

SGtra or the Spanda-kdrika (containing fifty-two sGtras) is based on the Siva-SGtra

and is attributed to Vasugupta by Ksemaraja. The Spanda-SUtra and the vrtti

on it by Kallafa (eighth or ninth century) are called Spanda-sarvasva. There are,
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besides, four commentaries on the Spanda-SiUra, namely, Vivrti by Ramakantha,
Pradipika by Utpala, and Spanda-sandoha and Spanda-nirnaya by Ksemar&ja.

The Tantraloka in twelve books by Abhinavagupta is a monumental work and
deals with Advaita Saivism comprehensively in all its aspects. The first partis the

Agama section with the Sioa-SUtra; the second, the Tantra section, represents

Siva’s replies to Parvati’s questions
;
and the third is an exposition of the s&tras.

The originators were respectively Vasugupta, Kallata, and Somananda, all of

them belonging to the eighth-ninth centuries. Somananda employs logical

reasoning extensively in his work, while Kallata expounds the system as pure

revelation. The termpratyabhijnd itselfconnotes recognition of the identity of the

knower and the known. The tradition was carried on in greater detail by Utpala
and Abhinavagupta. It was adopted by K?emaraja in his Siva-s&tra-vimariinl,

by
Yogaraja in his Paramdrtha-saAgraha, by Jayaratha (twelfth century) in his

commentary on the Tantraloka, and by Sivopadhyaya in his VijAdna-bhairavi.

Kscmaraja’s Saiva works are astounding in their volume. The notable

extant ones, besides Siva-sUtra-vimarSinl, Spanda-sandoha, Spanda-nirnaya, and
Svacchanda-uddyola, are : Pratyabhijnd-hjdaya, Netra-uddyota, Vijnana-bhairava-uddyota,

Siva-sutra-vrtti, Slava-cintdmani-tika, Utpala-stotraoali-tikd, Para-praveHka, and
Tattw-sandoha. While Kscmaraja is the leading exponent of the Pratyabhijna

system, Utpala’s thoughts were in a more compact form.

Mahcsvarananda (c. twelfth century), who lived in Cidambaram, has

written two Pratyabhijna works, viz. Mahartha-manjari and Parimala. He has

also written a commentary on the Bhagaoad-Gitd from the Saiva standpoint.

Some of the Pratyabhijna works are highly poetical though their main
concern is philosophy. For example, Utpala’s Stotrdvali speaks of Sakti as an

expression of thejoy which the Lord felt when he saw his own splendour. Sakti,

emanated by delight, created herself out of herself and became the manifested

world.14

VlRASAIVISM or lingayata school

This school traces its origin to the Agamas. The pancacdryas11 (five teachers of

ViraSaivism) are traditionally believed to have sprung from the five faces ofSiva

referred to in the Suprabheda and Svayambhuva Agamas. The Mjgendrdgama refers

to the practice ofcarrying the symbol of Siva, the liAga, by the votaries on their

body itself. Some of the earlier Upani?ads provide the monistic basis of this cult.

Ananda Giri’s Sankara-vijaya has reference to the liAga worn on the body. Hari-

bhadra (date ranging between eighth and tenth centuries) in his $a4dariana-

samuccaya refers to Saivas carrying the liAga on their person and regarding it as

dearer than life itself Some uttarabhaga Agamas like Uttara Vatula and Uttara

14 Anandocehalitd faktifi sfjatydtmanfim Stmanali.

17 They are Revai^r&dhya, Marular&dhya, EkorSm&r&dhya, Pai;i<Jit3r&dhya, and VHv&radhya.
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Kamika indicate later developments of this cult. The Vlraiaiv&gama, an Upigama,

mentions the four pithas or pontifical seats of this sect, \iz. yogapitha, mahdpifha,

jH&napitha
,
and somapltha

{
patala VIII).

The first comprehensive treatise of this school is, however, Siddh&nta-iikhd-

mca}i of Renuk&carya (thirteenth century). It is in the form of a dialogue bet-

ween Agastya and Revapasiddha, and reveals the secret of VJraSaivism. It is in

simple anuftubh metre except for the comments which follow at the end of each

chapter (pariccfuda). Most of the paricchedas have cSrnikas (purport) prefixed,

explanatory of the topic dealt with in the chapters concerned. The first chapter

gives an account of the pafcac&ryas, while chapters II to IV enumerate the tenets

of Viraiaivism. The rest of the chapters expound the fat-sthala, the process of

evolution of the soul (anga)
till its final union with God (linga). This book is

said to be the essence ofSaiva Agamas and the most authentic exposition of the

Sivadvaita Virasaiva theology. The basis of this work was obviously the dis-

courses ofAllama Prabhu, the teacher of Basava, who revived VlraSaivism as a

cult in the twelfth century and infused new blood into it. 18 He was regarded as

an incarnation of Siva himself. Basava requested Allama Prabhu to give his

discourses in the anubhavamantapa in which the votaries held their dialogue.

Basava did not write any book, but his vacanas or utterances are a free mixture

of Sanskrit and Kannada, and are a very authentic record of the spiritual ex-

perience of Viraiaivism given in the form of precepts. The vacanas are prose-

poetry with a musical ring in them. They are highly mystical.

Anubhava-Sutra of Mayideva, a follower of Basava, is a small Sanskrit work.

It has been treated as part of the Vatulottara 7antra. It is also included as the

second part ofSiva-siddhanta Tantra, the first part being Viies&rtha-prakadika. Anu-

bhava-Sutra deals with guru-parampara, sthala, liAgasthala, angasthala, linga-sathyoga-

vidhi, lingarpana-sadbhava, sarvanga-linga-sahitya
, and kriya-viiranti. The Sutra

gives a completely different definition of bhakti or adorative action which abo-

lishes duality between anga and linga. The language of the Sutra (in Saiva theo-

logical literature Slokas are frequently called sUtras) is beautiful.

Paniitaradhya-carita is a voluminous work by Gururaja (fifteenth century).

Sioddoaita-darpaiia and Sivadvaita-maAjaii are other important works on Vxraiai-

vism. Some minor works are: Viramahedoaracara-sangraha, Viraiaiva-pradipika,

Anadiviraiaiva-sara-sangraha, and Viradaiva-sudhanidhi. They are obviously much
later works.

Basava Parana is a work ofconsiderable length giving the life and teachings of

Basava and also of the sixty-three Saivite saints or Nayahmirs, as they are

called in Tamil, who are regarded as purStana purufas. It is considered as part of

the Bkavipa Purina. It is said to have been written in Sanskrit by Sankar&r&dhya

(fourteenth century) ofKanci. It is also called Nandikesoara-vijaya or Vffabhendra-

** Vide M. R. Sakhare, History andPkilosophy ofLmgayata Religion (Belgaum, 1942), pp. 415-18.
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oijaya. Although Basava was a historical figure, the narration is in mythical

style. This Purina must have become famous after the time ofSrlpati Papdita, a
commentator on the Brahma-SOtra, who considered the Purina* as authoritative

literature.

Linga-dk&rana-candrika by NandikeSvara is an important book on the LihgJL-

yata cult. The author appears to be well versed in the Vedas, Agamas, Upa-
nigads, and Tarka (Logic). He appears to be a follower of Srlkaptha’s meta-

physics. The work is theological, dealing mainly with the significance ofwearing
the Ufiga, the procedure of dlkfa ceremony, etc. The date ofits composition is not

known for certain, but it is not likely to be earlier than the sixteenth century.

It has a Sanskrit commentary by Sivakumira.

Prabhu-linga-ltid, believed to be a part ofthe Viraiaivagama, is a symbolic epic,

complete in twenty-five gatis or patalas, i.e. cantos, on the advent of Allama
Prabhu. It is said that Allama Prabhu came to the world to demonstrate the

way of salvation. His advent, according to this book, was in response to Um&'s
request to Lord Siva. Siva says that he would go to bh&loka (earth) as a/g&ut-

guru and teach the path. Uma sends down M&y& to the world to defeat the plan.

But Allama, the saviour, makes her powerless and establishes the path ofVira-

Saivism. Prabhu-lidga-lild, which explains the philosophy of Virafaivism, has

high literary value.

SAIVA SIDDHANTA

Saiva Siddhanta or Southern Saivism traces its origin to the Saiva Agamas.
In fact, some early writers called the Saiva Agamas themselves as the Siddhinta.

It treats both the Vedas and Agamas as revelations of God, the Vedas as general

and the Agamas as special. While the Vedas propitiate many gods, the Saiva

Agamas proclaim Siva alone as the supreme One. Although no difference is

made in regard to authority between the Vedas and Agamas, this distinction is

maintained by the Saiva school. Srikaptha SivieSrya, who is a Siddhantin,

says: ‘We do not perceive any difference between the Vedas and the Agamas.
The usage ofthe term Stvdgama to refer also to the Vedas is proper.’1* The same
sentiment is echoed by Tirumular (fourth century) in his Tirumandiram in

Tamil : ‘The Vedas and the Agamas are both authoritative as they emanated

from God. The Vedas are general, the Agamas are specific. The learned do not

discriminate’ (verse 2397). Haradatta Siv&c&rya also says in the Sruti-sUkti-mdld :

‘The very people who affirm that the Vedas are authoritative texts know that the

Agamas ofdivine origin, attributed to you, are also authoritative’1* (verse 109).

11 Vejadi tu veda&igamtporbhtdath na pafrimab

Vtdt’pi Hvf.goma irt tyava/iinb jmktafi. Srikagfha Sivlcarya’i bh&pa on the Brakna-SHtra (11.2,38).

** Vvteti pramifmlH tattframOfam
Dwyah tacigamem mttf jonaj pramS^am,
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The Southern school acknowledges the authority ofthe Vedas, but relies only

on the Agamas and the Saiva Upanigads like the SvetSSvatara as true interpreta-

tions, in view of the conflicting ideas in other texts. In this respect, it resembles

the Paiupata and the Pratyabhijna which had their own separate SBtras. In

common with Vai$navism, it accepted, the authority ofsome Pur&pas and also

the divine utterances of contemporary saints. When Safikara wrote his bhagyas

on the PrasthSna-traya, some of the Saiva saints and their utterances were well

known. Sankara has referred to Jnanasambandhar and Kannappar in his slotra

works (e.g. Sivdnanda-lahari, verse 63).

Next to the Vedas and Agamas and the theistic Upanisads, the Sanskrit

source for Southern Saivism is the Saiva Puranas and their sarhkita portions.

The Southern school in general accepts Srikantha’s bhasya
,
although its inter-

pretation ofEkamevadvitiyam (One without a second) is different. Its preoccupa-

tion was not with interpretation of texts but with broadbasing Siva-bhakli on the

basis of the fourfold path of carya, kriya
,
yoga

,
and jhana. This was done for

understanding the pentad aspects of Siva’s grace, viz. sjyti (creation), sthiti

(sustenance), sathhara (destruction), tirobhava (obscuration), and anugraha

(grace).

The devotional poetry in Tamil of the four great Saiva samayacaryas has for

its recurrent theme the grace of Siva. They are collected as the Devaram and

the Tiruvacakam, the first comprising the hymns of Jnanasambandhar, Tiru-

navukkarasar (Appar), and Sundaramurti, and the second those of Manikka-

vacakar. These saints frequently refer to the four Vedas, six Vedangas, and the

legendary deeds of Siva which are retold in the Puranas and Itihasas. The Deva-

ram, the Tiruvacakam
,
many other padigams (hymns), the Tirumandiram of Tiru-

mular which is an Agamic book, and die Tiruttondar Purdnam,21 the last, a book

of hagiology, are arranged as the twelve canonical books of Southern Saivism

called the Tiru-murais. They are regarded as the Tamil Vedas. The very name

is significant, because it implies both daivika or apauruftya (tiru) and dgamya or

revealed (murai) . Passages in the Tiru-murais which have parallels in the Vedas

and the Upanisads,some ofwhich areAgamic, have been listed by the Siddhan-

ta scholar Senthinathayyar. Parallel passages in the Bhagavad-Gita (claimed to

have been written under Agamic influence) and the Paranuivara Agama have

been listed by the Vlraiaiva scholar, M. R. Sakhare. Both the Vedas and the

n The Tiruttofufar Purdpam or the Periya Purdnam in which the lives of sixty-three Tamil Saiva saints

were originally depicted by Sekkizhar (twelfth century) has a parallel Sanskrit version called Bhakla-

vUdsa by Upamanyu which is believed to be part of a samhiid of the Skanda Purana. The lives of the saints

given here are told by Agastya to Upamanyu, There is also another similar work called Siva-bhakta-

vUdsa whose authorship is not known. These works are interesting as they relate many wonderful deeds

and anecdotes connected with the Tamil saints. The Sanskrit versions often differ in detail from

Sekkizhir’s magnum opus; they are nevertheless useful to scholars and savants not knowing Tamil.
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Agamas are accepted by Southern Saivism, but the Tamil Tiru-murais, which

were compiled by Nambi Andar Nambi (c. eleventh century), are regarded as

the cherished texts. As Siva worship is believed to have been prevalent in South

India even in pre-Vedic times, this is understandable. The Sanskrit works on
Saivism in other parts of the country are not alien to Southern Saivism but the

body ofTamil canons is so large and engrossing that it is felt to be self-sufficient.

The Southern school relies for its doctrines only on the Saiva Agamas revealed by

Siva on the Mahendra hills in South India.

As the doctrinal truths are found scattered in several Agamas (just as the

Vedanta is propounded in several Upani?ads), codification ofthe Siddhanta was

made by Mcykand&r (c. a.d. 1232) in his Siva-jfiSna-bodham** in Tamil. Siva-

jnana-bodham is supposed to have had its Sanskrit original in the Paia-vimocana-

patala of the Rauravagama. There is, however, no basis for this, as it is not found in

any ofthe texts ofthe Rauravagama so far traced. Nor does Meykandar mention it

as his source in the prologue. Meykandar does not profess to teach anything new.

His birth is shrouded in mystery and he is believed to have had direct revela-

tion. The work comprises twelve sUtras (aphorisms) including thirty-nine adhi-

karanas (sections). The author has also added varttika and udaharana (illustration)

to his sUtras. The sUtras were later translated into Sanskrit (apparently by Siva-

grayogin)
;
but there are slight deviations from the original Tamil and even subtle

doctrinal variations.** SivSgrayogin (sixteenth century) of the Suryanarkoil

41 The key position held by Siva-jttdna-bodham in the literature of Tamil Saivism is brought out by

the following verse: The Veda is the cow. The Agamas are its milk. The Tamil hymns of the four great

Saiva dcaryas are the butter in the milk, and &w-jhdna~bodham of Meykandar is the taste of that butter*'

The verse also signifies the attitude of profound veneration with which the Vedas and the Agamas are

looked upon by the Southern school of Saivism.
as The Sanskrit version is rarely published, and is practically a sealed book to Sanskrit scholars

outside. The sutras arc exquisite and terse literary pieces. They have also much logic and metaphysical

content. The whole text is, therefore, given below for the convenience of those who cannot make use

of the Tamil original.

Stnpumnapumsakdditvdt jagatah karyadarianat

Asti kartd sa hftvaitat srjatyasmat prabhurharah.

Anyah sanvyaptito'nanyah kartd karmdnusdratah

Karoti sarhsmrtirh pumsam djflaya satnaoetayd.

Netito mamalodrekdd aksoparatibodhatah

Svdpe nirbhogato bodhe boddhfivdt astyanustanau .

Atmdntafikaranddanyo'pyanvito mantribhupavat

Avasthapaflcakastho ’to malaruddhasvadrkbriyah .

Vindantyaktdpi pumsarth&n na svayaih so'pi sambhund

Tadvikdri ixvaiemna kdnto*yovat sa tannayet.

Adfhath cedasadbhdvo dffyaih ced jadima bhnvet

Sambhostadvyatirtkena jfleyam rupam vidurbudhdh.

Ndcit citsannidhau kintu na vittasU ubhs mithali

PrapaRcaHvqyomttd yak sa dtmd taycfi prthak,

Sthitvd sahendriyavyddhaih tvdm na vstsiti bodhitah

Muktoaitdn gurupd’nanyo dhanyah prdpnoti tatpadam.
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monastery has written a voluminous bh&$ya on Siva-jMna-bodham in Sanskrit run-

ning to about 600 pages. It is a valuable commentary14 which calls for more

attention of the scholars, than seems to have been given. The commentator

cites here parallel Agama texts for every adhikarana of the Tamil sBtras, and thus

establishes a very important link between them. Another Sanskrit work by

Sivigrayogin is Saiva-paribhifi, a manual in five sections on the categories of

Saiva Siddhanta. His Sivigra-Paddhati is a manual on rituals, and Kriya-dipiki,

a book on Saiva sannyasa sacrament.

We have already said that Srikan^ia Sivacarya’s bhasya on the Brahma

-

Sdtra is a supporting work for Saiva Siddhinta, although it has monistic leanings.

Srikanfha’s work was further carried on by Nllakan^ha Sivacarya (c. a.d. 1400)

whose KriyS-sara is a metrical composition on Srikantha-bhdsya. It sought to bridge

the gap between Sivadvaita and ViraSaivism. Sataratna-saAgraha of Umapati
Sivacarya (early fourteenth century), the famous commentator of the Pauf-

karagama, is a valuable collection of Agama texts expounding the Saiva

Siddhanta doctrine. The hundred texts collected are of immense importance

to the students of Saiva Siddhinta. Siddhanta-siravail of Trilocana Sambhu
(c. a.d. 1350) is one of the illuminating exegetics ofSaiva Siddhanta. It deals

with the four paths, caryi, kriya, yoga
, andjHana, but gives the greatest importance

to kriya. So, it is in the nature of a paddhati (manual of rules for rituals and

sequence of mantras). It has a gloss by Ananta Sivam. Sadyojyoti Sivacarya

(fifteenth century) wrote commentaries on some Agamas like the Raurava and

the Svayambhuva. He is also known as Khetapila or Khetakanandana.

Thejndnapada ofSaiva Agamas, on which Saiva Siddhanta is based, has been

condensed into eight treatises called astaprakaranas'. Tattva-sangraha, Taltva-

rdrnaya, Bhoga-karika
,
Moksa-karika, and Paramoksa-nirdia by Sadyojyoti Sivaca-

rya; Tattva-prakiia by Bhoja; Ratna-traya by Srikaiitha; and Nada-karika by

Bhafta Ramakanda. Bhafta Narayanakanda has written a brhati tikiand Aghora

Sivacarya a lagkvi fika on Tattva-saAgraha of Sadyojyoti. Aghora Sivacarya

(fifteenth century) has written commentaries on all of them excepting

CiddftStonani drffvejarh tyaktvd vrttimaricikdm

Labdhvd Hvapadacchdyam dhydytl paHcdkfartrh sudfiffr.

Sivcnaikyafh gatafi siddhah tadadhmasvavfttikaht

Malamdyddyasarhspffpo bhavati svdnubhutimdn.

DriordarjayiUvStmd tasya darkyitd fivafr

Tasmdttasmin pardrh bhaktim kwydi Simopakdrake.

Muktyai prdpya svatoskf&h bhajdbtfaih fw&lqyam

Evarh vidy&t iivqjflanabodhi iaiodrthmir^ayam

.

u The best commentary on &va-jHSna-bo&am is, however, Siva-jMna-stiHy&T in Tamil by Aru$andi

Siv&cArya (e. a.d. 1250). Another authoritative and voluminous commentary is Shrajfiina Sv&migaja

£iva-jfldna-m&pdfiyam in Tamil.
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Sadyojyoti SivacSrya’s last two works of which Bhafta Rtmakan^a happens to

be the commentator.

Sakal&gama-saAgrdha is a selection from eighteen principal Agamas, five

Uplgamas, ten Tantras, and twenty-three Sastras like Somaiambhu-PaddhaH and

jMna-ratnSoali. This deals with the rituals and daily discipline of the Siddh.in-

tins. In this connexion, it may be mentioned that Nijaguna Sivayogin and

Sambhu Deva in their respective works Viveka-cintdmaiii andScnva-siddhanta-dipikd

have given an estimate of the verses in the various Agamas. Siddhanta-Sekhara is

a voluminous omnibus of texts dealing with Siva-linga-pratisthS-vidhi (rituals

connected with the installation of Siva-liAga) . It was originally printed in the

Grantha script in Jaffna (Ceylon). Recently, it has been printed in Devanagari

also in Mysore. Siddhanta exegetists attach great importance also to some

Upigamas like Sivadharmottara16 and SarvqjMnottara,
which contain beautiful

poetry as well as philosophy in the uttara (dialogue) form.

SAIVA PADDHATIS

The rituals of the Agamas are not mere kriya-kramas (methodologies), but

also definite means to mystic experience. The mantras (hymns), mudras (poses

and postures of fingers, hands, or body), nySsas (gestures oftouching the various

parts of the body for purification), etc. are highly artistic expressions of the

spiritual delight that the participants, both individual and congregational,

attain during worship. These procedures are written in the form of paddhatis.

Composed in simple Sanskrit, these procedural texts arc in use even’ today.

They were written between the eleventh aind fifteenth centuries. They helped to

establish the Agamic rituals in the place of the Mimamsaka rituals. The Pra-

pancasara of Saftkaracarya is said to have served a similar purpose. The paddha-

tisM were all written by iivacaryas (Saiva teachers) who must have been Agamic

pundits or heads ofmathas. Thesepaddhatis are iiifferent from the Siddha-siddhanta-

paddhati of the Natha Siddha cult of North India.

* Sivadharmottara is usually regarded as a Saiva Upapur&na. Vid* Dr R. C. Hazra’s list of the Saiva

Upapurjnas in CHI, Vol. II, p. 282.

*• A list of some paddhatis is given below:

SiddhSnta-Paddhati (by lf&naiiva

—

e. a.d. 800);

Vorupa-Poddhoti, Mrgmdra-Paddhati, Brahmajambhu-Paddhati, Rjrrumitha-Paddhati, Nafar^a-Paddhati

(e. a.d. 1000-1300);

UttuAga-Paddhati (e. aj>. 1400) ; Bhoja-Paddkati (c. a.d. 1400) ; Gupo-Paddhati, Guha-Poddhati
(authors

unknown—e. a.d. 1400) ;
Sadativa-Paddhati (c. a.d. 1475) ;

Aghoraiioa-Paddhati (t. a.d. 1500); Soma-

iambhu-Paddhati (e. a.d. 1500); Sudgra-Paddhatt and Sisa-sarmfiSsa-paddhati (by Siv&grayogin r.

a.d. 1600); Atmirtha-pBjS-paddhati (by Maraijfiina Dciika;

—

c. a.d. 1600);

Dfhfimapdala-Paddhati and SnOpana-Paddhati (by Gapapati Bhatta

—

c. a.d. 1600); and Vitfyakdpda-

Poddhoti {f. A.D. 1600).
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The prestige and popularity of the paddhatis can be inferred from the fact

that they have many Sanskrit commentaries. Almost all of them were written

in South India like the bhSfyas on Prasthana-traya. The most important are Soma-

sambhu-Paddkati and Aghoradiva-Paddhati (also called Kriyd-krama-dipikd) . The
latter consists of three parts, pOrva

^
apara

,
and sodala-prakaiika. It has a gloss

called Prabhi.

Saiva sthala-turAnas

Another important class of Saiva literature is formed by the Sthala-Puranas.

They are devoted to the glorification
(
mShatmya

)
qf the places and shrines sacred

to Siva. One of the best known is Halasya-mahatmya attributed to Haradatta. It

gives an account of the sports of Siva in the holy place Madurai, called the

dv&dadanta-sthala. It is a very popular book and recited in temple congregations.

The Ekatnra Purana27 is a fairly big work written in praise of Ekamra-ksctra

(Bhuvanesvara) in Orissa. There are many other Sthala-Puranas relating to

other sacred places like Cidambaram, RameSvaram, Kanci, etc. Besides in-

dependent works like these, there are numerous descriptions in praise of tirthas

sacred to Siva in the principal Puranas.*

17 Dr R. C. Hazra has included the EkSmra Purina in the list of Saiva UpapurSnas, Vide CM, Vol.

II, p. 282.

*This account gives a fairly full picture of the Saiva literature in Sanskrit. Southern recensions

ofancient books are mostly in the Grantha script (a script similar to later BrShml or early Tamil script)

and not in DevanSgarl, and because of this handicap they are not looked into by scholars elsewhere.

Their publication in DevanSgarl is very much desirable, otherwise a rich heritage of a very valuable

tradition would remain a closed book to many.
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VAI$IJJAVA LITERATURE

I

VAI^NAVISM1
is one of the oldest religious cults of India. It is a cult

of bhakti or devotion. It holds that God can be approached only through

love. Bhakti, Vai§navism claims, is the best way ofattaining the highest salvation.

With this cult grew up a new literary tradition, not only in Sanskrit, but in other

Indian languages also. Contributions of the Vai?navas have enriched Indian

literature for hundreds of years. Here we shall trace, in briefs the development

of Vaisrjava literature written in Sanskrit. We shall not discuss Vaisnavism

and its philosophy, for these have been dealt with in the preceding volume of

this series. 1

VI§NU IN VEDIC LITERATURE

Visnu* is a Vedic deity. He assisted Indra in the killing of Vrtra and he is

the god that measured the three worlds and lived in the highest heaven. In his

abode there is a perpetual spring of honey. In the Br&hmanas, Visnu became

the mo3t important god and the symbol of sacrificial worship (yajna). In the

Katha Upanifad* the goal of human life is represented as attaining the abode of

Vi?nu, while in the Maitri Upanisad* food that sustains the universe is called

Bhagavan Visnu. The Aitareya Brahmana* assigns the highest place to Visnu.

The Satapatha Brdhmana1 gives prominence to Narayana. He assumes

a cosmic character in the Mahanarayarta Upanifad.* The Taittiriya SamhitS*

states that Visnu, taking the form of a dwarf, conquered the three

worlds.

1 In the pre-Christian era, the highest deitywas the human hero VSsudeva of the S&tvata family.

In the course of time, he came to be identified with Vi|i?u and Narayana. According to P&nini, the cult

or sect was called V&sudevaka and not Vai$nava (Aftadhydyi, IV. 3.98). This cult was also known by

the names Sfitvata, Aik&ntika, P&ficar&trika, and Bh&gavata. S&tvata points to the family in which

VSsudeva was bom; Aikintika denotes ek&nto-bhakti or absolute devotion to Vfisudeva-Kr?na; P&nca-

rfttra centres round VSsudeva and the members of his family, * and the worshippers of VSsudeva are

termed as Bh&gavatas. The term ttaitfiava is of rather late origin, and occurs for the first time in the

last parven of the MahSbhdrata. Vide Sudhakar Chattopadhyaya, Evolution ofHindu Sects (Munshiram

Manoharlal, New Delhi, 1970), pp. 24-25.

•car, vol iv, pp. 108-210.

• In the$g* Vida, Vi$flU is a solar god. It is believed that Visnu worship is nothing but Sun worship

transformed over the ages.
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There are some Upanisads which are generally known as Vaisnava Upa-
nisads. These are, however, of much later origin. To this group of Upanisads

belong the Avyaktopamsud or Aoyakta-nrsimhopanifad, Kali-santaranopamsad,

Krsnopanisad, Garudopanifad, Gopala-tipanl Upanifad, Gopilottara-tapani Upanisad,

Tardsaropanisad, Tripad-vibhQti-mahigiriyana Upanifad, Dattdtreyopanisad, Ndriya-

nopanisad, Nrsimha-tdpinl Upanisad, Nrsimkottara-tapinl Upanifad, Rama-tapinl

Upanisad, Ramttarottara-tSpini Upanifad, Rima-rahasya Upanifad, and VSsude-

vopanifad.
10

‘Narayana’, which really meant ‘supremely valiant man*, was an implied

epithet of Krspa-Visnu, and soon became a synonym of Visnu. About the

second century B.c., the identification of Nar&yana-Vi§nu with Visudeva-

Krsna was complete. This marked also the emergence of a composite Vai?pava

cult. The doctrine ofavatSra started from the Bhagaoad-Gita, ifnot earlier. It was

fully developed before the composition of the Bkagavata Purina where Krsna

has been placed above Visnu.

PANCARATRA samhitas

The Pancaratra* sect of the Vaisnavas is very old and is associated with the

Purufa-sukta of the Rg-Veda. The Narayaniya section of the Mahabharata gives

an account of the Paficaratra doctrine. Yamuna, in his Agama-pramanya, tries

to show that the Pancaratra literature is as valid as the Vedas, since it originates

from the same source, namely, the divine Being, Narayana. Originally, the

followers of Narayana were designated as Pancaratras. They worshipped pafica-

viras,
11 Vasudeva and four other members of his family. According to them,

Vasudeva, Sankarsana, Pradyumna, and Aniruddha constituted the vyuha or

emanatory aspect of Vi?nu. It is believed that from Vasudeva sprang Sankar-

sana, from Sankarsana Pradyumna, and from Pradyumna Aniruddha.

Schrader remarks that the name pancaratra came from the central dogma of

10But these Upanisads are mostly full ofinessential descriptions, ritualistic practices, and the mutter-

ing of particular mantras. Some of them, like the Nfisimha-tapini, Gopala-t&pani, etc., have been utilized

by the Gau^Iya school of Vaij^avism. Gf. HIP, Vol. Ill, p. 13.

•See foot-note 12 in the next page for explanation.

11 The inscriptions of the first century b.g. show Sanitarian* and V&sudeva being worshipped

jointly with equal veneration ; there are indications that sometimes not only the two but as many as five

hero-gods of the Vnois were worshipped jointly. An inscription of the first century a.d. recovered

from a well in Mora, a village seven miles west of Mathurfi city, records the setting up of the statues

of the five holy heroes (bhagavatdrh paticavtrdtfm) of the Vftnis in a stone temple built by a woman
named To$fi. The images, made of stone, were meant for worship and are said to have a glowing and

exceedingly handsome appearance. Ltiders identified the five heroes asBaladeva (Sahkar^aga), Akrfira,

Antdhflti, Sira^a, and Vidfiratha on the basis of the Jaina sources. But J. N. Banerjea with the help

of a passage in the Vdyu Purdpa identifies them as Baladeva, V&sudeva, $£mba, Pradyumna, and
Aniruddha.—Suvira Jaiswal, The Origin and Development of Vaifiiavim (Munshiram Manoharlal, New
Delhi, 1967), pp. 68-69.
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the pafkaratra sattra1* of N&r&yaga, which speaks of fivefold manifestation of

God representing His para (transcendent), vyUha (emanatory), vibhava (incama-

tory), antaryamin (immanent), and arch (worshipable in images) aspects.

Side by side with the doctrine of vyflha, die Paficaratra system of the Nard-

yanxya section of the Mah&bh&rata records a parallel doctrine of avatdras. In the

Nar&yaiflya section we have the following account of the ten avatdras: Appearing

in the forms ofa swan, a tortoise, a fish, O foremost Of twice-born ones! I shall

then appear as a boar, then as a man-lion, then as a dwarf, then as RSma of

BhfguYrace, then as R&ma, the son of Daiaratha, then as Knpa, the scion of

the SStvata race, and lastly as Kalki.1*

In later works, the number of avatdras is given as twelve, eighteen, and

even twenty-four. According to the Bkagavata Purina, the avatdras of Visnu

cannot be limited in number; they are innumerable just as countless streams

spring forth from the unending waters of a lake.1* Archaeological evidences,

however, show that the doctrine became a popular one in the time of the

Guptas. The introduction of Sakti worship in the Pancaratra may be a later

development, but the cult from the very beginning seems to have had a close

affinity with Tantricism.
15

18 According to the Narada Paheardtra, rdtra means knowledge; hence Paftcar&tra is a system which

deals with five kinds of knowledge, cosmology (tattoa), the science of liberation (muktiprada) , of devo-

tion
(
bhaktiprada), of Yoga (yaugika), and pertaining to the senses (vai&fika). But, as pointed

out, few of the extant Samhit&s conform to this scheme of the topics outlined, and the apocryphal

nature of the text renders its evidence highly untrustworthy. According to the livara SamJuta, the

religion that was taught by the god to five sages, Sfc?dilya, Aupagfiyana, Maufij&yana, Kaufika, and

Bharadv&ja, in five successive days and nights canoe to be known among the people as P&ficar&tra.

The Sri-Praina Scmhitd states that rdtri means nescience (ajUSna), and pahlea derived from the root pae

means that which cooks or destroys; hence P&ncarStra is the system which destroys ignorance. Accord-

ing to the Padma Tantra, the system is so named because just as the sun dispels the night, the P&ficar&tra

dispels the other five systems, which are the Yoga, SSmkhya, Buddhism, Jainism, and P&lupata. A
passage mentioned in the Agni Purapa states that the five elements {pahcabh&tas) which form the body

of Brahml are known as pafcardtra. The Satapalha Brdhma^a states that the pehcardtra sattra of N&raya$a

was the pumfamtdha which lasted for five days; the duration of the sacrifice being counted from the

previous night, the word rdtra is used. In the Vaitdna-Sutra of the Atharva-Veda also, the sacrifice is a

five-day performance. Thus it seems that paficaratra originally meant the sacrifice with which Nfirfiyaiia

was connected. Ibid,, pp. 41-44.

XII. 340. 100.

14 Bhagavata, III. 20-27.

14 The worship of the Boar and Nfsimha incarnations was the most popular form of Vai^avism

in the Gupta period. In both these sects wc can clearly discern Tftntric dements showinghow gradually

T&ntricfem was expanding its sway over Vaippavism, or showing indirectly how the Vaippava sect was

now gradually adopting TSntric practices. The devotees of die Nrrirhha cult practise the sectarian

mantra in anuffubh verse called the mantrarfja of Nfsixhha which is accompanied by four ancillary mantras.

The sectarian laws enjoin that if theNfskhha diagram—clearly aT&ntricone—is carried by a devotee,

he becomes free from all dangers. Even at the present time the Npiihha sub-sect can be found in

South India where Nrsfrhha is the god of many families. VideJ. N. Farquhar, An Outline ofthe

Religious Literature ofIndia (Oxford University Press, London, 1320), p. 188.
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The P&ficaratra literature is pretty large, but most ofthe works arein manu-
scripts and very few are in print. The Sdtvata Samhitd is the most important

P&ncaratra text. It is stated in this Samhitd that the Lord created the Paficar&tra

literature at the request of Sahkar§ai?a. The Sdtvata Samhitd consists of twenty-

five chapters which describe in detail the mode of worshipping NarSyana in all

his four vyuha manifestations. The Sdtvata, Pauskara, Parama, Ifvara, and Jaya-

khya are the earliest PancarStra Samhitds ofhigh authority. Of the many treatises

on the Pancaratra doctrine, the Pancaratra-rakfd-sahgraha by Gopalasuri is the

most important.

The Mdrkandtya Samhitd consists of thirty-two chapters. It speaks of 108

Saihhitas.1* The Vifvaksena Samhitd

,

which has thirty-one chapters, is a very old

work. Sri Ramanuja referred to this work quite often. Most of the Paficaratra

works are ritualistic in content with very little of philosophy. The Jaydkhya

Samhitd, Ahirbudhnya Samhitd, Visriu Samhitd, and Paufkara Samhitd, however, have

some philosophical elements in them. Of these, the first two are the most

important. The Jndndmrta-sara Samhitd, also entitled the Narada Pancaratra,

seems to have been written about the beginning of the sixteenth century, that

is, a little before Vallabhacarya. It is devoted to the glorification of young

Krsna and Radha.

EPICS AND PURANAS

The two great epics, the Rdmayana and the Mahabhdrata, are rich in

Vaisnava legends and teachings. Scholars think that the first and last books of

the Rdmayaya are later additions, for they deify Rama and identify him with

Visnu. The interpolation must have taken place towards the end of the second

century a.d. In the other books (II to VI), Rama is described as a human
being and not as an incarnation of Visnu.

The Mahabhdrata contains enough material to show Vaisnava influence and

also the history of Vaisnavism. The Bhagavad-Gita section of the Bhifmaparvan

is the most esteemed book not only with the Bhagavatas, but with the whole

Hindu community. The Mardyaniya section of the Santiparvan is another sacred

text for the Bhagavatas. It emphasizes that the grace ofNaraya^a can be attain-

ed only through bhakti or devotion. The Anuidsanaparvan (Chapter CXXXV)
of the Mahabhdrata contains the Visnu-sahasra-ndma-stoira, a hymn on the thou-

sand names of Vi$9u. It is in this epic that VSsudeva-Kr^na is identified with

Narayana-Visnu. The Harivaihia, in 16,374 verses, forms a supplement to the

Mahabhdrata, and is an important source of the myths and legends current about

Vasudeva-Kr§pa.
Among the eighteen Purarias, six arc primarily dedicated to the glorification

14 Although the traditional lint enumerates 108 Saihhitas, there is actually mention of more than

215, of which, however, only very few have been published. Vide HIL, Vol. I, p. 589.
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of Viftiu. They are: Vififu, Bhdgavata, Niradiya, Garufa, Padma, and VarSha. The
Vifnu Purina is held in the highest esteem by the worshippers of Vifpu and is

recognized even by R&m&nuj&c&rya as the most authentic work on Vi?nu. Here

Visnu is glorified as the highest Being, as the creator and sustainer of the

universe. Most of the legends narrated in the Vifnu Purina are elaborated in

the Bhigaoata Purina, the most popular book among die Vaipjavites. The
Bhdgavata is a later Purana, ofthe eleventh-twelfth centuries A.D. In the Niradiya

Purina, Viftrubhakti, devotion to Visnu, is again and again proclaimed to be the

only means ofmokfa, salvation. Without this, the Purina says, study of the Vedas

and scriptures, observance of austerities, sacrifices, and other such practices are

of no avail. The Matsya Purina was originally compiled by the Vai?navas;

the Saivite portions were added later. The Brahma
,
Brahmavaivarta, Vimana,

Kirma, and Agni also give considerable importance to Visnu, Krsna, or

Narayana.

A large number of mihatmyas glorifying Vaisnava tirthas (places of pil-

grimage) are found in the Puranas. Mention may be made of Gayi-mihitmya

{Garu^a Purina), Mathuri-mihitmya ( Variha Purina), Purusottama-ksetra-mihatmya

(.Brahma Purina), and Vjndivana-mihitmya {Brahmavaivarta Purina).

Of the Vaisnava Upapuranas, the most important ones are: the Visnu-

dharma, Visnudharmottara, Nfsimha, Bfhanniradiya, and Kriyi-yoga-sira. Scholars

think that they were written between a.d. 400 and 900. The first four of these

Upapuranas are Pancaratra works and the last belongs to the Bhagavatas.

The other Vaisnava Upapuranas, not so important, are: the Purusottama,

Dharma, Bhargava, Adi, and Kalki. Except the last two, they appear to have

been written before a.d. 1200.

JAINA AND BUDDHIST LITERATURE

The Rama and Vasudeva legends were popular with the Jains and were

known to the Buddhists also. Vimala Suri gives the earliest version of the Rama
story in his work, the Paiimacariya. The Uttaradhyayana-Sutra and the Anta-

krddasika arc among the importantJaina sources containing legends about the

Vrsnis. Buddhist works like the MUindapediha, the Avadanaiataka, and the

Saddharmapun4arika also contain references to Vaisnavite deities. The Lalita-

vistara throws considerable light on the transformation of Buddha into an

incarnation of Narayana-Visriu.

OTHER LITERATURE

The Smrtis, too, shed light on the Vaisnava cult. The introductory chapter

ofMam Smrti, explaining the creation of the universe, attributes it to Narayana.

The Smrtis help us to understand the social conditions of Pur&nic Vaisnavism.

The influence of the Mahabharata and Harivathia is seen in some of the pages of
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the Vifriu Smrti (third century a.d.). The Vaikhanasa Sm&rta-S&tra discusses the

details of Vaispava rituals.

Patanjali’s Mahabhasya provides valuable information on the cult ofVaisna-

vism by way ofexamples and citations. The N&tya-i&stra ofBharata refers to the

worship of the implements ofVi$nu, which is an indication ofhow much popu-

lar Vaisnavism had become. The GSthiksaptaJati of Hala, the Satavahana king,

refers to Visnu and his various incarnations. The works of Kalidasa, Bhasa,

Vifakhadatta, and other poets and dramatists of the Gupta period contain

material relating to Vaisnavism. The early life of Vasudeva-Kr?na forms the

subject-matter of the Bdlacmta of Bhasa. His other plays, too, are built around

Vaigpava themes. Kalidasa in his Raghuvamia presents Rama as an incarnation

of Visnu. The medical works, Caraka Samhita and Suiruta Samhita, recommend
the recitation of some magical formulas mentioning the names of Vai$pavite

deities as a cure for some diseases. The Amarakosa, famous lexicon of Amara-

simha, gives synonyms of Vaisnavite gods and goddesses, and refers to various

legends connected with them.

BHAGAVATA VAISNAVISM

The earliest reference to the Bhagavata Vaisnavism is found in the Asta-

dhyayi of Panini (c. fifth century b.c.). The Besnagar inscription (second century

b.c.) clearly shows the completion of the deification ofVasudeva. The composite

cult of the Bhagavata Vaisnavism had a considerable number of adherents

during the Saka and Kusana periods. During the Gupta period its following

greatly increased. The Gupta rulers, bearing the title parama bhagavata, cham-

pioned Vaisnavism. It extended even up to Bengal, as is proved by the Susunia

rock inscriptions of King Candravarman (c. fourth century a.d.). After the

Guptas, the influence of Vaisnavism began to decline in North India. The cult,

however, continued to flourish in the south under the patronage ofthe Calukyas

of the Deccan. In the west, too, it flourished, but only among the members of

the Traiku$aka dynasty. It dominated the scene in Bengal only much later.

BENGAL VAISNAVISM

Although the Pala kings were ardent followers of Buddhism, numerous

epigraphic records suggest that Vaisnavism was popular with the masses.

But what is technically known as Bengal Vaisnavism is a ‘complex product’ of

multifarious elements. Gaitanya is known to be its founder. This is not to say

that it is something new, divorced from early and medieval Vaisnavism. What
Gaitanya did was to infuse a new life into Vaisnavism and also to give it a new
slant. After the Kysna-VSsudeva worship of the Bhagavad-Gita, Vaisnavism took

a rigorous philosophical turn simultaneously with the revival of the cult of

bhakti. This happened as a reaction to Sahkaracarya’s theory of absolute non-
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dualism. About the twelfth century a.d., the Vaifgavas were sharply divided

into four schools* ofthought. Bhakti and the concept ofa personal God were the

main planks in the creeds of these sects. Meanwhile, the Purapas eulogizing

different deities were composed. The Bh&gavata exercised great influence on

the Vais^ava movement of this period. Two other important texts of the

Vai$gavas which preach the supremacy of Vi$$u are the Hanoarhfa and the

Vifnu Purana. These two works describe the whole life of Kr?na but the Bh&ga-

vata depicts Kr$na as a vigorous youth and as an object ofpassionate love of the

gopis. Radha figures as his partner only in much later texts.

PRE-CAITANYA VAI$NAVA LITERATURE IN BENGAL

Even though Buddhism, as was mentioned earlier, was die official religion

of the Pala rulers, and the early Sena rulers were Saivas, Lakgmana Sena hap-

pened to be a Vai?nava. His contemporaryJayadeva wrote the Gitagovinda, which

is no doubt the most important devotional work before Caitanya. A work of

deep lyrical fervour, the Gitagovinda has inspired the Vaignavas through the

ages. There are some verses in the Sadukti-kartfdmrta describing the divine sport

of Radha and Krsna. These verses are attributed to Laksma^a Sena. In fact,

the Radha cult made its first appearance about this time. The Radha legend

has been elaborately worked out byJayadeva. The Nimbarka sect also has done

its bit to promote it. A late Purana, the Brahmaoaioarta Purana, also has a

hand in popularizing it. Sridhara Dasa, author of the Sadukti-kamamjta, was a

devout Vai?nava of this period. Two other scholars, Aniruddha Bhat{a and

Halayudha Bhatta, are said to have written the BhSgavata-tattva-maHjari and

Vaifijava-sarvasva respectively.

Jayadeva’s Gitagovinda drew upon Srimad-Bhagaoata for its emotional slant.

This lyrical work ofJayadeva, complete in twelve cantos, is the first specimen of

devotional eroticism, depicting as it does the spiritual yearning of the gopis to

unite with Lord Kjsna. The Gitagovinda marks the beginning of what is called

Vai§pava PadSvali literature.

As was stated earlier, Bengal Vaisnavism is closely linked with the name
of Caitanya. Caitanya himself was probably brought up on the Madhva tradi-

tion. His predecessors, too, were all Madhvas, followers ofMadhva. As a monk,

Caitanya belonged to Sankara’s daianami tradition. Interestingly, Sridhara-

svamin, in writing his commentaries on the Viftpu Pur&pa, the Bhagavad-Gitd and

the Srimad-Bhagavata, reconciled devotional mysticism with Sankara’s Advaita

philosophy. Madhavendra Puri and his disciple Iivara Puri, Caitanya’s guru,

followed in the steps of Sridharasvamin. The Rdsa-padcadhyaya section of the

Srlmad-Bh&gavata was also a source of inspiration to Bengal Vai$navas. ISvara

See page 120 of this article.

V— 15
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Purl is said to have composed Sri Kfsna-lilamrta. Rukmiyi-svayaihvara is also

attributed to him.

POST-CAITANVA VAI§NAVA LITERATURE

A fairly good number of biographies of Caitanya, written with devotional

fervour, is available in Sanskrit and Bengali. The earliest is the Sri Kffifa-

Caitmya Caritdmfta, often known simply as Kafci and attributed to Murari-

gupta, an older contemporary of Caitanya. In seventy-eight cantos it depicts

Caitanya’s life and takes the form of a regular Sanskrit k&vya. Svarupa Damo-
dara, an associate ofCaitanya at Purl, is also known to have written a biography

known as Ka^ci. Krsnadasa Kaviraja in his Caitanya Carit&mfta has utilized this

KaQca to depict the later years of Caitanya’s life. Next comes the Caitanya

Caritdmrta-mahdkavya, intwenty cantos, written by Paramanandasena. The author

is better known as Kavi Kanjapura. Paramanandasena also wrote the Caitanya-

candrodaya, a drama in ten acts, depicting the later phase of Caitanya’s life, at

the request of Gajapati Prataparudra of Orissa. His other important works are:

Gaura-gaqoddeia-dipika, Ananda-vpidavana-campu and Alamkara-kaustubha. The
first gives an account ofCaitanya’s associates in their previous births as associates

of Lord Kfsna in Vrndavana. By this time Caitanya had come to be regarded

as an incarnation of Kf$pa. The second work depicts the childhood and youth

of Kr$na in twenty sections in the campu style of mixed prose and verse. This is

a work on Sanskrit poetics complete with illustrations mostly on Krsna. A small

kdvya in six cantos, the Krsndhnika-kaumudi, is also attributed to him. Of the

biographies of Caitanya in Bengali the most important are Vrndavana Dasa’s

Caitanya-Bhdgavata, Krsnadasa Kaviraja’s Caitanya Cantdmjta
,
and Locanadisa’s

Caitanya-mangala. Mention may also be made of a work of the same title i.e.

Caitanya-mangala written byJayananda.

six gosvAmins

Excepting the eight Sanskrit verses known as Sikfdffaka, Caitanya never

wrote any work to propagate his devotional philosophy. The six Gosvsunins of

Vrndavana, viz. RGpa, Sanatana, Raghunatha Dasa, Raghunatha Bhatta,

Gopala Blia^a and Jiva inspired by the Master, however, wrote voluminous

books to propagate the philosophy ofbhakti. They systematized the doctrines and

practices of the faith. The two brothers, Rupa and Sanatana, were chosen by

the Master for the difficult task of writing on the theology and the poetics

(irasaiastra) of this faith, while their nephewJiva wrote about its philosophy.

Sanatana, the elder brother, wrote the following works: Bfhad-bhSgavatamfta

(with an auto-commentary called Dig-darSani), Hari-bhakti-vildsa and Vaisnava-

lofaQi, a commentary on the tenth skandha of the Bh&gavata. Rupa’s works in-

clude: Uddhavarsandeia-kdvya
, the two works of Bhaktirasa-iSslra, viz. Bhakti-
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rasSmjta-sindhu and Ujjvda-nilamaifi, an anthology of Sanskrit verse#, PadtbaU,

a work on dramaturgy, NSfaka-candrikd, and Sarhkfepa-bhigavatdmfta.

jiva oosv

A

min

Jiva was the master exponent of the metaphysics of Caitanyaism. He was a

versatile scholar in all branches of Indian philosophy and may rightly be con-

sidered as the founder of Vaifpava Vedanta. After studying at V&r&casi, he

settled at Vfnd&vana and was a great help to Rfipa in writing the Bhakti-

Tos&mjtarsindhu. Jiva was a prolific writer and his works put die Gaitanya cult

on a firm and well-defined philosophical basis. His major work is called Bhdga-

vata-sandarbha also called fafsandarbha. It consists of six treatises (smdarbhas) on

Vaigpava philosophy and theology. These are Tattoo, Bhagavat, Paramdtmd,

Kjpfa, Bhakti, and Priti-sandarbhas. The Tattoasandarbha discusses the pram&^as,

means ofknowledge, and theprameyas.Jiva thinks that iabda is the only authentic

source of knowledge, and speaks of the supreme authority of the Srimad-Bhaga-

vata. In the prameya section Jiva discusses the sambandha, abfndheya and prayojana

of his work and the origin of the Srimad-Bhagavata. Priti or divine love is the

prayojana and cultivation of bhakti or bhagavad-bhajana is the abhtdheya. The
second sandarbha, the Bhagavat-sandarbha, contains the discourses on the idea of

God {Bhagavan), the highest manifestation of advaya-jiUbia-tattoa. To Jiva

Bhagavan is endowed with form and attributes as distinguished from the ineffa-

ble absolute Brahman. In the ParanuUmarsandarbha he deals with the concept

of Paramatman or God-head which is consciousness and is in relation to Prakrti

and Jiva. Paramatman is the partial manifestation of Bhagavan. Bhagavan

as possessed of jivaiakti and mdy&Jakti is called Paramatman. Jivaiakti is

responsible for the existence of individual soul and mSpahkti for creation,

sustenance and dissolution of the world. The Kffita-sandarbha is primarily a text

on theology which seeks to establish Knoa as the highest deity. Kftga is not an

aoatira but the very source of all avataras. In the Bhakti-sandarbha Jiva speaks

of devotion as the only means of salvation. True knowledge {tattoa-jnana) is foe

secondary effect of bhakti and bhakti is itself mukti. One is ohaituki bhakti, he. not

prompted by any desire worldly or other-worldly (phalSntarS^Sm amsemdhSna-

rahitS), but it is a state in which foe true devotee finds a natural pleasure in

absorbing meditation upon God's merciful actions. The Priti-sandarbha esta-

blishes that priti or divine love is foe highest bhakti in its purely emotional

form as foe service of God, through bonds of intense love, takes the form of

priti.

JIva’s Sarva-samvadini is a summary of the above six discourses and not a

commentary as some scholars have thought. It contains explanatory comments

on foe points imperfectly dealt with in foe original texts. His Krama-fandarbha is

a commentary on foe Bhdgavata. He also wrote commentaries on foe Brahma-
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Sathktia and on the Gopalatapani Ufianifad. An anonymous Kfs^drcana-dipikd,

apparently on the modes of Kfsna worship is attributed to him. His two other

commentaries, Durgama-sangamani and Locana-rocani are respectively commen-
taries on Riipa’s Bhakti-rasSmrta-sindhu and Ujjvala-nilamani.

Jiva was also a great grammarian of his time. His unique work on Sanskrit

grammar is Harinamamfta-iydkaranafln this work Jiva has used the names of

Kjspa, R&dha and their associates as technical terms of grammar and has

thereby shown his ingenuity in intermingling grammar with sublime theology.

His literary works include the Gopdla-campU, a work in mixed prose and

verse extending to seventy chapters. It describes the lila of Kr$na in Vrndavana,

Mathura and Dv£rak£. Jiva himself informs us that in this kavya his Krsna-

sandarbha has been presented in a literary form. JIva’s Madhava-mahotsava
,
a

kavya in nine cantos and 1164 verses, describes the consecretation of Radha
by Krsna as the queen of Vrndavana. His Sankalpa-kalpadruma is a philosophico-

poetical work, dealing with Krfnalila in Vrndavana. This work, a product of

Jiva’s advanced age, consists of four parts: Janmadilild, Mlyalila, Sarvartulila

and Phala-nispatti. Jiva’s Gopila-birudavali is a biruda-kavya (a type of literary

composition in prose and verse) dedicated to the prayer of the deity.

OTHER GOSVAMINS

The Haribhakti-vilasa is attributed to Gopala Bhatta. Raghunatha Dasa’s

Gaurdhga-stava-kalpataru, Vraja-vilasa-stava
,
and Dana-keli-cintamani arc hymns

in praise of either Caitanya or Krsrialild. His Mukta-carita is a Sanskrit kavya

with Kona’s early life in Vyndavana as its theme. Raghunatha Bhatta wrote

nothing. But the other five Gosvamins of Vrndavana covered the major part of

the religio-philosophical literature of Bengal Vaisnavism. Visvanatha Cakra-

vartin (c. a.d. 1754) wrote a commentary called Ananda-candrika (or Ujjvala-

ntlamani-kiraria) on Ujjvala-nilamani of Rupa Gosvamin. His other commentary

is on Bkakti-rasdmrta-sindhu called Sindhu-bindu.

Thus following Caitanya, there was a spurt in literary activities among
Bengal Vaifuavas. Not only in Bengal but in other parts ofIndia too, the impact

of Caitanya’s advent was felt. For instance, a large number of Sanskrit lyrical

songs were written in Orissa.

Madhusfidana Sarasvati, the great Advaitin of the sixteenth century, was

also a protagonist ofthe bhakti discipline. His Bhakti-rasayana is a most esteemed

text in which one can discern an attempt to bring about a synthesis between

Advaitism and the bhakti cult from the aesthetic point of view.

VAISNAVISM IN ASSAM

Safikara Deva (? 1449-1568) is the central figure in the religious history of

medieval Assam. Sankara Deva drew much of his inspiration from the Bhagavad-
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Giti and the BkSgaoaia Purina. Hie latter, it may be noted, comprises the quintes-

sence of Vedanta and is described as ‘the sun’ among the Puranas. Safikara

Deva’s chief concern seems to have been to reduce religion to the simplest

principles so that the ignorant masses could easily grasp them.

Sankara Deva holds that, while Brahman is one without a second, the quali-

ties attributed to Brahman are equally real. Safikara Deva maintains that

God-realization is possible only through bhakti. The bhakti cult he enunciates

consists in the cultivation of an intimate relationship with God, the eternal,

omniscient, all-powerful Person. For instance, one of his books, Kirtana
, opens

with his obeisance to God whom he describes as SanSlana Brahman. God,

according to him, assumes a form and is the cause of all incarnations

[avataras).

Many scholars are of the opinion that the influence of Ramanuja is evident

in the philosophy of Sankara Deva. Others feel Sankara Deva came under the

influence of Sri Caitanya, though this is open to doubt. In any case, Vaisnav-

ism in Assam grew under the guidance of Sankara Deva and his followers.

The bhakti cult as propounded in the different SSstras finds its expression in

the Bhakti-ratnakara written by Safikara Deva in Sanskrit. Most of his works are,

however, in KSmarupi, the spoken dialect of the people ofAssam. He translated

a large part ofthe BhSgavata into simple Kamarfipi verse. Among his other works

(in Kamarupi) are: Bhakti-pradipa in verse (on the bhakti cult as propounded in

the Garuda Purina) ;
Kirtana, in simple verse suited to music (the subjectbeing the

life-story of Sri Krsna as depicted in the BhSgavata)
;
and GunamSlS (synopsis of

the BhSgavata, so far as the life-story of $ri Kr?na is concerned). These apart,

Sankara Deva wrote six one-act plays—five of them based on the life of Sri

Krsna, and the sixth on the marriage of SltS. with Rama. He composed a large

number of songs also. After Safikara Deva, various groups or schools emerged

in course of time, and different Vaisnava institutions also were set up. All schools

of thought, however, accept the philosophical interpretations given by Safikara

Deva. The Kirtana of Safikara Deva and the NSma-ghosS of M&dhava Deva are

their important works. The chief difference between the groups consists in the

observance of rites and ceremonies.

VAISNAVA SAINTS OF MEDIEVAL INDIA

R&mananda, a follower of R&mSnuja, was responsible for spreading the

Vaisnava movement in the north. To R&mananda Sri RSma was the chosen

deity. A host of devoted followers like Kabir and many others were very much
influenced by this movement. A rich literature grew on the basis of their teach-

ings, but it is in vernacular.

In West India, popular Vai?navism is associated with two great names,

NSmadeva and TukSrSma. N&madeva, a contemporary ofJfifinadeva (author
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of a commentary on the Bhagaoad-GUS), composed devotional songs in

Marathi in praise of Govinda or Hari. Tukarama was born (c. a.d.

1608) near Poona. He had composed about one thousand and three hundred

devotional songs in Marathi and was well-known for his kirtanas. According to

him, only intense love can lead one to Hari. A collection of his songs has been

published in two volumes from Bombay.

Sfiradasa (c. a.d. 1483-1563) was another great Vaisnava poet of the Krsna

cult who wrote in Braja-bhasa. The songs of Mirab&i, a poetess of the bhakti

school, were originally written in Rajasthani. Tulasldasa’s Rdma-carita-manasa,

in Hindi, has always been, and still is, a source of inspiration to all sections of

people in India, particularly in North India.

II

The Aitareya BrShmana of the Rg- Veda mentions the people of the south

—

Savaras, Andhras etc. But Vedic religion as such might have spread to the

south only later along with Jainism and Buddhism. Somehow or other Jainism

became more popular and remained pre-eminent for nearly ten centuries. It

was only after the fifth century a.d. that the indigenous Dravidian religion

completely fused with Vedic Brahmanism to create a popular Hindu religion

easily assimilable by the people. In the beginning, Vedic religion must have

come to the south in Sanskrit asJainism did in Prakrit. The phenomenal success

oftheJains, however, was the result of their switching over to the local language

to spread Jainism. When Jainism, due to political and other factors showed

signs ofweakening, the Hindus in the south took the opportunity to use Tamil

to popularize the many stories relating to Visnu as the supreme Lord. Thus, the

earliest Vaisnava literature of the south emerged, the language of which was

Tamil.

THE SANGAM AGE AND THE AJ.VARS

For the ancient Tamils, Visnu was Mayon, the dark-hued; and many of the

poems in the Sahgam anthology Paripadal (second century a.d.) are dedicated

to MSyon. The genre known as Paripadal was originally meant for love poetry.

During the Sahgam age it was transformed into poetry inspired by love for

God.17 The poems of Parip&dal are ecstatic outpourings of devotees gifted with

spiritual vision. In them the fearsome aspects of nature are drawn upon to

describe in detail the VarSha, the MohinI, the Narasiihha and the Kr?na

avatdras (incarnations) of Vispu. Vifpu is the ancient deity having seen many
kalpas and performed wondrous deeds in each kalpa. Yet, He is eternally young.

17 Vide Agnihotram RftmSmya Thathachariar, Varaldtril Pirandha Vaipmam (Sri Sarangapani
Swami Dcvasthanam, Kumbakonam, 1973), p. 296.
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As dark-hued VSsudeva, fair Sartkarsapa, red Pradyumna and green-complex*

ioned Aniruddha, Vifpu rules supreme, creating, sustaining and destroying this

world by turns.

Many literary gems of the Safigam age dealing with Vispu were lost to

posterity. But this literature no doubt led to the efflorescence of Vai$navism

between the sixth and the ninth centuries a.d., resulting in die remarkable

anthology ofdevotional lyrics, now known as Naliyira Divya Prabandham. This is

considered as very sacred and spoken of as the Vai$nava Veda in Tamil. In this

anthology, twelve Alvars1
* (devotees immersed in god-consciousness) have sung

of Visnu as the supreme Lord of the universe, depicting him in a variety of

attitudes.1*

THE ACARYAS

The age ofVai$pava revival by the Alvars was followed by the age ofconso-

lidation by the Vaisnava AcSryas.*® A new dimension was added to Vedic

Vaisnavism by giving equal importance to the Tamil Veda in matters of theo-

logy. While the Ajvars scored by appealing to the heart, the AcSryas had to

contend with the intellectual forces of dissent when they tried to spread Vaisna-

vism. To reach a larger audience, Sanskrit had to be used. Thus the Acaryas

created a vast Vaipjava literature in Sanskrit. Most ofit was dialectics, theology

and exegesis. But there was also devotional poetry ofa high order.

Nathamuni (a.d. 824-924), the first Acarya of Ubhaya-VedSnta,*1 made
arrangements for the recital of the Divya Prabandham in temples. He wrote Nyaya-

tattva, Yoga-rahasya and Pumsa-nirnaya.

Nathamuni’s grandson was Yamunacarya (c

.

a.d. 918-1038), the first Vi$i$$a-

dvaitin to controvert non-dualism by dialectics in Atma-siddhi. This work, in

mixed prose and verse along with Ihara-siddhi and Sanwit-siddhi,' is considered

‘the fountain head of Sri Ramanuja’s epoch-making works'.*1 Having dispelled

the clouds of auidyd posited by the Advaitins, Yamuna firmly holds on to devo-

tion and surrender as the only means to attain salvation and gain Snanda or

divine bliss.

Y&muna’s Agama-prSmdnya confronting Safikara and Bhaskara in a dialec-

19 They are: Poygai Ajvftr, Bhfttatt&|v&r, Pey A}v&r, Tirumajisai Ajv&r, Namm&Jv&r, Madhurakavi

AjvSLr, Kulaiekhara A)vir, Periyijv&r, ApdSl, Toi^ara<Jippodi Ajvftr, Tirupp&o Alvar, and Tiru-

maAgai Ajv&r.

19 For a detailed study of die Ajvirs and their works, the following books may be consulted: K. G.

Varadachari, Ifv&rs ofSouth India, J. S. M. Hooper, The Hymns of the Afvdrs; HIP, VoL III, etc.

99 For an exhaustive catalogue of the works of the different Ac&ryas and their followers HIP, Vols.

Ill & IV and CHI, Vol. IV may be consulted.

** The Vedanta which harmonizes the teachings of both the traditional Vedanta and die teachings

of the Alvin.
99 R. Ramftnujach&ri (TV.) SidM&qjmm, (Ubhaya Vedanta Granthamala Book Trust; Madras,

1972), p. I.
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tical battle seeks to establish the Paficaratra Tantras or the Vai$nava Agamas

as having equal authority with the Vedas. His Git&rtha-sahgraha, in thirty-two

verses, an admirable summary of the Bhagavad-Gita, is in line with the ViSistS-

dvaita philosophy. His Mah&purusa-nirnaya which sought to establish the primal

Lord of the universe is now lost. YSmuna’s Stotra-ratna and Catuh-ilokt, however,

arc happily available as evidence of rife essentially poetic nature of the Vaisnava

philosopher. Brilliant poetic imagery adds to the flow of devotional ecstasy in

the former which is really a gem in the realm of Indian hymnal literature.

The Catuh-iloki describes the Mother in four verses. Though brief, this cluster

has blazed a new trail in Vaisnava philosophy. Mother Laksmi as the divine

intermediary taking the devotee’s aspiration to the Lord and bringing him the

Lord’s grace is described in this poem in terms of affection, wonderment, and

gratitude. Under the influence of the Catuh-iloki, there arose in later times more

detailed statements in the form of stotras about the personality and position of

Laksmi. Chief among them are passages to be found at the beginning of the

Saraifagati-gadya of RamSnuja, the Sri-stava of VatsankamiSra, the Sriguna-ratna-

kosa of ParaSara Bhatta, his son, and the Sri-stuti of Verikatanatha.28

The Vaisnava movement split itself into four different schools of thought

:

Sri-sampradaya of Ramanuja (a.d. 1017-1137) preaching Viiistadvaita

(qualified non-dualism), Sanakadi-sampradaya or Hamsa-sampradaya of

Nimbarka (eleventh-twelfth century) upholding Dvaitadvaita (dualistic non-

dualism), Brahma-sampradaya of Madhva (a.d. 1197-1276) extolling Dvaita

(dualism), and Rudra-samprad&ya of Vallabha (1473-1531) adhering to

Suddhadvaita (pure non-dualism).

RAMANUJACARYA

Vaisnava theology gained widespread popularity through the writings of the

great Ramanuja. Intellectually well-equipped, and deeply devoted to the

Alvars, Ramanuja emerged on the Vaisnava literary scene with his Sribhasya

and Gita-bhasya. Though they discuss high philosophy and intricate dialectics,

R&m&nuja himself simplified the complexities of knowledge to pure devotion.24

Interpreting the Bhagavad-Gita is no easy task; for, the poem is the drama of

a soul straining to reach the reality ofGod by climbing an intricately structured

stair-case. R&m&nuja explains the entire corpus of the Gita patiently and dis-

11 Cf. M. Narasimhachari, Contribution of T&nuna to Vitiftadvaita (Prof. M. Raftgacharya Memorial

Trust, Madras, 1971), p. 49*

u This is evident from the opening verse of Sribh^ya: ‘May knowledge transformed into intense

love directed to SrlniySsa, the highest Brahman, become mine, the Being to whom the creation, pre-

servation and dissolution of the universe is mere play, whose main resolve is to offer protection to all

those who approach Him in all humility and sincerity, and who shines out like a beacon light out of the

pages of the Scripture*'—Translated by M. Yamunacharya.
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covers every possible clue in support of the qualified non-dualism propounded

by him.

Vedirtha-saAgraha, Ved&nta-dlpa and Veddnta-sdra are the other philosophical

treatises by R&mSnuja. While the last two deal with certain points in the Brahma-

Stttra, the first is a masterly attempt to prove the closeness ofViAi$t^dvaita to the

Vedas. Some passages in this closely argued philosophical text rise to poetic

heights, indicating the enthusiasm of the Ac&rya.**

Absolute self-surrender to Nariyana, the Lord of the Universe, is advocated

in his Gadyatraya,
containing the triple gems, that is, Saran&gati-gadya, SriraAga-

godya and Srtoaikuittha-gadya. Self-surrender is the essence of Vaipjava doctrine,

and Sarai&gati-gadya details every aspect of it with authority and precision.

‘There is a sense of certainty, an atmosphere of utter serenity, that prevails in

the Sararwgati-gadya, the hymn of self-surrender, which is said to have been

poured forth from Ramanuja’s heart on seeing a beatific vision of the Lord

on the occasion of a temple festival’.** The gadya moves towards the end like a

monologue in which the Lord assures Ramanuja of salvation.

The Sriranga-gadya sets forth the overwhelming splendour of the Lord whose

karuita (kindness and mercy) draws Him to the devotee in moments of distress.

Srivaikuntha-gadya concludes with the eternal form of Narayapa that spreads

the mantle ofananda (bliss) upon His devotees who dwell in Him. Another ofhis

works is BhagaoadSrSdhana-krama.
'

FOLLOWERS OF RAMANUJA

Among the writers who followed Ramanuja, Kurela wrote five hymns that

contain superb poetry. He was a disciple of Ramanuja and had been tortured

and exiled by the Cola king, Kulottuftga. The following five hymns were the

“Here is an example of the Ac&rya’s poetic description of Vianu in the 'Ideal Heavens’:

'In the same way as this Supreme Being, NSrSyaga, has infinite knowledge, bliss, and purity

(which are attributes that define His nature), in the same way as He has countless, wonderful and

unsurpassed, auspicious qualities such as wisdom, power, strength, lordship, might and splendour,

in die same way as He controls, by His will, all other things, sentient and nonsentient, so also He

has a celestial and unchanging form, which, besides being to His liking, conforms to His nature; He

has likewise countless ornaments of wonderful and varied beauty in keeping with His form; He has

sIm innumerable and wonderful weapons suited to His might; He has, besides, a Spouse of unsur-

passed glory with a form pleasing to Him and conforming to His greatness and with beauty,

greatness, sovereignty and goodness suited to His nature; He has, more over, a retinue of coundess

followers and attendants who possess boundless auspicious qualities like wisdom and the capacity for

rendering service suited to Him; He has, further, countless objects and accompcuiiments of enjoyment

suited to His nature, and to His greatness. So also He has a celestial abode which for transcends the

power of speech and of mind to describe. There are thousands of passages in the Sruti* which state

that all these sue eternal and immaculate.'—Translated by M. R. Rajagopala Iyengar.

uVUi M. Yamunacharya, Ramamga's Teachings in His Own Wards (Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan,

Bombay, 1963), p. 126.
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outcome of his passionate, spiritual heroism. In the Srivaikuntha-stava, the Lord

is described as a ‘radiance’ pervading the universe which gives joy to the belie-

vers and strikes terror in die hearts of the wicked. Atimdnufa-stava explores

an aaat&ra ofGod as a superman on earth. The hymn brings out the devotee's

bewilderment at the incarnation of N&r&yaga as Rlma and Laksmana. How
does one reconcile the naivete of K&ma following the fake deer and Kpsna

being bound for stealing butter, with the super-exploits attributed to them?

The devotion in KureSa’s heart streams out in elegant poetry in the Sundart-

bahu-stava and Varadaraja-stava. The eleven verses of iSri-stava describe Laksm!

as guiding NSrSyana in his role as creator, sustainer, and destroyer of the

universe. Indeed, the Lord realizes His glory because of Laksmi’s proximity.

The world flowers in triumphal beauty when Laksmi glances at it.

Kure$a’s son was Par&ara Bhatta who composed elevating Sanskrit hymns
like Slirangar&ja-staoa,

Rangan&tha-stotra and Sriguna-ratnakosa. The last-men-

tioned is a soulful prayer to Laksmi and describes the Mother’s kindness and

affection towards her devotees. Paraiara’s Asta-iloki explained the meaning of

the three basic mantras of Vaisnavism : AstSksara
,
Dvaya and Carama-iloka.

His Bhagavad-guna-darparfa is a priceless commentary on the Visnu-sahasranBma.

Like Sankara, ParaSara Bhatta too felt that the SahasranSma was as vital to

one’s spiritual evolution as the Bhagavad-GitS.

Besides the hymns and dialectics enlarging the horizon of Vaisnavism, there

are also descriptive narratives on well-known Vaisnavite shrines of South

India. One such was Venkatadhvarin’s Viha-gunadarfa-campu which introduces

two gandharvas, Krianu and Vrivavasu, as wandering all over India, visiting

holy places dedicated to Vi§nu and singing their glories.

Among other Acaryas who wrote extensively on Vaisnavism during the

eleventh and twelfth centuries are : NarSyana Muni
(
Bhagavad-Gitartha-sangraha-

vibhaga and Bhava~prak&£k&)
,
Varad&c&rya

(
Tattva-sSra and Sdrartha-catustaya),

Sudarfana Bhattaraka (Sruta-prakdfikd and Smta-pradipikd) , Atreya Ramanuja

(,Nydya-kuliia) and Meghanadri Suri (,Nydya-prakafikd and Bhdva-prabodha).

Nadadoor Animal's Prapama-parijata is a thought-provoking thesis on self-

surrender that concludes with a striking image, comparing the progress to-

wards salvation to a voyage across the ocean of sarhsSra in the boat of nyasa or

self-surrender.*7

One of the well-known disciples of ParSiara was Ranganatha Muni who
has remained popular all these centuries because of his commentaries in Tamil

and Sanskrit. He was taught the importance of Lak$mi in Vai§nava theology

by Pranatirtihara who was a disciple of Ramanuja. Slrlsdkta-bhdsya of Ranga-

natha Muni contains a remarkable analysis of the Laksmi hymns found in die

^Prapanna Pdrij&ta (Visishtadvaita Prachartni Sahha, Madras, 1971), p. 70,
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Vedas, a detailed explanation ofthe tcrmjdtaved&h, and at the end a long discus*

don" on the concept of LakgmI.

Raftgan&tha Muni also wrote the PurufasUkta-bkSiya. Though he says at

the outset, 'I am but reviewing the extant commentaries for the sake of easier

approach*, the bhifya'has its individual approach to prove the spiritual sym-

bolism behind the seemingly pantheistic description of the Puruga.

It is indeed unfortunate that a great deal ofSanskrit works of these centuries

has been irretrievably lost in die course of time. Among the existing hymnal
literature, mention may be made of Ved&c&rya Bhafta’s KfamSfo^ast-stotra,

Annan’s Srivekkateiasiotra, Tirukkacci Nambi’s Devardj&ffaka

,

MapavSla
Mah&muni’s Sridevarija-maAgala, VSdikdari Jeeyar’s Narasiihhdftaka, Jeeyar

Nayanar's Nak§atra-mSUki and Tirumalai Ananthazhvan’s SrlramSmja-catuh-

ileki.

LOKACARYA AND VEDANTA DE&IKA

About the close of the fourteenth century, tiie followers ofRSmSnuja were
sharply divided into two sects—the Tengalais, Southern, and the Vadagalais,

Northern. Pillai LokScSrya represented the southern school. He wrote Tattoo-

traya, Srivacana-bfiBfana, Tattoa-iekhara, Artha-pa&caka, Prameya-Sekhara etc. Tattoa-

traya is an aphoristic exposition by telling analogy of the relationship between

man, nature and God. Srivacana-bh&faya is an account of the secret doctrine

of die sect. The theme of Tattoa-iekhara is that NSrfiyapa is the supreme Lord

and complete surrender to him is the only means to emancipation.

The northern school was represented by the great Vai?nava Acarya VedSnta

Deiika or VehkapmAtha (a.d. 1268-1369), one of the most eminent stalwarts

of the Vitiftadvaita school. Fortunately, almost the entire corpus of Sanskrit

writings by him has come down to us. If Yamuna’s Catuh-tloki inaugurated

the Sanskrit Vaifpava literature, De&ka’s writings provided the culminating

glory. Though Defika also wrote in mampravSla (a mixture of Sanskrit and

Tamil) and Tamil, his favourite language was Sanskrit Numbering more

than a hundred titles, his works contain didactic, lyric, epic and dramatic

writings. Widely known as the ‘lion of poets and logicians’ (
kavi-tdrkika-sirhha),

Deiika’s exposition of Sri-Vai$gava philosophy is found in numerous works like

Tattoa-muktd-kal&pa and SarvSrtha-siddhi. Among his better known commentaries

are Tattoa-ttkd (a commentary on Rlm&nuja’s SribhSsya), Tatparya-candrikS

“In the course of the discussion he answers categorically some primafaev arguments raised by him-

self. Then he concludes that &addhi and Vifgupatn! refer to Lakfml only. She is subordinate to none

and is equal to her husband* Nlriyaoa, the Lord in all respects. In feet, in their cosmic role one can-

not function without the otto* He quotes the Ahkbu&tt^a SeMM and Ufamf TpUtu in support of his

view.

—

Vuk A. Srinivasa Raghavan, SrisSkta Bkfym Maharajah's College, Pudukottah, 1937, pp.

jdii-xliiL
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Lord’s karwi& is symbolized as Mother Grace who is like a generous fruit*

bearing tree. Yet another famous long hymn of Deiika is known as PddukS-

sahasra. While Defrka’s devotional verses are always full of mythology, phi-

losophy and symbolism, his Hamsa-sandcia provides a contrast and is a simple,

sensuous poem in the mandikrUntS metre made famous by Kalidasa. The subject-

matter of the poem is Rama’s sending aswan as his messenger to reassure Sita

languishing in captivity at Lanka. Though it is also meant as a symbol of God’s

reassurance to man for the soul’s liberation through the guru, Detika has taken

care to see that the moving context of Rama’s separation from Sita is not

submerged by philosophy. The first part charts out the swan’s route to Lanka,

providing a chance to describe the grandeur of India’s south dotted by holy

temples, perennial rivers, and stately mountains. The second part contains

instructions to the swan as to how to approach Sita and deliver the message.

The ten verses, beginning with the seventy-third, bring before our eyes the

captive Sita as imagined by an agonized Rama.
10

Passages of stirring imagination, brilliant, unusual similes (the swan com-
pared to an arrow in the fifty-fourth verse, for example) and a certain sponta-

neity of expression mark this beautiful sandeia-kaoya. Defika’s absorption in the

Kr?oavatara is seen in poems like Gop&la-vimJati and Yadavabhyudaya. The latter

has twenty-four cantos and was inspired by the Bhagavata. It describes Krsna’s

birth, childhood and youth, his marriage with RukminI and Satyabhama,

the destruction of Narakasura, the marriage of Usa and Aniruddha, the kill-

ing of Poundraka and other heroic exploits of Krsna, and the Gitopadefa on

the battlefield of Kuruksetra. The Yadavabhyudaya has a remarkable commen-
tary written in the sixteenth century by Appaya Diksita, the author of the

hymn, Varadaraja-stava.

Desika’s allegorical play preaching Vaisnavism is Sankalpa-sUryodaya in ten

acts. It is about king Viveka (discrimination) and queen Sumati (wisdom)

who decide to free the Puruga (soul) from Karma (human bondage). They

have to struggle against a host of evil forces led by MahSmoha (dense igno-

rance). High philosophy, dialectics, humour, satire and poetic conceits mark the

narrative by turns. When Darpa (pride) and Dambha (vanity) take the stage,

•°'Mcthinks I see my Sita

With eyes dim and aimless;

She sighs often; her lotus face is shrunk.

The eyes send forth tears unending.

Her lamentations deal

With her plight, and my might.

Ah ! Fate has dealt harshly with her

And she sits emaciated,

Frustration filling her heart.*

—Translated by the author.
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(on the Glta-bHSsya of Ramanuja), Sata-dUfani (a refutation of Advaita), and

Nydya-siddhdnjana. Pancardtra-raksa, Saccarita-rakfd and Nikfepa-rakfd deal with

the principles and practices of the Pancaratra school, and Sefvara-mimdthsd treats

the Pfirva and Uttara Mimarhsas as parts of one whole. Blessed with phenome-

nal knowledge and prodigious memory, he has tellingly re-interpreted our classi-

cal heritage in striking Sanskrit prose and verse. Deiika’s language is somewhat

difficult for the common reader, but once we enter into the spirit of the work,

we are deeply impressed by its spiritual significance. His magnum opus is Srimad-

rahasyatrayasdra composed in a mixture of'Sanskrit and Tamil. It is a commen-

tary on the three ‘secrets’ of self-surrender in Sri-Vaijijavism, that is, die

Asldkfara, the Dvaya and the Carama-sloka. But it is more than a mere commen-

tary. It is a text of Vi£i$tadvaitic Vaisnavism. Defika’s masterly summary

of the meaning of the Carama-sloka in the Gita provides the grand finale to awork

which overwhelms us by its intellectual brilliance, intuitive perception and

devotional humility.*9

Vedanta DeSika’s devotional lyrics, about thirty-two in number, are a

class by themselves. Each verse is a poetic capsule packed with Pursinic lore.

His first lyric, Hayagriva-stotra, was dedicated to Visnu as Hayagriva whom
DeSika revered as the Lord of knowledge. Stotras dedicated to the daJSvatSras

of the Lord, to Sri, Bhu and Goda, to Sudarfana, Dehalifa, Garuda and

Ramanuja have gained popularity. There are lyrics on renunciation and

self-surrender marked by unfamiliar images. ‘My verses are scented like the

jasmines that bloom in the evening. Would I use them to beg from kings?’

says Dcsika in the Vairdgya Pancaratna and concludes : ‘I have no property earned

by my father or myself. But there is a priceless treasure my ancestor has earned

and kept at the top of Hastigiri (the icon of Varadaraja at Kancipuram)’.

DeSika’s Daya-iataka stands out among his devotional lyrics. The hymn

describes the karuna of Venkateivara and is replete with illustrations. The

,#Your knowledge is limited; your ability is insignificant; your life is short and you are also

impatient of delay. Therefore do not go about seeking other upayas which you cannot (fully) under-

stand, which you cannot easily adopt and which can bear fruit only after much delay. Realize that I

who am easy of access to all, who am the saviour of all the worlds, and who am endowed with all the

attributes essential for a Saviour, am the only upaya and perform the surrender of the responsibilityof

protecting yourself to me with its five angas. When you have adopted the upqya, you will have done

what you ought to do, you will become my ward and be extremely dear to me. Supremely compas-

sionate and generous, independent and omnipotent, I will, myself, by my mere will and without any

other aid, and for the fulfilment of my own purposes, free you from the manifold, endless, and insur-

mountable groups of obstacles without leaving any trace of them, I will enable you to have enjoyments

similar to mine own, since you will enjoy myself and all that belongs to me. I will find delight in

making you render all forms of service in all places, at all times and in all circumstances—service

which will be of the nature of the overflow of the full and perfect enjoyment (of tmyseif). You have

absolutely no cause for grief.— Vide M. R. Rajagopala Iyengar (Tr.), Srbnad RahasyatrayasSra (Agniho-

tram Ramanuja Thathachariar, Kumbakonam, 1956).
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we get a feeling that the poet is pointing at us. At the end, king Viveka is

successful and Puru?a learns to surrender to Vi§pu through bhakti, thereby

breaking his fetters. The guardian angel Divine Grace is ever present with

Purufa and all is well.

Though Vai$pava literature during the times of the earlier Acaryas came

to be written mainly in Sanskrit, very soon martipravdla began to be used ex-

tensively to write commentaries on the Divya Prabandham, the Tamil Vaijpava

Veda, which exerted a profound influence on the Vaisgava Ac&ryas. Of these,

particular mention may be made of ‘Six thousand’ by KureSa, ‘Thirty-six

thousand’ by Vadakku Tiruvithi Pillai and ‘Twenty-four thousand’ by Pcria-

vacan Pillai.

nimbArka

Nimbarka was one of the principal commentators on the Brahma-SStra.

To Nimbarka, Brahman is a personal God and not the impersonal Absolute.

He calls Him Krsna or Hari. While to Ramanuja and Madhva, Brahman is

Narayana or Vi$nu, to Nimbarka and Vallabha, Brahman is Gopala Krsna

accompanied by Radha. Nimbarka’s commentary on the Brahma-S&tra is

called Vedanla-parijata-saurabha . Srinivasa, a pupil of Nimbarka, wrote an excel-

lent commentary on it called Veddnta-kaustubha. The other works attributed

to Nimbarka are as follows: Daia-iloki (also called Siddhanta-ratna) , Srikrfna-

stava-rija and Guru-parampara. There arc yet a few other works ascribed to

him, such as Srikrsna-stava, Veddnta-tattva-bodha and Vedanta-siddhanta-pradipa.

But these texts are still preserved in manuscripts. An important work of this

school is Siddhanta-jdhnavi, a commentary on the Brahma-SUtra, by Devacarya,

on which Sundara Bhatfa wrote a commentary called Siddhdnta-setukd. Vedanta-

kaustubha-prabha by Ke£ava Bhatta is a commentary on Vcdanta-kauslubha. A
commentary on the Bhagavad-Gitd called Taltva-prak&iikd is also attributed

to him. Vanamali Misra’s Vedanta-siddhanta-sangraha (also called Sruti-siddhania-

sangraha) gives some important tenets of the Nimbarka school. The work is

written in the form ofkarik&s and is based on the commentaries on the Brahma-

Sdtra by Nimbarka and others.

mauhvAcArya

Auother great Acarya who has left behind a large mass of Vai^iava

literature in Sanskrit (thirty-seven in all) is Madhva. Besides his commentaries

on several important Upanigads, he wrote GitS-bhasya and Gita-tdtparya-nirnaya,

a summary of the central teachings of the Gita

,

to outline his bimba-pratibimba-

bhava; Brahma-Sutra-bhasya which has an imposing array of choice quotations;

Mahabharata-tatparya-niniaya, an epitome of the essential teachings of the

Mahdbharata; Bkdgavata-t3tparya-nirnayat a commentary bringing out the
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Bh&gavata's theism; and Jtg-bk&fya, an intuitive interpretation of the first forty

hymns of the Pg- Veda, thus pioneering a new method, later used successfully

by Sri Aurobindo and others. His Vtsijuiattva-vinir^aya purposively tries to prove

the superiority of Viguu over all the other gods in Hinduism.*1 His other works

are Ambha$ya, Amvyakhyana,
Tattva-sankhyana, Tattvoddyota, Saddcara-smrti, etc.

The last one is a manual on the duties and rituals of a vaifptva.

Madhva has also composed some stirring devotional lyrics in Sanskrit, such

as DvSdaia-stotra, Tamaka-bhSrata, and Narasiihhcrnakha-stotra. Kf^Smrta-mahdr-

nava is another lyrical composition of 242 verses devoted to the glorification

of Vipju and his forms of worship. It declares that bhakti is the only means to

attain salvation. These lyrics inspired the mystic singers like Purandaradasa

and KanakarfSna, thus popularizing Vai$jjavism through the Dasa Ku{a saints

in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Mention may be made of Han-bhakti-

sSra and Mohana-tarangirA, two of the fine compositions of KanakadSsa besides

the innumerable devotional songs he has written. Two great teachers belong-

ing to the school of Madhva are Jayatirtha and Vyasatirtha. Jayatirtha wrote

Nyaya-sudha, a commentary on Anuvyakhyana of Madhva, Nyfiya-dipika, a com-

mentary on Madhva’s Gitd-tatparya-nirnaya, Pranuya-dipika, a commentary on

Madhva’s Gita-bha$ya, and Tattva-prakSHki, a commentary on Brahma-SUtra-

bhasya of Madhva. Vyasatirtha wrote Titparya-candrikd, a commentary on

Tattva-prakaiika of Jayatirtha. Pada-ratnaodi is a standard commentary on the

Bhagavda by Vijayadhvaja of the Madhva school.

VALLABHACARYA

Vallabha, the founder of the Suddhadvaita school, accepts the doctrine of

Advaita, pure and simple, without any reference to Maya of Sankara. Accord-

ing to Vallabha, the Advaita of the Upanisads is Suddha (pure) unalloyed with

Maya. This system is also known as puffi-marga as it strongly emphasizes pusti

(divine grace) as the most powerful and unfailing means of enjoying the highest

bliss.

Vallabha wrote as many as eighty-four books (including small tracts) all of

which, however, are not available. To mention a few of the important texts:

Bhagauata-tattva-dipa and its commentary, Subodhim; Anubha$ya, a commentary

on the Brahma-SUlra ;
Tattvdrtha-dipa and its commentary PrakSia ; Bhagavad-

uVtou whom *11 names enter, is said to be supreme. All names refer to him who is different from

all. He who is independent and eternally same, is the highest Vi»gu. In such texts, as all other names

signify only him, it is pointed out that no other being can be the Lord of all. All this follows from the

fact that in all the Vedas there is the assertion that Vifpu is free from imperfections, that in all ofthem

there is the non-existence of the statement that he was non-existent before creation, that in all the Vedas

the defects and the non-existence before creation of all other entities are asserted and that they aft

not stud to be the significance of all names.—-Translation by S, S. Raghavachar.
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GUa-bhasya
;
ftrsriasraya; Premdmfta; Siddh.dnta-muktd.vali

;
Siddhanta-rahasya

; Bhakti-

vardkini and its commentary, Bhakti-siddhanta. Tattvartha-dipa together with its

commentary Prak&ia, is a most important work of Vallabha. It is divided into

three sections viz. SastrSrtka
, Sarvanirnaya and BhdgavatSrtha. Of the three, the

first and the last are devoted to summarize the essence of the Gita and the

Bhagavata respectively. Among his other works, these may be mentioned: Seva-

phala-stotra, Catuh-iloki, Antahkarana-prabodha
,
Navaratna

,
Pustipravdka-maryddd,

MadhurSflaka, Bhagavata-sara-samuccaya and Purufottama-sakasrandma-stotra.

The following works are attributed to Vijhthalesa, Vallabha’s son: Krsna-

premamrta, Bhakti-hamsa, Bhagavad-Gitd-tatparya, Bhagavata-dasama-skandha-vivrti,

Bhakti-hetu-nirnaya
, Premdmrta-bhdyya, etc. Bhakti-tarangini and Nama-candrika

of Raghunatha, Subodhini-prakaia
, Prarthana-ratndkara and Bhakti-harhsa-viveka

of Purusottama, Bkakti-cintamani
,

Bhagavannama-darpana and BhagavannSma-

vaibhava of Muralidhara, Bhakti-mdrtanda of GopeSvara, Bhakti-rasatva-vada

and Avatara-vadavali of Pftambara are some of the other notable works of

the Vallabha Vaisnava school.

TRANSLATIONS

•The later history of Vaisnava literature is a tale of notable translations and
transcreations from Sanskrit. The great epics and significant exegetical works

were translated into Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, and Malayalam. Devotion to

Visnu was very strong in the later writers. The Tamil poet Villipputlurar agreed

to translate the Mahabharata only because it gave him a chance to sing in detail

the greatness of Krsna. Rarely did the writers render texts in regional languages

into Sanskrit. However, Sri Rangaramanuja Svaml (c. sixteenth century)

has written a commentary in Sanskrit prose on Nammalvar’s Tiruvaimozhi. He
also wrote lucid commentaries on several principal Upanisads. His commentary
on the SribhAfya is called Mula-bhava-prakaiika.

OTHER DEVOTIONAL COMPOSITIONS

Some of the most popular Sanskrit hymns have been written by Keralites.

Sankara’s Bhaja Govinda has acquired world-wide currency. Srihari-smarana-

sataka, Visnusatpadi, and Harimide-stotra arc also attributed to Sankara. The
Mukundamald of Kula£ekhara is a garland of devotional songs. The weaving

rhythm ofthe verses has a mesmeric effect when chanted. The thought-processes

of the devotee lost in Kr$pa-ecstasy are clearly visible through the luminous

Sanskrit terms. LllaSuka’s Srikf$na-kariiamfta is a favourite with devotees even

today. Sakti Bhadra wrote Aicarya-cudamat}i, a Sanskrit drama on the Rama-

yana theme. Narratives like Anantapura-varnana and Kr^na-gatha and camps-

kdvyas like Kamsa-vadha and Kaliya-mardana were written in a mixture of Mala-

yalam and Sanskrit. Finally, Vaisnava literature of the South burst forth in the
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glory and grandeur of NSrSyana Bhaftatiri’s Sanskrit epic, N&rdyariiya. NSrS-

ya^a Bhaftatiri has written eighteen prdbhandhas on themes chosen from Hindu
epics as well as works like DkStu-kdoya and Silpi-ratna. But it is Naraytajiya which

assures him of his pre-eminent position as an epic poet The poem is in one

hundred daiakas and retells the story of Krgna as found in the Bhigavata. The
devotional fervour of Nar&ya$a Bhaftatiri converts the legendary story into a

spiritual adventure.

Passages relating to the NarasithhavatSra, Gajendra-mokfa and Aj&milop&khy&na

are couched in mellifluous diction. From the thirty-seventh daiaka onwards,

NarSyaija Bhattatiri deals with the captivating history ofthe Kysna incarnation.

Each verse here is a gem, each episode a drama in itself. And so we race to-

wards the end, culminating in a vision of Hari’s form vouchsafed to the poet:

To my front is a flame

Brilliant as a kalaya bouquet;

Within that lustre

A divine boy’s form;

Narada and other sages

Along with the Upani$ad-maids

Singing ecstatic praises;

Ah ! Nectar flows on my being.

(.Daiaka 100, verse 1)



8

SAKTA literature

r
JpHE term iakta is generally regarded synonymous with tdntrika but it is not

correct. Sdkta has a wider import than tdntrika. Also, while Sakta literature

may be traced back to the Vedas
,

1 Tantric literature had a later* beginning. The

Vedic seers felt the presence of a divine power or iakti behind all the phenomena

of Nature. They invoked and worshipped this power under different names.

There are also references to some female deities in the Vedic hymns. Not all of

them, however, were regarded as manifestations of Sakti, the female principle

in the world order.

The identification of iakti with the female principle is quite understandable.

Sakti means energy and it is energy which is the productive principle. Energy

moves, changes, transforms, produces and also sustains; ultimately, all the

created things lapse again into the original energy. The evolution of the world

is thus an unfoldment of the creative energy, variously termed as Prakrti, Sakti

or Maya in Indian philosophy. No creation is possible without Sakti. Even the

great exponent of Advaita Vedanta,* Sankara, has to own that the supreme

Lord cannot create, and cannot even have an urge to create, without her.
4

MOT HER GODDESS IN THE VEDIC PANTHEON

Any literature, if it is to be termed Sakta, must be concerned with the female

divine principle. In the Vedas, the most fascinating female deity is Usas, Dawn,
in whose lap rises the resplendent Sun every morning. She is sometimes conceived

as the mother of the Sun, and sometimes as his spouse. This Usas is invoked and

praised in nearly ten hymns of the Rg- Veda. r‘ She is represented as the eternal

feminine, always pursued but never overtaken by the Sun, who starts his chase

•Some scholars opine that the worship of Sakti, the female principle, was prevalent even in the

days of the Indus valley civilization. A large number of terracotta figures or figures on the seals, etc.

found in the Harappan sites are thought to represent the Mother Goddess later associated with the

SSkta cult.

•It is not very likely that the Tantric literature originated further back than the fifth or sixth

century. In the Mahabh&rala, which seems to have taken its present shape by the fourth century, there

is no mention of the Tantras. The Amarakofa (e. sixth century) and the other koftts give various

meanings of tantra, excepting that it is a particular class of Hindu sacred literature. There is also no
mention of the Tantras in the writings of the Chinese pilgrims to India as yet. The earliest Nepalese

manuscripts available today date only from the seventh to the ninth century.

•According to which there is one ultimate Reality, called Brahman, behind the phenomenal

world.

*$aftkara-bhiffa on the BrahmaSOtra, I. 4.3.

*R. V. IV. 5.51-52; VII. 5.75-81.
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after her every morning. Such is her elusive nature. The hymns to U$as are also

the finest poetic specimens in the whole of Vedic literature. Another interesting

female deity is Sarasvati, who is at once a river and a goddess. She is not yet

the goddess of learning as we find her in later times. In the Rg-Veda, she is the

embodiment of the flowing stream of creation as would appear from the few

hymns dedicated to her.* Almost at the end of the Fig- Veda we come across the

famous hymn to Vac ,

7 also known as the Devl-sukta. This is considered to be the

first important evidence of the worship of Sakti or Devi or Vac, later the main

theme in the Tantras. We may also include in Vedic S&kta literature the hymn
to Night, the R&tri-sBkta, who is conceived as a female deity like Dawn and

invoked through this hymn.* There are also some stray verses in the Rg-Veda

in which names ofsuch female deities as Prthivi, Ida, Bharat! or Sarasvati occur.

There is, however, no mention in the Rg-Veda either of Durga or any of her

different forms, such as Kausiki, Vindhyavasini, Candi, UmS, AmbikS, Kali

and others, so much glorified in the Puranas and Tantras. This perhaps indicates

that the Sakti cult had not been clearly established in the Rg-Vedic period. It is

only in the later Vedic pantheon that Sakti together with her different forms is

found to have an access but the process of assimilation seems to have been rather

slow. Thus, in the Saihhitas and the Brahmapas of the Tajur-Veda there are

references to Ambika not yet associated with Rudra as his wife. She has been

described there as Rudra’s sister,® and in one place even as his mother.1® Durga

and her cult seem to have been of non-Vedic origin, but when admitted in the

Vedic religion, they gradually adopted characteristics of different Aryan

deities.

Coming to the Upani$ads, we find in the Kena Upanisad, which is one of the

earlier Upani?ads, a reference to a female deity, Uma Haimavatf who revealed

to Indra the nature ofBrahman, the supreme Spirit, when gods like Agni and

V&yu were absolutely baffled in their attempt to fathom Its nature.
11 This may

be taken to indicate for the first time that the realization of the true nature of

the ultimate Reality depends upon the favour of the divine Sakti and not on

one's own effort R. G. Bhandarkar12 says, ‘since it was UmS that disclosed the

nature of the Spirit, it may be understood that the Brahman mentioned was

Rudra-Siva and Umi was his wife.'1*

•IM., VI. 5.61.

•Ibid., X. 10.125.

•Ibid., X. 10.127.

•Tai. S., 1.8.6. 1., K.S., IX. 7., Mm. S., 1.10.4., Vij. S., III. 57., Tai. Br., I. 6.10.4., &t. Br.,

II. 6.2.9.

••Mai. S., 1. 10.20.

»J&. U., III. 3-12 and IV. 1.

UR. G. Bhandarkar, Vaifpavism, Saitism and Minor Religious Systems, p. llli

uWe, however, find no mention of the wife ofRudra or Siva until we reach the Taittirtya Ara&aka,

which is assigned to the third century b.c., where Rudra is described for the first time as AmbiUpati,
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There is also a passing reference in the Mundaka Upanisad to seven female

powers bearing names like K&Ii, Karall, etc. The tongues rising from a sacrificial

fire are given these names .
14 Nowhere else in the earlier Upanisads is there any

specific reference to a female divinity. The Svet&svatara,
which is of a later date

and theistic in character, refers to the innate power of the Lord, concealed by

his own nature.1* This supreme power is said to be of infinite variety, but know-

ledge and action are stated to be its natural forms .
14

THE SAKTA UPANISADS

There is a whole body of literature bearing the title of Upanisad, which is

specifically Sakta in character. They are nearly as many as ten, all obviously of a

later date. They are as follows: Tripuropanisad, Tripura-tapini Upanisad, Bahvrco-

panisad, Bhavanopanisad, Sarasvati-rahasyopanisad, Sitopanisad, Saubhagyalaksmi Upa-

nisad, Sumukhi Upanisad, Guhyakali Upanisad and Devi Upanisad. These Upanisads

are of a mystical nature, resembling the later Tantras, wherein the secret doc-

trines and esoteric methods of worship and meditation are unfolded. Some of

them are manifestly of a theistic nature, dealing with the glory of a particular

female deity, like Slta or Sarasvati. Others, like the Tripura-tdpini, go deeper into

the methods of Sakta worship, and give a detailed account of things connected

with the worship of Tripurasundari including iri-vidya, hi-cakra and other allied

things like mantra and yantra (diagram). It is also interesting to find the famous

Vedic mantra of Gayatri interpreted here from the standpoint of Sakti. The root

meaning of the word, savitr is that he is the progenitor of all beings. As tripura

also has the same implication, the two deities are considered identical. Here we
find a fusion of the Vedic and the Tantric ways ofrealization. Later, the distinc-

tion between the two completely disappeared. Thus, we find the use of many
Vedic mantras in Tantric rites. At the same time, the Vedic deities assume the

roles and characters of Sakti as depicted in the Tantras.

EPICS, purAnas and upapurA.nas

In the Balaka^a (chapters XXXV-VI) of the Ramdyana, there is the story of

the husband of AmbikS (X. 18). Here Rudra is also called Umapati, the husband of Uma, and the

Goddess, K&ty&yanI, Kany&kumarl, Durga and so on (X. I). It is in this Aranyaka that we find for the

first time Kany&kum&rl, the virgin goddess of the South identified with Sakti. In the Periplvs of the

Erythraean Sea (first century a.d.) also there is a reference to this goddess (iride the text edited by SchofF,

p. 46).

uMu. U.t I, 2.4. It is to be noted that these names were later associated with the wife of Agni.

As Siva practically emerged as a combination of the two Vedic gods, Rudra and Agni, so alio his

Sakti as a compound of the spouses attributed to both these deities. Thus Ambika, Uma or Haimavati

known as the wife of Rudra, and K&ll, Kar&li and others as that of Agni gradually came to be asso-

ciated with the wife of Siva. The Mahabhdrala gives us hints about how this happened.
uSve. U I. 3-4.

VI. 8.
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UmS, the youngest daughter of Mount HimavSn, who was married to Rudra
(Siva), and who was highly respected by all the gods including Brahma. The
MaMbh&rata11 and the HanoamieP are two important sources so far as the history

ofthe cult and worship ofSakti is concerned.

There is a distinct class of Upapur&pas known as Sikta because they deal

exclusively with the female deity. But these are of a later date. Before these

UpapurSuas, devoted exclusively to the Devi or Sakti, were written, we find in

some of the principal Puranas, like the M&rkandeya, Vdrnana, Varaha, Karma and
so on,1* chapters in praise of, and on the worship of, the different forms ofDevi.

Though the Bhdgavata Puraqa is primarily devoted to the glorification of Kr$na,

it contains plenty of information concerning the worship of Sakti. The S&kta

Upapurinas of note, which have come down to us are the following: Devi,

KdlikS, Maha-bhagavata, Devi-bhagavata, Bhagavati
, Canfi or Candika, Devi-rahasya,

and Sati (also called KSlikd or K&ll). Devi or Sakti is the central deity in these

books though she is given names and forms such as Durga, Kali, Canqli, Sad,

etc. Accounts in the Mahabharata, Hanoarhia and the Puranas show that in early

times female deities of different forms and names were worshipped in different

parts of India by the followers of the Vedas as well as by the Savaras, Varvaras,

Pulindas, Kiratas and many other non-Aryan tribes." Thus the Sakti cult was a

great synthesizer ofthe Vedic and the non-Vedic, the Aryan and the non-Aryan,

religious approaches.

There are also some other Sakta Upapuranas which are lost and are known
only by names. They are: Bfhannandikefvar&, Kdlika, Nandikeivara, Nandi, and
SSradi*1.

wThc account* of the Mother Goddess occurring in the Mahdbhdrata may be dated in the third

or fourth century a.d. There are two Durgdstotras in the epic, one by Aijuna in the Bhifmqpanmn

(chapter XXIII) and the other by Yudhitfhira in the Virdpaparvan (chapter VI). They speak of

many aspects of the Great Goddess to be found in the later Tintrie texts. The Dckfa-yajila episode in

the SdnHparvan (chapter CCLXXXIV) ofthe MahdbhdraUi describes how Mahak&ll or Bhadralc&li came

to be associated with UmS, the wife of Siva. In the epic, Durg& has also been described as an earth

goddess or a vegetable deity, $&kambhari (VI. 23.9). On the basis of some seals, scholars infer that

the concept of the Sdkambhari aspect of the Mother Goddess may have been familiar even in the days

of the Harappan civilization.

MII. 2-4 and 22. The HarwanUa (II. 2.48-52) states that Vifou descended into the pdtdia (the

nether regions) and asked Sleep in the form of Time, the destroyer (Ntdrd KdlarQpi*if), to become the

daughter of Yaiodk.. She was told that she would become Kaufiki and would have a permanent

residence on the Vindhya mountain. She was also
v
told that she would kill Sumbha and NUumbha

and would be worshipped by wine and animal sacrifices.

"Mdrk., LXXXI-XCIII.
Vdm.t

XVTI-XXI ; U-LVI,
Far., XXI-XXVIII; XC-XCVI.
Aik., I. 11-12, IMga., II. 11. J(dr., 1.3.

Vim, v. l IV. 138.

"R. G. Hazra, Studus in Urn Upapurdfias, Vol. II, p. 17.

u/W., pp. 466-89.
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There are also some works of the Sutra type of which the dates and author-

ship are unknown. Sakti-S&tra is one such work. There is another work, Sri-

vidya-ratna-sutra, which is attributed to the great Vedantist, Gau$apad5carya.

Yet another work is Parananda-Sutra. There is also a reference to Agastya-Sitra

supposed to belong to the Kadi-matjj of the Sakta school.

KAVYA LITERATURE

The story' of Siva’s marriage with Uma and the birth of Kumara dealt with

in the Kumara-sambhava of Kalidasa occurs in several Purapas, the earlier ones of

which came into being by the sixth or seventh century, i.e. during the Gupta

period.** The RaghuvamSa refers to Kali (XI. 15), and the Kumara-sambhava

describes her as the Divine Mother (VII.39). V&savadatta of Subandhu (seventh

century) contains the earliest literary reference to a worshipper of the Buddhist

goddess Tara. The Sakta Tara, also called UgratSra, Ekajafa and Nlla-sarasvati

might be an adaptation of the Mahayana Buddhist goddess of the same name.*3

Subandhu also mentions the goddess KatyayanI ofKusumapura. BSna’s (seventh

century) Harsacarita shows that the Tantric rites were gradually encroaching

upon the Brahmanic religion. Bana was an ardent devotee of Candi and his

Caridi-iataka shows that he was deeply influenced by the Saptahti or Candi-

mahitmya of the Markandtya Purina. In his Kadambari, he refers to the worship of

the mother goddess by the Savaras. Vakpati (c. eighth century) in his Gaudavaho

describes the temple ofVindhyavasinl and also refers to the killing ofMahi§asura

as found in the Candi. Bhavabhuti’s Ma\ali-Madhava (c. eighth century) speaks of

Aghoraghanta,a Kapalika ascetic,who happened to be the priest of the Goddess
Camupda in Sri Saila, who was worshipped with regular human sacrifices.

Some fine hymns to Devi are attributed to SankarScarya (ninth century), and
his bha$ya on the Bhagavad-Gita shows that he might have been influenced by the

Sakta philosophy.*4

TANTRAS AND AGAMAS

The literature classified as Tantra and Agama, which relates to the

"Some old inscriptions show how the Sakta cult was gradually tending towards Tantricism in the

age ofthe Guptas. One such inscription refers to seven manifestations ofSakti, like Maheivarl,CSmunda
and so on. {Vide Carpus Inscription Indiearum, Vol. Ill, p. 47). Several terracotta figures, stone discs, seals

and coins belonging to the Maurya and Ku$apa periods have been unearthed during the modem
times. They indicate that the mother worship was also a popular phenomenon in those days. The
circular discs with various figures within a circle as found in Patna, Kosam and other places may
be regarded as the forerunners of the mystical diagrams, yantrn found in the later Tftntric cult.

Vide], N. Baneijea, The Development of Hindu Iconography
, p. 171.

**Vide Narendra Nath Bhattacharyya* History of Sakta Religion
, p. 68.

uCf. Sudhakar Chattopadhyay, Evolution of Hindu Sects, p. 170.
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Sikta school, is very extensive and elaborate* The S&kta school had infinite

ramifications, such as the Kfidi-mata, the HSdi-mata, the KahSdi-mata,die Kali-

mata, the Kaula-mata and so on. Similarly, their forms of worship, Scdras, were
also numerous, such as die Dak^dcSra, VimScSra, DwySeira

,
VirdcSra, PaSvScltra,

KuldcSra, SamayScSra, CinScdra and so on. Books written by different schools

expressing their views about forms of worship naturally increased die bulk of

Sakta literature. Hie divergence of the Sakta deities contributed no less to the

wealth of fiskta literature. The most famous division is on die basis of the ten

mahavidyas, each having a distinct literature of her own.

The first of the ten mahdvidy&s is Kali and the best book on her is supposed to

be the Mahdkdla Sarhhita. It is a huge book but unfortunately no longer available

in its entirety. Its major portion has been secured from Nepal and a project for

its publication has been taken up. Among other books dealing with Kill, the

following may be mentioned: Kala-jnana, Kalottara, Kdli-kula-kramdrcana, Bhadra-

k&li-cintamani, Kali Tdmala, Kali-kalpa, Kdli-sapaiya-krama-kalpaoalli, Kali-vildsa

Tantra, Kdli-kula-sarvasva, K&li Tantra, Vifva-sdra Tantra

,

and KSmeSvari Tantra.

A section called Kdli-khanda of the Sakti-sadgama Tantra is also important as is

the Kali-mahStmya of the Bhairavi Tantra. Raghava Bhafta, the author of Sarada-

tilaka

,

wrote a book called KSli-tattva, which was widely known in northern

India. The Syama-saparya-vidhi, by KaiinAtha Bhat{acarya Tarkalarhkara, con-

sisting of seven chapters and the Syamd-rahasya by PQrnananda having eleven

chapters are very important works on Kill written by Bengali authors. They
set the standard for Kali worship in Bengal. Incidentally, Kill has almost be-

come a favourite deity with the Bengalees who worship her in numerous forms

such as Siddhakali, Guhyakali, Bhadrakali, Smaianakall, Raks&kali or Maha-
kali.* Kali is, in fact, the most important Sakti deity in eastern India.

Next comes Tara, whose worship is supposed to be ofBuddhistic and Chinese

origin and appears to have been taken from the country of Bhota, i.e. Tibet.

There is a vast literature pertaining to her worship. Some of the works about

her are: Tara Tantra or Tdrini Tantra, TSrS-sUkta, Todala Tantra, Tararnava
,

Nila Tantra, Maha-nila Tantra, Nila-sarasvati Tantra, Cinacara, TarUra-ratna, Tara-

ISnara Tantra, T&rS-Upanifad, Ekajati Tantra, EkajatS-kalpa, Brahma-ydmala

Tantra, Maha-cirukara-krama, Ekavira Tantra, Tarini-niiyiaya and so on. Mention

must also be made of many compendiums on T&rfi, such as T&rd-Pradipa by

“Though the traditional list enumerates sixty-four Tantras, the number of Tantras extant in

manuscripts is far greater. (Vide H&raprasad Sastri, Notices ofSanskrit MSS., Second series I, Calcutta,

1900, pp. xxiv-xxxvii; Catalogue of Palm-Leaf and Selected Paper MSS\ belonging to the Durbar Library,

Nepal, Calcutta, 1905, pp. lvii-lxxxi) . They seem to have originated in Bengal, wherefrom they

spread throughout India, in Assam, Nepal, Kashmir and the South, and even beyond the limits

of India in Tibet and China through Buddhism. Vide HIL, Vol. I, p. 592.

“Cf. Chintah&ran Chakravarty, Tantras: Studies in their Religion and Literature (Chapter on Kali

Worship tit Bengal).
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Laksmaija Bhafta, TdrS-rahasya by Agam&clrya Sankara, TdrS-bhakti-sudhdmava

by Narasiiiiha Thakura, TSrd-bkakti-tarangini by Prak&S&nanda, a book of the

same name by Vimalinaxtda as well as another by K&iln&tha, Tard-kalpa-lata-

paddhati by Nityinanda, Tdrini-pirijata by Srividvad Upadhyaya, Mahogra-tSrS-

kaipa and others. Tard-sahasra-ndma, on which there is a commentaryby Lak$mi-

dhara, also desaves mention.

The third in the list, $oda4I is another important S&kta deity who claims the

worship ofinnumerable votaries all over the country, from Kashmir to Kerala.

In her, the divine power is supposed to have reached its fullness. Her name,

Sotjaii, is significant. Just as the moon is in its full form when it reaches the

sixteenth phase,she is in the fullness of her power and beauty as $oda£i. Because

of her beauty and grandeur she is also known as Tripura-sundari or simply

Sundari and RajarajeSvarl. As she was first worshipped by Brahma, Visrtu and

Mahe&vara, she is known as Tripura, though there are other interpretations also

of this term.17 She is also conceived as having three different aspects, viz. Bala,

Bhairavi and Sundari. Sometimes fifty forms are attributed to her, which shows

her wide popularity. She is supposed to have three main centres of worship:

Kamagiri in the east, POrgagiri in the west and Jalandhara at the top of the

Meru mountain. These three points are looked upon as a triangle with Oddi-

yana, the fourth, as the central point. In other words, these locations indicate

that the cult ofTripura was fairly widespread throughout India. She is worship-

ped in twelve different forms in different parts of India such as Kamaksi in Kan-
ci, Kumar! in Kerala, AmbS. in Guijara, Kalika in Malava, Lalita in Prayaga,

Vindhyavasinx in Vindhyacala, ViSalaksi in Viranasi, Marigalacapdi in Gaya,

Sundari in Vahga, Mahalak§m! in Karavira and Guhydvari in Nep&la as well

as Bhr&mari in the Malaya mountain.

The literature of Tripura or §odaii, therefore, is vast and elaborate. The
form of her worship, known as iri-vidyi

,
has come down in two main currents

known as Kadi-vidya and Hadi-vidya. The former is said to have been initiated

by Kama or Manmatha and the latter by Lopamudra. The Kadi school is also

known as Madhumati-mata and its main books are Tantraraja, Matrkarnava,

Xogirdhrdaya and Tripurarnava. The Tantraraja has many commentaries of which

one named Manorama by Subhaganandanatha is the most important. The
other commentary, Sudariam, by Premanidhi, is also sometimes attributed to

his wife Pranamafijari. Bhaskara Raya is also supposed to have written a com-

mentary, which, however, is not available now. ParamBnanda Tantra or Pardnanda

Tantra is an important work on M-vidyi. Another important book on the subject

™Brahmi-vif^mahti&4yM-tridakM-aKil& puri,

Tripureti sadi nSma kaAilah dawaUds taoa. VSriki Tantra (quoted in the Tantrasdra,

p. 337, Bangabui Edition).
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is Saubhdgya-kalpa-druma, written by M&dhavflnandan&tha. There are nearly

forty other texts dealing with M-vidya. To mention some of the important ones

among them: Vamakehara Tantra, Sakti-saAgama Tantra, Lakpnl Tantra, Svacchanda

Tantra, Tripurd-rahasya, Tripurd-sdra-samuccaya, Sri-tattva-cintdmani, Kdma-kald-

vilasa, Varivasyd-rahasya, Varivasyd-prakdJa, VirUpak^a-pcdkdhkd, and Lalitdrccma-

candrikd.*

The literature on Srl-vidyd became so extensive and popular that the names

of many gods like Indra, Skanda, Siva, Surya, Agni,etc. as well as the names of

some famous sages like Durvasas, Agastya and ViSvamitra came to be associated

with it as its founders. Even great names in the field of Indian philosophy like

Gaudapada and Sankara are mentioned as authors of a large number of works

belonging to this group of literature. Gaudapada is believed to have written a

hymn, called Subhagodaya-stuti, of fifty-two verses. Sankara is said to have written

a commentary on it. We have already referred to another work attributed to

Gaudapada, viz. Sri-vidyd-ratna-sUtra. There are also some important hymns
addressed to the deity which together with commentaries thereon, form an im-

portant part of Sakta literature and also throw a flood of light on this cult. The
hymns, Ananda-lahaii and Saundarya-lahari, both attributed to Sankara, and the

commentaries thereon, especially the commentary by Laksmidhara, deserve

special mention. The hymn, Lalita-sahasrandma-stotra, and the commentary on

it by Bhaskara Raya are both indispensable to all students of Tantra.

We have so far discussed the three manifestations of Sakti and the literature

that grew round them. This triad of Kali, Tara and Sodas! practically dominates

the field, enjoying the homage and adoration of innumerable worshippers. The
remaining seven occupy a minor position and have been overshadowed by the

previous three. As to the fourth, BhuvaneSvari, the most important book dealing

with her cult and worship is the Bhuvanetvari-rahasya by Prthvidhara Acarya who
is claimed to be a direct disciple of Sankara.There is also a Bhuvanesvari-stotra

by Prthvidhara. The Bhuvanehari Tantra, Bhuvaneivari-pdrijdta and the Bhuoa-

neJvari-kalpa-lata are all important works on this deity.

With regard to the fifth, Bhairavi, we have two books which are quite well-

known, viz. the Bhairavi-rahasya and the Bhairavi~sapaiya~vidhi. The most impor-

tant work, however, is Bhairavi Tamala. This manifestation of Bhairavi has

many sub-forms such as Siddha-bhairavi, Tripura-bhairavi, Caitanya-bhairavi,

Bhuvane£vari-bhairavi, Kamaleivari-bhairavl, KameSvari-bhairavi and so on. A
Bhairavi is always associated with a Bhairava, also known as a Vatuka. Accord-

ing to the Mundamdla Tantra, Bhairava and the incarnation of Nrsimha are

identical.

There is not much of a separate literature dealing with the cult of the sixth

“For a detailed list tee Gopinath Kaviny, Tdntrika Sfflfra, p. 49.
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manifestation, viz. Chinaamaat&. Only the Sakti-sangama Tantra has a section

on it called Qurmd.

Similarly, the seventh manifestation named Dhumavati, who is supposed to

be a widow, has no literature ofher own. Her manifestation, however, has been

described in the PrSqatofint Tantra. Spme are of the opinion that K3la-bhairava

is associated with Dhum&vatl. Others, however, think that she, being a widow,

can have no Bhairava as her counterpart.

About Vagala, the eighth manifestation, we have the Sdhkhdyana Tantra,

which is also known as toidydgama.. -The Vagala-krama-kalpa-valli is also a

good book on the subject. In the Sammohana Tantra we have an account of the

incarnation of Vagala who manifested herself in Saurastra. Visnu undertook

severe penances to please and propitiate her. It is in response to his entreaties

that she manifested herself.

The ninth mahdvidyd, M&tangi, became manifest, according to the Brahma

Tamala, through the prolonged penances of the sage, Matanga. Matangi-krama

by Kulamani Gupta and Mdtangi-Paddhati by Ramabhatla give details about

the worship of this form of Sakti. Matangi is also known by the name Sumukhl.

Sumukhi-p&jd-paddhati is a well-known manual on the forms and methodologies

ofher worship. Its author, Sahkara, who was a disciple ofSundarananda, belongs

to the line of the great VedSntist, Vidyaranya.

The tenth and last of the mahSvidyas is Kamala. She is represented as of ex-

quisite beauty, of golden colour, adorned with precious jewels, wearing a red

silk saree and so on. She is also the goddess of prosperity, i.e. Laksmi, with a red

lotus as her seat. She is described in the Tantrasara, Sarada-tilaka
, Sakta-

pramoda and other such books.

We have so far dealt with the Tantrie literature which has grown around

the ten well-known manifestations of Sakti. But there are other manifestations

also. In fact, the list varies from Tantra to Tantra. In the Malini-vijaya Tantra

we have other names like Mah&durga, Annapurna, Vagvadini, Pratyangira,

Tvarita, Nila and Bali. The Tantra-kaumudi furnishes another list raising the

number of manifestations of Sakti to twenty-seven. In this list, we come across

more names like MahisamardinI, TripufS, Mahimaya, Bheranda, Camunda,

Sulinf, Katyayan! and others. The literature on each of these manifestations is

not available separately. There are, however, sections in works like the Mdyd
Tantra, the K&li-vil&sa Tantra, the Rudra Tamala, the Matsya-sdkta, which deal

with the worship of Durgi.** Some chapters of the May3 Tantra also deal with

Jagaddhatri, another form of Durgi. Durga is supposed to have nine different

forms, called Nava-durgS..*® In this way, from one particular manifestation of

"Vide C. Ghakravarty, Tantras ; Studies in their Religion and Literature, p. 94.

MK&U, KStySyanI, l&ni, Mu^^axnardinl, Bhadrakftll, Bhadra, Tvarita, andVai^xiavl,
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Sakti, infinite, bewildering varieties sprang up in the course of time. In different

parts of the country, the same deity Durga is worshipped in different forms

—

two-handed, four-handed, eight-handed, ten-handed, twelve-handed, eighteen-

handed and so on.

The Tantra-samuccaya (c. 1426) is a collection compiled from a number of

Tantras. The PrapaHcasdra Tantra, ascribed to Sahkara, is one of the most im-

portant Tantric texts. It deals with the worship of the various manifestations of

Siva and Sakti. It, however, refers also to Visnu and his avatdras (incarnations).

Though a later*1 work, the Mahanirvdna Tantra represents ‘the best aspect of

S&ktism’.** It enjoys a wide popularity and some scholars are of the opinion that

the text might have been written in Bengal.** It speaks of the Dev!, the goddess,

as the embodiment of all the gods and their ‘energies’ (idktis). Thus she is

Brahml, the creator, Visnu, the sustainer, and Mahakaia, the destroyer. Munda-

mdld Tantra, already mentioned, enumerates hundred names of the goddess.

In addition to Tantric and Agamic works*1 discussed so far, there is a large

number of manuals on various Tantric rituals belonging to different schools of

Saktism. The JMndrrmva Tantra is one such work which, along with various

kinds of Tantric forms of worship, discusses, and attaches the greatest importa-

nce to, kumdripUjd, the worship of maiden as Dev! herself. Texts dealing with

srividyd have already been mentioned.

A huge literature comprising glossaries and dictionaries has also grown up

with a view to interpreting the symbolical and mysterious significance of the

aksaras, bijas, mantras, mudrds, cakras and kundalini. For example, Ekaksara-kosa,

Bija-nighantu
,
Matrkd-nighantu, Mantravidhana, Mudra-nighantu, Satcakra-nirUpana,

and Paduka-pancaka.

No account of Sakta literature will be complete without a reference to what

is known as Kaula literature. The Kaulas have been sometimes looked down
upon by the Vaidikas as preaching something vulgar and un-Vedic, while

others have extolled them as the exponents of the highest form of T&ntrika

worship. One can have an idea of this much-derided as well as highly adored

Sakta cult from books like Kuldrrtava, Kula-c&ddmani, Kula-gahvara, Kula-dipini,

Kula-paftcdSikd, Kula-prakdia, Kula-mata, Kula-kamala, Kula-tattva-sara, Kuldmrta,

Kula-ratna-mdld, Kula-ratna-mdtrkd, Kula-pradipa, Rudra Ydmala, Devi Ydmala

and a host of such other books.**

N. Farquhar regards it as quite a modem work, not earlier than the eighteenth century'. Vide

Outline qf the Religious Literature of India (Oxford, 1920), p. 3544T.

"Vide HIL, Vol. 1. p. 593.

"Ibid., p. 592n.
>4The Tantras are usually in the form of dialogues between Siva and Pfirvatl; when P&rvatl

asks questions like a pupil and Siva answers like a teacher, they are called Agamas, and when the

order reverses, i.e. P&rvatl as the teacher answers Siva’s questions, they are called Nigamas.
MFor an exhaustive list see Gopinath Kaviraj, Tdntrika Sahitya, p. 49.
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We have already mentioned some of the Yimalas dealing with different

forms of Sakti. In the Jajtairatha Tdmala, a supplement of the Brahma Tdmala,

we find plenty of information about various branches of Tantrie sadhand and

sdhitya, together with references to a large number of S&kta deities. It has been

rightly observed that ‘the supplementary literature of the Yamala group indi-

cates a new orientation of the Tintrie culture. The sadhands of the Agamas
assume in them a more pronounced character of Saktism. . . . The later lite-

rature of pure Saivism ceases to be called Tantra. Tantra proper became more

Silktic in character. This character became definitely established by the tenth

century.’** That is why perhaps Sakta literature becomes synonymous with

Tantrie literature as the latter forms the major and most important part ofit

Barring a few, the Tantras do not appear to be a pleasing specimen as

literary productions. But their real value lies in the philosophy they embody,

and the spiritual nourishment they had been offering down the centuries to mil-

lions of Hindus. They still govern the Hindu religious ceremonies, sacrifices and

observances, and are regarded as one of the most popular branches of Indian

religious literature. They will, therefore, be found immensely useful to any

literary historian and student of comparative religion and philosophy.

**P. C. Bagchi, Evolution of the Tantras in CHI, Yol. IV, p. 219.
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GANAPATYA, KAUMARA AND SAURA LITERATURE

VTO survey of the Indian religious literature can be complete without
A ^ at least a brief study of the works dealing with Gane&a, Karttikeya

(KurnSra), and Surya. The cults that have grown around them are minor but

important. That is why Saftkar&cirya includes them among the six cults,

sanmata,1 he has approved and propagated.

GANAPATYA LITERATURE

Although admitted to the Brahmaijic pantheon comparatively late1, Ganeia

is among the most adored Hindu gods and goddesses. The numerous names

by which he is known testify to his popularity. Some of his names are:

Siddhidati (Bestower of success), Vinayaka (Remover of obstacles), Heramba
(Protector), GaneSvara (Lord of the Ganas*), Ganapati or Gananayaka

(Leader of the Gagas) and so on. His popularity is not limited within India

but has crossed her borders as well.4

We find no mention of Ganeia in any early Vedic text.6 But it is evident

from the Manava Gfhya-SHtra (II. 14) that Vinayaka (or VinAyakas), the ear-

liest form of Ganeia, had emerged as a malignant deity (or deities) before the

Christian era. The Gfhya-S&tra refers to four4 Vinayakas, and gives an account

of the rituals connected with their propitiation. The TSjnavalkya Smrti (c. sixth

'These are £aiva, Vai?nava, S&lcta, G&Qapatya, Kaum&ra and Saura.

•According to Bhandarkar, the cult of Gapapati-Vin&yaka came into vogue between the end of

the fifth and the end of the eighth century, vide Vaiwavism, Saivism and Minor Religious Systems
, p. 148.

Vide also HIL, Vol. I, p, 5G8.

•The attendants of Siva.

4The popular names of Gape^a outside India:

Mongolia: Totkhar-oun Khaghan

Tibet : Ts’ogs-bdag

Bgegs med p’ai bdag po

China : Kuan-shi t’ien

Japan. : Kangi-ten

ViniyaWa

Sh6*ten

Kwanzan*Sh6

Burma : Mab&pienne

Cambodia: Pr&h Kent*.

•The epithet ‘Gapapati’ found in the fig-Veda (II.23.1) refers not to him but to Bfhaspati, die

Vedic god of wisdom. Bhandarkar attributes Gapefe's reputation for wisdom to the confusion resulting

from this £g-Vedic reference, vide Voiftuuism, p. 149. It may be mentioned here that Gopinath Rao
has identified Gapeia with Bfhaspati, vide his Elements qfHindu Iconography (The Law Printing House,

Madras, 1914), Vol. I, pt. I. p. 45.

•They are, viz. S&lakataftkata, K0fxn5ndw5j®tputra, Usmita, aud Devayajana.
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century) also refers to such rituals (I. 271 ff), sometimes in identical language.

But the rituals appear here in a ‘somewhat developed or complicated form’.7

In view ofthe time gap between the two works, this difference is understandable.

But the difference between die works is significant in another respect. Though
six names? are mentioned in the Tqjpavalkya Smfti against four in the Gfhya-

Sutra, they all, unlike those in the GfhyfrSiitra, refer to ‘one’ Vinayaka who has

further been described here as the son of Ambika. It may be mentioned here

that, according to tradition, Siva and Parvatf (also called Ambika) are the

parents of GaneSa. The Smfti also records the appointmentofVinayaka as Gaga-

pati, the Leader of the Gagas by Rudra and Brahma. The Baudhayana Gfhya-

Sutra also speaks of Ganapati. The N&rayana Upanisad belonging to the Taittiriya

Aranyaka (X. 1) contains the Gayapati-gayatri referring to the deity as Vakratunda

and Dantin.* The Ganapati-tapaniya Upanisad, a later work, is important from the

theological point of view. It proclaims GaneSa as the eternal Brahman. In the

Atharvafiras Upanisad

,

another later work, Vinayaka has been identified with

Rudra. According to Farquhar,1® the Ganapati Upanisad, which forms a part

of the AtkarvaJiras Upanisad, has behind it another Upanisad of the Ganapatya

sect.

There is no mention of Ganesaas a distinct deity in either of the two great

epics, the Rdmayana and the Mahabharata.11 The epithet ‘Gane$a’ or ‘Ganeivara’,

found both in North and South India recensions of the Mahabharata, refers to

Siva. This perhaps leads Przyluski to think that Siva and GageSa were origi-

nally one and the same god.“ But Bhandarkar1* has referred to the Anuiasana-

parvan (CLI. 26) where Gagefvaras and Vinayakas are mentioned as gods

bearing witness to the actions of man.

In the Puragas, Gagesa is a most favourite deity and references to him and

his legends are no occasional phenomena there. Chapters LXI-LXIII of the

’Cf. R. G. Bhandarkar, Vaifnavism, p. 148.

•Mita, Sammita, $31a, KataAkafa, Kupnanda, and RAjaputra.

’Since Gapeia emerged as an elephant-headed deity in a much later period, the authenticity of

this passage is not beyond doubt.
lfVideJ. N. Farquhar, An Outline ofthe Religious Literature ofIndia, p. 206.

uThe North India recension of the Mahabharata, however, categorically mentions Ganesa as a god

and refers to the popular legend regarding the part he played in connection with the composition of

the great epic. The legend is that BrahmA himself advised Vyasa to approach Gapeia to write down
the epic (1.1.75-83). Here Gapeia has been called Heramba, Vighpria, Gaqaniyaka and Sarvajfia.

Bdlabharata, a poem written in the ninth century, refen to this legend and this was narrated to Albenmi
(eleventh century) when he visited India. Vide Edward C. Sachau, (Tr.), Albertan’s India Vol. I,

p. 134. Wintermte believe* that the legend was known long before the ninth century and was not

inserted into the North India recension of the Mahabharata until 150 yean later (vide JRAS, April,

1898, p. 380).
uVide Alice Getty, GapeJa, Munshiram Manoharlal, New Delhi, 1971 (Reprint), pp. 2-3.

uVide R. G. Bhandarkar, Vai/pavism, p. 147. The Critical Edition of the Mahdbhdrata does not con

tain this.
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Srffi-khanda of die Padma Purina1* are devoted to die cult ofGageia. The Brahma

•

vaivarta Purina, which professes to glorify Kjwa, relates in its Ganeia-khanda to

the legends of the elephant-headed deity. Curiously enough, GapeSa has been

represented here as an incarnation of Kfspa. The Gamtfa (chapter XXIV) and

Agni (chapters LXXI and CCCXIII) Purinas prescribe rules for die worship of

Ganeia. Among the other Purinas which refer to Gageia and his legends are the

Skmda, Matsya, Vamana, Lihga, Siva, and Variha. A later Ganeia Purina is devoted

to the glorification ofGane$a. It also deals with the theology and worship of the

sect and enumerates the thousand names of the deity. The Bhdrgaoa Purina, an

Upapuriga, also contains the story ofGa$e£a, his devotees and the oratas sacred

to him. In the Mudgala Purina, an Upapurilna recendy discovered, Ganesa

is worshipped as the highest deity. It is an important work for the

Ganapatya cult. It is believed to have been revealed to sage Mudgala by

Upamanyu.
Among the kivyas containing references to GancSa, mention may be made

of the Gatki-saptaiatt of Hala and the Milati-Madhava of Bhavabhuti. In the

opening stanza of the latter, Ganesa is described as possessing an elephant’s

head .
15 Ganeia figures also in various Tantrie texts, viz. the Tantrasira, Sarada-

tilaka Tantra, Rudra Yamala, and Mahinirvana Tantra. In the Gayatri Tantra,

GaneSa has been referred to as writing down the Tantras to the dictation of

Siva. The Ganeia Samhiti, mentioned in the list of the Vai^nava Samhitas,1* is

possibly a work belonging to the Ganapatya sect.
17

That GaneSa is a favourite deity of the Hindus is also evident from the large

number ofstotras written in praise of him. In fact, a considerable portion of the

entire stotra literature in Sanskrit is dedicated to him. Mention may be made

of the Ganapati-mahimna-stotra (attributed to Puspadanta), Ganeia-stavaraja (in

Rudra Yamala), Ganapati-stotra (in Saradi-tilaka Tantra), Ganesa-stotra (in the

Matsya, Padma, Variha and Brahmavaivarta Puranas), Ganeia-pahcaratna, and

Ganeia-bhujanga (attributed to Sankara).

Ananda Giri (ninth century) in his Sankara-vijaya has mentioned six18 different

sects of the Ganapatya cult, none of which, however, is believed to exist today.

But the worship of Ga^apati is the foremost item in nearly all Hindu religious

ceremonies throughout India. In Maharashtra, moreover, he is the most

MCf. the Anandaarama Sanskrit Series (Poona) edition.

llIt is difficult to ascertain when and how the god came to be known as an elephant-headed one.

According to some scholars BhavabhQti’s poem is perhaps the fust work definitely referring to Ganesa

as an elephant-faced god. Vide Alice Getty, op.cit., p. 3.

“Cf. F. O. Schrader, htroducUm to the POkaritra ami the Ahirbudhnj* Safhhitd, p. 7.

11 Vide J. N. F&rquhar, opxit.

“These are Mahi-Gagapati, Haridra-Gaipapati, Ucchi^ta-Gapapati, Navanita-Ganapad, Svarna-

Ganapati and Sant&na-Ga$apath For further details vide R, G. Bhandarkar, Vaifnavismy pp. 149-50

and J. N. Farquhar, op. tit., pp. 270-71
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popular deity and, during the annual Ganesa-caturthi day, he is worshipped

with great pomp and festivity.

KAUMARA literature

Skanda-Kirttikeya-Kum&ra, the traditional god of war and valour, is an

ancient deity whose worship is still practised in many parts of India. It seems

that his worship was known in the later Vedic period, ifnot earlier. He appears

to be a composite god in the sense that he comprises qualities normally attri-

buted to the following Vedic deities, Agni, Indra, Soma, Rudra, Varuna, Brhas-

pati and Hiranyagarbha. In the Vedic pantheon, he is variously spoken of as

Skanda, Karttikeya and Kum&ra. The name ‘Kum&ra’ is found in the Rg-

VedcP (X. 135). Some scholars*0 think this Kum&ra is perhaps the prototype of

Skanda-Kum&ra. The Skanda-yaga, included in the pariRstas of the Atharva-

Veda, refers to Skanda’s parentage (VI. 4). It is interesting to note that it also

refers to him as $ad&nana, the six-headed, and mentions his association with

may&ra, the peacock (II. 3). The Satapatka Brahmana describes Kumara as the

ninth form ofAgni or Rudra (V. 1.13.18). The Taittiriya Aranyaka (X. 1) refers

to Mahasena-Sanmukha (i.e. K&rttikeya). The Maitrayani Samhita mentions

the most popular names by which the deity is known, Kumara, Karttikeya and

Skanda (II. 9.1.11-12). In the Chandogya Upanifad, Skanda is spoken of as the

supreme Being. Here he has been identified with the Vedic sage Sanatkumara

(VII. 26.2). The conception of Skanda as a god of learning and wisdom is due

probably to this association of his with sage Sanatkumara. In the Atharvasiras

Upanifad, Skanda has been identified with Rudra.

In the Ved&nga period, Skanda-K&rttikeya is assigned a more prominent

position in the hierarchy of Brahmapic gods. Works like the Baudhayana Gfhya-

Sutra and Hiraityakeiin Gfhya-Siitra testify to this. In the former, the deity is given

the following names: Skanda, Sanatkum&ra, Vi&akha, §apmukha, Mahasena

and Subrahmanya (II. 5.9.8). In the latter, Skanda appears to enjoy the same

status as Vi$nu, Rudra and others (II. 8.19).

Skanda’s popularity in the epic period is proved by the repeated references

to his birth and exploits one comes across in the great epics. In the epics and

Purapas, Skanda has been represented as the son of Rudra or Agni. TheR&ma-
yatta, for example, refers to the legend of his birth in the BSlakfyda (chapters

uWintemitz believe* that the epithet ‘Nejame^a* found in one of the khilas of the Ilg-Vtda (occurr-

ing after X. 184) refers to Naigameya, an aspect of Skanda-K&rttikeya as a son-granting deity men-

tioned in the Mah&bh&rata and Purfigai. Vide JRAS, 1895, pp. 149-55. It may be mentioned here

that the name occurs in some of the Gfhya-Satras, viz. M&uwa II. 18. Naigamega (same as Ntjamega

or Naigameya) is invoked also in the Uttara-tantra (XXXVI. 9) of the Suiruta Scuhhita (c. first century)

as a protector of children.

"Vide Sukumar Sen, Indo-Iranica, Vol. IV, No. 1, p. 27
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XXXV-XXXVII). In the MahSbhdratd“, the story appears several times, for

instance, in the Vanaparoan (CCXIII-CCXXI), Salyaparvan (XLIII-XLV) and
AnuJSsanaparvan (LXXXIII-LXXXVI) . The Sabh&parvan of the epic refers to

a place called Rohitaka (modern Rohtak in the Haryana State) which was dear

to Karttikeya (XXIX. 4*5). This is perhaps the earliest reference to a place

sacred to this deity. ‘Rohitaka’, however, does not occur in any of the extant

Puranas; but one Buddhist Sanskrit text belonging to the early Christian era,

MahSmSyOri (verse 21), refers to it as associated with Karttikeya-Kumara.

According to the epic, the rulers ofRohitaka were the valiant ‘Mattamayurakas’

who are usually identified with the ancient Indian tribe, Yaudheyas. A large

number ofYaudheya coins have been discovered by Sahanifrom Rohtak. These

coins, classified and dated by Allan,** clearly show that Karttikeya-Kumara,

the Lord of war and the celestial generalissimo, was the guardian-deity of the

warlike Yaudheyas. The epithet mattamayiiraka itself is also significant because

of its connection with mayura, the vahana (vehicle) of Karttikeya.

The Puraijas** describe Skanda-Karttikeya in greater detail. In the Skanda

Purana, named after him, he figures quite prominently. Accounts of his birth

and exploits and references to the tirthas sacred to him appear in various places

ofthis Purana.24 Among the other Puranas that refer to Skanda, mention may be

made of the Brahma™ (chapter CXXVIII), Vayu (LXXII), Maisya (CLVIII-

CLX), Vamana (LVII), Kurina (II. 6; 36), and Varaha (XXV). Stories regarding

Karttikeya’s birth are to be found in some other Puranas also, viz. the Siva

(Jhana-samhila, XIX), Padma
(
Srfti-kha^da

,

XLIII-XLIV), Bhavisya
(
Brahma-

parvan
,
XXXIX) and Brahmavaivarta (Ganeia-khanda, XIV-XVII). The Bhaga-

vata (XI. 4.17) reckons Karttikeya as a manifestation of Visnu. Some of the

Upapuranas like the Visij.udharmottara and Saura contain references to the birth

of Skanda.

aiFor a detailed information of the references to Skanda-Karttikeya in the epic, vide Karttikeya

(Skanda) in the Mahabh&rata by V. M. Bcdekar, Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute

,

Vol.

LVI (pts. I-IV), 1975, pp. 141-77. Vide also A Study of the Karttikeya Cult as reflected in the Epic and

Puranas by K. K. Kurukal, University of Ceylon Review, October, 1961.

"Vide J. Allan, Catalogue of die Coins of Ancient India, pp. 265-78.

"For a detailed information of the references to Skanda-Kfirttikeya in the Pur&nas, vide Skanda

in the Purapas and Classical Literature by P. K. Agarwala, Purana VIII, No. 1 (January, 1966), pp. 135-

58, Vide also K. K. Kurukal, op.cit,

*«Cf. Kedara-khavja, XXVII-XXXI; Kumarika-khatda, XXIX-XXXIV; Avantikfetra-mdhatmya,

XXXIV; Nagara-kharfa, LXX-LXXI, CCXLVI.
“Strangely enough, in this Purana (chapter LXXXJ) K&rttikeya is pictured as an amorous and

erotic deity dallying with the wives of other gods. This particular aspect of his character is nowhere

found in the whole range of the epic and Puranic literature, The only exception, however, is the Skanda

Purana (Prabhdsa-kfufyfa, CGXV. 2) where this aspect of his character is barely touched upon in a

single line. This is why, perhaps, K&rttikeya is worshipped by gapik&s (prostitutes) in northern India,

particularly in Bengal. Vide Gopinath Rao, cp.cit., Vol. II, pt. II, p. 415 and Asim Kumar Chatterji,

The Cult of Skanda-Kdrttikeya in Ancient India, p. 107.
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Kaufilya (fourth century b.c.) in his Arthai&stra (II. 4.19) refers to the gates

of the city being presided over by gods including Senapati (i.e. K&rttikeya).

Patafijali (second century B,c.) in his MahSbhS^ya mentions, while explaining

P&quu’s Aftidhyayl (V. 3.99), the images of Skanda and ViiSkha* as being

worshipped during his time. On the reverse of some coins belonging to the

Ku^na period, there are figures with their names in Greek letters of Skando,

Mahaseno, Kumaro and Bizago*7 representing respectively Skanda, Mahisena,

Kumara and ViiSkha. The Lalitaoistara (first century b.c.) indirectly refers to

the images ofvarious gods including Skanda being worshipped during Buddha’s

time (chapter VIII). The Kaiyapa Samhitd (c. fifth century) refers to Vilakha,

KSrttikeya, Skanda and MahSsena. A Skanda or Kaumara Sdmhita has been men-

tioned by Schrader.1* The principal theme of KSlidasa’s Kumdra-sambhava is the

birth ofKumSra or Skanda. This well-known kavya as well as a large number of

inscriptions and seals belonging to the Gupta period demonstrate the popularity

of Skanda as a deity and of his cult. KSlidasa’s Meghad&ta™ refers to a tirtha

sacred to Skanda. The MfcchakatikcP0 t>f Sudraka pictures Skanda as a patron-

deity of thieves and burglars?1 (Act III). The Bjrhat-samhitd of Varahamihira

(sixth century) describes the image of Skanda with iakti (his characteristic

weapon) in one of his two hands. The Sanskrit lexicon Amarakofa
(
c. sixth cen-

tury) mentions sixteen names of Skanda.*1 The Kadambari of Bana (seventh

century) refers to the installation of a figure ofKarttikeya holding a spear and

riding on a peacock. The Kavya-mimamsa of RajaSekhara (tenth century) men-
tions one Karttikeya-nagara (modern Baijnath in the Almora district), a medie-

val town named after KSrttikeya. The Kathasarit-sagara (Book III) ofSomadeva
(eleventh century) gives the account of Skanda’s birth. Here again Karttikeya

appears as a god of robbers (XVII. 1.115). The Kathasarit-sagara also depicts

“This passage is rather interesting. The separate mention of Skanda and Vi&kha show that at

that time they were regarded as distinct divinities. But there are passages in the Sutras, Epics and
Fur&pas representing Vi&kha as another aspect of Skanda. For example, the Mahabhmaia (III. 216.

12*13) states that ViiSkha sprang from the right side of Skanda when the latter was struck by India’s

thunderbolt. According to R. G. Bhandarkar, ‘this is indicative of the tendency to make the two as

one person*. Vide Vaiwavim, p. 151.

•’See R. G. Bhandarkar, Vaiwaoism, pp. 150-51. See also D. R. Bhandarkar, Carmichael Lectures

,

1921, pp. 22-23. J. N. Baneijea has, however, pointed out that there are really three figures and not

four, vide Development qfHindu Iconography, pp. 145-46.

nCL F. O. Schrader, opxit., p. 1 1.

Bptirvamegha, 47.

*°The drama is assigned by different scholars to different dates ranging from the second century

B.a to the sixth century am.
**This depiction of the dhSrta aspect of Skanda is nothing novel. In the Skanda-ydga (also called

Dhurta-kalpa) Skanda has been represented as a dhGrta. Goodwin who edited and translated the text for

the first time takes the term dhtirta in the sense of ’master-thief’ and compares him with Hermes,
the Greek god of Knavery.

**Svargavarga (I. 39-40).
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him as a god imparting all branches ofknowledge (I. 2.44-61). The Rajatarangini

(IV. 423) of Kalhapa (twelfth century) mentions the temple of Karttikeya in

Puptfravardhana, a well-known centre of Karttikeya worship as referred to in

the Garu$a Purina (I. 81.16). Several vratas sacred to Karttikeya and Kumara
are mentioned in the Vrata-khania of Hemadri (thirteenth century).

The rituals connected with the worship of Skanda occur in several Tantric

or Agamic texts such as Kimika, Karaiya, Suprabheda, Athhmat, and Kumara. But

it is the Kumara Tantra which is exclusively devoted to the cult and worship of

the deity. It depicts rules and rituals regarding construction of temples, instal-

lation ofimages and icons, ceremonies, festivals, processions, fasts, and initiatory

rites in minute detail. Theyantra (mystic) and the mantra (secret) cults and the

different forms and aspects of the deity are also elucidated. Here Kumara, the

Divine Child, has been invested with some of the attributes usually associated

with Siva,** such as the great Teacher, the great Healer and the Lord of the

Bhutas. Siva, though sharing his form with Uma, is still the ideal of asceticism.

Subrahmanya, the Lord of Vail! and Devasena, is likewise the great Ascetic.**

Skanda is specially popular in South India. There his favourite names are

Muruga and Subrahmagya. According to the South Indian tradition, Skanda

is the embodiment of everlasting fragrance of life, the symbol of Beauty, Truth

and Love. The earliest Tamil works viz. Paripidal, Tolkdppijam, Silappadikdram,

Pattuppdttu, Ettutogai, AhandnSru, PurananurU, and Kurunci depict the birth and

exploits ofMuruga in enthralling poetry. The beautiful poem Tirumurugdrrupadai

of Nakklrar is devoted to the glorification of the deity. The Tiru-murais, the

Tamil Saiva Vedas, contain numerous allusions to Muruga as the ‘dynamic’

son of Siva. It may be mentioned here that the Tirumurugarrupadai is included

in the eleventh book of the Tiru-murais. The Tamil epic poem Kanda Purdnam

is said to be based on some of the sections of the Skanda Purina. Arunagirinathar’s

‘mellifluous’ poems on Muruga like the Tiruppugazh, KandarAlankaramand Kandar

Anubhuti ‘mark an important landmark in the revival of the cult of Muruga in

the fifteenth-sixteenth centuries’.** The Kumara Tantra, already mentioned, is a

South Indian Sanskrit text. The Sritattva-nidhi is another important Sanskrit

text so far as the cult of Skanda-Subrahmanya is concerned. Like the Kumira

"VubCHI.Vol. IV, p. 311.
MSkanda-K&rttikeya is often depicted as one who religiously avoids the company of women. For

example, the Matsya Purina (CLXXXV. 3) describes him as Brahmacarin. K&lidasa’s VikramorvaH

(Act IV) says that Skanda’s place is forbidden to women. Kath&smt-sagara (IX. 5. 174) is another work

where similar statement occurs. That is why, perhaps, women are not allowed to visit the temples ofthe

deity in some places in the South. For example the Kum&rasv&min temple near Sandur, in Mysore.

The SivalUdmfta, a Marathi work, says that a woman gets widowhood for seven successive birtlis ifshe

looks at the image of Skanda. Vid* Asim Kumar Chattexjee, opxit., p. 103.

**Vidi Rama Navaratnam, Kdrttiktya th* Duma Child, (Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, Bombay, 1973),

p. 246.
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Tantra, it also describes the images of various aspects of the deity. But its des-

cription usually differs from that of the Kumara Tantra and it has also added a

few more names to the list -of sixteen** images referred to in the Kumara Tantra.

Saftkara’s Subrahmanya-bkujanga, in bhujaAga metre, is full of devotional fervour

and exaltation. This Sanskrit poem 'reveals the efficacy of meditation, praise

and prayer to Lord Subrahmanya and is considered as a hymn of imperishable

value’.*7 Subrahmanya-astottara-sata-namdvali, believed to have been revealed

by Nandikefvara to sage Agastya, enumerates one hundred and eight names of

Subrahmanya. That Subrahmanya is an extremely popular deity is proved by

the numerous temples dedicated to him in various parts of South India,

and the six sacred seats on the hillocks in Tamilnadu. Gopinath Rao rightly

observes that ‘Subrahmanya is almost exclusively a South Indian deity’ .**

SAURA LITERATURE

Surya, the Sun-god, is an object of profound adoration since the Vedic

times. He is believed to deliver man from sin and shame, dishonour and disease,

and bestow on him all blessings including wealth and health, fame and food.

In the Rg-Veda there are at least ten hymns addressed to him. He has been des-

cribed in the Rg-Veda as seated on a chariot drawn by seven horses.*9 Osa has

been depicted as his bride (VII. 75.5), as his mother (VII. 78.3) and as a

frivolous damsel trying to tempt him (VII. 80.2). The Vedas describe him as

the cause of the world, ‘the soul of movable and immovable things’
(Rg-Veda

I. 115.1). The Surya Upamyad
,
a much later work, is an important Saura docu-

ment It is devoted to the glorification of Surya, elaborating the Savitri-mantra

(the Gayatri) of the Rig-Veda. It is a book of Brahma-tattva-jnana to the worshippers

ofthe Sun. The Grhya-Sutras prescribe the worship ofSurya for the attainment

ofriches, fame, and long life.

The epics and Pura^as also refer to Surya as a great god. In the Yuddha-

kanda (Chapter GV) ofthe Ramayana, sage Agastya teaches Sri Rama the Aditya-

hfdaya-stotra to help him win the battle with Ravana. In this hymn Surya has

been described as Brahma, Visnu and Siva in one, nay, the Lord of all the

three. The epic also refers to the urdhvaba.hu ascetics praying to the Sun (II.

95.7). The Mahabharata refers to a large number of Sun worshippers, the Sauras

(VII. 58.15). This is perhaps the first literary reference to a distinct sect of the

••Saktidhara, Skanda, Senapati, Subrahmanya, Gajav&hana, Saravanabhava, Karttikeya,

Kum&ra, Saijmukha, TSrakSri, SenSnl, Brahma-ftstS, Valll-Kalyariasundaramurti, BftlasvSmin,

KrauficabhettS, Sikhiv&hana. Fora detailed description of the different aspects ofSubrahmanya imagea,

see Gopinath Rao, op.eit., Vol. II, pt. II, pp. 433 ff; for the original Sanskrit passages, see pp.

203 ff.

17Vide Ratna Navaratnam, op.eit., p. 223.

••Gopinath Rao, op.eit., p. 415. Vide also Asim Kumar Ghatterjee, op.eit., pp. 66-7<>.

MR.V. I. 50. 8-9; IV. 13.3.
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Sun worshippers.40 There are two Sirya~statras in the epic (III. 3), one by Dhau-

mya and the other by Yuddhi$tfnra 41 Yuddhiffhira calb SGrya, Brahman eter-

nal, Brahma Sibatam. The depiction of the Sun-god in both the epics is more or

less the same in essence and character: SGrya is the supreme Spirit, the Lord

of all the gods, the Soul of all creatures, the Cause of all things, the Substratum

ofthe manifested world, die Self-existent and the Unborn. Quite a few chapters

of the Brahma (XXVIII-XXXIII) and Mirkan^eya (CII-CX) Puranas are

devoted to the glorification ofthe Sun. The Bhdgaoaia Purina (V. 21-22) glorifies

SGrya as a manifestation of Lord Visnu, who stimulates all objects both living

and non-living. Mention may also be made of the other PurSnas like the Vifnu

(II. 10), Agni (LI, LXXIII, XCIX), Kdrma (XL-XLII), Gamja (VII, XVI,

XVII, XXXIX), Bhavi&a (Brihmaparvan, CXXXIX-CXLI), Matsya (LXXIV-

LXXX), and Skanda (PrabhBsa-khanfa) which refer to SGrya, his worship,

observances, cults, etc. Of the Saura Upapuranas, mention may be made ofthe

Sdmba, Sauradharma, SauradharmoUara and SUrya. The first one deab principally

with the cult of the Sun. It tells the story of Slmba’s constructing the temple of

the Sun in Mulasthana (modern Multan) and importing some Magi priests

from Sakadvlpa (modern Iran) for his worship. The last three Upapur&nas are,

however, lost.

SGrya figures also in the Tantras. The Sammohana Tantra mentions quite a

large number ofTantric texts belonging to the Saura cult.4* The account may be

fictitious, but it certainly indicates the importance of the deity in the T&ntric

pantheon. The Tantrasara describes the rituals connected with the worship of

Surya.

From the Harsacarita of Bana (seventh century) it is clear that Prabhakara-

vardhana, Harsa’s father, and Har$a himself were ardent devotees of the Sun-

god. The copper-plate grant** of Harsavardhana is also a pointer to this. The

S&rya-iataka of Mayfira (seventh century) is a beautiful work consisting of one

hundred hymns in praise of SGrya. The Milati-Midhava of Bhavabhuti refers

to the Sun as remover of all sins and dispenser of holy blessings. The Saura

Samhita, mentioned by Schrader41 and preserved in manuscript in Nepal,4* is

devoted to the worship ofSGrya. It is an important document of the Saura cult.

Though dated a.d. 941, some scholars^4 think that it belongs to a much earlier

wCf. J. N. Farquhar, op.cit., p. 151.

41The stotra by Yudhiffhira is not included in the Critical Edition.

«»Cf. P. C. Bagchi, Studies in the Tantras, p. 100; vide also CHI, Vol. IV, p. 222.

"Vide Epigraphia Indica, Vol. I, pp. 72-73. In the epigraphic records PrabhAkaravardhana’s father

and grandfather, Adityavardhana and Rfijyavardhana, are also described as great devotees of the Sun,

parama-JMi&a-bhdktas.

uOpxit., p. 1 1.

4
*J. N. Farquhar, op.cit., p. 205.

"Ibid.
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date. In the Prabodha-candrodaya of KftQa Mi$ra (eleventh century) the Sauras

have been given an honourable position.

With the spread of Vaifpavum, the cult of the Sun gradually began to lose

its popularity, as Vi$nu, originally a solar deity, assimilated in himselfmuch of

the elements attributed to Surya in^the earlier days.
47 The opposition of the

Saivas, particularly the PUupatas, also largely contributed to the gradual

decline ofthe Solar cult. At present the Sauras represent a very small sect mainly

to be found in Madhya Pradesh and some of the southern States.

It is dear from the Vedic, epic and other early Sanskrit works that the

worship of the ‘atmospheric' Sun as a god was in practice in ancient times. But

the conception of the Sun as ‘an imaginary god of light' and the practice of

his worship in images and temples is a comparatively late phenomenon.4*

Puranic works like the Visrat, Bhaviyia, and Samba, Varahamihira’s Brhat-samhita

(chapters LVIII and LX), and many early coins, seals and inscriptions49 indi-

cate that the later phase of the Sun worship was due to the influence ofanother

cult of the Sim introduced in north-western India from Persia in the early

centuries of the Christian era. Magian Sun-god Mihr (Sanskrit Mihira), a cor-

ruption of Mithra, the Avestan form of the Vedic Mitra, and his cult took roots

in Indian soil and gradually made its way into the Indian pantheon. But this

new sect was mainly confined to the north-western region extending in the east

as far as Mathura and there is ample evidence to show that this progress was

due to the royal patronage of the Scytho-Ku$&pas. In other parts of North

India, the Sun worship became ‘somehow associated with Buddhism ’.80 The
figures of the Sun at Bodhgaya and Bhaja, for instance, are represented in ‘an

allegorical capacity, with reference to Buddha’s solar character’.51 Some schol-

ars observe, ‘Certainly even in primitive Buddhism, Sakyamuni had come to

be identified with the Sun-god, and his nativity likened to the rising of another

Sun’.

4

* The Saura sects in the South, however, still followed the Vedic cult.

Some old Surya images are very helpful in tracing the difference between North

4The Purinic legend regarding Samba, son of K^pa, and the installation by him of an image of

SGrya in the Multan temple is interesting. It indirectly indicates the gradual association of the Sun

cult with Vaippavism by which it was subsequently absorbed. The Mah&bharata reference to the PSfica-

rStras, a sub-sect of Vai^navism, as having imbibed their doctrinal elements from the Sim himself is also

of much significance. In the Satapatha Brahmana there are hints about the identification of Vi*nu and

Sfirya (XIV. 1.1. 7-10).

“Vide R. G. Hazra, Studies in the Upapur&pas, Vol. I, pp. 29-32.

4tP. Gardner, The Coins qfthe Greek and Scythian Kings ofBactria and India, pp. 131, 134, 141-43, 155;

R. B. Whitehead, Catalogue of Coins in the Paryab Museum, Vol. I, pp. 188-89, 198; J. N. Banerjea,

Development qf Hindu Iconography, pp. 196-99.

i0Sudhakar Chattopadhyay, Evolution qf Hindu Sects, p. 176.

nVide Benjamin Rowland, The Art and Architecture of India, p. 54.

§*Ibid., p. 53.
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Indian and South Indian traditions." The South Indian cult was gradually

tending towards Tantricism as is evident from Ananda Giri’s Sankara-vijaya.

There were, according to Ananda Giri, six classes of Sun worshippers" during

the days of Sankara. They all wore marks of red sandal paste, garlands ofred

flowers, and repeated the mantra of eight syllables. They identified Surya with

Vi§nu and Siva. There was, however, some common ground between the Magian

Sun cult and the Vedic one which helped them to be completely merged in the

later period. This fusion can be traced in the Bhaoi$ya PurSga.

That the Sun-cult was very popular in India is proved by the hundreds of

sculptural representations of the deity and numerous temples" dedicated to

him. We have already mentioned the historic temple at Multan which was

visited by Hiuen Tsang, Alberuni and others." It existed till the seventeenth

century, when it was demolished by Aurangzeb. 'The famous temple at

Konarak (Orissa) was perhaps built at a time when the deity was gradually

sliding into oblivion in popular esteem and worship.*

MGopinath Rao has summarized the contrast of the North Indian and the South Indian images

as follows: ‘It may be seen that there are two varieties among these images, namely, the North Indian

and the South Indian. Each of these possesses very marked peculiarities which are easy ofrecognition.

The South Indian figures of Surya have, as a rule, their hands lifted up as high as the shoulders, and
are made to hold lotus flowers which are only half-blossomed ; the images have invariably the udarabandha,

and their legs and feet are always left bare. The North Indian images, on the other hand, have generally

their hands at the natural level ofthe hips or the elbows, and are made to carry full-blown lotuses which

rise up to the level of the shoulders, and their forelegs have coverings, resembling modem socks more

or less in appearance and the feet are protected with a pair of footwear resembling boots. The udara-

bandha is not found in the Northern variety of the images of the Sun-god, but there is a thin doth or a

sort of coat of mail shown as being worn on the body. The South Indian images are as often with the

seven horses . . . The common features of both Southern and Northern varieties of Sflrya are that the

head is in all cases adorned with a kinpa surrounded by a circular halo or fnrabhdma^ala, and that in

several instances the characteristic seven horses and their driver Arabia are not missing.*

—

Op.cit Vol. I,

Part II, pp. 311-12.

—Vidt, R. G. Bhandarkar, Vaifluwism, pp. 152-53.

-lbid. % p. 154.

-Ibid.

•This article has been prepared by the Editorial Board ofCHI
t Vol. V—Editor.
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LITERATURE OF JAINISM

J
AINA literature begins with the last of the Tirthaftkaras1

, Mahavira (c. 599-

527 b.c.), who reorganized the old Nirgrantha sect and revitalized its moral

and religious zeal and activities. He preached his faith of ahiriud (non-violence

or harmlessness) and self-purification to the people in their own language which

was not Sanskrit, but Prakrit. The form of Prakrit' which he is said to have

used was Ardha-M&gadhi, by which was meant a language that was not pure

MSgadhI but partook of its nature.

TWELVE ANGAS

Mahavira’s teachings were arranged in twelve Aiigas (parts) by his disciples.

These Arigas formed the earliest literature on Jainism, and were as follows

:

1.

Acaranga laid down rules of discipline for the monks.

2.

SUtrakrtanga contained further injunctions for the monks regarding

what was suitable or unsuitable for them and how they should safe-

guard their vows. It also gave an exposition of the tenets and dogmas

of other faiths.

3.

SthSnanga listed in numerical order, categories of knowledge pertaining

to the realities of nature.

4.

Samaoay&nga classified objects in accordance with similarities of time,

place, number, and so on.

5.

Vyakhya-prajnapti or Bhagavat explained the realities of life and nature

in the form of a catechism.

6.

Jnatrdharmakathd contained hints regarding religious preaching as well

as stories and anecdotes calculated to carry moral conviction.

7.

Upasakadhyayana or Upasaka-daiaka was meant to serve as a religious

code for householders.

8.

Antakrddaiika gave accounts of ten saints who attained salvation after

immense suffering.

9.

AmUaraupapatika contained accounts of ten saints who had gone to the

highest heaven after enduring intense persecution.

10.

Praina-vyakarana contained accounts and episodes for the refutation

of opposite views, establishment of one’s own faith, promotion of holy

deeds, and prevention of evil.

1 Jainism admits twenty-four Tfrthaftkaras who were responsible from period to period for the

promulgation of religion or dharma. The twenty-third Tlrthaftkara was Pftrivan&tha whose historicity

is now accepted* Mahavira, whom Buddhist texts mention as Nigantba Nfitaputta, was a senior

contemporary of Buddha (c. 535-486 B.C.). He came from a ruling clan and was related to the royal

families ofMagadha.
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11. Vipdka-SSira explained how virtue was rewarded and evil punished.

12. Drftivada included the following five sections:

(a) Parikarmani contained tracts describing the moon, the sun, Jam-
budvipa, other islands and seas, as well as living beings and non*

living matter.

(b) Sutra gave an account of various tenets and philosophies number-
ing no less than 363.

(c) Prathamamyoga recounted ancient history and narrated the lives

of great kings and saints.

(d) Pdrvagata dealt with the problems of birth, death, and continuity,

and consisted of the following fourteen sub-sections:

(*) Utpada described how substances such as living beings are

produced and maintained and decayed.

(«) Agrayani gave philosophical exposition of nature.

(tit) Viryanupravada explained the powers and potentialities of

the soul and other substances.

(ip) Asti-nasti-pravada studied the substances of nature from

various points of view pertaining to their infinite qualities

and forms.

(») Jnana-pravada was a study in epistemology, giving an

exposition of how knowledge was acquired in its five forms,

namely: mati (desire), iruti (hearing), avadhi (attention),

manah-parydya (the state ofmental perception which precedes

the attainment ofperfect knowledge), and kevala (the highest

possible knowledge).

(vi) Satya-pravada studied the nature of truth and reality and

forms of untruth.

(vii) Atma-pravada was the study of the self or the principle of life.

(viii) Karma-pravada gave an exposition of the eight forms of karma,

bondage, namely: jnanSvarana (knowledge-cover or error),

darfandvarana (obstruction of one’s philosophical views),

vedaniya (expression of feelings), mohamya (producing delu-

sion), dyu (duration of life as governed by karma), nSma

(attachment to name), gotra (attachment to race), and anta-

rdya (any obstacle to realization) as well as their subdivisions.

(ix) Pratydkhydnaodda contained expiatory rites, and rules for the

observance of fasts and vows.

(x) Vidyanuvdda was an exposition of various sciences and arts,

including prognostication.

(xi) Kalyanavdda was devoted to astrology and a description of the

five auspicious events, that is, conception, birth, renuncia-
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tion, enlightenment, and salvation, in the lives of the sixty-

threegreatmen, namely, the TIrthahkaras, the Gakravartins,

the Baladevas, the NSrSyaijas, and the Prati-NArayanas.

(xii) PriruaSda was the science of physical culture and longevity,

and expounded the eight forms of medical treatment.

(xiii) KriySvisala gave an exposition of the seventy-two fine arts,

including writing and poetry.

(xiv) Loka-bindu-s&ra treated of worldly professions as well as ways

and means to secure salvation.

(
0
) CUlikS was the fifth section, of Drftioada, dealing with charms and

magic, including methods of walking on water, flying in air,

and assuming different physical forms.

THE DIGAMBARA TRADITION

This comprehensive collection of practically the whole knowledge of the

times, secular as well as religious, could not survive long in its original form.

According to the Digambara Jains1, the whole canon was preserved for only

162 years after Mahavira, that is up to the eighth successor, Bhadrabahu. After

that, portions gradually began to be lost.’ So, after 683 years from the nirvana

of Mahavira, what was known to the acdryas (teachers) was only fragmentary.

It was only the knowledge of a few portions of the PQrvagata or Ptirvas that was

imparted at Girinagara in Kathiawar by Dharasena to his pupils Pugpadanta

and Bhutabali who, on the basis of it, wrote the Satkhanddgama in the sUtra

(aphorism) form during the first or second century a.d. The $afkhaydagama

is, therefore, the earliest available religious literature amongst the Digambaras.

It is for them the supreme authority for the teachings of Mahavira. Another

most esteemed work, written about the same time as the Satkhanddgama, was

the Kafaya-pShuda of Gu^adharacarya . Drftivada, the twelfth Anga, was also the

basis of this text. The Digambaras, who thus have their pro-canon, refused to

acknowledge the canon compiled at the PStaliputra Council in the fourth

century b.c.

* As early as in the first century a.d. the followers of the J&ina religion were divided into two main

sects or schools known as the Digambara or ‘sky-clad* (i.e. naked) and Svet&mbara or 'white-dad*

(i.e. wearing white robes). There are some slight differences between them in finer matters of

doctrine and cult practices, and each of these two sects claims precedence over the other. The Digam-
baras speak of a legend about the origin of the division, which differs from the legend prevalent

among the Svet&xnbaras. Cf. Glasenapp, Dtrjaimsmus
, pp. 347 ff. Some scholars, however, lookupon the

famine (fourth century b.c.), on the advent of which a body ofJaina monks migrated from Magadha
to Kargfttaka under fihadrab&hu, as the possible seed of the great schism. Because, after the

famine when the followers of Bhadrabfthu returned to Magadha, they found a great gulf between

the practices of their own and those of others who stayed in Magadha.
* See the next article, Prakrit Language ami Literature

,
of this volume, p. 170.
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THE SVETAMBARA TRADITION

The literary tradition of the Svet&mbara Jains is, however, different. They
agree with the Digambara view so far as the continuity of the whole canon up
to Bhadrab&hu is concerned. The Svetambaras say that after Bhadrabihu had
migrated with a host of his adherents to the South on account ofa famine, the

monks who remained in Magadha met in a Council at P&taliputra, already

referred to, under the leadership of Sthfilabhadra. There a compilation was
made of the eleven Angas together with the remnants of the twelfth. This was

the first attempt to systematize theJaina Agama.4 But in the course oftime, the

canon became disorderly. Therefore, the monks met once again at Valabhi in

Gujarat underthe presidentship ofDevarddhiKsamairamaijainthemiddle ofthe

fifth century a.d. All the sacred texts available today were collected, systematized,

redacted and committed to writing by this Council. They are as follows:

1. The eleven Angas named above, the twelfth being totally lost.

2. Twelve Upangas (sub-parts): AupapiHka, Rdyapasenaijja
, Jivabhigama

,

Prajhdpand, SUiya-prajnapti, Jambudvipa-prajnapti, Candra-prajHapti, Nirayd-

vali, KalpdvatamSika, Puspikd, PuspacUlikd
,
and Vffnidald.

3. Ten Praklrnas (scattered pieces) : Catuh-iara^a, Atura-pratydkhydna, Bhakta-

parijnd, Samstaraka, Ta^dala-vattdlika, Camddvijjhaya, Devendra-stava, Gam

-

vidyd, Mdhd-pratydkhydna
,
and Vira-stava.

4. Six Cheda-Sfitras: Niiitha, Maha-ntiitha, Vyavahdra, Acdradaia, Kalpa,

and Panca-kalpa.

5. Two Culika-Sutras : NandlSUtra and Anuyogadvara.

6. Four Mula-Sutras®: Uttarddhyayana, AvaJyaka, Daia-vaikalika, and Pinda-

niiyukti.

There are, however, variations in this classification. Sometimes Nandi,

Anuyogadvdra, and Panca-kalpa are put at the head of the Fraldrpas. Instead of

Panca-kalpa, Jita-kalpa by Jinabhadra is sometimes mentioned amongst the

Cheda-Sfitras. Traditionally, the number of texts fixed at Valabhi is forty-five;

the names, however, vary up to fifty.

In a few cases the names of authors are also mentioned. For example, the

fourth Upiftga, Prajndpana, is ascribed to SyamScarya; the first of the ten

Prakirnas, Catuh-hram, to Virabhadra; the fifth Cheda-Sfitra, Kalpa, to Bhadra-

b&hu; and the sixth, Jita-kalpa, to Jinabhadra; the first CfilikS-Sutra, Nandi-

SUtra, to Devarddhi; and the third MQla-SQtra, Dala-vaikdlika, to Svayambhava.

* The collective term given by the Jain* to their canonical texts is Agama or SiddhUnta.

* W. Schubring thinks that the MQla-Sdtras are 'intended for those who are still at the beginning

(mSta) of their spiritual career.’ Cf. Work MahSrtros, p. 1. But it it now generally believed that as they

are very old and important texts ofJainism they are probably termed Charpentier thinks

that they contain ‘MahSvim’s own words’ and therefore, they are called Miila-Sflitmj. (Vide Ultard-

dhyana-SStra, Introduction, p. 32) . This explanation, however, is not accepted by Wintemitz. ( Vide HIL,

Vol. II, p. 466 n. 1).
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It is therefore evident that books written up to the time of the Valabhf Con-

ference were included in the canon. Perhaps some later works were also included

in the Agama as is shown by the enlargement of the list up to fifty. But there is

no doubt about a good deal of the material in the Agama texts being genuinely

old as is proved by the absence of any reference to Greek astronomy and the

presence of statements which are not altogether favourable to the Svetambara

creed, such as Mahavira’s emphasis on nakedness.

THE JAINA CANON: AN ESTIMATE

The language ofthese texts is called Srfa by which is meant Ardha-Magadhi.

But it is not uniform in all the texts. The language of the Arigas and a few other

texts, such as the Uttaradhyayana, is evidently older and amongst them the

AcSranga shows still more archaic forms. The language of the verses generally

shows tendencies of an earlier age also. On the whole, the language of this

Agama does not conform fully to the characteristics of any of the Prakrits

described by the grammarians; but it shares something with each of them.

Therefore Dr Jacobi called this language Old Maharastrf orJaina Maharastri.

But this designation has not been accepted and it is simpler and. better to call

it by its traditional name Ardha-Magadhi.

Though the contents are quite varied and cover a wide range of human
knowledge conceived in those days, the subject-matter of this canonical litera-

ture is mainly the ascetic practices of the followers of Mahavira. As such, it

is essentially didactic, dominated by the supreme ethical principle of ahirhsa.

But, subject to that, there is a good deal of poetry and philosophy as well as

valuable information about contemporary thought and social history including

biographical details ofParSvanatha, Mahavira, and their contemporaries. Many
narrative pieces, such as those found in the Uttar&dhyayana, are interesting and

instructive and remind one of the personalities and events in the Upanisads

and the Pali texts. From the historical point of view, the life of Mahavira in the

AcSraAga, information about his predecessors and contemporaries in the Vyakhyd-

prajAapti or BkagavaH and the Upasaka-daiSka
,
about his successors in the Kalpa-

SUtra, and about monachism practised in the days of Mahavira in eastern India

in Daia-vaikalika are all very valuable.

THE COMMENTARIES ON THE JAINA CANON

A vast literature of commentaries has grown round the Agamas themselves.

The earliest of these works are the niryuktis, attributed to Bhadrabahu. They
explain the topics systematically in Prakrit verse, and elaborate them by narrat-

ing legends and episodes. Ten of these works are available.

Then, there are the bhifyas similarly composed in Prakrit verse. These,

in some cases, have been so intermingled with the niryuktis that it is now difficult

to separate them. The bhSsyas carry the systematization and elaboration further.
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These texts, of which there are eleven available, are mostly anonymous. The
elaborate bh&$ya on the Avaiyaka-niryukti is, however; attributed to Jinabhadra
K§ama£ramana and that on the Kalpa-SUtra to Saftghad&sagagi.

The curias, of which twenty texts are available, are prose glosses with a
curious admixture of Prakrit and Sanskrit. Some of them contain valuable

historical information as well. The Avadyaka-cUrni, for example, makes mention

of a flood in Sravasti, thirteen years after Mahavira’s enlightenment. The
Nititha-cHryi contains a reference to Kalakacarya who invited a foreigner to

invade Ujjain. All the cSrnis are indiscriminately ascribed to Jinad&sagani.

The last strata of the commentary literature consist of tikSs which carry the

expository and illustrative process to its logical conclusion. They are written in

Sanskrit retaining, in many cases, the Prakrit narratives in their original form.

The well-known tlka writers are Haribhadra, Silanka, Santi Suri, Devendra

alias Nemicandra, Abhayadeva, Dronacarya, Maladharin Hemacandra, Mala-

yagiri, Ksemakirti, Vijayavimala, Santicandra, and Samayasundara. Their

activities were spread over a period of 1,100 years between the sixth and
seventeenth centuries. A number of other forms of commentaries called dipikas,

vrttis
,
and avacurnis are also extant.

JAINA PHILOSOPHICAL TEXTS ON THE KARMA DOCTRINE
*

The Satkhandagama of Puspadanta and Bhutabali, as already mentioned,

is the earliest and most authoritative work on Jaina philosophy. Its six sections

are Jivasthdna, Ksudrakabandha, Bandhasvdmitva, Vedana, Vargana and Maha~

bandha. The last of these is almost an independent work and is popularly known
as Mahadhavala. It is composed in sutras

, the language of which is Sauraseni

Prakrit strongly influenced on the one hand by Ardha-Magadhi, particularly

in its technical phraseology, and on the other by Mahara$pi. It gives a very

systematic and thorough exposition of the doctrine of Karma (results of action)

which forms the most essential part of Jaina philosophy. The Kasaya-p&huda

of Gupadharacarya is also devoted to particular aspects of the Karma doctrine.

It is composed in 233 gdtka-sutras which have been elaborated by the cdrni-

sUtras ofYativfsabha. Many commentaries are said to have been written on these

works but the only one now available to us is the Dhaoala of Virasena on the

$atkhandagama and the Jayadhaoala of Virasena and Jinasena on the Kasaya-

pakuda written during the ninth century in Sauraseni Prakrit They are very

voluminous and masterly. During the tenth century, their subject-matter was

compressed by Nemicandra Siddhantacakravartin in his Gommatas&ra (jfioa-

kanfa and Karmakaiifa), the LabdhisSra, and the Ksapanasara in about 2,400

gSthi verses. These works now form the basis of studies in Jaina philosophy,

particularly amongst the Digambaras.

The Svetambara literature on the Karma doctrine, besides the canonical
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works, consists of the six karmagranthas, separately called Karmavipdka, Kama*

skmty Bandhasv&mitva, QafaHti, Sataka, and Saptatikd of uncertain authorship

and date, and also the Kamma-payadi of Sivaiarman and the Pancasangraha of

Candrarp, all composed in gdthd-s&tras and covering the same ground in subject-

matter as the works of Nemicandra.

OTHER PHILOSOPHICAL WORKS

Next to the Karma doctrine in religious importance are the duties and
practices ofmonks and householders. The earliest Work on this subject amongst

the Digambaras is the M&ldrddham of SivSrya which contains 2,166 Prakrit

verses giving an exposition of the four devotions, namely, faith, knowledge,

conduct, and austerities, but at die same time dealing with practically all aspects

ofJainism. Narrative and descriptive elements are also not wanting in the work.

At places the poet in the author gets the better of the religious teacher, and
he flashes forth in beautiful fancies and figures ofspeech. The MSldcdra ofVat^a-

kera prescribes, in a thoroughly systematic manner, in about 1,250 Prakrit

verses, the duties, practices, and observances of ascetics. The work has close

affinities with the MOlaradhana of Sivarya as well as with the Agama texts of the

Svetambaras dealing with similar topics. The Kdrttikeydnuprekfa of Kumara
contains, in 500 Prakrit verses, a beautiful exposition of the twelve reflections

recommended for the promotion of the feeling of renunciation.

But the author who exercised the greatest and the most dominant influence

on Jaina literature and gave form and shape to the Digambara creed as it

exists today is Kundakundacarya. Tradition ascribes to him a large number
of works of which more than a dozen texts called pahudas (pidbhjtas) are now
available. They are on the subjects of Dariana (36 verses), Caritra (44), Sutra

(27), Bodha (62), Bh&va (163), Moksa (106), Unga (22), &la (40), Ratna (162),

DvddaiamiprekfS (91), Myamasara (187), Pancdstikdya (180), Pravacanasdra, and

Samayas&ra (415). The last three works are particularly popular and the Samaya-

sdra is regarded as the author’s best and most sacred production on spiritual

topics. The works ofKundakundacirya may be regarded as the earliest models

of that ascetic poetry and philosophy which became so popular through a long

line ofJaina, Buddhist, and Hindu saints, cutting across all communal barriers.

The dates of these saintly compositions are uncertain, and all that may be

said about them is that they belong to the early centuries. To the tenth century

belongs Devasena whose works, die Bhdvandsangraha, the Arddhandsara, the

Tattvasdra, and the DarJanasSra
, besides their religious and moral exposition,

contain important and interesting information about the origin and develop-

ment of various saAghas in the Jaina community. The Sravaka-prajdapti among
the SvetSmbaras and the Sravakdcdra among the Digambaras are the two

Prakrit manuals of duties for lay adherents.
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The religio-moral instructions found in these works form the subject-

matter ofa few very interesting anthologies. Vajjdlagga ofJayavallabha contains

about 700 verses grouped in topics such as poetry, friendship, fate, and poverty.

It is a beautiful example oflyrical poetry in Prakrit and is almost non-sectarian.

The Upadeiamdli of Dharmadasa contains 540 verses devoted to moral preach-

ing, particularly for monks. The author is claimed to be a contemporary

of Mahavira. Tradition, at any rate, shows the great reverence and high esteem

that the work commands. It is certainly earlier than the ninth century when
its commentary was written. Jivasamasa and Bhavabhdvand of Maladharin

Hemacandra (twelfth century) contain more than 500 Prakrit stanzas of a

didactic nature.

The essence ofJaina dialectics is found in its Nayavada theory of view-

points, and in Prakrit the Sammatitarka of Siddhasena and the Nayacakra of

Devasena are the most important contributions on the subject Jaina cosmology

is very thoroughly described in the Triloka-prajnapti of Yativrsabha, the Triloka-

sdra of Nemicandra, and the Jambudvipa-prajnapti of Padmanandin, all in

Prakrit verse.

JAINA LITERATURE IN SANSKRIT

The language of Jaina literature was primarily the Prakrits which were

prevalent amongst the people at one time or the other in different parts of the

country. But Sanskrit was not altogether shunned. Amongst the Jains, the

earliest work in Sanskrit devoted to religious writing is the Tattoarthadhigama-

Sutra of Umasvamin which epitomizes the whole Jaina creed in about 375

s&tras arranged in ten chapters. The work occupies a unique position in Jaina

literature as it is recognized as authoritative equally by the Digambaras and

the Svetambaras with a few variations in the readings, and is very widely studied

by both. It has been commented upon by the most eminent authors of both

the sects. There is an old bhasya on it which the Svetambaras claim to be by

the author ofthe s&tras himself. But this claim is not admitted by the Digambaras

who regard the Sarvartha-siddki-urtti of Pujyapada (sixth century) as the earliest

commentary. Ptkjyapada has made full use of the §atkhan4agama-S&tra in

explaining some s&tras of this work.

The next commentary on it is TattvSrtha-raja-varttika of Akalanka (eighth

century) which offers more detailed explanations of the s&tras, as well as of

the important statements of Pujyapada. The TaUmrtha-iloka-vdrttika of Vidyk-

nandin (ninth century) gives expositions inverse and makes valuable clarifica-

tions. For yogic practices, the Jnanar^ccDa of Subhacandra and the Yogaiastra

of Hemacandra are valuable guides, while the Ratna-karatifa-fr&vakacara is

more popular amongst the laity. Jaina Sanskrit literature is considerably

enriched by a series of works on Nyaya (logic) begun by Samantabhadra
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and Siddhasena Divakara and followed up by Akalahka, VidyEnandin, Prabha-

candra, MEpikyanandin, Hemacandra, and many others.

JAINA NARRATIVE LITERATURE IN SANSKRIT AND PRAKRIT

The narrative literature of Jainism has mostly as its subject-matter the

life of one or more of its sixty-three great men, called trifasti-ialiki-purusih.

These are the twenty-four Tirthankaras, twelve Cakravartins, nine Baladevas,

nine NErEyanas, and nine Prati-NSrSyanas. In the lives of the Tirthahkaras

the five auspicious events {kalyamka

)

namely, conception, birth, renunciation,

enlightenment, and salvation, receive spepial attention from the poets. The
conquest of the six sub-divisions of BhErata-khantja is the main achievement

of the Cakravartins. The Baladevas are charged with the special responsibility

of getting rid of the tyrants of their times, the Prati-NarEyanas, with the

assistance of the NErayanas. They form triples. REma, Laksmana, and Ravana

form one triple while BalarEma, Kpsna, and Jarasandha form another, these

two triples being the last of these nine triples; it is they who, next to the

Tirthankaras, have inspired most of the narrative poetry. Descriptions of the

universe and of the past lives of the persons under discussion, the introduction

ofnumerous subsidiary stories to illustrate one point or another, and occasional

discourses on religious topics are some of the other features of this Puranic

literature. The narration as a rule begins in the saintly assembly of Lord

MahEvira with a query from Srenika, the king of Magadha, and the reply is

given by the chief disciple of the Tlrthankara, namely, Gautama. A rich

literature of this kind is found, written in Prakrit and Sanskrit as well as in

Apabhraihia.

The earliest epic available is the Paiimacariya of Vimala Suri, in 118

chapters, which gives the Jaina version of the Ramayana. It has marked differ-

ences from the work of VSlmlki which was, no doubt, known to the author.

The language is chaste Maharastri Prakrit and the style is fluent and occa-

sionally ornate. Just as Valmlki is the adikavi of Sanskrit, Vimala Suri may
be called the pioneer of Prakrit kdvya (poetry). According to the author’s own
statement, the work was produced 530 years after MahEvira’s nirvana (that

is, at ^he beginning of the first century a.d.).

The Paima-carita of Ravisena (seventh century) in Sanskrit follows closely

Vimala Suri’s work, and the same epic is beautifully rendered in Apabhraihia

by Svayambhu (eighth century), and later on by Raidhu. The linguistic interest

and poetic charm of the Apabhraihia works are remarkable as they set the

model for the earliest epics ofJayasi and TulasidEsa in Hindi.

Jinasena’s Hammhia Purina (eighth century) is the earliestJaina epic on the

subject ofthe Mah&bharata, the chiefheroes being the twenty-second Tirthahkara

NeminStha and his cousin Kftpa NErEyana. The Apabhraihia version of it is
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beautified by the genius of Svayambhu and his later followers, Dhavala and

Yaiahkirti.

The most comprehensive work, and again the earliest of its kind, is the

Mahdpurana of Jinasena and Gupabhadra (ninth century). The first part of

it, called the Adipurdm, ends with the nirvdna of the first Tirthankara, Adinatha

or R§abhadeva, while the second part, called Uttarapurdqa, narrates the lives

of the rest of the Tirthankaras, and the remaining ialdkd-purusas. The work

of Jinasena may be called the Jaina encyclopaedia. It enlightens its readers

on almost every topic regarding religion, philosophy, morals, and rituals. The

philosophical knowledge of the author is demonstrated by his commentary, the

Jayadhaoala, and his poetic ability is evinced by his Pdrivabhyudaya-kavya in which

he has transformed the lyrical poem MeghadUta by Kalidasa into an equally

charming epicon the life ofthe twenty-third Tirthankara. This whole Mahapurdifa

has been rendered into Apabhram&a with commensurate skill and in charming

style by Puspadantain his Tisatthi-mahapurisa-gunalankara (tenth century). Ano-

ther Sanskrit version of it is found in the Trifafti-Makapurufa-carita of Hema-
candra which again has a charm of its own. Its historical value is enhanced by

the additional section called the Parisistaparvan or Sthaviravali-carita which gives

valuable information about the Jaina community after Mahavlra’s nirvdna.

BIOGRAPHIES OF SAGES AND SAINTS IN SANSKRIT AND PRAKRIT

A large number of works have been written on the lives of individual

Tirthankaras, and other personages of the hierarchy, in Sanskrit, Prakrit, and

Apabhraih£a. The more important of these are:

In Sanskrit: Life of the twelfth Tirthankara, Vasupujya, by Vardhamana

Suri; life of the thirteenth Tirthankara, Vimala, by Kr$nadeva ;
life of the

fifteenth Tirthankara, Dharmanatha, by Haricandra; lives of the sixteenth

Tirthankara, Santinatha, by Deva Suri, Mapikyanandin, and Sakalakirti;

lives of the twenty-second Tirthankara, Neminatha, by Vagbhafta and

Suracarya; and lives of the twenty-third Tirthadkara, ParSvanatha, byJinasena,

Vadiraja (eleventh century), Bhavadeva, and Manikyacandra.

In Prakrit: Adindthacaria of Vardhamana (eleventh century), Sumatinatha-

caria of Somaprabha (twelfth century), Supdsandhacana of Laksmanagagi,

and Mahaviracaria of Gunacandra and also of Devendra.

In Apabhramsa : The Mehesaracariu ofRaidhu (fifteenth century) on the life

of the first Tirthankara; the Candappahacariu of Yaiahkirti (fifteenth, century)

;

the Sdntinahacariu of Mahicandra (sixteenth century); the Nemindhacariu of

Haribhadra (eighth century), of Damodara (thirteenth century), and of

Lakhmadeva (sixteenth century), the Pasandhacariu of Padmakirti (tenth

century), of Sridhara (twelfth century), of Asavala (fifteenth century), and

of Raidhu; and the Vaddhamanacariu of Sridhara and of Jayamitra.
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There is also a very vast literature in all the three languages concerning

the lives of persons who attained fame for their religious zeal and sacrifice.

The Yaiastilaka-campU of Somadeva (tenth century), the TilakamaHjarl of

Dhanap&la (tenth century), the Jivandhara-campU of Vadibhasimha and of

Haricandra are some of die Sanskrit works which belong to this category.

The foregoing works are also noteworthy for their style which admits of an

admixture of prose and verse, as well as for their diction which vies with

the best prose style of the Sanskrit kathds and akhydyikds.

In Prakrit, the Vastidtva-hindi of Sahghadasagani is remarkable for its

style, and content, as are the SamarSicca-kaha of Haribhadra and the Kuvalaya-

mald of Udyotana Suri which are also valuable for their mature literary style.

The Surasundaricaria of DhaneSvara (eleventh century) and the Paficami-kaha

of Mahesvara (eleventh century) are other poems in Prakrit which are inter-

esting for their story, flowing narrative, and poetic embellishment.

In Apabhramsa, some beautiful poems of this kind arc the Nayakumara-

cariu and the Jasaharacariu of Puspadanta; the Bhaoisatla-kaha of Dhanapala,

and Karakandacariu of Kanakamara.

JAINA SHORT STORIES

Jaina literature abounds in short stories written primarily for religious

instruction, but which also serve for amusement. The best and oldest examples

of these are found in the Sanskrit Katha-kosa of Hariscna (tenth century) and

the Apabhramsa Katha-kofa of Sricandra (eleventh century). Some unique

examples of satire intended for religious edification are found in the Prakrit

DhQrtSkhyana of Haribhadra, in the Apabhramsa Dharma-parikfa of Harisena,

and in the Sanskrit Dharma-parikfa of Amitagati (eleventh century).

STOTRAS AND LYRICS

Lyrical poetry in Jaina literature found expression in hymns addressed to

the Tfrthankaras and holy saints. The Bhaktambara-stotra of Manatuiiga and

the Kalyanta-mandira-sMra of Vadiraja, the Vif&pahara-stotra of Dhananjaya and
the Jina-caturvimJatika of Bhupala are charming examples of these devotional

songs.

A very large number ofJaina works are still lying in store in various places,

and new works of considerable antiquity are coming to light every day. This

literature has a beauty and grandeur of its own in form, matter, and spirit.

The Jains never showed partiality for one language, like the Brahma$as for

Sanskrit and the Buddhists for Pali. Instead, they cultivated all the languages

of their time and place, devoting almost equal attention to each. Even the

Dravidian languages of the South were not neglected, and the earliest litera-

ture in Tamil and Kannada is found to have been developed and enriched
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by Jaina contributions. This literature was not meant as a pastime or as mere
pedantry, but for the cultivation of those virtues without which man, through
his so-called progress, may be led to his doom. Signs of this danger are not

wanting in the present set-up ofworld forces and the trend ofevents. Ifhumanity
is to fulfil its role ofestablishing peace on earth and goodwill amongst mankind,
it must extricate itselffrom greed and selfishness. In the task of realizing human
destiny, Jaina literature, with its lessons of nobility and the virtue of tolerance,

and with its message of non-violence, love for humanity, and supremacy of the

spiritual over the material gain, has much to offer to mankind.
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PRAKRIT LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

THE PRAKRIT LANGUAGE: J?S GROWTH, USAGE, AND DIALECTS

OROADLY speaking, Indo-Aryan speech has flowed in two streams:

-*“*Samskrta and PraJqta (which will be spelt hereafter as Sanskrit and

Prakrit) and, at various stages, these two streams have constantly influenced

each other. Prakrit, which means ‘natural’ or ‘common’, primarily indicates

the uncultivated popular dialects which existed side by side with Sanskrit,

the ‘accurately made’, ‘polished’, and ‘refined’ speech.

The Prakrits, then, are the dialects of the unlettered masses, which they

used for secular communication in their day-to-day life, while Sanskrit is the

language of the intellectual aristocrat, the priest, pundit, or prince, who used it

for religious and learned purposes. Yet the language of every-day conversation

even of these people must have been nearer to the popular Prakrits than to

literary Sanskrit. The former was a natural acquisition; while the latter, the

principal Hterary form of speech, required training in grammatical and

phonetic niceties.

Side by side with the Vedic language, which was an artistic speech em-

ployed by the priest in religious songs, there existed popular dialects which

probably owed their origin to tribal groups, and developed through use of the

Aryan speech by indigenous people. Vedic literature gives some glimpses of

popular speeches, the primary Prakrits; but no literature in them has come

down to us.

Classical Sanskrit, as standardized by Panini and his commentators, respect-

fully shelved all that was obsolete in the Vedic speech and studiously eschewed

all that belonged to the popular tongue; the use ofsuch a rigorously standardized

language was a task for a selective group. Whenever a preacher or a prince

wanted to address the wider public, not from the monopolized temple or sacri-

ficial enclosure but from the popular pulpit, the tendency to employ a popular

dialect of the day was but natural. Thus, in the sixth century B.c., Mahavxra

and Buddha preferred to preach in the local Prakrits of eastern India; and

the great emperor Aioka (third century b.c.) and, a century later, King

Kharavela addressed their sutgects in Prakrit.

Practically all over India, Prakrits were freely used for inscriptions almost

up to the Gupta age, and the earlier inscriptions, up to about the first century

A.D., were all in Prakrit. Dialectal distinctions are fairly clear, though the

problems of localization are not so easily solved. The ASokan inscriptions do

show, to a certain extent, dialectal differences according to regions; and
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they are not altogether without some correspondence with the known literary

dialects.

It is held by some scholars that the early secular literature comprising drama,
epics, lyrical poetry, and so on, was originally in Prakrit; and that some time

in the second century a.d., through the initiative of the £aka Satraps of western

India, Sanskrit gradually entered the field of secular composition. The epic

idiom shows contamination with Prakritism which the bards must have

contracted from the Prakrits they used in day-to-day conversation, in

fine, from their vernaculars. The so-called githd literature of the Buddhists

is a good specimen of queer admixture of Sanskrit and Prakrit. In drama,
different characters spoke different languages in the same play; the earliest

known plays of Aivaghosa (c. a.d. 100) bear evidence to the antiquity of

this practice. There can hardly be any doubt that when these dialects were
first employed in drama they were contemporary local vernaculars; but later

on they became stereotyped, and their usage was a matter of conventional

fixing. Kings and courtiers spoke Sanskrit; ladies of rank spoke Sauraseni;

and the lower characters spoke MSgadhI.

The Prakrit grammarians give a sketchy description of various Prakrit

dialects: Mahar&s{rl, Sauraseni, Magadhi, PaiSacI, and ApabhramSa. Pali and

Ardha-Magadhi are also Prakrits and are used in the Buddhist and Jaina

canons. From the point of view of the evolution of language, the inscriptional

Prakrits, Pali and Paisaci, form an earlier group; Sauraseni and Magadhi
come next, one a central and the other an eastern dialect. Ardha-Magadhi
is close to Pali with regard to its vocabulary, syntax, and style, but is phono-

logically later in age. Maharastri has proved to be an elastic medium for

learned epics and lyrical poetry on popular subjects. Some of these were raised

to literary status from a regional footing; but they gradually became stereo-

typed, with scant deference to their local colour from the grammarians. By
that time the popular dialects had already advanced, and the gap between the

literary Prakrits and contemporary popular speech went on increasing. Popular

elements, stray forms from a popular vernacular, even percolated now and

then into some of the earlier Prakrit works.

By about the fifth century a.d., Sanskrit and Prakrit were equally stereo-

typed as literary forms of expression. Their cleavage froih the current verna-

culars was felt more and more; and once again an effort was made to raise

the then popular speech to a literary stage, an effort represented by ApabhraihSa

which, as a literary language, is to be distinguished from Sanskrit and Prakrit.

Like Sanskrit and Prakrit, Apabhramfa no longer remained local. The standard

literary Apabhrariria looks very much like a forerunner of Old Rajasthani and

Old Gujarati, but it appears to have been used on a wider scale even outside

the expected area. It is heavily indebted to literary Prakrits for its vocabulary,
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while its other elements, such as nominal and verbal terminations, pronouns,

adverbs, and particles, are drawn from the popular speech-stratum, in a few

cases, possibly, with some foreign influence. The metrical dressing was pecu-

liarly popular and novel, and to a certain extent this influenced its phonetic

shaping. In its turn, Apabhrariria»also reached a fixed form like Sanskrit and

the Prakrits; and side by side came into being what we call today the ‘modern’

Indian languages. The Prakrits, and ApabhraihSa represent the Middle Indo-

Aryan stage. M&h&r&ftri and ApabhraihSa appear to have been developed

first by the common people for their songs and- -couplets; and it was through

these channels that they obtained recognition from the learned as well and were

admitted into literature. Sfidraka admitted MShUriistrl verses in the Mfccha-

katika
; Kalidasa (c. a.d. 400) employed ApabhramSa songs in his VikramorvaHya

;

and VidySpati (c. a.d. 1400) used Maithili verses in his Sanskrit-Prakrit

dramas. As literary languages to be written after a close study of grammar
and literature, Sanskrit, the Prakrits, and Apabhraiiria were cultivated

simultaneously for a considerable length of time, even after the Modem Indo-

Aryan stage was actually reached in the popular language of day-to-day

conversation.

A full view of the literary heritage of ancient and medieval India must

include a broad survey of the literature in Sanskrit, Pali, and Prakrit (Apa-

bhrariria). Here is an effort to present a survey of the salient landmarks of

Prakrit literature.

PRAKRIT INSCRIPTIONS AND DRAMAS

The imperial Mauryan State was diplomatically, militarily, and culturally

quite on a par with, if not superior to, the contemporary Hellenic States. Its

Prakrit inscriptions have linguistic and historical importance; but some of

them deserve to be classed as literature on account of their form and style as

well as for the noble instructions of abiding value which they carry. The
Aiokan inscriptions, more than thirty in number, are the earliest dated docu-

ments among Indian literary records. They were incised on rocks, boulders,

pillars, and on the walls of caves. The fourteen rock edicts, in seven recensions,

form a remarkable unit as a piece of literature. Their style is simple, concise,

and forceful; and the appeal, full of personal feeling, is so direct that one

feels that the mighty monarch himself is earnestly speaking to his subjects. The
edicts not only give a fine picture of the State, but also reveal the personality

of the ruler in touching colours. In pathos and sincerity, expressed by an

emperor, they can hardly be surpassed. He is fully aware of his responsibility

to his vast empire; and he is constantly striving for the physical and moral

welfare of his subjects, and also for the safety of the entire living world. His

leanings towards Buddhism are explicit; but the principles preached by him
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are cosmopolitan, humanitarian, and universal. The thirteenth rock edict is

a document remarkable in the annals of human history. Asoka had won a

decisive victory in the Kalinga war; but the misery of the people brought such

remorse to the mighty monarch that he expressed his anguish frankly and
vividly.

The Hathigumpha inscription of Kharavela (first or second century B.c.)

of the Cedi dynasty gives a record of the first thirteen years of Kharavela’s

reign. The inscription surpasses Aioka’s records in fluency of expression; and
apart from the personal details of this mighty king who consolidated and
increased the prestige of Kalinga, the record gives a good glimpse of the early

life and training of Indian princes at that time. Among the manifold inscriptions

of western India, the Nasik cave inscription of Vasisthlputra Pulumayi of the

second century a.d. expresses the spirit of a royal panegyrist steeped in epico-

Puranic mythology and religion, and anticipates the later embellished style

so common in k&vyas and campUs.

In the early drama, as we have seen, some characters are made to speak

in Sanskrit and others in Prakrit. The playwrights have used Prakrits according

to the conventions of dramatic theory; but the composition in most cases has

very little of popular life in it. The Prakrit passages in drama after Kalidasa,

if not before him, were, on the whole, specimens of artificial and prosaic

composition. These look like Sanskrit sentences mechanically converted into

Prakrit. The convention of using such passages had so great a grip on the

orthodox mind for centuries together that only very recently did Prakrit lose

its hold on Indian drama. The author of the Hanumannataka (after a.d. 1200)

plainly says that it is not Prakrit but Sanskrit alone that is worthy ofan audience

of devotees of Vi$ou. The number of plays with Prakrit passages is quite large,

and some of the characters speaking Prakrit dialects are of particular interest.

The Prakrit lyric song is quite popular with Sudraka, Kalidasa, Viiakha-

datta, and others; and some of their gathas are genuine pieces of poetry delineat-

ing gentle sentiments. As used by Sudraka and others, Prakrit served wonder-

fully as the medium of homely conversation. Innocent, intriguing light jokes

and toothless humour are seen in the speeches in SaurasenI made by Vidftsaka,

the jester, who figures in various plays. His description of Vasantasen&’s palace

in the Mfcchakatika is more pedantic than natural. Sodraka’s Sakara is a

unique character, quite unsurpassed. His songs and speeches in M&gadhI

are well known for their fun and humour. R&ksasa and his wife in the Vefi-

samhdra give us a description of a battle-field in MSgadh!. But the stylistic

basis of dramatic Prakrits is essentially Sanskritic, and the deii elements are not

freely admitted.

In the opinion of some scholars, Indian drama comprising popular dance

with conversations and songs, was originally in Prakrit, and it was only later
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that Sanskrit came to bo introduced. Thus these plays admit Sanskrit and
Prakrit simultaneously. However, there is one type of drama, the saffaka,

which is composed entirely in Prakrit, and which in many respects resembles

the nStika. The term sattaka, or sifSka, is quite old; but die extant specimens

of sattaka are comparatively late and few in number. The Karpttramaiijart

by Rajaiekhara (about a.d. 900)"
-
is^a love intrigue, ending happily in the

marriage of Gandapala and KarpQramafijarl. KarpGramanjarl is the cousin

of the elderly queen and is brought to the palace miraculously by the magician,

Bhairav&nanda. This play was enacted at the behest of the author’s wife

Avandsundari, a cultured lady of the Cahamana family.

The KarpUratnaHjarl has been a constant source of inspiration down the

centuries, and a model for all subsequent sattakas. Though accepted as one
of the best comedies in Indian literature, it is more remarkable for its style

and language than for its plot and characters, which are of the time-honoured

mould. R&jaSekhara was a consummate master of literary expression and
metrical forms. His verses rise to the occasion; they have a rhythmic ring and
a liquid flow. His descriptions of nature are inlaid with vivid colour and
grace; and his use of proverbs and vernacular expressions, and allusions to

customs are of special interest. He enjoyed the patronage of Mahendrapala
of Kanauj and his successor.

Rudradasa (seventeenth century), who was patronized by the Zamorin of

Calicut, wrote the CandralekhS, a sattaka, which celebrates the marriage of

Manaveda and CandralekhS. His style is forceful, but is often burdened with

unwieldy compounds. Ghanafyama, a court poet at the time of King Tulajaji

of Tanjore (middle of the eighteenth century), wrote the Anandasundari,

another sattaka. The Rambhamafijari by Nayacandra (c. fifteenth century)

is also a sattaka in which Prakrit is used along with Sanskrit. It deals with

the story of King Jaitrasiihha of Varanasi and Rambha, the daughter of

Madanavarman of Gujarat.

THE JAINA CANON, PRO-CANON, AND POST-CANONICAL WORKS
f >

’
i

-* k * t

The Jaina canonical works constitute an important section of Prakrit

literature. Jainism admits, in this era, twenty-four Txrthankaras who are

responsible from period to period for the promulgation of religion or dharma.

The twenty-second Tirthafikara was Neoun&tha, the cousin of Kftpa; the

twenty-third was Parivan&tha whose historicity is now accepted; and the

last was Mahfivira, whom Buddhist text! mention as Nigaptha N&taputta.

He was a senior contemporary ofBuddha. He was related to the royal families

of Magadha. The preachings of Mahivira and his disciples have come down
to us in the Jaina Agama, the canon, in Ardha-M&gadhi, which has suffered

many a vicissitude in the course of its transmission. The exigencies of time,
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especially a famine, required its first systematization. This was done by the

Pataliputra Council some time in the fourth century b.c., and was followed

by subsequent attempts from time to time, attributed to such eminent teachers

as Skandila, Nagarjuna, and Devarddhi. There are also a few texts of indi-

vidual authorship. The canon, as available today, was systematized, re-

arranged, redacted, and committed to writing by the Valabhi Council under

Devarddhi in the middle of the fifth century a.d. The earlier lists of canonical

texts, possibly as classified at the time of earlier compilations, are preserved

to us in the canon itself. The most recognized classification, possibly done by

the Valabhi Council itself, is that the Agama contains the following sections1 :

(1) eleven Angas (parts), (2) twelve Upangas, (3) ten Prakiriias,

(4) six Gheda-Sutras, (5) two Culika-Sutras (individual texts), (6) four

Mula-Sdtras.

The twelfth Ariga, the Drftivada, which included the fourteen PSrvas, is

lost. The contents of the canon are quite varied and cover almost every branch

of human knowledge as it was conceived in those days. Texts like Acardnga

and Daia-vaikSlika give a detailed account of monachism as practised in

eastern India in the days of Mahavlra; Jivibhigama and others fully discuss

the Jaina ideas about living beings; Upasakadkyayana and Praina-vySkarana set

forth the ideals and regulations ofa householder’s life
;
Jndtfdharmakatkd, Vipaka-

Sutra, and Nirayavali give many holy legends, moral in all their aspects and

didactic in purpose
;
SUiya-prajHapti discusses Jaina cosmology; S&trakft&nga and

Uttaradhyayana contain brilliant moral exhortations, philosophical discourses,

and amusing legends, while some of their sections are fine specimens of ancient

ascetic poetry; the Nandi-Sfitra gives the details of Jaina epistemology; and

texts like the Bhagavatt are encyclopaedic in content. Some of the stories are

laid in the age ofArista Nemi, while in some places we find ParSva and Mahavlra

holding discussions. In fact, in most of the lessons the preachings are attributed

to Mahavlra and his disciples.

Devarddhi arranged and redacted the already existing texts of the canon

to make them a consistent whole. He did so, probably, by standardizing

descriptions, passages, and the use of synonyms in a certain text, and by

merely referring to them in others by terms like vaniya, java, or by numerals.

The cross references show the working of a single hand. Although the matter

ofthe present Upangas is as old as that of the Angas, the division of the Upangas

to correspond to the Afigas is an innovation made perhaps after the Pa(aliputra

Council. It is not known to earlier lists preserved in the original contents

of works like the Praina-vyakaram. Up to the final redaction, reshuffling and

transposition of parts took place, and can be detected even now. Some of

the niiyuktis (commentaries) clearly show that they have in view a slightly

1 See for reference Literatus,t ofJainism (previous article), pp. 155-56.
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different arrangement of matter in some places. W. Schubring has shown how,

for a consistent interpretation, some lines in the S&trakft&Aga would need to

be rearranged. Further, we have a large number of Prakirpas, but only some

of them are admitted to the canon.

Though the Ardha-M&gadhi canon was redacted in the fifth century a.d.,

the major and substantial portion oflit is as old as the Pataliputra Council in

the fourth century B.c. This is proved by traditional accounts, and also by

the absence of any reference in the canon to Greek astronomy, and, further,

by the nature of die metre and language in its older portions. The first parts

of the AcSraAga and the StitrakrtaAga are considered to belong to the oldest

stratum of the canon. With them may be ranked some of the lessons in the

Cheda-Sutras and a few sermons in the Uttaradhyayana and the Bhagavati.

The canon described above is authoritative only for the Svetambaras. Also,

it is not admitted as genuine by those Digambaras who have their pro-canon.2

According to the Svet&mbara tradition, knowledge of the fourteen PUrvas

continued to decrease, and by the time of Devarddhi the twelfth Aiiga, which

included the PUrvas, had disappeared. Now and then, gdthis from the P&rvas

are quoted even by the later commentaries, possibly from traditional memory.

The Digambaras have a similar tradition about the gradual loss of Anga
knowledge. This loss of scriptural knowledge needs to be explained. There

is sufficient evidence to indicate that the sacred texts were studied in monastic

seminaries and handed down from teacher to pupil, often in isolation or together

in distant parts of the country. Due to lapse of memory, lack of continuity in

study, the obscurity of technical details, and the passing away of outstanding

custodians of scriptural knowledge, some branches of study must have fallen

into oblivion in some seminary or other. It is quite likely that any specialized

branch of study elaborately preserved in one seminary gradually came to

be disowned by the others on account of certain differences in dogma which

had perhaps grown up in the meantime. This is how, in all probability, the

Digambaras came to disown the AAgas. The texts of the Dfftivada, it has

been shown by Dr H. L. Jain, are the basis of the Prakrit sdtras of the $afkarma-

prabhfta and the Kafiya-prdbhfta which have lately been brought to light, together

with huge Prakrit-Sanskrit commentaries. The limited studies that have

been carried out indicate that the Digambaras and the Svetimbaras once

had a common literature. Even today, common matter, expressed in almost

identical terms, can be detected in the early literature of both. A full estimate

of early Jaina literature and the ideology embodied in it is possible only by

comparatively studying the older works preserved by both sections of the

Jains.

The canon comprises works of different origin and age, and naturally,

* See for reference ibid,, pp, 152*54.
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therefore, it is difficult to estimate its literary character. The redaction brought

together distinctly disparate parts of works, some in prose, some in verse, and

some in prose and verse. The prose of the Acdranga contains metrical pieces

interwoven in it, and consequently presents manifold difficulties in interpre-

tation. The old prose works are diffused in style with endless, mechanical repeti-

tions, but some works contain pithy remarks pregnant with meaning. The
didactic sections present vigorous exposition in a fluent style, while the standard-

ized descriptions, obviously aiming at literary effect, are heavy in construction

with irregular compound expressions. The rules for monastic life are full of

details, and the dogmatic lessons show a good deal of systematic exposition.

There are narratives which contain parables and similes of symbolic signifi-

cance; and there are exemplary stories of ascetic heroes, and also debates on

dogmatic topics. When studied along with Pali texts, the canon yields valuable

information about contemporary life and thought, including biographical

details about P&r$va, MahSvira, and their contemporaries.

Mahavira is said to have preached in Ardha-MSgadhI, which is therefore

the name of the canonical language. The older portions preserve the archaic

forms of language and style. These gradually disappear in the later works,

and there is seen the influence of linguistic tendencies well known in M&ha-
rasfri which, in the early centuries of the Christian era, was evolving as a

literary language. Such a process of modernization was inevitable in the course

of oral transmission, especially as the Svetambara monks were already using

Prakrit not only as a language for scriptures, but also as a vehicle of literary

expression. In the verses common to both sects, the Digambara texts soften the

intervocalic consonants; while those of the Svetambaras lose them, leaving

behind the vowel.

Prior to the P&taliputra Council at the time of Candragupta Maurya, a

body ofJaina monks, on the advent of a famine, migrated to die South under

Bhadrabihu. After the famine, a Council of monks was called at Pafaliputra

to compile the canon, lest the scriptural knowledge fall into oblivion. The
canon so compiled was, however, not acceptable to those who had migrated

South. Possibly, the conditions of famine had created a gulf between the

practices of the monks who remained in Magadha and of those who had gone

South. Differences in dogmas and practices might also have been there even

earlier; but scholars look upon this as the possible seed of the division of the

Jaina Church into Svet&mbara and Digambara.

This explains, to a Certain extent, why the Digambaras disown the Ardha-

MSgadhI canon of F&taliputra. To satisfy the religious needs of the community,

they began jotting down from memory notes which have come to us in the

form of many Prakrit texts that deserve to be called the pro-canon of the

Jains. The earliest of these are the $atkarma-pr&bkfta and the Kafdya-pr&bhrta,
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which arc the remnants of the Dfftivdda. The Vlrasena-Jinasena commentaries

(a.d. 816) incorporate earlier commentaries in Prakrit; and they indicate

what an amount of traditional detail was associated with the original sUtras.

They deal with the highly technical and elaborate doctrine of Karma which

is a unique feature, a speciality in Jainism among the Indian religions. Among
the works of the pro-canon, the MBtacdra of Vaftakera and the Arddhand of

Sivarya have close kinship with the canon, giving elaborate details about the

monastic life, its rules and regulations. The Prakrit bhaktis are a sort of devo-

tional composition for daily recitation.

A large number of works are attributed to Kundakundacarya, but only

a few of them have come down to us. His Pancastikaya and Pravacanasara arc

systematic expositions of Jaina ontology and epistemology. His Samayasdra is

full of spiritual fervour. Yativrsabha’s Tiloyapannatti covers a wide range of

topics and has served the purpose of a source-book. The compilation or compo-

sition of all these works, based on traditional material, might be assigned to the

early centuries of the Christian era.

A good deal of Prakrit literature has grown round the canon itself by way
of explanation, detailed exposition, illustration through tales, and topical

systematization. On some canonical texts there are niryuktis. A niryukti is a kind

of metrical commentary which explains the topics by instituting various

inquiries. The niryuktis are attributed to Bhadrabahu and are undoubtedly

anterior to Devarddhi’s Council. Some of them, in turn, on account of their

systematic exposition, accuracy of detail, and solidity of argument, became

the object of the learned labours of great scholars. For instance, Jinabhadra

K$amairamana (a.d. 609) wrote a highly elaborate bhdsya (commentary)

in Prakrit on the Avaiyaka-niryukti round which has grown a little world of

literature. On some works both bhdsya and curni commentaries are found. A
bhdsya is an elaborate exposition of the text in Prakrit, at times incorporating

and supplementing the niryukti verses; while curni is a prose gloss written in a

bewildering admixture of Prakrit and Sanskrit, Jinadasa Mahattara wrote

his Nandi-curni in a.d. 676.

LYRICAL ANTHOLOGIES, DIDACTIC WORKS, AND HYMNS

The popular gathd (song) had already found its way not only into the Pali

canon but also into that unconventional drama, the Mjcchakatika of Sudraka.

With its melodious ring and sentimental setting, it is successfully handled by

Kalidasa, especially in the mouth of his heroines. A large body of popular

lyric songs in Prakrit, especially in M2h£r&$tri, appears to have grown up

a couple of centuries or so earlier than Kalidasa. A collection of some 700

gdthds, the Gdhd-sattasai
,
attributed to H&la, has survived. The text is preserved

in different recensions, and commentators even attribute some of the stanzas
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to different poets, a few ofwhom are known from literary records. The Sgttasai

is undoubtedly an anthology; the editor, who is a literary artist of some emi-

nence, has collected these verses, together with a few of his own composition,

from a large mass of popular songs, and presented them in a literary style with

special attention to the choice of setting, themes, and sentiment. Hala’s collec-

tion is not only important for its artistic grace and poetic flourish; it also

testifies to the fact that there was already a large mass of secular Prakrit

literature, in the composition of which women, too, took an active part.

The themes of the Sattasal are drawn primarily from rural life, but the

presentation is more or less satisfying to refined taste. The seasonal settings,

the countryside, the village folk, the flora and fauna—all contribute remarkably

to the realistic sketches which the poets draw with a few strokes of the pen

in one or two stanzas. The chiefsentiment is erotic, at times too openly expressed,

but the foibles of love and the peculiar Indian ceremonies and conventions

involved, are depicted in a vivid and touching manner. Some of the scenes

are full of pathos and flavour. For example, a lovely maiden is pouring

water for a thirsty traveller; he lets the water trickle through his fingers.

She, in turn, lessens the stream of water from the pot in her hands, and thus

they both extend the moments of feasting their eyes on each other. Within a

verse or two an effective sketch is projected such as is possible only for a mature

poet.

The Sanskrit rhetoricians have paid their respects, more, perhaps, than

were due, to Hala’s genius by extensively quoting his verses by way of illustra-

tion. There is very little of religious setting in the poems, though Isvara and

Parvatl, Visnu and Lak§mi, and others are casually mentioned. The name
H&la stands for Satavahana who figures as one of the Andhra-bhytya kings

whose partiality for Prakrits is well known. In all probability the compilation

is to be assigned to the second or third century a.d. It is quite natural that

a work of this type should contain old material and, at the same time, easily

admit later interpolations. It has been imitated in Sanskrit and Hindi, but

the Prakrit original stands unrivalled.

Another Prakrit anthology, close in spirit to Hala’s work, but planned

topically, is the Vajjilaggi of Jayavallabha. Its date is uncertain. There are

different recensions, the number of gatk&s averaging about 700. The major

portion of it was composed perhaps by Jayavallabha who, of course, included

verses from Hala and others. The subjects under which the verses are grouped

embrace the three human ends, dhaxma (righteousness), artha (wealth); and

kama (love) ; almost half the verses are devoted to the last The range of topics

dealt with is quite wide and includes poetry, friendship, fate, poverty, service,

hunting, elephants, the swan, the bee, etc. A good man is likened to a mirror,

while a wicked man, like soda, only adds a little polish to his virtues. The
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author reproves the camel for yearning for the desert which cannot be had when
fate is adverse. The erotic sentiment often has a touch of righteousness and
heroism about it. The author is a Jain, but there is nothing of sectarianism in

his collection. His g&thas in Maharas^ri contain many Apabhram&a elements;

and the spirit of some of the stanzas is similar to that of the quotations in

Hemacandra’s Prakrit grammar. *

Strange as it may seem, it is a fact that writers on poetics and rhetoric quoted

many Prakrit verses the sources of which have not been traced. This would
presuppose the existence erf" a good many earlier compositions or compilations

like the VajjHagga. Lately, another anthology, Chappannaya-gahao, has come
to light. It is also a compilation of gathas from various gifted poets, and is

allied to the works of Hala and Jayavallabha.

Similar to the anthologies in form, but with more religious leanings and
bearing individual authorship, are some of the Jaina didactic poems in Prakrit.

The spirit of religious instruction and moral exhortation is a patent trait of

Jaina authors. The niiyuktis
,

besides their explanatory and expositional

remarks, contain a great deal of didactic instruction and illustration, as well

as the gnomic poetry so common in anthologies. Wealth and love are mentioned

with indifference, if not disparagement; and the religious tone rules supreme.

The Uvaesamala or Upadeiamala is a didactic poem containing instruction

on the duties of monks and laymen ; it is in 540 stanzas and is by Dharmadasa.

It is no doubt an old work of considerable popularity as indicated by the fact

that commentaries were written upon it as early as the ninth century, and

also by its influence on later authors. In addition to moral instruction, it con-

tains Jaina dogmatic details and references to illustrative stories of great

men ofyore. Another work of this kind is the Upadeiapada. Equally religious and

didactic in outlook but more conventional in the treatment of topics, it is

mnemonic and mechanical in presentation but unintelligible without an

exhaustive commentary. It can be grasped only by the well-read. Containing

more than 1,000 gathas, it was written by Haribhadra, an outstanding author

of the eighth century. It is a learned source-book rather than a literary compo-

sition meting out moral instruction.

The UpadeiamSld by Hemacandra, author of the Maladharigaccha, contains

more than 500 gdthds and gives instruction on some twenty religious topics such

as compassion to living beings etc. The author is not only a preacher but a

poet commanding an ornate style with poetic embellishments. He was a

contemporary of Jayasiihha Siddharaja of Gujarat (1094-1148) whom he

persuaded to extend greater patronage to Jainism in that area.

The Vivekamanjari by Asalia was written in 1191. Containing 140 stanzas,

it is a discourse on religious awakening, but the major part of it is moulded in

a mechanical manner, quoting examples of holy persons. According to the
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commentator, B&lacandra, who belonged to two generations later than Jaya-

siriiha Siddharaja, Asada was ofroyal descent, being the son ofKing Kafukaraja

of Bhinmal in Rajasthan. Between the thirteenth and seventeenth centuries,

many other authors followed earlier models and produced rdigio-didactic

works in Prakrit. One is struck, however, more by the earnestness with which

they have reflected on their themes and preached them to posterity than

by the literary qualities of their works.

There are a number of hymns in Prakrit, addressed as prayers to the

Divinity as an ideal. Laudatory in spirit, these hymns may be assigned to the

class of religious poetry. Some of them were composed by eminent authors

like Bhadrabahu, Manatunga, Dhanapala (a.d. 972), and Abhayadeva.

The faimandala-stotra is a chronicle of monks, and the Dvddafdnga-pramd$a is a

short description of the Ardha-Magadhi canon. Somasundara (fifteenth

century) wrote a few prayers almost as exercises in different Prakrit dialects.

NARRATIVE LITERATURE IN JAINA MAHARA§TRl AND APABHRAttlSA

There is an extensive and varied narrative literature in Prakrit, especially

in Jaina Maharastri and Apabhramla; only a few of the most important works

are being reviewed here. Broadly speaking, this literature includes the lives

of the trisasti-Makd-purusas, the sixty-three great men who are the celebrities

of Jainism, and also lives of ascetic heroes and other holy men of eminence;

it includes legendary tales with didactic motifs, illustrative fables, semi-

historical narrations, and popular romances. Traces of all these elements are

found in the Jaina canon, while the commentators provide bulky narratives

in Prakrit and Sanskrit from earlier sources and also from some of their own
composition.

The Brhatkathdy the most important work, was composed by Gunadhya
in PaisacI, but it is lost beyond recovery. We possess, however, three Sanskrit

epitomes of it belonging to the Middle Ages. They indicate that the original

work was of great dignity and magnitude, worthy to be ranked with the

Mahdbhdrata and the Rdmayana. The Brkatkatha supplied themes and motifs

to many authors, and it has been referred to respectfully by Dapdin, Subandhu,

Bana, and others. Gupadhya’s personality is shrouded in myths, and this,

possibly, attests to his antiquity. Perhaps he is earlier than Bhasa, and may
be assigned to the early centuries of the Christian era.

Vimala Suri composed his Puranic epic the Paiimacariya in a.d. 4, according

to his own statement, but some scholars assign it to the fourth or fifth century.

It gives the Jaina version of the Rama legend. It shows acquaintance with

Valmiki’s Rdmayana, but contains particular details which have nothing to do

with the Jaina outlook and which, consequently, are of great value in studying

the basic Rama legend that has been worked out by various authors in different
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ways. Here, R&vapa is not a monster, nor M&ruti a monkey; they are both

VidySdharas, a class of semi-divine persons. Vimala Sun’s religious sermons

have a lofty didactic tone, and he also tells many an episode of romantic

and legendary interest. His gSihas and elegant metres testify to his poetic

ability, and his style is almost unififrmly fluent and forceful. The dialect he

uses is also interesting because of the age of the work and of the Apabhramia
traces seen in it.

Padalipta, of the early centuries of the Christian era, wrote in Prakrit a

now-lost religious novel called Tarangavai. The legends surrounding Padalipta

and the praise bestowed on his work bear evidence to its eminence. The subject-

matter was a love story, concluding with a religious sermon. We possess only

a later epitome of it written in Prakrit, called Tarangalata
,
which testifies to

its engrossing literary qualities.

The Vasudeva-kindt of Sanghadasa and Dharmadasa (before 600) is a volu-

minous prose tale which elaborately records the wanderings of Vasudeva of

the Harioamia, and includes a good deal of extraneous matter in the form of

sub-stories, legends, and fables. This work was definitely written earlier than

600. Bhadrabahu’s work being lost, it is not possible to detect its indebtedness

to his Vasudeoacaria of the fourth century b.c. ; but there are indications that

it closely corresponds in form to the Bfhatkatha by Gunadhya.

In A.D. 868, Sflacarya wrote his Mahapurufa-carita which deals with the

lives of the Jalakd-purufas. The Kalak&caiya-kathdnaka, written in about the tenth

century, narrates the story of how the saint, Kalaka, went to the &aka Satraps,

called sahis, and with their help overthrew Gardabhilla, a king of Ujjayini,

who had kidnapped his sister Sarasvati. In narrating this historical incident,

the author shows considerable poetic skill and observation.

Dhane6vara’s Surasundaricaria (1038) is a lengthy romance. In sixteen

cantos it narrates the love story of a Vidyadhara chief as he passes through

hope and despair. The technique of telling a story within a story is handled

successfully and the narration of events is quite smooth; the descriptions are

worthy of a trained jroet. The Patkami-kaha by MaheSvara Suri (earlier than

the middle of the eleventh century) celebrates SrutapafUami and, through illus-

trative stories, explains the importance of its observances. The life of Vijaya-

candra-kevalin in 1 ,063 gathas composed in A.D. 1070 was written in simple,

narrative style. It illustrates the merits resulting from eightfold worship.

At the close of the eleventh century, Vardhamana, the pupil of Abhayadeva,

wrote two works, the Mmoramd-carita in 1083, a romance with religious lean-

ings, and the Adinatha-carita in 1103, a regular Pur&nic epic dealing with the

life of the first Tirthafikara.

The Supasanahacaria (1143) is a bulky work which gives the life of the

seventh Tirthankara from his earlier births up to his liberation. It is full of
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religious preachings, all conveyed with suitable stories, as is so common in

Jaina works. The author has poetic skill and a remarkable command over

language.

Just eleven years after the death of King Kumarapila, Somaprabha wrote

the Kumarapala-pratibodha (c. 1195). It is a lengthy text giving many stories to

illustrate the principles ofJainism. Some of the sections are written in Sanskrit

and Apabhraihia as well. After a description of Gujarat and its capital, the

C&lukya kings are mentioned in quick succession. We are then told how
Kum&rapGla met Hemacandra. This is followed by a conversation between

the two. After hearing various stories, Kumarap&la not only accepted the

vows ofJainism but gave orders for their observance throughout his kingdom.

These narrative works are extremely interesting as types of composition;

and being of definite date and locality, they throw very useful light on the

contemporary society.

Coming to the narrative works in Apabhraih£a, we enter an altogether new
world. The language shows remarkable traits; the metres are different; and
the presentation has a melodious air about it. Apabhramia forms were grad-

ually admitted into Prakrit compositions from about the early centuries of

the Christian era; and it is not surprising that Kalidasa introduced Apabhramsa

songs in his Vikramorvafiya. Every language has its favourite metres: Sanskrit

has the sloka; Prakrit has" the gatha, and ApabhrarhSa the doha, couplet. Like

the large body of gathas prior to Hala’s collection, there must have grown up
in later centuries a floating mass of dohas, many of which are quoted by Hema-
candra in his grammar. The Apabhramsa metres with their rhymes and

ghatfa have such a fascinating ring about them that many authors went out

of their way to use these metres in Prakrit and Sanskrit also.

One of the early Apabhramsa poets is Caturmuklia, but none of his works

has come down to us. He has been praised for his choice of words; and perhaps

he was responsible for popularizing the paddhatjiya metre. Of Svayambhu

(eighth century) we know a good deal through his son Tribhuvana Svayambhu

who brought to completion his father’s Paiimacariu and Harivathia Parana which

are huge epics covering the subject-matter of the Rama legend and the Bharata

episode. As a rule, ApabhraftiSa poets give us a good picture of their own
selves in addition to some biographical details. Thus SvayambhG tells us that

he was very slender in body and had irregular teeth. His son’s remarks about

him may be translated thus: The mad elephant of Apabhrarii£a wanders

about at will only so long as the restraining hook of Svayambhfi’s grammar

does not fall on him. Victorious be the lion SvayambhG with his sharp teeth of

good words, terrible to look at on account of his nails in the form of metres

and figures ofspeech, and with a full mane in the form of grammar. Tribhuvana

was a capable son of a worthy father; they remind us of Baija and his son.
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The most important Apabhrartria poet, and one about whom we know
a great deal, is Pufpadaitta who lived in the middle of the tenth century.

He was the son of Keiava and Mugh&devi, who, before they accepted Jainism,

were devotees of Siva. Lift had been cruel to Ke6ava, and it was almost un-

bearable to Pugpadanta, a man of outstanding talent and touchy self-respect

He wandered forlorn and came to M&nyakhefa where JCnpar&ja III of the

RiistrakGta dynasty was ruling; and there, once more, under the patronage

of the minister, Bharata, his poetic genius fruitfully flowered. His three works

Mahdpuranu, Jasaharacariu, and N&yakum&racariu have been well edited. All

that was best in Sanskrit and Prakrit poetry has been well expressed by him
in Apabhraihft. His language is brisk and fluid; his metres are varied and

descriptions elegant. With the flow of sentiments well regulated, the poetic

embellishments are remarkable.

Another poet who describes himself is Kanakamara. He lived sometime

in the eleventh century, but his place and date are still to be finally settled.

His Karakatidacariu, written in ten cantos in a comparatively lucid style,

gives the life of Karakaruja, one of the pratytka-buddhas. His reference to the

Tera caves is of great interest.

Dhanapala of the Dhakkada family (c. tenth century) wrote Bhaoissayatta-

kahd in which the hero is depicted as suffering great miseries but finally achieving

his aim through his outstanding virtues. The Nemnahacariu (c. 1159) of

Haribhadra contains beautiful descriptions; and it is composed in ratfda

metre. The Kirlilata by Vidyapati (fifteenth century), though a late work,

is of manifold interest. It is a specimen of the post-Apabhramsa language of

eastern India; the subject-matter is historical. It is in both prose and verse,

and presented in a conversational style.

A large body of Apabhramia literature is still lying in manuscript form,

and every year we come across new finds. Dhavala’s Harivamsa (c. ninth

century) is a lengthy text, and it gives a good deal of information about earlier

authors. Hari§ena’s Dharma-parikfd (988) is earlier than Amitagati’s Sanskrit

work, and it records a still earlier work written by Jayarima in gathds. The
Katha-kosa by Sricandra (around the end of the eleventh century) gives the

stories referred to in the gathas of Aradhana by* Sivirya. Many Apabhrariria

works which are still in manuscript form indicate that this literary ApabhramSa

was being cultivated almost up to the close of the Mogul period. The linguistic

material preserved in these works is of superlative importance in reconstructing

the early history of Modern Indo-Aryan languages, especially Gujarati, Hindi,

and Rajasthani.

CLASSICAL KAVYA AND CAMPO

Since Prakrit literature grew side by side with Sanskrit literature, the
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ornate and stylistic k&vyas and prose romances had a corresponding field in

Prakrit. The Setubandha or Dahamuhtwaha by Pravarasena of die Vfik&foka

dynasty deals with the incident in the R&n£ya$a in which the monkeys build

a setu (bridge) across the ocean. The author is well equipped in metrics and
poetics, and his poem possesses all the traits of a mahdkSvya. He displays

much skill in poetic description and metrical accomplishment Despite its

pompous style, the work as a whole has a poetic flavour flowing through its

fine expression, charming imagery, attractive thought, and melodious allitera-

tion. It is but natural that Bana and Dapdhi referred to this outstanding work
with compliments.

Gaiidavaho by Vakpatiraja, a poet at the court of King Yaiovarman (c.

733), celebrates the slaying of the Gauda king, and is thus builton a historical

incident. The story element in the poem is, however, scanty and its structure

rather loose. The major portion of the extant work is filled with highly ornate

descriptions, full of imagination and learned allusions; the descriptions of

the countryside are remarkably realistic. V&kpati invests every topic he

touches with fresh life and beauty. Kalidasa and Vakpati are two remarkable

facets of Indian poetic genius: if one is unsurpassed in his upama (simile), the

other is unrivalled in his utprekfS (hypothetical metaphor).

Haribhadra (eighth century), was an eminent logician and. a famous

author. He called himself Yakini-mahattara-siim, and the word viraha occurs

at the close of his works. To explain these appellations, a good many legends

are associated with his personality. His SamarSicca-kaha is a Prakrit campU which

delineates the inimical behaviour of two souls through nine births. He was

a close student of human life and of people’s behaviour under varying condi-

tions. He was a master of artistic style in describing towns, lakes, jungles, and

temples, and often interwoven in these descriptions are dogmatic teachings

and didactic episodes with a religious flavour. At times his style is simple and

conversational. Another Prakrit work of his is the DhSrtdkhyana,
a satire unique

in Indian literature. Five rogues, four men and a woman narrate their personal

experiences. The fantastic and absurd personal story of each one is confirmed

by the others who bring forward parallel stories from the epics and the Pur&Qas;

thus the Puranic legends are satirized. This composition has a good literary

form; its conception and construction are exemplary; and as a literary pro-

duct it is for ahead of its time.

The Kuvalayamald (779) by Uddyotana, a pupil of Haribhadra, resembles

SamarSkcorkahi in its aim, but it uses Paiifici and Apabhrariria in addition

to the normal Jaina Mihara$tri in which the whole work is composed. When
the author passes from the high-flown Prakrit to conversational prose in

Apabhraihia, one feels that he is imitating popular speech. A religio-didacdc

tone is apparent throughout the work, and the background ofJaina ideology
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is not concealed. On the whole, however, it is a literary piece actuated by
the same spirit which permeates the works of Dai^in and Bfipa. Hie author

was a learned litterateur, and his glowing references to earlier authors and
works and to the Yavana king, Toramana, have documentary value for they

supply much fresh material for the literary and political history of that period.

The IMavaH by Kutuhala, earlier than Bhoja, is a stylistic, romantic kdvya

composed without divisions, like GaUdavaho. However, it contains more racy

narration than the latter, and is less pedantic. It deals with the love story of

King Satavahana and LHSvati, a princess from Siriihaladvlpa, but the threads

of the story are rather complicated. It was the author’s own beloved who
requested him to compose the poem, and he undertook to discharge this

responsibility with modesty. Some of the scenes are attractively sketched,

and the sentiments are presented with freshness and an attractive flavour.

In all probability Hemacandra had knowledge of this poem. He used it for

his grammar.

It was in ornamental Jaina Mahara$tri prose and verse (with a few passages

in Apabhrariria) that Gunacandra composed his Mahavira-carita (1082) which

gives a traditional account of Mahavira’s life, half the work being devoted to

his earlier births. The language shows remarkable regularity of grammar,

and is quite chaste, almost like classical Sanskrit by the model of which Guna-

candra’s expressions and ideas were much influenced. It is a studied perform-

ance, a scholar’s achievement, full of long compounds and poetic devices.

But it is a charming kavya, a dish for the learned.

Some of the poems described above indicate how the popular Prakrit could

be dressed by learned artists, an experiment already started by Sudraka and

successfully continued by Pravarasena, Vakpati, Uddyotana, Rajasekhara,

and others. Hemacandra (1089-1172) was a dominant literary figure of

medieval India. He not only made Jainism great in Gujarat by winning the

kings into its fold, but also bestowed on Gujarat a greatness in literature.

It was he who opened almost a new era in literature through his manifold

contributions to different branches of learning, and these were vigorously

cultivated almost up to modern times. Tradition says that he brought the

goddess of learning from Kashmir to Gujarat. Later history fully bears out

die truth of this remark, both factually and figuratively. Though, by his

grammar and lexicon, he laid a sound foundation for Prakrit philology, he

has not given us any independent kdvya in Prakrit. His Kumarap&la-carita

deals with the life of Kumarapala; its purpose, however, is neither historical

nor poetical, but purely grammatical. As a concluding portion of his Dvy&-

irayakavya, it illustrates, as does BhattikSvya, the rules of Prakrit grammar.

Though his hands were thus tied, now and then the work reveals a poetic flash

and a capable handling of language.
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It is interesting to note that this stylistic Prakrit was cultivated in the extreme

South as late as the eighteenth century; tins was done; of course, through the

study of tiie grammars of Vararud and others, KjyialB&fuka (thirteenth cen-

tury) wrote the Stricitkdhakaovath, which is in twelve cantos and deals with the

life of Kfwa, to illustrate the rules of the Prakrit grammars of Vararuci and
Trivikrama. The Soriearitta by £iika$tha (fifteenth or seventeenth century)

is ayamaka kdvya, the eight mdtrSs (beats) in two metrical feet having identical

sound but different sense. By about the middle of the eighteenth century R&ma
P&niv&da wrote two tiny poems, Karhsavako and UfSmruddha, charming in con-

ception and scholarly in execution; the first deals with the slaying of Kaihsa by

Ktffoa, and the second with the love and marriage of and Aniruddha. They
belong actually to the closing period ofPrakrit literature; but due to their poetic

merits and stylistic flourish, they deserve to be ranked with medieval poems.

DOCTRINAL TREATISES

Jainism possesses a highly elaborate and technical Karma doctrine, and
for the elucidation of this doctrine a good, many works have been written in

Prakrit. This subject-matter, it is said, was originally included in the lost POrvas,

the remnants of which form tile basis of the sBtras of the Dhaoald, Jayadhaodd,

and MahadhavalS. commentaries. There are other works, more or less compiling

the traditional matter, such as Kmma-payadi by Sivafarman, PafkasaAgraha by
Candrar?i, and Gommatasdra by Nemicandra. Huge and learned commentaries

in Sanskrit have been written on these works. The dry details of the doctrine

have been worked on with the utmost scruple and scrutiny. The Sdvayapanmtti

by H&ribhadra, written in some four hundred gfith&s, is a succinct compendium
of the Jaina code of morals with its metaphysical background.

Many legends are current about Siddhasena Div&kara (c. sixth or seventh

century) in whom we have a first-rate poet and an outstanding logician. His

hymns in Sanskrit testify to his poetic genius. His Sanmatitarka in Prakrit is a

brilliant treatise elucidating the Jaina epistemology and the doctrines of nayas

(standpoints) and anekSniasada. Hie Dhama-safigrahani by Haribhadra is an ex-

haustive treatise on different aspects ofJaina dogmatics; while Kattigeydnuppek-

khd by Kumara deals mainly with the twelvefold reflection, but incidentally

forms a good exposition of the fundamental Jaina dogmas. Devasena deals with

various dogmatical topics of Jainism in his Bhdoasangraha, Arddfumdsdra, and

Tattomdra; and his DarJanasSra (933), which records the traditional account

of the different saighas, is of some historical importance. There are also certain

Apabhraifala texts dealing with mysticism worked out against the background

of Jama and Buddhistic dogmatics, Among these may be mentioned the

Paramappapay&su and Togasdra byJoindu (c. sixth century) and the Doh&koSas of

Kanha and Saraha.
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GRAMMARS

Though certain quotations indicate the existence of Prakrit grammars

written in Prakrit, all that are available today are written in Sanskrit and mod-

elled on Sanskrit grammar! Naturally, they inherit die merits and demerits of

their models as a systematic analysis ofdanguage. They are of no use in under-

standing inscriptional Prakrits; and even for the Ardha-MSgadhi of the canon

they afford very little aid; Most of them are but partial, even perfunctory,

attempts.

The grammar written by Vararuci, which is subjected to various commen-
taries by Bhamaha (c. 700) and others, and the one written by Canda, though

used by subsequent authors, stand somewhat apart; while the remaining gram-

mars fall into two clear-cut groups. The works of Hemacandra, Trivikrama,

Sirhharaja, Laksmidhara, and others form one group; those of Purusottama,

Ramatarkavagiia, Markandeya, and others belong to the other. The two groups

show differences in the number ofdialects and in the details oftheir descriptions.

It is only Hemacandra and Markandeya who show close touch with earlier

literary works; and in his treatment of Apabhrariria, Hemacandra has worthily

discharged his responsibility as a grammarian. Thus most of these grammars

fall short of our needs and standards; but, however imperfect, the treatises of

Vararuci, Canda, Hemacandra, and Markandeya are of great value not only

in the understanding of Prakrit language and literature, but also in the study

of the entire range of Middle Indo-Aryan.

LEXICONS

Turning next to lexicography, Paiya-laccki-nama-mala, written by Dhanapala

in 972-73, presents a list of Prakrit synonymous words. It was written for his

younger sister Sundari. Deti-n&ma-malS by Hemacandra has the specialized aim
ofgiving deii words, that is, those words which cannot be directly or indirectly

traced to Sanskrit, together with quotations to illustrate their usage. He refers

by name to more than a dozen of his predecessors in the held, but their works

have not come down to us. This Nama-mUd is of unique value to a linguist

interested in Middle Indian and Modern Indian vocabulary.

WORKS ON POETICS AND METRICS

A work of poetics attributed to Hari is perhaps lost; but we have AlankSra-

dappana by an unknown author. Prakrit has its special metre in the gathd, but

most of the classical writers have used the longer syllabic metres current in

Sanskrit. The Apabhraihia works, however, disclose altogether new paths in

metrics. Nandit&rfria, in his G&tMlakfaga, fully discusses the varieties of gdihd.

In Svqyatnbhichandas, Svayambhu discusses various metres and also gives many
quotations mentioning the names of their authors, who number more than
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fifty. The Vrttaj3ti~samuccaya is also an exhaustive treatise. Further, the Kavidar-

pana and the Ckandahkoia by Ratnaiekhara, and the PrSkfta Paiiigala give abun-

dant details regarding Prakrit metres. Some Sanskrit texts, like the Vrttarat

-

nSkara
,
include Prakrit metres as well, but the Chando'nuiasana by Hemacandra

is of special value for Prakrit metres. Professor H. D. Velankar has provided

quite a systematic exposition of Apabhraihia metres.

ASTRONOMICAL AND MEDICAL TEXTS

The Jambuddlva-pawatti-saftgako by PaiimaQathdi deals with cosmological

and astronomical subjects. The Jonirpdhu4a, an old medico-tantric tact, has not

come down to us, but its contents appear to have been included in the Jagat-

sundari-yoga-mala
,
with which two authors Harisena and Yaiahlurti (c. twelfth

century) are associated. Haramekhala (c. 830) by Mahuka is a medical treatise

which covers a wide range of topics, a talisman for all living beings. The RUfha-

samuccaya by Durgadeva (eleventh century) deals with omens and the like.

CONCLUSION

Judging from its abiding values, especially the thoughts it contains and the

way in which they are expressed against a background ofhuman experience and
natural and social environments, Prakrit literature is many-sided and remark-

able. It records the noble4houghts ofone of the greatest kings ofthe world; and

it embodies the ideology of a religion which is realistic in philosophy, ascetic in

morals, and humanitarian in outlook. It presents a valuable, though compli-

cated, picture of linguistic and metrical evolution in the last two thousand

years or more.

The society depicted in Prakrit literature is more popular than aristocratic.

Eminent monks and outstanding poets have earnestly contributed to its treas-

ures. Some of these authors are quite frank about personal details, and the

chronological data afforded by them have special significance in reconstructing

the history of Indian literature. Indian linguistics would certainly be poorer in

the absence of Prakrit literature, for on its lap have grown the modem Indian

languages. Prakrit literature goes a long way in helping to add important and

significant details to our picture of Indian culture and civilization.
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pAUTAMA Buddha's speeches, sayings, discourses, and conversations were

^“'handed down orally through a succession of teachers {Ucariyaparampara)

.

Proper attention was not, therefore, paid for preserving Buddha’s actual words.

Recitation and memorization were then the rrieans for the preservation of re-

cords. Such practice had been in vogue in India since the earliest Vedic period.

From the MahSparinibbSna-Suttanta1 we learn that Buddha anticipated that his

sayings might be misrepresented and so he advised his disciples to verify his

words in four ways (catt&ro mahSpadesS). His prophesy came true after his mahS-

parinibbSm. Subhadda who entered the Order (Saftgha) in his old age felt happy

at Buddha's makSparinibbSna. He thought that there would be none to take

the monks to task for non-observance of the Vinaya rules thenceforth. They
would be able to do what they would like.* The elder monks (theras) were

highly annoyed at this and felt it necessary to avoid the dangerous effects of his

disparaging utterances in the Sangha. They convened a Council headed by

Mah&kassapa Thera to settle all controversial points in regard to Subhadda’s

sayings. This Council was known as the First Buddlust Council in the history

of Buddhism. It was at this Council that a full collection ofBuddha’s teachings

was made and that the Dhamma (Doctrine) and Vinaya (Discipline) were settled.

The Abhidhamma had no separate existence then. It formed part of the

Dhamma. In other words, Dhamma and Vinaya were the two principal divi-

sions under which the traditional teachings ofBuddha were collected. A hund-

red years later another Council called the Second Buddhist Council was held

in which the rules of morality were discussed. The violation of the Vinaya rules

enjoined on the monks was the subject of discussion at this Council. We, how-

ever, find no mention of the Abhidhamma as having been discussed at this

Council. There was another Buddhist Council known as the Third Buddhist

Council held more than two hundred years after the moMparinibbSna ofBuddha.

The texts of the Sutta and Vinaya were rehearsed and settled and the Abhi-

dhamma was recognized as a part of the canon. Dhamma and Vinaya which

were then two divisions of the Buddhist scriptures were divided into three parts

in the Council—Sutta, Vinaya and Abhidhamma. Dhamma was thus divided

into two parts—the Sutta Pitaka and the Abhidhamma Pifaka. This Council

1 Digha AVciya, VoL II, Naked* Devanegui edition, pp. 96-96.

* Cf. Atha Me subhadda buddho-pabbojito U bkikkhS stad-moca: *Alath, Svuso, mi socitiha, mi paridsvillha.

Svmuitd nupath fax mahisamatma.' UpadduU sa hama: 'Math vo kappcUi, idath vo na kappatVti. Iddnt pana

mgmftjMft ieMssima tah kariisima, yatb na buhisstma larii na karis^bni’ti'—ibid., p. 125.
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thus witnessed the appearance of the whole of the Buddhist canonical literature

in three divisions, viz. Vinaya Pi^aka, Sutta Pifaka and Abhidhamma Pitaka.*

This is technically called Tipijaka. It should be mentioned here that the term

pitaka literally means basket. But here it is used in the sense of tradition, i.e. ‘a

long line of teachers and pupils handing on, in these three sacred Pitakas or

Baskets, from ancient times down to today, the treasures of the Dhamma (of

the Norm)’.4

The Buddhist literature, both Hinayana and Mahay&na, is preserved mainly

in Pali, Buddhist Sanskrit, and Pure Sanskrit. The originals of some of these

texts are lost. But fortunately they are preserved in Tibetan and Chinese trans-

lations. The Buddhist texts were also rendered into the language of the countries

to which Buddhism spread. Of all the languages, Pali is the earliest. In other

words, Pali Tipifaka represents the earliest and most complete collection of the

Buddhist literature.

PALI AND ITS ORIGIN

Pali means ‘row’ (pankti), ‘text’, ‘sacred text’ (pStho iti pi pali), ‘reading’

(qyam pi patko), i.e. the text of the canon as distinct from the afthakathS (commen-
taries). Pali always signifies the text of the Buddhist scriptures. In the MahS-
vathsa we find that ‘only the text has been brought here not the commentaries’.4

It also means that which preserves the import of words (Saddattam pdletiti pSli).

Pali belongs to the early Middle Indo-Aryan period. Opinions as to its

origin, however, differ among the Indologists, both oriental and occidental. Ac-

cording to some scholars, Pali was Magadhi Prakrit or MagadhI-bhasa which

was held out to be the mQlabhSfd, ‘the primary speech of all men’.4 Buddha
spent most of his time in Magadha and preached his doctrine there in the dialect

ofthat region. It is but natural that the early Buddhist scriptures were composed

in Magadhi in which Buddha himself spoke. According to others, Pali has a

close relationship with Paifi&ci Prakrit spoken at that time in the Vindhya

region. Some scholars further hold that Pali was the language of Kalifiga (South

Orissa and East Telugu country) whence Buddhism was introduced into Ceylon

(modern Sri Lanka). There are again others who think that Pali was an old form

ofSauraseni Prakrit as the phonetics and morphology ofPali are mostly identical

with it

It is said that EmperorAJoka sent his son Mahinda topreachthe Saddhamma

* Thu is the usual order of the Tipitaka- We also sometimes come across alternation of this arrange-

ment—Vinaya taking the place of Sutta. Hie Vinaya Pitaka has been placed at the head ofthe canon

by the Buddhists themselves. See also M. Wintemits, HIL, VoL II, p. 21.

* T. W. Rhys Davids, ThtHutoty andLiUratun ofBuddhism (Susil Gupta Ltd, Calcutta, 1952), p. 37.

* PSlimaUatk idinltam, n'atthi affhakatki idho—MahSoaduo, ch. XXXVII, v. 227.

* Cf. SS mSgadhi mSlobhisi, mrS j&SdikoMnki
Brahm&nr ca'uBMlipS sambuddhi tipi bhisart. KoecSyantayikanfm, Introduction.
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(Buddhism) in Ceylon. Some scholars maintain that he carried with him the

text of the Tipifaka, while according to others, he went to Ceylon after memo-
rizing the whole of the Tipitaka. Through the patronage of the king, Buddhism

was, however, well established there. The Tipitaka was committed to writing

during the reign of VaffagSmani Afehaya in the first century b.c. According

to Ceylonese monks, this Tipitaka and the Tipitaka which was compiled in the

Third Buddhist Council, however, was the one and the same. Some scholars do

not subscribe to this view. They hold that this Tipitaka was not the same as that

compiled in the Third Council—it is but a revised edition. The Tipitaka com-

posed in Pali and Buddhist Sanskrit was derived from the old Tipitaka which

was written in MSgadhi. This view is also corroborated by the manuscript

fragments of the Tripitaka composed in Buddhist Sanskrit discovered so far.

It is striking to note here that before the compilation of the Tipitaka, the

Buddhist literature was divided into nine arigas or parts. This is technically

known as Nao&Aga-satthusSsana.
7 This ninefold division is not the ninefold classi-

fication ofthe literature. It points out but specimens ofnine types ofcomposition

in the literature. For instance, they are extant in the Anguttara Nik&ya. It is said

that these diverse forms existed in the Buddhist literature even at the time of

the compilation of the Buddhist scriptures.® Let us now turn to the Pali

Tipitaka and give a brief survey of the texts constituting it.

THE VINAYA PITAKA

The Vinaya Pifaka contains rules of discipline. It deals with the rules and

regulations for the guidance of the Buddhist Sangha and precepts for the daily

life of the bhikkhus (monks) and b/tikkhu^is (nuns). These rules and regulations

were promulgated by Buddha himself during the early period as the occasion

arose. The Vinaya Pifaka thus contains mainly moral instructions. It relates

all that belongs to moral practices. Sila (code of morality) is die principal

subject-matter. The Buddhist tradition records that Vinaya is the life of

Buddha’s teachings. And as long as Vinaya lasts, his teachings also last.® It

is the main gateway to mbbana.
1# The Vinaya Pifaka comprises the following

texts: (i) the Suttooibha&ga, (it) the Khandhakas, and
(
tit) the Parivara or the

ParivSrap&tha.

(i) The Suttavibhanga, i.e. the explanation of the suttas, tells in a sort of

historical introduction how, when, and why the particular rule in question came

to be laid down. The words of the rule are given in full, followed by a very

ancient word-for-word commentary, which in its turn is succeeded by further

1 These are: Sutta, Geyya, Veyydkara^a, Gdthd, Ud&na, IljwUaka, Jdtaka, Abbhutadhomma and Vedalla.

9 M. WiiUeruitz, op. cit$ pp. 9 ff.

9 Vinayo noma buddhasdsanassd dyu
,

Vtnaye thite sSsanarh thitnih hotL Samantop&sddika
, p. 289.

10 Vinayo anuppddaparmbbdnatthdya . ibid.
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explanation and discussion on doubtful points. It comprises (a) Mah&vibhaAga

which has eight chapters dealing with eight classes of transgressions against

discipline, and (6) Bhikkhunivibkanga, a shorter work, a commentary on the code

for the nuns. The MahdvibkaAga and the BhikkhwfivibhaAga are also known as the

PSrSjika and Pddttiya respectively. They are also called UbhatovibhaAga.

It should be noted that Pdtimokkha
,
the oldest text, which is included in the

SuttavibhaAga, is the nucleus of the Vinaya Pi(aka. It deals with the ecclesiastical

offences requiring confession and expiation. In other words, it contains a set of

rules to be observed by the members of the Sahgha in their daily life. In the

Buddhist texts, the life of a good monk is described as ‘restrained by the

restraints ofthe Pdtimokkha’.11 There are two codes—one for the bhikkhus called

the Bhikkhu-pdtimokkha-sutta and the other for the bhikkhunis known as Bkikkkutfl-

pdtimokkha-sutta. The former consists of eight sections containing 227 offences

while the latter only seven sections comprising 311.

(it) The Khandhakas contain various rules and regulations for the guidance

of the Safigha and the entire code of conduct for the daily life of the bhikkhus

and bhxkkhurfis. They give us a coherent picture of the life in the Sangha.

They form a sort of continuation and supplement to the SuttavibhaAga. They

are divided into two parts—the Mahavagga and the Cullavagga.

(a) The Mahavagga contains ten chapters (khandhakas

)

furnishing the story

of the formation of the Sahgha and the rules for admission into the Order, the

observance of the uposatha ceremony, the mode of life during the rains, observ-

ance of the pavdrana and the kafhina ceremonies, food, clothing, seats, con-

veyances, medicaments, dress, and the like. It also furnishes us with many moral

tales as also the everyday life of India. It further contains ample information

on the social and urban life of the then India. In short, the Mahdoagga is replete

with various kinds ofinvaluable materials for reconstructing the ancient history

of India.

(b) The Cullavagga contains twelve khandhakas. It deals with the rules of

conduct of the bhikkhus and bhikkhunis and with atonement and penances. It

also deals with the dwellings, furniture, and lodgings as also the duties of

monks and the exclusion from the pdtimokkha ceremony. It furnishes us with

an account of the formation of the Bhikkhuni Sangha (Order of nuns). It further

gives us an account of the first two Councils held at Sattapa$oiguh& of R&ja-

gaha and Viluk&r&ma of Ves&li.

(tit) The Pariodra or the Parivdrapdtha is the concluding text of the

Vinaya Pi^aka and was composed much later than the SuttavibhaAga and foe

Khandhakas. It was probably composed in Ceylon, and not in India, by a monk
named Dfpa. It is an appendix to foe Vinaya and contains nineteen chapters.

It is foe only key which unlocks foe subjects of foe SuttavibhaAga and foe Khan-

» PitmokkhasaAoarasaOmta. Dtgha Xikfyt, II. 42; XIII. 42; XXVI. 28.
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dhakas. Its first chapter gives us a list of vinayadharas (masters of discipline). The
list is indeed invaluable in the history of the Buddhist Sanghas of India and

Ceylon.

THE SUITA PITAKA
<«*

The Sutta Pitaka is a collection of the doctrinal expositions, large and small.

The suttas are usually in prose, occasionally interspersed with verses. They are

the most important literary products of the Buddhist literature. The Sutta Pitaka

is thus the primary source for the doctrine of Buddha and his earliest disciples.

It consists offive Nikayas or collections, viz. Digha Nikaya, Majjhima Nikaya, Sarh-

yutta Nikaya, Anguttara Nikiya ,
and Khuddaka Nikaya which, however, comprises

fifteen independent treatises. Here is given a brief survey of the Nikayas :

(*) The Digha NikSya is the collection of longer discourses on various points

of Buddhism. It contains thirty-four suttas. These suttas are mostly longer in

extent than the general suttas. There is no connection between the suttas. Each

is complete in itself and capable of being regarded as an independent one. The
Digha Nikaya is divided into three parts

—

SUakkhandha
,
Mahavagga and Patika-

vagga. They are diverse in contents and character, and contain earlier and later

strata of tradition. The first part contains the earliest stratum while the third

the later one. The second which comprises the largest suttas has grown in bulk

due to interpolations. The Brahmajala-Sutta provides us with sixty-two doctrinal

and philosophical speculations current in the then India. The Mahaparinibbana-

Suttanta, which is by far the best sutta of the Digha Nikaya, contains a realistic

account of Buddha’s last days, peregrination and his last speeches and sayings.

It throws much light on the extent of the spread of Buddhism as also on our

geographical knowledge of ancient India. The Mahagovinda-Sutta is particularly

important from the points ofview of the ancient Indian history and geography.

This sutta gives us a conception of the shape of India. It records that India is

broad on the north and on the south it has the shape of the front part of a cart. 1*

TheJanavasabha, Mahasamaya, Sakkapahha, and other suttas mention different types

of deities which are of special importance from the point of view of the history

of religion. A comparative study of these deities with those mentioned in the

Vedic literature and Puranas is a necessity for a proper understanding of these

mythological deities. Lastly, the Singalovdda-Suttanta ‘is an exposition of the

whole domestic and social duty of a layman, according to the Buddhist point of

view, and, as such, it is famous under the name of Gihivinaya'.“ Some scholars

believe that it is the basis of Aioka’s dhamma.

11 Imarh mahdpafhaviih uttarena ayaiaih dakkhiriena sakafamukhath—Digha Nikdya, II, cd. by Bhiklthu

J. Kashyap, Nalanda Dcvanagari Pali Series, 1958, p. 175; Pali Text Society, II, p. 235.
18 O. P. Malalasekera, Dictionary of Pali Proper Names, Indian Text Series, London, 1938,

Vol. II, p. 1,134.
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(«) The Mqjjhima Nik&ya is a collection of one hundred and fifty-two suttas

ofmedium length. Most of these suttas are devoted to the refutation of the views

of others (parav&damathana) . All the suttas have been arranged in fifteen vaggas.

The vaggas have roughly been classified according to subjects. Some of them
have, however, been named from the first sutta. Like the Dtgha Nik&ya, the Maj-

jhima Nik&ya also throws ample light on the Hla, sam&dhi

,

and paMS, the three

corner-stones of Buddhism. The most famous is the MBlapariy&ya-Sutta which

strikes the keynote of the entire doctrine of Buddha {sabbadhammamulapariyaya)

.

A few suttas, however, enumerate different kinds of offences—burglary, robbery,

adultery and the like and the consequent punishment thereof. It thus reveals

the penal laws of the country. The PaparkasGdani, a commentary on the Majjhi-

ma Nikaya, tells us that the Majjhima Nik&ya was also called the Majjhimasahgiti.

(iii) The Samyutta Nikaya contains fifty-six groups {sarhyutta). They are divided

into five vaggas. The vaggas have usually been named after the name of the first

in the group, or the name of the interlocutor. Hie Mara and the Bfukk/rngi

sarhyuttas which are ballads in mixed prose and verse, are ofgreat poetical merit.

They are regarded as sacred ballads, counterparts of the Skhy&nas with which

the epic poetry of India began. The suttas of the Saihyutta Nikaya have been

arranged according to three principles:

(a) those that refer to the Buddhist doctrines, (4) those that refer to gods,

men and demons, and (c) those that refer to prominent persons. In short, the

Samyutta Nikaya contains subjects dealing with ethical, moral and philosophical

matters.

(to) The Anguttara Nikaya is a collection of futlas1* arranged serially in an

ascending order. The suttas are arranged in eleven groups. Each group is called

a nipata (section). There are eleven nip&tas in it. Some of the suttas deal with

women. There are others which acquaint us with the methods of punishment

and the criminal law ofthe then India. This Nik&ya contains a variety ofsubjects

which may be regarded as its distinguishing features. It, however, gives much
emphasis on the doctrinal points. Lastly, as Winternitz observes, 'the Angut-

tara Nik&ya is only a forerunner of the Abhidhamma Pftaka, for the text of

which it probably formed the foundation*.1*

(0) The Khuddaka Nik&ya, as already observed, consists of fifteen independent

treatises. It is also called 'collection of miscellanies’. There is not yet a consensus

ofopinion among the scholars as to its canonical dignity. Some scholars believe

that the texts constituting the Khuddaka Nik&ya were composed a few years after

the appearance of the four Nik&yas. Judged from the standpoints of the subject-

u According to Wintemite the suttas are at least 2,308 in number, op, cit., pp. 60 fT, while

G. P. Malalasekera points out that the total number is 9,557.—Dkttonmy of Pali Prop# Names,

VoL I, p. 21.

w Loc . cit; p. 66.
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matter, there is no resemblance among the different texts—they are all inde-

pendent texts. Most of the texts are composed in verse. They are of great value

for the kioya literature. Let us give here a briefsurvey ofthe texts from which a

fair idea about them can be formed:

The Khuddakapdtha consists of nine/ short texts. These are but a collection

made out of the canon. According to the Paramatthajotikd, a commentary on the

Khuddakapdtha, the book derives its name from the first four texts, which are

shorter in comparison with the remaining five. A young novice is enjoined to

commit them to memory when he joins the Sangha. These suttas are also used

as a kind of mantra prayers in the Buddhist cult. It is to be mentioned here that

seven of these texts are used at the Buddhist paritta ceremony which is held on

possible occasions even at the present day in the Buddhist world, particularly

in Ceylon. The beautiful Mangala and Metta suttas illustrate how lofty ideals

may be preached in the simplest words. In short, the Khuddakapdtha is a manual

of the Buddhist life.

The Dhammapada is an anthology containing four hundred and twenty-

three verses divided into twenty-six vaggas (chapters). The gathas (stanzas) of

the Dhammapada have been collected together from various treatises of the Pali

canon. The Buddhists believe that they are the very words of the Great Teacher.

They were recited on various occasions and purposes. The title of the text indi-

cates its subject-matter, It is a collection of religious sayings. The moral teach-

ings embedded in the Dhammapada arc to be found in the texts such as the Malid-

bhdrata, the Gita, etc. The Dhammapada is popular in Buddhist as well as non-

Buddhist countries as it contains ideas ofuniversal appeal besides being a manual

of Buddhist teachings. It lias been translated into various languages in Asia

and Europe. It is the most popular book in the whole of the Tipitaka. It contains

ethical teachings which are acceptable to all human beings—monks, novices

and householders. The main objective of the Dhammapada is to impart moral

teachings to the common man. The Dhammapada is now extant in Sanskrit, Bud-

dhist Sanskrit, Pali and Prakrit. There is, further, a Chinese translation of the

text available to us now.

The Uddna is a collection of eighty stories, in eight vaggas, comprising

solemn utterances of Buddha on special occasions. The Uddna is mostly in

verse and hardly in prose. Each Uddna is accompanied with a prose account

of the circumstances in which it was spoken. Most of the Udanas throw much
light on the Buddhist ideal of life and idbbdna,

the perfect state of bliss.

The Itimttaka is a book of quotations of the authentic sayings of Buddha in

prose and verse. It contains one hundred and twelve short suttas divided into

four nipdtas. Each of the suttas begins with the words
—

‘This has been

said by the Blessed One—thus have I heard’ 1® and closes with ‘This meaning
11 ViUtah h’etam bhagavatd puttaih arahali ti me sutarh.
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was told by the Blessed One—thus have I heard’. It contains mostly the

ethical teachings ofBuddha on a wide range ofsubjects. It is probable that ‘the

Itivuttaka was compiled as a result of a critical study of the authentic teachings

of the Buddha, considered in a certain light and made for a specific purpose’.17

The Suttanipdta is a collection of seventy futtas composed in verse. They are

divided into five vaggas. The Suttanipdta is second only to the Dhamtnapada in its

noble ideals and its pleasant language. It refers to the Brahmapical ideas which

are akin to those of the Bhagavad-Gita. Its study is a necessity for a proper under-

standing of the ethical teachings of Buddha. It throws much light on the social,

economic and religious conditions of India during the time of Buddha. It con-

tains the earliest phases of Buddhist poetry and its language and subject-matter

point to the beginning of Buddhism.

The Vimanavatthu and the Petavatthu are two short treatises which are believed

to belong to the latest stratum of literature collected in the Pali canon.

The Vimanavatthu contains eighty-five stories in verse, which are divided into

seven vaggas. It gives us a graphic description of the various celestial

abodes enjoyed by the different devas (gods) as reward for some meritorious

acts performed in their previous lives. The Petavatthu contains fifty-one stories in

verse, which are divided into four vaggas. It deals with stories of fietas

(ghosts) who are born in the peta world (hell) owing to their various misdeeds.

The main objective of these two texts is to preach the profound doctrine of

Karma. Rhys Davids writes, ‘the whole set of beliefs exemplified in these books

{Petavatthu and Vimanavatthu) is historically interesting as being in all probability

the source of a good deal of mediaeval Christian belief in heaven and hell’.18

The Theragdtha and Therigdthd are the two collections of poems ascribed to

the theras and the theris respectively. The Theragdtha contains one thousand

three hundred and sixty gathds attributed to two hundred sixty-four

distinguished monks, while the Therigdthd bears five hundred and twenty-two

gathds ascribed to seventy-three eminent nuns. On the first reading of

the gathds, one is inclined to believe that these were composed either by

the theras or the theris. This supposition cannot hold good on a careful

scrutiny of the verses. We find sometimes in a single verse the utterances ofmore

than one monk or one nun. There is no doubt that some of the gdthds were the

composition ofeither the theras or the theris. Some gdthds point to the poetic

excellence and religious sentiments of the monks and nuns. The main purpose

of these two texts is to expound the subtle points of the Buddhist philosophy of

life, the principal characteristics as well as the fundamentals of Buddhism.

Both of them arc of considerable value from the point of view of the kdvya

literature. The pictures of real life are far more numerous in the Tkerigdthd than

1T G. P. Malalasekera, op. cit>9 Vol. I, p. 306.

*• Op . cif., p. 54.
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in the Theragdtkd. They furnish us with the information regarding the social

conditions, especially the social position of women in ancient India. These two

tacts may be regarded as ‘die best productions of Indian lyric poetry, from the

hymns of the Qtg-Veda to the lyrical poems of Kalidasa and Amaru’.1'

The Jdtaka contains the tales of tljp previous existences ofBuddha. The word

jitaka (derived from jan) means birth, but it is employed in a technical

sense in Buddhism. It means the previous existences ofBuddha. Thus the jatakas

are briefly the ‘stories of former births (of Buddha)’ or ‘Bodhisatta stories’.

According to the traditional accounts, there are five hundred and fifty jdtaka

stories which describe Buddha’s past career. Most of the jatakas are composed

in prose and verse. Some scholars believe that the original jSiakas contained

the gdthds only and a commentary on them containing the tales was added later

on. The main objective of the Jataka is to inspire in the minds of the people,

a faith in Buddhism and- thus popularize the religion. The jatakas are of

immense value from the point of view of literature and have inspired Buddhist

art, from the caves of Ajanta to frescoes of the present day. The jatakas

throw considerable light on the economic and religious life, and social customs

during Buddha’s time. The jatakas are thus replete with various kinds of infor-

mation which help us greatly in rewriting the history of ancient India.

The Niddtsa is a commentarial work ascribed to Sariputta. It contains

comments on the thirty-two suttas of the Atthaka and Parayanavaggas of the

Suttanipdta. It is divided into two parts—the Mahaniddesa and the Cullaniddesa.

The Niddtsa is the oldest of the Pali commentaries and that is why it was in-

cluded in the canon. It gives us a fair idea ofhow the sacred texts were explained

in ancient days. Many important technical terms have also been explained here-

in. It provides us with a long list ofsynonyms to interpret a word. It seems that

it laid the foundation for dictionaries in later times.

The Patisambhiddmagga contains a systematic exposition of various topics in

the form of questions and answers after the manner of the Abhidhamma trea-

tises. It has been included into the Sutta Pitaka owing to its form being that

of the suttaf and further the traditional opening ‘tvatfi me sutaih' (thus have I

heard) and the address ‘oh monk’ are often to be found. It consists of three

vaggas. The knotty problems of Buddhism have been discussed in these

vaggai. The first vagga refers to jhana (knowledge), sati (recollection), kamma

(action) and the like, the second to cattdri ariyasaccdni (fourfold noble truth),

metta (friendliness) and the third to cariyd (conduct), pdfihdriya (miracle) and the

like.

The ApadSna contains stories in verse which describe the pious deeds of the

Buddhist monks and nuns. Unlike the Jdtaka, the Apaddna contains noble deeds

of not only Gautama Buddha and pacceka-buddhas but also other distinguished

*» Of. H1L, Vd II, p. 100.
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monks and nuns. The major portion ofthe Apaddna is the Thera-apaddna followed

by the Theri-apaddna. It contains biographies of five hundred and fifty monks
and forty nuns, all mentioned as having lived in Buddha’s time. There are

besides two other introductory chapters, the Buddha-apaddna and the Pacceka-

buddha-apaddna, dealing with Buddhas and the pacceha-buddhas respectively.

It is regarded as one of the latest books of the canon.

The Buddhavamsa gives us in verse an account of the twenty-four previous

Buddhas supposed to have preceded Gautama Buddha during the last

twelve ages of the world
(kalpas). It contains twenty-six chapters. It narrates

how all other Buddhas set ‘the wheel of the Religion* in motion. The last

chapter provides us with a list of Buddhas down to Metteyya, the successor

of Gautama Buddha, along with an account of the distribution of Buddha’s

relics.

The Cariyapitaka is a collection of thirty-five stories in verse from the Jdtaka.

It is a work of the post-Aiokan period. It narrates how the Bodhisatta attained

perfection in the paramitas in his various previous existences. The Cariyapitaka

refers to seven paramitas only instead of ten paramitas as mentioned in the

Buddhist texts.

ABHIDHAMMA PITAKA

The Abhidhamma Pi{aka is the third division of the Tipi{aka. According to

the Pali tradition
,
80 it is said that Buddha first preached the Abhidhamma to

the tdvatimsa gods, while living among them on the Pa^ujukambala rock at the

foot of the Paricchattaka tree in the tdvatimsa heaven during his visit to his

mother there. Subsequently, he preached it to Sariputta who used to meet

Buddha when he came down to the Manasasarovara for meals. Then Sariputta

handed it down to Bhaddaji and through a succession of disciples it reached

Revata and others, and took its final form in the Third Council held during

the reign of King A£oka. The Kashmirian Vaibha§ikas, however, maintain that

Buddha delivered sermons to different persons at different places, and at

different times. They were later on collected by the Arhats and the Srivakas

and were worked into Abhidhamma treatises by them.
81 In the Atthasdlini, a

commentary on the Dhammasangam by the eminent commentator Buddhagho?a

as also in Asahga’s SStrdlaAkdra is given a lucid explanation of the term abhi-

dhamma. ‘As far as the contents of the Abhidhamma are concerned*, writes

Prof. Malaiasekera, ‘they do not form a systematic philosophy, but are a

special treatment of the Dhamma as found in the Sutta Pi{aka. Most of the

matter is psychological and logical; the fundamental doctrines mentioned or
\

80 Atthasdlini, pp. 28-32, Sammokavimdim , p. 1, Manorathapurarri, I, 77 and also Oldenberg’s Introduc-

tion to the Vvmya Pifaka
, p. XXXIV.

81 Abhidhamakoiabh&sya, Bibliotheca Buddhica
t p. 7.
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discussed are those already propounded in the suttat and therefore, taken for

granted’.*

The Abhidhamma Pitaka consists of seven books, usually known as the

Sattapakaranas, which are DhammasaAgani, VibhaAga, Kathdvatthu, Puggalapaftftatti
,

Dhdtukathd, Yamaha and Patfkana.

The DhammasaAgani (the title of the text indicates its subject-matter)

literally means the enumeration of the Dhamma, i.e. the psychical conditions

and phenomena belonging both to laukika (mundane) and lokottara (supra-

mundane) realms. All phenomena belonging to the internal and external worlds

have been classified and examined carefully. They are citta (consciousness),

cetasika (mental properties), rttpa (material qualities), and nibbSna (the highest

bliss). The work contains three principal divisions in which a minute and cri-

tical analysis as also divisions of these four ultimate categories are given. It is a

learned work and has been held in great esteem in Ceylon.

The VibhaAga deals generally with the different categories and formulae

given in the DhammasaAgani. Different methods of treatment have, however,

been employed therein. The DhammasaAgani analyses the psychical conditions

and phenomena while the VibhaAga synthesizes them. Thus the DhammasaAgani

lays much emphasis on their analysis while the VibhaAga on their synthesis. The
book is divided into eighteen chapters. Each ofthese chapters is called a vibhanga

and contains three parts which are SuttantabhdjaniyaK Abhidhammabhajaniya,
and

Pannapucchaka. The first three chapters of the Vibhanga serve as supplementary

to the DhammasaAgani.

The Kathaoattku is the only work ofthe Tipitaka ascribed to a definite author.

It was composed by Moggaliputta Tissa Thera, President of the Third Bud-

dhist Council held at Pataliputta under the patronage of King A£oka. It com-

prises twenty-three chapters containing discussion and refutation ofthe heretical

views of various sects. It is important from the point of view of the history of

Buddhism as it throws sufficient light on the development ofBuddhist doctrine

of the ages after Buddha.

The PuggalapaMatti is a short work which differs very much, both in lan-

guage and subject-matter, from other books of the Abhidhamma Pifaka. It deals

with the nature of the personality according to the stages along the spiritual

path. The sammasambuddha, pacceka-buddha and ariyapuggala have been des-

cribed herein. The main purpose of this text is to examine the various types

of individuals and not the study of the various dhammas. It is significant to

note that the PuggalapaMatti, one of the earliest parts ofthe Abhidhamma Pi(aka,

is nothing but a collection of portions selected from the AAguttara Nikdya.

The Dhitukatha is a discussion on die mental elements and their relations to

other categories. The KhandhaoibhaAga, the DhStuvibhaAga and the Ayatana-

" Dictionary ofM Proper Names, V6L I, p. 138.
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vibhaAga—the three chapters of the DhammasaAgatfi form the foundation ofthe

DhStukathS. There are fourteen chapters in this book. All these chapters discuss

kfumdhas, dhatus and Syatanas from different points ofview in the form ofquestions

and answers. Some scholars thus hold that the Dhdtukatha should have been

named the Khandha-ayatana-dh&tukatkd as it contains discussion mainly with

reference to these subjects.

The Tamaka is a book on psychological subjects and their analysis is arranged

as pairs ofquestions. It is so called because ofits method oftreatment. Through-

out the work all the questions are presented and answered in two ways. It con-

tains ten chapters. Each of the chapters is complete in itself and capable of

being regarded as an independent one.

The Patthdna is the most notable and voluminous book of the Abhidhamma
Pitaka. It is devoted to the discussion on causation and mutual relationship

ofphenomena. It is also called the Mahapakarana. The Pafthdna is nothing but a

detailed exposition of the paticca-samuppada. The twelve links of the paticca-samup-

pada have been explained very lucidly in the Paffhdna in the form oftwenty-four

paccayas.

POST-CANONICAL PALI LITERATURE

Apart from the canonical literature in Pali, there are also a large number
of post-canonical Pali works. Most of them are the works of the monks of

Ceylon. They comprise mostly flkas and tippanls, i.e. exegetical literature and

grammatical treatises. Pali texts, especially the tikd, dipant, madhu, gandhi,

i.e. the commentarial literature, were composed also in Burma later on. For the

convenience of our treatment we propose to classify them into the extra-

canonical works first, next the commentaries, then the chronicles, manuals, poeti-

cal works, grammars, and works on rhetoric and metrics, and lastly, the lexicons.

(t) Extra-canonical works: Let us take up the works composed in between

the closing of the Pali canon and the writing of the Pali commentaries by Bud-

dhadatta, Buddhaghoga and Dhammap&la. The works belonging to this period

may rightly be called the extra-canonical works. Among them the MiUndapaOho,

the NetH-pakaraoa, the Pefakopadesa deserve our special attention as they origi-

nated in India.

The MUindapadha is the oldest and most famous work of the non-canonical

Pali literature. The original text was not composed in Pali. It was composed in

northern India in Sanskrit or in some North Indian Prakrit. The original text

is lost, and the present work is a Pali translation ofthe original made in Ceylon.

It contains a learned dialogue between King Milinda and venerable monk
Nagasena on a good number ofproblems and disputed points ofBuddhism. The
present work contains seven chapters. Some scholars believe that it contains

three chapters only. Chapters IV-VII were interpolated later on. It is of im-
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mense value from the points of view of the Buddhist literature and philosophy.

It occupies a unique position in the post-canonical Pali literature.

The Netti-pakarana is contemporaneous with the MilindapaHha. It is ascribed

to MahSkacc&na, a great disciple of Buddha. It is a work on the textual and
exegetical methodology. It is the earliest text which gives us a connected treat-

ment ofBuddha’s teachings. It is the text which refers first to the science oflogic.

Dhammap&la wrote a commentary on it in the fifth century a.d.

The Pctakopadesa is another treatise contemporaneous with the Milindapafiha.

It is also composed by Mah£kaccana. It is a continuation of the Netti-pakarana.

It is nothing but a different manipulation of the subject-matter taught in the

Netti-pakarana. It has quoted three chapters verbatim from die Netti-pakarana.

It contains teachings embedded in the Pi{aka texts. In some places we find

quotations from the Tipifaka. It also throws much light on the points not clearly

explained in the Netti-pakarana.

(U) Commentaries: The commentaries have made Buddha’s abstruse teach-

ings intelligible to the common people, thereby making them popular.

Among the Pali commentators the three most illustrious names stand out

—

Buddhadatta, Buddhaghosa and Dhammapala. Of them Buddhaghoga was

the most celebrated. Buddhadatta wrote a number of commentaries on the

Vinaya and Abhidhamma treatises. Of them Vinayavinicchaya, Uttaravinicchaya,

Abhidhammavatdra and RdparUpavibkaga are the most important. The Vinaya-

vinicehaya and the Uttaravinicchaya are the two commentaries on the Vinaya

Pifaka. They contain rules of discipline for the monks and the nuns of the

Saftgha. The Uttaravinicchaya is a supplement to the Vinayavinicchaya. The

Abhidhammavatdra contains twenty-four chapters. It is composed in verse and

prose. It deals with citta, cetasika, drammana (support), vipaka-citta (resultant

consciousness), r&pa, nibbdna, and the like. The principal objective of this text

is to analyse the dhammas contained in the Abhidhamma. It forms an intro-

duction to the study of the Abhidhamma, and stands out foremost among
Buddhadatta’s works. The Ruparupavibhaga is composed in verse. Rupa, citta,

cetasika, and the like form the subject-matter of this treatise. It deals mainly

with noma and rupa.

Buddhaghosa, whose name stands out pre-eminent as one of the greatest

commentators and exegetists, wrote a number of commentaries on the texts

of the Tipitaka. Apart from his commentaries, he wrote two other works, the

NdnodaycP* and the Visuddhimagga. Here is given a brief survey of some of

his works:

The Visuddhimagga is Buddhagho$a’s first work which was composed in

Ceylon. It contains something of almost everything of the early Buddhist litera-

ture. It consists of twenty-three chapters. Buddhaghosa composed this monu-
** It has not come down to ut.
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mental work in order to explain clearly a gSthi.** It is a digest of the whole of

the Tipi$aka texts. It is indeed an encyclopaedia of Buddha’s teachings.

The Samantapdsddika is a commentary on the five treatises of the Vinaya

Pifaka. It was written on the basis of the Mahdpaccari and Kurundi affhakathds

at the request of Buddhasiri. The valuable Vinaya materials apart, it discusses

the reason for holding theBuddhist Council, selection ofmembers for the Council

and the place of the Council. It is rich in historical and geographical infor-

mations.

The KaAkfidvitarapi is a commentary on the Patimokkha of the Vinaya Pitaka.

Apart from commenting on the rules of the PdHmkkka, it throws much light on
the later development of the Buddhist monastic life. It is remarkable for the

restraint and matured judgment that characterize Buddhaghofa’s style.

The Sumadgalaoildsinl is a commentary on the Dlgha Nikdya. It furnishes Us

with valuable information on the social, political, philosophical, and religious

history of India during the time of Buddha. It also gives us interesting geo-

graphical information.

There are, besides, other famous commentaries like the PapaficasUdani (com-

mentary on the Majjhima Nikdya), the Saratthappakasini (commentary on the

Sarhyutta Nikdya), the ManorathapQrati (commentary on the Anguttara Nikdya) and
the like composed by Buddhaghoga. His famous Atthasdlini, a commentary on

the Dhammasangatii is very useful to students of Buddhism. It also contains some
valuable historical and geographical information.

Lastly, we come to Dhammapala and his works. He wrote a commentary

known as the Paramatthadipani on the Cariydpifaka, Thera- Therxgalhds, Petavatthu,

Vimdnavatthu, Itivuttaka and Uddna included in the Khuddaka Nikdya. He also wrote

a commentary called the ParamatthamafijOsd on Buddhagho$a’s Visuddhimagga.

We are told that he also composed a commentary on the Netti-pakarana. Dham-
mapala’s commentaries throw much light on the religious condition of South

India and Ceylon.

It should be mentioned here that other atthakathds (commentaries) and

expository works were also written before the composition of the well-known

commentaries by Buddhadatta, Buddhaghoga and Dhammapila. Such com-

mentaries have been referred to by Buddhaghoga in his different commentaries.

The Jataka-afthakatha, for instance, is one such commentary which gives in its

introductory chapter called the Niddnakaihd, the life story of Buddha. There is

no connected biographical sketch ofthe life ofBuddha in Pali literature until we
come to the Niddnakaihd which is regarded as the most informative in this regard.

M SO* patiffhtya nan tapaMa

cittarh panOath ta bhioaj/arfi;

AUpi mpako bhikkhu

» imath eijafajujafath. Visuddfamagg*, NidSni&kathi.
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It contains a chronological biography of Gautama Buddha to a certain extent

Its authorship is not known.

(iii) Chronicles: Here is given a brief survey of a few of the important

Pali chronicles. The Dipavathsa and the Mahdvathsa are the two great Pali

chronicles of Ceylon. They were composed on the basis of the Pali

attkakathSs. The author of the Dipavarhsa is not known; MahSnama, who
lived towards the later part of the fifth century a.d., was the author of the

Mahavaihsa. The two works bear close resemblance in respect ofsubject-matter

and composition. We find hardly any difference, even in their language and

style. The two works give us the life-history ofGautama Buddha. They trace the

genealogy of the old royal families of India and Ceylon as also give us a brief

account of the first three Buddhist Councils. They also relate the propagation

of Buddhism in Ceylon by Mahinda and Sanghamitta. The works are of great

value for a comprehensive account of the spread ofBuddhism not only in Ceylon

but in India too.

The Mahabodhivamsa or the Bodhivamsa was composed by monk Upatissa

at the beginning of the eleventh century a.d. It provides us with an account of

the attainment of enlightenment of Gautama Buddha, his mahaparinibbana and

first three Buddhist Councils. It also furnishes us with the history of the coming

of the Bodhi tree in Ceylon. It is written mostly in prose.

The Dathavaihsa or the Dantadhatuvamsa was written by the distinguished

monk, Dhammakitti, who was well versed in Sanskrit, Magadhi, and vyakarana

(grammar) . It contains five chapters. It is written not in pure Pali but in Sanskrit-

ized Pali. It gives us an account of the tooth-relic of Buddha brought to Cey-

lon by Dantakumara, prince of Kalinga. From the point of view of the history

of Buddhist literature it is indeed an important contribution to Pali literature.

The work further shows us Pali as a medium of epic poetry.

The ThUpavamsa was written by Vacissara in the thirteenth century a.d. It

exists in both the Sinhalese and Pali languages. The work may conveniently be

divided into three principal chapters. The first chapter is devoted to the previous

existences of Buddha and the thupas (topes) erected over his relics. The second

chapter provides us with the life of Buddha from his birth to his attainment of

the mahaparinibbana as also the distribution of his relics. The third chapter gives

us a later account of the relics.

The Hatthavanagalla-viharaoarhsa is a history of the monastery ofAttanagalla.

It contains eleven chapters and is composed in simple Pali. The first eight

chapters give us an account ofKing Siri Saiighabodhi and the remaining three

chapters describe the various types ofnoble edifices erected on his last residence.

The Chakesadkatuvamsa was written by a monk of Burma. Its language is

very simple. It gives us an account of the thupas erected over the hair-relic

of Buddha.
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Hie Gandhavamsa was also written in Burma by a monk named Nanda-
pafina. It contains five chapters written mostly in prose. It provides us with

the history of the Pali canon and further gives us an account of more modern
Pali works written in Burma and Ceylon. In short, it is a brief and interesting

outline of the history of Pali books. It is thus of immense value from the point

of view of the history of Pali literature.

The Jinakdlamili was written by Ratanapanfia Thera in the first half of the

sixteenth' century a.d. It contains six chapters. It is an independent chronicle

for the study of the religious history of northern Siam (Thailand). It has its

importance also in the history of Buddhism in South-East Asia. It further

discusses the story of Buddhism in India, the introduction and development of

Buddhism in Ceylon as also the spread of Sihala Buddhism and Sihala Sangha
in different regions of Siam.

The Camadevtoaihsa is another important chronicle for the study of Siamese

(Thai) Buddhism written by the Bodhiramsi. It is written in prose and verse

and divided into fourteen sections. It describes Buddha’s visit to northern

Siam, the story of the foundation of the city of Haripufija, Cama-
devi’s accession to the throne, the establishment of Buddhism and reigns of

several kings after Camadevi.

The Saddhammasangaha was written by Dhammakitti, a monk of Ayodhya,

and probably belonged to the fourteenth century a.d. It contains nine chapters

in prose and poetry. It gives an account of the missionaries to various

places for the establishment of Saddhamma. It also refers to Buddha’s preach-

ing at Campaka (Campakanagaravasinam).

The Sandesakatha was written mainly in prose. It refers to the composition

of the Abhidhammattka-sangaha by Thera Anuruddha, the composition of a

commentary known as the Abhidhammattha-uibhavani by Thera Sumafigalasami

and the like. Many kingdoms such as Suvaouabhumi, RSmanna,Jayavaddhana,
Ayuddhaya, Sivi, Clna, etc. have also been mentioned herein.

The Buddhaghosuppatti deals with Buddhagho$a’s life and career. It gives

us an account of his childhood, his admission to monkhood, his voyage to

Ceylon, his career as a translator, and his passing away. It is more a romance

than a historical chronicle.

The Sascmavamsa was written by the distinguished monk, Pafinasami of

Burma, towards the middle of the nineteenth century a.d. It relates mainly

the history of the spread ofBuddhism in Burma. The propagation ofBuddhism

in other countries have incidentally been discussed herein. It throws much

light on the relation of the State and the Safigha in Burma.

(is) Manuals: The manuals present their subject-matter systematically in

a terse and concise form. The SaccasaAkhepa was written by Culla Dhamma-
pala. It is a short' treatise containing five chapters on Abhidhamma materials.
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It deals with the rUpa, vedtmi (feeling), cittappavatti (thought), pakinnakasafigha,

and nibbSna. 1 ' -

The AbhidhammaUha-saAgaha was written about twelfth century a.d. by

Anuruddhacariya, an Indian monk of Klftcipuram or Kifijivaram. It is a

manual of the psycho-ethical philosophy of the Therav&da school. The work

deals 'with the four ultimate categories, viz. citta, cetasika, rUpa, and nibbSna.

It is not a systematic digest of the entire Abhidhamma Pitaka. But it gives

us in outline the form which the teaching of the Dhamma took, when for the

Buddhists, it became Abhidhamma. The NSma-rupa-pariccheda was also written

by Anuruddha. It contains thirteen chapters in verse. It deals with ndma and

r&pa. Two commentaries were written on it. The Sutta-saAgaha was most

probably written in Anuradh&pura. It is a manual of select suttas. It is

meant for learners who wished to have a knowledge of the canonical texts in

brief.

The Khuddakasikkha and the M&lasikkha are the two compendia containing

a short summary of the rules of the Vinaya Pftaka. They are mostly in verse.

The Khuddakasikkhd is generally ascribed to Dhammasiri and the MUlasikkha

to Mahasami.

(v) Poetical works: There is no lack of poetical works in Pali literature.

Most of the works were written about tenth-fifteenth centuries a.d. in Ceylon.

Here is a brief survey of some of the important works:

The Anagatavamsa was composed by Kassapa, a native of the Cola country.

It is composed in verse. It is an account of the life and career of Metteyya,

the future Buddha. It may be said that this work is a supplement to the

Buddhaoamsa.

The Jinacarita was composed by Vanaratana Medhankara. It is a poem
of more than four hundred and seventy stanzas composed in different metres.

It deals with the life of Buddha on the basis of the material found in the

MddnakathS.

The TelakatahagSthS is a poem in ninety-eight stanzas supposed to have

been uttered by KalySipya Thera who was cast into a cauldron of boiling

oil by Kalyaiji Tissa on suspicion of his carrying on an intrigue with his queen.

It deals with the vanity of human life and the good religion of Buddha.

The Pajjmadku was composed by Co|iya Dipafikara or Buddhappiya.

It is a poem of one hundred and forty-four stanzas. It deals with the eulogies

of Buddha. Its language is Sanskritized Pali.

The Saddhammop&yana was composed by Buddhasamapiya. It contains

six hundred and twenty-nine verses dealing with the fundamentals ofBuddhism

in general and the ethical doctrines in particular.

The Pancagati&pana is a poem of one hundred and fourteen verses. It

enumerates the deeds performed in this world by body, word, and mind, for
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which human beings are reborn in one or other of the five conditions of

life—as human beings, animals, ghosts, gods or hell creatures.

(oi) Grammars: There is no dearth of Pali grammars in the Pali literature.

All the grammatical works were written in Ceylon and Burma. Of the gram-

marians, three deserve special mention. They were Kacc&yana, Moggall&na

and Aggavamsa. Kaccayana wrote the first Pali grammar named Susandhikappa,

Many suttas of this work agree closely with those of the Sanskrit Kdtantravyd-

karatta. The MahdrUpasiddhi, Baldvatara, and the like were composed on the

basis of Kaccayana’s suttas. The Payogasiddhi,
Padasddhana, and others were

composed on the system of Moggallana’s grammar. The famous Cullasaddaniti

was composed on the system of the famous Saddaniti ofAggavaihsa. There were,

besides, many grammars written by eminent teachers later on.

(mi) Works on Rhetoric and Metrics : The number of works on this subject

is very small. The few that we have were written on the model ofSanskrit works.

They do not, however, exhibit any originality or profound knowledge of

the authors concerned. A brief account of the treatises that are available at

present is given below:

The Subodhdlankdra is the only noteworthy work on rhetoric. It was written

by the distinguished acariya, Sahgharakkhita of Ceylon, on the pattern of

Dandin’s Kdvyadaria. It contains three hundred and sixty-seven verses divided

into five chapters. The life of Buddha has been illustrated by the figures of

speech herein.

The Vuttodaya is the most notable work on metrics. It was also written by

Sangharakkhita in imitation of the Sanskrit works dealing with metrics.

The Kamandaki, Chandaviciti, Kavisara-pakarana
,
and Kavisdra-tikdmssaya are other

works on this subject.

(mi) Lexicons: In Pali literature we have also lexicographical works,

written on the pattern of Sanskrit lexicons. We are told that the Vevacanahara

of the Netti-pakarana containing synonyms may be regarded as the early model

of the Pali lexicon. The two most well-known lexicons are the Abhidhdnappa-

dipika and the Ekakkhara-kosa.

The Abhidhdnappa-dipikd was written by the distinguished monk, Moggallana

of Ceylon, in the twelfth century a.d. It is divided into three parts.

The Ekakkhara-kosa was composed by Saddhammakitti, a student of Ariya-

vaihsa in the sixteenth century a.d. It was also modelled on the Sanskrit works

of the similar type.

The Pali literature is, indeed, vast and rich in varied compositions. But

unfortunately it is deficient in drama or novel, strictly so-called. There are,

however, some suttas like the Brahmajdla-Sutta, Samannaphaia-Sutta, Sakkapanha-

Sutta and the Mahdparimbbdna-Suttanta which exhibit vividly dramatic settings.

In the Segdthavagga of the Sarhyutta Nikdya we come across stage action. It seems
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that one Devaputta appears therein to test Buddha’s knowledge and retires

and another appears on the stage. It shows that there are ample dramatical

materials in the Pali literature although there is no dramatical work. As to

novel, the historical narratives contained in the Mahdparinibbdna-Suttanta, the

Milindapanha, the Uddnavattku, and, the Visdkhavattku are of special literary

merit.

Lastly, it is worth noting that the contribution of Pali towards Indian

history and culture is unique and unparalleled. As a literary language, Pali

shows some remarkable points of agreement with the Jaina Ardha-Magadhi

and with the languages of the inscriptions of Aioka. Modern Indian languages,

such as Bengali, Oriya, Assamese, Hindi, Marathi, Maithili, and the like as well

as the languages of the neighbouring countries of India, e.g. Burmese,

Ceylonese, Siamese, and others, contain ample material traceable directly or

indirectly to Pali.

BUDDHIST SANSKRIT

Like the Pali Tipitaka, there is also the Tripitaka in Buddhist Sanskrit

consisting of Agama, Vinaya, and Abhidharma. But a complete set of the

Tripitaka is still a desideratum. Some of them exist in fragments of manu-

scripts and others are lost beyond recall. Fortunately, some fragments of

manuscripts of the Tripitaka of the Sarvastivada school, one of the main

branches of Hinayana Buddhism, composed in Buddhist Sanskrit have been

discovered in Central Asia and Gilgit (now in Pakistan).

. As regards the characteristics of Buddhist Sanskrit, it may be observed

here that there was a class of Buddhist writers of Sanskrit who paid more

attention to meanings than to correct forms. In other words, they cared more

for sense than for forms. And the consequence was that their writings abounded

in grammatical and other irregularities.

HINAYANA BUDDHIST SANSKRIT TEXTS

The Agama as mentioned above is divided into four books entitled Dirgha-

gama, Madhyam&gama, Samyuktagama and Ekottaragama, corresponding to

the four Pali Nikdyas, viz. Digha Nikaya, Majjhima Jiikdya, Samyutta Nikaya and

AAguttara JVikdya.

The Dlrghdgama consists of thirty sdtras only as against thirty-four in Pali.

Among the sdtras, die fragments of the Sadgiti and Atanafiya Sutras have been

discovered in Central Asia. The Madhyamdgama contains two hundred and

twenty sdtras as against one hundred and fifty of the Pali text. The manu-
script fragments of the Updli and Sdka Sdtras have only been discovered. The
Samyuktagama is divided into fifty chapters. It contains a larger number of

sdtras than those of the Pali text. The manuscript fragments of the Pravdrana,
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Candmpama and Sakti Sutras have been discovered in Central Asia. The Ekottard-

gama contains fifty-two chapters, while the Pali text contains eleven nipdtas

(ekddaiakanipdta) consisting of one hundred and sixty-nine chapters. The
manuscript fragments of the Pankadkd, the PUrtnkd and other sdtras have

been discovered in Central Asia. The manuscript fragments of the Kfudrakd

-

gama of this school corresponding to the Pali Khuddaka Niktya have not

yet been discovered. Fortunately, a complete copy of the Dhamnupada as also

a few fragments of the Sthaviragdthd have been discovered.

The Vinaya Pi{aka contains four divisions

—

VinayavibhaAga, Vinayavastu,

Vinaya-kfudrakavastu and Vinaya-uttaragrantha. The VinayavibhaAga corresponds

to die SuttavibhaAga, the Vinayavastu to the Khandhakas, i.e. the MahSvagga

and portions of the Cullaoagga, the Vinaya-kfudrakavastu and the Vinaya-uttara-

grantha to the Cullavagga and Parivdrapdtha respectively. The Vinayavastu is

further divided into seventeen chapters. The Vinaya-kfudrakavastu and the

Vinaya-uttaragrantha contain various minor rules of the Vinaya. Ofthe Tripipika

texts of the Sarv£stiv&da school a large number of manuscript fragments of

the Vinaya Pi^aka only have been discovered in Central Asia and Gilgit.

The Abhidharma Pifaka of the SarvSstiv&da school has seven treatises11 like

the Theravadins. The JMna-prasthdna by Aryak&ty&yaniputra: it is divided

into eight sections covering forty-four chapters and deals with the prattcya-samut-

pdda, the faculties of organs, the question of final emancipation, etc. The
SaAgttiparydya by Mahakau?thila : it deals with eka-dhamas (all beings living

on food etc.), dvi-dharmas (mind and matter

—

ndma-rUpa) up to panca-dharmas

(five skandhas), five balas and the like. The Prakaranapdda by Sthavira Vasumitra:

it treats of the five dharmas, i.e. rUpa, citta, caitya-dhamia, cittaviprayukta-samskdra,

asathskfta-dharma, ten kinds of knowledge, twelve organs and objects, etc. The
Vijndnakaya by Sthavira Devaiarma: it was composed 100 years after Buddha's

mahdparinirvdna and deals with Maudgaly&yana’s opinion aboutpudgalas, indriyas,

cittas, kleJas, vijAdnas, bodhyaAgas
,
etc. The Dhdtukdya by Punia: it was rendered

into Chinese by Hiuen-tsang in a.d. 663. Pali Dhdtukathd has nothing in common
with the present treatise. The Dharmaskandha by Arya S&riputra: it treats of five

precepts, srotdpannas, four sorts of purity as to Buddha, Dharma, Sangha and

ilia, four stages of hdmanyapkala, four dryavamdas, etc. The PrajHapti-I&stra by

Arya Maudgaly&yana : in this book the instruction about the world [loka-

prajHapti) belonging to the Abhidhama-mahdidstra is supplied. It is to be men-

tioned here that these seven Abhidharma texts have nothing in common
with the seven Pali Abhidhamma texts, except as to their total number.

The Mahdvastu is one of the most important works belonging to the school

of Hlnay&na. It is undoubtedly an encyclopaedia of Buddhist legends and

doctrines. It claims to be the first book of the Vinaya Pitaka of the Lokottara-

M They are available in Chinese translations only.
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vada, a branch of the MahSs&Aghika school. It agrees with the Pali Niddna-

katha in that it treats the life ofBuddha in three sections. It also corresponds to

that part of the Vinaya Pi$aka which recounts the history of the rise of the

Sangha. The doctrines and stories found in it breathe the spirit of the Puranas

testifying to the interrelation existing between the Buddhist and Br£hmanical

schools of thought. Though largely written in Buddhist Sanskrit, its language

is not uniform. The arrangement of the topics discussed in this work is most

disorderly and the text is full of repetitions. It, however, preserves many old

traditions and old versions oftexts which appear in the Pali canon.M Its language

and style of composition seem to suggest that the work must have been written

as early as the first or second century b.c., even though it was enlarged in the

third or fourth century a.d. and perhaps still later, by accretions and inter-

polations.

Apart from those mentioned above, this school has to its credit a large

number of works under tire caption Avadana literature which comprises the

Jatakamala,
the AvaddnaJataka, the Divyavaddna, the Avaddna-kalpalata, etc.

Another important treatise, the Abhidharma-kosa-vyakhyd, a commentary on

the Abhidharma-kofa, belongs to this school.

The Jatakamdld, also called Bodhisattvdvaddna, is the work of Arya Sura. It

gives in thirty-fourjdtakas the stories of the past lives of Buddha as Bodhisattva

and illustrates the value of the pdramitds (perfections) essential for the attain-

ment of Buddhahood. The Pali Jdtaka and the texts like the Cariyapitaka and
the Apaddna are the sources of these stories. A few of them are to be found in the

frescoes in the Ajanta caves and Bharut stupas. The Avaddnaiataka (c. second

century a.d.) is a collection of a hundred avaddnas or tales of heroic acts

which inculcate the doctrine of Karma, i.e. evil deeds produce evil fruits, while

good acts good fruits. It is put into ten groups (vargas) comprising ten stories

each. Many of the stories narrated herein recur in other collections of avaddnas

including a few in the Pali Apaddna. The Divydvaddna contains thirty-eight

avaddnas. The stories are written by various authors; some of them contain

a large number of grammatical irregularities while others are in genuine kdvya

style. It has many legends in common with the Pali canon. The collection as

a whole could not be written earlier than the fourth century a.d. The Avaddna-

kalpalata is the work ofthe Kashmirian poet, K§emendra. It contains 107 legends

to which another was added by his son. It is held in high esteem in Tibet. It

inculcates the doctrine of Karma and presents the Buddhist propensity to self-

sacrifice in an impressive way.

H Thu* the famous legend of SiddhSrtha’s departure, aUiimfkramava, may find a parallel with the

account in the Mqjjkima Nikaya. There are also version* of the Khuddaka-pifka, Pabbqjji, Padhim, and

Khaggavis&pa suttas from the Suttanip&ta, of the Sahauavagga from the Dhammapada, of the Mah&gmmda-

Sutta from the Digha Nik&ya, of the Dtghanakha-Sutta from the Majjhima Nik&ya, and of the MSra-

tamyutta from the Saihyutta Nik&ya.
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MAHAYANA BUDDHIST SANSKRIT TEXTS

We now turn to die works which belong to the Mah&yana school whose
contribution to Indian thought is indeed unique. It had also an extensive litera-

ture of its own. Of the numerous Mah&ySna works, nine books, ‘so-called

nine Dharmas*, which are held in great reverence, deserve to be specially

noted inasmuch as they trace die origin and development of MahSyAna as

also point out its fundamental teachings. They are: Aftasdhasrika PrajMpdramitd,

SaddharmapuijJarika-SQtra, Lalitavistara, LaAkdvatdra, Suvaroaprabhdsa, Gantjavy&ha,

Tathdgata-guhyaka, Samddhirdja and Daiabhdmihara. They are also known as

Vaipulya-SUtras. The PrajMpdramitds belong to the earliest Mahayana sUtras and
are considered to be the most holy and the most valuable of all Mahayana
works. They are further of great importance from the point of view of religion.

Of the different recensions of the Prajddparamitds, the Aftasdhasrika PrajMpdramitd
is probably the earliest. The SaddharmapuiijankaSutra is the most important
Mahayana sUtra and as a work of literature it stands foremost It deals with
the characteristic peculiarities of Mahiyina and is more devotional. It is

the main scripture of a few sects in China and Japan. The Lalitamtara is a
biography ofBuddha, more superman than man. In twenty-seven chapters, the

text gives us an account of the Buddha legend up to the sermon of Varanasi,

embodying in it all the germs ofan epic. It exhibits all the remarkable features

of Mahayana.*7 From the points of view of the history of religion and litera-

ture, it is of immense value to us. The LaAkioatdra, which is one of the latest

books of this group, presents us with valuable material for the study of
the early Yogficara system. It teaches Vijnanavada. According to it, nothing
exists but thought. The Suvarnaprabhdsa-SUtra is also one of the later Mahayana
works. A few fragments of this work have been discovered in Central Asia.

It is both philosophical and ethical. Tantric rituals are further referred to

herein. It is very popular in Mah&yAna Buddhist countries. The Gandavyuha
which is not yet available in Sanskrit corresponds to the Chinese translation

of the Avatathsaka which comes just after the Satasdhasrika PrajMpdramitd and
Aftasdhasrika PrajMpdramitd, It depicts the wanderings of the youth Sudhana
who attained the highest knowledge through the advice ofBodhisattva Samanta-
bhadra. It is quoted several times in the Sikfd-samuccaya. At the end of the

Gandaoyflha, there are a few verses which are used even at the present day for

purposes of worship in all the Mah&y&na Buddhist countries. The Tathigata-

guhyaka, which probably belonged to the seventh century a.d., contains Maha-
ySna teachings mingled with elements of T&ntricism. It is regarded as one of
the authoritative works on the earliest Tantras. The SamddhtTdja-SQtra which is

” It, however, originally contained die biography of Buddha for die SarvSstivkdins of the
Hlnaygna. It if probable diet the present teat is *a recast of an older IBnayina test. . .enlarged and
embellished in the giirit of the Mablylna.’ Cf. HIL, Vol II, p 252.
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also one of the works of later Mahfiy&na sBtras lays the greatest emphasis on
meditation for die attainment of perfect knowledge. It also enumerates

the practices necessary for developing the mental state. The DaSabhOmUoara

contains an exposition of the ten stages of spiritual progress essential for the

attainment of Buddhahood (enlightenment).

PURE SANSKRIT TEXTS

The Buddhist literature was further enriched by a galaxy of eminent

scholars. Prominent among them were A£vagho$a, Nagarjuna, Aryadeva,

Asahga, Vasubandhu, Sthiramati, Dihnaga, Vasumitra, Dharmapala, Dharma-
kirti, Santideva and Santaraksita. Their works were composed in pure Sanskrit

and mainly on Buddhist philosophy and logic. Some of them are available

in Sanskrit and others are preserved in Tibetan and Chinese translations.

Let us deal with some of the important works now extant:

The Buddha-carita and the Saundarananda are the two important poetical

works composed by Asvaghosa. The former is a mahakavya extant only in

seventeen cantos in Sanskrit today .
28 It gives us an account of the life and

work of Buddha from his days in the royal palace till the conversions in

Varanasi.
28 It is for the first time that the life and teachings ofBuddha have been

depicted by a real poet in a true kavya style. The mythological traditions and the

pre-Buddhist philosophical system of the then India are also mentioned herein.

The latter is also connected with Buddha’s life-story, but actually it narrates the

love-story of Nanda, Buddha’s half-brother, who was ordained as a monk by

Buddha, and his beautiful wife Sundarl. The Sariputra-prakarana, a drama in nine

acts, is the oldest dramatic work extant in Sanskrit literature.

The Madhyamika-sastra, popularly known as the Madhyamika-karika, can

certainly be called Nagarjuna’s masterpiece. It presents in a systematic manner,

in twenty-seven chapters, the philosophy of the Madhyamika school. It

teaches iunyata (the indescribable absolute) to be the sole reality. This work

alone is enough to show what a mastermind Nagarjuna was and how he

shines in solitary splendour among the intellectuals of this country, past and

present.

CatuMaiaka of Aryadeva, which is available in Sanskrit at present, is next

in importance to NSgarjuna’s Madhyamika-karika. It contains four hundred

karikas (verses) and is one of the principal works of the Madhyamika philosophy.

The Yogdcdra-bhumi-sastra by Asahga in its original Sanskrit form has been

discovered by Rahul Sankrityayana. It is divided into seventeen bhiimis

98 It is often claimed that the first thirteen cantos were composed by the poet himself. Cf. HILt

op. cii., p. 259.

19 Tibetan and Chinese translations of the text, each having as many as twenty-eight cantos, run,

however, up to the mah&parinirv&Qa of Buddha.
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(chapters) and describes in detail the path of discipline according to the

YogScSra school.

The VirhHkd and the Triihiiki of Vasubandhu, containing twenty and

thirty kdrikSs respectively, are the basic works of the Vijfianavada system of

thought. Both repudiate all belief in the reality of the objective world, main-

taining that citta (cittamStra

)

or vijUSaa (vijH&namdtra) is the only reality.

The Nyayapraveta of Difinfiga, the father of Indian logic, is a monumental

work on logic. It deals with different types of terms, viz. pakya, sadhya,

dfftSntas (examples), etc. for demonstration and refutation of fallacies. Percep-

tion and inference have also been discussed herein for self-understanding.

The Nyayabindu by Dharmaklrti is regarded as one of the important works

on logic. It is divided into three chapters: (*) protyakfa (perception), (it) svar-

thanumana (inference for one’s own self), and (tit) pararthdnumana (inference

for the sake of others).

The Siksa-samuccaya is a work of Santideva. It is a compendium of Buddhist

doctrines. It consists mainly of quotations and extracts from various Buddhist

sacred works. It is a manual of Mahayana Buddhism consisting of nineteen

chapters. It deals with die following subjects: faith, restraint, avoidance of evil,

sacrifice of the body, application of merit, duty of self-preservation, the snare

ofMara, the Buddhist Satan, truthfulness, rules ofdecency, evil of talkativeness,

contemplation of thought, good conduct, and so on. The Bodkicaryavatara,

another work of Santideva, is an important and popular religious-cum-philo-

sophical work of Mahayana Buddhism. According to Winternitz,*0 it is desig-

nated as the entrance into the bodhi life, i.e. into the way of life leading to en-

lightenment. According to this text, the perfect charity (ddna-pdramita) is not

an actual deliverance of the world from poverty, but an intention for such

deliverance. It is a grace of the spirit. Poverty here means misery due to worldly

desire. The purity of will is the greatest of all virtues and the foundation of all.

The perfect conduct (
Hla-paramita) consists essentially in the will not to hurt

any living being.

The Tattoa-saAgraha of §antarak$ita is an important philosophical work.

It criticizes various other philosophical systems of his time—Buddhist and

non-Buddhist.

TANTRIC BUDDHISM

In the course of time, Mahayana Buddhism underwent profound changes

yielding place to a new form of Mahayana, commonly known as the Mantra-

yana or Tantrie Buddhism. Mantras, dhdranis, madras and man/jalas and

other Tantric rites gradually crept in to this new system. Later, there appeared

Vajrayana, Sahajayana and Kalacakrayana from this system. A vast litera-

» Cf. HIL, op. oil., p. 370.
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ture on T&ntricism also grew up. It is still popular and exerts a great influence

over the spiritual life of the people of some parts of Asia including India.

Most of these works are extent in Tibetan translations. A few ofdiem that are

available are discussed below.

The JfSSnasiddki', a work on Vajray&na, points out that bodkidtta (thought

of enlightenment) is really the vajra (invincible). When it would attain the

nature ofvajra (diamond), a meditating monk would then attain enlightenment

(bodhi). The DohSkoia and Carydgiti (in Old Bengali) give us a fair idea about

the meditational practices of the Sahajayana system. The Lagfmkdlacakra-tantra-

raja-tika or the Vimalaprabhd-fikd furnishes us with the doctrinal views of the

Kalacakra system. The language used in these Tantrie texts is technically

known as the sandhyd-bh&fd having two meanings—esoteric and exoteric.

As it has been indicated, Tibetan has an enormous mass of Buddhist litera-

ture, Buddhist Sanskrit and Pure Sanskrit, originals of which are lost. It is

contained in the Kanjur and Tanjur, the two principal divisions ofthe Tibetan

literature. The study of Tibetan is, therefore, a necessity for a proper under-

standing of our glorious heritage. Those who want to know the history of

literature and culture of ancient India can in no way neglect these Tibetan

translations.

The Chinese canon, another vast store of Buddhist literature, preserves

in translation many works of the various schools of Buddhist thought.

The works embedded in the Chinese canon are of course of a very

varying nature. Although it consists of works of very unequal merits and

translated at different periods, its value as a storehouse of Buddhism cannot

be doubted. An idea of the number of texts contained in the canon can be

had from the catalogues of Nanjio and Hobogirin.

It is apparent from the foregoing discussion that Buddhist literature

is the mainstream of Buddhist thought and culture. It contains works

chiefly of religious nature. Considered from the point of view of antiquity,

these works of Buddhist literature stand unparalleled for their sublime

thought, super-intellectual treatment and unique literary excellences. They

may easily be compared with the best productions of European literature.
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SANSKRIT KAVYA LITERATURE : A GENERAL SURVEY

HPHE earliest writings that have come down to us in Sanskrit, the Rg-Vedic
*" hymns, are in the form of poetry; even the Sanskrit name for a poet, kavi,

has come down from the Rg-Veda. The oldest form of prose is also in Sanskrit

and is found in that part of Vedic literature called die Brahmanas, where

several examples of old narrative composition are found. The two great epic

sagas of the heroic age, the Rditidyaqa and the Mahdbhdrata, are called kdvyas

(poems), and are described as the model and source of all later literary creations.

Of these two, the Rdmayana is more specifically called the ddikdrya (the first

poem)
;
in it all the characteristics seen in the later classical poems are already

present. For theme and treatment, for metres and their variations, for style, and
for the portrayal of characters and emotions, the classical authors of kavyas took

Valmiki, the adikaoi, as their guide.

What the earliest classical poems in Sanskrit were we cannot say; but tradi-

tion treats Panini as the author of a long poem whose name, alternatively

given as Jambavati-vijaya and Pdtdla-vijaya, is found in later anthologies, together

with some of his stray verses. Pinini, who lived between 500 and 350 b.c., is the

author of the first systematic grammar. In his grammatical aphorisms (IV. 3.

87-88), PSnini refers to, and names, certain old works which appear to be narra-

tives in verse or prose. Another grammarian, Katyayana (also known as Vara-

ruci), who added critical and supplemental dicta to P&nini’s aphorisms, classi-

fied these narrative works as dkhydna and akhydyikd. Katyayana probably lived

in the third century b.c.

Patanjali (second century b.c.), in his extensive scholium on both these

grammarians, names as examples several old narratives. He also says (IV. 3.

101) that Katyayana (Vararuci) himself wrote a poem, Vararuca-kdvyam, which,

according to RSjaSekhara (c. a.d. 900), was called Kanthdbkarana. In his Sfdgdra-

prakdia, Bhoja (a.d. 1018-63), quotes a half-verse by Katyayana which is a

poetical fancy on the river GangS. Patafijali’s writings are full of material

which reflects the active and wide cultivation of poetry. He quotes verses, or

parts of verses, which can only be from older poems, and he quotes verses in a

variety of metres, including the more rare ones. So, the evidence from Patanjali,

taken together with the evidence found in the early treatise on prosody, the

Chandah-S&tra by Pifigala (second century B.Q.), attests to an early efflorescence

of lyric poetry of extraordinary range and expressiveness.

A highly developed dramatic literature is vouched for in the early Mauryan

age (324-187 b.c.), and drama, especially Sanskrit drama, naturally pre-
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supposes the cultivation of poetry. The earliest elaborate treatise on drama is

Bharata’s N5tya-£astra. Its nucleus goes back to the pre-Paninian Nata-Sutras,

and it grew into full shape in the period between the second century b.c. and

the second century a.d. It deals with the text of drama as kavya, and is a work

on poetics as much as on dramaturgy. It demonstrates a rich variety of metres

with lyrical names, figures of speech, alliteration, and rhyme, and other stylistic

features; it even gives examples of lyrical verse used as songs on the stage. All

this shows that Bhafata knew a highly developed art of poetic composition, and

it shows too that there was a considerable output of literature in this field. The
fact of the widespread and effective practice ofpoetry and drama on the themes,

thoughts, and teachings of the Vedic and epic tradition is borne out by another

phenomenon, that of the early Buddhist writers borrowing the medium of

Sanskrit poetry and drama for the propagation of their new faith.

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE KAVYA STYLE : A$VAGHO$A AND KALIDASA

The ideology bequeathed to the classical poets by Vyasa and Valmiki, was

the projection through the mahakavya (the epic or long poem) of the personality

and the heroic acts of one of exalted nature
(
dhirodatta

) ,
one who was a ruler-

sage (rajarsi), and an upholder of dharma. In the centuries immediately before

and after Christ, the new Buddhist authors, some of whom were Brahmanas,

turned to the existing literary resources for the propagation of their faith. The
technique and ideology of the Brahmanical itihdsa-purana literature and of the

Sanskrit poem, play, hymn, and gnomic poetry came to be reflected in the

Buddhalogical literature that then arose, viz. the Mahavaslu ‘The Great Theme’,

which was a biography of Buddha; and the Lalitavislara, an elaboration of

the lila (sport or play) of Buddha. Apart lrom parallels and echoes, even the

actual names of the two epics occur in these works. The best among these

Buddhist poets is Asvaghoja who lived in the first or second century a.d. He
was formerly a Brahmana of Saketa, and he wrote two mah&kavyas and at least

one play. One of his two mahakdvyas is the Buddha-carita, a life of Buddha.

The full text of this work, in twenty-eight cantos, is available in a Chinese

translation made in the beginning of the fifth century, and also in Tibetan trans-

lation. The Sanskrit manuscript that has survived has only a little over thirteen

cantos.

Saundarananda
,
an earlier poem by Aivaghosa, is available in complete

Sanskrit form. At the end of the work the author states that it is a kavya, but it

is written mainly for the sake of mokfa and vyupaSanti (spiritual effort and the

attainment of peace), the poetic character added to the theme being merely

like the honey used to make a bitter medicine palatable (XVIII. 63).

It is difficult to estimate the amount of didactic material in the Buddha-carita,

although the poet narrates the whole life of Buddha. In the Saundarananda,
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however, the end part is given over mostly to exhortations relating to moral and
spiritual discipline. Yet it is a poetical work, relating how Buddha converted

his half-brother Nanda who was engrossed with love for his beautiful wife

Sundari. At the end of the poem, the poet asks the reader to blow offthe poetic

dust and take the embedded spiritual gold (XVIII. 64) ; but Aivaghosa’s poetry

is too substantial to be thus blown away. In metrical variety and polish, in verbal

effects, in striking similes which are sometimes given in a series, in picturesque

descriptions, and in language and grammar, he shows an all-round mastery of

technique. In both poems the influence of the RimSyaria is patent throughout;

and in the Buddha-carita, where the figure of Buddha is drawn on the model

ofRama, his admiration for Valmlki finds pointed expression.

Following A£vagho$a, some other Buddhist poets applied the Sanskrit kavya

medium to two other classes of works on Buddha, the Jatakas and the

Avadanas, the cycle of his lives and his exploits, in prose and in hymns. Of the

prose are the Kalpana-manditaka by Kum&ral&ta, the Avaddna-iataka (

c

. a.d.

100), the DivySvadana (c. second century a.d.), and the Jdtaka-mSlS by Arya Sfira.

Among the hymns are two by a poet named M&tfcefa, one in a hunched and
fifty verses, and the other in four hundred. These are the Satapailcaiatika-stotra

and the Catuiiataka-stotra
,
both of which are simple but intense expressions of

devotion to Buddha. Little is known about M£tfce{a and he is <sometimes

identified with A£vagho?a.

The continuity of the kdvya style is seen not only in its reflection in the field

of Buddhism, but also in the inscriptions of die early centuries of the Christian

era. However, the earliest poems in the main current of the Vedic and epic

traditions that we have are those of the great Kalidasa. The perfection we find

in his works, and his mention of predecessors in both poetry and drama, bear

out an unbroken output of kSoyas, all of which have been lost For example,

Kalidasa mentions as one of his predecessors in drama, Saumilla, who is re-

membered in later literature as the joint author, with one Ramila, of a work

called Sudraka-kathd. Another work also called Sudraka-kathd, by Pancafikha,

an old name in Sanskrit literature, is cited by Bhoja.

Between A£vagho$a and Kalidasa there is frequent correspondence in ideas

and expression. The Buddhist poet has generally been taken as the earlier of

the two, the latter being taken as the borrower. On this and on other counts,

Kalidasa is usually held to be a poet of the golden Gupta age of Hindu revival,

whatever this may mean. Yet the specific poetic character ofK&lidSsa as against

the mixed mission of Aivaghosa, and K&lidSsa’s undoubted artistic superiority,

make one hesitate to subscribe readily to the .theory that Kalidisa was indebted

to the Buddhist philosopher. Moreover, thefact that Kalidisa refers in Megka-

diita to Vidiia as a capital city, and in Mdlavikagnimitra to Agnimitra as a

contemporary ruler, has induced several Indian scholars to place K&lid&sa,
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the kavi-sdrvabhauma (sovereign among poets), in the SuAga age which was

equally an age of Hindu revival.

However, whether he lived in the Sunga age or the Gupta, whether he was

a native of Ujjain or ofany other place, Kalidasa is a national poet, a poet of all

time. There is hardly a part of India which he has not mentioned with affec-

tion; and in his compositions he has embodied the enduring ideals of the Indian

conception of life, which embraces life in all its aspects and which is formulated

in the Sruti (scriptures which record revealed knowledge) and in the Smfti

(other scriptures based on the Sruti) . So well has Kalidasa done this that to this

day he stands as the authentic voice of the culture in which his genius flowered,

as much as any rsi (ancient sage) or dearya (later philosopher). It is not surpris-

ing that a philosopher like Kumarila quotes him. Kalidasa depicted in his

poetry the well-rounded philosophy of human endeavour, and all the different

aspects were harmonized in a scheme which led by stages to the summum bonum

of a rich life fully lived. This truth is apt to be overlooked when one looks at

his achievements in the lyrical aspects of his poetry or in his portrayals of love.

Yet here he did not fail to emphasize that the physical is ephemeral and has to

be made spiritual and enduring. It is through the fire of suffering together that

this is achieved, and also in the fulfilment which ties the two hearts in an in-

separable common bond, the child, an image of the two in one.

THE WORKS OF KALIDASA

Kalidasa began with a short poem, Rtusamhdra, describing the cycle of

seasons, one canto being devoted to each of the six ftus (seasons). The descrip-

tions are addressed by a lover to his beloved; each season, with its varying

sights and sounds, augments his love; the cycle culminating appropriately in

the spring.

MeghadUta is a singular testimony to the endless creativity of the poet’s

imagination. Here he gives to the airy nothing of a cloud any number of forms

and functions, making the cloud a partner and participant in all sorts of human
experiences fancied by a fertile, love-laden mind. There is perhaps an auto-

biographical touch when Kalidasa writes about a separated lover; the lover

from the north is sojourning in the south, and through the cloud (
megha

)
as a

messenger (data) sends a message to his beloved in the north. This is one of the

works in which are clearly seen the poet’s knowledge and love of different

parts of the country, the beauty spots, the cities, rivers, mountains, shrines,

and so on.

In the mahdkavya class he wrote two poems, the shorter, Kumdra-sambhava

in eight cantos and the longer, Ragkuvamsa, in nineteen cantos. Taking as lead-

ing characters Siva and Parvatl, the prime parents of the universe, K&lidiisa

effectively brings out in Kumdra-sambhava the idea of love triumphing through
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tafias (austerity) and fulfilling itself in the birth of a heroic son, the one who is

to deliver the world from its sufferings. By a suggestive simile, the poet adores

in the divine couple the twin principles of vSk and artha (word and meaning)

which are inseparably connected and to which again he pays obeisance in the

opening verses of Raghuvaihia. Kalidasa introduces the Love-god (Madana)
as a character, bums his gross nature, and resurrects him in a sublime form.

Its message and meaning apart, Kumara-sambhava is an illustration of the poet's

descriptive powers; he describes the beauty of Parvati, of the forest in the bloom
and gaiety of spring, and of the grandeur of the Himalayas. Indeed, it is in

Kilidisa that we realize to what an extent the Himalayas occupy the Indian

mind.

Raghuvathia is a work that is studied by beginners in Sanskrit, yet it contains

the fullest statement of the poet’s mind affording enjoyment and food for

thought to mature minds. It is the saga ofthe Solar dynasty, presentinga pageant
of kings from Dillpa to Agnivarna, through Raghu, and Rama. The work

opens by setting forth the high ideals of this godly race, followed by an account

of the lives and deeds of individual kings as they embodied those ideals. Taking

the work as a whole, however, there may be seen behind it a deeper plan. It

shows how each of the purusarthas (the scheme of life’s eternal values), dharma,

artha,
kama, and moksa, is exemplified in one or another of the lives of these

kings.

The first king of the dynasty to be mentioned in RaghuvamSa is Dillpa. Dilipa

tends a divine cow in order to gain a son befitting the race, and to this end

performs sacrifices. He may be taken as exemplifying the first and foremost

fiurufdrtha, dharma (duty in the sense of contributing to the progress and well-

being of the individual and society). The son, Raghu, is bom. He conquers die

whole country and its neighbourhood. In this, he exemplifies artha (wealth).

But he also exemplifies another aspect of artha, the aspect which says that the

purpose of material gain is fulfilled only when it is given away to the deserving.

Raghu performs the vtivajit (universal conquest) sacrifice and gives away all

his possessions. Next, kama (worldly pleasure) is illustrated in an account of the

romantic life of Aja, Raghu’s son, and the premature death of Aja’s beloved

queen, Indumatl, which leads the grief-stricken king to give up his life. Moksa

(spiritual salvation), the highest in the fiurusdrtha series, is exemplified in Rama,

Raghu’s great-grandson. Rama is none other than Sri Hari, Ramabhidhano

Harih, and he is described as jagat-firathama-mahgala (the primary source of the

world’s welfare). The final act in the story of this great race, as seen in the life

of the profligate Agnivarna, the last king, exemplifies the progressive deterio-

ration of values in the cycle of ages. The poet does not, however, end his poem

on this tragic note, but in his last lines sets out the hope of future regeneration

(XIX. 57).
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Canto IV of RaghuvamJa concerns Raghu’s digvijaya (conquest in all direc-

tions) and it brings out the idea of a country being under one cakravartin

(emperor). In die cantos depicting Rama’s story, we observe the poet’s intimate

knowledge of Valmiki’s epic and the artistry with which he introduces a gem
here and a gem there within the framework of the adikavi. The canto which

depicts Sita’s exile brings out the poet’s powers of pathos; and in his account

of the birth of the Rdmdyana and its recital by Lava and Kuia, the poet pays

homage to the pathikft (predecessor) to whom he owes so much. One of the

most remarkable aspects of Kalidasa’s poetry is his use of simile. Similes were

his forte and in aptness and suggestiveness they are so unique that they have

been termed upamd KtUidasasya (Kalidasa’s similes). Taking his style as a whole,

his expression is distinguished for simplicity and grace, precision and proportion.

If it was the adikavi that showed Kalidasa the path, he in turn became the

model and guide for all subsequent writers, and so he is known as the kavi-kula-

guru, the prime guru of all poets. All later mahdkavyas
,
and the pattern of their

treatment, follow his works. His Meghaduta alone has been endlessly imitated,

and still continues to be imitated. In Sanskrit literary tradition, standing

together with Kalidasa’s two longer poems are creations of three later poets,

Bharavi, Magha, and Sriharsa, their poems being the Kiratarjuniya, the SiSupala-

vadha, and the Nai$adhiya-carita respectively. Together, these five poems attained

special status and came to be referred to as the padca-mahdkdvyas (the great

pentad). The five poems became part of the regular curriculum ofstudies, but

this does not mean that there were no other noteworthy mahdkavyas in post-

Kalidasa times. Poems there were, but they have been lost. The Hayagriva-vadha

by Mentha (sixth century), for example, is known to have existed, since it is

mentioned in the Rdjatarangini and several verses are cited from it. It is described

as an ‘outstanding production’. Similarly, Bh&maha, the seventh century

literary critic and rhetorician, mentions a work called Asmakavamte, citing it as

an example of the Vaidarbhi style of poetry. A close follower of Kalidasa in

both time and style is the Sinhalese prince Kumaradasa, the author of Jdnaki-

harana. This poem, preserved in Sinhalese paraphrase, was recovered from South

Indian manuscripts.

THE KAVYAS OF BHARAVI, MAGHA, SRlHAR§A, SlVASVAMIN, AND OTHERS

Bharavi was a friend of King Kubjavi$nuvardhana (c. 608), the founder of

the eastern C&lukya dynasty of Vengi, He wrote his poem, Kirdtdrjunlya, in the

Deccan, taking his theme from the Vanaparvan of the Mahdhhdrata. This relates

the episode ofArjuna doing penance and obtaining from Siva the divine missile

called pdfupatdstra, a theme cherished very much at that time as is shown by its

famous sculptural representation at Mah&balipuram. BhSravi’s greatness as a

mahdkavi, although resting on a single production, is clearly next only to that
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of KSlidasa. His work is praised for its artha-gaurava (thought-content)
,
and

equally notable are his pure poetic gifts well brought out, for example, in the

pictures he draws of rural life.

Closely modelled on the KirStarjuniya, but more copious, is the work of

Magha (c. 700), the Sidupala-vadha, written on a theme from the Sabhapanan

of the Mahabharata . Magha’s poetic powers are obvious, and the poem is packed

with learning and displays of skill in using difficult types of composition. This

characteristic, already seen in Bharavi, gathers momentum in Magha, and,

through several other works of this class, reaches its climax in Sriharsa’s

Nai$adhiya-carita.

Before we speak of Sriharsa, however, let us turn to the Kashmiri poets of

the ninth century. Sivasvamin was the prodigious author of seven mahakavyas,

several plays, songs, and eleven hundred thousand hymns on Siva. Like the

other Kashmiri intellectuals, he was cosmopolitan in outlook, and wrote a

mahakavya on a Buddhist theme, the Kapphinabhyudaya. Ratnakara, who was

called vagihara (lord of speech), wrote Haravijaya, a mahakavya in fifty cantos on
a Saivite theme. Anandavardhana (ninth century) was an eminent aesthete;

he established the doctrine that dhvani (suggestion) was the essence of poetic

expression. He wrote the Arjuna-carita. Abhinanda, the son ofthe gifted Kashmiri

logician Jayanta, put into mahakavya form the story of Bapa’s Kadambari. In

Bengal at that time, under the patronage of the Pala kings, there was another

Abhinanda. An even more distinguished poet, he wrote a Ramacarita
, but

so far it has been only partly recovered. The greatest of the lost mahdkavyas

of this period, quotations from which stimulate an appetite for more, is Hara-

vildsa written by RajaSekhara whose works are so versatile and encyclopaedic.

In Kashmir, the critic and polymath Ksemendra (eleventh century) wrote

four long poems and a shorter one summarizing the stories of the Rdmdyana,

the Mahabharata,
the Brhatkatha, the Avadanas on Buddha, and Bana’s

Kadambari', the last of these has not yet been recovered. He also wrote several

stories of his own, but only one, the Daiavatara-carita, is available. In the next

century, also in Kashmir, another mahSkavya was written. This was Mankha’s

Srikantha-carita, glorifying Siva. In the last canto the poet gives an informative

account of his contemporary authors.

In the twelfth century flourished that unique genius, Srihar§a. He was a

monistic dialectician, but he also produced several poetic compositions, the

chief of which was the celebrated Naifadhiya-carita. This work, counted as the

fifth of the pahca-mahakSvyas, consists of twenty-two long cantos. It presents the

simple story ofNaia and Damayanti, but, being the product ofthe massive mind
of Srihar$a, it presents a veritable thesaurus ofknowledge and has been correctly

characterized as vidvadaufadha (a tonic for the learned).

The latter part of the classical period witnessed the composition of many
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more mahSkavyas, but they are all lost and we know only their names since they

are mentioned in Bhoja’s SfAg&ra-prak&Sa. Among them is Antaratma-carita, a

work which introduced a philosophical theme. While philosophical drama was

already known, this was the first philosophical mahdkSvya.

JAINA POETS IN THE SANSKRIT KAVYA TRADITION

The Jains were comparatively slow to take up the mahdkavya medium for

their religion, but once they took to it they strove to excel their Brahmanical

compeers. Their endeavour was to surpass the Brahmanical works in length,

in the introduction of learned matter, and in displaying skill in different kinds

of versification.

The Varariga-carita by Jata Simhanandin was written before tin: middle of

the eighth century. Two Tamil Jains, Kanakasena Vadiraja and Odayadeva
VadiBhasirhha (eleventh century a.d.) composed the Yafodhara-carita and the

Ksaira-cudamani respectively. In a.d. 978, Vlranandin wrote the Candraprabha-

carita ; and in a.d. 988, Asaga wrote the VardhamSna-carita. Hemacandra (1088-

1172), who is known as the kaHkala-sarvajfla (the know-all of the kaliyuga),

contributed, among his numerous works which did indeed cover all branches of

knowledge, the long poem Trisasti-falakapnrusa-carita, including supplementary

material at the end.

Other notableJaina poems include: Manikya Suri’s Yaiodhara-carita (eleventh

century)
;
Vagbhata’s Nemi-mrvana (twelfth century)

;
Muniratna’s Amamasvami-

carita (twelfth century); Ravigupta’s Candraprabha-carita

;

Haricandra’s Dharma-

iarmSbhyudaya ;
Devaprabha’s Pandava-carita

;
Caritrasundara’s Mahipala-carita

;

Abhayadeva’s Jayanta-vijaya (1221); Amaracandra’s Bala-Bharata (thirteenth

century)
;
and Vagbhaja II’s Rsabhadeva-carita and the work quoted by him,

the Bajimati-parityaga.

LATER MAHAKAVYAS : Sl.E$A-KAVYAS

The later history of the pure mahak&vya may be illustrated by specimens

selected from different regions. Under the Palas of Bengal, Umapatidhara

wrote CandracUda-carita. In Orissa, Krsnananda produced the Sahjdayananda

on tAe Nala-Damayanti story. In Andhra, Agastya Pandita (thirteenth century),

under the KakatJyas, composed the B&la-Bharata; and in the same region, under

another king, Vamanabhatta Bapa (beginning of the fifteenth century) wrote

the Nal&bhyudaya.

A South Indian, Utpreks&vallabha, who flourished earlier, produced a

new and interesting kind of mahdkSvya in his BhikfStana-kdvya. In this work

Siva goes out to receive bkikfd (alms) and he receives it from women of all ages

and of varying mental states, who go out to make offerings to him. Two other

leading poets of the Tamil region are VeAkatanatha Vedanta Defika (1268—
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1369) who wrote TSdavSbkyudaya on the life of K^a, and Nilakagfha DIksita

(early part of the seventeenth century) who composed Sivalildnjaoa, a mahSkavya

on the legends, well known in Tamil literature, surrounding Madurai and its

great temple. These two poets belonged to the SrI-Vaisnava school and were

sarvatantra-svatantra (proficient in all aspects of the scriptures). Nilakanfha

DIksita also wrote a poem on the descent of the Gariga, Gangavatarana. His

contemporary, Rajacfldamani DIksita, wrote Rukminl-kalydna, and his pupil,

R&mabhadra DIksita, wrote the Patahjali-carita. In Karnataka, Vidyacakra-

vartin III (1291-1342), under the Hoysalas, wrote Rukmini-kalyana. In Kerala,

the writers of mahdkavyas included two prominent poets, Sukumara (fifteenth

century) who wrote Kffnavil&sa, and Rama P£$iv&da (eighteenth century)

the author of R&ghaviya and Visnuvilasa.

New interest in the mahSkavya form was aroused by the introduction ofdiverse

innovations and experiments. Quite early, a new class of mahSkavya was estab-

lished in which, through ilefa (double entendre), two distinct stories were told

in the same set of verses. Stories from the Ramayana and the Mahabharata, for

example, were embedded in the same poem. Such poems were called dvisandhana

(pursuing the two), the earliest one, which is still known only through a quota-

tion from it, having been written by that great critic and prose writer Dancjin

of Kanci (seventh century). The earliest and best-known extant "poem of

this class is the dvisandhSna written by Dhananjaya (c. 1000-1050). RSghaoa-

pSndavlya, written by Kavir&ja from Banav&sl at the end of the twelfth century,

is also well known.

The skill of writing such poems was improved still further-three to

seven stories narrated in one poem. Finally, the enthusiasm to display even

greater ingenuity resulted in poems which told one story when read forwards,

and another story when read backwards. Poems of this type were called viloma-

kdvya.

KSvya was also used to display erudition or to teach some branch of know-

ledge. This trend bore early fruit in the famous Bhatti-kavya. Bhatti (sixth-

seventh century a.d.) wrote R&vana-vadha which achieved the double purpose

of being a poem and also an illustration of P&nini’s grammar and poetics.

Bhafti’s work again started a class represented by a number ofgrammar poems,

the better known among these being RSvanarjuniya by Bhlma (or Bhauma)
;

Kaoi-rahasya by HaULyudha (tenth century); and three works from Kerala:

SubhhdrS-harana by someone called N&riyapa; Vasudeva-vijaya by VSsudeva;

and DhStu-kavya by the famous NarSyapa Bha^tadri. Then, as ifthese were not

enough, Hemacandra, who was equal to any task of learning, worked into his

poems history, and Sanskrit and Prakrit grammar. One such work was his

Dvy8{rqya-kSvya or KumSrapSla-carita. Another writer, Jinavallabha, composed

a hymn on Mah&vlra which could be read either as Sanskrit or as Prakrit.
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. HISTORICAL KAVYAS

A comparatively more refreshing and useful innovation took place which
concerned the subject of a mahSkSvya. The story of a Pauranika king was re-

placed by the story of a historical king or line of kings, and thus resulted the

historical mahakavya. The background for the development of this trend was
perhaps created by the historical inscriptions in high-flown Sanskrit, dating

from about the beginning of the Christian era. In the north, the early Gupta
inscriptions, and, in the south, the early Cola inscriptions could, indeed, be
taken as short k&vyas. So, too, are the excellent Sanskrit inscriptions of Cambodia
of this period.

The earliest historical kavya is Bhuvan&bhyudaya by Sarikuka of Kashmir
(c. 850) which describes a local battle. The first mahakdvya of this class is Padma-
gupta Parimala’s Navasahasanka-carita which is about King Sindhuraja of

Malava. In the VikramaAkadeva-carita, the celebrated Bilhana deals with

his patron Calukya Vikramaditya VI of Kalyana (1076-1127). The greatest

of the historical poems is R&jatarangini by Kalhana (middle of the twelfth

century) on Kashmir. In it the author sets forth the efforts he made to collect

evidence and material for his work and the sources he consulted. Among the

sources mentioned are some historical writings, Nrpavali by Ksemendra and the

works of Helaraja and Chavillakara which are all lost. Rajatarangini is not a

mere chronicle of the names of kings or of political events, but a rich and vivid

picture of the social and cultural life of the country, including the literary

contributions of Kashmir. Kalhana’s tradition was carried forward by Jonaraja

and by Srlvara both in the fifteenth century, and was taken up to the time of

Akbar (1556-1605), by Prajya Bhatta and Suka.

To write a biographical poem on the royal patron and his family became a

regular activity for court poets in medieval times, and there is hardly a part of

India where such historical poems did not arise. In Bengal, Sandhyakara

Nandin wrote the R&macarita which is at the same time a historical kavya relating

to Pala rule during the period 1070-1120. Chandakavi wrote Prthviraja-vijaya,

a kavya on Prthviraja of Ajmer. SomeSvara’s Kirti~kaumudi, Sukrta-sankirtana,

Vastupdla-carita, and Vasanta-vilasa form a set of works on the Vaghela kings

of Gujarat and their minister Vastupala. Nayacandra’s Hammira-mahakavya

on the Cauh&na king of Ranastambhapura describes the king’s heroic stand

against Alauddin.

In South India, the tradition ofhistorical kivyas dates from Pallava and Cola

times. The MayUravarma-carita deals with the Kadamba dynasty of BanavAsi.

Rajaraja-carita
,
now lost, was written round a great Cola monarch and builder;

Atula’s Mtisukavathfa is on the history of North Malabar. The Kdkatlya-carita

by Narasirhha dealt with the Kakadya kings of Warangal in Andhra. The

great Vijayanagara kingdom of the South, which rose as a bulwark against
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the advancing tide of Mohammedan rule, was celebrated in a series of bio-

graphical poems on Its successive kings: GaAg&devl’s Mathura-vijqya, or Vira-

kamparaya-carita, in which the goddess of the South appears in a dream to the

Vij&yanagara prince and asks him to deliver her from the atrocities of the

Mohammedan invaders; SSluoSbhyudayaby Rajanatha II
; and Acyutar&yabhyudaya

by Rajanatha III.

Another series of poetic accounts of rulers was written on the Telugu rulers

of the Tanjore offshoot of the Vijayanagara empire. The Telugu ruler Raghu-

natha NSyaka was the subject of Sahitya-ratnSkara by Yajftan&r&yapa Diksita,

and also of RaghundthSbhyudaya written by his court poetess Rimabhadramba.
Maratha power, like that of Vijayanagara, arose from historical necessity and

consequently inspired many poems and other works on Siv&ji, Sambhaji, and
others. The Sivabk&raia on Sivjlji by Paramananda Kavindra is the greatest

work in this group. Other works were the Sambhuraja-carita and the R&jarama-

carita. The Maratha dynasty at Tanjore was celebrated in several biographical

works of this nature. The largest number of these literary tributes centred round

Sahaji (1684-1710), the foremost ruler and patron of the dynasty.

The rulers of the various Kerala kingdoms were similarly celebrated in

poems and plays. The following random selection of works will show that an

account of some kind of almost all the local dynasties in various parts of the

country was given by the poets of their courts: Rudra’s Rdftrau^havamJa-kdvya

on the Bagulas of Mayuragiri (end of sixteenth century)
; J&numjaya by Vapi-

natha on the rulers of the Navanagara (end of sixteenth century) ; Ramacandra-

yaiah-prabandha by GovindabhatJa on the rulers of Bikaner; Kfsna Kavi’s

Isvara-vilasa and Rama’s Jayavamia-kavya describing Saiva Jaisingh and his

ancestors; and Cetasimha-kavya by Balabhadra on Cet Singh of V&r&pasl.

Mohammedan rulers received similar attention from poets, as the following

works will show. Maheia Jhakkura translated Akbamama into Sanskrit and

named it Sarvadeia-vrttSntasahgraha; the subject of Rudra Kavi’s DSnaiaha-carita

is Akbar’s son; while Kirti-samullasa and the NabSkhSna-carita by die same

poet also celebrate Jahangir; in his Nfpttniti-garbkita-vrUa, Lakpmpati narrates

the events which followed Aurangzeb’s death; Vijayapwi-katkd is on the

Bijapur Sultans, but is written in bad Sanskrit.

To these accounts of kings, we may add the biographies ofsaints, the vijayas,

in which are described the lives and works of Sankara, Ramanuja, Madhva,

and others. Works were also produced describing the lives of individual

scholars and of families of scholars, relating their genealogies, their works, their

migrations, and so on. Individual merchants or pious persons were also

given biographical treatment showing that the trend towards biographical

writing did manifest itself Unfortunately, however, works of this class have

remained in unmerited neglect
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TOPOGRAPHICAL AND RHYMED KAVYAS AND KAVYAS IN PROSE

Originally, geographical accounts were closely linked with cosmogony and
pilgrimage, the earliest form being seen in the treatment of bhuoanakosa (a list

of the different worlds), Srthas (places of pilgrimage), and kfrtras (holy places)

in the iHhasa-puri^a literature. In classical kioya literature, the dflta-kSvyas in-

volve geographical descriptions. Pilgrimage came to be a main subject for a
kSvya. Tirtha-prabandha by Vadiraja (sixteenth century) with a commentary,
and Tatra-prabandha by SamarapuAgava Dik$ita (seventeenth century) are

examples ofkavya and campu (a mixture of verse and prose) on th« theme.

Another direction in which poets showed their skill was in poetry wholly in

rhymed verses, calledyamaka-kavya, and in difficult verbal feats, called dufkoras.

Inyamaka-kavya, there is play upon a word which is repeated giving two different

meanings. All these dulls, limited to the extent of a single canto, arc found in

the poems of Bharavi and MSgha.
The earliest poem to exhibit such difficult feats of composition is Acyutottara

by Rama Sarman, mentioned by Bhamaha. Among those that are available,

the earliest ones are the short Ghatakarpara, and Nalodaya and Kicaka-vadha by
Nitivarman; and Mananka’s Vrnddvana and Meghabhyudaya. In the tenth century,

Vasudeva of Kerala composed threeyamaka poems; and in Tamil country there

was Yamaka-ratn&kara by Srivatsanka. Anandavardhana’s Devi-iataka displays

all the feats. Dharmadasa, earlier than Bhoja, produced Vidagdha-mukha-mandana

which is a complete, illustrated work on enigmatology.

Ptose was cultivated by poets much more than wc arc led to believe from
the few extant specimens. In fact, the surviving works themselves mention some
early prose works, the gadya-kavyas (prose literature). In the introduction to his

Kadambari, Bapa refers to two earlier kathas (fiction with no traditional or

historical basis) ; similarly, in his Harsacarita he refers to Bhatfara Haricandra’s

gadya-bandha (prose composition). Dhanapala in his Tilaka-manjari mentions

Rudra’s Trailokya-manjari and Bhadrakirti’s Taragana, the former being quoted

also in Vardhamana’s Ganaratna-mahodadhi. An dkhydyika (a fictional adventure

story with some historical basis) called Madhavika is mentioned by Bhoja in his

SrngSra-prakSJa ; while Vardhamana mentions two works, called Narmada-sundari

and Vilasavati. In his DhvanySloka, Anandavardhana discusses many varieties

of story literature, some of which, at least, should have been represented by
actual examples. Earlier, the two rhetoricians, Bhamaha and Dai^din, held

pointed discussions on the differences between the two types of composition

called kathS and dkhydyika.

SUBANDHU, SANA, AND DANPIN

The three chief prose-poets of die classical age whose works have survived

are: Subandhu (seventh century) who wrote VSsavadattS

;

the great Bana who
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wrote Kidamban and the Harfacarita ; and Dapdin who wrote Avantisundtui-

kathd or die Dahkumam-carita. The shortest of these, VSmadaM, has a brief

romantic theme, but its medal feature is that, at every step, it is wrought with

fUfa (double meaning). Sle$a was then taken over by B&pa, but it figures in his

works only as one among the several brilliant qualities which gave him the

status of the pre-eminent master of gadya-kdvya.

BSpa’s appearance in prose was like K&lidasa’s in poetry and drama: it

threw earlier works into oblivion, and caused all lata: writings to fall in line

with his style and technique. Bapa flourished under King Har$avardhana of

Kanauj (606-48), of whom the Harfacarita, the first prose historical kdvya, is a

biography. But it is not only die king’s biography, it is also the poet’s autobio-

graphy and, as a combination ofthe two, it is a unique work in Sanskrit literature.

Kadambari is woven round a tale told in the BjhatkathS\ it shows, through succes-

sive deaths and rebirths, the steadfastness of love and its eventual fulfilment

through persistence. In both these works, Bapa has a sustained story to tell; but

he includes in them a mass of other things as well. In fact, as the traditional

saying goes, there is hardly anything in the universe that Bapa has left un-

touched (Banocchiftam jagat sarvam). His mind’s universal sweep is constandy

demonstrated in his descriptions and similes. It is usual, for Western scholars

at least, to point out the difficulties ofBSna’s style, particularly its Jlesas and long

compounds. Yet to one well grounded in the language, these are so barrier

to the enjoyment of the descriptions. The poet’s son Pulinda, or Pulina, who
completed his father’s work, himself says that the sonorous passages and grand

cadences are a sheer delight. But Bana can also be brief and simple; he can

touch us and move our hearts in situations of pathos. It is to Bana that we owe
the revelation that Sanskrit holds so much music in store in its prose, a revela-

tion, similar to that made by Valmiki, Kalidasa, and Jayadeva in respect of its

verse. -

When wc read Dapdin, Bapa’s compeer, who was no less a master of

Sanskrit and its prose and no less encyclopaedic in his range, we are in a com-
pletely new world. With fewer compounds and shorter sentences, his prose

produces quite a different rhythm. The number of characters, incidents, and
other details, in which Dapdin revels, create a lively tempo. While Bapa’s mind
sweeps between earth and heaven, Dapdin’s digs into the earth; he penetrates

the world and reaches the underworld. His DaJakumdra-carita is the story of the

adventures of three princes and seven sons of ministers. They separate and each

one undergoes varied and exciting experiences.- Finally, they reunite and each

one mirrors the world, truly and fully, as he has seen it. Although this work was

for a long time current under the title of Daiahmara-carita, that was not its

original name. This is an incomplete text, its beginning and end both being

lost A fuller version, recovered in part more recently, shows that it was origi-
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nally called AvanHsundari-katha. Like the Harfocarita, it carried an interesting

autobiography of its author. Thus this poet-laureate of the Pallavas of K3.ftd

threw valuable sidelights on the history of South India between the sixth and

ninth centuries.

Other prose stories or romances, include Tilaka-manjari by Dhanapala, who
wrote under Muiija and Bhoja of Dh&rS, and tried to follow the line of B&ria.

Gadya-cintamani was a Jama prose work by the Tamil Jaina writer already

mentioned, Odayadeva. Akarya-maHjari by King Kula&khara of Kerala is

known only in citations. R&jaiekbara mentions a work called Mrgdnkalekha

written by someone called AparSjita.

Following Bina’s Harsacarita, a few historical works in prose appeared.

Among these are Vikramdnkdbhyudaya by Calukya SomeSvara of Kalyana,

written on his father King VikramSditya (1076-1127). This work has been

recovered only in part. Gadya-karnamrta by Vidyacakravartin II dealt with the

history of the Hoysalas in the thirteenth century. This work, too, has come
down to us in an incomplete manuscript. A history was also written of

the Reddi King of Andhra (1403-20). This was Vamanabhatta Bana’s Verna-

bhdpdla-carita or the Viranarayana-carita.

CAMPOS

From the earliest times, there was a tendency to use prose and verse together.

Originally, this mixed style figured in religious and scholastic writings. The
Buddhists, for example, employed it in their quasi-litcrary works. Finally, it was

that great book of didactic fables, the Pancatantra, which brought it fully into the

literary field. The literary critic Dandin had mentioned this class of writing and

had identified its name as camps, on the basis of examples extant in his time.

The oldest extant campS-kdvya is the Nala-campS or the Damayanti-katha by

Trivikrama written at the beginning of the tenth century. Trivikrama followed

Baca’s diction, with all its Slesa too. His second campu, Madalasa, has not, however,

survived. It was in the same period, under the same Ras^rakula king, that the

versatile Jaina scholar Somadeva Suri wrote the long Yaiastilaka-campu, which

in the later parts turns completely didactic and religious. Another campu pro-

duced in South India in this period is the Jivandhara-campS by Haricandra.

Two old campSs which are lost, and whose names we know from Bhoja, Dama-

yanti and Vasavadalta, are different works from those whose names are men-

tioned above.

The Bhoja-campS on the Ramayatfa, attributed to King Bhoja, was very well

known; even today all students of Sanskrit know this camps. Following this,

numerous campus were written, particularly in South India, on the stories of the

Mahabh&rala and the Bh&gavata Puraiia. Two outstanding South Indian examples

are Nilakaytha-vijaya by Nilakantha Dlksita, written in 1637, and ViivagunSdaria
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by Venka^dhvarin, written in the latter part of the seventeenth century.

Mlakajffha-vijaya tells the stories of the churning of the ocean and of Siva drink-

ing the poison, written with all the characteristic wit and originality of the

author. In VUvaguiyddaria the world is reviewed by two aerial observers; one

reports favourably, the other adversely. The originality of the work caught on

and led to a few imitations. The camfiQ form was also used in South India in

historical and biographical works, such as the Cofa-campa written by Virfip&lqa,

and Anandaranga-vijaya-campO by Srinivasa (1752).

A new development in campU took place in Kerala. The Sanskrit writers

were eager to spread knowledge of the classics among the masses, and in their

efforts to do this adopted dramatic forms, using the gifted community of actors

called cakyars. For them, campU compositions called prabandhas were composed

on episodes from the two epics and from the Purapas. The cSkpdrs were thus

provided with full scope for recitation and exposition through word and gesture.

The great Narayana Bhaftatiri composed a large number of such campS-

prabandhas for the use of one of these actors, with whom he was friendly. This

was Ravi-nartaka, who was himself the author of a metrical rlsuml of the

complicated story of the Mudraraksasa-nataka.

ANIMAL TALES

Parables from the animal and bird kingdoms have been used since the time

of the Upanisads, the Buddhistic writings, and the two epics. The Mahabharata,

in particular, contains a number of instructive -animal fables. In a separate

collection, the Pancatantra, the fables are arranged in a way that they inculcate

in kings the principles of polity and prudent conduct. The five sections of the

book deal with (i) dividing friends; (it) winning friends and allies; (tit) war and

peace; (to) the loss of things gained; and (v) thoughdess action or the lack of

vigilance. Stories of animals and birds are inserted one within another, and

strewn throughout the book are wise sayings and pithy didactic verses. The

prose style is straight and simple, and has the patent quality of communication.

The Pancatantra is current in different recensions and recasts, the best-known

recast being Narayapa’s Hitopadda.

The remarkable thing about the PaHcatantra is that it is the ultimate source

of animal fables throughout the world. It was translated first into Pahlavi in the

sixth century; then, through derivative versions in Arabic and Syriac, it was

adapted into almost all European languages. Over two hundred versions of it

have been traced in more than fifty languages, three-fourths of these being

non-Indian languages.

NlTI LITERATURE

Closely related to the theme of the PaHcatantra is the question of rdti (right
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conduct). This is the subject of several shorter poetic works, ranging in length

from a few verses to a iataka (a hundred verses). The best-known work in this

category is die Mti-iataka by Bhartrhari. In popularity, it is second only to the

Vidurthidti of the Mahdbhdrata. The Mti-dvifaftikS of Sundarap&odya of South

India, written in verse in dryd metre*and widely extracted in anthologies, is of

a markedly high literary quality. There are Satakas in diverse recensions as-

cribed to Cipakya
;
and there is also MtisSra by Kimandaka, which calls itself

a kavya. There are some anonymous nitisaras and collections of niti verses, but

these do not exhaust the reflective type ofpoetry in Sanskrit. There is yet another

form, and it is unique, allied to the animal fable. It is the anyokti or anydpadeia,

in which the poet conveys, by indirect suggestion, some criticism of the life

around him, some praise or blame, and he does this by depicting a tree, a

creeper, an animal or bird, or any other aspect of nature. The best collection

ofsuch anyapadeias is the one current in the name of the poet Bhallafa ofKashmir

(ninth century). Of equal rank is the Anydpadeia-iataka by Nflakantha Diksita

of the Tamil region.

There also developed poems which were more directly didactic; in fact

they sprang from most ancient roots in the epics and in Buddhist writings, such

as sayings in the Mahdbhdrata and the Dhammapada. In this field, the Jaina out-

put is especially large. A remarkable didactic poem is Prahottara-ratnamdlika,

in simple catechismal style, which inculcates virtues in an effective manner.

The popularity ofthis poem is seen not only in its numerous manuscripts, but also

in the fact that its authorship is shared, in different manuscripts with recen-

sional differences, by the great Sankara, the R&strakuta king Amoghavarsa,

a Jain teacher Vimala, and a Buddhist teacher Sahkarananda.

In this class the versatile Ksemendra of Kashmir wrote several originally

conceived works, some short, some long. On pride, he wrote Darpadalana ; on

master and servant, the Sevya-sevakopadeia ; on the four ends of man, Caturvarga-

sangraha ; andon the rightand healthy conduct, Carucaryd. With satire andsarcasm,

he produced two more pieces, the Deiopadeia and NarmamSld. To warn the people

of various social pests and parasites, he wrote Kald-vildsa ;
and to warn the

young of pitfalls, he wrote Samayamdtfkd ; this was written on the lines of an

earlier work, Kuttanimata by the Kashmiri minuter Damodaragupta (c. 800).

Following both Damodaragupta and Ksemendra, Jalhapa wrote the Mugdho-

padeia. On the model of Ksemendra’s Cdrucarya, Gam&ni, a later poet, composed

the Upadeia-iataka, embodying in each verse a principle of good conduct and an

illustrative episode. On the model, again, of Ksemendra’s satirical and didactic

pieces, Nilakantha Diksita of South India wrote two brilliant iatakas
,
Kalividam-

bana and Sabhdradjana. The Mahxsa-iataka by VSficheSvara Yajvan is a satire on

an official of the Tanjore Maratha court. Employing ilefa, Vedanta Defika, in

his Subhdsitanivi, drives home moral and ethical ideas. A more popular, simpler,
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and an effective century of verses of this type is KavirOkfasiya. There are other

mbhdfUa (epigrammatical saying) poems contributed by various individual

writers, but on the border of these is the wider world of a mass of anonymous

subh&fitas, luminous nebulae embodying the wisdom of the people.

PROSE NARRATIVES IN SIMPLE STYLE

As a source-book of themes for poets and playwrights, the BfhatkathS ranks

with the 'Ramdyana and the Mahdbhdrata. It was written by Gupi^hya in Pai&lci

Prakrit, most probably in the Sitavahana court between the first and fourth

centuries a.d. Four Sanskrit versions were also written, the earliest by the

Ganga king Durvinlta, but this is not available now. The one by Buddhasvamin,

Slokasangraha, has survived only in part. But the two Kashmiri versions are

available. A rather too summary account of it was written by K$emendra,

called the Bfhat-kathd-manjari, and a longer form, Kathasarit-sagara by Soma-

deva (1063-81). Somadeva’s version, which the poet wrote for Suryamatl,

the queen of Ananta, is of better quality and interest as a narrative. SfAgirar

manjari by King Bhoja, more recently recovered and published, narrates stories

illustrative of psychological types of love. Popular collections of stories relating

to the fabled kings Vikramaditya, Sudraka, and Bhoja are Vetdla-pancaoimiati,

the Salivahana-katha, the Vira-carita, and Simhdsana-dv&trimtika. Of a different

type, and originally conceived in purpose and in mode of narration, is Sukasap-

tati, in which the ingenious poet makes a parrot tell a story and pose a

question to prevent a lady from going astray. Of later story-books, Purusa-parikfd

by Vidyapati of Mithila stands high above all others. Madhavanala-kamakandala,

by Ananda, and Prabandha-cintdmani, Prabandho-kofa,
the PrdbhSoaka-carita, and

the Bhoja-prabandha are the best known. Srivara’s Kathdkautuka is translated

from the Persian. Sivadasa’s Katharnava gives tales of knaves and fools. The
Jains produced numerous kathakofas with a religious purpose; in some of them

they ridiculed the Paurapika stories, sometimes overdoing this tendency.

LYRIC POETRY : EROTIC, DIDACTIC AND DEVOTIONAL

Kalidasa’s Rtusamhdra and Meghaduta, which have already been discussed,

stand at the head of lyric poems. Meghaduta has been endlessly imitated, in

Sanskrit and also in local languages. Of the numerous data or sandtia-kdvyas

(poems which send a message or news) ,
Pavana-d&ta by Dhoyi of Bengal (twelfth

century) and Hamsa-sandeda by the great South Indian philosopher, Vedanta

Deiika, are noteworthy. In this type of kaoya the route of the messenger has to

be described. Thus, as already mentioned, the satideia-k&vyas have a secondary

use in disseminating knowledge of local geography and place-names.

Love-lyrics are best referred to by the collections of verse, often in hundreds

and called Satakat
,
depicting an infinite variety of moods of love. The earliest
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of these collections is the SrAgara-iataka by the famous Bhartrhari. In fact, this

work, together with his century on nlti, and another on vairigya (dispassion),

formed his triiatt (three centuries) and became part of the curriculum of

studies. Then, like Bhartfhari, to write triiatis on nlti, ifhgSra (mundane

love), and vairdgya became a vogu& with poets, and they began to produce

iatakas on the three subjects or on one or two of them.

For artistry, for fineness of feeling, and for portraiture, the Amaru-iataka of

the poet Amaru (c. seventh century) is unexcelled. Amaru was made immortal

by his hundred verses. He was imitated freely; his collection was added to,

and manuscripts of his verses were provided with colour illustrations. These

illustrations, in fact, have attained importance in the study of Indian painting.

In dance, his verses became part of the repertoire for abhinaya (imaginative

exposition through gesture).

Another writer who carved a niche for himself as a love-poet was Bilhana

(eleventh century). In Caura-pancafika, his portraits of love-situations take

the form of a series of recollections. The popularity of this lyric is borne out by

the growth of recensions of the poem. Also, a Bilhana-kavya arose to supply a

story framework for the lyric.

Like Kalidisa’s Meghaduta, Gltagovinda by Jayadeva (twelfth century) is

one of the most imitated among Sanskrit poems. Depicting the love of Radha
and Krsna in the form of a song-poem intended for dance and gesticulation,

Jayadeva’s work holds a unique place in the widely different but interrelated

fields of poetry, music, dance-drama, and bhakti (devotional practices). Keith1

observes that in Jayadeva’s poetry ‘the art of wedding sound and meaning is

carried out with such success that it cannot fail to be appreciated even by ears

far less sensitive than those of Indian writers on poetics. The result, however,

of this achievement is to render any translation useless as a substitute for the

original; if to be untranslatable is a proof of the attainment of the highest

poetry, Jayadeva has certainly claim to that rank.’ He also set the model for

music compositions. Inscriptions, and also practices which have not yet died

out, show that Jayadeva’s poem has been used in temples, in bhajana (devotional

songs) gatherings, and in dance recitals. Outstanding among the numerous

imitations of the Gltagovinda is Krsnalild-tarangini by Narayanatlrtha of the

Tanjore area (c. seventeenth century). This work is still part of the Karnatic

music tradition, and ofthe Krmagiti or Krmdttam ofManavadeva, the Zamorin of

Calicut (seventeenth century). Kffnaglti, which is still produced at the

Guruvayur temple was the precursor of the more famous Kathakali art.

Govardhana, Jayadeva’s fellow court poet, wrote an important lyrical

poem, Aryd-saptaiati, a Sanskrit counterpart ofthe old Gdthd-saptaiati in Prakrit;

and, on the same model, Viiveivara wrote a iataka
,
Arya-htaka. With Bhartr-

1. HSJL, p. 195.
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bari as model, Dhanadar&ja (fifteenth century) wrote Satakas on niti, trngdra,

and vairSgya', and the well-known PamJitar5jaJagann&tha (seventeenth century)

his BMmittir-vil&sa. Bhartfhari’s Vair&gya-Sataka gave rise to a number of tatakas

on the theme of retirement and peace, vairSgya and tSnti; a considerable num-
ber of these were written by Jains. The more noteworthy tatakas in this class

are: the SSnH-tataka by Silh&pa of Kashmir; Moha-mudgara ascribed to Sahkara;

Amitagati’s Subhdfita-ratna-sandoha, and Somaprabha’s SQkti-muktSvali among
thejaina works; VmrSgya-paSkaka by Vedanta Deiika, and Ihe Vairagya-Jataka

and SdnH-vilSsa by Nilakapjha Diksita.

BHAKTI HYMNOLOGY

Between mundane love (trngdra) on the one hand and total detachment

(vairSgya) on the other, there is devotion to a personal God (bhakti), and its

manifestation in the form of stotras, devotional lyrics. Stotras form a very sub-

stantial part of writings in Sanskrit. The Rg-Veda is the oldest and greatest book

of stotras', next come the two epics and the Puranas as storehouses of hymns.

From these sources come Aditya-hfdaya and Vifttu-sahasranSma, which have a

continuous tradition from very early times. We have already mentioned

Matrcefa’s Buddha-stotras. Other works which together form the chief Buddhist

stotras are: Nagarjuna’s Catuhstava; King Harsavardhana’s SuprabhSta-stotra

and Affa-mahStricaitya-stotra

;

Vajradatta’s Loketvara-iataka (ninth -century);

the NSma-stotra, ParamSrthanama-sangiti, and the Sragdhara-stotra on Tara by the

Kashmiri Sarvajftamitra.

The mahdkavyas written by Kalidasa, Bh&ravi, and Magha contain hymns;

while some stotras, many of them of high poetic quality and esoteric sig-

nificance, are ascribed to Kalidasa, we cannot be sure of their authenticity.

The earliest historical hymns, Satakas, are those of Bana and Mayura at Harsa’s

court, and also the Candi-tataka on Goddess Devi and the Stbrya-iataka on the

Sun. The Surya-Sataka is famous through frequent quotations in treatises on

rhetoric.

In Kashmir, in the ninth century, Anandavardhana and Ratnakara, both

of the same court, wrote the Devi-iataka and the Vakrokti-pafUaSikd in which they

exhibited their skill and wit in verbal feats and double entendre. From a purely

religious point of view, the stotra literature gained greatest momentum at the

hands of the great Safikar&cirya. Although there is difficulty in deciding the

genuineness of the host of hymns, printed and imprinted, ascribed to him,

there is no doubt that he composed a number of stotras on various forms of the

divinity, and at the various sacred places he visited during his triumphal march

and mission through the length and breadth of the country.

In the area of devotion to Vi?pu and KftQa, the Mukmda-mdla by Kulafc-

khara, which is often taken to be identical with the Vaispava Alvar of that
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name, attained canonical, status together with the Stotraratna by the pre-

Ramanuja philosopher Y&munacarya. Of equal or even higher status on the

Saivite side is the Makimnah Stava by Puspadanta. Commentaries were written

on this work and its verses were often cited as authority in philosophical dis-

cussions. Kashmir Saivism developed a corpus ofhymns which were at the same

time authoritative for the doctrines of the school. Among these are: Stava-

cintamani by Bhafta Narayana ;
Cakrapani’s Bhavopahara-stotra ; Utpaladeva’s

Siva-stotravali; and Jagaddhara’s Kusumanjali. Four other important Siva

stotras are taken together with that of Puspadanta and referred to as Sivapanca-

stavl. These are: the Andmaya-stotra ascribed to Dandin; and one each ascribed to

Bilhana, Halayudha, and Malhana. Krsna-karnamrta by Lilaiuka is an inde-

pendent collection of verses which are unique as devotional outpourings centred

roundyoung Krsna. Here ecstatic devotional poetry registers a high watermark.

From South India, where it was produced, this work went to the north-east

and spread across Bengal and into Assam where, together with Jayadeva’s

poem, it became an inspirer of Kfsna-bhakti.

The leading Sanskrit hymnists of South Indian Sri-Vaisnavism are: Sri-

vatsanka who wrote PafUastavi; ParaSara who wrote Sriguna-ratnakosa ; and the

most prolific Venkatanatha Defika. Madhvacarya’s DvadaSa-stotra has appealing,

devotional, and didactic aspects. In the field ofDevi worship, canonical signifi-

cance combined with high poetic quality attaches to four sets of hymns: the

Lalitdstaoaratna or Aiyadviiati ascribed to Durvasas; the much commented

upon Saundaiya-lahari associated with Sankara; the Devi-pancastavi, a pentad

comprising the Laghu-, Cared-, Ghata-, Ambd-, and Sakalajanani-stavas, some

of which have commentaries, and the five Satakas on the Goddess Kamaksi at

Kalici, the Pancaiati written by Muka Kavi. Regarded as dumb, Muka Kavi is

said to have broken into verse by the grace of the Goddess. Vallabhacarya,

Viththala, and Haridasa enriched the Pusti school with their hymns on Krsna,

and Rupa Gosvamin enriched the Caitanya sampradaya (school).

The versatile Appaya Dlksita wrote hymns expounding Saivite doctrines;

but he also contributed some that were notable for their poetic and devotional

qualities. Among these are the Varadaraja-stava; Manasolldsa, and the Atmdrpana-

stuti. His brother’s grandson, the poet Nllakan$ha Dlksita, wrote Sivotkarfa-

manjari and the Ananda-sdgara-stava on the Goddess Minaksi in Madurai. Papdita-

raja Jagannatha’s five laharis are praises and prayers addressed to Surya,

Ganga, Yamuna, Laksrru, and Vi§pu. An exclusive Rama hymnist was Rama-
bhadra Dlksita of Tanjore [c. 1700) who wrote several stotras on Rama. There

was also Sridhara Venka$e$a, of the same time and village as R&mabhadra
Dlksita, who was the author of several hymns, including a notable one on the

Lord’s name. He was, in fact, one of those who revitalized the bhajana tradi-

tion and mma-siddhanta (recitation of the Lord’s name) in Tamil country,
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Kerala's gift to hymnology is die long poem Mriycaiiya by the famous

Nirayaga Bhaftatiri (1560-1646). It is at once a hymn to the deity at the great

shrine of Guruvayar, the Tirupati of Kerala, and a r6sum6 of the Bhdgavata

Purdna. Associated with a miracle, it is widely used in devout daily reading

and recitation in Kerala, and today its influence is spreading beyond that area.

This account of devotional poetry will not be complete without at least a

mention of the more famous among theJaina stotras : AkalaAka’s Astaka; Vidya-

nanda’s Brhat-paHcammaskdra-stotra

;

Samantabhadra’s Stutividya ; Manatunga’s

Bhaktamara; Siddhasena Divakara’s Kalyana-mandira ; and the hymns by Hema-
candra, Dhanapala, and Sobhana. Jaina authors used, their hymns for doctrinal

exposition, and also as a means of exhibiting their skill and as ingenious literary

exercises.

WOMEN WRITERS AND ROYAL POETS AND PATRONS OF SANSKRIT

At least in the classical ages, Sanskrit education was common among women.
Thus, Sanskrit literature was cultivated not by men alone, but by women too.

From the anthologies and other literary evidence, we know of several poetesses

whose verses, if not works, are preserved in citation. The foremost of these is

Vijjika or Vijayanka, a Karnataka princess. Next come Sila Bhat^arika, Vikata-

nitamba, Marula, Morika, Indulekha, Prabhudev!, Subhadra, Avantisundari,

and several others. In medieval and modern times, too, the line ofwomen writers

in Sanskrit has continued. In South India the works of some of them have been

preserved. These are: the Madkurd-vijaya or the Virakampardya-carita by the

Vijayanagara queen Gangadevi (fourteenth century) ; the Varad&mbika-parinaya

by Tirumalamba of the Vijayanagara court (sixteenth century), and Raghu-

ndthdbhyudaya by Ramabhadramba of the Taqjore court (seventeenth century).

The kings who patronized the poetry we have reviewed were not mere

passive patrons. The system of education for a prince in ancient India included

the study of Sanskrit literature. Indeed, several important works have come

down in the names of kings; and the greatest of these is King Bhoja of Dhara

(eleventh century). One might naturally expect that the royal connoisseurs,

sitting with the poets and enjoying their verse, would participate in their

creative activity. Glimpses of such literary gatherings in courts, the names of

kings, and their own verses come to us in works on poetics, such as Kavyami-

mdmsa ; in poems, such as the Srikantha-carita; in K$emendra’s minor works

of criticism, such as Aucitya-vicdracarca and Kavikanthabharana; and in the anthol-

ogies. The anthologies, in fact, are windows on much larger fields of literary

output in Sanskrit than have survived through the ages. They give us an insight

into the works that have been lost and, to those of literary taste, they are com-

panions in reading and enjoying the finest vane of every kind and on every

theme, drawn from the whole range of Sanskrit literature. The floating mass
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of muktakas (stray verses), handed down orally, were only found in the anthol-

ogies. Part ofthe training of Sanskrit students and scholars was to learn by heart

choice and quotable verses on diverse subjects. Everyone had his own store of

verse in mind, especially the writer on poetics and dramaturgy, who was able

to reel off illustrative verses at wiH.JSome went further by making systematic

collections of such verse, and thus the anthologies came into being*

Of the anthologies, the earliest is the Subh&sita-ratnakosa made by Vidyakara

(1110) of eastern India, which was published by the Harvard University Press

in 1957.* This was followed by Sadukti-kamdmrta bySridharadasa (1205), of the

same part of the country. Other anthologies included: the Subhdfitavali by

Vallabhadeva of Kashmir; the SBktimuktSvati by Jalhana (thirteenth century)

who lived under the Yadavas of Devagiri; Sarrigadhara’s Paddhati (1363);

the SubhSfita-sudh&mdM by SSyapa of Vijayanagara (unpublished) ; the Suktirat-

nahara by Kalingaraya Surya (fourteenth century) of South India; the PadyS-

mrta-taraAginl by Haribhaskara
;
the Padyavetfi by Venidatta (seventeenth cen-

tury); the Padya-racana by Laksmana
;

the Rasika-jlvana by Gadadhara; the

Suktv-sundara by Sundara (seventeenth century) ; and the Vidy&kara-sahasraka by

Vidyakara (nineteenth century) of MithilS.

CONCLUSION

The kavya literature, being derived from the epics, provided a continuation,

differently expressed, of the concepts and values of Indian thought. The total

output of kavya literature during the two and a half millennia of its history is

prodigious in quantity and remarkable in variety. Although, according to the

principles of Indian aesthetics, Indian writers set no great store by mere origi-

nality, this great mass of classical Sanskrit poetry constantly showed new forms,

new themes, new modes ofexpression and treatment. The greatest assets of these

poets were the language itself and its wealth of lyrical metre. The great masters

of poetry and of prose brought out and developed the latent possibilities for

sound offered by the language, and discovered its extraordinary capacity for

matching sound and sense. The whole gamut of human emotions was gone

through and given expression to; in particular, the possibilities for expressions of

love seemed inexhaustible. In drawing miniatures of moods, in depicting men
and women in a variety ofhuman situations, in recreating scenes from nature,

the Sanskrit poet was a consummate artist.

Despite the barriers of language and unfamiliar forms, the kavya literature

has today reached out, directly and through translation, to the wider readership

of the world, and the readers are held primarily by the qualities of humanism
and universality which Sanskrit literature presents. While foe Upani?ads and

2. D. D. Kosambi and V. V. Gobhale, eds.
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their philosophy have strongly appealed to die modem West, the kSvya literature,

the product of the same spirit of Vedanta, the same integration ofman, nature,
and the universe, expressed in the more universal medium of art, does not fail

to evoke a similar response.

It is significant that, along with the Bhagavad-Gitd, the first Sanskrit
to be translated into English was KSlidSsa’s Sakuntala. The poems and plays of
K&lidSsa and Sfidraka, the fables of the PaHaUantrat the lyrics of Amaru »T»d

Jayadeva, the prose ofBSjja and Da$din> these are the glistening white mnnntain
peaks in the great range of Sanskrit literary achievement The fact is that great
range is no less than the range of human nature, and in the subkdfitas, with
brevity and pointed expression, the innate wisdom of the pure human mind
shines forth, with few parallels in world literature.

V—30
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SANSKRIT DRAMA : GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

j^IR William Jones, by his translation of Kalidasa's Sakuntald in 1789, in-

troduced Sanskrit drama to the West and created a critical interest in the

study of Sanskrit literature. Since then the labours of Sanskritists have gradually

made available most of the important works of Sanskrit drama, which can now
be legitimately regarded as one of the most interesting products of the Indian

mind and as one of India’s finest national heritages.

The number of Sanskrit plays, which have been printed or which still exist

in manuscript form, exceeds six hundred ;
but most ofthese are inferior and imita-

tive productions belonging to comparatively recent times. The extantmasterpieces

of Sanskrit drama belong to the flourishing period of Sanskrit literature, which

is usually regarded as extending roughly from the fourth to the twelfth century of

the Christian era. Recent researches have, however, shown that the extant

literature probably does not give a proper indication of its great antiquity.

Kalidasa himself records the names of some of his famed predecessors, while

dramatic fragments, belonging to the early Ku§ana period, have been dis-

covered in Central Asia. One of these fragments is actually the work of ASva-

ghosa, whom the Buddhist tradition places as the court poet of Kaniska. This

evidence, though meagre, is extremely important, for even at its first appearance

the Indian drama reveals a relatively perfected form and indicates that it

must have had a long history behind it. This history, unfortunately, cannot be

traced today, for the earlier specimens which might have enabled us to do this

appear to have perished in the course of time. The orthodox account of the

origin of Sanskrit drama, by describing it as a gift from heaven in the form of a

developed art discovered by the divine sage, Bharata, envelops it in an impene-

trable mist of myth; while modem scholarship, professing to find the earliest

manifestations of the dramatic idea in the dialogue-hymns of the Rg-Veda,

and presupposing a development of the dramatic form from the religious after

the manner of Greek drama, shrouds its origin in a still greater mist of specula-

tion. The various modem theories, again, of the original ‘shadow-play’ or

‘puppet-play’ do not stand up to critical examination in the light of historical

facts. The lack of exact dates still precludes a definite conclusion. Nevertheless,

references in early literature indicate that drama of some kind probably existed

at least as early as the fourth century b.c., although there is nothing extant

which bears the same relation to the classical drama as the earlier epics do to

the later classical epics.
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NO GREEK INFLUENCE

There cannot be any doubt that Sanskrit drama, either in its origin or in its

development, did not receive the necessary impetus from the contact of Greece

with India. Even if certain striking parallels and coincidencesmay be admitted

between the Greek and the Sanskrit drama, the search for positive signs ofinflu-

encehasonlyproduced a negative result. There are so many fundamental differ-

ences that borrowing or influence is out of the question, and the affinities should

be regarded as independent developments. Sanskrit drama is essentially of the

romantic rather than of the classical type, and affords greater points of re-

semblance to Elizabethan than to Greek drama. The unities of time and place

are entirely disregarded between acts as well as within acts. Twelve years may
elapse between one act and another, and the time-limit ofan act often exceeds

twenty-four hours, while the scene may easily shift from earth to heaven.

Romantic legendary elements are freely introduced; tragi-comedy or melodrama
is not infrequent; verse is regularly mixed with prose; pirns and other verbal

manipulations are often favoured. There is no chorus, but there is a metrical

benediction and a prologue, which are integral parts ofthe play and set the plot

in motion. Certain dramatic devices, such as the introduction of a play within

a play and the use ofa token of recognition, are common, while a parallel to the

vidHsaka is found in the Elizabethan Fool. There is no limit in Sanskrit drama to

the number of characters, who may be either divine, semi-divine or human. The
plot might be taken from legend or from history, but it might also be drawn from

contemporary life and manners. With only rare exceptions, the main interest

almost invariably centres round a love-story, love being the only passion

which forms the dominant theme of such romantic dramas. Special structures

of a square, rectangular or triangular shape for the presentation of plays are

described in die N&tya-Sastra, but they have litde resemblance to the Greek or

modem theatre and must have been evolved independendy. Very often, plays

appear to have been enacted in the music-hall of the royal palace, and there

were probably no special contrivances, elaborate stage-properties or even

scenery in the ordinary sense of the word. Hie lack of these theatrical make-

shifts was made up by the imagination of the audience, which was aided by a

profusion of verses describing die imaginary surroundings, by mimeric action,

and by an elaborate system of gestures possessing a conventional significance.

AESTHETIC IDEALS: EVOCATION OF A RASA

Besides these more or less formal requirements, there are some important

features which fundamentally distinguish Sanskrit drama from all other dramas.

The aim of the Sanskrit dramatists, who were mosdy idealists in outiook, was

not to mirror life by a direct portrayal of action or character, but to evoke a

particular sentiment {rasa) in the mind of die audience, be it amatory, heroic
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or quietistic. As this was regarded, both in theory and practice, to be the sole

object of the’dramatic art,, everything else was secondary; complications were

to be avoided so that they would not divert the mind from an appreciation

of the sentiment. A well-known theme, towards which the viewer’s mind would
of itself be inclined, was normally,preferred ;

the poet’s skill was concerned

entirely with the developing of its emotional possibilities. The criticism,

therefore, that the Sanskrit dramatist showed little fertility in the invention

of plots may be just, but it fails to take into account this defined object of

Sanskrit drama.

Thus, Sanskrit drama came to possess an atmosphere of sentiment and
poetry, which was conducive to an idealistic creation in subordination ofaction

and characterization, but which in the works of lesser dramatists overshadowed

all that was dramatic. Hie analogy is to be found in Indian painting and

sculpture, which avoid the crude realism of bones and muscles and concentrate

exclusively on spiritual expression, but which often degenerate into specimens

of empty stylization. This, of course, does not mean that reality was entirely

banished; but the sentimental and poetic envelopment certainly retarded

the growth of the purely dramatic elements. It is for this reason that senti-

mental verses, couched in a great variety of lyrical measures and often strangely

undramatic, preponderate, prose parts merely acting as a connecting link,

to purvey information, or to carry forward the story. Dialogue was,

therefore, more or less neglected in favour of lyrical stanzas, to which its

very flatness made an effective contrast. The absence of scenic aids, no

doubt, needed these stanzas to suggest the scene or the situation to the

imagination of the audience and to evoke the proper sentiment; but the method

progressively enhanced the lyric and emotional tendencies of the drama, and

elegance and refinement were as much encouraged as in poetry. It also follows

from this sentimental and romantic bias that typical characters were generally

preferred to individual figures. This does not mean that the ideal heroic charac-

ters were all represented as devoid of common humanity. Carudatta, for

instance, is not just a marvel ofeminent virtues, but a well-balanced man of the

world, whose remarkable qualities were softened by an equally remarkable

touch ofhumanity; nor is Du?yanta merely a typical lover prescribed by conven-

tion. At the same time, there was a tendency to indulge in generalizations and

a reluctance to deviate from the type. It meant an indifference to individuality,

and consequently to realistic characterization, plot and action; also a

corresponding proneness towards idealization with the result that Sanskrit

drama, as a rule, had to make frequent use of such accessories as lyric,

dance, music, song, and mimetic art. As there is, thus, a fundamental

difference in the respective conception of drama, most Sanskrit plays,

judged by modem standards, would not be regarded as dramas in the strict
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sense of the word, but rather as dramatic poems. In some authors, the sense of

the dramatic became hopelessly lost in their ever-increasing striving after the

sentimental and the poetic; and they often made the mistake ofchoosing lyric or

epic subjects which were hardly capable of proper dramatic treatment. It is not

surprising, therefore, that a modem critic should accept only Mudrarakfasa, in

the whole range of Sanskrit dramatic literature, as a drama proper. This is

indeed an extreme attitude, for the authors of the AbhijttSnaSakuntala and the

Mfcchakatika knew very well that they were composing dramas and not merely

a set of elegant poetical passages; but this view brings out very clearly the

characteristic aims and limitations of Sanskrit drama. There is, however, an

advantage which is not often seen in the modem practical productions. The
pulsating breath of poetry and romance animates Sanskrit drama; it does not

represent human beings under ordinary commonplace circumstances; it has

often the higher poetic authenticity, which is no less attractive in revealing

the beauty, as well as the depth, of human character; and even when its dra-

matic qualities are poor, it appeals by the richness of its poetry.

GENERAL ATMOSPHERE

As the achievement of concord and harmony was a necessary corollary to

the ideal character of the drama, nothing was allowed to be represented on
the stage which might offend the sensibility of the audience and detract from

the suggestion of the desired sentiment by inauspicious, frivolous, or undesirable

details. This rule regarding the observance of stage-decencies included, among
other things, the prohibition that death should not be exhibited on the stage.

This restriction, as well as the serene attitude of the Indian mind towards life,

made it difficult for the dramatist to depict tragedy in its deeper sense or comedy

in its higher forms. Pathetic episodes, dangers, and difficulties were allowed to

contribute to the unfolding of the plot with a view to the evoking of the desired

sentiment, but in the final ending discord was totally ruled out. The poetic

justice of the European drama was not permissible in Sanskrit. Dramatic

conflict hardly received a full or logical scope; and the dictum was that

all should end well by the achievement of all-round happiness and reunion.

There are indeed exceptions to this general rule; the tJrubhanga has a tragic

ending. There were also instances where the rule was obeyed in the letter

but not in spirit; for Vasantasena’s apparent murder in the Mfcchakatika

occurs on the stage, and a dead person is restored to life on the stage in the

Ndg&nanda. Nevertheless, the injunction makes Bhavabhuti alter the tragic

ending of the Ramaya^a into one of happy union, while the sublimity of

the sclf-sacrifice of Jimutavahana, which suggests real tragedy, ends in a

somewhat lame denouement of divine intervention and complete and

immediate reward of virtue at the end. In Western drama, death overshadows
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everything and, by its loss of hope, forms the chief ingredient of pdignant

tragedy; the Indian dramatist, no less pessimistic in his belief in the inexorable

law of Karma, does not deny death, but, finding in it a condition of re-

newal of life, can hardly regard it in the same tragic light.

TRAGEDY AND*SANSKRIT DRAMA

It is, however, not correct to say that Sanskrit drama entirely excludes

tragedy. What it really does is to exclude the direct representation of death,

and to insist upon a happy ending. It recognizes a form of tragedy

in its pathetic sentiment and in the portrayal ofseparation in love; tragic interest

strongly dominates some of the great plays. In die Mrcchakatika and the Abhi-

jMna-Sakuntala, for instance, tragedy does not indeed occur at the end, but it

occurs in the middle, and in the Uttara-Rama-carita where tragic interest prevails

throughout, it occurs in an intensive form at the beginning of the play. The
theorists appeared to maintain that there is no tragedy in the mere fact of

death; in itself, it is a disgusting, terrible, or undignified spectacle inimical to

aesthetic pleasure. Grim realism, in their view, did not exalt but debase the

mind, and thereby caused a disturbance of the romantic setting. They held

that tragedy either precedes or follows the fact of death, which need not be

visually represented, but the effect ofwhich may be utilized for evoking tragic

pathos. It appears, therefore, that tragedy was not totally neglected,

but it was often subordinated to other sentiments and was thus left

comparatively undeveloped. Nevertheless, the very condition of happy ending

makes much of the tragedy of Sanskrit drama unconvincing. In spite of the

unmistakable tone of earnestness, the certainty of reunion appears to present

the pathos of temporary separation as a needlessely exaggerated sentimentality.

PRODUCTION FOR CULTURED PEOPLE

There were also certain other conditions and circumstances which seriously

affected the growth of Sanskrit drama. From the very beginning, this drama
appears to have moved in a cultured environment, having been fostered by the

patronage of the wealthy or in the courts of princes; like Sanskrit poetry, it

believed in a tradition which insisted upon literature being a learned pursuit.

Even if it did not lack high, serious interests, the drama naturally reflected the

graces and the artificialities of courtly life; and its exuberant fancy was
quite in keeping with the taste which prevailed in this environment-in the course

of time, the canons of poetics and dramaturgy reduced this taste into elaborate

stereotyped conventions, and there was a gradual preference for the subtle and
the exquisitely contrived to the fervently warm and the spontaneous. The
dramatist became an impeccable master of his craft, but he seldom trans-

ported his audience. The drama gained in refinement and elegance but lost
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its accent of passion and freshness ; and in the constant striving after senti-

mental effects nothing remained in the end but tortured ingenuity and a

luxuriance ofdiction.

One result of this sequestering of drama for the pleasure of the cultured

audience was that in the course of time there developed a distinct cleavage

between urban sophisticated drama and real life with its unfettered direct-

ness. This is seen not only in the stilted and unconvincing diction oflater dramas

but also in its limitation ofform and theme to epic or legendary cycles of stories

or to fictitious amourettes of court-life, in its more conscious inclination towards

the elegance of the language and sentiment and in the more pronounced

absence of direct experience and dramatic originality. The heroic (or rather

pseudo-heroic) and erotic drama of a distinctly abstract kind alone survived,

with only a meagre surplus of plays of other kinds. Theoretically, middle-

class life was not excluded, but the excessive poetic atmosphere in which

Bhavabhuti represents it indicates the attitude; common life was ignored or left

to inferior talents, whose productions naturally passed, in the course of time,

into oblivion. Although various types ofdrama were theoretically distinguished,

few old specimens have survived, making the question purely academic.

THE URBANITY OF SANSKRIT DRAMA

But it is not court life alone nor the elegant poetic conventions of the

sahrdaya (aesthete) which inspired the drama. Its dominant love-motif is

explained by the fact that at its centre stood the ndgaraka
,
the much-sought-after

polished man about town, whose recognition was eagerly coveted and whose

culture, tastes, and habits it naturally reflected. Apart from the picture we get

of him in the literature itself, we have a vivid, if somewhat heightened, sketch

of an ancient prototype of the ndgaraka in the Kamasdtra of V&tsy&yana. The
pessimism of the Buddhistic ideal had disappeared, replaced by more

accommodating views about the pleasure principle. Even the Buddhist

author of the Nagananda does not disdain to weave a love-theme into the lofty

story ofJimiltavahana’s self-sacrifice; and in his benedictory verse he does not

hesitate to represent Buddha as being railed at for his hard-heartedness by

the ladies of Mara’s train. This revaluation of life brought in its wake a

general demand for polish, culture, and luxury. The people could heartily eiy'oy

the good things of this world, while firmly believing in the next. If pleasure

with refinement was sought for in life, pleasure with elegance was demanded in

art. It is natural, therefore, that the love theme of this literature seldom trans-

ports or moves deeply by means ofitsjoys or its sorrows; for love is conceived not

in its depth or plentitude but in its playful moods of eryoyment, as an

artistic emotion, not individual but impersonalized in accordance with the

theory of codified sentiment. It is true that the love plots, which predominate
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in the drama, are not allowed to degenerate into portrayals of the petty

domestic squabbles ofa polygamic system, but the dramatists often contented
themselves with the developing of the commonplace erotic possibilities by a
stereotyped sentimental pattern of love, jealousy, parting, and reunion.

PREDOMINANT tones

Although the theorists laid down an elaborate classification for the various

categories of sentiments, it, is curious to note that in practice the sentiments
that were usually favoured were the heroic and the erotic, with an occasional

suggestion of the exotic. This accords well with the ideal and romantic
character of the drama as well as with the .miraculous and supernatural

elements which were freely introduced. The comic, under the circumstances,

hardly received proper treatment. Even in heroic or lofty subjects, an erotic

underplot was often woven
;
and in the course of time, the erotic dominated

every other sentiment, and became the exclusive prevailing theme. Sanskrit

playwrights took delight in minutely analysing the diversities of the amatory
condition and in arranging into divisions and sub-divisions, according to

rank, character, circumstances and the like, all the conceivable types of the

hero, the heroine, their assistants, and abettors, as well as the different shades

of their feelings and gestures. These afford ample opportunities for exuberant
lyrical stanzas. This technical analysis and the authority of the theorists led to

the establishment of fixed rules and rigid conventions and resulted in a unique
growth of refined artificiality.

There was a great deal of scholastic formalism in the dramatic theory of

sentiment, which had a prejudicial effect on the practice of the dramatist. The
fixed category of eight or nine sentiments, the subordination to them of a large

number of transitory emotions, the classification of determinants and conse-

quents, the various devices to help the movement of intrigue, the normative
fixing of dramatic junctures or stages in accordance with the various emotional
states, no doubt, indicate considerable power of empirical analysis and subtlety;

but, generally speaking, this scholastic pedantry concerned itselfmore with for-

tuitous events than with essentials. One conspicuous drawback of the theory,

which had a practical effect on the development of the drama as drama, lay in

the fact that it enforced concentration of the sentiment round the hero or the

heroine, and did not permit its sharing by the hero’s rival, who therefore became
an inferior character at every point. The theorists were aware of the value
of contrast. To preserve the usual romantic atmosphere, the ideal heroes were
often contrasted with vicious antagonists. But the possibility was ignored of mak-
ing an effective dramatic creation of the antagonist (like Ravaoa, for instance),

who thus often became a stupid or boastful villain. Sanskrit drama was thereby
deprived of one of the most important motifs of real dramatic conflict.
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SENTIMENTS OTHER THAN LOVE

In practice the theory of sentiment confined itself, with a few notable

exceptions, to the elaboration of the sentiment of love, which alone came to be

the dominant theme of this romantic drama. The exceptions refer to the Mudrd-

rSkfasa of ViiSkhadatta, the Vetfsarhhdra ofBhatfa N&rayaija and tite Ndgdnmda
of Srlhar$a. The first of these is a remarkable drama in seven acts, which has

only one minor female character and which concerns itself with interests other

than love. It is a drama of political intrigue, in which the action takes the form

of a game of skill, and the interest is made to depend on the plots and counter*

plots of two rival politicians. One may wonder if such a subject is enough to

absorb the attention of the audience; but the action of the play never flags, the

characters are admirably drawn, and the diction is clear, forceful, and direct.

In spite of its somewhat prosaic theme and cast, it is undoubtedly one of the

great Sanskrit plays; but as it does not conform to the standard model, its merits

have never been fully appreciated. The same remarks, however, do not apply

to the second drama mentioned above, which has a little ineffective love*

interest, but which really attempts in six acts to dramatize a well-known epic

episode from the Mahdbhdrata. The work is faithful to dramaturgic rules, but

narrative details hamper the action and mar the result of an otherwise good

characterization. There is enough of fire and energy, horror and pathos,

but the diction is laboured and the general effect wholly undramatic. The
play is a good example of that peculiar kind of half-poetic and half-

dramatic composition, which may be called declamatory drama; and it shares

all the merits and defects of this class of work. The third five-act play Ndgd-

nanda
,
which dramatizes the obviously Buddhistic legend of the self-sacrifice of

Jimfitavahana, differs from the ordinary Sanskrit play both in its theme and
inspiration. It admits an erotic underplot, which describes the love of the hero

for Malayavati, but it is rather loosely connected with the main theme. The
drama freely introduces the supernatural and the miraculous, and concerns

itself with the lofty emotions of charity, magnanimity, resolution, and sacrifice;

but the dramatic conflict is somewhat feebly presented, and neither the action

nor the characterization creates effective dramatic interest.

DRAMAS OF LOVE : A POPULAR GENRE

Sriharja’s two other dramas, the Ratndvall and the PriyadarHkd, effectively

but conventionally devised in plot, are elegant little plays dealing with the over-

worked love-intrigues of royal courts. Each is based on one of the numerous

amourettes of the gay and courtly lover Udayana, the semi-historical beau

ideal of popular tales. The hero is depicted as a care-free and courteous gentle-

man with a great capacity for falling in and out of love; while the heroines are

rather faintly drawn ingfauu with nothing but good looks and a willingness to
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be loved by the incorrigible royal lover. The stock theme of the progress of

the love-intrigue and its denouement in the ultimate discovery ofthe princely

status of the lowly maiden has little that is original or absorbing. The theme

must have been popularized by Kalidasa’s Malavikdgnimitra, a presumably

youthful production of the great port; but in this play the motif is not yet

defined; it is a light-hearted comedy in which the passionate impetuousity

and jealousy of the discarded Irivati are finely set off against the subdued

dignity and magnanimity of queen Dharini. More effectively devised in

plot, however, is the Svapna- Vasavadatta attributed to Bhisa, which deals in six

acts with the same theme of courtly love but rises above its banality; for the

motif of the dream in this play is finely conceived, the characters of the two

heroines are more successfully differentiated, and the gay old lover of Har$a’s

dramas is figured as a more serious, if somewhat love-sick and imaginative,

lover. The main interest of the play lies in the dramatic skill and delicacy with

which the feelings of Vasavadatta are depicted, to whose noble and steadfast

love no sacrifice is too great; while her willing martyrdom is set off by the equally

true, but helpless, love of Udayana, a victim of divided affections and the

demands of statecraft. It is a drama offine sentiments; the movement is smooth,

measured, and dignified; and the treatment, brisk and forceful, is free from the

intrusion of melodrama, or of rant and rhetoric, to which such sentimental

plays often incline.

Of the other so-called Bhasa plays, the Pratima and the Abhiseka give us,

in seven and six acts respectively, dramatizations of the time-worn Rama
story, just as the five-act BSlacarita is a less extensive but similar attempt

applied to the legends of the youthful Krgga; while the Avimaraka in six acts is

interesting for its more refreshing plot, based probably on folk-tale, ofthe love of

a plebeian for a princess ; but it has a rather flat denouement ofa happy marriage

and a melodramatic set-up in which the hero seeks to commit suicide twice

and the heroine once. The Mahdvira-carita of Bhavabhuti, the two Rama dramas

of Murari and Jayadeva respectively, and the enormous Mahandtaka on the

same theme, which is anonymous and exists in more than one recension, have

some poetic but little dramatic interest The two South Indian dramas, the

Akarya-c&damani ofSaktibhadra and the Kunda-maldofDhiranaga (or Viranaga),

exhibit no remarkable peculiarities other than the utilizing ofthe pretty device

of a mark of recognition
(
obfujHana), which is so familiar in Sanskrit drama.

It is also not necessary to linger over the rather insipid plays of Raja&ekhara,

which deal with stories from the two great epics. His Viddhaidla-bhaHjikS and

Prakrit KarpUramafijari, both of which are light-hearted conventional plays of

court-life in four acts, are hardly above the level of Srihanja’s two plays on the

same subject; for RajaSekhara was more concerned with elegant exercises in

versification than with real poetry or dramatic values. Most of the Rama dramas
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in Sanskrit suffer from the error of choosing an epic theme for the drama and

of preferring types to individuals.

SOME POPULAR PLAYS

More interesting are the M&lati-Madhava of BhavabhGti and the Vikra-

morvaJiya of KSlidSsa, both of which are indeed immature productions of their

respective authors but mark a departure in some respects from the conventional

erotic plays mentioned earlier. The MalaH-M&dhava, the less poetical of the two

plays, has yet an interesting, if somewhat loosely constructed, plot, some comic

relief and contrasted situations, some touch of the unearthly and supernatural;

but there is little individuality either in the hero or the heroine, who are of the

conventional type of sentimental lovers. There is, however, a great deal

of tenderness and pathos in Bhavabhuti’s picture of youthful passion, which

reaches its most mature and mellow expression in his Uttara-Rama-carita. The

setting here passes from royal courts to a more plebeian atmosphere; it is the

story in ten acts, of the love of Malati, daughter of a cabinet minister, and

Madhava, a young student. While much of the talk of love and grief in this

drama is unconvincing, BhavabhGti appears to be far more serious than most

light-hearted Sanskrit poets, and the intense poetic quality of his erotic verses

relieves their banality. The intensity of undisciplined passion and its poetical

possibilities, which BhavabhGti so forcefully describes, are, however, seen in a

more poetical and poignant form in the frantic search of Pururavas for

Urvai! in the fourth act of the Vibranwrva&ya. It depicts in five acts the romantic

story of the love of a mortal for a nymph, of which the earliest version is found

in a hymn of eighteen stanzas in the tenth book of the Rg- Veda. Though melo-

dramatic in places and weak in its denouement, the drama reaches lyrical heights

in the description of the king’s ardent but hopeless passion. There is hardly

anything else remarkable in the drama but for this lyric passion of great

intensity, which, however, makes it unique.

It has been said by a critic of Sanskrit drama that Kalidasa, as well as

BhavabhGti, showed no interest in the great problems of life and destiny. While

this criticism may be applied to the dramas mentioned above, in which we have

nothing but unrelieved individual passion, it is- not true of the respective

masterpieces of these great dramatists, in which love is taken as a factor of a

larger life and is envisaged in its fulness. The Abhxjfi2na~$akuntala of Kalidasa,

which represents the perfection of his art, is not based on the mere banality ofa

court-intrigue but gives us a picture of love, at first youthful and heedless, but

soon purified by suffering and gaining in depth and beauty by tribulation of

the spirit Contrasted with the MSlati-MSdhava and VikramorvaRya, the suffering

of the hero and the heroine in this drama is far more human, far more real; for

love here is no longer an explosive emotion, ending in a frame of mind akin
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to madness, but a deep and steadfast feeling, or rather a developing emotional

experience, ending in an abiding spiritual enrichment.

KALIDASA’S ABHUAANA-SAKUNTALA

The drama opens with a description of the vernal season, made for enjoy-

ment (upabhoga-kfama) ; and even in the hermitage where thoughts of love are

out of place, the season extends its witchery and makes the minds of the young
hero and heroine turn lightly to such forbidden thoughts. At the outset we find

SakuntalA, an adopted child of nature, in the daily occupation of tending the

friendly trees and creepers and watching them grow and bloom, herselfa youth-

ful blossom, her mind delicately attuned to the sights and sounds in which she

had grown up since her desertion by her amanufi (non-human) mother. In this

scene appears the more sophisticated royal hero, full of pride of youth and

power, but with a noble presence which inspires love and confidence; possessed

of a scrupulous regard for rectitude, but susceptible withal to rash youthful

impulses; considerate of others and alive to the dignity and responsibility of

his high station, but accustomed to every fulfilment of his wishes and extremely

self-confident in the promptings ofhis own heart. He is egoistic enough to believe

that everything he wishes must be right, and everything happens as he wishes it.

In his impetuous desire to gain what he wants, he does not even think itnecessary

to wait for the return of Kagva. It was easy for him to carry the young girl off

her feet; for though brought up in the peaceful seclusion and stern discipline of

a hermitage, she was yet possessed of a natural inward longing for the love and

happiness which were due to her youth and beauty. Though fostered by a sage

and herself the daughter of an ascetic, she was yet the daughter of a nymph
whose intoxicating beauty had once conquered the austere and formidable

Visvamitra. This beauty and this power she had inherited from her mother, as

well as an inborn intelligence and a desire for love. Is she not going to make her

own conquest over this great king ? For such youthful lovers, love can never think

of the morrow, it can only think of the moment. All was easy at first; the secret

union to which they committed themselves obtains the ratification of the foster-

father. But soon she realizes the futility of taking love as an end in itself, of

making the moment stand for eternity. The suffering comes as swiftly and

unexpectedly as the happiness was headlong and heedless.

To these thoughtless lovers the curse of DurvSsas comes to play the part of

a stem but beneficent providence. With high hopes, and unaware ofthe impend-

ing catastrophe, she leaves for the house of her king-lover, tenderly bidding

farewell to her sylvan friends, who seem to be filled with an unconscious anxiety

for her; but very soon she finds herself standing utterly humiliated in the eyes

of die world. Her grief, remorse, and self-pity are aggravated by the accusation

of unseemly haste and secrecy from GautamI, as well as by the sterner rebuke
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of S&rhgarava: ‘Thus does one's heedlessness lead to disaster !’ But the un-

kindest cut comesfromher lover himself,whoinsultingly refers to instinctsoffemi-

nine shrewdness and compares her, without knowing, to the turbid flood which

drags others also in its fall. Irony in drama or in life can go no further. But the

daughter of a nymph as she was, die had also the spirit of her fierce and

austere father, and she ultimately emerges triumphant from the ordeal ofsorrow.

She does stand up for her rights, but comes to realize that she has lost all in her

gamble for happiness and that wordy warfare is useless. She could not keep her

lover by her youth and beauty alone. She bows to the inevitable; and chastened

and transformed by patient suffering, she wins back in the end her husband and

her happiness. But the king is as yet oblivious of what is in store for him. Still

arrogant, ironical, and self-confident, he wonders who the veiled lady might

be; her beauty draws him as irresistibly as it once did, and yet his sense of recti-

tude forbids any improper thought. But his punishment comes in due course;

for he was the greater culprit for having dragged the unsophisticated girl from

her sylvan surroundings and left her unwittingly in the mire. When the ring of

recognition is recovered, he realizes the gravity of his act. Her resigned and

reproachful form now haunts him and gives him no peace in the midst of his

royal duties; and his utter helplessness in rendering any reparation makes his

grief more intense and poignant. The scene now changes from earth to heaven,

from the hermitage of Kanva and the court of the king to the penance-grove of

Marica; love that was of the earth, changes into love that is spiritual and

divine. The strangely estranged pair are again brought together equally

strangely, but not until they have passed through the baptism of sorrow and

become ready for a perfect reunion of hearts. There is no explanation, no

apology, no recrimination, nor any demand for reparation. Sakuntali has now

learnt in silence the lessons of her suffering; and with his former self-compla-

cency and impetuous desires left behind, the king becomes chastened and

subdued, a wiser and sadder man. The young year’s blossom now ripens into

the mellow fruit of autumnal maturity.

BHAVABHtTTS UTTARA-RAMA-CARITA

Through the same chastening influence of sorrow, the Uttara-Rama-carita

ofBhavabhuti idealizes conjugal love in a way which is unparalleled in Sanskrit,

or perhaps in any literature. It depicts in seven acts the later history of Rama;

and Bhavabhuti’s literary characteristics may be studied to the best advantage

in this work, which reaches no high level as a drama but which undoubtedly

ranks high as a dramatic poem. BhavabhQd derives his main theme from the

Rimfyana, but to suit his dramatic purpose he does not hesitate to depart in

many points from die authoritative epic original. The conception, for instance,

ofthe picture-gallery scene, derived probably from a hint supplied by K&lid&sa,
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and of the invisible presence of Slt& in a spirit form during R&ma’s visit to

PafScavaft of R&ma’s meeting with Vasantf and confession, the fight between

Lava and Candraketu, the visit of Va&sfha and others to Valmlki’s hermitage,

and the enactment of a play on Ramans later history composed by V&lmlki,

are skilful details which are invented far the proper development of his dramatic

theme, as well as for the fullest expression of his poetic powers. Bhavabhuti’s

principal problem here is not the creation but the adequate motivation of an

already accepted story. While not monotonously adhering to his original, he

accepts for his particular dramatic purpose the epic outlines of a half-mythical

and half-human legend of bygone days, which had already taken its hold on the

popular imagination by its pathos and poetry; but he reshapes it freely with

appropriate romantic and poetical situations, which bring out all the ideal and

dramatic implications of the story. In taking up the theme of conjugal love as

a form of pure, tender, and spiritual affection ripening into an abiding passion,

Bhavabhuti must have realized that its beauty and charm could be best brought

out by avoiding the uncongenial realism of contemporary life and going back

to the poetry and idealism of olden days. It was not his purpose to draw the

figures on his canvas on the generous and heroic scale of the epic; he wanted

to add to the ancient tale an intensity ofhuman feeling and a genuine emotional

tone which should transform an old-world legend into one of everyday ex-

perience, the story of high ideals into a tale of vivid reality.

Bhavabhuti’s Rama and Sita are from the beginning a man and a woman
of more strenuous and deeper experience than Dusyanta and his woodland

love. In the opening act, which has been praised so often and which strikes the

keynote of the drama, the newly-crowned king of Ayodhya, with his beloved

spouse and his ever faithful brother, looks over pictures which recall the poignant

scenes of their past sorrow. This scene, which is made the occasion for the

tender and deep attachment of Rama and Sita to show itself, also heightens

by contrast the grief of separation which immediately follows. There is a fine

note of tragic irony not only in R&ma’s assurance that such a separation as they

had suffered would never happen again, in Lak§mana’s inadvertent allusion

to the fire-ordeal and R&ma’s instant declaration of his disbelief in baseless
»

rumours, but also in Sit&'s passionate clinging to the memories of past joy and

sorrow on the verge ofa still more cruel fate. The blow comes just at a moment
when the tired, confiding Sita falls asleep in the arms ofher husband, who is lost

in his own thoughts of love. When the cup of happiness, full to the brim, was

raised to his lips, it was dashed from R&ma's hand; and one can understand

the breakdown which immediately follows in the conflict between his love and

his stem sense ofkingly duty. With the responsibilities of the State newly laid on

his shoulders, R&ma is perhaps more self-exacting than just to himself and his

beloved. But having abandoned the faithful and dear wife, who was his constant
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companion ever since childhood, his suffering knows no bounds. Both his royal

and personal pride is deeply wounded by the thought that such an unthink-

able stain should attach to the purity of his great love and to the purity of the

royal name he bears.

The scene of the next two acts is laid in the familiar setting ofDan<jaka and
Paficavati, which Rima revisits. Ten years have elapsed; his sorrow has

mellowed down; but he is still loyal and devoted to the memory of his banished

wife. The sorrow, which has become deep-seated, is made alive with the re-

collection of their early experience of married love in those forests, where even

in exile they had been happy. The situation is dramatically heightened by

making the pale, sorrowing but resigned Sita appear in a spirit form, unseen

by mortals, an unwilling but happy listener to the confessions which her

husband makes to VasantI of his love and fidelity. Unknown to each other,

the reconciliation of hearts is now complete; and with an admirable delicacy of

touch the dramatist describes her gradual but generous surrender to the proof

that, though harsh, he deeply loves her and has suffered no less. The
denouement of reunion is only a logical development of this scene; and the

recognition scene in Act IV, in which Bhavabhuti, like Kalidasa, represents

the offspring as the crown ofwedded love, forms a natural psychological climax

leading to it.

Bhavabhuti praises himself for his ‘mastery of speech’ and claims merit for

‘felicity and richness of expression as well as depth of meaning’ ; and the praise

that he claims for himself is fully deserved. The qualities in which he excels

are his power of vivid and often rugged description, the nobility and earnest-

ness of his conception, a genuine emotional tone, and a love for all that is deep

and poignant as well as grand and awe-inspiring in life and nature. Contrasted

with Kalidasa, he lacks grace and polish and a fastidious technical finish. He is

interested not in studied reticence but in full and forthright statements, not in

restrained elegance but freedom of fancy. This would explain, to a certain

extent, why his so-called dramas are in reality dramatic poems, and his plot

a string of incidents or pictures without any real unity. Bhavabhiiti cannot write

in a lighter vein; he takes his subject too seriously. He has little humour, but

enough of dramatic irony. He can hardly attain perfect artistic disinterested-

ness, too often merges himself in his subject, and he has too much feeling for the

tranquillity of real poetry.

KALIDASA AND BHAVABHOTI: A CONTRAST

This characteristic will be better understood if we consider for a moment
Bhavabhuti’s treatment of pathos, which has been contrasted with that, of

Kalidasa. R. G. Bhandarkar has remarked with insight that While Kalidasa

suggests, Bhavabhuti expresses, and that ‘the characters of the latter, overcome
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by force of passion, often weep bitterly, while those of the former simply shed a

few tears, if they do so at all’. This is nowhere more clear than in the picture of

Rama’s suffering on the eve of Slt&’s exile, drawn respectively by the two poets.

BhavabhOti’s tendency is to elaborate scenes of pathos in the theatrical sense of

the word. It is probable that popular taste did not disapprove of such excesses

and very few Sanskrit poets, in unthinking allegiance to die accepted theory of

sentiment, would have resisted the opportunity of indulging in an outpouring

of sentimental prose and verse unmindful of the theory’s emphatic warning

that the sentiment should be suggested rather than dealt with in extenso. It

never lent its authority to the fatal practice of wordy exaggeration or over-

statement. BhavabhGti, however, like most Sanskrit poets, was unable to stop

when enough had been said. He prolongs the description ofagony almost to the

verge of crudity; he omits no circumstance, no object animate or inanimate

which he thinks can add to the effectiveness of the scene. But the method of

Kalidasa, like that of Shakespeare, is different There is no exaggeration, no

long lingering on the subject, no beating out the theme threadbare. Great

sorrow uses few words. Not one of thosewho gather round the body of Cordelia

utters a phrase; the emotion is tense, and there is no declamation to work it up.

When Kalidasa’s Rama hears of the popular rumours about his wife, his heart

tossed in a terrible conflict between love and duty, broke in pieces ‘like the

heated iron beaten with a hammer’ ; but he does not declaim nor faint nor shed

a flood of tears. He simply calls his brothers together and declares his stem

resolve in a brief and dignified speech, bidding the faithful Laksmana take

Sit§, whom he does not even see, into exile. It is not until Laksmana returns

and delivers to him the spirited but sorrowful message of his banished wife that

we find the king yielding to the man; but even here his eyes become dim with

unshed tears, and only one short verse compresses the whole pity of the situa-

tion in just a few words.

SODRAKA’S MRCCHAKATIKA

When we turn from these masterpieces of Kalidasa and Bhavabhiiti to the

third great Sanskrit drama, the Mfcehakafika or the Toy Clay-cart
,
attributed to

Sudraka, we find ourselves descending, as it were, from the refined atmosphere

of poetry and sentiment to the firm rock of grim reality. It is a strange world

which this drama unfolds, a world in which thieves, gamblers, rogues, political

schemers, mendicants, courtiers, police constables, housemaids, bawds and
courtesans jostle with one another freely; and the love that it depicts is not the

romantic love of Dusyanta and Sakuntala, nor yet the deep conjugal affection

idealized in BhavabhOti’s Rama and Siti, but simply and curiously, the love

of a man about town for a courtesan, which is nevertheless as pure, strong, and

tender. A fitting background is supplied to this strange love by the equally
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strange world in which it moves; and an inventive originality is displayed by
Uniting the private affairs of the two lovers with a political intrigue .which

involves die city and the kingdom.

The Mfcchakatika is one of the few Sanskrit dramas which are not dramatic

poems but possess distinctively dramatic qualities that should appeal to modem
taste. In die history of Sanskrit literature the work is unique in many respects.

Apart from the graphic picture it presents of some interesting facets of life in

ancient India, the work is truly worthy of a great dramatist in its variety of

incidents and characters, in its comparative freedom from the usual fault of

over-elaboration, in its sharpness of characterization, in its use of direct and
homely imagery conveyed in a clear, forceful, and unaffected diction,’ in its

witty dialogues, in its general tiveliness and dramatic effect, in its mastery of

deep pathos, and in its rare quality of quiet humour. In spite of its somewhat

conventional happy ending, it verges almost upon tragedy and neither the

plot nor the characters can be regarded as conventional. Not only does it eschew

the banal theme of courdy love and intrigue but it is also the most human
of all Sanskrit plays. A ten-act comedy of middle-class life, the scene is set in

the cosmopolitan city of Ujjayini. Characterized as a play ‘full of rascals’, its

host ofdespicable riff-raff ofsociety, who at any moment are capable of all kinds

of daring acts from the stealing of a gem-casket to the starting of a ript, furnish

an excellent foil to the realistic yet romantic story of the love of a nagaraka of

breeding and refinement for a famous and beautiful courtesan. The drama is

bold and original in conceiving these characters, and they are presented not

as types but as individuals of diversified interest. They are living men and

women drawn from all ranks of society, from the high-souled Brahmana to

the low-down thief; and the drama includes, in- its broad scope, farce and

tragedy, satire and pathos, poetry and wisdom, kindliness and humanity.

Indeed, each of the twenty-seven minor characters possesses an individuality

which is rare in Sanskrit drama. But in the midst of this motley assemblage, the

hero and the heroine stand out prominently. The Sak&ra Samsthinaka, with

his ignorant conceit and brutal lust, presents an excellent contrast, but the

author’s power of effective characterization is best seen in his conception of

the two main characters. The noble CSrudatta, a large-hearted Br&hmapa by

birth and wealthy merchant by profession, does not represent the typical

nigaraka, whose whole round of life consists of love and pleasure; for there is

nothing of the gilded dandy and dilettante in his refined character, and his

chid* interest is not gallantry. There is a note of quiet self-control in most of his

acts; and even in love, most of the courtship is done by VasantasenS. He is an

upright young man ofgood breeding and culture, whose princely liberality won
the admiration of the whole city but reduced him to loneliness and poverty. If

the change offortune has made him bitter, it has not made him a misanthrope,
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nor has it debased his mind; it has only taught him to take life at its proper value.

CSrudatta is endowed with great qualities, but like the conventional hero he is

not made a paragon of virtue. He is by no means austere or self-denying. He is

a perfect man of the world, who loves literature, music, and art, does not

disdain gambling, and never assumera self-righteous attitude. His great virtues

are softened by the milk of human kindness. His youth does not exhibit

indifference, and the most Outstanding feature of his character is his quiet and

deep love for VasantasenS.

The stain attached to such unconventional love disappears in the ideal

beauty which gathers round it; and its purity, strength, and truth make it

escape ‘degradation. VasantasenS has neither the girlish charm of SakuntalS

nor the mature womanly dignity of SItS. Witty and wise, disillusioned and

sophisticated, she has seen much of a sordid world; yet she has a romantic

heart and her love is true and deep even in a social status which makes such

emotion difficult. Wealth and position she achieved by an obligatory and hered-

itary calling, but her heart was against it, and it brought her no happiness.

Her meeting with CSrudatta affords a way of escape, but she is sad and afraid

lest her misfortune of birth and occupation should stand in the way. It is a

case of love at first sight, and for the first time she is really in love. The touch

of this new emotion quickens rapidly into a spreading flame and bums to ashes

her baser self. It is all so strange, even to herself. She can hardly believe that

she, an outcast of society, has been able to win the love of the great CSrudatta,

the ornament of Ujjayini, and asks, half-incredulously, the morning after her

first union with her beloved if all that is true. She is fascinated by the lovely face

of Carudatta’s little son and stretches out her arms in the great hunger for

motherhood which has been denied to her. Her love makes her realize the

emptiness of riches and the fulness of a pure and true affection. When the

Sakara threatens to kill her for not submitting to him, and taunts her as

‘an inamorata ofa beggarly Brahmin’, she is not ashamed but replies: 'Delightful

words ! Pray, proceed, for you speak my praise.’ Growing furious, the brutal

and cowardly Sakara takes her by the throat. She does not cry out for succour,

but she remembers her beloved CSrudatta and blesses his name. ‘What, still

dost thou repeat that name,’ spits out SakSra, blinded by rage, as he throttles

her; but on the verge of imminent death the name of CSrudatta is still on her

lips, and she murmurs in a struggling voice: ‘My homage be to CSrudatta !’

HAR$A

The dramas of Harsa, Viiakhadatta and Bhafta NSrSyapa show greater

variety and vitality. Three dramas, PriyadarSikS
,
RatnSvali, and NdgSnanda, have

come down to us under the name of Sriharsa who was identical with King

Har$avardhana, the patron of BSna Bhatta. The PriyadarMka and the Ratnavali
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are almost identical in form and structure and depict a single theme ofnumerous

amourettes of the gay and gallant Udayana. The two plays are four-act ndfikSs

and centre round the two heroines S&garik& and Arapyaki respectively. The
theme consists of love-intrigues of die king with a maiden of unknown status,

their secret meetings through the help of the jester and die damsel’s friend, the

jealousy of the queen and her final acceptance of the situation, when the maiden
is discovered to be her long-lost cousin. The PriyadarHkd is an effective introduc-

tion of play within a play
(
garbh&rika). It is undoubtedly a better play than the

Ratnfaali, but has no strikingly dramatic incident.

The NigSnanda, a five-act ndtaka, is a more serious drama depicting the

Buddhist legend ofJimGtav&hana’s self-sacrifice. It contains an erotic sub-plot

of the hero’s love for Malayayati which is linked with the main quietistic theme

of heroic sacrifice. But the one part is not the development of the other and
hence there is no unity of action. The embodiment in JimutavAhana of the

high ideal of self-sacrificing magnanimity in a romantic atmosphere of pathos

and poetry adds to the merit of the play. If Kalidasa supplied the pattern,

Harsa has undoubtedly improved upon it in his own way and succeeded in

establishing the comedy of court-intrigue as a distinct type of Sanskrit drama.

viSAkhadatta

Vi&khadatta’s MudrarSksasa is undoubtedly one of the great Sanskrit

dramas. It is a drama of purely political intrigue, in which resolute action in

various forms constitutes the exclusive theme. The main theme is the reconcilia-

tion of Raksasa, the faithful minister of the fallen dynasty of the Nandas, by

the traditional master of polity, G§pakya, who wants to win him over into the

service of Candragupta Maurya. The drama is unique in avoiding the erotic

atmosphere. It is a drama without a heroine. There is nothing suggestive of

tenderness or domestic virtues. Politics is represented as a hard game for men.

In characterization, Vii&khadatta fully realizes the value of contrast Both

C&pakya and R&ksasa are astute politicians, but both are admirable as excellent

foils to each other. Cfipakya is clear-headed and vigilant, while Raksasa is soft,

impulsive and blundering. The secret agents of C&nakya, Bh&gur&yapa and

Siddh&rthaka, faithfully carry out their commissions from a feeling of abjftct

submission, but Raksasa’s agents, Viradhagupta and £aka{ad9sa, are moved by
a sincere attachment to RAksasa. Visakhadatta’s dialogues have the dramatic

quality necessary for fast-moving and direct action and bold characterization.

The only serious defect is that the drama lacks grandeur, with a grand subject.

bhatta NARAYANA

Bhatfa NSrayana’s Venisarhhara dramatizes in six acts a well-known episode

of the MahdbhSrata but practically goes over the entire epic war. The main
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theme is the satisfaction of Bhima’s ferocious revenge, celebrated by the killing

of Kaurava chiefs and by binding up, with blood-stained hands, the braid of

Draupadi, which she had sworn to leave unbraided until the wrong done to her

is avenged. There is enough ofpathos and horror, but the pathos is tiresome and
the horror uncouth; there is enough of action, but the action is devoid of

dramatic conflict. Hie work is hardly a unified play, but is rather a panoramic
procession of actions and incidents. The modifications introduced for the

purpose of transforming it into a real drama are hardly effective. It is that

peculiar kind of half-poetical and half-dramatic composition which may be
called the declamatory drama.

LATER DECADENT DRAMA

With Bhat{a Narayana and Bhavabhuti, the great epoch ofSanskrit dramatic

literature ends and the age of decline sets in. The drama now surrenders itself to

poetical kivya. In this group Mur&ri, R&jaJekhara, Ksemiivara and Kfsnamiira
have enjoyed traditional reputations.

Muriri’s Anargha-RSghava dramatizes the traditional narrative of the

R&mayana in seven acts. One would like to remember Murari more as an ele-

gant poet than as a dramatist in the proper sense. RajaSekhara’s BSla-R&mSyarm

dramatizes in ten acts the entire story of the RSm&yana up to Rama's coronation.

His Bdla-Bhdrata is a drama on the MahSbh&rata story, but it is left incomplete.

His Karpnramanjari is a sattaka and Viddhaiala-bhanjika is a natika. The former

is written entirely in Prakrit. The theme in both the plays is the traditional

amorous intrigue of court life. K§emisvara’s Carfa-kauJika deals with the

story ofHariicandra in five acts. But it has little dramatic quality.

KrsnamiSra’s Prabodha-candrodaya is a symbolical drama with purely personi-

fied abstractions. The treatment is interesting not only for its novelty but

also for the spirit of allegorizing which it represents. The theme is a profound

philosophical allegory in six acts of the whole life of. man. It is conceived as an
internecine struggle between the two powerful sons Moha and Viveka of the

regal Mind (manas) bom respectively of his two wives Pravftti and Nivftti.

In this drama Krsnamifra succeeds, to a remarkable degree, in giving us an
ingenious picture of the spiritual struggle of the human mind in the dramatic

form of a vivid conflict, in which the erotic, comic and devotional interests are

cleverly utilized. On the doctrinal side, the composition attempts to synthesize

Advaitic Vedanta with Vi$w-bhakti, but the philosophical content does not
make it heavily pedantic. The theme is made a matter of internal experience.

The allegorizing is consistent and there is no frigidity in the plot. The author

undeniably possesses the gift of satire and realism as well as of poetry and the

Prabodha-candrodaya must be singled out as an attractive effort of real merit.
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SANSKRIT PROSE

MUCH less attention has unfortunately been devoted to Sanskrit prose than

to Sanskrit poetry even in authoritative treatises on the history of Sanskrit

literature. The prose works mentioned there are very few indeed. Sanskrit

prose—its origin, style, syntax, vocabulary, its application in different genres

of literary art and in the S&stras, its beauty and wealth—should be accorded an

honourable place in a critical representative history of Sanskrit literature.

It is true that prose works, belonging to literature proper, are not as abundant

as metrical works in Sanskrit. This may be one of the reasons that called forth

the following scathing and uninformed observation fromJames Mill, the author

of The History ofBritish India. As he observed: ‘All their (viz. of the Hindus)

compositions, with wonderfully few exceptions, are in verse. . . .Their laws,

like those of rude nations in general, are in verse. Their sacred books, and

even their books of science, are in verse; and what is more wonderful still, their

very dictionaries.'1

That this view is prejudiced and is the product of a kind of complex is

beyond doubt Sanskrit prose from its rudimentary stage to its finished and

sophisticated form has had a chequered history which deserves to be studied with

an unbiased outlook and in a scientific spirit. To give an idea of its richness

and variety, a brief chronological account of its origin and development, as well

as of its use in different branches of Sanskrit literature, is sought to be

presented in the sections that follow.

EARLIEST SPECIMEN : THE BRAHMANAS

The earliest evidence of the employment of prose as a vehicle of sacerdotal

and esoteric disputations is found in the Tajus, and the running commentary

thereon, viz. the Brahmaijas. The nivids, nigadas, and non-metrical portions of

the Atharva-Veda should also be comprehended under this head. One might

recall in this connection the definitions of §k, Simon,, and Tajus as furnished by

Jaimini in his sOtras.* The Br&hmaga texts are mostly composed in prose,

though interspersed with occasional verses. Eggeling, in his introduction to the

1Jama Mill, The History British India (Anodated Publishing Houie, New Delhi-5, 1972, 2nd

Edn. Reprint), Vol. I, pp. 965-66. See alio Nirad C. Chaudhuri's Schelar Extra-Ordinary—Ths Ltfs qf

Prqfsssor ths Rt. Hm. Frisdrich Max MOllsr, P.C. (Oxford Univenity Press, Delhi, 1974), p. 132.

Cf. alto Dr S. K. De*« observation in HSL (Univenity of Calcutta, 1947), p. 418.

,

1 TatrSrtha-oakna pidasyaoastM si fk

Ottitu tamJkkvi

(J«- S., II. 1.35-37)
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English translation of the Satapatha Brahmana of the Sukla Tajur- Veda,ha. s spoken

very disparagingly of the Brahmana literature as a whole. The general reaction

of Western scholars with regard to this extensive literature, which forms one

ofthe two constituent parts ofthe Veda, may be gauged from the following words

of his: -

‘For wearisome prolixity of exposition, characterized by dogmatic assertion

and a flimsy symbolism rather than by serious reasoning, these works are

perhaps not equalled anywhere, unless, indeed, it be the speculative vapourings

of the Gnostics, than which, in the opinion of the learned translator of Irenaeus,

“nothing more absurd hats probably ever been imagined by rational beings”.’*

Yet, Eggeling himself has to revise his opinion as regards the importance of

the Brahmana texts from the standpoint of linguistic development of Sanskrit

prose. There arc important myths and anecdotes narrated in unadorned

Sanskrit prose in the course of apparently dry and unimportant speculations

on the subtleties of the various ritualistic acts. He observes: ‘.
. .these works

(together with their supplements, the Araijyakas, and their metaphysical

appendages, the Upanisads) are of the highest importance as the only genuine

prose works which the Sanskrit, as a popular language, has produced.’4

Most of the Brahmanas have little ‘literary value’ in the usually accepted

sense of the expression. But occasional flashes of literary grace, mostly due to

lack of long compounds so common in later Sanskrit prose and the apparently

artless manner of narrating myths and stories, are noticeable in some of them.

This is particularly so in the Satapatha Brahmana of the Sukla Tajur-Veda and the

Jaiminiya Brahmana of the Sama-Veda. Some scholars notice a kind of subtle stylis-

tic parallelism between the prose of the Brahmanas and the early canonical Pali

texts.6

It is not possible to determine precisely the age of the Brahmanas. But that

all these texts were not of the same age and clime can be fairly ascertained

from the linguistic and grammatical data. Such data are most important for

tracing the historical development of Sanskrit from the Mantra period up to

the age of Panini, when the standard form of classical Sanskrit appears to have

been established. Pariini, in his sUtra: ‘purana-proktefu brahmana-kalpesu’ (IV.

3.105), is supposed to have discriminated between some Brahmana texts as

older and some as later or more or less contemporaneous. Besides, he seems to

have been more familiar with the texts of the schools that flourished in the

north or in the south than with those flourishing in the eastern region.

* Satapatha Brahmana, pt. I, Introduction, p. ix (SBE, Vol. XII).
4 Ibid., pp. xxiv-xxv.

• Compare Dr Batakrishna Ghosh’s remarks in The Vedic Age (George Allen 8c Unwin Ltd.,

London, 1952), pp. 416, 418. This characterization, however, of the prose of classical writers is a bit

too strong. See, in this context, Keith’s observations on the stylistic peculiarity of the IJtg-Vedic

Br&hmanas in HOS, Vol. XXV, pp. 97-98.
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The extent of the vast Brahmana literature can be fairly gathered from the

fragments of the lost Brahmaijas collected together by late Dr Batakrishna

Ghosh in his scholarly brochure on the subject. His critical and exegetical

annotations on those fragments help us to realize the importance of this ap-

parently meaningless jargon for following the chronological development of

Sanskrit prose. The Brahmapas abound in observations that have direct bear-

ing on the etymological analysis of words of obscure origin and Yaska, in his

Nirukta, has profusely drawn upon Brahmapa passages in his suggested deriva-

tions. The prose of the Upanisads like the Bfhad&ranyaka and die Ch&ndogya,

which constitute the concluding portions of the Brahmanas, is admittedly most
lively and picturesque even when it is used as a vehicle for propagating pro-

found metaphysical truths. This is evident from the dialogues between Yajna-
valkya and Maitreyi or Aruni and Svetaketu, and a good many similar examples.

The language is simple, conversational, bristling with vivid illustrations, similes,

and proverbs and free from the lengthy awe-inspiring compounds that were to

become a regular feature of Sanskrit literary prose. Such prose could easily

become a medium of communication for the educated Mile*

THE SOTRA LITERATURE

At the close of the Brahmana period Sanskrit prose assumed a new form in

the hands of the authors of the Sutra texts. For the purpose ofeasily memorizing
the contents of the vast Brahmana literature, the authors ofthese texts developed

a peculiar mnemonic style—brief, compact, and elliptical. This style was
adopted at first for the treatment of sacrificial matters—both of the Srauta

and the grhya type—but was later extended to other domains as well, especially

to juridical and social subjects in the Dharma-Sutras belonging to various

Vedic schools and forming the chiefsource of the later Smrti-sarhhitas. There is

another division of Sutra literature, viz. the Sulva-Sutras, containing minute
rules and measurements for the construction of sacrificial altars etc. These,

therefore, are justly regarded as the earliest texts to provide the basis ofIndian

geometrical science. This mnemonic style of the Vedic Kalpa-Sutras was later

adopted by the great teachers of the Indian philosophical systems, and by the

classical grammarians, chief among whom is the great Pacini. The dictum:
‘
ardhamdtrd-laghaoena putrotsavarh manyante vaiySkartui&h' ('economy of even halfa
matra [short vowel] gives as much pleasure to grammarians as the birth of a

son’) gives us a glimpse into the mental discipline of the grammarians, who al-

ways sought verbal economy in the formulation of their aphorisms. A body of

intricate technique and methodology, known as paribhifas

,

was developed to

achieve this.

• See Keith’s remarks on the style of the prose portions of the TaiUiryJa Smhhiiu in particular, and
of the Brahmana literature in general, in HOS, Vol. XVIII, Introduction, pp. clvii-dix.
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NIRUKTA

Nirukta or the science of etymology was regarded, like the Kalpa-Sfltfts, as

an important Ved&Aga, a knowledge of which was essential to understand

the message of the Vedas. Y&ska’s Nirukta, a commentary on the Nighantu, is

the sole extant specimen of the vast Nirukta literature that was once current.

This important treatise is composed in prose which, though savouring of the

prose of the BrShma^as, has become more sophisticated. Yaska’s prose style is

terse, free from long compounds, and retains to a great extent the archaic

character of Sanskrit as used in the Brahmanas.But it resembles the Sanskrit

prose of the classical age as regards morphology and syntax. The dates of

Y3ska and Papini7 are still in dispute, though from a comparative study of the

grammatical data available in Yaska’s text and Pacini’s technique and termi-

nology there seems to be strong evidence in favour of regarding him as prior to

Pacini. Yaska’s Nirukta is ‘the oldest existing Veda-exegetic work’ and it led to

the writing of detailed commentaries on the Vedic texts at a later period.8

DEVELOPMENT OF SANSKRIT PROSE

It is somewhat difficult, with the insufficient data at our disposal, to trace

systematically the development of Sanskrit prose in the post-BrShmanic epoch.

It was put to various uses, as seen in literary forms like the katha, the akhyayika,

epistles, etc., in inscriptions, royal grants and edicts, and also popular dramas

where it is used as a medium for conversation. It is also illustrated in the
I

bh&fyas, virttikas, and other exegetical works belonging to various philosophical

schools, as well as in technical treatises dealing with particular disciplines like

medicine etc. Classical Sanskrit, as distinguished from Vedic Sanskrit, was

brought to perfection and standardized by the endeavours of eminent

grammarians, both pre-Piijinian and post-Paninian. Unfortunately it has been

dubbed by a good many Western scholars as the imposition of the Br£hmanical

priestly class which, in their opinion, was never employed as a popular medium
of communication'. Some have even gone to the length Of considering the great

epics and the PurSpas as well, as no more than artificial Sanskrit versions of

original works composed in different forms of Middle Indo-Aryan (MIA) or

Prakrit. According to them the Sanskrit language, at least in its classical form,

had no direct relation with the popular dialects of these times but was arti-

ficially foisted by the crafty hieratic class as ‘the speech of the gods’ (daivl vSk)

on the unwilling readers. Rather it was the Old Indo-Aryan or Vedic language,

the evidence of which we meet with in the vast BrShmana literature, that was
akin to the popular speech of the masses, and in the course of time, this Vedic

* A recent study on the subject by Mantrini Prasad, entitled Language qfthe Nirukta (D. K. Publishing

House, Delhi, 1975) may be consulted.

• Cf. M. Wintemitz’s HIL, Vol. I, p; 288.
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dialect developed into various forms of MIA including Pali, which are thus

direct descendants ofthe Old Indo-Aryan. In support of this theory, the employ*

ment of the various forms of MIA in the inscriptions of Aioka and other epi-

graphs belonging to the pre-Christian era is cited as corroborative evidence.

This paucity ofepigraphic and literary data in Sanskrit during a period cover-

ing several centuries before and after Christ led Max Mtiller to propound his

novel theory of
‘
Renaissance of Sanskrit language and literature’* which had once

been so much in vogue among Western Sanskridsts. But we should be wary of

running tq hasty and fanciful conclusions, however novel they might appear at

first sight The great commentaries or bhd$yas, some ofwhich belonged to the pre-

Christian era, were composed in Sanskrit prose that was lucid, lively, colourful,

full of wit and humour when occasion demanded, and also free from long com-

pounds. It is decidedly not Vedic Sanskrit, but lokabhdfd, as prevalent among the

cultivated diftas (wise men), that is employed in these texts. Bhartfhari in his

Vdkyapadiya has characterized the Mahabhdgya of Patafijali as
*

alabdhagadhe

gdmbhirydd uttana iva sauffhavddn# (‘unfathomable in import but apparently

intelligible on account of grace’). Perspicuity (prasdda) which is one ofthe chief

merits of the bha$ya style, is in evidence, not only in the MahSbhi$yat but in the

style of Sahara's bhasya on the Jmmtdya-Sdtras, in Vatsy&yana’s bhasya on

Gotama’s Nydya-SUtras, in Pralastapdda-bhdsya on Kanada’s VaUefika aphorisms,

in Vyasa’s bhasya on Patafijali’s Toga-Sutras, and similar other treatises of in-

disputable antiquity. It should also be remembered that Patafijali’s Mahabhagya

itself is but an abridged version of Vyluji’s Songraha, a critical exposition of

Panini’s sutras, composed most probably in prose and running to the extent of

a hundred thousand ilokas. Thus it is beyond all doubt that Sanskrit prose was

employed as a vehicle of highly sophisticated and refined scientific and philo-

sophical disquisitions from very early times, when the Vedic period had been

brought to a decisive close with the propagation of thevBrahmanas. The diction

or grammatical construction of the bhasya texts is simple and straightforward,

but the difficulty of these texts lies in the abstruse thoughts embedded therein

as well as in the employment of the subtle, refined method ofratiocination. In

Vatsyayana’s KSmasOtra and Kautilya’s Arthaidstra, the bhasya style has been

very effectively imitated, though the expression in these texts has become

more compact and the diction much more recondite due perhaps to the

novelty and technicality of the subject-matter. Rfijaiekhara, in his Kdvya-

mimdmsd, artfully adopted the style of V&tsy&yana and Kauplya, the prose

being interspersed with verses. This lends a unique grandeur to the treat-

ment, though it has ft certain rigidity and affected impersonality which is

• SeeMax Mttller’i India: What Can It Teach Us. Note G: The Renaissance of Sanscrit Literature

(Mean. Longmans, Green ft Co.), pp. 281 ff.

uVSkpapadfra, II. 480.
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totally lacking in the ancient bhisyas like those of Patanjali, Sahara, and
VStsy&yana.

The employment of Sanskrit prose in secular literary works for the treat-

matt of well-known legends, anecdotes, and myths can be attested from the

data available in Panini*6 Aftadhyayi and Kityayana’s varttikas thereon. Besides

Slokas and gathas, Pacini refers to aZhyinas as a distinct species ofliterature dealing

with stories like those of Para^urama, Yayati, etc.u Of course, it is not certain

whether these ikhydnas were actually in prose, but from the evidence of two-

fold classification ofprose into katha and Skhyayika as noticed by later alankarikas

like Dandin and Bh&maha as also by the celebrated lexicographer Amara-

sithha, it seems probable that akhyanas, too, formed one of the species of

prose narrative current in those times. Anandavardhana, in his vftti on Dhvan-

yaloka (III. 7), notices several divisions of kavya, composed either in prose or in

verse, whether in Sanskrit, Prakrit or ApabhramSa, like paryaya-bandha
,
pari-

katha', kharida-kathd, sakala-katha, besides the well-known types like sarga-bandha,

abhineySrtha, Skhyayika, and katha.11 It should be kept in mind that the authors

who employed Sanskrit for composition of their literary works did not eschew

the various Prakrits and ApabhramSas. They were, in most cases, equally at

home in more than one MIA dialect besides Sanskrit. RajaSekhara has elabora-

tely dwelt on this point in his Kavya-mlmamsa.
1S

Thus it is evident that there could have been no unbridgeable gulf between

Sanskrit as the literary medium of the learned and aristocratic classes on the

one hand, and the popular dialects or Prakrits that used to be spoken by the

11 Cf. Pan. VI. 2. 103. Vide Mah&bhd&a and Kdtikd thereon, where texts like Purvadhirdma, Apard-

dhirdma, Purva-ydydta, and Apara-yaydta are referred to as examples.

u Gf. DhvanySloka-vrtti on III. 7, and Abhinavagupta’s Locana thereon. It appears from Abliinava’s

gloss that khatujia-kalhd and sakala-kathd were composed in Prakrit or popular dialects, just as katha

itselfwas composed in dialects other than Sanskrit as well, which is corroborated by Dap#n also in his

Kavyadaria, I. 38; also Bh&maha’s Kdvydlaftkdra, I. 28. See also VInde Classique
,
Tome II, p. 239 (Par

Louis Rcnou et Filliozat, Imprim^rie Nationale, Paris, 1953). On the various sub-varieties of kqtha

as recognized by later theorists A. K. Warder’s Indian Kduya Literature, Vol. I, Chapter VU may be

consulted (MotilaV Banarsidass, 1st Edn., 1972)*

u Cf. Kdvya-mimdthsd, Adhyaya IX, p. 48 (GOS. Edition, 1924). In Adpydya X, again, RajaSckhara

discusses the arrangement of seats for poets assembled in a conference, where there is mention of

Sanskrit poets, poets proficient in many dialects, poets who can use Prakrit alone or those eminent for

their mastery of Apabhramia. Thus it can be easily gathered, that the literary writers in those days

were highly catholic in their taste, though the pre-eminence of Sanskrit as the sophisticated medium
of expression par excellence was admitted by all. In this connexion RSjalekhara in his Jtdvya-mimdihsd

notes:

'Saihskrtavat sarvdsvapi bhdfdsu yathdsdmarthyarh yatkd-ruci yathdkautukark edvakitafr sydt . . . . taduktam

:

Eko'rthafa samskftoktyd sa sukaviracanafi prdkftendparo*smin anyo'pathraihsagirbhih kim aparam aparo

bhtitobhdfdkrameoa, dvitrdbhUt ko*pi vdgbhir bhavati catasfbhib kifUa kalcid vivektum yasyettharh dhfy

praparmd snapayati sukavet tasya kirtir jegond
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common folk on the other.
14 In fact, Prakrit works of acknowledged merit like

the G&ha-sattasal of H&la composed in M&hira^tri Prakrit and GunSdhya’s

BfhatkatM, no longer extant, in bhOta-bhSfd or PaifScI Prakrit, were looked

upon with great respect, and Govardhana, the author of the AryS-saptaiatl,

does not hesitate to rank Gupaqlhya with V&lmfki and Vyasa and declares

unambiguously that the Ramdjatjta, Mahabharata, and Bfhatkatha form, as it were,

the three main streams along Which our speech flows just like the three streams

of the Ganges .
16 So it is absolutely wrong to theorize that the early Sanskrit

prose texts dealing with fables, romances, etc. were mere adaptations from

original Prakrit versions.
16 It is much more reasonable to look upon the Sanskrit

and the Prakrit versions as existing side by side and exercising mutual influence

on form and content in a spirit of happy rivalry. The only difference was that

while the Prakrits were meant for the people belonging to the lower strata in

general, the Sanskrit versions had in view the enlightened and sophisticated

sections of the community. Sanskrit was also employed in order to impart to the

themes the stamp of permanency, which would be lacking in the case of the

former. It would, however, be unwarranted to conclude therefrom that Sanskrit,

in its simple and popular form, was completely unintelligible to the masses and

it is also futile to trace in the Falijdtakas the origin of the vast fable literature

composed in Sanskrit.

FABLES AND FAIRY TALES

The Sanskrit fables and fairy tales, that were generally called katha, have

close affinity with the Sanskrit prose romances as also with didactic and gnomic

poetry as regards style and import. As Professor Macdonell notes: ‘the abun-

14 Consult also R. C. Butt’s remarks on the relation of Sanskrit with the Prakrits in his LaterHindu

Civilization (a.d. 500 to a.d. 1200), Calcutta, 1909, pp. 175*76. Prof. A. B. Keith also observes in much
the same strain, in the course of comparison of Sanskrit with Latin in the Middle Ages, as also with

Standard English vis~h-vis the various spoken dialects of England. Vide his HSL (Oxford Clarendon

Press, 1928), p. 11.

11 Cf. *£rirdmajHiw~bh&rata-brhatkathdndrh kavin namaskurmab, Trisrotd iva sarasd vahali yaib sarasvati

bhimd *—Aiyd-saptaiati. For the numerous encomiums heaped upon Giup&dhya and his BfhatkaikS by

later Sanskrit poets and theorists vide A. K. Warder, op. cit.t Vol. II, p. 140.

* « Prof. Keith has justly observed:

‘What is clear is that Sanskrit represents the language of Brahmanical civilisation, and the

extent of that civilization was ever increasing, though the Brahmanical religion had to lace com*

petition from new faiths, in special Buddhism and Jainism, from the fifth century b.q. The
Buddhist texts themselves afford the most convincing evidence of all of the predominance ofBrahma*

nism; the Buddha is represented as attempting not to overthrow the ideal of Brahmanism, but to

change its content by substituting merit in place of birth as the hall-mark of the true Brahmin. The
public religious rites and the domestic ritual were recorded and carried out in Sanskrit, and edu-

cation was in Brahmin hands. The Buddhist texts repeatedly confirm the Brahmanical principle that

instruction of the people (lokapaktif was the duty of the Brahmins, and the tales of the Jfttakas show

young men of all classes, not merely Brahmins but boys of the ruling class, Kfatriyas, and children

of the people, Vaiiyas seeking instruction in the north from Brahmin teachers.*—ty, of., pp. 7 & 12.
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dant introduction of ethical reflection and popular philosophy is characteristic,

the apologue with its moral is peculiarly subject to this method oftreatment.’17

This practice of narrating tales with a view to teaching some ethical, philo-

sophical or practical lesson is traceable in the Mah&vaipulya-Shtras of Buddhistic

literature and the Avadina, which,can also be linked with their somewhat

archaic parallels in the BrShmanas. In the Upanisads also such allegories are

not rare, 'where we have the allegory of satire of the dogs who search out a

leader to howl food for them, the talk of two flamingoes whose remarks call

attention to Raikva, and the instruction of the yoyng Satyakama first by a bull,

then by a flamingo, then by an aquatic bird .’18 Even in the various philosophical

systems, such fables (dkhyayikds) were made use of by renowned teachers with

a view to clarifying abstruse points, as can be easily gathered from references

in Kapila’s Samkhya aphorisms and their exegesis—the Samkhya-pravacana-bh&sya

by Vijfiana Bhiksu. Not only Brahmanical teachers, but also those belonging

to other schools like the Jaina, the Bauddha, etc. followed this custom in pro-

pagating their doctrines.

The earliest collection of fables known to us is Guna<jhya’s Brhatkatha,

which was composed in PaiSaci, a very low form of Prakrit, as can be gathered

from Dapflin’s reference to it as bhUta-bhSfi, though it did not lose any of its

importance on that score. The original is presumed to have been written in

prose .
19 But, strangely, all the extant versions of this encyclopaedic collection

of Indian fables, available in Sanskrit, are in verse. The best known are two

Kashmirian versions, one by Somadeva, called KathS-sarit-sagara and the other

the Brhat-kathS-mahjari by K$emendra. The Nepalese version, known as the

Brhat-katha-iloka-saAgraha of Budhasvamin, is considered by scholars as more

faithful to the original, though incomplete. There were versions of this work in

other languages as well, one in Tamil, another in Persian. There is also a

Jaina adaptation of this work called Vasudeva-hindi. Sanghadasa’s lately recover-

ed version in archaic Maharastrl has been assigned to a period earlier than

the sixth century a.d. The Brhatkatha stands as the prototype for a whole species

of Sanskrit prose narratives dealing with fables and romances, where tales

are embedded or contained within tales in the manner of a Chinese box. This

method of narration is closely imitated in the Pahcatantra, though the lyrical

and epic elements noticeable in the former are conspicuous by their absence in

the latter.

The Pahcatantra explains the principles of polity as laid down in Kautflya’s

Arthai&stra and allied works, through popular tales and fables, for the plea-

17 See Macdonell's Sanskrit Literature, p. 368*
19 Keith, op, tit., p. 242.

11 Renou et Filliozat, op, tit p. 240.
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surable instruction of young princes. It is a model of simple Sanskrit prose,

which deserves to be emulated. There are occasional traces of the elab-

orate k&vya style, so much in vogue in later prose texts, such as the use of long

compounds, double entendres (Slefd), and elaborate metres. The hahitnf denoting
the past by means of active or passive participles, the regular use of aorist, the

growing fondness for passive construction resulting in nominal verbal forms, as

also for long compounds, and the excessive use ofgerunds and adjectival partici-

ples are other stylistic characteristics of this work. In fact, the linguistic and
grammatical evidence gathered from the extant versions goes to show that die

simple unaffected mode of expression of earlier Sanskrit prose was gradually

undergoing changes. This was to culminate in die ornate prose style of the

classical writers. The judicious mixture of verse with prose is also an attractive

feature of the Pancatantra. Animals and human beings are brought together in

a most natural way to play their distinctive roles. The jackal has been endowed
with a personality at once wise and shrewd that might well be a projection of

the characterof Kautilya, the arch-diplomat as traditionally conceived ('KaufUyah

kutilamatih').

The Pancatantra, along with the Tantrdkkydjrikd, had an unequalled success

in that it was translated in various languages all over the world. About two

hundred versions in some sixty languages have been traced so far, and itjs second

only to the Bible from this point of view. Besides, within the Indian sub-conti-

nent it was circulated in different recensions, more or less faithful to the original

prototype, some being longer and some shorter. The resemblance between the

fables of the Paflcatantra and those of Aesop on the one hand and those of La
Fontaine on the other is striking, and the originality and uniqueness of the

Indian version have been admitted by almost all scholars. Benfey once tried to

establish the indebtedness of the Paflcatantra to the Buddhist Jitaka, but the

evidence of apparent borrowing can be explained as due to the common Indian

heritage.

Diverse works dealing with popular tales and fables (kathS and dkhydyikd)

were composed in Sanskrit prose during the centuries following, mostly inspired

by the BfhatkathS and Tantrdkhydyikd or Pafkatantra, of which the Vetdla-padca-

vimfatikd, the Simhdsana-dvdtrirrdikd (also called Vikrama-carita), the Mddhavdnala-

kamandala-kathd, having Prince Vikramaditya as the hero, the Suka-saptati,

of unknown date and authorship, the Kath&ntnva ofSivad&sa, the Purusaparikfd

of Vidyapati, the well-known Maithili poet, and the Bhoja-prabandka of Ballala

(or Vallabha), deserve particular mention, besides the two Jaina collections,

the Prabandha-cintdmaJii and the Prabandha-kofa.

REFINED PROSE NARRATIVES

Alongside the popular specimens of kathi and dkhydyikd the parallel develop-
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ment of a refined and Artistic type of prose narrative was discernible. Prose

was looked upon not merely as a popular medium of communication, but it

was raised to the status of artistic expression. It was made as ornate, refined,

and sophisticated as the court-epics and lyrics of poets like Kalidasa, Bh&ravi,

M&gha, etc. What more, prose canje to be looked upon as the real touchstone

of poetic gifts, inasmuch as the writer of prose had to do without the aid of the

natural rhythm of metres. There is an oft-quoted saying: gadyam kavlndm nikasam

vadanti* (‘the touchstone of literary composers is prose’).

Consequently, a gifted writer of artistic and ornate prose was ranked as in

no way inferior to an epic or lyric poet. Prose works were recognized as specimens

of genuine kdvya, rivalling versified poetical works in literary excellence. This

shift from popular, simple, and unadorned prose narratives to an artificial,

ornate, and sophisticated prose style as the vehicle of artistic expression can

be traced in such works as Arya Sura’s Jdtakamdla, the diction of which is highly

praised by Dharmakirti in a verse attributed to him by Taranatha. Bana, in one

of the introductory verses to his Harfacarita, speaks very highly of the prose of

Bhaft&ra Haricandra, its diction being right ‘royal’.21 Thus in the course

of time, prose narratives came to vie with classical epics both in theme and
artistic excellence. This can be easily gathered from the theme and diction of

prose works like Subandhu’s Vasavadatta, Bana’s Kddambari and Harfacarita,

and Dandy's Daiakumdra-carita
, to name only the chief representatives of this

class. The style, too, gradually became varied, sometimes abounding in long

compounds, sometimes employing compounds of medium length, sometimes

**Cf. 'K&tyarh gadyam padyarh ca'—V&mana’s Kdvydlafik&ra-Sutra, 1.3.21 and his own vflti thereon:

gcutya&a pQroamrdtio durlakfya-viiefatvena durbandhatvdt, tathdkufr : ‘gadyam kavinam nikafarh radanti\

Note *l*o Ihe comments of Gopendra Tripurahara on this vjiti-tcxt in his commentary Kamadhtnu.
MCf. 'Padabandhqjjvalo hart kfUhvariia-kramasthitib, Bhaydra-haricandrasya gadyabandho njpayole?

—

Harfacarita, 1.13. There is a reference to Haricandra in R&jafekhara’s Kdvya-mimdrhs&1 Adhyaya X, in

connexion with a conference of poets convened at UjjayinI:

'Srifyate cojjayinydjh k&tpakdrapartkfacm

Jha k&liddsa-miitfh&vatrSmara-rilpa-tira-bkdravayab

fiaricandra-candragvptau parikfitdviha vtial&yam,'

Haricandra is also mentioned along with such great poets as Subandhu, K&IidSsa, Dfik?Iputra

(i,e. P&nini), Sura, Bh&ravi, and Bhavabhfiti in the well-known stanza:

'Subandhau bhaktir nab ka iha raghukdn na ramate dhftir ddkftputre haraH haricandro'pi hfdayam

VUuddhoktib iSrab prakrUmadhurd bhdravi-giras-tathd'pyantar modarh kamapi bhavabhGtir viUmutc

'

In a verse of questionable authenticity Haricandra is mentioned as one of the sons of Sahara,

the great Mlm&ihsist, bom of four wives of different castes, he being bom ofa Vaifya wife and Vaidya
(physician) by caste. See D. V. Garge’s Citations in Sahara's Bhdfya, p. 18, fh. 6. Haricandra was,
according to ViioaprakaMtofa of Maheivara, the court-physician of King S&hasftAka and a com-
mentator erf Garaka's Sartihttd, the name of the commentary being KharaQdda. A physician Haricandra,

son of K&nacandra, is also mentioned in the Bhftta entided Pddatdjtiaka. But it is not certain whether
the poet Haricandra referred to by B&ga and R^aiekhara, was identical with Haricandra, the

physidaa. See V. S. Agarwal's Harfacarita—Eka S&rhskrfSka Adhytpma (in Hindi) [Bihar Rastrabhasha
Farishad, Patna, 1953], p. 6*
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again conspicuous by the absence of compound forms. At times, it savoured of

metrical feet, adding rhythmical grace to the even monotony ofjejune prose

narratives.1* Artifices like double entendre, poetic fallacy
(utpukfS), pompous

syllables {aJqara-dambara) were freely made use of by poets all over the vast

sub-continent. And, in B&pa's prose all these devices are artistically and judi-

ciously utilized, harmonizing with the theme, the context, the sentiment, and the

speaker.** In this way the difference between prose akhydyikds and kathds on the

one hand and ornate high-flown metrical compositions of acknowledged poetic

worth like the mahdkavyas, the khanda^kdvyas, and the various species of rUpakas

(dramas) on the other, became gradually narrowed down. Consequently the

authors of prose narratives endowed with all the poetic embellishments that

were regarded as the hallmark of metrical kdvyas were considered full-fledged

poets, fit to be mentioned in the same breath with eminent mahdkavis like

Kalidasa, Bhiravi, etc.

Originally there was a clear-cut distinction between the two types of prose

narrative, viz. kathd and SkhydyikS, from the point of view of theme as well as

of form. The kathd had an imaginary plot, whereas the akhydyikd was based

upon some historical anecdote. The prose of kathd had to be manoeuvred

with an eye to the sentiment to be evolved, and as such it avoided excessive use

of long compounds. But in Skhydyikd the writer had complete liberty to give

vent to his power of stringing together lengthy compounds that added force

and compactness to the prose style. But this judicious discrimination of form

and content as regards the two time-honoured divisions of gadya-kSoya (prose

narrative) was completely ignored by later writers. Thus there was no meaning

in observing any distinction between them as Dan^in unambiguously asserts.

The authors ofgadya-kavyas were as punctilious as die renowned authors ofcourt-

epics regarding choice of words. This choice was directed by their anxiety to

display their knowledge of organic and inorganic nature, and their vast

erudition. Their vast learning extended to mythology, religion, philosophy,

alchemy, even the art of theft, and the art of warfare and polity, including

espionage, and to popular customs and beliefs. This gave the whole work an

** Cf.
cCOrnakam alpasamdsam dlrghasam&sam utkdikdprSyam, Sam&sarahitam ividdharh vfttabhiganvitaih

vftlagandhu

*

V&mana, too, mention* three varieties of gadya—viz. sfttogandhi, cUrpa, and utkalikipraya

in his K&vyalaAkira-Sutra, 1. 3.22-25 and illustrates them in his vrtti thereon. ViSvanitha, in his Sihitya-

darpapa, VI. 330-32*, considersfour varieties of prose instead of three, adding muktaka, which is defined

as *vrttagandkojjhita ' and marked by a complete absence of compounds.

** See Harfacarita, 1. 8-9. V. S. Agarwal thinks that in earlierprose narratives like Lalitmstara,Jtitaka-

mild, etc. the emphasis was on realistic description of nature and man (svabh&okti or jati), which

gradually came to be looked down upon and gave way to ornate prose embellished with various poetic

devices like vakrokti and iltpa, as it appeal* to have been hinted at by B&qa in the, couplet:

*Santi iv&na imsmhkfyi j&tibhdj* gjhe §fhe,
Utpddaki m Mumfr kaxxtyap iarobhi iua?—Har$acmita, 1. 6.
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encyclopaedic character, raising it far above the simple art of story-telling

meant to please the ordinary folk. Bh&maha has observed with reference to the

poet's versatility: What k great burden the poet has to bear in that he cannot

omit anything in the world in his composition !**

Thus the lata: kathds and dkhjaj/tkas could be easily regarded as mere prose

counterparts of classical court-epics cr mah&k&vyas, the difference lying in the

medium and not in theme. Such works were obviously meant for the Hite who
had access to the kdvya-gofthis**—that were organized under the patronage of

princes and wealthy citizens. The interest of these works lies not in their plot,

but in the manner ofnarrating it and the writer's ability to bring the vast store-

house ofhis worldly experience and erudition to bear upon the art of narration.

Attracted by his unparalleled virtuosity in the art of story-telling and mastery

of vocabulary, the equally distinguished connoisseurs lost all interest in the

theme.*®

** Kdiydlwikara, V. 4: Na sa iabdo na tad vdcyarit na sa nyayo m s5 kola, jayakyanna kivyangam aho

bhdro mahdn kavefr.

Hie concluding remarks of Professor Cowell in his preface to the English translation of B&oa’s

Harfoemta almost echoes die same sentiment: ‘The book is full of Sanskrit lore of every kind; but

its author was not (as Gibbon says of Libarius) “a recluse student whose mind, regardless of his con-

temporaries, was incessantly fixed on the Trojan war and the Athenian Commonwealth.’' He was by

no means die mere lover ofwhat was abstract and difficult; he had also an eye for the picturesque and

the pathetic, and he could sympathise with the men and women of his own time; like Apollonius

Rhoditis he was a poet as well as a grammarian.’—The Harjacarita ofBarn, translated by E. B. Cowell

& F. W. Thomas, Royal Asiatic Society, London, Oriental Translation Fund, New Series, Preface,

p. xiv. Similarly, speaking of his work Yaiastilaka-campQ the author Somadeva declares with pride:

'Uktayab kavitd-kdntdh stiktayo'vasarocitdli

Yuktqyab sarvaJdstrdntds tasya yasydtra kautukam *—Yafastilaka, I. 15.

uiGo?thV has been explained by the commentator Sankara as: 'Scandnavu^vrtta-tila-buddhi-vayasdm

anurtipair dldpair ekatrdsanabandho gotfhi Gotfhis might, according to V&tsy&yana, be either good {loka*

ciUdnuvartini) or bad (lokmddviftdparahirhsatmika gofthi) . Various types ofgojfhiarc noticed in Jinasena’s

Mahapurdfla, XIV. 190-92, viz: pada-gofthi, kdvya-, jalpo-, gfta-, nrtya-, vddya-, ripa-, etc. B&oa refers

to virargpfthis as well. In such gotfhis various literary competitions, recitals of dkhyanas, dkhydyikds,

itihdsas, puraoas, and discussions on the important philosophical and learned topics used to be held

as can be easily gathered from the frequent references to such assemblies in Bana’s works. Vide V. S.

Agarwal, op. eit., pp. 12-13.

** Speaking of the literary merit of Subandhu’s Vdsavadattd, Gray observes:

‘In the West the subject-matter comes first in nearly every form of literary composition; and the

more tense and nervous the people, the more simple and direct is the style. In the East, on the con-

trary, the form is often more important than the matter especially in periods of hyper-civilisation,

such as was that during which Subandhu wrote. We must, therefore, consider the Vdsavadattd Bom the

luxuriant atmosphere of the land of its author, not from the ‘‘practical" point of view of the West.

To me, at least, there is true melody in the long, rolling compounds, a sesquipedalian majesty which

can never be equalled save in Sanskrit, and the alliterations have a lulling music all their own to

ears weary of the blatant discords of vaunted modern “progress". There is, on the other hand,

compact brevity in the paronomasias, which are, in most cases, veritable gems of terseness and two-

fold appropriateness, even though some are manifestly forced and are actually detrimental to the

sense of passages in which they occur. The entire romance may, in a sense, be likened to India's
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Subandhu’s Visavadatti, Baca’s Kidembari and Harfacarita, and Dai^din'a

DaJakumira-carita are four great works in Sanskrit prose, of which the first two

may be regarded as specimens of the kathi and the last two of the ikhyiyiki type

of composition though poetic fancy and mastery of expression are equally

noticeable in all of them. The original trait of an ikhyiyiki, viz. its historicity,

which marked it offfrom kathi, a purely imaginary narrative, became gradually

blurred and the two types were identified for all practical purposes, as is evident

from Daodin’s remarks.*7 Though Sanskrit prose style was classified under

three broad heads, viz. utkaliki-praya, cOrnaka and Vfttagandhi, according to the

degree ofpreponderance ofcompounds, the great {nose writers mostly preferred

the utkaliki-priya variety of prose, abounding in long compounds (dlrgha-samisi

sarhghafanS) and marked by the quality called ojas (force). This use oflong com-

pounds was also approved by great theorists like Anandavardhana in the case of

prose narratives in general, though in the case of kathi certain reservations were

made." Weber’s criticism of Bana’s prose style,** which is compared to an Indian

wood, is unsympathetic and, to say the least, based on a total misconception of

the traditional Indian view-point as to the form ofkathiand ikhyiyiki and the

milieu in which they flourished. B&na’s Kidembari, a kathi

,

or his Harfacarita,

an ikhyiyiki, should not be viewed as being on the same level with the Bjhat-

kathi, which charmed the common village-folk by virtue of its varied contents,1*

whereas the main attraction of the former consisted in the finesse and perfec-

tion of their form. Besides, it is not true that B&pa ajjvays revelled in utkaliki-

own architecture, where the whole structure is so overlaid with minute detail that the eye forgets,

the outlines of the building in amazement at the delicate traceries which cover it.*

—

V&savadattd (a

Sanskrit romance) by Subandhu, translated with an Introduction and Notes by Louis H. Gray,

Columbia University Press, Introduction, pp. 26-27.

17 ' Tat kaihdkfpdjnketyekajdtifr sarftfnddvqyddkitd, atraivdntarbkavifyanti Jefdjcdkhy&nqjdU&ab.'—K&vyddarha,

I. 28. Cf. ‘The great merit of the Harfacarita consists in the fact that it is a very early attempt at an

historical romance. Bi$a’s other work, the Kddambari, and Subandhu's Vdsavadattd deal with mytho-

logical fiction, and everything is viewed through a highly poetical atmosphere; and the Dak&umdra-

carita is equally based upon pure imagination, although its characters, as in the pkamco literature

ofmodem Europe, are the exaggerated pictures of the vulgar rogues and ruffians of every great city.*

—Cowell& Thomas, lac. cit. f p. viii. According to some scholars development ofthe biography dkfpdyikd

as a kdvya form may be traced to the Mahdparinibbdna-Suttanta of the Dtgha Niktya (II. 72), in both

Pali and Sanskrit versions. See A. K. Warder, op. ciu
, Vol. II, p. 74. The difference between kathd

and dklydjrikd, from the point of view of plot and milieu, can be illustrated by that between ndfaka

and prakarapa, the two principal dramatic types, the former being based upon Uwrtta and dealing

with characters of high rank, and the latter being utp&dya-vastu and having characters belonging to

die middle and lower strata of society.

u Vuk Dhwy&loka, III. 8 and vrtti thereon; also III. 9.

* Cf. 'Bftoa’s prose is an Indian wood where progress is impossible through the undergrowth

until a traveller cuts out a path for himself, and where even then he is confronted by malicious wild

beasts in the shape of unknown words to terrify him.* See Keith, HSL, p. 328.

M Cf. MtghadBta : 'prdfp&vmtin udcpanakatf&UwdagrSM —v/30 (K. B. Pathak's Edn.)
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priya prose. His use of cBrpika or simple prose is picturesque, lively, and cal*

culated to evoke die desired emotion—be it pathos, wonder, love, awe or anger.

B&pa knew not only how to heap poetic figures one upon another, but could,

whenever necessary, write simple, unadorned, and short sentences with equal

felicity and grace.

The tradition of artistic prose narratives was firmly established by die three

great masters of classical Sanskrit prose just mentioned. A host of gifted writers

tried to keep it alive by composing extensive narratives interspersed with verses,

as in the afore-mentioned works ofthe masters. In this connection, DhanapSla’s

Tilaka-makjart (e. tenth century a.d.), Soddhala’s Udayasundarl-kathS,, a tale in

eight uccko&sas, 0<jayadeva V&dJbhasiihha’s Gadya-cintamani in eleven lambhas
,

Vamana’s VemabhUpSla-carita, a life of his royal patron who ruled during the

first quarter of the fifteenth century a.d. at Koodavi<jlu, and Ahobila Nrsirh-

ha’s Abfdnava-KSdambari (close of the eighteenth century a.d.), though inspired

by BSna’s art, deserve special notice.11 Among the various sects, the Jains

especially cultivated this art with great enthusiasm and a missionary zeal for

propagating their own religion and demonstrating its excellence.

campO

Besides katkS and akhyayikd, another species of havya-kSvya in Sanskrit has

been noticed by Dapdin in his K&oySdaria, viz. campa, which is a mixture of

prose and verse in almost equal measure, and has therefore been regarded as a

specimen of miira-kdvya. This technique of mingling prose and verse is in

evidence in the BrShmanas and later in the Puranas as well. But the element of

poetry and the artistic excellence of the classical age are not discernible in these

early specimens.

Arya Sfira’s jStakamSlS can be regarded as the earliest specimen, as yet

available, of this genre.** There are thirty-four j&taka tales narrated in this

collection in-prose and verse mixed almost in equal proportions, and the artistic

finesse of Arya Sura’s prose and his skilful employment of elaborate metrical

forms are beyond dispute. His command of Sanskrit vocabulary is striking and

M VSmana openly declares that hit attempt is to show that good prose-writing is possible even

after the great BApabhafta:

Bd#a~kavindrad any* kfyfy sarasagadyasctraQl$u

Jti jagati r&fhamayalo vatsakulo v&mano'dhtmd mdrffi.

It has been justly said by an unknown critic with reference to B&$a’s uniqueness as a poet in

prose in the following verse

—

Sl*f$ kecana iabdagumphavifqn held ran ttipato'htikdn kadcit sadarthavijqye ednye kathd-vamam

AsarwUra gMradhtrdtaoUfrm^ kan-Aumbhi-kumbha-bhiduro biSpastu paHcdnanab .

« Cf. ‘The JdtakamSld (Garland of Births) is a campd narrative with roughly equal amounts

of prose and vene, regarding thirty-four of the most popular jf&toka stories. The critic RatnaliQflftna

gives it as an example of the eampd form.’—Warder, op. dt,t Vol, II, p. 247.
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his virtuosity in the manipulation of difficult metres evoked the praise even of

Dharmaklrti, as noticed by TSrSn&fha. In an anonymous verse cited by Vidyt-

kara, in his celebrated anthology SubhSfito-ratnakofa, Silra is lauded for the

purity of his diction (*«Juddhoktifr Utah'). It would not be uzyust to assert that

Sura’s prose style formed a link, as it were, between the unadorned simple prose

style ofthe early story-tellers and the sophisticated, heavy, artificial prose of the

later classical authors.**

Earlier specimens of camps are not available at present, and it is difficult to

determine the actual works which called forth Daijdin’s definitionjust referred

to.*4 From the tenth century a.d. onwards, campBs became very common, partic-

ularly in South India,** though such works were composed in other

parts of this sub-continent as well. Of the principal works of this class,

Trivikrama’s Nala~campS has had wide popularity, and he compares his

prose mixed with verse to a song accompanied by notes of musical instru-

ments. His style is artificial and strained, and he has consciously imitated the

art of B&na and Subandhu, without having their literary virtues. Somadeva's

YaJastilaka-campS, consisting of seven ah&sas, was evidently written to eulogize

the religion of Jina. It is a very important work from the viewpoint of the

cultural history of the times.** Bhoja’s Ramayana-campU also- is a notable camps

work. Originally it ran up to the Kifkindha-kanda, but was later supplemented

by the addition of the sixth k&ntpi, the YuddAa-kattda, by Lak?mapakavi. The
problem of authorship of this important camps is still disputed as there is doubt

as to whether Bhoja is the famous king ofDh&ra or a king ofMalwa bearing the

same name. A sequel to the story was added to include the incidents of the

Uttara-kaiida as well. Camps works based upon the incidents of the Bhagavala

and tho life of Sri Krsna were also composed. Of these, Abhinava Kalidasa’s

Bhdgavata-camps and the Anandakanda-campS of Mitra Miira deserve special

notice. The VibaguriSdarh-campti of Venkatadhvarin (the latter half of the

seventeenth century a.d.) utilizes the camps form to give, in humorous, satirical

vein, a picture of the contemporary society. The author’s wide experience, his

** See Warder, op. til., Vol. II, pp. 259-56; aho F. Edgerton’a Buddhist tfpbrid Sanskrit: Language

and Literature (Ten public lectures), p. 35, where it is remarked that the prose of the J&tdkam&ld might

be Buddhist hybrid Sanskrit,

MIn the Pali Kutfla J&taka (Jdtaka, V, 416-56) attendance of prose and verse is, however, notice-

able and according to Warder 'the work is a true campg-kgvya in form. Probably this campQ was designed

as a bitter response to the actions of Atoka's last empress who tried to undo her husband's good works

after gaining influence over him in his old age: One should never trust a woman'.---Warder, op. cit.

,

Vol. IT. pp. 71-75.

M The origin of the campffs, according to a majority of scholars, is to be traced in South India, Of.

'On a prisumi une origin* meridional* pour l* genre UlUraire tout entier.*—Renou et Filliozat, op. cit.,

p. 259.

M For a detailed study ofSomadeva's camps from various aspects—historical, literary and cultural,

seeK, K, Handiqui's TaSastUaka and Indian Culture (Jivaraja Jaina Granthamala, No* II., 1949),
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versatile learning and mastery of diction are in evidence throughout the work.

The Svdfdhudkdkara^ampU of N&r&yaga (seventeenth century} and Safikara’s

Sailkaracetovijaya-campQ, in honour of the famous Chait Singh of Banaras,

deserve mention in this connection. Numerous works of this genre were composed

with biographical themes or themes of local interest Many such have been

noticed in the various descriptive catalogues of manuscripts. The Gaudlya

Vaifgava teachers also made important contributions in this field, ofwhich the

Gop&la-campQ ofJlva Gosv&min and the Ananda-vpiddvana-campQ of Kavi Karlja-

pura are noteworthy both from literary and theological stand-points.

EPIGRAPHS AND EDICTS

The Sanskrit prose style, the flowering of which we notice in the composi-

tions of B&na, Subandhu and Dapdin., as also in the campus, had also greatly

influenced the style of the important epigraphs and edicts. In the SisamdhikSra

(Arthai&stra, II. 10), Kautflya lays down the six merits of a royal decree of

which midhurya, auddrya, and spaftatva are conspicuous.” But in most of the

epigraphs composed in Sanskrit prose, the element of midhurya is not very

prominent. Instead we have ojas, which is the characteristic feature ofthe gaudiya

style, abounding in long compounds and avoiding mellifluous and soft sounds,

that is so much in favour with most of the eminent prosateurs. In Harisepa’s

Samudragupla-prdasti and even earlier in Rudrad&man’s Girnar inscription®

(second half of the second century a.d.) evidence of this artistic prose style is

clearly visible. The authors of such inscriptions were adepts in the full-fledged

kavya style as elaborated by ancient writers on poetics, and consciously made

use of all the artistic devices, viz. gunas and alahkiras, some of which have been

mentioned by name in the Girnar inscription. Thus, the beginning ofthe kavya

" Cf. ‘Arthakramaft tambandhafi paripBrealS midhxayam audiryath spaffatvam iti Ukhasampat.'—A.$.,

II. 10.6. Kuautilyft defines the last three gugas as:

‘Sukhcpantta-tSnartharJabdibhidhSnaih mddhmyam

AgrdmpaJabtUbkidhdnam audityam

PratUaSabdaprayogab spaffatoamiti.'—Loc. cit., II. 10.10-12.

" In the early Sanskrit inscriptions of South India, especially those of V&lc&taka, Kadamba, and

VifQuicuod>ni the prose, though ornate, is less elaborate and much simpler in comparison with the

inscriptions of North India. See Renou, HisMrt d» la Langus Sanskrite, p. 98 (Paris, 1956). Arya Sflra's

prose- is one of the earliest specimens of Vaidarbha style, as Sfira was a southerner (vaidarbha), ac-

cording to RatnairQfiSna, an old critic and commentator of Dapdin’s Kdtya-lakfaga. Besides, Abnaka-

vaihia, a specimen of Vaidarbba-mlrga, according to Bhftmaha {KdiySlaAkdra, I. S3), had as its theme

the dynasty of Afaiaka, belonging to the south of Vidarbha, and most probably was composed

in that locality. Thus Vikapika might have been the region where the vaidarbhl riti had its origin and

it is not strange that it would leave its stamp on the prose style of the royal edicts and inscriptions

of that region. See Warder, op. cit., VoL II, pp. 260-61. For employment of gaufi riti in Sanskrit

inscriptions Prof. Sivapraaad Bhattacharya’s informative article entitled Ths Gaufl RUi in Thtety and

Prairies in IHQ^, VoJ. HI, No. 2, pp. 388 if., may be consulted with profit.
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style, even in prose, can be pushed bade, beyond any doubt, to at least the first

century of the Christian era, ifnot much earlier.

11118 high-flown, artistic, and sophisticated prose style was introduced into

drama as well. Bharata in his N&jyd-S&stra unambiguously lays down that the

language of dramas should be easily intelligible to all—it should be janapada-

sukha-bodkya and should eschew rare grammatical forms and recondite vocabu-

lary. Anandavardhana, with his characteristic keen critical sense, categori-

cally eqjoins that long compounded expressions should be avoided by all means

in drama as they impede the development of the emotion (rasa) which is the

quintessence of dramatic art, and particularly in cases where SrAgira (love)

and karuna (pathos) are the principal emotions.'* The prose style of earlier

dramatists like Bhasa and Kalidasa faithfully keep up to these norms. That the

language used by different types of characters in the dramas of these two great

writers is always easy to understand, though dignified, is certainly beyond dis-

pute. But as the centuries rolled on, the prose style cultivated by the great

masters became gradually more and more sophisticated and endowed with all

the characteristic features of ornate poetic art. Dramatic prose correspondingly

became more and more heavy, artificial, and burdened with long compounds
that could be thought hardly befitting even a regular prose narrative. This can

be seen in the dramas ofBhavabhflti, Bhattanar&yana, KsemiSvara, and others.
40

This artificiality of Sanskrit prose influenced the speeches of Prakrit-speaking

characters as well and the Prakrit dialogues in the dramas of Bhavabhuti,

Bhattanarayana, and their contemporaries are as ornate and difficult to under-

stand (due to abundance of long compounds and obscure vocables) as the

Sanskrit spoken by characters of high rank. But in the dialogues of the avail-

able dramatic pieces of the earlier period, we find a form of simple unaffected

Sanskrit prose that might reflect the popular spoken form of Sanskrit of

the times."

PHILOSOPHICAL PROSE LITERATURE

We have already noticed in brief the employment of Sanskrit prose in the

various bhdsya texts. Almost all ofthem are couched in a medium that is charac-

terized by clarity (prasada) and depth (gdmbfdrya) at the same time. But in the

later exegetical works affiliated to different disciplines like philosophy, logic,

poetics, jurisprudence and so on, Sanskrit prose was variedly employed. Though
it was chiefly expository and polemical in character, founded on incisive dialec-

tics, some of the works of this genre had grace and dignity mixed with admirable

" Cf. Anandavardhana’s vriti on DhmtfSUut, III. 6.

** Consult Dr S. K. De’s HSL, pp. 275-76, 283 ff., on the prose style—both Sanskrit and Prakrit,

of Bhatfanlrtyapa and Bhavabhdd.

“ See Renou, op. tiL, pp. 150*51.
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tion would, we dunk, help us in forming an unbiased opinion as regards its

infinite variety and inherent possibilities. It would not be just if an appraisal of

Sanskrit prose is made purely on the basis of the prose of the PaHcaiantra and
similar books of fables on the one hand and the ornate and artificial prose of

such master stylists as Da$din, Banay- and Subandhu on the other. We must

take into account the varied ramifications that Sanskrit prose underwent in

diverse fields like popular fables, romances, various technical disciplines, philo-

sophical and exegetical treatises, royal edicts and inscriptions, in Buddhist

extra-canonical works, dramatic dialogues and epistles, and numerous other

domains since its dim beginnings in the mvids andyajus. Only thus can we gain

a comprehensive and dispassionate view about its wealth, range, variety,

richness and wonderful capacity to adapt itself to the topics under discussion.4*

••See, however in this connexion, Dr S. K. De's observations: ‘In practice, certainly, if not

in theory, the separate existence of prose as a vehicle of expression is sparingly recognised, the writers

fancying that prose is but a species of verse itselfand ofpoetry which is conveyed in verse, and making

their prose, endowed with florid rhetorical devices, look as much as possible like their own verse and

poetry/

—

HSL, p. 418,
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SANSKRIT AND SANSKRITIC FABLES

ALTHOUGH no actual animal fable is found in Vedic literature, in the

Rg-Veda itself there is a wealth of material with the characteristics of the

fable, and this indicates the fondness of the Vedic Aryan for tales of all sorts.

Thus in the Rg-Veda there is a frog song in which BrShmapas singing at a

sacrifice are compared to croaking frogs. Besides, this throws light on the

fact that the attitude of seeing kinship between men and animals belonged to

the early Aryan. The Chandogya Upanifad goes one step further and introduces

a satirical account of dogs moving in a procession and howling for food, the

object of this idea being that it might serve as a standard of comparison with

the Brahmanas engaged in the performance of sacrifices and the chanting of

hymns. In the same Upanifad the young Satyakama is instructed first by a bull,

then by a flamingo, and subsequently by an aquatic bird. These examples show

that the early Indian was able quite easily to transfer the habits and behaviour

ofmen to his neighbours, the animals; the teachings of the Upanisads helped

to a considerable extent in the formation of this attitude.

In the Mahabharata, the fable leaves its embryonic stage and becomes more

full-bodied. Thus we hear of the naughty cat who deceived the little mice by

appearing so virtuous, and they ultimately delivered themselves unto her power.

Then there is the crafty jackal who cheated his allies and enjoyed alone the

booty won previously with their aid. This developed form of the fable is found

even more in the literature of the Buddhists who believed in the doctrine

of transmigration into animal as well as human forms, and in the Jdtaka tales

they took recourse to beast stories in order to demonstrate the greatness of

Buddha. Besides these, there are the stories which constitute the avaddnas,

stories depicting those pious deeds by which one becomes a Buddha. Sanskrit

poetics does not draw a distinction between & jataka and an avadana
,
but both

are ignored possibly because of their religious objectives. What the curious

reader misses most is an attempt to discriminate between the fable and the tale.

A rigid differentiation between the two is possibly not practicable, however,

since the characteristics of one cannot be entirely excluded from the other.

While the fable becomes enriched by the folk-tale or spicy stories ofhuman
adventure, the tale becomes complex by assimilating the features of beast stories

and also their didactic motive.

THE PAftCATANTRA AND THE HITOPADE$A

Absorbing into its frame the elements of the fable and of the tale, the
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PaHcatantra is apparently the creation of a great artist who reveals himself as a

master of narrative as well as the perfect man of the world. At its outset the

PaHcatantra claims to be a work specifically intended to teach practical wisdom

to princes. In doing this it shows its connection wifh the Niti-iastra and the

Artha-Sastra, two important branchesofstudy which deal with action in practi-

cal politics and in die conduct of the ordinary affairs of everyday life. Never-

theless, there lingers round die PaHcatantra the definite influence of the Dharma-
fSstra, die code of morals, for the fable never extols cleverness and political

wisdom divorced from morality. This didactic nature of the work explains its

peculiar pattern, the pattern ofemboxing stories within a main tale, developed,

possibly, on the model of the method of presenting narratives found in the

MaMbhSrata. As the PaHcatantra is intended mainly as a book of instruction,

the moral of the stray is conveniently summed up in a concluding para. The
characters usually try to support their maxims by allusions to other fables, and

this naturally results in the insertion of a tale within a tale. It requires, of

course, the superb skill of a great literary artist to interweave the fables in such

a manner that the whole becomes a unit and completeness of effect is obtained.

In this task the author of the PaHcatantra gives evidence of his superior skill and

profound genius.

The PaHcatantra, it is said, emanated from the pen of one Vippufarman to

whom the sons of King Amaraiakti were entrusted on his promising to teach

them polity within six months. As its name suggests (paHca,
five), the PaHca-

tantra is divided into five parts, each of which deals with an aspect of practical

wisdom. The first book, entitled Mitrabheda, handles efficiently the theme of the

separation of friends. The frame-story relates how a wicked jackal brings about

the estrangement of the lion Pifigalaka from the bull Safijivaka. Pifigalaka

treats Safijivaka as a dear friend, to the absolute disgust of the sly jackal,

Damanaka, and his mate. Ultimately the lion is made to distrust the bull and

slay him. As Pifigalaka, feeling penitent, laments the death of his one-time

faithful attendant, Damanaka refers to the principles of polity to console him.

Polity, he says, recommends extermination of even the nearest and dearest, if

he endangers the stability of the administration. Statecraft, Damanaka adds, is

sometimes false and sometimes true, sometimes harsh and sometimes soft,

sometimes marked by ferocity and sometimes by compassion, sometimes bestows

pain and sometimes profit; and in all this, he says, it may be compared to a

clever courtesan who presents herself in different forms. Damanaka then cites

from the Bhagaoad-GitS the memorable teaching of the Lord never to lament

the living or the dead. Finally Pifigalaka is consoled; he continues to administer

his forest domain with the help of his jackal minister Damanaka.

Then there is the story of the crow-couple and the cobra, which shows the

advantage of clever ruse over force. The cobra has slain the offspring of the
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crows. To punish him the female crow puts into his hole a golden chain stolen

from the prince. The chain is found there by the king's men, and they kill the

cobra. The next story, about the heron and the crab, demonstrates the error of

over-greed. The heron deceives the fish into trusting him to remove them from
their lake to another in order to save their lives from the fisherman. Each day,

however, he eats the fish he carries away. When it is the crab's turn to be saved

he discovers the heron's trick and with his nippers cuts off the heron's head.

That intelligence leads to success and folly to nun is proved by the tale of the

libn and the bid hare. The hare kills the lion by persuading him to leap into a

well in order to attack and kill his rival. The lion he sees there, however, is only

his own reflection in the water. Another interesting story emboxed within

other stories concerns two friends, the sons of merchants. Their names are

Honest-wit (Dharmabuddhi) and Evil-wit (Papabuddhi), also translated as

Right-mind and Wrong-mind. Together, the two friends bury a sum of money
under a tree, but it is removed by Evil-wit who then charges Honest-wit with

the theft. In the court Evil-wit mentions the tree as the witness to the

crime; he then persuades his father to conceal himself in the hollow of the tree.

In the presence of the magistrate the tree-spirit declares the guilt of Honest-wit.

But Honest-wit sets fire to the tree, and Evil-wit’s father comes out and confesses

everything. Evil-wit is punished. This story is intended to be a warning against

embarking upon a project without knowing the various effects that are likely

to follow from it

With the winning offriends as the topic of its central theme, the second book,

Mitra-sampr&pti, tenders the advice to have friends and deal with them fairly;

as it says at the end, one with a rich collection of sincere allies is never put to

difficulty by his antagonists. The frame-story opens with a description of the

way the clever king of the doves, Bright-neck (Citragriva), with his whole

retinue fell into the hunter’s net. Bright-neck makes all the doves fly up to-

gether, carrying the net with them; and ultimately he has the bonds cut by the

mouse Goldy (Hiragyaka), being careful to see that he himself is released last

of all. A crow, Light-wing (Laghupatanaka), who watches Goldy as he helps the

doves, succeeds in making friends with the mouse and is introduced by him to

his old friend the tortoise, Sluggish. A fifth friend is added in the shape of a

deer who, in the course of his wanderings, is caught in a snare but is released

finally by his comrades. The slow-moving tortoise is also taken by the hunter,

but by a clever stratagem his friends rescue him. This frame-story provides

ample scope for the introduction of a number of tales, each of which is in-

corporated in order to substantiate a point raised by one of the characters.

The third book, K&kol&kiya, illustrates the theme of war and peace, using a

fi'ame-story about the crows
(
kSkih

)
and the owls

(
ulukdh). The king of the owls,

Foe-killer (Arimardana)
,
destroys the retinue of the king of the crows, Cloud-
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colour (Megha-varpa), who summons his ministers and seeks theiradvice onthe
steps to be taken against Foe-killer. This gives the author an opportunity to

discuss the six expedients recommended in the treatises on polity and also to

throw light on the relative strength of these expedients. At last, on the advice

of the old minister, Firm-life (Sthirdjivi), Cloud-colour decides to apply the

policy of dissension. Firm-life presents himself to the owls as a suppliant for

help, saying that he has been cast out by the crows for offering good counsel to

the king. He expresses a desire to bum himself and become an owl in his next

birth. The owl-minister, Red-eye (Raktfik$a), warns the foolish sovereign, but

Foe-killer persists in permitting his enemy to live within the gates. Finally at an

opportune moment, the stronghold of the owls is set on fire by Cloud-colour and

his retinue and, as a result, the entire host ofowls perish.

The fourth book has for its central theme Labdha-pranaia, the loss ofone’s

gettings, and this is illustrated by a frame-story about a monkey and a croco-

dile. The monkey and the crocodile are friends, and every day the monkey

entertains the crocodile with delicious fruits. The friendship between the two

grows so strong that the crocodile’s wife is jealous. She begins a fast, saying

that she will be content with nothing save the monkey’s heart. The crocodile

invites the monkey to his home and they set out together. On the way, how-

ever, the crocodile reveals his purpose; but the monkey declares that his heart

has been left behind on the fig tree, and together they go back for it. As soon

as they reach the bank of the river, however, the monkey takes shelter in the

tree and tells the crocodile that, following in the footsteps of Gangadatta, he

will never return. Thus starts the story of the king of the frogs, Gangadatta,

who to have his enemies destroyed invites a serpent into the stronghold. The

serpent destroys the enemies but eats the frogs themselves as well, whereupon

Gafigadatta escapes never to return. The monkey tells the crocodile further

that he is not a fool like that ass, Long-eared (Lambakarpa). This introduces the

story of the lion, the jackal, and the ass. Long-eared is persuaded by thejackal

to visit the lion who is old and feeble. The lion tries to jump upon Long-eared

but pisses, and Long-eared escapes. A second time, however, Long-eared is per-

suaded to return and is killed. Before eating Long-eared, the lion goes to bathe;

but the jackal eats the heart and the ears and then convinces the lion that the

ass had had neither. The story praises the cunning of the jackal and blames

the stupidity ofthe ass and of the Hon who is no less a fool.

The theme of the fifth book, ApatikfUa-kSraka, is hasty or ill-considered

action. The frame-story opens with the young merchant Maoibhadra mourn-

ing over the loss of his fortune. In a dream he is bidden to slay a monk who will

visit him in the morning; the monk will then turn into his lost treasure. The

merchant does as he dreamt and gets back his wealth. A barber, having seen all

this, clubs to death several monks, expecting a lot of treasure. Instead, he
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receives the death sentence at the hands ofjustice. The fate of the barber re*

minds the merchant of the tale of the Br&hmapa and the mongoose, and he
relates the tale to the judges. The Br&hmapa leaves the mongoose to guard his

sleeping child. On his return, however, the mongoose runs to greet him with

paws red with blood. Thinking that the mongoose has killed his child, the

Br&hmana kills the mongoose. He then discovers the mutilated body ofa snake,

while his child is safe. The Br&hmana is filled with remorse for his thoughtless

action in killing the mongoose who had actually saved his child’s life.

The tone of this book is rather unhappy since the different tales are intended

to demonstrate the bad effects of diverse types of human weakness. There is,

for example, the story of the goblin and the weaver. The goblin offers to give the

weaver anything he wants. The weaver hurries home and consults first the bar-

ber and then his own wife. The barber tells him to ask for a kingdom, but his

wife says that that would involve a lot of trouble. Instead, he should ask for a

second pair of arms and a second head, for then he would be able to double his

weaving. The weaver follows his wife’s advice and the goblin grants his wish.

On the way home, however, the weaver is mistaken for a fiend and killed by
the villagers.

Thus ends the PaUcatantra, all five books of which are interspersed with

verses containing maxims which deal with moral, religious, philosophical, and
political ideas and also with general codes of conduct.

Among the numerous treatises which have descended from the PaUcatantra

is the Hitopadeia which has currency mostly in Bengal. Emanating from the pen

of one Narayana, whose patron was King Dhavalacandra (date not known),

it is an independent work intended for instruction in Sanskrit. At the outset,

however, Narayana admits that his purpose is twofold and that he also intends

instruction in a code of conduct. His sources are the PaUcatantra and another

book, which is anonymous. Like the PaUcatantra
, the Hitopadeia cites maxims

relating to political thought; and the copious citations from the Kamandakiya

Mtisdra which are incorporated into it show that the work is intended mainly

as instruction in the principles of polity.

The Hitopadeia consists of four books entitled ‘The Winning of Friends’,

‘The Loss of Friends’, ‘War’, and ‘Peace’. Thus we find that the order of the

first two books of the source book has been reversed, while the third has been

divided into two. Into these two, much of die contents of the fifth book have

been inserted. The Hitopadeia includes a number of new tales; the majority of

these are fables, some being fairy tales, a few tales of intrigue, and others edify-

ing stories. The sources ofmuch of the new matter in the third and fourth books

are not known. One fine tale, among the new ones, is the story pf Viravara, in

which Narayapa comes out very well as a painter ofhuman character. Viravara

approaches King &udraka and demands a fabulous sum as his daily’wages. The
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ruler readily agrees, and appoints him. VIravara spends one-fourth ofhis wages

on himself, and three-fourths he gives away in charity. One night the king hears

a pitiful cry and asks VIravara to find out what it was. VIravara goes out and

meets die Goddess of Fortune; from her he learns of the king’s impending

death. In his bid to save the life of his royal patron he ultimately sacrifices his

only son Saktidhara. But Sfidraka had followed VIravara, keeping himself

concealed, and now he tries to put an end to his life before the image of

Goddess Sarvamafigalfi. She at last intervenes and prevents the king from

committing suicide; at his request she brings Sakddhara back to life. The tale

ends happily with the coronation ofVIravara as the king of the Karpata region.

Thus VIravara is a fine piece of characterization, showing the faithful servant

ready to sacrifice himselffor his master. In another story a sharp contrast to the

character of VIravara is provided by that of a mouse. A pious hermit changes

a mouse successively into a cat, a dog, and a tiger, but reduces him to his original

form when, as a tiger, he seeks to destroy his benefactor. This story, which is

perhaps a revised version of a similar anecdote in the Mahabhdrata, shows how a

mean person behaves when he obtains an exalted position.

TALES AND FABLES IN BUDDHIST LITERATURE

While in the MahibhSrata fables and fairy tales are introduced for the

purpose of propagating religious, philosophical, and political ideas, in Buddhist

literature they are introduced in order to establish the supremacy of Buddhist

thought and philosophy over other parallel systems. This is in evidence in the

Kfmddaka MkSya of the Sutta Pitaka. One of the most interesting sections of the

Khuddaka NikSya is the collection of stories known as thejatakas, stories relating

to the former births of Buddha. In Buddhist ideology, a Bodhisattva is a

person who is destined to obtain enlightenment. Consequently, Gautama the

Buddha is competent to be regarded as a Bodhisattva not only in his last earthly

existence, but in all the countless existences which he experienced as a man,

an animal, or a god before he was reborn for the last time as the son of the

&&kya prince. A tale in which this Bodhisattva, in one of his former existences,

plays a part whether as the central figure or as a minor character or as a neutral

spectator is, in the terminology of the Buddhists, ajdtaka. The Buddhist monks

took full advantage of the fondness of ancient Indians for anecdotes, and they

converted into ajdtaka any story, however worldly and however far removed

from the sphere of Buddhist thought it might be. The Jdtaka collection there-

fore becomes a storehouse offables, fairy tales, moral narratives, romantic tales,

and pious legends; and the majority are not of Buddhist origin, for there are

popular tales and anecdotes, heroic songs and ballads, and sacred legends and

myths of the BrShmagas and forest hermits.

Thej&takas are composed in a mixture ofprose and verse. The verse enlivens
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the prose and the prose provides passages to explain and expound the moral

teaching of the verse; In content, form, and extent, the jdtakas are greatly

varied. Side by side with short stories they may contain an extensive composition

capable of being regarded as an independent work. There are numerous fables

which occur in different recensions ofthe Pafkatantra which are also found in the

Jdtaka. Many of these stories have passed out of India into the literatures

ofother countries. The Pailcatantra's frame-story of the lion and the bull, between

whom estrangement is brought about by the sly jackal, reappears in the

Jdtaka. Here, too, we have several variants of the delightful story of the monkey

who outwits the crocodile by saying that his heart is left behind on the fig tree.

The tale of the hypocritical cat who devours the mice while pretending to be a

pious ascetic is a recast of the story in which the cat, pretending to be highly

religious-minded, swallows up the young ones of the birds kept in the care of

the old vulture. While in the Pancatantra the ass clothes himself in a tiger’s skin,

in the Jdtaka he appears in a lion’s skin.

Among other well-known fables to be found in the Jdtaka are those of the

jackal who praises the crow’s beautiful voice, thereby gaining some nice fruit

for himself; the ox who envies the pig’s good food until he hears that the pig

is being fattened only for slaughter; the parrot sets to watch over the doings

of a faithless wife, who finally kills the bird for being so watchful. In

some fairy tales relating to animals and human beings, it is the animals, as a

rule, who come out better than the men and women. One such fairy tale

describes how an ascetic saves in turn a snake, a rat, a parrot, and a prince

from the surging waves of a turbulent river. They all promise their undying

gratitude to the ascetic. Ultimately, the prince tries to execute the sage, where-

upon all the people gathered there seize the tyrant and put him to death. Some

of the tales are intended to bring home this or that point relating to the code of

ordinary conduct; thus they bear testimony to the popularity of the story as a

means of religious instruction. One such tale narrates the experiences of a lover.

Although he saves his wife’s life by giving her his own blood to drink, the wife

falls in love with a wretched cripple and pushes her husband down from a

hill. However, the husband is saved in a strange way by a lizard, and ultimately

he becomes king and punishes his faithless wife. Another story explains the

necessity of scolding an inquisitive wife. By virtue of a spell, a king is able to

understand the language of beasts, but he is forbidden to betray the secret on

penalty of death. The over-inquisitive queen presses the king to tell her his

secret, whereupon Sakka, the king of the gods, appears in the form of a goat

and advises the king to give his wife a thrashing. The king does so and the

desired effect is produced. A third story censures the common weakness ofmen

for women and money. A monkey returns from the palace of the king and is

asked by his fellows to describe life in the world ofhuman beings. The monkey
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speaks of men’s love for women and money, whereupon all the monkeys cover

their ears and run away. A whole chain of stories laughs at man’s folly. Thus
we hear of the son who shatters the skull of his sleeping father in his attempt to

kill a mosquito sitting there; of the monkeys who, while watering the plants,

pull up every plant by its roots; and^of the monk who meets a fighting ram—
die monk expects die ram to show him honour and make room to let him pass,

but the ram just knocks him down.

THE POPULAR TALE .

Another widely admired book of stories is the Brhatkathd, ‘The Great Story*,

written by Gup&dhya; it epitomizes the ‘popular tale’. B&pa and Subandhu
both refer to its importance; and Dan^in records that Paiiaci Prakrit was the

language of this storehouse of wonderful tales. It was most probably written

between the first and fourth centuries a.d. The original is lost, but its contents

can be known through two main sources, one from Kashmir, the other from

Nepal, each of which employs a different medium of expression. Two metrical

Sanskrit adaptations of the Brhatkathd were written in Kashmir: the Brhat-

kathd-madjari written by Ksemendra ; and the Katha-sarit-sagara written by

Somadeva. Both were written in about 1050. The adaptation written in Nepal

is the Bfhat-kathd-Uoka~saAgraha written by Budhasv&min, whose date is assigned

by tradition to the eighth or the ninth century.

Gun&qlhya had the unique advantage of having before him the epics and

also the Buddhist legends. While the epics provide the decisive element of the

plot, the Buddhist legends give him the conception of his central figure. From
the Rdm&yana he obtains the motif of a husband searching for a wife cruelly

stolen from him soon after marriage. Gu$5.dhya describes the adventures of

Naravahanadatta, the son of Udayana. He is a man of pleasure and of many
loves. His chief love is Madanamaticuka whom he discovers after she has been

carried off by force by Manasavega. He makes her his bride and the land of the

Vidyadharas his empire* In the course of this achievement he visits many
countries and marries a number ofwomen. In the two Kashmir works the narra-

tive is interrupted by countless tales and legends, and there is such a mass of

diverse stories that it is very difficult to maintain the continuity, although in

the hands ofSomadeva the effect of the main story is retained to a consider-

able extent. Somadeva’s composition also possesses another merit: it presents

a large number of stories of great variety and thus justifies the title ‘Rivers of

Stories Forming an Ocean’. There is, for example, a series of tales recording

the acts and words of fools: the foolish servant who keeps the trunks open in an

attempt to protect the leather from the rain; the silly person who eats seven

cakes and then, feeling distressed, thinks he should have eaten the seventh

one first; and the simpleton who repeatedly declares himself to be a 'mind-
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bom ton* because, as he says, his father would have nothing to do with a

woman.
Another series records the achievements ofrogues. A rogue dressed as a rich

merchant enters into a contract with the king to present him with five hundred
gold coins every day instead of appearing daily at the king’s reception. The
courtiers, thinking the man to be all-powerful with their master, bribe him and
make him the proprietor of fifty million pieces. In another story a rogue is

suffering in hell on account of his misdeeds. A single gift, however, entitles him
to become Indra for one day, whereupon he visits all the sacred places and
through the merit thus acquired he remains Indra for ever.

In these stories women are usually presented as being vicious in their pro-

pensities, but a third series is comprised ofexciting tales relating to the loyalty and
disloyalty ofwomen. There is the faithful wifewho follows her husband in death

;

but there is also the murderous wife who mutilates her husband in revenge for

a beating; another wife regularly betrays her husband, but insists on burning

herself on his funeral pyre. There is the episode of the woman who gets rid of

ten husbands and apparently meets her match in the man who has repudiated

ten wives; but she becomes annoyed with him also and ultimately turns to the

ascetic life. Another story is of a king with a white elephant.'The elephant is ill

and can only be healed by the touch ofa chaste woman. Such a woman, a poor

young wife, is found, whereupon the king marries her sister, only to be betrayed

by her in the end. How many of these numerous tales of fools, rogues, and
naughty women belong to the original BrhatkathS and how many are an

accretion appended to the original, it is difficult to determine. It is possible,

however, to assert that they combine to form an unrivalled repository of stories

of distinctive quality and vigour, presented in an attractive, elegant, and un-

pretentious form.

More racy stories find place in the next oldest collection of popular tales.

This is a work entitled Vet&la-paficwiihiati, a number of versions of which are

available. Of these, the most popular is the recension by Sivad&sa, which is in

prose interspersed with verse. Another version is the prose recast by K§emendra

;

and a third is a textually poorer work by Vallabhadeva. The frame-story, in

which twenty-five tales are dovetailed, concerns King Trivikramasena or

Vikramasena who in later accounts becomes VikramSditya. An ascetic brings

to the king every day a fruit containing a concealed gem. To oblige the ascetic,

the king agrees to go to a cemetery and bring down from a tree a corpse which

has been put there for the purpose ofsome magic rites. But the corpse is already

possessed by a vetdla, a ghost, and he agrees to give up the body only if the

king can answer certain questions he will put to him. The Vet&la relates a story,

and at the end poses a question which is in the nature ofa puzzle. The stories

are extremely enigmatic and to furnish replies to the riddles is no easy task.
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With great ingenuity, however, Vikram&ditya solves diem and comes out

triumphant. One of die problems is to determine die relationship inter se of

children whose father marries the daughter of a widowed lady whom his son

marries. Another problem is to ascertain the best lover among three: the one

who bums himselfon the funeral pyre with the body of the dead girl; die one

who builds a hut in the crematorium and lives there; or the one who, after

much suffering, brings die dead girl back to life by means ofa charm. A similar

problem is to find out the noblest among these three: the husband-to-be who

allows hisficuuie to keep her last tryst with her lover; the robber who lets her

pass him unscathed; and the lover who returns her untouched to the prospective

husband. The stories show great cleverness and much knowledge oflife’s possible

problems, and are certainly very pleasing.

ETERNAL MAN, ETERNAL WOMAN

The ancient Indian beast fables and similar stories in Sanskrit, Pali, or

Prakrit have great human value in their penetrating knowledge of the human

character. We see before us the eternal man and the eternal woman. These stories

show men and women, their virtues and vices, their strengths and

weaknesses, their wisdom and folly. By introducing beasts and birds who

act as people would, the stories become allegories which provide moral instruc-

tion through amusement. This deep insight together with an abiding social

awareness, conferred on the authors of these books of stories a keen sense of

realism and an almost uncanny power of penetration into people’s actions and

the motives behind those actions. Thus they were able to sum up the social

experience of their own and other ages. Saints and devils, fools and knaves, the

wise and the unwise, the honest and the dishonest, the unwisely honest and the

dishonestly wise, the righteous and the evil-doer, the innocent and the ruffian,

all rub shoulders together, whether as birds and beasts or as men and women.

In and through them all we can easily recognize eternal man and eternal woman.

These stories thus have much to offer us today. To know this multi-minded

person, the human being, and to discern the maladies of our own society, it

would be helpful to pay attention once more to our storehouse of the wonderful

tales and fables from ancient India.
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SANSKRIT HISTORIES AND CHRONICLES

THE charge often levelled against Indians, on the strength ofthe testimony

of Alberuni (a.d. 1030), that they lacked historical sense is but partially

true. Though we do not find actual chronicles for the ancient period, lists of

teachers in the Vedic texts, dynastic lists in the Purtnas (ancient tales), church

history and biographies in the Buddhist works, and the paffdvalis (narratives)

of the Jains indirectly postulate the existence of chronicles of some sort even in

remote antiquity. The royal and dynastic chronicles composed by BSna (seventh

century), Kalhana (twelfth century), and subsequent writers, and the regional

chronicles in medieval times prove the continuation of the practice for a long

time.

VEDIO TEXTS

There are references of some historical significance in the Vedic literature

from the earliest times, of which mention may be made of the vaihias (lineages)

and lists giving the gotra-pravara (race and the sages contributing to the family)

which, as Ghoshal says, ‘have a substratum of historical reality’ and ‘would

form at best a skeleton of historical composition properly so called’. There are

also the gdtkas (songs) and the nardiarhsis (songs in praise of heroes), which are

‘the precursors of epic poetry’ and ‘forerunners of the Indian historical kdvya'

(poetical class of literature)
;
and the itihdsas (histories) and the Pur&gas, which

as yet had 'no trace of genealogies of kings and dynasties with chronological

references, such as were to constitute an essential ingredient of the later Pur&nas,

according to the standard definition’.1

Akhyana (tale), itihdsa, and purdna in the Vedic literature constituted the

rudimentary specimens of history. The terms have been indiscriminately used

as synonyms or as distinct words, sometimes each individual word implying

the other two or one of them. The ancients did not clearly distinguish between

the three. The same account was designated as dkhydna, itihdsa, and purdtja in

different places, while different kinds of narratives were styled dkhydnas, itihdsas

,

and purUnas. The Mahdbhdrata calls itself, besides the best of itihdsas, an dkhydna

and a purdna, and both the Mahdbhdrata and the Pur&oas appear to have

treated these three terms as identical.

* Ghoshal, Studies in Indian HisUny and Culture (Calcutta, 1957), Chapter I, especially pp. 7, 8, 15#

17-18.
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ITIHASA AND purana

In Kautilya’s time (fourth century b.c.), itikSso occupied an important

position and comprehended six branches which comprised purdna (in its earlier

form dealing with cosmogony, cosmology, and divine pedigree), itiajrtta (prob-

ably dynastic chronicles and events* of the past), dkkydyikd (historical narra-

tions and anecdotes), tidSharana (illustrative stories, biographies, or events),

dhama-SSstra (works on law), and artha-i&stra (political science). This shows

Kautilya’s comprehensive conception of history which incorporated, besides

historical chronicles in their widest significance, law and legal institutions, and

social, moral, and economic theory and practice.

Originally comprising sarga, pratisarga, and dharma-i&stra matters, the

Puripas later became pafkalakfana (having five characteristics) : sarga (original

creation), pratisarga (dissolution and recreation), varhia (divine genealogies),

manoantara (ages of Manu), and vaihidnucarita (genealogies of kings). The
PurSnas thejnselves state that the ancient sage, Vy&sa, compiled a Purana

Sathhitft from the material supplied by dkhydnas, updkhydnas (episodes),

gdthds, and kalpajoktis (descriptions of the aeons or cycles) and kalpaiuddhis

(descriptions of the correct systems and customs for each kalpa). The nucleus

of the political history in the Pur&pas was thus supplied by the genealogies

of gods, sages, and kings, and by the traditions of great men culled from Vedic

texts.

Scholars hold divergent views regarding the historical importance of the

Pur&nas. The present writer considers that there is no material difference or

contradiction between the data offered by the Vedic texts and the data offered

by the Puranas; the apparent differences or contradictions can be satisfactorily

explained on the basis of differences regarding aims and objects, the sphere

and region of influence, and the circumstances surrounding the origin of these

two. The omission of particular persons or events in one text is explicable on

the ground of the comparative unimportance or the insignificance of those

persons or events in the view of that text, or of their mention in both under

different names. Some of the Rg-Vedic kings can be fitted into the gaps in the

dynastic lists in the Puranas. The proper procedure for the writing of tradi-

tional history is to base the account on the joint testimony of the Vedic texts

and the Purinas, wherever available, to harmonize the conflicting texts as far

as possible, and to give very careful consideration to the evidence of the Purfipas

before rejecting it.

The sutas (professional bards) were entrusted with the task of preservation

and transmission of the traditional lore incorporated in the Purfipas. The
genealogical accounts in the Pur&pas ended with the period of the Guptas

(a.d. 320-467)
,
probably on account ofthe proper organization ofroyal archives

which rendered these lists unnecessary. Also, the inclusion of fresh matter in
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sacred works of hoary antiquity, as the Puragas were regarded in those days,

was deemed sacrilegious. Pur&nic genealogies have their counterparts in later

days in the vamiavalis (genealogies) of Nepal, the Jaina prabandhas (collections

of historical narratives) of Gujarat, and the buraHjls (Assamese records).

THE HISTORICAL KAVYAS : FUNDAMENTAL PRESUPPOSITIONS

Hiuen Tsang, the Chinese Buddhist pilgrim, who visited India in the

seventh century, testifies to the existence of an official for each province whose
task was to maintain written records of 'good and evil events, with calamities

and fortunate occurrences’;* and, curiously enough, we find a contemporary
literary record in Bana’s Harsacarita. Apart from the historical material found
in the Vedic texts, the MahabkSrata, and the Puranas, some kind of historical

information can be found in literary works of a subsequent period—the so-

called historical kavyas. But the concept of kivya that prevailed assigned a
superior place to the characteristics of the form, so that in historical kavyas

history occupies but a minor place.

Before turning to these historical kSvyas, a reference should be made to the

basic or fundamental presuppositions which operate as conditioning factors

not only in literary productions in general, but also in the earlier specimens

mentioned above. The Indian mind, permeated by religion and philosophy,

is ingrained with the peculiar theories of time, avatara (incarnation), destiny,

Karma (results of action), Maya (the basic principle of creative power), and so

on. The Puranas evolve a cosmic framework of time and a cyclic conception of

history in their theory of yugas (ages), caturyugas (cycles oHoxayugas, also called

mahayugas), and kalpa (2,000 mahayugas). Within the caturyugas the four yugas

arc repeated in the same order, each succeedingju^a being a progressive deterio-

ration. The theory of avatara propounded that when deterioration reached its

extreme limit the omniscient, omnipresent, and omnipotent God would descend

to this earth and rescue the world from all calamities. The Golden Age would
then be ushered in, followed, in due course, in subsequentyugas by a return to

the utmost limit of deterioration when once more God would come to the rescue

ofhumanity, and the cycle would continue. The theory offate or destiny regards

everything as predestined and considers that a cosmic purpose eggs the indi-

vidual on to a predestined goal, whether he wills it or not. The doctrine of

Karma holds that all human actions are the results of actions done in previous

births. Two other presuppositions were: belief in transmigration and belief in

the divinity of kings.

PRA&ASTIS

The beginnings of the historical kdvyas can be traced, as we have seen, to the

' Beal, Buddhist Records ef the Western World (London, 1906), I, p. 78.
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gathas and nirdiarhsis, and in the praiastis (eulogies) we get the earliest specimens

of them. The main aim of the author or poet in composing the historical kaoya

was to create a piece of aesthetic literature conveying the Indian ideals of life.

Historical accuracy being but ofsecondary importance, there is in these compo-

sitions a curious mixture of history, myth, legend, and imagination.

Praiastis, both in prose and verse, which possess poetic merit of a modest

kind, constitute historical documents. Besides the usual benedictions and in-

vocations, the description of the donation and the condition and privileges

accompanying it, the names of the architect, priest, poet, and scribe connected

with the memorial, and also the date, the historically important part is the

genealogy and the account of the donor and of the ruling prince. The geneal-

ogies are generally correct. These praiastis, written from the first century B.c.

onwards, may be regarded as the first step towards recording history.

Historical works can be divided into two categories: caritas or biographies,

not only of kings but of other important historical personages, and prabandhas

or collections of historical narratives which were akin to chronicles.

THE HISTORICAL WORKS

The Harsacarita'. Chronologically after the praiastis comes the Harsacarita,

a prose romance by Bana who lived in the seventh century. Though called a

mahakavya (epic) in the colophon, the Harsacarita is styled by Bana an akhyayikd

(a work based on fact) as distinguished from katha (fiction). The work does not

give the history of the reign of Harsa (first half of the seventh century), but

deals with a particular episode in his life, working it out as a literary master-

piece. Starting with a description of his capital, SthanviSvara, and an account

of his predecessors, the Harsacarita describes the marriage of Haifa's sister

RajyaSri with Grahavarman who belonged to the Maukhari dynasty, and goes

on to narrate the death of Harsa’s father, Prabhakaravardhana, the self-

immolation of Harsa’s mother, the sudden murder of Grahavarman, the

imprisonment of Rajyairi, the murder of Harsa’s brother, Rajyavardhana,

Harsa’s expedition in search of his sister, the escape of Rajyairi, and her rescue

from the funeral pyre by a Buddhist monk. The story ends abruptly with the

meeting of Harsa and RajyaSri.

Though intended to be a romantic story rather than sober history, the

Harsacarita has been a valuable corrective and supplement to the data supplied

by Hiuen Tsang and the inscriptions, and gives a cultural picture of the life of

the society of the period.

The Gaudavaho: Vikpatiraja, who describes himself as a pupil of Bhava-

bhuti, probably composed the Gaudavaho in a.d. 725, before the defeat ofhis patron

Yaiovarman at the hands of Lalitaditya Muktapida ofKashmir. The Gaudavaho,

which describes in a more or less conventional manner Yafovarman’s victorious
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campaigns ofconquest, is more-ofa panegyric than the historical poem it claims

to be. The fact of Yaiovarman’s campaigns in the east finds confirmation in

inscriptions, while that of those in the west and south is partially supported

by indirect evidence. Kalhana refers to Yaiovarman, the patron of Vakpati

and BhavabhQti, as being defeated by Lalitaditya.*

The Bhuvanabhyudaya : According to Kalhapa, the Bhuvanabhyudaya by

Safikuka (ninth century) described the battle between Manma and Utpala of

Kashmir/ but it is not extant now.

The Kavi-rahasya

:

Halayudha’s Kavi-rahasya (tenth century), while illus-

trating the grammatical formations of the present tense of roots, incidentally

eulogizes Ra$traku(a Krsria III. Bhandarkar* identifies Halayudha with the

author of the Abhidhana-ratna-mdla.

The Navasdhasanka-carita: Padmagupta or Parimala, the court poet of

Sindhuraja Navasahasafika of Malava, wrote the NavasdhasdAka-carita in a.d.

1050. Dealing, as it does, with the marriage ofSindhuraja with theNaga princess

Safiprabha, it has not much value as history, though it stands fairly high as a

kavya.

The Vikramdnkadeva-carita : Bilhana (eleventh century), the Kashmiri, who
became the vidyapati (director of education) of Calukya Vikramaditya Tribhu-

vanamalla, purports to give the history of the Calukyas in his VikramdAkadeva-

carita. Starting with the mythical origin of the Calukyas, the work attains

historical character with Tailapa (tenth century), of the restored dynasty, whose

victory is recorded, but not his defeat by the king of Malava. The exploits of

Vikramaditya’s father are followed by his conquests before accession, which

are described with conventional embellishments. Then follow the marriage

of Vikramaditya with a Cola princess, his campaigns in the south, and his

accession after supplanting his elder brother Somesvara II. Then are narrated

the defeat and capture of his younger brother Jayasimha, and his several wars

with die Colas.

The Vikramankadeva-carita deals, in the traditional kavya style, with royal

wars and royal marriages and includes all the conventional amplifications.

The intervention of Siva is brought in at crucial moments to tide over in-

convenient situations for the hero and in order to whitewash him and blacken

his enemies. Though the poet could not give a full historical narrative ofVikra-

maditya’s life on account of the restrictions of traditional form and method, the

account in the Vikramdnkadeva-carita, divested of poetic exaggerations, is cor-

roborated by inscriptional evidence.

The Kanfasundart : During his stay at the court of King Karqadeva

3 RajataraAgipi, IV. 144.

* IV. 704-5.

• Collided Works, II (Poona, 1928), p. 71.
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Trailokyamalla of Apahilavada, Bilhana wrote the semi-historical drama
Karttasundari, dealing with the marriage of his patron with Mayanalladevi.

Though of little historical importance, the drama may have been based on a

contemporary incident.

The R&jataraftgiiji : Kalhana’s Rajntaranginl (twelfth century) is the nearest

approach by an Indian author to the writing of history according to modem
conceptions. Divided into eight chapters of unequal length, the Rajatarangini

deals in the first three chapters with fifty-two fabulous kings ofwhom all record

had been lost. The next two chapters cover the Karkota (or N5ga) and
Utpala dynasties. Though the Karkofa dynasty has been assigned a mythical

origin, Kalhana’s chronology of this dynasty is found to be wrong by only

about thirty years. The concluding chapters deal with the two Lohara
dynasties, of whom a complete account has been given from almost first-hand

information.

According to Indian standards, which require a poet to be an adept in

several arts and sciences, Kalhana may be said to have been well equipped for

his task. He was well versed in makakavyas and historical kavyas
,
works on astrol-

ogy* polity, administration, law, poetics, geography, economics, erotics, and
also the epics and legendary lore. He utilized for his Rajatarangini not less than

eleven historical chronicles besides the still extant Mla-mata Parana. Of the

authors mentioned, we know only Ksemendra (eleventh century) and Hclaraja

who are stated to have been the authors of the Nrpdvall and the Parthivdvali

respectively, though these works are not available to us. Besides these, Kalhana
drew upon not only literary texts, living traditions, and folklore, but also coins,

inscriptions, and records of land grants, wherever available. The Rajatarangini

supplies valuable data for reconstructing the cultural life of Kashmir through

the ages.

Kalhana believed in the omnipotence of fate ruling historical events, and in

the operation ofsupernatural forces in shaping them. This belief Kalhana shares

with many who preceded and followed him, and, by modem standards of

historiography, it constitutes a defect. Also, it is found that Kalhana neither

properly assesses his sources, nor substantiates his statements by citing autho-

rities; nor does he differentiate between the sources for ancient and recent

periods. He believes, moreover, in the epics and the Pur3nas, and in the tradi-

tional lore.

Continuations of the Rajatarangini : Jonar&ja, Srivara, and Prajya Bhafta
continued Kalhana’s work. Jonaraja (fifteenth century), in his Dvitiyd Rdja-

tarangjnf, intended to bring the history of Kashmir up to the time of his patron

Zain-ul ’Abidin, but he died before completing the work. His pupil Srivara

started his Tjtiyd Rajatarangini from the period where Jonar&ja left it and
completed it in four chapters covering the period, 1459 to 1486. Prajya Bhafta
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(sixteenth century) and his pupil Suka, in their RdjSvall-patdkd, carry the account

up to 1586 when Kashmir was annexed by Akbar.

The R&macarita'. Sandhy&kara Nandin’s R&macarik

i

(eleventh-twelfth

centuries) is a JUfa-kSvy* (the stanzas having double meaning). It gives simul-

taneously in four cantos, the story ofR&ma and a detailed history of R&map&la
(c. 1084-1130). It speaks of the revolution in North Bengal, the murder of

Mahlp&la II, the restoration of the kingdom by R&map&la, and his eventful

and remarkable reign. The story continues even after the reign of R&map&la
and aids with Madanap&la (who reigned 1 140-55). It possesses great historical

values as a contemporary record, but fails as a poetical composition.

The PftholT&ja-vijaya : Probably a product of Kashmir, the PjikoirSja-vijaya

(authorship not definitely known), which is available as an unfinished frag-

ment, was commented on by Jonar&ja. The work deals, in a conventional

manner, with the victories of the C&ham&na king, Prthviraja ofAjmer (twelfth

century), who fought with Shihab-ud-din Mohammed. A short account is

given of the ancestors of P{thvir&ja who appears in this poem as an incar-

nation ofRama.
Though it is not possible to state the extent of the story in the absence ofthe

concluding portion ofthe work, which is not available, it appears that the work
was written during Pfthvir&ja’s lifetime to celebrate his victory over Shihab-

ud-din Mohammed in the batde of Tarain. Several incidents in the work have

been corroborated by independent evidence, and it constitutes a valuable

source for the history of the C&ham&nas of S&kambhari.

The Hammira-mak&k&vya : Another work dealing with the C&hamSnas is the

Hammira-mahdk&vya by Nayacandra Suri, the spiritual grandson ofJayasiihha

Sfiri. In fourteen cantos the work describes the heroic deeds of Hammira, the

last ruler of the Caham&na dynasty at Ranastambhapura (Ranthambhor),

who was killed in an encounter with the Muslims, and the self-immolation ofthe

womenfolk before he met his heroic end. Contemporary Muslim chronicles

establish the general accuracy of the historical events recorded in this work.

THE GUJARAT CHRONICLES

We now turn to the Gujarat chronicles. There are about half a dozen

chronicles and some dramatic works dealing with Kum&rap&la (twelfth century)

and his reign.

The KumSrapSla-carita: This work is a dvySiraya-kdvya (a poem in two

languages), partly in Sanskrit and partly in Prakrit; it proves its author, the

celebrated Jaina polymath Hemacandra (1088-1172), to be at one and the

same time a poet, a historian, and a grammarian of two languages. Comprising

twenty cantos in Sanskrit, of unequal length running into 2,438 verses, and

eight cantos' in Prakrit, the Dvy&fraya-kfivya simultaneously gives an account
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of the Cilukyas from Mfilar&ja to Kum&rapiUa and illustrates the rules of the

author’s grammar, the Siddha-haima-yydkarana. The first seven cantos of the

Prakrit portion of the Dvy&Sraya-kavya illustrate the first seven chapters

of the Siddha-haxma-vydkatam, and the eighth illustrates the rules of Prakrit

grammar. The main interest of thejivork lies in its learned and propagandist

object, and with its emphasis on Kunifirap&la’s efforts to turn Gujarat into a

model Jaina State, it cannot be called history or even a good chronicle.

Hie Kum&rap&la-pratibodha : Written in Prakrit by Somaprabha (twelfth

century), the Kum&rap&la-pratibodha is of little value as history. It gives the

teachings ofJainism as preached to Kum&rap&la by Hemacandra, resulting

ultimately in the former’s conversion to Jainism.

The jKumSrapSla-bhUpSla-carita: Only the first canto of the Kumarapdla-

bh&p&la-carita, written by Jayasimha Suri II (thirteenth century), has some

historical interest; it deals with the origin ofMular&ja, giving a different version

which is partially supported by an inscription. The other cantos, which are

about Kum&rap&la and Hemacandra, are a mixture of fact and fiction.

The Kumarapala-prabandha : Jinamapdana’s KumdrapSla-prabandha, lacking

any critical merit, is but a loose compilation of material collected from un-

reliable sources.

The Mudrita-kumudacandra : A drama in five acts, the Mudrita-kumudacandra

by Yaiaicandra (probably twelfth century), deals with the controversy between

two Jaina teachers, the Svetambara Devacandra and the Digambara Kumuda-
candra, which took place in 1124 at SiddharSja’s court, in which the latter

was completely overcome (
mudrita

, literally ’sealed up’), his defeat resulting

ultimately in the expulsion ofDigambaras from Gujarat.

The Mohar&ja-par&jaya. : Written in the thirteenth century, Yaiahpala’s

Mohar&ja-par&jaya is an allegorical drama in five acts. Mixing allegory with

reality, it describes Kumarapala’s conversion to Jainism and his marriage with

Princess KrpSsundari, Hemacandra acting as the priest

The Kirtikaumudl: This work by Somelvara (1179-1262) gives an account

of the VighelS dynasty ofGujarat. The author’s ancestors werepurohitas (priests)

to the successive C&lukya rulers. The narrative in the second canto up to the

death of MOlarlja II (who reigned 942-97) provides 'possibly the best history

of the GSlukyas up to die period'.*

The Surathotsaoa : Another work by Somefvara, the Surathotsaoa is a political

allegory depicting the changing fortunes of Cllukya Bhima II. The concluding

verses of the last canto give the history of the poet’s family and also eulogize

Vastup&la, a well-known minister of the princes of Gujarat.

The Sukfto-sa&kirtana : Arisiihha (thirteenth century) wrote the Sukfta-saA-

• A.K. Mqjumdar, Chaulukyas qfGujarat (Bombay, 1956), p. 413.
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ktrtana which speaks of the pilgrimages and religious and charitable activities

of Vastup&la. It gives the genealogy of die C&potkata or C&vtfi kings right

from Vanar&ja, the founder of Anahilapattana. This is followed by an account

of the reigns of the Cilukya kings from Mfilar&ja to Bhima II, leading up to the

advent of Vastupala and another minister, Tqahp&la.

The Vasanta-vil&sa : B&lacandra Suri’s Vasanta-vilSsa, written soon after

Vastupala’s death (1242) for the delectation of his son Jaitrasimha, treats ofthe

same subject.

The Sukfta-kirti-kallolinl : Another eulogy of Vastup&la and TgahpSla,

composed on the occasion of their pilgrimage to Satrufijaya, is Udaya-
prabha Suri’s Sukfta-kirti-kallolinU It is a praJasti of the sukftas (pious deeds)

and klrti (glory) of these heroes, and contains, besides the genealogy of

VastupSla, the genealogy and a eulogy of the C&potkata family and the

Calukyas.

The Vastup&la-carita: Jinahar§a eulogizes Vastup&la in the Vastupala-carita as

a statesman, warrior, philanthropist, constructor of temples, poet, patron of

poets, and founder of big manuscript libraries.

The Hammira-mada-mardana : Jayasirfiha SGri wrote the Hammira-mada-

mardana, a drama in five acts, to describe the alliances of Vfradhavala, the

greatness of Vastupala as a politician, and the defeat of a Muslim prince.

The PrabhSvaka-carita : Prabhacandra’s Prabhavaka-carita is a continuation

of Hemacandra’s Trifaffi-JalSkapurufa-carita and Pariiifta-parvan. It contains

biographies of twenty-two Jaina dc&ryas (preachers), and gives accounts of

several kings as a background to the activities of the Sc&ryas. Prominent among
the kings dealt with are Param&ra Bhoja, Calukya Siddharaja, and Kum&ra-
p&la, the last two receiving detailed treatment in connection with the life of

Hemacandra.
The Prabandha-cintdmani : Of the five prdkSias (sections) of the Prabandha-

cintdmani by Merutunga (fourteenth century), the first gives the legends of

Vikramfiditya and S&tavahana and accounts of the C&lukya kings of Anahila-

v&da and of Param&ra Mufija and Bhoja of Dh&rS. The second, third, and

fourth prak&ias continue the account ofBhoja, and this is followed by an account

of the Calukyas up to Kumarapala. The concluding prakaJa contains miscella-

neous stories including those of Sil&ditya, Lak?mana Sena, Jayacandra, Uma-
pati, and Bhartrhari. Curiously enough, Merutunga writes nothing about the

contemporary V&ghel&s, ofwhom he had personal knowledge, except to say that

Vlradhavala came after Bhima II. Merutufiga usually gives a continuous

account in chronological order; and the portion dealing with the time nearer

the author’s own has some historical value.

The Prabandha-kofa : Written in Delhi in 1348, R&ja£ekhara Suri’s Prabandha-

kofa is a collection of twenty-four stories. Ten of the stories refer to religious
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teachers; four refer to the poets Sriharfa, Harihara, Amaracandra, and
Digambara Madanaklrti; seven refer to kings, and three to laymen in the royal

service.

MISCELLANEOUS WORKS

The Jagafo’Carita: Sarv&nanda*s Jagafo-carita (fourteenth century) is

perhaps the earliest of the cycle of stories and legends that gathered round

its hero, Jaga^ft, who instead of being the usual king or minister, is a simple

merchant. Jagadu does much for his native town in Giyarat by building the

city walls anew and by mitigating widespread distress in the terrible famine

of 1256-58.

The Rajaoinoda : Udayaraja was a poet at the court of Sultan Mohammed
of Begarha of Ahmedabad. His Rajaoinoda deals with the life of the Sultan and,

in complete disregard of facts, depicts him as if he was an orthodox Hindu
king.

The Guru~gun.a-ratnakara : Somacaritragajxi’s Guru-guna-ratndkara mentions the

PrSgvata dynasty and also describes the life of Lak^misaragapi of Tapagaccha.

It is a work of considerable importance for the history of Gujarat.

The Rdftraudha-vamia : Written in the sixteenth century, Rudra’s Rdstraujha*

vathia gives the story of the Bagulas of Mayuragiri from R&gfraudha, the founder

ofthe dynasty, to NarSya^a Saha, the patron of the poet.

The Mathurd-vijaya : Also known as the Virakampa-carita, the Matkurd-

vijaya is by GangadevI (fourteenth century), queen ofKampana or Kamparaya.

In it she narrates her husband’s conquest of Mathura, which he took from the

Muslim Sultan.

The Varadambika-pari^aya

:

Tirumalamba’-s Varadambikd-parinaya (sixteenth

century) is a campu. It tells of the love of Varad&mbika for AcyutarSya and

of their marriage.

The Raghun&ih&bhyudaya : Rimabhadramba was a mistress of Raghun&tha

N&yaka of Tanjore. Her Raghundthdbhyudaya is a semi-historical poem which

describes some incidents that took place in thehero’s life in 1620.
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SANSKRIT POETICS

THE beginnings of Sanskrit poetics or AlankSra-Jdstra may be discovered in

the Ndtya-i&stra of Bharata which is a monumental treatise on dramaturgy.

In it we find an aphorism which purports to enunciate the soul or essence of

all aesthetic experience, i.e. rasa experience. Succeeding generations of writers

on poetics have based on it their views on the psychological process involved

in the enjoyment of a drama or a piece of poetry. The growth and develop-

ment of poetics, however, cannot be traced back beyond the seventh and the

sixth centuries of the Christian era. The literature on this subject from that

time till the eighteenth century, is extremely rich in its contents. Sanskrit

poetics embraces within its scope a variety of topics including dramaturgy. The
theory of poetry, the purpose of poetry, the types of poetry, the equipment of a

poet, the styles of poetic composition, the embellishments and defects of word

and import as the constituents of poetry, the inherent marks of poetry and

nature of aesthetic experience—these are the various subjects which have been

discussed in different works on poetics.

In this context it is necessary to explain why Sanskrit poetics Which deals

with so many topics has been called the Alankara-Sastra. Great importance was

attached to alankara or figure of speech in the early days of Sanskrit poetics.

When rasa-dhoani came to be looked upon as the soul of poetry, alankSra was

considered the source of poetic grace. But it is, after all, only one of the many
branches of poetics. It is suggested that the name Alankara-fastra for a work on

poetics has its justification in the fact that poetics inquires into and lays down

the principles and canons of beauty in a work of poetry. Further, unlike other

branches of poetics, Alafikara has held a unique position n the domain of

poetics from the earliest times when the ilankarikas were not aware of a soul

of poetry till the days of the neo-alankarikas. These latter ranked dhvani-kavya,

in which the suggested sense is predominant, as higher than guriibhSta-vyanjyia,

in which the unexpressed plays a subordinate part. They unequivocally declared

that figures of speech are included in the first category of poetry. It will not be

out of place to mention here that even the sponsors of the dhvard theory were

constrained to admit that a few figures of speech have the characteristics of

dhvani-k&yya, in view of the fact that in their opinion it is the suggested sense

which is of more importance than the denoted meaning. It is therefore under-

standable how the science of poetics has been designated as Alankdra-iastra. In

this connection, it may be pointed out that quite a number of earlier works on

poetics have been called KdvydlaAkSra.
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ORIGIN

Even the earliest recorded specimens of Indian literature manifest the

instinctive love of the ancient Indians for graceful speech. There are several

hymns in the Rg- Veda, which may be looked upon as genuine specimens of fine

poetry. Some monologues and the dialogue-hymns of the Kg- Veda are charac-

terized by poetic fervour and dramatic verve. A study of the Rg-Vedic hymns
at once reveals the various rhetorical devices so aptly employed by ancient

poets to add grace and grandeur to their expressions. Upama (simile), rUpaka

(metaphor), atiiayokti (hyperbole), etc. are some of the figures freely used by
these poets who also appear to be quite alive to the effect of the repetition of

the same letters or words. Some Rg-Vedic stanzas contain evidence to show
that sweet and charming expressions as distinguished from ordinary speech

were aspired after even in that hoary past of Indian civilization. It is note-

worthy that the words k&vya
,
githS, etc. in their usual import occur in the

Jig-Veda. Poetic elements ofdelightful variety are easily traceable in the Brahma-
nas and the Upanisads as well. The Ramayana and the Mahdbharata are monu-
mental works of wisdom and imagination, showing at the same time rare

poetic skill. We have reason to believe that there existed a class of literary

compositions called the akhySyika long before Patanjali who quotes from many
earlier works. All this shows that the origin of Indian poetry may be traced to

a very remote antiquity. But it is yet to be proved that a science of poetics was
in the making in that ancient period of Indian poetry.

The study of a number of Paninian stitras and Katyayana’s varttikas as dis-

cussed in the Mahdbhdsja of Patanjali enables us to understand the concept of

comparison. The genesis of a scientific search into the nature and constitution

of the figure upamd and its varieties is discernible in linguistic and
grammatical dissertations beginning from the days of the Nighantu and the

Mrukta. So it appears that the entire superstructure of Indian poetics which
assumed magnificent dimensions in later years has its foundation laid in the

grammatical speculations of earlier times. Stalwarts like Bhamaha, Ananda-
vardhana, and others, rightly recognize the supreme importance of grammar in

the growth of the science of poetics. It is also interesting to note that Kautilya’s

ArthaSdstra
, in a chapter on the mode of writing {asanas, mentions among other

things the ideal qualities of mSdhurya (sweetness), audarya (loftiness), etc. to be
observed in a composition.

POETICS AND LITERATURE

It is well-nigh impossible to assign a definite date when Sanskrit poetics got

its first recognition as a distinct system of study. It may be noted that poetics as

a subject is not included in the list ofthe various branches ofstudy as enumerated

in the ChSndogya Upanifad or in the treatises of Apastamba and Yajfiavalkya or
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in the Visitu Purana. There are references, however, in the Lalitavistara, the

SukranUi, and some old Pali texts, which include or imply poetics and in some

places dramaturgy too as among the several sciences for cultivation. Epi-

graphical researches have provided us with a number ofinscriptions in Sanskrit

as well as in Prakrit which are obviously composed in a literary vein and
contain unmistakable marks of poetic craftsmanship deliberately employed to

make the language forceful, sonorous, and pleasing. These inscriptions indicate

the existence and progressive cultivation of certain theories and standards of

poetry, whether the form is prose or verse, extending from the first century b.c.

to the fourth century a.d. The Buddha-carita and the Saundarananda of Aivagho$a

of the first century a.d. are distinctly composed in accordance with some set

principles ofpoetry. These poems, which are termed mahak&vya in the technical

sense of the word, containing the use of some important figures of speech like

upama, rupaka,
utpreksa (poetical fancy), aprastuta-praJamsd (indirect descrip-

tion), etc. stand out as clear evidence of the existence from an earlier period ofa

regular system of poetics with which the poets were in all probability perfectly

acquainted. The works of Kalidasa are endowed with the exquisite grace and

polish of a highly finished literary art, the prose-romances of Subandhu and

Bana display skill in the use of rhetorical devices, often appearing as a tour de

force of puzzling verbal jugglery, and the poetic achievements of Bharavi are

outstanding. All these evidently leave no room for doubt in the presumption

that there had been remarkable progress in the cultivation of poetics during the

fifth and sixth centuries of the Christian era.

Rajaiekhara in his Kayya-mimdmsa assigns a remote antiquity to the origin

of the science of poetics. He tells us that the science was propagated by Siva to

Brahma and from Brahma it came down to others and was divided into

eighteen chapters (adhikaranas)
each ofwhich was taught by a particular teacher.

About the many pioneers in the various branches of the science, as named by

Rajaiekhara, we are absolutely in the dark, except that Suvarpanabha, Kucu-

m&ra, Bharata, and Nandikeivara are now more than mere mythical names

to us.

CLASSICAL LITERATURE ON POETICS AND DRAMATURGY

Classical Sanskrit is conspicuously rich as regards literature on poetics and

dramaturgy. With the advance of study and speculation on the subjects, there

came into being, together with various other matters of kindred nature, four

main schools of thought which maintain different views with regard to the

essential characteristics of poetry. Thus from time to time, alaAkdra» rtti

(style), rasa, and dkoam (suggestion) have been declared to be the essentia]

factors of poetry.

Bharata’s NSjiya-JSstra is the earliest extant work on poetics and dramaturgy.
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Although the text itself is the source of much controversy and die date of the

Work is uncertain, being variously assigned by scholars to periods ranging from

the second century b.c. to the third century a.d., it has a legitimate claim to be

regarded as the oldest available record comprising a systematic exposition of a

tradition which has preceded it by ^t- least a century. We have reference in

Panini to Kpi26va and Sililin who were writers on dramaturgy. Panini refers

also to a NataSUlra. In the extant version of Bharata’s Ndtya-idstra, which

existed in the eighth century a.d., we find together in crystallized form the views

of several authorities on the subject including predecessors of Bharata as well

as his successors like Kohala and others. Hie Ndtya-ldstra is a work of encyclo-

paedic character, embodying an elaborate analysis of the sources of aesthetic

pleasure and detailed instructions regarding all matters relating to drama
and allied topics. Abhinavagupta of the tenth century commented upon this

work, and his commentary is known as Abhinava-bh&rati. There were also many
other commentators, e.g. Matrguptacarya, Udbha{a, Lolla{a, Sankuka,

Bhatfanayaka, Harsa, Kirtidhara, etc. whose actual treatises are unfortunately

lost to us.

Bh£maha’s Kavydlankara is one of the earliest works on the science of poetry,

which took up a systematic discussion of poetic embellishments after Bharata’s

treatment of figures. Bhamaha is thus rightly deemed to be the oldest

exponent of the Alankara school of poetics. He flourished probably towards

the end of the seventh and the beginning of the eighth century a.d. His work is

divided into six chapters and contains about four hundred verses. He treats of

the qualifications of a poet; the various forms and types of kavya; the Vaidarbhi

and the Gaudi styles of composition
;

the three gunas, viz. madkurya, prasada

(clarity), and ojas (force); dosas or the defects in poetry; and other subjects

of kindred nature. These are in addition to the figures of speech, as many as

thirty-nine in number, which he discusses mainly in the third chapter of the

book. Bhamaha had a predecessor in Medhavin whose work has not come

down to us. Udbhafa had written a commentary on Bhamaha’s Kavydlankara
,

which is now lost.

Darujin is another great name in the history of Sanskrit poetics, often

pronounced in the same strain with the name ofBhamaha. The relative priority

of Bhamaha and Dapcjin is still an unsettled controversy. The majority of

scholar?, however, regard Bhamaha to be prior to Dantjin who is generally

assigned to the seventh century a.d. It is supposed that Bhamaha was a senior

contemporary of Dandin who appears to have been greatly influenced by the

theories current in his time and specially by the Alankara school having its

first forceful exponent in Bhamaha. Dakin’s KdvyddarJa is a very popular and

useful work which comprises three chapters and about six hundred and sixty

verses. Various topics on poetry including the two margas, styles or ways ofcorn-
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position ( Vaidarbha and Gaufa) and ten guifas pertaining to them have been dis-

cussed here. It also deals with thirty-five arthdloAkdras as well as varieties of

JabdSlaAkSras, ten dofas or faults of composition, and so forth. Danilin is the pre-

cursor of the Rid school which was developed by V&mana. His most outstand-

ing contribution to poetics is the concept ofguna. His definition of poetry puts

more emphasis on the word-element than on the sense-element. There sure

numerous commentaries on the Kavy&daria, most of which are comparatively

modem except the commentary of Tarupav&caspati who probably belonged

to the eleventh century a.d.

Udbhafa is another rhetorician and a poet too, who adorned the court of

King Jay&pida of Kashmir and must have therefore flourished in the eighth

century a.d. Udbhafa probably wrote a commentary on Bharata’s Natya-i&stra.

He is also reported to have written a commentary named Bh&maha-vivarana, a

vivrti on Bh&maha. We are further informed that he wrote a poem called

KumSra-sambhava which is extant only in the illustrations quoted in his well-

known treatise on poetry, namely, the KdvySlankSra-saAgraha or Sdra-saAgraha.

The K&vyalank&ra-sangraha consists of six 'chapters, defining and delineating

forty-one figures of speech. Udbha{a has followed in the line of Bhamaha, but

he omits a few alaAkSras of Bh&maha and adds some new ones not found in

Bh&maha. Udbhata’s work was commented upon by Pratih&rendur&ja, a pupil

of Mukula, to whom is attributed the authorship ofa grammatico-rhetorical

work called Abhidhd-vrtti-m&trka. Pratih&renduraja flourished in the middle of

the tenth century a.d. He appears to be conversant with the dhvani theory as

explained by Anandavardhana, but he does not favour it and remains an

adherent of the Alahkara school.

Vamana, probably a contemporary of Udbhata, is supposed to have lived

about the end of the eighth century a.d. His K&vydlankara-SHtra with his own
gloss, divided into five chapters and twelve sections, embraces the whole sphere

of poetics. Vamana asserts that rlti (style) is the soul of poetry and that the ten

gunas are important in so far as they constitute rlti. Although his theory was not

completely a new one in the field, it was indeed he who clearly propounded

and boldly defended it, bringing into being a distinctive school of poetics.

Vamana’s work earned for him a wide popularity, though his views were

adversely criticized by many later writers on poetics. There are a few com-

mentaries on V&mana’s KavyalaAkSra-SUtra. Sahadeva, the earliest known

commentator, tells us that V&mana’s work had gone out of use until it was

restored by Mukula Bhafta. The KSmadhem,
which is a lucid commentary on

the work, is by one Gopendra Tippa Bh&pila who probably belonged to the

sixteenth century a.d.

Rudrafa, who may be assigned to the period between the first quarter of

die ninth century a.d. and its end, is the author of a comprehensive work called
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KdtyalaAkira. The work hassixteen chapters and is in seven hundred and thirty-

four verses, covering almost the whole range of poetics. He treats of sixty-six

figures as against the maximum number of about forty that was available until

his advent in the field. As the very name of his work signifies, Rudrafa was a

defender of die Alankara school. Ajpedal importance of his work lies in the

rational method he has adopted in classifying the alaAkdras. The classification

has necessarily caused some changes over earlier authorities in respect of the

names and the relative position of certain figures. We know of three com-

mentaries on Rudra$a, viz. those by Vallabhadeva, Namisadhu, and A&dhara.
The commentary ofVallabhadeva is yet to be discovered, and that ofAiadhara

is rare. Namisadhu’s commentary, already a published work, is undoubtedly

very important. Rudrafa should be distinguished from Rudra Bhafta of

uncertain date, author of a work called SfAgara-tilaka. While Rudra{a is a

teacher of poetics, Rudra is chiefly a poet. Unlike Rudrafa’s work which is

concerned with a systematic study of the discipline, Rudra’s treatise apparently

intends to serve as a psychologico-poetical guide to the gay science of erotics.

OTHER TREATISES ON SANSKRIT POETICS

The Vifnudharmottara, a minor Purina, which is supposed to have been com-

piled not later than a.d. 500, has devoted as many as twenty-eight chapters to

poetics and dramaturgy. The materials contained therein are in the nature of

a compilation presenting no definite system. The Agni Puratia, a major work of

its kind, encyclopaedic in character, contains also a section dealing with various

topics relating to poetics, rhetoric, and dramaturgy. This section, as many
scholars contend, may be assigned to a period not later than the middle of the

ninth century a.d. The treatment of alaAkaras etc. in the Agni Purana is more

comprehensive and scientific than it is in the Vifnudharmottara; but it is chiefly

a compilation with no obvious doctrinal background behind it.

One of the very famous works in the domain of Sanskrit poetics, is the

Dfaaxp&loka of Anandavardhana of the court of Avandvarman of Kashmir

(a.d. 855-84). It opened up a new arena of speculations by expounding an

important doctrine, viz. the doctrine of Dhvani. The work named above is

also called KdvySloka or Sahjdaydloka. It is divided into four chapters called

uddyotas, containing a number of kdrikds and a vftti. Scholars are inclined to

make a distinction between the author ofthe kdrikds and that ofthe vftti. Dhvani-

kara, the supposed author of the kdrikds, was therefore different from and
anterior to Anandavardhana, author of the vftti. If Dhvanik&ra is deemed to

be the founder of the Dhvani school, Anandavardhana may be described as the

earliest to have introduced the theory successfully, countering the arguments

of the previous schools of thought According to the doctrine of Dhvani,

‘suggestion’ is the essence of poetry. This doctrine, as Anandavardhana informs
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us, is really very old with its dim beginnings now lost in obscurity. According

to the theory of dhvatd as formulated in the DhvanyMoka, word is endowed not

only with the two powers of abhidhi and lakfanS, but also with the power of

vyaHjand through which either a fact (vastu) or a figure (alahkara) or a senti-

ment (rasa) is revealed.

In Abhinavagupta we have a forceful and erudite commentator on Ananda-

vardhana. A rare personality endowed with outstanding talent and scholarship,

Abhinavagupta flourished in Kashmir during the period from the last quarter

of the tenth to the first quarter of the eleventh century a.d. His commentary

called Locana on Anandavardhana’s Dhvanyaloka is admittedly a work of extra-

ordinary merit, wherein the views of Anandavardhana have assumed a large

and definite shape. Abhinavagupta thinks that all suggestion must be of senti-

ment to which, according to him, may ultimately be reduced the suggestion of

fact or the suggestion of figure. There was also another commentary on the

Dhvanyaloka which was called Candrika, written by some ancestor of Abhinava-

gupta.

Here we may recall the famous Lollata who is supposed to be the earliest

interpreter of Bharata’s aphorism on rasa. Lollata flourished in the eighth

century a.d. Another interpreter of this rasa theory is Sri Sankuka who has

criticized the views of Lollata. He is believed to have been ajunior contemporary

of Lollata. Bhaftanayaka is the most celebrated commentator of the Rasa

school. He is said to have flourished between the last quarter of the ninth and
the beginning of the tenth century a.d. Bhaftanayaka has rejected the views of

Lollata and Sri Sankuka. It is interesting to note that Bhaftanayaka has

recognized two additional powers of words, viz. the power of bhSvakatva and the

power of bhojakatva. The works of these interpreters, as already noticed, are

all lost to us, but their views may be pardally gathered from other sources.

It is worthy of notice in this connection that it is Bhaftan&yaka who for the

first time explained and elucidated the psychological process of rasa experience

and held firmly the view that the aesthetic experience is purely subjective in

character. The view of Bhattanayaka was accepted by Abhinavagupta who,

however, differed from his predecessor by pointing out that rasa experience

is possible through the instrumentality of the suggestive power of word and

meaning and that the assumption of any other power, viz. bhojakatva is hardly

warranted for that purpose.

Rajaiekhara, author of a number of celebrated works, lived in the first

quarter of the tenth century a.d. His K&vya-mimdrhsd is a hand-book for poets.

It is held to be a uniquely interesting work of literary discipline and tradition.

The work quotes extensively, gives many fine verses and anecdotes and ‘is

usually lively ifpedantic’. It has been used to great advantage and held in esteem

by many later writers including Ksemendra, Bhoja, and Hemacandra. Rajase-
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khara’s conception ofpoetry is in accord with the traditional view. He supports

Vamana’s doctrine ofstyle and defines a kaoya as an expression in words possess-

ing gunas and alahkaras.

Kuntaka or Kuntala, as he is otherwise called, flourished in the middle of

the tenth century. He belonged to a school antagonistic to dhvani, upholding

vakrokti (figurative speech) as the essence of poetry. He is thus known to be

the founder of the Vakrokti school, an offshoot of the Alafik&ra school, which is

of a definitely earlier origin. Kuntaka’s work Vakrokti-jivita profusely quotes

BhSmaha, Daijdin, and Udbhata. The book is in four chapters. It consists of

kdrikds along with their explanations and illustrations. Later writers have

mostly been critical of Kuntaka’s theory of poetry.

Dhanafijaya of the tenth century a.d. composed a work called DahrUpaka,

which in four chapters deals with various theoretical and practical aspects of

dramaturgy including the rasa theory. Dhananjaya’s brother, Dhanika, wrote

a commentary on the DahrUpaka which is entitled DaJarUpdvaloka. There were

also some other commentaries on the DahrUpaka. The DahrUpaka became very

popular in later times. Viivanatha and Vidyanatha depended largely on it in

handling the subject of dramaturgy.

Aucitya-vicdra-carcd and Kavi-kaitth&bharaiia, two important works in the

realm of Sanskrit poetics, are by the polymath Ksemendra of the eleventh

century a.d. Of these the Aucitya-vicdra-carcd discusses propriety as essential to

sentiment and as the soul of poetry. The Kavi-kanthabharana treats ofsuch topics

as the possibility of becoming a poet, the borrowing from other poets, etc.

Bhoja of the first half of the eleventh century is the author of the renowned

works Sarasvati-kanthdbharana and SrAgara-prakaia. The first-named treatise is a

voluminous compendium, divided into five chapters, dealing with the various

traditional topics of poetics and dramaturgy. He takes into account as many
as six ritis (styles of composition) and speaks of eight rasas putting the greatest

emphasis on Jplgdta. The work has a number of commentaries including the

Ratna-darpana. Sftigdra-prakdh is a supplement to this work and contains a

section on dramaturgy.

Rajanaka Mahimabhafta of the second half of the eleventh century a.d.

owes his celebrity to his Vyakti-viveka, a work composed in the context of the

theory of dhvani as expounded by Abhinavagupta with reference to Ananda-

vardhana’s Dhvanyaloka. The work is divided into three chapters and contains

sagacious discussions on the possibility of including dhvani under inference.

Ruyyaka ofthe first halfofthe twelfth century wrote a commentary on the work.

It may be stated that Mahimabhafta’s critique failed to impress later writers.

Mammata, the great rhetorician of Kashmir belonging to the middle of the

eleventh century, has left in his Kavya-prakdia a singular stamp of his profound

knowledge of the subject as well as his originality of outlook. It is contended
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that the whole of the work was not written by Mammata. Scholars think that

Mammata wrote up to the Parikara-alaAk&ra, and the remaining portion was

written by Allafa or Al&ta. The K&vyaprak&ia is divided into ten chapters and
covers the whole range of poetics. Mammafa seems to have been highly in-

fluenced by the writings ofAnandavardhana and Abhinavagupta. He upholds

the importance of dhvani for poetic composition. He criticizes many of the

renowned forerunners in the field, e.g. Bh&maha, Udbhafa, Rudrata, V&mana,
Mahimabhafta, etc. Mamma{a is thus both an ideal compiler and a sound

critic. The extreme popularity of his work is proved by the numerous com-

mentaries that were written on it in the course of time.

Ruyyaka composed his Alafikara-saroasva, an authentic treatise on figures of

speech, probably not earlier than a.d. 1150. The work consists of kdrikas and a

vjiti. According to some scholars, Ruyyaka wrote the k&rikas and Mankha, his

pupil, wrote the vftti. Ruyyaka compiles the views of older writers some of

whom he also chooses to criticize on certain points. He discusses the importance

of dhvani in so far as it embellishes the expressed meaning. Ruyyaka’s work

afforded a great stimulus to many ofhis successors, viz. Viivanatha,Vidyadhara,

and' others. The work was commented on by Jayaratha, Vidy&cakravartin,

and others.

The K&vy&nuiasana of Hemacandra of the twelfth century a.d. is a compila-

tory work written in the form of sUtra and vjtti. It contains eight chapters and

discusses several topics of poetics. The author owed a great deal to RHjaiekhara,

Anandavardhana, Abhinavagupta, Mammafa, and others from whom he had

borrowed freely and profusely. He, however, failed to leave any abiding in-

fluence on his successors.

OTHER IMPORTANT WORKS

The twelfth century also witnessed the production of the following notable

works: Vagbhaf&laAkara, Candr&loka, Rasa-manjari, Rasa-tarangini, and N&tya-

darpana. The V&gbhatalaAk&ra, a work in verse, by Vagbhafa I, is divided into

five chapters containing two hundred and sixty kSrikSs. All the usual topics

including AlaAk&ra, Riti, etc. are explained and illustrated in the work. It

has a commentary by Sixhhadevagapi. The Candr&loka by Jayadeva is a

convenient manual of figures of speech with good illustrations. The Rasa-

mafijari and the Rasa-tarangini, written by Bh&nudatta, treat of rasa and

allied topics. The N&tya-darpana, jointly authored by R&macandra and

Gupacandra, is a work on dramaturgy differing widely from the N&tya-

i&stra of Bharata.

During the thirteenth century of the Christian era there came out some

other works deserving of notice. They are: (t) Karyami&sana by VSgbha(a II,

(it) KaoitS-rahasya or K&vya-kalpalaUi by Arisixhha and his pupil Amaracandra,
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(m) Kavi-kalpalata by Devefyara, (iv) NSfaka-lakfaQa-ratna-kofa, a work on drama*

turgy, by Sagaranandin.

The fourteenth century is specially remarkable on account of three reputed

works which came out during this time. The works are: (t) Ekavcdi by Vidya-

dhara belonging to the Dhvani school and commented on by Mallinatha in his

Toroid', (it) Pratdpa-rudra-yalo-bhOfana by Vidyanatha, a voluminous treatise

containing various information about poetics and dramaturgy; (tit) Sdhitya-

darpana of Viivanatha. This work, in ten chapters, contains discussions of both

poetics and dramaturgy. The author upholds rasa as the soul of poetry, fully

acknowledging, however, the importance of any kind of dhvani. He criticizes

the views of Mammaja.

Rupa Gosvamin of the sixteenth century composed a work entitled Ujjvala-

nUamani where it is asserted that the erotic is only a different name of the

devotional. The work had its commentary in the Locana-rocani ofJiva Gosvamin

who flourished in the same century. There is a work called Alankara-lekhara by

Keiava Miira who also belonged to the sixteenth century. It is a short treatise

on poetics.

Citra-mimarhsd and Kuvalayananda are two rhetorical works by the noted

Appaya Diksita of the seventeenth century. Jagannatha of the same century is

a notable name in Sanskrit poetics. His famous work, the Rasa-gaAgadhara, an

outstanding study in the dialectics ofIndian poetics, ranks with Dhvanyaloka and

Kavya-prakdia, evincing the author’s superb power of criticism and presentation.

The treatise contains kdrikas, vfttis, and illustrations which are all by the author

himself. The book is abruptly cut short in the second chapter. It seems that

Jagannatha could not find time to complete it. According to Jagannatha,

poetry consists not in rasa but in ramaniyakatva (charmingness). Studies in poetics

went on unabated even after Jagannatha and the total output during the

succeeding centuries is considerable.
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SANSKRIT METRES : THEIR EVOLUTION AND PRINCIPLES
OF DIVISION

SANGITA—MATRA—VRTTA

A metrical composition is distinguished from prose by means of some

kind ofmusic or rhythm with which it is associated. In ancient India three

different kinds of music are found to be underlying a metrical composition.

They are: (1) the music of voice-modulation or the svara-sangita, (2) the music of

sound-variation or the vartfa-saAgUa, and (3) the music of time-regulated accent

or the tdla-sanglta. The first variety depends upon the modulation, i.e. raising

or lowering of the human voice (or the corresponding sound of a musical

instrument) so as to produce different tones. The second variety is produced

by a pleasant variation of short and long sounds which are employed in the

composition of a metrical line. In this variety, the first kind of music is present

in its elementary stage where there exist only three broadly distinguished tones,

namely, high, low, and middle; but the chief pleasure is derived from the fixed

arrangement of short and long sounds and the music which it produces. On the

other hand, short and long syllables do exist in the first variety of music; but

their succession is not fixed and they occur at random, being thus unable to

strike the mind with a peculiar sensation which is possible only when their

succession follows a definite order. As against these two, however, the music

in the third variety is produced neither by a skilful modulation of the voice,

nor by the fixed succession of short and long sounds, but by means of stressing

the voice or sound after the lapse ofa definite period measured by time-moments

called the mStrds
,

i.e. kala-mStras. To produce the musical effect, this stressing

has to be prominently done and so it is made to accompany the strokes of the

palms one upon another or of the palms or sticks upon a time-keeping instru-

ment like a hand-drum. The Sanskrit name for these strokes is tala, derived

from the root ta4» to strike. The variety of music is essentially based on the well-

regulated time-element and is wholly absent in the first two categories. This

third variety or the tala-saAgUa is undoubtedly popular in origin. It appears

to have been developed by the people from die regularized movements of their

bodies and limbs required in a dance which usually accompanies popular

music.

VED1C METRE—VOICE MODULATION

The first of these three varieties ofmusic lies at the base of die Vedic metres.
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Rg-Vedic music is a music of voice-modulation which is still in its elementary

stage, being based upon the three broadly distinguished accents or rather tones,

namely, the udatta, the anuditta, and the soarita ; or the high, low, and middle.

The tones are still closely associated with the letters of a word and generally

influence its meaning, though their chief value is musical. The varrias or letters

are not yet mutually distinguished as regards their musical value. No difference

is made between short and long sounds so far as metrical music is concerned,

and a letter, whether short or long, is considered as the metrical unit in the

IjLg-Vedic metres. The chiefrepresentatives of the Vedic metres, which may thus

be called akfara-v/ttas in view of this principle, are three, namely, the gayatri-

anusfubh, the triffubh and thejagati. They respectively contain eight, eleven, and

twelve letters in each of their lines. The anuffubh, the triftubh, and thejagati have

four lines each in their stanzas, while the gayatri has only three. The gayatri is evi-

dently the oldest ofthese and the anuffubh represents only an attempt to bring the

gayatri to the level of the triftubh and thejagati, by having four instead of three

lines. Similarly, a jagati line seems to have originated as an extension of the

triftubh line by a single letter where, however, the monotony of the two long

letters at the end of the triffubh line was sought to be broken by the introduction

of a penultimate short in the jagati line. But the introduction of a jagati line

of twelve syllables may have also an additional reason, namely, the extension of

the gdyatfi line by a half. This newly invented line could thus be freely mingled

with the gayatri line, while the older triffubh lines would not so easily mingle

with it. We actually find many a jagati line which, by the construction ofits

last part of four letters, indicates unmistakably that it was but an extension of

an original gayatri line augmented by four letters. It thus paved the way for the

introduction of strophes and particularly of mixed metres. It is noteworthy that

the real mixed metres, i.e. those that were really intended to be such and not

those that were unconsciously turned into such ones, are generally based on a

combination of these two types of lines, namely, the gayatri and the jagati. Thus
we have the brhati and the satobfhati of four lines each and the ufifik, the kakubh

,

and pura-ufnik having three lines each.

NEW RHYTHM BASED ON SOUND-VARIATION

The musical difference between a short and a long letter was not made
use of in the Vedic metres as said above. But since short and long letters had to

be used in different orders in a line in actual practice, the consciousness of this

musical difference could not be avoided for long. Very likely, it was first per-

ceived in the process of extending the triffubh into ajagati line. The penultimate

of a.jagati line is always short while that of a triffubh line is generally long. This

music produced by the alternation of short and long letters at the end of the

jagati line was gradually carried a little further back, i.e. up to the second
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metrical break in the line and the last four or five letters ofthe triffubh and the

jagatl lines were unconsciously or at least without any idea of compulsion,

adapted to this music which is known as the Iambic rhythm. This same tend*

cncy is seen in the latter part of a gdyatri line, but usually in the second line

of a hemistich. It will thus be clear that the Vedic poets were gradually be*

coming conscious of a different kind of music which could be produced by the

alternation of short and long letters. By the end of the Saihhita period the

older music of voice-modulation seems to have been generally given up in pre-

ference to this new kind of music based on sound-variation. The older music,

however, was taken up for special treatment and development by the schools

of the Sama-Veda and the growth of the different rdgas and raginls (modes in

music) of the later days must be traced to their early and original efforts.

CLASSICAL SANSKRIT: VARNA-VRTTAS

The three main Vedic metres, namely, the anustubh, the triftubk, and the

jagati, must have naturally been adapted to this new music in the early stages

of the growth of the classical varna-vfttas. Actually, we have a larger number of

the varna-vfttas having eight or eleven or twelve letters in each of their four

lines than those having more or less. But the Pratiiakhyas must have helped

in the origin of longer metres containing thirteen or more letters in each of their

four lines. They had already devised class names like the ati-jagdti, the Jakvari,

the ati-takvari, etc. to signify Vedic metres whose lines together contained more

than forty-eight letters in them. Thus a metre containing fifty-two letters in it,

regardless of the number of lines it contained, was called the ati-jagatt and that

which contained one hundred and four letters was called the utkrti. The classical

poet took his clue from this and devised new metres of different length, adapt-

ing them to the new music, namely, the varna-sangita, yet deviating from the

Pratiiakhyas in one important respect. He made it a rule that all his metres

shall consist of four lines each, and further that these lines shall be equal in

length and exactly similar to each other in respect of their structure based

upon the alternation of short and long letters. The lines of the Vedic metres

were not necessarily of the same length, nor was their structure ofan identical

pattern. This is why the classical gdyatri stanza as understood by Pihgala and

others has twenty-four letters in it like the Vedic one, but has four lines of the

same length and structure instead ofthree. Naturally, owing to the many different

ways in which the varna-saAgita may appear in lines of the same length, the

gdyatri, die Sakoari, the utkrti, and the like came to be employed as class-names

of groups of metres. There are twenty-six classes of such metres. In theory,

each of these twenty-six classes was capable of yielding a very large number

of metres owing to different variations of long and short letters in the lines;

but in actual practice, a few only were selected by the classical poets. Some-
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or scriptures, since they had no ear for the tala. The origin of the dryd and parti-

cularly itslburth shorter pdda is shrouded in mystery, at least at the present stage

of our knowledge. But the other mdtrd-vfttas which are not amenable to tdla,

whether in Sanskrit or Prakrit, are mostly the product of the efforts of learned

men who tried their hand at a metrical composition but had no ear for any

music. They could not follow the intricacies of tala, particularly when they

stuck to their correct pronunciation of short and long letters. They equated the

kdla-matra required for the tala with the van?a-mdtrd and carried on with the

latter, neglecting the former. The equation of kala-mdtrdy
on the other hand, is

of no account to the Prakrit and Apabhram£a poets, who would pronounce

letters short or long according to the necessity of their tala . This was unbearable

to the Sanskrit pundits who were, at their best, expert versifiers. This is why the

mdtra-vrttas in Sanskrit as well as in Prakrit, i.e. those that are not amenable

to tdla
y
are devoid of any definite music. The tdla-sanglta could not be used

owing to the difficulty mentioned above. The vartia-sangila was too complicated

owing to the restriction of the sequence of short and long sounds, while the

svara-sangila had already fallen into disuse so far as metres were concerned.

The Sanskrit pundits, therefore, whether they wrote in Sanskrit or in. Prakrit,

devised a new variety ofmetres which they called the mdtrd-vrtta as it was founded

on a new unit,namely, the varna^mdtrd, the counterpart of the kala-mdtrd required

for the tdla-vrttas. From the Sanskrit varna-vrtlas they adopted the idea of groups

and thus we have the matrd-gaiias of twe, three, four, five, and six mattas em-

ployed in the composition of lines .
2

tAla-sangita and metrics

The third main variety of music is the tdla-sanglta which is explained in the

first paragraph. It is produced by stressing the voice or the sound by means of

strokes after the lapse of a definite period measured by time-moments or the

kdla-mdtrds . This stressing is done either after the fourth or fifth or sixth or

seventh kdla-mdtrd or their multiples; in other words, there are four different

basic talas of four, five, six, and seven matras.

The commonest tdla ,
however, is the tdla of eight matras which is double the

tala of four matras. These tdla-ganas,
too, like the matrd-ganas must be kept

separated by avoiding a long letter at their junction which might combine in

itself the last mdtrd of an earlier and the first mdtrd of a later tdla-gana. For it is

impossible to represent separately these two mdtrds, pronouncing the former

without the stress and the latter with the stress, which indicates the commence*

ment of a fresh tdla-gaya. These tdla-gams representing four, five, six, seven

kdla-mdtrds, or their multiples are necessarily made up of letters which can or

t IbU., para* 17-23.
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must be pronounced so as to cover the period of their mdtrds. Usually a short

letter takes up one kala-mdtrd while a long one takes up two, and a tala-gam

of five mdtrds shall consist of five short letters or two long and one short letters

or one long and three short letters in it. Sometimes, however, this conventional

time-value of letters is disregarded by the poets and the tdla-ganas are filled up

by improperly pronounced letters to which time-value is attached by the poets

according to their sweet will or sometimes even by a silent rest in which no

letters are pronounced at all. Popular bards, who are the real custodians of the

tdla-Vfttas, are generally negligent about the conventional time-values of letters,

caring only for their tdla which must not be disturbed at any cost, and so some-

times they squeeze any number of letters within a tdla-gana, pronouncing them
quickly or slowly according to the needs of the kala-mdtrds of the gar/a.

The tdla-vfttas may be of the dvipadi (two-footed) or catuspadi (four-footed)

or satpadi (six-footed) type; but the last two types are very common. In a

continuous narrative, however, a stanza whether of four or six lines has no
importance whatsoever. In it the unit is a couplet of lines which are parallelly

constructed and rhymed; many such couplets held together by a common
topic or an aspect of it as also by the common metre and the tdla are used to

form a kadavaka and several kadavakas form a sandhi. Sometimes single un-

rhymed lines are added to these couplets here and there; but every line whether

belonging to the couplet or not must obey the particular tdla which is pre-

valent in the kadavaka. A mixture of different tdla-ganas is never permitted in the same

line or couplet or even kadavaka. The kadavaka is preceded and followed by a

ghatta which is either a dvipadi or a satpadi stanza. A dvipadi-ghatta appears to

have been without a tdla and sung with appropriate modulations of voice

in prose, the time-keeping instrument being held silent for a while. This must

have served as a transition to the next kadavaka which may be sung in a different

tdla. It must have also given a breathing time to the singer. The $atpadi-ghatta

,

on the other hand, was sung in the same tdla as the main kadavaka and generally

came at its end. In narrative poetry the most general tdla-vrtta that is employed

is the pajjhatikd which is sung in the tdla of eight mdtrds. But sometimes, even

the varna-vfttas whose lines are made up with identical trikas being repeated

a number of times are employed, the tdla in this case being the tdla of that

number of mdtrds which the trika contains. The poets, however, take liberties

and often substitute two short letters for a long one in any of the trikas. This

disturbs the varya-sadgita of the original metre, but keeps up its tala-sadgita

which is not concerned with the order of short and long letters. Stanzas of

four and six lines sung in the tdla of five, six, or seven mdtrds are sometimes

employed for stray and lyric poetry. But on the whole they are very rare. The
following examples are few, but I hope convincing: The dipaka (

Prakrta-Pain-

gala, 1.181), the jkullatfd (
Prakrta-Paingala, 1.156), the madanavatdra (Haima
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Cfumdo’mddsana, IV. 83) are sung in the tdla of five or ten mdtrds \
the ktra

(Prdkrta-PaiAgala, 1.199) is definitely sung in the tdla of six mdtrds; and die hari-

gtta or glta (Prdkrta-PaiAgala, 1.191) is undoubtedly sung in the tdla of seven

mdtrds. The tdla-vftta of five mdtrds, however, is employed by Apabhraih&a

poets for their narrative poems now and then. Thus the madandoatdra is employ*

ed for his kadaoakas by Pugpadanta in his Jasaharacariu (1.16-17; 11.16-17;

III. 13, 27). Similarly, the varna-vrtta-bhujaAgapraydta and sragvinl, both sung in

the tdla of five or ten mdtrds

,

are used by him for a kadavaka at 1.18, IV. 17, and
III.3. In the same work (1. 10; III.2, 15-16), he employs for his kadavakas two

or three varna-vrtfas which are sung in the tdla of six mdtrds. But on the whole,

the tdla of eight mdtrds is very common.

MATRA-VRTTA METRE IN PRAKRIT AND APABHRAMSA

In many of the metres which are adapted to tdla, a silent pause of two to

five mdtrds has sometimes to be adopted at the end ofeach line in a stanza for the

smooth running ofthe tdla. This becomes clear when the stanza is sung or heard.3

The ancient metricians do not mention the tdla at all in respect of their metres.

Accordingly, they do not divide or classify the metres on the basis of the tdla

with the result that the tdla-vrttas are defined side by -side with the pure

mdtrdrvjttas which do not obey any tdla in treatises like the Prdkrta-PaiAgala

,

the Svayambhu-chandas, the Kavi-darpa^a, Hemacandra’s Chando'mlasana,

and such others. Yet the distinction between the metres which can be

sung properly only with the help of the tdla, and others which can be

merely recited and do not obey any tdla is quite obvious to any one who hears

these metres sung or sings them himself. The music of the former is absent in the

latter, which may be called the pure matrd-vrttas like their prototypes, namely,

the classical Sanskrit mdtrd-vrttas. As in the case of these latter, their lines are

made up of the matrd-gatfas which must be kept separate by avoiding a long letter

at their junction. They thus possess only a negative kind of the vanui-saAgita

and nothing more. Like the Sanskrit mdtrd-vrttas these also must have originated

from the enjoyment ofa poetic licence which craved for freedom from the restric-

tions either of the varna-saAgita or of the tdla-saAgita.

It is obvious that Prakrit and Apabhrarhia poetry must have originally

consisted of the tdla-vrttas
; but an unskilful handling of these and an external

imitation gave rise to the several mdtrd-vrttas which are in no way amenable to

tdla. On the other hand, the early and original tdla-vrttas must have been

developed independently by a school of bards and poets, who specialized in

the tdla-sanglta and produced a large number of popular songs and the verses

or.poems (padyas), intended to be sung to the accompaniment ofdances or other

* See 'ApabmMa Metre* (I)' in the Bombay Unimsiiy Journal, May, 1933.
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kinds of bodily movements and gestures. We should remember how the early

svara-sangita of the Rg-Vedic days was developed in the schools of the SSma-

Veda and gave rise to the different rdgas and rSgtttis of the later day. Ultimately,

at some time in the middle ages, these two streams of our music, viz. the one
ofvoice-modulation and the other of time-regulated stress, came to be combined

into a harmonious whole by music enthusiasts. This combination enhanced

the charm of the music; but it totally neglected the poetical side of the composi-

tion itself. Besides, it became too complicated to be utilized in their poetical

works by bards and poets for whom, naturally, poetical merit was more im-

portant than music.
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SANSKRIT GRAMMAR

’ I ’HE origin of Sanskrit grammar is shrouded in mystery. The first-ever men-
tion of it by name is found in the Gopatha Brdkmatfd1 in which various gram-

matical terms also occur. Earlier, the urge to analyse speech, which is the

basis of all grammatical literature, was alluded to in the Taittiriya Samhitd.*

One of its oft-quoted passages relates the myth ofhow the gods went to Indra

and requested him to split up speech. Indra obliged them by parting it in the

middle, thus splitting it up.

PAiyiNI : HISTORY AND TRADITION

The earliest extant systematic treatment of grammar is Panini’s Astadhyayi,

with its 3,995 sttlras (formulas), divided into eight adhyayas (chapters) of four

padas (quarters) each. There were, however, grammarians before Panini, for

the great grammarian himself mentions by name many of his predecessors*

and hints at the existence ofmany more.4 Thus he testifies to considerable gram-

matical activity having taken place before him. This fact is also borne out by the

various older technical terms he uses,* and also the discrepancies and the pro-

miscuous use of some expressions in his work.* Panini deals with both Sanskrit

and Vedic grammar and mainly Vedic accent, though he deals more fully with

Sanskrit grammar.

According to tradition, Panini lived in the fifth century b.c., although

critics like Keith would like to place him about 350 b.c. He was a native of

Salatura, near Attock, now in Pakistan; Hiuen Tsang records that he saw a

statue there to his memory. Pacini, as his name would suggest, was the son of

Panina, although the Bhavisya Purdna 7 would have us believe that his father’s

name was Samana. Panini’s mother, DaksI, was the sister of Vyadi who com-

posed Sangraha, said to have contained a hundred thousand verses on Sanskrit

> 1. 24.

» VI. 4.7

* Vide Pacini’s reference to earlier dcaryas in IV. 1.17; IV. 1.157; VII. 3.46; etc.

« Apiiali (VI. 1.92), Kftiyapa (VIII. 4.67), GSrgya (VII. 3.99; VIII. 3.20; VIII. 4.67), Gftlava

(VI. 3.61; VII. 1.74; VIII. 4.67), C&kravarma^ta (VI. 1.130), Bh&radvaja (VII. 2.64), S&katflyana

(III. 4.111; VIII. 3.18; VIII. 4.50), S&kalya (I. 1.16; VI. 1.127; VIII. 3.19; VIII. 4.51), SphotSyana

(VI. 1.123).

* M. D. Shastri, The Relation of P&pini’s Technical Devices to his Predecessors', Proceedings and

Transactions of the All India Oriental Cotference, 4th Session, Vol. II, 1928, pp. 465-74.

* I. S. Pawate, The Structure qfthe Atfddhydyf, Chapters VIII and IX, pp. 93, 109.

* II. 31.2.
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grammar and, metre particularly, grammatical philosophy.' Tradition regards

P&gini as the pupil of the sage Var$a who was the brother ofthe sage Upavar$a.

A legend ascribes P&oini’s death to an encounter with a lion.' PSgini lived after

Yaska, the author of Nirukta (a work on Vedic etymology), and, according to

some texts, was a contemporary of Mahapadma Nanda in the fifth century
b.c.10 Highly scientific and precise in his treatment, which won him well-

deserved praise,11 P3.runi was greatly concerned with the economy of words.
To effect this economy he adopted many devices in which, in the words ofKeith,
‘the cases are used pregnantly, verbs are omitted, leading rules are under-
stood to govern others which follow; above all algebraic formulae replace real

words’. The whole scheme of his work covering the eight adhydyas, as described

by Keith, comprised the treatment of ‘technical terms and rules of interpreta-

tion (i), nouns in composition and case relations (ii)
; the adding of suffixes to

roots (Hi) and to nouns (iv, v), accent and changes ofsound in word formation

(vi, vii) and the word in the sentence
(
viii). But this scheme is constantly interrup-

ted, rules being interpolated illogically because it was convenient to do, or be-

cause space could thus be saved, for the whole book is dominated by the aim
to be as brief as possible’. 1'

kAtyayana, patanjali, and bhartrhari

Many grammarians followed Panini during the next two centuries, but

their works are no longer extant; we know of them because their names and
quotations from their works are found in Patanjali’s Mahdbhdsya. Some of

these names are: Katyayana, Bh&radvaja, Sunaga, Vyaghrabhuti, and Vaiya-

ghrapadya. All these grammarians wrote vSrttikas (aphorisms) on Panini’s work.

Among them, Katyayana wrote vSrttikas on 1,245 of Panini’s sutras and these

were incorporated and commented upon by Patafijali in his MahSbhSfya.

Patafijali is believed to be an incarnation of the Serpent Sesa, who is

Visnu’s resting place. He may be said to belong to the second century b.c.,

a contention that is supported by the fact that he refers in his Mahdbhdsya to

the Mauryas (V. 3. 69), to Pusyamitra of the &unga dynasty (III. 1.26), and to

a Greek invader, identified as Menander (III. 2.3). In addition to his com-

ments upon Katyfiyana’s vSrttikas, Patafijali deals with some of the sUtras in

Panini’s work not taken up by KatySyana, explaining and justifying them,

and occasionally rejecting them.

• Bhartrhari, Mahdbh&fyadiptkd, MS., p. 30; Punyar&ja, Vdkyapadiyattka, Benares Sanskrit Series,

Benares, p. 383; N&ge£a, Mah&bhd&apradipoddyota, Nimaya Sagara Press, Bombay, 1917, p. 55.

• Vide: Sithho tpdkarqtasya kartur aharat prdp&n priydn pdjtineft-PafUaUmtra, II. 36.

10 Aryamaf{juMmiUakalpa, 427; Kathasaritsdgara, I. 4.

u Cf. IHpd\iini. Tatpdfiini. PSjwiiiabch loke prak&Sata.. .sMd...5kwndrtBhyafab —KdHkd under the

sUtras II. 1.6, 13.

u A. B. Keith, HSL> pp. 423-24.
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Patafijali's Mahdbhdfya is one of the most important treatises on Sanskrit

grammar; it influenced later grammatical works to a very great extent. It is

written in a pleasant and lively conversational style, while the proverbial ex-

pressions which occur in it and its references to matters of everyday life serve

both to enliven the discussion and'to provide valuable hints regarding the

conditions of life and thought in Patafijali’s time. According to a tradition

recorded by Bhartfhariu and by Kalhana (twelfth century),14 the study of the

Mahdbhdfya at one time fell upon bad days; it was, however, later revived by

scholars such as Candracarya (fifth century a.d.). There are numerous vfttis

(commentaries) on this work, and a good number ofthem are still in manuscript

form. One commentary is Pradipa, written by the pre-thirteenth century

Kashmirian scholar, Kaiyata; the seventeenth century critic N&geia wrote a

commentary on Pradipa, which he called Uddyota. Bhartrhari’s commentary

was called die Mahabhdsya-dipika ; Helaraja, however, referred to it as Tripadi,

15

suggesting that it covered only the first three padas of the first adhyaya. Its only

available manuscript, now in Berlin, is but a fragment; it goes up to the fifty-

third sQtra of the first pdda of the first adhyaya.

The three great grammarians we have so far referred to, Panini, Katyayana,

and Patafijali, are called collectively the munitraya (the three sages). After

them came Bhartfhari, although his date is very uncertain. He is usually

assigned a date between the sixth and seventh centuries a.d., and according

to the Chinese traveller, I-tsing, he died about a.d. 615 . Some scholars, how-

ever, place him in the fifth century between a.d. 450 and 500,14 while others

place him in the third century, or even earlier.17

Bhartfhari is the author of two works, the Mahdbhdfya-dipika, already men-

tioned, and the Vdkyapadiya, a grammatico-philosophical work in three kdndas

(sections) called the Brahma-kdnda (dealing with supreme Logos), the vdkya-

kdnda (dealing with sentences), and the pada-kdnda (dealing with words),

the last being styled the prakirmka-kdnda (miscellaneous section). Since it

consists of these three books, the Vdkyapadiya also carries the alternative name

of Trikanfi (the three-sectioned book). Altogether it has 1,966 karikds (comment

in metrical form). Of these, 1,323 are found in the pada-kdnda divided into

fourteen samuddeias (chapters). A commentary on the first and second kdndas

was written by Bhartfhari himself, while commentaries were written on the

third kdnda by Helaraja and another Kashmirian scholar, Pupyarija. An

** Vdkyapadtya, II. 4.69.

>« RijataraAgiQt, I. 176.

ii sdns published serially in the Annals of the Rhandarkar Oriental RestoreA Institute, Poona.

i« -The YSkyapedtya *J Bhartrhan, Univertity of Poona Sanskrit and Prakrit Series, Vol. II, 1965,

Introduction, p. xiiL

i» <yth.. Pam, The Date of Bhartrbari’, Journal the Ganganatha Jha Research Institute, Allahabad,

Vol. IX, Part II, 1952.
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unidentified later commentator, probably oftheNorth, condensed and simplified

Bhartfhari’s own commentary, while Vjsabhadeva, probably hailing from the

South, wrote Paddhati in which Bhartrhari’s commentary was explained at

length.

THE ASTADHYAYI : COMMENTARIES AND REARRANGEMENTS

The first extant vrtti on Pacini’s Astadhyayi is the K&Hka-vjrtti, the Banaras

commentary, writtenjointly by V&mana andJay&ditya, who are usually regard-

ed as having lived in the seventh century. The Kadikd-vftti is presumed to be
a Buddhist work on account of the complete absence in it of maiigala (benedic-

tory verse) and also because of the liberty with which it handles the text, for

it shows as many as fifty-eight variations from the original. The writers are also

credited with the authorship of an independent treatise, the VftA-Sutra. Among
other prominent commentaries on the Astadhyayi is Bhaga-vftti by Bhartfhari

or Vimalamati, although this work is now no longer available. There is also

the Bhasd-vrtti by Purusottamadeva (sixteenth century a.d.) who drew inspira-

tion from both the Kaiika and the BhSga-vfttis. Durghafa-vrtti,
a work on some

selected sUtras from the Astadhyayi, was written by the Buddhist scholar, Sarana-

deva; he mentions the date of his work as £aka era18 1095, which is a.d. 1172.

The name of this work is derived from the fact that it seeks to offer justification

for durghatas, i.e. points which are normally difficult to justify by grammar.

The last of the important commentaries on the Astadhyayi is SUtra-prakifa by

the well-known sixteenth century South Indian writer Appaya DIksita.

The Kaiika-vftti has two important commentaries. In the seventh century

was written Nydsa or Kdsika-vivarana-pahjikS by Jinendrabuddhi,18 and in the

eleventh century was written Haradatta’s Pada-manjari.M

In about the eleventh century, the Astadhyayi was given a new form by the

Buddhist scholar, Dharmaklrti. He rearranged some of the useful sUtras topic-

wise. In about the fourteenth century” another Buddhist scholar, Vimala-

sarasvati, did precisely the same thing in a work called Rupamala. About a cen-

tury later, the Andhra scholar Ramacandra, in his Prakriyd-kaumudl, followed

the same pattern but extended the scope of his work by including some of the

siUras left out by his predecessors. Two commentaries were written on this work:

18 An era founded by a Saka king S&liv&hana approximately in a.d. 78.

18 Shrish Chandra Chakravarti assign* JVydsa to a.d. 725-50. See Introduction to hit edition of the

Jfyita, Varendra Research Society, Rajashahi, 1913, p. 26.

88 Hid. Yudhiathira Mimamsaka places Haradatta Miira in a.d. 1058, vide Sadiskfta Vyikaraifa

Sistra Kd ItihSsa, Second Edition, Vol. I, Samvat 2020, p. 473. On the authority of the Btuai&a Pttrdpa,

Jacobi believes that Hantdatta died by about a d. 878—J8BRAS., Vol. XXIII, p. 31.

81 K. P. Trivedi takes Dharmaklrti and Vimalasarasvatl to be contemporaries. According to him,

die RBpSaatira and the RspamdUtwere composed about the same time, vide Introduction to his edition of

the Prahirdkaumudl, Bombay Sanskrit and Prakrit Series, No. LXXIII, 1925, p. mnrfH.
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the Prakr'vyS-prakaia by Se?akf§ri<t (sixteenth century a.d.), the teacher of the

famous Bhattoji Diksita
;
and PrasSda by Vi^hfhala (sixteenth century A.D.).

Next came Siddhanta-kaumudi by Bhattoji Diksita (a.d. 1600-1650), which, in

arrangement, closely followed Prakriya-kaumudi and the earlier works, but differ-

ed from them in that it incorporate all of Pacini’s sfttras. Siddhanta-kaumudi

is the most popular extant manual on Sanskrit grammar. Bhattoji Diksita him-

self wrote a commentary on this work, which he called Praudha-manorama and

his grandson Hari Diksita wrote a commentary on it called Sabda-ratna. His

principal aim in writing Sabda-ratna was to refute what he regarded as unfair

criticism of Praudha-manorama, which occurred in Praudha-manorarmkuca-mardini

by Panditaraja Jagannatha, a contemporary of his father, Bhanuji Diksita.

Another commentary on SiddhSnta-kaumudi was written by Nagoji Bhatta

(eighteenth century a.d.), a pupil ofHari Dik?ita. He wrote his commentary in

two versions, the longer being called
(
Brhat

)
Sabdendu-iekhara

,

and the shorter

Laghu-s'abdendu-sekhara. Nagoji Bhatta wrote another work in three versions,

the Vaiyakarana-siddhanta-manjusa. The longer version was called simply Mahjusa,

the shorter version Laghu-mahjufS, and the still shorter version Parama-laghu-

mahjusa. This work was an independent treatise on grammatical philosophy

and semantics in the Navya-Nyiya style (neo-logical style of argumentation).

The author based his discussion mainly on Patafljali’s Mahabhasya and on

Bhartfhari’s VSkyapadiya, but not unoften he differed from them, showing re-

markable originality. Nagoji Bhatta also wrote Paribhasendu-kkhara, a gloss on

the paribhasas (grammatical dicta). TJiis was in line with such treatises as the

ParibhSsS-vrtti by Sirodeva.

A work by Bhattoji Diksita which deserves special mention is Sabda-

kaustubha,
although now it is available only in two fragments; one

fragment comprises the first portion of the work, from the beginning to the

end of the second pada of the third adhyaya\ the other fragment contains the

fourth adhyaya. Sabda-kaustubha is an independent commentary on Panini’s

Astddhyayi and is based primarily on Patanjali’s Mahabhasya, as the author

himself expressly states*8 and as Haradatta Mifra also states in his Pada-mahjari.

Sabda-kaustubha was written earlier than SiddhSnta-kaumudi, for it is referred

to there, and it is in this work that the true greatness of Bhattoji Diksita as an

original thinker is revealed. He summarized the main conclusions of his work

in seventy-four kSrikas. Kamjdabhafta, Bhattoji DIk?ita’s nephew, embodied

and expounded these seventy-four kdrikds in his Vaiyakarana-bhUsana which he

wrote in three versions: the longer, (Bfhat) Vaiyakatana-bhusana
;
the shorter,

VaiySkaiana-bhusana-sara
; and the still shorter, LaghurvaiySkarana-bhUsaifa-sara.

Like the later work, Nagoji Bhatta’s ManjOsS, Kaundabhatta’s work deals with

11 PhapbhSfitabhifySbdhelf {abdakaustubham uddhart - verse 3.
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grammatical philosophy and semantics. Kau^ahhafta lived in the middle

of the seventeenth century.

In the first quarter of the eighteenth century, Varadar&ja, Bhaftoji Diksita’s

pupil, evolved from Siddhanta-kaumudi two school manuals, Madhya-kaumudi and
Laghu-kaumudi. These two manuals, especially the shorter one, Laghu-kaumudt,

are very popular in fols (traditional Sanskrit schools) and p&thatal&s (primary

schools) even to this day.

Among the works which are ancillary to P&pini’s stitras is the Unadi-Sdtra

which is presupposed by Pacini; it is ascribed to S&kat&yana. A later work,

DhStu-pafha, which is in substance that of P&pini, was the source of inspiration

for three works: DhStu-pradipa by Maitreyarak$ita (a.d. 1165); Daiva by Deva
on which Kfsnalilll^uka Muni wrote a commentary, Purufakira ;

andMadhavtya-
dhatu-vftti by Sayana (thirteenth century A.D.). Gatia-ratna-mahodadhi by Vardha-

mana (1140) does not seem to be based on the GayapSfha of P&uini, for Pacini’s

work itself has not been handed down in its authentic form, since it has addi-

tions and alterations made in the light of the Ga^apdfhas of other grammatical

treatises. A post-Patafijali writer, Santanava, composed the Phif-SStras, in which

he dealt with the rules of accent, Vedic and classical.

post-paninian schools

The Katantra school: The earliest of the post-Papinian schools is the

Katantra (‘little treatise’). It is also known by two other names, Kaumara
and Kalapaka according to two traditions associated with its origin. The author

of Katantra, Sarvavarman, is said to have propitiated Lord Siva who in turn

ordered Kumara-Karttikeya, his son, to give instruction to Sarvavarman; thus

the work came to be called Kaumara. Kumara-KiLrttikeya is said to have inscrib-

ed it in the first instance on the tail (kaldpa)
of his peacock and thus the work

came to be called Kalapaka, or because of the incorporation into it ofsome parts

from a bigger treatise,** an obvious reference to brevity, for it is the shortest ex-

tant grammar. Katantra was composed by Sarvavarman in about the first

century a.d.u for a Satavahana king,*5 as a tradition recorded in an old text

would have us believe.** A vftti on it was written by Durgasirhha in the eighth

century; and on the vftti a nySsa (an elaborate commentary) called $i$yahita,

was written by Ugrabhuti in the eleventh century. A number ofother commen-
taries on Katantra were also written. KStantra also appears in Tibetan translation

"> Vide Hemacandra: Bfhaltantrat kali apibali, Yudhisthira Mimamsalca, Saihskfta VySkarctQa Ssslra

Kd Itihdsa, Second Edition, Samvat 2020, p. 502.
,4 Wintemitt, HIL, Vol. Ill, Part II, p. 439.
M The king was not well versed in Sanskrit. To instruct him within six months, Sarvavarman

composed Kdtontra grammar.
M KathdsaritsSgara, I. 6-7.
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with a supplement and Durgasimha’s commentary. Kdtantra had a consider-

able influence on the Pali grammarian Kaccayana and also on the Dravidian

grammarians, and is still popular in Bengal.

The CEndra Vyakarana school \CSndra Vyakarana by the Buddhist scholar

Candragomin (fifth century) is a work longer than Katantra but shorter than

AsfadhySyl, its length being three-fourths of the length of AstSdhySyi. It was

once popular in the Buddhist countries of Kashmir, Tibet, and Nepal. Accord-

ing to internal evidence, it was composed in about a.d. 470, the reference

in the text being to the victory of a Jarta king over the Hunas. ‘Jarta’ is taken

to be a corruption for ‘Gupta’, and the king was, most probably, Skandagupta.

From external evidence, however, its date of composition seems to be a.d. 600,

the date mentioned in the accounts of the Chinese travellers. Candragomin,

who is also called CandrScarya, mentions in the beginning of his own vftti on

Candra VySkarana that the special characteristics of his grammar are brevity,

lucidity, and comprehensiveness. He was deeply versed in Patanjali’s Mafia-

bhasya, and was associated with the revival of its study, as Bhartrhari and

Kalhana (twelfth century) testify.

The Jainendra Vyakarana school: Although the Jainendra Vyakarana is

considered to be the work ofJina Mahavlra himself, it was actually composed

by Pujyapada Devanandin (c. sixth century). The colophons in the manuscript

itself testify to this. It is a sort of condensation of the works of Panini, Katyayana,

and Patanjali; it has a recast, meant for beginners, which is called Panca-vaslu.

Two recensions of the Jainendra Vyakarana are extant, the northern and the

southern. There is wide divergence between the two texts, for the northern

recension has about three thousand sStras while the southern has three thou-

sand seven hundred. There are also many variations in expression in the

sStras. There are two vjrttis on the Jainendra Vyakarana : the Mahavftti by Abhaya-

nandin and the Laghu-jainendra by Mahacandra. There is also a nydsa, Sabdarn-

bhoja-bhaskara, by Prabhacandra (a.d. 1075-1125).

The Sakafayana Vyakarapa school: The SabdanuSasana by Palyakirti

(ninth century) now goes by the name of Sskatayana VySkarana. It was composed

during the reign of the R5§traku(a king Amoghavar?a I (a.d. 814-77). The

evidence for this is furnished by the fact that he gave the name Amogha to the

extensive commentary he wrote on his own work, and also by the actual mention

of the name of the king in one of the illustrations.*7 Prabhacandra wrote a

nyasa on the AmoghS-vrtti. Yak$avarman wrote a commentary, Cintamarfi on

the Sskatayana VySkarana, in which he alluded to its all-comprehensive nature;

the sStras, he said, included what in other grammars would be conveyed by iffis

(grammatical principles) or by ufiasarhkkyanas (additional grammatical rules).

17 Adahad moghmarfo’r&tln.
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The Siddha-Hemacandra school: The Siddha-Hmacandra, or simply the

Hama Vydkaratfa, was based on the Sikat&pana Vy8kara$a and was written by
Hemacandra Sun for King Jayasiihha Siddharkja. The king procured from

Kashmir eight older works for Hemacandra Suri’s use. Hie Hama Vyakaratia

is a grammar of Prakrit as well as of Sanskrit; 3,566 sStras, constituting the

first seven adhySyas, deal with Sanskrit grammar, while 1,1 19 sOtras, constituting

the eighth adhyaya, deal with Prakrit grammar. The work is a good manual,

practical in arrangement and terminology—an aspect in which it agrees

mainly with KStantra. It omits Vedic grammar and accent. Hemacandra Sun
wrote his work in two versions called LaghtA, the shorter, and BfhaU, the

longer. He also wrote a vftti on his work, and an extensive treatise called the

Bfhannyasa.

The Sarasvati-kaothabharana school : The most extensive of the grammars

is the Sarasvati-kanthabharana written by the Paramara king Bhoja (eleventh

century a.d.). The total number of sutras in it is 6,421, which is 2,426 more
than even the Aftadhyayi has. This is because, included in the very sOtras are

the uQadis (the suffix una etc.), the paribhafas,
and the ganas (groups of words).

The work deals with Sanskrit and Vedic grammar. The first seven adhy&yas

are devoted to Sanskrit grammar, while the eighth deals with Vedic grammar
and accent. Three commentaries have been written on the Sarasvati-kanthSbha-

rana: Hfdayaharini by Dandanatha NSrayana Bhatfa; Purusakara by Krsnafila-

Suka Muni; and Ratna-darpana by Ramasiihhadeva.

OTHER WORKS

Grammars continued to be written in later centuries too, but they could at

best find only local acceptance. Of these, the following four are of some im-

portance:

The Samksipta-sdra

:

Kramadi&vara wrote the Samkfipta-sara after 1150. In

its first seven adhyayas it deals with Sanskrit grammar, and in the eighth with

Prakrit grammar. This work is also known as Jaumdra after its redactorJumara-
nandin. In the colophons of many of the manuscripts Jumaranandin is styled

MahSrajadhiraja. Goyicandra Autthasanika, a later writer, appended supple-

ments to this grammar and wrote commentaries on its sOtras, unadis, and the

paribhdsds. The Sathkfipta-sara, however, was popular only in the western part

of Bengal.

The Mugdha-bodha

:

Among the works written by Vopadeva (thirteenth

century), who flourished under King Mahadeva of Devagiri, was the Mugdha-

bodha, a small manual on grammar. Many commentaries have been written

on it, the best known among them being the one by Durgadasa Vidyavagisa

(seventeenth century a.d.). The Mugdha-bodha attained great popularity in

Bengal, and it is still in use there. Two other works by Vopadeva are the
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Kavt-kalpadruma, a work on roots, and a commentary on this called the Kama-

dhern.

The Supadma Vyakaratia : Written in 1375 by Padman&bha (fourteenth cen-

tury a.d.)i the Supadma VySkaraifa was popular in the eastern part of Bengal.

Five commentaries have been written on it, including the PakjikS by the author

himself and the Supadma-makaranda by Vi$Qu MiSra.

The S&rasvata Vyakaraja: This grammar is traditionally ascribed to Anu-

bhutisvarQpac&rya, although it might actually have been composed by Naren-

drScarya, AnubhutisvarQpac&rya being merely a prakriyakara. As Vopadeva

does not mention this work, it was probably written after him but before the

Mohammedan ruler Ghiasuddhin Khilji (a.d. 1469-1500), since one of his

ministers, Purtyaraja, wrote an extensive commentary on it called Prakriya.

This grammar has been widely commented upon; in fact, it has as many as

eighteen commentaries and two recasts.

The LiAgami&sanas

:

Of some grammatical importance are the treatises

on gender known as the Lingamd&sanas, Some of them are ascribed to Paijini,

Vararuci, £aka{ayana, and Hemacandra (twelfth century). There are two

about whose date and authorship there is no dispute. These are by Harsadeva

(a.d. 606-47) and by V&mana (c. a.d. 800).
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THE SPIRITUAL OUTLOOK OF SANSKRIT GRAMMAR

WE shall surely do grave injustice to the grammatical literature of India,

ifwe are inclined to look upon grammar only as a number of aphorisms

serving no other useful purpose than the formation and analysis of words with

which people are generally acquainted. In ancient India no enquiry was ever

made that did not directly or indirectly aim at a higher realization of truth

and a ‘greater fulfilment of life. And no department of study seems to have

been more fruitful than grammar in this respect.

The grammatical dissertations of the Hindus were not confined to a narrow

fold, nor were tlje Hindu grammarians content with mere formulation of rules

for the guidance ofwords. It must be said to the credit of the iabdikas (grammari-

ans) that they succeeded in discovering a path of spiritual discipline even

through the labyrinthine mass of grammatical speculations. Enquiries into

the ultimate nature of vac (speech) led them to a sublime region of sSdhand

(spiritual discipline)—a region of perfect bliss and joy. The cultivation of

grammar gave rise to a spiritual vision which, so to speak, enabled the vag-

yogavid (knower of the secret of speech) to visualize Brahman in die varnamald

(wreath of letters). Letters are denoted in Sanskrit by the same term (akfara

)

as is often applied to Brahman. A glance into the words in which akfara has

been interpreted by grammarians of old will serve to open our eyes to the

supreme importance of varnas1 (letters). To the spiritual insight of Pataiijali,

varnas were not only phonetic types but glowing sparks of Brahman illumining

the entire sphere of existence.

Besides its spiritual significance, Sanskrit grammar seems to be the only

branch of study that can claim a sufficient degree of scientific precision in its

procedure. It is a unique record of the development of Indian mind in the

domain oflinguistic pursuit. It is not too much to say that the science ofgrammar

deserves a prominent place in the world of Jastras (scriptures). It is called the

‘mouth of the Vedas’ and is intimately connected with the Vedas as one of

the six Vedangas. Grammar derives its importance from the fact of its being

indispensable for understanding the Vedas. It is held that the study ofgrammar

is a kind of religious penance (tafias) the result of which is immediately perceiv-

ed.* It is stated further that the cultivation of grammar is a path which ulti-

mately leads to the Pure Light of God.* This is why Pataftjali eulogized gram-

* Mah&bhi&a, I. 1. 2. Also VdrUika.

* VAkyapadiya, I. 2.

• Ibid.

V—41
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mar as the most important member of the Vedahgas. Bhartrhari, the philoso-

pher-grammarian, has not only raised the status of grammar to the dignity of

the Smfti and the Agama, but went to the length of asserting that 'Grammar
is veritably the door leading to final beatitude.’4 Grammar is also said to be

the purest of all branches of learning.
4

The study of grammar represents a remarkable phase of Indian culture.

No other country can boast of having produced such an extensive literature in

the field of grammatical speculations, and in no part of the world was the

study of grammar carried on with so -much zeal and assiduity. According to

the custom prevalent in ancient India, the Brahmins used to read grammar as

soon as the sacrament of upanayana (investiture of holy thread) was over; and

it was only when they became considerably conversant with grammar that they

took to the study of the Vedas.* The necessity of making a thorough study of

grammar was even felt by the gods. Tradition runs that Indra took up the study

of grammar under the tutorship of Brhaspati.

We should not, however, forget the main issue. While paving the path for

one’s admission into other departments of study, the study of grammar used

to serve a still more beneficial purpose. Grammar in its religious and mystical

speculations has been in line with the teachings of the Upanisads, reinterpreting

the same doctrines ofyoga and upasand as are found in the sacred texts of India .
7

In reviewing the history and development of grammatical speculations,

the basic issue that often needs elucidation is the question of spiritual signifi-

cance of the study ofgrammar : How may the study ofgrammar be ofany direct

help to the spiritual inspiration of man? Those who are trained to suppose

that grammar has nothing to do with the highest problem of our life labour

under a pitiable delusion. It was left to Patanjali and his followers to unlock

the portal of a new kingdom of thought, so as to throw light upon the ultimate

end of all enquiries into words. The Mahdbhdsja portended the birth of a form

of sadhand in which iabda as spkota or eternal verbum had to be worshipped with

all the reverence of a divinity .
8 In order to attain union with Brahman or to

get oneself completely merged in the Absolute, 'one is directed to take up the

mystic path of iabda-sddhana

Patanjali seems to have been the first among the Indian grammarians to

give a spiritualistic colour to the speculations of grammar. The Sabdabrahmo-

* ibid.

'Ibid.

• Mahdbhdsya, I. 1. 1.

1 Vide Yoga-Sutra ,
I. 27-28.

8 Patafijali says that one should pursue the study of grammar for the supreme object of attaining

equality with the great God.

•While commenting on the rk (/t.V., X.6.71), Patanjali has laid stress on the necessity of

making a thorough study ofgrammar, because it renders one capable of attaining union with Brahman.
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pdsana (the worship of Brahman as Logos or Word), as is depicted in the

Upanisads, had undoubtedly influenced his trend of religious thought Then
came Bhartfhari, the author of the Vdkyapadlya, who brought his robust genius

and spiritual discipline to bear upon the problems of grammar. A purely

Vedantic outlook permeates all his interpretations. We find in the Vakyapadiya

the emergence of a developed form of sSdhanS where the dominant note is more
philosophical than grammatical. The last of the trinity is Nageia who, following

in the wake of Patanjali and Bhartrhari, made an elaborate attempt to elucidate

the philosophical side ofgrammatical dissertations .
110

The mysticism underlying the phenomena of speech was undoubtedly the

aspect which made the deepest impression upon the grammarian. The utterance

of sound is to him a vivid materialization of consciousness. To the grammarian

iabda (word) is not a lifeless mechanism invented by man. It is more than a mere

sound or symbol. It is consciousness that splits itself up into the twofold category

of iabda (word) and artha (meaning), and what we call vac as the vehicle of

communication, is nothing but an outer expression of caitanya (spirit) that is

lying within .
11

Patanjali has taken notice of two kinds of words, namely, nitya (eternal)

and karya (created). By the former he understands the supreme Reality that

transcends all limitations of time and space. The attributes whereby the VedSn-

tins describe Brahman or the Absolute have all been used by Patanjali in his

interpretation of nitya-iabda.n He has more than once drawn our attention

to this eternal character of iabda. This will give us some idea of the magnitude

in which iabda was understood by the reputed grammarian whom tradition

makes an incarnation of the Lord. His poetical description of varnas (letters),

to which we have already referred, best illustrates the spiritual outlook of his

mind. From what he has quoted from the Vedas in laudation ofvie and vyakara$a

(word and grammar), it is sufficiently clear that he was an ardent and devout

worshipper of vac,1* belonging to that class of mystics who in their spiritual

experience make no distinction between Part VSc and Para Brahman. Patanjali

used to look upon iabda as a great divinity (mahdn devah) that makes its presence

felt by every act of utterance. He was a yogin whose inward intuitive vision

(prdtibha-jmna) permitted him to have a look into that ‘eternal flow of Pure

Consciousness undisturbed from outside ’.14 He was a true type of Brahmin who
visualized the ultimate nature of vac by dispelling the darkness of ignorance

through the aid of his illuminating knowledge of iabda-tattva. The worship of

10 Cf. his iabdendu-iekhara.
11 PuijyarSja under Vakyapadiya, 1.1.1.
u Mahibhifya, 1.1.1.

M Pupyarija has alluded to that subtle and invisible form of vac which is undifferentiated from

meaning.

“ HelSr&ja under Vakyapadiya, 1 1 1.32.
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vac with its origin in the Upani§adsx‘ which found so prominent an expres-

sion in the Agamas, was earnestly followed up by the Sdbdikas, particularly

by Patafijali and Bhartrhari. Sabdabrahmopdsand as we find in grammatical

dissertations, is only a reproduction of the teachings of the Upanijads.

A flash of divine light is said to .dawn upon a man who knows the secret

relation between the denoted thing (vacya
)
and the denoting word (vdcaka).

Patafijali has quoted a verse which enjoins that he who knows the proper use of

words is allowed to obtain eternal bliss in the next world.1' This is the con-

summation pictured to himself by a vag-yogavid; and this is all that he longs to

attain as the highest reward of his lifelong pursuit. The conception of vac as a

powerful deity (vag-dm) and the glorification of the same as aksara or udgita

resulted in most important consequences for the spiritual discipline of life. This

is a mode of updsana (worship or meditation) from which the grammarians of

India drew all their spiritual inspirations.

Words are not mere sounds as they ordinarily seem to be. They have a

subtle and intellectual form within. The internal source from which they

evolve is calm and serene, eternal and imperishable. The real form of vac, as

opposed to the external sound, lies far beyond the range of ordinary percep-

tion. We are told that it requires a good deal of sad/umd to have a glimpse of the

purest form of speech. The Vedic verse (rk) to which Patafijali has referred

bears evidence of this fact. Vac is said to reveal her divine self only to those who
are so trained as to understand her real nature .

17 Such was the exalted nature

of vdc upon which the grammarian used to meditate.

Patafijali has also shown the religious consequence resulting from the study

ofgrammar. The application of words in conformity with the rules of grammar

is considered to be a kind of dharma (religious duty). Though correct and

corrupt words are equally significant in ordinary parlance, he strongly believes

that the use of correct words is alone attended with religious merits.1*

Having regard to the facts under review, one may be led to believe that the

science of grammar belongs to the class of religious texts and it has actually

received the same treatment at the hands ofBhartjrhari and others. It may, how-

ever, be asked how a matter-of-fact science like grammar could come to be re-

garded as such. An answer to this riddle is suggested by the author of the

Sabda-kaustubka. Just as one, he observes, is said to have received through acci-

dental fortune the much-coveted jewel
(
cintamani

)
1# in his search after shells

(,hikti), so the grammarians, while dealing with the nature of words, preached

“ Cha. U., VIII.2.
1# Mahabha$ya, I, 1. 1.

« R.V., X.6.71.

10 Mahdbhajya, I. 1. 1.

10 A fabulous gem believed lo fulfil any wish of its possessor.
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the doctrine of absolute monism of the Upani$ads and ultimately found Brah-

man as the essence of ode. Grammarians, as we all know, started with the

physical analysis of words and conceived sound as that which clothes itself

with varims. They did not, however, rest there but proceeded still further and

on minute examination of the internal phenomena, grasped the remotest form

of sound, i.e. sphota, the eternal vtrbum, indivisible and really significant unit

of speech, which is manifested outwardly by letters and words.

The doctrine of sphota
,
as expounded and nourished by the grammarian,

marks the climax of mysticismTeached by Sanskrit grammar. The assumption

ofa spiritual phenomenon like sphota, to which all sounds are reducible and from

which all meanings follow, furnishes a clue to the origin of sound. To the

grammarian sphofa is indivisible (akhan4a) and represents consciousness (caitanya)

in its purest form. Its sacred and lofty nature was so much exaggerated by the

grammarians that it was finally identified with Brahman (cf. Vaiydkarana-bh&sam-

sdra). The conclusion at which the grammarians had arrived after all their

speculations on iabda-tattva is the supreme identity of vac and Brahman.

Bhartrhari, as a staunch advocate of sphofa-vdda, started with the proposition

that iabda-tattva and Brakma-tattva are interchangeable.*0 Though their proce-

dure is secular and artificial to all appearance, the grammarians, says Bhartr-

hari, had an eye to the reality of things. He has more than once sought to impress

upon us how avidya or negation of truth has always been resorte'd to by all

departments of study in their respective manners of presenting facts. But the

grammarian succeeded by the grace of intensive meditation
(
sBdhanS)

in grasp-

ing the supreme truth though walking along the bewildering track of illusion.

This was the triumph of their spiritual experience.

No grammarian seems to have gone farther than Bhartrhari in harmonizing

grammatical speculations with the sublime teachings of Advaita philosophy.

All words and meanings, he holds, are but the apparently different aspects of

one and the same thing. He was thus conscious of that mahdsattd or Highest

Universal which permeates all. He makes his Vedintic position perfectly clear

when he says: sattd represents the real essence of all things; it seems to be mani-

fold in consequence of the diversity of objects ;
it is to be regarded as the summum

genus which is denoted by all words, ail prStipadikas (basic nominal stems), verbal

roots and suffixes like tva and tal.
tl It goes without saying that sattd, as spoken

ofabove, is the eternal supreme Selfof the Vedanta.

M Vdkyapadiya, I. 1.

11 Ibid., III. 33-34.
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SANSKRIT LEXICOGRAPHY

ONE of the most important branches of technical literature in Sanskrit is

lexicography. At the same time, however, lexicography is its most neglected

branch. Yet, a knowledge of vocables is as necessary as a knowledge ofgrammar

for a systematic study of Sanskrit words, their origin, and development. In-

formation regarding words and their usage in the space-time context can be

gathered only from the Sanskrit lexicographical works which have been com-

posed over centuries. Such a study is, however, impossible unless the student

knows the extent of this lexical literature. Sanskrit lexical literature is so vast,

and the published works so few, that a student of philology, especially one who

wishes to study the history of words in chronological order and solely from

Sanskrit lexicons, can hardly gather sufficient knowledge of the history of

words from the material now available. We know very little about the chrono-

logy and content of numerous lexicons which still exist only in manuscript form.

All we have now are standard lexicons such as the Amarakosa by Amarasirhha,

the Abhidhma-cintdmani and the Anekartha-sangraha by Hemacandra, the Meditti-

kosa by Medinikara, some commentaries on them, and a few other works. In the

present article, therefore, an attempt is made to give a brief survey of the

Sanskrit lexical works composed down the centuries.

The history of Sanskrit lexicographical literature can be divided into four

periods: (i) up to a.d. 500; (it) from 500 to 1000; (in) 1000 to 1500; and (iv)

1500 to about 1820.

FIRST PERIOD

The first period covers those works, including commentaries, which were

composed prior to Amarasimha’s Amarakosa. The starting point in the compila-

tion of works on lexicography may be said to be the Mghantu, a vocabulary of

Vedic words and thus the oldest lexicon so far known. According to the deriva-

tion of the word nighantu, as given by Aupamanyava and accepted by Yaska,

it comprises a list ofVedic words. As it has come down to us, the Mghantu consists

of five chapters, the first three of which form the main body of the book and are

called naighantuka-kdnda. The fourth is called naigama-kdnda and the fifth

daivata-kdnda. The first kanda deals with synonyms, the second with homonyms,

while the third gives the names of deities. The topics include: (i) physical things

such as earth, air, and water; (ii) objects of nature such as clouds, dawn, day,

and night; (tit) the human body and its limbs such as arms and fingers; (iv)

objects and qualities associated with people such as wealth and prosperity or
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anger and fighting
;
and (v) physical abstract qualities such as heaviness or light-

ness.1

Two commentaries on the Nighantu are known to us: the Nirukta by Y3ska

(800-700 b.c.) and the Mghantu-nirvacana by Devar&ja Yajvan (twelfth century

A.D.).

The Nirukta is a thorough commentary on the Nighantu. Instead of merely

explaining the words or passages occurring in the text, the Nirukta gives, besides

the meanings of the words, the references to the terms as they are used in the

Vedic literature. Yaska, the celebrated author of this work, quotes Vedic

passages and tries to give the derivation of every word found in the Nighantu.

On the Nirukta two commentaries are known to us. One is by Durgacirya who,

according to Rajwade,* lived before the tenth century; the other is by Skanda-

svamin and Maheivara, who are believed to have lived between a.d. 1060 and
1350. The former is important from the textual point of view, for it repeats

every word used by Yaska. Thus the whole text of the Nirukta could be

reproduced from this work alone.

The second commentary on the Nighantu, Nighantu-nirvacana by DevarSja

Yajvan, was composed with a view to supplying all that was wanting in Yaska’s

commentary. The Nigha^fu-nirvacana is an important text as it gives a collation

of a number of manuscripts of the Nighantu consulted by Devaraja Yajvan before

writing his commentary.

Only a few lexical works seem to have been composed between the

compilation of the Nighantu and the fifth century a.d. when Amara flourished.

Among the predecessors of Amara to whom lexicons are attributed are Vya<ji,

Katya, Utpala, and Dhanvantari, but at present nothing is known about these

lexicons or their authors. The existence of the lexicons is known only through

citations in later commentarial literature. Vyadi is very often quoted by well-

known authors like Hemacandra, and was apparently a renowned lexicographer.

Vyadi is also quoted in the commentaries on the Amarakosa written by R&ya-

mukuta and Maheivara. From all these quotations it appears that Vya<ji’s

lexicon was arranged in groups of synonyms and also contained a chapter on

homonyms. Kltya’s lexicon, too, seems to have contained both synonyms and

homonyms. The Dhanvantari-nighanfu attributed to Dhanvantari is a glossary

of materia medica and is believed to have existed in three different recensions. It

gives a vocabulary of medicinal herbs and plants including their properties.

SECOND PERIOD

The second stage in the history of Sanskrit lexicography begins with Amara-

simha’s Amarakofa, the standard and the most popular work, which was com-

1 L. Samp, The Nighaptu (1920), Introduction, p. 13,

1 Nirukta (Marathi translation), p. 1278.
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posed in about a.d. 500. Other works of this period include the lexicon of

Rabhasapala, AnekSrtha-samuccqya by §a£vata, Anekartha-dhvani-manjari by

Mahak$apanaka, and the Vaijayantikosa by Y&davaprakaSa.

Among the lexicons, the Amarakosa is regarded as a work ofparamount autho-

rity. The commentaries on numerous Sanskrit works frequently quote Amara-
simha’s lexicon. It has the widest circulation, and in all the schools and in

every sect it is regarded as a work of unquestionable authority.3 The popularity

of the Amarakosa can also be determined from the fact that in his Catalogus

Catalogorum, Aufrecht records not less than forty commentaries on this work.

Amarasiihha’s lexicon is popularly known by the name of Namalinga-

nutesana which means ‘a work which deals with vocables and their genders’.

It is also known as TrikSndi, since it is divided into three books or kdttdas:

(i) svarga-kdnda
,
dealing with heavenly matters

;
(it) bhumi-k&n^a, dealing with

earthly matters; and (Hi) sdmSnya-kanda, dealing with general matters. The
whole work is written in metrical form in anustubh metre. The major part of the

work deals with synonyms and only a small section, which is called the nanartha-

varga (miscellaneous section), is devoted to homonyms; this section is arranged

after the final consonants. The indeclinables are treated in one chapter, while

the last section is devoted to the general rules for determining gender. However,

the arrangement of the work is faulty, for one finds it extremely difficult, with-

out the help of an index, to trace a particular word in the lexicon. The genders

of the Words are indicated in some cases by inflectional endings, while in other

cases they are recorded with such words as strl, pums, or kliva, which are indi-

cative of gender.

In addition to Amarasimha’s Amarakosa and the commentaries on it, a

number of other lexicons were written in this period. Among them a lexicon

written by Rabhasapala between a.d. 500 and 900 is not now available and

is known to us only through citations. These citations are found, however, in

many works. He is one of the most oft-quoted authorities of Sarvananda, and

he is also quoted by KsTrasvamin/Medinlkara, RSyamukuta, Bhattoji DIk$ita,

Bhanuji Dikpta, and many others. This wide range of quotations by later

writers is sufficient indication of the great popularity attained by Rabhasapala’s

lexicon.

The Anekdrtha-samuccaya by £&vata (about the sixth century), which is

popularly known as the Saivatakosa, is a dictionary of homonyms, but is not a

complete kosa (dictionary). The words are not arranged alphabetically, nor are

they arranged according to syllables, as found in many lexicons. The work

consists of 807 verses and is divided into, six sections, the last two of which deal

with indeclinables. It is arranged in full verses, half verses, and even in quarter

* Wilson, Collected Works, III, p. 166.
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verses. Although it is a small work, it seems to have attained celebrity in later

years.

The AnekSrtha-dhvani-mahjarl by Mah&kjapapaka was written before a.d.

925. It is a dictionary of homonyms and consists of three chapters which re-

peatedly devote a quarter, one-half, or the whole of a stanza to the meanings of

words.

The Parydya-ratna-mdla, written in about a.d. 700, is a synonymous glossary

of botanical terms. It contains the names of plants and herbs which

were generally used by physicians at that time for medical purposes. It is not,

however, a purely medical dictionary like the Raja-nighantu of the thirteenth

century, for in it we also find synonyms for other terms such as p&rvati, jayanta

,

brahma, vifttu, and bhjtya.

Another medical glossary, and one written on the model of Paryaya-ratna-

mala, is the Paryaya-muktavali by Hari$ena. It is written in metrical form and is

divided into twenty-three sections.4

The Abhidhdna-ratna-mdla was written by Halayudha in about a.d. 950. It is

a small vocabulary of about 900 verses and deals mainly with synonyms, while

the last chapter is devoted to homonyms and indeclinables. Although in most

respects it follows the Amarakofa, it does not treat of genders so strictly as the

Amarakofa does, and it is composed in a variety of metres. Hal&yudha is said

to have flourished in the middle of the tenth century and is identified with the

author of the Kavi-rahasya a grammatical work written in honour of King

Krsna III (c. 940-70) of the Rastrakufa family.

The last lexicon to be composed during this period was probably the

Vaijayantikosa by Yadavaprak&^a, written before a.d. 1100. It is a voluminous

lexicon in two broad divisions, one dealing with synonyms and the other with

homonyms. The distinguishing feature of this work, and one that has consider-

ably increased its bulk, is that it contains numerous words from Vedic literature.

For this reason it is looked upon as a work of considerable merit and authority.

Yadavaprakaia, who lived in South India, is identified with the preceptor of

Rim&nuja, the celebrated staunch adherent of the Vai$pava school ofVedSnta.

Yadavaprakaia is said to have been originally a devout follower of the Advaita

philosophy of Sankara, but then, as a result of his discussion with his pupil

RamSnuja, he is supposed to have given up Advaitism in favour of the philo-

sophy of R&minuja.*

4 Sugandhi-vargat madf&agandha-varga, hinagandha-varga, s&nya-varga, ratna-vwrge, dh&tdpadh&tu-vargfy

madhura-varga, amla-varga, uttamajdka-varga, tiktaidka-varga, pufpa-varga, lil&phcda-varga, kanda-varga,

mahdvrkfa-varga, madhyamaorkfa-varga, hrasvavrkfa-varga, latd-varga, hmbttukodhdnya-varga, tmadh&ya-varga,

krtdnna-varga
t p&nfya-vttrga, foafyaka-vorga, and bhautikddi-varga.

* R. G. Bhand&rkar, Report in Search qfSanskrit Manuscriptsfor 1883-84f p. 9.

• Vati«&antifo>$a (Ed. G. Oppert), Preface, p. vi.
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COMMENTARIES ON THE AMARAKO$A

Being so popular, the Amarakosa naturally attracted the attention of com-
mentators; so far we know of nearly sixty commentaries. Of these, five or six

were printed but the rest are known to have existed only in manuscript form

and are now lost. The following act some among these known commentaries:

The Kamadhenu by Subhuticandra, written between a.d. 1062 and 1172, is

probably the earliest known commentary on the Amarakosa. The author was a

Buddhist. Professor Das Gupta is inclined to identify Subhuticandra with

Subhutip&la who was perhaps a Bengali.7 As Subhuticandra was a Buddhist,

the manuscripts of his commentary on the Amarakosa are found preserved in

Tibetan monasteries. The Kamadhenu is an exhaustive and learned work and

contains citations from numerous authorities. There are two factors that fix

Subhudcandra’s possible dates.® One is that the Kamadhenu contains a reference

to Bhoja and two of his works, the Sarasvati-kanthabharana and the Srngdra-

prakdia
, and the date of Bhoja’s death is given as a.d. 1063. The other factor is a

reference to Subhuticandra made by Saraiiadeva (twelfth century a.d.) in his

Durghata-vrtti.

Another early commentary on the Amarakosa is the Amarakosodghdtana

written by Kslrasvamin in the latter half of the eleventh century. Ksirasv&min

is supposed to have lived in Kashmir; according to some, he was a native of

South India, while others believe him to have belonged to Central India. His

commentary is a work of considerable merit, being rich in citations from previ-

ous works. At times he gives his own interpretations which differ from those

given by other commentators. His explanations are very brief and contain the

etymology of every word occurring in the text.

A Bengali commentator named Sarv£nanda wrote the Tikd-sarvasva in a.d.

1 1 59. It is very valuable from the philological point of view as it contains many
words which were probably current in Bengal during Sarvananda’s time. It is

an exhaustive work and quotes not less than two hundred authorities. The
Tikd-sarvasva seems to have been the basis of all later Bengali commentaries on

the Amarakosa including the one by R5yamuku{a, the celebrated commentator

who flourished in the fifteenth century.

The Amarakofa-tika is attributed to Trilocanadasa (about twelfth century),

a Bengali who has been identified as the reputed author of the gloss on the

Kdtantra-vrtti by Durgasirhha.®

The Amarakosa-mdld, dated between 1350 and 1500, is attributed to Parama-

nanda Sarman who is said to have been an inhabitant of the village of Sailakini

7 Nalini Nath Das Gupta, 'The Bengali Commentators on the Amarakosa *, Indian Culture, Vol. II,

No. 2 (October, 1935), pp. 261-70.

• Kupjmsvami Shastri Commemoration Volume (1935), p. 4.

* Nalini Nath Das Gupta, loc. fit., p. 261

.
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in the Bhawal area of the Dacca district in the eastern part of Bengal. He is

identified as Param&nanda who wrote a commentary on KSoya-prak&ia by

Mammata. Aufrecht records only one manuscript of this commentary, but it is

not available to scholars for study.10

One of the most important commentaries on the Amarakosa is the Pada-

candrikd written in 1431 and attributed to a Bengali writer named Brhaspati

who was known as Rayamuku{a. His commentary is exhaustive and is regarded

by subsequent writers as a work of great authority. Brhaspati was a native of

Ra^ha in Bengal. He was a celebrated author and wrote commentaries on

other works also. From the Sultan of Gauija, that is, Bengal, he obtained the

title paridita-sarvabhauma (i.e. a polymath). This commentary has recently been

published from the Sanskrit College, Calcutta.

A hitherto unknown commentary on the Amarakosa was discovered by Das

Gupta, although only a fragment of the manuscript was found. This is the

Amarakofa-tika, written after 1275 by DurlabhavaUabha. An account of the

author is given in Indian Culture.11

The Padartha-kaumudi, which is also known as the Amarakosa-paHjikS, is an

exhaustive commentary on the Amarakofa. It was written in about 1618 by

Narayana Cakravartin, a Bengali commentator. It is replete with quotations

from previous works including the commentaries on the Amarakosa written by

Subhuticandra, Sarvananda, and Rayamukupu
Among the later commentaries of the Bengal school is Mugdha-bodhini

written by Bharatasena between 1650 and 1680. This commentary is the

favourite authority of the Bengal school and, in fact, of all other schools in which

the grammar of Vopadeva is accepted.11 Its importance lies in the fact that it

discusses different readings according to different authorities. The etymologies

are given according to Vopadeva’s system ofgrammar.

The Vyakhya-sudha was written by Bhanuji Diksita in the latter part of the

seventeenth century. Bhanuji Diksita calls himself the son ofthe celebrated gram-

marian Bhattoji Diksita, and his work was written at the request of Kirtisimha

of the BSghela dynasty and ruler of Mahldhara. The Vydkhya-sudhd is among
the important commentaries on the Amarakofa ;

the interpretations given are

complete, and the etymologies are in conformity with the Pininian system of

grammar. At times the author improves upon the explanations given by his

predecessors, especially RStyamukuta; he also offers his own interpretations

whenever he differs from them.

A very late commentary on the Amarakosa is the Amarakofa-viveka written by

Mahesvara, who appears to have been a resident of Mah&ra$pra, in the latter

10 T. Aufrecht, Catalogue Catalogorum, i, 3256.
11 Nalini Nath Du Gupta, loe. pp. 263-64.
11 Wilson, qftxti., V, p. 206.
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half of the seventeenth century. Besides being exhaustive, this commentary is of

philological interest as Mahe&vara quotes numerous Marathi words as the

equivalents of Sanskrit expressions used in the text. Every now and then he

records Marathi words, introducing them with such expressions as iti piasiddham

(thus it is widely current) or iti khpptam (thus it is well known) or iti laukika-

bhasdydm (thus it is in popular language).

The Amarakosa-padavivfti, written in the eighteenth century, is a very exhaus-

tive and copious commentary and is attributed to Lingabhatta, about whose

personal history nothing is known to us. Aufrecht, however, states that his

father’s name was Kamyabhaftopadhyaya.13
. P. P. S. Sastry observes that

Lingaya Suri, i.e. Lingabhatta, was a Telugu Brahmana, and his commentary is

the most popular one in South India. Although the author has been placed in

the eighteenth century,14 Dr Raghavan is of the opinion that Lingabhatta must

have flourished before Mallinatha, that is, before 1430.

The Sdrasundari, written in 1666, is by a Bengali commentator named Mathu-

re$a Vidyalankara. According to Dr Colebrook, it is a perspicuous piece of work.

It abounds in quotations from other commentaries and is, therefore, a rich

source of information on interpolations and the various readings of the text.

The Sabdartha-sandipika is a commentary written in the eighteenth century

by Narayapa Vidyavinoda, a famous grammarian belonging to the Jaumara

school.

One of the latest commentaries on the Amarakosa is the Sih-bodhini written

by Mahesvara Sukthahkara in the eighteenth century. The author hailed

from Goa and belonged to a family of Gauda Sarasvata Brahmanas; his family

deity was the goddess Santadurga. Like the seventeenth century Mahesvara,

this Mahesvara too gives Marathi equivalents for Sanskrit expressions in several

places. He also quotes often from previous authorities.

THIRD PERIOD

The third period in the history of Sanskrit lexicography may be looked

upon as the Hemacandra era of lexicography. Hemacandra wrote two works,

the Abhidhana-cittidmani and the Anekartha-sangraha, and these became the models

for Many other lexicons compiled during this period. Among the most important

of these, all of which were homonymous lexicons, are: the ViSva-prakaSa by

Maheivara; the Namamala by Dhananjaya; the Medinikosa by Medinikara; the

Nanartharnava-sankfepa by Kelava; the Mankhakosa by Mahkha; the Anekdrtha-

tilaka by Mahipa; the Ndndrtha-ralna-mala by Irugappadand5dhin5tha
; and

the Anekartkakofa by Ajayapala.

During this period special glossaries such as medicinal and botanical

»* Lot. tit., i, 344b.

“ Tanjort Mss. Des. Cat., IX, No. 4960.
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works were composed. The following are die important ones:

The Sabda-candriki by Cakrapinidatta, written in 'about a.d. 1060, is a

medicinal glossary dealing with vegetable and mineral substances. It also

contains a chapter on compounds, both in medicine and in dietetics, and is divi-

ded into the following nine sections: (») vfkfSdi-varga (section on trees and
the like); (it) suvarriddi-varga (section on gold and the like); (iit) ghrtddi-varga

(section on clarified butter and the like)
;

(it/) bhUmyddi-varga (section on land

and the like); (v) mamqya-varga (section on man); (pi) simhddi-varga (sectionon

the lion and the like)
;

(pit) madyadi-varga (section on wine and liquors)
;

(piii)

paftca-kasdyadi-varga (section on five astringent juices and the like)
; and (ix)

triphaladi-varga (section on three fruits viz. haritaki, bibhitaki, and amalaki

and the like). Cakrapamdatta is believed to have lived under the patronage of

Sahajapala and Nayapala of the Pala dynasty. He was a well-known author

and wrote several medical treatises in Sanskrit.

The SaPda-pradipa by SureSvara, written in 1075, is a dictionary of botanical

terms. Naming the different plants, it mentions also their medical properties.

The work is divided into two broad divisions: the svara-kantfa (section on
vowels); and the vyanjana-kanfa (section on consonants). Sureivara was a

court physician to King Blumapala who probably belonged to the P5la dynasty;

the Sabda-piadipa was written for him in 1075.“

The Dravyaguna-iata-iloki, which is also known as the PathySpathya-nighantu,

was written by Trimallabhatta between 1383 and 1499. It is a medicinal treatise

giving the medical properties of usual articles of diet. Although it thus deals

with the medical aspects of food substances, it also gives a classification of these

substances. The work consists of 100 stanzas divided into fourteen sections: (i)

jala-varga (section on water)
;

(ii) dugdha-varga (section on milk)
;

(iit) dhanya-

varga (section on paddy);
(
iv) marhsa-varga (section on meat); (p) patraiaka-

phalasaka-kandasaka-varga (section on leaves and vegetables); (pi) iksukhandadi-

varga (section on sugar-cane and the like); (p») taila-varga (section on oil);

(piii) madhu-varga (section on honey)
;
(ix) drtiksadi-varga (section on grapes and

the like)
;
(x) Sunthyadi-varga (section on ginger and the like)

;
(xi) siddhanna-varga

(section on boiled rice or cooked food)
;

(xii) madya-varga (section on wine)

;

(xiii) abhyangadi-varga (section on cosmetics) ; and (xiv) tambuladi-varga (section

on betel leaves and the like).

The Madana-vinoda-nighaniu, which is also known by its shorter title, Madam-

vinoda, was written by Madanapala in 1374. It is a famous dictionary of drugs

and one of the biggest vocabularies of materia medica having about 2,250

verses. It is divided into fourteen sections which are more or less common
to the medical glossaries. It gives synonyms for the various drugs and, as in the

“ A. B. Keith, HSL, p. 123.
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R&ja-nighanju written about the same time, it also describes the drugs and their

properties. One chapter, anna-varga, describes ' different kinds of foodstuffs;

while another, mamsa-varg«, explains this uses of various kinds of animal flesh

and the effect of these foods on the health. The work is ascribed to King
Madanapala of the Taka family; 1$ was a great patron of learning and the

author of several treatises.

The Rdja-nighantu, written by Narahari after 1235, is, as we have mentioned,

another medical glossary of the names of various herbs and their medicinal

properties. It is almost wholly limited to the materia mtdica used by Hindu
physicians and gives synonyms for the various vegetable and mineral products

considered to possess medicinal value, and describes their properties. The work

is divided into the same fourteen sections.

FOURTH PERIOD

The fourth period in the history of Sanskrit lexicography ends witli the

last days of the Peshwas or Maratha rulers, that is, in about 1820, and this

date also marks the beginning of the modern dictionaries. The fourth period is

marked by the tendency shown in some of the lexical works to adopt words of

foreign origin, paiticularly Arabic and Persian. This was probably due

to the introduction of Arabic and Persian words in everyday speech during

the days of the Moguls. In the court language the old Sanskrit words were

gradually disappearing, their place being usurped by what was known asyavani,

i.e. Persian and Arabic words. It is surprising to find that in the old documents

written at the time of King Sivaji more than half the words are of Persian or

Arabic source. The writers of this period were greatly influenced by such

foreign words. Consequently they introduced in their lexicons as far as possible

foreign equivalents of Sanskrit words. Examples are : vajira or diwati for amatya

(minister); bakshi for senapati (commander-in-chief)
;
alaci or vakil for diita (mes-

senger)
;
munsi for lekhaka (writer)

;
arajbegi for vijnapaka (informer) ; mir atas or

lopkhane ka daroga for analadhyaksa (superintendent of armoury) ; mir imarat for

silpa-sastra-visarada (civil engineer)
;
and bagait ka daroga forudyanapala (gardener).

These lexicons may, in fact, be regarded as bilingual glossaries. Among such

works are : Parasi-prakasa by Vihari Krsnadasa
;
Parasi-prakasa by Vedangaraya

;

Tavana-paripati-anukrama by Dalapatiraya
;
and Rdja-vyavahara-kosa by Raghu-

natha Pandita which was composed for the use of King Sivaji.

However, in spite of the influence of foreign words on Indian languages,

lexicons devoted purely to the treatment of Sanskrit vocables were not wanting.

Indeed, voluminous lexicons comprising 2,000 to 4,000 verses were composed

even during this period. Among these are : Kalpadrukosa by Kesava
;
Sarvaratna-

samanvaya attributed to King Shahji of Tanjore; and Kofakalpataru by Visva-

natha composed towards the middle of the seventeenth century.
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POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC LITERATURE
IN SANSKRIT*

TO the ancient Indian thinker polity and political economy, as sciences, were

not independent disciplines. Society was viewed as an organic whole which

was governed by the immutable law of dharna (or its Vedic antecedent rta).

The term dharna was fairly wide in its connotation. It included codes of socio-

economic relationships, and also the relation between the State and the indi-

vidual, the king and his subjects. Even in describing the four ends of human
life as caturvarga, it was said that the summum bonum of life, mok§a (salvation),

could be attained only by the rational pursuit of the other three, dharna, artha,

and kama, in other words, by a synthesis of the spiritual and material aspects of

life. Thus it will be apparent that the ancient thinkers were not oblivious of artha

and kama as distinct factors in human life. But the sheet-anchor of life was

dhama which embraced all aspects of life and society and included what we

now refer to as politics and economics. This is why there is so little literature in

the early period devoted exclusively to the discussion of political theories or

economic ideas. These ideas were part and parcel of ideas concerning social

well-being, whether this was to be achieved through the conduct of the indi-

vidual or through the conduct of the king or of the rostra (State).

In the early Vedic texts and even in the later works, the Samhitas, the

Brahmanas, and the Aranyakas, we find isolated passages with cryptic references

which reveal the conceptions of the Vedic Aryans relating to such topics as the

origin of kingship (whether from military necessity1 or from divine dispensa-

tion*), the status, duties, and responsibilities of the king vis-a-vis the various

social classes, and other related matters. A significant development in political

ideology is seen in the ritual prescriptions of resplendent sacrifices such as the

rajasiiya or the aivamedha as well as in such expressions as ekardt (the sole ruler),

samrdt (the emperor), visvasya bhuvanasya rSjd (king of the whole world), all of

^Sanskrit is generally taken as the literature of metaphysics and abstract speculations of the ancient

Indian seers. Accordingly, it is held that Sanskrit, which can precisely express the Upani$adic ideas, is

‘alien’ to economic and political issues. A dose study of the extant Sanskrit literature, however,

bears out that the Sanskrit literature is replete with economic and political ideas vital for running

the State and for determining the relations between the State and the individual. The Dharma-s&stras,

Artha-sastras, and Smfti-^&stras have already been dealt with as elements of the cultural heritage of

India in Volume II of this series. In this article it is proposed to present the political and economic

ideas, concepts, and codes as may be found in the Sanskrit literature from the earliest times.

—Editor.

'Ait. Br., I. 1.14.

* Sat. Br., V. 3. 3-12.
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which clearly denote imperial status. It should be borne in mind, however, that

the Vedic literature was mainly sacerdotal in character, breathing theology and

metaphysics even while referring to mundane matters. If any secular literature

of the period had been preserved it would have given much more access to

whatever practical theories ofState and society might have been formulated.

Coming to the age ofthe Sfitras we are on firmer ground. The early Dharma-
Sfitras are usually taken to be pre-Buddhist and are datable to about 600 b.c.,

while others range approximately between that date and 300 b.c.* In the early

texts we find political and economic ideas in a more collected form, but there

is still no systematic exposition of political doctrines, and the subject is not

treated as an independent branch of learning. The Dharma-Sfitras lay down
the norm of political organization, and this is chiefly a monarchy. The Sfitras

emphasize the reciprocal duties of the king and the people and prescribe

the principal function of the king as protection of the subjects and promotion

of their all-round welfare; and this function entitles him to receive taxes, more

or less in the nature of pay.* Stray references to the hereditary nature of succes-

sion to kingship, and references to the special status ofBrahmapas in upholding

the moral order ofsociety and in exercising effective curbs on the king’s conduct

are among the highlights of the Sfitra literature.6

It may be presumed that towards the close of the Sfitra period political

theories tended to crystallize and might have developed into the schools of

political philosophy and economics alluded to in Kauplya’s Arthaiastra and in

the Mahabharata. However, in the absence of any extant treatise we have to be

content with only quotations and stray references found in the later literature.

KAUTILYA’S ARTHASASTRA

The earliest extant treatise on the science of polity in its widest sense,

however, is the Arthaiastra written by Kautilya who is known as Vijpugupta

as well as Canakya. Kautilya was an astute Brahmana politician and, accord-

ing to tradition, he was responsible for the rise of Candragupta Maurya. It is

further believed that Kautilya was the principal architect of the Maurya
administration and also its chief minister. Thus Kauplya’s Arthaiastra may be

taken to be a product of the latter part of the fourth century b.c. This work

was long lost and was known only from quotations and from reference to it by

later authors. However, thanks to Dr R. Shamasastry, Curator, Government

Oriental Library, Mysore, the full text of the manuscript was recovered and

published in 1909.* Since then there has been a serious and prolonged contro-

•H. Dh., Vol. I, P*. I, pp. 13-14.

4 The Hijtory andCulture ofthe Indian People, Vol. I (Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, Bombay, 1971), p. 488.

* Ibid., pp. 488-90.

* Bibliotheca Sanskritica, Vol. XXXVII (My»ore).
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versy over die date and authorship of the work. One. section of distinguished

scholars 7 would like to assign it to a date ranging from the first to the third cen-

tury a.d. The authorship they would ascribe not to Kautilya himself but to

his disciples or to successors belonging to the Kaufilyan school of thought.

But another section of equally distinguished scholars,* the protagonists of the

traditional theory, put forward arguments which emphasize, equally strongly,

the antiquity of Kautilya’s Arthaidstra and push it back to the Mauryan age. So,

without being dogmatic about the date of composition of this work, since with

our present knowledge an accurate date is difficult to determine, we may take

the Arthaidstra to be the earliest independent book on the subject and regard

it as a standard work, the most authoritative compendium in Sanskrit on

politics, administration, and economics produced by Indian genius. However,

a comparative study of internal evidence in the Arthaidstra and the Mam Smrd

[c. 200 b.c.-a.d. 200) reveals that the Arthaidstra is older than the Manu Smrti

and must, therefore, be dated before the second century B.c. even if it is not

assigned to the Mauryan age, although this does not seem to be an absolutely

improbable date.

Kautilya’s masterly treatment of political and economic ideologies in his

Arthaidstra makes it abundantly clear that the science of statecraft must have

developed over a long period; the subject must have been assiduously studied

even before Kautilya’s time. Also, Kautilya does not take the credit of being a

pioneer in evolving the science of polity; rather he is frank enough to make an

unequivocal admission of having collected and compiled the then prevalent

theories of earlier masters, presenting at the same time his own views on them

from the practical standpoint of political and social expediencies. It is interest-

ing to observe that he opens his treatise with salutations addressed to two

distinguished political thinkers, Sukra (Usanas) and Brhaspati; he also refers

to as many as four (or five ?) well-known schools and more than a dozen cele-

brated authors including his own revered dcdiya whom he does not mention

by name. These references to so many authorities who held distinct views, or

who were authors of independent theories, may naturally be taken as showing

the intense intellectual activity of the pre-Kautilyan epoch in the field of politics

and economics. Unfortunately, however, none of this extensive literature survi-

ved after the appearance of Kautilya’s authoritative compendium. The earlier

works were evidently superseded by the pre-eminence of this work and in

subsequent ages too it held its ground and continued as the standard text.

The Arthaidstra is divided into fifteen adhikaranas (books) dealing with

important topics and divided further into 180 prakaranas (sections). The

7 R. O. Bhandarkar, Jolly and Schmidt, Wintemitz, Keith, Hillebrandt, etc.

• R. Shamasaatry, Fleet, Mm. G. Sastri, K. P. Jayaswal, N. N. Law, D. R. Bhandarkar, R. K.

Mookcrji, H. C. Ray, Mm. P. V. Kane, etc.

V—43
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prakaranas again are fitted into a scheme of 150 adhy&yas (chapters), some of

which extend over more than one prakararia dealing with related matters. Pro*

bably as a precaution against interpolation, Kauplya prefaced Book I with an

exclusive chapter enumerating the contents of the volume. The method followed

by Kaufilya reveals his discerning and constructive mind. Collecting relevant

data from various sources including the Sastras and the commentaries on them,

he presented these data, after necessary reorientation, in such a way that his

work became an instructive manual for an aggressively disposed monarchy.

He was well aware of the twofold aspect of the ancient concept of the function

of die State, namely, (i) the protection and welfare ofthe people and (ii) the

security and consolidation of the realm. Technically these two aspects were

known as tanlra and Svapa respectively, and it seems that he planned the arrange-

ment of the topics on these lines.*

Books I to V, comprising ninety-five prakaranas,
deal with tantra. Book 1

deals with die discipline and training of the king; his daily round of duties,

principles for the exercise of danfa (the sceptre symbolizing coercive authority)

;

and the qualifications of ministers of different cadres and also of spies (both

itinerant and stationary) . Book II deals with the bureaucratic* set-up of the

administrative organization of the State; the duties and responsibilities of the

adhyaksas (heads of departments) and of the hierarchy of officials; the lay-out

ofsetdements (old and new) as well as the planning of forts and fortified towns;

the assessment and collection ofrevenue and the maintenance ofproper revenue

accounts; industrial establishments including State monopoly concerns; and

the regulation and promotion of trade and commerce (inland and foreign).

Book III deals with civil laws and the administration ofjustice. Book IV deals

with criminal laws and the suppression of anti-social elements. Book V deals

with action against sedition and treason; measures to combat a financial crisis;

and such matters as the scales ofpay of State officials.

Books VI to XIV, comprising eighty-four prakaranas,
deal with avapa. Books

VI and VII deal with the essential characteristics of the State, described as

consisting of saptanga or sapta-prakfti (seven elements); the sixfold political

expedients in the field of diplomacy in inter-Statc circles, described as fdflgunya

(six expedients). Book VIII deals with the nature of the dangers and calamities

which may befall the king and the body politic from within and without or due

to natural disasters such as drought, flood, or pestilence. Books IX and X deal

with military campaigns and ancillary problems. Book XI deals with economic

guilds and political corporations, and measures for controlling them. Books XII

and XIII deal with methods of intrigue and the employment of secret agencies

against aggressive enemies and also during military expeditions; and with such

topics as ameliorative measures to be taken in a conquered country. Book

• Cf. CHI, Vol. II, pp. 452-61.
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XIV contains secret recipes designed for the destruction of enemies, and others

designed to remedy afflictions caused by enemy action.

Book XV, consisting of a single prakara^a, is of special significance. It is in

the form of a glossary of thirty-two technical political terms and verbal con-

tractions used in the text. The author gives their intended import in order to

avoid these words being wrongly construed and to avoid also their being given

a twisted interpretation by later commentators.

The variety of topics treated in this unique composition makes it clear that

Kauplya’s conception of polity or political science was not simply to theorize

on the political expedients confined within the bounds of rija-niti (politics),

raja-dhama (political philosophy), or danfa-niti (laws of punishment). His

concept was much wider in content and bearing. A distinguished economic

historian very aptly observes that the object of Kautilya was to lay down the

principles of ‘the art and technique of government with its economic basis

treated as an integral part of statecraft and social relations. The manner of its

specialization in political economy gives it a stamp of individuality, of belong-

ing to a distinct branch of thought and learning’.19 This attitude on the part of

Kautilya eminently justifies the nomenclature of the treatise as Arthasastra.

To him artha (wealth and its acquisition and distribution, or the financial

viability of a State) is of the utmost importance in so far as it enables a king to

discharge his duties to the people and achieve the political objectives of the

consolidation and expansion of the territory of the State. Kautilya thus stands

out as the foremost theorist of ancient India and the first to prepare a scientific

treatise on statecraft with economics as the basic factor.

Though the language of the Arthaiastra is Sanskrit, it is interspersed with

archaic un-Paninian terms. The principal theories are presented in short sUtras

(aphorisms) and the style is generally simple but pregnant with deep signi-

ficance. The terseness of expression is often carried to an extreme and this

factor, together with the use of obsolete expressions and technical terms of

dubious import, poses a difficult problem for the student who wishes to get to

the core of the subject. The sutras are followed by discourses known as bhdpa

and also short metrical compositions summing up the contents of each adhySya.

The purpose of this method is indicated in a colophon at the end of the book.

Vi?nugupta (Kautilya), it says, undertook the composition of the sUtras and

the bh&$yas on them as a safeguard against possible discrepancies in interpreta-

tion at the hands of commentators. In spite of the author’s noble intention, easy

understanding of the text is precluded by his economy in the use ofwords in the

exposition of the stitras, for this makes the work highly enigmatic. Even when

declaring his own views against those of the earlier authors, Kautilya keeps back

*• B. C. Sen, Economics in Kaufilya, p. 1.
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in many cases the arguments or reasoning that prompted him to take the final

decision embodied in the text.

The Artkdidstra may be seen as an omnibus volume of instruction for the

guidance of a limited circle of students, namely, princes and would-be adminis-

trators. This is why Kaufilya preferred to keep his discourses on a practical

plane and did not encumber them with moral maxims or didactic tales. By its

comprehensive character and eminent inductiveness it surpassed, as we have

said, all previous works and itself became unsurpassable as an authoritative

pattern; later periods produced only commentaries or annotations on it.

THE DHARMA-SASTRAS OR SMRTIS

While the early Dharma-Sutras attempted to set out the norm of political

organization as an essential part of the social complex, although they did so

only inadequately, it is in the Dharma-S&stras that we find the desired elabora-

tion of these early ideas. A floating mass of rules and regulations was codified

by the Dharma-Sastra writers as an all-round guide for the life and conduct of

the people. Polity or raja-dharma formed a legitimate part of their writings,

since upon the king’s rule and administration depended the smooth functioning

of the social organization.

It is widely believed that the Dharma-Sastras or Smrtis are metrical ver-

sions of the Dharma-Sutras.u The oldest and most popular of the Dharma-
sastras is the Mdnava Dharma-iastra which is also known as the Mam Smfti. It

is a book of twelve chapters in anuftubh (sixteen-syllabled) couplets. Chapters

VII and VIII and part of chapter IX of this work deal with raja-dharma. This

portion outlines the qualities and duties of rulers and describes the principles of

statecraft in peace and in war. Chapter VII deals with the entire range of State

activity such as the appointment of ministers and their responsibilities; dip-

lomacy and inter-State relations; the deployment of messengers and spies; the

organization of the army; forts; wars and military expeditions; the treatment

of a conquered people; internal administration; assessment and collection of

revenue; and the eradication ofanti-social elements
(
kantaka-sodhana). In chapter

VIII, and to some extent in chapter IX, are discussed the administration of

justice and also legal procedures including the laws of evidence in respect of

civil and criminal matters.

These rSja-dharma chapters of the Mam Smfti might easily have formed an

independent treatise on polity. They are in any case a significant contri-

bution to the subject, and regarded as the most authoritative source of

laws, both public and private. The Mam Smfti, naturally, lays special emphasis

on dharma. Sovereignty, it asserts, is vested in dkarma, and dharma thus stands

11 The History and Culture of the Indian People, Vol. 11 (1968), p. 255.
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above the ruler and he is its upholder. The ideology of dharma thus breathes

into tKe political conception of the school of Manu an element of spirituality.

The views of the Arthai&stra, on the other hand, are based on practical- con-

siderations according to the needs of circumstances. Even so, it is interesting to

note that the ArthaSdstra admits die claim of die precedence of the Dharma-
iistra view in the event of a conflict between the two in any fundamental

matter.1* This shows the popularity of the Dharma-dSstra and the extent, of the

confidence it enjoyed in society.

There are other later Sm{ti works which closely fbllowed the Manu Smfti,

not only chronologically but also in content. Among these are the Smftis of

Yajfiavalkya and Vi$nu (c. a.d. 100-300), of Ntrada (c. a.d. 100-400), ofBrhas-

pati (c. a.d. 300-500), and of K&ty&yana (c. a.d. 400-600) .“ Political theories

concerning such matters as the divinity of . kingship, the king’s authority over

all classes of subjects except the Briduna^as, and questions of internal adminis-

tration including the system of taxation as expressed in these Smftis almost

echo the Mam Smfti with minor modifications here and there. In matters of

law and legal procedure, however, and in the -administration of justice, all of

which are essential constituents of rdja-dharma, the authors of these Smrtis de-

monstrate their ingenuity. The Yajdavalkya Smrti,“ for example, describes the

judicial procedure more systematically than the Manu Smfti. It also defines the

laws of evidence of all varieties and the laws of prescription and ownership,

of partition, inheritance, and stri-dhana (the exclusive property of a woman).

The Narada Smfti}1 gives an elaborate description ofthe courts ofjustice, together

with details of procedural laws. These are the positive contributions of the age

to the development of an important aspect of the science of polity.1*

The two epics, the Rdmdyana and the Mahabhdrata, are replete with sound

political and economic theories for good government. The Rdmdyana, which is

the earlier of the two epics, contains reference to principles of good government,

diplomacy, war and peace, etc. It contains prescriptions regarding the manner

in which the king should consult his ministers, learned men, and the principal

officers of the army in formulating State policy on different matters. The
Mahabhdrata contains a rdja-dharma section, which is spread over panaris XII
and XIII. An inherent part of this great epic, it is also an illuminating

treatise on the science of polity. Into the mouth of die Kuru patriarch, Bhl$ma,

the author puts the traditional theories about such matters as the origin of the

State and its organic constituents; the divine source of monarchy; the duties

»* A.S., in. i.

19 Dates according to H.Dh II, Pt. I.

14 Tdj., II.

14 N&r, Sm., Introduction and Chapters MI.
19 For detailed study refer to CHl% Vol. II, pp. 301-413.
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of the ruler, his equipment, and his responsibilities towards his subjects; and the

constitutional features of non-monarchical governments.
17

KAMANDAKA’S nitisara

In the post-Kaufilyan age the gver-riding influence of the Arthai&stia was

so striking that, except for the raja-dharma sections of the Mam Smrti and the

MahSbhSrata, we find no work on polity or economics worth the name. It seems

that Kaufilya’s Arthaiastra cast into the shade all forms of political speculation;

so, the theories it propounded reigned supreme. The later Smrtis and Niti texts

devote their attention to the fineries of the legal and judicial procedures and
treat theories of polity and economics in a more or less conventional manner;

thus the sparkle of individuality or of an independent spirit is conspicuously

lacking.

The most important political treatise of this age is Kamandaka’s Nitisara

(or Kamandakiya). The dates assigned to it by different scholars range from

the third century a.d. to the end of the seventh century. It would perhaps be

reasonable to hold that the available text is a composition of the sixth or the

seventh century. In any case, the text is principally based on the ArthaSastra,

and the author acknowledges Visnugupta (Kautilya) as the innovator of the

science of polity. 1* Kamandaka attempted to elucidate the teachings of Kau-

tilya, his master, to facilitate wider consumption and easier understanding;

and with this end in view he used the kavya style as his medium. In his endeavour

to present a faithful commentary on the original work, Kamandaka avoided

demonstrating his own individuality; but he did not have that degree of pene-

trating insight born of practical experience which the master possessed in an

abundant measure.

The NitisSra, a metrical composition, is divided into twenty cantos and

thirty-six prakaraifas. The classification of topics under titles more convenient

than Kau{ilya’s is indeed commendable. Cantos I and II deal with the discip-

line and training of the king and the princes, the institutions of varn&Srama (the

four castes and the four stages of life), the usefulness of danda, and the general

rules of conduct. Cantos IV to VII deal with saptdhga (the seven elements of

the State and their functions including that of the king), removal of anti-social

elements, and the personal safety and security of the king. Cantos VIII to XII
deal with the inter-State mandcda (circle), types of treaties, the nature of differ-

ent kinds of hostilities, and diplomatic moves to be taken after due deliberation.

Canto XIII deals with the employment of envoys, ambassadors, and spies.

Canto XIV describes the glorious results of strenuous action and of initiative

taken and the reactions on the constituent organs of the body politic. Canto

*» Ibid., pp. 74-75.

11 Kamandakiya Nltisdra, T, 5-7.
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XV deals with vices and their consequent afflictions. Canto XVI deals with

enemy aggression and measures to combat it. Cantos XVII to XIX deal with

the movement and encampment of the army; up&yas (political expedients) ; the

assessment of one’s own military strength and repair of weaknesses; the alloca-

tion of duties and responsibilities to army commanders, including protection

of the forces placed under them, and, as and when necessary, the adoption of

even unorthodox moves. CantoXX deals with the deployment of the different

wings of the army in offensive and defensive warfare.

This summary of the contents of the Mtisara shows the degree of Kaman-
daka’s indebtedness to Kauplya’s work which, in fact, he almost paraphrased.

Unlike Kauplya, however, Kamandaka often took delight in using didactic

tales and moral maxims to illustrate the 'theories, particularly with regard to

the righteous conduct of the ruler. At the same time, Kimandaka did not hesi-

tate to recommend, on the same lines as Kauplya’s, the adoption of question-

able, unorthodox methods on the part of the king to suit the contingencies of

statecraft.1* It is strange, however, that Kamandaka omits altogether such an

important matter as internal administrative organization including theories

of taxation, the regulation of trade and commerce, and the administration of

justice, in all of which Kauplya excels. So we find that the system outlined in

the Arthaiastra continued as the authoritative pattern of governmental orga-

nization, and no new light could be thrown upon it even by commentators

like Kamandaka.

LATER WORKS

By the ninth century the Dharma-Sastra scholars devoted themselves more

to writing commentaries on the main Smrti works and preparing nibandhas

(digests) of them than to the production of original texts. Two notable works

of this period are the Bala-kridd, a commentary on the Y&jftavalkya Smrti

written by Viivarupa (a.d. 800-850), and the bhasya on the Mam Smfti

written by Medh&tithi (a.d. 825-900) and known as the Medhdtithi-bhd{ya.

Though they reiterate the Dharma-iastra doctrines, these two commentators

do not fail to show occasional originality in order to accommodate changing

circumstances. For example, in elaborating Manu’s theory of rSja-dhama

both Vrivarupa and Medh&tithi*0 enlarge the connotation ofkingship to include

rulers of noft-Kgatriya castes, provided the essential functions of the protection

and security of the State and of the people are discharged by them. Medhati-

thi endorses Manu’s principle of the king's unlimited executive authority, but

at the same time he lays down its limitations in so far as castes, orders* and re-

“ Ibid,, IX. 10; XXXVI. 54, 71.

» BSk-kriji (TSS Edn.), p. 181; Medhltithi on Menu., VII. 1-2.
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ligious matters are concerned.*1 Both thecommentators laystress on the reciprocal

relation between the ruler and the ruled, and on the right to taxation being

dependent upon protection.** VUvarQpa goes one step further.** He upholds

the political rights of the individual, declaring that a tyrant may not only be

deposed but slain in the interests of-die State. So we find, without multiplying

such instances, that the stream of political thought did not altogether become

moribund as time passed, even though the production of original works became

rare.

In the tenth century appeared another Niti treatise, the NitivSkyamrta (the

nectar of the science of polity). It was written by Somadeva Suri, a Jaina monk
of the Deccan, a contemporary of the Ra$trakQta king Krsna III (c. 940-70).

It is interesting to note that the text, though produced by a monk of the Jaina

order, bears little trace of monasticiam. On the other hand, like Kamandaka’s

MtisSra, it is principally based on the Kaufilyan tradition. The text consists of

thirty-two discourses on political institutions and statecraft, the emphasis being

on general morals. The work aims at instructing rulers on the conduct required

in administering the State and in achieving a position of pre-eminence in the

inter-State circle. The topics dealt with include ari-sadvarga (the six internal

enemies)
;
the education of the prince in the four vidyis (branches of learning),

namely, Snviksiki (philosophy), trayi (three Vedas or religion), vartd (economics),

and dandardti (polity), the functions of councillors, priests, army commanders,

ambassadors, spies, and ministers; the administration of thejanapada (the coun-

tryside); durga (forts and urban areas); the treasury; the army and allies; the

six types of foreign policy; and warfare and other measures for the security

of the realm. The work also refers to legal disputes and the administration of

justice. Thus it is apparent that Somadeva did not gloss over matters relating

to administrative organization as Kimandaka did. Somadeva’s work, however,

reiterates in a conventional way the SmytkArtha&stra tradition and reflects

hardly any originality of ideas. The language of the text is simple Sanskrit

characterized by occasional pun and humour. The sayings are composed in

concise form, but marked by clarity of expression.

The next two centuries witnessed the appearance of a few more Niti works

and Smfti digests bearing on polity and law, namely, the Yukti-kalpataru by
Bhqja, the Mdmsollisa or Abhilafit&rtha-cintimani by Some£vara, the Kjtya-

kalpataru by Laksmidhara, Vijfianeivara’s and Aparirka’s commentaries on the

YajHavalkya Smrti, Govindar&ja’s mid KullQka Bhafta’s commentaries on the

Mam Smrti, and the digests ofJImOtav&hana.

The Yukti-kalpataru, attributed traditionally to King Bhoja of the Paramara

“ Medhitithi, op. cit., VII. 12-13.

“ Ibid., IX. 254.

« Bala-krida, p. 192.
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dynasty, is a Niti text of little merit. The work summarizes the political views

of the earlier authors, and it does so in the unusually short compass of twenty

of the work’s 230 pages. The author touches briefly upon the various aspects

of administration, but in a perfunctory manner. The importance of the trea-

sury is strongly emphasized as being considered more valuable to a king than

his life-blood.*1 The theory of taxation which, however, is the source of the

treasury is glossed over.

The Mdnasolldsa or Abhilafitdrtha-cintdma#i by the GMukya king SomeSvara

(c. 1 126-38) is described as a work on polity, although only the first two praka-

ranas or oirh&atis (groups of twenty verses) deal with some aspects of statecraft.

The oldest Smrti digest is the Kftya-kalpatam by Bhafta Laksmidhara who
was the sandhi-vigrahika (minister of war and peace) at the court of King

Govindacandra (c. 11 14-54) of the Giha^avala dynasty. This is an encyclopae-

dic work, ofwhich the section on rdja-dharma deals with polity. In three sections

it describes (i) the sapt&Aga (seven elements) of the State—the qualities and the

duties of the ruler and of his ministers and administrative officers; the impor-

tance of forts and the treasury; allies of various kinds; judicial administra-

tion; and methods of developing the resources of the State; (ii) fdtfgtqrya (the

six expedients) the sixfold policy in matters ofdiplomacy and warfare; and (iii)

the efficacy of rites and rituals as a matter ofState policy. This unusual empha-

sis on ritualistic performances may be interpreted as a sign of the age when an

inclination developed to rely more on uncertain occult power than on practical

sources of strength.

Vijfiine&vara and Aparirka were contemporaries. Their commentaries on

the Ydj&avalkya Smrti were also digests of earlier Smrti material, but the striking

originality and inductiveness of these two works mark them out as distinct con-

tributions to the Sanskrit literature on law and polity. They both put forward

bold and well-reasoned arguments in support of the Smrti doctrine of the

relation of taxation to protection, the protection of the subjects being obliga-

tory upon the ruler.*5 It is in matters of juristic and legal exposition that

the commentators display their wide knowledge and analytical acumen of a high

order. Vijft&ndvara’s commentary, the Mitdkfard
,
contains important accounts

of the constitution and composition of different grades of courts ofjustice and

also details the procedural laws for the administration of even-handed justice.

Its prescriptions on the origin of ownership and the transfer of property by gift

or by partition, on .possession and adverse possession, on inheritance, and on

stri-dhana reflect the originality of outlook of the author and his juristic finesse.*5

Even in modem rimes this work is regarded as an authority on Hindu law.

u Tukii-kalpataru (Ed. Pandit Isvara Chandra Sswtri, 1917), p. 5, vv. 30-82.

« On raj., I. 368.

»lbid., II.

V—44
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Apar&rka’s work, although more extensive than the Mitaksard and often at va-

riance with it, doesnot reflect thesame depth of knowledge or originality of ideas.

JimutavShana ofBengal, who flourished in the same period, wrote two works

entitled Vyavahira-mdtrkd and D&yabh&ga. With eminent ingenuity he covers in

them a wide range of topics bearing'bn legal procedure and positive law. In the

VyavahSra-mdtfkS he sets out the formation of law courts of different grades,

eighteen titles of law, and methods of trial on the basis of legal proofs and

evidence, which are enumerated separately for civil and criminal matters.

DSyabhdga deals particularly with the laws of ownership, inheritance, partition,

and stri-dkana. The laws ofJimutavahana still hold good as the principal auth-

ority all over Bengal. Some of his doctrines differ sharply from those found in

the Mitaksard, particularly with regard to partition and inheritance. These

legal treatises enrich the science of polity in its wider aspects by their formula-

tion of theories of social relationships and the administration of justice.

The Sukra-tdtisSra, which is attributed to the sage SukrScarya, the preceptor

of the daityas, is one of the latest Sanskrit works on political speculation. The
available text was written not before a.d. 1200, since it refers to the use of fire-

arms. This text, however, might have been developed upon an earlier nucleus.

It is a treatise remarkable for its comprehensiveness as well as for its freshness

and originality of outlook. It consists of four chapters, and of these one, chapter

III, relates to general rules of morality or sadharana-ntti. The first chapter deals

with the duties and functions of the king, his divinity and parallelism with

different deities, and with his obligation to afford protection to the people.

In this connection, Sukriic&rya draws a sharp contrast between the righteous

rulerand the tyrant, which is highly significant.*7 In chapter II are described the

duties and responsibilities of high officials and dignitaries of the State and the

different aspects of internal administration. This chapter also provides valuable

and detailed information regarding the different items of State expenditure.

It also lists the different kinds of State documents, namely, jaya-patra, relating

to judgement; ajM-patra, a royal order; prajM-patra, a proclamation; iasana-

patroy a public notice; prasdda-patra, a royal favour; and bhoga-patra, a docu-

ment or title of possession. The fourth chapter includes topics such as the king’s

friends or allies; the royal treasury and taxation measures; forts; the composi-

tion of the army; military administration; and non-political topics such as

arts and sciences including architecture, sculpture, painting, and other bran-

ches of the fine arts; literature; and customs and institutions reflecting the

economic life of the people. This encyclopaedic work incorporates the salient

teachings of the Arthai&stra and the Mam Smrti and also to some extent the

KdmasStra with the author’s own modifications where deemed necessary to

bring the work in line with changing circumstances.

*> Sukra-nitislra, I. 28-35, 170-71.
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Other late NIti works include R&janiti-ratnfikara by Gande$vara, NlH-praka-

hki by Vailamp&yana, Niti-prak&ta by Mitra Miira, Niti-mayQkha by Nila*

kaptha, and the Birhaspatya ArthaJ&stra. All these works deal with aspects of

polity and statecraft They follow the conventional pattern of the Smrti

tradition with little new to contribute.

The Puranas, which were fashioned out of traditional lore and used as the

medium of instruction for die common people, also made their contribution to

the propagation of political and socio-economic ideals. Most of the eighteen

Pur&Qas and as many or more of the Upapuripas are, no doubt, religious in

character. Nevertheless, some of these major Puranas such as the Matsya,

Agni, and Garutja and, among the UpapurS^as, the Vifnudkarmttara, are

encyclopaedic in form and content In addition to the usual Pur&ga topics

they contain chapters on rija-dhama dealing with such topics as the king’s

coronation, his duties and responsibilities, the rules of politics and diplomacy,

and the science of war and the use of arms and weapons." They also include

topics relating to social organization based on varn&irama-dhwrma and economic

institutions. The Viynudharmottara recites an interesting account of anarchy

engulfing the ‘state of nature’ without a king as the genesis for the rise of king-

ship. The importance of kingship as essential to safeguard the people against

calamities of all kinds is asserted also in the Garufa and Agni Puriyas. The Smrti

tradition of the ethics of raja-dharma, that is, the ruler’s unlimited authority

balanced by his obligations to the people, finds eloquent exposition in the

Puranas. The Puranas popularized die doctrines of the Smrtis and the Mahd-

bhSrata
,
presenting them in simpler style illustrated with legends and moral

maxims, but did not indicate any new line of thought. They are, rather, a

compilation of borrowed material. Polity and other such secular matters came

to be incorporated at a later date, probably in the ninth or tenth century. This

was in order to enhance the importance of the Puranas in popular estimation.

The Kdlika Purina (eleventh century) and the Bjhaddhama Purina (fourteenth

century) also have sections dealing with polity and statecraft."

From the brief survey in the foregoing pages it is evident that there was no

dearth of political, economic, and legal literature in Sanskrit in ancient India.

Classical Sanskrit literature as such also abounds in political and economic

ideas iii which references occur about the duties of a king, the concept of uni-

versal sovereignty, etc."

• Mattya Purina, Chi. CCXV-CCXLIII; Agni Purina, Chi. CGXVIII-CCXLII1; Garufr Purina,

Chs. CV1-CXV; Vif$udharmoUaraf
Bk. II.

" KSlikd Purina, Gh. LXXXVII; Brhaddhama PurSp>, Bk. III.

M See Beni Prasad, Theory of Government w Ancient India (Central Book Depot, Allahabad, 2nd Edn*),

pp. 268*307.
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SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE IN SANSKRIT

THERE is a general impression that although Indians in ancient rimes made
tremendous progress in art, literature, philosophy, and allied branches of

knowledge, in the field of science they made little progress or none at all. This

neglect of the study of science is attributed to over-emphasis on religion which,

it is said, resulted in a culture of other-worldlincss. This impression lies at the

root of the bias which prompted such an eminent scholar as Keith to opine : Tn
the great period of Sanskrit literature, at any rate, experimental science was

at a low ebb, and little ofimportance was accomplished in those fields in which

experiment is essential’.1 Recent research, however, has brought to light con-

vincing evidence to prove that in the field of scientific and technical knowledge

the contribution of ancient India was by no means negligible.2

If literary evidence is not to be discarded as absurd and improbable, which

it certainly is not, even though it may be looked upon as such by the historians,

then the Rg-Vedic reference to the artificial thigh made of iron given to Vifi-

pala by the A$vins® must be regarded as an astonishing feat of medical science

and metallurgy in such an early period of human history. Even the Iron Pillar

of Delhi (c. fourth century a.d.), which is twenty-three feet high and nine tons

in weight, and two other such pillars found in Dhar and Mount Abu are no less

striking. In the Rg- Veda (IV. 36.1) the Rbhus are said to have had a three-

wheeled chariot which could move in the air as well as on earth; the two great

epics also refer to some sort of aerial car. Today, however, these are looked

upon as nothing more than poetic fancy. Coming to the eleventh century, we
find a royal author, King Bhoja, speaking of some aerial cars with which he

appears to have experimented successfully. In a cryptic way he tells us how to

build the machines, and discusses the problems connected with floating the

ear in the air against the force of gravity and the problem of driving it in the

desired direction against the force of the wind. For this purpose he advises the

use ofsome kind of ‘gas’ and also some propellers.4 Thus it becomes evident that

1 A. B. Keith, HSL, p. 408.

* See V. Raghavan’s article ‘I» Hindu Culture Other-worldly' in Twentieth Century (Allahabad,

1937).

* Sadyo jangham <iyaslrii vUpalSyai—(?. V., I. 1 16.15; 1. 1 18.8.

4 Laghu-ddnt-mayarh mahdvihaAgam drdha-suslitfa-tanurh vidhaya tasya

Udare rasa-yantram idadhlta jvalanSdhdram adho'iya cagnipurnam.

Tatrdr&fhah piru/as tasya pakfadvandvoccdlaprojjhitendnilena

Suptasyantap pdradasydiya Jaktyd citrarh kurvannamvare ydti duram.

Itthameva sura-mandira-tulyam sahcalayatyalaghu d&ruvimdnam

Adadhtta vidhind catun'ntas tasya pdradabhrtan drdhakumbhdn,
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in the eleventh century an Indian thinker attempted in his own way to tackle

the most difficult problems of aeronautics that still baffled his European coun-

terparts even in the eighteenth century. In the Rg-Veda (I. 34. 1; VI. 44. 24)

and in the Vdjasaneyi Samhitd (VI. 18, 18, 37) there are references to mechanical

devices (yantras

)

and the MahdbkdratcP also speaks of a number oiyantras. The

Rdm&yana also knew about them.* Kauplya’s Arthaidstrd’ speaks of two varieties

ofyantra, static
(
sthita

)
and dynamic (cola), and also ofother kinds such as auto-

matic door-leaves and a contraption called vidvdsa-gMUn that was designed

to sink as soon as the enemy placed his full weight on it with a view to storming

the fortress.

Almost all the branches of ancient Indian science and technology give refer-

ences to ancient authorities on those subjects, and in many branches references

are made to certain sages as the founders of particular schools. Modem scholars

are inclined to discard these references as so many myths; but this is the result

of approaching Indian tradition in a slipshod manner. The non-availability

of ancient works does not justify the presumption of their non-existence. Then

again, before arriving at any conclusion about the scientific literature ofancient

India we should consider the following facts. In the case of science and techno-

logy, the experts were unwilling to divulge the secret of their knowledge lest it

should be used against their own interests. So they tried to keep their knowledge

confined to themselves and a very small circle of disciples; only very rarely were

they induced to put down their secrets in writing. Even when they chose to

record their findings they put them in such a cryptic manner that they were

not easily intelligible to anyone who did not belong to that particular school of

thought. Thus we find Bhoja, author of the work Samarafigana-sutradhdra, frankly

stating that he has laid down the fundamental principles and processes of his

machines in a very cryptic manner, but this is not because of his ignorance.*

He is adopting this method for the sake of maintaining secrecy; and this seems

to have been the order of the day in his time. Needless to say, this secrecy often

resulted in the extinction of the knowledge attained; it died with the dis-

A great bird, with its body having well-knit joints, should be made of light varieties of wood and

within its belly the rasayantra (a machine of liquid metal) should be placed and below the machine

a stove full with fire shall be placed*

Man riding on this (bird) can move far away in the sky making astonishing feats on account of the

power or the liquid metal placed in its cavity as well as by dint ofthe dispersion of wind by the strength

of its hovering wings.

In this way the aerial car made of timber, resembling a house of gods moves swiftly. The skilful

(engineer) should place just conforming to the rules, sturdy vessel full ofliquid metal at the right place

in its cavity* —Stmuvdfya$a~sutradhdr$, XXXI. w. 95-97

* Adi. (Kumbhakonam Edn.), p, 64. * II. 100.53; V.3.18; VI.61.33.

7 Adhyakfaprae&ra, II. 18. 5-6.

• SamarMgm^tradkdra, XXXI. v. 79: Yantrdm ghafand noktS gnpt^rthah nSjMdualdL
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continuation of the school under various unfavourable circumstances.

Nonetheless, the scientific literature in Sanskrit available to us is quite

extensive and elaborate, and the variety of subjects covered is by no means

unimpressive. The subjects on which books may be found include: alchemy;

chemistry; distillation of liquor; "Tnedical science including anatomy and
physiology, pathology, mattria mediea, therapeutics, paediatrics, hygiene,

dietetics, the science of studying the pulse, and veterinary science for elephants,

horses, and cattle; zoology; ornithology; medical terminology; cosmetics and

aromatics; the science of gems; cookery; the science of robbery; astronomy;

mathematics; astrology; prognostication including geomancy, cubomancy,

omens and portents, dreams, palmistry, and physiognomy; geography, agricul-

ture, horticulture; the science of warfare; archery; sports and games; psycho-

Iogy; erotics; dance, music, and histrionics; art and architecture including

sculpture, painting, and iconography; and mechanical devices. It is not possible

to deal here exhaustively with all these subjects, so we confine our remarks

only to a brief outline.

Alchemy: Man’s craving for gold is universal, and it was the hunt for gold

that goaded him on in ages past to the science of alchemy when he made
various experiments in the attempt to convert base metal9 into gold. In India

alchemy appears to have been associated mainly with the Tantric religion,

but the ancient works which dealt with alchemy are now lost; only

a trail of this tract survived in the forms of Kakaeandefaari-mata Tantra and

Suoartfa or Svarna Tantra mentioned by Alberuni.* The earliest available work

on this subject is perhaps Rasa-ratnakara (seventh or eighth century a.d.),

attributed to Nagaijuna,10 of which an incomplete manuscript has survived.

Sarva-darsana-sangraha by Madhava (fourteenth century a.d.) refers to such

ancient masters in alchemy as Govindabhagavatpada, Acarya Sarvajna, and

Ramdvara Bhat(araka, and gives some citations from Rasarnava, Rasa-hrdaya,

and Rascsvara-siddhanta.

The main ingredient in the process ofproducing gold from metals was quick-

silver; but more emphasis seems to have been laid on mystic religious processes

than on chemistry. Among the host of works written on this subject are: Rasa-

hfdaya by Govinda11 (eleventh century a.d.), a work in twenty-one chapters;

a twelfth century work called Rasanj.ava or Devi-iastra
;
12 Rasa-ratnakara by

Siddha Nityanatha1* (c. a.d. 1350); Rasa-ratna-samuccayau (c, thirteenth century

a.d.), variously ascribed to Aivinikumaras, Vagbhata, and Nityanatha; Rosen-

dxa-antSmaiji“ by Phupdhukanatha, but wrongly ascribed to R&macandra (a.d.

• P. G. Ray, History nf Hindu Chmishy, II (Calcutta, 1909), pp. 12-18.

u Ibid., Introduction, pp. xxxix-xl. 11 H. P. Sastri, Nepal Catalogue, XXII, pp. 239 ff.

» Ed. BI, (1908-10). »• Ed. J. Vidyajugar (Calcutta).

** Ed. Jivananda; The Anandasrama Sanskrit Seriet (ASS), XIX (1910).

M Ed. Jivananda.
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1350) ; Ananda-kandam
1* and a host of other works were written on this subject.

Subsequently, however, the wide use of mercury in medical science diverted

the ends of alchemy to medicine and chemistry.

Chemistry: Literary sources prove that the knowledge of chemistry existed

at a very early period in India. Yet through lack of evidence it is very difficult

to say when chemistry was first recognized in India as a separate discipline.

Possibly, alchemy on the one hand and medicine on the other gave rise to the

study ofchemistry. In the works handed down to us the names ofancient masters

are mentioned in connection with chemistry, among which are: Patafijali,

Bhavyadattadeva, Vyadi, Svacchanda, Damodara, Vasudeva, Cafaka, Suiruta,

Harita, and Vagbhata. The earliest extant work, however, is ascribed to

N&g£rjuna who belonged to the second century a.d. The work called Rasa-

ratnSkara which is ascribed to him is actually a much later work belonging to the

seventh or eighth century. Ratnaghosa, possibly a Buddhist writer, also wrote

on chemistry. A modern chemist, P. C. Ray, in his History of Hindu Chemistry,
1T

gives an account of some fifty works on chemistry. To mention a few of them:

Rasendia-cdddmarii by Somadeva (twelfth or thirteenth century A.D.); Rasa-

prakdia-sudhdkara by YaSodhara (thirteenth century); Rasa-sara of Govinda-

carya, Rasa-rdjalakfmi by Visgudeva, the court physician of King Bukka (four-

teenth century)
; Dhdtu-ratna-mdla of Devadatta of Gujarat (fourteenth century)

;

Rasa-kaumudi by Madhava (fifteenth century)

;

and Rasa-rdja-mjgddka

attributed to Bhoja (eleventh century). On Sarngadhara SamhitaM by SSrfiga-

dhara, son ofDamodara, two commentaries were written, one by Adhamalla

and the other by Vopadeva. Rasendra-sdra-sangtaha
,

19 wrongly attributted to

Kavibhusana of Bengal, is the work of Gopalakfsna (fourteenth century a.d.).

Four commentaries were written on it, of which one was by Ramasena Kavi-

mapi, the personal physician of Jaffar Ali Khan of Bengal. The fifteenth

century compilation entitled Rasa-pradtpd10 mentions the preparation of mineral

acids by distillation, and prescribes China root and calomel for the treatment of

phiranga-roga.” Arka-prakdidP attributed to R&vapa is a late work dealing

with the preparation of tinctures. Arka is the Sanskritized form of the Persian

word arrak meaning tincture. From a reference made by Govindacarya we

u Ed. Kamakrishna Sastri (Tanjore, 1952). 17 Loc. tit.

18 Ed. Jivananda. 18 Ed. Jivananda; Ambikadatta Sastri (Ghowkhamba).
** P. C. Ray, op. tit p. lxxvii.

81 ‘By the beginning of the 16th century a.d. the Portugese had fairly established themselves at

Goa and some other parts of India and as a result of intercourse with them, that dreadful scourge

—

the venereal disease—had made its appearance. . .syphilis had now to be reckoned with and a new
name had to be coined for it. Accordingly we And Rasa-prodipa . . .prescribing Calomel and Chobchini

(China root) for what is now termed for the first time phirahga-roga or the disease of thePortugese.’

—

P. C. Ray, op. cit.t p. 162.

81 Ed. Suresh Chandra Gupta (1300 b.s.).
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know that chemistry waa studied seriously in Tibet and that then was close

contact between Tibetan and Indian chemists.** We also hear ofsome Buddhist

chemists in India like Ratnagho$a, Gahananandanatha, and Carpatinatha

(all of whom are of unkiiown dates). It is, however, curious tornote here that

though preparations of diverse mineral acids and various medicines by the use

of metals are recorded in the works on chemistry and medical science, no work
particularly dealing with metallurgy has yet come down to us. But the literary

and archaeological evidences undeniably prove the fact that India had con-

siderably advanced knowledge ofmetallurgy evenin the early periods of history.

Distillation of liquor. Through a quotation by Mallinatha in his commentary
on MeghadOta (II. *5) we learn of a work on distillation called Madirarnava.

Possibly there were other works also.

Medical science : On medical science there is a flourishing literature in Sans-

krit. It is divided into eight main branches: Salya-tantra (major surgery), ialakya-

tantra (minor surgery), kdya-dkitsa (therapeutics), bhdta-vidyd (demonology),

kaumdra-bhftya (paediatrics), agada-tantra (toxicology), rasdyana (elixirs}, and

vdji-karana (aphrodisiacs). Anatomy, embryology, and hygiene were known
from Vedic times. Mythological gods such as Brahma, Visnu or Narayana,

Siva, Karttikeya, and the A&vinlkumaras are traditionally mentioned as ancient

masters ofvaidyaka-idstra (medical science), together with the names ofhistorical

persons such as Bharadvaja, Atreya, Agnive&a, Jatukarna, Bhela, Harlta,

K$&rapani, and Dhanvantari. In the llg-Veda

,

Rudra (II.33.4) and Surya

(1.55. 11-13) are praised as healers. The Aivins are also praised there for reju-

venating Cyavana (I. 1 16.10), for providing an iron thigh to ViSpala when she

lost her limb (1. 1 16.15), and for curing blindness (1. 1 12.8) and leprosy (X.39.3).

The Bower Manuscript (fourth century) names24 Visnu, while Vangasena and

Gakrapanidatta (eleventh century) name Narayana as healers. Cakrapanidatta

also cites a Saiva-siddhanta on medicine. There are also a Kailasa-kdrakd25 on the

medicinal use of mercury and a Vaidyaraja Tanked

*

of Siva. In the Brahmavaivarta

Purana is mentioned a work called Bhdskara Samhitd.*7 Karttikeya wrote Vahata-

grantha28 on medicine, and the authorship of Aivini Samhitd29 and JVddt-nidancd0

is ascribed to the Alvins. Another work, Dh&tu-ratna-mdldP1 by an unknown

author, is claimed to have been compiled from AJvinikumdra Samhitd. The

Brahmavaivarta Purdna also refers to a Cikitsd-sdra Tantra by the ASvins. This refers

99 Evath bauddhd vyananti bhofadelaniv&sinab—P. C. Ray, op. cit.
9 p. lxv.

14 Ed. Hoernle (Calcutta, 1914), p. 188.

** Government Oriental Manuscripts Library (GOML), Madras, XXII 1, 13113.

•• Ibid., 13226.

17 India Office Manuscript (IOM), 2719.

“ GOML, 13176-77. Actually vdkafa is the Prakritized form of vagbhafa.

» Ibid,, 19069. ** Ibid., 13151.

H Bikaner Catalogue, 1393.
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also to CikilsS~tottvo-vfflUna by Dhanvantari, Cikitsd-dariana by DivodSsa,

CikitsS-kaumudi by KSiirija (DivodSsa?), Vaidyaka-sarvasva by Nakula, Vyddhi-

sindku-vimardam by Sahadeva, and the works of a number of other authors.**

Bharadv&ja, the preceptor of Atreya, wrote Bh&radv&jtyd* and also DhStu-

lakfaQa.“ Trimallabhafta cites a work on medicine called VaSiffha Sarhhitd.** The
date and authorship of these works are, however, uncertain.

The earliest extant work on medicine is the Caraka Saihhxtd written by

Caraka in the first century a.d. In the eighth or ninth century it was redacted

by Dfdhabala and also by an author named K54mlraka, while in the eighth

century it was translated into Persian and Arabic. Caraka’s work is said to be

a revised version of the work of Agnive£a, a disciple of Atreya and a fellow

student of Bhela. According to some scholars, Bhela’s Samhita is earlier than the

Caraka Sathhita. The Bower Manuscript names Atreya, H&rita, and Suiruta,

but it does not name Caraka. On the other hand, it refers to a medical work
which is not found mentioned anywhere else, namely, N&vamtakaf* in con-

nection with vfsya-yoga (prescription for tonic). In elegant Sanskrit prose

interspersed with verse, Caraka*7 deals with anatomy, embryology, dietetics,

pathology, and many other medical topics. There are a number of commenta-

ries on Caraka’s work, among them being: a commentary by Naradatta, the

preceptor of Cakrapani ; Ayurveda-dipikd by Cakrapaijidatta, the son of

Narayana who was superintendent of the kitchen of King Nayapala of Bengal

(a.d. 1038-55); Caraka-tattva-dlpiki• by Sivadasa; a commentary byjinadasa;

one by I^varasena
;
Jalpa-kalpataru™ by Gangadhara Kaviraja (a.d. 1798-1885)

ofMurshidabad in Bengal; and a recent commentary by Yogindranath Sen.

Another great name in the Ayurvedic system of medicine is Susruta. The
Mah&bhSrata (XIII. 4.55) speaks ofhim as a son of ViSvamitra, and his work was

known in Cambodia and the Arab countries in the ninth and tenth centuries.

The Bower Manuscript quotes from SuSruta Samhita40 which is possibly as old

as Caraka’s work. The text is said to have been revised by Nagarjuna, and also

subsequently by Candrafa in the light ofJaiyyata’s commentary. The earliest

commentaries on Suiruta’s work were written by Jaiyyaja and Gayadasa.

After them came Bk&numati by Cakrapaijidatta, a commentary by Arunadatta

(c. twelfth century a.d.), one by Dallaqa (thirteenth century a.d.), and a

modern one by Haranchandra Chakravarti.41 Then, too, there are the Sathhitas

n Girindranath Mukhcrjce, History qf Hindu Medicine, II (Calcutta University, 1926), p. 248.

« GOML, 13178. •* IOM, 2715.

»• Ibid., 2705-6 (YogataraAgkd). " Bower MS., II. 26.1.9, p, 65.

17 Ed. A. C. Kaviratna (Calcutta, 1897). •• Vide Viraj Gupta, Vanaufadhi-darpapa (Calcutta).

39 K. K. Dutta, Bengal*s Contributions to Sanskrit Literature (Sanskrit College Research Series, Cl 1 1,

1974), p. 54.

40 Ed. Hoemle (Calcutta, 1897).
41 G. N. Sastri, Recent Sanskrit Studies in Bengal (Calcutta, 1960).
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by Bhela,4* Hirita,4* and KaSyapa.44

The third great writef on medical subjects is V&gbha^a whose work covers

all the eight sections of Ayurveda. He appears to have been referred to by
I-tsing, and his work was translated into Tibetan. Actually there were two

VSgbhatas: a senior one who wrottf in prose and poetry, and a junior one who
wrote only in the metrical form. The younger one seems to be a descendant of

the other; possibly they were both Buddhists.45 A commentary was written by
Arunadatta on VUgbhata’s Astanga-hrdaya which was known as SarvaAga-

sundara .
4# His AstAAga-saAgraka*'’ is also an outstanding work in this field.

The Bower Manuscript, a work from Kashgar, which has been referred

to earlier, was discovered in 1890 and is known by the name of its discoverer.

It is a medical work, and a similar work was also discovered in eastern

Turkestan.45 Both these works are written in a highly Prakritizcd Sanskrit

with a strong regional bias.

Anatomy and physiology : The dissection of animal bodies was almost essential

in connection with Vedic rituals; it was this which evidently led to the knowledge
of anatomy. Human anatomy, however, is referred to in the Atharva-Veda

(X.2. 1-19)4* and in the Satapatha Brahmana (X. 5.4,12) showing that there was
a knowledge of anatomy even in the Vedic period. The medical works do deal

with anatomy, but it appears that it was not as much developed as in theWestern
countries. Sarira-padminV* by Bhaskarabhatta is a work on anatomy. Physiology

did not develop as a separate discipline in the Ayurveda. In the present century,

Gananath Sen wrote a book of practical anatomy in Sanskrit under the title

Pratyaksa-j&rira.*1 It is likely that physiology in the Western sense did not develop

in India due to the continued reliance on the theory of the three dhatus (hu-

mours) : vdyu, pitta, and kapha (wind, bilious humour, and slimy humour.)

Pathology. The earliest and most authoritative work on this subject is Rug-

viniscaya or Mddna by Madhavakara62 (seventh century)
;

it was rendered into

Arabic in the eighth century.65 Among a host of commentaries on this work
Vyakhydmadhu-kosa by Vijayaraksita64 (thirteenth century a.d.) became well

known. Cikitsa-sangwhoF attributed to Dhanvantari and a modern work
Siddhinta-nidand* by Gananath Sen also deserve mention.

41 Ed. Calcutta, 1921. *» Ed. Jivananda.
44 Mm. Haraprasad Saslri, Report I, p. 9. « A. B. Keith, op. cit., p. 510.
44 Ed. Kuntr (Nirnaya Sagara Press, Bombay, 1891). 47 Ed. Bombay, 1880.
44 Hoernle, Bhandarkar Commemoration Volume, pp. 416 IT.

44 Kena pamt Sbhrte pSrvfasya kena mirhsarh sambhrtarh kena gulphau, etc.—A.V., X. 2.1-19.
44 P. K. Gode, Bharatiya Vidya, VII (New Series, Nos. 1-2, 1946), pp. 33-34.
61 In 3 parts (Calcutta, 1913), el teq. »» Viraj Gupta, op. cit., p. 32.
44 Ksitimohan Sen, Cinmaya Vanga (Calcutta, 1961), p. 84.
44 Ed. (with Madhukofa-sandtpani) Jivananda.
44 GOML, 13137-45. 44 G. N. Saslri, op. eitr
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Materia meiica

:

The most popular workon the subject is DTavyagu^a-sangrahtf1

by Cakrapanidatta. Sivadasa wrote a commentary on it. Rajavallabha’s

Dravyaguna has a commentary (vivfti) written by Gangadhara Kaviraja.“

Therapeutics: There are numerous works on this subject, among them being:

Toga-sara or Toga-Jataka ascribed to NSg&rjuna;“ Cikitsa-sdra-sangraha by

CakrapSoidatta, on which Ni&calakara and SivadSsa*0 wrote commentaries;

Cikiti3-sara-sarigraha by Vahgasena (c. twelfth ceritury a.d.) ; Sdrhgadhara SamhitSP

commented on by A^hamalla and Bhava-prakdia by Bhava Miira; CikitsdmfUP

*

in 2,500 verses by Milhana (c. thirteenth century a.d.) ; Cikitsa-kalikd by Tijata**

(fourteenth century a.d.)
;
Cikitsa-jMna ascribed to Vidyapati,** the celebrated

Mithila poet of the fourteenth century; Ayurveda-SUtra,“ a late work; and

Vaidya-jiaana by Lolimbaraja** (seventeenth century A.D.).

Paediatrics

:

On this subject the well-known work is Kumara Tantra ascribed

to RSvana ;*7 there is also a work called Bala-cikitsa.**

Hygiene: The ancient texts treat hygiene and dietetics incidentally and not as

separate topics. In modem times, however, appeared Sarira-ni&cayddhikdraf* by

Gangaram Das, a work on the personal hygiene of pregnant women, and also

SvSsthya-tattvaw by Govinda Ray.

Dietetics: On this subject we have Anna-p&na-vidhi71 by Su$e$a, PathySpathya-

nighantu and Bhojana-kutUhala by Raghunatha7
* (a.d. 1675-1709). In the early

part of this century Viswanath Sen wrote a work called Palhydpathya-vituScaya.n

The science of the pulse: The study of the pulse for the proper diagnosis ofan

ailment formed a very important part of Ayurveda. Only by feeling the pulse

of a patient, the physicians of Ayurveda could determine' correctly what the

exact nature of the ailment was. This science has thus been treated as a

separate discipline in Nadi-vijMna1* by Kanada and in a work called Nadi-parikfd

87 Ed, Jivananda.
68 K. K. Dutta, op . cit., p. 73.

88 Nepal Catalogue, XXII.
90 Ed. Jivananda.
81 Ibid.

88 A. B. Keith, op. cit. t p. 511.
83 G. N. Sastri, An Introduction to Classical Sanskrit (Calcutta, 1943), p. 86.

88 Vidhata Misra’s paper in Summary of Proceedings of Oriental Conference (1974), pp. 333-34.

88 Ed. Bibliotheca Sanskritica (Mysore, 1961).

88 G. N. Sastri, loc . at.

87 P. C. Bagchi’s article in Indian Culture
,
VII, Pt. III.

88 GOML, XIII, 75.

88 K. K. Dutta, op. eit., pp. 40-41.

78 Ibid.

71 Ed. V. S, Sastri (Mylapore, Madras, 1950).

78 P. K. Gode's article in Annals of the Oriental Research Institute (Poona, 1£42), pp. 254-63.

73 K. K. Dutta, loc . cit.

74 Ed. Jivananda.
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ascribed to Ravaga.7* There are also a number of later works such as N&jli-

pariksd by Gangadhara Kaviraja74 and two other works with the same title

by Govindarama Kaviraja and by Sankar Sen.77 Unfortunately, tliis science,

which was a priceless treasure of Ayurveda, is dying out.

Veterinary science: This is a veryancient science. The Puranaa associate the

names of Salihotra, Nakula, and Palakapya with it as ancient masters of its

various branches. A nineteenth century work, Sdra-sangrahan by Indu Sen, deals

with this science. It has various specialized branches dealing with the treat-

ment of different types of animals such as:

(t) The treatment of elephants

:

The classical work on this subject is

Gqjdyurveda by Palakapya.7* To the commentators who cite the treat-

ise it is known as Gaja-ldstra. Palakapya was an ancient sage

contemporaneous with King RomapSda, ruler of Ahga-de$a.

The Gaja-ldstra that is now available, however, does not appear to

be very old. A Mrga-carmiya cited by Mallinatha (
Raghuvamla,

IV.

39; Silupdla-vadha, V. 49) appears to be connected with tliis Science,

but it is now lost. Other works that similarly came to ourknowledge

are Matanga-lila by N&rayana80 and . Gaja-grahana-prakdrcP1 by

Narayapa Dik?ita; the latter deals with the different devices to catch

or entrap an elephant, as its name implies.

(is) The treatment ofhorses : The classical work on this subject is Alva-ldstra.

Salihotra is cited as the first propagator of this science. Raghunatha

Cakravartin4* quotes from S&lihotra in his commentary on the

Amarakosa. Although Alva-lastra is called Alvayurveda, it deals not

only with the treatment of horses, but with several other topics

connected with horses. Bhoja (eleventh century a.d.) wrote a

Sdlihotrcf* in 138 verses; and a work called Alva TantrcP is cited by

Rayamukuta. Alva-cikitsd** is attributed to Nakula, but the date

of this work is uncertain. Mallinatha
(
Sisupala-vadha

,
V. 60) cites

Haya-lildoati, Revatottara, and Alva-lastra, now lost to us. The works

we have to include under this heading are Yoga-manjarP* by Vardha-

71 Ayurveda Granthamdld, Ed. A. V. P. Joshi.

79 K. K. Dutta, op. cit., p. 54.

77 Ibid., pp. 40-51.

78 Giriudranath Mukherjcc, op. cit., p. 359.

79 Ed. Gopalan & Sastri (Tanjore, 1958); ASS., XXVI.
•• TSS., X (1910).

11 Ed. Srikrishna Sharma, Venkalesvar Oriental Journal, VII.
87 Ed. Chandra Mohun Tarkaratna (Calcutta, 1886), p. 432.

w Munich Catalogue, compiled by Jolly, p. 68.

84 Padacandrikd, II (Sanskrit College Research Series, LXXXV1), p. 590.

81 Ed. Gopalan & Sastri (Tanjore, 1952).

88 A. B. Keith, op . cit., p. 465.
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mana, Aha-vaidyaktF by DipaAkara, and a work ofthe same name by

Jayadatta Sfiri** (c. a.d. 1500), Aiv&yurveia by Gapa,®* TuraAga-

pariksd and Vdji-cikitsd by SkrAgadhara," Afoa-laksana-fdstra,*1 and
a number of minor works, some ofwhich give due to determine the

different types of horses by delineating their characteristic features,

(tit) The treatment of cattle’. In the Agni PurUncf* there is a chapter on

the treatment of cattle. Dealing with gasiyurveda, it presupposes the

existence of some earlier works, but unfortunately none of them

has reached us.

Zoology: In the Trivandrum Palace Library, there is a work called Mrga-

pakfi-lastra by Haihsadeva, prot6g£ of King Saun<jadeva (c. thirteenth century

a.d.). It deals with zoology in 1,712 verses, describing the characteristics of

birds and animals.

Ornithology : The indication that ornithology was studied rests upon a

solitary quotation from a work called Karnodaya by Mallinitha
(MeghadUta,

I.

10), but nothing more is known.

Medical dictionaries: There are more than a dozen medical dictionaries;

some of these are: MghanftP* by Indukara, father ofMidhavakara ; Dhanvantari-

nighantu ascribed to Dhanvantari; Sdrottara-nighanpp* by a Buddhist (earlier

than a.d. 1080); Sabda-pradipcP* (a.d. 1075) by Surefvara, written for King

Bhimapala of Bengal; Rija-nigkastpPn by Narahari (written between a.d. 1235

and a.d. 1250); and Madana-vinoda-nighantiP* (a.d. 1374) by MadanapSla.

Earlier works on this subject are now lost.

Cosmetics and aromatics: An early work on collyrium, Anjana-nidana is

attributed to Agnivesa; earlier works have not reached us. Navarttaka [c.

second century a.d.) gives a formula for hair-dye, while Sdmgadhara Paddhatim
preserves instructions for the preparation of cosmetics including hair-dye and

scented hair-oil. Bfhat Samhiti by Variihamihira in its chapter (LXXVI) on

gandhayukti deals with the preparation of aromatics including frankincenses.

" Ibid.

•• Ed. Jivananda.

•• A. B. Keith, lac.cit.

•• Girindranath Mukherjee, lac, cit,

« GOML, 13318.

•* Ch. GGXCII.
" K. K. Dutta, op. cit., p. 39.

m Ed. ASS., XXXIII.
81 Mm. Haraprasad Sastri, op. tit., p.6.

•• India Office Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts (IOC), VI. 974-75.

17 Ed. Jivananda; ASS., CXXXIII.
M Ed. Benaras, 1875.

99 Girindranth Mukherjee, op. ciL

188 Ed. Peterson (Bombay, 1888).
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Similarly, the gandkayukti sections of the Agni Purdna and the Visnudharmoitara

deal with the same topics: The gandhavida section of Rasa-ratndkara by Nitya-

nitha (c. a.d. 1350) deals with aromatics and has a Marathi commentary

on it.
1®1 There is also a work on aromatics called Gandha-sata by Gartgadhara10*

(c. A.D. 1300). *»

The science ofgems : Different kinds of gems were known to the Indians as

early as the Rg-Vedic period. In the Rg- Veda the Fire-god has been praised as

ratnadhitama (1.1.1), and ill the epics the jewels are looked upon as the most

valuable part of wealth possessed by the kings. In the Buddhist literature also

we have many references to precious stones. It should, however, be noted that

in the early periods the precious stones had not been used for some of their

occult powers. But subsequently, the wearing of gems was considered' effica-

cious in averting evil planetary influences, helpful in curing diseases, bringing

in wealth, prosperity, and health. There are different types of gems having

different qualities which can only be known from the books dealing with

them. This ancient science is associated with the name of Agastya, an ancient

sage. Mallinatha cites a work called Ratna-iastra by Agastya (Siiupila-vadha

,

IV. 44). In its ratna-prakafa section, the Garuda Purina cites VySdi as an

authority. Among the many books on this subject are: the work by Agastya

already mentioned (date uncertain)
;
Ratna-pariksi1°* by Buddhabha^a (sixth

century a.d.) ; a work by Narayana Pandita;1®* Smrti-saroddhSra and livara-diksi-

tiyalw (a compilation); and works called Ratna-sahgraha, Laghu-ratna-pariksa,

and Mani-mahitmya.10*

Cookery

:

The origin of the science of cookery in India is ascribed to the

ancient sage Nala
;
yet the work ascribed to him, Nalapaka,im does not appear to

be very old. Two works by Manirama Sharma, Pika-vijhana and Paka-vidya,

and a work called Brhat-pika-sangraha by Krishna Prasad are all recent ones,

following the trail ofan anonymous work, Pikitnava108
(c. a.d. 1650). From these

books we have an idea of the rich delicacies and their numerous varieties that

were dished out in India.

The science of robbery : Even theft and robbery were not left out from the list

of sciences. In order to master these two arts one lias to follow some scientific

principles which have been laid down in some treatises connected with such

topics. The science of robbery is apparently a very ancient subject of study.

m P. K. Gode’i article in New Indian Antiquary, VII (1945), pp. 185-93.

10t P. K. Gode’s article in Adyar Library Bulletin
,
IXl, Pt. IV (1945), pp. 143-51.

**• G. N. Sastri, op. eit., p. 193.

w Ibid.

w Ed. Tanjore, 1958.

l#i Vide L. Finot, Les Lapidaires Indiens (Paris, 1896).

l0* Ed. Benares.

W P, K. Code’s article in Poona Orientalist XV (1950), pp. 39-45.
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References to ancient masters are found in the Mrcchakatika, the names men-

tioned being: Kanakaiakti, also known as Kirttikeya, Devavrata, Bhiskara-

nandin. and Yogacarya. According to the Bfkat-kathd, the propounder of this

science was Karnisuta, also known as Karateka
; but his work is lost. Now only

a single work remains on this subject, which is not very ancient; it is §anmukha-

katpa.10* This book has been recently published with a German translation by

F. George. As the name implies, it is a system propounded by the six-mouthed

one, i.e. Karttikeya. A work that takes pains to justify robbery for a noble cause

is Dharma-caurya-rasayana.

Astronomy

:

Observation of the heavenly bodies was closely associated with

Vedic rituals; the Br&hmaitas, too, show some acquaintance with the science of

astronomy. Vedanga Jyotifa110 indicates that considerable progress was made
in this science; the text of this treatise that is now available, however, is only

a later redaction ofolder texts. The influence ofGreek and Egyptian astronomy

on Indian astronomy and geometry has not been convincingly proved.111 The
present Vedanga Jyoti$a is related to the Rg- Veda and to the Tajut-Veda, while

there is a separate text, named Atharvana Jyotifa,
m related to the Atharva-Veda.

After these Vedic works there is a long gap, and presumably the works belong-

ing to this intervening period are lost to us, for we hear only the names of these

old masters. Some of the names are: Narada, Paraiara, Garga, Vrddha Garga,

and Pau?karasadin. However, some fragments of the works of the last-named

four masters are available.118 In later ages authors very often included in their

works sections on astronomy, mathematics, and astrology.

The famous astronomer, Aryabhata (fifth century) of Kusumapura, was

the first to assert that the earth is a sphere and that it rotates round the sun.

His works include Aryabhatiya
;

lM Daiagitika-SHtra with numerical notations;

and Aryastaiata. A collection of 108 verses in arya. metre, Arydftaiata comprises

three sections: mathematics

(

ganita)
,
measurement of time(kdlakriya)

,

astronomy

(gold). In the tenth century a.d. came another Aryabhata who was known to

Alberuni. This Aryabhata, in his Arya-siddhanta,iu uses numerical notations of a

different kind. Going back to the sixth century, Varahamihira (a.d. 550) is

also a great name in astronomy. In his Panca-siddkantika,11* a scries of five

works, he describes the contents of five earlier works known as Siddhantas,

which were the five systems current in his time. One of the earlier works,

>•* Ed. Marburg, 1966.

>“ Ed. Pandit (New Series, XXIX).
1,1 A. B. Keith, op.cit., p. 517.

u* Ed. Bhagavaddatta (Punjab Sanskrit Series, VI, Lahore, 1924).

u* Weber MS., Journal of the Asiatic Society ofBengal, LXII.
114 Ed. Kern (Leyden, 1874).

>u Ed. Benares, 1910.

»• Ed. G. Thibaut & Sudhakar Dvivedi (Benares, 1889).
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SBrya-siddhdnta, states that it was revealed by Sfirya to Maya in Romaka. The
work Romaka-siddh&nta must be of foreign origin, the name being connected with

Rome. Paulito-siddhanta might have some link with Paulus Alexandrinus. Ota,
commentator on SUiya*tiddhBnta (mistakenly described by Alberuni as its

author), and also Vijayanandi» and Pradyumna were Var&hamihira’s

predecessors. L&fa also wrote a commentary on Romaka-siddhSnta ;
u?

this commentary was drastically revised by $ri$ena who was anterior

to Brahmagupta.

Brahmagupta (b. a.d.598) is another luminary in tliis field. His Brahma

-

sphuta-siddhdnta,m which is based on Brahma~siddhanta as well as Sakalya-

siddhSnta, deals also with mathematics. His Khanda-khadyaka,11* which is based

on a lost work by Aryabhata, is on the subject of kararia (eleven divisions of the

day according to Indian astrology). A commentary was written on it by Bhattot-

pala (tenth century A.D.). The next great name is BhSskaracarya (twelfth

century A.D.). His Siddkinta-iiromani1*0 has four sections: lilavati and bljaganita

on mathematics; and grahagav.Ua and gola on astronomy. He also wrote a

work called Karana-kutUhala Among the other works in this field are : Vrddha-

vdsistha-siddhanta
;
in Laghu-vaiistha-siddh&nta

;
183 Sisyadhi-orddhi Tantra by Lalla;

and Raja-mjrgddkam by Bhoja.

Mathematics: India’s achievements in this field may briefly be summed up
in the following words of Macdonell: ‘The Indians invented the numerical

figures used all over the world. The influence which the decimal system of

reckoning dependent on those figures has had not only on mathematics, but on
the progress of civilization in general, can hardly be overestimated. During the

eighth and ninth centuries Indians became the teachers in arithmetic and
algebra ofArabs and through them ofthe nations of the West’. 14*

The Vedic Sulva-s&trasm are probably far earlier than the Alexandrian

geometry of Hero1” (215 B.o.). The earliest work on mathematics that has

reached us is probably the Bakshali Manuscript188
(c. third or fourth century

a.d.). It is in sBtra form with examples in verse written in mixed Sanskrit.

Between Brahmagupta and BhSskaracarya, to whom we have already referred,

“» A. B. Keith, op.cit., p. 520.
111 Ed. Sudhakar Dvivedi (1902).
m Ed. Babua Misra (Calcutta, 1925); English translation by Bina Chalteijee (New Delhi, 1970),
119 Ed. with V&sandbhdjya, Vdsanavarttika, and Marictyikd, Varanaseya Sanskrit University (1962-64).
191 Ed. Benares, 1861.

1,1 IOC. I, compiled by Eggeling, 991.

Ed. Benares, 1881.

124 Ed. Nataraj Sastri (Trichinapally, 1951).

Macdonell, HSL, pp. 360-61

.

149 Ed. Thibaut, Pandit, IX.
197 Macdonell, op, rtf,, p. 361.

l#i Hoemle’t article in Indian Antiquary, XVII, pp. 33 ff.
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flourished Mah&vlr&c&iya who wrote Gantia-s&ra-saAgrafuP*. TnfdtP" of
Sridhara (eleventh century) deals with quadratic equations of algebra. From
references in Jaina works we learn that the Hindus made much progress in the

fourth century b.c.ui in the process of permutation and combination! Among a
host of later works are Bijagasfitdvatarhsam and GaQtta-kaumudP* by N&r&yana
Pan^ita (fourteenth century).

Astrology. The popularity of this ancient subject is apparent from the long

list of old masters whose names include: Saty&cirya, Vifpugupta, Devasv&min,
JivaSarman, Pip<j§yus, Pfthu, SaktipGrva, Siddhasena, Maqittha (possibly

identical with Manetho, author of Apotelesmata), and Yavan&c&rya. Foreign

influence is apparent in their works, but we cannot ascertain when it began.

Of the earlier works, Mallinitha cites one by Nirada (RaghuvarhJa

,

III. 13);

we also know of a work called Ywana-j&takd written in verse about the year

a.d. 169. The best treatise is perhaps BfhatSaihhittiP* by Varihamihira; a
commentary was written on it by Bhaftotpala. The opening section of Bfhat
Samhitd is called tantra and deals with astronomy and mathematics; the second

section, hard, is concerned with horoscopes, while the third, saMaUL, deals

with natural astrology. It is a masterly work, written in elegant Sanskrit in

kavya style, and covers almost all the sciences which in ancient India were
associated with man’s life on earth. Var&hamihira’s BfhajjStakam id a work
on hord-.idstra

; Bhaftotpala wrote a commentary on it. Varahamihira also

wrote a work called Laghu-jdtaka
,
w while his son Pfthuyaias wrote Hord-fat-

paflcSiika..1M We also know of a work called Utpala-parimalam written in a.d.

964 on Brhat Samhitd. Some among the other numerous treatises on
astrology are: Bhrgu Samhitd which is available to us only in fragments;

Hora-iastra by Bhaftotpala; Vidyd-mddhaoiya, which was written prior to a.d.

1350 and which claims to give correct language to the works of Va&i$tha,

Garga, and others, contending that the available works ascribed to those

authorities are not written in chaste and elegant Sanskrit; S&rya-siddhdnta
;
14»

Jyotirviddbharaqa,1*1 a very late work ascribed to KSlid&sa; Nilakanfha’s work

*"Ed, Rangacharya (Madras, 1912).
'** N. Ramanujacharya, Bibliography qf Mathematics (1913), pp. 203 ff.

1,1 Sukumarranjan Du's article in Haraprasida SathvarJhanS LekhamdU, II, pp. 85 ff.

*** Ed. Chandrabhanu Pandeya (Varanaseya Sanskrit University).
IM Ed- Badmakar Dvivedi, Prince of Walts Sarasvati Bhavana Texts, I.XVII (19*2)

.

1M Nepal Catalogue, XXX.
,M Ed. Kern, B1 (1864-65).
“* Translated by Iyer (Madras, 1905).
,,T Partially translated by Jacobi (1872). »“ Ed. Calcutta, 1975.
*** M. R. Kavi’s article in Venkatesvar Oriental Journal, II (1941).
lw Ed., with RahganStha's commentaries, Jivananda.
141 Weber’s article in Zeitsckrifl der Diutschen MorgenUndischtn Geselltchafl IZDMG),

XXIII-XXIV.
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on Tdjika;m and the four works on the astrology of warfare, viz. Yoga-yitrd

(Sihpsiarvadha

,

V. 87); Kdtasthlya (Ragkuwahia, III. 13); Yuddhajaydrnava

(Agtti Purina, CXXIII-GXXIV)
;
and Marapati-jaya-carcd-svarodaya14* of Nara-

hari (twelfth century).

Prognostication (geomancy, cubomancy, and dreams) : Var&hamihira’s Brhat

Samhitd (Chapters LXI to LXXII) deals with prognostication. So also does

Adbhutarsdgara by Vallalasena (twelfth century a.d.) ; Vallalasena did not com-

plete his work, and it was ultimately completed by Lak$manasena. The works,

Nimitta-nidina{Meghad&ta, 1. 1 1 , 1 7 ;
II. 35) and Sakundr^ava (Raghtvamia

,

XI. 26),

cited by Mallin&tha, also deal with this subject. Ramala-rahasyaiu by Bhayabhaft-

jana Sarman deals with geomancy. Cubomancy is dealt with in Pdiaka-kevali

which is referred to in the Bower Manuscript.148 The use ofmagic squares is

dealt with in Ganita-kaumudi by N&r&yana, written in a.d. 1 350. Dreams are

dealt with in Svapna-dntdmani148 by Jagaddeva.

Physiognomy and palmistry. In the Visnudharmottara, the Agni, and a number
of other PurSnas, and also in Brhat Samhitd, physiognomy has been dealt with

incidentally. It aims at predicting the nature, the general traits of character,

and the fate of men and women on the basis of certain peculiarities in their

physique. In the course of time, this science came to be treated as an ancillary

science ofastrology, and it was known as sdmudrika-iistra. The extant works on

this science are, however, predominantly on palmistry and they take up

physiognomy only incidentally. Palmistry was originally a part and parcel of

sdmudrika-idstra', but due to its growing popularity, it was elevated to the

position of a major science and the parent discipline was relegated to an

ancillary position.

The reading of the language of the palm is an ancient science; there are good

reasons for believing that the gipsies inherited it in their original home in India

far back in the hoary past. In India this science is ascribed to Narada. In the

Bhaviyyottara Purina there is a chapter on palmistry. A popular work is Durla-

bharaja’s Sdmudra-tilakah47 (twelfth century a.d.) which was left unfinished,

but completed by the author’s son Jagaddeva. There is also a work called

Samudrika-laksana
;

148 possibly, this is quoted by Mallinatha
(
Kirdtirjuniya

,

VI. 1). The following arc some of the many books on palmistry: Sdmudrika-

cintamani by MSdhava Srlgramakara, Simudrika-kanthabharana, Sdmudrika-

u* Ed. Vinayak Sastri Vetal (Varanaaeya Sanskrit University).

u* IOC, I, compiled by Eggeling, pp. 1110 flf.

l«*/OC. II, compiled by Keith, pp. 1121 flf.

I4i Bower MS., pp. 84 ff.

lu
J. von Negelein’s article in Wiener Zeilschrift JUr die Kunde des Morgenlandes (W%KM), XXVI.
A. B. Keith, op.cit., p. 534.

141 Oxford Catalogue
}
126a.
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J&stra,14* and Sdmudrika-sSram—all available in manuscript form.

Geography: In some of the Pur&pas geography has been treated in terms of

dvtpas and varfas (continents and countries respectively according to Puripic

conception). In Oriya script there is a geographical work by Balarimadlsa

called Brahmdnda-bhUgola.m It is interesting to find that in the Pur&pas there

are passages which evince knowledge of the regions called the troposphere and

the stratosphere, which K&lid&sa, too, utilized in his description of Du$yanta’s

aerialjourney in the AbkijhSna-Sakuntala (Act VII). The Pur&pas referred to are

the Vifnu (II. 12), the VSyu (LI), and the Kftrma (XLII. 42-43). There are also

brief references in the Brahm&nda Purina and SiddhSnta-iiromam.

Agriculture and horticulture

:

A work that deals with agriculture is Kfsipara-

Sara,m and in the Agm Purina the vrkfiyuroeda section (CCLXXXII) deals

with the treatment of plants. A work also called VfkfSyurvedam was written by

Surapala in the eleventh century a.d.

The science of warfare : A twelfth century text, Narapati-jaya-carya, gives some

idea about this science; there seems to be no earlier work extant. But in Bhoja’s

Tukti-kalpataru1,4 there is a passage on swords; in this connexion, V&tsya’s work

on swords and Lmh&rnava and Lauha-pradlpa by Sarrigadhara are mentioned.

The last two books seem to deal with weapons made of iron and steel.

Archery

:

On this subject works were written by old masters such as Vikra-

maditya, SadSiiva, Sarngadatta, Vrddha S&rAgadhara, and others. In the

Government Manuscript Library at the Bhandarkar Oriental Research

Institute in Poona there is a manuscript of Dhanurveda. In print we have Dharnr-

vefa SarhhitSm by Va$istha.

Sports and games

:

Among outdoor pursuits, hunting was very popular; and

there is a treatise on the use of hawks in hunting called Syainika-dastra“• by

R&ja Rudradeva of Kumaon, written in the seventeenth century a.d.; there is

also a commentary1'7 on this. work. Among indoor games chess was popular; a

modern work, SataraXja-kutOhala,m deals with this game.

Psychology : In almost all Sanskrit philosophical works there is some dis-

cussion on matters connected with p sychology, yet there appears to have been no

systematic work on this subject. Particularly in Yoga philosophy, different

14> Qpperl’s Catalogue , 1348, 6687.
110 Bikaner Catalogue

,
333.

151 MS, with Asiatic Society of Bengal (ASB.),III, H 453.

«• Ed. £/., CGLXXXV (Calcutta, 1960).
ua K. K. Dutta, op.cit., p. 39.
114 Ed. Isvarchandra Sastri (Calcutta, 1917).
1M Ed. Isvarchandra Sastri & Arun Kumar Sinha (Mymensingh, 1921).
1M Ed. (with translation) H. P. Sastri (ASB., 1910).w MS. with ASB.» 8244.
1M Ed. Prof. Ghintaharan Ghaloravarti (Samskrita Sahitya Parishad, Calcutta).
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aspects of human psychology have been treated in great depth and detail,

still leaving much scope for scientific investigation and thus attracting the

attention ofWestern psychologists. In modern times, however, PrSclna-Bk&ratiya-

Manomdy&m by Dinesh Chandra Sastri gives a connected account of the Indian

approach to this subject. «*

Erotics : Eros, as a subject, was not tabooed in ancient India; in fact, it was

recognized as one of the four ends of human life. Even in the Vedas the erotic

elements are not rare, and the Vedic seers appear to have had a realistic

approach to matters related to the process of procreation. In the epics, too, we
find ample erotic material. In the BrhadSranyaka Upanisad, Uddalaka Aruni is

named as a teacher of the erotic art, while Vatsyiyana names Audd&laki

Svetaketu as one ofthe authorities on erotics. Other names cited are : Bibhravya,

Dattaka, CarSyaija, Suvarpibha, Ghofakamukha, Gonardlya, Gonik&putra,

and Kucumara. The list points clearly to the fact ' that the subject of erotics

provided a long line of predecessors to VStsyiyana before he wrote his work.

Of all the works available, Vatsyiyana’s KamasUtra140
is by far the best. Vatsya-

yana, who is also known as Mallanaga, wrote his work possibly in the third

century a.d. It is not a mere tract on sexology or eugenics, but a serious and

scientific treatment ofkSma or eros in all its different aspects, social and humanis-

tic. JayamangalS is a commentary on the KSmasUtra written by Yaiodhara (c.

thirteenth century a.d.). Padmairi, possibly a Buddhist of the tenth century a.d.,

wrote a work called Nagara-sarvasva,1*1 and on this a commentary was written

by Jagajjyotirmalla of Nepal in the seventeenth century a.d. Of uncertain

date is a work called Kucumara Tantra.m Prior to the thirteenth century

Kokkoka or Kukkoka wrote a work entitled Rati-rahasya-,in a commentary

on it was written by Kancinatha. In the fourteenth century JyotirWvara Kavi-

sekhara of Mithila wrote a work called PaiicasSyaka.m Among a host of other

works on this subject are: Kama-ratnam by Nityanatha, AnaAga-rangam by

Kalyanamalladeva (sixteenth century a.d.), Kandarpa-cUdamani1,7 (a.d. 1577)

by Virabhadra, Rati-manjari by Jayadeva1*8 (of uncertain date), Rati-ratna-

pradipikaim by Maharaja Devar&ja (seventeenth century a.d.), Rati-ramanam
“• Ed. Calcutta, 1972.
1#® Ed. Nimaya Sagara Press (Bombay, 1891).

m Ed. Tansukharam Sastri (Bombay, 1921).

u* Ed. Chowkhamba.

Ed. Devidatta (Lahore, 1921).

Ui Panchananda Sastri Ghiladia (Lahore, 1921).

lw Ed. Chowkhamba.
1M Ed. Ram Chandra Sastri Kusal (Lahore, 1890).

»* ML (1926).
u* Ed. Chowkhamba.
lif Ed. (with English translation) K. A. Rangaswami Iyengar (Mysore, 1923).

lT*Ed. Ganguly & Co. (Calcutta, 1909).
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ascribed to Siddhan&g&rjuna, and RaH~idstram by N&gfirjuna with a com-

mentary called Smaratattva-prakdhkd by R&vapftr&dhya. In these later works

the science seems to develop some dogmas; also mystic processes and a variety

of potions came to be introduced. Moreover, a close relation may be seen

between these works and the vdjikarana section of the Ayurveda. Kutfanimala

of D&modaragupta (c. seventh-eighth centuries a.d.) also deserves mention

in this connexion, though it does not directly deal with erotics. It is a science

concerned with the go-betweens in versical form.

Histrionics, music and dance: Music and dance are mankind's most primitive

forms of recreation, while histrionics which is ingrained in human beings by

their natural inclination to imitate came to be associated with dance as an

essential part of it. In the course of time, the three arts were co-ordinated and

gave rise to the dramatic art. The scientific study of all these subjects appears

to have commenced long before the time of Panini (c. fifth century b.c.), for he

refers to two Nata-SUtras written by Silalin and Kri&va (Astddhyayi, IV. 3.

110-11). We are not sure about the contents of these two works, however. The
earliest work available is the Ndtya-iastrcF* by Bharata. This is the most

authentic work in Sanskrit on dramaturgy, and it is the best available compen-

dium dealing in a masterly way with music, dance, histrionics, and drama.

Almost all the later works on these subjects generally follow the track laid

down by Bharata. Thus most ofthe works on music include dance and the works

on dance also embrace music; it is obvious that in ancient India these two

subjects were looked upon as complementary to each other. Since neither the

musician nor the dancer could do without some form of drama for the sake of

‘effect’, drama or histrionics also infiltrated into books on music and

dance.

The available works on music refer to a host of ancient masters. Some

of these names are : Sadasiva, Brahman, Bharata, Kaiyapa, Matanga, Kohala,

Ya?tlka, Vi&akhila, Dattila, Tumburu, Narada, and Nandikeivara. In

SfAgdra-hdra by Hammira we find a reference to a work called Gandharvdmfta-

sdgara by Brahman. The text called Gitalankdrain is ascribed to Bharata. Sangita-

makarandaM by Narada probably belongs to the seventh century. BfhaddtHm
by MataAga was written in c. a.d. 850. The jhakkinl dance of this text is

frequently referred to in the ancient Tamil text of Silappadikdram. Twelfth-

thirteenth century texts include SaAgita-ratnakara11* by S&rAgadeva, SaAgita-

m Ed. R. Schmidt (1904, 1909).

173 Ed. GOS (four volumes).
173 Ed. Alain Danielou & N. R. Bliatt (Pondicherry, 1969).

174 Ed. GOS., XVI.
174 Ed. TSS., XCIV.
174 Ed. ASS. (1896-97); Adyar Library (Madras, 1953), $i s$q.
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rainaoalim by SomabhfipSla, SaAgita-ciiddmayi1'’* by Jagadekamalia, and the mu-
sical section of MinasollSstF* by SomeSvara. SangUa-kalpataru is cited by Bhoja,

Rucipati, and Rangan&tha. This treatise is probably a tenth century text.

There is also a work called Tdftikamata preserved in the Oriental Manuscripts

Library in Madras. Jayana, who was also known asJayasenapati, for he was the

commander-in-chief of the Kakadya king Ganapati of Warangal (thirteenth

century a.d.), wrote a work on music called SaAgita-ratnSvali1*°. Also to this

period belong: Sangita-satnaya~saram by. Parivadeva, SangUa-kalpadrumam with

a commentary, £rngdra-h£ralis by Hammira, Rasotattva-samuccaya,M by Allaraja

(its first chapter is on music), Sangita-sara-kalikiP*6 by Moksadeva, and
Sangita-rajam by Rana Kumbha, who was also known as Kalasena. Raghu-

natha (seventeenth century a.d.) wrote Sangita-sudha;w in it he quotes from

SaAgita-dipika by Madhavabhafta (fourteenth century a.d.). Also of the

fourteenth century are: Ananda-saAjivanam by Madana, which deals with tala,

raga, and analogous topics; Sangita-candra1M by Vipradasa, of which only the

nrttaprakaia section and a commentary by Jagajjyotirmalla are available;

Sangita-sudhakara190 by Haripaladeva; and Sangita-sarvasva by Jagaddhara, which

is cited by Rucipati and Raghavabhatta. In the fifteenth century a.d. Devana-

carya wrote Sangita-muktavali
;

m Mandana, his contemporary, wrote Sangita-

mandana.1** Anjaneya-bharata, of doubtful authorship, appears to be the same

as Tdftikamata. The notable works of the next century arc : Sadraga-candrodaya,

Raga-mala, and Raga-manjarixw by Pundarika Viththala; he included in his work

the jakkadi dance and the gajara songs which were much favoured by the

Moguls; Svaramela-kala-nidhim by Rama Amatya, which in five chapters deals

with Karnatic music; Rdga-mdla1K by Ksemakarna; and Sangita-suryo-

171 M. R. Kavi, Bharaiakoja, Venkatesvara Oriental Series, XXX, introduction.

178 Ed. GOS., CXXVIII.
179 Ed. GOS (1958, 1961).

180 M. R. Kavi, op. cit.

191 Ed. TSS., XXXVII.
m M. R. Kavi, op. cit.

Ibid.

184 Ibid.

188 Ibid.

188 Ed. Premiata Sarma (Hindu University, Benaras, 1963).

187 Tatijore Catalogue, IV.4568.

m M. R. Kavi, op. cit.

499 Ibid.

188 Triennial Catalogue {TC) t I. 1025, IV. 4570.

194 Bikaner Catalogue
,
521. }•* MS. with Jaina Bhandar Library of P&tan.

193 Ed ns. Nirnaya Sagara Press, Bombay, 1912, 1914.

194 Ed. Bhatkhande; Ramaswami Iyer (Aunamalai University); Chowkhamba.
196 Bikaner Catalogue, 516.
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daycd* by Lak?min5.rayana, court singer of King Kftpadevaraya of Vijaya*

nagara. Among the many works of the seventeenth century are: Raga-vibodka1*7

by Somanltha, SaAgtta-s3ra-saAgraham by Jagajjyotirmalla, SaAgtta-darpana11* by

Catura Damodara, Nagendra-saAglta** by NSgamalla of Jyotipura (Jodhpur),

and Sangita-pSrij3tam by Ahobala. Works of the eighteenth century include

Sangita-saram]'tam by King Tularaja of Tanjorc and Raga-mdlikd by Puru-

sottama.*08 Works on musical instruments include: Uddifa-mahamantrodaya,m
Caturdantfi-prakaid** by Vehka^amakhin (seventeenth century); and a work

called Vinalaksana.** Chapters XVII to XIX of the Visnudharmottara also deal

with music.

The ancient authorities on the subject of dance arc: Kamadcva,

Vasuki, Daksa, Dhenuka, Drauhini, Svati, KaSyapa, Siva, Narada, Sardula,

and others. Mentioned by Matariga, Sardula was an expert on hastabhinaya

(histrionic posture of hands). Among the Puranic works that deal with dance

are the Vdyu (XXIV-XXV), theMdrkandeya (XXI), the Agni (CCCXLI), and

the Visnudharmottara (XX-XXIX). The speaker of the nrtya-Jdstra in the

Visnudharmottara (XXXII-XXXIV) is Markandeya. There is also a work called

Bharatarnava807 which is ascribed to Nandikdvara; and works of doubtful

origin called Brahma-bharata,m Nandi-bharata and Saddsiva-bharata.
M0

Abhinaya-darpanam by Nandikdvara preserves a school of dance which

differs in many respects from the Bharata school. Dattila*1* "wrote on music

and dance. This work has a commentary called Prayoga-stavaka which

was cited by Simharaja in his commentary on SaAgita-ratnakara.m There

is also a treatise called Taladhyaya*1* by Kohala. Asokamalla wrote his

“• M. R. Kavi, op. of.

1,7 Ed. Chowkhamba.
lM Neftal Catalogue

,
262.

1,2 Ed. Vasudcv Sastn (Tanjorc, 1952).

200 M. R. Kavi, op. cit.

201 Ed. Jivananda (Calcutta).

202 Tanjore Catalogue
, XVI. 7288.

TC., IV. 4705.

** TC\ III. 3987.

m M. R. Kavi, op. tit.

™ Ed. GOS., CXXXI.
207 Ed. Vasudcv Sastri (Tanjorc, 1953),

202 MS. with M. R. Kavi.

m Madras Catalogue, XII.
2,0 Mysore Catalogue, 309.

211 Ed. Manomohan Ghosh (Calcutta).

212 Ed. TSS (1957).

212 M. Krishnamachariar, History of Classical Sanskrit Liietature (Madras, ,1937), p. 822.

214 Catalogus Catalogorum , I, 1 30.
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NftyddhydyaiU in a.d. 850. N]tya-ratnekofam by R&nS. Kumbha belongs to the

thirteenth century and to the same period belongs NTtya-ratndvalPa by

Jayasena. To the fourteenth century belong SaAgitopanifat-sdroddhdra*1* by

SudhSkalaia (a.d. 1350) and Ndjya-ciiqldmayim by Somana, an Andhra monarch.

In the fifteenth century,, Gopendra Tippabhupala wrote Tdla-<Upika.m Malli-

natha
(
Kumdra-sambhava, VI. 40) ekes a work on dance, Rdja-kandarpa

,
but

this work is now lost. Acyutaraya (a.d. 1543) in his Tdla-kaldbodhim cites

three works on dance: Tdla-kald-vilasa, Nrtya-c&ddmayi, and SaAgttdryava, In

the sixteenth century, Subharikara wrote his Hasta-muktavali.*** There is a

commentary on this work written by Ghanaiyama, and an Assamese render-

ing of it called $rihasta-muktavali.'m Subhankara also wrote Sangila-damodara ,

224

which deals with dance, drama, and music. Nartana-niryaya*“ by Pundarika

Viththala also belongs to the sixteenth century. In the eighteenth century,

King Tularaja of Tanjore wrote Natja-vedagama*** which deals mainly with

dance.

Art and architecture : In the Visyudharmottara there are elaborate discussions

on art and architecture. Other texts available on these subjects are nearly fifty

ill number, and most of them include sculpture, painting, and iconography

within their scope. Among the ancient masters of hlpa-iastra, a term which

includes architecture, are: Vkvakarman, Visnu, Sanatkumara, Kaiyapa, and

Maya. There are many texts which are known only by name, such as Rekharnava

(perhaps on pictorial art) , Vastuhfdaya,
and Sukhdnandavastu, Two works cited

by Mallinatha, Kalakofa (Naisadha-carita,
XXII. 3) and Sayana-idstra (Naisadha-

carita, XXI. 106), have yet to be discovered.

The following are among the important available texts: Vdstuvidyd™

Manu$yalaya-candrikd ;*** SrijMna-ratnakosa ;**' Mayamata ;**° Aparajita-pjcchd

;

m

Ed. GOS (1963).

*'• Ed. R. C. Parikh & P. Shall (1957).
m Ed. V. Raghavan (Madras, 1965).

»*• Ed. GOS., CXXXIII.
“• COML, 12998.

Tanjore Catalogue, XVI. 7307.

1,1 M. R. Kavi, op. cit.

1,1 Ed. Mahesvar Ncog.

*» Ibid.

224 Ed. G. N. Saslri & G. G. Mukherjec (Calcutta Sanskrit College Research Series, XI, 1960).

*** M. Krishnamachariar, opxit.

**• Ibid.

** Ed. TSS., XXX (1913).

«• Ibid., LVI.
888 Ed. Balaram Srivastav (Calcutta)

.

880 Ed. S. K. Subrahmanya Sastri (Tanjore, 1966).

281 Ed. Mankad (Oriental Institute, Baroda).
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Vibakama-v&stu-l&stra ;*•• KSiyapa SarhhitS KHiyapa-Hlpa-idstra ;*** Prdsada-

mailjarim and V&stu-maHjari by Srinatha (fifteenth century); Prasada-

maqdanc?* by Mai^lana; Yukti-kalpataru and SamarSAga^a-s1Uradhdravn by Bhoja;

Silparatna by SrikurnSra ;*** N&rada-iUpa-lastra ;*** PratimS-lakfana ;
m Devata-mUrti-

prakarana; RHpa-ma$4anam by Magana
*

and Buddha-pratima-lakfayeP**

with 'a commentary called Sambuddha-bhifita-pratimd~lakfaiia-vivarariL In the

Matsya Parana, a work called Nagnajit-citralakfana is referred to; Bfhat

Sarhfdtd (Chapter LVIII) identifies Nagnajit’s view with that of Dravida. A
Tibetan translation of this work is preserved in Tibet, while a German trans-

lation has been made by Berthold Laufer. It has also an English translation.*4*

Mechanical devices'. Although coal, petrol, electricity, and the spring device

were not available to mechanics in ancient India, they were not lacking in

ingenuity. By utilizing air, water, fire, hydraulics, hydrodynamics, the lever

principle, and the process of mechanical rivetting, they were able to produce a

number of instruments, appliances, and labour-saving machines. They even

produced, in crude form of cotirse, robots*44 and, as already mentioned, aero-

nautic machines. References to ancient masters in (aeronautics include the

names of Narayapa, Saunaka, Garga, Vicaspati, Cakrayaiii, and Qhundhi-

natha. Among available literature, besides Bhoja’s Samarangana-sutradhara

already referred to, is BhSrotthdpana-yantra-nirmdi}a-vidhim (principle of making

a machine to lift a heavy weight) by Devisirhhamahipati (seventeenth century).

There are also two works by Bharadv&ja, viz. Yantra-sarvasva and Arhlu-

bodhini. The commentator Bodh&nanda Yati names Narayaija, Lalla, and

Safikha as his authorities.*4*

888 Ed. with the commentary by RAmakfjpa Bhattaratna, Vasudev Sastri & N. B. Grade

( 1958).

8,8 Ed. Ghowkhamba.
114 Ed. Tanjore, 1960.

m Ed. P. O. Samapura & Dhaky.
8N Ed. Chowkhamba.

“» Ed. T. G. Ganapati Sastri (GOS., XXV, XXXI).
«4 TSS., LXXV, OCCVIII; Devanathachariar (Tanjore, 1961).

«• MS. with ASB., Ill, H 226.

840 Ed. P. N. Bose (Greater India Series, V, Calcutta, 1927).

141 Ed. Upendramohan S&nkhyatirtha (Calcutta Oriental Series, LXXII, 1926).

848 Ed. Haridas Mitra, Prince qf Wales Sarasvati Bhavan Studies, XLVIII (1953).

848 An Early Document of Indian Art: 1 The Citralakfa^a of Nagnajit translated by B. N. Goswamy
and A. L. Dahmen-Dallapiccola (Manohar Book Service, New Delhi, 1976).

844 K. K.. Dutta’s article, *A. Medieval Account of Mechanical Devices in India', Proceedings of

Indian History Congress (New Delhi, 1961), pp. 74-78; V. Raghavan, Tantras or Mechanical Contrivances

in Ancient India (The Indian Institute of World Culture, Bangalore) ; L. Thorndike, History of Magic

and Experimental Science (New York, 1923), et seq.

848 Ed. Vrajavallabh Dvivedi (Varanaseya Sanskrit University).

844 Manudev Bhattacharya's article, ‘VaimAnikam Kiftcit', Rfikalpanydsa (Sahitya Section),' pp.

76-87.
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This, in short, is scientific literature in Sanskrit. The Pur&gas also contain

popular accounts of many other minor topics of scientific interest. The fore-

going discussion is sufficient to indicate the ancient Indian genius which

tduched almost all the comprehensible topics of human necessity. Natural

calamities, foreign invasion, and the like have destroyed many treasures ofour

forefathers and who knows how manyworks on scientific and other subjects are

still waiting for light in temples and monasteries and personal possession !
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PHILOSOPHICAL LITERATURE

P
HILOSOPHICAL literature in Sanskrit is as vast as it is diverse. Drawing

inspiration from the Vedas and Upanigads, it branched off into the literature

on the six orthodox systems, namely, SSmkhya, Yoga, Ny&ya, Vattesika, Pilrva*

MlmSthsi, and Uttara-Mim&ihsa.1 As a challenge to these orthodox systems,

there arose a vast literature on the heterodox systems like the Buddhist,

Jaina, and Lokayata. After the Vedic age, works on the six systems of Indian

philosophy came into existence first in the form of sUtras or aphorisms. They

were followed by numerous bh&syas or commentaries on diem. It is difficult

to ascertain the chronological order of the slitras as well as of the bh&syas. It seems

that the bh&sya on the Mimaihs&SUtra is the oldest of all the bh&syas. Sankara-

carya in his Brahma-Stttra-bh&sya mentions the name of SabarasvSmin as a

Mimaihsa commentator. The bh&sya of Sankara on the Brahma-SUtra thus came

later. Ramanuja mentions that there had been a vftti on die Brahma-SUtra by

Bodhayana before Sankara. We know from the commentators of theSa&kara-

bh&sya that there was a vrtti by Bhartrprapanca on the Brahma-SUtra before

Sankara. We have some proofs that before the bh&syas were written there were

other vrttis or short explanations of the sUtras. We can thus visualize a philoso-

phic age between the age of s&tras and that of bh&syas. In this respect, we can

also mention the Gaudap&da-karika of die MandUkya Upanisad, which was written

in the form of k&rik&s or short verses.

Systematic philosophical speculation leading to the growdi of literature

began when the need was felt for organizing the scattered thoughts ofthe various

Upanigads (sometimes found to be paradoxical and even contradicting one

another). This was also needed to meet the challenge ofdie heterodox doctrines,

particularly the Lokayata ones, references to which are found in a scattered

way throughout the earlier works of philosophical nature. All these factors

contributed to the growth ofa diversified philosophical literature. The ordiodox

and the heterodox schools had also to fight among themselves in an organized

manner. This led to the production of a huge philosophical literature which

is polemic by nature with arguments and counter-arguments couched in stricdy

logical terminology.

1 For a detailed study of the philosophy of these systems reference may be made to CHI, Vol. Ill,

pp. 27-167 and 187-883. Besides the six orthodox schools, there are a few others which are equally

orthodox, but may be better termed as theistic, for instance, the Saiva, Vaifpava, and S&kta systems

of philosophy, which have been treated separately in the present volume (pp. 59-151) so far as their

literature is concerned. For their philosophy see CHI, Vol. Ill, pp. 287-99, 437-48 and Vol. IV, pp. 63*

259, 309-13.
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We find systematic Indian philosophy mainly in the following orthodox

systems: Saihkhya, Yoga, Nyaya, VaiSesika, Purva-MImamsa, and Uttara-

Mimarhsa or Vedanta. Of these systems, Saihkhya and Yoga are generally

coupled with each other and so are Ny&ya and Vaiie$ika as well as the two

MImarhs&s, Purva and Uttara.—Editor..

v.

I

SAMKHYA

Of the traditional Indian schools of philosophy, Samkhya is probably the

oldest. The first reference to Samkhya is found in the Svetaivatara Upanisad

(VI. 13). Saihkhya views have also been referred to in the Mahabharata

(Santiparvan : Mokfadhama), Bhagavad-Gita, and Mam Smrti. Kau^ilya (fourth

century b. c.) in his Arthaiastra,
while enumerating the philosophic studies

in his days, mentions Samkhya, Yoga, and Lokayata. Though Kapila is

universally recognized as the founder of the Samkhya system, the Samkhya-

S&tra that we have (which is attributed to Kapila) does not appear to be

very old. The way the sutras are stated there is not archaic at all, and its

fourth chapter contains only illustrative stories—a form in which no other

philosophical Sutra work was composed. According to some, this Kapila

belonged to the fifteenth century. Till the other day the first systematic work

on Sfiihkhya was supposed to be ISvarakfsna’s (c. third century a.d.) Samkhya-

kSrikS. Only recently a very old commentary on it, entitled Tukti-dipika, by an

unknown writer (authorship wrongly attributed in the manuscript to Vacas-

pati Mi$ra of the ninth century a.d.) has been published. It contains, by way of

refutation, extensive quotations from the works (titles unmentioned) of Pafica-

Sikha (c. second/third century a.d.), Paurika, Pancadhikarana, Vindhyavasin,

and Vfsagana and his followers. This shows that Iivaraktfpa’s was only one

school of Samkhya beside which, even in the days of the author of Tukti-dipika

(the style of the work suggests that the author belonged to the age of Uddyota-

kara, i.e. sixth/seventh century a.d.), these other philosophers were carrying

on work on systematic Saihkhya in different schools.

Much later, as late as the ninth century, we have the famous commentary on

SSmkhya-k&rika by Vacaspati Mi&ra, known as Tattva-kaumudi, which is the most

popular of all the Saihkhya works. Before him, however, Gau^apfida (seventh

/

eighth century a.d.) wrote another commentary called Gau4apada-bhafya. The
S&mkhya-SQtra was elaborately commented upon by Vijiiana Bhik$u (seven-

teenth century) and briefly by Aniruddha (fifteenth century). Vijfiana Bhiksu’s

commentary is known as S&mkhya-pravacana-bhafya which ought to be read in

conjunction with his commentary on the Brahma-Sstra
,
known as Vijfi&namfta-

bh&sya. Aniruddha’s commentary is called Aniruddha-vftti. Mention may, in this
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connexion, be made of a commentary on SSrhkkya-karikS named Mdthara~vftti

(seventh century) which may or may not be the Afdtkara-bha$ya to which Gupa-
ratna (fourteenth/fifteenth century) has referred in his commentary on §addar-

iana-samuccaya. Another commentary directly on the SSmkhya-Sutra is Mahadeva
Sarasvati’s (seventeenth century) Vrtti. On S&fbkhya-k&rika there arc two other

commentaries. They are : Sankaracarya’s (according to some, Sankararya of

ninth century) JayamaftgalS and N&rayanatirtha’s (seventeenth century)

Candrika. Three known commentaries on Vacaspati Mirra’s Tattva-kaumudi are:

VamSdhara Mirra’s (seventeenth century) Samkhya-tattva-vibkSkara, Bharat!

Yati’s (eighteenth/nineteenth century) commentary, and Kr$na Vallabhkcarya’s

Kirana.

There are two important works of unknown authors, viz. Sasti Tantra (in-

complete) attributed sometimes to Paftcafikha; and Tattva-samasa which is to

be read with Ganeia Diksita’s or BhSvaganeSa’s (sixteenth century) Yathartha-

dipana, VamSidasa’s Artha-dipika, and an unknown author’s Krama-dipika.

Another very old work going by the name of Suvarna-saptati is attributed to

Paramartha. Other independent works on Sarhkhya are: Vijiiana Bhiksu’s

Sarhkhya-sara, Kavir&ja Yati’s (eighteenth/nineteenth century) SSrhkhya-tattva-

pradipa, KeSava Bhafta’s (eighteenth/nineteenth century) S&ihkhya-tattva-pradi-

pika, Kfsna Mitra’s (eighteenth/nineteenth century) Tattva-mimarhsa, Ramakr§na

Bhattacarya’s (eighteenth century) S&mkhya-kaumudi, and Ksemananda’s

Samkhya-tattva-vivecana.

Ayurveda works of Caraka and Suhmta, known as Caraka SarhhitS and

Suirnta Sarhhita,
also deal with Sarhkhya, though basically they are treatises

on medicine. The Atreya Tantra mentioned in Gunaratna’s commentary on

Saddariana-samuccaya as an authoritative S&ihkhya work is very probably

Caraka Samhitd itself.

II

YOGA

The history of Yoga is shrouded in mystery. As a system of practice, it is as

old as the Atharva-Veda and some earlier Upanisads. The MahabhSrata, including

the Bhagavad-Gltd, and Lalitavistara also refer to Yogic practices. The literature

on Yoga is thus found in an unsystematic form extensively in ancient Indian

works. The first systematic work on Yoga, however, is Patafijali’s Yega-SOtra.

Vyisa’s (fifth century a.d.) Yoga-bha^ya (sometimes called Vdrttika) is an ela-

borate commentary on it. The theoretical philosophy that both the Yoga-Sdtra

and Yoga’bhSfya develop comes close to ISvarak^sna’s S&rbkhya, though it

differs in some important details, for instance, in its recognition of God. The

theoretical part of S&ihkhya philosophy is itself divided into two schools ac-
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We find systematic Indian philosophy mainly in the following orthodox

systems: S&ihkhya, Yoga, Nyaya, VaiSefika, Purva-MIm&msa, and Uttara-

Mimaihsa or Vedanta. Of these systems, Samkhya and Yoga are generally

coupled with each other and so are Nyaya and VaiSe$ika as well as the two

Mimariisas, Purva and Uttara.—Editor.

I

SAMKHYA

Of the traditional Indian schools of philosophy, Samkhya is probably the

oldest. The first reference to Samkhya is found in the Svetasvatara Upanisad

(VI. 13). Sarfikhya views have also been referred to in the Mah&bharata

(Santiparvan : Mok$adharma) , Bhagavad-Gita, and Manu Smrti. Kauplya (fourth

century b. c.) in his Arthaiastra
,
while enumerating the philosophic studies

in his days, mentions Samkhya, Yoga, and Lokayata. Though Kapila is

universally recognized as the founder of the Samkhya system, the Sathkhya-

SStra that we have (which is attributed to Kapila) does not appear to be

very old. The way the s&tras are stated there is not archaic at all, and its

fourth chapter contains only illustrative stories—a form in which no other

philosophical Sutra work was composed. According to some, this Kapila

belonged to the fifteenth century. Till the other day the first systematic work

on S&zhkhya was supposed to be ISvarakfsija’s (c. third century a.d.) Samkhya-

kdrikd. Only recently a very old commentary on it, entitled Tukti-dipika, by an

unknown writer (authorship wrongly attributed in the manuscript to Vacas-

pati MiSra of the ninth century a.d.) has been published. It contains, by way of

refutation, extensive quotations from the works (titles unmentioned) of Panca-

Sikha (c. second/third century a.d.), Paurika, Pancadhikaraija, Vindhyavasin,

and Vr?agana and his followers. This shows that ISvarakfjija’s was only one

school of Samkhya beside which, even in the days of the author of Tukti-dipika

(the style of the work suggests that the author belonged to the age of Uddyota-

kara, i.e. sixth/seventh century a.d.), these other philosophers were carrying

on work on systematic Saihkhya in different schools.

Much later, as late as the ninth century, we have the famous commentary on

Sarhkhya-kdrika by Vacaspati MiSra, known as Tattva-kaumudi, which is the most

popular of all the Samkhya works. Before him, however, Gauqlapada (seventh/

eighth century a.d.) wrote another commentary called Gautjlapdda-bhdfya. The
Sdmkhya-S&tra was elaborately commented upon by Vijnana Bhiksu (seven-

teenth century) and briefly by Aniruddha (fifteenth century). Vijnana Bhiksu’s

commentary is known as Saihkhya-pravacana-bhdfya which ought to be read in

conjunction with his commentary on the Brahma-SUtra, known as Vijndndmfta-

bhd$ya. Aniruddha’s commentary is called Aniruddha-vjtti. Mention may, in this
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connexion, be made of a commentary on SSmkkya-kSrika named M&thara-vrtti

(seventh century) which may or may not be the Mdfhara-bhS^a to which Guna-
ratna (fourteenth/fifteenth century) has referred in his commentary on §addar-

iana-sarmccaya. Another commentary directly on the Sdrhkhya-Sdtra is Mahadeva
Sarasvati’s (seventeenth century) Vrtti. On Sdrhkhya-kdrika there are two other

commentaries. They are: SaAkaracarya’s (according to some, Sahkararya of

ninth century) JayamaAgala and Nirayaijatirtha’s (seventeenth century)

Candrika. Three known commentaries on Vacaspati Mirra’s Tattva-kaumudi are:

Vaih&dhara Mi&ra’s (seventeenth century) Sdrhkkya-tattva-vibhdkara, Bharat!

Yati’s (eighteenth/nineteenth century) commentary, and Krsija Vallabhacarya’s

Kirana.

There are two important works of unknown authors, viz. Sasti Tantra (in-

complete) attributed sometimes to PancaSikha
;
and Tattva-samasa which is to

be read with GancSa Diksita’s or Bhivaganeia’s (sixteenth century) Tathartha-

dlpana, VamSidasa’s Artha-dipika, and an unknown author’s Krama-dipikd.

Another very old work going by the name of Suvarna-saptati is attributed to

Paramartha. Other independent works on Saihkhya are: Vijfiana Bhiksu’s

Sdihkhya-sara
, Kaviraja Yati’s (eighteenth/nineteenth century) Samkhya-tattoa-

pradipa, KeSava Bhatta’s (eighteenth/nineteenth century) S&mkhya-tattva-pradu

pika
,
Krsna Mitra’s (eighteenth/nineteenth century) Tattoa-mimamsa’, Ramakrsna

Bhattacarya’s (eighteenth century) Samkhya-kaumudi, and Ksemananda’s

Samkhya-tattva-vivecana.

Ayurveda works of Garaka and Siilruta, known as Caraka SarhhitS and

Sufruta Samhita, also deal with S&mkhya, though basically they are treatises

on medicine. The Atreya Tantra mentioned in Gunaratna’s commentary on

Saddariana-samuccaya as an authoritative Saihkhya work is very probably

Caraka Sarhhita itself.

II

YOGA

The history of Yoga is shrouded in mystery. As a system of practice, it is as

old as the Atharva-Veda and some earlier Upanigads. The Makabh&rata, including

the Bhagavad-Glta, and Lalitavistara also refer to Yogic practices. The literature

on Yoga is thus found in an unsystematic form extensively in ancient Indian

works. The first systematic work on Yoga, however, is Patafijali’s Yoga-SUtra.

VySsa’s (fifth century a.d.) Yega-bhBgya (sometimes called VSrttika) is an ela-

borate commentary on it. The theoretical philosophy that both the Yoga-SUtra

and Yoga-bhdsya develop comes close to Iivarakrsna’s Saihkhya, though it

differs in some important details, for instance, in its recognition of God. The

theoretical part of Saihkhya philosophy is itself divided into two schools ac-
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cording as it recognizes God or not—Iivarakfsna’s S&rhkhya belonging to

the latter and Vijfiana Bhikgu’s to the former. The God that Patafijali admits

is more like that of Ny&ya—-just one among the many selves, though perfect

in all respects. Unlike the God of Nyaya, the God of Yoga (except according to

Bhoja of eleventh century and Vijfiana Bhikgu) is the Teacher of teachers and

grants asamprajMta-samddki (contentless concentration) even to those who at

the stage of samprajMta-samddhi (conscious concentration) just concentrate

devotedly on Him.
V&caspati MUra’s Tattva-vaiSaradi and Vijfiana Bhiksu’s Yoga-vdrttika are

the two famous commentaries on Vyasa’s Bhasya. Bhoja also has written

a small commentary, not so much on Vyasa’s Bhasya as on the Yoga-S&tra it-

self, known as Bhoja-vftH
,
sometimes as Raja-martanda. On it we have Krsna

Vallabhac&rya’s Kirana. Other commentaries on the Yoga-SUtra are: GaneSa

Dlksita’s Vftti, Ramananda Sarasvatl’s (seventeenth century) Maniprabha
,

NSrayanatirtha’s Yoga-siddhanta-candrika and Sdtrdrtha-bodhini, NageSa (Nagoji)

Bhafta’s (eighteenth century) Chdyd-vyakhya, SadaSiva’s (eighteenth century)

Yoga-sudhakara, Ananta Paptfita’s CandrikS,
and Baladeva Mirra’s Yoga-

pradtpika. Vijfiana Bhiksu’s Yoga-sdra is a useful handbook of Yoga philosophy.

Mention may be made here of some other treatises like Ghtranda Samhita and

Hatha-yoga-pradtpika, which chiefly concern themselves with Hatha-yoga and

Raja-yoga, but are not philosophical by nature. Some of the later Upanigads

which are called Yoga Upanigads, namely, Maitri, Sandilya
,

Yoga-tattva,

Dhyana-bindu, Hamsa
,

Vardha, Amrtanada, Mandala-Brdhmana, Nada-bindu
,
and

Yoga-hundali present the Yoga practices in their diverse proliferations over

the centuries.

Ill

VAISE§IKA

The first systematic exposition of VaiSesika philosophy (also called Aulukya

DarSana) isfound in the Vai&fika-SQtra ofKanada who belonged to a very ancient

age.* The earliest commentaries on the Vaiie$ika-SUtra are Bharadvaja-vftti and

1 ‘The Vai&pka system’, says Richard Garbe, ‘seems to be of much greater antiquity than the

Ny&ya’ (The Philosophy qf Ancient India
, p. 20). Scholars are divided in their opinion about whether

Kan&da preceded Gautama, founder of Ny&ya philosophy, or belonged to a later date. Ny&ya men-
tions four means of authentic knowledge or pramdfta and five divisions of logical fallacy or hetvdbhdsa.

Many other topics have been critically examined under this system. But KaQ&da’s Vailefika-Sutra. speaks

of three divisions of logical fallacy and two means of knowledge. Besides, the topic of anumdna or in-

ference has not been dealt with elaborately in the VaihfikaSutra. All this has led some scholars to believe

that Kao&da’s Sdtra had been composed before Gautama's philosophy was established. Generally speak-

ing, paddrthas or objects of experience used to be dealt with but briefly in the works of earlier philoso-

phers, Paddrthas assumed greater importance in later expositions of philosophical thought. The detailed

study ofpaddrthas in Ny&ya literature and a rather brief treatment of the same in the Vailefika-Sstra
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Rdvana-bkdyia. They are, however, no longer extant. Wehavenow to rely chiefly

on such treatises as Upaskdra by Sahkara Mika (fifteenth century), and Kandda-

sUtra-viofti by Jayanarayana Tarkapanchanana (nineteenth century). There is

also a detailed commentary on Upaskdra called Parifkara composed recently

by Panchanana Tarkaratna. No other direct commentary on the Vai&fika-SGtra

is known to exist. A major and authoritative work on the Sutra, however, is

Paddrtha-dhama-saAgraha by Praiastap&da (e. fifth century), also called Pra-

iastapada-bhd$ya . Paddrtha-dhama-saAgraha is not so much a commentary on the

Sutra as an independent work on the subject. In fact, the quality or marks of

a commentary are conspicuous by their absence here. Instead of analysing

the text of the Sutra, the author has given a description of the categories

established in the Sutra.

Vaiksika thinkers were more interested in metaphysics (including science)

than in logic and theory of knowledge, though undoubtedly they had their

original contribution in this latter field too. Interestingly enough, the Vaiiesika-

Siitra begins with proposing the task ofexplaining dharma and ends with referring

to the efficacy of Vedic injunctions. The relevance of these two terminal sUiras

to the elaborate metaphysics developed in between is an intriguing problem.

Paddrtha-dhama-saAgraha served as a source book for later commentators

on Vai&esika philosophy. The earliest commentary on Padartha-dhama-sangraha

was Vyomavati by VyomaSivacarya (tenth century). This was followed by Sridha-

racarya’s (tenth century) Nydya-kandali which was commented upon by R&ja&e-

khara (twelfth century) in his Nydya-kandali-pahcika. Udayana (c. tcnth/eleventh

century) is believed to have written his Kiranavalx after this, though according

to some scholars, he figured earlier than Sridharacarya. Both Sridhara and

Udayana admit the existence of God. Udayana’s Laksaiidvali is a short manual

on VaiSe$ika. Some other major works of Udayana are as follows: Nyaya-

kusumahjali on Nyaya-Vaik§ika philosophy of religion, Atma-tattva-viveka (a

work in which the Ny&ya-Vaiksika concept of the Self has been elaborated

and defended particularly against the Buddhist challenge), and Lakfanamald.

Safikara Mika’s Kalpalatd is a commentary on Udayana’s Atma-tattva-viveka.

Among other expository works on Paddrtha-dhama-sangraha and Kirandvali are

:

Safikara Mika’s Kanada-rahasya;Jagadiia Tarkalankara’s (sixteenth/seventeenth

century) Dravya-sUkti which deals with the category of dravya; a recent com-

mentary by Mahamahopadhyaya Kalipada Tarkacharya on Dravya-sUkti-,

Vardhamanopadhyaya’s (thirteenth century) Kirar^dvali-prakdia
;

Prakaiikd

presupposes an earlier origin of Vaiie?ika philosophy. Bfidarayana in his Brahna-Sutra has sought to

refute the Vaifcfilca line of thought and hat nothing to say about Nyfiya. This also goes to support the

contention that the former preceded Nytya. The theory ofnon-eternal nature ofhbda (verbal testimony)

has been challenged in the Mim&rhs&Siltra ofJaimini, which indicates that Vaiie^ika philosophy was

founded before Mlm&msa, There are also reasons to believe that K&pftda preceded Buddha and the

Vaiiefika-S&tra was, therefore, of greater antiquity than even Buddhism.
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by Bhagiratha Thakkura (fifteenth century) and Dravya-prakdia-vivrti by

Rucidatta (thirteenth century), both being commentaries on Kiranavali-prakasa
;

two didhitis by Raghun&tha Siromapi (fifteenth century), the works being com-

mentaries on Kirafdoallrprak&Sa.

Nydya-lildvati by Vallabh&c&rya (who belonged to a later date than

Udayana) is not quite a commentary on Paddrtha-dharma-sahgtaha

;

it is an

independent work dealing with the topics contained in the latter. The author has

discussed various points on novel lines (navya iaili). Earlier contentions are

sought to be refuted in his treatise. Safikara Mika and Vardhamanopadhyaya
wrote two commentaries on this work

—

Nyaya-lilavati-kanthdbharana and Nyaya-

lildvati-prakdia respectively. A commentary on the latter is known as Nyaya-

lilavati-prakdia-vivjti. Bhafta Vidindra’s (thirteenth century) Rasa-sara is a

commentary on Gutta-kiranavali-prakdJa of Vardhamana, while Dravya-pragalbhi

by PragalbhacSrya (fifteenth century) deals with Dravya-kiranarali-prakdia.

Jayadeva Mika (fifteenth century), also known as Paksadhara Mika, of

Mithili wrote a commentary on Dravya-kiratiavali-prakasa by Vardhamana and

another on Nydya-lildvati. An eminent logician of Bengal and author of many
treatises, MathuranathaTarkavagik (sixteenth century) wrote Dravya-kirandvali-

rahasya and Guna-kirandvali-rahasya as well as Dravya-prakaSa-vivrti-rahasya and

Guna-prakdia-vivfti-rahasya. The list of his works includes a commentary on

JVydya-lildvati.

Some more important works on Vaiiesika are: Saptapaddrthi by Sivaditya

Mika (twelfth century), Manamanohara by Vadivagikara (contemporary- of

Sivaditya), and Pramana-manjari by Sarvadeva. Siv&ditya’s Saptapaddrthi pre-

sents the Nyaya and Vaisesika principles as parts of one whole. Laugaksi

Bhaskara’s (c. seventeenth century) Tarka-kaumudi is another synthetical

treatise based on Pra&astapada’s work. Balabhadra (fifteenth century) wrote

a commentary named Sandarbha on Saptapaddrthi and another on Pramana-

manjari. Besides these two, he has another work to his credit, viz. Dravya-

prakdia-vimala, a commentary on Dravya-prakdSa of Vardham&na. The following

commentaries of Padmanabha Mika (sixteenth century) are notable: Setu-tika

(on Padartha-dharma-saiigraha), Nydya-kandali-sara (on Nydya-kandali) . Kiranavali-

bhdskara (on Kiranavali), and Vardhamanendu-tikd (on Dravya-kirandvalx-prakaia)

.

Sarva-darSana-safigraha by Madhavacarya contains a chapter on Aulukya

Dariana. Tarka-sangraha and Tarka-sahgraha-dipika byAnnambhatta (seventeenth

century) and Bhdfd-pariccheda and Siddkdnta-muktdvali by VikanStha (seven-

teenth century) can be regarded as composite works on NySya-Vaiksika.

The topics like sapta paddrtha (seven categories of matter), nava dravya (nine

kinds of substance), caturviihiati guna (twenty-four kinds of quality), panca karma

(five types of action), etc. have been discussed in these works. Tarkdmjta

ascribed to JagadTia Tark&lafikara and Jayanarayana Tarkapanchanana’s
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Kaifdda-sBtra-vivfti (already mentioned) are useful compendia of the Vaiie?ika

principles. Based on Upaskdra
, Jayanarayana’s Vivfti differs from the former

on certain points. Other works on Nyaya-VaiSe?ika metaphysics include

Safikara MiSra’s V&di-vinoda,
Bhatta V&dlndra’s Nibandha on the Vaiitfika-

SUtra, Manikaptha MiSra’s (c. thirteenth/fourteenth century) Nydya-ratna,

Saiadhara’s (c. fourteenth century) Nydya-siddhdnta-dipa
,
Raghunatha Siromani’s

Padartha-tattva-nirQpana, and Ke&ava Bhatfa’s Nyaya-candrikd.

IV

NYAyA

The philosophy of Nyaya from the ancient days to the beginning of the

thirteenth century was as much on the theory of knowledge (logic) as on

constructive metaphysics. The Nyiya of this long period came later to be called

Praclna-Ny&ya as distinct from the Nyaya since the thirteenth century, called

Navya-Ny&ya.

Prdcina-Nydya : The first systematic work on NySya is the Nyaya-Sdtra of

Gautama (Ak$apada), supposed to have been composed about the third century

B.c. The earliest commentary on it, written before the fifth century A.D., is by

Vatsy&yana, and is known as Vatsydyana-bha$ya

.

Uddyotakara (c. sixth

century) wrote a commentary on this Bh&fya, known as Nyaya-vdrttika, con-

taining profound original observations on many topics. Vacaspati MiSra

(ninth century) wrote on Uddyotakara’s .Nyaya-vdrttika an expository treatise

known as Nydya-varttika-tatparya-tika. Vacaspati MiSra has contributions to

different systems of philosophy including NySya, Advaita VedSnta, Saihkhya,

Yoga, and Mimarhsa. Naturally, he could look at many of the Nyaya problems

from diverse angles. Added to this was the fact that he came long after Uddyo-

takara. These two factors helped him to add new dimensions to the system.

On the Nydya-SUtra also he wrote Nydya-suci-rubandha. On his Tatpatya-tika

Udayana (c. tenth/eleventh century) wrote a further commentary known

as Nydya-vdrttika-t&tparya-tikd-parUuddhi. He also wrote Nyaya-pariHsta on

the Ny&yaSntra (Chapter V) and another important treatise, Nyaya-

kusumddjali.

By Udayana’s time the Nyaya and Vai$e$ika systems had come close to

each other, and philosophers of one school often wrote works on the other.

Udayana is probably better known for his VaiSesika works. Any way, he is a

towering figure in either system. His Nydya-paridiffa was commented on by

Vardham&na (thirteenth century) in his Nydyo-partiiffa-prakdia. Vardhamana

wrpte another commentary, Nyaya-r&bandha-prakdia\ this relates to Udayana’s

Tdtparya-pariSuddhi. Other works bearing more or less directly on the Nyaya-

SUtra include Siddhdnta-candrikS by Gangadhara Suri (seventeenth century),
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Nydya-Mra-vfttx by Vi$van5tha (seventeenth century), and Nydya-siddhdnta-

mdld by Jayarftma Ny&yapafic&nana (seventeenth century).

Jayanta Bhatta (ninth/tenth century) wrote an independent commentary,

Nydya-mafljari, on parts of the Nydya-Stttra. It may be taken as a landmark in

the history of Indian philosophy as it contains references practically to all the

philosophic thoughts current at the time. A second work of this author is

Nyaya-kalikd.

Though Navya-Nyaya began with GahgeSa UpadhySya (thirteenth century),

Ny&ya philosophy continued to hold ground parallelly with it in the old spirit

for some time. Notable works of this period are: Bhisarvajfia's Nyaya-sdra

which is to be read with Jayasirhha Sflri’s (fourteenth century) Nydya-sdra-frfd;

and Vallabha’s Nydya-lildvatt to be read with Vardhamina’s PrakdSa on it.

Mention may also be made of Sartkara MiSra's (fifteenth century) LllSvatl-

kanthabharana and Bhagfratha Thakkura’s (fifteenth century) commentary

known as Prakdiika on Vardham&na’s work.

Some other important works on Nyaya include Tarkika-raksa by Varadarfija

(c. eleventh century), Nydya-tattodloka and Nydya-stitroddhara by Abhinava

VScaspati MiSra (fifteenth century), Nyaya-parihddhi by Veftkatan&tha,

Makaranda by Rucidatta (thirteenth century), Nyaya-sdra by Madhavadeva,

and Tarka-bhdsd by KeSava Miira (twelfth century).

Navya-Nyaya: With the advent of GangeSa of Mithila, the new school of

Ny§ya philosophy known as Navya-Nyaya came into being. His monumental

work Tattoa-cintamani deals with the four sources of knowledge

—

pratyaksa

(perception), anumana (inference), upamana (analogy), and Sabda (verbal testi-

mony)—recognized by Nyaya. Particularly, his treatment of anumana was

highly scholastic and dialectical and this aroused considerable interest in the

minds of later Naiyiyikas, specially in Bengal.

A large part of Navya-Nyaya literature is concerned with this work of

Gahgeia. Philosophers after philosophers have written commentaries and

sub-commentaries and elaborated the methodological technique in different

directions. The technique was perfected to such an extent, and it so much
impressed the minds of scholars, that later treatises even on other branches of

learning could not easily avoid it. It may not be far wrong to say that Navya-

Ny5,ya treatises are all wonder-works on methodology, linguistic analysis,

and logic.

The most outstanding philosopher after Gahge&a was Raghunatha Siromani

(

c

. fifteenth century). He wrote many treatises which include Pratyakfa-maffi-

dldhiti, Ammina-dtdhiti, and Sabda-marii-dldhiti on Gahgeia’s Taitva-cintSmarii\

three nibandhas (dissertations) included in the compilation known as V&da-

viridhi ; PadSrtha-khandana
; Akhydta-vSda ; and Nadvada. His AnumSna-didhiti,

a classic work in Navya-NySya, is regarded as a contribution of great merit.
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There are other notable works on Navya-Ny&ya, which indude SaAkara

Mtfra’s (c. fifteenth century) Kha^ana-fikd; Rucidatta’s Prak&ia on Tattva-

cintdmani
; Janaklnatha Bhaft&cSrya’s (sixteenth century) Nydya-siddhdnta-

maftjari; Kanada Tarkavaglia’s (fifteenth/sixteenth century) Bh&fi-ratna and a

commentary on Tattva-cint&mayi
; and GahgeSa’s son Vardhamana’s (thirteenth

century) Anvikfd-nayatattva-bodha and some ten commentaries entitled Prakdia on
different topics. Jayadeva Miira, author of Manydloka, wrote commentaries

on a number of Vardham&na’s works. Bhav&nanda Siddhantavagiia (sixteenth

century) wrote many treatises including tik&s on Raghun&tha Siromarfi’s major

works. Jagadi&a TarkalaAkira’s (e. sixteenth century) Sdbda-iakH-prakSiikS

is an outstanding work on semantics. His another important work is Ny&y&daria.

Krsnadasa Sarvabhauma (fifteenth/sixteenth century) wrote many commen-
taries including Akhyata-didhiti-prasarinl and Nafivada-fippana on Raghunatha

Siromani’s works. Among other works which deserve notice are: Gopinatha

Thakkura’s (sixteenth century) Anumana-mani-sdra ; Gadadhara Bhaty&carya’s

(seventeenth century) Naftoada-vySkhyd, Vyutpatti-vada, and several expository

treatises; Mathuranatha TarkavS^i&a’s (sixteenth century) Bauddhddkikara-vivfti

and Tattva-cintdmani-rahasya
;
Krishnakanta Vidyavagisa’s (nineteenth century)

Sakti-sandipani, Nyaya-ratndvali (on Jagadlia’s Sabda-Sakti-prakaiika), Tarkdmfta-

taraAgini, and Ny&ya-ratna-piakdiika', Madhusudana Thakkura’s (sixteenth cen-

tury) Aloka-kanfakoddhira; and Kalisankara’s (eighteenth-nineteenth centuries)

Krodapatra.

V

PORVA-MlMAKiSA

Purva-MImSmsa is a system of Hindu philosophy which deals with the

nature of dharma as propounded in the karma-kaifda of the Vedas. This system

bifurcated itself into two main schools, viz. that of KumSrila Bhatfa (seventh

century) and that of his disciple Prabhakara Miira to which was added

a third; viz. that of Muriri. Jaimini’s Mimfimsd-Stitra (400 b.c. or according to

another view 200 b.c.) forms the foundation of Mlmiihsa philosophy. But these

sUtras are only a comprehensive compilation of different views on the nature

and efficacy of sacrificial rituals. The earliest available commentary on the Aff-

mdthsi-Sdtra is Sabarasvamin’s* bha$ya ($abara-bk&$ya). Commentaries were there

before him also by Bhartrmitra (referred to in Ny&ya-ratnSkara, verse 10 otSloka-

vdrttika), Bhavadasa (referred to in Sloka-varttika, verse 63), Hari, Upavarsa (re-

ferred to in Sdstra-dlpikS), Bodh&yana, and many others. Sabara-bhifya was com-

mented upon by Kumarila Bhatta in his Sloka-vtirttika,
Tantra-vdrttika, and

• It is difficult to assign Sahara to a definite date. According to Ganganath Jha, Sahara belongs to

the first century u.o. Jacobi holds that he flourished sometime between a.d. 200 and 500. According to

Keith, a.d. 400 is the earliest date to be assigned to him.
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Tup-txkd as also in his Bfhat-fikd and Madhyama-tikd. The last two are lost to

us. On Sabara-bh&y/a Prabh&kara, who formed a different school, wrote two

independent commentaries, Brhati (nibandhana
)
and Laghvi (vivarana). These

are, again, commented upon by S&likan&tha in Rjuvimald and DipaSikhd res-

pectively. He also wrote a treatise^called Prakarana-paHcikd elucidating Prabh&-

kara’s interpretation of Mimarhsa. Mandana MiSra (eighth-ninth centuries

a.d.), who eventually accepted Ved&ntism under the influence of Sankara,

and Bhattomveka were also Kum&rila’s disciples. The former wrote Vidhi-

viveka, Bhdvand-viveka, and Mimdihsdnukramai),i, while the latter composed com-

mentaries on Sloka-vdrttika and Bhdvand-viveka. P&rthasarathi Miira (about

ninth century a.d.) wrote Sastra-dipika, Tantra-ratna, and JVydya-ratna-mdld in

support of Kumarila’s interpretation of Mimamsa. Among the followers of

Kumarila, the most eminent are Sucarita Mi&ra, author of Kaiikd, and Bhatta

Some^vara, author of Nydya-sudhd. Ramakrsna’s commentary on the tarkapdda

of Sastra-dipika called Yukti-sneha-prapUrani-siddhdnta-candrikd and Somanatha’s

commentary on the remaining chapters of Sdstra-dipika, known as May&kha-

mdlika, are held to be important contributions to Mimariisa. Paritosa Miira’s

Ajita is a competent commentary on Tantra-varttika. Other important works

on Purva-Mim5rhsa are: Nyaya-mdld-vistara of Madhava, JVydya-kanika of

Vacaspati Miira, Mimdthsd-paribhdsd by Krsna Yajvan, Mimdmsd-nydya-prakaJa

by Apadeva, Gag& Bhatta’s Bhatta-cintdmani, and Sankara Bha^ta’s Subodhini

and Mimdmsa-bdla-prakdia. There arc also a few short manuals on the Mim&rhsd-

Sdtra like Nandftvara’s Prabhakara-vijaya, Cidananda’s Niti-tattvavirbhdva (Bhatta

school), and Bhatta Visnu’s Nayatattva-sahgraha (Prabhakara school). Other

notable works of the post-Kumarila period are: Murari Misra’s Tripadi-nlti-

nayana

,

a commentary on the second, third, and fourth pddas of the first adhydya

ofthe Jaimini-Sutra
;
Appaya Diksita’s (1552) Vidhi-rasdyana and MayUkhavali

(a commentary on Sastra-dipika)
;
VerikateSvara Diksita’s Varttikabhaiana (a

commentary on Tup-tika)
;
Khandadeva’s Bhdtta-kaustnbha, Bhdtta-dipika, and

Bhatta-rahasya; Nariyana Bhatta and Narayana Pandita’s Mdnamyodaya\ San-

kara Bhatta’s Vidhi-rasayana-diisana
;
Venkatanatha’s Mimdmsa-pddukd; Laugaksi

Bhaskara’s Artha-sangraha
;
Sambhudatta’s Prabhdvati (a commentary on Bhdtta-

dipika)’, Gopala Bhatta’s Mimdmsd-vidhi-bhusana
\
Raghunatha’s Mimamsa-ralna;

Vallabhacarya’s Pdrva-Mimamsd-karika
;
Bhavan&tha’s JVydya-viveka; and Rama-

nujacarya’s (of Prabh&kara school) Tantra-rahasya.

VI

UTTARA-MlMAMSA OR VEDANTA

Uttara-Mim&rhsa examines the nature ofBrahman or Reality as propounded

in the jndna-kanda of the Vedas. The Upanisads are said to be the Ved&nta
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or the concluding portions of the Vedas. The seeds of the Vedantic philosophy

therefore lie in the Upani$ads which were later systematized in the Brahma-

SStra and synthesized in the Bhagavad-GUa. The huge edifice of the Ved&ntic

literature has grown up on the solid foundation of these three ways or streams

of thought
(
Prasthana-traya

)

of which the basic pillar is Sruti which is supported

by Smfti and reasoned out by yukti and tarka (arguments and counter-

arguments). A vast literature is available in the form of commentaries on the

Upani$ads, the Bhagavad-GUa, and the Brahma-Sutra, which have been written

from the standpoints of Advaita, Viii$t2dvaita, Dvaita, Dvaitadvaita, Suddha-

dvaita, Acintya-bhedabheda, and other schools of philosophic thought in order

to establish their respective views.

There are apparently contradictory statements in the Upanisads. A coherent

interpretation of the teachings of the Upanisads is, however, found in the

Brahma-Sutra or Vedanta-Sutra of Badarayana, which is the basic text of the

Vedanta. The Brahma-Sutra is divided into four chapters, each subdivided

into four quarters or sections. Since the sutras are cryptic in nature, it is not

easy to ascertain their exact purport. Although monism is regarded as the

key-note of the Upanisads, it is not clear as to which type of monism was

intended by the mystic seers of the Upanisads. It was primarily for this reason

that several interpretations of the Brahma-Sutra emerged in the course of time.

The chief schools of interpretation are the Advaita expounded first by Gauda-

pada and followed up by Sankara, the ViSis^advaita by Ramamya, the Dvaita

by Madhva, the Dvaitadvaita by Nimbarka, the Suddhadvaita by Vallabha,

and the Acintya-bhedabheda by Sri Caitanya. It will be seen that although the

basic texts which consist ofthe Upanisads and the Brahma-Sutra were the same for

all the schools, yet by applying different criteria of truth and relying upon differ-

ent sources ofvalid knowledge the commentators arrived at different conclusions.

Advaita: The earliest available treatise expounding monism on the lines

of the Upanisads is MandUkya-karika by Gau^apada who does not refer to any

other writer of the monistic school, not even Badarayana. Gau<jtapada was the

teacher of Govinda, the teacher of Sankara whose dates are setded by historians

as a.d. 788-820. So it is most likely that Gauqlapada lived in the beginning

of the eighth century. He flourished after the great Buddhist teachers like

A£vagho§a, Nagarjuna, Asariga, and Vasubandhu. Some scholars are of the

opinion that Gau^apada was a crypto-Buddhist and affirmed that the teachings

of the Upani?ads are in conformity with those of Buddha. His MSr^ukya-kdrika

consists of 215 ilokas and is divided into four chapters, viz. agama, vaitathya,

advaita, and aldtaSanti. In the first chapter, the Ma^Ukya Upanifad is explained

in detail; the second deals with the falsity of the world; the third establishes

the identity of Brahman and Self; and the fourth refutes all opinions opposed

to the Advaita doctrines.
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Of Sankara’s works the most important is the bhdfya on the Brahma-S&tra,

wliich is acclaimed as a masterpiece not only for its acute logical analysis,

but also for its graceful style. His other important works are the commentaries

on the principal Upani§ads such as Ida, Kena, Katka, Prafna, Mundaka, Mania-

kya, Aitareya, Taittiriya, Chandogya^*and Bjhadaranyaka. Sankara’s bhdfya on the

Bhagavad-Gitd is also a classic. Besides, Vifnu-sahasranama-bhdsya, Sanat-sujatiya-

bhdsya,
Hastdmalaka-bhd$ya, Lalita-trtiati-bhasya, Viveka-cUddmani, UpadeSa-sahasri,

AparokfdnubhUti, Sarva-vedanta-siddhanta-sara-sangraha, Vdkyasudha', Djk-djiya-

viveka, Pandkarana-prakriyd, Prapancasdra Tantra, Atmabodha, etc. are also

attributed to him.

Sankara’s Brahma-Sutra-bhasya has served as a basic document for further

commentaries and sub-commentaries of great philosophic insight and logical

thoroughness. His disciple Ananda Giri wrote a commentary called Nyaya-

nirnaya, while Govindananda (sixteenth century) wrote another commentary
known as Ratna-prabha. Vacaspati MiSra wrote another commentary on
Sankara’s Bha§ya, known as Bhamati. On it Amalananda (thirteenth/fourteenth

century) wrote his Kalpataru which is commented upon by Appaya DIkgita

in his Kalpataru-parimala. Padmapada, another disciple of Sankara, wrote a

commentary known as Pancapadika dealing with the first four sutras. SureSvara-

carya wrote Naiskarmya-siddhi which is partly in prose and partly in verse

and consists of four chapters dealing with such topics as the nature of

avidya (ignorance), analysis of the dictum ‘ Tattvamasi’ (Thai thou art),

nature of Self and non-Self, and distinction between Self and non-Self. Jfianot-

tama MiSra’s tikd called Candrikd and Citsukhacarya’s fika called Bhava-tattva-

prakdiikd are well-known expositions of Naiskarmya-siddhi. Its other sub-com-

mentaries are Jnanamrta’s Vidya-surabhi, Akhilatman’s Naiskarmya-siddhi-viva-

rana, and Ramadatta’s Sdrartha. PrakaSatman (c. a. d. 1200) wrote a commen-
tary on Pancapadikd, known as Pancapadika-vivarana, which has two sub-commcn-
taries, Tattva-dipana of Akhandananda and Vivarana-bhava-prakaHka by Nrsim-

hairama Muni (a.d. 1500). Amalananda and Vidyasagara also wrote com-
mentaries on Pancapadika named Pancapadika-darpana and Pancapddikd-tika res-

pectively. Vidyaranya (a. d. 1350) elucidated and expanded the teachings of

Pancapadika-vivarana in his Vivarana-prameya-sangraha. On the Vedanta doctrine

of liberation, his Jivanmukti-viveka is regarded by scholars as an excellent treatise.

His another work of note is PancadaJi, a popular treatise in verse on Vedanta.

Sarvajfiatmamuni (a.d. 900) wrote Scahk^epa-idriraka based on the teach-

ings of Safikara’s Bhasja. Sriharsa’s (a.d. 1190) Khandana-khanda-khddya is a

well-known work on Vedanta dialectics in which the author establishes the

unassailability of Sankara’s doctrine. Sankara MiSra, Raghunatha, and Cit-

sukha wrote commentaries on it. Citsukha had also written an independent

work on Vedanta dialectics known as Tattva-dipika which was commented upon
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by Pratyagrupa in his Nayana-prasadini. Dharmarajadhvarindra’s (a.d. 1550)

VedSnta-paribhSfd is a celebrated work on Vedanta logic and epistemology,

which was commented upon by his son Ramakr^adhvarindra in his Sikhamani

and by Amaradasa in his Matfiprabha. Madhusudana Sarasvati (sixteenth

century a.d.) wrote his Advaita-siddhi which is regarded as a comprehensive

treatise on Advaita Vedanta. He used the dialectics ofNavya-Nyaya in arriving

at his conclusions. His other works of importance are Gitd-gutffuirtha-dipikd (a

commentary on the Bhagavad-Gitd), Prasthdna-bheda, Advaita-ratna-raksana,

Nirvana-daSaka-fika, Vedastuti-tika, Atmabodha-fikd
.,
etc. Other notable works

on Advaita philosophy include Anandabodha Bha{£arakacarya’s (twelfth

century) Nyaya-makaranda, Sadananda Yogindra’s (sixteenth century) Vedanta

-

sira (which has two commentaries, Subodhitd and Vidvanmanoradjini), Prakaia-

nanda’s (sixteenth century) Vedanta-siddhanta-muktimli, and Ka£miraka

Sadananda Yati’s (eighteenth century) Advaita-brahma-siddhi.

Viiisfadvaita: Ramanuja (a.d. 1017-1137), who is propounder of the Vi-

Sistadvaita school, wrote a commentary on the Brahma-Sutra
, known as Sri-

bhayya. His other works are Vedartha-sangraha, Veddnta-sdra , Vedanta-dipa, Gitd-

bhasya (a commentary on the Bhagavad-Gita) ,
Gadya-traya, and Bhagavaddradhana-

krama. Two main teachers of Vi§i?tadvaita who preceded Ramanuja are

Nathamuni (a.d. 824-924) and Yamunacarya (c. a.d. 918-1038). The
former’s important works are Nyaya-tattva and Yoga-rahasya. The chief

works of Yamunacarya are Agama-jnamanya, Siddhi-traya, and Gitartha-

sangraha. Sruta-prakaiika of Sudartana Suri is regarded as the most important

commentary on Sribhasya. Viraraghavadasa made a critical study of

Sruta-prakaiiki in his Bhava-prakaiika. Bhasya-prakdiikd-d&yanoddhara by

Sathakopacarya (sixteenth century) contains a reply to the criticism of

Bhava-prak&Hka. There is yet another commentary on Sruta-prakaiika,

called TUlika by Vadhula Srinivasa (fifteenth century). Vatsyavarada, a nephew

ofRamanuja, had commented on Sribhasya in his Tattva-sara which was critically

commented upon in Ratna-sdrini by Viraraghavadasa whose commentary on

$ribhd$ya is known as Tdtpaiya-dipikd. Naya-mukha-malika by Appaya Diksita is

a compendium in which the principal views of Ramanuja are set forth. Veii-

ka{anatha (Vedanta DeSika) and his contemporary Meghanadri made critical

studies of Sribhasya in their works Tattva-fikd and Naya-prakdiika respectively.

CampakeSa, a disciple of Vefika^anatha, wrote his Guru-tattva-prakaiikd which

was commented upon in Guru-bhdva-prakdiikd of Suddhasattva Lakgmap&carya.

Prakai&tman Yati (fifteenth century) and his disciple Ranga Ramanuja wrote

respectively Mita-prakiUkh and Mula-bh&oa-prakdiikd, being critical studies of

Sribhisya. A digest on Sribhasya called Tattva-martanda is a work ofSrinivasa

(also known as Srftaila Srinivasa). His other works are: Jijffdsd-datpapa, Naya-

marti-dipika, and Naya-dyumatii-sangiaha. His Siddhanta-cintamayi was as widely
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known as Sankara’s Brahma-SUtra-bhdsya and averred the theory that Brahman
is the only cause of all Creation, animate and inanimate. Desikacarya’s com-

mentary on Sribhdsya is called Prayoga-ratna-mdld and that of Narayana Muni is

known as Bhdva-pradipikd* Purusottama’s commentary on Sribhdsya is known as

Subodhini. There are many authors^nown as Srinivasa belonging to the Rama-
nuja school. One Srmiv&sa, son of Govindiic&rya and pupil of Mahacarya,

wrote Yatindra-mata-dipikd as also a commentary on Sruta-prakdiikd. Srikantha’s

(a.d. 1270) bhdsya on the Brahma-Sutra is a major expository work of the

Viiistadvaita school. This has been commented upon by Appaya Diksita

in his Sivarka-mani-dipika.

Dvaita : Madhva (a.d. 1197-1276), propounder of the Dvaita school of

Vedanta, is the author of about thirty-seven works which include Rg

-

bhdsya
,
a commentary on the Rg-Veda (I, 1-40), Krama-nirnaya

,
a discussion on

the proper reading and order of the Aitareya Brahmana (IV. 1-4), Mahabhdrata

-

tdtparya-nirnaya
,
Bhagavad-Gita-bhasya

,
Brahma-Sutra-bhdsya

,
Brahma-Sutranubhas-

ya, Upddhi-khandana, Mdyavdda-khandana
,

Tattva-viveka
,
and Brahma-Sutrdnu

-

vydkhydna . His expositions of the Bhagavad-Gita have been commented upon by

various scholars, e.g. Raghavendra in his Gitdrtha-sangraha ,
Vidyadhiraja Bhatto-

padhyaya in his Gitd-vivfti
,
and Jayatlrtha in his Pramtya-dipikd . Madhva’s

Brahma-Sutra-bhdsya has been commented upon by Jayatirtha in his Tattva-

prakaiikd. The sub-commentaries on his work are: Tatparya-prakaJika-bhava

-

bodka and Tatparya-prakatikd-gata-nyaya-vivarana by Raghuttama Yati, and

Bhdva-dipikd and Tdtparya-candrika by Vyasatirtha. Madhva’s bha$ya on the

Brahma-Sutra has also been commented upon by Jagannatha Yati in his Bhdsya

-

dipika and by Vith^halasuta Srinivasa in his Bhdsja-tippam-prameya-muktavali.

Madhva’s Brahma-SUtrdnuvydkhyana
,
a small work in verse which analyses the

logical position of the Brahma-Sutra chapter by chapter, has been commented

upon by Raghuttama Yati in his Nyaya-sutra-nibandha-pradipa and Jayatirtha in

his Pafijikd. Nyaya-sudhd has been commented upon by KeSava Bhafta in his

Sesa-vakyartka-candrikd and Sripadaraja in his Nyaya-sudhopanyasa.

Dvaitddvaita : Nimbarka (eleventh/twelfth century), who propounded the

Dvaitfidvaita school of Vedanta, followed mainly the approach of Ramanuja
in his bhdsya on the Biahma-Sutra. He is known to be the author of

the following works: Veddnta-pdrijdta-saurabha (bhdsya on the Brahma-Sutra),

DaJa-ttoki, Guru-parampard, Veddnta-tattva-bodha, Veddnta-siddhdnta-pradlpa
y etc.

Veddnta-pdrijdta-saurabha has been commented upon by Srinivasa, a direct

disciple of Nimb&rka, in his Veddnta-kaustnbha . A sub-commentary on this is

called Veddnta-kaustubha-prabha by KeSava Kaimiri Bha{ta who also wrote a

commentary on the Bhagavad-Gita called Tattva-prakdiikd . Nimbarka’s Daia

-

ttoki, also called Siddhdnta-ratna
,
has been commented upon by Purusottama-

prasada in his Veddnta-ratna-manjusd. A summary of the views of Ramanuja,
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Nimbarka, and Madhva is found in Srinivasa’s Sakaldcdrya-mata-sangraha. Men-
tion may also be made in this connexion ofBhiskar&c&rya (c. a.d. 900), almost

a contemporary of Sahkara, who wrote a commentary on the Brahma-SOtra

known* as Bhdskara-bhdfya. His view is known as Bhed&bheda-v&da or the

doctrine that unity and plurality are equally real.

Suddhddvaita: Vallabha (a.d. 1473-1531), propounder of the Suddh&dvaita

school of Ved&nta, is the author of as many as eighty-four books of which the

most important are: the commentaries Subodhini on the Bhigavata Purdm,. Aim-

bhdfya on the Brahma-Sutra, and PrakSSa on his own work Tattvdrtha-dipikd. His

Ayubhdsya on the Brahma-Sutra was commented upon by Puru?ottama (b. 1670)

in his Bhdfya-prakaSa, Giridhara in his Vivarana, and Sridhara Sarmanin his Bdla-

prabodhinl. Ambhdfya-nigUdhartha-dlpikd by Lilu Bhafta is another commentary
on Ambhdfya. Vifhthala Dikgita {1518-88), son of Vallabha, wrote a number
of books of which the most important is Vidvanmandam. Sadananda, an Advai-
tist scholar, refuted in his Sahasrakfa ( 1868) the arguments in Vidvanmandana of

Vifhthala D!k?ita and Suddhddoaita-martaifda of Giridhara. Sahasrakfa was

critically examined and its arguments were refuted by Viththalanatha

(nineteenth century) in his Prabhaiijana. Pitambara, -the great-grandson of

Viththala Diksita, wrote Avatara-vdddvali, Dravya-Suddhi and its commentary.

His son Puru?ottama (b. 1670) wrote Subodhinl-prakaJa, a cqmmentary on

Subodhini of Vallabha. His other works are Upanifad-dipikd, Avarana-bhaUga,

a sub-commentary on Prakdia of Vallabha, Bheddbheda-svarUpa-nirnaya, Khydti-

vdda, etc.

Acintya-bhedabheda : The Vedanta philosophy propounded from the Vaisnava

standpoint by Sri Caitanya (1485-1533) is known as Acintya-bhedabheda-

vada. Jiva Gosvamin wrote six sandarbhas (compendia) to put this view of Sri

Caitanya in a philosophic form, which is known as $afsandarbha. This is ac-

cepted as the basic philosophical text of the school. Baladeva Vidyabhusana

of this school wrote a commentary on the Brahma-Sutra, known as Govinda-

bhdsya. His Siddhdnta-ratna is an epitome of Govinda-bhdfya.

VII

lokayata or carvAka

In sharp contrast to the six orthodox systems of philosophy owing their

allegiance to the Vedic tradition, there was one heterodox system known as

Lokiyata which discarded the authority of the Sruti and adhered only to the

testimony of what is perceived by the senses alone. With its insistence on pra-

tyakfa or perception as the only means of knowledge and sense-pleasure as the

central object of life, this system was widely prevalent in ancient India and

attracted die common folk. It was, therefore, appropriately called ‘Lokayata’,
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literally meaning (a doctrine) 'spread out among the people'.4 It was also

known as ‘NSstika’ as it was sceptical or antagonistic to the Vedic doctrines.4

It earned yet another name ‘Carvaka’ which is sometimes interpreted as 'one of

sweet and attractive (ctiru) words (vdk)’, as its founder4 was supposed to have
been.7 This materialist philosophy put forth very strong and commonsense
arguments against the idealist systems of philosophy and tried to establish that

there was no other means of valid knowledge except sense-perception.*

The original works of the school are lost to us. Nevertheless, references to

Indian materialism in general or the philosophy of the system in particular are

scattered in a large number of early works, some of which date back to the pre-

Christian era. To mention only a few of them: the Brhaddranyaka Upanifad (II.

4.12; IV. 5.13), Katha Upanifad (I. 1.20, 2.6), Chdndogya Upanifad (VIII. 7-8),

RSmaywfa (II. 108-9), Mahabharata (XII. 38-39, 186), Brahma-Stitra (III. 3.53-54)

to be read with Bhifya of Sankaracarya and BhtimaK of Vacaspati Miira, Jai-

mini’s Mimdmsd-Stitra (Chapter I), Vatsy&yana’s Kdmasti.tr

a

(II. 7) x Kau{ilya’s

ArthaSdstra (1.1), Vifiiu Parana (1.6.29-31), Padma Purdnd (1.13.318-40),

Patafijali’s Mahdbhdfya (VII. 3.45), Mam Smjti (III 11, IV. 163, etc.), Digha

Nikdya (II. 22-24), Stitra-kftdAga-stitra (II. 1.9-10), Santarakfita’s (a.d. 705-62)

Tattva-sangraha (w. 7, 110), Jayanta Bhafta’s Nydya-manjari (I. 2), Udayana’s

Nydya-kusum&njali (III. 5-6), Srihar?a’s Naifadha-carita (XVII. 38 ff.), Kysna
Mi&ra's Prabodha-candrodaya (Act II), Haribhadra Suri’s §a$dariana-samuccaya

(w. 84 ff.), Madhavacarya’s Sarva-dariana-sangraha (Ch. I), VidySranya's

Vivarana-pramya-sahgraha (I. 4), Sadananda Yogindra’s Vedanta-stira (98-108),

and KaSmiraka Sadananda Yati’s Advaita-brahma-siddhi (II. 5. 1-7). Besides,

there are the commentaries of Kamala&la, Prabhacandra, Gugaratna, and
others which quote sutras attributed to this system of philosophy. A few stitras

scattered here and there have been attributed to Brhaspati, the supposed founder
of the Carvaka school. Sukra-nltisdra, a treatise on polity attributed to Sage

r

4 The term lokdyata has various other interpretations as well. For example, Buddhaghoja, the

Buddhist commentator of the fifth century a.d., describes
(
Sdrattha-pakdsini, II. 96) it as a philosophy

the dyatana (basis) of which is loka (material world), while Haribhadra Sun in his $a<fdarjana-samuccaya

defines loka as that which is an object of sense-perception. Gu$aratna in his commentary on ^a^daritsw-

samuecaya says that as the adherents of the school behaved like ‘common people*, their philosophy came
to be termed as lokdyata .

• Manv., II. 11. MedhStithi in his commentary accepts this definition (Menu IV. 163) as well as

identifies Nftstikas with Lok&yatas who do not believe in the existence of the other world (Mam/*,
VIII. 22).

• Brhaspati Laukya or Brahma$aspati is traditionally regarded as the founder of the system of
Indian materialist philosophy. The school is, therefore, also known as

(
B2Lrhaspatya*.

1 There are also several other meanings of the term cdrvdka . According to some, it is derived from
the root can meaning 'to chew or eat*. They contend that the Carvaka outlook is essentially hedonistic

in character. According to Madhavicarya and Kmia Miira, 'Carvaka' is the name of a follower of
Brhaspati, founder of this nihilistic school.

• For details of the philosophy of the Lok&yata see CHI, Vol. Ill, pp. 168-83.
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Sukricarya, mentions the nastika-iSstra and its strong arguments against the

validity of the Vedas and the existence of God.* Medhatithi in his commentary
on Mam Smfti (VII. 43) has also referred to the tarka-vidyd (science of logic) of

the Carvakas. It is known that there was one Lokayata-Sastra with its commentary
by BhSguri which existed about 300 b.c. The authorship of the original work
is attributed to both Bfhaspati and Carvaka.10 The only extant Lokayata work
is Tattvopaplava-siihha ofJayaraii Bhafta (

c. eighth century a.d.). Sahjaya, Ajita

Ke&akambalin, Puraija Kassapa, Makkhali Gosala, and Kakuda Katyayana

are referred to in the Buddhist texts as advocates ofheretical philosophies similar

to the philosophy of the C&rvaka school. Purandara (c. seventh century) is

known to be an important exponent of the Carvaka school.

Besides the Carvaka system, Bauddha (Buddhist) and Jaina systems of

philosophy are also included in the heterodox schools as they equally deny the

validity of the Sruti.11 Instead, they take the words of Buddha and Mahavira
as the highest truth and source of knowledge. They, however, differ from the

Carvaka system in recognizing the validity of inference as a source of know-

ledge over and above perception.13 They also do not look upon hedonism as

the goal of life; on the contrary, they insist on austerity and asceticism.

CONCLUSION

From the foregoing survey of philosophical literature in Sanskrit it is

abundandy clear that the Indian masterminds from time immemorial developed

a vocabulary and idiom capable of communicating the subdest spiritual experi-

ences and emotions as effectively as matters of the world of senses. The sdtras

laid down the basic thoughts and principles, and the vast expository literature

on them in the form of bha$yas, vfttis, tikas, etc. built up with cogent argument

the philosophical basis of what was recorded therein. In brevity, precision,

terseness of argument, and clarity of expression in general, such literature at-

tained a state of perfection which India can legitimately be proud of.

' Sukra-nitiidra, IV. 3.55.

» Cf. HIP, Vol. Ill, p. 515 and pp. 531 ff.

11 For an account of the philosophy and other details of the Bauddha and the Jaina system! of the

heterodox schools, see CHI, Vol. I, pp. 289-598. The literature of these two systems has already been

exhaustively dealt with in Fart I of this volume (pp. 152-208).

u The su&kfita CSrvBkas, however, accept inference in a modified form (cf. CHI, Vol. Ill, pp. 181-

82). It may be noted that die Gfirvfikas are generally classified into two groups, the dhirta Cirvflkas

and suSikfita Clrvtkas. The dhirta Cirv&kas are the extremists who deny the causal nexus of pheno-

mena and hold that things come into existence by themselves. According to the sutikfita or progressive

ClrvSkas, svabhdva or nature ofa phenomenon is its cause, although tvahhiva itself is uncaused. Again,

the former deny the existence of the soul other than the body, while the latter admit the existence of

the soul so long as the body lasts.
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The preceding account is by no means exhaustive ;
it is only illustrative. In

fact, the number of Sanskrit works on philosophy is legion; but unfortunately,

some works are lost to us, while some are still in manuscript not accessible

to the lay reader. Of the extant philosophical works, some are in prose,

some in verse, and some partlyrin prose and partly in verse. Since this

literature covers a very wide range of time from the Simkhya to the Navya-

Nyaya period, the style erf the works is bound to be different It may, however,

be said that of all die expository works belonging to different philosophical

systems, those of Sahkara far excel others and his prose style is acclaimed as

prasanna (graceful) and gambhira (solemn). Of the two well-known compendia

on philosophy, one is Midhavic&rya’s Sarva-dariana-saAgraha which is a critical

study of sixteen1* philosophical systems. M&dhav&c&rya gives a faithful account

of these systems, analyses the arguments put forward in favour of, or in oppo-

sition to, a particular doctrine and draws his conclusions accordingly. The other

compendium is the Jaina philosopher Haribhadra Suri’s celebrated work,

$a4darfana-samuccayat which deals with the Bauddha, Nyiya, Samkhya, Jainaj

Vaifcjika, Purva-MImamsa, and Lokiyata systems. There are two other short

compendia, Sarva-dariana-kaumudi and Sarva-siddhanta-sSra-saAgraha, both attri-

buted to Safikara. The method employed by the Hindu philosophers is critical

in the sense that the propounder of a system at first presents in detail the view-

points of the opponent, maybe an imaginary opponent, then examines them by

applying his own methods of proof and finally draws his own conclusions. In

the process, he shows remarkable ability in refuting his opponent’s viewpoints;

the arguments used are often incisive and penetrating. At the same time, some

exponents have chosen scathing words to refute the opponents’ views. Kaimi-

raka Sadananda Yati, for instance, in his Advaita-brahma-siddhi has used such

expressions as rmidgara-prahara (assault with a club) in reference to his oppo-

nents. The number of dispassionate and sympathetic commentators is not,

however, few. Mention may be made of Vacaspati Miira, held in high esteem

for his intellectual integrity, who is as faithful in the treatment of Samkhya in

Samkhya-tattva-kaumudl as of Advaita in his commentary on Brahma-SUtra-bh&$ya

of Sankara, known as BhSmatt.

Remarkable precision and exactitude were achieved in philosophical

literature with the appearance of the Navya-Nyaya school which insisted on a

rigorous method of defining a concept before entering into philosophical debate.

As A.B. Keith puts it, ‘...from a rough system ofargument from examples Indian

logic rose to a developed and able scheme of inference based on universals,

u Hie following sixteen systems of Indian philosophy have been discussed in this work in the order

as noted hereunder: Cirvlka, Bauddha, Jaina, RimSmya, POrpa-pr^jha, Nakultfa-Pftfupata, Saiva,

Pratyabhyfti, Rasefvara, Vaifcfika, Nyfiya, Jaiminlya, P&uinlya, S&ihkhya, Yoga, and VedSnta or

gukara-darfena.
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and the formation ofuniversal! it explained by a well-thought-out metaphysical

theory.'14 The later philosophical literature ofVed&nta, MImaihsS, NySya, etc.

follows theNavya-Ny&ya line. The tradition ofmaintaining precision in philoso-

phical literature and sticking to parsimony of hypothesis has been preserved

in the works ofsome scholars of the twentieth century also. —Editor.

14 HSL, p. 485.
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INSCRIPTIONS : THEIR LITERARY VALUE

ANCIENT inscriptions in Sanskrit and Prakrit, available from different

regions of India as well as abroad, constitute a particular branch of Indian

literature which is of no mean value. Taken as a whole, they have, therefore,

been rightly described as ‘one of the great store-houses of Indian literary art’.

For an assessment of their literary merit, we propose to make in the following

two sections* a brief Survey of some representative inscriptions available in

India and outside. In the first section we shall consider the inscriptions inside

the country, which belong to different periods of history ranging between the

third century b.c. and the twelfth century a.d. These inscriptions include edicts

(Royal Commands), praiastis (eulogies of important personages), and docu-

ments recording grants made by kings of lands and other objects to

Brahmanas or in honour of gods. They are in Sanskrit or Prakrit

prose, or in Sanskrit verse
;
some ofthem are also in campu (a mixed composition

of Sanskrit prose and verse). The second section is devoted to the inscriptions

outside India, particularly in Indo-China, Indonesia, and Central Asia, which

constitute the most important parts of what is called ‘Greater India’.—Editor.

I

Ancient Indian inscriptions have great historical value in that they are

among the most reliable sources of early Indian history, even if they often tend

to exaggerate and present facts with embellishments. In this respect, they are

in line with the historical romances like Bana’s Harsacarita. Nevertheless, they

throw much light on our past, revealing in particular the political and adminis-

trative situation and the social and religious conditions of the people. As some
of these inscriptions are also fine specimens of literary art, they help us under-

stand die evolution, and determine the chronology, of our kavya literature in

the successive periods of history. The majority of the early inscriptions may also

be treated as miniature historical kavyas.

ASOKAN EDICTS IN PRAKRIT

The unique series of inscriptions issued by the Maurya emperor Aioka

(c. 273-232 b.c.) are perhaps the earliest. These inscriptions, generally called

dhathmdipis (edicts on dharma
,
law of duty or piety) and numbering more

than thirty, are engraved on rocks, boulders, pillars, and cave-walls. They are

* Both the sections have been edited by Dr D. C. Sircar (DCS).—Editor.
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distributed almost over the whole of India from the Himalayas in the north to

Mysore in the south, and from the sea in the east to the sea in the west. They
are mostly in Brahmi characters with only two recensions of the Major Rock
Edicts in KharosthI, a form of the ancient Aramaic alphabet* written from

right to left. The language of the edicts belongs to various Prakrit dialects

prevailing in the localities where those edicts appeared1 between the years

257 and 232 b.c. The main drafting, however, must have been done in the

capital city. The language has a close alliance with literary Sanskrit and the

Pali of the early Hinayana books. Aiokan epigraphs as a whole constitute a

kind of peculiar literature in serving as a manual of moral teachings and direc-

tives to the people. Sanctity of life, provision of healing arrangements for men
and animals, toleration of all kinds ofsectarian views, and earnest effort through

special administrative appointments for propagation of moral instructions were

the subjects specially discussed in these inscriptions.

Aioka conquered the Kalinga country in 261 B.c., but when he calculated

the hardships to the people taken as prisoner and the enormous loss of life this

great victory caused on the battlefield as well as in the form offamine, pestilence,

and other post-war calamities, he was filled with remorse. He resolved not to

launch any more war in future and proclaimed that ‘the greatest conquest

is that which is won by dharma' (ayi ca mukha-muta vijaye devanampriyasa yo

dhrama-vijayo—R.E. XIII). The conception of treating the subjects as the

monarch’s own children finds its early expression in two separate rock edicts.

Describing all men as his children (save munisepaja mama), he directs his adminis-

trators in the newly-conquered Kalinga country and the wild tribal areas on

its border to be kind towards the people, for therein lie both ‘bliss in heaven’

(svagasa aladhi) and ‘king’s favour’ here
(ISjSladhi). Coming under the influence

of the Buddhist teachers after his victory, the king became very tolerant

of all contemporary religious sects such as the Ajivikas and Nirgranthas

(Jains).

King Aioka says, dharhme sadhu (excellent is the law of piety), and then

he asks, kiyatii cu dhathme ti (wherein does dharma consist ?). His answer is:

apasinave (little impiety), bahu-kayane (many good deeds), daya (compassion),

dane (liberality), sace (truthfulness), socaye (purity). That is to say, dharma

consists in the said ethical virtues. The king’s view is clearly expressed in the

following sentence: Hevath ca kho esa dekhiye—imani asinava-gamini noma, atha

cathfiye nithuliye kodhe mane isyS kSlanena va hakam m3palibhasayisath (A man should

see that the following things, namely, brutality, cruelty, anger, pride, and

jealousy lead to impiety, and should say to himself, ‘May I not fall by reason

1 This, however, is not correct. There is a marked difference in language between the Major and
Minor Rock Edicts at Erragudi. Some Creek and Aramaic inscriptions ofAioka have been discovered,

mostly in Afghanistan.—DCS,
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of these [vices]’). In another passage the king claims that he made all people

pious by preaching the dhamma^ and thereby caused their association with the

gods which was hitherto non-existent. Thus says Atoka:

Imini cu kilena amisa samini munisi jaihbudipasi nasi devehi. Pakamasa hi

iyam phale. No hiyam sakye makityeneoa p&potave, Kanuah tu kho khudakena pi

pakamamineQa vipule wage sakye Sridhetaoe (So long men in India, who had

remained unassociated with the gods [i.e. with spirituality], are [now]

turning to them; for this is the fruit of exertion. It is not that this

[spirituality] is to be attained only by greatness [i.e. great men] ; even

an humble man can achieve heavenly bliss provided he tries hard).

The dhamm&dasa or mirror of religion (i.e. one’s solemn confession of

faith in Buddha, Dhamma or Doctrine, and Safigha or Community or

Congregation) was expressed clearly in Atoka’s Bhabru Edict,1 in the words

of the emperor himself, thus: Vidite ve bhamte ivatake hama budhasi dhammasi

sanghast ti galeae cash prasade ca (It is certainly known to you, O revered Sirs,

how much are my respect for, and faith in, Buddha, Dhamma, and Sahgha).

We may compare profitably the Atokan sentence hevam sadhamme cilathitike

hosati ti (thus the good Law, i.e. Buddhism, will stay on permanently) with one

in the AAguttara Nikiya of the Pali canon which reads: Yena . . . sadhammo

ciratthitiko hoti ti. The significance, again, of the seven titles of texts, namely,

Vinaya-samukase and others, which were recommended by Atoka in this edict

not only to the monks and nuns, but also to the lay disciples, male and female,

for special study, has itself become very valuable to the scholars of Buddhist

literature. According to Wintemitz,1 there was very probably a canonical

collection of Sutta and Vinaya texts in Magadhi language and, as the Atokan

titles appear in various forms in the Pali canon, it may be said that ‘the Pali

canon, so far as the Sutta and the Vinaya Pijakas are concerned, was closely

related to the Magadhi canon’. Atoka expressed in the same edict his faith in

Buddha’s words thus: E keci bhamte bhagaoata budhena bhasite save se subhasite va

(Whatever has been uttered by Lord Buddha, all that has been well said). The
AAguttara Nikiya also has a similar dictum. So, for the history of Buddhist

literature, a study of the Atokan edicts is vitally necessary.4

* The inscription was found on a hill, about one mile south-west of the town ofBairat in Rajasthan,

It came to be wrongly called the Bhabru Edict, and 'the mistake has been allowed to continue’.—Cf.

Amulya Chandra Sen, Atoka's Edicts (The Indian Publicity Society, Calcutta, 1956), p. 132.

*HIL, Vol. II, Appendix III, pp, 606 If.

4 The edicts of Aioka being primarily meant for his officers and subjects, the language of their

Prakrit texts is simple and the style lucid, forceful and more or less matter-of-fact. In the early days of

Aiokan studies, when many passages ofthe tqjcts were unintelligible, scholars foiled to note the lucidity

of their style.—DCS.
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KURRAM PRAKRIT INSCRIPTION

There is a Prakrit inscription* in Kharogthl script on a copper casket contain-

ing a relic of Lord S&kyamuni found at Kurram, near Peshawar, dated the year

21 (probably of the Saka era, equivalent to a.d. 99). It contains a quotation,

attributed to Buddha, purporting to be the famous pratitya-samtp&da (pratica-

sammupate=*paficca-samuppdda

)

formula, popularly called ‘die formula of causa-

lity’, which explains the twelve-linked chain of causation ofexistence beginning

with aoijji (ignorance), showing that all elements of being originate only in

mutual interdependence. Although it seems certain that this formula must

have at this time found a mention in the contemporary Pali canonical litera-

ture, its occurrence in a local Prakrit dialect of the North-Western Frontier

Province is interesting from the point of view of literary history.' It, moreover,

reminds us of the fragments of the manuscript of a Prakrit version* of the Pali

Dhammapada discovered at Khotan in the Kharo?thI script and composed in

a Prakrit dialect (G&ndh&rl Prakrit) originating in the north-west of India,

which has been ascribed to the first/second century a.d.

KHARAVELA’S HATHIGUMPHA INSCRIPTION IN PRAKRIT

The H&thigumphA cave (Udayagiri Hills, near Bhuvaneswar, -Puri District,

Orissa) inscription7 of Khiravela is a unique prose document in Prakrit belong-

ing to the end of the first century b.g. It is meant to be a full, and perhaps un-

exaggerated, annual record of the chiefevents in the career of theJaina king of

Kalifiga. The charge that the Indians lacked the power of writing history may
be proved unsubstantial by this historical record of the reign of such an early

monarch. Its language is a Prakrit dialect of the type then prevalent in eastern

India. Having very strong affinities with Classical Pali, it is mellifluous but

without poetic exaggerations typical of the later court poets. Apart from the

developed kavya diction present in it, this Prakrit epigraph, though unfortunately

mutilated, bears clear evidence of the high culture prevalent at the contem-

porary royal courts.

The first fifteen years of Kh&ravela were spent in ‘princely plays’ (kumdra-

kifikd), and then he passed the next nine years in ‘the office ofthe heir-apparent’

(yovardja,
Sanskrit yauvardjya). Having ‘acquired expert knowledge in the arts

ofcomposing royal writs, supervising currency, examining accounts, administer-

ing legal affairs, and getting fully accomplished in other lores’ (lekha-rUpa
-

gatiand-vevahdra-vidhi-visSradena sava-vij&vad&tena), he was anointed as mahardja

in his twenty-fourth year,

* D. C. Sircar, Select Inscriptions, Vol. I (Calcutta University, 1942), p. 143,

1 Cf. B. M. Barua and S. N. Mitra (Ed.), The Prakrit Dhammapada (Calcutta University, 1921)

and John Brough, The Gdndhdrt Dharmapada (Oxford University Press, London, 1962).
y D. C. Sircar, op, eit., pp. 206 ff.
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The inscription then spells out the special achievements of the monarch
during the thirteen yean ofhis reign, specifying each year’s memorable military

and beneficent deeds in separate paragraphs. It is interesting to observe how
the war years of the king alternated with his peace years. He launched two

campaigns against Magadha, one against Satakanrii (I or II) of the West,

another against Bharatavarsa (northern India), and yet another against Uttara-

patha (Himalayan regions and north-western India). In between, he accom-

plished works of public utility such as the beautification cf his capital by build-

ing a great palace called the makSvijaya-prSsSda (palace of great victory), ‘the

reparation of the Kalifiga capital, the gates, walls, and buildings which had

been damaged by a storm’ (vSta-vihata-gopura-pakBra-nioesanaih patisankharayati

kalinga-nagaram), and the rebuilding of water-reservoirs and re-laying ofgardens

(sitala-tadaga-padiyo bandh&payati savUydna-patisaihth&panam ca karayatt).

King Kharavela was himself ‘versed in the musical sciences*
(gamdhava-

veda-budho), and in the third year of his reign he entertained ‘the capital city by

holding various theatrical, musical, and dance performances and other shows

and festivities* (
dampa-nata-gita-vSdita-samdasandhi usava-samaja-karapatiahi ca

kidapayali nagariih). His danda or military force consisted, as in the Maurya
period, ‘of cavalry, elephants, infantry, and chariots’ (haya-gaja-nara-radha-

vahulam). In the fifth year of his reign, he extended ‘the old irrigating canal

from Tanasuliya (Tosali) Road to the capital existing from King Nanda’s time

three centuries before’ (
NandarSja-tivasa-satamoghatitam tanasuliya-vatd panadim

pavesayati). There is reference to the king’s costly gifts to Brahmanas, although

he himselfwas a Jain by faith. Having established his empire after ‘conducting

military campaigns’ (supavata-vijaya-cako) ,
Kharavela devoted himself to

performing some religious acts such as the construction of seats in the temple

premises of the Arhats on the Kumari hill (Udayagiri) where the Jaina

hamanas could comfortably assemble together. The two epithets of the Jaina

king, sava-pasamfa-pUjako (a worshipper of all sects or denominational congre-

gations) and saoa-devayatana-samkara-karako (a repairer of all religious temples),

and four others assumed by the king himself, namely, khemaraja (king of pros-

perity), vadhardja (king ofaugmentation, or of old people [?]), bhikhurSja (king of

mendicants), and dhamarSja (king of dharma or justice) vividly remind us

of the benign reign of Aioka who was so famous for religious toleration.

This Prakrit epigraph of the first century b.c. bears distinct proof of the

influence of the Sanskrit prose style used by Patafijali (c. 150 b.o.), the great

grammarian-philosopher. It also gives valuable hints of the political life and

thought of the period. This inscription of the East together with others from

Nasik, Nanaghat, Karle, and other West Indian centres was composed at a

time when ‘poetic qualities’ (gurias) were deemed vital, while ‘figures of speech’

(<alaiik&ras) were thought not so important.
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NANAGHAT PRAKRIT INSCRIPTION

The Nanaghat (Poona District) cave inscription* in Prakrit, referring to the

reign of the early S£tav&hana ruler §&takarpi I, and belonging, according to

modem scholars, to the latter half of the first century B.C., also exhibits the

influence of Patafijali’s style. This Prakrit prose may have in its turn influenced

Sanskrit writers who followed immediately after, such as the poet of Rudra-

d&man’s Junagarh inscription of a.d. 150. The cultural value of the Nanaghat

inscription is great as well. It conveys a clear idea of the religious faith of the

Indian people, specially of the western parts of the Deccan, including the

suzerains and their queens, through its enumeration of various kinds of Vedic

sacrifices, yqjhas (such as agnyadheya, andlambkanlya, rSjasttya, aSvamedha, sapta-

daiatirStra
,
bhagaladafardtra

,
gargStirdtra, gavamayona, afigirasamayana, iatdtirdtra

,

angirasatir&tra, chandomapavamandtirdtra, and trayodaiardtra) stated to have been

performed by the queen-mother (probably Nayanika-Naganika, wife of King
Satakarni I). The people were still guided by the karma-kanda ofthe Vedas. They

used to pay substantial fees (
daksina

)
to the priests engaged in the sacrifices. The

fees comprised milch cows, horses, elephants, and villages, besides ‘cash

coins’ (kdhdpanas). The poet of the inscription exhibits his literary skill by

successively describing the queen’s descent, her married life, her progeny, and

her personal virtues,: She was ‘the daughter of the Lord of the Deccan whose

rule was unopposed’ [apatihatacakasa dakhina-patha-patino . . . balayS), ‘the wife

of Sri Satakarni, the foremost warrior of the earth girded by oceans and

mountains, the scion of the Ahgiya family, the great hero’ [MahSrathino aAgiya-

kula-vadhanasa sdgara-girivara-valaySya pathaviya pathama-vlrasa . . .mahato . . .sdta-

karhni [ ?] -sirisa bhariyd ya[ ?]), the mother of VediSri (or Skandairi, according

to some scholars) who was a giver of pUrtta works (excavation of reservoirs of

water etc.),* boons, objects of enjoyment and wealth {derma putadasa varadasa

kamadasa dhanadasa vedi-[khada, according to some decipherers] stri-matuya). The

queen-mother herselfwas a ‘giver ofexcellent elephants’ and ‘fasted for a whole

month, observed the rules of chastity, and was well acquainted with initiatory

ceremonies, vows, and sacrifices’ (
ndgavara-dSyiniya mSsopavasiniya gahat&pasaya

carita-bramhacariySya dikhd-vrata-yamna-sumdaya) . These epithets applied to

describe the queen-mother cannot but remind the reader of the later prose

style in Sanskrit romances and dramas replete with high-sounding adjectives.

The opening salutation in the epigraph to the various gods, namely, Dharma,

Indra, Sahkar$a$a, VSsudeva, the Moon-god, the Sun-god, and the four Loka-

palas (Yama, Varupa, Kubera, and VSsava) adored at the period (i.e. before

the conception of other mythological gods of the later Puritpas came into

vogue) follows probably the principle of the poetical theory that a k&vya must

• Aft, pp. 186 ff.

* It is poMtUy better to regard putada at Sanskrit putroda, 'giver of tons’.—DCS.
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open with a salutation or a benediction or a reference to the subject-matter.

The inscription has an exceedingly simple and clear diction. It avoids long

compounds and offers an example of the initial stage of the vaidarbfd riti (style

of the South) so much extolled by Dap^lin
(e. seventh century a.d.) in his

KSvyddarda.“

PRAKRIT INSCRIPTIONS OF PULUMAYI FROM NASIK

The few Nasik (MaharSg$ra) cave inscriptions of the first and second

centuries a.d., written mostly in a local Prakrit dialect, indicate the authors*

acquaintance with the rules of early poetics. The inscription11 of the nineteenth

regnal year of the Sitavahana king Siri PulumSyi (c. a.d. 130-59) was com-
posed in Prakrit, or might have been translated into this language from an
original drawn up in Sanskrit by a learned poet. Apraiasti ofonly three sentences,

it provides a splendid specimen of prose kdvya composition in Prakrit the style

of which may be likened to that adopted later by Subandhu, Dan<jin, and
Baga in their Sanskrit prose romances. The first sentence, a gigantic one,

mentions the construction of the cave by the command of Balasiri, mother of

Gautamlputra Sitakarpi and grandmother of Vasi^hiputra PulumSyi. It has

about forty epithets describing, in the kdvya fashion oflater days, the three royal

personages; the second, a short one, records the gift ofthe cave by the MahadevI,

MaharajamSta, Mah5rajapit5mahfto the Buddhist congregation ofthe BhadrS-

yanlyas ;
and the third, also a short one, closes the charter with a reference to the

free gift of the village of PiSScipadraka to the Bhiksu Sangha by the Lord of the

Deccan (
dakhiyapatfusaro), The epithets used to praise Gautamxputra Satakarni

remind us of those generally applied by later Sanskrit poets to their patrons or

heroes.

As regards stock comparisons of the kavya type, the king is described as

‘strong and mighty as mounts Himavat, Meru, and Mandara’ (himavata-meru

-

mamdara-pavata-sama-sdrasa)

,

having ‘a face which is like the spotless lotus opened

by the rays of the sun’ (divasakara-kaTa-vibodhita-kamala-vimala-sadisa-vadanasa)

;

his ‘features were as charming and beautiful as the full moon’ (patipdna-cada

-

madala-sasirika-piya-dasanasa) ;
his ‘attractive footsteps resembled those of a

choice elephant’ (vara-varana-vikama-edru-vikamasa
) ;

his ‘beautiful long arms

were thick, round, and massive like the body of the king ofserpents’ (bhujagapati

-

bhoga-pina-vata-vipula-digha-sudara-bhujasa
) ; his ‘heroism equalled that ofKe£ava,

Arjuna, and Bhimascna’1*
(Kesavajuna-bhimasena-tula-parakamasa); his ‘heroic

M 1 1 is doubtful whether Dakin’s K&vy&darh could have been written earlier than the seventh

century because it prominently mentions the gcwfl style which must have developed at the court or the

Gauda kingdom founded after the fall of the Imperial Guptas in the latter half of the sixth century*

—DCS.
11 Epigraphia Jndica (Ep. Ind.) t

Vol. VIII, pp. 60 flf.

ia The inscription has Rdma-kiswdjuna-bh{massna-tula~parakamasa.—DCS.
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lustre vied with that of kings Nabh&ga, Nahu$a, Janamejaya, Sagara, YaySti,

Rama, and Ambarisa’ {Mibkdga-nakusa-janamejaya-sakara-yaydti-rdmSbarisa-sama-

tejasa) ; and he ‘achieved victory over a multitude of his enemies on the fore*

front of the battlefield watched over by the gods and demi-gods, such as Pavana

(the Wind-god), Garuda, the Siddhas, Yak?as, Raksasas, Vidyadharas,

Bhutas, Gandharvas, Caracas, Candra (the Moon-god), Div&kara (the Sun-

god), the Naksatras, and the Grahas’ (pavana-gamla-sidha-yakha-rakhasa-vijad
-

hara-bhuta-gamdhava-c2rana-cada-div£kara-nakhata-gaha-vici$a-samara-sirasi-jita-ripu-

saghasa). There is an abundance ofanupr&sa (alliteration) and the poetical quality

(jguna) called prasSda (lucidity). Long compound words are sometimes inter-

spersed with short words as if to give a breathing space to the reciters. They
may be said to have served as the forerunner ofthe style adopted in later praiastis

as well as in literary prose romances. A characteristic style of the latter was the

copious use of the quality of ojas (force and vigour by use ofcompound words),

hailed as a mark of the gaudi riti (style of the East) of Dandin. Epithets describ-

ing Gautamiputra Satakarni as ‘the house of all lores’ (agamana nilayasa), ‘the

shelter of good people’
(
sapurusSnam asayasa), ‘the asylum offortune’ (siriye adhi-

fhSnasa), etc. remind us of the style oflater prose-writers like BSga.' For instance,

in his picture of King Sudraka in K&dambari he- exhibits a still more artificial

and advanced stage.

The style of this inscription composed in Prakrit having some clear affinity

with Pali applies equally to Sanskrit poetry. As both Sanskrit and Prakrit

kauyas were composed in accordance with the same principles of Sanskrit

poetics, this is understandable. The composer of the inscription was well

acquainted with the epics and Pura^as which have been drawn upon fre-

quently for seeking out similes in describing the heroes in the epigraph. The
comparisons with epic and mythological kings have, however, been done by

Subandhu and Barta in a much finer way.

JUNAGARH INSCRIPTION OF RUDRADAMAN IN SANSKRIT

Probably the largest and earliest Sanskrit inscription wholly written in

prose in the kdvya style is the Junagarh (in Gujarat) rock inscription1* of Saka

Mahak?atrapa Rudradaman. This is a graphic but somewhat poetic descrip-

tion ofthe devastating storm that breached the rocky dam ofthe Sudariana lake

in the Saka year 72 (a.d. 150
) and of its restoration under die supervision of

royal officers. The poet’s epithets qualifying Rudradaman, his patron king,

consist of very long compound words. He refers to various virtues of the king.

Among these he mentions his skill in the art of composing literary works both

in prose and verse, ‘elegantly ornamented in accordance with the convention of

words which must be lucid, easy, sweet (full of rasas), variegated, and graceful’

u Ep. bd., Vm, pp. 42 ff.
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[sphuta-laghu~Tnadhura-citra~kanta-iabda-samayoddralaAkfta-gadya~padya-\kavya-vidkdm-

pramnt\-na). The words madhura (sweet), kanta (elegant), and udara (dignified)

along with seven others constitute, according to Dandin,14 one of the earliest

Sanskrit theorists on kdvya, the ten requisite poetic excellences, gums which

form the life-breath of the vaidarbhi diction. These gunas are the soul of kdvya

in Vamana’s opinion. At that early period, rasa or sentiment and dhvani or

suggestiveness were not recognized as essential characteristics of a good kdvya.

The sphufatoa (lucidity) and lagkutva (ease) of the inscription may correspond

to the arthavyakti (perspicuity) and prasada in Dan^in’s list. His other gu$as

which produce sound effects, namely, Mesa (pun or double entendre), sukumarata

(tenderness), and samatd (consistency of sounds) as also samadfu (metaphorical

expression) and ojas were not much in vogue in early Sanskrit prose inscriptions.

The author of Rudradaman’s inscription was a master of the vaidarbhi style.

This inscription of the second century a.d. is, in fact, a landmark in the develop-

ment of Sanskrit poetics and rhetorics. This Saka ruler, i.e. Rudradaman, like

Samudragupta and Hargavardhana of later periods, devoted himself much to

the cultivation of court poetry. The praiasti leads us-

to believe that there were

other works in the vaidarbhi style and that there was also an alahkara-iastra

(poetics) during the period earlier than the time ofBharata and Dandin* The
praiasti, which tries to fulfil almost all the requirements of a prose composition

prescribed by the rules of poetics, may be compared with the prose portion of

Harisena’s praiasti of the fourth century a.d. The latter, however, bears the

stamp of much finer skill and imagination. This inscription of Rudrad&man
has some words grammatically wrong. There are also some words which show

Prakrit influence. Expressions like agarbhat prabhrti and anyatra samgramesu are

un-Paninian. But the gum called ojas, which is the principal feature of Sanskrit

prose composition, is amply demonstrated by the writer of this inscription.

For example, there is one compound sentence comprising seventeen words

with forty letters in line 1 1 and the whole praiasti is complete in five sentences

only. The sense-figures of upama (simile) and utprekfa (poetic fancy) have been

used here and there; but the sound-figure ofamprdsa (alliteration) is extensively

used with repetition of parts of words, full words, or single letters as in abhyasta-

namno rudradamno, praharana-vitaram, kama-vifaydmm visayanam
,
vidheyanathyaudhe-

ydndm, and dryye^dhdryyena.

HARI§ENA*S PRASASTI OF SAMUDRAGUPTA AT ALLAHABAD

After the third century a.d. almost all inscriptions were written in Sanskrit,1*

the praiastis being either in camps form, or in verse only, and sometimes, as in

Central and South India, in prose only.

« Cf. Kavyadaria, I. 41-42.

u This U not comet so foe as South India is concerned.—DCS.
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Among the Sanskrit inscriptions of the Gupta period, the Allahabad stone

pillar inscription1* of Samudragupta (c. a.d. 335-80), composed by his court

poet Harijena, is a perfect specimen of kavya. In it there is clear evidence of

the influence of the theorists. This inscription is essentially a praiasti composed

to celebrate Samudragupta’s military conquests, and served as a model for Kali-

dasa17 while he described Raghu’s conquests {digoijaya)}n Canto IV ofhis Raghu-

varhia.1* It incidentally records his political relations with other kings. Harisena

has displayed his magnificent poetic art in composing this praiasti in campU

form. It begins with eight verses in which idrdulavikrifita, manddkrdnta, and

sragdhard metres have been used to describe the king. Then it breaks into

prose. In the prose portion many long compound words are found forming

epithets ofthe monarch. Then, again, there is a verse written in the prthvi metre.

It concludes with another small prose passage. The whole praiasti consists of a

single gigantic sentence. Hari?ena appears to have followed the vaidarbhi style.

The composition shows the author’s weakness for long compound words, special-

ly when he writes prose. This, it may be mentioned, was the peculiarity of the

gaudi style.1* The figures of speech used are alliterations, metaphors, and

similes. There is also a sprinkling of ilesa. The description it gives of the coro-

nation or of how Samudragupta was chosen by his father as heir-apparent to

the throne is graphic and inimitable. One particular stanza (verse 4) stands

out as an example of the power ofwords to portray a spectacle. The inscription

personifies kirtti (fame) as a female, which flows through the three worlds like

the water of the Ganga. Its ascent towards heaven and its proclamation by

means of the lofty pillar acting as the arm of the earth provide beautiful poetic

imageries.

Harisena speaks of King Samudragupta as having ‘established the title of

“king ofpoets” by the composition of many a kavya which was fully drawn upon

by other learned men* (
vidvajjanopajivyaneka-kdvya-kriydbhih pratisthita-kavirdja-

iabdasya). The king’s kavya was of such a high order as would have ‘kept at a

distance the greatness of the intellect of other poets’ (kavi-mati-vibhavotsaranam)

.

The king is further described as enjoying ‘lordship over feme [produced] by

many blooming poetical works’ (spkuta-baku-kavitd-kirtti-rdjyarh bkundkti).

And what the poet of the inscription has said of his patron-monarch’s literary

talents applies to himself as well.

11
J. F. Fleet, Corpus Inscriptionum Indication, III, pp. 6 ff.

1T K&lid&sa, according to molt of the scholars, flourished during the reign of Samudragupta’s son,

Candragupta II (t. 360-413), and also perhaps that of the latter’s son, Kum&ragupta I (c. 413-56).

u Vide R. G. Basak, Proceedings and Transactions qf the Oriental Conference (Calcutta, 1922), pp. 325 ff.

u The Kiyy&daria (1. 80-84) says that the use of long compounds was the common characteristic of

prose composition among the followers of different schools, but that the Gauges preferred them also

in poetry.-—DCS.
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KALIDASA'S INFLUENCE ON WRITERS OF PRASASTIS

KSlidSsa greatly influenced many of the writers of epigraphs, Vatsabhafti,

the poet of the Mandasaur (Madhya Pradesh) inscription10 of Kumiragupta I

(e. a.d. 413*56) and Bandhuvarman, dated*1 a.d. 436 and 473, was in point

of time an immediate successor-of Kalid&sa, and his description of Nature

seems to be an imitation of the author of the MeghadUta and the Rtuscuhhara.

This can be testified by reference to the descriptions, specially of the winter and
the spring.

Vatsabhafti followed the rules of early rhetorics in describing the L5{a

country, the city of Dalapura, the guild (ireni) of silk-weavers (paftavdya), and

the seasons, as and when opportunity arose. The’ whole prafasti was made up of

forty-four verses in altogether twelve metrical varieties. Like Kilidasa, he also

explained the particular season’s meaning for lovers. The influence of the

Rtusamhara is clear in verse 31. Here he says that ‘during the cool season, even

the feeble warmth of fire and the sun’s rays are so pleasant to the united lovers

that they give up enjoying the coolness of the moon, of floors, of sandal-wood

paste, of palm-leaf breeze, and of the touch of necklaces’ (dara-bhaskaramSu
-

vahni-pratapa-subhage candrdihSu-harmyatala-candana-talavpita-hdropabhoga-

rahite kale). Verse 33 exhibits the use of long compound words. Though
a vital characteristic of ojas, the life-breath ofprose (gadya) composition accord-

ing to Da^din’s Kdoyddaria (I. 80-84), this was also employed by non-Deccan

poets (like Vatsabhafti) even when they composed a padya-kavya. The inscrip-

tion does not forget lodhra
,
priyaAgu, kunda, and laoali flowers while describing

the winter; similarly, it does not miss, while describing the spring, referring

to flowers such as a/oka, ketaka
, sindhuodra, atimukta, and madayantika, which the

undying Love-god (Madana), whom Hara once burnt to ashes, probably used

as his flower-shafts. Vataabhatp also describes the season, i.e. the spring, as one

during which ‘thick branches of nagand bushes are resounded with the hum
of happy bees sucking intoxicating nectar

1

(madhupdna-mudita-madkukara-kulopa
-

gita-naganaika-prthu-dakhe)

.

Vatsabhafti was gifted with a poetic skill of no mean order. His graphic

description of the country of L&ta from where the silk-weavers emigrated, and

of the city of Da&apura (verses 4-14) is reminiscent of Kalidasa’s description

of cities in the MeghadUta. He was careful in using words and syllables of soft,

smooth, pleasant, or harsh sound in accordance with the requirements of the

sentiments he wanted to convey. In verse 26, for example, the first three pddas

*• J. F. Fleet, *p. eit., XVIII, pp. 79 ff.

W The two dates of the inscription refer to the Miiava or Kfta era 493 and 529 when the famous

Sun-god's temple was erected and repaired respectively by the guild of silk-weavers, formerly of Lita

country, who migrated to the city of Daiapura in Miiava during the regime ofBandhuvarman, ruler

of that city, under the Imperial Gupta monarch Kumiragupta I.
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give smooth and pleasant sounds while describing the goodness and wisdom of

Bandhuvarman. But the poet introduces harsh syllables just in the fourth pdda

to describe Bandhuvarman’s heroism {dvi^dj'pta-pakfa-kfapatfaika-dakfah)
,
which

remind us of the principle of avoiding sukumdratd (tenderness) in the descrip-

tion of the raudra (fierce) sentiment according to Daptfin.* Following the rules

of composition of a tnahdkdvya, Vatsabhafti has also introduced verse varieties

like yugmakas, vUefakas, kaldpakas, and kulakas, whenever occasion demanded.

The poet, however, is sometimes guilty of weak pauses in his metrology and

violation of rules of grammar and rhetorics. Vatsabhafti says that he composed

the verses ‘with great effort’
(
prayatnena

)
indicating perhaps that he utilized

with care the best samples before him.

Mention may be made, in this connexion, of two important epigraphs*

of the time of Skandagupta (a.d. 455-67), the Bhitari (Ghazipur District,

U.P.) stone pillar inscription and the Junagarh rock inscription (a.d. 455, 456,

and 457-58). The first epigraph records the installation of the image of Vi$nu

(S&rAgin) and the allotment of a village to the idol by Skandagupta evidently

in memory of his late father Kumiragupta I. This inscription of the camps

style describes how Skandagupta ran to his mother, then in mourning (her

husband having died shortly before), to announce the news ofhis victory in war

and his success in restoring the shaken fortunes of the royal family. His running

to his mother has been compared with that ofKftpa to his mother Devaki. The
latter inscription is a eulogistic description of the work of repairs to the old and

famous lake or dam, SudarSana, in the peninsula of Sura$trarPart-i-of_tbe

epigraph, complete in thirty-nine verses, is, according to the poet, a grantha by

itself (iti sudariana-tataka-saihskdra-gTantha-racand samdptd). The rich variety of

metres, the skilful use of figures of speech, the remarkable lucidity of language,

and the vaidarbhi style exhibited in these epigraphs clearly indicate the indebted-

ness of their writers to Kalidasa.

MANDASAUR STONE PILLAR INSCRIPTION OF YAgODHARMAN

The Mandasaur inscription* of Yaiodharman (c. a.d. 525-35) composed

by the! poet VSsula narrates the erection of the column to dwell on the lung’s

glory and power. The poet seems to have adopted the method of Hari?ena in

describing the pillar, with his first eight verses all composed in the sragdhara

metre, as being erected as if ‘to measure out the earth’, ‘to enumerate the

multitude of the heavenly bodies’, and ‘to point out the path of his fame to the

skies above’. Verse 8 describes the lofty pillar as if it is an arm of the earth,

raised up in joy to inscribe upon the surface of the moon the excellence of the

" Cf. KSvidarta, I. 72.

** J. F, Fleet, op. eit., XIII and XIV rapactively.
“ Ibid., XXXIII.

V—51
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virtues ofYaiodharman. It reminds one of Hari?epa’s description ofFame’s way
in the Allahabad pillar inscription. In verse 6, the poet describes the Hflna

king Mihirakula ‘as one who never bowed his head to any other except the

god Sth5i?u (Siva)’. Such a claim became almost a common feature with some
important characters of later classical poets. We may refer, for instance, to a

statement in the Bkattikdvya (I. 3) and another in the Har$acarita (Chapter VII).

TOE STYLE OF LATER EPIGRAPHS

A definite turn in the style and diction, language and thought took place

after the fall of the Guptas. For two centuries from now on, extensive use of

mythological allusions, overwrought rhetoric, and metrical profusion marked
the epigraphic compositions of court poets. This was due to the influence of

reputed poets like Bha{ti, Bharavi, and Magha and prose writers like Dapqlin,

Subandhu, and Bana. Now Sanskrit works, both poetry and prose, grew to be

gradually more artificial both in form and content and partook of some new
poetic characteristics such as elaborate and involved rhetorical figures

and complicated varieties of metre. The rhetorical figures of paronomasia

and antithesis were extensively used. This is indicated by records like

the charters” of the Maitrakas of Valabhi (Kathiawad), the Banskhera (Shah-

jahanpur) copper plate” of Har?a (a.d. 606-47), the Nidhanpur (Sylhet)

copper plates” of Bhaskaravarman of Kamarupa, theAihole (Bijapur) inscrip-

tion” of Pulake£in II (a.d. 608-42), the Aphsad (Gaya) praJastP* of Adityasena

(aj>. 672), the Tippcrah (Bangladesh) copper plate” of Lokan&tha, and the

Kailan (Tipperah) copper plate” of King Sridharanarata of Samatata.

In the Maitraka inscriptions, Bhatarka, the founder of the dynasty, is

described as praldpopanata-ddna-mdndrjjavdrjitdnurdgdnuTakta-maula-bhfta-betil-bald-

vdpta-rdjya-bih, i.e. ‘whole royal fortune was attained through his armies of

mania (hereditary), bhjta (salaried), and beni (guild) varieties. They were devoted
[to him] because of the gifts, favours, and goodwill they received from his

majesty’. His successors are also similarly described. King Guhasena is called

rupa-kdnH-slhairyya-dhaityya-gdmbhiryya-buddhi-sampadbhih smara-iabmkddhirdjoda-

dhi-tridaSaguTu-dhaneian atiiayanah
,
while King Dharasena is described as pra~

thama-narapati-samatisTStSndm,
anupalayita

,
dharmaddydndtn

, apakarta prajopaghdta-

karindm upaplavanam, dariayitd bi-sarasvatyorek&dhivasasya, samhat&rati-pakfa-lakfnd-

paribhoga-daksa-vikramah. The royal epithets show the poets’ familiarity with

"Ibid., pp. 164, 171.

» Ep. Ind., IV, pp. 208 fT.

" P. N. Bhattaclmryya, K&maripaiisanSvaU (Rangpur Sahltya Pariahad, 1338 B.S.), pp. 1 ff.

" Ep. Ind., VI, pp. 1 ff.

*»J. F. Fleet, op. dt., XLII.
» Ep. Ind., XV, No. 19.

*l Indian Historical Quarterly, XXIII, pp. 221 ff.
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anuprdsa and iUfa, with rdjya-tantra (politics) and idldturiya-tantra (the science of

grammar as systematized by P&pini who was bom in Salatura* in the Punjab).

The descriptions of Supratifthitavarman and BhSskaravarman in the

Nidhanpur copper plates in a few diyd verses and in prose at once remind

us of the pdHcali riti (style of the North) adopted by Ba$a, wherein words and
sense are equally balanced. Epithets like iruta-iauiyya-dhaiiyya-iautiryyah, i.e.

‘whose heroism, perseverance, and pride were well heard of’, in Bhaskara-

varman’s description bespeak the poet’s proper use of syllables suited to the

sentiment.

RAVIKlRTTI’S PRASASTI OF PULAKESlN II AT AIHOLE

The exploits of Calukya Pulakdin II are lucidly and graphically described

by Ravikirtti in Saka year 556 (a.d. 634) in a praiasti of thirty-seven verses

composed in a variety of metres such as diyd, idrddlanikriftta, arydgiti', matte-

bhaoikrifita, vamiastha
,
mdlinl, sragdhard, manddkrdntd, iloka, and harinl. The poet

admits (verse 37) that he imitated Kalidasa and Bharavi whose time cannot

thus be placed after a.d. 634. The praiasti offers clear evidence that its author

was thoroughly conversant with the canons of the alaAkdra-idstra and, like a true

Deccan poet** (dakfinatya), was unsurpassed in his employment of utprekfds.

The praiasti uses the sound-figure yamaka in various forms (verses 23, 26, 27,

37). King Kirtdvarman is described as ‘one who never felt inclined to commit

adultery with others’ wives, but was attracted to worship the goddess of the

Royalty of his enemies’ (verse 9). The phrase prthu-kadamba-kadamba-kadasnbakam

in his description must have been suggested by prthu-kadamba-kadambaka of the

Kiratdrjuniya (V. 9) of Bharavi.

APHSAD PRASASTI OF ADITYASENA

The Aphsad (Gaya) inscription of Adityasena, who built a temple ofVijnu,

is a praiasti consisting of thirty verses composed in different metres. Artificiality

in poetic embellishments and extensive use of hyperbolic, mythological, and

exaggerated description distinguish it from ‘the artistic, concise, dignified, and

frequently really poetical style of the more ancient records’.**

•* According to Hiuen Tsang, Sha-lo-tu-lo (S&l&tura) lay a few miles to the north-west ofWu-to-ka-

han-ch’a (Udabhinda) which is modem Ohind in the Peshawar District, N.W.F.P., Pakistan. Cf.

Thomas Watters, On Tuan Chang's Travtls in India, Vol. I, p. 221.—DCS.
M Cf. Harfatarila, Introductory verse 7.

** CL Such conventional epithets of the king as Jtntdtapatra-sihagita-oaswnatl-nuQilala-Iakapdiab (a

guardian of the world, by whose white umbrella the whole circuit of the earth is covered) and npastd-

Ufa-narmdra~masdi-carttQa-sphSTa-praiip3nalal! (the spreading fire ofthe prowess ofwhose feethas die heads

of all kings placed under it). Pharaset like doffd mrgmdrSyitarii (whose arms played the part ofa lion)

and sattffa-dufdha-tindhub. - .tmathito mand&ibhfyayna (by whom, playing the pirt of the Mandira Hill,

was churned die milk-ocean in the shape of die army) also indicate die turn, the style, and the

diction the inscription has adopted.
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COPPER PLATE GRANTS OF SRlDHARANARATA AND LOKANATHA

The Kailan copper plate of the eighth year of the reign of King Sridhira-

narita of Samatafa, whose father Jivadh&rapar&ta was undoubtedly a contem-

porary ofKing Lokanitha of the Tipperah grant of the latter halfof the seventh

century a.d., exhibits the characteristics of the gaufi style. It was composed
mainly in prose with only six verses mixed up with it, and we may refer to the

brilliant passage which contains the prayer for land by the grantee.

Both JIvadhSraparata and his grandson Baladh&raparAta were adept in

iabdavidyd (grammar and lexicon), the grandfather being a poet (kavi) ‘versed

in all arts, and the producer of excellent sweet songs*
(
atimadhura-citragiter

ulpadayitd).

The same characteristics of Sanskrit prose style are observable in the prose

portions of Lokan&tha’s copper plate grant. The poet found an opportunity

here to describe the forest region in the Suwuhga-vi?aya in the gaujl style as

mjrga-mahifa-varSha-vySghra-sarisfpSdibkir yatheccham anubhSyamSna-grha-sambhoga-

gahana-gulma-latd-vitdne (which had a thick network of bushes and creepers,

where deer, buffaloes, boars, tigers, reptiles, etc. enjoy, according to their will,

all pleasures of home-life). The poet refers to the eightfold offering of flowers

called affa-pufpiki known from B&pa’s Harfacarita. The poet copiously uses

long compound words with a play of the sound-figure of alliteration in

tatra bhagaoato'mara-vardsura-dinakara-iaiadhara-kubera-kinnara-vidyddhara-mahoraga-

gandharva-varuria-yakfa . .. [a] bhiftuta-vapufo’nanta-ndrdyanasya satatam affa-pufpika-

bali-caru-sattra-pravfttaye.

BADAL PRASASTI OF THE NINTH CENTURY

The Badal (Dinajpur) pillar inscription* of the time of Narayanapala

(ninth century a.d.) is the eulogy of a Brahmana family of ministers under the

first four Pala rulers, their erudition and able counsellorship being highly ex-

tolled. Bhafta Gaurava MiSra, who was NSLrayanapala’s chief minister, was not

only a valiant warrior but also a reputed scholar whose achievements are

beautifully described in a verse (22) composed in the vasantatilaka metre. In the

picturesque description of the four boundaries of the empire of Devapala, the

poet introduces too much of mythology and conventional thoughts when he says

(verse 5) that ‘King Devapala made the whole land pay him revenue as a result

ofthe policy of his minister (Darbhap&pi). The land was bounded [on one side]

by the mountain (i.e. the Vindhya range) which was the source (lit. father) of

the riverReva and ofwhich the blocks ofrocks were wet with the rut ofelephants,

and [on the other] by the mountain which was the father of Gauri (i.e. the

Him&layan. range) and the whiteness of which was enhanced by the rays of the

moon [on the] forehead of ISvara (Siva), and [on the other two sides] by the

»* Gmufaltkham&ld (Varendra Research Society, Rajihahi), p, 70.
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two oceans the waters of which turned red at the rise and setting of the sun’.**

Amprdsa and Slefa played an important role in the compositions of this period.

Minister Gaurava Mi&ra is compared in verse 17 with V&sudeva (Purusottama)

inasmuch as he himself was an eminent person (purusottama) and like K^pa
who was a benefactor of the cowherds of Vrndivana (gopala-priyakdraka), the

minister was a benefactor of the lord of the earth i.c. King Devapala (gopala
-

priyakaraka)

.

With ile$a in sampannakfatra-cintaka (verse 18) which means both

‘one who calculates the motions of nakfatras of good augury’ and ‘one who is

on the lookout of affluent Ksatriyas [for extermination]’, one may compare the

figure virodha or virodhdbhasa (oxymoron) in verse 15 of the Bhagalpur plate*7 of

Narayanapala, in which we have expressions like nalasama and analasadria

referring to the king who is equal to Nala on account of his achievements, but

who is again not like Nala. But the words can be interpreted in a manner which

eliminates the antithesis.

VIRADEVA PRASASTI OF THE NINTH CENTURY

A praJasti38 (ninth century a.d.) incised on the stone discovered at the

village site of Ghoshrawa in Patna District, Bihar, says how the Br&hmana

Viradeva hailing from Nagarahara in Jalalabad became a Buddhist ascetic.

He first became a disciple of Sarvajflaianti, head of the Kaniska vihara

(monastery), and then started for Mahabodhi (Gaya) to worship the oajrasana

of Buddha, and finally went to live in the vihara known as Yaiovarmapura in

Magadha. It may be that YaSovarman who conquered Magadha had estab-

lished this vihdra after his own name and the two great classical poets,

Hala and Bhavabhuti, enjoying his patronage, influenced writers like the

composer of the Viradeva praiasti. A skilful use of alliteration can be marked in

such expressions in the epigraph as samsdra-sagara-samuttaranaika-setuh, ktdaya

malayd, and tapati tapanah. Not many involved figures of speech are found in

the prasasti,. The poet has made an extensive use of the metre vasantatilaka

interspersed with sprinklings of SSrdMavikridita and mandakranta.

BHUVANESVARA PRASASTI OF BHATTA BHAVADEVA

The BhuvaneSvara inscription** is a prafasti of the Brahmana Bhavadcva,

who was a minister of King Harivarman (c. a.d. 1075-1125) of the Varman

dynasty of Vanga (South-east Bengal). Bhafta Bhavadeva, surnamed ‘Bala-

valabhl-bhujanga*, was a great scholar and author. The eulogy consists ofthirty-

three verses written in eleven metres by Bhavadeva’s friend, Vacaspati MiSra.

The versatility of Bhavadeva is indicated by the description that he was a

*• The claim, however, is conventional and not historical.—DCS.
17 Gau^alekhamdidy p. 55.

»8 Ibid., p. 45.

»• Inscriptions qf Bengal (Varendra Research Society, Rajshahi), pp. 25 ff.
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brahmavidin (one whd teaches or expounds the Vedas)
,
a mim&msaka (a follower of

the MlmSihsi system of philosophy), a jyotifika (an astronomer or astrologer),

a smSrta (one who possesses knowledge of Smyti), an alafik&rika (a rhetorician),

an arthaiSstraoid (an expert in political science), an astrai&stravid (an expert in

ballistics), and a vaidyadastravid (an expert in the science of medicine). Vacaspati

Miira was undoubtedly a highly gifted poet. He has displayed pedantic

mastery over all kinds of figures of speech, speciallyyamaka and Slefa, and seems

in his elaborate kdvya style to have followed the Naisadha-carita of Sriharsa who
flourished in the latter part of the twelfth century. The poet’s invocation to the

goddess of learning (V&gdevat5) for occupying the tip of his tongue appears to

be a precursor of similar invocations to Sarasvati by later Bengali poets.

UMAPATIDHARA’S PRASASTI OF VIJAYASENA FROM DEOPARA

Umapatidhara is well known among the poets who adorned the court of

King Laksmanasena (c. a.d. 1 185-1205) ofBengal and is mentioned byJayadeva
in his Gitagovinda. Umapati is the author of the famous Deopara (Rajshahi

District, Bangladesh) praiasti“ of Vijayasena (c. a.d. 1097-1 159), which consists

of thirty-six verses in a variety of metres. It records the construction of a

temple of Harihara under the name of PradyumneSvara by King Vijayasena.

It is full of rhetorical excesses, the style being gaudi riti and the language

artificial to a degree. The author has displayed command over vocabulary and
knowledge of mythology. He was treading in the footsteps of Pracetasa

(V&lmlki) and Paraiaranandana (Vyasa) and says (verse 33) that his effort to

eulogize the Sena king, Vijayasena, was only meant to purify his composition

by taking a plunge into the river of the gods (the Ganga) in the shape of his

boundless fame (tat-kirtii-pura-surasindhu-vigahanena vdcah pavitrayitum atra tu nah

prayatnah). He refers to his own intellect ‘being accurate in determining words

and their import’ {esa kaveh pada-padariha-vicara-Suddha-buddher umapatidharasya

kftih praiastih). Lofty are the imageries in verses 30-31 mentioning the valuable

offerings the Sena king made to Lord Siva who is commonly looked upon as an

indigent god, never caring for the enjoyment of worldly objects. The poet states

in a brilliant manner how Vijayasena made provisions ofgarments ofvariegated

colours for Siva [the naked god], a hundred beautiful damsels bedecked with

jewels [for serving the god who is ArdhaniriSvara, i.e. half female and half

male], many townships [for the god who lives in crematories]. Umapati-

dhara demonstrates his unique power of description when he says that beautiful

silken garments, broad necklaces, sandal-paste, blue jewels, emeralds, and

pearls dedicated by Vijayasena replaced respectively the usual dress of the

wearer of wreaths of skulls (i.e. Siva), consisting of elephant-hide, the lord of

serpents, ashes, rosary, other snakes, and human skulls.

-Ibid., pp. 42 ff.
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In conclusion, the verse from the Silimpur (Bogra, North Bengal) stone

inscription41 of the eleventh century a.d. may be cited wherein are represented

the poet-author’s views on poetic power:

Kavih kavya-gunaireva iobhate’nvefitafciram

Tanmukhanvista-kavyasya ncdyanlytkapade guttdh.

‘It is only when the poet is himself sought out by the embellishments of his

art (poetry) that he shines abidingly; but the excellences of a kavya sought by
the poet himself fly away all at once.*

As has been shown above, some inscription writers of high poetic powers

should also be included in this category. G. Biihler,4* therefore, rightly remarks

that ‘in order to arrive at certain conclusions, we must thoroughly investigate

the language, the style and the poetical technics of single works and compare
them with those of works whose dates have been known with certainty or with

approximate definiteness, and of epigraphical documents, as well as with the

canons laid down in the older manuals of poetics’.

II

Sanskrit and Sanskritic inscriptions have been found in all the countries

that came into cultural contact with India, viz. Indo-China, Indonesia,
41 and

Central Asia (‘Serindia’). Sanskrit inscriptions consisting of Buddhist dharanis

and the well-known formula ye dharmS...have also been found in Yunnan
(China);

44 they have, however, no relevance for our present purpose as we
shall be concerned here with ‘Greater India’. This is a region which chiefly

stretches from Burma to Borneo, passing through Siam (Thailand), former

French Indo-China, the Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Java, and Bali. It is,

however, from Cambodia—the ancient Kambuja-dela, comprising modern

Cambodia, Cochin-China, eastern Siam, and southern Laos—that the most

numerous and valuable epigraphs have come down to us. They will be dealt

with in some detail here.

Although there are good reasons to believe that Indian culture was already

implanted'in Indo-China and Indonesia in the first and second centuries a.d.,

the earliest epigraphical record testifying to Indian presence in that area dates

" Ep. Ini., XIII, p. 263.

41 Vide his paper on ‘The Indian Inscriptions and the Antiquity of Indian Artificial Poetry* (trans-

lated by V. S. Ghate, Poona) in Indian Antiquary
, XLII (1913), pp. 29 ff., 137 ff., 172 ff., 188 ft, 230

ff., 243 ff., and 249.

M The name ‘Indonesia’ is used here in its cultural sense, and includes the Malay Peninsula.

“See L. Finot in Bulletin de I'Ecole frartfaise d'Extrlms-Orient (BEFEO), XXV (1925), p. 447; W.
Liebentha), Sanskrit Inscriptionsfrom Yunnan in Monumenta Sirica, XII (1947), pp. 1 ff.
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only from the second half of the third century* It is remarkable* however, that

the Vo-canh inscription4* (South Vietnam) composed in Sanskrit already

adopts the kavya style* Except for the last two lines, the whole inscription seems
to be in verse, and we find there the use ofat least two elaborate metres, vasanta-

tilaka and JSrd&lavikrtfita. Unfortunately, the text is mutilated to a considerable

extent. It has not yet been decided whether it is of BrAhmaiiical or of Buddhist
inspiration. But, palaeographkally, this inscription has distinct affinities with

the inscriptions of Nagaijunikonda, and it seems to be contemporaneous with

the BrShmagical inscriptions in Sanskrit discovered at the same site.4* It cannot
be definitely concluded on the basis of this meagre evidence that the Vo-
canh inscription is of Brahmaiiical inspiration, and that Sanskrit was adopted
so early as the epigraphical language in South-East Asia because Brahmanism
there preceded Buddhism

;

47 but the fact remains that, apart from some Pra-

krit elements in the vocabulary of the late inscriptions
,

48 no trace of a Prakrit

tradition has yet been found in that area.

SANSKRIT INSCRIPTIONS OF KAMBUJA OR CAMBODIA : KAVYA TRADITION

Chronologically, the Sanskrit inscriptions of Kambuja-de$a range from the

fifth to the fourteenth century. Most of these are praiastis. A few, however, con-

tain only invocations to divinities. These inscriptions prove that Sanskrit was
the only literary language in ancient Cambodia. It is true that the local lan-

guage, Khmer, is used in epigraphy from the seventh century onwards. But,

a See Precisions sur la paUographie de Vinscription dite do Vo-canh, in Artibus Asiae

,

XXIV, 3/4 (Felicita-

tion Volume presented to Professor George Coedls, on the occasion of his seoenty-fiflh birthday), 1961, pp. 219 ff.

41 The Nagaijunikonda inscriptions range in date from the tim; of the Sitavihana king Vijaya
S&takarpi (Ep. Ind. t XXXVI, p. 274), who ruled in the early years of the third century, till that of die

Ik?vaku ruler Rudrapurujadatta (ibid., XXXIV, p. 22) whose reign covering at least nearly eleven

years has to be assigned to near about the second quarter of the fourth century. Most of the large number
of inscriptions are in Prakrit, only a few belonging to the reign of Ehuvula Sintamula, who was the

father of Rudrapurusadatta and ruled for at least about twenty-four years near about the close of the

third and the early years of the fourth century, are in Sanskrit (ibid., XXXIII, p. 149; XXXIV, pp.
19-20). One of diese few, dated in the king’s eleventh regnal year, contains a stanza in the sragdhard

metre. However, most of the records of Ehuvula and his son are in Prakrit with a few in Sanskrit influ-

enced by Prakrit (cf. the record dated the twenty-fourth year of Ehuvula, ibid., XXXV, pp. 12-13) as

would befit a transitional stage when Sanskrit was just trying to assert itself in the Nagarjunikoada
region not much earlier than the beginning of the fourth century. Even if therefore it is supposed that

the style and language of the Vo-canh inscription were borrowed from Nagarjunikonda, then also it

would be somewhat later; but the total absence ofPrakrit in South-east Asian epigraphy seems strongly

to suggest that the epigraphic tradition there was indebted to that of an age when Sanskrit was the

predominant language of inscriptions, and in South India, this was apparently later than the days of
Ehuvula and his son. Prakrit was originally the language of both Buddhistic and Br&hxna$ical inscrip-

tions. An inscription of Ehuvula appears to be dated a.d. 333 (ibid., XXXV, p. 6).—DCS.
4T Cf. Les Religions brahmaniquts dans Vancien Cambodge, d'aprU Vtpigraphie et Vicomgraphie (Publications

de rEcoUfranfaise d'Extrime-Ormt, t. XUX, Paris, 1961), pp. 19-20.
M Cf. Recherches sur le vocabulabre dss inscriptions sansbites du Cambodge in BEFEO, LII, 1 (1964), pp.

1 ff., Introduction, 3.
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At the beginning, this language is quite amorphous, still in quest of vocabulary

and syntax. The records of the eleventh century show that the Khmer lan-

guage—enriched through its contact with Sanskrit"—was at that time per-

fectly utilizable in historical narrations; but no document has yet comedown to

us which permits us to believe that it was suitable also for poetical and philo-

sophical compositions. Frequently, the literary portion of an inscription is in

Sanskrit, while the material and technical portion is in Khmer. Most of the

inscriptions written in Khmer are but lists of donations to temples.

One of the finest epigraphs ever composed in Cambodia—and all over

‘Greater India’—is the Phnom Bayang inscription dated a.d. 624.*° We find

there a remarkable hymn addressed to Siva:

Tam dntarafl jyotir updsate budhd

Mruttaram brahma paran jigl$avah.

Tapaiirutejydvidhayo yadarpana

BhavantyanirdeSyaphaldnubandhinah,

Na kevalam tatphalayogasaAgindm

AsaAgindih karmaphalatyajdm api.

Msargasiddhair animddibhir guriair

Upetam anglkjtaiaktivistaraih,

Dhiyam atltam vacasdm agocaram

Anaspadaih yasya padam vidur budhdh.

‘Whom (Siva) the sages, desirous of conquering the supreme [condition], the

absolute Brahman, worship as the internal light; the practices of austerity,

study and sacrifice, provided they arc offered to Him, bring about undefinable

results, not only for those who arc [still] attached to the acquisition of the fruits

of those works, but also for those who are completely detached and have renoun-

ced all fruits of actions
;
whose status,H endowed with tenuity and other quali-

ties which are inherent in Him, and which develop through the action of the

energies He assumes—a status that surpasses the power of all thoughts and

words—is known only to the sages.’8*

The description of the mountain that follows reminds us of Kalidasa. Here

is one of the verses, unfortunately mutilated:

41 On this point cf. G. Coedis, Les peuples de la pjninsule indochxnoise
,
(Paris, 1962), p. 212.

64 A. Barth and A. Bergaigne, Inscriptions sanskrites de Campd et du Cambodgt(ISCC)
i
V. Cf. Les Religion r

brahmaniques, pp. 57-58; and Journal Asiatique (JA), 1967, pp. 212-13.

41 The inscription relates the installation or restoration of a Sivapada (footprint of Siva, on which

mJA, 1964, pp. 379-81).

48 The translation of some passages quoted here and elsewhere is more 6r less free.—DCS.
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AyaHca mtlrdhnS spkufaratnamSlinS

Padath dadhano giriiasya bhUdharah
,

Upaiti loke bahu

S manyatame hi sannatifi.

'And this mountain, receiving upon its head, crowned with sparkling jewels,

the foot of Giriia (Siva), acquires great [glory] in the world. . . For it [elevates]

rather -than humiliates to bow down before the most illustrated.’

The influence of Kalidasa is manifest in the Han Chei inscription.” For

delineating the digvijaya of King Bhavavarman the author of this inscription

took as his model the Raghu-digvijaya in the Raghuvatfiia (Canto IV). Two ofhis

verses recall unmistakably the Raghuvaihia (IV. 49 and 54).“

Inscription (verse A. 6):

SaratkdlabhiyS tasya paranavftatejasah

DvifSm asahyo yasyaiva pratapo na raver apt.

‘In autumn, when he set out for expeditions, his lustre his enemies could

never obscure, and his valour, more ardent than that of the sun, became un-

bearable to his enemies.’

Raghuvarhia (IV. 49):

Difi mandSyate tejo dakfinasySrh raver api

Tasyam eva raghoh pdntfySh pralapam na vifehire.

'In the southern direction, the lustre of even the sun becomes dimmed; in that

very direction the Pandyas could not stand the valour of Raghu.’

Inscription (verse A.7)

:

Tasya sainyarajodhStam ujjhitdlaAkftifoapi

Ripustrigandadeiesu cQmabhSvam updgatam.

The dust raised by his army covered the cheeks of the womenfolk ofhis enemies.

Although these were bereft of all cosmetics, the dust gathered there as powder.’

Raghuvarhia (IV. 54):

BhqyotsrffavibhBfSvM tena keralayofitdm

Alakepi camOremi cUrmpratinidhikftah.

'He made die dust raised by the army a substitute for the powder in the hair

of the Kerala ladies who gave up ornaments through fear.’

W13CC, I, A.
M This was first noticed by F. Kidhom in Ep. Ini., VI (1900), p. 4, n. 1.
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One perceives at once the marked difference between the imitation and die

original. However, the style of these inscriptions is, in general, limpid. The em-
bellishments (alaAkSras)—of both sound (Sabda)n and sense (artha)—are used

with restraint and moderation. The iltfa,
which will be a burden of die later

compositions, is effortless.

With the epigraphs of Indravarman I (
a .d . 877-89), k&vya in Cambodia

becomes more artificial. Evidendy, Cambodia could not escape for a long time

from the literary tendencies that manifested themselves in India. It was again

in the ‘Angkorian’ period that the longest epigraphs were composed in Cam-
bodia. It may be pertinent to note that this grandeur and luxuriance in literary

art coincide with similar tendencies in architecture and sculpture. K&lid&sa,

however, still inspires the poets. This is evident, for instance, in the Pre-Rup
inscription ofRijendravarman (a.d. 961),m which, along with the East Mebon
inscription of a.d. 952, 117 constitutes the apogee of epigraphical k&vya in

Cambodia.The two inscriptions contain 298 and 218 verses respectively. An idea

of Kalidasa’s influence working on the poets of these inscriptions can be had
from a comparative study ofsome of the verses of the Raghuvathfa (e.g. IV. 14;

IV. 25; VI. 20; VI. 22; and II. 53) and of the Pre-Rup inscription (e.g. verses

59; 65; 164; 48; 210; and 290).n Usually, as in this case, only some ideas or

expressions are borrowed; but, sometimes, the authors simply imitate K&lidSsa

as in the following verse of the East Mebon inscription (verse 38)

:

Dvirtphamala ioa parij&tarh

dhiyo murdn&m ioa c&tmayogam,

Vyaparam anyaH jagat&ih vihaya

dfio \dvitiyath pratipedireyam.

‘As swarms of bees fly to the P&rij&ta tree, as the minds of the Yogis have no

other function than the meditation on the Self (Atman), so the eyes of people,

leaving aside all other occupations, were placed upon him who had no equal.'

Kumara-sambhava (I. 30):

T&th hedhsamalah iaradiva gang&m

mahaufadhuh naktam ivatmabhSsah,

** Cf. C. Coed4s, Inscriptions du Cmtodgs (If), II, pp. 149-30.

“ JC, I, pp. 73 ff.

•» L. Knot in BEFEO, XXV (1923), pp. 309 ff.

** Moat of tbeie verses are quoted in BEFEO, LII, 1 (1964), p. 4, n. I. RaghmaMa (VI. 22) and

Pre-Rup (v. 47) illustrate the rule of P&pini (Afl&dhfftyt, VIII. 2. 14) : rfymoSn saurijye. The fonrifol

etymology of the word kfatra, as given in Raghuvmhic (II. 53) and Pre-Rup (w. 210 and 290),—kjaW

Mfrato—goes back to the BfhadSrapyaka Upanifad (V. 13.4); it is also found in the MahSbh&rata (VII.

2395; XII. 1031>nd_2247).
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StHropadeiSm upadeiakSle

prapedirt pr&ktanajanmavidySh.

‘As rows of swans come to the Ganges in the autumn, as their own light comes

at night to the great medicinal plants, so on her, came all the intellectual

acquisitions of the former lives imparting a stable grasp in the process ofher

education.’ ^
Stylistic differences exist. Thus, while in general the authors of inscriptions

prefer the graceful vaidarbhi rlti, there are some texts which illustrate the other

mode of diction, the gaudt rlti, which is characterized by the use of wild alii*

terations and of long and involved
(Skula) compounds.®9 The style of these

inscriptions varies also according to the matter treated. The same authors

adopt sometimes two different styles in the course of a single composition: the

one, simple, for the narrative portion; the other, complex and florid, for the

panegyrical portion. All these inscriptions, however, are versified.

It is, however, not known who composed these inscriptions. Some of the

authors may have been pundits coming from India, but others were Cambo-
dians. In the reign of Jayavarman VII (A.D.1181-r.l220), Queen Indradevi

composed the inscription of Phimeanakas,90 while the princes, SQryakum&ra

and VirakumSra, composed those of Ta Prohm91 and Prcah Khan.99 There

is no doubt, however, that these authors were very learned. Not only do they

refer, almost at every step, to epic and PurSnic myths, but often they also

utilize technical ideas following a well-established Indian tradition. Philosophy,

grammar, politics, erotics, etc. are made to serve poetry; or rather poetry is

made the medium of all these disciplines. Different systems of philosophy are

often mentioned. Panini’s AffddhySyl (called Saiva Vydkarana, in the inscriptions

in accordance with the tradition which ascribes its revelation to Siva),99

Patanjali's Mah5.bh5.sya, and the Kdiikd-vftti are also alluded to. The invocatory

stanzas of the inscriptions testify, moreover, to a deep knowledge of Indian

philosophical and theological ideas. One of the inscriptions is almost entirely

devoted to a criticism of the dualism of Nyaya and the Saiva Agamas in favour

of Vedantic monism.94

It has been supposed that a Cambodian scholar came to learn the Sastras

(scriptures) at the feet of the great Saftkara (a.d. 788-820). This may not be

true. But, from the tenth century onwards, the Ved§.nta greatly influenced the

•• Cf. G. Cocdis in Mdlangis d'indianismi offerts par sis Hints it M. Sylvain Livi (Paris, 1911), pp. 214-

15; and 1C, V, p. 244.

•°/C, II, pp.161 ff.

G. Coedts in BEFEO, VI (1906), pp. 44 ff.

*» Ibid.,XU (1941), pp. 255 ff.

" Lis Rtligiens brahmaniquts, p. 48.

Ibid., pp. 61-62.
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religious thought of the Cambodians. We may consider again two verses of the

Pre-Rup inscription11 where King Rajendravarman exhorts his successors to

protect the religious foundation, dharma,™ made by him. This foundation, it is

said, should be regarded by them as their own, since it is the same Atman
which in different bodies is diversely imagined (kalpita) to be the doer

(
kartj

)

and the enjoyer (iupabhoktf), This individuation of the One, due to the contingent

appositions
(
upadhi), is secondary (bhdkta) ;

it should be destroyed by the

knowledge of the supreme Truth (
paramSrtha

)

‘as darkness is destroyed by
sunlight’

:

Atmd'yam eko bakudhd vibhinne

kartopabhokta ca yataS Sartre,

Tatas svadhatmagrahanam budhdnSm

dharmefu sarvefu vivardhatam vah.

UpadhibhedSd api kartfbhedo

yah kalpitah karmaphalard bhettum,

BhSktas sa bhedyah paramSrthabuddhyi

bhSseva bhSnor anay&ndhak&rah.

‘In different bodies there >s only one Atman which works and enjoys. May you,

therefore, sages, more and more consider all religious foundations as yours

(svadharma).

‘It is on the distinction between agents that reposes the conception according to

which each person reaps the fruits of his own acts. This distinction, however, is

only imagined due to the distinction of the contingent appositions. It is, there-

fore, secondary, and it should be dispelled through the knowledge ofthe supreme

Truth just as darkness is dispelled by sunlight.’

A great variety of metres is handled with skill. It must be mentioned, how-

ever, that the simpler metres—Sloka and the group indravajrd-upendravajrS-

upajati—hold a predominant place, indicating a comparative ease of the style.

It is rather rarely that grammatically irregular forms and unnecessary words are

resorted to for the sake of metre.

The vocabulary*7 is quite extensive. We meet with a number of words

which are not recorded, either at all, or in the specific meanings, in the exist-

ing dictionaries. This does not mean, however, that all these words or meanings

were invented by the Csunbodians. In fact, some of them have already been

« IC, I, pp. 103-4, w. 287-88. Cf. JA (1971), pp. 99-101.

•• On thi» word jce Rtdurthts sur U vocalmUdn du iiueriptiotu sanskriUs in Cambodgt in BEFEO, LII, 1

(1964), pp. 47ff. .

,7 Cf. Rechtrches sttr U vocabulairt and SuppUmmts to th« Mime in BEFEO, LIII, 1 (1965), pp. 247-51;

LV (1969), pp. 145-51.
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traced in the unexplored parts of Sanskrit literature. With kavya in general,

these inscriptions share the predilection for words in -i (e.g. abhidhi=abhidhd-

[na]), and the words in -ti (e.g. datti, raciti, vyasti, etc.) and for periphrastic epi-

thets. With one or two exceptions, the latter are impeccable.

Last but not least, the authors of these inscriptions were versed in the alaA-

kdra-idstra. It is not possible to enumerate here all the rhetorical figures emplo-

yed, nor would it serve any Useful purpose. Poetry is not a mechanical applica-

tion, however skilful, of the principles laid down in the aladkdra-idstra. The so-

called 'embellishments’ have no value oftheir own independently of the creative

genius ofeach poet. A great modern authority has said: ‘A beautiful idea must

appropriately incarnate itself in a beautiful expression. This defines alankdra

and its place and function’.*8 Unfortunately, judged by this criterion, these

‘poems’ hardly deserve any admiration. They proceed more from learning

than from innate poetic genius which blossoms forth in newer and newer

forms (prajna navanavonmesaJalini pratibha mata) and transfigures the whole world

of ours. Hardly any freshness of imagination illumines these compositions. At

best, some of the fancies in which their authors revel may have an intellectual

appeal; but others are too far-fetched even for that. We have already spoken

of Slesa. This figure, through which some of the principal figures like upama',

utprekfd, and vyatirektf* are worked out, is not in itself bad; on the contrary, it

is ‘one of the techniques by which Sanskrit poets seek to achieve suggestion

to force a larger content into their miniature mould’.70 But, in these inscriptions,

this figure is not always as ‘unlaboured1

(
aklifta

)
as it should be.

Nevertheless, in the absence of any other literature, the value of these com-

positions is great indeed. They permit us at least to have a glimpse of the intel-

lectual activities pursuedin ancient Cambodia, and to see how deep the pene-

tration of Indian culture in that country was.

Before we close, we have to mention the inscriptions in Pali exclusively

associated with Buddhism. Even at the earliest period, Pali Buddhism must

have existed in Cambodia. But the only evidence that has come to light so far

is the well-known formula ye dhammd etc. in an inscription of the eleventh

century. Towards the end of the thirteenth century, however, Sinhalese Buddh-

ism penetrated into Cambodia through Siam, and one of the earliest expres-

sions of the new faith is a Pali inscription, dated a.d. 1308.n Though written

in a new language, this short inscription prolongs the tradition of the old pra-

Jastis. Strangely enough, by its style it recalls the ‘pre-Angkorian’ inscriptions.

** V. Raghavan, Studies on Some Concepts qf the AlahkSra Sistra (Adyar, Madrai, 1942), p. 89.

** Vyatireka is the representation of the upameya {the object compared) as superior to the upamSna

(the object compared with) in some particular respects.—DCS.
** An Anthology qf Sanskrit Court Poetry: Vufydkara's Subhdfita-ratnakofa, translated by Daniel H. H.

Ingalls, Harvard Oriental Series, Vol. XLIV (1965), General Introduction, p. 19.

« G. Coedis in BEFEO, XXXVI (1936), pp. 14 ft
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The ldst Sanskrit inscription in Cambodia was composed in the reign of

Jayavarmaparame£vara (a.d. 1327-?).™ It does not show any of those signs

of decadence that we encounter earlier in the twelfth century in Campa,

and later in the fourteenth in Indonesia.

CAMPA AND INDONESIA

Next in importance to the inscriptions ofKambuja-de$a are those ofCampa

(South Annam) and Indonesia. In the former country, Sanskrit occupied the

same position as in Cambodia. In Indonesia, however, already at a compara-

tively early period, we find literary compositions in Old Javanese. Literary

compositions in Sanskrit, apart from the inscriptions, are also known. All these

are inspired by India and are based on Indian models.78 Sanskrit also exerted a

great influence on the evolution of the Indonesian language,74

In Campa, the inscriptions of Bhadravarman are supposed to date from

c. a.d. 350. Somewhat later are the inscriptions ofMulavarman in East Borneo

(c. a.d. 400). Then come those of Punjavarman in Java (c. a.d. 450). Some

fragmentary inscriptions belonging to about the sixth century A.D. have also

been found in West Borneo; these contain mostly some Buddhist formulae.

More important from the literary point of view are the inscriptions belong-

ing to the following centuries. The Sanskrit inscriptions of Campa and

Indonesia are, however, not so rich as those of Cambodia, which remain un-

surpassed both quantitatively and qualitatively. Moreover, their language

has something which suggests that it reposes more on the study of lexicons and

grammars than on a living literary practice. This has been said also of the

Cambodian inscriptions themselves;7* but this seems to be truer still of those of

Campa and Indonesia. And the rules oflexicon and grammar seem sometimes

to have been studied only imperfeedy, since barbarism and solecism are not

wanting, particularly in Campa. No wonder that in the course of time Sanskrit

dwindled into gibberish. A distinctive trait of the Sanskrit inscriptions of

Campa is that they often adopt the campU form.

BURMA

In Burma, inscriptions in Pali associated with Theravada Buddhism have

been found. But those antedating the eleventh century are only Buddhist for-

mulae or fragments of the Pali canon. Later on, Pali is employed, along with

"ISCC, LXV; 1C, IV, pp. 254-56.

» Cf. J. Gonda, Sanskrit in Indonesia (Nagpur, 1952), pp. 100 ff.; C. Hooykaas, The Old-Jaoanese

Rfm&ata, exemplary Kakawin as toform and content ( Verhandelingen der Koninklijke Mederlandse Akademie

van Wetenschappen, Afd. Letterkunde, Nieuwe Reeks, Deel LXV, No. 1, Amsterdam, 1958).

74
J. Gonda, op. eit,, p. 115.

»J. Wackemagel and L. Renou, Altindischs Crammatik, I, Introduction gjndrale (Gottingen, 1957),

p. 18; ct A. Barth, X90C, p. 5.
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the local languages, in narrative accounts.7* The most important Sanskrit

inscription is the Mrohaung (Arakan) pillar inscription of Anandacandra,

assigned to the eighth century A.D.,77 which constitutes ‘a rare instance of a

Sanskrit epigraph ofthepraiasti type found in that country’7*. Though composed

in a simple style, this inscription is not free fh>m blemishes of grammar and
prosody.

* SIAM (THAILAND)

As already indicated, part of modern Siam was included in the ancient

Kambuja-deia. In southern Siam was situated the kingdom of Dvaravati from

which inscriptions in Pali and Sanskrit (sixth-eighth centuries) have come down
to us. But these short texts either relate some religious foundations or contain

some Buddhist formulae or fragments of the Pali canon. The only texts that

have some literary value are two Pali inscriptions belonging to the kingdom of

Sukhodaya (fourteenth and fifteenth centuries).7* Both are composed in the

campB. form. One of them (VI), whose prose portion is unfortunately mutilated,

relates poetically in its metrical portion the ordination (upasampada) of a king

who threw off the royal burden
(
rajabhara) in order to put on the yellow robe

(ikSsayavattha

)

in the midst of tears of ministers, subjects, friends and relations,

and ‘women as beautiful as celestial damsels’ (devanganabhahi sundarthi) . The
other inscription (XII), relating the installation of two footprints ofBuddha, is

practically a string of grandiloquent epithets in prose followed by four simple

verses.

CENTRAL ASIA

A huge number of epigraphical documents, written in the Kharosjhl script,

have been unearthed in Central Asia (‘Serindia’). The bulk of these texts comes

from Niya, and dates from the third century a.d. The language used generally

is a variety of Prakrit whose original home is supposed to be the north-western

regions of the Indian Sub-continent. Some of these documents are composed

in mixed Sanskrit and Prakrit. Most ofthem are administrative documents and

have no literary value. A notable exception is No. 523 of the Kharojthi inscrip-

tions,80 which contains an exhortation, couched in four different metres, against

the hoarding of riches. The author drew his inspiration from such texts as the

PaXcatantra, the Hitopadeia, and the Mahabhirata. The language is Sanskrit with

a number of Prakritisms and grammatical errors here and there.

See the Myaxedi Inscriptions, published in Epigraphia Btrmenica, I, Part I ( 1919);Taw SeinKo,

Tht Kaly&pS Inscriptions (Rangoon, 1892),

” £. H. Johnston in Bulletin if the School tf Oriental and African Studies
, XI (1943-46), pp. 35$ ff.

VB D. C. Sircar, Indian Epigraphy (Motilal Banarsidass, Delhi, 1965), p. 210.

"G. Goedfes, Bscmil das Inscriptions du Siam, I, Nos. VI and XII.

••See JA (1908), pp. 319-27.
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ASSAMESE

THE LANGUAGE

THE State of Assam within the Union of India was known in ancient times

as Eragjyoti?a and Kamarupa.1 The present name 'Assam* derives from the

name of a Sino-Tibetan tribe, the Ahoms, who came from North Burma and

conquered eastern Assam in a.d. 1228.

The Ahoms were referred to in the seventeenth and eighteenth century

writings as Asam, Asam, Acam, or Ac&m; and their kingdom was generally

known as Asam-, Asam-, Acam-, or Ac&m-rijya, even though in the royal

epigraphs the country is called «Saum5ra or Saum&ra-K&mardpa. In the nine-

teenth century, English writers called the land Asam or Assam and its people

Asamese or Assamese. The term asamiyd universally used today to mean the

people and their language seems to have come into vogue in the nineteenth

century. Some scholars take the view that the word assam is derived from a-sama,

that is, ‘unequalled’ or ‘without parallel’, to signify that the people of this

region are unique or peerless in their many qualities.

Bengali, Oriya, and Assamese form the easternmost group of the New Indo-

Aryan languages, and they have a common source in Magadhi Apabhraihia,

the principal dialect which developed for the Old Eastern Prakrit. This dialect

spread in three directions: to the north-east, developing into Assamese; to the

south, into Oriya; and in the area between the two, into Bengali.

Bengali and Assamese have much in common, being written in the same

script (except for two letters ? and corresponding to the English ‘w’ and ‘r’).

The grammar of the two languages is also very similar. It is the pronunciation

that makes them seem different. For instance, Assamese turns the sibilant

(4, s, s) into the guttural unvoiced spirant like the German ‘ch’ or the Persian

or Arabic ‘kh’.

The Assamese vocabulary is mainly derived from Sanskrit. In spoken dialect,

however, the original Sanskrit words are mostly replaced by tadbhava (words

derived from Sanskrit) or ardha-tatsama (half-Sanskrit) words. There are a

number of Assamese words which have their parallel formations or equivalents

in Hindustani, Marathi, and Gujarati. There are others borrowed from Arabic

and Persian and also from Portuguese, English, and other European languages.

The principal non-Aryan sources are: (i) Austro-Asiatic (Khasi, of the Mon-

Khmer family); (ii) Tibeto-Burman (Bodo); and (iii) Thai (Ahom). Assamese

* The KUikd Purina (tenth century A.D.) end the Toginl Tanira (sixteenth century a.d.) give a

graphic account of the geographical limit! of Frlgjyotiga or Klmartpa. The earliest reference to

Frigjyotifa is to be found in the MahSbh&rata (c. second to fourth century a.d.), and to K&marQpa in

the works ofKUidlsa (c. fourth-fifth centuries A.D.) and the Allahabad inscription of Samudragupta

(c. a.d. 335-80).
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is a language of the plains, being confined more or less to the valley of the

Brahmaputra.

The earliest reference to the Assamese language is found in the account of

the Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsang who visited die region on invitation from

Bhaskaravarman, king ofK&marupa, during the first halfof the seventh century

A.D. Speaking of the kingdom of Kamarupa, Hiuen Tsang referred to its

language as sliglidy differing from that of Mid-India.1 This indicates that by

the middle of the seventh century the Indo-Aryan language had filtered into

Assam and that it differed to some extent from the M&gadhi dialects then cur-

rent in Central India.

The history of the Assamese literature may be divided into three periods as

follows:

(i) Early Assamese, from the fourteenth to the end of the sixteenth century.

This again can be divided into two sub-periods, the pre-Vaisnava

literature and the Vaisnava renascence.

(ii) Middle Assamese, from the seventeenth to the end of the eighteenth

century.

(iii) Modern Assamese, from the beginning of the nineteenth century to

present times.

EARLY ASSAMESE LITERATURE

The beginnings of Assamese literature may be traced to the mystic lyrics

known as the caryas centring round the esoteric doctrines and erotic prac-

tices of the later Sahajayina form of MahSyana Buddhism. Written by twenty-

three siddha-purusas (eighth to twelfth century A.D.), they belong to eastern

India as a whole, and have been claimed as their own by Assam, Bengal, Orissa,

and MithilS. It is likely that some of these caryas or caryd writers had something

to do with Kamarupa, a great centre of crypto-Buddhism.

PRE-VAI§NAVA LITERATURE

The emergence of Assamese as a distinct language is marked by the out-

burst of a rich poetical literature based on the two great Indian epics and the

Purapas. The first two great poets in Assamese, Hema Sarasvati and Harivara

Vipra, belong to the reign of King Durlabhanaraya^a (c. a.d. 1300). Prah-

lada-caritra of Hema Sarasvati is considered to be the first literary production

in Assamese. Here the poet has rendered in a century of verses the story of

Prahlada and Hiranyakafipu from the Vdmana Purina. He is also the author of

a more voluminous work, Hara-Gauri-samoada, based on several Pur&pas. Hari-

vara Vipra’s chiefworks are Lava-KuSar Tuddha and VabruoShanar Tuddha. Though
derived from the Jaiminlya Mahdbharata, each of them testifies also to the imagi-

• (X Thomas Watters, On Tuan Ckwang's Trawls in India, Vol. II, p. 186.
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native genius of its poet. Kaviratna Sarasvatl, another poet of the period,

turned a small section of the Droyaparvan of the MahabhSrata into Assamese verse

with adaptation. The work is entitled Jayadratha-vadha. M&dhava Kandali

(c. fourteenth century a.d.) is the most distinguished poet of this period. His

works include a translation of the Ramayana into lively and idiomatic Assamese

verse. This period is marked by a wonderful zeal for story-telling and a develop-

ed form of tripadi and payira versification.

VARAVA RENASCENCE

By the end of the fifteenth century there had started a great and vigorous

renascence in Assam in the form of the neo-Vai^nava movement of Safikara

Deva(? 1449-1568). Three poets, Mankara, Durgavara Kayastha, and Ktfim-

bara Kavi, who do not seem to have belonged to this movement, wrote mostly in

the early part of the sixteenth century. Mankara attempted in his Bekula-Lakhin-

dara to create a novel Purina for the new-born cult of the serpent-goddess,

Manasa, in a sequence of lyrics in the Assamese language. Durgavara in his

Giti-Ramayana adapted the Rimayana, particularly its pathetic sections, into a

small series ofvery lively lyrics in ragas interspersed with ordinary verses. PltHm-

bara wrote in the similar technique his UsS-parinaya, Bhagavata (Books I and X),

and Canii-akhyana. The works of these three poets differ from the contemporary

Vai$nava writers in their form which is called Pacali or Paficall, a type very

common in Bengal, as well as in their content which appeals more to the senses

than to the intellect.

Sankara Deva’s school of Vaisrjavism has a monotheistic doctrine as its

centra] religious tenet. It believes in the repetition mentally or through speech

and song of the various names of Visnu-Krsna and the accounts of His divine

sports (lild) as the principal way of getting to the Lord. It is, therefore, called

ekaiaraya n&madharma (the religion of complete surrender to the One). It

enjoins the worship of this one deity, and interdicts its followers from the worship

ofany other god or goddess. The Radha-Krsna cult is not included in this system

ofVaisnavism. This neo-Vai$nava movement brought in its trail a great literary

upheaval in Assam. The royal patronage that came from the Koch king Nara-

narayana (1533-84) was a most significant factor so far as this literary upsurge

was concerned. Sankara Deva and his .favourite disciple and chief aposde

Madhava Deva (1489-1596) composed a good number of songs, dramas, verse-

narratives, and other types of literature. This period of Assamese literature

might be called the age of one scripture, the Bhagavata Purdna, and one god,

Vi?nu-Kr§na. Sankara Deva himself is said to have rendered eight out of the

twelve books of this Purdna into Assamese, besides guiding and inspiring other

scholars to take up the rest of the work. His masterpiece, Kirtana-ghosa, gives

the very quintessence of this great scripture. His Bhakti-pradipa is a theological
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work giving an analysis of the nature of bhakti (devotion). His Rukmini-harcapa,

Hartfcandra-upakhyana, and Bdl-chalana are narrative poems full ofpoetic flavour

and charm. SaAkara Deva’s language is endowed with the boldness ofa creative

genius. He coined the novel idiom of Brajabuli,* based on Maithili, Western

Hindi, and Assamese, for a number of his bar-gitas* (noble songs) and his anki-

yd-nats (one-act plays) : Patrfi-prasdda, Kdliya-damana, Keli-gopdla, Rukmini-harana

,

Parijdta-harana, and Rdma-vjjqya. These dramas, having some characteristics

of the Sanskrit play (like the sUtradhara, prarocand, ndndi
,
etc.), differ from the

classical art in other aspects and in general construction.

Madhava Deva’s bar-gitas and ankiyd-ndts
(
Arjuna-bhanjana,

Cordhara, Pirn-

pard-gucuvd, Bhojana-vihara, etc.) evince an artistic skill even finer than that of

his master. Vdtsalya (affection towards offspring) predominates over other

sentiments in these writings as ddsya (devotion of a servant to his master) does

in the case of Sankara Deva’s. He ever revels in the depiction of the childhood

frolics of Kr$na, and is struck with a mystic awe that this Child God played all

sorts of pranks with his foster mother Ya$oda and the gopis of Vrndavana and

even obeyed their commands. He translated Visnu Puri’s Bhakti-ratnavali into

Assamese verse at the behest of his master. His other popular works are: Raja-

sUya Yajda, Adikanda Rdmayana
, etc. But Nama-ghosd or Hdjari-ghosd, a book of a

thousand couplets, is his most outstanding work showing him at his best as an

ardent devotee and yet a Vedantic thinker.

Ananta Kandali and Rama Sarasvati are two other great poets of Sankara

Deva’s time. Ananta Kandali’s most popular work is Kumara-harana narrat-

ing the romantic story of U$a and Aniruddha. He translated several books of

the Bkagavata and made an abridged version of the Rdmayana, where, however,

1 Brajabuli is an archaic speech said to have been used by Krgna and the gopis ofVraja (Vpidivana)

.

This literary medium was popular among the medieval Vai?uavite poets of Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa.

Tt is difficult to guess why Saftkara Deva made a departure from the popular language of his poems
and chose Brajabuli for his devotional lyrics and plays. The reason may be that Brajabuli as a language

had less use ofcompound consonants, a preponderance of vowels, an alliterative fineness of texture, and

a subtlety ofimplication, and these phonetic and other traits may be said to have made it a more flexible

medium for lyric compositions. In addition to this flexibility, some element ofsacredness was associated

with this artificial language, as it was traditionally considered to be the hallowed language of Vraja.

This archaic language with a deep tone and feeling was employed to "meet requirements which do not

arise in ordinary speech”, and it immensely succeeded in interpreting the Vaifpavite renaissance.

Safikara Deva was our first great poet to use this artificial language, and superb was the use he made
of it in his bar-gitas and afikiya-n&ps. The Buddhist carydpadas may be said to have served for structural

models of these bar-gitas Vide Birinchi Kumar Barua, History ofAssamese Literature, p. 30.

4 These bar-gtta lyrics were something new in the field of poetry which &afikara Deva introduced

into Assamese. They are essentially devotional poems, sometimes ecstatic in an abandon offaith, some-

times contemplative and reflective, at times exhortatory and seeking to create a distaste for the world

with a love of God. These are still very popular, being frequently sung. The deha-viedrar gitas or ‘songs

ofthe transitoriness of the body’ form another series ofpoems composed by Sankara Deva, correspond-

ing to the deha-tattver glia poems of Bengali, which, although not lofty in sentiment or poetry, seek to

create among the masses the feeling of other-worldliness and devotion to God.—Editor.
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he plagiarized the work of Midhava Kandali to a great extent. He has several

other poetical works to his credit, namely, MahIrSvaria-vadha, Hari-Hara-yuddha,

Vftrdsura-vadha, Bharata-Sdvitrl, and Jiva-stuti. Rima Sarasvatl is a prolific writer

on the Mahabhdrata topics taken mainly from the Vanaparvan. He writes with

vigour but goes to exaggerated lengths in his few vadha-kdvyas with fabricated

stories of the killing of demons by the Papqlavas. He had good followers like

Sigarakhari, author of Khafdsura-vadha. Rama Sarasvatl made an Assa-

mese version of the Gitagovinda ofJayadeva. He is responsible for one book of

genial humour, Bhima-carita, with the story of Lord Siva as a farmer and
Bhlma as the farmer’s servant. A similarly amusing poem is Kdn-khovd which

invokes the figure of a nursery bogey in order to enlarge on the subject of the

former incarnations of Krsna. Written by Sridhara Kandali, author of

Ghunucd-yatrd, it retains its popularity in Assam even today. Other talents,

besides Sankara Deva and Ananta Kandali, who concentrated upon the

Bhagavata Purana, are: Aniruddha Kayastha (sections of Books IV and V),

Gopalacarana Dvija (Book III), Keiavacarana (Books VII and IX), Ratn&-

kara Miira (sections of Book V), and others. The Bhagavad-Gitd was first ren-

dered into Assamese verse by Govinda Miira. The rendering is lucid, chiselled,

and forceful. The' Harivanda found very good adapters in Gop&lacarapa Dvija

(sixteenth century) and Bhavananda Miira (sixteenth century), the latter

deviating considerably from the original. Kaihsari K&yastha’s well-known

translation of the Mahabhdrata is faithful to a large extent to the original. Kal&-

pacandra, Rama Sarasvati’s son, wrote a verse-romance called Radhd-carita
,

besides translating a portion of the fourth book of the Bhagavata. Radhd-carita

is a unique work in the Assamese Vaisnava literature so far as its depiction of

the love of Radha and Krsna is concernd. The period witnessed also die pro-

duction of a few valuable non-religious works in verse like Vakula Kayastha’s

Kitavat-manjari (c. 1434), a work on arithmetic, book-keeping, and land survey.

MIDDLE ASSAMESE LITERATURE

The bulk of the literary productions of the Middle Assamese period is mostly

in the nature of translations, adaptations, or compilations and in the main it

is religious. Writers like GopJnStha Pafhaka (early seventeenth century),

Damodara Dasa, Lak?mlnatha Dvija, and Pfthurama Dvija translated

portions of the Mahabhdrata into Assamese verse, while Hfdayananda Kayastha

and other minor poets dealt with portions of the Ramayana. The Puriupas

attracted numerous versifiers. Among works of translation and adaptation from

the Puranas may be mentioned: Visnu Purdna by Bhagavata Miira* (seventeenth

century), Bfhanndradiya Purdna by Bhuvaneivara VScaspati Miira (early eight-

eenth century), Dharma Purdna by Kavicandra Dvija (eighteenth century),

* Bhagavata Miira has also rendered the Sdttvata Tantra into Assamese verse.
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Brahmaomoarta Purina by Balar&ma Dvija (eighteenth century) and DurgeSvara

Dvija (eighteenth century), Mtirkandeya Purina (Canfi-ikhyina) by Rahgan&fha
CakravartI (seventeenth century) and Rucin&tha Kandali (eighteenth cen-

tury), and Harivarirfa by Vidy&candra Bhaft&carya (eighteenth century). NityS-

nanda Kayastha (seventeenth century) and others worked on the Bhigavata

Purina.

There are several verse»romances in the Middle Assamese literature, for

instance, Rama Dvija’s Mfgdvati-carita, Dina Dvijavara’s Midhava-Sulocani-

upikhytina, and the anonymous Madhumilatl. The influence of North Indian

poets like Kutuban and Manjhan is to be marked in the growth of this class of

literature. The wandering minstrel Kaviraja Suryavipra’s (c. 1616) Siyil-gosdiH

is a unique piece of metrical work. Ram&nanda Dvija’s Mahimoha-kivya is a

poem based on Kpspa MiSra’s famous play, Prabodha-candrodaya. The Hitopa-

deia and the Dvdtrimiat-puttaliki were retold in Assamese by Rama Miira who,

curiously enough, gives interesting topical accounts of different temples and

holy spots of Vpadavana in his Vfndavana-carita.

Bar-gUa lyrics of Sankara Deva and Madhava Deva were imitated by the

numerous mahantas (pontiffs) of sattras (Vai$pavite monasteries). Some of these

writers like Gopila Deva, Aniruddha, Srirama, Yadumani, and Ramananda
attained some distinction in the line. These ekaiaraija Kr?naite lyrics were sup-

plemented in the early eighteenth century by £&kta and Radha-Krsnaite songs,

written by the Ahom kings, Rudra Simha (1696-1714) and Siva Simha

(1714-44), and other poets of their reign. Notable among them is Ramanara-

yana Kaviraja CakravartI who translated the Gitagovinda, the Kr$na-janma-

khanda of the Brahmavaivarta Purina, and the episode of Sankhacuda and TulasI

from the Prakfti-khanda of the same Parana, and wrote Sakuntald-kavya which

includes the small verse-romance of Candraketu and Kamakala. The Yoginl

Tantra was partially translated by a royal officer, Ramacandra Barpatra. Ananta

Acarya, taking inspiration from Sankara’s famous Sakta hymn to the Mother

Goddess, wrote in Assamese verse Ananda-lahari. It may be mentioned in this

connexion that Ananta Acarya was assigned by King Siva Simha to render

the Ananda-lahari into Assamese.* Besides Rucinitha Kandali’s translation, there

is another Assamese version of the Caij.4i-dkh.ytim by Madhusudana Mifira. The
cult ofManas! was celebrated in Nariyapa Deva’s Padmd Purina. Many pontiffs

of the Vaispava sattras composed dramas in the style of Sankara Deva and

MSdhava Deva. Some of these have real merit and are staged in the country*

side even today.

4 The Ahom court encouraged the production ofliterature on sexology and erotics and consequently

several Sanskrit texts dealing with kdma-i&stra (the science of erotics) were translated into Assamese.

Kaviiekhara Bhatt&c&rya compiled a treatise on erotics in verse for the enlightenment and entertain-

ment of Prince C&ru Simha, son of King RAjeivara Siihha (1751-69).
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The vogue of writing carita-puthxs (biographies) in verse was started by
Daity&ri Thftkur,7 Bhfl?ana Dvija, VaikunthanStha Dvija, and Rim&nanda
Dvija (seventeenth century). All of them gave accounts ofthe lives of Vaisnava
masters like Sahkara Deva and Madhava Deva, and the vogue was kept up
by later writers. Rama R£ya (seventeenth century) and Nflakaptha Disa
(eighteenth century) wrote biographies of Damodara Deva (1488-1598), a

follower of Sahkara Deva, who later broke away from his camp. These canto-

puthis are important also as documents of the contemporary religious and
social life of Assam. Varhidvalh constitute another type of historical writing.

They usually record the history of noble families and are significant reflections

of the social and political conditions of the land. Siiryakhari Daivajfia’s

metrical chronicle, DaraAg Raja-vaihiSvali,® composed during the latter part

of the eighteenth century, gives accounts of the kings of Cooch Behar and
Darang. Two later writers, Vishweshwar Vaidyadhip (Belimdrar Burafiji,

probably composed between 1838 and 1846) and Dutiram Hazarika (Kali

Bhdrata, 1862), rendered into verse the annals of the fall of the Ahom
kingdom.®

EARLY PROSE

The first specimens of Assamese prose, which has built a firm tradition for

itself, are to be found in the Brajabuli idiom of the dramas ofSankara Deva and
Madhava Deva. Vaikunthanatha Bh&gavata BhatfScarya (c. 1558-1638),

popularly known as Bhatta Deva, utilized the artificial diction and syntax of

the old poets in his mature prose translations of the BhSgavata Purdna

(Bhagavata-kathd) and the Bhagavad-Gltd (Glld-kathd).
10 About the same time

Gopalacarana Dvija, a poet of some note, rendered Saftkara Deva’s Sanskrit

treatise on bhakti, Bhakti-ratnakara, into very elegant Assamese prose. Another

noteworthy prose work of this period is the Padma Purdna : Kriyd-yoga-sdra

(1618, author unknown). Other old religious books in prose of following

centuries include Sdttvata Tantra of Kfsnananda, Kathd-ghofd (1715) of

ParaiurSma, and Kcthd Rdmdyana
(
c. 1758) of RaghunStha Mahanta.11

But we come nearer the prose of everyday life in the biographies of the

v Daity&ri Th&kur has another work to his credit called Nrsvbhaydtrd.

• Hemchandra Goswami edited and published this work.

* Another milestone in the development of the Middle Assamese literature of antiquarian interest

was reached by several historical ballads. A most important of the kind is Barphuhanat Gita. It narrates

tlte events centring round Badancandra Barphukan, an Ahom viceroy at Gauhati. It closely follows

actual events and is 'remarkable for its dramatic interest, descriptive quality, vivid characterisation and

racy humour’ {Vidt £. A. Gait, A History qf Assam, p. 264). Bakhararbarar Gita and Padum KuvSrir Gita

are two other very popular historical ballads composed during the period under review.

10 He has to his credit two manuals on bhaki cult. They are, Saraoa~sMgraha and Prasahga-mSld

dealing with the procedure of Vaifpavite dikfS and various forms of devotional services.

11 He has to his credit two more long metrical compositions, SantruQjqya and Adbhuta Rdm&ya&a.
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Vaijijava saints, known as kathi-guru-caritas, and the chronicles of the Ahom
kings called buraAjlr.“ Both these types of prose literature seem to have an

unbroken history at least from about the last two decades of the seventeenth

century. Purani Asam-buroAji,1* Asom-burafijl and Katha-gwru-cwritcP provide

very early and notable examples of the carita and buraAjl prose, both in

literary excellence and able treatment ofthe subject-matter. This type ofwritings

continued till the beginning of the nineteenth century when Maniram Dewan
Barua (the 1857 martyr), Kasinath Phukan, and Harakanta Barua compiled

their histories of Assam. Buranjis represent a remarkable chapter in Assamese

literature. They also supply interesting information about the political, social,

and cultural history of Assam from the thirteenth to the early nineteenth

century. The language in which they have been composed is direct and

lucid.

The services of the new prose were utilized for works on some useful arts

also. Mention might be made in this connexion of Sukumara Barkath’s Hasti-

vidyarnava“ (1734), a beautifully illustrated treatise on elephantology based on a

Sanskrit text
(
Gajendra-cintamani by Sambhunatha) ; the anonymous Ghoda-

nidana17 on medicine for horses; Kaviraja Cakravarti’s Bkasvati on astronomy

(based on the Sanskrit text Surya-siddhanta)
;
and KaSinatha’s Ankar Aryd on

arithmetic. Another notable prose work of this period is a gloss on Subhankara

Kavi’s Hasta-muktSvall, a work on dance technique. It is an elegant rendering

of the original Sanskrit text into suitable Assamese prose.18

11 The buraf\jis were at first written in original Ahom, the language of the rulers. Later the Ahoms
gradually became Assamese-speakers, and the buranjis came to be composed into Assamese from the

middle of the seventeenth century.

** Ed. Hemchandra Goswami (1922).

u Ed. Suryakumar Bhuyan (1945). The buranjis are numerous but only a few others have come

to light so far : Deodhani Asam-burafljf (1932), TutigakhuAgfyd-buraftji (1932), Kdch&ri-burafiji (1936),

Pddtuah-buraflji, etc.

u Ed. Upendrachandra Lekharu (1952).

lf The Publication Board, Assam, has recently (1976) brought out Sukum&ra Barkath’s now
fragmentary Hasti-vidyar^ava with photographic reproduction of the text and paintings of the

extant folios in a costly volume.

« The Government ofAssam has published a printed edition of this valuable treatise in 1932 under

the editorship of T&rinicharan Bhattacharyya.

l* Quite a mass of literature (in both prose and verse) known as the mantra-puthis, of unknown
authorship, is found in Middle Assamese. The earliest of the mantras or magic incantations show eviden-

ces ofBuddhistic impact and therefore must go back to the period before a.o. 1500. The mantra-puthis

contain magical formulae to cure snakebite, to scare away devils and evil spirits* to cure various kinds

of diseases, to succeed in love-making and other erotic affairs, to protect the fields from the evil eye, to

ensure good harvest, and so on. An idea of the range and variety of the mantra literature can be had

from the following few titles: Sdpar-dhara${-mantra, Karati-mantra, Sarvadhak-mantra, Mohinf-mantra,
Kama-

ratna-mantra, Bhutar-mantra, Khetra-mantra, etc. Strictly speaking, these mantra-puthis have no literary

merit but they are significant in another respect. ‘These mantras
,*
as E.A. Gait writes in his A History

ofAssam (p. 282), ‘are interesting and important as documents of social history, folk-beliefs and super*

stitions.’—Editor.
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MODERN ASSAMESE LITERATURE

For a quarter ofa century after the annexation ofAssam to British territory

by the Treaty ofYandabo (1826) between the British and die Burmese, the land

was a veritable valley of the shadow of death. Assamese was replaced by Bengali

in schools and courts in 1836. But the feeling of pride in one’s own language

could not be extinguished and it began to assert itself by the middle of the

century. The American Baptist missionaries who came to Assam gave fresh

vigour to this awakening by publishing books in, and on, Assamese, like Kasi-

nath Phukan’s (P1810-80) History of Assam (1844), Rev. Nathan Brown’s

Grammatical Notices of the Assamese Language (1848), and Rev. Miles Bronson’s

Assamese-English Dictionary (1867). Already in 1813, the English missionaries at

Serampore in Bengal had brought out the Bible in Assamese, which was the

first Assamese book in print W. Robinson, an English missionary, brought out

in 1839 A Grammar of the Assamese Language. It was a book ofAssamese grammar
in English and the first of its kind. The Baptists from the United States of

America established the first printing press in Assam in 1836 and started the

monthly, Arunodaya, in 1846. This journal was the first of its kind in Assamese

and was mainly responsible for introducing a modem tone and outlook into

the language. It was principally through the efforts of Anandaram Dhekiyal

Phukan (1829-96) and the American missionaries that Assamese was restored

to its former official prestige in 1872. A literary revival now started.

The first great figure in modern Assamese literature is Hemchandra Barua

(1835-96) who set the standards for modern Assamese language through his

grammar, Asamiyd Vyakarana (1895), and his Anglo-Assamese dictionary, Hema-

kofa (1900). He tried to remove social evils through the satirical essay, BShire

RangcaAg Bhitare Kovabhaturi (1861), which could also be called a novelette,

and the playlet, Kaniya-kirtana (1861). Gunabhiram Barua (1837-95) is the first

historian and biographer in modern Assamese literature. His historical piece,

Asam-buranji (1884) and his biography of Dhekiyal Phukan published in 1880

are both remarkable books. His Rama-navami (1857) might be called the first

modern tragic drama, in the Assamese language.

POETRY

In the field of poetry Ramakanta Ghaudhuri (1846-89) and Bholanath Das

(1858-1929) were the first to adopt blank verse for their kdoyas
,
Abhimanyu-vadha

(1875) and SltS-haratfa (1888) respectively. But the most significant phenomenon

in the history ofmodem Assamese literature is the appearance of Lakshminath

Bezbarua (1868-1938) on the literary scene. He is by far the most outstanding

figure in modem Assamese literature. He together with his friends, Chandra-

kumar Agarwala (1867-1938) and Hemchandra Goswami (1872-1928), started

a new monthly, the Jonikl, in 1889, which played a vital role in providing
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some novel features to Assamese poetry. The delicate flavour ofearly nineteenth

century English romanticism was infused into Assamese poetry by these three

stalwaits. Poetry became more subjective and secular, and achieved a very

wide range. The collection of Bezbarua’s poems is entitled Kadamkali (1913).

The most endearing quality in his other writings— drama, farce, essay, short

story, and novel— is the depiction of essentially Assamese character. Bezbarua

brought Hemchandra Bahia's style to perfection and made it a suitable vehicle

for the various forms of modem Assamese literature. Hemchandra also gready

influenced him in his social, political, and literary satire. Chandrakumar

Agarwala struck a highly idealistic note in his poems, now included in PratimS

(1914) and Viqa-vardgi (1923). Hemchandra Goswami is the first Assamese

writer of sonnets, although in later years he devoted himself to a fruitful schol-

arly study of the country’s antiquity. His collected poems were brought out in

the form of a book entitled Phular Caki (1907). Kamalakanta Bhattacharya

(1853-1936) brought into his rough-hewn verses and virile prose a keenly patrio-

tic and intellectual quality. Cintanala (1890) and Cintdtararlginl (1933) are two

important collections of his poems. Padmanath Gohain Barua (1871-1946), who
successfully explored the possibilities of writing history in the forms of drama
and fiction, was an effective poet too. His Phular Caneki is a collection of nature

lyrics. Juraqi (1900) is another collection of his lyrics. He attempted an epic

narrative in blank verse in Lila (1901). This was written on the death ofhis wife,

but not in the style of an elegy. He had his own distinctive prose style also.

Hiteswar Barbarua (1876-1939) is a narrative poet of great note. Kdmatdpura

Dhvathsa (1912) is one ofhis beautiful kdvj/as. He has to his credit two collections

ofsonnets, Mdlac (1918) and Cakulo (1922). The lyricist Durgeswar Sarma (1885-

1961) excels in his homely poetic diction. His poems have been published in

two collections, AHjali (1910) and Mvedana (1920).

The new writers of the twentieth century mainly tried to be faithful to the

ideals ofthe Jonaki. Bezbarua’s monthly, the Bahl (1909-45), was also one ofthe

main instruments in introducing and shaping new literary talents. Raghunath
Chaudhari (1879-1968) sang of the religion of nature in his bird poems (.Sddarl,

1910; Ketekl, 1918; Dahikatard, 1931) which are of rare artistic perfection.

Ambikagiri Ray Chaudhuri’s (1885-1967) poems are characterized in their

various phases by a mystic note of love, a strong sense of the vigour of life, and

an intense patriotism. His Tumi (1915) is a symbolic kdvya full of music and

melody. A brooding melancholy and a romantic morbidity pervade the fine

lyrics and prose-poems (kathd-kavita ) of Jatindranath Dowerah (1892-1964)

whose sensitive mind has imbibed the poetic beauties of different ages and

climes only to recreate them in a new light. His Omar-tirtha (1926) is an inter-

pretation of Omar Khayyam and his Milanar Sura (1960) that of Hafiz. The
lyrics of Suryakumar Bhuyan [Nirmdli, 1918), Ratnakanta Barkakati (Sevali,
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1932), Lakshminath Phukan (Sonilt Sapan, 1961), Sailadhar Rajkhowa

(,Nijara), Nalinibala Devi (Sandhiyir Sura, 1926), and Dharmeswari Devi (Phular

Sarii, 1929) have distinctive characteristics of form and content. The twenties

and thirties witnessed a group of poets in Dimbeswar Neog (
Indradham, 1930),

Binandachandra Barua
(
SaAkhadhvani, 1925), Atulchandra Hazarika (

Pinca-

janya, 1931), and Daibachandra Talukdar (Prma-pata). Devakanta Barua (b.

1914), possibly the best poet of the thirties and mid-forties, infused a new ques-

tioning vigour and thought-content into love poetry (Sigara Dekhicha, 1945),

while Ganeshchandra Gogoi (1907-38) evinces a keen sensitiveness and melan-

choly in his love lyrics (Svapna-bhaAga, 1934). Mention may be made of a

few other poets of distinction belonging to the first half of this century:

Chandradhar Barua
(
Ranjana), Padmadhar Chaliha (

Gita-laharl', 1921),

Nilamani Phukan (MSnasi, 1943), Dandinath Kalita (BakurSpi, 1926), Umes-

chandra Chaudhari
(
Manddkinl), Kamaleswar Chaliha (ChanditS, 1941),

Frasannalal Chaudhuri {Agnimantra, 1952), and Anandachandra Barua

{Papa#).

The Second World War radically disturbed life in Assam and virtually

atrophied all literary effort. Publications became rare and the periodicals,

which maintained some semblance of life, dwindled. There was furthermore a

startling break from past ideals and existing literary conventions when books

and periodicals began to reappear. Influences from far and near came to bear

conflictingly upon the thin lingering current of literature. Psycho-analysis had

already appeared in the novel and short story. But the change has particularly

been felt in poetry where experiments have been carried out boldly and often

successfully. A host of poets Uke Hem Barua, Amulya Barua, Navakanta Barua,

Hari Barkakati, Mahendra Bora, Nilamani Phukan (Junior), Dinesh Goswami,

Keshab Mahanta, Nirmalprabha Bardalai, Amalendu Guha, Homen Bargo-

hain, Biren Bhattacharya, Ram Gogoi, and Abdul Malik have sought inspiration

from many widely different sources—from Rabindranath Tagore and Jiva-

nananda Das at the one end to Sigmund Freud, Carl Gustave Jung, Alfred

Adler, T. S. Eliot, the Japanese and Arabic poets, and the French symbolist

poetry at the other.

DRAMA

The earliest dramas ofmodem Assamese are Rama-navami (1857) of Guna-

bhiram Barua (1837-95) and Kanlyi-Hrtana (1861) of Hemchandra Barua

(1835-96). These dramas introduced the tradition of socio-realislic type of

plays in the Assamese language. Padmanath Gohain Barua (1871-1946) was a

powerful dramatist writing on historical themes. His dramas, Jayamati (1900),

Gadidhara (1907), Sadhani (191 1), and Licit Barpkukan (1915) are based on Ahom
bistory. Of his three farces, G&obufi (1899), fefon Timtdi (1909), and BhUtaNe
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Bkrama (1924), the first is the best; it gives a realistic view ofan aspect ofBritish

administration in the last decade of the nineteenth century. It is a play with a

definite purpose and resembles Dinabandhu Mitra’s (1829-74) Bengali drama
Nila Darpana (1860) to some extent. Lakshminath Bezbarua’s plays on historical

themes, namely, Cakradhvaja Siihha, Jayamati Kuvari, and Belimar (all written be-

tween 1914 and 1916), and his farces, Zi<t&«(1890), Nomal (1913), PScani (1923),

and Cikarpati Nikarpati (1913) are some of the gems in the domain of modern

Assamese drama. Benudhar Rajkhowa (1872-1955), writer of Candra-sambhava-

kdvya, was also a leading dramatist. Some of his plays—social, romantic, and

mythological—are: Tim Ghaini, Seuti Kitano, (1894), Duryodhanar Urubhanga

(1903), and Dakfa-yajfia (1908). His most important work is, however, Asamiyd

Khanka Vdkya-kofa, a dictionary of Assamese phrases and idioms. Among the

early mythological plays, Durgaprasad Majumdar Barua’s Guru-dakfind (1903)

and Vftaketu deserve mention. His Mahan (1893), a socio-realistic drama, has

exposed the vices of the administration of the tea-gardens leased by the Euro-

pean managers.

Atulchandra Hazarika (b. 1906) is a very prolific and celebrated writer in

the field. Chiefamong his historical and mythological plays are : Chatrapati Sivaji

(1927), Narakdsura (1930), Beula (1933), Kanauj Kuvari (1933), Kuruksetra (1936),

Ramacandra (1937), Rukmini-harana (1949), and Virangana (1952). Jyotiprasad

Agarwala (1903-51) in his mythological Sonita Kuvari (1924) and historico-social

Karengar Ligiri (1934) attained to a high degree of technical and artistic per-

fection. Chandradhar Barua’s (1874-1961) Meghanada-vadha (1905), Tilottamd-

sambhava (1924), and Bhdgya-parikfa ;
Durgeswar Sarma’s Partha-parajaya (1909),

and Bali-vadha (1912); Kamalananda Bhattacharya’s Avasana and Naga Kuvar

(1935); Daibachandra Talukdar’s Asam-pratibhd (1924), Vamuni Kuvar

(1929), and Bhaskaravama (1952); Sailadhar Rajkhowa’s Vidyapati (1918) and

Pratapasimha (1926); and Dandinath Kalita’s Agni-parikfd (1937) also deserve

special mention. Mitradev Mahanta’s Viyd-viparyaya (1924) and Kukurikaifdr

Athmangald (1927), Indreswar Barthakur’s Srivatsa-Cinta (1927), Nakulchandra

Bhuyan’s Badan Barphukan (1927) and Candrakdnta Siihha (1931), Prasannalal

Chaudhuri’s Nilambara, and a number of other dramas provided good food to

the amateur theatres of Assam.

Assam does not yet have a professional theatre. Though there is an unpre-

cedented zeal for writing plays among younger writers, the drama is still lagging

behind. The mythological dramas of the past are steadily being forgotten.

Historical plays also seem to be going out of fashion, as the old chauvinism that

ran high during the Indian nationalist movement is now on the decline. Never-

theless, such personalities as Lachit Barphukan (who fought successfully against

the Moguls at Gauhati), Maniram Dewan (1857 martyr), Tikendrajit

(fighter against the British in Manipur), and Kushal Kowar (1942 martyr)
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Still attract playwrights.1' Social themes and the one-act form seem to

be the order of the day. Some of the social plays of the post-Independence

period are-. Sarbeswar Chakrabarti’s KaAkana (1956), Prabin Phukan’s Viha-

riips (1961), Satyaprasad Barua’s Jyoti-rekhd (1958), Nagen Sarma’s UlkSr Jui

(1961), Sarada Bardalai’s PahUi Tdrikh (1956), Anil Chaudhuri’s Prativdda

(1953), and Girish Ghaudhuri’s MinSbdjdr (1958). ‘ViQi' Barua’s EbelarMif

and Pravin Phukan’s TritaraAga (a collection of three plays) are successful

experiments in the field of one-act play in Assamese. Bhaben Saikia, Kiran

Sarma, Mahendra Bora, and others have distinguished themselves in the genre.

Assam, anyway, has yet to have an outstanding dramatist In recent years

attempts at drama of the Absurd have been made, and Arun Sarma has made
several experiments in that line.

NOVEL AND SHORT STORY

The Assamese novel shows a slow but steady growth. It was Padmanath
Gohain Barua to whom goes the credit of successfully exploring the fields of

historical fiction. His novels, Ldhari (1890) and BhSmmati (1893), have been

written in the background of the Ahom history. Rajanikanta Bardalai (1867-

1939) emulated Sir Walter Scott (1771-1832) and Bankim Chandra Ghatterjee

(1838-94) in his historical and romantic novels: Miri-jiyari (1895), Manomati

(1900), Rahdai Ligiri (1900), Danduod Droha (1909), RaAgili (1925), Nirmala

Bhakat (1926), and Tdmrehari Mandira (1936). Lakshminath Bezbarua’s histo-

rical novel Padum Kuvari (1905) also deserves mention. Dandinath Kalita

(1890-1950) and Daibachandra Talukdar (1900-1970) are two celebrated

novelists after Padmanath Gohain Barua, Rajanikanta Bardalai, and Lakshmi-

nath Bezbarua with whom, it may be said, the novel in the modem sense began.

Kalita has a number of novels to his credit: Sddhand (1938), Aoifkara (1950),

Paticaya (1950), and Gam-viplava (1951). Of Talukdar’s novels, the following

are important: Agneyagiri (1924), Vidrohi (1939), and AdarSapitha. Among other

notable novels, the following may be mentioned: Jivanar Bdtat (1945) of ‘Villa’

Barua (Birinchikumar Barua), Cabudya (1954) of Radhikamohan Goswami,

Kapili-pariya Sddhu (1954) ofNavakantaBarua, Kecd PdtarKapani ofPrafulladatta

Goswami, Herova Svarga (1952) of Mohammed Piar, Jivanar Tint AdhySya of

Adyanath Sarma, Sotidr Ndngal of Chandrakanta Gogoi, Sangrdma of Dinanath

Sarma, Ddoar Aru Ndi (1955) of Jogesh Das, SUmjmukhir Svapna (1960) and

Rupatirthar Tatri (1963) of Abdul Malik, Eyeto Jioana (1962) of Hitesh Deka,

Korn Khedm (1963) of Padma Barkakati, Seuji Patar Kdhini (1958) of ‘R5sn&’

Barua (Birinchikumar Barua), Iydruingam (1960) of Birendrakumar Bhatta-

w Pravin Fhukan (L&cit Barphukan, 1948; Mapirdma Dtvan, 1948), AtulHazarika (Jikendrqit, 1959),

and Surendranath Saikia (JCufala Kovar, 1949). Some other dramas depicting historical situations

and personalities are: Jyotiprasad Agarwala’s Labhitd (1948), Chandrakanta Phukan’s Pyali Phukan

(1948), Phani Sanaa's BhogjarS (1957), Abdul Malik’s RSpdrohi (1958); etc.
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charya, Meghamalldra (1963) of Chandraprasad Saikia, AnSml N&gini (1963) of

Kailash Sarma, and Subala (1963) of Homen Bargohain. Premnarayan Datta

built for himselfa tradition in the field of the detective novel. Mention may

be made of his Dinfakait (1947) and R&mtaAgon (1950).

The present century has been most fruitful in the field of the short story.

It should be mentioned in this connexion that Lakshminath Bezbarua was

the first conscious artist to raise the short story to tire status ofa distinct literary

art in Assamese. Bezbarua’s short stories have been collected in three inde-

pendent volumes: Surabki (1909), Sadhu-kathar Kuki (1912),andJonabiri (1913).

He invented a new literary form ‘half-way’ between the short story and essay.

One of the most delightful specimens of this particular type is KfpSvar Barbamar

Kakatar Topola (1904). The character of Kripabar Barbarua is a prototype of

Sir Roger de Coverley and Dean Swift. Saratchandra Goswami (1886-1945)

was another leading figure in this field. His collections of short stories are

GalpaRjali (1914), Mayna (1920), Vajikara (1930), and Paridatiana (1956). The

thirties produced a host of very good story-writers. Mahichandra Bora and

Haliram Deka wrote stories in a vein of satire and humour. Abhaya, Keranir

Kapala, Ukilar Apod, Toga Aru Viyoga, Asare Khalu Sathsare, Jaya-parajaya,

Labha-lokcan, etc. are some of the stories of Mahichandra Bora, well known

for their oblique approach. Some of the stories of Haliram Deka are Photo-

grapher, Sahaja Sam&dhana, Pardjaya, and Re Bare Bhai. ‘Vina’ Barua (Pata
-

parivartana, 1948), Rama Das (Srestha Galpa), Trailokyanath Goswami (
Mari-

cika), Dinanath Sarma (
Duldl, 1952) are a few other notables in the field.

Lakshmidhar Sarma’s stories, collected in Vyarthatar Dana (1938), show depth of

insight combined with a rare facile expression. After the Second World War,

the short story has taken a new direction. Abdul Malik
(
Parabnani, 1946) is a

very popular post-War story-writer because of his sympathy for the have-nots

and an easy flow of language. A number of writers also have come to the fore-

front bringing with them a new outlook on life, new modes of expression, and a

subtle and sometimes complex style. Some of these story-writers are: Lakshmi-

nath Phukan (J'Sipiftar Jivana), Jogesh Das (
Maddrar VedanS, 1963), Homen

Bargohain (Prema Am Mjtyur Karaqe, 1958), Saurabh Chaliha (
AJanta Electron,

1962), Mahin Bora (Kathanivari GhSt, 1961), and Nirod Chaudhuri (Atige Atige

Sobha). Writers like Bhaben Saikia (
Prahati, 1963) and Lakshminandan Bora

(DrftitUpa, 1958) have made a definite mark with their depiction of the intensity

of life and their characteristic style. Among other writers, mention may be

made of Birendrakumar Bhattacharya, Rohinikumar Kakati, Chandraprasad

Saikia, Mamani Goswami, Anima Bharali, and Priti Barua.

OTHER DOMAINS OF ASSAMESE LITERATURE

In the field of critical literature Lakshminath Bezbarua’s Sankara Deva
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(1912), is a pioneering work. Though it was primarily a biographical treatise,

it gave also a literary assessment of the works of the great Vaip^ava saint.

Padmanath Gohain Barua, reputed stylist in prose, devoted himself to reli-

gious subjects in later life. His Sri Kfyna (1930), evidently influenced by
Bankim Chandra Chatteijee’s Bengali classic Kjyrya-caritra (1882), is a monu-
mental work in three volumes. It is in the main a biographical treatise, but here

Tor the first time in Assamese we find historical analysis and critical enquiry

applied to the study of the life of Lord KftQa, who is admired and exalted by
the author not so much as an aoatdra or incarnation of God but as

man’.10 Lambodar Bora's (1860-92) Kdliddsa Am Sakuntald*1 (essay), Satyanath

Bora’s (1860-1925) Sdhttya-oicdra,,“ Deben Bezbarua's Asamlyd BhSfd Am
Sdhityar Burailji (1912), and Nilamani Phukan’s (b. 1885) Sdfdtya-kald (1940)

are important works in the domain of literary criticism. But it was Banikanta

Kakati (1894-1952) who really focussed the light ofmodem literary evaluation

on old as well as modem Assamese literature in such works as his Purapl Asamlyd

Sdhitya (1940). A number of other writers have worked in the same field. Men-
tion may be made of Birinchikumar Barua

(
Kdvya Am Ab/auyaHjand, 1941;

Asamlyd Kathd-sdhitya, 1950), Upendrachandra Lekharu (Asamlyd Rdmdyaya

Sdhitya, 1948), Trailokyanath Goswami (Sdhitya-dlocand, 1950), Prafulladatta

Goswami (Asamlyd Jana-sdhitya, 1943), Maheswar Neog (Asamlyd Prmagdthd,

1958; Asamlyd Glti-sahitya, 1958; AsamlydSdhityar Rdparekhd, 1962), Satyendranath

Sarma (Asamlyd Sdhityar Itivytta, 1959; Asamlyd Afdtya-sdhitya, 1962), Upendra-

nath Goswami (Bhdfd Am Sdhitya, 1956) ; Atulchandra Barua (Sdhityar Rdpa-

rekhd, 1958), and Mahendra Bora (Asamlyd Kaoitdr Chanda, 1962). As a literary

historian, Dimbeswar Neog (b. 1900) occupies an important position. His

works include Asamlyd Sdhityar Burafljl (1957). He has also some purely historical

writings to his credit such as Vaifrpva Dharmar Kramavikdia (1943), Prdgaitihdsika

Asam (1949), etc. Suryakumar Bhuyan (1894-1964) is well known in the

field ofhistorical essays. His books are: Ahomar Dina (1918), BuraHjlr Vdnl (1951),

Mirjumlar Asam Akramana (1956), etc. Among scholars who showed their

craftsmanship in the field of historical literature, the following may be men-

tioned: Benudhar Sarma (Ddrvin, 1951), Nakulchandra Bhuyan (Bdra Bh&fiyd,

196 1 ) T
Lila Gogoi (Hdrovd Dinar Kathd, 1958), and Maheswar Neog (Purani

Asamlyd Samdja Am Samskfti, 1957). Of the philosophical writings, Radha
Phukan’s Veddnta Dariana (1951) and Janmdntara-rahasya (1957), and Sarat

Goswami’* (Junior) Socrates, Plato Am Aristotle (1952) are well known. Bhuban

Das’s Vivartanar Pathat Mdnava (1960) is an illuminating study of the phases of

human civilization. Tilak Hazarika’s A44& (1958) and Kata Kathd (1960),

M Vub Birinchi Kumar Barua, op. cit., p, 186.

M Hi* other prote work* include jH&nodtpa, Anandar&ma BantAr Jtoana-carita, etc.

w His other works are : Sdwtfd (1915), KtndmsnbhA (1929), Ak&ja*rah*&a, and Cintdkali (1935).
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Hemchandra Sarma’s Svagata (1963), and Bhadra Bora's Madhurena (1961) are

some of the notable examples of belles lettres ofthe recent period. The vogue of

biographical writings was actually started by Gunabhiram Barua (1837*95)

with his work Anandardma Dhekiyd Phukanar Jlvana-carita (1880). Padmanath
Gohain Barua, Lakshminath Bezbarua, and several others wrote their

autobiographies. Gradually the vogue became very popular and consequently

a large number ofbiographies came to be written in the language. Mention may
be made of Padmanath Gohain Barua’s Jivani-sangraha (1915), Suryakumar

Bhuyan’s Gopdlakrfna Gokhale (1916) and Anandardma Barua (1920), Dandinath

Kalita’s Candrandtha Surma (1924), Mahadev Sarma’s Buddhadeva (1914) and
Mohammed-carita (1928), Kamakhyacharan Bhattacharya’s Dhirelvardcdrya

(1928), and Haren Sarma’s Kamal Pasha (1931). But biographical writings do

not seem to have attracted recent writers. The documented biography, how-

ever, has won its niche through Maheswar Neog’s Sri Sri Sankara Deva (1948),

and a nationalist zeal has brought the past to life before us in Benudhar Sarma’s

Manirdma Devon (1950). Suryakumar Bhuyan’s Harihar Ata is the record of the

life ofan erratic saint; it is precise in matter and style. Some of the recent auto-

biographical works are Maulana Tayebulla’s Kardgdrar Cithi (1962) and
Padmadhar Chaliha’s Jivana-vindr Sura (1963). Birinchikumar Barua

(Switzer-

land Bhramaifa, 1948), Prafulladatta Goswami ( Vildtat Satmdh, 1958), Amalendu
Guha

(
SovietdeSat Abhumuki, 1958) and others have given us experiences of

their travels in Europe. Hem Barua brings the aroma of poetry and romance

into his well-written descriptions of visits to the U.S.A., the U.S.S.R., and

Israel.

The literary atmosphere ofAssam today is remarkably full of life and vigour

and confidence. In achievement, Assamese may not yet be on a par with some
of the other leading languages of India, but its output is great and can well be

compared with the literary production of the other major regional languages of

India.
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BENGALI

THE LANGUAGE s ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT

BENGALI is one of the major Indo-Aryan languages of India. It sprang from

a late Middle Indo-Aryan language once spoken in eastern India from
Banaras in the west to Gauhati in the east, and from Nepal in the north to

Orissa in the south. It is recognized under the Indian Constitution and is the

official language of West Bengal with a population of nearly forty-five million.

It is also the official language of the adjoining Republic of Bangladesh with a
population of nearly eighty million.

The beginnings of Bengali as a New Indo-Aryan language are traceable to

between a.d. 1000 and a.d. 1200. CarySpadas or ceaySgitis are the earliest known
specimens of this language. Although saturated with Sanskrit words and

Avahaftha (from Sanskrit apabhrajta, meaning a language fallen away from the

Sanskrit language) forms and idioms, the bulk of the caryd songs show full and
unmistakable characteristics of the Bengali language. During this period

(a.d. 1000-1200), Bengali had not yet cast off the traits shared in common
with the sister languages which also sprang from Avahaftha, such as Maithili,

Oriya, and Bhojpuri. That is why some scholars from these language areas also

claim the caryd songs as the earliest form of their respective languages.

STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT

Since its origin from the spoken Laukika or Apabhramia (Avahaftha), the

Bengali language has passed through successive stages ofdevelopment. The Old
Bengali stage roughly covered the period from a.d. 950 to a.d. 1350. Old
Bengali presented a simple structure. The Middle Bengali stage stretched from

a.d. 1350 to a.d. 1800. It presented two distinct strata, the early and the late.

The early Middle Bengali period covered the period from a.d. 1350 to a.d.

1500, and the late Middle Bengali period extended from a.d. 1500 to a.d. 1800.

There is no authentic specimen of early Middle Bengali to analyse. It can,

however, be safely presumed that the Bengali language during this period

cast off the lingering Avahaftha forms, developed the paySr metre and absorbed

a large number of Turkish, Persian, and Arabic words. During the Middle

Bengali period, there grew a distinct poetic language or jargon that was culti-

vated almost exclusively by the Varava lyric poets. This poetic language or

kunstspracht is called ‘Brajabuli’. The currency of Brajabuli did not die out with

Middle Bengali. With the strong tradition of Vai$pava poetry, it lingered

throughout the nineteenth century. The last notable specimens of poetry in

Brajabuli came from the pen of Rabindranath Tagore, under the pseudonym

‘Bh&nusiihha’. The Modern Bengali period (from c.a.d.18Q0) saw the emergence
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and establishment of the prose style and it is interesting to note that it was
European missionaries who were responsible for this. The Portuguese missiona-

ries in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries wrote some tracts in

Bengali prose for the propagation of Christianity in Bengal. Of these tracts,

only Brdhmana-Romdn Kydthalik Sathodda is available today. It was Manoel da
Assampcam, a Portuguese missionary, who wrote a Bengali grammar in Portu-

guese and a book of catechism in Bengali. The two books were printed in

Roman script in Lisbon (1743). Subsequently, the work started by the Portu-

guese was taken up by the British. It was necessary for the foreign administrators

to learn the local language, but there was no grammar and no prose text suitable

for them. Charles Wilkins first designed and prepared Bengali types (and also

types for Hindi and Persian) for the press. N. B. Halhed prepared a Bengali

grammar in English which was printed at Hooghly in 1778. This was the first

book printed in Bengali type. The translation of legal compendiums in Bengali

soon followed. Thus started the earlier phase of Bengali prose. The influence of

Persian on die documentary style, however, continued to dominate up to the

middle of the fourth decade of the nineteenth century when it ceased to be the

official language of revenue and internal administration.

SADHU-BHA§A AND CALITA-BHA§A

The literary style, always in prose and regularly in poetry, known as sddhu-

bhdfS (the elegant language) retained its supremacy up to the first decade of the

present century. This style was archaic in grammar and followed the rules of

Sanskrit compound formation and borrowed freely from Sanskrit. The First

World War, however, synchronized with the emergence of a new literary style

known as calita-bhdsa (the current language). This style was based on the spoken

language of the educated and the cultured people of Calcutta originally hailing

from areas of Gangetic West Bengal. It preferred to avoid Sanskritic com-

pounds and used common words although there was no bar to borrowing from

Sanskrit. Calita-bhSfd gradually became more than a serious rival ofsadhu-bhdfd,

and after the Second World War most writers had practically discarded the

traditional literary style cultivated through sddku-bhdfd. Rabindranath’s role in

popularizing calita-bhdfd was phenomenal.

OLD BENGALI LITERATURE : THE CARYAS

Old Bengali is properly, if not adequately, represented by the catyds, the

mystic and religious songs (about four dozen in number) discovered by Hara-

prasad Sastri in 1916 from an old manuscript preserved in the Nepal Darbar

Library. These songs, however, could not be considered as literary compositions

in the accepted sense, for it was the content and not the form in which the

composers as well as their limited audience were primarily interested. The
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songs always carried a double meaning, the literal meaning disguising the

inner sense, i.e. the mystic experiences etc. of the masters. This double entendre

was known as sandha vacana, the code language. The authors mostly belonged

to the Tantrie cult of esoteric Mahayana and some probably belonged to other

esoteric cults.

SONGS IN THE GITAGOVINDA

The existence of lyrical songs on legendary or traditional themes is pre-

sumed from the Gltagovinda of Jayadeva, a contemporary of Lak$mapasena,

last Hindu king of Bengal. It is this poem, or rather the twenty-four songs that

form its essence, that can claim to be the main fountain-head not only ofBengali

but also of other New Indo-Aryan lyric poetry. The songs of the Gltagovinda

were written in Sanskrit, but their diction as well as rhythm and rhyme be-

longed to Laukika (Avahattha) poetry. In everything except content, they were

closely similar to the carya songs. They served to establish the theme of the love

of Radha and Kf§na as one of the most popular subjects of Indo-Aryan verna-

cular lyric poetry for several centuries. It is not, therefore, an exaggeration to

say thatJayadeva’s songs exercised the greatest influence upon the development

of Vai§pava poetry in Bengal and Mithili.

LATER LYRIC POETRY

Both the carya and Gltagovinda types of songs remained productive till the

end of the Middle Bengali period. The cultivation of the caryi songs, however,

went underground as their composers belonged to religious groups that were

not generally accepted at the time. ButCaitanya’s movement brought them out

as esoteric (or Tantric) Vaisnavas, and then their songs became acceptable to

a section ofenlightened Vaisnavas. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

they split into a large number ofreligious groups that deviated from the ortho-

dox Vaipjava faith. These are the Bauls, the Kartabhajis, etc. Some of the

followers of these groups produced fine lyric songs in the late eighteenth and

early nineteenth centuries which deeply impressed Rabindranath Tagore and

were accepted as a genuine and profound form of Bengali literature.

VIDYAPATT AND ‘BAPU’ CANPiDASA

The Gltagovinda type of songs became immensely popular with the upper

classes of society, especially with the royal courts, almost throughout Aryan-

speaking India—Mithili, Bengal, Gujarat, Orissa, Assam, and elsewhere.

Some Dravidian literature, such as Telugu and Kannada, was also influenced

by it. In the meantime, a new and finished poetic language, known as Bra-

jabuli, had developed from a serious cultivation of Avahaftha and proto-New

Indo-Aryan lyric songs. These songs, dealing exclusively with the activities of
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the young played the most important part in tike development of the

kirtana style of music. The greatest and best known poet of such songs was
VidySpati (c. a.d. 1380-1460) 1 of Mithili. The songs ofVidyapati seem to have

helped considerably the flowering of Brajabuli lyrics in Bengal. In fact, Bengali

Vaisnava lyric poets of the sixteenth-eighteenth centuries avidly cultivated

the diction and style of this great Maithili poet.

Among the Bengali lyjic poets who did not write in Brajabuli, one of the

oldest and best known is ‘Badu* Cancjidasa. Nothing definite is known about him
except that some of his songs delighted Caitanya in his later days at Puri

(1514-33). Even his real name is a subject ofdispute. His Sri Kfsna-kirtana* is a
most remarkable poem on the Kfsna legend in the language. The language

of the poem, which consists of a chain of lyric songs depicting the principal

amorous episodes of Krsipa and Radha, is, on the whole, older than any other

known Middle Bengali text. The tone of the poem is entirely secular, often

verging on crudeness and vulgarity. The style and diction are agreeable and the

lyric effect is heightened by dramatic movement. It is not difficult to detect

the similarity of this poem with the Gitagovinda in structure as well as in treat-

ment. The language of the poem, as originally written, may be roughly assigned

to the sixteenth century. The kernel may, however, be still older.

RELIGIOUS NARRATIVE POETRY : PANCALl OR MANGALA

A new kind of religious literature, which drew its material usually from

non-Aryan sources and popular tales, came to be known as Pancall or Maiigala

literature in Bengal. This popular genre which originally emerged in the twelfth

or thirteenth century found its efflorescence in the eighteenth. The earliest

such extant poem is Krttivasa’s Sri Rama-pancalt (
c. fifteenth century). Three

other old narrative poems of this type are Sri Kr§na-vijaya (1480) ofMaladhara

Vasu, Manasd-vijaya (1495) of Vipradasa, and Manasa-mangala (c. 1494) of

Vijaya Gupta. One outstanding poem on the Manasa legend written sometime

in the middle of the seventeenth century is Ketakadasa’s Manasa-mangala. The

Candl-mangala poems were written more carefully than the average Manasa-

mangala ones and, therefore, the former was not as prolific as the latter. By far

the best writer of Candl-mangala poetry and undoubtedly the best and most

representative poet in Middle Bengali is Mukundarama CakravartI ‘Kavikan-

kana’, whose Candl-mangala (mid-sixteenth century) presents a gallery of good

pictures of the domestic, social, economic, and cultural life of the day. The

1 There is a great controversy about the date of Vidy&pati. It i& supposed that he was born round

about a.d. 1380; but nothing is definitely known about when he died. There are evidences that he

was alive and quite active in a.d. 1460.

1 The manuscript of CaQ^ldasa’s work, however, does not show any title. The present title of the

book (published by Bangiya Sahitya Parishad, Calcutta, in 1916) has been supplied by its discoverer

and editor Basantaranjan Ray.
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oldest extant Dhama-maAgala poem is by Rflpar&ma Cakravartl. It can be as-

signed to 1649. In the eighteenth century some halfa dozen distinguished writers

wrote DhamarmaAgda poems. Of them the best known are by Ghanar&ma
Cakravartl and Mapikarama GangopadhySya, who wrote in 1711 and 1781

respectively. Another most famous literary work of tjie Paficali type is the

Mahibharata poem, Pa^fava-vijaya (seventeenth century), ascribed to Ka&r&ma
Dasa. The whole poem, although attributed to KafirEma, is virtually a
compilation.

Mention may be made of some mushroom Mafigala poems of insignificant

literary merit portraying lesser local deities of folklore origin. A typical writer

of this category is Kpsnarama Dasa whose first work KalikS-maAgala, really a
version of the story of VidyE and Sundara, was written in 1676. This was

followed by other Mangala poems such as Saftfn-mangala (1679), Raya-mangala

(1686), Sitala-mangala, and Laksmi-maAgala.

Two competent Muslim poets of the seventeenth century, Daulat Kazi

and Saiyad Alaol, wrote Paficali poems in Bengali under the aegis of the Arra-

kan court. Kazi’s rendering of the story of Lor, Candrapi, and MayanE
current in upper India and Alaol’s translation of Jayasi’s Padmdoat won en-

thusiastic appreciation. Alaol appears to be the first Bengali writer to translate

from Persian poetry. A number of other Muslim writers, some ofwhom wrote

good Vaisnava lyrics, flourished during the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies.

Mangala poetry continued to be written also during the eighteenth century

and reached its climax at the hand of Bharatacandra Raya ‘Gunakara’

(1712-60), the most significant poet of the century. He completed his

magnum opus, Annapurr^a-mangala, in 1753. It isx a trilogy comprising three

practically independent poems: Annada-mangala eulogizing Goddess DurgE

as the giver of food, Manasimha narrating the downfall of Pratapaditya, and

Vidyd-Sundara depicting the erotic romance of Vidya and Sundara. His earliest

attempts at Mangala or Paficali poetry, however, were two very short poems on

the new deity Satya-Narayapa, written in 1737. As a master craftsman of verse,

Bharatacandra won immediate attention and his poetry set the standard for

later writers till the emergence of the new poetry in the fifties of the nineteenth

century. Another outstanding poem written in the Mangala style is Rameivara

BhaftacErya’s Siva-sankirtana or Sivdyana (1710) delineating the domestic

life of Siva and Gauri.

The eighteenth century’s real contribution to Bengali literature was short

and simple songs mostly on devotional and amatory topics. Even in the long

poems of Bharatacandra, the most enduring parts are the songs. A slightly

younger contemporary ofBharatacandra was Ramaprasada Sena 'Kavirafijana*

who also wrote a Vidyd-Sundara poem (sixth or seventh decade of the eighteenth
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century). But his devotional songs, addressed to Goddess Kill and

couched in the most simple and charming language, are really the best that

were produced in die latter halfof the century. These songs are sung to a haunt-

ing melody known as RdmaprasSdi and they are very popular even today.

Ramnidhi Gupta, better known as Nidhu Babu (1742-1839), was by far the best

writer of love songs of his time and he bridged the gulf between the eighteenth

and nineteenth centuries. Nidhu Babu’s quatrains show a definite note of gen-

uine feeling, a rare thing*in Bengali poetry in that age. Dasarathi Ray’s

(1806-57) new Pancili compositions (as they included both traditional and

topical themes) struck a compromise between the kavi song and the purarjta

recitation, on the one hand, and the traditional ydtrd (musical play) and kirtana

on the other. These compositions furnished the best popular entertainment

throughout West Bengal in the middle decades of the nineteenth century.

CAITANYA MOVEMENT : A NEW URGE IN LITERATURE

Caitanya’s (1485-1533) emergence as a unique religious teacher in Bengal in

the sixteenth century was instrumental in giving a considerable fillip to intel-

lectual activity and creating a new interest in life and a new urge in literature.

Caitanya was a lover ofJayadeva, Vidyapati, and Candidasa, and he imparted

this love and impulse to those who came in personal contact with his magnetic

and overwhelming personality. The emotional upsurge thus awakened, invari-

ably flowed into poetry and music. Lyric songs on the story of Radha and

Kf?na were already known. But now they were charged with a new spiritual

meaning, as the new poets saw in Gaitanya’s divine passion the manifestation

of the anguish of lovelorn Radha. Mention may be made here of some notable

Vaisnava lyric poets of the sixteenth century like Murari Gupta, Vasudeva

Ghosa, Narahari Dasa, Jfiana Dasa, Balarama Dasa, Locana Dasa, Govindadasa

Cakravarti, Govindadasa Kaviraja, and Narottama Dasa. To the last men-

tioned goes the credit for the formulation and standardization of the kirtana

style of music. The lyric sensitivity attained by the best of these writers could be

surpassed only by Tagore. In the next two centuries Vaisnava paddvalis (lyric

songs) continued to be written with great gusto not only as a matter of spiritual

discipline, but also as scripts for kirtana music which was practised in different

Vaisnava centres in Bengal. For the use of Vai$pava kirtana singers several

anthologies ofpadSvali songs were compiled, of which the earliest is Rarakalpi-

valli (mid-seventeenth century) and the latest and greatest is Padakalpata.ru (late

eighteenth century). The latter contains more than three thousand lyrics by

about three hundred poets.

Caitanya was looked upon by his followers as an incarnation of God. This

faith found enthusiastic expression in the long narrative poems glorifying his

life. These poems centred round Caitanya introduced a new note and vitality
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in Indo-Aryan literature, the conventional itoriet bong replaced by contempo-
rary events, a human being taking the place of traditional divinities. The first

attempts in this direction were, however, in Sanskrit, viz. Muriri Gupta’s
KafcS, Raghun&tha D&sa’s poem, Paramlnanda Sena's Caitanya-caniroAaya

(1538) and Caitanya-caritdmrta (1542). The first biographical poem on Caitanya
written in Bengali is Caitanya-bhSgaoata by Vfndtvana DSsa. It can be safely

assumed that the work was begun when Caitanya was living and was comple-
ted sometime about 1540, a few years after his death (1533). Vfnd&vana Pisa’s

picture of Caitanya is entirely human and provides a refreshing contrast with

the stereotyped characters delineated in contemporary MaAgala poems. The
most authentic, scholarly, and best written biography of Caitanya is Knoad&sa
Kavirija’s masterpiece Caitanya-caritdmrta, a work written sometime between
1575 and 1595. The book is more important than any other work on Caitanya,

his faith, and philosophy. As a biography, as a work of art, and also as a thought-

provoking piece, Kjypad&sa’s book is indeed a landmark in Bengali literature.

Among the other narrative poems on Caitanya written in the sixteenth century

the following deserve special mention: Caitanya-maAgala by Locana DSsa,

GaurdAga-vijaya by CilijUimapi DSsa, and Caitanya-maAgala by JaySnanda. Some
of the long narrative poems on the Kn$a legend written in this century are

Kifna-prema-taraAginl by Raghu Paptfita, Sri ICffya-maAgala, the longest of such

poems, by MSdhava AcSrya, Gop&la-vijaya by Devaldnandana Siihha *Kavi-

iekhara’, and Govinda-maAgala by SySmadSsa. In the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries there was no break in the mass production of Vai$nava narrative and

biographical poems. Mention may be made of a few of them, viz. Harivcuhia

(early seventeenth century) by Bhav&nanda, Jaganndtha-maAgala (1643) by

Gadidhara Dasa, Bhakti-ratndkara (eighteenth century) by Narahari Cakravartf,

and Bhaktamdla (eighteenth century) by Lai DSsa.

BENGALI PROSE : THE FIRST PHASE

Bengali literary prose began with the translation of the Bible by the Baptist

missionaries of Serampore headed by William Carey (1761-1834). The first

book to appear was the Gospel of St. Matthew in May 1800. In Calcutta in the

same month and year the East India Company started Fort William College

where the newly arrived servants of the Company could learn certain Indian

languages, one of the most important of which was Bengali. Carey was put in

charge of the Bengali (and later also of the Sanskrit) department. Prose works

which would be useful as text books for the young British clerks were carefully

prepared by Carey and his assistants, the two most notable among them being

Ramram Basu (d. 1813) and Mrityunjay Vidyalankar (d. 1819). Basu’s Rdjd

Pratdpdditya-caritra (Serampore, 1801) was the first original book in prose in

Bengali, and was written in a simple style. As a prose writer, Vidyalankar was
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ponderous and pedantic. His best book Piabodka-candrika (Serampore, 1833)
contained both translation and original writing and displayed both the scho-

lastic and the colloquial prose styles. The claim that he was the father of literary

prose in Bengali is extravagant, but it cannot be denied that he wrote rather

well and on a variety of topics. Vidyalankar is also to be remembered as a
strong opponent of Rammohun Roy (1774-1833). His Vedanta-condrikd (1817)
was pitted against Rammoljpn’s Vedanta-grantha (1815) and Veddntasdra (1815).
Between 1817 and 1823, Ramfhohun wrote several pamphlets in Bengali prose

defending his stand on various issues including the doctrine of Vedanta which
he considered as the real base of Hinduism. His Bengali, though somewhat
archaic, was simple, direct, and expressive and it heralded the footfalls of

developing Bengali prose. He translated some of the Upanisads, rendered the

Bhagavad-Gita into Bengali verse, and also wrote some devotional songs in

Bengali. Rammohun should also be remembered for his Bengali grammar in

English (1826), which he later translated into Bengali (published posthumously
in 1833). This was the best Bengali grammar that had yet been written, and
in some respects it has still not been surpassed.

The publication (May, 1818) and success of Samacara-darpana (a weekly
journal of the Serampore missionaries) led to the growth of many periodicals

in Calcutta and some mofussil towns.* Bengali prose received further stimulus

from Tattva-bodhinl Patrikd (1843), noted monthly paper of the Brahmo Samaj.

Among its distinguished contributors were Devendra Nath Tagore (1817-

1905), Akshay Kumar Dutta (1820-86) and Rajnarayan Basu (1826-1900).

Rajendralal Mitra’s (1822-91) ‘penny’ magazine, Vividharlha-sangraha (1851),
also contributed much to the new literary movement that was gradually gain-
ing ground^ Samv&da-prabhakara (1831) of Iswar Chandra Gupta (1812-59) was
the best known Bengali journal-cum-magazinc till the middle ofthe nineteenth
century. It provided literary apprenticeship to a large number of promising
youngsters including Bankim Chandra Chatterjce and Madhusudan Dutt. In
1872 Bankim Chandra Chatterjee brought out the famous monthly VaAgadar-
sana in order to stimulate the intellect of the Bengali-speaking people through
a literary campaign and to bring about a cultural revival thereby.4

* The first journal published and printed in Bengali was, however, Digdarjana (April, 1818). It was
a monthly, published by the Serampore Baptist Mission.

* In the history of the development of modern Bengali language and literature, variousjournals and
periodicals played a most significant role. Apart from those already referred to, there are many others
published during the nineteenth century, which have made commendable contribution towards the
rapid progress of the language and literature. We mention here only a few important ones published in
die second half of the nineteenth century. They are Somaprakiia (1858) ofDwarakanath Vidyabhusan
(1819-86), Bhirali (1877) of the Tagores, VaAgavasf (1881) ofJogendranath Basu (1854-1907), Sihitya
(1890) of Sureshchandra Samajpati (1870-1921), SSdhanS (1891-95) of Rabindranath Tagore,
and Udbodhm (1899) of the Ramakrishna Mission. PrmSsi was started in 1901 from Allahabad by
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Akshay Kumar Dutta, who edited Tattva-bodhint for many yean, wrote
BhSratavarflya Updsaka Sampradaya in two volumes (1870 and 1883). It was a
monumental research work of permanent value. His style was marked by
coherence in diction and precision in expression. The father of modem Bengali

literary prose was, however, Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar (1820-91). His Sakun-

tald (1854), Sitar Vanavasa (1860), and BhrSnti-mlSsa (1869), based on dramas by
K&lidSsa, Bhavabhuti, and Shakespeare respectively, show his style at its best.

They set the standard for Bengali prose writers during the last decades of the

nineteenth century. His Vet&la-pancavimJaH (1847) is, indeed, a landmark in the

history ofBengali prose. The sonorousness ofVidyasagar’s solid style has a subtle

charm which few of his followers could achieve and none but Rabindranath
could surpass.

RISE AND DEVELOPMENT OF BENGALI DRAMA

While Bengali prose was thus making rapid progress, Bengali drama was
not lagging far behind. European stage-craft was first shown to the Bengali

public in Calcutta in November, 1795, when Gerasim Lebedeff, a Russian

adventurer, presented on the stage the Bengali version of an English comedy,

The Disguise. Lebedeff thus gave, though unwittingly, a new life to the con-

temporary ydtrd type of plays. The first two dramatic compositions in Bengali,

BhadrSrjuna by Taracharan Sikdar and Kirtti~vildsa by Govinda Chandra Gupta,

published in 1852, were never staged.

The proper foundation of Bengali drama was laid by Ramnarayan Tar-

karatna (1822-86), Michael Madhusudan Dutt (1824-73), Dinabandhu Mitra

(1829-74), and Manomohan Basu (1831-1912). Tarkaratna’s translation of

Ratnavali (1858), first performed’ at the garden house of the rajas of Paikpara,

may be said to have set the Bengali drama on its popular career. His first

dramatic sketch Kulina Kulasarvasva ( 1 854) was, however, a satirical piece written

in response to a prize offered for the best dramatic work on the evils of the

system of polygamy prevalent among tire kulina Brahmins of those days.

Michael Madhusudan wrote two comedies, Sarmisthd (1858) and Padm&oalt

(1860), one tragedy, Kr$nakumari (1861), and two farces, Ekei Ki Bale Sabhyatd

and Budo Sdliker Ghd<pe Ron (both 1859). Though the influence of Kalidasa’s

Abhijndna-Sakuntala on the first play is obvious, the author is not a slave to the

dicta of Sanskrit dramaturgy. The second is the one in which Madhusudan in-

troduced a few passages in unrhymed verse which was its first occurrence in

Ramananda Chatterjce. From 1905 up to Tagore’s death (1941) Prav&si was almost the

exclusive periodical that had the privilege of the first publication of Tagore’s writings. For a long

time Prav&si was the most important journal published in an Indian language. It stood for progres-

siveness in literature, art, and social reform as well as in constructive political thought. For a detailed

information on the subject BaAgla Sdmayikapatra (2 vols., 1942 and 1952) by Brajendranath Banerjee

(Bangiya Sahitya Farishad, Calcutta) may be consulted.
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Bengali. The third, the best play of the author, is die first successful tragedy in

Bengali. It is significant in yet another respect; it is the first historical play in

the language. The last two set the standard of the genre for the next fifty years

or more. Dinabandhu Mitra’s Mia Darpana (1860), translated into English,

created a furore in England against the British indigo-planters. It was this play

with which the first public stage of Bengal, the National Theatre, opened in

December, 1872. Mitra’s .pther plays are: Navlna Tapasvinl (1863), Sadhavdr

Ekiiail (1866), Viye-pdgld Bufa (1866), Llldvati (1867), Jdmdi Batik (1872),

and Kamale Kdmitii (1873). SadhavSf Ek&daii is the best work of Mitra and one of

the best plays in the language, in spite of its grossness and vulgarity. Manomo-
han Basu’s plays on PurSnic topics brought the newly-sprung Bengali drama
again to thcydtrd. Among his plays are Rdmdbhifeka (1867), Salt Nataka (1873),

Hariicandra (1875), etc. Jyotirindranath Tagore (1848-1925) also wrote some
plays. His first play, Kiitcit Jalayoga (1872), was a burlesque. This was followed

by Puru-vikrama (1874), Sarojinl (1875), Afrumatl (1879), Alika BSbu (1900), and

others.

The note of religious devotion in Bengali drama initiated by Manomohan
Basu in the late sixties was steadily becoming stronger and sharper, and reached

its climax in the plays of Girish Chandra Ghosh (1844-191 1) who had become a

devotee of the prophet of the age, Ramakrishna Paramahamsa (1836-86).

Girish Chandra was undoubtedly the most renowned actor and playwright of

the nineteenth century, and his plays—devotional, social, mythological, and

historical—did much to popularize the stage. He wrote more than eighty plays.

Mention may be made of Buddhadeva-carita (1885), Vilvamangala Thakur (1886),

Prafulla (1891), Baliddna (1905),Jand (1894), Panfava-gaurava (1899) , Sirajuddaula

(1905), and Mirkasim (1906) . The contemporary Swadeshi movement stimulated

the last group ofhis plays (1905-11) which gush patriotism. But the dominant

note is not of fiery activity and vindictiveness but of sober adherence to the

ancient ideal of forbearance, which indicates the strong influence of Swami
Vivekananda’s (1863-1902) teachings. Girish Chandra dominated the Bengali

stage up to the end of his life and made an abiding mark on the development

ofBengali drama. Amritalal Basu (1853-1929) excelled in comedies and delight-

ful farces. Among his plays mention may be made of Krpaner Dhana (1900),

Com Upar BatpSn (1876), and Vivaha Vibhrdta (1884). The names ofRajkrishna

Ray (1852-94), a prolific writer, and Upendranath Das (1848-95) may also

be mentioned. The latter’s Surendra-Vinodinl (1875) was very successful on the

stage. An exalted heroic note as well as a melodramatic sentimentality charac-

terize the dramas of Dwijendralal Ray (1863-1913). His first play Kalki Avatdra

(1895) was, however, a burlesque. This was followed by : Ptyanl (1900),

SttS (1902), TdrSbdi (1903), Pratdpasiihha (1905), Duigdddsa (1906), Nwjahan

(1908), Mevdr-Patana (1908), Sorab-Rostam (1908), Sajahan (1910), Candragupta
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(1911), and BMfma (1913). Some of his farces are: TiyahasparJa (1900),

Pr&yaicitta (1902), Punarjanma (1911), and Anemia Viddya (1912). Kshirod

Prasad Vidyavinod (1863-1927) wrote many plays—musical, historical, devo-

tional, comic, and romantic. His Alibaba (1897) is an ever-popular operatic

play of the Bengali stage. PratafiSditya (1903) and Alamgir (1921) are his two
most well-known historical plays.

MODERN BENGALI POETRY

The credit for preparing the ground for the appearance of the new poetry

belongs to Iswar Chandra Gupta, founder-editor ofSariu/dda-prabkdkara, who
was a skilful metrician and a vigorous poet. By writing satirical verses on topical

matters, he broke away from the poetry ofthe previous age. RangalalBanerjee’s

(1826-86) Padmini Updkhydna (1858) was the first Bengali narrative romance in

(he new pattern. But it was Michael Madhusudan who really ushered the new
poetry into Bengali. He discarded the payor metre, introduced blank verse,

and created a new language for poetry, though he did not neglect tradition

altogether. The introduction of blank verse was a revolutionary phenomenon
in the history of Bengali literature. His first kavya, Tilottamdsambhaoa (1860), was

followed by Meghanada-vadha (1861), VrajdAgana (1861), VirdAgatid (1862), and

a book of sonnets, CaturdaSapadi Kavitdvali (1866). The odes of VrajdAgana on

Radha’s forlorn love shows Madhusudan’s undoubted skill as a versifier, but

breathes the spirit of the old poetry. Meghandda-vadha is the first epic poem in

Bengali in the Western sense of the term. The next such poem was Vftrasamhdra

(published in two parts in 1875 and 1877) by Hemchandra Banerjee (1838-

1903). Among his other works mention may be made of CintataraAginti (1861),

Virabdhu (1864), and Chdydmayi (1880). The next notable work was Nabin

Chandra Sen’s (1846;1909) trilogy on the Kf?na story as found in the Mahd-

bharata, entitled Raivataka (1886), Kurukfetra (1893), and Prabhdsa (1896). It

was his earlier work, Paldiir Tuddha (1875), which first brought him in the

limelight.

Biharilal Chakravarti (1834-94) introduced introspection and warmth into

his poems, and his romantic lyricism was the most original turn taken by Bengali

poetry alter Madhusudan. The group of romantics led by Biharilal was distin-

guished not only by their intense subjectivity, but also by their stress on love,

especially woman’s love. Biharilal’s best known poem is Sdradd-maAgala (1879).

Some of his other poems are Bandhu-viyoga (1863), Prema-praodhinl (1863),

Jiisarga-sandariana (1869), VaAga-sundari (1869), and Sddher Asana (1888-89).

Surendranath Majumdar’s (1838-78) best piece, MahiUP (published posthu-

mously in two parts in 1880 and 1883), is a beautiful poem oflove, no doubt,

* The poet did not complete the poem nor did he give any name to it. The title wai supplied by

hi, younger brother Devendranath Majumdar who published the book.
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inspired by Biharilal's Vadga-stmdari,. Mention may be made ofDwijendranath

Tagore's (1840-1926) two original poems, Svapna-prayana. (1875) and Tautuka

nd Kautuka (1883). The former is an allegorical poem like The Faerie Qjuent

and The Pilgrim's Progress, and the latter a narrative poem in a light vein.

Devendranath Sen (1855-1920) was a lover of flowers and a poet of domestic

love. ASokaguccha (1901) was the first anthology of his poems. This was followed

by Golapguccha (1912), Sephdliguccha (1912), Pdrijdtaguccha (1912), etc. Others

arc Apurva Naivedya, ApUrva Siiu-mangala, ApUrva Vrajdngana (1913), etc. Govinda

Chandra Das (1855-1918) was a poet with unmistakable talent. He was a poet

of love. But it is passion and sensuousness which moved him most. His best

poems were collected in several small books like Prema O Phul (1887), Kuhkuma

(1891), Kastttri (1895), Candana (1896), Vaijayanti (1905), etc. Kavitdhdra (1873),

Bharata-kusuma ( 1882) , Ahukana ( 1887) ,
and Abhdsa (1890) are some of the books

ofGirindramohini Dutta (1854-1924). Swarnakumari Devi (1855-1932) was the

first to introduce the romantic ballad in Bengali, four of which were compiled

in Gatha (1890). Akshay Kumar Baral (1861-1919) was a close follower of

Biharilal. He was essentially an emotional poet. His first work Pradipa

(1885) was followed by KanakdAjali (1885), Bhul (1887), Sahkha (1910), and

Efi (1912).

MODERN BENGALI FICTION

Bengali fiction began in the middle of the nineteenth century with didactic

tales of the classroom type. Aldler Ghartr Dulal (1858) by Peary Chand Mitra,

‘Tekcand Thakur’ (1814-83), is, however, an exception. It is the first specimen

of original fiction in Bengali. Though an enjoyable work, Hutom Pydncdr Nokia

(1862) by Kaliprasanna Simha (1840-76) is no more than a humorous sketch

and its chief value now is only historical.

The Bengali novel in its true sense came into being in 1865 when Bankim

Chandra Chatteijee (1838-94) published his first prose work, a semi-historical

romance, Durgelanandini (1865), which won immediate success. The novels that

followed, more than a dozen in number, captured the hearts of the reading

public, and the author was acclaimed as the best writer in Bengali. Some ofhis

best known novels are Kapdlaku^ald (1866), Vifayrkfa (1873), Kfpiakdnter Will

(1878), Rdjasimha (1881), Anandamafha (1882), and Devi Caudhurdni (1884). The
theme of Kapdlakunfala is lyrical and gripping and, in spite of die melodrama

of the dual story, the execution is skilful. The author’s narrative skill had its

full play in Vifaofkfa. It is a domestic tragedy brought about by widow-remarri-

age. Kfftfokdnter Will comes nearest to the Western novel. The author here

handles the episode of a domestic intrigue—the infatuation of a married man
for a young widow and the ruin it brought upon the family. Rdjasiihha is the best

historical novel written by Bankim Chandra. Though not an outstanding work
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of fiction, Anandamatka is a most significant work in so far as the later religious,

patriotic, and national activities in dependent India, particularly Bengal, are

concerned. It gave India her first national anthem, Vande Mataram, and offered

an interpretation as well as an illustration of the Hindu concept of Karma as

indicated in the Bhagavad-Gita. Despite some artistic shortcomings; Devi Cau-

dhurani is a very delightful and interesting novel. Bankim Chandra was also

a good essayist, and his best essays were collected in Kamaldkdnla (1885). His

Kfpta-caritra (1882) and Dhamatattva (1888) are masterpieces on religious

subjects. For a fairly considerable period Bankim Chandra was the ideal and
the source of inspiration not only to his contemporaries, but also to a host of

writers who belonged to the generation that followed.

Romesh Chandra Dutt (1848-1909) played an important role in the literary

history of Bengal. He wrote four historical romances, Vanga-vijeld (1874),

Madhavi-kankana (1877), Mahdrdftra-jivana-prabhata (1878), and Rajput-jivana-

sandhyd (1879), and two domestic novels, Saxhsdra (1886) and Samaja (1894).

Romesh Chandra translated the whole of the Rg- Veda into Bengali prose

(1885-87) and also published translations of important Sanskrit religious texts

under the tide Hindu-idstra (1885-96). Damodar Mukherjee (1853-1907) wrote

Mptmayi (1874) and Nawabnandini as sequels to Bankim Chandra’s Kapdla-

kundala and DurgeSanandini respectively. He also adapted Scott’s The Bride oj

Lammemoor in his Kamalakumdri and Willkie Collins’s The Woman in Whilt

in his Suklavasand Sundari. Besides these, he had more than a dozen original

novels to his credit. Bhudev Mukherjee (1825-94) was among the first to write

historical fiction in Bengali. His Aitihasika Upanyasa (1862) contains a story and

a novelette. The second tale Angurtya-vinimaya supplied an essential feature tc

the story of Bankim Chandra’s DurgeSanandini. Sanjib Chandra Chatterjee

(1834-89) wrote a few novels such as Kanthamald (1877), Mddhavilata (1878-80).

and Jdl Pratapcand (1881). The most characteristic and the best known work

of Sanjib Chandra Chatteijee is his travelogue Paldmau (1880-82). Taraknath

Ganguli (1845-91) portrayed the day-to-day life of the lower middle class in

Soarvalata (1873), first domestic novel in Bengali with some genuine realism.

Sivanath Sastri’s (1847-1919) Mejabau (1879) and Tugdntara (1895) present good

pictures ofcontemporary domestic and social life. Srischandra Majumdar (1860-

1908) in his Sakti-kanana (1887), P/uiljdni (1894), and ViSoanatha (1896) shows

rare gifts in describing the charms ofvillage life and the idyllic beauty of nature.

The literary activities of Swamakumari Devi included novels, short stories,

poetry, and drama. Of her novels, mention may be made of Dipanirvana

(1876), Chinna-tnukula (1879), Mdlatl (1879), Mivdr-rdja (1887), Vidroha (1890),

Snehalatd (1892), and Milanardtri (1925). Mir Mosarraf Hossain (1848-1912)

was a gifted writer. His literary fame mainly rests on his prose epic, Vifdda-

sindhu in three volumes (1885, 1887, and 1891).
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RABINDRANATH TAGORE

The most outstanding figure in Bengali literature is undoubtedly Rabindra-

nath Tagore (1861-1941) who not only attempted and excelled in every liter-

ary form, but also introduced some that had not as yet been attempted. In
fact, in staturej, stride, and sweep Rabindranath is a gigantic creative genius

the like of whom has seldom been seen in any language in any country.

Rabindranath’s first truly mature work Jtajfi 0 Komala (1886) reveals

almost all the potentialities of his future greatness. Since then, up to 1941, more
than forty books containing his poems and songs have been published. Unpub-
lished works are still being discovered. Among his published books ofpoem
we mention only a few: Mdnasi (1890), SonSr Tori (1893), CitrS (1896), Kathd

0 Kahini (1900), Naivtdya (1901), Kkeyd (1906), GltaHjali (1910), BalSka (1916),

PSravi (1925), Makuya (1929), Prdntika (1938), Navajdtaka (1940), andjanmadine

(1941). Tagore wrote exquisite poems on, as well as for, children. His&fa (1903)

and Stiu BholSnStha (1922) belong to this class. He wrote some two thousand

songs which still capture the heart of every Bengali and are much appreciated

abroad. The melodies of the songs of Tagore are mostly of his own creation and

the genius that produced these melodies is indeed ofa very high order. GitaHjali

(1910) earned for the poet the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1913. The award

of the Nobel Prize was of tremendous significance for India, being the first

recognition of contemporary India as an equal partner in the literary assembly

of the progressive world. Rabindranath introduced ‘prose-poems’ in Bengali.

PunaSca (1932), Stfa Saptaka (1935), Patraputa (1936), and Sydnudt (1936) are

the results of this new experiment.

Tagore enriched Bengali drama by introducing the form of nftya-ndtya, the

dance-drama. Mention may be made of CitrdAgadi (1936), Sydmd (1938), and

Cayddlikd (1938). He wrote, besides, a number of plays, both serious and light.

Among the serious plays are RSjS O Rinf (1889) and its later version Tapatl

(1920), Visarjana (1890), Mdlitd (1895), and Bdniarl (1933). Among the light

plays we have God&y Galad (1892), Vaikunther Khdtd (1897), and Cirakumdra-

sabha (1901). Among his symbolic plays are Rdjd (1910), Acaldyatana (1911),

jpdkghar (1912), Muktadhdrd (1922), Raktakaravl (1924), and Tdser Deia (1933).

His short stories, collected together as Galpaguccha, show rare skill in a form

thatwas new to Bengali literature. His first mature novel was a domestic tragedy,

Baufkdhtrd$lr Haf (1885). The next, Cokher Bdli (1902), turned the Bengali novel

away from the tradition ofBankim Chandra Chatteijee. Among his later novels,

Gord (1910), CaturaAga (1916), Chare Bdire (1916), Se$er Karitd (1929), Togdyoga

(1930), and Cdr Adhydya (1934) are of special importance. Gord, however, is the

most outstanding of them all. Tagore’s non-fictional prose writings include all

kinds of essays: literary, religious, philosophical, historical, political, autobio-

graphical, biographical, and humorous. Some of these essays reveal him as
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A most profound thinker. Mention may be made of Parlcabh&ta (1837), SvadeH

Samdja (1904), Sabdatattva (1909), Bh&ratoarjer Itihdser DhSri (1911), Mdnufer
Dharma (1933), Bdngld-bhdfS-paricaya (1939), and Sabhyatdr SaAkata (1941), to

show the wide range of his subjects. The pen of Rabindranath raised Tetter-

writing to the status ofa literary genre in Bengali. This is evident from his Europe-

prav&sir Patra (1881) and Chinnapatra (1912). The style of Jlvanasmrti (1912),

an autobiography of his early life, is entirely captivating.

BENGALI LITERATURE IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

Rabindranath dominated the literary field of Bengal till his death in 1941,

and he is still a living force. There were many others, his senior and junior

contemporaries, whose creative talent substantially enriched Bengali literature

in its various fields during the present century. In this flow of talents there

were many who consciously or unconsciously came under the influence of

Rabindranath and yet a host of others who contributed, or scrupulously tried

to contribute, in their own way.

PROSE

Haraprasad Sastri (1853-1931), a celebrated Indologist, was also a good
writer of Bengali prose. In fact, he wrote better Bengali than many of his con-

temporaries. Although a Sanskritist of the first grade, he never loaded his literary

style with learned words and Sanskritisms. His historical novels, KaHcanamSlS

(1916) and Bener Meye (1920), clearly show his power as a literary artist. Sri

Sri RSmakrfna Kathdmjta in five volumes (1902, 1904, 1908, 1910, 1932) by
Mahendranath Gupta (1854-1932), a devotee of Sri Ramakrishna,* is a remark-

able addition not only to the prose literature ofBengal, but also to the religious

literature of the whole of India. Swami Vivekananda, chief disciple of Sri

Ramakrishna, was also a vigorous writer in Bengali.7 Akshay Kumar Maitreya

* Sri Ramakrishna, besides being the great pioneer in the field of religious harmony, happened also

to be instrumental in facilitating the development of Bengali prose. Mahendranath Gupta's (

rMf

)

Sri Sri Rdmakrftia Kathdmfta is one of the successful experiments in the use of calita-bh&$&. It records

Sri Ramakrishna's dialogues with his devotees and others, in the course of which he expounded in

a most lucid and simple style the sublime thoughts and profound philosophies contained in the Hindu

scriptures. The similes, metaphors, and analogies which Sri Ramakrishna used, and the pictures he

projected in his very simple and unsophisticated language, created for calita-bhdfd a new prestige and

confidence. Hence the language of jirf Sri R&naknpa Kathdmfta stands out as a fresh literary

form and style which is a class by itself.—Editor.

v The nineties ofthe nineteenth century brought into the Bengali literary scene the dynamic Hindu

monk, Swami Vivekananda, whose literary genius found expression in a style at once dignified and

marked out by its individuality. His speeches and writings are, however, mostly in English. But there

are a few books which contain his original writings in Bengali. These are: Pr&cya 0 Pdkdtya, Bhdvv&r

Kathd, Vartamdna Bhdrata, and ParivrSjaka. Each of them is really a masterpiece in Bengali literature.

They set a new pattern for Bengali prose. Even Rabindranath U reported to have spoken eloquently in

favour of Vivekananda's prose, particularly his use of calita-bh&fd in PrStya O P&k&tya. Vivekananda’s
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(1861*1930) was another able -writer ofBengali prose and an expert in historical

subjects. His works Sirajuddaula (1897), Mirkasim (1904), and PhiriAgl Vatjtik

(1922) show the first attempts on the part of Indian scholars to read history

independently and from a nationalistic viewpoint

Ramendrasundar Trivedi (1864-1919) was one of the best known essayists

in the language, and his writings are remarkable for deep and varied scholarship

and for compact and adequate expression. Prakjti (1896), JijHdsd (1903), and

Kamakathd (1913) are collections of his reflective and philosophical essays. His

essays on linguistics were collected in Sabdakatha (1917). Three more volumes of

collected essays were published posthumously. He translated into Bengali

the Aitareya Brdhmana, the oldest of the Vedic prose texts. Dinesh Chandra Sen

(1866-1939), a pioneer in the study of the history ofBengali literature, published

his book VaAgabhdfd 0 Sahitya in 1896. His Ramayani Katha (191 1) is a marvellous

study of the characters in the Rdmdyana. He wrote several novels including

Tin Bandhu (1911), Aloke Andhdre (1925), and Cdkurir VidambanS (1926). Gharer

Katha 0 Yugasahitya (1922) is an autobiographical work. Pramathanath

Chaudhuri (1868-1948), well known by his pen-name ‘Virabala’, was one of the

principal stalwarts in establishing calita-bhafd as a vigorous rival of sadhu-bhdfd.

He made his style popular through his reputed journal, Sabuja Patra
,
published

in 1914. His works include Tel Nun Lakfi (1906), Car-iyari-katha (1916), Virabaler

Hdlkhatd (1917), Nand-kathd (1919), etc. Sudhindranath Tagore (1869-1929)

produced some good short stories collected later in several volumes: MaHjufd

(1903), KaraAka (1912), Citrdli (1916), etc. Balendranath Tagore (1870-99)

wrote essays on ancient literature and art, some of which were published in

Citra 0 Kavya (1894). His collection of stories appeared as Saji (1900). Abanin-

dranath Tagore (1871-1951), founder of the modern school of Indian art, exhi-

bited his literary talent in Rajakahini (1909), Pathe-vipathe (1919), Khdtancir

Khdta (1916), BdAglar Vrata (1919), Gharoyd (1941), Joddsankor Dhdre (1944),

Bharataiilper §a<janga (1947), etc. These also show the varied nature of his in-

terests. Prabhatkumar Mukheijee (1873-1932) was one of the best short story

writers in Bengali literature. His books of short stories number more than a

dozen. Of these the best known are: Navakathd (1900), Deft O Bildti (1910),

Galpdnjali (1913), Patrapufpa (1917), and Jamdtd Bdbaji (1931). He also wrote

letters in Bengali were later published as Patrdvali. They are also Tull of literary grace. Vivekananda

was a brilliant talker too. Svami~ii{ya-samv&da records his witty and thoughtful conversations. Bit his

genius was not limited to the creation ofprose literature only. His poems and songs are equally remark-

able for their intensity of emotion, solemnity of thought, and charm of diction and imagery. Mention

may be made of Sakkdr Prati, JVacuk Tdhate Sydrnd, Gsi Gita Sunate Tomdy and Ndhi swya, ndhi jyotifi. To
put it in Vivekananda’s own words, ‘Simplicity is the secret. My ideal of language is my Master’s lan-

guage, most colloquial and yet most expressive. It must express the thought which is intended to be
conveyed’ (cf. Complete Works, V, p. 259). Regarding dialect, he observed : ‘We must accept that

(dialect) which is gaining strength and spreading through natural laws, that is to say, the language of

Calcutta’ (cf. ibid., VI, p. 188).—Editor.
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some novels such as Nadna Sannyasi (1912), Ratnadipa (1915), Jivaner MSlya

(1916), and SindOra-kauti (1919).

Sarat Chandra Chatteijee (1876-1938) was the most popular novelist and
story-writer of his time. Notwithstanding his defects, he is still among the most

widely read. From 1913 onwards, some of his best known stories came out in

different periodicals and he became famous overnight. His stories and novels

were very striking for their obvious sincerity, humanism, and basic realism. The
important novels of Sarat Chandra are: Srikdnta in four parts (1917, 1918,

1927, 1933), Birdj Bgu (1914), Palli Samdja (1916), Caritrahind (1917), Gfha-

dSha (1919), Deni-Paond (1923), Father Dad (1926), Sefapraha (1931), and
Vipradasa (1935). Among his stories, mention may be made aifBindurChele(l9 13),

Rimer Sumati (1914), Pari$ita (1914), Arakfaniya (1916), and Devaddsa (1917).

His Maheia is a profound short story and one of the best specimens of the genre

written in any literature. Charu Chandra Baneijee (1876-1938) produced about

a dozen books of short stories including Varaiyidald (1910), Pufpapitra (1910),

Saogdt (1911), and Vanajyotsni (1938). Among his novels are: SroterPhul (1915),

Dui Tar (1918), Pargichi (1917), and Herpher (1919). Indira Devi (1880-1922)

has to her credit four volumes of original short stories and a novel, SparJamani

(1918). Among her books of short stories mention may be made of Mrmilya

(1912) and Ketaki (1915). Anurupa Devi’s (1882-1958) novels include Jyotihira

(1915), Mantraidkti (1915), Mahaniii (1919), and Mi (1920). Nirupama Devi

(1883-1951) wrote some short stories collected in Aleyi (1917), and more than a

dozen novels including Amapitndr Mandira (1913), Didi (1915), Syimali (1919),

UcchjAkhala (1920), and Devatra (1927). Saurindramohan Mukherjee (1884-1966)

wrote both short stories and novels. Collections of his short stories are: Sephili

(1909), Mtjhara (1911), Puspaka (1913), etc. His novels include Bandi (1911),

Janaika, and Mitj-pia. He also wrote an original play, Svayamvari (1931), on

the story of Savitri from the Mahdbharata. Rakhaldas Banerjee (1885-1930),

an Indologist, wrote three domestic and seven historical novels; amongst them

are: Pifi$er Kathd (1914), Saianka (1914), Dharmapdla (1915), Karurid (1917),

and Asima (1924). From a purely literary point of view, his historical novels do

not show much advance on Bankim Chandra, but what is most striking in them

is his power of creating a convincing historical atmosphere. Udyinalati (1919)

was the joint venture of Santa Devi (b. 1894) and Sita Devi (1896-1974). Of
Santa Devi’s works, mention may be made of Ufasi (1918), Smftir Saurabha

(1918), and Ciranlani (1922). Sita Devi’s works include Vajramani (1918),

Chiyivltki (1919), and Rajanigandhd (1921). Nares Chandra Sengupta( 1882-1964)

wrote both short stories and novels, the best known being Dvitiya Pakfa (1919),

Subhi (1920), and Paper Chip (1922).

The best novel of Gokul Chandra Nag (1895-1925), joint founder of Kallola,

is Pathika (1925). Its easy and mindful style introduced a new mode of fiction
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in the language. The stories and novels of Sailajananda Mukherjee (1900*1976)

are based on personal experience or immediate knowledge which has been

transcribed faithfully and poignantly without any emotive imposition. His

early stories were collected in a book called Amer Manjari (1923). Among his

short and long stories (compiled in several volumes), the best known are: Atari

(1925), Kdiimedha (1928), Kqyla-kufhi (1930), Vadhu-varaQa (1931), Paufa-parvaya

(1931), Dinmajur (1932), and Ndrijanma (1934). Among his novels we may
mention Matir Char (1923^ Joyar-bhdnfd (1924), AndhOta (1931), and Anxodrya

(1931). Sailajananda’s works form a landmark in Bengali literature not only for

their vivid realism and grim tragedy, but also for introducing for the first time

the vogue of regional fiction. Bibhutibhusan Banerjee (1899-1950) was a

romantic and a lover of nature. He had also a definite bias towards the occult

and the spiritual. His masterpiece Pother Pancali was published in 1929 and its

sequel Apardjita in 1932. They are based on the author’s own life-story and bear

the stamp of a rare sincerity and fullness of heart. His other novels include

Dffii-pradipa (1935), Aranyaka (1938), Adaria Hindu Hotel (1940), Devayana

(1944), and IchSmati (1949). His short stories are collected in more than a dozen

volumes. Some of them are: MeghamallSra (1931), Mavripkul (1932), Kinnardal

(1938), and TatrS Boded (1943). The short stories of Bibhutibhusan Mukheijee

(b. 1896) have been collected in several volumes, namely, Ranur Prathama Bhaga

(1937), Rdpur Lvitiya Bhaga (1938), Rdyur Tjtiya Bh&ga (1940), Atah Kim (1943),

Haimanti (1944), etc. Among his novels the most popular are : MldAguriya (1942),

Videfa Rajanl (1944), and Svargddapi Garlyasi (1944). Rabindranath Maitra (1896-

1933) wrote short stories showing snapshots of the surface of real life. They
were published in several volumes: Third Class (1928), Vastavika (1931), Udarir

Mafh (1931), etc. His comic play Mdnamayi Girls’ School (1932) was very popular

at one time. Kedamath Baneijee (1863-1949) wrote light stories and novels of

which the best known are: Koffhir Phaldphala (1929), Bhddufi Maiay (1931),

Duhkher Deoydli (1932), I Has (1935), Namask&rl (1944), etc. Rajshekhar Basu

(1880-1960) was one of the best writers of the humorous story in Bengali. His

stories have been published in collections such as Gatftfalikd (1925), Kajjali(1927),

Hanumaner Svapna (1937), Kmakali (1953), etc. He also wrote some thoughtful

essays which were collected in Laghuguru (1939) and VicintS (1956). He transla-

ted (abridged) some ofthe great Sanskrit classics into Bengali prose, for example,

the Rdmdyaya (1947), and the Mahabhdrata (1950). His handy dictionary of the

Bengali language, Calantika (1952), has proved very useful. Prabodhkumar

Sanyal (b. 1907) is a prolific writer. His short stories have been collected in

volumes like PfiRpadma (1931), Avikal (1931), and Ahgaxiga (1937). Among his

novels are T&ySvat (1928), Kijallatd (1931), Ptiyabdndfuwi (1933), etc. His

travel narrative Mahdprasthdner Pathe (1933) is a remarkable book. The earliest

work ofPremendra Mitra (b. 1904) is Pdnk (1927), a novelette. His short stories
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have been published in several books: Pailcaiara (1929), Bendmi Bandar (1930),

Mfttikd (1932), MahSnagara (1943), etc. Vrffi Elo (1954) is a book of essays. He
has published several volumes of poetry: Prathamd (1932), Samrfif (1940),

Pherdri Phauj (1948), Sigara Theke Pherd (1956), etc.

Achintyakumar Sengupta (1903-76) produced more than thirty volumes

of novels and long stories and more than twenty books of short stories. Among
his novels the following may be mentioned: Vibdher Ceye Baja (1931), Prdcira

0 Prdntara (1932), and Orttandbha (1933). Among his books of short stories are:

Akala Vasanta (1932), Double Decker (1938), Jatan Bibi (1944), H&fi Mud Dom
(1948), etc. In the later phase of his literary career Achintyakumar turned his

attention to the life-histories of great religious leaders, and such biographical

works as Paramo. Purufa Sri Ramakrsna (1952-53) and Paramd Prakjti Sdraddmani

(1954) have been well received by the reading public. He also produced seve-

ral books of verse: Amra (1935), Priyd 0 Prthivi (1936), and Mia Akala (1950).

Buddhadev Basu (1908-74) was equally facile in writing prose and verse, al-

though from the beginning his verse was more mature than his prose. Mama-
vdni (1925), Bandir Vandand (1930), Pfthivir Pathe (1933), KaAkdvatl (1937),

Damayanti (1943), Draupadir Sddi (1948), etc. number among his books ofpoetry.

Among his novels mention may be made of Akarmanya (1931), Tedin Phutlo

Kamala (1933), Basarghar (1935), Tithidor (1949), and Mrjana Svaksara (1951).

His short stories are collected in several books, for example, Abhinaya Abhinaya

Nay (1930), Rekhacitra (1931), and Pheriold (1940). His critical essays have been

published in the books Uttaratirii (1945), Kdler Putul (1946), and Sdhityacarcd

(1954). His other prose works include Hathdt Alor Jhalkdni (1935), Ami Cancala

He (1936), Samudratira (1937), and Sab Peyechir Deie (1941). Annadashankar

Ray (b. 1904) writes both prose and poetry, but prose is his forte. His short

stories are collected in Prakrtir Parihdsa (1934), Mam Pavana (1946), Tauvanajvald

(1950), and KdminlkdHcana (1954). Some of his novels are: Agun Mye Kheld

(1930), Asamdpikd (1931), Putul Mye Kheld (1933), Satydsatya (in six parts, 1932-

42), Nd (1951), and Kanyd (1953). Pathe Pravise (1931) deserves mention as a

fine travelogue. Annadashankar has written several books of essays: Tdrunya

(1928), Jivanaiilpi (1941), Jivanakdfhi (1949), Pratyaya (1951), etc. His books of

verse include Rdkhi (1929), Ekti Vasanta (1932), Kdmand PaHcavithdati (1934).

Tarashankar Baneijee (1898-1971) was a prolific writer of stories and novels,

and he was one of the most widely read novelists for the last two or three

decades. His stories are collected in several books: Chalandmayi (1936),

Jalsdghar (1937), Rasakali (1938), Prasddamdld (1945), etc. Of his novels

mention may be made of Caitdli Ghdryi (1931), Rdikamala (1935), Dhdtrl

Devoid (1939), Kdlindi (1940), Kavi (1941), Gatfadevatd (1942), Hdnsuli

Banker Upakathd (1947), Arogyaniketam (1952), Mdgini K&nydr Kahini

(1952), and Vicdraka (1957). Balaichand Mukheijee (b. 1899) writes (under
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the pseudonym ‘Vanaphul’) poems, short stories, novels, and dramas.

Among the collections of his short stories are Vanaphuler Galpa (1936),

Vaitaranl-tire (1937), Bdhulya (1943), etc. His characteristic novels are Trpakhaiffa

(1935), Dvairatha (1937), Mfgayd (1940), Nirmoka (1940), Jangama (1943),

Sthdvara (1951), Kaftipdthar (1952), Pancaparva (1954), etc. Sri Madhus&dana

(1939) and Vidydsagara (1941) are two of his biographical plays. Parimal Goswa-

mi (1899-1976) is a writer of humorous stories like Budbud (1936), Black

Market (1945), Mdrke Lenge (1950), etc. Saradindu Banerjee (1899-1970), author

of the series Vyomkeitr Diary (1934), was by far the best writer ofdetective fiction

in Bengali. Among his other works are: Jdtismara (1933), Kdncamithe (1942),

Kdlakdta (1945), and TuAgabhadrar Tire (1965). He wrote also some plays which

were successfully staged: Bandhu (1937), Path Bendhe Dilo ( 1941), and Kalidasa

(1943).

One of the most significant writers of the thirties and the forties, Manik

Baneijee (1908-56) wrote stories as well as novels. The erosion of social values

observed among the middle classes of his time is reflected in his works. His style

is terse and his approach objective. Manik Banerjee’s influence on contemporary

and later writers is unmistakable. His works include Divdrdtrir Kdvya (1935),

Janani (1935), Atasi Mami (1935), Putulnacer Itikatha (1936), Padmanadir Majhi

(1936), Catufkona (1948), Sonar Ceye Dana (in two volumes, 1951-52), Haraph

(1954), and Halted Nadi Sabuj Vana (1956). Pramathanath Bisi (b. 1901) is a

prolific writer. He generally writes in a light vein. The more important of his

books of short stone's are Srikanter Pancama Parva (1939), Brahmar Hasi (1948),

and Alariri (1951). Among his novels mention may be made of Padrna (1935),

Jodadlngldr Caudhuri Parivara (1938), Kopavati (1941), and Keri Saheber Munsi

(1958). Among his comic plays Rnarh Krtvd (1935), Ghrtam Pibet (1936), Pariha-

savijalpitam (1940), and Maucake Dhil (1948) are popular on the amateur stage.

Some of his books of verse are: Vasantasena (1927), Vidya-Sundara (1935), Hariisa-

mithuna (1951), and Uttaramegha (1953). Ravindra-kavyapravdha (1939) and

Ravindra-nafyapravdha (1948), etc. are his books of literary criticism.

POETRY

Though profoundly impressed by the style of Rabindranath, Kamini Ray

(1864-1933) temperamentally belonged to the classicists. Her poetical works

include Alo 0 Chaya (1889), Nirmdlya (1891), Paurdriiki (1897), Mdlya 0 Nir-

mdlya (1913), and Dipa O Dhupa (1929). Besides being a playwright,

Dwijendralal Ray wrote many comic songs as well as serious poems.

Mention may be made of Aryagathd in two parts (1882, 1893), A}d<jJie (1898),

Mandra (1902), Alekhya (1907), and Triveni (1912). Rajani Kanta Sen (1865-

1910) wrote poems as well as songs. His patriotic songs created a stir during the

Swadeshi movement of 1905 and thereafter. Among his books the following
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may be mentioned: Vfyi (1902), Xdlyty (1905), Amjta (1910), AbhayS (1910),

Anandamayl (1910), and Sefadana (1927). Priyamvada Devi (1871-1935) pub-
lished a book of sonnets, Re$u, in 1900. Some ofher later poems were collected

in three small books: PatralekkS (1911), Arhh (192.7), and CampdO PSfala (1939),

the last being a posthumous publication. Atulprasad Sen (1871-1934) began by
writing poems and later concentrated on songs of which a few patriotic and
devotional ones are still very popular. A collection of his songs was published

as Kayekti Gam, the revised edition of which was GitiguRja (1931).

Satyendranath Datta (1882-1922), well known for his verbal music, exerted

his influence on almost all the contemporary writers of Bengali verse. His works

include Venu O Vina (1906), HomaSikhi (1907), PhuUr Phased (1911), Kuhu 0
Keka (1912), Abhra-Svira (1916), Belafefer GSna (1923), Vidaya Arad (1924),

etc. A small collection of his humorous and satirical poems was published in

1917 under the title Hasandka. He excelled in translation. The poems in transla-

tion were published in three volumes: TlrthasalUa (1908), Tirthartipi (1910),

and Manimahjufd (1915). The poems translated include Vedic hymns and
classical Sanskrit verses as well as poems in almost all the important classical

and modern languages of the world. Jatindramohan Bagchi (1878-1948) wrote

verses which were published in several collections such as Lekhd (1906), RekhS

(1910), Aparajita (1913), Nagakeiara (1917),Nth£rik£ (1927), MahSbhdrat

l

(1936),

etc. Jatindramohan was a lover of rural landscape and his verse is smooth and

picturesque. Karunanidhan Baneijee (1877-1955) published several books of

verse like Pras&di (1904), Jharaphul (1911), Sdndjala (1913), Dhan-dSrvS (1921),

etc. His poems are simple and rich in imagery. In devotional fervour they can

be compared with the poems of Devendranath Sen. Kumudranjan Mullick

(1882-1971) was essentially a devotional poet. His poems deal with rural life in

Bengal and have been published in several volumes including Ujdnf, Vana-

tulasi, Satadala (all published in 191 1), NSpura (1920), and Svama-sandhya (1948).

His style is unpretentious and full of Puranic allusions. Kalidas Ray (1889-1975)

produced a number of books: Kunda (1908), Kiialaya (1911), Panjaputa (1914),

Haimantl (1934), and VaikSll (1940). His verse is smooth and easy and is enli-

vened by a romantic love of nature. An immediate product ofpost-War dissatis-

faction and non-co-operation was the poetry of Kazi Nazrul Islam (1899-

1976). His first book of poems Agnivina (1922) was followed by several others

like Dolaruampd (1923), Biftr BanJi (1924), BhSAgar GSna (1924), PUver Haoya

(1925), SarvahSrS (1926), Bulbul (1928), Sindhu-fdndola, etc. When published,

his vigorous songs and poems inspired tremendous patriotic zeal. His songs,

devotional, patriotic, and otherwise, form a class by themselves and are still

very popular for their verbal charm, intensity offeeling, and captivating melody.

Mohitlal Majumdar (1888-1952) started his literary career as an admirer of

Devendranath Sen and published his first book of verse in his praise, Devendra-
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ma&gala (1912). His Svapcm-paS&ti, which marked him as a poet of power and
promise, was published in 1922. His other volumes of poetry are: Vismaranl

(1927), Smara-garala ( 1936) , Hemanta-godhSli (1941), and Cfumda-caturdati (1944).
Mohitlal also wrote a number of critical essays later collected and published
as Adhumka BSfigfS SSHtya (1936), Sahityakathd (1938), SdhityavitSna (1942),
etc. Jatindranath Sengupta (1887*1954) published several collections of verse:

MaricikS (1923), MaruBkhi (1927), MarwnByS (1930), SSyam (1940), and Tri-

ySmS (1948). NiidntikS (1957) is a posthumous collection.

The poetical, works of Achintyakumar Sengupta, Premendra Mitra,
Buddhadev Basu, Annadashankar Ray, and Pramathanath Bisi have
already been referred to in connexion with their prose works. Ajit

Datta’s (b. 1907) books of verse are Kustmer MSsa (1930), PStSlakanyS

(1938), Nastacand (1945), Punarnavd (1947), and ChaySr AlpanS (1951).
Janantike (1949) and Manapavaner N&o are books of personal essays. Jivana-
nanda Das (1899-1954) is one of the most heterodox and original poets
after Rabindranath. His first significant book Dkusara Pandulipi was published
in 1936. His other books of poetry are VanalatS Sena (1942, enlarged 1952),

Mahapfthivi (1944), Satti Tatar Timira (1948), Sreftha KavitS (1954), and RUpasi

Bdhgld (1957). Bishnu Dey*s (b. 1909) books of poetry number more than half a
dozen, including Uroati 0 Artemis (1932), CordbSli (1938), Sandiper Car (1947),
Ndma Rekhechi Komala-gandhdra (1953), and Smfti Salts Bhaoifyat (1963). He
has also written several critical essays. Sudhindranath Datta (1901-61)
published his first book of poems Tanvi in 1930. This was followed by Orchestra

(1935), Krandasi (1937), UttaraphSlguni (1940), Saikoarta (1953), and Daiaml
(1956). His literary essays are included in the volume Svagata (1948). Humayun
Kabir (1906-69) is the author of two popular books of poems, Svapna-sddha

(1927) and Sathi (1932). Sajanikanta Das (1900-1962) wrote a few good parodies

in verse such as Path Calte Ghaser Phul (1929), AfLguftha (1931), etc. His serious

volumes of verse are: RSjahathsa (1935), Ah Andhari (1936), and PandJe VaiiSkha

(1942), etc. He also wrote a novel, Ajaya (1931). Amiya Chakravarti (b. 1901)
has a number of books of poems to his credit including Khastfd (1938), Ebnufho

(1939), ParapSra (1953), and PSlSbadal (1955). Chakravarti’s poetry is his

own, and it occasionally reveals a strange affinity with Tagore's poetry. Samar
Sen (b. 1916) is another writer ofthe new school ofpoetry of the thirties and
forties. His poems are collected in several small volumes : Kayekti KavitS (1937),
Grahaga (1940), PfSnSkathS (1942), and Tin Purufa (1944).

It is not possible to cover die whole range ofBengali poets, novelists, writers

of short stories, dramatists, and essayists of the twentieth century within

the short compass of an article. Besides those referred to in the foregoing

pages, we mention here only a few more names of authors who enriched

Bengali literature during the twentieth century: Jaladhar Sen (1860-1939),
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Ramananda Chatteijee (1865*1944), Upendranath Ganguli (1883-1960),

Apareshchandra Mukheijee (1875-1934), Jogeshchandra Ghaudhuri (1887-

1948), Hemendrakumar Ray (1888-1963), S. Waxed Ali (1890-1951),

Sachindranath Sengupta (1892-1961), Premankur Atarthi (1892-1964),

Abdul Odud (1894-1970), Jagadishchandra Gupta (1886-1957), Dhuijatipra-

sad Mukherjee (1894-1962), Narendranath Mitra (1916-1975), Sukanta

Bhattacharyya (1926-47), Bijayalal Chatteijee (1898-1974), Dilipkumar

Roy (b. 1897), Sarojkumar Raychaudhuri (1902-1972), Manoj Basu

(b. 1901), Shibram Chakravorty (b. 1905), Narayan Ganguli (1918-70),

Santoshkumar Ghosh (b. 1920), Romapada Chaudhuri (b. 1922), Benoy

Kumar Mukherjee (‘YSySvar*, b. 1918), Kamakshiprasad Chatteijee (1917-

76), Phalguni Mukherjee (1905-75), Ashapurna Devi (b. 1908), Saiyad

Mujtaba Ali (1904-74), Bimal Mitra (b. 1912), Gajendrakumar Mitra

(b. 1909), Subodh Ghosh (b. 1910), Sumathnath Ghosh (b. 1910), Subhash

Mukherjee (b. 1919), Gopal Haidar (b. 1902), Manish Ghatak (b. 1901),

Jyotirmoyi Devi (b. 1894), Narendra Dev (1889-1971), and Radharani Devi

(b. 1904).

V—58
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ENGLISH

I
T is a question of nomenclature: How shall we describe the Indian contri-

bution to English literature? ‘Indo-Anglian’, ‘Anglo-Indian’, ‘Indo-English’,

even *Indo-AngKcan’ have all had some vogue. Now ‘Indo-Anglican’, which

has vague theological implications, just will not do. ‘Indo-English’ should be

used to cover the mass of writing in English arising out of the British impact on

India. This is really Janusfaced, ‘Anglo-Indian’ on one side and ‘Indo-Anglian’

on the other. Where the writing is by Englishmen in India or on Indian themes,

it is ‘Anglo-Indian’ literature; but where we have in mind Indian writing in

English, it is appropriate to call it ‘Indo-Anglian’ literature. As early as 1883,

a book was published in Calcutta entitled Indo-Anglian Literature, containing

‘specimen compositions from native students’. During the last three or four

decades the descriptive term Indo-Anglian has acquired considerable currency.

Indo-Anglian literature is of course a matter ofrecent history. But so is Austra-

lian, Canadian, or even American literature itself, in its latest or ‘modern’ phase,

not much more than a century old. Indo-Anglian literature or Indian writing

in English is essentially Indian, although it has an apparently alien garb. As

the late C. R. Reddy declared over thirty years ago:

‘Indo-Anglian literature is not essentially different in kind from Indian

literature. It is a part of it, a modern facet of that glory which, commencing

from the Vedas, has continued to spread its mellow light, now with greater and

now with lesser brilliance under the inexorable vicissitudes of time

and history, ever increasingly up to the present time of Tagore, Iqbal, and

Aurobindo Ghosc, and bids fair to expand with our humanity’s expanding

future.’

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

When the British first came to India after the incorporation of the East

India Company in 1600, they brought with them, not only the tools of trade

and the implements of war, but also their language and their literature. At
first they were compelled to learn the indigenous language to be able to carry

on the business ofcommerce and the tasks ofadministration. And yet the average

administrator or trader had little or no permanent interest in the country; he

came, if possible, to shake ‘the pagoda tree’ and to line his pockets at the ex-

pense of both the country and the Company. With the Mogul rule in total dis-

integration and with the new British administration careeringwithout a thought

to the cultural wants of the Indian millions, it was inevitable that culture should

be in jeopardy and civilization at its lowest ebb; no wonder, eighteenth century

India was culturally little better than a ‘waste land’. The old civilization was
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dead, or seemed to be; and there were no signs as yet of a new civilization

springing up from the wreckage, and redeeming the time.

But the fact of the British having brought their language and literature

with them inevitably, if also slowly, altered the aspect of affairs. From the very

beginning there were a few who took an interest in the culture and literature of

the people in whose midst destiny had thrown them. Likewise, there were also

many Indians who, either out of inclination or out of necessity, sought to master

the language of the foreigner and even, however haphazardly, to read and
enjoy his rich and varied literature. Besides, some at least of the British adminis-

trators thought in terms of the welfare, material and cultural, of the Indian

people. Warren Hastings helped to found the Calcutta Madrasa, a school for

Muslim students, in 1781; eleven years later, the Sanskrit College at Banaras

came into existence; and the arrival of the Christian missionaries in India in

growing numbers also gave a fillip to the new movement.

While all were agreed that a forward educational policy should be laid

down and carried out, there was for a time little agreement with regard to its

precise nature. The ‘Orientalists’ advocated a revival of Sanskrit and Persian

learning; noted Hindu leaders like Raja Rammohun Roy, and Christian mis-

sionaries like William Carey advocated ‘Western* education through the

medium of English; and the Government was unable to make up its mind.

Macaulay’s celebrated Minute, however, settled the matter. He argued that

since the indigenous languages were inadequate and chaotic, the indigenous

systems of medicine were a disgrace, indigenous astronomy, science, history,

and geography were but things to laugh at, and indigenous arts and literature

were just petty futile things, only ‘Western’ education with English as the sole

medium would deliver the goods. Nay, more; for Macaulay hopefully thought

that ‘ifour plans ofeducation are followed up, there will not be a single idolater

among the respectable classes of Bengal thirty years hence. And this will be

effected without any effort to proselytize; without the smallest interference in

religious liberty; merely by the natural operation of knowledge and reflection’.

In 1835 Government adopted Macaulay’s scheme of modern education

through English medium, and English became the official language of India.

Slowly but steadily, English medium schools and colleges increased in number

and commanded more and more prestige, and within a generation or two, a

very considerable number of Indians had been introduced to the multitudinous

riches of European, especially English, literature and culture. No doubt the

new education did not, as Macaulay had anticipated, revolutionize the structure

of religious belief in Bengal or India; conversions were few and fer between,

and Hindus and Muslims, while readily accepting the ‘blessings’ of ‘Western’

education, remained Hindus and Muslims. Be that as it may, the English-

educated Indians now often sought self-expression through the medium of
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English and learned with growing success to speak in English, to write in English,

and even to think in English. This they did in order to compel more easily

the attention of their English ‘masters’. They also sought their models in English

literature, which was the only modern European literature that they knew. In

due course with the Indian writings in English a modern Indian literature was

bom. Like modem Assamese, Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi, Kannada, Kashmiri,

Malayalam, Marathi, Orjya, Punjabi, Tamil, Telugu, or Urdu literature,

Indo-Anglian literature is also Indian literature, with a bright tradition of its

own and still exhibiting signs of abundant life and energy.

THE PIONEERS

Rammohun Roy (1774-1833) was truly, and in every sense, a pioneering

spirit. The first great master of effective Bengali prose, he was also the first great

Indian writer of lucid English prose. His Precepts ofJesus (1820) and his English

Works now collected in several volumes testify to the astonishing range and

power and originality of his thinking and writing. It was indeed his destiny to

clear the ground of much rubbish and lay the foundations of ‘New India’.

IfRammohun was the first of the Indo-Anglians to write lucid and effective

prose, Henry Louis Vivian Derozio (1809-31) was the first of the Indo-Anglian

poets. A teacher ofEnglish at the CalcuttaHindu College in his eighteenth year,

Derozio had a chequered career. He has left behind him a creditable body of

English verse. His sonnets and lyrics are competent, revealing sensibility as well

as craftsmanship,and the influence ofRomantics like Byron, Keats, and Thomas
Moore is obvious. Derozio’s most ambitious poem, The Fakir ofJungheera, tells

movingly the tragic story of Nuleeni, a Brahmin widow, who is rescued from

the funeral pyre by a robber chief only to be widowed a second time so that the

finality ofdeath alone could end her misery. Creditable as are his achievements

in poetry, he is to be admired especially for the singular promise underlying his

actual output. Kashiprosad Ghose, Derozio’s contemporary, published in 1830

The Shair and Other Poems, revealing a certain fluency and industry though not

intrinsic poetic quality. On the other hand, Michael Madhusudan Dutt, an

Indian Christian, was a truly gifted poet, even more in Bengali than in English.

His metrical romance, The Captive Ladie (1849), tells the story ofPfthvirSja and

Samyuktfi. He was deeply influenced by Milton (he was the Bengali Milton,

the author of the Meghanada-vadha-kavya) as may be inferred from a passage like

die following that attempts the well nigh impossible task of projecting an image

of the fallen archangel, Satan:

A form of awe he was—and yet it seemed

A sepulchre of beauty—faded, gone,

Mouldering where memory fond mourner keeps

Her lonesome vigils sad—to chronicle
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The Past—and tell its tale of coming yean.

Or* like a giant bee in mighty war
With storm on whirlwind car and fierce array

Blasted and crushed-all of its pride bereft

Another pioneering Indo-Anglian poet was Sashichunder Dutt. A convert to

Christianity, he was the author of Miscellaneous Poem (1848). Other members of

the Dutt family of Rambagan, Calcutta—three brothers and their nephew,
Oomeshchunder—contributed to The Dutt Family Album (1876) which contains

competent effusions in English verse.

With Aru Dutt and Torn Dutt, daughters of Govindachunder Dutt, one of

the contributors to the Album, we reach the first truly significant chapter offul-

filment in the history of Indo-Anglican poetry. Their stay in Italy, France, and
England for a period of four years quickened their native poetic impulse, and
they acquired an astonishing mastery of French and English. Returning to

Bengal in 1873, the sisters surrendered to feverish poetic composition and the

fury of sustained intellectual effort. Aru died in 1874 aged twenty, and Toru in

1877 in her twenty-first year. Thus they, like Derozio, were the inheritors of

unfulfilled renown.

Some ofAru’s exquisite verse renderings in English of the French Romantic

lyrics were included in A SheafGleaned in French Fields (1876), mainly the work of

Torn. Aru’s rendering ofVictor Hugo’s Morning Serenade, included in the volume,

filled Edmund Gosse with ‘surprise and almost rapture’. Toru’s contribution

to the volume consisted of about 200 verse translation from poets like Hugo,

Soulary, and de Gramont. ‘If modem French Literature were entirely lost,’

wrote Edmund Gosse, ‘it might not be found impossible to reconstruct a great

number of poems from this Indian version.-’ Toru’s posthumously published

Ancient Ballads and Legends of Hindustan (1882) is a maturer work, and the oft-

told tales of Sivitrl, Prahl&da, Dhruva, Ekalavya, Lakgmaga, and the rest

are here told with a new urgency and charm, and also with a ‘Vedic solemnity

and simplicity of temper*. Apart from the ‘ballads’ and ‘legends’, there are

original pieces like Sita and Our Casuarina Tree that achieve a true elegiac note.

The Ancient Ballads proved Toru’s facility and power of poetic utterance in

a foreign medium. Had her life not been cut short, Tom could certainly have

achieved great things as a poet in English. H. A. L. Fisher has observed that she

will ever remain ‘in the great fellowship of English poets’. Already at her death

die left behind her a complete French novel, an unfinished English novel, and

these many poems and several sensitive letters addressed to an English friend.

THE AGE OF RELIGIOUS AND LITERARY AWAKENING

The last three decades of the nineteenth century witnessed the splendid

flowering of a new spiritual renaissance, and the advent of Ramakrishna
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Paramahamsa (1836-86) was unquestionably die most significant of the

forces that ensured the religious and cultural awakening of the country. He
opened the eyes of Indians, who had for a time been almost blinded by the glare

of Western civilization, to the splendours in the firmament of the spirit. Swami
Vivekananda (1863-1902), his chief disciple, was soon to carry his Master’s

message to the very ends ofthe civilized world. He turned the English language

for the purposes of his exposition of the Vedanta and missionary exhortation.

His Complete Works have since been published in eight independent volumes. He
was -a very effective speaker, bold, fluent, and essentially educative. He essayed

English verse too, and a poem like Kali the Mother becomes almost an apocalyptic

vision ofbreaking of the worlds and the dance ofDoom. Song ofthe Free is strictly

Vedantic, and images the glory of the enfranchised Self:

From dreams awake, from bonds be freel

Be not afraid. This mystery,

My shadow, cannot frighten me]

Know once for all that I am He !

Several of the evangelists of the Br&hmo Samaj, Arya Samaj, Prarthana

Samaj, and Theosophical Society movements too wielded the English language

with consummate mastery and ease. Mention may be made ofKeshub Chandra

Sen (1838-84), Swami Dayananda Saraswati (1834-83), Madhav Govind Rana-

de (1842-1901), Kashinath Trimbak Telang (1850-93), Madame Blavatsky and

her associates.

The new spiritual dawn and sunrise that was the age of Ramakrishna and

Vivekananda was also the age of Bankim Chandra Chatterjee (1838-94),

—

‘Rishi’ Bankim, as Sri Aurobindo (1872-1950) has called him. The Indian

renaissance was now a full-blooded affair, and there was a stir of new activity

everywhere—in religion, in literature, in social reform, and in politics.

Although Bankim is one of the Titans of Bengali literature and one of the

makers of the modern Indian novel, it is worth mentioning that he first wrote a

novel in English, Rajmohan’s Wife published serially in Indian Field in 1864. The

novel came out in book form in 1935. His other works in English include

Letters on Hinduism and Essays and Letters,l Romesh Chandra Dutt (1848-

1909), another pioneer in the field of the Bengali novel, made some valuable

contributions to Indo-Anglian literature. Mention may be made of A History

of Civilization in Ancient India (1890), Lays of Ancient India (1894), Economic

History of British India (1902), and India in the Victorian Age (1904). But his

fame as an Indo-Anglian writer rests mainly on his classic verse renderings

of the Mahabharata (1898) and the Rarndyaqa (1900). These remain still the

1 Some of bis Bengali novels found their Indo-Anglian translations during Bankim's lifetime. For

example, Durgtianandm

X

or The Chieftain's Daughter came out in 1880 in an English translation by

C. C. Mookeijee.
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best English verse introductions to the two great Indian epics. Romesh
Chandra’s success as a translator is primarily due to his mastery over language
as well as metre—the metre popularized by Tennyson in his Locksley Hall.

In portraiture or dialogue, in description or exhortation, Romesh Chandra
always rings true; alike in depicting the horrors of war or in delineating the

verities ofhome life, he proves not unworthy of his originals; and his render*

ings have appropriately found a place in Dent’s Everyman’s Library of the

World’s Best Books. Two of his Bengali novels also appeared in English with

the titles The Lake ofPalms (1902) and The Slave-Girl ofAgra (1909). Nabakrishna

Ghose tried to cultivate a private garden of poetic sensibility. He assumed the

rum de plume of ‘Ram Sharma*, and wrote ceaselessly, but his work is of uneven
quality. His collected verses run to 300 pages, and there are a few sustained

pieces like The Last Day and the Bhagabati Gita. In Bombay, Behramji Malabari

tried his hand with some success in verse as well as prose, and The Indian Muse
in English Garb (1876) and The Indian Eye on English Life (1893) have more than

a historical interest. A far more accomplished poet was Nagesh Wishwanath
Pai. His Stray Sketches in Chakmakpore (1894) presents facets of Indian life with

sympathy and profound understanding, and also with a sense ofhumour out of

the common. His narrative poem, The Angel of Misfortune (1904), is half-legen-

dary, and presents Vikramaditya in heroic terms. It is among the best longer

poems written in English by Indians. From Madras, Ramakrishna PiUai

published Tales ofInd (1895) in imitation of Tennyson’s Idylls of the King. Pillai

also published two novels, Padmini (1903) and The Dive for Death (1912).

The action ofPadmini is played against the background of the Talikota battle,

which brought the never-to-be-forgotten Vijayanagar Empire to a tragic

close.

THE FLOW OF TALENTS : RABINDRANATH, AUROBINDO, AND OTHERS

Essentially a Bengali classic, Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941) made signi-

ficant contribution to Indo-Anglian literature also. Gitanjali (1912), The Crescent

Moon (1913), and The Gardener (1919) were turned into English from the original

Bengali by Tagore himself; and in plays like Chitra (1914), he altered the original

in many places. His prose works like Sadhana (1913), Personality (1917),

The Religion of Man (1931), and Nationalism, being meant for an international

public, were originally written in English. Gitanjali, for which Tagore won the

Nobel Prize, is a jewel ofphilosophical poetry, and sounds utterly genuine even

though it is a translation. The only poem written by him originally in English

was The Child (1931), almost certainly inspired by Gandhiji’s march to Dandi

in 1930, and also by the Passion Play atOberammergau, which Tagore happen-

ed to see soon afterwards. It is an impressionistic description of die pilgrimage

of men and women of all types to the inaccessible Shrine of Fulfilment. Re-
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reading die poem today we cannot but wonder whether Tagore had not had a

vision of Gandhiji’s coming martyrdom:

‘We refused him in doubt, we killed him in anger,

now we shall accept him in love,

For in his death he lives in the life of us all, the great Victim.*

Many of Tagore’s plays too are a part of Indo-Anglian literature; suggestive,

symbolistic, full of spiritual undertones, plays like Chitra and The King of the

Dark Chamber (1914) form almost a distinctive genre in English drama. Tagore’s

novels, notably Gora (1924), have given a lead to modern Indian fiction, and it

is seldom in doubt that they are the work of a poet. Judged by any standards

whatsoever, Tagore’s achievements as a man ofletters compel respectful recogni-

tion; and he is not of India alone, but of the whole world. ‘He has knocked at

our gate and all the bars have given way. Our doors have burst open.’

A professor of English at the Presidency College, Calcutta, Manmohan
Ghose (1867-1924) had an entirely English education, finishing at Christ

Church, Oxford. He was a genuine poet and of him Oscar Wilde wrote in the

Pall Mall Gazette: ‘Mr Ghose ought someday to make a name in our literature’.

Reviewing his Love Songs and Elegies (1898), Oscar Wilde said that the poems

‘show how quick and subtle are the intellectual sympathies of the Oriental

mind’. The posthumously published Songs ofLove andDeath (1926) contains some

of his best works as a poet. There is a deep and profound note in these poems.

Poems like Immortal Eve and Orphic Mysteries are indubitable poetic achieve-

ments. The technical finish ofManmohan’s poems makes them always maintain

a reasonably uniform level of excellence. His Nature poems also are charged

with a beauty and strength all their own. Recollecting in tranquillity the faded

visions and experiences of his life in England, Manmohan creates them anew

in the images of poetry; and March with its sunny crocuses, June with its

moonlight and roses, and November with its heaps ofdead leaves, and London’s

‘murmur ofmen more sweet than all the world’s caresses’, all are evoked with a

sure and sensitive artistry. But it must be added that, even when Manmohan
seems to be describing English scenes, his poems are not divorced from their

ultimate Indian origins, and they do breathe also her spirit ofrestrained rapture

and tranquillity. Although many of his poems remain unpublished, he is even

as it is, in Laurence Binyon’s words, ‘a voice among the great company of

English singers; somewhat apart and solitary, with a difference in his note, but

not an echo’.

Unlike Tagore, who belongs both to Bengali and Indo-Anglian literature,

Sri Aurobindo (1872-1950) did almost all his writing in English. Like his brother

Manmohan, Aurobindo had an entirely English education, but finished at

King’s College, Cambridge. While in England, he mastered many languages

—

English and French, Greek and Latin—and acquired some acquaintance with
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other European languages as well. A master ofmany languages and disciplines,

Sri Aurobindo is without doubt the most outstanding of the Indo-Anglians,

and also one of the major literary figures of the century. CollectedPoems and Plays

(1942) in two volumes, the colossal symbolistic epic Savitri? (1950*51), the unfini-

shed epic llion, a series of blank verse plays (Vasavadutta, Rodogune, The Viziers of
Bassora, and Eric), and various other collections of lyrics and translations consti-

tute Sri Aurobindo’s achievement in poetry and poetic drama. In Sovitri, the

story is taken from the MahdbhSrata but is rendered anew in terms of Vedic

symbolism and Aurobindonian Yoga and metaphysics. It is an extraordinary

story of spiritual action involving the defeat of Death, the expulsion of Dark-

ness, and the liquidation of the primordial force of the evil of Ignorance. It is

written in blank verse of singular purity and strength, and the rhythm springs

with the puissance of a mantric chant. The Aurobindo poetic canon also in-

cludes his early narrative poems Urvasie (1896), Loot and Death, and Baji Pra-

bhou, philosophical poems like The Rishi and Ahana, poems trembling with a

mystical ecstasy like The Rose of God and Thought the Paraclete, and the five-act

play, Perseus the Deliverer. In many of his later poems, Sri Aurobindo tried,

not unsuccessfully, classical quantitative metres like the Homeric hexameter

(in Ahana and llion) and Catullan hendecasyllabics (in Thought the Paraclete).

More importantly, Sri Aurobindo also tried to evolve a form ofpoetic utterance

in English akin to the Sanskrit mantra ; the poet becoming a seer and attempting

to reveal to man ‘his eternal self and the godheads of its manifestation’. The
ecstasy that is to be communicated being beyond the bounds of everyday

language, a new rhythm and a symbolic language are resorted to so that the

listener may have the sense ‘of a rhythm which does not begin or end with the

line, but has for ever been sounding in the eternal planes and began even in

Time ages ago’. Sri Aurobindo’s illuminating treatise The Future Poetry consti-

tutes a massive body of creative and prophetic literary criticism in English,

and it also gives an unacademic but illuminating assessment of the work of

the glories yet to come. As for Sri Aurobindo’s other prose works, The Life Divine

(1940) is a philosophical treatise and a prose symphony; it is a plea and a pro-

gramme to divinize man, to plan and to establish here ‘a new Heaven and a

new Earth’. Essays on the Gita is a luminous exposition of the Lord’s Song, and is

admirable in presentation and style. Among his yet other prose writings are The

• Begun late in the eighteen-nineties, almost contemporaneously with Urvasie and Lave and Death,

Savitri was fifty years a-growing, undergoing numerous revisions, now taken up, now set aside, anon

forged in the fire of a new inspiration into a marvellous splendour of revelation. In the final form this

blank verse epic consists of three parts, divided into twelve books or forty-eight cantos, making up a

total of about 24,000 lines. Aurobindo has given to the familiar Mah&bharata story of S&vitrl and Satya-

v&n a mystical colouring and transcendence, and perhaps future literary historians will hail it as the

greatest English epic after Paradise Lost. For a critical study of the poem, see Prema Nandakumar's A
Sttufy qf Savitri (1962).

V—59
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Secret of the Veda, The Synthesis of Yoga, The Human Cycle, The Ideal of Human
Unity, and Foundations of Indian Culture. Notable among his shorter prose works

are The Mother (1928), Heraclitus (1941), and The Renaissance in India.

Sarojini Naidu (1879-1949) and her brother Harindranath Chattopadhyay

gained quick recognition as poets when they were still quite young, but neither,

though for different reasons, could maintain this early promise in their later

years. Proceeding to England as a girl, Sarojini made valuable contacts with

some of the leading literary lights of the time—for example, Edmund Gosse,

Arthur Symons, and the members of the Rhymers’ Club—and published her

first collection of poems, The Golden Threshold (1905), in her twenty-sixth year.

It was followed by The Bird of Time (1912) and The Broken Wing (1917). Her
easy mastery over English verse forms is obvious. As a poet, she particularly

excels in describing familiar things: a June sunset, the full moon, nightfall in

the city, temple bells, etc. She can suggest, too, immensities and imponderables,

and in her exquisite lyrics such as To a Buddha Seated on a Lotus and The Flute-

player ofBrindaoan, she can achieve the fusion ofthe real and the ideal, and bring

earth and heaven together. The lyric-sequence, The Temple,
is, however, her

most mature work. In this recordation ofthe vicissitudes of Love’s pilgrimage

—

the glow, the surrender, the ecstasy, the recoil, the resentment, the despair, the

reaction, the abasement, the acceptances—all are fused into fierce and

beautiful poetry.

Harindranath Chattopadhyay’s The Feast of Youth (1918) offered, indeed,

as befits the title, youth’s fervour and excitement, youth’s self-laceration,

youth’s self-assertions and high-vaulting idealisms. Sri Aurobindo found in the

book *a rich and finely lavish command of language, a firm possession of the

metrical instrument, an almost blinding gleam and glitter of the wealth of

imagination and fancy . . . the beginnings of a supreme poetic utterance of the

Indian soul in the rhythms of the English tongue’. Several more volumes have

followed: The Magic Tree (1922), Grey Clouds and White Showers (1924), The

Dark Well (1939), and Blood of Stones (1944). But while the talent and fluency

are still there, the prophesied mastery and supremacy of poetic utterance have

failed to materialize.

ERA OF THE GANDHIAN REVOLUTION

By the end of the First World War, English education had sent out tens of

thousands of graduates and several millions of matriculates into the sub-conti-

nent, and in these the Indo-Anglians found a congenial audience in their own
country. With the coming of Gandhiji on the political scene, not only Hindi

and regional languages, but even English itself, saw increasing literary activity.

The political pulse of the nation had quickened considerably, and sometimes

rose to feverish pitch; and this too gave an impetus to literature. The award
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of the Nobel Prize to Tagore in 1913 and the blaze of publicity that attended

upon his post-War European and world tours also acted as a spur to literary

aspirants in India. More and more young men and women resorted to English

as a medium of self-expression, and poems, stories, novels, essays, playlets,

critical appreciations, philosophical and historical monographs, all came tumb-
ling after in increasing number and velocity. Also, the revolutions in taste which
the European or American literary scene witnessed during thenineteen-twcnties,

thirties, and forties had their reflections and repercussions in India; and the

issue between tradition and experiment, convention and revolt, was fought here

as much as in Britain or America, and with equally uncertain results.

FICTION

During the period between the two World Wars, a number of Indians

essayed fiction in English, some of it of international standard. The English

versions of Tagore’s novels and short stories? had led the way, and writers like

K. S. Venkataramani, R. K. Narayan, Mulk Raj Anand, Bhabani Bhatta-

charya, and Raja Rao were enterprising enough and talented enough to follow

his lead and to accomplish triumphs of their own. Venkataramani’s Paper Boats

(1921) and On the Sand-dunes (1923) first won for him a discriminating audience

that responded with pleasure to his observant humour and to the singular

quality of his poetic prose. It was, however, in his novels

—

Murugan the Tiller

(1927) and Kandan the Patriot (1932)—and the stories in the Jatadharan (1937)

volume that Venkataramani rose to his full stature as a writer of fiction who
integrates in his work the Gandhian ideals of truth

—

ahirhsa, satyagraha
, and

sawodaya.

R. K. Narayan’s (b. 1907) first novel Swami and Friends (1937) gave a

physiognomy and a name to ‘Malgudi’, which has since become one of the

familiar localities in the world of fiction. Several other novels have followed:

The Bachelor of Arts
,
The Dark Room (1938), The English Teacher (1945), Mr.

Sampath (1949), The Financial Expert (1952), Waiting for the Mahatma (1955),

The Guide (1959), The Man-Eater of Malgudi (1961), and The Sweet-Vendor

(1967). Narayan is an artist, a sensitive delineator of the quiddities of South

Indian middle class life, and he has no axes to grind. Swami and Friends, The

Bachelor ofArts, and The English Teacher form almost a trilogy; the names of the

central characters differ, but emotionally and spiritually it is the story of the

development of a boy into a young man who grasps happiness only to lose it.

Waitingfor the Mahatma introduces Gandhiji as a character, and concludes with

his death. His post-Independence novels have rather more of the touch of

• For example, The Horn and the World (Ghare Bdire), translated by Surendranath Tagore (Macmil-

lan & Co. Ltd., London, 1919), and The Post Office {f>dkghar) i
translated by Devabrata Mukerjea

(Macmillan & Co. Ltd., London, 1914).
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satire than the earlier novels, but even so Narayan’s art is governed as much by
restraint as it is leavened by humour. The Guide (for which Narayan won the

Sahitya Akademi Award) tells the story of a scamp whom circumstances trans-

form into a ‘Swami’ who dies in the course ofa fast undertaken to end a drought.

The Man-Eater of Malgudi is a modem rendering of the Bhasm&sura myth.

Taken all in all, Narayan is the most distinguished, and the most artistically

satisfying, of the Indo-Anglian novelists.

Mulk Raj Anand’s (b.l9Q5) early novels

—

Coolie (1933), Untouchable (1935),

Two Leaves and a Bud (1937)4-quickly established his fame as a novelist ofpower

and purpose. Coolie follows the fortunes of a peasant-boy from his village to

town, town to city, city to ‘Gateway of India’, and then to Simla—where he

dies of consumption. Wherever he goes, he has the brand of ‘coolie’ and is a

creature to be exploited; only in death he can find his peace. Untouchable tells

the story of a single day in the life of an untouchable boy. Two Leaves and a Bud

is the story of exploitation and cruelty in a tea estate. Many more novels have

followed

—

The Village (1939), The Big Heart (1945), Seven Summers (1951),

Private Life of an Indian Prince (1953), The Old Woman and the Cow (1960), The

Road (1961), and Morning Face (1968)—and there is always much vitality and

urgency in his writing. Anand is a ‘committed’ writer, and he is almost the

prose laureate of the waifs, the have-nots, and the exploited. His ‘axes’ not-

withstanding, Anand’s portrayal of the Indian scene has a basic veracity.

Raja Rao’s Kanthapura (1938), like Venkataramani’s Kandan the Patriot, has

for its background the Salt Satyagraha movement of 1930-31. But Raja Rao’s

rather oblique method of narration gives it a power and a suggestiveness out

of the ordinary. The events that happen to the satyagrahis in Kanthapura are

prototypical of what happened almost everywhere in India. Raja Rao’s post-

Independence novel The Serpent and the Rope (1960) is a longer and stronger

work, and is full of philosophical undertones; acclaimed as a major achieve-

ment, it won the Sahitya Akademi Award. The Cat and Shakespeare (1965) is much
shorter, but is no less a success as a philosophical novel. He is also, like Narayan

and Anand, a fine short story writer, and the collection The Cow ofthe Barricades

is full of poetic touches and epiphanic portraits.

Bhabani Bhattacharya’s So Many Hungers (1947) covers the years of the

Second World War—the uncertainties, agonies, and frustrations in India follow-

ing the ‘Quit India’ movement The pictures of famine-ridden Bengal are

lacerating, but they are also touched by compassion. Men are fools rather than

criminals and they commit sin because they are blind. So Many Hungers had been

preceded by Indian Cavalcade (1942), and followed by four novels: Musicfor

Mohini (1952), He Who Rides a Tiger (1954), A Goddess Named Gold (1960), and

Shadow from Ladakh (1966). A Goddess Named Gold is a vivid portrait of post-

Independence India, while Shadowfrom Ladakh, which won the Sahitya Akademi
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Award, is set against the background of the Chinese invasion of India in 1962.

Ofother novelists these few may be mentioned: Shanker Ram (The Love ofDust,

1938) ; D. F. Karaka {Just Flesh, 1940; There Lay the City, 1941) ; Humayun Kabir

{Men and Rivers, 1945); Ahmed Ali {Twilight in Delhi, 1940); A. S. P. Ayyar

{Baladitya, 1936; Three Men of Destiny, 1939); V. V. Chintamani ( Vedantam, the

Clash of Traditions, 1028); and Purushottam Tricumdas {The Living Mask,

1945).

POETRY

To return to die Indo-Anglian poets who were commendably active during

the period between the two wars, the most successful were Govind Krishna

Chettur, P. Seshadri, V. N. Bhushan, P. R. Kaikmi, K. D. Sethna, Shahid

Suhrawardy, Manjeri Isvaran, and Subho Tagore. Chettur’s most mature work

was The Shadow ofGod (1935), written under die shadow of his mother’s death,

and it perhaps anticipated his own death in 1936. Seshadri was a scholarly poet

and an accomplished sonneteer. Bhushan's poetic sensibility found free scope

in a series of slim volumes {Flute Tunes, Star Fires, Horizons, Footfalls), while

P. R. Kaikini, in volumes like Shanghai and The Snake in the Moon (1942), gave

expression to the tormented unrest of the times. K. D. Sethna is a very sensitive

and accomplished poet who has been profoundly influenced by Sri Aurobindo,

and the collection, The Secret Splendour (1941), contains some ofhis best works as

a poet. Suhrawardy’s Essays in Verse (1937) is no less competent in its fusion of

mood, word, and rhythm. Manjeri Isvaran has travelled far from his first book

Saffron and Gold (1932), and in his mature works {Brief Orisons, 1941 ; The Fourth

Avatar, 1946) he is revealed as a very good poet indeed. Subho Tagore’s Peacock

Plumes and Flames of Passion (1944) include several pieces that are sensuous and

richly articulate. There are other names too, but many ofthem belong really to

the post-1947 period. Worthy of special mention are the Goan poets—Joseph

Furtado {A Goan Fiddler, 1901 ;
and Selected Poems, new edition, 1967), Aramando

Menezes {Selected Poems, 1969), Manuel C. Rodrigues, S. R. Dongerkery {The

Ivory Tower), Fredoon Kabraji {A Minor Georgian's Swan Song), R. de L. Furtado,

and R. V. Pandit. Armando Menezes has had classical training, and his poems

{Chords and Discords, 1936; Chaos and Dancing Star, 1940) have accordingly a

classical finish.

DRAMA AND OTHER FORMS OF LITERATURE

Compared to Indo-Anglian poetry and fiction, drama has put up a rather

poor show. There are, of course, the poetic plays of Tagore and Sri

Aurobindo, Harindranath Chattopadhyay and Bharati Sarabhai {The Well

of the People, 1943), and there are the farces and comedies included in the two

volumes of V. V. Srinivasa Iyengar’s Dramatic Divertissements (1921). Fyzee
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Rahamin’s Daughter of Ini (1940) is a tragedy, and has been performed. T. P.

Kailasam was a master of the genre but he wrote only a few short pieces (
The

Burden and Fulfilment, Kama). A. S. P. Ayyar’s The Slaves of Ideas (1941) is a

collection of prose plays. Mrinalini Sarabhai (Captive Soil, 1945), J. M. Lobo

Prabhu (The Family Cage), and Purushottam Tricumdas (Sauce for the Goose)

also cultivated the dramatic form with power and skill.

The light humorous essay has not found many successful practitioners

among the Indo-Angliansf Malabari and Nagesh Pai have been mentioned al-

ready. Oflatter-day essayists the more important are S.V.V.
(
Soap Bubbles, More

Soap Bubbles), K. Iswara Dutt (And All That),R. Bangaruswami (My Lord Ku Ku
Doon Koon, 1945), and columnists in the newspapers like Pothan Joseph and

D. F. Karaka. Philosophical prose of considerable distinction has come from S.

Radhakrishnan, M. Hiriyanna, R. D. Ranade, S. N. Dasgupta, and P. N. Srini-

vasachari. Historians like Jadunath Sircar, R. C. Majumdar, K. M. Panikkar,

and Nilakanta Sastri have made major contributions to our understanding

ofIndia’s past. Biography has been cultivated by Rustum Masani, D. F. Wacha,

V. S. Srinivasa Sastri, and S. Natarajan, who have written about Dadabhai

Naoroji, J. N. Tata, Gopalkrishna Gokhale, and Lallubhai Samaldas respec-

tively. Surendranath Banerjee’s A Nation in Making (1925) is more than a mere

autobiographical work. It also throws considerable light on some of the most

interesting chapters in the contemporary history of India. The autobiographies

of Mahatma Gandhi and Jawaharlal Nehru have become classics, each of a

different kind. Literary and art criticism of a creative nature has come from

Sri Aurobindo (The Future Poetry) and Ananda Coomaraswamy (The History of

Indian and Indonesian Art, The Dance of Shiva, and An Introduction to Indian Ait),

Humayun Kabir (Poetry, Monads and Society)

,

and competent critical monographs

from N. K. Sidhanta (The Heroic Age ofIndia, 1929), S. C. Sengupta (The Art of

Bernard Shaw, 1936), C. Narayana Menon (Shakespeare Criticism, 1938), Amiya

Chakravarti (The Dynasts and the Post-War Age in Poetry, 1938), and K. K.

Mehrotra (Horace Walpole). Orators, jurists, and journalists have also had to

wield the prose medium, and at their best their work can be compared effec-

tively with similar work elsewhere. In non-fiction prose, among the more

important masters are Mahatma Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru, and S. Radha-

krishnan. These three stand out by reason of their eminence as men of action

or of thought, and the marvellous competence or adequacy of their style for the

varied demands made upon it. The English version of Mahatma Gandhi’s

autobiography, The Story ofMy Experiments with Truth (1940),4 was actually the

work of Mahadev Desai (with V. S. Srinivasa Sastri’s assistance). Desai had

caught the Master’s style with an admirable fidelity, and in the result a beauti-

4 The first edition of Gandhiji’s autobiography was published in two volumes, Vol. I in 1927 and

Vol. II in 1929. In 1940 the second edition was issued by Mahadev Desai in one volume.
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ful serenity shines on the pages of the book, as indeed on almost everything that

Gandhiji ever wrote. There is in Gandhiji’s style a biblical simplicity and
sufficiency, verily the model of the clear and simple style. Jawaharlal Nehru’s

An Autobiography (1936) and Discovery ofIndia (1946) are the works of a master

of English prose whose sensibility had been nurtured and tempered in English

literature and modem European thought. He equally drew his inspiration from
the wells of Indian or Asian tradition. His style was indeed the man, and alike

in his writing and speeches, the whole man—his culture, humanity, and inte-

grity—were revealed as in a mirror. Radhakrishnan’s monumental volumes

(two) of Indian Philosophy (1923, 1927) set a standardfor Indian philosophical

writings. In his later works—notably in his An Idealist View of Life (1932) and
Eastern Religions and Western Thought (1939)—the constructive philosopher was

more in evidence than the historian of Indian philosophy, and always it was

his prose style—adequate in every sense, often eloquent, and interspersed with

choice quotations from the literatures of the West and the East—that carried

all before it.

POST-INDEPENDENCE ERA

Although after Independence in 1947 the claims of Hindi are being

canvassed, English still largely retains its pre-Independence hold on the Indian

intelligentsia and in all those areas where it had earlier held sway. Indian

writing in English and Indian talking in English are, perhaps, more in evidence

today than ever before, and no wonder an interesting new chapter is being

added to the history of Indo-Anglian literature.

Since Independence a number of novelists have gained recognition in India,

and in England and America. While R. K. Narayan, Mulk Raj Anand, Raja

Rao, and Bhabani Bhattacharya have greatly extended their pre-Independence

vogue, the new ‘arrivals’—Khushwant Singh, Kamala Markandaya, Ruth

Prawar Jhabvala, Nayantara Sahgal, Anita Desai, Shantha Rama Rau,

Manohar Malgonkar, Balachandra Rajan, Sudhin N. Ghose, Anand Lall

—

have in greater or lesser measure contributed to the variegated richness of the

present-day Indo-Anglian literary scene. Khushwant Singh’s Train to Pakistan

(1956) presents with surgical precision the pity and the horror of the ‘partition’

as they particularly affected the inhabitants of a border village, Mano Majra.

His later novel I Shall Not Hear the Nightingale (1961) is a fictional study of the

inner tensions in a Sikh family of pre-Fartition days. Kamala Markandaya’s

novels

—

Nectar in a Sieve (1954), Some Inner Fury (1957), A Silence of Desire (1961),

Possession (1963), A Handful of Rice (1966), The Coffer Dams (1969), and The

Nowhere Man (1973)—show a fine creative talent at work, and Some Inner Fury

does give a vivid image of India during the 'Quit India’ holocaust. Nayantara

Sahgal’s four novels, A Time to be Happy (1958), This Time ofMorning (1965),
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Storm in Chandigarh (1969), and The Day in Shadow (1972), and Anita Details

Cry the Peacock (1963), Voices in the City (1965), and Bye-Bye, Blackbird (1971)

are all competently done; the former’s New Delhi and the latter’s Calcutta come
out vividly alive in their best novels. Ruth Prawar Jhabvala’s To Wham She Will

(1955), Edmond in India (1958), The Householder (1960), Get Readyfor Battle ( 1962)

,

and other novels, and her collections ofshort stories like A Stranger Climate (1968)

bring out the idiosyncracies and ironies of the social scene in contemporary

Delhi. Shantha Rama Rau’s Remember the House (1956) is the story of the girl-

narrator’s passage through romance and disillusion to common sense and

compromise. Manohar Malgonkar has within a short time made a reputation

for himselfwith a series ofnovels: Distant Drum (1960), Combat ofShadows (1962),

The Princes (1963), and A Bend in the Ganges (1965)—the last leading up to the

Hindu-Muslim massacres following the partition of India. Balachandra Rajan’s

two novels

—

The Dark Dancer (1959) and Too Long in the West (1961)—both

centre round the problem of adjustment when an Indian sojourner in the West
returns to his motherland. Sudhin Ghose’s novels

—

And Gazelles Leaping (1949),

Cradle of the Clouds (1951), The Vermilion Boat (1953), and The Flame of the

Forest (1955)—are in a class apart, being tantalizing mixtures of fantasy and

realism. Anand Lall’s The House at Adampur (1956) and Seasons ofJupiter (1958)

are interesting yams. In his Chronicles ofKedaram (1961), K. Nagarajan has given

a vivid picture of life in a South Indian temple town. There is, besides, the

phenomenon of G. V. Desani whose All About Mr. Hatter (1948) is an Indo-

Anglian approximation to James Joyce’s Ulysses.

In poetry too the record is impressive. Aside from Sri Aurobindo’s monu-
mental Savitri, other volumes of poetry with a mystical or spiritual slant have

also come from the pens of poets belonging to the Aurobindonian school: K. D.

Sethna’s The Adventure of the Apocalypse (1949), Dilip Kumar Roy’s Eyes of Light

(1948), Nirodbaran’s Sun-Blossoms (1947), and V. K. Gokak’s Life's Temple.

Other poets reflecting Aurobindo’s influence are Nalinikanta Gupta {To the

Heights'), Nishikanta {Dream Cadences), and Punjalal {Rosary and Lotus Petals).

When The Illustrated Weekly under C. R. Mandy’s editorship began to publish

Indo-Anglian verse, it gave a fillip to new writing, and several names have

since acquired a more general currency. Dom Moraes’s A Beginning (1957)

won for him the Hawthorndon Prize; and his later volumes. Poems (1960) and

John Nobody (1965), have helped him to consolidate his position as one of the

most significant ofmodern English poets. Harindranath Chattopadhyay {Spring

in Winter, 1956; Masks and Farewells, 1961; and Virgins and Vineyards, 1967),

Nissim Ezekiel {A Time to Change, 1951; Sixty Poms, 1953; The Exact Name,

1965), P. Lai {The Parrot's Death, 1960; Draupadi andJayadratha, 1967), Kamala
Das {Summer in Calcutta, 1965; The Descendants, 1968), A. K. Ramanujan {The

Striders, 1966, won a Poetry Society Recommendation), P. K. Saha {Poemsfor
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the Fifties, 1965), Leslie de Noronha (Poems, 1965), Lotika Ghose (White Dawns
Awakening, 1950), Keshav Malik (The Rippled Shadow, 1960), B. P. Paymaster

(The Last Farewell, 1960), V. Madhusudan Reddy (Sapphires ofSolitude, 1960),

Pradip Sen (And Then the Sun, 1960), Gieve Patel (Poems, 1966), Gopal Singh

(The Man Who Never Died, 1969), Monika Varma (Green Leaves and Gold, 1970),

K. Raghavendra Rao, R. Parthasarathy, K. N. Daruwala, Adil Jussawalla,

Pritish Nandy, Rajendra Varma, and Subhaschandra Saha are among the

Indians who have boldly and skilfully essayed verse in English. The newer poets

are conscious of the modern heritage of poetry comprising the work of imagists,

symbolists, and mythologists like Ezra Pound, T. S. Eliot, W. B. Yeats, W. H.
Auden, Wallace Stevens, and Allen Tate, and in their best work there are no
echoes merely but distinctive new notes as well.

In the post-Independence era India has witnessed a few enthusiastic writers

of drama in English. Asif Currimbhoy has nearly twenty plays to his credit

—

The Tourist Mecca (1961), The Doldrummers (1962), The Dumb Dancer (1962),

Om (1962), Goa (1967), An Experiment with Truth (1969), Inquilab (1970), Om
Marti Padme Hum (1972), The Miracle Seed (1973), etc.—and they display virtuo-

sity and vividness in dialogue. Bharati Sarabhai’s Two Women (1952), a play

written in prose but charged with feeling, projects the tension at the heart of

Hindustan between tradition and revolt. Dilip Kumar Roy has dramatized the

life-stories of Gaitanya in Sri Chaitanya and of Mira, the Beggar Princess, in Mira

in Brindaban (1956). K. Nagarajan’s chronicle play, Chidambaram (1955), has

been successfully produced; Lobo Prabhu’s Collected Plays (1956) contains one

or two striking dramatic pieces. G. V. Desani’s experimental Hali (1950) has

been recendy given a new lease of life; it is the story of Hali’s passion told in

moving, disturbing, and unforgettable accents. Several other plays written in

the post-Independence period are Keechaka (1949) of T. P. Kailasam, The

Flute of Krishna (1950) of P. A. Krishnaswamy, Siddhartha (1956) of Harindra-

nath Chattopadhyay, A Touch of Brightness (1965) of Pratap Sharma, Sadhana

(1969) of K. S. Rangappa, Tiger-claw (1967) of LakhanDeb, Nalini (1969) of

Nissim Ezekiel, and Larins Sahib (1971) of Gurucharan Das.

Rajagopalachari was usually considered to be the dialectician par excellence,

but that was only part of the story. While the severe austerity of his prose style

was obvious enough, there were also emotional and spiritual lights that often

lifted up his writing to poetic heights. His adaptations of the Mahdbharata (1951)

and the Ram&yancP (1961) in the idiom of the modern age are masterpieces in

their own right and have become best-sellers. A prolific writer, M. N. Roy made
significant contribution to the dialectical and political literature of India. His

works include India in Transition (1922), From Savagery to Civilisation (1943), and

Materialism: An Outline of the History ofScientific Thought (1951). Nirad C. Chau-

* It ia a rendering of the Ayodhya-kd(itfa of the Tamil classic, Kawba Ramdyanam (ninth century).
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dhuri is a powerful stylist in English prose. His The Autobiography ofan Unknown

Indian (1951) has been followed by A Passage to England (1959) and The Continent

of Circe (1965). He writes from the vantage ground of a self-forged solitariness,

and his interpretations—whether of India or of England—arc perhaps more
valuable for the light they throw upon his own acutely sensitive nature than as

balanced reports on the Indo-Aryans or the Anglo-Saxons. Some of his latest

publications, To Live or Not Live (1970), Scholar Extraordinary (1974), and Clive

of India (1975), are marked by his usual uncharitable criticism of India. Ved
Mehta is a brilliant writer, and his collection of essays The Fly and the Fly-Bottle

(1963) surveys some of the controversies that have raged in the recent past in

England’s groves of Academe. Although journalism embalmed in a book is

seldom readable, there are exceptions to the rule : Rajagopalachari’s Satyameva

Jayate volumes, N. Raghunathan’s Sotto Voce and its successors, M. Chalapati

Rau’s Fragments ofa Revolution (1965), and a few others. Bal Gangadhar Tilak’s

birth centenary in 1956 occasioned more than one good biography of the

Lokamanya, and in recent years biographies of Sri Ramakrishna, Swami
Vivekananda, Gopalkrishna Gokhale, the Nehrus, Sri Aurobindo, Vallabhbhai

Patel, Subhas Chandra Bose, and other national leaders appeared. Books on
Gandhiji, of course, are legion. In the field of literary criticism K. R. Srinivasa

Iyengar (Shakespeare : His World and His Art), S. C. Sengupta {Shakespeare's

Historical Plays
, 1964), P. Lai ( The Concept of an Indian Literature, 1968), V. K.

Gokak {Coleridge's Aesthetics, 1975), P. C. Ghose {Shakespeare's Mingled Drama,

1966), and many others made significant contributions. The emergence of

Bangladesh in 1971 led to the production of a mass of books in English by
Indian men of letters during the recent years. Mention may be made ofPrabodh
Chandra’s Bloodbath in Bangladesh (1971), Subrata Roy Chaudhuri’s The Genesis

of Bangladesh (1972), Dom Moraes’s The Tempest Within (1971), and G. S.

Bfiargava’s Crush India (1972). In history, philosophy, politics, economics—in

all branches of modern knowledge, in fact,—Indian writing in English is in-

creasingly coming up to the best Anglo-American standards.

A word or two about the Indian journals in English which played a signi-

ficant role in facilitating the growth of Indo-Anglian literature. In the early

days of Indian national renaissance, papers like The Hindu (Madras) and
Amrita Bazar Patrika (Calcutta) played a notable part in educating and mobi-
lizing public opinion on the issue of progressive self-government. Other papers

that once commanded high prestige or enjoyed a great vogue, for example, the

Indu Prakash (Bombay) and Bandemataram (Calcutta), now belong to history,

not actuality. National leaders like Lajpat Rai
(
The People), C. R. Das {Forward),

Mahatma Gandhi {Young India and Harijan), C. Y. Chintamani {The Leader),

Pattabhi Sitaramayya {Janmabhumi), Subhas Chandra Bose {Forward Bloc),

M. N. Roy {Independent India and The Marxian Way), Lokamanya Tilak {The
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Mahratta), Acharya Kripalani (Vigil), and K. M. Munshi (The Social Welfare)

have in their time made their journals efficient organs for the dissemination of

their views. Daily newspapers like the Indian Express, the Hindustan Times, and
the National Herald, as also the so-called ‘Anglo-Indian’ papers of yesterday

—

the Times ofIndia, the Statesman, and the Mail—that have wonderfully adjusted

themselves to the altered conditions of republican India, are all doing yeoman
service by maintaining good journalistic standards and generally viewing

questions from a progressive and all-India or national standpoint. The weekly

papers—except the popular Illustrated Weekly—are less firmly established as a

rule, although at one time papers like the Indian Social Reformer and The Servant

ofIndia enjoyed no mean prestige in the country. There are the monthlyjournals,

too, sharing the difficulties of the tribe in other parts of the world. The Calcutta

Review and the Modem Review have had a long and useful history; Prabuddha

Bharata and Vedanta Kesari continue to maintain a good standard with a Vedan-

tic and spiritual slant; and The Aryan Path has completed nearly fifty years

of meritorious service, addressing itself to the task of dissemination of the

abiding Values and verities and also to the task of building up, through its re-

view section, a sound critical tradition in the country. The quarterly or bi-

monthly journals like the Visvabharati Quarterly, the Quest (Bombay), and the

Advent (Pondicherry) deserve special notice. There are, besides, the journals,

published by the Universities or other learned bodies, and these also try to

maintain standards appropriate to such journals.

CONCLUSION

Indo-Anglian literature began as a hot?house plant. It has not even now

wholly shed its strangeness. Yet it would be wrong to describe it as an ‘alien’

literature. It has now taken firm and deep root in the Indian soil, and it is

branching out in many directions. At its best, Indian writing in English com-

pares, not unfavourably, with the best writing in England or the U.S.A. It may
therefore be confidently hoped that, as in the past, in the future also the Indo-

Anglian writers will primarily aim at projecting a total vision of India—inter-

preting her aspirations and hopes and recording her ardours and achievements

—

not only before the outside world but also before the diverse linguistic groups

within the country. There is no reason why Indo-Anglian literature should not,

in the fullness of time, grow with the growth of Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi,

Marathi, Tamil, Telugu, and other regional literatures in India, giving and

taking freely, and achieve a position comparable to a distinctive national

literature like modern American literature—an individual expression of the

Indian genius and a means to national and international understanding.
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GUJARATI

THE LAND AND THE LANGUAGE

GUJARAT, the land of the Guijaras, in olden times extended from

RajputanE in the north to Lata Pradeia in the south. Kathiawad, the land

of the KEthis, was known as Anarta or SaurEitra. The present Kutch was

included in it, as ifs boundaries extended right up to Thar Parkar in Sind

(Pakistan). These boundaries changed with the passage of time and are now
restricted to Sirohi (Mount Abu) or rather Palanpur in the north, and Daman
(on the banks of the Damangahga river) in the south. Kathiawad and

Kutch and such ancient and historic towns as DvErakS. and Bhfgu-Kaccha

(Broach), Surat and Ahmedabad are included in the present State ofGujarat.

The term ‘Greater Gujarat’ has come into vogue of late to describe those

places outside Gujarat proper, where Gujaratis have gone and settled like

South, East, and Central Africa, Burma, and Mauritius outside India and

Nagpur, Madras, and Calcutta inside India. The Gujaratis there live as they

live in Gujarat, and use their language freely wherever possible. They have

built temples there, started schools, and otherwise made themselves at home.

There arc printing presses with Gujarati types for newspapers and magazines,

and even books in Gujarati are being printed and published there.

Gujarati emerged as a New Indo-Aryan language like Bengali, Hindi, and

Marathi by about a.d. 1000. The basic vocabulary of Gujarati is derived from

Sanskrit through Prakrit. Leaving aside the Sanskrit works, the oldest com-

positions in the Old Gujarat area were in the latest form of Middle Indo-Aryan

or Prakrit, known as Saurasenl or Nagara ApabhrarhSa which may therefore

be safely called the real precursor of Gujarati. Hemacandra (1089-1173), the

great grammarian, calls it simply Apabhramfo which seems to have ceased to

exist by a.d. 900. During the years a.d. 900-1 150 a new kind of ApabhramSa

came into existence which can be called Gurjara ApabhraihSa. L. P. Tessitori,

the Italian scholar, has described it as the ‘Old Western Rajasthani’ which, as

the immediate source of Gujarati, was gradually taking shape as a New Indo-

Aryan language. There was a certain local element existing in the vocabulary.

It had drawn upon many words called ddi or deslya, a considerable amount of

which happened to be of Dravidian origin. Hemacandra has given a long list

of such words in his Deii-nSma-malS. A large number of foreign words from

languages like Persian, Arabic, Portuguese, and English have penetrated into

the corpus ofGujarati vocabulary. This is, however, a common feature ofnearly

all the Indian languages current today. It is an inevitable result of the political

changes through which India passed.
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The language is easy and simple. The conjugations! forms of its verbs are

few. It is not overloaded with auxiliaries, articles, prepositions, and adverbs.

It is only when abstruse, metaphysical, technical, or scientific words have to be
used that it has to fall back on Sanskrit.

The Gujarati script is a developed or rather simplified form of the N&gari

(or Devanagarf) alphabet which itself appears to have belonged to Gujarat and
Rajasthan as well as western Uttar Pradesh in the olden days. From the begin-

ning of the nineteenth century, this script has again been accepted as a sort

of pan-Indian script for Sanskrit.

The history of Gujarati literature can be divided into three broad periods:

(i) the Early Gujarati period up to e. a.d. 1450;

(ii) the Middle Gujarati period up to a.d. 1850; and
(iii) the New or Modern Gujarati period from after a.d. 1850 till the

present day.

EARLY GUJARATI LITERATURE

ApabhramSa, the early literary medium of Gujarat, was used almost like

the spoken vernacular as it is evident from the couplets (more than 100) collec-

ted by Hcmacandra. These couplets are claimed as specimens of their earlier

forms by Gujarati, Hindi (Braja-bhasS and Khari-boli), and Marwari. The
earliest writings in Gujarati both in prose and verse are principally by Jaina

authors. These cover a wide area of human knowledge ranging from narrative,

romantic, moral, and didactic themes to grammatical, philosophical, and

various technical subjects. Some of the particular literary types prevalent in

the Old Gujarati period are: rasas, phagus, baramdsis, etc. Rasas (long poems

—

heroic, romantic, or narrative) were written either by bhaias and cdranas (bards)

in praise of rulers, or by Jaina sadhus (monks) in praise of wealthy and religious

patrons. Rdsas are valuable so far as the contemporary history of the land is

concerned. In addition to the innumerable rasas (e.g. BhdrateSvara Bahubali-

rasa, 1185, of £&libhadra Suri; Revantagiri-rSsa, 1235, of Vijayasena; Samara-

rasa, 1315, of Ambadeva; and Gautama Sv&mt-rasa, 1356, of Vinayaprabha),

Jaina poets wrotephSgs or phagus celebrating love and joyous nature in spring-

time (vasanta). Stkulibhadra-phagu (1334) ofJinapadma is one of the first of its

kind. Other poems of this genre are Nemindtka-phdgu (1344) by RijaSekhara,

Nemindtha-phagu (1375) by Jayaiekhara, RaAgasdgara Nemindtha-phdgu (1400)

by Somasundara. But Vasanta-vildsa is the most beautiful poetical work of this

class, composed around 1350 by Gupavanta (?). The poem shows no trace of

didacticism, and depicts in a charming style the advent ofspring and the pangs

of women separated from their lovers. Nemindtha Catufpadika (1140) by Vinaya-

candra, a Jaina sSdhu, is perhaps the oldest and the best among the bdramasi

poems available today. It is heavily loaded with didactic and philosophical
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content. The Jaina sddhus showed admirable skill in describing worldlyjoys and

delights also, as it is evident from works like Vasanta-vilisa. They used to beg

food at the houses of courtesans and picked up their knowledge of the world

standing at their doors. After the fall of the Rajput rulers and at the beginning

of the Mohammedan rule, darkness enveloped the literary activities of Gujarat.

It must be said to the credit oftheJainahhfttu that it was theywho keptGujarati

literature alive in spite of almost insuperable difficulties. Among other old

Gujarati works in verse, mention may be made ofRanamalla Chanda, UfS-harana,

Sita-harana, and Merutuhga’s Prabodha-cinldmani. Ranamalla Chanda (1398) of

Sridhara Vyasa is a historical poem describing the defeat of Zafar Khan, the

governor ofPatana, by Ranamalla, the ruler ofIdara. The last and most mature

literary phase in Old Gujarati was reached by Padmanabha’s Kanhadade Pro-

bandha {c. 1456). It narrates in great detail the invasion and conquest of Gujarat

and Kathiawad by Ulugh Khan, the renowned lieutenant of Alauddin Khilji,

in the last decade of the thirteenth century. The writer of this epic was the court

poet ofJhalora in western Marwar, and he described the courage of Kanha-

dade, the heroic king of Jhalora, who withstood the siege of his capital by

Alauddin for twelve years and was betrayed by some faithless Rajputs. His

description ofevents is vivid, and the language forceful and stirring. The depic-

tionofthe tragic love betweenVirama, son ofKanhadade, and Piroja, daughter of

Alauddin, has added an element ofromance to this historical poem of war and

heroism. The text shows that Persian words, specially military terms, had begun

to infiltrate into the language though mainly it was Old Gujarati. The work

ushered in a new tradition—the beginning of the Middle Gujarati literature.

Compared with poetry, very little prose was written. Prose works1 are meagre

in number, but here, too, the Jains predominated. They wrote in elegant prose

their ethical codes through simple stories acceptable to the youth. These

books, meant for instruction and enlightenment, were known as Balavabodhas.

Tarunaprabha’s Bdlavaboiha (c. 1355) is one of the earliest works in prose in

Old Gujarati. Another writer of Balavabodhas in the fourteenth century is

Somasundara (c. 1399). A remarkable specimen of ornate prose in Old Gujarati

is the religious romance, Pfthvicandra-caritra (1422) of Magikyasundara. Though
not very polished by,modem standards, it bears all the signs of an advanced

period; and though religious in the main, it provides a strikingly pleasant relish

as a narrative romance and as a biographical piece. In style and narrative it is

reminiscent ofBaga’s Kddambari
, and it found hardly any imitator in the follow-

ing few centuries till we reach modem literature.

MIDDLE GUJARATI LITERATURE

Formerly many scholars believed that the rise of Gujarati literature began
1A specimen of prow written at that time ha* been given in the prewnt author'* Milutmis in

Gujarati LiUratun (2nd Edn.), p. 27.
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with Narasimha Mehta. (1415-81). Before he came on the scene, a sizable body
of literature, however, had already come into existence. Among the writers,

there were non-Jains too—one of them a Mohammedan, Abdur Rahaman
(c. 1420). Parsis who had landed in Gujarat in the eighth century took a hand
in it too, and a six-hundred-year-old manuscript of their religious books, the
Pak Khorda Avesta translated into the Gujarati of the period, has been found.

The dominating note of the Middle Gujarati period, at least for non-Jains,

was worship of God. It assumed the form of bhakti or devotion to to

Rama, to Siva, or to Sakti. Kf$na-worship comes within bhakti-marga (the school

of love and devotion to God) and the germs of this cult are to be found in the

Bhagaoad-Gitd, (IX. 26-29). It contemplates complete absorption in Him.1 The
ideas of mutual affection as typified in the love of Radha and Kr?na, immorta-
lized by Jayadeva erf* Bengal in the twelfth century, came later. Bhakti of the

Lord under various names, Rama, K^na, Hari, Vi$iju, and Vifhthala, was an
all-India feature in those days. It is difficult to say how this cult spread in Guja-
rat, but this much is certain that the two most prominent poets of this tn&rga,

Narasimha Mehta and Mirabai (1498/1503-1546),* were uninfluenced by the

teachings or preachings ofoutsiders likeVallabhacarya ( 1473-1531) and Caitanya
(1485-1533). Though a high-caste Brahmin, Narasimha Mehta mixed freely

with the untouchables (whom he called harijanas
, the ‘men of God’, a term

later made famous by Mahatma Gandhi) and worshipped with them, for he
believed that all devotees are equal in the eye of God. Narasimha Mehta was
a student of Advaitism and his poetry is deeply coloured by that branch of

philosophy. But he was equally at home in depicting love for God in intensely

charming and passionate songs.4 Many of his poems are mystical, spiritual, and
didactic, and at the same time very appealing. Many people of Gujarat are in

the habit of reciting some of these chants in the morning, which are called

prabhatiyas (matutinals). Govinda-gamana, .Surata-samgrama, Sudamd-caritra, etc.

show him as a powerful lyricist and as an outstanding exponent of devotional

poetry. Narasiihha Mehta’s poems on the love of Kr?pa and the gopis, for exam-
ple, SjAgdramdld, apparently appear erotic in their literal representation; but

studied in their symbolical aspect, they provide quite the opposite meaning.

The gopis in these poems may be taken to stand for all human souls passionately

seeking union with Krsna who is Love and the utlimate Reality.

• They who worship Me with bhakti are in Me, and I am in them.’

—

B.G., IX. 29.

* It b generally accepted that MIrSbSI flourished round about a.d. 1498 or 1503 and died in

a.d. 1546. According to one Gujarati tradition, however, her date is a.d. 1403-60.—Editor.
4 Narasiihha Mehta’s approach was thus based both onjtl&na (knowledge) and bhakti(devotion) ,

and
in his spiritual ideas he appears to have been influenced by both North Indian poets and saints and
the saints of MahlrOftm, like JMnadeva and NSmadeva (thirteenth-fourteenth centuries). His

religio-social work through his lyrics, particularly in thejhulana metre, is based on the teachings of the

saint and sage Vipjusv&min.—Editor.
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Tradition speaks ofthe unfortunate married life of Mlr&b&I, a royal princess,

and her emigration from Mewar to Dv&raki in Gujarat. She chose to live the

life ofan ascetic and to worship her Lord, Kj^a, as an humble devotee and as

a spiritual lover. The songs she composed and sang depict her passionate devo-

tion to, and complete absorption in, her Lord. They are intensely popular

among Gujarati women and sung all over India with genuine devotional

fervour. The original language of these captivating songs was the Marwari or

western form of Rajasthani, and as a matter of fact, Gujarati and Marwari were

one language up to about a.d. 1600.' In the intensity of her emotion, in the

sublimity of her devotion, and in the charm of her lyricism she has perhaps

never been surpassed in the whole range of devotional poetry in India.

Bh&Iaga (1434-1514) rendered into elegant Gujarati the K&dambari of Ba$a.

It is his greatest work. His other important works include DaSama Skandha (of

die Bhdgaoata PurSpd), NalSkhySna, and R&mabala-caritra. Bhalana has also written

Cccndl-SkhySna, a work onGoddessCandl or Kali. He has not neglected Siva either.

He has tried to impress upon his readers that the devotee ofone was the devotee

of the other; they bore only different names but were one and the same divinity.

Bhima (fifteenth century), who wrote a Gujarati version of Vopadeva’s Bhdga-

vata, showed deep knowledge of the original as well as fine judgement in selec-

tion and omission therefrom.

Taking part in literary pursuits was not confined to the higher caste only.

Mapd&na, a dyer by caste and polisher of silk cloth by profession, composed

three very striking works, Prabodha BattiSi (c. 1480), Ramdyana, and RukmSAgada-

kathi.

During the sixteenth century literary activities were ofa minor nature. Vasto,

Vachar&ja, Tulasi, Gaijapati, Bandharao, Sivadasa, Madhusudana Vyasa,

Kuialalabha (ajaina sddfm), Nakara (1500-1575), and Vi?nudasa (1564-1632)

carried on the work of composition, concerning themselves mostly with dkhydnas

based on the epics and Purapas. Lavaijyasamaya
(
Vimala-prabandha, 1512) and

Nayasundara (R&pachanda Kuiwar-rSsa, 1581, and Nala-Damayanti-rasa, 1609)

continued the Old Gujarati rdsa tradition. There was some prose written also.

There were translations into prose of Sanskrit works like the Pancatantra, the

R&m&yaQa, the Togaodsiffha, and the Bhagavad-Gitd.

THE GREAT TRIO

The seventeenth and eighteenth centuries witnessed three great poets in

Gujarati literature. They are Akho or Ak$ayad&sa (1591-1656), Prem&nanda

Bhafta (1636-1734), and S&mala or Sy&maladasa Bhafta (1699-1769). Akho

was a goldsmith by profession. He was at war with himselfand the world. The

* VUt S. K. Chatteiji, UmpugumiIMmSum ofMaim Indio, p. 235.
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transitoriness of theworld and its affairs, which were so stale and sordid, induced

him to take a detached view of life. His satiric poems are in the nature of lashes

with which he whips the hypocrites, the so-called sddhus and religious heads,

all bent on making money or leading immoral lives under the garb of sanctity.

As itwas in vogue, he knew Hindi and composed works in that language also.

Abstruse philosophical works like the Akho-gita testify to his knowledge of the

VedSnta. His ideal was the final beatitude, the union ofJiva and Ifvara. He did

not claim to be a learned man, and saw no use for Sanskrit if the masses had to

be reached. Prakrit or the people’s language—in this case Gujarati as it had
developed—found a strong advocate in him. Akho, who did not consider

himself to be a poet, struck out a new path for himself in both subject-

matter and language. His style is simple and direct His other important

works expounding the Vedantic philosophy include Cilta-vicara-samvada. and
Anubhava-bindu.

The most outstanding figure of the period under review was, however,

Premananda Bha{ta who raised the language and literature of Gujarat at one

bound to great heights and removed from them the stigma of being plebian.

He composed many akhyanas on Puraijic and non-Puranic subjects. His por-

traits are so vivid and his language is so lucid, charming, rich, and vigorous in

depicting all phases ' of human nature—joy, misery, terror, courage, humour,

and tranquillity—that no other Gujarati poet has been able to match him, not

to speak of surpassing him. The lament of Ya&oda when Kr$$a disappears into

the Yamuna, the taunts administered by his wife Mandodaii and his brother

Kumbhakarna to Ravana, the parting scene betweenDamayantI and her child-

ren, the sarcastic way in which Sudama’s wife ridicules her husband’s unwill-

ingness to seek help from Krsna, the humour of the scenes where poverty-strick-

en Narasimha Mehta has to meet the aristocratic nagara (city) ladies and their

contempt for him, are real gems of Gujarati literature. His works are popular

even now, and poems like Okha-harana are recited by Gujarati women in the

month of Gaitra as an act of devotion. Premananda needs to be read in the

original to be fully appreciated. He had to his credit as many as forty authentic

works. Apart from Okhd-haiana, the particularly noteworthy ones are: Ranayajfia,

.Nal&khyana,
Abhimanyu-dkhyana,

Daiama Skandha
,
SudSmS-caritra, and Sudhanva-

khyana.

Samala Bhafta, third poet of this distinguished trio, found suitable ex-

pression for his poetic genius in romantic narratives. He is a past master in

lucid and facile narration spiced with riddles and commonplace maxims of

worldly wisdom. His versified stories fall into two categories, narradve and

didactic. His narrative poems contain stories within stories. His estimate of

women is condemnatory or laudatory as suits the occasion. Dancing women
are introduced in his stories, but they are like aspaaias and designed to help
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his heroes and heroines by their ingenuity and skill. Mis poems are not subser-

vient to religion. He was well versed in Sanskrit and Persian. S&mala, who
by profession was a story-teller, wrote profusely. Some of his important works

are Batrtfa-putali, Padmdvatl, Nanda-batriR', Suhh&sana-batridl, and Madana-

Mohana. A dozen other minor poets (including the Jains) wrote narrative poems
on various subjects during the seventeenth century, but none of them betrays

any marked ability. ^
Parsi poets also had absorbed the spirit of the times and utilized the language

and mannerisms then in vogue for propaganda, especially for their sacred books.

Ervand Rustumi Peshotan was one of them. He wrote nomas or chronicles,

Zarihustnama (1674) and two others, one in 1651 and the other in 1681.

He knew many languages—Sanskrit, Gujarati, Persian, Avestan, and
Pahalvi. He described contemporary manners and social canons in his

chronicles.

The following century (eighteenth) witnessed the rise of the Maratha power

in Gujarat. The quality of literature was inferior and sectarian except for the

works ofDhira Bhagat, Niranta Bhagat, Bhoja Bhagat, and four or five poetesses

like Divali B5I of the Narayana sect, who preached austerity and purity of life

for sSdkus. Dayaram (1767-1852), a follower of the Vallabhacarya school of

Vai$pavism and a brilliant author, eclipsed all the writers of his period. He was

the last great name in the Middle Gujarati tradition and a link between the

old and the new. He was a talented musician and a gifted writer of garbis

(lyrics), depicting the episodes of Krsija and Radha. These love-lyrics of unique

charm are sung by Gujarati women at various festivals in public. Dayaram
was a devoted Vaifpava, and knew Braja-bh&$& and Hindi in which he composed

his Satsaiya.• His work is divided into three parts, religious, ethical, and erotic.

His garbis belong to the last category and resemble the ghazals of Persian Sufi

poets like Hafiz and Rumi in their romantic fervour. His forte is his language.

Of his most important works the following may be mentioned: Bhakti-pofaija

,

Rasika-vallabha, and AjSmila-akhySna. Giridhara (1787-1852) in his RSmSyana

attempted to write in the akhyana tradition.

The Middle period in Gujarati literature is a period of Purlpic revival, and
throughout the long four centuries, from the second half of the fifteenth to the

first halfof the nineteenth, the tradition of the Skhydna had a widespread vogue.

Time and again men of literary genius sought to engross themselves in the trea-

sures of the Puraijic heritage and distribute them to the people through a

medium they could enjoy and appreciate. Gujarat, too, has its own indigenous

folk-literature full of adventure, sacrifice, and heroism. It is remarkable for the

picture it presents of the social life of the people in those days.

* There is considerable influence of Braja-bh&g on his writings, particularly of the works of the

Aftach&pa followers of Vallabh&c&rya.
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MODERN PERIOD

Roughly speaking, the Modem period begins from 1850 when the influence

ofWestern education began to permeate all the major languages of the country:

Urdu, Punjabi, Hindi, Bengali, Gujarati, Tamil, Telugu, etc. Bengal was the

first to come under its influence. The development of each of them in conse-

quence of this common ruling factor proceeded on similar lines. In 1820

schools were opened in Bombay and outside for the teaching of Gujarati and
Marathi; suitable text-books were prepared, and teachers were trained to

impart education through them. This rudimentary or elementary education

given in the mother tongue gradually led to the establishment ofcolleges having

English as the medium of instruction, and the foundation ofBombay University

in 1857, which was indeed a great landmark in the history of modem Gujarati

life and culture. As a result, a number of highly qualified writers sprang up,

who strove to stimulate almost all branches of literature—prose, poetry, drama,

and fiction—as well as history, science, and art. Pioneer work was done by Hin-

dus and Parsis alike. Ranchhoddas Girdharbhai and Oadabhai Naorojiare typi-

cal examples of this. Young men pledged themselves to carry on the pursuit of

knowledge and bring about social reforms. Social reformers like Ourgaram
Mehtaji, Mahipatram Rupram, Sorabji Bengali, and Naoroji Fardunji did a

great deal towards solving the problems of illiteracy, untouchability, sectarian-

ism, traditionalism, and the like. Sympathetic Englishmen like Lord Mounts-

tuart Elphinstone (Governor of Bombay), A. K. Forbes (Judge of the High

Court), and Sir Theodore Hope (Head of the Education Department) guided

them, and their efforts met with success.

Dalpatram Dahyabhai (1820-98) and Narmadashankar (1833-86) are

considered to be the pioneers of modem Gujarati literature. Both of them wrote

poetry, but they did not eschew prose. The former was orthodox in his outlook

and the latter was radical, or rather, rebellious. The volume of poetry written

by them on various subjects is enormous. Though both advocated social reform,

their approach was not similar. Dalpatram was slow and steady and conserva-

tive by temperament, but Narmadashankar or Narmad was egotistic, coura-

geous, and a social revolutionary, advocating instant eradication of all social

evils. Dalpatram had not come under the influence ofEnglish education, though

he was a great friend of A. K. Forbes.7 He was fond of Sanskrit metres and his

success in handling Sanskrit metres with consummate artistic skill encouraged

the progress of Gujarati poetry written in classical style. He was a master of

humour and wit. His poems supporting social reforms did great service in

modernizing die mind of the land. The miseries ofyoung widows deeply affected

him and he was inspired to improve the lot of these unfortunate women by
7 Dalpatram wrote an elegiac poem on the death of Forbes, Forbts-uiraha (1865). Ibis may be

taken as probably the first elegy of the English type in Gujarati,
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means of propaganda in verse. Vena-caritra is one such poem. The same social

evil kindled the poetic genius of Narmad. Narmad had studied English and

hence he differed from Dalpatram in his outlook. He wrote a history of the

world and published a Gujarati dictionary
(
Narmakosa

)
and a work on alahk&ra-

i&stra (poetics). Both were patriotic, but Narmad’s verses exalting Gujarat are

still the proud possession of every Gujarati and are sung on all public occasions.

His last days were unhapjjy, and from being a free lance he became a convert to

orthodox views as is evident from his Dharmavicara. He was a subjective poet, and

a writer of drama too. His outstanding contributions to Gujarati literature are

his autobiography, essays, and poems—all intensely personal and patriotic.*

Narmad is known as the father ofmodern Gujarati prose. Poor as it was before

him, he enriched it considerably.

Bholanath Sarabhai (1822-86) was a devotional poet and though not exact-

ly a Brahmo Samajist, he modelled his verses in the spirit of the Brahmo
Samaj in furtherance of the cult of ekeharavada (monotheism). Ibara Prartha-

namala (1872) is a collection of his poems. His son Narsimharao Divatia (1859-

1937) was a distinguished poet who derived his inspiration from Tennyson

and other English poets, besides being a sound and fearless critic and a pro-

found scholar. His most outstanding poem is Smaratfa Samhita, an elegy remini-

scent of Tennyson’s In Memoriam. His four other volumes of poems written

between 1887 and 1935 are Kusumamala, Hrdayavina, JiUptaa-jhankara, and

Buddha-carita. He has found many followers. Dalpatram’s son Nanalal

(1877-1946) wrote a great number of poems and that too in such a charming

romantic style that he has been called ‘the Poet Laureate of Gujarat’. His

compositions in blank verse have struck a new path and attracted many
imitators. He described them as apadyi gadya or rhyming prose. Nanalal’s first

poem in this style is Vasantotsava (1898). His Citra-darSana (1921) is a collection

of several poems presented as pictures.* He attempted to write an epic of the

Miltonic type in his Kurukfetra. His plays, composed in the same style, are so

full of feeling and liveliness that they have found a permanent place in the

hearts of men and women of Gujarat. Some of his plays are Indukumdra, Jaya~

jayanta (1914), Viba-gUa (1927), Sanghamitra (1931), and Jagat-preraqa (1943).

The second is a unique lyrical piece.

Poetry also found devotees, and distinguished ones at that, in the Parsi

a Narmad alio attempted other varieties of poetry, viz. narrative, nature, and epic. Mention

may be made of Rufoniyi-haraQa} Vana-varQana, and Virasimha. He adapted a few English poems into

Gujarati, for example, LaliUS (Wordsworth's Lucy Gray).

•Dr U. M. Maniar rightly observes: 'This (volume) would have been an attempt at

Pre-Raphaelite style of writing poetry, but since the poet's aim here is to present Truth as it is and
since the poet would not accept "word-pictures* ’ as synonymous with poetry, the whole attempt general-

ly results only in subjective lyricism with emphasis on Tennysonian picturesqueness.' (Cf. Ths Irtffoenct

if English on Gtfjarati Poetry, p. 149).—Editor.
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community. Two outstanding writers from this community were Behramji

M. Malabari (1863-1912) and Ardeshir Faramji Khabardar (1882-1953). A
journalist of note, Malabari made his mark both as a prose writer and as a poet
Khabardar, both a philosopher and a poet,10 got his inspiration from Dalpatram
and to a certain extent from Malabari. Manila! Nabhubhai, Balashankar

Kantharia, and Dahyabhai Derasari were inclined towards mysticism in poetry.

The first two are well known for their gkazals composed after the style of the

Persian Sufis. Manishankar Ratanji Bhatt ‘Kanta’ (1867-1923), Surasimhji

Gohil ‘Kal&pf (1874-1900), and Balwantrai K. Thakore (1869-1952) are

noted poets. Manishankar was a good prose writer too. He has written plays and
essays. But he is almost unparalleled as a poet. He introduced a new form in

poetry, kkanda-k3vj>a,n and used it with great artistic skill and dramatic inten-

sity. Surasimhji Gohil, the poet-prince of Lathi State in Kathiawad, lived

a very short life oftwenty-six years. He wrote letters, dialogues, a novel, and also

a book about his travels in Kashmir. But he is best known as a poet. His poems
are full of subjective intensity. Poetry came to him as naturally as a tear or a

sigh. He lacked artistic finesse, but could infuse new spirit in simple words and
give new charm to ordinary expressions. Balwantrai K. Thakore has given new
dimensions to Gujarati poetry. Bhanakara, in which all his poems have been

collected, is his most significant work and a landmark in the history of

modern Gujarati poetry. It marked certain far-reaching changes in the tradi-

tional poetic taste. He cultivated the spnnet form with rare skill and under-

standing. He believed that poetic form had its own existence, independent of

music and not subservient to it. He has written some beautiful lyrics that are

characterized by complete harmony of sound and sense. He never allows his

emotion to overpower him but restrains it and blends it with poetic thought.

His style is absolutely unorthodox, and it is vigorous and fresh. Other eminent

poets of modem Gujarati literature are Umashankar Joshi, Sundarram, and

Sundarji Betai. Umashankar has depicted nature in her various moods and in a

style which is highly lyrical. Sundarram’s poems are marked by the author’s

deep involvement with the realm of spirit and philosophy. The poems of Betai

are sober in tone and dignified in restraint. Mention must be made of some of

the recent poets: Rajendra Shah, Niranjan Bhagat, Benibhai Purohit, and

Balmukund Dave.

Prose writing in Gujarat underwent certain changes and passed through at

least two phases. Narmadashankar’s prose was different from the so-called

cultured or Sanskritized prose of Mansukhram Tripathi who wanted to

10 Some of his collections of poems are: Kdvya-rastkd (1901), VildsUtd (1905), PrafuUikd (1906),

SandeHkd (1925), Bhafanikd (1928), KafyapM (1940), and Naw&nikS (1940). Hit KalikS (1926) is a long

love poem consisting of 365 stanzas.

11 Some ofhis attempts in this new poetic form are: Devqydni, Atyfiana, Vasanta-vyaya, and Cahravdka-

mUkmuu
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eliminate the use of all foreign and Persian words. Thereafter came the Gan-

dhian era in Gujarati literature characterized by simplicity. The dominant

notes were uplift of the untouchables, fight for the freedom of the motherland,

and propagation of the principles of truth and non-violence. Writers like

Mahatma Gandhi (1869-1948) and K. M. Munshi (1888-1971) discouraged the

attempt at artificial and pedantic language and guided it back to a simple

style that even the masses j:ould understand. Popular terms took the place of

classical ones. Except in journals edited by Parsis where dialectical words

predominate, or those edited by Mohammedans with an excess of Urdu and

Persian words, Gujarati prose is now simple, clear, and elegant characterized

by remarkable pointedness and precision. The credit for this wholesome change

goes to Gandhiji. Two outstanding works of Gandhiji, Dakfitta Aphiikana Satyd-

grahano Itihdsa and Atmakathd, deserve to be ranked among the great classics of

the world. Munshi was an outstanding stylist in prose and one of the most

towering literary figures in Gujarati in the present age. Though his versatile

creative genius produced quite a voluminous mass of literature including the

drama, the essay, the short story, and the novel, the last is his forte. Among his

novels mentionmay be made ofGujardta-no Natha (1918-19), Pfthivi-vallabha (1920-

21), Jaya Somandtha (1940), Bhagavan ParaSurdma (1946), and Tapasvini (1957).

Play-writing began seriously with Ranchhodbhai Udayaram (1837-1923),

and his drama Lalitd Dukha DarJaka Nafaka depicted vividly the miseries of the

educated wife ofa drunkard living under the thumb ofa mistress. It was a great

success. Both Dalpatram and his son Nanalal had written dramas, and so had

Ramanbhai Nilkantha (1868-1928) and a number of Parsi writers; many of

these were meant for the stage. A form of entertainment called bhavai was the

forerunner of the modern drama. It was performed in the open. It used to have

such coarse and vulgar scenes as would tickle the sense of humour of the un-

educated. Educated writers changed the style, and dramas are now written

according to the standard of English plays and staged as on English boards.

Navalrara Pandya’s (1836-88) Bhdt Nun Bhopalun is modelled on Moli&re’s

French drama translated by Fielding as The Mock Doctor. Humorous scenes are

the special attraction of the dramas of Dalpatram and Navalram. B. K. Tha-
kore’s translation ofKa\idSua.'aAbhijfldna-$akuntala, whichhas been translated also

by two other writers, is very faithful and conveys the emotions and sentiments

of the original more distinctly than the others. K. H. Dhruva (1859-1938) also

translated a number ofSanskrit plays into Gujarati. Other important dramatists

of the Modem period are K. M. Munshi, Chandravadan Mehta, Jayanti

Dalai, Umashankar Joshi, Gulabdas Broker, Chunilal Madia, etc. The last

four have distinguished themselves as writers of one-act plays which

had been brought in Gujarati literature by Batubhai Umarwadia, Yashwant
Pandya, and Pranjivan Pathak.
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The impetus given by Narmadashankar or rather Navalram to the writing

of reviews or literary criticism has not come to rat. Navalram’s prose is excel-

lent and his style of writing admirable. He places the reader in intimate con-

nexion with the theme by generous quotations and then says what he has to

say by way of praise or censure. The canvas at present is crowded with many
reviewers and critics as dailies, weeklies, or other journals have space reserved

for reviews of the books they receive in shoals. Anandshankar Dhruva (1869-

1942) was a sober critic. Ramnarayan Pathak, Visnuprasad Trivedi, Vijayrai

Vaidya, D. R. Mankad, Vishwanath Bhatt, and J. £. Sanjana enriched the

field of criticism.

Gujarat has produced a number of eminent essayists as well. The most

outstanding essayist of the age is Kaka Kalelkar (b. 1886). The essays of Ratilal

Trivedi are noted for the author’s Sanskrit scholarship. The names of Lilavati

Munshi, Jyotindra Dave, Jayendrarai Durkal, 'and Ramnarayan Pathak also

deserve mention for their vivacious humour.

Biography and autobiography have started coming to the fore, but not in

large numbers. Nandshankar’s life by his son, Govardhanram Tripathi’s by his

nephew, and Dalpatram’s by his son are good examples. Autobiographies by
Narmadashankar and K. M. Munshi and Gandhiji’s AtmakathS are specially

to be noted in this connexion. There are also some good biographies by Parsi

writers, for example, the life of Malabari by Khabardar. Other titles continue

to be added to the list such as Sarddr Vallabhabhdi by Narhari Parikh and Ravi-

iankara Maharaja byBabalbhai Mehta. Three most outstanding autobiographies

of the post-Independence period are those of Nanabhai Bhatt, Indulal Yajnik,

and Prabhudas Gandhi. Diaries constitute a vital part of the modern Gujarati

literature. Amongst them the diaries of Manuben Gandhi and Mahadev Desai

are the most remarkable. The latter was given the Sahitya Akademi Award
in 1955.

The writing of fiction is not new to Gujarati literature. In Old and Middle

Gujarati the story was there in prose and verse. With the spread of English

education the novel came into existence and at once gained popularity. Novels

and short stories began to be produced in large numbers. Nandshankar (1835-

1905) led the van with his Katana Ghelo (1866), a historical novel, and he was

followed by an array of writers contributing original novels or translations

in which Parsis predominated, and so they continue to do. In Govardhanram

Tripathi (1855-1907) can be seen a happy blending of the East and West.

His novel Sarasvaticandra is a masterpiece in Gujarati literature. This great novel

running into four volumes was completed in fourteen years (1887-1901). It took

Gujarat by storm. Educated Gujarati men and women identified themselves

with Sarasvatichandra or Kumud and Kusum. It displayed extraordinary

creative and reflective power and enriched Gujarati prose remarkably. Writers
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such as K. M. Munshi, Gaurishankar GovardhanramJoshi ‘DhOmaketu’,"Chu-
nilal V. Shah, Jhaverchand Meghani, Gunvantrai Acharya, and others have

popularized the novel which has now gained more freedom as an inde-

pendent form of literary art. Of the recent novelists the most prominent are

Pannalal Patel and Manubhai Pancholi ‘DarSaka’. The short story has become
an indispensable feature of magazines and newspapers. ‘DhOmaketu’, K. M.
Munshi, R. V. Desai, Dhansukhalal Mehta, Gulabdas Broker, ‘SneharaSmi’,

Jhaverchand Meghani, Ramnarayan Pathak, Umashankar Joshi, Sundarram,

Pannalal Patel, Jayanti Dalai, Chunilal Madia, Shivkumar Joshi, Kisansinha

Ghavda, Vinodini Nilkantha, and G. V. Mavlankar are eminent writers of

modern short stories. They depict present-day social life vividly and sarcasti-

cally, and at times attain lyrical charm. They interpret human values with

artistic sensibility. Hectic activity is the most remarkable feature of fiction-

writing in Gujarat today as it is elsewhere.

Juvenile literature has continued to develop since the days of BSlamitra

(c. 1820), the earliest Gujarati magazine for children, till it has reached in recent

times a stage where books and magazines specially designed to entertain young

folk are published every month in appreciable numbers.

Literary societies have come into existence since the days of Dalpatram

and A. K. Forbes in Ahmedabad, and in Bombay they have been formed by
Dadabhai Naoroji and other Parsis and Hindus from the beginnings of

Western education. The Buddhi-vardhaka Sabha, the Jnan Prasarak Mandali,

the Gujarati Sabha, the Gujarati Vernacular Society, and Gujarati Sahitya

Parisad are some ofthose that have survived till now. The Society for the Spread

of Cheap Literature, though of comparatively recent origin, is doing commend-
able work under the guidance of its active trustee Manu Subedar.

Modern Gujarati literature has thus passed through many stages, but crea-

tive art is still dominated by Western attitudes and experiments. It imitates the

West in technique, style, and temperament. It runs in restricted grooves and is

therefore limited in range and depth. Though poetry and short story in Guja-

rati literature have attained great heights,.the literature as a whole is still striving

for higher attainment.

u DhOmaketu* was die first prose writerin Gujarati to turn to the common man and to sublimate

the ordinary surroundings. In variety of theme, in genuinenen of sentiment, in beauty of style, and in

quality of poetry and romance, there are very few Indian novelists who can surpass some of the

scenes depicted by 'DhOmaketu1
.
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HINDI

NATURE OF HINDI AS A LITERARY LANGUAGE

HINDI is the standard language of a vast area of North India which includes

Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Delhi, Haryana, and
Himachal Pradesh. In Hindi literature three1 dialects have, broadly speaking,

been in use in different periods and regions, i.e. Braja-bhi$£ (the dialect spoken

in the Agra-Mathurl region), Awadhi (the dialect spoken in Oudh or Awadh)
and Khari-boli (the dialect spoken in and around Delhi). Braja-bh&$£ and
Khari-boli belong to what is known as Western Hindi group of dialects, and

Awadhi to Eastern Hindi. In Old Hindi literature, these main dialects were

frequently mixed with various local dialects spoken by writers belonging to

different parts ofthe Hindi-speaking area. But now, Khari-boli or the standard

Hindi has become the exclusive medium of literary activities. There are, of

course, writers who compose poems and songs in regional dialects broadly

grouped under Hindi (like Braja-bha?a, Awadhi, Maithili, Bhojpuri, and Rajas-

thani), but these efforts are mostly localized. Modem Hindi literature means

the literature written almost entirely in Khari-boli. It has made tremendous

progress in a short span ofabout a hundred years,1 and particularly after India's

independence in 1947.

OLD HINDI (PRIOR TO A.D. 1300) LITERARY TRADITION

The vocabulary of Hindi is chiefly derived from Sanskrit. But although

Sanskritic in its origin, Hindi has undergone considerable modifications

during the course of history, and assimilated a great many words of foreign

origin such as Arabic and Parsian (through Urdu) and English. Like

other Modern Indo-Aryan languages Hindi, both in its western and

eastern forms, began to take definite shape round about the tenth century a.d.

But before the fourteenth century a.d. it was highly influenced by the latest

form of Middle Indo-Aryan or Prakrit called Sauraseni Apabhrathfa. In fact,

it took all the metres and other poetic conventions including religious and se-

cular styles and traditions from the ApabhramSa, and it can be said that from

1 In a Btill broader perspective, however, Hindi literature include! the literatures produced in

several other forms ofspeech, particularly for its older periods
: (1) Early Marwari (one ofthe Rajasthani

dialects) known as Dingal, (2) Mixed Punjabi (both Western and Eastern) and Western Hindi (Khari-

boli and Braja-bhfifft), (3) Pahari, and (4) Bihari (Bhojpuri, Magahi, and Maithili). Although Urdu

is one of the modem Indian languages, it, as well as its earlier form Dakhni or Dalcni, may be

regarded as part of Hindi literature on linguistic grounds. However correct the position might be, it

will not be accepted by many.—Editor,
* Although the beginnings of the use of Khari-boli are found mixed with Braja-bh&fft from the

fourteenth century, full-fledged literary activity in this standard language did not really begin until

the second quarter of the nineteenth century.—Editor.
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the literary point of view, this period (tenth to thirteenth century a.d.) was

nothing but an extension of the Apabhraihga literature, though the language

was much more advanced. All the poetic forms of Apabhraihia including the

doh&s ofheroism, love, and mystic experience, the padas or songs of devotional

and mystic nature, the paddharia vandhas or the narrative and epical poems,

and othei such forms, have been preserved in the Hindi literature of this period.

The impact of the literaryJraditions of Apabhrarhla was so powerful that some
eminent scholars were tempted to call the ApabhramSa language ‘Pur£$I Hindi’

or Old Hindi. On strict linguistic considerations, however, this is hardly tenable.

OLD HINDI HEROICO-ROMANTIC POETRY

There are some half a dozen raso-kavyas or verse-narratives full of Rajput

chivalry and romance ascribed to the period prior to a.d. 1300. But it is very

difficult to find out their authentic and original forms. In almost every case, the

text has been mixed with later interpolations. The most famous among all these

r&so-kavyas is Pjthviraja-raso written by Cand Bardai, the court poet of Prthviraja

(1159-93), the Cauh&n king of Delhi and Ajmer. This voluminous work has

been a subject of much controversy. It is quite clear that the entire kavya in

its present form cannot be taken as genuine. But it is almost certain that some

portions of this work actually existed before the fourteenth century.3 In its

present form, it beautifully portrays the heroic life and achievements of the

Rajput warriors, their struggle against the foreign invaders, coupled with

romantic tales about the warrior-king. The cause ofalmost every bloody combat

is some love affair of King Prthviraja. More legendary than historical, it tells

the story of Prthviraja in which battle scenes are described with power and

conventional poetic skill. Though historically ndt very accurate, it endearingly

depicts the life and deeds of the Rajput warriors with all their glory and values.

It is generally described as an epic but actually it has neither structural unity

nor a definite central theme. On the whole, it gives quite a loose impression from

the structural point of view. Another work called Khuman-raso is also said to be

a product of this period, but is in fact not so old.4 Visaladeva-raso (c. 1155) of

Narapati Nalha is a love ballad which gives an account ofRajamati’s pangs of

separation from her husband Vilaladcva, king of Sambhar, who had deserted

her after a quarrel, and of their subsequent reconciliation. The authenticity of

the work in its present form, however, is doubtful. Parmal-raso {c. 1170) of

Jaganik, preserved only in oral traditions, tells the story of Alha and Cdal, two

brave brothers who were very well-known warriors of their time. They arc said

1 Some believe it to be a huge compilation of the sixteenth century. Others have discovered in it

Apabhrarnia verses which may go to twelfth-thirteenth centuries.—Editor.

4 This work of unknown authorship is preserved in a very late redaction (probably seventeenth

century),—Editor.
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to be the nephews of King PftlivIrSja. The original work is not available now.

But its different forms in Bundeli, Bhojpuri, and Awadhi are very popular

throughout the entire Hindi area. The poem is composed in the vira metre,

later renamed as alhd ckrnda after the name of its hero AlhS.. This can rightly

be called a real vlra-kdvya evoking the lofty ideal of Rajput chivalry. Hammra-
rdso by &£rhgadhara is believed to belong to the fourteenth century. The work,

however, is not available.

OLDEST HINDI MYSTICO-DEVOTIONAL POETRY

The padas and vdyls of Gorakh Natha (c. 1150), the great Natha Pantha*

teacher, and other contemporary Yogis preaching the philosophy and practice

of hatha-yoga are also ascribed to this period. But their language is very much
changed and it is very difficult to decide how much of these compositions is

genuine. However, they are important because they provide the background

of similar attempts by later nirguna-mdrgt bhaktas like Kabir, Nanak, and Didu
Dayal. These poems emphasize the need ofa pure life, detachment from material

prosperity, and real knowledge, which prepared die ground for the bhakla poets

of the later period.

HINDI LITERATURE FROM A.D. 1300 TO A.D. 1450

AMIR KHUSRO AND VIDYAPATI

The political atmosphere of North India was very much disturbed during

die period a.d. 1000 to a.d. 1300 when the Turki conquest was taking place.

Hardly any manuscript of diis period has been discovered from the heart

of this area, but some beautiful poetic compositions of Amir Khusro

(1254-1325), written in Khari-boli, have come down to us. Khusro was a

learned scholar and a great Persian poet. He knew Arabic and Hindi and

possibly Sanskrit also. He composed verses in Hindi6 as well as in a mixed form

of Persian and Hindi, though tiicir present forms are not always autiientic.

• There were certain schools of popular Hindu philosophy which had gathered elements from laic

Buddhism, from Yoga specially, and from Saiva monism, of which die Nfitha Pantha was the most

important and powerful. The N&tha Pantha or die 'Natha Way' was so called because its teachers

all had the sobriquet of natha as a part of their names, the word meaning 'lord or master'. Gorakh

Natha or Goralqa Natha (c. 1150) was a great teacher of this school. His influence is found all over

northern India, even in the distant Maratha country, and he has been claimed by Bengali and Bihari

as well as Hindi and Punjabi literatures.—Editor.

9 His Hindi output is small, but quite precious. It consists of a number of four-line stanzas which

are riddles beautifully expressed, and some longer verses. The MS. tradition of the Hindi writings of

Khusro is not certain, and it is likely that the language has been to some extent modernized. But we

can be sure that he used the New Indo-Aryan Old Hindi and not Apabhrarhfa, as the day of Apa-

bhrarhia was passing away. He employs both the speech of Delhi (the -d dialect) and the speech of

Mathura (Braya-bhi$&—the -an dialect), generally in a mixed idiom. The subject of his little poems

relate to every-day affairs of life, the sentiments arid situations of love sometimes being described most

beautifully, and the language is simple, direct, and highly poetical.—Editor.
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Himselfa Sufi, Khusro was the first writer to try to bridge the gulfbetween two

powerful cultures, the Hindu and the Muslim. His works bear testimony to the

general appreciation of the various poetic forms and modes of expression and

the struggle of the people against foreign invaders.

Towards the end of this period, VidySpati (c. 1380-1460 ?), famous

Maithili poet, flourished. His PaiSvall is written in the Maithili language, but his

two carita-kSvyas, KirttilatS and KlrttipatSkS
,
are in Avahaftha or die advanced

Apabhraxhia language. Xs regards form, metre, and description of war
scenes, Kirttilatt can be compared with PfthvlrSja-rdso. It gives a very

lively and vivid account of the conditions of those days. His PadSoali opens

a new phase in the field oflyrical songs based on the lllds (sports) ofLord Kr§na

and gopis, his female companions. This tradition was kept up by poets like

Sfiradasa, Nandad&sa, and others. Though Vidyapati was a Maithili poet, he

inspired the poets of both eastern and western regions. He was a

profound Sanskrit scholar, but his main contribution lay in the cultivation ofthe

vernacular and the shape he gave to it. He is highly honoured in Bengal, Assam,

and in the entire Hindi area.

GOLDEN AGE OF HINDI: A.D. 1450 TO A.D. 1600

The fifteenth and sixteenth centuries of the Christian era are the golden

period of Hindi literature. A galaxy ofpowerful bhakta poets like Kabir, Nanak,

SuradUsa, TulasidSsa, and MIrabai flourished during this period. The name and

fame of these poets have not only crossed the boundaries of the Hindi-speaking

area, but have also gone far beyond India itself.

Two noted Vaisnava acaryas, Ramananda (c. 1400-1470) and Vallabhacarya

(1473-1531), inspired many great personalities of this period. Ramananda had

a very liberal outlook. Many of his chief disciples came from the lower strata of

society. They included Kabir (a weaver), Raidasa or Ravidasa (a shoe-maker),

and many others. He allowed them to develop according to their own genius.

He was an akaia-dharmaguru,
a teacher like the vast sky under which every tree

is free to grow as much as it can. A great Sanskrit scholar, he wrote in Hindi also.

Some of his writings in Hindi have been published by the Nagari Pracharani

Sabha of Banaras. He believed in a modified form of the Vifisfadvaita philo-

sophy of Ramanuja (1017-1137), but was an ardent devotee of Rama,

the incarnation of Vi?pu. Vallabhacarya, on the other hand, was also a very

great Sanskrit scholar and believed in the Suddhadvaita philosophy of Vi$iju-

svamin. He was a devotee of Sri Kfsija, another incarnation ofVi?pu. He wrote

only in Sanskrit. One of his great disciples was the famous bhakta poet SfiradSsa.

Vallabhacarya, along with his son Vittyhala Gosvamin, inspired a number of

poets. R&mSnanda was bom at Prayaga and preached in Varapasi, while

Vallabhacarya came from the South (Andhra) and made Mathura his main
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seat of teaching. There were some other Vaifpava schools also, which kindled

the light of bkakti (devotion). Well known among these were the followers of

Nimb&rka (twelfth century) and Caitanya (1483-1533).

This new bhakti movement revolutionized Hindi language and literature.

The language became free from the unnecessary inhibitions and shackles of

ApabhramSa tradition. The poets came from the masses, free from courtly

formalities, sincere in thought and behaviour. They used the language familiar to

the people. They were men of high ideals and simple habits. They themselves

were inspired and could arouse thrills, ecstasy, and joy of a very high order

through their devotional songs.

KABIR, NANAK, RAIDASA, AND DADO

The most important poet of what is called the mrguna bhakti school is

Kabir (1399-1518). He was brought up in a family of Muslim weavers

who had been newly converted to Islam from, most probably, a higher

Hindu caste under the influence of the Natha Yogis and had retained

much of that heritage. Kabir is believed to be a disciple of the great R&ma-
nanda, but he also imbibed virtues of the Natha Yogis as well as of the

Sufis.

7

Kabir tried to bring Hinduism and Islam nearer by criticizing the

poindess rituals and customs of both and by preaching that the ultimate goal

of both is identical. He used to call the Lord to whom he dedicated himself by

the Hindu name ‘Rama’ (signifying ‘One in whom all are pleased’, but not the

Rama of Valmiki, who is believed by most Hindus to be an incarnation of

Visiju) as well as the Muslim name, ‘Rahim’ (meaning the ‘supremely Merciful

One’). His more practical teachings lay stress upon strict moral conduct and
have nothing to do with superstitious beliefs. On the subject of love for Rama
and surrender to Him, Kabir’s language® is sweet and serene, but in the

7 Kabir’s approach to God-head was in the main through the path ofjMtuz (knowledge). In other

words, his God was Nirgtupa Brahman the Absolute Divinity without any attribute and any personal

form. This aspect of his concept he got from the N&tha Pantha tradition. But Kabir’s approach was

characterized also by a highly emotional element ofdevotion (bhakti) and love (pnmd). This was due to

the influence of his guru R&m&nanda and the Sufi way of religious perception. On the other hand,

the other disciples of R&m&nanda in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries clung to the purely bhakti

school centring round the personality of R&ma as the incarnation of Vippu.—Editor.

9 Kabir is credited with a large number of works, all in verse, but his chiefwork is Bijaka

,

divided

into three sections. It touches upon many subjects including Vcd&ntic philosophy. The poetic charm of

these mystic poems is ineffable. A number of poems found in the ’Kabir canon’ are in pure Bhojpuri,

Kabir’s native dialect. But most ofhis writings are now available in a mixed language. This is popularly

known as sddhukkafa bolt, or the speech or diction of wandering mendicants (sadkus). It is basically

Western Hindi—Braja-bh&$& in fact, with -a forms from the Delhi speech, and occasionally forms from

Awadhi. Some of his poems are palimpsests in language—they were originally composed in his native

Bhojpuri, traces of which are found below the surface of their present Western Hindi form. In a few

poems he has used too freely Perso-Arabic words to suit a special Islamic context, and these can be

described as showing the possibility of an Urdu coming into being in the future. Kabir uses a rich
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sphere of social reforms it sounds strong and provocative. Nanak (1469-1538)

and other great Sikh gurus had a very high respect for Kablr. Nanak belonged

to the same school of thought as did Kablr. Many songs and couplets ofKabir

have been incorporated in the Adi Grantha of the Sikhs. Nanak himself wrote

in Western Hindi tinged with Punjabi. He also taught that God is one, and that

Hindus and Muslims are the children of the same Great Father. His songs are

very sweet and melodious. RaidSsa or RavidSsa, a contemporary ofKablr and

an apostle ofR&minanda, sang songs ofhumble surrender to RAma. His simpli-

city, directness, and high moral tone were very attractive and won the respect of

every one.

There were other great saints of this school who worshipped God as nirguna

or the ‘One without attribute’. All of them believed in the dignity of man and

oneness of God. Among the saints of this school belonging to the post-Kabir

era Dadfi DayAl or DAdu (1544-1603) is particularly distinguished. His poetic

compositions have a very effective appeal on account of their sweetness and

dignity which sprang from sincerity of belief and direct spiritual experience.

These poets produced outstanding gems of literature and attracted people in

large numbers. They were wise but not learned, and often illiterate. They

wrote from the depth of their heart in a language which was simple, direct, and

effective never caring for established conventions. They were opposed to

meaningless customs and superstitions and were very strong advocates of strict

moral values and simple and pure life.'

TULASIDASA, soradasa, mirabaj, and others

There were other bhakta poets who believed in the worship of a perso-

nal God or God with attributes (sagutia), who was for them either Rama, king

of Ayodhya, or Kf?na, the cowherd boy of Vrndavana and MathurA. They

sincerely believed that God descends in visible forms to protect good people

from the cruelty of the wicked and favours His devotees by the grace of His

Mas. These bhakta poets belonged to two quite distinct schools: those who chose

for their worship and devotion were known as the RAmAyatas and the

others who chose Kfspa as the K^pAyatas respectively.

Among theRAmAyatas, TulasidAsa(t. 1532-1623) was the most distinguished.

vocabulary which is racy of the soil, and he is unquestionably the first truly national Hindi writer

whose writings still have a vogue among the Hindi-speaking and Hindi-using people, both for their

language and their content. He is also held in great esteem as one of the greatest poets of India in other

parts of India too, particularly in Bengal.—Editor.

• Mention may be made of some later poets in the nirguya tradition: Sundaradisa (1597-1689),

Malfikd&aa (1574-1682), and Akpara Ananya (<r. 1653). SundaradSsa was a disciple of Dadfi Dayfil.

His principal work is Sundara^nlasa. Malukdlsa’s Ratnakhan and Jflana-bodha indicate his mature poetic

ability. Akfara Ananya’s important works are: R&ja-yoga, Vtjflanayoga, Siddhdna-b&dha, Vivtka-dipikd,

and Brahnubjfldna.
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He was fortunate enough to find a guru in Naraharid&sa, a disciple of Rami*
nanda who initiated him to RSma-mantra and made him acquainted with the

fascinating story ofR&ma, his iftadeva. TulasfdSsa wrote a dozen books in order

to preach the cult of R&ma using almost all the literary forms prevalent in

those days. He had a wonderful command of both Braja-bh&sa and Awadhi.

His magnum opus is Rama-carita-mSnasa, popularly known as the Tulasi Ramayana.

This work is held in highest esteem by the Hindi-speaking Hindu masses of

North India and is regarded as their Bible. His another important work is Vinaya-

patrika. It is a series of prayers in poems, and here Tulaaldasa’s humility and
sincerity, his unbounded faith in R&ma, and unparalleled command of

language are powerfully borne out. Tulasldasa combines in himself with rare

grace the gift of an epic poet with that of a lyricist, a religious teacher, and a

humble devotee. His Doh&vali, Kavitavali, Kffna-git&vall, and Gitavall are fine

collections of devotional songs.

Tulasldasa inherited the best of Indian culture and literature. He was a

master ofdiction and style, classical as well as popular. About his mastery over

language, Greaves rightly remarked : ‘As clay is in the hands of a potter so was

Hindi in the hands of Tulasldasa. It yields to his touch and is moulded into the

forms that his will dictates. Grammar and construction and the forms of the

words are as subservient to him as are slaves to the command oftheir lords. He
takes words and shortens and lengthens them. He twists and turns them. They
do his bidding and assume the shape he commands, fitting in just where they

are needed and yet without loss of dignity or self-respect.’

There were other Ramayata poets—all overshadowed by Tulasldasa

—

such as Agradasa (c. 1575) and Nabhadasa. Agradasa wrote a number of

books of which four are extant. They are: Hitopadeia, Dhyana-mahjari
, Rama-

dhyana-manjari, and Kun^alian. Nabhadasa, a disciple of Agrad&sa, wrote a few

works relating to the worship ofR&ma, apart from the famous Bhaktam&la which

contains biographies of two hundred bhaktas. N&bhad&sa’s disciple Priy&dasa

wrote an extensive commentary on Bhaktamala in 1704. Bengali, Oriya, and

Marathi literatures have been profoundly influenced by Bhaktamala and its

commentary. KeSavad&sa (1565-1617), though not a bhakta poet in the strict

sense of the term, was another great lyricist of this age. His Rama-candrikS,

written in glorification of the character ofRama, is a good specimen ofhis poetic

skill, but it lacks the quality ofa well-knit epic poem.

Among the Kr§payata poets, Silradasa (1483-1563) is certainly the

greatest. His S&ta-sagara is a collection of songs mainly devoted to the lilas of

Krsna as a child and as a youthful lover of the gopis, the most prominent

among whom was Radha. He is matchless in painting the childhood of Kfsiia.

He is also a master in portraying the life of R&dh& and other gopis and their

pangs of separation. Surad&sa was the disciple of the great VallabhSc&rya,
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though he came into contact with him rather late. A lyricist, he had a remark-

able command of Braja-bhSfS. One is particularly struck by the musical

serenity and sweetness ofhis padas. The theme ofSHra-s&rSvoli is the same as that

of SUra-sigara. The authorship of Sahitya-lakari, though ascribed to him, has not

been definitely established. Nandadasa, a junior contemporary of SQradasa,

was a disciple of Vith^halanatha, son of VaUabh&c&rya. Of his sixteen works

now available, mention ma^be made of Rasa-pahtadhy&yi and Bkanvar-gita. He
was a skilful artist and noted for his ornate use of Braja-bha$&. SdradSsa,

Nandadasa, and other bhakta poets of the Kftg&yata school formed a group

called affa-chapa (the eight stamp-seals). Paramanandadasa, author of Dhruva-

canto and D&na-lila, and Kf?padasa, author of Bhramara-gUa and Prematattva-

nirdpa^a, belonged to this group.10 But neither could attain to considerable

height Hitaharivariria (b. c. 1503), founder of a sect known as Radha-valla-

bhiya, has to his credit the collection ofeighty-fourpadas in Braja-bhasa, known
as Hita-caurdii.

The name of Mirab&I (1498/1503-1546) is an immortal one in the history

of the Krsnayata school. She was the daughter ofa Rajput chiefand the consort

ofa prince ofMewar, but became a widow in her early youth. She then devoted

herself exclusively to the worship of Kr§na. She wrote devotional songs seeking

love and affection from her beloved deity .
u The sincerity and depth of feeling

towards the Eternal Divine Lover as expressed in her songs has a ready appeal.

Throughout India she is respected as a great devotee as well as a saintly poetess.

Stories of ill-treatment towards her and even of torture by her in-law’s family

are supported by some of her poems. Such treatment made the spiritual yearn-

ings ofMira still more intense. Her bhajanas (devotional songs) are in a class by

themselves. They are exquisite literary creations throbbing with a simple faith

and an emotional yearning for union with Kf§na, her Lord. Several works are

attributed to her including Narsijl Ka Mahero, Gltagovinda Ki Jikd, Ragagovinda,

Garva-gita, and Raga-vihiga.

THE SUFI TRADITION

The Sufi poets of Hindi, who always wrote in Awadhi, took romantic tales

of the land and raised them to the height of spiritual communion with the

Divine Beloved. The first known Sufi poet is Maulana Daud (fourteenth/

fifteenth century). His famous romantic poem Cand&yan (c. 1318) deals with

10 Four other poets of the affa-eh&pa school are: KumbhanadSsa, Caturbhujadfisa, Chita Sv&ml,

and Govinda Sv&mi. The following books of Caturbhujad&sa (b. 1516) are extant: Dv&daia Tala, Bhakti-

pratdpa, Hitu Ko Afatigafa. So far as the other three poets are concerned, only stray verses composed by

them are available.

11 Mlrft’s songs were originally composed in the Marwari form of Rajasthani, but they have later

generally been altered to Bnya-bhftf£,—Editor.
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the love story of Lor and Cand§.“ He was followed by Kutuban who composed

his poem Mfg&vati in 1501, and Manjhan whose Madhu-M&latiwas written some

time before 1550. The greatest poet of this group is undoubtedly Malik Moham-
med Jayasi (

c. 1492-1543). PadmSvatJ* his greatest work, is an elaborate narra-

tive in dohd and caupSi metres. It is one ofthe most outstanding literary specimens

ofmedieval Indian literature. Dealing with the love story ofKing Ratnasena of

Chittor and PadmSvati, princess of Simhala, the poem is based partly on histori-

cal facts and partly on legendary tales. Human love in this poem is only apretext

for suggesting the divine love which is real and absolute. Padmavatl symbo-

lizes the divine beauty which permeates the entire universe, and Ratnasena

the human spirit struggling to realize it. Jayasi imbibed the fine literary sensi-

bilities of Indian tradition. He used Hindu mythology and philosophical terms

with ease and seemed to have a good knowledge of Yoga practices. The book

evinces Jayasi’s perfect command of the pure and unsophisticated language

ofOudh and serves as a precursor of Tulasidasa’s chaste and properly Sanskritic

Awadhi. Apart from its value as ‘a repository ofthe best form ofEarly Awadhi’,u

it has other remarkable poetic qualities.16

HINDI POETS OF AKBAR’S COURT

Abdur Rahim Khankhana (1556-1627), one of the nine jewels of the court

of Emperor Akbar (1556-1605), wrote some fine poems in Braja-bha?a and

Awadhi. His liberal attitude, hard and bitter experiences of life, and disinterested

approach to reality are very attractively portrayed in a chaste and fluent

language. Some of his important works are: Rah.im-dohS.vali, Bam hfSyikS-bheda,

MadanSftaka, Sjfigira Sorath
,
and Rasa-paftc&dhySyi. Though he was not a bhakta

poet in the strict sense of the term, his writings have nevertheless a sincerity of

purpose and a direct appeal like those of many bhakta poets. Akbar himself is

credited with some fine poems in Braja-bha§a. Other Hindi poets in Akbar’s

court included Narahari, Virabala, Jodarmal, Pfthviraja R&$hod ofBikaner

( Ve\i Krwa-Rukmirf-Ri, written in Early Marwari known as Dingal),Alam

w This work has been mentioned by the historian Badauni of Akbar’s court, which shows its popu-

larity in the sixteenth century. The story was very popular in North India. There is a seventeenth

century Bengali rendering of this story by Daulat Kazi, which was popular among East Bengal

Muslims.
11 Jayasi’s Padntduat, composed during 1520*40, was reudered into Bengali verse by Saiyad Alaol

in the seventeenth century. It has also been completely translated into English by A. G. Shirreff from the

Asiatic Society of Calcutta in 1944.

14 Vide S. K. Chattetji, Languages and Literatures of Modem India, p. 126.

is After Jayasi, at least four other Sufi poets made their mark in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries. They arc; Usman (c. 1616, author of CilrdvalC) , Seikh Nabi (c. 1620, author of Jfl&nadipa),

Kasim Shah (c. 1727, author of Hamsa-javahir), and Nur Mohammed (c. 1740, author of IndrSvati

composed in 1744 and Anurdga-biniuri composed in 1764). The latest writer in the Sufi tradition in

Awadhi was Nazir Ahmad of Pratapgarh who composed his romance Nurjahan in 1905.
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(Madhavanala-kamakandala, e. 1580), Ganga (1578-1617), Manohara Kavi,

Balabhadra Miira, and Ke£avadasa (1565-1617). Great musicians like Gopala

Nayaka, Baiju Baura, and Tanasena also composed songs in Braja-bh5$a and
set them to classical Indian melodies. The songs were on various topics. They
were simple yet highly poetic and sometimes full of profound meaning.

RITI-KALA IN HINDI LITERATURE : A.D. 1600—1850

Roughly from the beginning of the seventeenth century up to the middle of

the nineteenth century, Hindi literature took a new turn. This period is called

Riti-kala, a name given to it by Ramchandra Shukla. Many talented poets

in this period tried to write books on the various aspects of Indian poetics such

as rasa, alaAk&ra
,
and nayaka-nayika-bheda, on the lines of Sanskrit rhetorical

tradition. But their main concern was not the science of poetics but poetry itself.

They only tried to illustrate the classical patterns. For the majority of them,

the classification of rhetorical devices and heroes and heroines was a mere

means to the flight of their imagination. Many of them were court poets of

contemporary rulers. Some of them like Cintamapi TripathI (b. c. 1609;

works: K&vya-viveka, Kavikula-kalpataru
,
and Kavya-prakaSa), KeSavadasa (impor-

tant works: Rasika-priya in 1591 and Kavi-priya in 1601), Deva (c. 1673-1767;

works: Rasa-vilasa, Bhava-vilasa), Matirama (b. c. 1617; his famous work:

Rasaraja), and Padmakara (1753-1833; noteworthy work
:

Jagadvinoda)

were poets of a high order comparable to classical lyricists like Amaru,

Govardhana, and Jayadeva. The poetic charm that they created was intoxicat-

ing. The dominant tendency in their verses was to describe feminine beauty in

terms of well-defined traditional types rather than in a spontaneous outburst of

personal feelings. The most popular theme was ijugara-rasa (erotic sentiment)

or, to be more definite, physical beauty and amorous behaviour ofdifferent

types of heroines whether married or unmarried. This poetry shows cultivated

taste rather than spontaneity of feeling.

There were some poets of eminence who did not follow the popular pattern

ofpoetry based on rhetorics. But the poetic inspiration of these writers was also

ofan amorous character. Their poetry was never mechanical, but was enlivened

with genuine feeling and experience. Ghanananda (1699-1740), Bodha (b. c.

1747), and Thakur (1766-1823) are the leading poets of this class, who could

well be described as romantic poets. Ghanananda was by far the best writer of

this non-rhetorical tradition. He was a powerful and versatile poet recognized

as one of the stalwarts of Braja-bhasa. Though formerly a mirmunsi of Delhi, in

his later life he became a great bhakta. He belonged to the Nimbarka school of

the devotees of Krsna. His chief works are: Sujana-sagara, Rasa-kelivalll, and

Kfpa-kSnda. Others like Giridhara Kaviraja
(c. 1743), Bait&l (1600), Vfnda

(1643-1723), and Ghagha devoted themselves to didactic dohas&ndpadas. Strictly
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speaking, they are not poets, but, as Ramchandra Shukla calls them, are good

suktikaras, composers of proverbs. There were bhakta poets still in the held, but

certainly they were not as influential as they happened to be in die preceding

centuries. One such poet of this time was Raskhan, a Muslim devotee of

Krsna. He deserves mention for his passionate, stirring, and sweet poems which

are popular even today. Prma-vatika is a collection ofhis doh&s and SujanaRaskhan

of his saoaiyas and kavittas.

Bhusana (1613-1712), brother of Matirama, wrote heroic poetry of a most

beautiful type. His works evince his wonderful command of language and

radiate patriotic fervour. But his pattern is also poetry through alaiikdras. His

panegyrics on SivajI, the great rebel leader of Mah£r&$tra, in most musical

Braja-bhasa verse (like Siva-Bavani) are among the most stirring things in

the domain ofmedieval Indian poetry. ‘These form,’ as S. K. Ghatterji observes,

‘an apotheosis ofHindu patriotism in the seventeenth century,when to a patriotic

Hindu everything seemed lost, and the advent and presence of Siv&jx was the

only light of hope.’18 Lai Kavi or Gorelal Purohita (1657-1707) produced a

beautiful poem in the bardic tradition in praise of Raja Chatrasal of Bundel-

khand, Chatra-prak&ia,11 in 1707.

Tlic most popular poet of the Riti school was Bihari (1603-63), a court poet

of Raja Jayasimlia of Amber. He wrote a litde more than seven hundred

couplets (dohas). The anthology of his dohas is popularly known as Bihari-salsai

and is in the line of Hala’s Gaha-sattasai in Prakrit and Govardhana’s Arya-

saptasati in Sanskrit. Its popularity can bejudged by the number of commenta-

ries and translations in many Indian languages including Sanskrit. It has been

translated into English and Persian also. The main theme of the doh&s is irngara,

though some devotional and didactic ones have also crept in. Bihari was a

perfect master of the art of brevity, condensation of meaning, and suitable

pointedness. His minute observations of the behaviour of lovers and their

physical and mental expressions attracted men of culture in the middle ages.

Many poets tried either to elaborate his short dohas in long verses like saoaiyas

,

kavittas, and ku^aliy&s or to imitate his literary style. He was no doubt the

most popular poet in Hindi after Kabir, Suradasa, and Tulasldasa. He, along

with Kesavadasa, inspired Rajput and Kangra paintings very deeply. His

dohas are sometimes so picturesque in depicting the fine reactions of the lovers

in a variety of moods that painters could not help translate them into lines

and colours. No other Riti poet influenced different branches of artistic discip-

lines as he did.

xi Cf. S. K. Ghatterji, op.cit., p. 130.

17 Guru Govinda Sirfaha (1666-1709), the last Sikh guru, was an illustrious writer in Hindi, His

Krwa-katha (1688), Rama-kathd (1695), and Tirid-caritra (1696) remind us of Suradasa, TulasIdSia

and CSnd Bardai respectively. Some of his works are in an old, almost Apabhramia style of Hindi,

for example, Vicitra-ndfaka and Catufi-caritra (written between 1698 and 1703).—Editor.
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The later Rlti period ofHindi poetry produced fine lyrical pieces, but on the

whole it was a period ofdecadence. A few poets tried their hands atepiccomposi-

tion but could produce nothing valuable. They painted stray but beautiful

portraits of the different moods of lovers and their sweethearts. They were more

concerned with the mode of expression than with real and inspiring life. They

generally chose the longer metres like kavitta and savaiya, where the subtlety of

human emotions was expressed mainly in the last line and the preceding three

lines gave simply elaborate, and sometimes unnecessary, descriptions of the

context. Bih&ri and to some extent Matirama were, however, exceptions. Riti

poetry on the whole was a popular revival of classical Sanskrit poetry and its

rhetorical achievements, but only in a limited sense. Padmakara (1753-1833)

was the last great poet of this tradition. The year (1833) in which he died may
be considered as the terminating point of this intoxicating, but also soothing,

poetic fervour marking an important literary period in Hindi literature.

THE MODERN PERIOD : FROM A.D. 1850 ONWARDS

By the middle of the nineteenth century history had taken an absolutely

new turn. British rule had spread over a vast region of the Hindi-speaking area.

It had brought to India not only a foreign rule, the like ofwhich had never been

experienced by the Indian people, but also new ideas and new values. The
printing press was introduced which revolutionized literature. A new kind of

liberal education was also introduced which gradually exerted the most far-

reaching influence on the minds of newly educated young men. Calcutta

became the centre of these activities. From the stand-point ofHindi literature,

the most important phenomenon was the evolution of Khari-boli prose, a most

promising vehicle for new ideas and a variety ofsubjects. Khari-boli had already

been used for poetry and prose but never on such a large scale. This language

had been widely used in the western region of the Hindi-speaking area for reli-

gious and philosophical discourses. Some of the nirgu$a-m&rgi poets had already

composed fine verses in it. Ramprasad Niranjani,Pandit Daulalram, and, above

all, Munshi Sadasukhlal Niyaz are some of the pioneers writing in Sanskritized

Khari-boli Hindi which has become very popular afterwards. Recent researches

by Dr Rajguru have brought to light some good specimens of early Khari-boli

prose from the Punjab. The more prominent among the newly discovered

writers are Sodhi Mihirban (1640-80), Hariji (1680-1720), and Dial Anemi
(1720-75). Their works are, however, written in Gurumukhi script.

Broadly speaking, the modern epoch of Hindi literature began with the

dawn of the nineteenth century, but during the first halfof the century progress

was very slow. The Baptist Mission, an organization of the early nineteenth

century, established a printing press at Serampore near Calcutta for the purpose

ofpublishing translations of the Bible in Indian languages under the guidance of
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William Carey. It published the Hindi translations of the Bible in Khari-boli

prose. Fort William College in Calcutta founded in 1800 became a big centre of

activities for Hindi literature. Two teachers (munsis) of Fort William College,

Pandit Lalluji Lai (1763-1835) of Agra and Pandit Sadal Mishra of Arrah
(Bihar), published their Khari-boli prose classics which became immensely
popular. The language ofPrema-sSgara (1803) ofLalluji Lai was not free from the

Braja-bhasS influence, but Sadal Mishra’s JV&siketopSkhySna (based on the Katha

Upartifad) was less affected. In foe twenties of the nineteenth century, Hindi

journalism also came into the field. Pandit Jugalkishore Mishra of Kanpur
started from Calcutta Udant MSrtantfa (1826), the first known Hindi weekly.

It continued only for nine months. Two other later Hindi journals are:

SudhSkara (1850) from Banaras and Buddki-prak&Sa ( 1856) from Agra. The School

Book Society ofAgra (set up about 1833) did a great service for Hindi prose by

publishing many Hindi text-books on different subjects, and by 1857, the year

of the great Indian revolt against British rule, Hindi prose had taken a definite

shape, though hardly any work of high literary value was produced. In fact,

the first half of the nineteenth century is a period of translation. Though for

prose Khari-boli was gradually being standardized in these years, for poetry

Braja-bh&$a was still in full force.

It should be remembered, however, that Hindi had to face opposition from

foe officially patronized Urdu, its Persianized form. Urdu was a highly polished

and urbanized language associated with the courts. The new Hindi prose had

more buoyancy and elasticity which was necessary for absorbing new ideas;

though far less polished than Urdu, it had a vigorous vitality and adaptability

and, once established, it took great strides.

‘BHARATENDU’ harishchandra and his successors

After a lull of half a century ‘Bh&ratendu* Harishchandra (1850-83) of

Banaras, father of modern Hindi literature, appeared on the scene. He was

a versatile genius and attracted brilliant men of letters around him. He wrote

poems, dramas, novels, and stories and also translated from Sanskrit, Bengali,

and English. Before ‘Bh&ratendu’, Raja Shivprasad (1823-95) and Raja

Lakshman Singh (1826-96) had contributed some noteworthy literary works.

Raja Shivprasad was the advocate of Persianized Hindi in Devan&gari script

while Raja Lakshman Singh believed that Hindi and Urdu are two different

languages and favoured Sanskritized Hindi. The latter brought out his transla-

tion of K&lidSsa’s AbhijMna-Sakuntala and other works which earned for him

some reputation. ‘Bh&ratendu’ Harishchandra favoured the line of Raja

Lakshman Singh. Very soon a powerful group ofwriters like Radhakrishna Das,

Pratapnarayan Mishra (1856-94), Balkrishna Bhatta (1844-1914), Badri-

narayan Chaudhuri ‘Premaghana’ and Sudhakar Dwiyedi clustered around
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him. They were foil of enthusiasm and activity. They wrote in the language of

the people, in the style easily understandable to them. They produced personal

essays, humorous and satirical writings, dramas, farces, skits, and reviews and
at the same time translated Sanskrit, Bengali, and English works into Hindi.

Pandit Shraddharam Phillauri of the Punjab and Lala Shriniwas Das (1851*87)

ofMathura became pioneers in writing original novels. These writers hailed the

new ideas of the modem age, with reservations, of course. They were Indians

from top to toe. They believed in blending the best of traditional and modern
values with an Indian bias. The literary output of‘Bharatendu’ andhis colleagues

was, to quote the words of S. H. Vatsyayan, ‘substantial in quantity, varied in

content, universal in appeal and compelling in tone, if not always flawless in

quality’

.

u In the post-‘Bh£ratendu’ period Hindi writers freely translated from

Bengali and received new light through this language. Even the diction, idioms

and structure of the Hindi language were influenced by Bengali. But by the end

of the nineteenth century direct contact with English became more prominent

and the influence ofBengali gradually began to fade. There was a tendency to

look to the polished Urdu language for idioms and also for fluency, but that too

faded at the beginning of the twentieth century.

NEO-HINDI CLASSICISM s DWTVEDI YUGA

Mahavirprasad Dwivedi (1868-1938), rightly regarded as the architect of

modern Hindi prose, was the editor of Sarasvatl (1903-20), a literary magazine,

originally initiated by Nagari Pracharini Sabha ofBanaras and published by the

Indian Press, Allahabad. His own contribution to literature, though substantial,

was not of very high merit. But his honest and sincere efforts and strong and

incorruptible personal character inspired many talented writers, including

Maithili Sharan Gupta (1886-1966). He pleaded strongly for the acceptance of

Khari-boli Hindi for both prose and poetry. So far, Braja-bha§a had been

generally used for poetry. Many powerful poets, like Maithili Sharan Gupta,

Pandit Ayodhya Singh Upadhyay (1865-1946), Nathuram Sharma Shankar,

Ramcharit Upadhyay, and Ramnaresh Tripathi wrote poetry in Khari-

boli successfully and convincingly. Among these poets Maithili Sharan Gupta

is very prominent. His poems of national glory inspired at least two genera-

tions. He is a versatile genius and, although he lacks lyrical talent, is a

master of narrative verse. He was the true representative of the average

^lightened Indian not unduly influenced by foreign ideas, but always prepared

to accept the light of modern thought provided it suited Indian conditions.

He translated Meghmada-vadha-kavya of Michael Madhusudan Dutt into Hindi.

His long narrative poems like Sdketa and Taiodhara evoke, the spirit of ancient

u Of. S. H. Vatsyayan’s article on ‘Hindi Literature’ in Contemporary Indian Literature (Sahitya

Akademi, New Delhi, 1957), p» 75.
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India in a wonderful way. In this period there were attempts to revive Sanskrit

metres and other ways of classical expression, but they did not prove successful.

The Sarasvatl encouraged new forms like the short story, the novel, the critical

essay, and various forms of the drama.

Some very powerful writers began to write in this period, but had to wait

till later to gain recognition. Prominent among them were: Jayashankar Prasad

(1889-1937), poet, dramatist, and novelist; Prem Chand (1880-1936), novelist

and short story writer; Ramchandra Shukla, critic and essayist; Shyamsundar

Das, critic and literary historian; and Pandit Padma Singh Sharma, critic and

essayist. They enriched Hindi literature in many ways.

MAJOR MOVEMENTS IN MODERN HINDI POETRY

During the First World War the literary atmosphere was rather disturbed.

But there is ample evidence that the years of apparent stalemate in Hindi litera-

ture were preparing fertile soil for the growth ofliterary activity. Major literary

movements were taking shape in Hindi during this period. The poetic move-

ment, later described as chayavada, was primarily a romantic movement, aesthetic

in spirit and subjective in character. It revolted against conventional metres,

superimposed literary taboos, and lifeless motifs. It provided new poetic horizons

and new aesthetic values for Hindi literature. The presence of spiritual ele-

ments in it can be ascribed to the teachings of Sri Ramakrishna Paramahamsa,

Swami Vivekananda, and Sri Aurobindo, the spiritual prophets of the age. The

poets tried to look at reality from their own angle. Makhanlal Ghaturvedi

(1888-1968), an old veteran, had already prepared the ground for this kind

of poetry. His works include Hima-kirilim and Hima-tarangini.

A bitter controversy set in between the respective exponents of the old and

the new, and a considerable polemic literature sprang up consisting chiefly of

parodies and satires. The rising movement, however, was not to be so easily

silenced. Some powerful poets came forward to prove themselves its worthy

leaders. Suryakant Tripathi ‘Nirala’ (1897-1963; works: Juki Ki Kali, Pari-

mala, Anamikd, Arcana, Aradhana, etc.) revolted against the so-called matter-of-

fact poetry of the day. He was brought up and educated in Bengal (Midnapur

District) and had drunk deep of the springs of Bengali poetry, old and new.

Though discouraged, denounced, and ridiculed, he stuck to his guns with

supreme indifference and carried the banner of revolt triumphantly in his

hands. Sumitranandan Pant (b. 1900), sweet and nonchalant, yet resolute and

convincing, was another leader of this movement. He analysed the Hindi

language, its metres and sounds, and brought out the innermost spirit oftheir

individuality. He challenged the old convention in metrics, forms, diction, and

even grammar. He is a prominent lyricist ofmodern India. Among his important

works are: Pallava, Gunjana, Yugavani, Gramya, Svarnakiraria, Silpl, and Lokayatam.
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Some of his later works are marked by his sympathy for the downtrodden

peasants and women, which provided necessary fillip to a host of progressive

poets.

Jayashankar Prasad joined this movement a little late but soon became

very prominent His greatest contribution is KSmijmi (1935 ), a modern epic.

It is ‘one of the most modern and most original poems in Hindi on the theme

of Man and his mental and spiritual development, conceived on the background

ofan idealized ancient Indian life'.1* His other well-known works which include

Jharpd, Athfa, and Lahar also represent the salient features of the chayavdda

movement. The eminent poetess Mahadevi Varma (b. 1907; works: Jfth&ra,

Raimi, Sandhyaglta, and Dipaiikha
)

is a mystic in the true sense of the term. Her

songs glorify the sufferings of dedicated life. Her sweet melodious language has

no parallel in modem Hindi.

It is not possible here to give the names of all who have contributed to the

enrichment of modem Hindi poetry, but a few names deserve mention: for

example, Ramkumar Varma (b. 1905), a mystic poet and writer of one-act

plays; Balkrishna Sharma ‘Navina’ (1897-1959), a romantic poet (two signifi-

cant works: Kvdsi, Apalaka); Siyaram Sharan Gupta (b. 1895), an intellectual

Gandhist (works: Bapu, Unmukta, Nakula, and Mpimayl)

;

and Subhadrakumari

Chauhan (1904-48, her Jhdnsi Ki Rdnl is the most popular heroic ballad of

modern Hindi poetry). There were many factors giving shape to this new
spirit in Hindi literature. The influence of the English Romantic poets, the

struggle for freedom from foreign rule, the evergrowing evidence of India’s

glorious past, all these added to the strength of this new literary movement.

Jayashankar Prasad’s deep love for the cultural past and his intellectual

approach to the mystery of nature, the joyful ecstasy of Sumitranandan Pant,

and Mahadevi Varma’s probe into the yearnings of the human soul deeply

stirred the creative genius of Hindi poets.

In the post-chdydodda period Ramdhari Singh ‘Dinakara’ (b. 1908; notable

work: Kuruksetra) , Harivansha Rai‘Bachchan’ (b. 1907),BhagavaticharanVarma
(b. 1903), Rameshwar Shukla ‘Aftcala’ (b. 1915), and Narendra Sharma (b.

1916) are poets of considerable merit. They belong to what may be called

pragativdda, the progressive movement in poetry. In the background ofthis move-

ment, there was the socialist philosophy of life based on the doctrine of dialec-

tical materialism.

There was a strong movement after the Second World War called prayoga-

vdda or experimental movement. It witnessed some poets of great talent. S. H.
Vatsyayan ‘Ajfleya’ (b. 1911), a novelist, poet, and thinker, is regarded as the

leader of the experimentalists. Some of the talented poets of this school are:

Balkrishna Rao (b. 1911), Shivmangal Singh ‘Suman’ (b. 1916), Girijakumar
“ Of. S. K. Ghattoji, op. cit., p. 140.
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Mathur (b. 1917), Shamsher Bahadur Singh (b. 191 1), Gajananmadhav Mukti-

bodh (1918*64), Dharmavir Bharati (b. 1926), and Nagaijun (b. 1911). These
poets entirely revolutionized the realm of Hindi poetry by working out a comp*
lete metamorphosis of subject-matter, language, metre, and style.

MODERN HINDI NOVEL AND SHORT STORY

Modern Hindi literature can be legitimately proud of its achievements

in the field of fiction also. Parikf8-guru of Lala Shriniwas Das is perhaps the

earliest of the Hindi novels. It is also one of the first original social novels in

Hindi written in a fresh colloquial style. Kishorilal Goswami’s Lakhnau Ki

Kabar, Rajiya Begam, Madhavl-Madhava
,
and LavaAgalatd also attracted the

reading public. But it is Prem Chand who was the first and foremost to give to

Hindi literature the novel and the short story in the modern sense. He wrote

many novels and short stories of great literary merit. His depiction of the life of

the peasantry is very faithful and sympathetic. His short stories are most artistic

and have a deep human appeal. His works of fiction include Sevdsadana, PremS-

srama, Nirmala, Kdyakalpa, RaAgabhUmi, Ghaban
,
and Goddna. His last novel

Goddna (1936) has been translated into many languages. During his last days

he became a recognized leader of pragatiodda in Hindi literature. Jayashankar

Prasad also distinguished himself as a writer of romantic and historical novels

and stories amongst which Chayd and Akdiadipa have a lyrical quality. His other

works are: Titli, Kankdla, Mamatd, Pratidhvani, Himdlaya Kd Pathika, etc. The
short stories of Chandradhar Sharma Guleri (1883-1920), Sudarshan, and

Vishvambhar Sharma Kaushik are artistic in character and idealistic in spirit.

Jaincndra Kumar (b. 1905) is another novelist and story writer of repute. He
has created some wonderful individual characters. His novels include Kalydyl,

Surtlld, Tydgapatra, Sukhadd, Vivarta, and Vyatlta. Eka Rat, Vdtdyana, Des'a Ki Rdja-

kumdri, etc. are some of his well-known stories. Siyaram Sharan Gupta’s novels

(e.g. Nari) are characterized by a tender gentleness. Chatursen Shastri, a power-

ful stylist and writer of romances, has written voluminously. Vrindavanlal

Varma’s (b. 1888) novels show a skilful blending of history and fancy. Of his

works mention may be made of Gad Kundar, Virat Ki Padminl, Kundali Cakra,

Jhdnsi Ki Rant, Kacnar, and Mrganayani. S. H. Vatsyayan’s novels and stories

are influenced by his study of psychology and aesthetics and they are artis-

tically superior to most other contemporary writings. His Sekhara: Eka

Jivarti is one of his most characteristic works. Yashpal (b. 1904) is a first-

rate novelist in the progressive line. His works include Dada-comrade, Desadrohi,

Divya, and Manu$ya Ke RSpa. Rahul Sankrityayan (1895-1963), Ilachandra

Joshi (b. 1902), Bhagavaticharan Varma (b. 1903), Amritlal Nagar (b. 1916),

Upendranath Ashk (b. 1910), Rangey Raghav (b. 1922), Dharmvir

Bharati (b. 1926), Nagarjun (b. 1911), Phanishwamatli ‘Renu’ (1921-77),
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and several others have written many good novels and short stories. The
younger generation has produced a number of promising writers. Amongst
them Amrit Ray, Usha Priyamvada, Markandeya, Shivani, Manu Bhandari,

Mohan Rakesh, Nirmal Varma, Rajendra Yadav, and Shivprasad Singh are

quite well known. This branch of modern Hindi literature is quite rich and

developed.

OTHER DOMAINS OF MODERN HINDI LITERATURE

In the field of essay and criticism, the achievement of modern Hindi lite-

rature is also quite substantial. Origin ofthe former can be traced back to Kavi-

vacanasudhS ( 1868),thejournal of‘Bhfiratendu’, and that ofthelatter to Dwivedi’s

Sarasvati (1903). Among the earlier essayists, the most powerful are: ‘Bhiratendu’,

Balkrishna Bhatta, Pratapnarayan Mishra, Badrinarayan Chaudhuri, Radha-

charan Goswami, and Balmukund Gupta. Mahavirprasad Dwivedi, Chandra-

dhar Sharma Guleri, Shyamsundar Das, and Ramchandra Shukla (1884-1941)

made further developments in the field during the first half of the twentieth

century. Ramchandra Shukla was a critic and essayist of great calibre whose

influence is still very active. There are a number of important essayists and

critics like Gulab Rai, Nand Dulare Bajpeyi, Nagendra, Vinaymohan Sharma,

Indamath Madan, Ramvilas Sharma, Raghuvamsha, Namwar Singh, Rahul

Sankrityayan, Prakashchandra Gupta, Prabhakar Machwe, and many others."

'Bhiratendu* Harischandra and his contemporaries had laid the foundation

ofHindi drama in the nineteenth century. ‘Bhiratendu’ has a long list ofplays to

his credit: patriotic, social, traditional, and devotional. Among these are:Prema-

yoginl, CandrSvali, Bharata-janani
, BhSrata-durdaSS, MIS Devi, Satt-pratSpa, Andher

Nagari, etc. Lala Shriniwas Das’s romantic dramas, Ranadhira-Premamhiid and

SathjogitS-svayaihvara, and Radhakrishna Das’s historical dramas, Durgaoatt and

MahSrana Pratapa, were popular at that time. But afterwards this important

branch of literature was neglected. There was a fresh attempt in the twentieth

century to write plays on modern lines. Many eminent dramatists have contri-

buted to this branch of literature. A profound thinker and a serious student of

history, Jayashankar Prasad was also a distinguished dramatist, and his dramas

opened up a new chapter in Hindi literature. The plots of his plays are taken

from the pages ofancient Indian history and his language is naturally Sanskrit-

ized. Some of his important historical plays are: R&jyairi, AjStaiatru, Candra-

gupta, Skandagupta, and DhruvasvSminl. They testify to his lively imagination and

successfully reconstruct the golden days of ancient India. Some of Prasad’s

contemporaries also wrote plays on old themes. Mention may be made of Ma-

M The author of this article. Dr Hazari Prasad Dwivedi, if hinuelf a stalwart in the field. But he

haf not mentioned his name in the above list. This he has done out of genuine humility, but it is our

duty to point out the omission.—Editor.
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khanlal Chaturvedi (KrfVdrjuna-yuddha), Bechan Sharma ‘Ugra’ (Mahatma lia),

and Govindvallabh Pant (Varamali). Writers such asBadrinathBhatt (Durgavatf,

Candragupta), Seth Govind Das (Harfa, Shershah, Pakistan), Lakshminarayan

Mishra (RSkfasa Ka Mandira, MuktiKa Rahasya, and SindUraKiHoli) ,Harikrishna

Premi (Raksa-bandhana, SoapnabhaAga), and Udayshankar Bhatt (Matsyagandhd,

ViivSmitra and RadhS), have made the drama rich and varied. Besides full*

length plays, many one-act plays have been written and Hindi is specially rich

in this genre. The beginnings of this type can, however, be traced back to the age

of‘Bli&ratcndu’. Those who have later distinguished themselves in the field are:

Ram Kumar Varma, Upcndranath Ashk, Jagadishchandra Mathur, Vishnu

Prabhakar, and Bhuvaneshwar Prasad. Jagadishchandra Mathur (
Konarka),

Upendranath Ashk (AlagAlagRaste), Lakshminarayan Lai (£u£M>S'aravara),Bipin-

kumar Agrawal
( Tin Apahij—a collection of short plays), Lalit Sehgal (HaiyaEka

Akara Ki), and Surendra Varma (Draupadi,
Ndyaka-khalanayaka-vidusaka, and

Selubandha) are prominent among the dramatists of the post-Independence

period. The most significant playwright of the fiftiesand the sixties was, of course,

Mohan Rakesh (1925-75), twice winner of the Sangit-Natak Akademi Award

(1958, 1968). He wrote three full-length plays, namely, A$a<jlha Ka Eka Dina

(1959), Laharon Ke Rdjahamsa (1964), and Adhe-adhure (1969). The setting for

Laharon Ke Rdjahamsa is historical; the plot is based on the Saundaramnda by

ASvaghosa. His Adhe-adhure seeks to probe the intricacies of the modern

mind. The Hindi-speaking area, however, still lacks an organized stage, al-

though it is rich in film plays of doubtful literary merit.

It is not possible here to survey the various other aspects of modern

Hindi literature, but there is no doubt that this literature is progressing at a very

high speed. Literature of knowledge is being written in substantial quantity.

Translations from different Indian and foreign languages are appearing almost

daily. Writers from other linguistic regions of India as well as from foreign

countries are also making original contributions in this language. All this will

certainly enrich creative writing also.

Today Hindi literature is undergoing a distinctive evolution of its own life-

force and it has that integral and vital self-consciousness which is infinitely

more valuable than all the literary conventions of the past.
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KANNADA

LANGUAGE AND ITS ANTIQUITY

KANNADA is the official language of Karnataka, formerly the State of

Mysore. According to 1971 Census, it is spoken by a population of nearly

twenty-two million. Quite a large number of people speaking this language

arc found to be scattered all over India, specially in the adjoining States of

KanjStaka, namely, Mah&ra$tra, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, and Kerala.

Kannada is a highly cultivated speech belonging to the Dravidian family of

languages to which belong three other major languages of India, Malayalam,

Tamil, and Telugu. The antiquity of the language can safely be traced to the

early Christian era. Reference may be made in this connexion to a few lines in

a Greek drama found in a fragmentary papyrus of the second century A.D. from

Oxyrrhinchus in NorthEgypt. One of the scenes in that drama depicts an Indian

court where the king and his courtiers speak in a language with a highly Sans-

kritized vocabulary. Dr Hultzsch identifies this language as early Kannada.1

PRE-PAMPA LITERATURE (BEFORE A.D. 900)

Definite specimens of ancient Kannada are, however, available from a

large number of early inscriptions mixed with many Sanskrit words. The style

of these inscriptions is fairly rich in poetic fancy and facile in expression, and

speaks of a sufficiently developed culture and ancient literary heritage. The

earliest Kannada inscription, belonging to c. a.d. 450, was discovered at Hal-

midi near Belur, the famous temple town of Hassan District. Its language shows

that Kannada was by then fully developed and borrowed words freely from

Sanskrit. The language had evidently been long employed as a medium ofcom-

munication and gradually elevated to a high literary status. The next two

centuries saw a good many inscriptions some ofwhich are ofhigh literary merit.

These help us reconstruct in some measure the cultural life of Karp3|aka during

the period.

KavirSjamSrga (

c

. a.d. 850), the earliest available Kannada work and hence

a landmark in the history ofKannada literature, is believed to have been written

by Nrpatuhga, a RSstrakuta king of the ninth century. A work on poetics, it

treats of grammar also incidentally. We have here an attempt to put Dan<jin’s

Sanskrit KavySdaria into Kannada. This work proves that Kannada had, over a

1 Cf. JRAS (1904) p. 399. Some Kannada icholan, however, do not accept thii view.
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thousand years ago, a Burly well-developed literature consisting of reputed

works both in verse and in prose. The author, whether it was King Nfpatuhga
himself or his court poet Srivijaya as is conjectured by some scholars, mentions

many earlier poets.

The earliest work of real literary value is perhaps Sivakotyacarya’s Vad-

diridhane which is said to have been written in c. a.d. 920. Composed in a lucid

and pleasing style, it has for its theme nineteen Jaina stories emphasizing re-

nunciation as the highest ideal of life. Some scholars believe that this work is a

compilation of several stories culled from one Kannada commentary on Ari-

dhana ofSivarya (a writer of the early Christian era) and amplified with material

gathered from Sanskrit and Prakrit anthologies. It is the only Kannada prose

work of the time which uses native Kannada words effectively and with un-

paralleled felicity.

PAMPA AND HIS SUCCESSORS (c. A.d. 900-1150)

Pampa, court poet of the Cklukya king ArikeSarin II and author of the

two great classics, Adi Purina and Vikramdrjuna-vijaya, is rightly hailed as

the adikavi ( first poet ) of Kannada, though there were before him poets of

considerable importance. Born in a.d. 902, he is believed to have written his

two works in 941 (or, according to some scholars, in 942) in which he expresses

his passionate love for the hills and valleys of Karnataka. His first work, Adi

Purina, treats in great detail the life of Vfjabha, lhe first of the twenty-four

Tirthankaras. The well-established traditional pattern allowed liim hardly any

scope for an independent treatment of the theme or of the characters. Yet, in

treating the incidents and the situations, he is able to bring something of his

own into his work. Pampa’s fame, however, is virtually founded on his Vikramir-

juna-vijaya, popularly known as Pampa-Bhirala, which is an old Kannada
version of Vyasa’s Mahabhirata. Pampa had in view a twofold objective: first,

to immortalize his patron, King ArikeSarin, who is to him more a friend than

a master; and second, to summarize the voluminous story of Vyksa’s Maha-

bhirata for the benefit of Kannada people. The poet, without cutting out any

significant incident, has successfully condensed die vast bulk of the original

into a compact and artistic whole. He has, besides, shown remarkable artistic,

talent in handling the countless characters of the Mahabhirata. Though his

hero is Aijuna, with whom he has tried to identify his patron, he has not failed

to devote adequate attention to the other characters. His style in its brevity and

power is unique revealing, as it does, his fine command of Sanskrit as well as

Kannada.

Among the three Kannada poets who have been eulogized as kavi-cakravartins

and ratna-trayas, Ponna (e. 950) is the first kavi-cakraoartin and the second of the

ratna-trayas, Pampa being the first. A contemporary of Pampa, Ponna wrote
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Sinti Purina
,
Bhuvanaika-Rimibhyudaya

,
and Jinikfaramile, the second of which is

unfortunately lost. The first deals with the traditional story of Santinatha,

sixteenth Jaina Tirthankara. Ranna, whose famous Sdhasa-Bhima-vijayam is

more popularly known as Gada-yuddha (c. 1000), is the third of the ratna-trayas

and the second fsavi-cakravartin. His other work is Ajita-tirthaAkara-purina-tilaka

(Ajita Purina), composed in 993. In writing a religious work like Ajita Purina

and a secular work like Sikasa-Bhima-vijayam, Ranna has followed the footsteps of

Pampa. Like Pampa, he has sought to identify his patron SatyaSraya, son of

Tailapa the CSlukya king, with his Bhima whom he regards as the hero of the

Mahibhirata. Though he has given a rapid survey of the Makabharata in his

work, he has concentrated more on the gada-yuddha episode.

Camundaraya of the same century, a minister under the Calukya king

Rachimalla, and famous in the history of Indian art for the colossal statue of

Gommatesvara carved out of the living rock at Sravana Belgola, has written in

prose Trifasti-lakfana-mahipurdna, popularly known as Camundaraya Purina

(f. 978). It depicts the lives of the sixty-three ialika-purusas. His work is a con-

densation of the Sanskrit Mahapurina of Jinasena and Gunabhadra. The
Kidambari, Banabha((a’s renowned prose work in Sanskrit, was rendered into

Kannada in- campU style by Nagavarman I who probably lived towards the

close ofthe tenth century. This is the first attempt and a quite successful one in

Kannada at writing a purely secular work by a translator who could bring

into his rendering all the grace and flavour of the original. Chando'mbudhi,

earliest available work on prosody, is also ascribed by some scholars to the same

author.

Durgasithha with his Pancatantra (1031) stands out as a unique writer in the

history of Kannada literature. His work, while throwing some new light on

VisnuSarman’s Sanskrit Pancatantra

,

brings to light for the first time certain un-

explored sources of the Pancatantra stories prevalent in India at the time. The

author, for instance, says that he followed the Pancatantra as related by Vasu-

bhaga Bhafla. It is an interesting fact that this Vasubhaga Bhafta’s tradition

was followed in Java. Durgasirhha’s version, apart from its value to the recon-

struction ofVasubhaga Bhat^a’s untraced work, is praiseworthy for its very fine

narrative style. NSgacandra, who lived towards the close of the eleventh and

the early part of the twelfth century, has two works to his credit, Mallinilha

Puraria and Rimicandra-carita Purina, the second of which, popularly known as

Pampa-Rdmayana, is the earliest available Rimayana in Kannada, following the

tradition of the Jaina writer Vimala Sfiri’s Prakrit work Paiimacariya. It is the

poetic qualities of this work that have earned for the author the title of

‘Abhinava Pampa’. The campU style saw in the works of Nagacandra the last

days of its glory.

Nayasena’s Dharmdmrta (c. Ill 7) heralded a new way of thinking and writing
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in Kannada literature. Addressed to the common man, the work seeks to convey
ethical values through artistically woven stories. It deals with the lives of four-

teen Jaina mahapurufas each of whom attained to the higher life by practising

one of the gunavratas. Simple and direct, the poet’s language reflects contem-

porary life. BrahmaSiva, who probably lived in the latter half of the twelfth

century, wrote Samaya-parikse, an elaborate work and the first satirical and pole-

mical piece in Kannada ridiculing the religious practices of all the non-Jaina

sects of the day. It is perhaps one of the few poetical works where the super-

stitions ofpeople (with the exception ofJains, ofcourse) are subjected to critical

examination. It is indeed a trenchant but very enjoyable work. The first

Kannada grammar was systematically written in Sanskrit sutras by Nagavar-

man II of the same century in his Karndlaka-bkdfd-bhGsana. Among his other

works, Kavyavalokana is' a standard work on poetics and Abfudhdna-vastukosa is a

lexicon. His influence can be traced in subsequent writers on scientific subjects

like Janna, and especially grammarians like Kesiraja. Achanna’s Vardha-

mdna Parana, which follows the traditional manner both in its narrative and
in its style, is the first among the independent works dealing with the life of

the twenty-fourth Tirthankara.

Broadly speaking, the bulk of the literature of the two centuries just surveyed

has in its content a predominance of heroic sentiment and in its style a certain

classicism leaning entirely on Sanskrit. Some poets like Nayasena and Durga-

siihha, however, tried to introduce a welcome change both in spirit and in form.

But it is the vacanakaras and their wordiy successors that really brought

literature to the masses.

BASAVANNA AND NEW SPIRITUAL RENAISSANCE (c. A.D. 1150—1400)

A new spiritual renaissance marks the beginning of another great era in the

cultural and religious history of Karnataka with the appearance on the horizon

of a whole galaxy of mystics in the early years of the twelfth century. Later,

their spiritual illumination conquered the age they lived in and left a deep

impression on the generations that followed it. A religious mass movement

designated ViraSaivism necessitated the use ofcolloquial Kannada as an effective

medium for the dissemination ofspiritual knowledge and ethical values. Some of

these mystics were, in essence, poets, too. A new form ofliterature called vacana

was invented by them as their vehicle of expression.

A vacana is a composition which has not the fetters ofmetre or rhyme but has

internal rhythm and movement, making it poetic in spirit, though prose in

form. Many of the vacanas are believed to have been set to music and sung, but

tradition has not handed down to us the musical form that was employed. At

their highest moments the vacanas are glorious outpourings of the heart, express-

ing various moods and experiences like the yearning for, and communion with,
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the supreme Being. At lesser moments they are employed for propagating

morality or expounding the philosophical tenets of the system.

Among these Viraiaiva mystics Allama Prabhu is one of the highest peaks.

An Advaitin at heart and blessed with profound spiritual knowledge, he speaks

in a language radiant with imagery and in words of dazzling illumination. But

the most glorious of these great mystics are Basavaijjja and Akkamah&devi,

who are two outstanding .persons among the saints of any age. The vacanas

of both of them are charged,' on the one hand, with the agony for union with

their chosen deity and, on the other, with the ecstasy of communion with the

object of their seeking.

BasaveSvara, popularly known as Basavanna or Basava (c. a.d. 1150), was

virtually the leader of this new religious movement. He is even considered to

be the founder of this new religion which was highly democratic in spirit,

though somewhat prior to this school we have a vaeanakSra known as Devara

Disimayya. It is not surprising that Basavdvara should play a leading role in

thin movement, because he had an advantage over the others, holding as he

did the office of chief minister ofa State. This apart, his exemplary sincerity

and genuine yearning for God lent him the authority to lead hundreds of

seekers of Truth. In fine points of poetry and musical quality, his compositions

are unsurpassed in the whole range of Kannada literature.

Though not so extensive as the compositions of other vacanakdras, those of

Akkamah&devi are unique in their richness of poetry and melody. She re-

nounced the world, left her royal husband, and like LallS Didi of Kashmir

wandered about among the woods of SrKaila in search of the supieme Being.

Among this group of mystic poets Siddhar&ma forms a class by himself; for, a

karmayogin to all appearances, he was in reality a jMnayogin devoting himself

all the time to the service of his fellow men without ever forgetting his allegiance

to the Lord.

The new religious movement, which added not only bulk but also quality

to Kannada literature, encouraged women for the first time to participate in reli-

gious discussions held in public and to write vacanas. Women were given equal

status with men in religious leadership and some ofthem took a leading part in

the religious discussions that took place in the seminars of the mystics known as

anubhdva-goffhf. Another great contribution of this movement was to give to

men of all castes and ranks a status of equality which was probably never

known before in this country except at the time of Gautama Buddha. Kdyakaoe

kaildsa (which means 'work is heaven’ or 'service is salvation’) was the gospel

of this movement. One’s own appointed duty performed with dedication, how-

ever humble it might be, was believed to be the means to Self-realization. It was

enough ifone was a devotee of God. All devotees received equal reverence from

the greatest of these great saints such as Allama Prabhu or Basavamut.
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In the literary field these mystic teachers dispensed with ornamental langu-

age and the traditional types and forms with which the epic works of the past

were associated. For, in their view it was the substance that lent dignity to the

form and raised it to the level of poetry. Harihara, a great writer of the

thirteenth century, brought about two revolutions by deviating from the beaten

track in both content and form of literature. Instead of eulogizing kings and

their exploits, he sang of the glories of God and His devotees. The metrical

experiments which he carried out make one feel that ho was the progenitor of

modem metres. He found that the matra-gana suits the genius of Kannada much

better than the aksara-gaua which used to be borrowed from Sanskrit. And he

composed the major part of his poetry in the ragafe metre which may be des-

cribed as ‘rhymed blank verse*. He told the lives of saints, of the remote as

well as immediate past. When the verse narrative seemed to be too long, he

would change over to prose in order to break the monotony. Basavarajadevara-

ragale, Jfambiyannana-ragaU,
and Puspa-ragale are amongst his best works. Besides

using this new form of his own creation which may perhaps be called ragafe

campu, he also used the traditional campU in writing his Girija-kalydna-mahapraban-

dham probably in order to demonstrate that he could easily wield this difficult

medium. Bhakti is the motivating force in the entire gamut of his poetry.

Raghavanka, a nephew and disciple of Harihara, further extended his

innovations by evolving and perfecting a new indigenous metre known as

satpadi. Indeed, he has been considered the pioneer of satpadl. Like his master,

he too gave expression to his devotion to God which has an appeal to the

common man. His available works are Hariscandra-kdvya, Somandtha-cante, and

Siddharama-carite. Two moie pieces, also ascribed to him, Sarabha-cantra and

Harihara-mahattva, have, however, not yet been discovered.

While these innovations in content, style, and metre went on, there were

quite a few writers who were still devoted to the old camps style. Nemicandra

(c. 1200), who wrote Lilduati-prabandham and Nemindtha-carite, and RudrabhaHa

(1172-1219), who wrote Jagannatha-vijaya, may be cited as examples. Mention

must also be made of Palkurike Somanatha, another poet of this period, who

is said to have written several works. The next poet of mark is Janna whose

father SumanobSoa was also a poet. Mallikarjuna (c. 1245), compiler of the fust

poetic anthology, namely, SSkti-sudhdrmva, and Nagavarman II and Kcs.raja,

the two famous grammarians, were all his close relations. Living m u

scholarly atmosphere of poets and grammarians, it was only neural ha

Janna should produce works of very high merit. His TMara-canU (1209) is

still one of the most popular poems of Kannada literature, \

Anantandtha Purina on the life of the fourteenth Tirthahkara is also an important

work ofJanna.

Another poet of this century deserving special mention is An^ayya
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(c. 1235) who followed the usual camps style but with great deviations both in

content and in language. His Kabbigara-kdva, known also as Sobagina-suggi

(‘Harvest ofBeauty*) and as Kavana-gella (‘Cupid’s Conquest’), is unique in its

language as it does not use a single Sanskrit word in its pure or tatsama form.

The poet’s vocabulary throughout is either pure Kannada or modified Sanskrit

(tadbhava), making this poem a remarkable tour de force for the Kannada
language, which cannot ordinarily do without a considerable Sanskrit element.

KeSiraja {c. 1260) is a literary figure of importance of this age. He is the

author of Sabda-mani-darpana (‘Bejewelled Mirror of Words’). Primarily a gram-

marian, he has exhibited keen poetic sensibilities by selecting excellent poetic

passages to illustrate his sStras or rules some ofwhich are perhaps his own compo-

sitions. We have a chain of assorted poets in Kannada language after Kefiraja.

Kumudendu (c. 1275), for instance, presented the Rama story in his Kumudendu

Ramayana composed in satpadl metre. Then comes Rafta Kavi [c. 1300) whose

Ratta-mata or Ratta-SStra deals with natural phenomena such as rain, earth-

quake, planets, lightning, and omens. Puijydirava of Nagaraja (c. 1331) contains

fifty-two tales from the lives of mythological heroes with a view to illustrating

the duties of a householder. Khagendra~mani~darpatfa of Mangaraja I (c. 1360)

is a book on medicine. Madhura (c. 1385), couTt poet of Harihara of Vijaya-

nagara, wrote Dharmanatha Purdna portraying the legend of the fifteenth Tirthan-

kara. Aiva-vaidya ofAbhinava Candra (c. 1400) is a book dealing with horses.

KUMARA VYASA AND HIS SUCCESSORS (A.D. 1400—1800)

To the first half of the fifteenth century belongs one of the greatest poets of

Kannada literature. He is Naranappa, popularly known as Kumara Vyasa,

who lias written in satpadl metre the first ten parvans of the Mahabhdrata. He has

named his work Kartidtaka-Bhdrata-kathd-mahjari
, but it is popularly known as

Kumara Vyasa Rhdrata or Gadugina. He is ecstatic in discussing devotion to God.

And he is equally great in describing the spectacular battles of the Bhdrata war.

The richness of the Kannada language as well as of the bhamini fatpadi were fully

exploited by Kumara Vyasa. His skill in metaphor won him the epithet rSpaka-

samrdjya-cakravartin or ‘the king of metaphor’. No other work has been recited so

much, nor so much admired and enjoyed as Kumara Vyasa’s Bhdrata. Even

unlettered villagers all over Karnataka have heard, and are familiar with,

some touching episode or other from this wonderful work. Kumara VySsa’s

Bhdrata is a folk-epic in the truest sense. He is, indeed, the Tulasidasa and the

Kfttivasa ofKannada literature.

Cimarasa, another important poet of the fifteenth century, wrote a popular

work, Prabhu-linga-llle, in which he treated the life of Allama Prabhu, the great

mystic saint and vacanakara of the twelfth century, who had by then become

a legendary figure.
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Nijagupa'Sivayogin (e. seventeenth century) has seven works to his credit,

six of which have come to be known as the $af Sistras. His Viveka-cinMmatp is

perhaps the first attempt to compile an encyclopaedia in Kannada language.

Two more poets of his time have captured the hearts of all lovers of

literature in Karriataka. One of them is Latymifa, whose work is popularly

known as Jaimini-Bharata. Yudhisjhira’s aJvamedha sacrifice is the main
theme of this work. The other poet is Ratnakara Varpi. Besides his minor
works like Ratnakara-fataka, Triloka-iataka, and Aparijitehara-iataka, he wrote

BhSraUia-vaibhava, a work that immortalized him.' It has been written in an
indigenous popular metre called sahgatya. The main theme of the work is the

story of Bharata, son of Vftabha, the first Tirthahkara. The poet has

deviated from the traditional tenets ofJainism in attempting a harmonization

of bhoga (enjoyment) and tyaga (renunciation), which has been highly

commended by many critics.

Nafijup<jakavi made Kumara Rama, one of the popular princes of Karp&~

taka, the hero of his work RamanStha-carite which was also written in sSAgatya

metre. This is one of the few Kannada works where actual history forms the

basis of a poetical composition.

Karnataka now had another upsurge of devotion known as the Haridasa

movement* with the advent of a group of saint-singers like PurandaradSsa

and Kanakadasa. The Haridasas sang the glory of the Lord in hundreds of

musical compositions. These songs are a perennial spiritual inspiration to all

devotees in Karnataka. Purandaradasa has a special place of honour among
the Haridasas, as he was the originator of a system of music now known as the

Karnataka-sangita (the South Indian style of music as distinguished from the

Hindustani style of North India). A great many of the compositions of the

Haridasas are ethical and moral in character.

Though many new forms had been tried with success by many poets, the

campu still had its fascination for a few. §a<jak§aradeva is one of them. His

Rajaiekhara-vilasa is written mainly to illustrate the protective power of the

Lord’s name. Vfsabfundi a-vijaya and Sabara-iankara-vilasa are two more works

of his.

Among the many royal patrons of literature, Cikkadevaraja, a ruler of the

Mysore Wodeyar dynasty, was not only a poet himselfbut a greatpatron ofpoets

as well. His Cikkadevaraja Binnapam Is an excellent philosophical and devotional

piece. Another work of his is Gita-GopSla. Cikupadhyaya, Tirumalarya, and

a good number of poets of this period wrote many poems which were of great

• This order of the Dftsas (servants of God) was built up by a regular band of saintly souls, who

dedicated themselves to the service of the Lord and, singing the praises of Hari, wandered from one

end of the country to the other. These saints of the D&sa order centred their affections on Viththala or

Hari of Pandharpur as the patron deity of their order.— Vidi CHI, Vol. IV, p. 349.
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contemporary appeal. The bulk of these writings is mythological in nature.

The first Kannada drama, Mitravinda-Govinda, was written by Sifigar&rya.

Kannada literature has some women poets of considerable distinction. One
of them is Honnamma, a maid-in-waiting in the palace of Cikkadevar&ja.

Her Hadibadeya-dharma (‘Tenets for Chaste and Devoted Wives’) is written in

sSngatya metre. It is a work intended to present an ideal of conduct for women
in their domestic life. Another poetess of the same period, Hejavanakafte

Giriyamma, wrote a few smaller works among which the poem on the episode

ofCandrahasa is the best known.

A unique poet, although not much is known about him, is Sarvajfia

Murti. His real name is said to have been Pu$padatta. He composed

hundreds of ethical verses known as SarvajHa-padagafu in the tripadi metre,

whose poetic quality is admitted. As a popular poet with an ethical mission,

he reminds one of Vemana of Telugu literature and Tiruvalluvar of Tamil

literature.

There is a vast bulk of folk-literature in Kannada. In these compositions

of many an unknown poet the entire gamut of tender emotions from human
love to love of the supreme Being has been well depicted. Most of them are

composed in triplets, though other characteristic indigenous metres are not

excluded. It is a significant fact that the mass of this folklore formed the basis

ofmuch ofmodern Kannada literature.

MODERN KANNADA LITERATURE

Like all other modem Indian languages, Kannada derived its inspiration

from English literature during the nineteenth century as a result ofwhich various

literary forms were borrowed by Kannada literature. A considerable part of the

subject-matter of this literature of the renaissance related to the revolutionary

social changes that were taking place in India. Science and technology had

their impact on the numerous works that were written. At the same time,

however, the old Puranic and religious themes were also cultivated in the same
measure as before.

Two poets are often hailed as the heralds of modern Kannada literature.

They are Kempu Narayana and ‘Muddanna’. Kempu Narayana has written in

prose the story ofVi£akhadatta’s Sanskrit play MudrarSkfasa under the title of

MudramaHjufS (1823). This is virtually the first prose work of modem Kannada
literature and may be said to be the first historical romance in Kannada.

‘Muddanna’ is the pseudonym of Nandalike Lakshminarayanappa. His Sri

Rama-Pattabhiseka is in satpadi, whereas his other two works, Adbhula-R&m&yaifa

and Sri Rdmihamedham, are in prose. His style is rather heavy; it is relieved,

however, by delightful humour often blended with exquisite pathos.

Basavappa Sastri, a poet of the court of Sri Chamaraja Wodeyar III
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(1868-94) of Mysore, devoted his energies mainly to translations and adapta-

tions from Sanskrit, which, in their excellence, read like original creations. His

translation of AbhijMna-Sakuntala is not merely the first of its kind in Kannada,

but is unsurpassed even to this day as a masterpiece. Besides translating

Kalidasa’s other plays, Basavappa Sastri adapted Shakespeare's Othello, into

Kannada. He was thus a pioneer in bringing European literature to Kannada,
although he did not know either English or any other European language.

Hattiyangadi Narayana Rao published several translations from Shakes-

peare and other English poets, and in this way a rich variety of themes (that

were to be found in them) were brought to Kannada readers. Translations

from sister languages were also made on a large scale. Galaganatha, himself an
original novelist, popularized historical novels by translating some vigorously

nationalistic historical novels from Marathi. B. Venkatacharya learnt Bengali

and translated, even as they were published, the novels of Bankim Chandra
Chatterjee and the works ofRomesh Chandra Dutt and other Bengali writers.

M. S. Puttanna, hailed as the first original novelist of Kannada literature,

wrote several novels of considerable merit, his Matfidduqno Maharaya being

the best-known among them. In all these efforts it was of course English

literature that provided the chieffount of inspiration.

Some of the modern poets strove consciously to break away from tradition

both in content and in form. One of the earliest poets to abandon the fetters of

rhyme (which had all along been considered an integral part of poetry) was

Manjeswar Govinda Pai.

The new trends and achievements of contemporary Kannada literature

do not admit of easy classification. Hence only a brief account of the various

literary forms created in the present century can be given here.

POETRY

The credit for opening out new horizons in modern Kannada poetry goes

chiefly to B. M. Srikanthayya, known throughout Karnataka as ‘Sr!’. A
professor of English and an accredited scholar not only in English but also in

Kannada literature, ‘Sri’ was a poet of remarkable merit. Like Harihara ofold,

‘Sri’ felt convinced that metres of three, four, and five mStras together with

their permutations would suit best the genius of the Kannada language. He
also realized that breaking offfrom the rather unwieldy fatpadis and vrttas, which

were fashionable in the earlier geneiations, would give the modern poet a

greater freedom to experiment and provide him with a greater variety of form.

He translated some of the best-known lyrics of several English poets, inventing

for each piece a metre that suited it best. The success he achieved was immediate,

and many other poets of his generation followed his example. Besides his

Gttegafu, a collection of English lyrics done into Kannada, his original pieces
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were published under the title of HoUganasugfu. He wrote the play Ahatth&rrufn,

modelled on Ajax of Sophocles. He translated the Person of Sophocles under the

name of PSrasikaru. He also condensed and gave dramatic form to Ranna’s
famous poem GadS-yuddha.

Two other persons who experimented in translating English and Sanskrit

poets were Hattiyangadi Narayana Rao and S. G. Narasimhachar. A number
ofyounger writers were also composing poems on new themes in modern metres.

Panje Mangesa Rao, Manjeswar Govinda Pai, and ‘Srinivasa’ are some of the

names closely associated with this glorious dawn of modern Kannada poetry.

Their successors in this field were, however, greater poets. They are K. V.
Puttappa (‘Ku-vem-pu’), Dattatreya Ramachandra Bendre (‘AmbikSta-
nayadatta’), and P. T. Narasimhachar (‘Pu-ti-na’). All the three were
honoured with the awards of the Sahitya Akademi, and the first two with the

Jnanpith Award. Nature and man, spiritual experiences and religious ideals,

society and social revolution—these are the preoccupations of modern poets.

The poetry of ‘Ku-vem-pu’ in its quality, no less than in its quantity, is un-
surpassed. His unique gift to Kannada literature is his Sri Ramayana-darianam.

This is an epic written in the grand style, in blank verse running to 25,000 lines,

on the traditional theme of the Rdmayana. But his approach is entirely new,
spiritually, aesthetically, and mystically, and hence it opens out new horizons.

Bendre is best known in the first instance for his lyrics, many of which,

written in the peculiar dialect of his area, have a delightful melody of their

own. Extremely sensitive to the joys and sorrows of his fellow men, Bendre is,

indeed, a true poet of the people. ‘Pu-ti-na’ with his deep roots in the tradition

and mythology of the land, has sung largely of the aspiration of the human
soul to reach the Divine. Nature and God are the twin motifs of his poetry.

D. V. Gundappa, who is well known as ‘D.V.G.’ in Karnataka and beyond,
is a great figure among our modem men of letters. His Umarana Osage, a trans-

lation of Fitzgerald’s Omar Khayyam, is superb. BelOrina Sildbalikeyaru is a chain

of lyrics describing the world-famous images of the dancing damsels at the

Hoysaja temple of Belur. Set to music by the poet himself, the poem has entered

into the repertoire of professional musicians and dancers. His matchless

mastery ofa variety ofmetres, including the classical, is revealed in his^rf Rdma-
parikfanam, his anthem on the first Independence Day and his elegiac tribute

to Mahatma Gandhi on his martyrdom. But the poet’s greatest piece is

undoubtedly MaAku-Timmana-kagga, which is perhaps the greatest philo-

sophical poem not only in Kannada but in any modem Indian language. With
his deep humanism, felicitous imagery, keen intellect, and sparkling wit, the

poet embodies in this many-splendoured tapestry of 945 verses his vision of the

cosmos, of the human world in its relation to the universe and of the signi-

ficance of man’s life on this planet of ours. Enshrining the poet’s philosophy of
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life, this marvellous poem, singularly free from all taint ofdidacticism, provides

guideposts for man’s march on his onward journey, warning him of pitfalls and
slippery patches and filling him with solace, hope, and joy. V. Sitaramayya
(‘V. Sf), Kandengodlu Sankarabhatta, Anandakanda, V. K. Gokak, ‘Madhura-
chenna’, R. S. Mugali, S. R. Ekkundi, and M. V. Sitaramayya are some other

contemporaries who have contributed their share to the growth of modern
Kannada poetry. The lyrics of ‘V. Si’ are lovely specimens set to music by the

poet himself.

The force and beauty of colloquial Kannada were also exploited to the

fullest extent by G. P. Rajaratnam. In Ratnana-padagah and Nagana-padagahi

,

two of his poetical collections, he has shown how a genuine and able poet can

express diverse moods and thoughts in the utterly unsophisticated and colloquial

language of unlettered folk, even as Bums, with his Scottish dialect, did in

English. Homely family life and affection, in all its aspects, has been treated by

K. S. Narasimhaswamy. His MaisHru Mallige, which was followed by several

other fine collections of poems, has brought the poet great popularity.

The wave of modernism in poetry, which gathered strength since the late

thirties, has swept many a poet off his feet. Gopalakrishna Adiga, a poet with

powerful imagination and rich vocabulary, is the leader of this modernist

trend. T. S. Eliot and other modernist poets of the West are the ideals of this

school. All the characteristics of modernism, hailed as poetic virtues, may be

said to have found abundant expression in Adiga’s poems. B. C. Ramachandra

Sarma, U. R. Anantamurthy, P. Lankesh, Pumachandra Tejaswi, Chandra*

sekhar Kambar, Sumatindra Nadig, Chandrasekhar Patil, and some other

poets of this school have been striving to establish modernism in poetry.

G. S. Sivarudrappa and Channavira Kanavi two poets who had started

their poetic career in what used to be called the romantic style of the renais-

sance generation, seem to be leaning in recent years towards a union of the

romanticism of the earlier generation with the modernism of the present. K. S.

Nisar Ahmed is another poet ofpresent-day Kannada literature with a powerful

and simple style, who stands out with distinction for his exploitation of Puranic

images to give expression to his own experiences.

NOVEL

One ofthe literary forms in which modern Kannada is fairly rich is the novel.

K. Sivarama Karanta, A. N. Krishna Rao (‘A-na-ky’), T. R. Subba Rao (‘Ta-

ra-su’), Krishna Murthy Puranik, V. M. Inamdar, ‘Trivep!’, Niranjana,Basava-

raja Katlimani, Korati Srinivasa Rao, B. Puttaswamiah and S. L. Bhyrappa

are writers who have extended the field of the Kannada novel by the quantity

of their works as well as by their relatively high quality. Sivarama Karanta is

indisputably the most outstanding novelist of Kannada literature. His philo-
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sophy of life as revealed in his novels is the direct outcome of his intimate

association with his fellow men. His Moral* Martnige (‘Back to the Soil’) is almost

an epic in prose involving three generations, which reminds one of the Forsyte

Saga of John Galsworthy. The credit of writing the first great and volumi-

nous novel in Kannada, KanSru Subbamma Heggaditi, goes to ‘Ku-vem-pu*. In

this as well as in his second recent novel Malegafalli Madumagafu, the unique

rural life of Malnad, which is fast disappearing, has been portrayed in all its

variegated colour including the flavour of the local dialect.

There are some other novelists whose output has been rather small—some

of them having written only one or two novels—but who have gained some
distinction through their work. Rao Bahadur among them has made a new
experiment with admirable success in his Gramayain.a, where a whole generation

takes the place of the ‘hero*. ‘Srinivasa’ (Masti Venkatesa Iyengar), though

pre-eminently a writer of short stories, has shown in his two novels, Cennabasava

Nayaka and Cikavira RSjendra, that he can handle the novel with equal ease.

Mirji Anna Rao’s Msarga is in a class by itself. Bhyrappa’s VaihSa-vrksa and

U. R. Anantamurthy’s Samskara are notable contributions, both of them

having been filmed. Bhyrappa’s recent novel Datu has been honoured with the

national award by the Sahitya Akademi. Sankar Mokasi Punekar and

Yasavanta Chittala are other prominent writers in the field. V. K. Gokak,

who has tried his hand at many literary forms including the diary, has achieved

considerable success with his Samarasave Jivana, which is perhaps the most

voluminous novel written in Kannada so far. Basavaraja Kattimani, who
wields a vigorous pen as a novelist, has narrated in several of his novels the

dramatic story ofour national struggle for independence. Devudu Narasimha

Sastry’s Mahabrahmana and Mahaksatriya are good specimens of what may be

called mythological novels, while Puttaswamiah’s Krdnti Kalydna and Virakesari

Sitarama Sastry’s Daulat and Nagarada Rani are historical novels ofa high order.

Several authors like ‘Triveni’ have tried their hand with commendable success

at the modern psychological novel too. Among Kannada novelists there are a

good many women writers including ‘Triven!’—M. K. Indira, Niladevi,

Jayalakshmi, H. V. Savitramma, for instance.

SHORT STORY

Masti Venkatesa Iyengar (‘Srinivasa’) is the first fiction writer in Kannada

whose themes are original and indigenous in character. Since it was he who
blazed this new trail in Kannada literature, he is naturally regarded as the

father of the modern Kannada short story. A. Sitaram (‘Ananda’), who approa-

ches Masti in excellence, has, however, written very little. Gorur Ramaswamy
Iyengar has, in a number of masterly short stories and essays, portrayed the

life of the rural people on the banks of the Hemavati and, with his inimitable
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humour, brought to life a whole host of rustic characters. ‘Aivattha’, ‘Chadu-

rariga’, and ‘SadaSiva’ are a few other writers who have contributed to the

growth of this literary form. Purnachandra Tejaswi and U. R. Anantamurthy
have tried, with much success, to carry the technique of the short story further.

These writers of short stories infused into Kannada prose a certain simplicity,

directness, and vigour which it had never known before. Anantamurthy with his

remarkable imagination bids fair to carry this medium to still higher levels of

excellence. Among the modernists, Purnachandra Tejaswi is by far the best

writer of short stories, his AbachSrina Post Offtcu being a significant contribution

to this popular form.

DRAMA

It is strange that in the vast bulk ofKannada literature with its wide variety,

the drama was conspicuous by its absence until the nineteenth century. What
is more, it is only in the second quarter of the present century that original

Kannada plays began to be written. Certain mythological plays were no doubt

written for the stage by erudite pandits like N. Srikanta Sastri and Bellave

Narahari Sastri, but original plays bearing on the problems of contemporary

society came to be written much later. T. P. Kailasam
(
Tollu-gatti, Home Rule,

etc.), a genius if ever there was one, tried a great many experiments in drama.

The intimate knowledge he had gained as a student in London of the English

stage stood him in good stead in carrying out his experiments. He held undispu-

ted sway over the amateur Kannada stage for almost a quarter of a century.

School and college audiences had special fascination for his plays. A fountain of

humour and a master of pathos, he tackled social problems from a new angle and

created a whole galaxy of comic characters. He wrote in a language that had a

great appeal to people of urban society. It was an anglicized Kannada spoken

by the English-educated men and women of the day the vogue of which

has gradually been on the decline. M. R. Srinivasa Murthy’s Nagarika and

Dharma-duranta, Devudu Narasimha Sastry’s Naciketa and C. K.Venkataramiah’s

Mandodari are celebrated original plays relating to this period. Paraiurama of

‘D.V.G.* is a lovely play which presents the celebrated epic character in a new
light. Although written in the thirties, it has been published recently. Sriranga

is another dramatist who has written a considerable number of plays (Sahjivini,

Sdvitri, Kelu Janamejajia, etc.) dealing largely with the common evils of con-

temporary society. He is likely to be remembered by students of literature,

especially for his novel experimentation in the technique ofdrama and his preoc-

cupation with social problems. A good many poetic plays and operas have also

been written by various writers. Berafga Kora}, a poetic drama of ‘Ku-vem-pu’,

deals with the famous Ekalavya episode of the MahSbhdrata. It gives a novel

and penetrating insight into the episode as well as the motivations of the princi-
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pal characters. P. T. Narasimhachar (‘Pu-ti-na’) is the veritable king of the

Kannada opera. His Gokula-nirgamana introduced him to the Kannada world as

a poet ofgreat imagination and matchless poetic sensibilities. Since its publica-

tion, he has composed several other operas like AhalyS, Sabari, and Harinabki-

iarana. Hamsa-Damayanti, his latest collection of operas, has won him the Sahitya

Akademi Award. His great knowledge of the art and science of music has

enabled him to bring about a happy blending of charming music with exquisite

poetry.

Sivarama Karanta (Garbha Gudi) has, in several of his plays, tried to intro-

duce the rhythm of spoken prose into the conversation of his characters.

‘Parvatavani’, A. N. Murthy Rao, B. Sitarama Sastry (‘Ksirasagara’)

and N. Kasturi have enriched Kannada drama with several adaptations of

English plays or English versions ofEuropean plays. A.N. Murthy Rao’s Asadha-

bkOti, a masterly adaptation of Moliere’s Tartuffe, excels the original in some

respects. The translation of Shakespeare’s Macbeth by ‘D. V. G’ is another

excellent specimen.

As in the fields of poetry, the novel, and the short story, so also in that of

drama, several experiments are being tried by certain writers with modernist

leanings. Kirtinatha Kurtokoti’s A Mane (‘That House’) has proved a success.

Another prominent playwright of the modernist school is Girish Karnad. He
has written Tugklak, Tayati, and Hayavadam which are plays of great merit.

ESSAY AND LITERARY CRITICISM

A. N. Murthy Rao is an essayist par excellence ranking with the greatest

English writers of the century like Gardiner or Lucas. S. Krishna Sharma,

with the excellent pen-portraits entitled Kuladipakaru and Dlpa-male, another

collection of his brilliant essays, has revealed himself as a master of modern

Kannada prose. His Pahcavafi is a valuable contribution to Gandhian

literature in Kannada. Vamana Bhatta, M. Rama Rao, S. Anantanarayana,

P. T. Narasimhachar, N. Prahlada Rao, and H. S. Krishnaswamy Iyengar

(‘Echcheske’) are some of the well-known writers who have made valuable

contributions to the growth of this branch of Kannada literature.

V. Sitaramayya’s Pampa-yatre, dwelling on the past glories of the Vijaya-

nagara empire, is the best specimen of poetic prose in modern Kannada
literature. ‘D. V. G.’ with his Gopala Krpia Gokhale and Puttappa with his

Vivekananda take the foremost place among Kannada biographers. The former’s

Jivana-dhama-yoga, for which he was honoured with the award of the Sahitya

Akademi, is a valuable interpretation of the Bhagaoad-Gitd expounding the

relevance of this great scripture to modern life.

Literary criticism as a systematic branch of Kannada literature developed

only during the present century. Great contributions to this field were made
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by B. M. Srikantayya, A. R. Krishna Sastri, T. S. Venkanniah, and T. N.
Srikantayya, whose Kdvya-mimdrhse is a classic, the like of which is rarely to be
found in any other modern Indian language. M. R. Srinivasa Murthy’s Bhakti-

bhantfari-Basavannanavaru and Vacana-dharma-sdra are valuable critical works on
VIrafaiva literature. Quite a large number ofwriters are doing admirable work
in this sphere. To mention but a few names, they include Masti Venkatesh

Iyengar, Beridre, D. V. Gundappa, S. V. Ranganna (who has been honoured
with the award of the Sahitya Akademi for his vacana collection, Ranga-

binnapa), ‘Ku-vem-pu’, R. R. Diwakar, G. K. Venkataramaiah, M. R. Srinivasa

Murthy, V. K. Gokak, K. D. Kurtukoti, D. J. Gowda, and H. M. Nayak.

It was the pioneering work of Lewis Rice, the great epigraphist, and of

Rev. Kittel, Rev. Reeve, Rev. Bucher, Rev. Ziegler, andJohn Garrett, the great

lexicographers, that made it possible for a host of great scholars to conduct

historical and linguistic research on a large scale. Kittel’s Kannada-English

Dictionary is, beyond doubt, a monumental work left for posterity to study and
admire. R. Narasimhacharya, Manjeswara Govinda Pai, T. N. Srikantayya,

D. L. Narasimhachar, and A. N. Upadhye are outstanding names of the prece-

ding generation, while reputed scholars who have made, and are still making,

substantial contributions to this field are: A. Venkatasubbiah, S. B. Joshi, K. G.

Kundanagara, T. S. Shama Rao, G. Varadaraja Rao, and M. Chida-

nandamurthy.

Rev. Channappa Uttangi and T. G. Halakatti have earned the gratitude of

all Kannada-speaking people for their great service in collecting and editing

the literary treasures of the past. Uttangi has given us an authentic version of

Sarvajna’s vacanas, while Halakatti has edited and published a vast number of

vacanas and raga}es of different writers in this field.

R. Narasimhachar’s Kavicarite is the earliest attempt to present a history

ofKannada literature. R. S. Mugali’s short work on the subject entitled Kannada

Sahitya Caritre has since been followed by detailed histories which are being

published by the universities of Karnataka.

S. V. Parameswara Bhatta has brought the whole of Kalidasa and Bhasa

into Kannada, besides being a poet of mark, who has made a rich contribution

to Kannada not only through his lyrics but through his vacanas strung together

under the title PSmara. K. Krishnamurthy has made some valuable translations.

TULU AND KODAGI

Neither Tulu nor Kodagi has a script of its own. Hence these languages do

not possess any ancient literary works. There is, of course, a good deal of folk-

literature in the two languages. A certain Appachchu Kavi ofthe present century

has written a few works in Kodagi language. There are in Tulu quite a number

ofyakfagdnas developed on popular themes of South Kanara.
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KASHMIRI

THE LANGUAGE

S
POKEN mainly in Jammu and Kashmir by about 2.5 million (according

to the 1971 Census), Kashmiri is one of the Indo-Iranian languages of the

Union of India, and an important one in many ways. It has been nourished by

both Sanskrit and Persian literary traditions over the centuries. Early Kashmiri

literature shows leanings towards mystic and spiritual subjects. But, apart from

compositions in the mystic vein on Brahmanical (Saivite) and Islamic (Sufi)

themes, Kashmiri is particularly rich in short lyrics on life and nature. There

are also a large number oflong poems in Kashmiri, both of Sanskrit and Persian

inspiration, and there is in present-day Kashmiri quite a noteworthy literary

upsurge.

In its basic stratum at least, Kashmiri belongs to the Dardic branch of

the Indo-Iranian group of languages. But Indo-Aryan (Sanskritic) Prakrits and

ApabhramSa from the midland and from northern Punjab profoundly modi-

fied the Dardic bases of Kashmiri, so that one might say that the Kashmiri

language is a result of a very large over-laying of a Dardic base with Indo-

Aryan (Sanskritic) elements.

Throughout the whole of the first thousand years after Christ, Kashmir was

within the orbit of Sanskrit, and Kashmiri scholars, particularly during the

second half of these thousand years, made their important contributions to

Sanskrit literature. The names ofDamodara, Abhinavagupta, Kalhana, Bilhana,

and others are pre-eminent in the history of Sanskrit literature. Kashmir also

developed its Trika system of Saiva Tantric philosophy, which had points of

contact with the Saiva Siddhanta of the Tamil land, far away in the south.

The development of the Kashmiri language proper took place around a.d.1200.

It is presumed that before the emergence of Kashmiri as a distinct language,

there were Prakrit and Apabhrariria stages of Kashmiri. But there are no

specimens of what may be called a Kashmiri Prakrit and a Kashmiri Apa-

bhraihia. Only halfa line in three words ofwhat may be described as Kashmiri

ApabhraiiiSa has been found in the Rajatarangini ofKalhana (twelfth century).1

The history of Kashmiri literature, as of the language, may be divided into

the following three broad periods:

1 It runs thus: Rafigassa he\u dip$a (or diwu) ,
'the village of Helu has been given to Raftga

1

, which

in Modem Kashmiri would be Rah&as fpulu dyunu.
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(i) Old Kashmiri, from a.d. 1200 to 1500;

(ii) Middle Kashmiri, from a.d. 1500 to 1800;

(iii) New or Modern Kashmiri, after a.d. 1800.

Old Kashmiri presented a language with a very full phonetic character,

but from Middle Kashmiri times there were some very extensive vowel-changes,

through umlaut and other sound-laws being operative, which changed the

nature of Old Kashmiri and made it almost a different language.

Prior to the Old Kashmiri period, we have evidence of Indo-Aryan Prakrit

andApabhramia both being used for literary compositions by Kashmiri scholars,

side by side with Sanskrit. Thus there is a work in Sanskrit by the great Sans-

krit scholar, Abhinavagupta (c. a.d. 950-1025), the TantrasSra, in which at the

end of each verse section
(
ahnika), there are two verses in some kind ofApabhra-

m$a. We have seventy-six verses in all in this language, but it does not show any

specific Kashmiri character. Then, again, there is another work known as the

Mahartha-manjat

i

by MaheSvarananda, which consists of seventy-one distichs

in Prakrit (it is not the language ofKashmir but is Mahiiri^pft Prakrit), and this

work has been found in two recensions, both of which have been published,

one from Srinagar in Kashmir and the other from Trivandrum in Kerala. This

work in all likelihood belongs to a period before a.d. 1200 and may be imme-
diately after Abhinavagupta.

OLD^KASHMIRI : A.D. 1200—1500

The earliest compositions so far available in Kashmiri would appear to be

the ninety-four four-line stanzas found in a Sanskrit work called the Mahanaya-

prakasa by Sitikamha Acarya. G. A. Grierson, following a Kashmiri scholar,

thought that this work belonged to the fourth quarter of the fifteenth century

;

but a closer study of the subject-matter as well as the language, with some in-

ternal evidence from the name and the title of the author, will go to show that

the work is much older. The subject-matter of these verses is highly abstruse,

dealing, with the Saiva Tantric philosophy as current in Kashmir as its most

popular faith, and it belongs to the period of religion and thought of the times of

Abhinavagupta and his followers. It is easy to see that the language here is

something very archaic when compared with Modem Kashmiri. It is like Old

English (or Anglo-Saxon) beside Modern English. It is even more ancient than

the language of the poems of Lalla Didi or Lall Ded of the fourteenth century as

preserved in old manuscripts. The position of these verses in the history of the

Kashmiri language is analogous to that of the caryapadas in Old Bengali. P. N.

Pushp, who agrees that the work may go back to the thirteenth century,* has

discovered another work of unknown date, the Chumma-sampiadaya, giving

* Cf. his article on 'Kashmiri Literature’ in Contemporary Indian Literature (Sahitya Akademi, New
Delhi, 1957), p. 114.
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seventy-four verses, which in their language and in their subject-matter also

belong to the age of the MdhSnaya-prdkaia.

These two works give us the oldest specimens of Kashmiri, and in all likeli-

hood they belong to a period before a.d. 1300. Next, we are on slightly surer

ground with regard to the author. In the fourteenth century, there was in

Kashmir the afore-mentioned Lalla Didi, a Saiva woman-saint, whose composi-

tions in a Modern Kashmiri form are in the mouths of all Kashmiris, both

Hindus and Muslims, and they represent the oldest specimens ofKashmiri which

still continue down to the present times by oral tradition. Lalla Didi was bom
in a.d 1335 during the rule of the last Hindu king of Kashmir, Udayana Deva,

and she passed away sometime between a.d. 1383 and 1386. She had a very

unhappy married life, and became a sannydsini (nun) moving about the country

and singing her little poems of mystic perception of Siva, the Supreme. It is

said that she met Shah Hamdani, the first great Sufi saint and preacher of

Islam in Kashmir, and they were mutually appreciative of each other’s mystic

qualities. The Kashmiri Muslims consider her to have been converted to Islam

by this contact with Shah Hamdani, and she is described by them as ‘Lall

Arifa’, while the Hindus call her ‘Lalla YoglSvari’. Some 1 10 poems by Lalla

have been edited and translated by G. A. Grierson8 and some more have been

collected by others.

After Lalla Didi there was another great mystic poet in Kashmir, a Muslim

saint named Sheikh Nuruddin (1377-1440), who is called ‘Nanda Rsi’ (the sage

Nanda) by the Hindus. Nuruddin, who was held in great respect by both

Hindus and Muslims, became a sort of a patron-saint for Kashmiri Muslims.

His verses and sayings known as sfiruks give expression to his profound faith

in, and love for, God, and the catholicity of his outlook. These are also

didactic in their nature. These verses have been collected in the form of a book

called Rfimma or Nurnama. A substantial proportion of this collection is per-

haps spurious. Both Lalla and Nuruddin ‘anticipated Kabir by stressing the

need of an internal discipline and by leading a crusade against spiritual apathy

and formalism. In their verse Hinduism and Islam speak a common idiom and

make a fervent appeal for human brotherhood, social equality and spiritual

oneness, cutting across all dogma, caste and creed’.4

Art and literature flourished in Kashmir to a great extent in the fifteenth

century under the patronage of one of its most enlightened rulers, Zain-ul’

Abidin (1420-70). A man of liberal ideas, Zain-ul’ Abidin knew both Sanskrit

and Persian and encouraged the growth of literature in Sanskrit and Persian.5

* The collection was published by the Royal Asiatic Society of London in 1923.

4 Cf. P. N. Pushp, ‘Kashmiri Literature’ in Contemporary Indian Literature
, p. 1 14.

* The Rajatarangm of Kalha^a, which gives the history of Kashmir up to a.d. 1150, was continued

by two Sanskrit scholars under his inspiration. Zain-ul’ Abidin established a translation bureau in
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He gathered round him a number of poets and writers in both Persian and
Sanskrit as well as in Kashmiri. The most prominent among the poets of his

court who wrote in Kashmiri are: Utthasoma, Yodhabhatta, and Bha|ta Ava-

tara. Utthasoma composed a series of lyrics in Kashmiri, besides a biography

of Zain-ul' Abidin, and a treatise on music entitled M&naka. An unknown
poet wrote Banasura-vadha, the earliest epic poem so far known in Kashmiri.

Yodhabhatta wrote the biography of his patron Zain-ul’ Abidin, Jaina-carita,

He also wrote a drama on his patron, called Jaina-prakaia. Bhatta Avatara, a

distinguished Persian scholar, composed Jaina-vilasa, also on his royal patron.

All these biographical and panegyrical works in Kashmiri now appear

to have been lost. The court poets of Zain-ul’ Abidin also rendered Shaknama

of Firdausi into Kashmiri verse. Zain-ul’ Abidin anticipated Emperor Akbar
in many ways.

The fifteenth century saw the transformation of the Kashmiri people in an

atmosphere of Sufistic Islam, which was not at all iconoclastic but was appre-

ciative of the current Brahmanical Saiva mysticism of Kashmir, into a predo-

minantly Muslim people. The language, as it can be expected, began to undergo

very great changes during this first period of Kashmiri literature, and was

gradually moving towards Modern Kashmiri.

MIDDLE KASHMIRI PERIOD : A.D. 1500-1800

During the first half of the sixteenth century Kashmir was ruled by the

kings of Zain-ul’ Abidin’s family. From a.d. 1555 four
,
Muslim Sultans of

the Chak dynasty ruled over Kashmir up to a.d. 1586, when Kashmir came
under the Moguls being conquered bv Akbar. The period from a.d. 1586 to

a.d. 1748 is known as the Mogul period in the medieval history of Kashmir.

Finally, from a.d. 1748, when Kashmir was conquered by the Afghans under

Ahmad Shah Abdali, begins the Afghan period of Kashmir, which comes down
to about a.d. 1820. By that time the Modern period had started in Kashmir’s

literary history.

During the Middle Kashmiri period continuous development of the Kash-

miri language and literature occurred, but it came very largely under the

shadow of Persian. Persian replaced the Sanskrit language for the mass of the

Kashmiri people, and the Muslim religion also became fully established, but

the tendency to bring about a harmony of Hindu thought and Sufism

continued, both among the upper classes and among the masses.

A remarkable poetess, Hubb Kholun (1551-1606), popularly known among

which Persian works were translated into Sanskrit and Sanskrit works into Persian. Thus the Sanskrit

Mahabharata was adapted into Persian for the first time by Mulla Ahmad, who also translated the

Rajatarafigirii into Persian. Pandit Srlvara, on the other hand, adapted Persian poet Jami’s romantic

poem Tttsuf-£ulaikha into Sanskrit and named it Katha-kautuka (completed in a.d. 1505).
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the present-day Kashmiris as Habba Khotun, enriched the literature of the

land ushering in a new era of creative literary activity. Her original name was
‘Zun’ (which means moonlight—Prakrit jonha> Sanskrit jyotsna). With some
education in Persian, she was a talented singer and could compose popular
lyrics in Kashmiri known as lol (songs of yearning). Her first marriage (to an
ordinary villager) was unhappy. Later, Yusuf Shah Chak, Sultan of Kashmir
(1579-86), was captivated Jjy her beauty, had her divorced, and married her.

Her new name in Arabic, ‘Hifbb*, meant ‘love*. After the conquest of Kashmir
by Akbar, Yusuf Shah was taken away from Kashmir and never allowed to

return. Habba Khotun passed the rest of her life in separation from her
beloved royal husband for about twenty years, living virtually like a
recluse. She is one of the most popular Kashmiri poetesses, and her exquisite

lyrics of love and life are among the best that Kashmiri literature has to

its credit.

The Mogul and Afghan periods witnessed a few poets of considerable merit.

Khawajah Habibullah Naushahri (d. 1617) wrote a series of beautiful lyric

poems in Kashmiri. The Hindu poet Sahib Kaul, who lived during the time of

Mogul Emperor Jahangir, wrote Krsna-avatara and Janam-carita, both on Hindu
Puranic themes. Poetess Rupabhavani (1624-1720) wrote a number of religious

poems. Her language, as that of a Hindu religious writer, was highly Sanskriti-

zed. Mulla Fakhir, who died about the close of the eighteenth century, composed
beautiful songs and odes in Kashmiri.

Aranlmal, third great Kashmiri poetess of love lyrics, deserves special

mention. She belonged to the second half of the eighteenth century. She was
the wife of Munshi Bhavanidasa Kacru, a Kashmiri Brahmin, who was a

distinguished Persian scholar and writer. AranlmaFs married life was unhappy,
as in the cases of Lalla Didi and Habba Khotun, The unhappy wife was deser-

ted by her husband, and she poured forth her heart in a series of most poignant

and at the same time most exquisite poems of love in Kashmiri, which are

among the most popular and most universal compositions in the language.

Aranlmal spent her life of frustration in composing her beautiful poems on love

and on the beauty of nature. Her little lyrics, with their abandon and profound
yearning for her husband, and charming imagery and lovely language redolent

with the beauty and the fragrance of flowers, resemble similar lyrics of Habba
Khotun and a few others by other poets of Kashmiri, and form some of the

most exquisite flowers in the garden of Indian poetry, comparable with the

finest love poems in any language.

To the eighteenth century belonged another great Hindu poet in Kashmiri,

Prak3£ar£ma (also known as Divakarapraka^a Bha^a) who was a contemporary
of Raja Sukhajlvana Malla, a Hindu nazir (governor) of Kashmir under the

Afghans around a.d. 1760. Prakaiarama wrote the Rdmdyana in Kashmiri,
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known as Rdmdvatdra-carita,9 with a sequel, Lava-Kuda-carita. It consists of

1,786 stanzas,some in the two-line Persian hazqj metre and the rest in the native

four-line accented metre of Kashmiri. The religio-philosophical work in Kash-
miri verse, Samsdra-mdyd-mohajdla-sukha-duhkha-carita by Gangaprasad, who wrote

during the early years of the nineteenth century, belongs to this period. The
book deals with the joys and sorrows of this world of illusion and the snare of

infatuation. In fact, many of the poems and songs of this period express man’s
helplessness, counselling resignation to fate or a quiet fortitude and faith in God.
Mir Abdullah Baihaqi (d. 1807) composed a volume of narrative poems
known as Koshir- Aqa'id besides a religious poem, Mukhtasar Waqayah.

During the eighteenth century and the earlier part of the nineteenth century,

a number of Kashmiri poets wrote in imitation of Persian masnavis (narrative

poems), and also adapted many of the Persian classics into Kashmiri. In this

way, the Arabic and Persian love stories, like those of Yusuf-Zulaikha, Khusro-

Shirin, and Laila-Majnun became completely accepted and naturalized in the

literature of Kashmir. Some popular romantic stories from the Punjab also

became the common property of the masses in Kashmir.

MODERN KASHMIRI PERIOD : SINCE A.D. 1800

In 1819 the Sikhs under Ranjit Singh of Lahore conquered Kashmir from

the Afghans and ended Afghan rule which had begun in 1748. This whole

period of Afghan domination was one of nightmare for the Kashmiri people, as

the Afghan governors from Kabul came only to plunder money and oppress

the people. The intervention of the Sikhs from the Punjab who had grown into

a strong power was sought by many people in Kashmir, particularly the Hindus,

and Kashmir became a part of the Sikh State, being administered by governors

from Lahore up to the year 1848. This linking up of Srinagar with Lahore

brought in immediately a reorientation of Kashmir’s relation with India, as

it existed in the pre-Muslim periods and also under the Moguls. The Persian

language continued its influence on Kashmiri as before, as Persian was also the

official language with the Sikhs. In 1848Jammu and Kashmir became one State

under the rule of the Dogra Rajput dynasty from Jammu, and in many respects

the Hindus of Kashmir found themselves in a better situation than before.

Through the strong influence of Persian during all the centuries from a.d.

1500 onwards, Kashmiri had developed a quantitative metre in the Persian

style, side by side with the native Kashmiri metre of strong stresses which still

characterizes popular poetry. In vocabulary, in common epithets, and in phrases

and imageries the Kashmiri language came entirely under the spell of Persian;

' This work has been edited in Roman transliteration with an English summary by G. A. Grierson,

and published by the Astatic Society of Calcutta in 1930. It was first published in Srinagar in Persian

characters in 1910.
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Kashmiri nevertheless preserved a good deal of its native Hindu or Sanskritic

character.

The Modern period of Kashmiri starts from the beginning of the nineteenth

century with the establishment of Sikh rule. Gradually influences of Urdu and

then English came into play in the evolution of Kashmiri literature, and new

ideas and new styles in thought and letters became slowly established. This

period of modern Kashmiri literature may be divided into three broad sub-

periods or stages. The first stage, roughly from 1800 to 1880 (or, rather, from

1819 to 1879), was dominated by the Muslim poet, Mahmud Garni (d. 1855),

and by the Hindu poet, Paramanand (1791-1879). This may be described as

something like a ‘Classic Age’ for Modem Kashmiri, and a number offine works

under Persian as well as Sanskrit inspiration and influence were composed by

poets, both Hindu and Muslim, who are held in general esteem as masters of

Modern Kashmiri literature during the nineteenth century. The second stage

of the period from 1880 to 1913 came to an end with the death of one of the

great poets of Modern Kashmiri, Wahhab Pare. This stage was comparatively

barren in literature, but the influence of English and Urdu came in. European

scholars like K. F. Burkhard and G. A. Grierson began an intensive study of the

Kashmiri language both in describing it fully and in treating it historically.

Both scholars published a number of important Kashmiri texts—Grierson

published four Kashmiri classics by Hindu writers, and Burkhard brought out

an edition of Mahmud Gami’s romantic poem Yusuf-^julaikha. Then through

modem education, the Kashmiri intelligentsia (particularly among the Kashmiri

Brahmins) became once more alive to the beauties of their mother-tongue.

But Kashmiri was suffering (and is still suffering) from a great handicap in

not possessing a suitable alphabet. It is now generally written in the Perso-

Arabic script which is very unsuitable for the genius of the language. The old

Sarada alphabet, confined to the KashmiH Brahmins and restricted to religious

and ritualistic purposes only, represents an archaic tradition in its orthography.

This also could not be adapted to modern times in spite of the scientific en-

deavours of modern scholars like Iswar Kaul7 and G. A. Grierson. Kashmiri

is one of the main languages of the State ofJammu and Kashmir, but it is not

the State language, the status of which goes to Urdu, and Kashmiri in its own
home is still in the background. It is just one of the national languages recogni-

zed by the Constitution of India. The third stage in the Modem period of

Kashmiri literature begins from 1913 onwards.

During the first stage of the Modern period, Mahmud Garni was a prolific

writer in Kashmiri. His metrical versions of such Persian romances as Yusuf-

7 In the year 1879 Iswar Kaul completed an excellent grammar of Kashmiri in Sanskrit, Kabnira-

iabddmffa. This was edited by G. A. Grierson and published by the Asiatic Society of Calcutta

in 1898.
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Zulaikha, Laila-Majmm
,
and Shirin-Khusro present him as a poet endowed with

a fine descriptive and narrative quality. He wrote a large number of ghazals

also. Maqbul Shah composed his Gulrez, a narrative poem on a love theme
borrowed from the Persian. He also wrote a satirical account of Kashmir
peasant life known as Guristnama.

Pandit Nandaram alias Paramanand ( 1 791-1879) is regarded as one of the

greatest poets of Kashmir. He was influenced by both Lall& and Nuruddin.

Taking note of the devotional and mystic aspect of his poetic genius, the Muslim
writers of Kashmir have described Paramanand as the ‘Sanai of Kashmir’,

comparing him with the great Persian poet of that name. Under the pen-name
of ‘Gharib’, he composed also some Persian ghazals, but most of his narrative

poems in Kashmiri are on themes of the Sanskrit Purapas. His Purajjic works

are Rddha-svayarhvara, Sudamd-cariia, and Siva-lagan. In this line of religious

narratives, he was followed by other Hindu poets. Mahmud Garni and Parama-

nand may be said to represent two different schools, the one governed by Persian

prosodic rules and drawing upon Persian for conceits, similes and metaphors,

and even idioms and dictions, the other drawing upon Sanskrit and the local

traditions for idiom and imagery. Paramanand wrote the lild lyrics. These

lyrics are joyful devotional songs treating of the lilds (holy acts ofthe divinities),

usually of Krsna. The lild lyrics ofParamanand are remarkable for their beauti-

ful melody, devotional fervour, and spiritual conviction.

Paramanand’s friend, Lakshman Ju, contributed some episodes in Parama-

nand’s great work Rddhd-svqyarhvara. He was also the author ofNala-Damayand,

which is an extensive but rather pedestrian work on the story from the Mahd-

bharata. Besides, he composed quite a large number of ghazals and short poems

in Kashmiri. Krishna Razdan, a disciple of Paramanand, wrote in beautiful

Kashmiri, displaying great skill in his descriptions of nature and creating a

charming musical quality in his verses. His most important work is Siva-parinaya

in 1,915 four-line stanzas.8 Compared with his master’s, his lild lyrics are less

convincing as mystical poetry, but they are more melodious and more captivat-

ing. There is yet another Hindu classic in Kashmiri, Kfsn&oatdra~lild.* In the

work itself, the name of the author has been given as Dinanath. But he has not

been identified. The author appears to have composed this poem during the

first half of the nineteenth century. It is in 1,178 four-line stanzas, and the

Bhdgavala Purdna stories about Krsna have been beautifully treated in this

poem.

Waliullah Mattu belonged to the second stage of the Modern period. He

• The work was edited and published in Calcutta by G. A. Grierson in 1924 in the reformed N&garl

script devised for Kashmiri, with a Sanskrit chfrp& by Mm. Pandit Mukundaram Sastri.

* This was published in 1928 in Calcutta by G. A. Grierson in Roman characters with an English

translation.
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wrote a lyric romance called Hlm&l ta Jfigardya baaed pn a popular Kashmiri

folk-tale. It was composed probably in the late nineteenth century. The narra-

tive portions are by die poet himself, but there are lyrics composed by another

poet named Saifuddin Zarif. The songs and the narrative fit in very well with

each other, and the work is very popular.

Abdul Wahhab Pare (1845-1913) was the best and the last Kashmiri writer

of the second stage of thts»Modem period. He made an adaptation from the

Persian into Kashmiri of the Shahnama of Firdausi, and translated the Akbar-

nama,
a historical work in Persian relating to the wars in Afghanistan. He also

wrote a number ofshort stories, didactic as well as relating to love, and composed

a large number of smaller poems on various subjects as well.

With Wahhab Parc’s death, the older period of Kashmiri literature may be

said to have ended. There were, however, poets in the older tradition such as

Rasul Mir (author of a number of beautiful songs and ghazals) and Azizullah

Haqqani (author of Gazliyati-Haqqani) . There were also a number ofSufi mystic

poets like Qalandar Shah, Abdul Ahad Nazim, Mohiuddin Miskin, Khwajah
Akram Rahman Dar, and Maulavi Siddiqullah. Maulavi Siddiqullah transla-

ted the Sikandamama of the great Persian poet of the twelfth century, Nizami.

There was also Ramzan Bath, who wrote a most popular tragi-comic morality,

Akh-nandana. It is an old popular Hindu religious tale about the loving parents

ofan only son being compelled by a religious vow to put him to death and even

cook his flesh as an offering to a religious mendicant
(
yogin

)
who demanded this

sacrifice. But afterwards the son was restored to life after the parents’ devotion

was tested in this way. Several poets composed on this theme from the end of

the nineteenth century. Ramzan Bath composed this very beautiful and touch-

ing poem around 1900 in simple and racy Kashmiri. It has been highly praised

by no less well-known a scholar and literary man than Nandalal Ambaradar.

Ahad Zargar, Samad Mir, and Ali Wani also wrote poems on the same theme.

But Ramzan Bath’s work remains the best and the most fascinating. Rahman
Dar is the author of a very popular poem called MafUh-tuMr. The old line of

mystic tradition in poetry passed on to a number of modern poets such as Aziz

Darvesh, Wahhab Khan, and Mirza Kak.

The third stage of the Modern period of Kashmiri literature was heralded

by the poet Pirzadah Ghulam Ahmad Mahjur (1885-1952), who became famous

as a poet of nationalism and national reconstruction before 1938 when there

started a great nationalist movement in Kashmir. The desire for the uplift

of the people now became very noticeable, in addition to the continuance of the

old tradition ofboth mystic poetry and passionate love poetry. Mahjur has been

in the forefront of Kashmiri literature and language, and can very properly be

described as the inaugurator of the new trends in Kashmiri literature. His poems

are lyrical and patriotic as well as on political themes. The educated classes,
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along with the masses, all sing songs composed by him. The impress of the

beautiful landscape of Kashmir is found in his writings. Another great con-

temporary Kashmiri poet and writer, Zinda Kaul, popularly known as ‘Mas-
terji’, said about Mahjur: ‘Besides being very musical and correct in the matter

of the metre and rhyme, Mahjur is perhaps the first to introduce into Kashmiri
the ideas of patriotism, human freedom, love of men and women, unity of

Hindus and Muslims, dignity of work and respect for manual labour, and
Nature, scenery, flowers, etc.’ His poems are immensely popular in Kashmir
for their diverse appeal. Some of his poems depicting in vivid colour the simple

charms of the women and maidens of Kashmir are beautiful in themselves. A
social reformer and mystic, Zinda Kaul (1884-1965) wrote in popular language.

He has introduced new rhyme schemes and rhythm patterns into Kashmiri;

and among his poems, ‘Ferry-man lead thou me across’ is a popular patriotic

anthem.10

Among other innovators in Kashmiri literature during this stage, we may
mention specially Nandalal Kaul, poet and dramatist, who wrote a number of

dramas, adapting or translating from Hindi and Urdu. Satach Kahwath, Rarrnm

Raj, Dcyalal, and Prahlada Bhagat are among noteworthy dramas by Nandalal

in Kashmiri. Manaju Attar has made a Kashmiri verse translation of the Bha~

gavata Purina. Pandit Dayaram Ganju has to his credit didactic and other poems

in Kashmiri, and his little book of advice to the young people, Ghar Vyezmal,

is very popular. Pandit Narayan Khar is another poet who has rendered the

Bhagavad-Gita into beautiful Kashmiri. Mohammed Ghulam Hasan Begh Arif,

a zoologist, is a believer in the greatness of the destiny ofman. One ofhis popular

poems is Namaz-e-Janaza .

POST-INDEPENDENCE PERIOD

The post-Independence period in Kashmiri literature witnessed quite a

number of poets of power and distinction. The most noteworthy among them

are: Abdul Ahmad Azad, Dinanath Nadim, Rahman Rahi, Amin Kamil,

Ghulam Rasul Nazki, Abdul Haqq Barq, and Nur Mohammed Roshan besides

‘Premi’, ‘Majbur’, and ‘Almast’. Western literary forms have been introduced

into Kashmiri: the sonnet, for example, by Dinanath Nadim, and free verse by

Amin Kamil and several other poets. Dinanath Nadim is a revolutionary in

literature, sharply deviating from tradition and forcefully expressing his sym-

pathy for the suffering masses. His poems like Tirado, Ba Gyama Az, and £inda-

bad Shyamji breathe a hitherto unknown vigour into Kashmiri verse. In a sym-

bolic opera, Bambur Tambarzal (1953), Nadim has treated an old folk-tale of

Kashmir in a modern way dealing with modern problems. It made a tremen-

dous impact on the Kashmiri literary circle. Amin Kamil, who won the Sahitya

10 Sumran, one of hi* verse composition*, won the Sahitya Afcademi Award in 1956.
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Akademi Award In 1967, is a .’great inspirer of the modern spirit through his

various compositions. His poems and ghazals have been collected in Lava ta

Praoa (1965) and Beyi Suy Pan (1967). His opera RaoarUpi is written in a symbolic

vein depicting the ultimate victory of the creative forces over the destructive

agencies. Several symbolic operas have also been written by Nur Mohammed
Roshan, who, like Dinanath Nadim and Amin Kamil, has employed free verse.

Based on a native folk-tale^the opera Himdl ta Nagar&ya (1956) is ajoint venture

by Roshan and Nadim. Rahman Rahi won the Sahitya Akademi Award in 1962

for his collection ofpoems and ghazals, Nauroz-i-Saba, 'with a wide range ofform

and technique’, which is 'remarkable for its bold experimentation in poetic

technique and freshness of imagery’. ‘Prcm!’ has essayed the various types of

Kashmiri folk-poetry in a modern style, giving a sympathetic view of the life of

the people and praising the dignity of labour.

Kashmiri has a very noteworthy literature of populai poetry, and the

Kashmiris are a singing people. Their songs are redolent of the beauty and

freshness and fragrance of Kashmir. Some of these have been published by

folklore enthusiasts, and here and there in travel books and other works on

Kashmir there are specimens of these popular poems. Kashmir folk-tales have

been collected and translated by foreign scholars such as J. Hinton Knowles

and Sir Aurel Stein. Some of the folk-tales, as already mentioned, have been

treated in operas or song-dramas by modern Kashmiri poets. The Kashmiri

also has a sense of humour, and there are popular satirical ballads like Lari-

shah which is about contemporary life, and full of humour.

Motilal Kemmu is a powerful dramatist. He introduced some novelty into

dramatic technique in his three popular dramas, Trunov, Mangay, and Man-
juli Nika (published in one volume in 1969). Ali Mohammed Lone’s historical

play Stiyya is a most significant work both in novelty of presentation and in

dramatic effect. It won the Sahitya Akademi Award in 1973.

The essay and other prose forms like the novel and the short story are also

being developed by present-day Kashmiri writers. Among the writers of critical

essays in Kashmiri Jialal Kaul, Nandalal Ambaradar, and Prithwinath Pushp

are the most prominent. Akhtar Mahiuddin made a mark with his novels Dod
Dag and Zuv Z°^ana 38 well as his collections of short stories, Sathsangar and

SwanzaL Sathsangar (1955) won the Sahitya Akademi Award in 1958. Amin
Kamil, Ghulam Nabi Gauhar, Harikrishna Kaul, and Faruk Masudi have also

distinguished themselves in the field of the novel and the short story.

Kashmiris are now generally alive to the beauty and fine qualities of their

language and literature. Kashmiri literature is growing and it can be reasonably

hoped that with the establishment of better conditions, writers will gradually

explore new fields of artistic expression. A sense of realism marks some of the

writings of modern authors. This trend is expected to yield significant results.
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MALAYALAM

LANGUAGE

THE Dravidian family of languages consists of over twenty members,
though the well-developed languages are only four, namely, Tamil,

Telugu, Kannada, and Malayalam. Malayalam is spoken by about twenty-two

million people (according to the 1971 Census) in the narrow stretch of the

beautiful land known as Kerala lying between the Western Ghats and the

Arabian Sea. As in other parts of India, all the three communities—the Hindus,

the Christians, and the Muslims—are found living side by side in Kerala. The
country was known to ancient Greece, Rome, Arabia, and Babylon; it is men-
tioned in the Asokan inscriptions. Kerala is also referred to in the Ramaya%a

and the Mahabhdrata
,
in the famous Tamil works of the Sangam period

like Silappadikaram
,

Padirruppattu, and Manimekalai
,
and in the works of

Kalidasa.

It is not long since the language of Kerala acquired the name ‘Malayalam*.

The word was used at first to denote the land and is supposed to consist of two

words mala ,
meaning ‘hill

5

,
and azham meaning ‘deep

5

or ‘sea*. Some scholars

think that the second word is not azham ,
but alam which means ‘land

5

. This

interpretation seems to be more probable. There has been some controversy

over the origin of the Malayalam language. Some nineteenth century scholars

considered Malayalam to have been derived from Sanskrit. Kovunni Nedungadi

in his Malayalam grammar entitled Kerala Kaumudi (1875) said that Malayalam

had originated from Sanskrit. He, however, presented this theory in a specu-

lative manner. But a few other scholars agree with his views.1 An attempt has

also been made by scholars like Caldwell to treat it as an offshoot in the Middle

period of the development of Tamil. It is true that Malayalam flowered into

literature later than Tamil and Kannada. But the antiquity of a literature does

not necessarily reflect a corresponding antiquity of the language in spoken form.

Malayalam, of course, is most closely connected with Tamil; and even at

present, Tamil and Malayalam are to a certain extent mutually intelligible. But

there are scholars who affirm on strong grounds that Malayalam is not a

daughter but a sister of Tamil. They say that Malayalam has taken its origin

from the primitive Dravidian tongue and evolved through several centuries

lThe influence of Sanskrit on the growth of Malayalam language and literature is tremendous.

It has to be remembered that Sankar&c&rya, the great exponent of Advaita Vedanta, was a BrShmana

from Kerala ; and in Kerala there has been an unbroken succession of Sanskrit writers ever since, not

only among the Brahmanas, but among all other classes also. Most ruling princes had a great ambi-

tion—to compose verses and other works in Sanskrit. This led to the matter-of-fact and almost un-

avoidable introduction into Malayalam of Sanskrit vocables, Malayalam in this matter presenting

quite a contrast to Tamil.—Editor.
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into its present form under certain special circumstances prevalent in Kerala,

As a spoken language, it can claim as much individuality and as much antiquity

as any other member of the Dravidian family of languages.

LITERATURE

Most of the literary historians divide the whole range of Malayalam litera-

ture into three periods: the Early, the Middle, and the Modern. This appears

to be an easy way of dividing, and probably they are influenced by Grim’s

system. But sufficient justification does not exist for this division into three

periods as far as Malayalam literature is concerned. The earliest specimens of

Malayalam literature belong approximately to the ninth century of the Chris-

tian era. What we have even of that time is scanty and of doubtful date. But

literary history takes a new turn with the works of Ezhuttacchan (sixteenth

century), the most notable figure in Malayalam literature. He was an out-

standing writer who set standards for future writers. The popular belief is that

Modern Malayalam starts with Ezhuttacchan; but, in point of fact, the com-

position and construction of Malayalam had taken a comparatively modern
form a few decades before him. This is clear from the famous work Krsna-gdtha

whose language is nearly as modern as that of Ezhuttacchan’s works. Krsna-gdtha

belongs to the fifteenth century. The revolution started by Ceru&eri Nambudiri,

the supposed author of Krsna-gatha
,
was completed by Ezhuttacchan. So we

may say that the Modern period in Malayalam literature starts with Krsna-

gathd i.e. from the fifteenth century.

EARLY PERIOD

The influence of other languages and literatures on a particular language

can be easily noticed during its formative period. Tamil and Sanskrit have had

such an influence on literary Malayalam. In the early period, i.e. before the

fifteenth century, we are able to observe three distinct literary streams which

have contributed to the moulding of a classical language for Kerala. They
are; (1) Suddha (indigenous) Malayalam stream, by which we mean literary

expression in pure Malayalam without any admixture; (2) the Tamil stream;

and (3) the Sanskrit stream. The literary field of Kerala was fed by these three

streams differing in quality and depth.

Thanks to the scholars like C. P. Govinda Pillai and C. A. Menon, Mala-

yalam has now a large collection of old folk-songs and ballads to its credit. In

olden days these songs were not considered to be literature and no one bothered

to preserve them. But from what is available now, we are able to get a good

glimpse of the social conditions of ancient Kerala and also the kind of literature

that was prevalent in those days. These songs were mostly sung at certain reli-

gious ceremonies and festivals, and also at the time of farming and other

occupations. There are ballads of historical and sociological importance where-
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in the glorious deeds of popular heroes are extolled. The language is usually

simple and the expression direct, and that is why they are included in the

Suddha Malayalam stream. It is difficult to assign dates to the early works of

this school, but many scholars are of the opinion that some of these songs are

at least as old as the tenth century. The forms of these songs have obviously

changed to some extent while being handed down through several centuries.

But there is no doubt that they reflect in a large measure the old spoken Mala-
yalam. Bkadrakafi Pattu, Puffuvan Pattu, Tiyattu Pattu, Sastrakali, and Tottam

Pattu are a few of the important songs. Vatakkan Pattukal edited by Dr C. A.

Menon gives a good collection of ballads of North Malabar dealing with local

heroes. The Christians, who had settled on the west coast during the early

centuries of the Christian era, made their own contribution to this branch of

ancient literature. The most important and perhaps the earliest of their

compositions is known as Margamkali Pattu which relates the glorious deeds of

St. Thomas during his sojourn in the Co}a and Kerala territories.

The works which bear clear testimony to the direct influence ofTamil belong

to the Tamil stream. The most outstanding example is the famous work entitled,

Ramacaritam (c. twelfth century). The subject is the Yuddhakanda of the Ramayana,

and is written by one CIraman2 in a language which is an artificial mixture of

Tamil and Malayalam. The diction and the metrical system are modelled on

the Tamil masterpieces. This artificial mixture was a recognized medium in

those days as can be seen from LilStilakam* (fourteenth century) in which a sQtra

is devoted to define this pattern termed there as paftu, and a iloka is quoted as

an example which fully resembles the idiom of Ramacaritam. It is undoubtedly

a book of vital importance in the study of early Malayalam.
4

The collection ofpoems known as Kannaiian Pattukal was written by a family

of poets who belonged to Niraijam in Central Travancore. They are popularly

known as Niranam poets. Kannaiia Ramayanam is the most important work in

the collection, the author being Rama Panikkar, juniormost in the line. The

other Niranam works are the Bhagavad-Gita and BhSratamSla. These works

belong to the fourteenth century. And perhaps the earliest translation of the

Bhagavad-Gitd in modem Indian languages appeared in Malayalam. The

authorship of the Bhagavad-Gita is ascribed to MSdhava Papikkar, and that of

BhSratamala to Sankara Panikkar, uncles of Rama Panikkar. But there is no

definite proof for this. The language of the poems marks a definite stage in the

development of the Tamil school. The percentage of Tamil is much less and

*CIr&man is the name of the poet as known from the last stanza of the work; but nothing more

is known about him.
%LUdtUakam Li a treatise on Malayalam grammar and rhetoric written in Sanskrit in the aphoristic

and commentarial style. It was discovered in 1908 and first edited by A. K. Pisharoti.

4For an analytical study of the structure of this work, see the present writer’s Rtimacantam and

th$ Stuify qf Early Malayalam (Kottayam, Kerala, 1956).
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that of Malayalam and Sanskrit is much more than in RSmacaritam. Consider-

able freedom is seen not only in the technique of versification, but also in the

style and general approach. R. N. Panikkar assigns the period between A.D.

1375 and 1475 to these poets and there is not much disagreement on this ques-

tion. There are also a good number of prose works on religion, philosophy,

history, arithmetic, medicine, and astrology, which come under the Tamil

school.

The influence of Sanskrit was so dominant on the native language ofKerala

that it produced a peculiar variety of literary dialect called mamprav&lam. The
term tnanipravdfam is familiar to other South Indian languages, as an admixture

of Sanskrit and Dravidian words, but in Malayalam it has a special and dis-

tinctive sense. It is a necklace strung with mani (jewel), i.e. Malayalam, and

pravafam (coral), i.e. Sanskrit, according to Lilatilakam. Here, not only the two

languages are mixed, but also the grammars, because when Sanskrit words

are borrowed they are declined and conjugated exactly as in Sanskrit. The
author of Lilatilakam, whose identity is not known, was a great scholar in Tamil,

Sanskrit, and Malayalam. Primarily concerned with the manipraoalam form, the

work contains discussions on the linguistic features of Malayalam and its differ-

ences from Tamil. We have a large number of manipravalam works in Kerala.

They may be divided into two branches: the sandeia-kavyas and the campus. The
sandeSa-kavyas are message poems which in technique are modelled on Kalidasa’s

Meghaduta. Among these, the Unnunili-sandefam is the most outstanding. The
message is sent by a king of one of the Travancore dynasties to his beloved,

Unnunill. The authorship is unknown. The date accepted by scholars is the

fourteenth century.8 The campUs are works written partly in prose and partly

in verse. The genre is popular in Sanskrit. The verse in manipravala-campUs follows

the rules of Sanskrit prosody; but the prose is not the usual type of prose. It

really consists of verses composed in the various Malayalam metres which are

less rigid and more musical. Compared with other branches of literature, the

campUs are prodigious in bulk; but the vast majority of them belong to the

period between the fifteenth and the eighteenth centuries. There are quite a

few prose works also which reflect the influence of the Sanskrit school. Examples

are BhSgaoaUm», Sundarakdrujlam, Bhagavad-Gitd-gadyam, and a number ofscientific

treatises.

It was considered normal for scholars in Kerala to make use of either the

highly developed Sanskrit metre or the musical Tamil metre for poetic com-

•This poem was discovered only in 1893 and first published in book form in 1913 with an intro-

duction by A. K. Pisharoti. According to him, the date of the poem is a.d. 1315. On a close exami-

nation of the language used, we can clearly see in it the influence of the Tamil school to some extent.

Tamil words and formations are used here and there. Tamil inflection is not very rare either. We have

at the same time verbs with both Malayalam and Sanskrit inflections. UpiunU^sandeiam thus shows

the three literary currents merging into one stream, though in different proportions.
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positions. The purely indigenous metres used for folk-songs were considered

unscientific and sub-standard. It was at such a time that the author of Kfpia-

githi decided to compose a long poem in a purely local metre now popularly

known as gSthd. Kfsna-gatha literally means ballad on Kr$ria. The author’s

independence ofjudgment is seen not only in the selection of metre, but also in

the kitjtd of language he used for the poem. The language of Krfiia-gfitha is

simple. He makes good use of current Malayalam words and such Sanskrit

words as could be easily understood by the average reader. The poem does not

suffer any inferiority on account of this. But, on the contrary, it has actually

gained a much wider appeal than the sophisticated maniprav&lam poems. The
authorship of this famous classic is still a matter of controversy. But the pre-

vailing opinion is that CeruSSeri Nambudiri is the author. There is, however,

sufficient evidence to conclude that the poem was written in the fifteenth century

by one of the court poets of King Udayavarman (1446-75). The theme of the

poem is the story of Lord Krsna. The author has followed the Bhagavata story;

his imagination has brightened several portions of the original. The poem,

written in a simple style, contains a variety of descriptions, some of them taking

the form of anecdotes and stories.

EZHUTTACCHAN

Ezhuttacchan, who has been referred to already, has put Malayalam readers

under a great debt. He not only composed several remarkable works, but also

popularized a poetic language as also a special form of verse termed kilipp&ttu

(parrot-song). Even though no absolute proof about the date of Ezhuttacchan

is available, there is evidence to believe that he belonged to the sixteenth

century. He was not only a poet, but a philosopher and a reformer too.

The most important works of Ezhuttacchan are AdhyStma Ramayanam and

Bharatam. Valmiki’s Rama is only an ideal man, a good king of the people; but

for Ezhuttacchan, he is God-incarnate. The very mention ofRama was enough

to transform the poet into a real devotee and epithets flowed from his pen almost

spontaneously. Compared with Ramayanam, his Bharatam is more original and

profound. In the former, we see the poet’s struggle to compromise between the

philosopher and the poet in him; but in the latter, the poet assumes the lead. As

regards description, the use of figures of speech, and characterization, Ezhut-

tacchan is immensely successful in both the classics. The language is direct and

simple, but powerful and persuasive. Other works ascribed to him are Bhaga-

vatam, Uttara Ramayanam, Harinama Kirttanam, and Cintaratnam. These, however,

have not attained the high level of either Ramayanam or Bharatam. Ezhut-

tacchan wrote his poems in response to the challenge of the society of his days.

He evolved a new pattern of expression, simple enough for the average edu-

cated man, but profound in thought-content. Bom in a poor family, Ezhut-
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tacchan belonged to the northern part of Kerala known as Malabar. But his

literary compositions are free from the peculiarities of the local conversational

dialects. Even today, writers in Malayalam follow, by and large, the pattern set

by Ezhuttacchan.

CAMPOS : SANDESA-KAVYAS : ATTAKKATHAS : TUMALS

As already said, the campus and the sandda-kavyas are two important branches

of literature which Malayalam has copied from Sanskrit. The campUs in Mala-

yalam may be divided into two classes: the old and the modern. Of the two, the

older works are better. There are about two hundred old campUs, the number of

modern works being nearly one hundred. Ramdyana-campu (c. a.d. 1550) by

Funam and Naisadha-campU by Mazhamahgalam (sixteenth century) are the

most popular. The major campUs were written in the fourteenth and seven-

teenth centuries. There are other campUs such as Kamadahanam, Rajaratnavallyam,

Kathsa-vadham
, Bhdrata-campU, etc. Most of these works were written by the

Nambudiris of Kerala. The language is usually pedantic, and sometimes out of

the way.

The sandda-kavyas are very popular in Malayalam. We find several such

poems from the fourteenth down to the twentieth century. The most notable

among the older message poems is Unntmili-sandesam which has been referred to

earlier. Written in the maniprava\am style, the poem throws light on the history

and social conditions of the period to which it belongs. Another message poem,

as old as Unnunili-sandesam, is Koka-sanddam. It is the story of a dream which the

hero relates to the heroine.

Kathakali, as an art-form, has become world famous recently. What is termed

as attakkatha is really the literature which is used for kathakali. There is a popular

opinion that the inspiration for the earlier kathakali compositions had come

from Jayadeva’s Gltagovinda. The words of the poet are usually given as Jlokas

and those of the characters by way of songs, usually termed as padas. As a form

ofart, kathakali comes under nftya (dance), where the language ofgesture is made
use of. Actors never sing, but concentrate on the gesture language, and expres-

sions on the face. Ramanattam by Koftarakkara Tampuran (seventeenth century)

is considered to be the first full-fledged dttakkatha. The whole of Ramdyanam is

divided into eight parts, each being sufficient for a night’s performance. Kotta-

yattu Tampuran is one of the leaders in the field. He has written four dttak-

kathas
, namely, Baka-vadham, Kalyatfa-saugandhikam, Krimlra-vadham

,
and Kalakeya-

vadham. Of these, the Kalakeya-vadham is the best. The next celebrated writer of

attakkatha is Unnayi Varier who belongs to the latter part of the seventeenth

century. His Nala-caritam requiring four successive performances is a classic of

enduring interest. It displays remarkable freedom and originality in treatment

and exhibits the qualities of drama much more than any other attakkatha. There
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are several others8 worthy ofmention and the interest has been well maintained

till the twentieth century.

Tuffal, a form of dance drama, is a popular literary type in Malayalam
which came into prominence in the eighteenth century. It has a considerable

amount of literature. This branch of literature is associated with the name of

Kuhcan Nambiar (b. 1705), who is its unrivalled master. There are three types

of tullal : parayan, iitankan
,
and ottan. Tuflal must have taken its form from the

folk-dramas of Kerala prevalent at that time. The dancer here relates a story

by way of verses which are written in popular metres. Usually well-known

Purariic stories are selected as themes. But as a rule there are a large number of

digressions. In fact, these digressions constitute the most interesting parts of

them. The most significant writer of this form, Kuhcan Nambiar wrote over

forty pieces of tutfal. Nambiar’s poetry brims with humour and satire. He has a

special gift for making things interesting for the ordinary man. His language

is simple and he makes fun of almost every community in Kerala. The Purariic

stories chosen are more or less pegs on which to hang his satire on contem-

porary life. The Puranic characters become people of Kerala in his hands.

Thus wc get the atmosphere of life in Kerala about two hundred and fifty

years ago from his tul(als. In short, tullal is the literature of the masses, and Kuii-

can Nambiar was surprisingly progressive in his oudook. There are some other

significant works in this branch of literature. Mention may be made of Nivata-

kavaca-kdlakcya-vadham-iitankan-tu\lal by Panatto^tattu Damodaran Nambudiri.

There are excellent descriptions in this poem. Works like Gajendra-moksam,

Lankd-mardanam, Krsnarjuna-vijayam, Rdvana-vadham, etc. also deserve notice.

Many of the later works are, however, mere adaptations of the masterpieces of

Kuncan Nambiar.

EARLY PROSE

Though Malayalam literature cannot claim great antiquity, comparatively

speaking, its prose is old. We have quite a number of inscriptions dating from

the eighth century onwards. Many are in a language considerably influenced

by Tamil and just a few in the spoken language of the people. Though these

are the earliest specimens of prose, they do not come under the category of

literature. Bhasa Kautaliyam is an important work in Malayalam prose. An
adaptation of Kau{ilya’s Arthaidstra, it was probably written in the twelfth

century. A considerable influence of Tamil is noticed in the language of this

work. DUtavakyam, Brahmanda Purdtfam, Ambarlsopakhydnam
,
and Nalopakhy&mm

•One of them is Erayimman Tambi (nineteenth century) whose important works are: Uttard

•

svayamvaram, Dakfayaqam ,
and Kicaka-vadham. V. Krishnan Tambi’s T&fakS-vadhom may be considered

to hr a classic. Kilimanur Tampuran, Ittirarisa Menon, and Irattakulangani Warner also deserve

notice.
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are other important works of the early Malayalam prose literature. A work of

enduring literary quality, DUtavakyam relates to a portion of Vdyogaparvan of the

Mah&bharata. Brahmanda Puranam was written in the fourteenth century. The
famous Tamil classic Tirukkural was rendered into Malayalam in the sixteenth

century.

Another work which merits consideration is Hortus Mdabaricus, a study of

the plants ofKerala by a Dutch missionary. It contains a number ofpassages in

Malayalam. Written in 1686, it was printed in Rome. The first book to come
out in print in Malayalam is Sarhksepa Vedartham. It was printed in Rome in

1772. Paremmakkal Thoma Kattanar, a Catholic priest in Kerala, went to

Rome and stayed there for a pretty long time (1778-86). He wrote an account

of his journey in the book, Varttamana Pustakam. It is one of the most interesting

books of the period and written in a simple and attractive language. In modem
prose, which starts from the nineteenth century, the influence of the West is

clearly discernible. The Protestant missionaries gave an impetus to prose

writing by publishing grammars, dictionaries, and also some simple prose works.

MODERN LITERATURE : POETRY

The impact of the new type ofeducation brought about a renaissance in the

latter half of the nineteenth century. New forms of literature like the lyric, the

novel, the essay, the biography, and the prose drama slowly emerged and in the

twentieth century they flourished and enriched Malayalam literature in an

unprecedented manner. The development of Malayalam poetry continued

in the early twentieth century more or less along the lines of the late nineteenth.

Among the leading poets of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries

are Venmani Nambudiripad, Kerala Varma (1845-1917), K. C. Kesava Pillai

(1868-1913), A. R. Rajaraja Varma (1862-1918), Kottarattil Sankunni (1855-

1937), Ullur S. Parameswara Iyer (1877-1949), Kumaran Asan (1873-

1924), and Vallathol Narayana Menon (1879-1958). Kerala Varma was

well versed in Sanskrit and translated Kalidasa’s Abhijnana-Sakuntala in

Malayalam. He was also a prose writer of note. A prolific writer,

Kottarattil Sankunni has various literary works to his credit. He translated

Kalidasa’s Vikramorvasiya and Bhavabhuti’s Mdlati-Mddhava into Malayalam.

There is also an original drama, Kucela-gop&lam, by him. Ullur Parameswara

Iyer, Kumaran Asan, and Vallathol Narayana Menon brought into being

the golden period of Malayalam poetry. Ullur was not only a poet of distinc-

tion, but also an essayist, critic, and research worker of remarkable merit. His

history of Malayalam literature in five volumes is a masterpiece and the best

of its kind in the language. Ullur’s Umakerafam is a mahdkavya. He wrote various

poems of wliich Pingafa and Karnabhusanam are the most notable. Kumaran
Asan popularized the lyric in Malayalam. His Viiia Puvu ( 1909) , which consists of
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only forty-one ilokas, caused a sensation among the poets and critics of the day.

His Jfalinly LUO, Duravastha, and Karuna have attained classic distinction. His

Cabala Bhiksuki has the caste system for its theme. Asan is considered as the

harbinger of the progressive movement in poetry. Vallathol wrote not only

several long poems, but also hundreds of lyrics which are now collected in eight

volumes of his Sdhitya-manjari series. His Magdalana Mariyam, based on the story

of Mary Magdalene in the New Testament, is a poem ofhaunting beauty. He
rendered the whole of the Vdlmlki Rdmayana into Malayalam and wrote a maha-

kdvya entitled Citrayogam. He became the trumpet voice of nationalism and

touched every subject of national importance and evinced a keen sense of

beauty in whatever he wrote.

Around the three great poets—Kumaran Asan, Vallathol, and Ullur

—

Malayalam poetry steadily grew. V. C. Balakrishna Panikkar won appreciation

as a romantic poet. Nalappat Narayana Menon’s poems
(
Kannunirttuffi,

Cakra-

vd(am, Oru Manalttari, etc.) touch realities of life and have a lyrical charm about

them. Musical quality and charm ofdiction mark the poems ofChangampuzha
Krishna Pillai whose major work, Ramadan, earned him considerable fame.

His influence on the younger generation of writers is unmistakable. One of the

major poets of the first half of this century, G. Sankara Kurup (b. 1901) is

noted for extensive use of symbolism in his poetry. The collection entitled

Otakkuzhal gives some of his best poems. Balamani Amma’s poems are emo-

tional; the neatness of her style adds to their charm. Other women poets of the

period include Lalithambika Antaijanam, MaryJohn Tottam, and Mutukulam
Parvati Amma.

The post-War days saw the emergence of a new school of poets who drew

their inspiration from left-wing politics. Some gifted poets belonged to this

school. The main stream of Malayalam poetry, however, continued in its

normal course. Three outstanding poets of the younger generation followed

the traditional line, though they were also influenced to an extent by ‘progres-

sive’ ideas. They are: Vennikkulam Gopala Kurup, Vailoppilli Shridhara

Menon, and Pala Narayanan Nair. Gopala Kurup is well known for his spark-

ling diction. Though Shridhara Menon writes on indigenous themes, he has

been considerably influenced by Western poetry. Kutiyozhikkal, which is re-

garded as his masterpiece, reflects the social life of contemporary Kerala. A
kind of epic quality is noticed in Kerafam Valarunnu of Pala Narayanan Nair.

Among other notable modern poets are N. V. Krishna Warrier (Ninta Kavitakaf
,

Koccu Tomman), Edasseri Govindan Nair
(Karutta Cetticcikal)

,
P. Kunjiraman

Nair, K. K. Raja, O. N. V. Kurup, M. P. Appan, and Nalankal Krishna

Pillai. The contribution of K. M. Panikkar, the eminent historian, to Mala-

yalam poetry is noteworthy.. Among his poetical works are Cintaiarangini, Panki-

parinayam, and Ambdpali. He was a versatile writer in Malayalam.
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The new poetry in Malayalam created or sponsored by ultramodems is

gradually taking shape. The poets evince a definite lack of faith in what was

considered ‘unchanging values’. Also there is considerable change in both

content and form. The metre has given place to what they call inner rhythm

—

a rather difficult thing to discover. Words have lost their age-old meaning.

New symbols, images, and rhythms are employed. Madhavan Ayyappattu,

M. N. Palur, M. Govindgn, K. Ayyappa Panikkar, and Gheriyan K. Cheriyan

are the more well known practitioners in the new school, which has thrown

conventions and rules to the winds..

FICTION

Coming to modem fiction, we have to mention the first original novel in

Malayalam, Kundalata (1887), by T. M. Appu Netungati. Two other cele-

brated novelists of the nineteenth century are Chandu Menon (1846-90) and

C. V. Raman Pillai. Chandu Menon’s lndulekha (1889), written in a simple

style, gives a convincing picture of the social conditions of his time. C. V.

Raman Pillai, whose style shows Sanskiit influence, produced some outstanding

novels such as Ramaraja Bahadur, Marttdnda Varma, Dharmarajd, and Premd-

mrtam. The present century has been particularly productive in the field of

fiction. Chandu Menon’s social novels and C. V. Raman Pillai’s historical

novels had already earned appreciation of the reading public. Close on the

heels of these novels came Appan Tampuran’s Bhutarayar and later K. M. Panik-

kar’s Kerala Simham. A new school of novelists became active soon. They

rejected, by and large, the romanticism of the past and sought to present life in a

realistic manner, posing relevant problems of society in the process. V. Moham-
med Basheer’s Balyakalasakhi ( 1 949) is a notable specimen of the new type of

novels. Though he wrote on many aspects of life, his chief contribution lies in

the way he deals with the problems of his own community. It was, however,

Thakazhi Sivasankara Pillai who raised the realistic novel to the height of real

greatness. His novels include Rantifannazhi, Enippatika\, and Cemmin7
. The cha-

racters of Cemmin are drawn from the humble fisherfolk community. Among
others, P. Kesava Dev

(
Otayil Ninnu, Ayalkkdr®), S. K. Pottekkad ( Visakanyaka,

Oru Deiattinte Katha*), Joseph Mundassery
(
Professor), R. S. Kurup

(
Totti),

P. C. Kuttikrishnan ( Ummaccu,
Sundarikalum Sundaranmarum10

) ,
£. M. Kovur

(
Kdtu), and Muttathu Varki

(
lnapravuka\

)

have substantially contributed to

the growth of the new fiction in Malayalam in which a proletarian emphasis

'Cemmin won the Sahitya Akadexni Award in 1957.

•P. Kesava Dev's Ayalkkar. which deals with the evolution of the three major communities of

Kerala—Nairs, Christians, and Ezhayai—won the Sahitya Akademi Award for 1964.

"Pottekkad s novel, Oru Deiattinte Kathat won the Sahitya Akademi Award for 1972.

MThis novel earned the author not only the Sahitya Akademi Award for 1960, but alio a special

award from the Kerala Sahitya Akademi in 1973.
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looms large. Mention may be made of a few more significant novels of the

post-Independence period. Among these axzjivikkan Maranmpoya Stri by Vettur

Raman Nair, Ndlukettu by M. T. Vasudevan Nair, Jvdla by K. Surendran,

Ka\\u by G. Vivekanandan, and Veruka( by Malayattoor Ramakrishnan. A few

novelists have tried with some success the ‘stream of consciousness’ technique.

Mafmu by M. T. Vasudevan Nair, Ara Nazhika Neram by Parappurathu, and
Unnal by Vilasini are three representative works of this genre.

The standard of the Malayalam short story has been fairly high for quite a

long time and it is mainly through this medium that Malayalam literature has

become truly democratic. It has demonstrated that literature is not the mono-
poly of a particular caste or group, as it used to be, when manipravdlam was the

forte of the Nambudiri Brahmins, aftakkatha mainly of the Ksatriyas, and

kilippdttu of the caste Hindus. Thakazhi Sivasankara Pillai became popular in

Kerala as a short story writer before he switched over to novel writing. Other

acclaimed short story writers include Karoor Nilakanta Pillai, E. M. Kovur,

Lalithambika Antarjanam, Ponkunnam Varki, V. Mohammed Basheer, P. C.

Kuttikrishnan, S. K. Pottekkad, N. P. Mohammed, N. P. Ghellappan Nair,

R. S. Kurup, and Vettur Raman Nair. Some of them belong to tire left-wing

group of writers and their themes chiefly concern social justice. Lalithambika

Antarjanam’s stories point to the social contradictions in the Nambudiri com-

munity.

DRAMA

Dramatic literature in Malayalam is not particularly rich. The span of its

history is only eighty years and most of the plays came to be written after Inde-

pendence. Two earlier plays of note on social themes are Kalyatfi Natakam by

Kocchunni Tampuran and Mariyatnma Natakam. by Kochipan Taragan. The
latter reflects the life of the Christian community in Kerala. During the pre-

Independence period of five decades, Malayalam drama evinced the influence

of the famous plays in Sanskrit, English, and Tamil. That drama could be

something more than mere entertainment was realized particularly in the forties

of this century when the trend of social realism reached its high watermark.

K. Damodaran’s Pattabdkki (1938) and M. P. Bhattatiripad’s Rtumati (1939)

may be remembered in this connexion as earlier works showing the same

trend.

European playwrights, notably Ibsen, considerably influenced modern

Malayalam drama. Six well known plays of Ibsen have come into Malayalam

by translation : Ghosts (1935), The WildDuck (1947), ThePillars ofSociety (1954),

A Doll's House (1954), The Vikings of Helgoland (1962), and The Master Builder

(1966). The spirit of Ibsen is clearly discernible in the way some serious prob-

lems, either social or psychological, are projected in such plays as Taptabdspam
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(1934) by Kuttanad, Bhagna-bhavanam (1942), BalSbalam (1946), Kanyaka (1949),

and AnuraRjanam (1950) by N. Krishna Pillai. G. J. Thomas imbibed the'essence

of drama from Sophocles to Strindberg and propagated a mature idea of the

art-form. His Crime 27 of 1128 (1954), Pulimana’s Samatvavddi, K. Surendran’s

Bali, and G. Sankara Pillai’s SnehadStan are a few examples of recent plays

which pulsate with some problems or other. Edasseri Govindan Nair
(
KUtfu-

fyfi, 1950), and K. T. Mohammed (KufiySn) deal with problems connected

with forming during the post-Independence period. Thoppil Bhasi’s AJvamedham

(1962) deals with the problem of leprosy in India. It movingly portrays the

frustration ofa family which has become a victim of this disease and emphasizes

society’s responsibility towards these people. T. N. Gopinathan Nair, Ponkun-

nam Varki, Kainikkara Padmanabha Pillai, Kainikkara Kumara Pillai, R. S.

Kurup, C. N. Sreekantan Nair, C. L. Jose, and N. N. Pillai have enriched

Malayalam drama during the contemporary period and made it a people’s

art. N. N. Pillai’s plays
(
Pretalokam

,

1 965 ; Guerilla, 1971) arc uniformly powerful,

pungent, and provoking, and he has tried out various techniques from melo-

drama to surrealism concentrating on one in each play. His Nataka-darppanam,

a modern treatise on the technique of writing and producing plays, won the

Kerala Sahitya Akademi Award for 1972.

OTHER LITERARY FORMS

Remarkable progress has been registered in other prose forms of literature

as well—e.g. literary criticism, biography, travelogue, etc. Critics like A. R.

Rajaraja Varma and P. K. Narayana Pillai showed in the early part of this

century how the intrinsic quality of literary works should be examined without

overlooking the external apparatus which is but a means to that end. The next

generation ofcritics included A. Balakrishna Pillai, M. P. Paul, Joseph Mundas-

sery, Kuttikrishna Marar, Kuttipuzha Krishna Pillai, P. Damodaran Pillai,

and P. K. Parameswaran Nair. Among the contemporary practitioners in the

field, S. K. Nair, Sukumar Azhikode, Guptan Nair, M. Achutan, P. K. Bala-

krishnan, and M. Krishnan Nair deserve special mention. To P. K. Parame-

swaran Nair goes the credit of raising the standard of writing biographies in

Malayalam. He combines a spirit of research with literary craftsmanship. Ofhis

biographical works Sahitya Pancananan (on P. K. Narayana Pillai) and C. V.

Raman Pillai are particularly worthy of note. Mention may be made of some

other masters in the field such as A. D. Harisarma, N. Balakrishnan Nair, and

K. M. George. There are some significant autobiographical works also. Atma-

katha by K. M. Panikkar, Jivita-samaram by C. Keshavan, KazhiSHa Kdlam by

K. P. Kesava Menon are some notable examples. Malayalam literature owes its

rich treasure of travel writing to a number of authors, some ofwhom belonged

to the nineteenth century. Apatkaramaya Tatra by K. M. Panikkar, Indonesian
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Diary by S. K. Pottekkad, Mexican NStukafil by C. B. Kumar, Amerikkayil Poya

Katha by K. M. George are noteworthy travelogues of the present century.

The study of the history of Malayalam literature has assumed importance in

recent years. The first attempt to write such a literary history was made by P.

Govinda Pillai towards the close of the nineteenth century. His work, called

MalayS\a BhSfScaritram, showed the way, and since its publication there has been

systematic research in this subject. R. Narayana Panikkar’s Kerafa Sahityacari-

tram, which won a Sahitya Akademi Award in 1955, is a notable work in seven

volumes. Mention has already been made of Ullur’s five-volume history of

Malayalam literature.

Journalism had its role to play in the growth of Malayalam literature.

Malaysia Manorama, at the beginning of this century, took upon itself the task

ofencouraging writers of creative talent. The first literary conference in Kerala

was sponsored by this journal. Various magazines came into existence which

served to provide impetus to the literary activity of the time. Special mention

may be made of two weeklies—MatjbhSmi and Malaysia Rajyam.

Marxian influence has been particularly evident in post-Independence

creative literature. This has led to a deliberate narrowing down of the scope of

literature. The ‘Back to the soil’ slogan has made the labourer a hero. This is

only the natural swing of the pendulum from the other side, where extolling the

royal household was the norm. We should be happy, however, that recent

trends show balance and widening of interests. Most of the creative writers

have discovered that they cannot afford to be the stooges ofpolitical parties and

that freedom of the mind is the very life-blood of creative thinking and writing.

Though it is difficult to make a comparative estimate, one can say that modem
Malayalam literature ranks among the most virile and progressive literatures

in India.
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MARATHI

LANGUAGE

MARATHI is the official language of the State of Mah£ra$tra, spoken by

forty-two million people (according to the 1971 Census). It is quite a pro-

gressive speech and since the thirteenth century has had a noteworthy literary

history. The history of the language, however,, goes back to about a.d. 1000.1

It uses the Nagari script, locally known as the Bala-bodha, which replaced the

older alphabet called the Modi, current in the Maratha land down to the

eighteenth century. Marathi is a Prakritic speech ‘standing rather by itself’
2

and has been classified in the Southern Group by Dr S. K. Chatterji in his

enumeration of the important languages and dialects of New Indo-Aryan.*

There are several theories about the origin of the Marathi language. C. V.

Vaidya is of the opinion that it developed from Sanskrit and took a distinct

shape from about a.d. 700. Sten Konow maintains that it developed from

Mahara$fri Apabhrariria, the latest phase of the Prakrit or Middle Indo-Aryan

of Mahara§tra. According to Dr P. D. Gune, this language acquired its stand-

ardized form in the eleventh century. Some maintain that Marathi has no

connexion with other Prakrits but had an indigenous growth, coloured with

Jaina hybrid Sanskrit, which has been called Southern ApabhramSa,

As far as the vocabulary is concerned, the basic words of Modern Marathi

are tadbhava, i.e. derived from Old Indo-Aryan or Sanskrit, with large borrow-

ings from tatsama or Sanskrit. It has, however, a number of words of the nature

of substrata from non-Aryan languages (Dravidian and Austric). In recent

times borrowings from Perso-Arabic, Portuguese, English, and even African

languages have also occurred.4 The history of Marathi literature can be broadly

divided into three periods:

i) Early or Old Marathi period, up to a.d. 1350;

1 The first specimen of Marathi language can be traced to the Marathi inscription dated a.d.

983 consisting of only one sentence: Al Cau$<fardye Karaviyale (done by Sr! Caundaraja). It is inscribed

in Marathi and Kannada at the foot of the huge monolithic image of Gomatelvara in Mysore* Later

inscriptions such as the edict of King Aparaditya (a.d. 1183), the grant of King Soidva (a.d. 1202),

as well as the Pandharpur inscription (aj). 1273) of the days of King £iromapi R&madevar&v, are

in Old Marathi.

* C£ S. K. Chatteiji, Languages and Literatures qf Modem India
, p. 215.

1 Ibid., p. 37.

4 The comprehensive Marathi dictionary, Mah&rSffra Sabdako$a in eight volumes by Y. G. Date

and C. G. Karve, has 1,12,189 words, out of which the words from Perso-Arabic stock are 2,900 and

from European languages are 1,500 including 560 English words.
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ii) Middle Marathi period, from a.d. 1350 to 1800;
iii) New or Modern Marathi, after a.d. 1800.

EARLY MARATHI PERIOD

The reign of the last three kings of the YSdava period (a.d. 1189-1320)

witnessed the growth of quite a large literature both in verse and prose. The
Ramayana, the Mahabh&rata

, and the Pancatantra were rendered into Old
Marathi. Sripati’s work on astrology, Ratnamala, and Mukundaraja’s philo-

sophical treatise, Viveka-sindhu,* are among the early technical works in Old
Marathi. Poetry of an ornate and rhetorical type is found in poems like Nalo-

pakhydna and Rukminl-svayamvara.

The sacred books of the Mahanubhava sect, founded in a.d. 1267 by
Cakradhara, originally a Brahmana from Gujarat, were written in cryptic

scripts which have been deciphered by scholars like V. K. Rajwade, V. B.

Kolte, and H. N. Nene. They are in prose and deal with philosophical topics

in simple Marathi, deliberately rejecting Sanskrit. Members of the sect were

worshippers of Krsna, the mythical sage Dattatreya, and three Mahanubhava
founders. Two of their most sacred books are LUa-caritra and Siddhanta-Sutra.

Lila-caritra (c. 1286), written by Mahindra Bhata, records the life-story of

Cakradhara including his instructions to his devotees. Siddhanta-Sutra is a

compilation of the sayings of Cakradhara by Kesavadasa. The Mahanubhava
writers left a fairly rich literature in verse also which is to be found in seven

long poems, namely, Vaccha-harana
,
Rukminl-svayamvara

,
Sihpala-vadha, Uddhava-

Gita
,
Jnana-prabodha, Sahyadri-varnana

,
and Ridhipura-varnana. The first three

are narrative poems depicting episodes in the life-story of Lord Krsna and

the last two give accounts of the sacred places of the Mahanubhavas, while

Uddhava-Gita and Jhana-prabodha are essentially philosophical in character.

There arc, besides, the dhavalas (devotional songs) of Mahadaisa, a woman
devotee of Cakradhara. She happened to be the first Marathi poetess. Maha-

nubhava literature formed the first expression of a revolt against Brahmanical

orthodoxy.

The work of uniting different orthodox and heterodox elements ofHinduism

was carried on with success for four centuries by the Hindu saint-poets of

Maharastra associated with another more powerful Brahmanical sect known

as the V&rakarl Panth.* Jftanesvara or Jnanadeva (1271-93) was the first

• Apart from Viveka-sindhu, MukundarSja is credited with another Marathi work, Param&mfta .

Both deal with Sankar&c&rya’s exposition of the Ved&nta. These books, however, never became

popular owing to both difficulty of subject and stylistic defects.—Editor.

• It became the chief means of expression of the Bhakti doctrine in Mah&r£$tra« It started as

an offshoot of the Jfi&na school of the NStha Pantha of Gorakga N&tha, with its Yoga practices and

its Saiva-Vedinta philosophy, and after coming to Mah&rS$tra it joined forces with the local Vedfinta

school which favoured the worship of God as Visxiu in his form of Vithfhala at the shrine in Pandhar-
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among the Hindu saints who made the Vedanta popular for everybody

through the spoken language. He proclaimed the equality of man in the eyes

of God and openly revolted against the tyranny of Hindu orthodoxy. His

monumental wprk, Bhavartha-dipika
,
popularly known as JMnefvari, consisting

of 9,000 ovV stanzas, forms an erudite commentary on the Bhagavad-Glta.

He wrote it in 1290 at the age of nineteen. His Amrtanubhava is a treatise on
the Vedanta philosophy cpuched in excellent poetry. Variety of imagery and
lucidity of diction characterize both the works. Jfi&ne$vara is held in profound

esteem as the first great Marathi literary and philosophical genius. Another

philosophical poet of note contemporaneous with Jnanadeva was N&madeva
(1270-1350), who was a tailor by profession. Two of Namadeva’s devotional

poems are found in the Adi Grantha of the Sikhs. His name ranks among the

noteworthy saint-poets of India, and with his death in a.d. 1350 ends the

Early period of Marathi literature. Namadeva’s guru Visoba Khecara, a grocer

by profession, was a poet himself. Other early saint-poets of humble rank were

Muktabai, Namadeva’s sister; Janabai, a maid-servant; Savanta, a gardener;

Goroba, a potter; and Cokha, a sweeper. There were also Muslim saint-poets

like Sheikh Mohammed.

MIDDLE MARATHI PERIOD

The major part of the period from a.d. 1350 to a.d. 1550 can be looked

upon as a ‘dark period’ of Marathi literature. The first invasion of Alauddin

Khilji in 1294 led to the gradual establishment of Muslim rule in this part

of the country. The age was not favourable for steady literary progress due

to war and famine in the country. Among teachers and writers of the post-

Namadeva period were Narasimha Sarasvatl and Janardana Svaml. Both

belonged to the Varakarl Panth. A number of devotional poems are attri-

buted to them.

Ekanatha Svaml (1548-99) in the sixteenth, and Tukarama (1588-1649)

in the seventeenth century built up the great structure of the bhakti poetry.

Ekanatha’s Bhagavata (known as Ekanathi Bhagavata
)
and Bhdvartha Ramdyana

,

pur, and became a school of Ved&ntic bhakti with the figures of Vi$nu and Kf9$a as personal deities

through which the devotees approached the Godhead. Pandharpur became the great centre of this

school, and from the word vdri, meaning ‘the annual pilgrimage (to Pandharpur)', which was en-

joined on its followers and which became very popular, the sect got the name of Varakarl. A number

of great religious teachers had become associated with this school of Ved&ntic bhakti by a.d. 1290.

—Editor.
7 By the middle of the fourteenth century two distinct literaiy forms had been well established in

Marathi. One was the ovi metre (which was a sort of rhythmic prose, the sentence being divided

into short lines of about ten syllables each, followed by a half-line) which was employed in narrative

poems. It may be mentioned that the seven long poems of the Mah&nubh&va writers were written

in this metre. The other was the abhafiga metre which was used for lyric compositions, particularly

devotional songs.—Editor.
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each having 20,000 oof stanzas, not only made Marathi poetry exalted by their

grand style and poetic fervour, but also firmly established Hindu philosophical

beliefs in those days of national set-back under the Muslims. A saint and a
great social reformer, Ekanatha was profoundly influenced by Jfi&neivara.

He redacted Jhaneivari and brought out an authentic version of the text. His

renderings of the Purapic stories immensely contributed in rehabilitating the

old Hindu culture in Mahira§{ra. Among a number ofminor poetswho followed

Ekanatha, Disopanta deserves special mention. He was a voluminous writer

and a master of facile verse. Thomas Stephens (1559-1619), an English Jesuit

who came and settled in Goa, was a contemporary of Ekanitha. He had a
great love for Marathi and wrote Khfsta Puratfa, an extensive work on the

Old and New Testament stories in chaste Marathi.

Tukarama’s lyrical abhaAgas in simple Marathi (5,000 in number) are

pointed and direct in style, and throbbing with an intense devotion to his God.

They have a charm of their own, and form a veritable Bible for the people

of Maharastra. Bom in a Sfidra family, Tukirama was a poet of the masses.

He was a vehement critic of the hypocrisies of his time and was a great uni-

fying force bringing the masses under one religious banner before the Maratha
revival under Sivaji during the second half of the seventeenth century. Among
other great poets of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were: Mukte^vara

(1608-60), Samartha Ramadasa (1608-82), Vimana Papdita (1615-78),

Raghunatha Pandita (c. 1650), Sridhara (1678-1728), and MayOra Papdita

or Moropanta (1729-94). Mukteivara, son of Ekan&tha's daughter, re-told

the stories of the Ramayaifa and the Mahabkarata in Marathi in a vigorous style.

Samartha Ramadasa, spiritual teacher of Sivaji, wrote D&sa-bodha, a work

of both high seriousness and practical wisdom for the rulers as well as the masses,

in a style of rare vigour and forthrightness. Great national leaders like Sivaji

and his followers found their inspiration and incentive to action in D&sa-

bodha. Vamana Pandita devoted himself to composing narrative poems based

on Purapic themes, such as Gajendra-mokfa, Sita-svayamvara, and Venu-sudhS.

Notable also is his commentary, TathSrtha-dipikS, on the Bhagavad-GitS. Further-

more, he rendered the Bhagavad-GitS into Marathi under the title Samailokl-

Gita. He also translated some Sanskrit works into Marathi verse.1 Raghun&tha

Papdita’s narrative poem Nala-Damayanti-svayashvara is based on the Nala

story of the MahSbhSrata. Both Sridhara and Moropanta flourished during

the Peshwa period (1700-1818). The former was the leading poet of the early

days of the Peshwas and the latter of the later and the greatest days of the

Peshwa glory when Maharastra had emerged as the strongest power in the

whole of India. Sridhara carried the tradition of Ekanitha, Mukteivara, and

* VSmana Fipijiu enriched Marathi prosody by introducing new metres based on Sanskrit.

Marathi was till then rather poor in this respect.—Editor.
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VSmana Pan<jita. His P&ntfava-pratapa, Rdma-oijaya, and Hari-vijaya are based

on the MahdbhSrata, the Rdmdyana, and the Bhdgavata Purdm respectively.

Moropanta is the greatest Marathi poet of the eighteenth century. He has to

his credit a large number of poems on PurSnic themes, such as Krpyi-vijaya

and Mantra~Bhaguvata. The most important work of Moropanta is his rendering

of the Mahabhdrata in the drya metre. His devotional lyrics, Gangd-prdrthana,

Scahfaya-ratna-mdld
,
and Kekavali, are also held in high esteem in Mahara§tra.

The second half of the seventeenth century witnessed the growth of a kind

of heroic poetry, known as povddd (from Sanskrit pravada), which became very

popular. The poets who composed these poems were wandering ballad-makers

and singers, known as fakirs. The fakirs recited their compositions to the accom-

paniment of a simple one-wire lute, and could keep audiences of thousands

enthralled by their animated songs about wars and heroic exploits. The first

famous pova$& is by Agnidasa on the subject of Afzal Khan’s meeting with

SivSji, the second by Tulasidasa on the capture of the fort of Simhagad by

Tanaji, SivjLjl’s heroic lieutenant. There was also another form of popular

poetry known as lavani which came into prominence in the eighteenth century.

The Idvani songs dealt mainly with earthly love. Honajx Bala, Prabhakara,

Saganbhau, ParaSurama, and others were famous lavani composers during the

Peshwa period. The growth of these types of folk-poetry, side by side with the

sophisticated and decorative kdvyas
, immensely enriched Marathi language

and literature during the last century and a half of its Middle period.

Marathi prose, which came into existence as early as the Yadava period,

was also slowly developing and from about the middle of the seventeenth

century it took a definite form in the chronicles of the Maratha rulers, known

as bakhars. Vakenavis-bakhar, Sabhasadi-bakhar (c. 1697), Ajna-patra, and Siva-

digvijaya (1718) are some of the representative specimens of these prose

chronicles.

MODERN MARATHI PERIOD

The transition from the Peshwa period to the British period was complete

after the Treaty of Basscin in 1818. Some great thinkers, scholars, political

leaders, social reformers, and educationists came forward and brought about

a real intellectual and cultural renaissance in Maharas$ra in the nineteenth

century. Bal Gangadhar Sastri Jambhekar (1810-46), Govind Viththal

Mahajan (1815-90), and Krishna Sastri Chiplunkar were pioneers in moderni-

zing the mind of the people. The foundations of Marathi journalism were

laid around 1840 by Jambhekar with his daily Darpana and the periodical

Digdarfana, and by Mahajan with his Prabhakara. Krishna Sastri Ghiplunkar’s

Vicara-lahari (1853) was a further milestone in the development ofjournalism.

Among others who followed were Parasuram Tatya Godbole (1799-1874),
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Vishnu Bhikaji Gokhale (1825-71), Vishnu Sastri Ghiplunkar (1850-82),

Gopal Ganesh Agarkar (1866-1915), Mahadev Govinda Ranade (1842-1907),

Gopal Krishna Gokhale (1866-1915), Lokamanya Bal Gangadhar Tilak

(1856-1920), Kashinath Trimbak Telang (1850-93), Jotiba Phule (1827-89),

Bhimrao R. Ambedkar (1891-1956), and Ramakrishna Gopal Bhandarkar
(1837-1925). They all contributed to the renaissance in literature and thought
in Maharaspa. India responded intellectually and emotionally to the Western
challenges mainly through Bengal and Maharas$ra.

POETRY

The modernity in Marathi literature was felt simultaneously in poetry and
novel towards the end of the nineteenth century and gradually it cast its spell

over other domains of literature. Let us start with the poems ofKrishnajiKeshav
Damle popularly known as ‘KeSavasuta’ (1866-1905), who heralded the dawn,
as it were, of the modern age in Marathi literature. His first poem was published

in 1885; this, however, betrayed a style typical of the scholar-poets belonging

to the period immediately preceding. But he was soon able to cast off his fasci-

nation for traditional forms and composed poems which gave something new
to Marathi literature in style, in expression, and in content. His awareness

of contemporary social and political thought and his acquaintance with

English literature came to his advantage in this respect. Among other remark-

able contemporary poets were: Narayan Vaman Tilak (1865-1919), Ram
Ganesh Gadkari (1885-1919), Vinayak Janardan Karandikar (1872-1909),

Tryambak Bapuji Thomare (1890-1918), Narayan Muralidhar Gupte (1872-

1947), and Bhaskar Ramachandra Tambe (1874-1941), who achieved dis-

tinction particularly in the twenties.

The twenties of the twentieth century saw the emergence of a group of

poets, called the Ravikirana-mandala, who tried to avoid extravagance of

emotion in their poems. Their special interest lay in the formal and technical

aspects of poetry. Y. D. Pendharkar (‘YaSovanta’) was the most notable poet

of this group. A note of frustration characterizes his poems. Other poets of the

group are S. K. Kanetkar and M. T. Patvardhan. In 1925 Prahlad Keshav

Atre (1898-1968) published a collection of parodies entitled Jhentfuci Phule

which made great fun of both sentimental sob-stuff and the strawberry-and-

cream trend in poetiy. There were several other poets contemporaneous with

the Ravikirana-maijdala, who represented a reaction against them. Of them,

Anant Kanekar (b. 1905), is the most distinguished. He, however, forsook

poetry after the publication of his Cdndr&t (1933).

The use of a real modern idiom in poetry began, however, in the forties,

particularly after the Second World War, though the older idealism continued

to attract the average reader. The trio who brought about the revolution in
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form and content, including stark realism, were B. S. Mardhekar (1907*56),

P. S. Rege (b. 1910), and A. R. Deshpande (‘Anil’; b. 1910). Though P. S.

Rege already struck some ofthe typical features ofthis new poetry, Mardhekar’s

Kahi-kavita (1947) heralded it in its true spirit. Mardhekar was tried on a

charge of obscenity in his writings, but was later exonerated. He is to Marathi

what T. S. Eliot is to English, both in poetry and aesthetic theories. His book

on poetics, Saundeuya-am-sahitya, won in 1956 a posthumous award from the

Sahitya Akademi. P. S. *Rege did something magical to the use of poetic

language in Marathi. He experimented with it and expanded its frontiers

in his pithy, gossamerlike yet sinewy poems. ‘Anil’ introduced, on the one

hand, innovations in technique (‘free verse’ was rehabilitated by him in

Marathi) and, on the other, deepened the social awareness of the poet by em-

phasizing his responsibilities. The maturity of his talent is amply reflected in

Bhagna-mUrti (1940) and Pertevha (1947). The Mardhekar-Rege school was

kept alive by many younger advocates of ‘pure poetry’ like Mangesh Pad-

gaonkar, Dilip Chitre, Arun Kolhatkar, and others. Side by side with this,

there was the other school of progressive poetry to which belonged V. V.

Shirwadkar, better known as ‘Kusumagraja’ (his famous work: Viiakha, 1942),

Sarat Chandra Muktibodh, Vasant Bapat, Vinda Karandikar, and Narayan

Surve. While poets like B. B. Borkar, Indira Sant, N. G. Deshpande, and

G. D. Madgulkar restricted themselves to lyric poetry proper, the so-called

‘intellectual’ poets went on to cater for a different audience and to serve a

separate function. In the fifties, Marathi poetry was rapidly advancing to

an incomprehensible area like abstract art, to a land without labels.

Recent Marathi poetry is much more concerned with technical innova-

tions than with content. As a reaction to this formalism, there are angry young

poets who call themselves dalita panthers and write with sharp pens dipped in

venom. There are also experiments in typography and calligraphy, collage,

poems and ‘eye’ poems by R. K. Joshi.

NOVEL AND SHORT STORY

The Marathi novel has a history of more than a century since the publi-

cation of Baba Padmanji’s Yamund-paryatana in 1857. Padmanji represented

the social trend, while N. S. Risbud with his novels like MaHjughofd (1868)

and R. B. Gunjikar with his Mocahgad (1871) stood for the romantic and

the historical respectively. But the Marathi novel was still seeking a really

mature and creative talent in the field which it found in Hari Narayan Apte

(1864-1919), commonly referred to as the ‘prince of novelists’. From 1885

onwards he produced quite a large number of novels—historical, romantic,

and social. Idealism is writ large in the novels of Apte and he particularly

excelled in depicting the psychology of women. Among his notable works the
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following deserve mention: Pa* Lak&dt Koif Gheto
, Usakkdla, Keoaf Svardjydsdthl,

Ga# Aid Pan Sithha Geld, S&rya-grahana, Vajrdghdta, etc. Vaman Malhar Joshi

(1882-1943) has to his credit a few popular novels: Rdgini (1915), SuSilecd

Deva (1930), and Indu Kale Atfi Sarald Bhofe (1935). Vishram Bedekar’s novel,

RanaAgana (1939) is a most characteristic work in many ways. It has an inter-

national canvas and is marked by a note of profound humanism. Translations

of Bengali novels, particularly those of Bankim Chandra Chatteijee, Sarat

Chandra Chatteijee, and Prabhat Kumar Mukheijee, were done by V. S.

Guijar, K. R. Mitra, and others. Narayan Sitaram Phadke (b. 1894) and
Vishnu Sakharam Khandekar (1898-1976) were the rage of the reading

public from about 1930 to 1950. Phadke while advocating ‘art for art’s sake’

also used political backgrounds for his love stories. The technical skill of the

author is evident in his Jadugar. His three other important novels are Pravdsl,

Uddhara
,
and Jhelam. The novels of Khandekar stand in contrast to those

of Phadke. Ulka, Kraunca-vadha, and Yaydti are among his best works. Another

popular writer, Gajanan Tryambak Madkholkar, was primarily concerned

with political fiction. Muktatma, his first novel, is also the first successful

political fiction in the language. He mixed, however, a due proportion of

romance in his novels. His Candanavafi, which sympathetically depicts a

Harijan girl, is considered a masterpiece in Marathi. Purushottam Yashwant

Deshpande carried the ‘novel of ideas’ of V. M. Joshi to its existentialist peak.

Bandhanacyd Palikade and Vidala Jivana are his two most notable novels, the

former having created a stir when published. The novels and stories of Sane

Guruji (1899-1950) became popular in the forties. Malati Bedekar (‘Vibhavari

Sirurkar’) has made herself distinguished in the field, and her Ball (1950)

is a class by itself. S. R. Biwalkar’s first novel Sunita (1948) is a landmark

in the realm of Marathi novel dealing with Hindu-Muslim relations in East

Bengal (now Bangladesh) at the time of Partition. Other novelists of note in

the forties and fifties are: Gita Sane, Muktabai Dikshit, Kamalabai Tilak,

Kusumavati Deshpande, G. N. Dandekar, B. S. Mardhekar, and S. N.

Pendse*.

Fiction in Marathi assumed new directions in the sixties with Bhalachandra

Namede’s Kosla, a novel analysing the lack of values in a young man’s life

and the irrelevance of old cherished ideals. There are controversial novels

dealing with permissiveness in sex and depicting the rather seamy side of

metropolitan life. Two of these much discussed novels are Bhau Padhye’s

Vdsun&ka and Chandrakant Khot’s Ubhayanvayi Avyaya. There are also popular

historical novels based on important personalities. Among them Ranjit Desai’s

novel on SivajI, Srimdn Yogi, Gangadhar Gadgil’s novel on Lokamanya Tilak,

Durdamya, B. D. Kher’s novel on Vinayak Damodar Savarkar, Yajda, and

* One ot Pendse's novels, Rathacakra, won the Sahitya Akademi Award in 1963.
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Mrinalini Desai’s novel on Mahatma Gandhi, Ha Putra Mdnavdcd, all deserve

special mention.

,

The short story, as a distinct literary genre, came to be established during

the twenties with N. S. Phadke and V. S. Khandekar. The stories of Hari

Narayan Apte and others of the earlier period cannot be considered as short

stories proper. They arc rather novels in a shorter dimension. The thirties

witnessed a number of powerful story-writers, some of whom represented a

kind of reaction against Pffadke and Khandekar. They are Muktabai Dikshit,

Kamalabai Tilak, Malati Bedekar, Y. G. Joshi, Vaman Ghorghade, Prabhakar

Padhyc, S. M. Mate, Narayan Hari Apte, V. V. Bokil, Anant Kanekar, and

others. Since the forties, the short story has turned to a new direction and

become more and more psycho-analytical. Gangadhar Gadgil, Arvind Gokhale,

P. B. Bhave, and V. Madgulkar gave this form of literature a modern idiom

and a rare subtlety of expression. D. B. Mokashi, K. J. Purohit (‘Santarama’),

G. A. Kulkami, S. D. Panvalkar, S. J. Joshi, C. T. Khanolkar, Sadanand

Rege, V. S. Pargaonkar, Kamal Desai, Sarat Chandra Chirmule, Vidyadhar

Pundalik, Jayawant Dalvi, and other exponents of this art-form have carried

the Marathi short story much further than the earlier popular stories of Y.

G. Joshi or Vaman Chorghade, both in the depth of their understanding of

the interplay ofhuman passions and in the variety of techniques. Ranjit Desai,

G. L. Thokal, D. M. Mirasdar, Shanka'r Patil, Ananda Yadav, Baburao Bagul,

and Shankarrao Kharat have specialized in an important type depicting the

life of the rural classes, in their own stark idiom, with all their downright

earthy atmosphere and an all-too-human experience in the raw.

DRAMA

Mahara$tra has a fairly old tradition of play-writing. But the early Marathi

plays, like those in other Indian languages, were based on mythological

themes. The Tamil dramatic forms, particularly kuravanci, exercised a deep

influence on the early Marathi drama known as la[ita in its initial phase of

development. In the realm of modern Marathi drama, Visluiu Amrit Bhave

was the pioneering figure. His Puranic drama, Sita-svayamvara, was staged in

1841. He wrote some more plays based on Puranic themes. With the spread

of education and the foundation of the Bombay University in 1857, there grew

a tendency to translate or adapt Sanskrit plays and later European plays,

particularly those of Shakespeare, into Marathi. This continued for more

than two decades. Though Vishnu Amrit Bhave is chronologically the first

writer of Marathi drama in the Modern period, he was not its real originator.

The credit of writing the first real modern drama goes to Balwant Pandurang

Kirloskar (1843-85) who with his Sakuntald (1880), Saubhadra (1882), and

Rdma-rajya-viyoga (1884) provided a synthesis between the mythological
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content and the modern treatment. The author has infused into the traditional

themes of these plays, particularly of Saubhadra, a romantic aroma and delin-

eated them with a remarkable dramatic skill. The poignancy of their appeal

is due also to the power of their music. After Kirloskar, G. B. Deval (1854-

1916) and K. P. Khadilkar (1872-1948) set Marathi drama on a more sound

and secure ground. Deval’s most characteristic play is Sarada, his only original

play. He has to his credit six more plays all of which are adaptations, three

from Sanskrit and three from English. Khadilkar’s mythological play, Kicaka-

vadha (1910), was banned by the British Government, as Kicaka and Bhlma
resembled Lord Curzon and Lokamanya Tilak respectively in their speeches

on the stage. Nationalist sentiment was thus seeking masked expression through

such mythological and historical plays. Ram Ganesh Gadkari’s plays (e.g.

Prema-sanyasa and Punya-prabhdva) depicting social and moral problems became
popular. His plays are characterized by his creative and facile dialogue. N.

C. Kelkar (1872-1947) wrote a number of plays based on history as well as

mythology. Vasudeo Sastri Khare (1858-1924) wrote fine historical plays like

Sivasambhava.

The first Hindi film Alam Ara was screened in Bombay in 1930, and the

stage suffered a heavy blow at the hands of the cinema. But a few playwrights

kept up the struggle, like Bhargavram Viththal Warerkar, better known as

MamaWarerkar (1883-1964), and Prahlad Keshav Atre. Both used colloquial

language and broad humour in their social plays, and satire was their main

weapon. Warerkar wrote about forty plays, and tried to modernize the stage

by making some modifications in dramatic technique as well as in production.

Starting with mythological themes, he went on experimenting with various

subjects. Two of his important plays are Apiirva Vangal (1953) and Bhumi-kanyd

Sita (1955). The former is on Gandhiji’s Noakhali tour in East Bengal. P. K.

Atre was essentially a humorist and a greater source of strength to Marathi

drama. His Lagnaci Bedi
,
on a feminist theme, is a really noteworthy play.

Another playwright who also tried to revitalize the stage was S. V. Vartak,

leader of the group ndtya-manvantara. His play Andha(yanci Sdfd (1933)

was an adaptation from B. Bjdrnson, famous Norwegian playwright.

Purushottam Lakshman Deshpande has revolutionized the Marathi stage in

recent years with his plays and very widely admired ‘one-man’ shows ofhumour-

cloaked social comment. Vasant Kanetkar’s extremely touching historical play

RSyaga^Sla JenhvS Jag Yete opened a new dimension for Marathi drama and

Vijay Tendulkar has pushed it forward by his flair for the theatre of the Absurd.

There are many other successful dramatists like V. V. Shirwadkar, G. T.

Khanolkar, Nana Jog, C. Y. Marathe, Purushottam Darvhekar, S. G. Sathe,

Ratnakar Matkari, and Vidyadhar Gokhale, who are giving of their best

to enlarge the horizon.
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The new drama is to a great extent concerned with sex and violence and
the hypocrisy of modern life. Vijay Tendulkar’s plays like SakhSrSma Biindar

and Gha&r&m Kotvdl and a recent play Vdsana-kantfa by Mahesh Elkunchwar

created a lot of stir among connoisseurs as also among ordinary spectators.

Drama is freely borrowing from folk-forms like tamaJd10 and lafita. The problems

it seeks to discuss are partly biological and partly socio-political. So there is an
eternal conflict between merely popular plays and plays with a lasting literary

value. Marathi has its own quota of commercially popular plays, translations

and adaptations, and mere entertainers also. Some old plays of Deval and
Gadkari continue to charm the audience with their musical interludes and
scintillating dialogues.

OTHER DOMAINS OF LITERATURE

Marathi literature is very rich in personal essays, sketches, travelogues,

autobiographies, and biographies. N. S. Phadke and V. S. Khandekar atten-

uated the sweep and verve of thought found in the early discursive essay of

the days of Vishnu Sastri Chiplunkar and S. M. Paranjape (1864-1929) to a

more witty personal idiom and a choice of common subjects of everyday life.

Many others like Kusumavati Deshpande, Anant Kanekar, V. M. Dandekar,

N. M. Sant, and K. J. Purohit have enriched this form. Side by side with their

essays, there are the humorous essays of P. L. Deshpande and others. The essay

suffered some sort of decline in the forties; but during the last twenty-five years

Durga Bhagwat, Iravati Karve (both have won Sahitya Akademi Awards),

N. G. Gore, and Vinda Karandikar have given to this genre a further depth by

their scholarship and wide range of subjects, poetic sensibility and delicate

handling of the language. Besides, they have added a special charm to it by

subdued irony and understatement, witty observations and satirical sketches.

R. B. Joshi’s travel sketches have the flavour ofgenuine essay in them.

Biography in Marathi has quite an old tradition which can be traced to the

worlds of the Mahanubhava sect. In the Modern period the life of Dr Johnson

written by Vishnu Sastri Chiplunkar and lives of heroes like Garibaldi and
Mazzini by N. C. Kelkar and V. D. Savarkar respectively have rendered great

service in setting new standards in this field. N. R. Phatak, B. M. Purandere,

Dhananjay Kir, and others have widened the horizons of this particular genre.

Autobiographies were written during the days of the Peshwas, and the one by

Nana Phatfanavis (1742-1800) is remarkable for its frank self-analysis. M&gfi

Pravasa (1857) of Godse Bhatji and the memoirs (1910) of Ramabai Ranade

(1862-1924), the wife of M. G. Ranade, are in a class by themselves. The auto-

W Tamdid is a kind of dance-drama with songs and music, which became popular in Mahlriftra

in the eighteenth century. In those days young boys dressed as women used to sing vulgar and even

obscene l&apti

t

in the UtmM performances.—Editor.
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biographies of D. K. Karve and Dharmanand Kosambi, Lakshmibai Tilak,

V. D. Savarkar, Scnapati Bapat, N. V. Gadgil, Chintamanrao Kolhatkar, and
B. V. Warerkar are very notable records of their age as well as oftheir personal

reactions and vicissitudes in life.

Maharastra with its tradition of scholarship in disciplines like history, phi-

losophy, politics, and linguistics is very much advanced in literature dealing

with these subjects. During the early years of the twentieth century V. K.
Rajwade and C. V. Vaidya concentrated on works of historical research and
S. M. Paranjape on vigorous political writings. Gita-rahasya

,
the magnum opus of

Lokamanya Tilak, is a profound testament of the author’s political philosophy

and philosophical acumen. G. S. Sardesai, D. B. Parasnis, T. S. Shejwalkar,

D. V. Potdar, and V. S. Bendre contributed greatly to Marathi historical

writings in the years that followed. R. D. Ranade and Lakshman Sastri Joshi

have made rich contributions to Indian philosophy and logic, and Iravati

Karve and G. S. Ghurye have earned a fine reputation in the field of sociology.

N. G. Kalelkar and Ashok Kelkar are linguists ofgreat stature. Lexicographical

and encyclopaedic works have been undertaken in Maharastra with great

diligence right from the days of SivajI when a Rajya-yyavahdra-kosa was com-

piled, up to Ghitrav Sastri’s more recent Pracina-caritra-kosa. Maharastra Jhana-

kofa of S. V. Ketkar (1884-1937) is an encyclopaedia in twenty-three volumes.

Added to these, there is Sanskrit scholarship in all fields including poetics. The

emergence of literary criticism can be traced to the early Marathi periodicals,

particularly to the illustrious monthly of Vishnu Sastri Chiplunkar, the Niban-

dha-mala (1874). Literary criticism has had a varied record,and amongst modern

critics G. T. Deshpande, K. N. Watwe, R. S. Jog, S. K. Kshirsagar, R. S.

Walimbe, B. S. Mardhekar, W. L. Kulkarni, Kusumavati Deshpande, Pra-

bhakar Padhye, Madhav Achawal, Vasant Davtar, and D. K. Bedekar have

contributed towards the development of this genre. Marxist criticism could not

strike any deep roots in Maharastra, though Lalji Pendse, Sarat Chandra

Muktibodh wrote with a socialist-realistic bias. It is the logical positivist or

existentialist approach that seems to be gaining ground. This finds favour with

writers as well as readers.

Marathi literature has contributed to the cultural integration of India in

various ways. There are, for example, poems, novels, and plays on personalities

who do not belong to Mahara§{ra but are adored as leaders of national impor-

tance. Mention may be made of the novels on Swami Vivekananda,11 Sublias

Chandra Bose, and Sri Aurobindo written respectively by B. D. Kher, P. K.

Atre, and Jyotsna Devdhar. G. D. Khanolkar’s Ravindra-vind and B. B. Borkar’s

Anandayatri are two very good books on Tagore’s life and work.

u A drama and a long poem on Vivekananda in Sanskrit have also been composed by S. B.

Velankar and S. B. Varnekar.
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Marathi literature has evinced, during the last thirty years after Indepen-

dence, remarkable variety and vigour. Writers belonging to different ideologies

and socio-political beliefs have produced works of literary merit in all fields.

The list of writers in Marathi who received Sahitya Akademi Awards includes

B. S. Mardhekar and R. B. Patankar (aesthetics), N. R. Phatak (biography of

G. K. Gokhale), T. S. Shejwalkar (biography of Sivaji), Godavari Parulekar

(autobiography), V. S. Khandekar and S. N. Pendse (novels), and Durga
Bhagavat and P. L. Deshpande (light essays). The present-day Marathi

literature is the product of a healthy interaction between a deep respect for the

past and a forward-looking feeling for the future. A very encouraging factor is

that activitsts in political field from Lokmanya Tilak to Vinoba Bhave have

shown great sensitivity to matters literary and cultural. Now, scientific literature

is also rapidly developing and mathematicians like Jayant Naralikar write

science fiction.
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ORIYA

LANGUAGE : ITS ORIGIN

ORIYA1
is the official language of the State of Orissa which forms a part of

the Indian Union. In ancient days Orissa was known variously as Utkala,

Kalihga, and O^ra-dda. There is ample historical evidence to show that the

people of Utkala (lit. the land pre-eminent in kald or the arts) excelled in every

branch of the arts, and the Oriya literature was one of the earliest to flourish in

the Indian Sub-continent. Recognized in the Indian Constitution as one of the

major languages, Oriya is spoken (according to the 1971 Census) by about

twenty million people residing in Orissa and in the contiguous areas of the

neighbouring States. The language was derived from Magadhi Prakrit and

influenced by the local pre-Aryan and other Middle Indo-Aryan or Prakrit

dialects used by the Aryan-speaking people who had settled in Orissa from the

Ardha-Magadh! and SaurasenI areas. Oriya as a New or Modem Indo-Aryan

language came into being about the tenth century a.d. It can be looked upon

as the immediate sister of Bengali and Assamese, and first cousin of Maithili,

Magadhi, and Bhojpuri.

For convenience, the history of the Oriya language and literature may be

classified broadly into three main periods, namely, the Old (up to a.d. 1500),

the Middle (a.d. 1500-1800), and the New or Modern (after a.d. 1800).

In the course of evolution through the periods mentioned, the language and

literature of the land have assumed distinct traits as a result of various political,

social, and cultural movements, culminating in the present form.

OLD ORIYA LITERATURE

Orissa, the land of Lord Jagannatha, has absorbed almost all the religions

of India, and this is reflected not only in its art and architecture, but also in

its literature. The Hathigumpha inscription of King Kharavela (first century

B.o.) in Prakrit may be taken to be the earliest indigenous literary expression

in the land. The language of this inscription, having a definite artistic flair, is

1 The anglicized words oriya and orissa are derived from Offtf and ofiid both of which again are

derived from ofra (or wfra) and o<fra-vifaya> ofiviid respectively. The Odras, an ancient aboriginal

tribe, still survive as a cultivating class in the deltaic areas of Orissa. They are now called 'Odas*.

Odra-dda thus signifies the land of the Odras or Udras. The word ofa or otfUd is supposed to have

an association with the act of ‘tilling’ in the Dravidian tongues. The other two tribes associated with

the names of ancient Orissa, the Utkala* and Kalinga*, seem to have gradually lost their supremacy

and assimilated with the other insiders in the course of time.
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much closer to Modem Oriya. ‘It is almost an Ode on military conquest and

imperial grandeur, written in a befitting grand manner’.* The Chinese traveller

Hiuen Tsang’s (seventh century a.d.) reference to the language of this region

as somewhat differing from the speech of Mid-India definitely indicates that

Oriya, which took its modem regular shape by the thirteenth century, had

developed as a distinct speech by that time.* The first major literary specimens

ofancient Oriya literatureanay be traced in the Buddhist caryapadas and dohds of

the seventh-ninth centuries.4 These poems are the natural outcome of the

influence of Buddhism which' was prevalent in Orissa for over a millennium.*

Arguments claiming these compositions as their own have, however, been ad-

vanced on behalf of other literatures (viz. Bengali, Assamese, Hindi, and

Maithili) also. After Buddhism, Saivism spread in Orissa and influenced its

literature; Stktism came closely after. Cautiias (poetic compositions in thirty-

four stanzas, each successive stanza beginning seiially with a consonant of the

Oriya alphabet) were composed in this age depicting in most cases the divine

delectations of Siva and Parvati. Vatsa Dasa’s Ka\asa-cautiia, Avadhuta Nara-

yaija Svami’s Rudra-sudhanidhi (both belonging to the thirteenth-fourteenth

centuries), and a few anonymous votive tales in prose, vratakathds, such as

Smanatha-vratakatha and Nagala-caturthi-katha, bear testimony to the spread

of Saivism in Orissa. Vatsa Dasa’s Ka\asa-cautiid is a noteworthy specimen

of lyric poetry which exhibits the finesse of a pure Oriya style of the romantic

order. Avadhuta Naraya^a Svami’s Rudra-sudhanidhi is accepted as one of

the finest examples of poetic prose in Oriya and is claimed as unparalleled

in the prose literature of the whole ofIndia during the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries. It is again the earliest complete prose work in Oriya.4 The language

ofRudra-sudhanidhi is chaste and forceful. With contents of Yogic, Tantric, and

Vedantic philosophies, tire work is as charming as Bagabhafta’s Kadambari.

* Cf. Mayadhar Mansinha, History qf Oriya Literature (Sahitya Akademi, New Delhi, 1962), p. 18.

4 Cf. Thomas Watters, On Tuan Chwang's Travels in India, Vol. II, p. 198.
4 Cf. Haraprasad Saatri’s Introduction (p. 17) to his Bengali book (Ed.) Bauddha Gdna 0 Dohd

(Bangiya Sahitya Parishat, Calcutta, 1323 b.s.). See also Mayadhar Mansinha, op . cit., pp. 22-25. The
date of these compositions, however, is still a controversial issue.

4 With the conquest of Aioka in the third century b.c. Orissa or KaliAga became a stronghold

of the noble Dhamma (religion) of Lord Buddha.
4 Orissa had a long tradition of prose writing from ancient times and, strangely enough, the

prose pieces seem to have been the older literary specimens than regular poems. But these prose

pieces are mostly of the nature of grants or inscriptions. Oriya prose, as found in some ancient temple

inscriptions and copper-plate grants, reveals that the language was already mature enough to convey

all forms of thought. The Mah&liAgesvara inscription of a.d. 990, the MukhaliAgcfvara inscription

of a.d. 1035, and the Bhuvandvara stone inscription of Narasixhha Deva of a.d. 1249 may be cited

as examples. The palm-leaf chronicle of the Jagann&tha temple known as the Mddala Pcfiii also offers

some valuable specimens of Old Oriya prose. It is a highly controversial book in Oriya literature.

Many scholars ascribe this prose chronicle to the twelfth century, while, according to Dr H.K. Mahatab,

it is a sixteenth century work.
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The influence of Siktism centring round the worship of Female Energy

(Sakti) is clearly seen in the epic poetry of Sira}& Dflsa7 (fourteenth-fifteenth

centuries) which comprises the MahdbhSrata, Vilanka Rdmayana, and Cantfi

Purina. In his MahSbhdrata SaraJ& Dasa invokes the grace of Goddess Siraji,

a famous deity of Orissa, before he undertakes to write, and ascribes his

poetic merit to her blessings and guidance. It is interesting to note that some
poets of Orissa have kept up the tradition of SaraJ& Dasa in praying for the

blessings of Goddess S&raji as a prelude to their creative enterprises.

Saraja Dasa’s MahdbhSrata, his masterpiece, is a high watermark in the

realm of epic poetry in Oriya. It is the most popular among the four or

five versions of the MahdbhSrata in Oriya. The story of the conflict between the

Kauravas and the Pandavas ending in the victory of the latter is in no way
original, but in the hands of the Oriya epic poet it has received a new colour.

By giving this brief version of the MahSbhdrata (in 700 verses), S&rala Dasa

brought the theme of the great epic within the reach of the common man at a

period when Sanskrit had become inaccessible and almost unknown to the

ordinary people. The Oriya MahdbhSrata bearing the unmistakable stamp of

the local atmosphere and the time-spirit reflects the contemporary socio-

economic conditions in Orissa. Saraja Dasa’s Vilafika Rdmayana has as its theme

the killing of the thousand-headed Ravaga by Sit&, when R&ma and his

brother Laksmapa as well as Hanuman failed in their attempt to encounter

him in battle. His third work, Captfi Purana, glorifies Goddess Durga. This work

is the first of its kind in Oriya. Saraja Dasa was the most modern of all the

poets in Old Oriya literature and a feminist in the true modern sense.

Markanda Dasa’s lyrical ballad KeIava-koi}i is a famous work of the four-

teenth century. It depicts the grief of YaSoda when Kf$na, her foster child,

departed from Vpidavana to Mathura. KeJava-koifi, a poem of thirty-four

verses, is still very popular in Orissa. It combines both cautiii and koifi patterns

in it. Under the influence of Saraja Dasa, Arjuna Dasa (fifteenth century) com-

posed an episodic poem, Rama-bibha. This marked the beginnings of the kavyas

in Oriya literature, which swept the whole land a couple of centuries later.

Among other poets of the fifteenth century, Nilambara Dasa’s name deserves

mention. He translated the Jaimim MahdbhSrata and the Raima Purina into

Oriya.

MIDDLE ORIYA LITERATURE

The Middle period in Oriya literature witnessed the spread of Vaijpavism

(in its twin branches ofRama cult and Kr$pa cult somedmes also called Jagan-

n&tha cult), the last and the most fruitful religious influence that left a far-

' SfiraJS DSm flourished during the reign of King Kapilendra Dev* (1435-66;, founder and the

greatest ruler of the Solar dynasty in Orissa.
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reaching impact on the literature and people of the land. Five outstanding

poets, known as the paHca sakhas or ‘five friends’ of Caitanya (1485-1533),

flourished during the first quarter of the sixteenth century and left behind

them an enormous mass of religious literature in Oriya, which is still read and
enjoyed by hundreds. These poets are Balarama Dasa, Jagannatha D£sa,

Ananta Dasa, YaSovanta Dasa, and Acyutananda Dasa. These pahca sakhds

advocated Vaisnavism, and«their literature chiefly dealt with man’s quest ofGod
for the attainment of salvation. Their works, particularly the adaptations of

the epics and Puranas, solved the problem of illiteracy in Orissa to a great

extent. Among thtpahca sakhas
, the contributions ofBalarama Dasa and Jagan-

natha Dasa to Oriya poetry are the most significant. Balarama Dasa wrote the

first Oriya Rdmayarta (c.a.d. 1500), the most popular among more than a dozen

versions of the epic tale of Rama and Sita existing in the language. Like S&rala

Dasa’s Mahabharata, Balarama Dasa’s Ramayana is also tinged with local colour.

He has to his credit a large number of smaller works also, of which Bhava-

samudra deserves special mention. It is a unique literary expression of the sub-

lime devotion, complete surrender, and self-forgetting love of an essentially

pious soul who sometimes challenges his beloved Lord and takes Him to task in

the most daring terms, which of course clearly brings out the real bhakta in him.*

Jagannatha Dasa’s Bhagavata Parana has a greater and wider appeal for the

8 An idea of his apparently challenging but fundamentally prayerful attitude can be had from

the following lines taken at random from his work.

Referring to the abduction of Sit&, he bursts into open defiance:

‘That you Jagann&tha, let your wife go to Ravaga,

Is very like you;

Not able to maintain your own wife

Why did you blame another for doing it ?

And she, tired of Buffering so much with you.

Went rightly to a man who would make her comfortable !

And arc you indeed worthy of that beauteous daughter of King Janaka ?

Believe me, my Lord, you look like no more

Than a servant beside her l*

The poet even challenges Jagannatha’s existence in Orissa !

‘My Lord, your home is outside Jambudvipa,

At DvSraka, somewhere in the sea,

Why don’t you go back to live in your own land ?

Why are you here, in our country ?

Have you made yourself overlord here

To insult innocents like Bali D&sa V

But the sublime prayer, the genuine tone of total surrender, and the self-forgetting love of a
highly sensitive devotee burst forth most poignantly in many places tearing all veils of pique:

‘You made me a prisoner at the hands of the king,

But I have made you a prisoner in the secrecy of my heart 1

Tell me, my Lord, that you are my Prisoner,

And that gives me blessed happiness 1*

— (translation by Mayadhar Mansinha, op. cit pp. 92-93>
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reading public of Orissa than even Sira}a Dasa’s Mahdbhdrata. It is still held

in the highest esteem in every nook and corner of Orissa as a relic of divinity.

Defying the contempt of the royal court, friends, and critics, Jagannatha

started writing his Bhdgavata Purana in the language of the masses in order to

show them the clear path of faith and virtue, which the common man without

a fair knowledge of Sanskrit could hardly find out with any sense of certainty.

Jagannatha not only undertook to write in Oriya, but succeeded in writing it

in the most elegant and lucid dicdon hitherto considered impossible. In its

simple dignity, unadorned beauty, and inherent poetical quality, his language

reminds one of the authorized version of the English Bible. For translating

the Sanskrit Bhdgavata into Oriya, Jagannatha invented a new rhyming couplet

with nine syllables. Popularly known as the bhdgavata metre, it has since then

turned out to be the handiest metre in Oriya. Jagannatha’s work is not

at all a literal translation of the original, but ‘its general aroma of sanctity,

its soft fluency, its quiet dignity and the sublime air of high moral

and spiritual life it breathes, go straight into the hearts of hearers and

readers’.* Jagannatha Dasa was a prolific writer in Oriya as well as in Sanskrit.

Ananta Dasa, YaSovanta Dasa, and Acyutananda Dasa also wrote a large

number of books. Acyutananda’s Harivaihia is a highly sacred work to the

people of Orissa, and in popularity it is next only to Bhdgavata ofJagannltha

DSsa. These five mystic poets released religion out of the stone walls and spread

it in the hearts of the people, taking it to great poetic heights.

Influenced by the padca sakhas, a group of religious poets and poetesses

wrote poems solely on the love theme of Radha and Krsna. They were

Raya Ram&nanda, Madhavi Dasi, Siiu Sankara Dasa, MahSdeva Dasa, Murari

Raya, CSndakavi, Damodara Campatiraya, and Prataparudra Deva—the

Gajapati king of Orissa. The influence of the Brajabuli literature may also be

traced in the Oriya literature of this period, especially in the works of these

poets. The cult ofJagannatha is manifest in its greatness in this age through

hymns and other poetic genres influenced by the esoteric principles of Yoga.

Sri Caitanya also gave a new impetus to the literature of this period by his

prema-dharma or cult of love.

It was the age ofepics and Puranas, and taking inspiration from Sarala Dasa

and the padca sakhas, several poets created a vast mass of Purapic literature in

Oriya. Among them Mahadeva Dasa,
10 Pitambara Dasa,

11 and Kf?nacarapa

* Cf. Mayadhar Mansinha, op. tit., p. 99.

u MahSdeva Disa was the most prolific of the three. Hi* works include the MSrkarupya PurSpa,

Vifpuktktri Purina, Padma Purtipa as well as KSrttika-mdhdtnpa, VmUkha-mihitmya, Migha-mShStmya,

Afddha-mShitnya, Dvidati-mShitmya, and MSdri-mtihtUmra.
11 Plt&mbara Dlsa wrote only one Purapic epic, NfsiMia Purina, but in narrative skill, imagi-

native wealth, character delineation, originality of thought, and in stylistic elegance it stands out

as one of the most remarkable productions in the whole Middle Oriya literature.
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Pattanayaka1 ® were the most popular. Of numerous versions of the epics, the

most remarkable is Krsna Simha’s Mahdbharata which is fairly accurate in its

translation of the original. Vicitra Ramayana of ViSvanatha Khunita and Tika

Ramayana of MaheSvara Dasa are also popular for their lyrical appeal.

In the first part of the seventeenth century, the kavya literature reached its

zenith. This period of Oriya literature popularly known as the kavya-yuga
,
the

age of ornate poetry, stacked in open rebellion against the strong and simple

devotional faith and religious enthusiasm enshrined in the works of the panca

sakhas. This age is also called an age ofconvention and style. Happy similes, apt

metaphors, and verbal jugglery embellish the poems of this age. The influence

ofJayadeva’s Gitagovinda towards the growth of this ornate poetry in Oriya is

clearly recognizable. The tendency had already become conspicuous in a few

earlier works like Rama-bibha of Arjuna Dasa. Some gems of this genre belong to

the latter part of the sixteenth century. They are: Usabhilasa by Si$u Sankara

Dasa, Rahasya-manjart by Devadurlabha Dasa, Saiisena by Pratapa Raya, and

Saiirekhd by Padmanabha Srlcandana. Ramacandra Pattanayaka in his Hara-

vali (early seventeenth century) made a bold departure from convention by

choosing the principal characters from the commonalty. This was a new type

which may be called novels in verse.18 From the middle of the seventeenth

century, as already mentioned, poets began to write in an ornate and artificial

style which was a dominant feature of the new age. The first poem having an

artificial tinge is perhaps Kalpalata by Aijuna Dasa. It was followed by Premalo-

cana by Visnu Dasa, Lllavati by Raghunatha Haricandana, Kancanalata by

SridharaDasa; a number of fictional, historical, and devotional poems including

Kanci-Kdveri by Purusottama Dasa, Caitanya Bhagavata by ISvara Dasa, Jagan-

natha-caritdmrta by Divakara Dasa, Kalavatl by Partha Srlcandana, Ratna-

manjarl and Raghunatha-vilasa by Dhanafijaya Bhanja, Jagamohana-chanda, Rasa-

kallola, Arta-trana-cautUa, and other poems by Dinakrsna Dasa,14 SarvaAga-

sundari Citrakala by Lokanatha Vidyadhara, and Prema-pancamrta by Bhupati

Pandita. Rasa-kallola, Dinakrsna’s magnum opus, is a type ofits own, and it stands

unrivalled in its diction, music, metrical beauty, and aesthetic appeal. Other

well-known authors of this period are Madhusudana, Sadasiva, Si$u Isvara

Dasa, Vrndavana D&sa, and Kahanu Dasa. Vrndavana Dasa’s Rasa-vdridhi

is an excellent adaptation of Jayadeva’s Gitagovinda. Kahanu Dasa’s Rdma-

rasdmrta-sindhu is a beautiful kdvya in 108 cantos of 108 verses each on the Rdmd-

yatfa theme. These works show that erotic themes and artistry of presentation

11 Krfpacarapa Pa(tan5yaka had to his credit two works, V&mana Purina and Kalki Purina. But

they were not as popular as the works of the other two writers.

Cf. S. K. Chatteiji, Languages and Literatures of Modem India, p. 206.

14 Dlnakrtpa D&sa was a follower of the Jfi£na-bhakti school of Vai?$avism. His great scholarship

and thorough acquaintance with all Sanskrit sciences served as an added advantage to his remark*

able poetic genius.
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were developing into a poetic mode that reached its culmination in the poetry

of Upendra Bhaiija (1670-1720) and was adopted by Sadananda, Abhimanyu,

and Mand&radhara. Dinakr$na, Upendra Bhanja, and Abhimanyu were the

outstanding poetic geniuses of this period, and Upendra Bhanja was the most

highly talented of the trio. At a period when poetic themes admitted of little

variety, he concentrated mostly on the artistry of execution. His literary output

is a motley world consisting of merits and demerits, the pure and the trivial,

the fine and the gross, the pointed and the circumlocutory. His vocabulary

was rich, and he showed so great a skill in its use that he appeared to be a

poetic wizard without a rival. L&uanyavati
,
Vaidehifa-vil&sa, and Kofi-brahmdipda*

sundarl are his masterpieces. Ofhis numerous other works, Rasika-hardvali,
Prettui-

sudhdnidhi, Subhadrd-parinaya, Kala-kautuka, Abannd-rasa-taraAga,
Rasa-pancaka,

and Gltabhidhdna deserve special mention. The last two books were written

specially to enlighten young aspirants about poetical and rhetorical devices.

Vidagdha-cintdmcuii is the finest work of Abhimanyu Samantasixhhara and a re-

markable contribution to the realm of Oriya Vaisnava poetry of the ornate

type. Some of the cantos of this Kdvya are so pathetic and yet so charming that a

sensitive reader is sure to be moved to tears on reading them. Unfortunately,

side by side with the ‘sublime flashes of his (the poet’s) vision of Divine love

,

his depiction of the popular earthly concept of love between Radh& and Kftpa

sometimes brings ‘his golden images’15 down to the level of sensuousness. But

it must be said to his credit that his delineation of love is unique in Oriya litera-

ture, the parallel to which is rarely to be seen in any literature. Despite the

erotic flashes on a superficial reading, one is astounded by the allegorical depth

and implied mysticism in his poetry. He devoted three chandas (cantos) consist-

ing of 148 stanzas only to depicting love in its various forms found in the human

as well as the animal world. Apart from this, Abhimanyu composed a few

more kdvyas, ofwhich Sulaksana, Rasavati, Premakald, and Prema-cintdmani deserve

special mention.

The poetic tradition of Upendra Bhaiija, Dlnakr?pa, and Abhimanyu was

followed by a number of poets: Bhaktacarana Dasa (
Manobodha-cautiSa and

Mathura-marlgala) ,
Yadumapi Mahapatra (Prabandha-pUrnacandra) ,

Krp&sindhu

Bhikhari Dasa, CakrapSni PaUanayaka, ‘Kavisflrya’ Baladeva Ratha, Bana-

ma i ;
;
Gopalakrushna Pattanayak, and others. Their poems are simple and

graceful; but the stamp of artificiality can be traced there. Kiiora-candrdnanda-

campd of Baladeva Ratha (1789-1845) is a remarkable composition written on

the theme of the love between Radha and Kfsija. A musical drama in con-

struction, it is a string of enchanting lyrics composed in the cautiid pattern,

each lyric being the utterance of a character. The character of Lalita, mes-

senger between the divine lovers, powerfully depicted in this work stands out as

u of. Miyadbir Mansinh., op. tit., p. 128.
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unique in the whole range of Oriya literature. The songs of the CampU cover a

very wide range of musical composition. Held in great respect by experts, they

offer a real test to the students of music. Taken as a whole, the CampU can be

looked upon both as a brilliant ‘lyrical drama’ and as an exquisite piece of

‘musical poetry*. Apart from this small work of thirty-four songs, ‘Kavisurya’

has to his credit several hundred songs also almost similar in character to those

in the CampU. Gopalakrushna (d. 1862) and Banamali are two other great

Vaisnava song-makers of the late Middle period, the former being as prolific

as Baladeva. Free from conventionalities, the songs of Gopalakrushna and

Banamali can be compared with those of the famous Vaisnava poets, Vidyapati

of Mithila and Capdldasa of Bengal. Gopalakrushna is unique in another

respect. He is the only poet as yet to depict Kr?na as a child with all his frolics

and pranks.

The metaphysical tradition ushered in by the panca sakhds, particularly by
Acyutananda Dasa, was continued by a few late medieval poets. The most

prominent among them are Bhima Bhoi (d. 1895), the blind and unlettered

Khond poet, and Arakshita Dasa. The former’s bhajanas contained in books like

Stuti-cintamani are still very popular in Orissa. Arakshita Dasa is the author of

the well-known Mahlmai}dala-Gitd. Both of them advocated the worship of, and

faith in, Brahman the formless One and preached openly against idolatry.

Bhima Bhoi was the poet who dreamt of the emancipation of mankind. In one

of his poems he says: Let condemned be my life to hell, but let mankind be

saved.

Another landmark in Oriya literature of the Middle period is Samara-

taraAga of Vrajanatha Badajena (1730-95 ?). It can easily claim a place of

distinction in Indian literature as a poem of war and heroism. It records in

heroic style and picturesque manner the historically doubtful victory of the

forces of Trilocana Mahindra Bahadur, king of phenkanal, over the Marathas

under Cimanji Bhonsla. A historical ( ?) poem, Samara-taranga offers a thrilling

study, of patriotic sentiment, vivid details of military manoeuvres, and a noble

account of soldierly conduct. Apart from Samara-taranga, the following two

of his thirteen books now extant deserve special mention: Caturvinoda, a story-

cycle in prose, and Ambika-vilasa, a kavya on the marriage of Siva with Ambika
or Umi. The authorship of Ambika-vilasa, however, is still doubtful. The
variety in poetic genres of Oriya literature in its Middle period is astonishing.

To mention a few of them
:
purana, kathd, mdhdtmya, paid, bofi, padi, gita, samhitd,

jandna, bhqjana, vrata, mdnasd, klrttana, prasaAga, citdu, dohd, gdna, tikd, camps,

patala, avakdia, vilasa, gujjari
,
oga[a, kavaca, and nirriaya.

MODERN ORIYA LITERATURE

Broadly speaking, the Modern period in Oriya literature began with its
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contact with the West after the British occupation of Orissa in 1803. The
period witnessed the spread of Western education and culture, gave rise to

new trends of thought, and widened the literary vision of the writers. Conse-
quently, both in form and content, there was a complete break from the past,

the dominant trends being humanism, love of Nature, nationalism, realism,

etc.

THE GREAT TRIO AND OTHERS

Phakirmohan Senap&ti (1843-1918), Radhanath Ray (1848-1908), and
Madhusudan Rao (1853-1912) are the great pioneers of Modem Oriya litera-

ture. The three writers, however, expressed themselves in different ways.

They took Man, Nature, and God as their motifs respectively. It is said of the

trio that Phakirmohan represented Satya, Radhanath stood for Sundara, and
Madhusudan for Siva.1*

Phakirmohan has works both in prose and verse to his credit, but is better

known as a prose writer. He created a vigorous style in which the spoken

language was used freely for the first time in literary composition. He is the

first great writer ofnovels17 in Oriya and his works include Chamana Athaguntha,

Mdmu, Prayaicitta, and Lachama. These books represented a reaction against

the older school in ways more than one. The use of the spoken language and
the selection of the common people as heroes and heroines are the two impor-

tant novel features noticed in Phaldrmohan’s works. He introduced a new
outlook into novel-writing also by depicting the contemporary social life of

Orissa. Phakirmohan’s deep insight into human nature is reflected in his

novels. He is also the first writer of modern short stories in Oriya, which have

now been collected in two volumes under the title Galpa-svalpa. His Atmajivana-

carita, an autobiography, is a remarkable specimen of the genre. It is as inter-

esting as any work of fiction. Though primarily known as a prose writer,

Phakirmohan was a gifted poet too. Besides his verse translations of the

Rdmdyaija
,
the Mahdbharata, the Gita, the Harivamfa, and the Chdndogya Upanisad,

the author has to his credit such original poetical works as Utkala-bhrama^a

(1892), Pufpamala, Upahdra, Avasara-vSsare, and Bauddhdoatdra-kavya (1909).

Radhanath, who came from a Bengali family settled in Orissa, loved

Nature deeply and interpreted her every passing phase and mood with a passion

and wealth of imagery, hardly surpassed in any other modern Indian litera-

ture. He was the first Oriya poet to reveal the beauties ofNature to the common
eye; the landscape, the hills, rivers, and brooks of Orissa have been made

u These are the three aspects of the supreme Spirit aft enunciated in the Upanijads.

« The credit ofwriting the first novel in Oriya goes to Ramasankar Ray, father of modern Oriya

drama. Vivatini, his only complete novel, was written about twelve years before Phakirmohan attempt-

ed his first in ChamSna i(hagw^ha% published in book form in 1901. But it is in the hands of Phakir-

mohan that the novel in Oriya literature came to maturity.
,
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familiar by his pen. He still remains the greatest landscape painter in Oriya

poetry. He clothed Nature with a human personality and depicted her as

capable of human understanding and sympathy. His long lyrical narrative

CilikS is a unique specimen of Nature poetry. The lake Chilka was dearer

to him than any human beloved could be. She consoled him when he was

depressed by bitterness, sorrow, and sickness. She unfolded before his eyes

visions of Orissa's past gibries. Radhanath was a patriot, and infused the

spirit of love for the country into the hearts of the people. He was the first

to give in MahSyStrS, his magnum ofnts, an epic in blank verse to Oriya literature.

It was written on the theme of the final departure of the Piujdavas to the

Himalayas after the great battle of Kuruksetra. Although incomplete,1* it is

indeed a landmark in Oriya literature. He also exhibited rare talent as a

social reformer. His DarabSra is a verse satire on human vanities. His notable

verse romances other than CilikS are: Keddra-Gauri, CandrabhSga, Nandikebari,

YaySti-keSarl, UfS

,

and Parvafi. They have a sensuous character about them.

MahSrifpian by birth, Madhusudan, a contemporary of Radhanath,

was a bhakta-kapi (devotional poet). He was an optimist who saw order and

peace in the world. A member of the Brahmo Samij, he was not satisfied

with worldly attachments and yearned for union with the Spirit Divine.

Madhusudan made remarkable experiments in verse forms. He composed

his sonnets after Shakespeare and Milton. Vasanta-gdthd, a sonnet-sequence,

and KusumSSjali’, a collection of devotional poems, 'embody some of the highest

flights of his imagination in the realms of Truth, World and Time’.1* His

HimScale Udaya-uchava is an outstanding Nature poem. Utkala-gathS containing

songs and poems on Orissa, forcefully reveals Madhusudan’s patriotic fervour.

His Rfipr&ne Devavatarana gives an imaginative but impressive picture of a

Vedic sage. It is said to have been highly eulogized by Rabindranath Tagore.

He has also to his credit a wonderful translation of Bhavabhuti’s Uttara Rama-

earita. He wrote also a number of stories and essays in forceful prose.

Next in importance is Gangadhar Meher (1862-1924), weaver-poet of

Sambalpur. Due to lack ofgood education, the range of his world was limited,

but in his own way he contributed considerably to the realm ofmodem Oriya

poetry. He described natural scenery and human passions and sentiments

with admirable skill and artistry. His poetry is rich in imagery and colour.

He wrote beautiful odes, sonnets, and lyrics as well as kavyas on classical models.

His kSpyas,
Tapasvinl and Kicakaroadha

,
are among the rarest gems in the

whole range of Oriya literature. His Slta in the former is a unique creation

M It is now available only in seven cantos. Jt was originally planned by the poet to be completed

in as many as thirty cantos. Radhanath is reported to have finished the twenty-first canto, but he

had to destroy the other fourteen cantos as they were suspected ofcontaining strong anti-British feelings.

» Gf. 8. K. Ghattoji, op. sit., p. 211.
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of his poetic genius. It has been rightly observed: 'An enormous quantity

ofpoetry has been produced in Oriya on the portrayal ofSitS, the ideal woman.
But nothing in the whole of Oriya literature can surpass the beauty, charm
and grandeur of Sfta as she comes to life in Meher’s famous kavya, TapasvinV.w
Though he borrowed his material from the classics ofKalidasa and Bhavabhuti,

his original creative touches are too unmistakable to be missed. His other

poetical works include Pranaya-vallari, Indumati
,

Utkala-laksmi, Kavita-kallola,

Arghya-th&li Bharati-bhavana, Padmini, and Krsaka-sariglta.

Nandakishore Bala, familiarly known as a palli-kavi (poet of the village),

has immortalized rural Orissa in his Palli-eitra and Nirjharini. His poems
exhale the smell of the soil and radiate the quiet and unsophisticated aroma
of the countryside. His novel Kanakalaid is also surcharged with the flavour

and romance of rural Orissa. He also made his name as a writer of children’s

poems and his Nani Baya Gita is an excellent specimen of this particular branch

of literature. Chintamani Mohanty followed the style of Radhanath in his

poetic art. Humour was one of his fortes. He was a laborious poet and wrote

profusely. His Vikramaditya is a heroic kavya in blank verse and his Viha-citra

is a collection of poems written in a satirical vein.

SATYAVADI YUGA

The period that followed is commonly called the Satyavadi Yuga. It covers

a brief range of eleven years (1909-20) and has its origin in a kind of idealistic

cultural activity which centred round the Satyavadi school founded by Pandit

Gopabandhu Das. The other pioneers of this movement were eminent scholars

like Kripasindhu Mishra, Godavarish Mishra, Harihara Das, and Nilakantha

Das, who sought to reform society and rebuild the nation. Nationalism found

an effective expression in their poems, essays, and plays. Nilakantha Das

and Godavarish Mishra won Sahitya Akademi Awards for their outstanding

autobiographies. Gopabandhu, who was a staunch patriot, launched his

campaign of revitalizing the nation through education and literature. His

two popular poems written in the Hazaribag jail (1924-26), Bandira Atmakatha

and Dharmapada, clearly bring out the man and the literary genius. Mayddevi,

Kondrake, and Kharavela are the three chief historical kavyas of Nilakantha, of

which the second is his magnum opus. He excelled also in adaptations. In Dasa

Nayaka and Pranayini he reproduced so to say Tennyson’s Enoch Arden and

The Princess respectively. Nilakantha was a vigorous stylist in prose too. His

Arya-jivana is a collection of essays interpreting in a scintillating style the

Brahmapic ideal of life and society. His Ofiya Sahityara Kramaparinama is a

critical study of the history of Oriya literature. Kripasindhu based his works on

history, weaving facts into the delicate fabric of language. His three out-

“ Cf. Mayadhar Maminha, op. ctt., p. 200.
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standing works in prose are Konaraka, BarabSti, and Utkala-itihSsa. Though

essentially historical in character, they are enlivened by a marked literary

grace and charm. Godavarish composed a number of historical ballads, poems,

and patriotic plays, which have a definite stamp of originality and which

created a sensation when published. These authors contributed in their own

ways to the awakening of a national spirit among the people. Though national-

ism and reformation were the dominant trends of this age, the delineation

of love and beauty and the expression of personal emotions also formed fea-

tures of Oriya poetry of this period. Of contemporary writers, Madanmohan
Pattanayak, Padmacharan Pattanayak, Lakshmikanta Mahapatra, Satchida-

nanda Das, and Brajamohan Panda have shown excellence in poetry preserving

the typical spirit of the movement.

SABUJA YUGA

The Satyav&di Yuga was succeeded by the Sabuja Yuga or ‘the era of

the greens’ (the word ‘green’ stands for youth) which prevailed between the

years 1921 and 1935. It was a reflex of the Sabuja Patra (Green Leaf) literary

coterie of Calcutta, with its journal, Yugavind. The leader of the Sabuja Patra

movement was Pramatha Chaudhuri (1868-1948), an eminent writer ofBengal,

whose powerful journal Sabuja Patra (1914) played a very vital role in the

literary history of Bengal. What characterized this age was the dominant

influence ofthe contemporaneous Bengali literary ways and thoughts. Rabindra-

nath Tagore’s ideas formed a basis for imitation, a craze which overwhelmed

the Oriya writers of this period. Poets of this group evinced a freshness in

their form, language, technique, symbolism, and imagery as well as in their

spirit of revolt and youthful exuberance. The distinguished writers of this

age are Annadasankar Ray, Kalindicharan Panigrahi, Baikunthanath Patta-

nayak, Harihara Mahapatra, Harishchandra Badal, and Sarat Chandra

Mukheijee. Annadasankar’s poem Kaxnala-vilasira Vtdaya and Baikunthanath’s

sonnet-sequence Mfttika-dariana bring out what is best in both the poets.

PEOPLE’S POETS AND OTHERS

Side by side with the Sabuja group, there arose a class of writers who called

themselves ‘people’s poets’. They chiefly echoed the ideas of Freud, Karl Marx,

Lenin, and Walt Whitman. Chiefamong them are Bhagavaticharan Panigrahi,

Satchidananda Routray, Ananta Pattanayak, and Manomohan Mishra.

The most prominent among them are, however, Satchidananda Routray and
Ananta Pattanayak. Satchidananda Routray is claimed as the great innovator

of the ultramodern note in the present-day Oriya poetry. His revolutionary

and experimental poems have established his fame. The most important works

of Routray are Pantfulipi (1947) and Kavita (1962), both being collections of
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poems. He is a source of inspiration to many modern progressive Oriya writers.

Ananta Pattanayak tried to bring about a social revival through his poems

and his themes savour of a deep sympathy for the afflicted soul. He is an

experimentalist so far as techniques are concerned.

Among other eminent contemporary writers of the period, the best known

are Mayadhar Mansinha, Radhamohan Gamayak, and Godavarish Maha-

patra. Mansinha’s remarkable talent found expression in numerous forms of

literary activity, such as lyrics, epics, drama, travelogue, fiction, and literary

criticism. He has also compiled an encyclopaedia. Most of the lyrics of Radha-

mohan Gamayak are based on historical legends and traditions of national

culture. His poems savour of a fine lyrical grace. Godavarish Mahapatra,

editor of Niankhunta, was a devastating satirist who ruthlessly exposed the

corruptions and hypocrisies in every level of society, politics, and administra-

tion. He was also a first-rate short story writer in Oriya. He was posthumously

honoured with the Sahitya Akademi Award for his book KantS 0 Phula. There

are others like Kunjabehari Das, Baikunthanath Das, Krushnachandra

Tripathi, Bidyutprabha Devi, and Pranakrushna Samal, who also deserve

special mention.

DRAMA

From Ramasankar Ray (1860-1920), father of modern Oriya drama, up

to the young prolific playwrights of the present day, dramatic literature in

Oriya has flourished side by side with other branches of literature. The first

modem Oriya drama was, however, Bdbaji written by Jagamohan Lai in

1877. But it was not a stage success. Radhamohan Rajendra Deb (king of

Chikiti), Gopinath Nanda Sarma, and Harihara Mishra carried on the classical

Sanskrit tradition. Ramasankar wrote nearly thirty plays of different types:

historical, mythological, social, and farcical. Kanci-Kaveri (1880), his first

drama and also his magnum opus, had a tremendous significance in the evolution

of modern Oriya drama. In his dramas Ramasankar used blank verse and

prose with admirable skill. Aswini Kumar Ghosh wrote Konaraka, Kdl&pahSda,

Hindu-ramanl, and thirty other plays. Kalicharan Pattanayak wrote more than

twenty plays including AbhiySna,
Cakri, and Phata Bhuin, Both Aswini Kumar

and Kalicharan were talented playwrights who set an ideal for future writers.

Two outstanding plays of the first quarter of the twentieth century are Puru-

fottama Deva and Mukunda Deva of Godavarish Mishra of the Satyavadi group.

They are specially distinguished for their high poetic quality and strong

patriotic fervour. Govinda Surdeo, another contemporary dramatist, showed

a flair for historical and Puranic episodes in his quaint style. The dramas of

Kamapala Mishra (SitS-mvdha), Kalindicharan Panigrahi (
PriyadarA),

Baikuntha Pattanayak (Muktipathe), and Bhikaricharan Pattanayak (Kataka
•
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vijaya) also deserve mention. Of the succeeding dramatists, the following are

the most distinguished: Bhanjakishore Pattanayak, Ramachandra Mahapatra,
Ramachandra Mishra, Gopal Chhotaray, Kamalalochan Mohanty, Jadunath
Das Mahapatra, Raghunath Mishra, Satyanarayan Panda, Kartik Kumar
Ghosh, Narasingha Mahapatra, Ramaranjan Mohanty, and Debendra Singha.

They have written in the tradition of Kalicharan Pattanayak. Vaishnab Pani,

Balakrushna Mohanty, and Gopal Das were among the pioneers of opera in

Orissa.

OTHER FORMS OF LITERATURE

Gopinath Nanda Sarma, Mrityunjay Rath, Nilamani Vidyaratna, Syama-

sundar Rajguru, and Tarinicharan Rath were all great essayists. They may be

said to have laid the foundation of literary criticism in Oriya by writing a

number of articles on the contribution of the poets belonging to the ancient

and medieval periods. Gopinath Nanda Sarma showed his talent also as a

great philologist and lexicographer. Odiya. Bhasatattva (1927) and Sabda-

tattvabodha (1916) are instances in this regard. Mrityunjay Rath became the

source of inspiration for the members of the Prachi Samiti, the pivot of which

was Artaballabh Mohanty. The Samiti edited a number of old works focus-

sing their subject-matter, style, and inherent beauty. Among the early modern

writers who contributed to the growth of the essay and criticism, mention

should be made of Biswanath Kar, Bipinbehari Ray, Kulamani Das, Gauri-

sankar Ray, Girijasankar Ray, Nilakantha Das, Basudeb Mahapatra,

Kapileswar Das, Brajabehari Mohanty, Sashibhusan Ray, Ratnakar Pati, and

Suryanarayan Das. Gopalchandra Praharaj (1874-1950) was a distinguished

prose writer and a great satirist. He was the author of the biggest Oriya

dictionary Puniacandra Odiya Bhdfdkosa (1931) in seven bulky volumes. A
quadrilingual one (Oriya, Bengali, Hindi, and English), this dictionary has

filled a long-felt want.

POST-INDEPENDENCE ERA

The achievements of the writers of the post-Independence period give

promise of their bright future. The poets have made experiments with new

techniques. Their poems contain new ideas, spiritual and otherwise. Inter-

nationalism and modern social, cultural, and political concepts are found to

have been reflected in their writings. Jnanendra Varma, Guruprasad Mohanty,

Bhanuji Rao, Binode Nayak, Jagannathprasad Das, Chintamani Behera,

Jadunath Das Mahapatra, Binode Routray, Durgacharan Panda, Durga-

madhav Mishra, Brajanath Rath, Praharaj Satyanarayan Nanda, Benudhar

Rout, Ramakanta Rath, Sitakanta Mahapatra, Umasankar Panda, Kailas

Lenka, Rajendra Panda, Saubhagya Mishra, Nrisingha Kumar Rath,
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Bibekananda Jena, Snrendra Mohanty, and Rabi Singh deserve mention as

important poets of the period. Three of them, Binode Nayak, Guruprasad

Mohanty, and Sitakanta Mahapatra have been honoured with the Sahitya

Akademi Awards for their books Sarisrpa, Samudra-snana, and Sabdara Akaia

respectively. Ramakanta Rath’s poetry is distinguished by powerful themes

and rich imagery. Some of the old veterans who distinguished themselves

before Independence have continued to appear in this period also. The most

remarkable of them are Satchidananda Routray, Ananta Pattanayak,

Mayadhar Mansinha, Radhamohan Garnayak, and Baikunthanath Pattanayak.

Radhamohan Garnayak and Baikunthanath Pattanayak have won the Sahitya

Akademi Awards for their books Uttarayana and Surya 0 Andhakdra respectively.

The new reflections and researches in the spheres of politics, psychology,

philosophy, history, science, and arts have considerably influenced the domains

of the Oriya novel, short story, and play. There was hardly any remarkable

novel in Oriya written after Phakirmohan excepting the two works of the

Sabuja group, Vasanti (1927) and Mdtira Manila (1931). The former was a

collective venture and the latter was written by Kalindicharan Panigrahi.

But Oriya literature has found a flow of talent in this field during the post*

Independence period. The new novelists who have won popularity are

Kanhucharan Mohanty (Ka, Sasti), Gopinath Mohanty (
Paraja

,
Amjtara

Santana, Mati Matd\d), Nityananda Mahapatra
(
Hidamdti, Bhangahada),

Chandrashekhar Rath (Yantrariidha), Vaishnabcharan Das (Mane Mane),

Rajkishore Pattanayak
(
Calabata), Kamalakanta Das (Ran), Upendra Kumar

Das (Malajahno), Harekrushna Mahatab (Pratibha), Basanta Kumari Patta-

nayak (Amatfabata)

,

Surendranath Mohanty (Nilaiaila), Bibhuti Pattanayak

(,Nayikara Ndma Sravani), Mahapatra Nilamani Sahu (Tamasl Radha), Santanu

Kumar Acharya (Nara-kinnara)

,

and Govinda Das (Amavasyara Candra). Both

the Mohanty brothers, Gopinath and Kanhucharan, and Surendranath

Mohanty won the Sahitya Akademi Awards.*1 Of the novelists in Oriya

Gopinath Mohanty and a few others have shown traces of existentialism and

‘stream of consciousness’ in their works. Right from Phakirmohan Senapati,

the novelists in Oriya have portrayed the contemporary society of Orissa.

Phakirmohan in his novels has shown how the innocent are oppressed; in the

writings of Kalindicharan Panigrahi the oppressed are not inclined to accept

the injustice done to them, and in the works of Gopinath Mohanty, they

rebel against the oppressor. Notable among the modern short story writers

are Nityananda Mahapatra, Godavarish Mahapatia, Anantaprasad Panda,

11 Gopinath Mohanty was honoured with the Award for his novel Amjtara Santana (based on the

iribal life of Orissa) in 1955. Kanhucharan received the Award for his Kd in 1957 and Surendra

Mohanty, for his NilaJaila in 1969, Gopinath Mohanty was further honoured with the Jnanpith

Award for his novel Mdfi Mafdfa in 1975.
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Surendranath Mohanty, Rajkishore Ray, Rajkishore Pattanayak,Brahmananda

Panda, Bibhuti Bhusan Tripathi, Mahapatra Nilamani Sahu, Manoj Das,

Ramachandra Mishra, Krushnaprasad Mishra, Kishoricharan Das, Baikuntha

Das, Harihara Das, Bamacharan Mitra, and Akhilmohan Pattanayak. In their

treatment, acdon, theme, and setting Oriya short stories have transcended

the limits of regional colour and achieved universal appeal. Among these short

story writers, Manoj DasJias won the Sahitya Akademi Award for his book

Katha 0 Kdhani. Pranabandhu Kar, Manoranjan Das,88 Biswajit Das, Ratnakar

Gbaini, Bijay Mishra, and Byomkesh Tripathi have evinced remarkable ori-

ginality and boldness in the sphere of modern Oriya drama and the one-act

play during the period.

Considerable progress has also been nodced in literary criticism. Among
the literary critics who occupy a distinctive position are Nilakantha Das,

Binayak Mishra, Artaballabh Mohanty, Sudhakar Pattanayak, Mayadhar
Mansinha, Chittaranjan Das, Harekrushna Mahatab, Paramananda Acharya,

Surendra Mohanty, Natabar Samanta Ray, Chintamani Behera, Sarbeswar

Das, Kunjabehari Das, Chintamani Das, Kanhucharan Mishra, Gourikumar

Brahma, Banshidhar Mohanty, Gopal Chandra Mishra, Janakiballabh

Mohanty, Pathani Pattanayak, G. C. Udgata, Krishnacharan Behera, Murari

Jena, Nityananda Satapathy, Gangadhar Bal, K. C. Sahu, Narendra Mishra,

Debendra Mohanty, Nilamani Mishra, Brindaban Acharya, Dasarathi Das,

Srinibas Mishra, Bibhudatta Mishra, Asit Kabi, Dolagovinda Shastri, Khetra-

basi Nayak, and B. M. Padhi. Krushna Chandra Panigrahi, Sudarsan Acharya,

Kedarnath Mahapatra, and Satyanarayan Rajguru have immensely contri-

buted to the critical study of the history and culture of Orissa. The post-

Independence Oriya essay had a very interesting development reminding

readers of G. K. Chesterton, Robert Lynd, and others. Writers like Govinda

Tripathi (Batua), Gopal Praharaj
(
Bhagavata TuAgire Sandhyd and NanaAka

Bastdni), Chandrasekhar Rath (Mana-aranya), Nityananda Mahapatra (Patra

0 Pratima), Ramachandra Mishra
(
Heresa), Chittaranjan Das ( TaraAga 0

Tatfit), Chaudhury Hemakanta Mishra (Nisiddha Pustaka), and Chintamani

Mishra (Devadevdnka Dugati
) have created a new style, combining the hu-

morous with the serious.

As a testimony to the wide varieties of experience, Oriya writers can boast

of first rate travelogues like Dairira Kiyadaihia by Jalandhar Dev, PaJcima-

pathika by Mayadhar Mansinha, Vipula Ca Pfthvi by Sriharsa Mishra, DeSa-

videSe by Govinda Das, and Lanka-yatri by Kunjabehari Das. In addition to

these, Radhanath Rath, S. Supakar, Golokbehari Dhal, Sriramachandra Das,

and others have written excellent travelogues. In the sphere of journalism

" Manoranjan Dai was a recipient of the Sahitya Akademi Award for his drama Araqya-phaiaU

in 1972.
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too, Oriya writers have made positive contributions. Among creative journalists,

mention may be made of Balakrushna Kar, Radhanath Rath, and Harekrushna
Mahatab. Their editorials have contributed much towards the growth and
development of the Oriya language and literature. The autobiographies of

Harekrushna Mahatab and Kunjabehari Das are remarkable specimens of

the genre .

Of the women writers in Oriya, the following are of distinctive merit:

Kuntala Kumari Sabat, Sarala Devi, Basanta Kumari Pattanayak, Sitadevi

Khandanga, Nandini Satapathy, Binapani Mohanty, Kuntala Acharya,

Bidyutprabha Devi, Pratibha Satapathy, Supritidevi Gantayat, Rajeswaridala

Behera, Hemalata Mansinha, Manorama Mahapatra, Kalpanakumari Devi,

Debahuti Das, ‘Narl Kavi’ Appana, Haripriya Devi, Nirmala Devi, Labanya
Nayak, Brahmotri Mohanty, Snehalata Mahapatra, and Priyambada Mishra.

Some of the outstanding names in the field of scientific and technical litera-

ture are: Gokulananda Mahapatra, B. Samanta Ray, Kulamani Samal,

Debakanta Mishra, Radhanath Rath, Gopalchandra Pattanayak, and Jaya-
krushna Mohanty. Gokulananda Mahapatra among these writers has made
distinct contributions to the field. His popular science fictions like Prthivi

Bahare Manisa have brought him to the limelight. Books on politics, sociology,

medicine, psychology, logic, economics, and various other technical subjects

are being written in Oriya. Baidyanath Mishra and a few others have already

earned reputation for their writings on parliamentary democracy and socio-

political topics. Kunjabehari Tripathi, Golokbehari Dhai, and Dhaneswar

Mahapatra have contributed to the critical studies in Oriya language and

script. In the sphere of translation also, Oriya literature is sufficiently advanced.

As a whole, as it stands today, Oriya literature is quite rich and its canvas

considerably broad.

V—73
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PUNJABI

LANGUAGE : ITS ORIGIN AND GROWTH

PUNJABI, as the name suggests, is the language of the Punjab, the land

of the five rivers. Though the political boundaries of the Punjab have

changed from time to time, the linguistic boundaries have remained intact

since the origin of the modern vernacular. Punjabi is one of the Indo-Aryan

languages. It evolved out of the Apabhrariria of the region. It has been said

that from Sanskrit originated Prakrit, whence the Apabhrariria language .
1

Therefore, the characteristics of Sanskrit, Prakrit, and Apabhrariria can be

traced in the Punjabi language. According to Dr G. A. Grierson, Punjabi is not

the language of the entire land of the five rivers.® He is of the view that the

vernacular ofthe whole ofeastern Punjab is Punjabi.® He considers the language

of the western Punjab or Lahnda(or Lahndi) as a separate language. Therefore,

for him the word ‘Punjabi’ connotes only Eastern Punjabi. But he has not been

able to draw a hard and fast boundary line between the two. Dr P. D. Gune

follows Dr Grierson and confirms that Punjabi is the language spoken in the

modern Punjab, excepting the westernmost part along the banks of the Indus,

which is the place of Lahndi. He further says that the classification of Lahndi

under the name of Multani as one of the dialects of Punjabi by Hoernle and

others is not correct because it has proved to be an independent dialect, allied

more with Sindhi than with Punjabi .
4 Dr Grierson has classified the modern

Indian languages into two groups, the outer and the inner. According to him,

Punjabi belongs to the inner circle and Lahndi to the outer. This classification,

however, has not been accepted by Dr S. K. Chattcrji.® Dr Grierson has men-

tioned Majhi, Doabi, Powadhi, Rathi, Malwai, Bhattiani, and Dogri as the

dialects of Punjabi.® The areas of Majhi and Lahndi are contiguous to each

other, and Principal Teja Singh, who made a comparative study of Majhi

and Lahndi in his book Sahit Darkn
,
has come to the conclusion that they

are closely related to each other, just as Majhi and Malwai. He has asserted

ipt<& R. Pischel, Comparative Grammar of the Prakrit Languages (Motilal Banarsidass, Delhi, 1957.

Translation from German by Subhadra Jha), p. 1.

•Vide his The Linguistic Survey of India, Vol. IX, Pt. I, p. 608.

*Ibid„ p. 607.

*Cf. P. D. Gune, An Introduction to Comparative Philology (Oriental Book House, Poona, 1958), pp.

282-83.

• Vide his The Origin and Development of Bengali Language, Vol. I, pp. 32-33.

•G. A. Grierson, op. cit., p. 611.
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that the language of the land of the five rivers is Punjabi, which indudes the

areas of Malwa, Doaba, Bar, Pothohar, Dhanni, and Multan (or Lahnda).

According to him, Lahndi is part and parcel of Punjabi. 7 Later Punjabi scholars

have accepted the view of Principal Teja Singh that Lahndi is a dialect of

Punjabi. It has been generally accepted that it was a popular literary medium
prior to the production of literature in Eastern Punjabi.

The Vedic language has been called the oldest Punjabi,* because it is nearer

to Punjabi than Hindi. Classical Sanskrit evolved from the Vedic is the main

source of Punjabi vocabulary and Sauraseni Prakrit is nearest to Classical

Sanskrit. Dr S. K. Chatterji has remarked that Sauraseni Apabhraihia (which

originated from Sauraseni Prakrit) was not merely the spoken language of the

area round about Mathura, it was a sort of linguafranca for the whole of north,

north>western, and north-eastern India.' It was actually this Apabhrarh&a that

gave birth to Punjabi and was also the mother of the saints’ language, known
as sant-bkasa or sadhukafi-bhasa.10 The land of Lahndi is the place of settlement

of the ancient Kekayas. 11 This has led some scholars, especially Dr Prem
Prakash Singh, to affirm that there is a possibility that not only Lahndi, but also

Eastern Punjabi evolved from Kaikeyi Apabhram&a.1 ' But Dr Gune says that

Lahndi is the outcome of PaiSaci.18 According to Dr Mohan Singh, PaiiacI

Bhaklia, Bhut Bhakha, Avahat, and Jatki are the other names of Punjabi.1*

In both poetical and prose works of Punjabi literature, the standard literary

medium is the dialect known as Majhi, though the influence of various other

dialects is found here and there. With the Muslim penetration into the Punjab,

there was a great Perso-Arabic influence on the Punjabi language. The Medieval
period in Indian history extends from the eighth to the eighteenth century.

During the first five hundred years, Islam penetrated into India from the

South, Sind, and the North-West and during the next five hundred years, it held

its sway over the whole of India as a ruling force. The Muslims invaded India

in about a.d. 1000 and about the same time Puryabi had gradually evolved out

of the Apabhrariria of the area, which might have been one ofthe three PaiSacis

as mentioned by Markandeya, namely, Kaikeyi, Sauraseni, and Pancala. 18

The oldest writings in Punjabi, e.g. the janam-sakhis and the compositions

of the Adi Grantha
,
were written in the Gurumukhi script. The Muslims, however,

’Teja Singh, Sdhit Dorian (Prakash Puslakala, Patiala, 1951), pp. 20-22.

•Hid., p. 23.

'Suniti Kumar Chatterji, op. fit., p. 113.

'»Cf. S. S. Kohli, A Critical Study of Adi Cranth (Motilal Banarsidass, Delhi, 1976), p. 48.

»Cf. P. D. Gune, op. cit., p. 288.

i* Vidt his Panjabi Bali da Jtikas ti Vikdi (Lahore Bookshop, Ludhiana, 1955), p. 255.

“P. D. Gune, op. cit., p. 288.

“Mahan Singh, Jatindar Sdhit Sarovar (Prem Sahit Niketan, Delhi, 1950), p. 83.

“Cf. R. Pischel, op. cit., p. 2.
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used the Persian script for their writings in Punjabi, but phonetically, it could

not reproduce the actual Punjabi sounds as it lacked necessary sound «ign«

(letters). Gurumukbi has remained the vehicle in the Punjab for its language.

The composition ofGuru N&nak namedpaid establishes that this script was being

used in the Punjab much earlier. It came to be known as Gurumukhi (which

literally means ‘from the mouth of the Guru’) after its adoption for the writings

of the Sikh Gurus. It is a simple, flawless, and most appropriate medium of

Punjabi expression. According to the researches of S. G. B. Singh, 1* it is an

offshoot of the Brihmi script and its letters are much older than those of the

Devanagari script.

LITERATURE
PRE-NANAK PERIOD

In the pre-Nanak period, Nathas and Yogis were very active in the Punjab.

Their compositions are found in two languages—the Apabhrariria and the

language of the common people. Gradually, the language of the common people

replaced the Apabhramfa and manifested itself as sant-bhasd (sadhukadi)

.

This

language contained words not only from Sanskrit, Prakrit, and Apabhrariria,

but also from Persian and Arabic, because by that time Islam had established

itself in India and even the Muslims could be initiated into the fold of Yogic

cults. This new language became popular with the popularity of the saints

who moved from place to place in order to preach their creed and meet their

followers scattered over the various parts of the country. The peculiar charac-

teristics of this language were: the religious diction derived from Sanskrit and

Prakrit works, the affixes and case-terminations of the language of the area in

which the saints lived, the analytical character, the mixed vocabulary and the

inflections because of the travels of the saints from one area to the other, and
finally the influence of Persian and Arabic.17 In the pre-Nanak period, Nama-
deva and Kabir visited the Punjab for some time; therefore, we find a tinge of

Punjabi in their hymns written in sant-bhasd.

The only poet ofnote in the Punjab of the pre-Nanak period is Baba Farid-

uddin Shakarganj (1173-1266), a Sufi saint. He was a mystic of a very high

order.. Because of the purity and sincerity of his mystic fervour, his poetry was

included in the Adi Grantha1#. He is famous for his exuberance of love for God.

His mysticism may be called Quranic mysticism. The Adi Grantha contains four

hymns and 1 12 ilokas ofBaba Farid. His poetry is rich in imagery. He conveyed

MHi» Gurmukhi Lippi dajanm ta^Vikdi (Punjab University, Chandigarh, 1972), pp. 60 and 77.

l7S. S. Kohli, op. ciL, p. 49.

llThe Adi Grantha, sacred scripture of the Sikhs, is a collection (made in 1604 by Guru Arjuna,

fifth Guru of the Sikhs) of devotional and mystic poems by the Sikh Gurus and by some others who
preceded them and were celebrated as bhaktas or lovers of God.—Editor.
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his thoughts through various metaphors and symbols. The seeker is for him a
lady in search of her lord, God. A man of God has been likened to a swan and
a worshipper of mammon to a crane. The spiritual teacher is like a boatman
who takes us to the other bank of the river of sarhsara. The body is like a fort

which is captured by the angel of death, who extinguishes the two earthen

lamps or eyes. The grave is the ‘real home’. The verses ofBaba Farid are com-
posed in Lahndi. The maturity of the verses of Baba Farid makes us realize

the richness of the literature preceding him. Unfortunately, because of the

geographical situation of the Punjab, most of the literature preceding and
succeeding Baba Farid has been lost. We do not find any composition worthy
ofnote for about three centuries after him. In the Adi Grantha, besides the verses

ofBaba Farid, we find some references to vars written in this period. A var is a

typical Punjabi poem which celebrates the exploits of heroes fighting in the

battlefield.

A specimen of Punjabi prose of the pre-Nanak period has come to light.

It is entitled Ekadasi Mahdtam. The famous epigraphist, Dr B. G. Chhabra, has

deciphered the script of the manuscript as Devaiesa, a stage of development

between Sarada and Gurumukhi.1® According to Jagannath Aggarwal, the

language of the manuscript is undoubtedly Punjabi and the script used is full-

fledged 3arada. He ascribes the manuscript to the thirteenth/fourteenth century

and considers it to be the earliest known specimen of the Punjabi language

preserved in writing.*0

NANAK AGE : GOLDEN PERIOD OF PUNJABI LITERATURE

The golden period of Punjabi literature begins with Guru Nanak
(
1469-

1538
)
and ends with the passing away of the tenth and the last Sikh Guru, Guru

Govinda Singh
( 1666 - 1708). In this period, the folk traditions of the pre-Nanak

age were preserved. The religious fervour of the bhakti movement manifested

itself in the traditional metres. The vars were composed by the Sikh Gurus

singing the glories of the Almighty, the religious preceptor, and the ideal person

(Gurumukh). Besides these religious types of var
, we have a model var of Guru

Govinda Singh entitled Candx-dl-oar depicting the battles of Goddess Durga

with the demons.

The poetry of Guru Nanak is marked by lyrical exuberance, richness of

imagery, and pointedness of thought. It is chiefly Upanisadic in theme. His

masterpiece Japji is considered an epitome of the Adi Grantha. His philosophical

thoughts never overshadow his poetic genius. There are references to all the

creeds and sects of his time in Nanak’s lyrics. He wrote in different styles, and

uCf. Tarlochan Singh Bcdi, Panjabi Vartak da Alocanitmak Adhyayan (Amarjit Kaur, New Delhi),

p. 21.

"•Ibid., p. 22.
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his poems show his knowledge of most of the vernaculars of North India. The
Gurus who succeeded him elucidated his doctrines in their lyrics. Most of-the

poems of Nanak are not in pure Punjabi but in Old Hindui, Braja-bhifdt, and

the speech of Delhi, occasionally mixed with Punjabi. Guru Arjuna (1565-

1605), the fifth Guru, compiled and edited the Adi Grantha about the year 1604

and thereby preserved the poetry of the Sikh Gurus and the medieval saints for

posterity. The Adi Grantha is a treasury of Old Hindui dialects.

The poets of the Adi (Srantha, who wrote either in Eastern Punjabi or in

Western Punjabi besides the saints’ language, are: Baba Farid, Guru Nanak,

Guru Ahgada, Guru Amara Dasa, Guru Rama Dasa, Guru Arjuna, Satta,

Balvand, and Sundara. Baba Farid, Satta, and Balvand are essentially poets

of Western Punjabi, but Guru Nanak and Guru Arjuna have also written some

hymns in that dialect. The verse of Guru Arjuna is marked for its haunting

melody and verbal beauty. His most popular composition is Sukhamaqi. He
also wrote a few ilokas in Sindh i.

The Muslims had established themselves in the Punjab in the pre-Nanak

period. The influence of Persian and Arabic on Punjabi had begun at that time.

The literature of the Nanak age was indebted to the traditions of Persian litera-

ture. Janam-sakhis (in prose), sukhans (in prose), qissas (in verse), and nomas

(in verse), which were written in the Nanak period and the succeeding periods,

had their models in Persian literature. Since Persian was the court language,

its influence on Indian literature was inevitable. Not only were Persian words

absorbed into Punjabi, the poets also drew several similes and metaphors

from Persian.

In the Nanak age there were three distinct movements in Punjabi poetry.

Mention of the religious poetry of the Sikh Gurus has already been made.

There were, besides, Gurudasa (c. 1551-1629) and other Sikh poets like Jalhan

and Suthra. Gurudasa composed forty vars as a sort of ‘pendant’ to the Adi

Grantha. Written in a simple style, they are all didactic poems conveying teach-

ings of moral import through fables and stories. The Sufi poets like Shah

Hussain, Sultan Bahu, and Ali Haidar represented the second movement.

Their kafis and siharfis have a significant place in the realm of Indian mystic

poetry.®1 As opposed to the sayings of Baba Farid, they present a note of revolt.

The third movement was with regard to qissa poetry. Damodara, a contempo-

rary ofEmperor Akbar (1556-1605), was the first in this line. He composed the

first Punjabi qissa dealing with the story of Hir and Ranjha.®* Pilu (late seven-

teenth century), Hafiz Barkhurdar (probably a disciple of Pilu), Muqbil

%lKafis arc short lyrical and generally mystical poems and siharfis are poems based on the (thirty)

letters of Persian alphabet.—Editor.

“The love story of Hir and Ranjha has been treated in long narrative poems by a number of

Punjabi poets.—Editor.
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(c. 1696 or, according to some, c . 1750), and Ahmad Gujjar followed Damodara.
They wrote love romances which are full of exquisite descriptions of various

moods of the human mind and contain specimens of remarkable poetry. Both

Pilu and Hafiz Barkhurdar took their theme from the popular tragic story of

love of Mirza and Sahiban*

The prose of the Nanak period is mostly religious and revolves round the

personality of Guru Nanak. Janam-sakhis
,
sakhis

,
goshls

,
paramdrathas

,
parchis

y

uthdnkds
, etc. are various forms of this prose, which contain biography, anecdote,

dialogue, commentary, and exposition steeped in the philosophy and religion

of Guru Nanak. In these works there is a comparative study of the thoughts of

Guru Nanak and the religious systems of the areas visited by him. There are

five important versions ofthejanam-sakhi
,
namely, Janam-sakhi by Bala (sixteenth

century), Puratana Janam-sakhi, Sambhundtha Vali Janam-patri
,

Janam-sakhi

Meharban
,
and Jftana-ratndvali or Janam-sakhi by Mani Siftgli (d. 1737). The

last was written after the passing away of Guru Govinda Singh.

EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

The period which is known as the later Mogul period in Indian history was

one of great storm and stress in the Punjab. The Sikhs under the leadership

of Banda Singh Bahadur uprooted Mogul imperialism from the land of the

five rivers. Though hundreds of Sikhs and Banda himself were captured and

brutally murdered, the power and prestige of the Sikhs began to grow. The
principal Sikh chiefs established their sway in different parts of the Punjab.

The various confederacies (or misals) ultimately consolidated their power under

the leadership ofRanjit Singh (1780-1839) by the end of the eighteenth century.

The small military monarchies disappeared and a Sikh kingdom was establish-

ed. Two luminaries of Punjabi literature belong to this period. We have the

culmination of Sufi poetry in Bulhc Shah and the climax of qissa poetry in Waris

Shah. The kajis of Bulhe Shah and the qissa treating the H!r-Ranjha story by

Waris Shah28 have become classics in Punjabi literature. The Udasi and

Nirmala saints contributed a great deal towards the development of Punjabi

prose which more or less followed the literary tradition of the Nanak period.

The Minas and Sevapanthxs have also not lagged behind in their contribution,

especially to Punjabi prose. A remarkable work of this period is Paras Bhdg.

It is a translation by Addan Shah of Kimiyae-Sadat of the great Muslim scholar,

Imam Ghazali.

*3This qissa by Waris Shah, which was composed in 1766, is the most extensive and at the same

time most popular poem in Punjabi on the Hlr-RanjhS story. Judging from the extent as well as the

popularity of this work, its author has been acclaimed as the greatest poet ofPunjabi before the modern

age. The poem is significant for another reason. It gives us a very beautiful and detailed picture of the

contemporary village life pf the Punjab.—Editor.
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PERIOD OF RANJIT SINGH

The first half of the nineteenth century is highly significant, because the

Punjabis, after centuries, established their own rule in the Punjab during this

period. But Persian continued to be the court language. Though Ranjit Singh

is said to have been an admirer of art and literature, he could not find much
time to patronize them because of his various military expeditions. The poets

who flourished in this period are Hasham, Ahmad Yar, Qadar Yar, Imam
Bakhsh, and Shah Mohammed. The first four poets wrote qissas or longer poetic

romances and the last one wrote a var depicting the battles between the Sikhs

and the English giving a correct picture of the whole situation. There was no

significant contribution to prose literature except the translations of Adlay

Akbari, Akbamama, and the Bible. The Christian missionaries had established a

centre at Ludhiana in 1837, and William Carey of the Serampore Mission did

some spade-work regarding Punjabi grammar. Other grammars and an English-

Punjabi dictionary were also brought out, besides the Punjabi translations of the

Bible at various Mission centres.

BRITISH PERIOD AND MODERN PUNJABI LITERATURE

The British period in the Punjab extends for nearly one century, from 1849

to 1947. During the first half of British rule, the old tradition of qissa poetry,

and the poetry of religious, didactic, and lyrical nature continued. In the first

twenty-five years Mohammed Bakhsh and Fazal Shah are the pre-eminent

qissa poets and Ghulam Rasul is the famous didactic poet. Some of the im-

portant masters of traditional poetry in the last quarter of the nineteenth

century are Kishan Singh Arif, Bhagwan Singh, Mansingh Kalidas, Hidaya-

tullah, Mohammed Buta, and Ghulam Farid.

There was a general degeneration among the Sikhs because of the British

occupation of the Punjab. With the adoption of the English language as the

medium of instruction and the teaching of English literature in schools and

colleges, there was a great social awakening among the educated people of the

Punjab. The Sikhs had a golden past of heroic feats and sacrifices, but their

kingdom having been lost to the British, their future seemed bleak. They had

become weak politically and socially, and taking advantage of this situation,

several religious missions raised their heads in the Punjab and prepared for an

onslaught on Sikhism. A few young intellectuals among the Sikhs took up the

cudgels and came forward to awaken their community. This led to the

commencement of the Singh Sabha movement. An organization named Khalsa

Tract Society was established. Bhai Vir Singh (1872-1957) was one of its

founder-members. The Arya Samaj movement had also gained momentum
in the Punjab. Both these movements were of considerable social and religious

significance. Under their impact as well as that of English literature, there was
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an attempt at social and religious reform through various literary mediums.
Bhai Vir Singh appeared as a literary giant at this juncture. He composed
not only smaller poems of great merit, but also composed an epic entitled

Rand SUrat SiAgh (1905). Written in a kind of blank verse called irikhatifi chanda,

Rand Sfirat Singh is essentially a religious work. Bhai Vir Singh also wrote bio-

graphies, novels, and dramas. His biographies of Guru Govinda Singh (1925)

and Guru Nanak (1928) are quite well known. A tragic story of Sikh heroism

is unfolded in his Sundarl (1897)—one of the earliest novels in Punjabi. His

other novels, namely, Vijay SiAgh, Satvant Kaur
,
and Baba Naudh Singh have

also the chivalry and heroism of the Sikhs as their themes. He has also a number
of charming lyrics to his credit. He is rightly called the father of modem
Punjabi literature. The seeds of a romantic movement are discernible in his

poetry, which culminated in the poetry of Puran Singh (1882-1932), Dhani
Ram Chatrik (1876-1954), Kirpa Sagar (1879-1939), and Mohan Singh

(b. 1905). Poet and essayist, Puran Singh rendered into English a number of

Punjabi poems by Bhai Vir Singh. Emotional fervour and a note of humanism
mark his original poems. As an essayist, he is at his best in his Khule Lekh (1929).

Dhani Ram Chatrik’s notable collections of verse are Candana-vari, Keiar Kiari,

Nava Jahan, and Sufi Khana. Kirpa Sagar is particularly famous for his long

romantic poem, Laksmt Devi (1920-21). He also wrote a historical play, Ranjit

Singh (1923). Mohan Singh is a poet with a modern outlook. Puran Singh,

Pritam Singh Safir, Diwan Singh Kalcpani, and several others are indebted

to Bhai Vir Singh for the mystic trend in their poetry. The popularity of the

historical novels of Bhai Vir Singh induced Charan Singh Shahid and others

to write a similar type of fiction. This tradition of writing historical novels has

continued in modern literature in the novels of Narindar Pal Singh, Harnam
Das Schrai, Tarlok Singh Toofan, Sadhu Singh Hamdard, and Bhajan Singh.

The tracts of Bhai Vir Singh written with the object of social uplift inspired

Bhai Mohan Singh Vaid (1881-1936) to write novels for the propagation of

high morals.

Poet Dhani Ram Chatrik, novelist Nanak Singh, and dramatist Ishwar

Chandar Nanda came under the impact of the movement for social uplift.

The Jallianwalla Bagh massacre and several other nationalistic movements

awakened the masses politically. Creative writers did not sit idle. Their patriotic

fervour found expression in vigorous poetry. The progressive movement in the

realm of Indian literature started around 1935 and received an impetus from

the victory of the socialist powers in the Second World War. Socialism was

considered the panacea of all the ills of humanity. The eminent prose writer,

Gurbakhsh Singh, was very much under the influence of this progressive

movement. In Punjabi poetry Mohan Singh, Bawa Balwant, Amrita Pritam,

and several others drew inspiration from the progressive movement. Besides
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Gurbakhsh Singh, Teja Singh, Lai Singh, Harinder Singh Roop, and Sahib

Singh made their contributions to Punjabi prose. Among them Teja Singh

is noted for his chaste Punjabi. In this period Kartar Singh Duggal emerged

as a leading short story writer and Harcharan Singh as a promising dramatist.

Nanak Singh wielded his influence over the Punjabi novel in the pre-Partition

period.

POST-PARTITION PUNJABI LITERATURE

The nationalist and progressive forces at work during and after the Second

World War compelled the British imperialists to withdraw from the Indian

Sub-continent. On the 15th of August,. 1947, came Independence, and in its

wake, millions of people had to move from one area to another, because the

country was partitioned and communal forces were at work. The Punjab was

cut in twain. This holocaust gave a subject and a theme to many types of

writers—poets, short story writers, novelists, and dramatists.

With the dawn of Independence and the emergence of India as a republic,

new vistas and horizons were spread out for Punjabi literature. Many of the

pre-Independence poets continued to compose poetry in the post-Independence

period. Worthy of notice among those are Mohan Singh, Pritam Singh Safir,

Bawa Balwant, and Amrita Pritam. Progressive in their outlook, they freely

expressed their views on imperialism and capitalism. The poets who have

shown their worth after Independence include Avtar Singh Azad, Harbhajan

Singh, Jaswant Singh Neki, Sukhpal Vir Singh Hasrat, Takhat Singh, Santokh

Singh Dhir, Gurcharan Rampuri, Surjit Rampuri, and Shiv Kumar Batalavi.

Traditionalists like Hazara Singh Gurdaspuri, Teja Singh Sabar, Hira Singh

Dard, Gurmukh Singh Musafir, Nand Lai Nurpuri, Vidhata Singh Tir, and

others also made new experiments. The main characteristics of the new poetry

arc a broader outlook on life, an intellectual and subjective approach, subtlety

in expression, and novelty in technique. The poets are influenced by other

Indian literatures in their experiments in form and technique. They are more

inclined towards the metres of folk-poetry. Though revolutionary and progres-

sive, they also sing songs of love and peace.

As regards prose, we have the writings of old stalwarts like Teja Singh,

Gurbakhsh Singh, Sahib Singh, Lai Singh, and Harinder Singh, and others like

Prem Singh, Ganda Singh, Bhai Sher Singh, Dr Sher Singh, Bhai Jodh Singh,

Bhai Randhir Singh, and Sohan Singh Josh. Some new writers like Kapur

Singh, Ishwar Chitarkar, Jagjit Singh Anand, Balwant Gargi, Suba Singh,

and Kulbir Singh Kang have made their presence felt. The prose writings in

various journals are mainly literary and critical essays. The contribution of

Nanak Singh to the development of the novel in this period is significant. He
wrote novels about Partition, its afler-effects, and other problems. Other
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novelists worth mentioning are Surindar Singh Narula, Kartar Singh Duggal,

Jaswant Singh Kanwal, Mohindar Singh Sama, Colonel Narindar Pal Singh,

Sohan Singh Sital, and Gurdial Singh. Sant Singh Sekhon, Kartar Singh
Duggal, Gurbakhsh Singh, Sujan Singh, Kulwant Singh Virk, Gurmukh Singh

Musalir, Devindar Satyarthi, Santokh Singh Dhir, Navtej Singh, Swinder
Singh Uppal, Mohan Singh, and Hari Singh Dilbar are well-known writers

of short stories. Those who have made a mark in the domain ofdrama include

Ishwar Chandar Nanda, Sant Singh Sekhon, Balwant Gargi, Harcharan
Singh, Gurdial Singh Khosla, Gurdial Singh Phul, Roshan Lai Ahuja, Kapur
Singh Ghumman, and Gurcharan Singh Jasuja.

The new literature is marked by a realistic outlook and sound nationalism.

Writers of'fiction have become more materialistic showing a preference for

psychological treatment in their works. At times their realism degenerates to

the depiction of morbid, sexual, and baser aspects of life. A new movement
in Punjabi poetry, known as the experimental movement, aims at seeking new
modes of perception and new spheres of imagery. It revolts against the roman-

ticism born out of a combination of middle-class individualism and anti-class

revolutionary forces. This movement has yet to make a significant headway.

Another striking feature of the post-Partition Punjabi literature is the growing

tendency towards Hindi-ization and Sanskritization of the language compa-

rable to a similar trend towards Urdu-ization and Persianization of Punjabi

in Pakistan.

The foregoing suivey of Punjabi literature covering a span of nearly a

millennium exhibits the impact of various movements, invasions, and forces on

a people full of life and vigour and the creation of a literature depicting their

aspirations, both religious and secular, spiritual and mundane. While Guru 1

N&nak and his successors and Sufis like Baba Farid Shakarganj, Shah Hussain,

and Bulhe Shah enriched this literature with their lyrical outbursts delineating

their spiritual and mystic experiences, the romantic and heroic ballads of

Damodara and Waris Shah depicted the secular aspects of life. The trends

and tendencies in modern Punjabi literature reveal the impact of various

movements. Besides nationalist trends, there is^a tendency to cross the bound-

aries and talk in terms of international peace and justice.
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SINDHI

S
INDHI is one of the Indie languages of the Indo-Pakistan Sub-continent.

In India, it is spoken*'in the Kutch (Gujarat) and Jaisalmer (Rajasthan)

regions. There are, besides, about a million Sindhi immigrants spread over

the urban and semi-urban areas of western and northern India, particularly

in Maharastra, Gujarat, Rajasthan, and Delhi. In Pakistan, Sindhi is spoken

in the Sind and Lasa Bela (Baluchistan) regions. Sindhi is spoken by about

seven million people distributed in the two countries—‘Pakistan and India.

Out of the total Sindhi speaking population, about 5*6 million are reported

to be in Pakistan and the rest are in India. In the 1971 Census ofIndia, 1,204,678

persons have recorded Sindhi as their mother tongue and 470,991 have re-

corded Kachhi (a dialect of Sindhi) as theirs.

LANGUAGE : ITS ORIGIN AND LINGUISTIC INFLUENCES

The Sindhi language belongs to the North-West group of the Indo-Aryan

family. As regards the linguistic ancestry of Sindhi, both Dr Ernest Trumpp
and Sir George Grierson opine that it has been directly derived from the

Vracada Apabhram$a. Although there are some scholars who have expressed

their doubts about the validity of this theory, it is generally accepted that

Sindhi is a language of Sanskrit-Prakrit origin. 1 It has absorbed some char-

acteristics of the neighbouring languages: Baluchi (an Iranian language)

and Brahui (a Dravidian language) on the west, Pashto and Kashmiri (Dardic

languages) on the north-west and north, Multani and Bahawalpuri (Lahnda

dialects) on the north and north-east, Marwari (a Rajasthani dialect) on

the east, and Gujarati on the south and south-east. Due to the Muslim influence

since the eighth century a.d., Sindhi vocabulary and grammar have been

saturated with Arabic and Persian elements in roughly similar proportion as

English is with French. Besides, with the persistent influence of Hinduism and

the bhakti movement, the spread of Sikh faith in Sind and the impact of British

rule during the last one hundred years till 1947, and now due to the moderni-

zing influence of technical progress in the Sub-continent, Sindhi has also

absorbed a large stock of vocabulary from Hindi, Sanskrit (mostly through

Hindi), and English, thus assuming a pan-Indian character.

SCRIPTS AND DIALECTS

The Sindhi language has used various scripts during the course ofits history.

1 Vide L. H. Ajwani, History of Sindhi Literature (Sahitya Akademi, New Delhi, 1970), pp. 9-18.
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There was no regular script in use for writing Sindhi before the British conquest

of Sind in 1843. Sindhi writings were hitherto mostly found in two scripts:

Persian and Devanagari. Besides, traders were generally using the Landa

(Hatai) script which is closely related to the Mahajani characters of Marwar

and the Saradii script of Kashmir. The use of the Gurumukhi script, which

is an improved and polished form of Landa with borrowed features from the

Devanagari script, has also been noticed among certain sections of the people,

particularly among Hindu women. In 1849 Captain George Stack published

the first English-Sindhi dictionary in the Devanagari script. Sir Bartle

Frere, who became Commissioner of Sind in 1851, appointed a committee

which recommended in 1852 an artificial script for Sindhi. This script, known

as Arabic-Sindhi, consisted of52 letters. It was used extensively for one hundred

years and more for printing works of Sindhi literature. In 1858, A. Burn trans-

lated the Gospel of St. John into Sindhi using the Persian script, and in 1859

its Gurumukhi version was also published. In the latter part of the century,

when British rulers introduced the Sindhi language for education, they gave

official recognition to a modified form of the Perso-Arabic script. But the use

of the Devanagari and Gurumukhi as well as the Landa scripts continued for

religious, personal, and business purposes. After the post-Partition immigration

of Sindhi Hindus to India, attempts have been made to revive the Devanagari

script for educational purposes in India. At present, both the Arabic-Sindhi

(modified Perso-Arabic) and the Sindhi-Devanagari (modified Devanagari)

scripts arc taught in various schools in India. But the Arabic-Sindhi script,

devised artificially under the auspices of the British Government, is generally

in common use.

According to Grierson, Sindhi has six major dialects: (1) Siro or Siraiki

(northern Sind), (2) Vicholi (central Sind), (3) Lari (southern Sind), (4) Lasi

(Lasa Bela State and Khirthar range on the western border of Sind), (5) Thari

or Thareli (eastern Sind and Jaisalmcr District in Rajasthan State), and

(6) Kachhi (Kutch regions of Gujarat on the southern border of Sind).

STORY OF SIND : A BRIEF OUTLINE

The present province of Sind is located in the north-west corner of the

Indo-Pakistan Sub-continent. It now forms a part of Pakistan. As Prof. L. H.

Ajwani defines its present geographical limits, it is ‘the most westerly part of

the Indian Sub-continent. It is an alluvial plain formed by the river Sindhu

or Indus plus the delta of the river. A range of hills in the west demarcates

Sind from Baluchistan and a stretch of desert in the east distinguishes it from

Rajasthan. The Rann of Cutch in the south is the boundary between Sind

and Cutch’.1 In olden times, however, Sind was a much larger region and

* Ibid., p. 1.
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its boundary extended up to Saur&gfra in the south.* Situated astride some
of the major approaches to India, it has been a much-frequented invasion

route. It was the seat of the ancient Indus valley civilization during the third

millennium b.c. as discovered from the Mohenjo-Daro excavations. It was

one of the early settlements of Indo-Aryan speakers in India in the second

millennium b.c. During the ancient days of Indian history, Sind ‘appears’,

as Dr Suniti Kumar Chatterji observes, ‘to have been quite abreast with other

parts of India’.* There are references to Sind in ancient Sanskrit documents

as the country of ‘Sindhu-Sauvira’; It has been depicted in the Mahabharata

as an important province, the ruler of which was Jayadratha who sided with

Duryodhana ill the batde of Kuruk^etra and was vanquished and killed by

Aijuna. Jayadratha was matrimonially related to Duryodhana, being the

husband of the latter’s sister, DuhSala. In the days of the Mauryas, Sind consti-

tuted a part of their kingdom. Around 100 b.c. the Sakas or Scythians began

to pour into Sind and ultimately became merged with the original inhabitants.

During the days of the Guptas also, Sind was an important State and conti-

nued to be so, participating ‘in the common cultural life of the Hindu people

of the rest of India’* till the coming of the Arabs early in the eighth century

a.d. Conversion of the people was the foremost aim of the early conquerors

and by far the most permanent result of their conquest. In the eleventh century,

Sind fell to Mahmud of Ghazni, and when Mohammed Ghori established his

empire in Delhi, it became a part of it. Till the middle of the nineteenth

century, it remained under Muslim rule, being first governed by two native

Rajput tribes (Sumras and Sammas) converted to Islam as an independent

State and then taken over by Turkish tribes (Arghuns and Tarkhans) and

then annexed to the Mogul empire during Akbar’s reign; on the breaking up

ofthe Mogul empire, two Baluchi tribes, first the Kalhoras and then the Talpurs,

took it over. In 1843 the British conquered Sind from the Talpurs and annexed

it to British India. Sind took active part in the struggle for independence. In

1947 British India was partitioned into two sovereign countries, India and

Pakistan, and Sind was included in Pakistan.

LITERATURE

It seems exceedingly likely that literature in Old Sindhi started from the

late ApabhramSa period. It would appear that before a.d. 1000 there was

an Old Sindhi work on the ancient history of Sind, which was translated into

* For a detailed geographical account of ‘Sindhu-desa’ (the province of Sind) in the centuries

immediately before, as well as after, the Christian era, see Dr Bratindra Nath Mukherjee's article in

Our Heritage, Vol. XV, Part II (Sanskrit College, Calcutta, 1967), pp. 3-12.

4 Vide his Languages end Literatures of Modem India
, p. 349.

'Ibid.
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Arabic by Abu Salih Bin Suayb Bin Jami. The date of the Arabic version

is not known, but it was certainly made before a.o.1026, because this was
translated into Persian by Abul Hasan Ali Bin Mohammed in a.d.1026.

This Persian version was further abridged in a later Persian work known as

Mujmil al Tawarikh. The date of this work is, however, not known.*

SHAH ABDUL LATIF AND HIS SUCCESSORS

Besides some stray songs attributed to the days of the rule of the Arabs and
the folk-poetry of Mamui fakirs and Rajput poets traced back to the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries, the earliest records of Sindhi literature are the Sufi

(mystic) poems of Kazi Kazan (d. 1551) and Shah Abdul Karim (1536-1620),

great-great-grandfather of Shah Abdul Latif of Bhit (1689-1752). But to the

world outside, Sindhi literature means almost exclusively the work of Shah
Abdul Latif, popularly known as ‘Shah Bhitai’ or simply ‘Shah’. This is not

surprising, because it is the work of Shah which is so much alive on the lips of

many villagers even today. Shah ranks very high among classical Sufi poets of

India and his Risalo, the most valued work in Sindhi literature, is accepted

as one of the world’s masterpieces. He combined in himself the powers of a

skilful narrator, a mature Nature poet, and a profound mystic. In his hand,

a rustic language was raised to the height of perfect expressiveness and artistic

elegance. After Shah came Sacal (1739-1829) and Sami (1743-1850). The highly

lyrical kafis of Sacal form a class by themselves. They arc clearly reminiscent

of thoughts contained in the Upanisads and the Bhagavad-Gita. Sacal’s poetry

is further characterized by a spirit of revolt and a fiery freedom of thought.

The slokas of Sami are also full of Vetlantic overtones and marked by a note

of serene contemplativeness and soothing melody. There were, besides, the

Vedantic. poetry of Dalpat (1769-1841) and the Vaisnava lyrics of Rohal

(d. 1780). Hamal Laghari (1815-79), Murad Fakir, Daryakhan, and Bedil

(1814-72) and his son Bekas (1859-82) are Sufi poets of great fame. Many of

them wrote in the Siraiki dialect of Sindhi.

The whole structure of Sindhi Sufi poetry is based on numerous folk-tales

and popular legends. Chief among these are of Umar-Marui, Sasui-Punhun,

Suhni-Mehar, Nuri-Jam Tamachi, Lila-Chanesar, Rai Dyach-Sorath, and

Mumal-Rano. Sind being claimed as the ‘home’ of Indian Sufism, the early

literature of the land is immensely influenced by that faith. Sufism in Sind

marks a synthesis of Indian mystical and theistic systems, on the one hand,

and Sufism of the Iranian type as enunciated in the classics ofJami, Attar, and

• Dr S. K. Chattcrji has discussed about the original work written in the old language of Sind

and itt Arabic and Persian versions (which gave stories of the ancient history of Sind, of the Mahd-

bhdrata heroes, and of some later kings of India from the Puranas) in the Appendix to his Languages

and Literatures of Modem India (pp. 341-48).
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Ruini, on the other. The bhakti movement ofnorthern and central India during

the fifteenth-sixteenth centuries has influenced Old Sindhi literature (poetry)

to a great extent. The Hindi poetry of Kablr, Nanak, Suradasa, Tulasid&sa,

and Mirabii left a great mark on Sindhi culture as well as literature. The
poetical form cultivated was also principally the doha like that of the poetry of

Hindi and other North Indian languages. Dadu Dayal, a prominent saint-poet

of Hindi, wrote in Sindhi KS well.

BRITISH PERIOD : 1843-1947

The British conquest ofSind in 1 843 was an even t offar-reaching significance

so far as the literature of the land was concerned. Persian ceased to be the court

language and English took its place; but for ordinary communication as well as

literary purposes Sindhi became the medium. This heralded a fresh growth

of the literature of the land. The introduction of the Arabic-Sindhi script in

1852 facilitated the process.

POETRY

The period as a whole witnessed a flood of Sindhi ghazftls,
masnavis, rubaiyats,

musaddases, mukhamases, and qasidas composed in imitation of Persian models.

The role of Khalifa Gul Mohammed (1809-56), popularly known as ‘Gul’,

was that of a pioneer so far as Sindhi poetry in the Persian pattern is concerned.

Diwan of ‘Gul’ contains 1 75 ghazals replete with Persian imagery, idiom, and

allusions. Shamsuddin ‘Bulbul’ (1857-1919), Mir Abdul Husain Khan ‘Sangi’

(1851-1924), Lilaram Singh Watanmal ‘Khaki’, and Mirza Kalich Beg (1853-

1929) are some of the many who merit mention as Sindhi poets writing on the

Persian model. The trend was seen continued in the second phase of the British

era (1900-1947) also in the compositions of Hyderbux Jatoi, Lekhraj Kishin-

chand ‘Aziz’, Parsram Hiranand ‘Zia’, H. I. Sadarangani, Sobhraj Nirmaldas,

and Ghulamali Rahimbux. N. V. Thadani’s verse-translation of the Bhagavad-

GUa appeared in 1923. Although written in Sanskritized Sindhi, it strictly

followed the Persian prosodic model. Menghraj Kalwani, Mulchand Lala,

Chainrai Bulchand, and T. L. Vaswani also translated the Bhagavad-Gita, the

last-mentioned having done so in free verse. There were some who composed

Sufi poems and poems on love in the traditional line, chiefamong these masters

being Udharam Thanwerdas, Akhund Abdur Rahim, Asumal, Jiwat Singh,

Kutub Shah, Bedil, and Bekas. The last two poets, though already referred

to as the successors of Shah, actually belong to the first phase of the British era,

i.e. to the period 1843-1900. They are the most outstanding poets in Sindhi

literature after Shah, Sacal, and Sami. Both ofthem primarily owe their poetic

inspiration to Sacal so far as their Sufistic poems are concerned. They have,

however, tried their hands at poems on the Persian pattern as well. Bedil
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composed poems in several other languages apart from Sindhi. He has his Sindhi

verse compositions both in beyt and kqfi forms. He has three volumes of Sindhi

poems to his credit, namely, Vahdatnama, Srudnama, and Faraiz. Sofia. The kafis

ofBekas often resemble his father’s, but many ofthem are marked by an element

of sensuousness.

The poems of Kishinchand ‘Bewas’ (1885-1947) may be said to have in-

augurated the new or modern trend in Sindhi poetry. They marked a distinct

departure from the tradition set by ‘Gul’. ‘Bewas’ wrote in a homely and natural

language, and his poems deal with the lives of the poor and describe the beauties

of Nature. Shinn Shair (1929), Samundi Sipun (1929), and GaAga Jun Lahrun are

some of his best-known poems. He has also to his credit many poems written

in the Persian tradition, but he did not make himself a slave to the strict rules

ofthe Persian prosodic pattern. He rather freed Sindhi poetry from the obsessions

of imitating Persian patterns and brought in new modes and themes in poetry.

He also turned to themes which would appeal to children. ‘Bewas’ was a great

lover of Rabindranath Tagore, and the optimistic note in his poetry is due

to the influence of the latter on him. Hundraj ‘DukhayaT (Sangita Phul> 1946),

Hari Dilgir
(
Kod

, 1942), Ram Panjwani, Gobind Bhatia, and others followed

the literary tradition which ‘Bewas’ started. ‘Dukhayal,’ under the influence of

the struggle for national independence, and afterwards in active association

with the Bhudana movement, has brought poetry very close to the masses by

his patriotic fervour and human sympathy. The famous savant Dayaram
Gidumal (1857-1927) wrote a book of philosophic poems entitled Mana-

ja-chahbuk (1923-26). It was a landmark in Sindhi poetry in many respects.

Hariram Mariwala’s translation of Rabindranath’s Fruit-gathering in Phala-

chund and Dayo Mansharamani’s translation of some of Kazi Nazrul Islam’s

fiery poems in Bagi might be mentioned in passing. Dewandas Kishnani ‘Azad’

was another illustrious poet of the second phase of the British period. Although

not strictly a follower of ‘Bewas’, ‘Azad’ could not help imbibing some aspects

of the former’s poetry. His masterpiece, Purav Sandeia or Buddha-jivana (1937),

is a classic adaptation of Edwin Arnold’s Light ofAsia. It bears the stamp of the

genius of ‘Azad’, his bold poetic vision, and his artistic vigour. Nanikram

Dharamdas Mirchandani produced in 1947 a translation ofKalidasa’s Megha-

duta which, however, did not prove to be a successful attempt. M. U. Malkani’s

translations of Rabindranath’s Gardener (Prit-ja-gita, 1940) and Gltanjali (1942)

attracted quite a large audience. Some other names of the later British period

which deserve mention are: Narain ‘Syama’, Sheikh Ayaz, Khialdas ‘Fani’,

Baldev Garija, Arjan ‘Shad’, Moti Prakash, and Goverdhan Bharati.

Most of these poets continued to be active during the post-Independence

period also.

V—75
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PROSE

The printing press and journalism,7 increasing literacy, and interest in

Western forms ofwriting opened new vistas in Sindhi literature. The movement
for social reforms in Bengal led by Raja Rammohun Roy made an indelible

mark on the early Sindhi prose. The appearance ofSwami Vivckananda on the

Indian scene in the late nineties, and his fiery speeches and writings on Hinduism

and the heritage of India^lso made a vigorous impact on the prose works of

Sindhi men of letters, particularly on those of the Hindus.

Although there are some claimants for an earlier beginning, the emergence

ofSindhi prose proper can be ascribed to the early years of the British era. The
first fifty years of the era, however, did not witness any original prose work of

particular merit. It was exclusively a period of translations, and of grammars

and dictionaries. The grammatical and other works by Captain Stack, E.

Trumpp, Udharam Thawerdas, Nandiram Mirani, and others laid the founda-

tion on which Kauromal Chandanmal Khilnani (1844-1916), Mirza Kalich

Beg (1853-1929), Dayaram Gidumal (1857-1927), and Parmanand Mewaram
(1866-1938) built a superstructure. Before going to say anything about the four

stalwarts of Sindhi prose, we should mention Thamatmal Narumal whose

lexicon, Viyutpati-kof (1886), is really an important book. It shows that the

majority of Sindhi words are of Sanskritic origin. Kauromal appeared on the

literary scene with his original essay Pako Paha (1872). This was the first of its

kind written in Sindhi. Then appeared his more well-known works which were

'translations of notable Sanskrit or Bengali works, e.g. Ratndvali (1888), Arya-

nari-caritra (1905), and Radharam (1914). A man of varied interest, Mirza Kalich

Beg was a prolific writer both in verse and in prose. His literary career virtually

started with the publication of his translation of Bacon’s Essays under the title

of Maqalat al Hikmat (1877). It was followed by his renderings into Sindhi of

Lamb’s Talesfrom Shakespeare (1890) and Ghazali’s Kimayi-i-Sadat. Mirza Beg

gave in his £ina/ (1890) the first original novel to the Sindhi language.8 His

other novel Rustum Pahlwan (1905) is based on Firdausi’s Shahnama. The material

for his first and best play Khurshid (1885) was taken from a Gujarati play. His

other important plays include Sakuntald (1896), Hasna Dildar (1897), and Shah

Elia (1900), the first being a translation of Kalidasa’s great work and the other

two of Shakespeare’s Merchant of Venice and King Lear respectively. Dayaram
Gidumal’s prose works are all characterized by a vigorous and forceful style

T Some of the early important journals in Sindhi, which had a good share in the development of

Sindhi prose are: Sindh Sudhdr and Saramti (1870) of Hiranand Showkiram; Prabhdta (1891) of

Lekhraj Tilokchand; and JoU (1896), a Catholic journal started by two Indian converts, one Sindhi

and the other Bengali—Khemchand Amritrai and Brahmabandhav Upadhyay. The last-mentioned

was a very powerful organ in shaping and reflecting the Sindhi genius in the social and literary fields.

It scrupulously avoided politics.

* Some scholars, however, think that it is not an ‘original’ work.
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rarely to be seen in any other Sindhi prose writer. Himself a vastly learned

scholar, he had a special liking for philosophical themes, and his Jap Sahib

(1891), GUa-jo-sara (1893), and Toga-dariam (1903) are considered as three

masterpieces in the realm of Sindhi philosophical literature in prose. Among
his other prose works, the most remarkable is his Introduction to Mirza Kalich

Beg’s verse translation of Rubaiyat Omar Khayyam. Parmanand Mewaram,
popularly known as the ‘Addison of Sind’, rendered a great service in facilitat-

ing the growth of Sindhi prose. He was the editor of Jote, a powerful literary

fortnightly in Sindhi, for about four decades (1900-1938). Under his able editor-

ship, this magazine played the same role in Sind as Scahooda Prabkdkara under
Iswar Chandra Gupta in Bengal by discovering and encouraging new literary

talents, the chief among them being the essayist, Wadhumal Gangaram. One
of the achievements of Parmanand as the editor ofJote was the publication of

Gul Phul in two volumes (1925 and 1936). These volumes contained the best

writings hitherto published in Jote. The best prose work of Parmanand is

Kristji Peraoi (1923) which is an elegant translation of The Imitation ofChrist by
Thomas A Kempis. He has to his credit yet another great work, a dictionary of

the Sindhi language (1910), which still remains the best of its kind in the lan-

guage. He also wrote simple stories for children and made a collection of some

of them in his Dil Bahar (1904).

In 1914 Fateh Mohammed Sewhani wrote a biography of Prophet Moham-
med, which is accepted as the best and most authentic work on Mohammed
in Sindhi till today. His magnum opus, however, is the biography of Abul Fazl

and Faizi, which appeared in 1936. The literary fame of Nirmaldas Fatehchand

mainly rests on his two works of fiction, Sarojini (1914) and Dalurai-ji-nagari

(1944). Hotchand Gurbaxani (d. 1947) is held in high esteem in Sindhi litera-

ture as a writer of prose. His first public literary venture was a novel. NutJohan

(1915). It is an adaptation ofan English novel ofthe same title by SardarJogen-

dra Singh, but in some places the adaptation transcends the original. The

most outstanding work of Gurbaxani is, however, his edition of Shah’s Risalo

published in 1924. U. M. Daudpota’s scholarly edition of Shah Abdul Karim,

which appeared in 1937, is in the tradition ofGurbaxani. Bherumal Mahirchand

(d. 1950) distinguished himselfin modem Sindhi literature as a writer of travel

books, such as Sind-joJSailani (1923) and Latifi Sasr (1926). He also wrote

essays dealing with various social problems. He was a writer of fiction too, and

Ananda Sundrika (1910) is his first attempt in the field. His popular Golanfa-

gundar (1928) was a translation of Uncle Tom's Cabin. One of his most important

contributions to Sindhi literature is his history of the Sindhi language, Sindhi-

boli-ji-tarikh (1941). Jethmal Parsram (1885-1948) was another prose writer

of great ability. His critical work on Sacal, Sacal Sarmast (1922), is one of the

unique things in the whole range of Sindhi works of literary criticism. He tried
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his hand at translations and adaptations as well, and his PBrav Joti (1923) in

which he adapted Edwin Arnold’s Light of Asia bears the stamp of his genius.

His Chamra-posh (1923) may be said to have carried the germs of the Sindhi

short story. Lalchand Amardinomal (1885-1954) left an abiding mark in Sindhi

literature as an outstanding writer of prose. His fictional works include Kishni-

jo-Kasht (1917) and Coth-jo-cand (1947). Some literary historians believe that the

English novel Mrs Halliburton’s Troubles might have furnished material for the

former.* The author, however, denied the validity oT this speculation. Of the

biographical works to his credit, the following may be mentioned: Mohammed

Rasul Allah (1910), Rama Badskah19
(1912), Shahano Shah (1914), and Sunharo

Sacal (1916). He was a successful playwright too, and when performed on the

stage, his Umar Marui (1925) earned for him laurels of enthusiastic apprecia-

tion. Assanand Mamtora’s beautiful romantic novel Shair saw the light of the

day in 1941. In his Introduction to this book, Lalchand Amardinomal eulogized

it as one of the few original works of fiction in Sindhi. Besides contributing

substantially to the domain of children’s literature, Shewak Bhojraj made his

mark in Sindhi literature with his two autobiographical novels, Aiiroada (1933)

and Dada Syoma (1934). Allah Bachayo’s Sair-i-Kohistan (1942) is the finest

travel book in the language. As a work of prose also it can legitimately claim a

position of dignity. Other important novels written in the forties are: Guli

Sadarangani’s Ithad (1941); Ram Panjwani’s Qaidi (1943), Sharmila (1944),

and Latifa (1945); Naraindas Bhambhani’s Malhin (1942) and Vidhva (1943);

and J. D. Abuja’s Rani (1947). The stories of Gobind Punjabi (Sard Ahun, 1941)

and Gobind Malhi (
Registani Pkul, 1944) prepared the ground for the develop-

ment ofthe short story which came to its maturity during the post-Independence

period. Translations of the novels and stories of Bankim Chandra, Rabindra-

nath, Sarat Chandra, and Prem Chand were legion. The development of non-

fictional prose works did not lag behind either. The essays ofNaraindas Malkani

(Anar Dana, 1942), Wadhumal Gangaram
(
Pangati Inqilab, 1940), Gobind Bhatia

(
1Warq, 1940), Tirth Basant (Chingun, 1940), and Lekhraj Aziz (Adabi Aino,

1941) are the high watermarks of Sindhi prose before Independence.

In the evolution of Sindhi drama, the D. J. Sind College Amateur Dramatic

Society (1894-1914) and the Rabindranath Literary and Dramatic Club

(1923-31) played the most significant roles. Among the plays written and staged

under the auspices of the Society, the following deserve special notice: Jetha-

nand’s Nala-Damayanti (1894), Lilaram Singh Watanmal’s HariScandra (1895),

and Shewasing Ajwani’s Kanisht (1902). The Mahabharata, the RSmayaria, and

Sheridan’s Pizano were the respective sources of these plays. The plays of Mirza

* Cf. L. H. Ajwani, op. tit., p. 198.

lf Amardinomal wrote this book on Swami Ram Tirth (1873-1906), who made a great impact

on the Hindus of the Punjab and Sind during the first^quarter of this century.
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Kalich Beg, who was associated with the Society, have alreadybeen mentioned.

The most successful productions of the Rabindranath Literary and Dramatic

Club include Lalchand Amardinomal’s Umar Marui (1925); K. S. Daryani’s

Mulk-ja-Mudabar (1923), a rendering ofIbsen’s Pillars ofSociety, M. U. Malkani’s

Kismet (1923), and Ahmed Chagla’s Khuni (1931). M. U. Malkani, one of the

founders of the Club, produced plays during the post-Independence period

also. He mainly concentrated on writing social plays. He is the pioneer in the

field of one-act plays in Sindhi. Among other successful plays of the later

British period are: Lilaram Pherwani’s Hik Rat (1936), Ram Panjwani's Mumal

Ratio (1941), and Ismail Ursani’s Bad Nasib Than (1941).

POST-INDEPENDENCE PERIOD

Sindhi literature has undergone a remarkable transformation since Inde-

pendence. Some new influences have made a deep mark on most contemporary

writings. The struggle for independence and the violence-ridden partition of

the country which led to the migration of Sindhi Hindus to India, spread of

various creeds and beliefs like Marxism, Freudism, existentialism, etc. derived

through Western literature, the five-year plans, the problems of the linguistic

minority, the Chinese and Pakistani attacks on India—all these played a signi-

ficant part in the development of contemporary Sindhi literature. The Sindhi

literature of the post-Partition period shows greater diversity and newer spheres

of literary pursuit. During the last three decades, Sindhi literature has made

significant strides in poetry, novel, short story, one-act play, biography, essay,

literary criticism, and other fields.

Post-Partition poetry shows a marked departure from the poetry of the ear-

lier period in form, technique, and content as well as outlook. Towards the end

of the British period Sindhi poetry had already begun to free itself from the

strict rules of Persian forms like ghazal, masnavi, and rubaiyat, and to follow

Western forms like sonnet, blank verse, and free verse. Novelty is the key-note

of the post-Independence Sindhi poetry. There are poets like Krishin ‘Rahi*,

Lekhraj ‘Aziz’, Narain ‘Syama’, and H. I. Sadarangani, who have employed

form and metre peculiar to the old poetry (e.g. dohd, ghazfll, rubaiyat, etc.), but

in theme and approach their poetry shows a complete deviation from their

earlier counterparts. Sind took an active part in the struggle for freedom. Patri-

otic poems, therefore, occupy a special position in the history ofSindhi literature.

In the contemporary period too, a large number of poets have written and are

still writing poems full of patriotic fervour. Among them are: Lekhraj ‘Aziz’,

Dayal Asha, Govardhan Bharati, Hiro Thakur, Moti Prakash, Aijan ‘Shad’,

Prabhu ‘Wafa’, and Aijan ‘Hasid*. The growing impact of Western poetry led

to the emergence of New Poetry (
nai kavitd) in Sindhi literature towards the

end of the fifties. An obsession with sex distinguishes many of the new’poets.
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There are, however, poets interested in various other contemporary trends and
situations. Some of the notable exponents of this new trend in literature are

Govardhan Bharati, Nand Jhaveri, Harish Vaswani, Mohan Kalpana, Vasdev
Mohi, Anand Khemani, Prem Prakash, Vishnu Bhatia, Govardhan Tanwani,

Lachhman Hardwani, and Shyam Jaisinghani.

The post-Independence period has also witnessed quite a few novelists and
short story writers of remarkable calibre. Although there are exceptions, the

novelists in general lack an awareness of the contemporary social perspective.

A tendency to depict sex in all its nakedness, to probe the intricacies ofhuman
psychology, to question the age-old human values, and to propagate Marxist

ideologies marks the writings of the majority of the Sindhi novelists. There are,

however, a few voices advocating spiritual ideals and faith in God. The more
distinguished names in the contemporary novel include Ram Panjwani,

Gobind Malhi, Sundri Uttamchandani, Mohan Kalpana, Lai Pushp, Guno
Samtani, Shyam Jaisinghani, and Param Abichandani. The short story, which

has reached a more developed stage, is characterized almost by the same fea-

tures as is the novel. But a conscious attempt is to be noticed among the short

story writers to portray life and society in the raw. In fact, there is hardly any

facet of life that has not been touched upon. Unemployment, poverty, frustra-

tion, domestic conflicts, and various social injustices and inequities have been

depicted with remarkable accuracy and objectivity. Prominent among these

writers are: Anand Golani, Sugan Ahuja, Sundri Uttamchandani, Popati

Hiranandani, Tara Mirchandani, Kala Prakash, Gobind Malhi, Gobind

Punjabi, Kirat Babani, Tirth Basant, Santdas Jhangiani, Lai Pushp, Mohan
Kalpana, and Vishnu Bhatia. It may be mentioned that in both the genres

women writers have made substantial contributions.

In the field of drama, the writing of full-length plays has practically been

discarded and one-act plays have become the fashion of the day. As for theme,

the writers of one-act plays have turned to contemporary social problems as

well as problems at the national and international levels. Among the chief

protagonists in the genre, the following deserve special mention: M. U. Malkani,

Vasdev ‘Nirmal’, Gobind Malhi, Govardhan Bharati, Harikant Jethwani,

Ranjan Ghawla, Jiwan Gurshani, and Tirth Basant.

The period under review has also witnessed considerable growth in such

other important domains ofliterature as biography, essay, and literary criticism.

The writers who have distinguished themselves in these fields are Tirth Basant,

Ghetan Mariwalla, Lalsingh Ajwani, Kalyan Advani, M. U. Malkani, Lekhraj

'Aziz’, Bhojraj Nagrani, Popati Hiranandani, Harish Vaswani, and Aijan

‘Shad’. Besides, Narain Bharati has made a commendable collection of Sind’s

folk-songs and tales in a series of nine volumes, and scholars like Jhamatmal

Bhavnani, Satish Rohra, Murlidhar Jetley, and L. M. Khubchandani made
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some noteworthy contributions in the field of linguistics which is a recent

phenomenon in Sindhi literature. There are some scholars who have come

forward to write standard literary histories. Among them the most important

are: M. U. Malkani, Murlidhar Jetley, and Lalsingh Ajwani.

Tosum up, Sindhi literature had frequently to undergo. periods ofinterrupted

development for obvious historical reasons. As such, it may not be comparable

to most other modern Indian literatures in point of output. Nevertheless, it

can boast of some great masters in various fields. Early Sindhi poetry

had passed from the Sufistic poems of love in Shah’s Risalo and the volcanic

kafis of Sacal to the serene ilokas of Sami. The first phase of the British period

(1843-1907) may be described as the period of diwans, musaddases, and rubaiyats

in Sindhi poetry. The second phase or the period 1907-1947 saw a change

both in content and form. The poetry of Sufism and love delighted the Sindhis

still, but they did not want merely prototypes of some Persian poems. Kishin-

chand ‘Bewas’ along with others opened a window for modern themes. Sindhi

prose grew in the British era. The spade-work for Sindhi prose was undoubtedly

the achievement of some devoted Europeans who facilitated the process by

compiling dictionaries and grammars of the language. The modern Sindhi

prose is greatly indebted to Parmanand Mewaram, H.M. Gurbaxani, Bherumal

Mahirchand, Jethmal Parsram, and Lalchand Amardinomal. During the post-

Independence period, there has been in Sindhi quite a good and strikingly

varied output in poetry, novel, short story, and other branches of literature.

Some women writers have come forward in the literary field and made note-

worthy contributions. Information is not also wanting of significant literary

activities in Sindhi across the borders. It .can be hoped that future masters

of Sindhi literature will lead it to a point of progress comparable to that of

other developed languages of modern India.
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TAMIL

- THE LANGUAGE

TWO millennia of almost continuous literary history with an added signi-

ficance of being a spoken tongue throughout this period have ensured a place

of honour for Tamil (Tamizh) in the galaxy of languages of the world. It is

considered by scholars as close to the proto-Dravidian, forerunner of the culti-

vated languages ofSouth India. The richness ofits vocabulary and the antiquity

of its literature impart to Tamil a rank in the Dravidian group similar to that

ofSanskrit among the Aryan languages.

1

An ancient classical speech that possess-

es an enormous stock of indigenous literature, Tamil has retained its vigour

and youthfulness with an abundant vocabulary to express modern ideas. It

can be considered as a ‘finer language to think and speak in than any European

tongue’.* In ‘its poetic form,’ says Dr Miron Winslow, ‘Tamil is more polished

and exact than Greek and in. . .borrowed treasures more copious than Latin’.*

Official language of Tamil Nadu, it is spoken in India (according to 1971

Census) by about thirty-seven million people. The speakers of this tongue have

spread out from their original home of Tamizhaham (Tamil Nadu) to Sri

Lanka, Malaysia, Singapore, Burma, Fiji, South Africa, etc. Literary tradi-

tion claims for the language a much wider area, ‘Lemuria’4 as it is called, with

a highly cultivated speech.

On the basis of certain words found in the Vedas, some scholars think that

the Dravidian tongue might have had an impact on Sanskrit.* The antiquity

1 Cf. Andrl Lefifcvre, Race and Language (Kcgan Paul, Trench, Trttbner & Co. Ltd., London,

1894), p. 127.

* William Dwight Whitney, The Life and Growth of Language (Henry S. King & Co., London),

pp. 244-45.

* Miron Window, Comprehensive Tamil and English Dictionary qf High and Low Tamil (American

Missionary, Madras, 1862), Introduction, pp. iii-iv.

4 Lemuria is considered to be the bed of the present Indian Ocean. An English scholar also asserts

this view thus: ‘Peninsular India or the Deccan (literally, the country to the south) is geologically

distinct from the Indo-Gangetic plain and the Himalaya. It is the remains of a former continent which

stretched continuously to Africa in the space now occupied by the Indian Ocean. . .In the Deccan we

are, therefore, in the first days of the world. We see land substantially as it existed before the beginnings

of life.
1—T. W. Holdemess, Peoples and Problems qfIndia (Williams & Norgate, London), p. 23* See alio

K. K. Pillai, A Social History qf the Tamils
,
Part I, p. 42.

1 Cf. T. Burrow, ‘Some Dravidian Words in Sanskrit’, Transactions qf the Philosophical Society

(1945), pp. 79-120 and also his 'Further Dravidian Words in Sanskrit’, Bulletin qf the School qf Oriental

and African Studies, Vol. XII (1948), pp. 365-96. See also M. Srinivasa Iyengar, Tamil Studies, First

Series (The Guardian Press, Madras, 1914), pp. 154-55 and 168.
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of the Tamil language is established by the fact that words like *tugi* for

'peacock’ (from Tamil togai)
,
‘arousa’ for ‘rice’ (from and in Tamil) were in-

troduced in the European languages as early as King Solomon’s time (c. 962-930

B.O.), which must have been due to vigorous commercial relations between
ancient Tamizhaham and the Mesopotamian valley.* The term dr&oida is

considered by some as of Sanskrit origin,7 whereas Sanskrit scholars think it as

the Sanskritized form of tamizh.* C. W. Damodaram Pillai derives tamizh from
the root tami (lonely). According to him, tamizh means ‘peerless*. In Pingalandait

a Tamil lexicon, it is explained that tamizh means sweetness and mercy.* Hence,

‘Tamizh’ is a language which is ‘sweet*. The word tamizh is used in early Tamil
literature to denote the language, the people, and their country.

LITERATURE

The growth of Tamil literature admits of three main period divisions. The
Early period, stretching from c. 600 b.c. to a.d. 600, has two sub-divisions,

namely, the Saftgam period (e. 600 b.c.-a.d. 200) and the post-Sangam or epic

period (c. a.d. 200-600). The Middle or Medieval period begins around a.d.

600 and continues up to 1750. This comprises the following sub-divisions:

the period of Nayanmars and Alvars (c. a.d. 600-900), the period of literary

revival
(
c. a.d. 900-1200), and the period of exegetical, philosophical, Puranic,

didactic, and minor works (c. a.d. 1200-1750). The Modern period includes

the period of transition (c. a.d. 1750-1850) and that of renaissance and growth

(from 1850 onwards). The period divisions indicated above are, however, not

always rigid. There are instances of writers classified under a particular group

flourishing earlier or later than the period assigned to the group.

Tamil, which is rich in synonyms, had even as early as a.d. 200 a large

and copious indigenous stock ofvocabulary. And so, it has always been resisting

unrestricted borrowing of words from other languages including Sanskrit. The

literature of the Early period is virtually free from words of foreign origin in

* In the Hebrew Bible (Old Testament: Chronicles and Books of Kings) these words are found.

Cf. Andrrf Leffcvre, op, eit., p. 125. See also T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhist India (T. Fisher Unwin Ltd.,

London, 191 7), p. 116. There is also abundant reference in Paffinappdloi, a SaAgam work, to indicate a

list of the goods imported on the shores of the Co)a port-capital K&virippflmpattinam. The discovery

ofa Roman factory near Pondicherry (Arikamedu) is an irrefutable evidence of the maritimecommerce

that existed between South India and the Roman world. For further details see £. H. Warmington,

The Commerce between the Roman Empire and India (Vikas Publishing House Pvt. Ltd., Delhi, 1974), pp.

57-64 and Martimer Wheeler, Ancient India, Vol. II, pp. 17 ff.

7 See G. A. Grierson, Linguistic Survey of India,
Vol. IV, pp. 277 and 298.

* See M. Srinivasa Iyengar, op. cit.y p. 6; K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, Dravidian literature, p. 1.

* Inimaiyum nirmaiywn tamizh enaldhum .

—

Piftgalandai, X. 580. Tam, a reflexive pronoun, has given rise

to a very interesting class of words like tam-appan (father), tdy or tarn-ay (mother), tam-aiyan (elder

brother), tam-akkai (elder sister), tam-kai (younger sister). Izh, which means sweetness, is the root of

izhm or izhwn,
izhudu, etc.—Cf. M. Srinivasa Iyengar, op, cit.t pp. 7-8.
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spite of Tamizhaham’s commercial relations with the Roman world. Sanskrit

is almost absent in its texture. The language of the poetry is not ornate but

simple. It is in blank verse, in chaste classic style, devoid of rhetorical and

metrical flourishes. The description is true to Nature. AHriyappd (ahaval),

kalippd, venba, and oafkipps are the metres mainly used. The Tamil of the Middle

period is marked by an abundance of Sanskrit words, mostly relating to reli-

gion, ethics, and philosophy. For metrical composition, viruttam, tSnqlakam, and

many forms of Sanskrit prosody are taken recourse to. Gone is the simple and

the natural poetry of the earlier age. There being a struggle for rdigious supre-

macy during this period, every one of the four sects—the Saivites, Vaijnavites,

Buddhists, and Jains—attempted to excel the rest. This is amply reflected in

their respective literatures. The latter part of the Middle period witnessed,

among other things, productions of Muslim and Christian writers. During the

Modern period Tamil retained its old linguistic and literary features. Following

the establishment of the East India Company’s rule in Tamil Nadu from

about the middle of the eighteenth century, Tamil became gradually exposed

.

to the influence of the Western world. The process of modernization in its real

sense, however, did not set in till the Madras University came into existence

in 1857. Tamil literature has three principal forms: iyal (belles-lettres), i/ai

(music), and nafakam (drama). A survey of Tamil literature gives us an idea

ofhow these have grown and matured, undergoing changes in their character

from time to time.

SANGAM PERIOD

In ancient times the association or academy of the most learned men of

the Tamil land was called ‘Sangam’ (or ‘Cahkam’), whose chief function was

promotion of literature. Later Tamil writers mention the existence of three

literary academies (Sahgams) at different periods. The last academy is credited

with the corpus of literature now known as ‘Sahgam Works’. It is, however,

almost certain that some noteworthy literature existed even before the Sarigam

era. Dr K. K. Pillai, a renowned Tamil historian, is of the view that academies

of the type of the Sa&gam must have flowered under an earlier designation

like ‘Avai’ or ‘Kudal’. 10 Naturalism and romanticism were the salient features of

the poems of the Sangam bards. Excepting TolkSppiyam, the earliest work on

Tamil grammar and poetic techniques, no other works attributed to the first

two Sangams have come down to us in their entirety. However, from the titles

of the writings traditionally traced to these Sangams, it is evident that they

dealt with music and the art of dancing.

TolkSppiyam, the name signifying the ‘ancient book’ or ‘the preserver of

u See K. K. Pillai, 'Landmarks in the History ofTamil land’, Proceedings of the Second International

Conference—Seminar qf Tamil Studies, Vol. I (Madras, 1966), p. 14.
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ancient institutions’, was written by ToMppiyan&r, and is the oldest extant

Tamil grammar dating back to 500 b.c.11 It lays down rules for different kinds

of poetical compositions drawn from the examples furnished by the best works

then extant, fyal is elucidated clearly and systematically in Tolkappiyam . Contain-

ing about 1,610 sQttirams (aphorisms), it is in three parts—ezhuttu (orthography),

hi (etymology), and poruf (literary conventions and usages)—-each with nine

sections* While the first two parts are interesting from both linguistic and philo-

logical points of view, the third, porufadhikaram
,

is most valuable as it gives a

glimpse of the political, social, and religious life of the people during the period

when the author of this treatise lived.

The principal works of the third Sangam have come down to us in the shape

of anthologies ofpoems. The two compilations forming the corpus ofthe poetry

ofthe third Sarigam aJre Ettuttogai (eight anthologies) and Pattuppattu (ten idylls).

They exhibit a consistency in the use of words and forms which is lacking in

later literature. There were about 473 poets during this period; the writers of

102 poems are, however, unidentified. Of the identified poets, about thirty

are women, the famous poetess Auvaiy&r being one of them. The anthologies

of the third Sangam consist of poems divided into two broad categories

—

akam

or interior andpuram or exterior. The former concerns all phases oflove between

men and women. An allegory of the different stages through which the soul of

man passes from its manifestation in the body to its final unification with the

supreme Being is seen in aJtam. The puram covers varieties of distinctive poems,

mostly relating to man’s social behaviour. Analogous to five major regions of

Tamil Nadu, these poems describe five types of tracts with their distinctive

features. These are: kurifici (mountainous region), mullai (forest region),

marutam (agricultural region), neytal (coastal region), and pdlai (desert region).

True love, which is either karpu (wedded) or kafavu (furtive), is considered under

five aspects, namely, punartal (union), pirital (separation), iruttd (patience in

separation), irangal (bewailing), and udal (sulking), and these are made to

correlate with tinai, the fivefold physiographical divisions.

Etfuttogai consists of Narrinai, Kuruntogai,
Ainkurunuru ,

Padirruppattu, Pari-

pafaly Kalittogaiy Ahandnuru , and Purananuru . A collection of 400 verses in ahaval

metre, Narrinai deals with the five tirtais on the theme of love. These poems were

compiled at the instance ofthe Pagdya king Maran Vazhudi. Kuruntogai, literally

meaning ‘a collection of short lyrics’ on love, by about two hundred poets, was

compiled under the patronage of a chieftain called Purikko. An ancient gloss on

ii Vide V. R. Ramachandra Dikshitar, Studies in Tamil Literature and History, p. 21. It is difficult to

assign a definite date to this work. Some scholars hold that TolkSppiyam is posterior to the classics of the

third Safigam and hence assignable to the fourth century ajj. or even to a later date; according to

another view, it should be considered as a work of the second or first century b.c?. But, from

PanampSragSr’s introductory verses (payiram) to this work, it seems that the author ToMppiyanSr

was a predecessor ofPlQini {c. fifth century b.o.).
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it by PerJUiriyar if lost and NaccinSrkkiniyar wrote another dealing with only

twenty verses of the work. AiftkurunB.ru, which means ‘the short five hundred’,

is divided into five parts, each devoted to one of the five aspects of love and
consisting of a hundred verses in ahaoal metre. Orambogiyar, Ammfivan&r,
Kapilar, Odalandaiyar, and Peyanar are said to be the respective authors of

hundred verses each on marutam, neytal, kurinci, pdlai
,
and mullai tinais. Kudalur

Kizhar is the compiler o£ this work. Padirruppattu or ‘ten-tens’ consists of

groups of ten poems, each by one of ten poets. It contains ‘a museum ofobsolete

words and expressions, archaic grammatical forms and terminations, and
obscure customs and manners of the early western Tamil people who were the

ancestors of the modern Malayalis*.12 This work is a store-house of historical

facts about the Cera kings. A true picture of the political conditions of the Tamil
land about two thousand years ago is beautifully portrayed in it. The first

and last series of poems of this work are lost.

Paripadal (lit. ‘stanzas of strophic metres’) contained originally seventy long

poems of which twenty-four only have survived. Love is the general theme of

these verses. Some of them, however, relate to gods, the river Vaigai, and the

hillock Tirupparankunram (one of the six houses of Lord Muruga). A com-
mentary on it by Parimelazhagar is available. A collection of one hundred

and fifty exquisite lyrics in kali metre, Kalittogai dwells on the theme of love.

It also contains many moral maxims. Perunkaduftgo, Kapilar, Marudan Ilana-

ganar, Co}a Nalluttiran, and Nallanduvanar are the poets of this anthology.

It is the general belief that one of these five poets, Nallanduvanar, was the

compiler. It has a gloss written by Naccinarkkiniyar. Ahananuru or Neduntogai

is a collection of 400 poems on love and is divided into three sections: kaUrriya-

nai-nirai (array ofmale elephants), manimidaipavalam (string ofcorals interspersed

with gems), and nittilakkovai (necklace of pearls). Containing contributions of

as many as 145 poets, this work was compiled by UruttiraSanmanar under the

patronage of the Pandya king Ukkirapperu Vazhudi. PurandnU.ru is a very

popular and valuable anthology of400 verses of the puram type dealing with the

different facets of ancient Tamil culture, war, and State matters. It is the

counterpart of AhananUru which treats of love. The contributors to this collec-

tion, about 150 in number, were loyal advisers and faithful friends of the

monarchs. Through their poems they even averted war.

Pattuppattu contains the following ten idylls by eight different authors:

Tirumurugarruppadai, Porunararruppadai, Cirupdn.drruppad.ai
,
Perumpandrruppadai

,

Mullaippattu
, MaduraikkSHci

,, Netfunalvadai, Kurincippattu, Pattinappdlai
, and

Malaipadukadam. These idylls are short poems describing mostly pastoral scenes

or events. Tirumurugarruppadai by Nakkirar is in praise of Muruga and the

various shrines in which he is worshipped. The life of ancient Tamils is also

11 M. Srinivasa Iyengar, op. til., p. 264-.
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depicted therein. Naccinarkkiniyar has commented upon this idyll. Porunar-

arruppafai by Mutattamakkaijniyar is in praise of the wisdom and martial

glory of the Co)a king Karikalan. Sung by Nattattan&r, Cirupai}arruppadai

extols the chieftain Nalliyakkodan. Descriptions of cities and villages and of the

life led by the people there abound in this poem. Pnumpanarruppadaiby Uruttiran-

kannanar is a poem similar to Cirupaifarruppa^ai. It glorifies Tondaiman Ilan-

tiraiyan, king of Kafici. Shortest of the idylls (103 lines), Mullaippdttu portrays

the feelings of an ideal wife awaiting her husband’s return from a military

expedition. It is sung by a gold merchant Napputanar and generally supposed

to have been composed in praise of the Pantfya king Neduficezhiyan.

Maduraikkanci, written by Mangudi Marudanar, is the longest of the idylls

consisting of 782 lines. It gives a vivid picture of the ancient city of Madurai
and celebrates the great Pandya king Neduficezhiyan, hero of the Talaiyan-

kanam battle. Nefunalvafai by Nakkirar, written in praise of the same Pandya
king Neduficezhiyan, has a fine description of winter. The title is very apt,

meaning ‘the tedious but favourable cold north wind’. Kurificippattu by Kapilar

contains a beautiful portrayal of the mountain scenery. It brings out the social

conditions of the Tamil land in prominent relief. This idyll is said to have been

composed to acquaint the Aryan king Pirahattan with the charms of the Tamil

language and literature. That the qualities of modesty and chastity alone

adorn women is emphasized in this poem. Pattinappalai, literally meaning ‘a

port and separation’, is a song of love. It was composed by Uruttirankanpanar,

author of Perumpanarruppaqlai, to glorify the Cola king Karikalan. Torn between

love and the call of the battle drum, the hero finally decides to remain with his

beloved. It gives a very graphic picture of Puhar or Kavirippumpattinam,

great port-capital of the Cola kingdom, and has valuable information regarding

trade relations of the Tamil land with foreign countries. Malaipaduka#dm, last

of the idylls, is a long poem of 600 lines. It means literally ‘the secretion oozing

from a mountain’ and figuratively ‘the echo or rut of a mountain’. Sung by

Perunkaufikanar, it extols the chieftain Nannan and his court. The poem gives

a beautiful description of Nature and presents a critical account of the art

of dancing as well as the details of musical instruments along with the artists’

way of life.

The delineation of the early Tamil society in these poems is remarkably

clear and a great deal of light is thrown on the civilization of the Tamils. The

rugged virility in the songs of these early bards is not found in the more polished

compositions of later ages. Sangam works provide us with valuable information

regarding religion, social life, government, commerce, arts, music, dance,

courtship, manners and customs, and the daily life of the Tamils. In thpse days

heroism was exalted to the position of religion. From the equanimity of the

RaAgam poets came the sermons of equality. The concept of unity in existence
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was preached through their poems. The following lines of Swami Vipulananda

are a fitting tribute to the early poets of Tamil literature: ‘Honour, friendship,

devotion to duty, love of home and hearth, these are among the ideals that

guided the life of the early Tamilians. These same ideals inspired their poetic

utterances. The poetry they bequeathed to posterity is not a mere dream woven

out of an idle fancy, but it is the record of human struggles and achievements,

both in the field of action Shd in the realm of thought What this ancient race

felt and thought, throughout the long centuries of its existence, lies indelibly

recorded in the pages of its literature. The configuration ofthe land has changed,

the hills and rivers familiar to the ancient Tamilians have sunk beneath the

ocean-bed, the waters of the Indian Ocean roll over the spots where proud

Tamilian cities flourished, yet the songs of the bards of ancient Tamil land,

passing down through the centuries, fall on our ears and awake in our hearts

the selfsame rapture which they roused in the hearts of those who first listened

to them’.13

TIRUKKURAL

There is a collection of eighteen ‘minor works’ known as Padinen-kizhk-

kanakku14 which deals mainly with moral virtues. Some of these works are assigned

to the third Sangam, while the others belong to a much later period. They are,

however, grouped together in Tamil literature and called ktzhkkarutkku which

denotes a literary piece short in length. But these ‘minor works’ are not less

important than other poems from the literary point of view. Among them,

the most notable is Tiruvalluvar’s (c. first century b .c.)
16 Tirukkuraf or Kuraf,

which is in the form of couplets and deals with the three aims of life

—

aram

(righteousness), poruf (wealth), and inbam or k&mam (pleasure). It consists of

133 chapters each .containing ten couplets composed in kural-ve$bd metre.

Conveying noble thoughts couched in terse language, each couplet is a gem

by itself. According to Dr Albert Schweitzer, ‘There hardly exists in the litera-

ture of the world a collection of maxims in which we find so much lofty

wisdom’.16 The first part ofKuraf (arattuppal

)

gives the essentials of Yoga philoso-

phy. Besides, it deals with the happy household life as well as the excellence

*• Vide CHI,
Vd. Ill (First Edn., 1937), p. 678.

14 Tile following are the eighteen minor works:

(1) Nalafiy&r, (2) Mnmaoik-kafiked, (3) Kdr-narpatu, (4) Kalavazhi-ndfpatu, (5) Inpatu-ndrpatu,

(6) ImS-narpatu, (7) Aintipai-aimbatu, (?) Aintiiiai-ezhubatu, (9) Tfaimoehi-ambatu, (10) 7*pri*

mdlai-niirraimbatUi (11) Kawnilai or Jnnilai, (12) Ttrukkural, (13) Tirikatfvkam, (14), Acdrak-kovai,

(15) Pazhamozhi-ndn£ru, (16) CirvpaHcamiilam, (17) Mudumozhik-h&lci, and (18) El&di,

14 Though the period of TiruvaHuvar is the most disputed question, it is generally admitted on the

basis of internal evidences that his Tirukkural may have been composed later than Tdkdppijam

(c. 500 b.c.) but earlier than Silappadikdrem {c. second century a.d.).

14 Albert Schweitzer, Indian Thought and its Development (Adam & Charles Black, London, 1956),

p. 203.
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of the path of renunciation. The thoughts of Kuraf in its second part (porufpdl)

centre on polity and administration, including citizenship and social relations,

in an admirable way. The third part (iinbattuppal or kSmattuppil), consisting of

couplets in dramatic monologues, treats of the concept of love. It is difficult

to find similar delineation of emotion even in Sangam poetry. In Tirukkuraf

one can see a life spiritual that is yet secular, a life secular that is yet spiritual

to the core. Tiruvalluvar’s philosophy of life hinges on his conception of God-

head, for to him God is the summum bonum of life.
17

POST-SANGAM PERIOD: THE EPICS

The five major epics

—

Silappadikaram
,

Manimekalai, Jivaka-cint&mani,

VafaiySpati,
and Kundalakefi—are the outstanding contributions of the post-

Sangam period. Silappadikaram, earliest extant Tamil work in the nature of

drama, gives a vivid picture of Tamil society after its contact with Aryan

culture. As it contains all the three aspects of Tamil literature, viz. iyal, iiai

,

and natakam, it has been designated as a muttamizfrk-kappiyam. It is, therefore,

invaluable as a source-book of ancient Tamil dance and classical music—both

vocal and instrumental. The Aryan concept of Karma is embedded in the story

and stated explicitly through the female protagonist, Kannagi. The author of

this work is the ascetic-poet Ilanko Adikal, younger brother of the Cera king

Cehkuftuvan (latter half of the second century a.d.). Silappadikaram gives a

vivid description of the stage, the actor, the singer, the drummer, the flute-

player, and the yazh. (a typical vino). It contains beautiful specimens of van

,

kuravai
,
ammanai, Ulal, kandukam, va[[ai, and other classes of musical plays.

Manimekalai

,

a direct sequel to Silappadikaram, is also a great source of informa-

tion on ancient Tamil society. Written by Gittalai Cattanar, this epic marks

a new development in Tamil literature by presenting philosophical and religious

debates in mellifluous style.

The other major epics, although grouped together, do not fall within

this period. Jaina ascetic Tiruttakka Devar is the author of Jivaka-cintamam (c.

tenth century A.D.). It is also called Mu4i-poru\-todar-nilai-Uyyu.\, suggesting that

it deals with the fourfold object of life, namely, virtue, wealth, pleasure, and

bliss. This work is commendable for its chaste diction and sublime sentiment.

Apart from establishing certain conventions and setting the pace, this epic

introduces Sanskrit prosody for the first time in Tamil poetry. Its verses are

‘distinguished by an immense expressional wealth, brilliant style, and prosodical

variegation. Even in this respect it is an indicator of further development of

m Ufo i, evident from the couplets such as ‘No fruit have men of all their studied lore/Save they

the Purely Wise One’s (God’s) feet adore’—Ttruhkural, 1.1.2 (Translated by G.U. Pope). Of. K.

Appadurai, The Mind and Thought Tvnaeiham (Sekar Pathippagam, Madras, 1966), p. 19.
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ingenious alterations of the metre, extraordinary musicality of the verse

—

these are the main features of Kamban’s style. Ideas of deep humanism, serene

faith in mankind, its goodness and its abilities form the very core of his work’.*0

Ever since its composition, Kamba Ramayayam has been a great force in the

literary life of the Tamils. A contemporary of Kamban, Ottakkfittan excelled

in metrical compositions (antddi> kovai
,
uld to name only a few). He wrote

Uttara-kdritfam (which completes Kamba Rdmayanam), Takka-ydgap-parani, Muvar-
uld

, etc. Pugazhendi, the last of the trio, was a versatile poet famous for his work
Nala-venba^ written in venbd metre. A poetess of the same name as Auvaiyar
of the Sangam period is said to be a contemporary of Kamban. Her works,

AtticcUdi
f Konraivendan

, Mudurai
, and Nctlvazhi

,
are marked by simplicity and

practical wisdom. Periya PurSnam
,
already mentioned, also belongs to this

period. Jayankondan
(
c. a.d. 1100) is well known for his parani

,

ai Kalingattup-

parani
, which describes the conquest of Kaliriga by the Cola king Kulotturiga I

(r.A.D. 1070-1120).

The theme of clandestine love has been depicted in Iraiyanar’s Ahapporul

or Kafaviyal (c. eleventh century), which is a grammatical work consisting of

sixty sQttirams. KallSdanar’s Kalladam relates the divine sports of Siva and
the glories of Madurai. Aiyanar Itanar’s Purapporul-venba-mdlai

(
c . eleventh

century) is a compilation of Tamil verses of the Sangam period in venba metre
dealing with war and other connected subjects. Narkavi Nambi, aJaina scholar,

in his Ahapporul-vilakkam treats of various aspects of love. Yapparunkalam and
Yapparunkalak-kdrigai are works on Tamil prosody written respectively by two
contemporaryJaina ascetics, Gunasagarar and Amutasagarar. Gunavlra Pandi-

tar’s Neminadam is a work on orthography and morphology. The same author

has to his credit another grammatical work called VenbappattiyaL Other
notable works of the period include Viracozhiyam by Puttamittiranar,

Nanndl by Pavananti, and Divdkaram by Divakarar and Pingalandai by his son

Pingalar. The first two of these relate to grammar, while the last two are

lexicons.

PERIOD OF EXEGETICAL, PHILOSOPHICAL, PURANIC,
DIDACTIC, AND MINOR LITERATURE

The late Middle period of Tamil literature, from c. a.d. 1200 to 1750, is

characterized by the production of excgetical, philosophical, PurSnic, didactic,

and minor works. But for the efforts of the commentators, many of the earlier

*® Kamil Zvelebil, op. cit.t p. 13. Regarding the narrative quality ofKamba RSmdya^am, M. Aruna-
chalara has observed thus: *On every page in the narrative there is a short story* Characters appear to

speak or act; the story works up to a pitch; and suddenly there is a curtainfall; the curtainfall is ob-
jectively perceivable as on the stage.*—An Introduction to the History qf Tamil Literature (Gandhi Vidya-
layam, Tirucitrambalam)

, p. 118.
11 Parapi is a type of poetic composition which eulogizes a warrior who has killed a thousand male

elephants in the battlefield.
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Tamil works would not have survived to us. Commentaries (katfikai, short;

and virutti, elaborate) played a prominent role in the clarification of the obscure
parts of the early Tamil classics. The pioneers among the commentators were
Nakkirar and IlampQrapar. Nakkirar (c. twelfth century), bearing the same
name as that of the Sangam poet, has written a very scholarly and critical

commentary on Iraiyandr Ahapporu/. IJampuranar’s commentary on Tolkappiyam

is also a remarkable work. Among other commentators mention may be made of

Peraiiriyar (dealing with Saint Manikkavacakar’s Tirukkovaiyar), Senavaraiyar

(dealing with Tolkappiyam), Naccinarkkiniyar (dealing with TolkSppiyam,

Pattuppdttu
,
Jivaka-cintdmani, part ofKuruntogai, etc.), Adiy&rkku Nall&r (dealing

with Silappadikaram), and Parimelazhagar (dealing with Tirukkurafl. In a sense,

these commentaries paved the way for later prose writing in Tamil.

The period also witnessed the revival of literature concerning Saivism and
Vaispavism. As early as the thirteenth century itself Meykand^r (d. a.d. 1223)

and other Saiva apostles started developing Saiva Siddhanta thought. Meykan-
dar’s SivajHana-bodham is the most noted of the Saiva scriptures, wherein Saiva

Siddhanta philosophy is codified. Sivajriana Svamigaj’s Dirdvifa-mahdbhdsyam

is an elaborate commentary on it. Similarly, Vaisnava apostles wrote commen-
taries on Divya Prabandham in the manipravdlam style (a mixed language of Tamil
and Sanskrit). During this period, there appeared a class of mystic poets called

siddhars, eighteen in number. Their poems contain great philosophical ideas

couched in simple language. Of them, Sivav&kkiyar, Paftinatt&r, and Bhadra-

giriyar were the forerunners of later ppets in the adoption of a moving, direct,

and easy style of poetry. Some of the siddhars were social reformers as well in

drat they carried on a tirade against the caste system and bigotry of the religious

zealots.

The influence of Sanskrit was very much pronounced in some of the great

works of this period. Saint Arunagirinathar’s (c. fifteenth century) Tiruppukasji

was one such composition, where the language and the metre are of a mixed

variety. A master of ilesa (pun), Kalameghappulavar wrote Tiruvdnaikkd-ula.

During this period, many Puranas and other notable works were either trans-

lated or adapted into Tamil from Sanskrit. An early adaptation of the Maha-

bharata, Perundevanar’s Bharatam, composed during the regime of the Pallava

king Nandivarman III (c. 826-49), has not come down to us in its entirety.

Villipputturar, a contemporary of ArunagirinSthar, wrote BhSratam which is

an adaptation of the MahSbharata and is reckoned as a great epic in Tamil.

Two translations of the BhSgavata Parana by Cewaiccuduvar and Varadaraja

Aiyank&r (both of the sixteenth century), Piramottira-k&nfam (KSrma Purdna)

and Naitatam
(
Jiaifadha-carita by Srihar?a) by Adivlraraman, KdHk-kdqdam

(KUrma Parana) by Varatufikan, Macca Purdnam (1647; Matsya Parana) by

Vad&malaiyappa PiJJai, and Kanda Purdnam (c. 1625; Skanda Purina) by Kacci-
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yappa Sivacaryar arc some of the notable works of this genre. The popular stoi'y

of Nala and Damayanti has been retold in Nala-venbd by Pugazhendi (thir-

teenth century) and that of HarUcandra by Viraraghavakkavi (r. sixteenth

century) in Ariecandira Puranam. Arunacala Kavirayar’s (c. 1712-79) Rama-

natakam, a narration of the story of the Rdmdyaita, is in the form of an opera.

Special mention may be made in this connexion of the translation of the

Bhagavad-GUd, along with 4he commentary of Sankara, by Paftar. Many of the

seventeenth and eighteenth century Puranic works in Tamil were composed

in honour of the deities of the different shrines of Tamil Nadu. Though some

of them are of considerable literary merit, there is nothing in them showing

that grasp of life which the Sangam poets had; nor did they evince the emotional

and spiritual quality of the post-Sangam works. Parancoti’s Tiruvi\aiyddal

Puranam (adaptation ofHaldsya-mdhdtmya), Sivajhana Svamigal’s Kancip Puranam,

and Kacciyappa Sivicaryar’s Tanikaip Puranam are, however, a few works of

this category noted for their literary merit.

The Saiva monasteries
(
matams as they are called) took active part in spread-

ing religion through literature. Kumaraguruparar and Sivapprakasar arc two

of the eminent poets of the seventeenth century who wrote on devotional and

didactic themes. The former’s works include Kandar-kalivenba, Minatcip-

pillaittamizh, Maduraik-kalambakam
,
and Nitineri-vilakkam. The latter’s Nalvar-

ndnmanimdlai and Nanneri are well known throughout Tamil Nadu. The songs

of the philosopher-poet Tayumanavar (c. seventeenth/eighteenth century)

are marked by devotional fervour as well as by catholicity of outlook. His most

well-known couplet serves to show how non-sectarian he, a devout Saivite, was

at a time when religious intolerance was the order of the day. His prayer to

the Almighty, ‘Let all be in blissful state is my only wish, O Lord, the Supreme

!

I know not anything else’,42 is reminiscent of Kaniyan Punkunranar of the

Sangam period.24 Interspersed with Sanskrit words, Tayumanavar’s philo-

sophical poems contain many charming imageries.

Mention may be made here also of a few other works of the late Middle

period which do not belong to any specific category, but are important as

specimens ofTamil literature. A new type of literature called tittuk-kavi (epistles

in verse), for instance, made its appearance during the period. Virali-vidu-ditu,

KUlappa Ndyakkan-kddal, and Varuna Kuldtittan-matal are examples of this kind

of poetry which, according to Dr Meenakshisundaran, ‘in spite of the command
over the language, the charm of its style and striking similes . . .

,

shows more of

“ The Tamil original rum ai follows:

Elldrum inbtnru irukka ninaippahat

AUSmal oeronrum ariyen parSparam*.—TSyumSnavar’s Paraparakkappi, v. 221.

tt Tidum Urtydvantm ictfir

:

All towns are one, all men our kin .—Kapiyan POAkunranSr (Pttrarmnuru

,

v. 192).
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the weakness of the decadent age than the vigour and life of a new age** 24

Ballads and folk-songs based on earlier classics but dwelling on themes of the

contemporary Tamil country appeared in this period. Some of these are noted

for their rich content*

MODERN PERIOD : PERIOD OF TRANSITION

The advent of Muslims and Christian missionaries in Tamil Nadu had
considerable impact on the growth of its literatuie. Among the early Muslim
Tamil poets, the most prominent is Umaruppulavar (c. 1605-1703), author of

Sirappuranam which is a verse narrative on the life of Prophet Mohammed
composed in 12,000 stanzas. This work is entirely in the tradition of Tamil

poetry, though words of Arabic oiigin were freely used to heighten the

effectiveness of the milieu and the incidents inherent in them. Next to him in

importance is Mastan Sahib of Tiruchirappally whose devotional lyrics and
philosophical verses resembled those of Tayumanavar. Mention may also be

made of Mohammed Ibrahim alias Vannakkakinciyappulavar who wrote

Muhaidin Purdnam (1845) dealing with the Islamic faith.

Christian missionaries helped in introducing printing which facilitated

the growth of literature during the seventeenth-eighteenth centuries* Robert

di Nobili, an Italian Jesuit missionary, was perhaps the first to initiate biblical

studies in Tamil prose early in the seventeenth century. Though meant for prose-

lytizing purposes, it helped the evolution of Tamil prose into an easier means of

communication. Constanzio Beschi (1680-1747), another Italian missionary,

reformed the Tamil characters for printing. Further, under the assumed name
of ‘Viramamunivar’, he compiled a Latin-Tamil dictionary and wrote a classic,

Tembavani^on the life ofJesus in chaste Tamil poetic convention. He was also the

author of some prose and fictional works. In the nineteenth century, Bishop

Robert Caldwell (1815-91) produced his monumental linguistic work on

comparative Dravidian philology. Another British missionary, G. U. Pope

(1820-1907), rendered gieat service for the study of Tamil through his gram-

matical works and English translations of the Tamil classics like Tirukkural

and Tiruvacakam. Two notable native Chrisdan writers were Vedanayagam

Pillai (c. 1824-89) and H. A. Krishna Pillai (1827-1900). Besides writing

poetical works like Nitinul and Sarvasamayak-kirttanaikal,
the former produced

the first novel in Tamil, Piratdba Mudaliyar-carittiram (1875). The latter was the

author of Iratcanya-ydltirigam, which is an adaptation of John Bunyan’s The

Pilgrim's Progress.

The poems of ‘Vallalar’ Ramalinga Swamigal (1823-74), spiritual leader

of Tamil Nadu, are melodious and yet full of devotional fervour. His soul-

84 T. P. Meenakshisundaran, op. cit.
} p. 1 56.
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stirring hymns, compiled in a book called Tiru AmtpS, are remarkable ‘for their

inner glow, perfectness, and musical language’." His JivakSruvya Ozhukkam

and Manumurai-kcaiia-vdcakam are among the best prose works written during

the last century. Gopalakrishna Bharati’s Nandcaiar-carittirak-kirttanaikal is a

popular verse-drama which narrates the life story of Nandanar, a Nayanmar.

A giant among the Tamil scholars of the nineteenth centuiy, Mahavidwan

Meenakshisundaram Pillai wrote many Puranas and other works belonging

to the cirrilakkiyam*• in highly chaste classical Tamil. It is he who inspired the

great Tamil scholar Dr U. V. Swaminathayyar in the latter’s literary pursuits.

Arumuga Navalar (1822-76), C. W. Damodaram Pillai, and Murugesa

Panditar are some of the scholars of Jaffna (Sri Lanka) who have enriched

Tamil literature.

Till the beginning of the nineteenth century, there was no significant work

in prose excepting the diary kept in the current colloquial Tamil prose by

Anandarangam Pillai who was Dewan to Duplex, French Governor of Pondi-

cherry. Rudiments ofTamil prose can be traced to Silappadikaram wherein occur

a few lines in prose. In Perundevanar’s metrical work, Bharatam, some prose

passages are found. The first prose writing as such is, however, Nakkirar’s

commentary on Iraiyanar Ahapporuf. The prose employed here is very ornate

and incomprehensible for an ordinary reader. The commentators of classics,

as has already been pointed out, used a kind of prose.

PERIOD OF RENAISSANCE AND GROWTH

The period after 1850 synchronized with the unearthing of Sangain and

other ancient works from private possessions and their printing. The credit for

this goes to Dr U. V. Swaminathayyar, whose masterly editions with copious

notes deserve special mention. Thanks to the painstaking efforts of this pioneer

in editing classics on modern lines, the Tamils came to have the Sangam litera-

ture in print with elaborate commentaries. The twentieth century saw the

germination of Swadeshi spirit. Swami Vivekananda’s clarion call to the nation

to think of its ancient heritage, the partition of Bengal and its aftermath,

the rise of the national poet Subrahmanya Bharati in Tamil Nadu—all these

were,contributory factors for the growth of patriotic feeling among Tamils.

The advent ofBharati ushered in an era of literary renaissance in Tamil Nadu.

POETRY

Subrahmanya Bharati (c. 1882-1921) blazed a new trail which was followed

by many other poets of the next generation. His chief contribution lies in his

* Kamil Zvelebil, op. eit., p. 20.

** Ninety-six type* of poetical compositions in Tamil literature are grouped under the general title

cirrilakkiyam (minor literature). A few notable types of this group are: anttidi, mSlai, ulS, Satakam, parani,

paffu, kuratKrilci, kovai, piffaiUamith, and kalambakam.
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patriotic and devotional songs, an epic poem of small dimension but of great

charm, and prose writings on contemporary affairs. His egalitarian outlook,

concern for women, intense patriotism, and solicitude for children and the

downtrodden are well known. An attempt to integrate the twentieth century
with the past was made by him in his PahcSli Sabadam which is an epic poem
based on a single episode of the MahSbkSrata. His deep concern for the political

and social freedom of the people, including the pariah, inspired him to create

a new literature easily comprehensible by the common folk. This can be seen

from his songs such as ‘Freedom, freedom, freedom to the pariahs . . Love
for humanity, nay, for the entire creation, and Indignation against all kinds

of oppression and injustice have made the poet sing many a thought-provoking

song in new rhythm and symbolic language. The mystical tradition of Ajvars

and Nayanmars is found in Bharati’s religious songs. His hymns to Goddess

Sakti in Kalippattu and to Sri Krsna in Kanqan-pdttu are sweet and soul-stirring.

His Kuyil-pa(tu has various levels of appeal—mythological, roman tic, allegorical,

and mystic. The poetry of Bharati is remarkably rich and suggestive, passionate

and sensuous, simple yet satirical.

The patriot-scholar V. O. Chidambaram (1872-1936) composed, besides

his autobiography, a few poetical works on ethical and philosophical themes

(Meyyarivu; Padal Tirattu, 1935). ‘Kavimani’ Desikavinayagam (1875-1954)

wrote Malarum-mdlaiyum, Umarkkayydm-padalka/ (translation ofOmar Khayyam’s

Rubaiyat
) ,

Aiiyajoti (adaptation of Edwin Arnold’s Light of Asia), etc. Tiru. Vi.

Kalyanasundaram (‘Tiru. Vi. Ka.’; 1883-1954)wrote Podumai Vettal (1942) in

simple ahaval metre dealing with the harmony of all religious and sectarian

thoughts. Besides his two poetical works Tamizhan Idayam and Sankoli (1953),

‘Namakkal Kavinar’ Ramalingam (1888-1972) has versified a love story,

Avalum Avanum (
c. 1953), in a lucid language. His patriotic poem composed

on the occasion of the Salt Satyagraha in 1931 is a marching song full of vitality

and vigour. These poets including Kothamangalam Subbu (1910-74), author

of Gandhi Mahan Kalhaiga] (1947), belong to the Gandhian school of thought in

one way or other. Yogi Suddhananda Bharati is the author of Bharata'-mahaiakti

and a number of poems of topical interest.

Belonging to the Bharati school, Kanakasubburatnam (‘Bharatidasan’

;

1891-1964) is a poet of revolt and individualism. He is famous for his poems on

love, the status ofwomen, and welfare of the masses. The poet’s identification

with the downtrodden is complete, his attitude being socialistic. With an apt

description based on close observation, he has expressed his love for Nature

in a unique way in his Azhakin Sirippu. His Pdn^iyan Pariiu, a poem of epical

dimension, is embellished with thought-provoking ideas and sentiments. His

Tamzjh-iyakkam is an appeal to Tamils who have forgotten the glory and antiquity

oftheir mother-tongue. His conception ofan ideal home is contained in Kufamba-
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vilakku and the opposite picture is depicted with remarkable clarity in Irunfa

Vtfu. His Ilaiyamutu and Ilainar Ilakkiyam have beautiful maxims for the young.

Other works of ‘Bharatidasan’ include Puratcik-kavi, KuriHcittittu, and Saftcivi

Parcatattin Carol. His fame, however, in later years suffered on account of his

espousal of the Dravidian movement. Dural Manickam (‘Pavalar Peruftcitti-

ranar’; b. 1933) is one of the worthy successors of ‘Bharatid&san’. He has

written many songs in Jhe Sahgam tradition, and made new experiments

dealing with modern philosophical ideas. Aiyai, NUr&iiriyam, Koyydkkani,

Enhvai Enbatu (1969), and Paviyakkottu (1969) are a few of his outstanding

works. Pulavar Kulandai’s Ravana-kiviyam (1946) is an epic written only to

glorify Ravana of the Ramdyana. Many poets like M. L. Thangappa
(
Andaip-

pattu), ‘MuqliyaraSan’
(Punkodi), and ‘Ezhilmutalvan’ (b. 1940; Inikkum

Mnaivukal, 1976) have written on new themes in a charming style following

‘Bharatidasan’.

There were also poets who adhered to the old pattern, metre, and ideas.

N. Kanakaraja Iyer in his Marainta-mdnagar and R. Raghava Iyengar in

his Pari-katai (1937) employed fully the traditional style. ‘Vanidasan’ (b. 1915;

Tirtta Yattirai), ‘Mudiyarasan’
(
Virakaviyam)

, ‘Surada’ {Sakti Pirakkutu, 1948),

and similar other poets drew upon the old classics. Their treatment is, how-

ever, modem. Some academicians like A. Srinivasaraghavan (1905-75), ‘Salai

Ilantiraiyan’ (b. 1930), and ‘Tamizhannal’ have contributed to the develop-

ment of modern Tamil poetry. Vellaipparavai (1967), a collection of poems

written by A. Srinivasaraghavan, is marked by freshness, verve, and depth.

It won the Sahitya Akademi Award for 1968. Among the modern poets,

mention may be made of Trilokasitaram {Gandarva-ganam, 1967), Periyasamy

Thuran (Enrum Padinaru), ‘Sadhu. Su. Yogi’ (Manitanaip-paduven)

,

‘Surabi’

(Sattiya Sodanai)
, Al. Valliyappa (an eminent children’s poet

;
Malurum Ullam,

1954), ‘Kannadasan’ (b. 1926; Mankani, 1970), and ‘Tamizhazhagan’. ‘Kanna-

dasan’ is a household name in Tamil Nadu because of his lyrics written in

simple and chaste style. There are quite a large number of lesser poets, among

whom are writers of free verse, who have created a stir in the Tamil literary

world by their unconventional use of the language. Many of their works are of

little merit. There are others who strive hard to create poetry in this new line

;

they include N. Pichumurthi, Dharumu Sivaraman, Vaideeswaran, and

C. Mani.47 Promising young poets like ‘Abi’ [Maunattin Navukal, 1974), ‘Gangai-

kondan’ (Kuttuppughukka/, 1974), M. Rajendran (‘Mi. R§.*; Kanavugaf-|-

Karpanaiga\=Kagitanga() , and N. Mehta (KannlrppSkkal, 1974) have also made

some new experiments in writing verse.

17 For an account of new efforts in Tamil poetry, reference may be made to Kamil

Zvelebil, ‘New Voices in Tamil Poetry’, Indian Literature

,

Vol. XXVI (January & June, 1973),

pp. 153-63.
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FICTIONAL LITERATURE

The first work of fiction in Tamil is the highly symbolic Paramdrtta Guru-

kathai written by ‘Vlram&munivar’ in the eighteenth century, Piratdba Mudaliyar-

carittiram by Vedanayagam Pillai (nineteenth century) marked the next stage

in the growth of the novel. This was followed by Kamalambal-carittiram (1896)

by Rajam Ayyar. A further development took place in the early twentieth

century with Madhaviah’s (c. 1870-1925) Padmavati-carittiram. After him came
Vaduvur Duraiswamy (Mertaka, Bdldmani)

y
Arani Kuppuswamy (Ratnapuri-

rahasyam), Shankara Ram {Manndsai
y Kdriyadarisi) , ‘Narana Duraikkannan’

(Slmdtti Karttiydyiniy Uyiroviyam), and other authors. ‘Narana Duraikkannan’

is an eminent novelist of the post-Independence period also. R. Krishnamurthi

(‘Kalki’; 1899-1954) wrote Parttipan Kanavu (1942), Sivakdmiyin Sabadam (1944),

and Ponniyin Selvan—-all historical novels depicting the glorious past of Tamil

Nadu. These set a pattern which was followed by such post-Independence

writers as ‘Sandilyan’ (b. 1910; Tavana-rdni; Kadal-purd, 1967), ‘Jagaccirpiyan’

(b. 1925; Tiruccirrambalam ; Nandivarman Kddali
, 1958) ‘Govi. ManiSekharan’

(b. 1927; Sembiyan Selvi
, 1959; Nilamallikai)

,
and ‘Akilan’ (b. 1925; Vengaiyin

Maindariy 1961). Their novels are based on the anecdotes ofancient Tamil kings.

Palmarakkattile (1977) is the latest novel of ‘Akilan’, which delineates the

sufferings of Tamil workers of rubber estates in Malaysia.

The style of M. Varadarajan (‘Mu. Va.’; 1912-74), who started writing

in the pre-Independence period, is simple and lucid. He made experiments

with new techniques in his novels. Perra Manam (1953), Karittundu (1953),

Sentamaraiy and Mankudiiai are some of his popular works. He was a recipient

of the Sahitya Akademi Award (1961) for his Ahal-vi{akku (1958). Distinguished

politician C. N. Annadurai (c. 1908-69) was a novelist of distinction. Two
of his important works are Nallatambi and Rangoon Radhd (1952). He also

wrote a number of short stories advocating Dravidian movements. Pavai-

vilakku and Cittirappavai (1968) by ‘Akilan’ are two outstanding novels of the

post-Independence period. A^psychological novel, the former is autobiogra-

phical in a sense. It revolves round a novelist and his various women fans.

The latter, which won the Jnanpith Award in 1976, is his magnum opus wherein

the conflict between the precept and practice of ‘art for art’s sake’ is the theme.

‘Anuttama’ (b. 1922; Kettavaram
, 1951), ‘Laksmi’

(
Penmanam), Jayalakshmi

Srinivasan
(
Pusparaham

} 1944), and Kodainayaki Ammal
(
Tuya-ullam , 1951)

arc some of the women writers who became famous in the forties and fifties.

Samuddya Vidi (1968), Kurinci-malar (1961), Pon-vilanku (1964), and Kapdla-

puram (1967) are a few important novels of N. Parthasarathy (‘Manivannan’;

b. 1932), who belongs to the ‘Kalki’ school. The first won the Sahitya Akademi

Award for 1971. Gandhiji’s non-co-operation movement provided the theme

for such novels as Alaiyoiai
,
Makutapati

,
and TiydgabhUmi by ‘Kalki’; Murugan
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Or Ihjiavan by K. Venkataramani
; Maifnil Teriyutu Vdnam (1969) by

Chidambara Subramanyam; and Kallukkul Iram (1969) by R. S. Nallaperumal.

Alaiyoiai of ‘Kalki’ received the Sahitya Akademi Award for 1956 posthumously.

New experiments in novel-writing were tried by Jayakantan (b. 1934)

in his Oru Napikai Jfdtakam Pdrkkiral (1971) and Sila Nerankalil Sila Monitorial

(1970). The latter won the Sahitya Akademi Award in 1972. Attempts on

the 'stream of consciousness’ line were also made. A notable writer of this

genre is L. S. Ramamritam (Putra, 1965). Indira Parthasarathy’s (b. 1930)

novels, such as TantirobhSmi (1969), Kurutippunal (1974), and Tivukal (1976),

are based on Freudism. Sundaram Ramaswamy’s Oru Puliyamorattin Kathai

(1966) is a distinguished work of fiction so far as its technique is concerned.

T. Janakiraman’s (b. 1921) Mohamuf (1961) interprets the complications in

social and family life from the psychological standpoint. P. M. Kannan’s

(b. 1910) Peri Deivam (1943) and other novels provide realistic pictures of family

life. Oru Ndf (1950) and Poyttevu of Ka. Naa. Subrahmanyam are two re-

markable productions of the post-Independence period from the stylistic point

of view. Raghunathan’s Pancum Paiiyum (1953) is a novel with a socialistic

slant. Among the new fiction writers who have become prominent are

‘Nakulan,’ ‘Aiokamitran’ (b. 1935), ‘Sujata (b. 1935), R. S. Nallaperumal

(b. 1931), U. Subbayya (b. 1930), ‘Puspa Tankatturai’, Jothirlatha Girija

(b. 1936), Sivasankari (b. 1942), ‘Kiruttika’ (b. 1915), and Rajam Krishnan.

Of these, the last four are women. Translations have been added to creative

literature, though very few of them have retained the flavour of the original.

Of the recent translations, the Tamil renderings of V. S. Khandekar’s Marathi

novels by K. S. Srinivasacharya (‘Ka. Sri. Sri.’) deserve special notice. T.

N. Kumaraswami, a student of Santiniketan, is mainly responsible for popu-

larizing Tamil translations of Bengali novels. In spite of a plethora of novels

that have been published during the recent years, there is hardly any novel of

outstanding merit. Novels written in a humorous vein are rather few in Tamil.

However, S. V. Vijayaraghavachari (1879-1950; Vasantan, 1941), ‘Tumilan’,

(b. 1904, Anurddhd, 1961), ‘Nato(i’ (Maunap-Pil(aiydr)

,

‘Devan’, ‘Cavi’, and other

writers have contributed to the Tamil literature of this particular genre. From

Rajam Ayyar’s Kamaldmbdf-carittiram (1896) to T. Janakiraman’s Mohamu}

(1961) and Neela Padmanabhan’s (b. 1938) Talaimuraigaf (1968) there has

been a continuous flow of writings with a regional flavour.

In the domain of the short story, pioneering efforts were made by V. V. S.

Aiyar (1881-1935; MaAgaiyarkkarafiyin Kadal). He was followed by a group of

powerful writers like ‘Kalki’, ‘Pudumaippittan’ (1916-48), ‘Ku. Pa. Ra.’,

‘Mauni’ (b. 1907),. B. S. Ramayya (b. 1905), ‘Va. Ra.’ (1889-1951), and A.

S. P. Ayyar. Popular collections of short stories by ‘Pudumaippittan’, who

was a great experimentalist, include KaAcanai (1943), Sirramai (1950), and
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Sdba-vimocanam. ‘Vindan’
(PSlum Pavaiyum, 1951), Chidambara Raghunathan

(b. 1923; Idaya Ofi), G. Alagirisamy (b. 1925; Tavappayan, 1956), T. Janaki-

raman (Veyil), R. Chudamani (b. ^1931; ManattukJcu Iniyavaf 1960), ‘Mu.
Va.’

( Vitfutalaiya) , ‘Arvi’ (b. 1920; Anaiya-vifakku, 1956), ‘Cavi’ ( Tirukkuraf
-

-

kathaikal), and ‘Malayan’ (AtticcUdik-kathaikaf) have contributed much to

this branch of literature. Jayakantan’s short stories (Inippum Karippum, 1960;

Unmai Sudum, 1964) are true reflections of life with interactions of men and
women in varied situations. The short stories of ‘Akilan’ are more than 150

in number
(Sakotarar Anro, 1963; Sattiya Aveiam

, 1974). There are also short

stories as well as novels which have been written from a propagandist point

of view. Besides, there are ‘progressive’ writers who have tried to use literature

as a means of transforming society. It is in this field that works in Tamil have

been produced in bulk, though the quality is sometimes indifferent.

PLAYS

Works like Silappadikaram contain references to plays being enacted.

Theatrical techniques are also found mentioned in them. Tamil dramas, kUttu

as they were called, must have been a popular resort of the public during the

period of Imperial Colas. It had lost its hold gradually until in the nineteenth

century there was a revival of the theatre and dramatic literature. In the

lattei half of the eighteenth century, Arunacala Kavirayar wrote a drama,

ASomuki-natakam
,
besides an opera type piece, Rama-natakam. Sundaram Pillai’s

(1855-97) Manonmaniyam (1891), a poetic drama, gave a new dimension to

the dramatic literature in Tamil. V. V. Suryanarayana Sastri alias ‘Paritimal

Kalaifiar’ (1870-1903; Rupavati, Kalavati) wrote dramas on the Shakespearean

model. Sankaradas Swami’s plays are based on old stories of mythology.

Among the plays written by ‘Pammal’ Sambanda Mudaliar (1873-1964)

Sabhapati (1931), Manohara, and Ratnavali became very popular. Sakuntala-

natakam (1907; translation of Kalidasa’s AbhijnanaSakuntala) by ‘Maraimalai

Adikal’, Kuzhandai Rama (1929) by R. S. Desikan, Appar-natakam (1934) by

M. Balasubramanyam, and Patitta Peitka[ (1948) by ‘Bharatidasan’ are some

of the notable works of the first half of this century. T. K. Shanmukham

and his brothers infused a new life into the stage by presenting many historical

and social dramas like Auvaiyar and Raja Raja Cofan. Dramatists like T. K.

Pavalar wrote plays (
Katarin Verri, Deiiyak-koji) with the freedom movement

as their background during the pre-Independence period. ‘Bharatidasan’ has

presented a SaAgam theme in his Ceratanfavam (1949). His Piiirandaiyar, which

won posthumously the Sahitya Akademi Award for 1969, has for its theme the

life-story of a Sangam poet, Piiirandaiyar. K. Appadurai’s An^i-mafam (1952),

Periyasamy Thuran’s Manakkukai (1955), B. S. Ramayya’s Ter Oftiyin Makan

(1957), T. Janakiraman’s NSluveli Nilam (1959), R. Chudamani’s Iruvar
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Kandanar, K. A. P. Viswanatham's Tamizhccuvai, M. Varadarajan’s Kadal-enke,

and V&zhvU Inbam by ‘Akilan’ are some of the recent plays which deserve

special notice. Latterly, there has been a definite swing of popular taste

towards hilarious social plays with political overtones, but plays of real literary

merit are rare.

OTHER FORMS OF LITERATURE

Tamil prose, as has already been seen, originated in the commentaries of

the thirteenth-fifteenth centuries.- It started flourishing with the advent of the

Westerners into South India. Ramalinga Swamigal, Arumuga Navalar,

Vedanayagam Pillai, and many others have contributed much for the devel-

opment of Tamil prose! Thanks to the Tamil journals, prose-writing became

quite common, and patriots like V. O. Chidambaram and Subrahmanya

Bharati and scholars like Tiru. Vi. Kalyanasundaram and T. K. Chidambara-

nathan distinguished themselves as eminent writers of prose. ‘Maraimalai

AdikaP (1879-1950), who led the puritan movement in Modern Tamil, wrote

in a chaste and charming style using pure Tamil words only. Cintanaik-kattu-

raikal (1908), Tolaivilunartal (1935), and Tamizhar Matam (1941) are some

of his important prose works. The writings of Tiru. Vi. Kalyanasundaram

(.Pennin Perumai
;
Manita Vazhkkaiyum Gandhi Adikalum; U[lo(i, 1942; Tamizhc-

colaiy 1935; Murugan Allatu Azhagu
, 1925) are remarkable as much for the

wide range of subjects covered as for their high idealism and spiritual content.

They set a new pattern for modern Tamil prose. An illustrious journalist,

‘Kalkr was also a novelist, short story writer, humorist, and music critic of note.

The great statesman C. Rajagopalachari (‘Rajaji*; 1879-1972) was a prose

writer of distinction. He summarized the Mahabharata ( Viyasar Virundu) and the

Ramayana {Cakkaravarttit-Tirumakan)

.

His Sri Rdmakrsnarin Upanisadam (1950) was

declared by the Tamil Academy of Madras as the best book in Tamil for the

year 1952-53. The tales and parables of Sri Ramakrishna have been retold

in an impressive and fascinating way in this book which has been translated

in various languages of India including English. The Ramakrishna Math at

Madras has brought out a sizable volume of literature in Tamil to spread the

Ramakrishna-Vivekananda movement. Mention may be made of Mozhiya-

matam by Swami Paramatmananda, Svami Vivekanandar by R. Ganapathi, and

Tirtwarunmozhi in this connexion. The Tinnevelly Saiva Siddhanta Works

Publishing Society has made significant contributions to the development of

religious literature in Modem Tamil. The writings of Swami Chidbhavananda

expound the immortal philosophy of life in a simple, rational, and soul-

elevating manner. He gives a critical analysis of the life of Sri Ramakrishna

in Paramahamsar Perumai (1959), which is a unique exposition of practical

Vedanta. Besides lucid commentaries on the Bhagavad-Gita ,
Tiruvdcakam

,
and
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Tdyumdnava Svamigal P&dalkal, Swami Chidbhavananda has produced many
other literary works that are companions to spiritual aspirants

—

Etirkala

IndiyS (1953), Dinaiari Dhiyanam (1960), and Gajatri (1973) being a few among
them.

Apart from some earlier critical works like Bhagavad-vifayam (on Divya

Prabandham), literary criticism in the modern sense of the term did not emerge

in Tamil literature till the middle of the nineteenth century. Scholars who
contributed in this field during the first four decades of the present century

include ‘Maraimalai Adikal’
( Tiruvatfuvar Kalam, Pattinappalai Araycci)

,

‘Navalar’

Somasundara Bharati (1879-1950; Tirukkura/, Kamba R&mayanam), M. Raghava
Iyengar (1878-1950; Araycci Tokuti), S. Vaiyapuri Pillai (Ilakkiyac-cintanaika])

,

‘Panditamani’ M. Kathiresan Chettiar
(
TiruvScakam) , and R. P. Sethu Pillai

(Tamizham—Drum Perum). The next three decades and a half saw the pro-

ductions of some more notable works in this genre. Among the writers of this

period are: Auvai Duraisamy (expositions of the Sarigam and Saiva Siddhanta

literature), K. V. Jagannathan (b. 1906; Virar Ulagam, 1966), M. Varadarajan

( Ovacceyti
, 1952), K. Appadurai (b. 1907; Kumarik-kandam Allatu Kadal Kanda

Tennadu, 1951), M. Rajamanickanar
(
Pallavar Varalaru, 1952), C. Ilakkuvanar

(Pazhantamizh
, 1962), K. A. P. Viswanatham (Tirukkurat-hrangam) ,

‘Tiruk-

kuraP Munusamy
(
Tirukkurat-payanam)

,

V. S. P. Manickam
(
Tamizhk-kadal),

‘TamizhannaP
( Oppiyal Oru Arimugam), ‘Salai Ilantiraiyan’, A. M. Parama-

sivanandam, Tlavazhaganar’, and Sp. Annamalai. Most of their works are

on great classics of the past. G. Devaneya Pavanar (b. 1902) has pioneered

in the field of literary and linguistic researches. His Mutal-tay-mozhi (1955),

Sollardyccik-katturaika} (1949), and Diravidattay (1964) are significant philological

works. But for his researches in philology, the purity and antiquity of Tamil

might have remained a myth. His Pandait Tamizjiar Panpadum Nagarikamum

(1966), Tamizh Naltu Vilaiyattukkal (1954), and Tamizhar Matam (1972) reveal

the glory of Tamil culture. Swami Vipulananda (1892-1947) has written a

research work, Yazh-nul, on the ancient Tamil iiai (music), besides his

critical essays and devotional poems. Yazh-ntil is a prodigious work of great

dimension and no work produced later on Tamil music has surpassed it.

Biographical literature in Tamil prose developed rather late in this century.

A notable work is Sri Ramanujar by ‘Pi. Sri.’, which received the Sahitya Aka-

demi Award in 1965. Pudumaippittan Varalaru (1951; biography of ‘Pudu-

maippittan’) by Ghidambara Raghunathan, Puratcippavalar (biography of

‘Bharatidasan’) byDurai Manickam, Sivakamiyin Selvan (biography ofKamaraj)

by ‘Cavi’, and Maraimalai Adikal Varalaru (1959; biography of ‘Maraimalai

Adikal’) by M. Thirunavukkarasu are a few olhet important works of this

genre. U. V. Swaminathayyar (En Caritam), ‘Tiru. Vi. Ka.’ ( Vazhkkaik-kurip

-

pukkal), ‘Namakkal Kavinar’ Ramalingam (En Kathai), T. S. ST. Rajan, and
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T. K. Shanmukham are some of the writers of good autobiographies. Trave-

logues forming an interesting feature of modem Tamil literature are getting

popular. The works of ‘Tim. Vi. Ka.’, ‘Mu. Va.’ (Tan Kan$a Ilankai), ‘Somale’

(Mavalta Variiai), Mi. Pa. Somasundaram (b. 1921; Akkaraic-cimaiyil, 1961),

and ‘Maryan’ (liayam Peiukiratu
) deserve special mention. Science and

technology are being popularized by P. N. Appuswami, Subbu Reddiar, E.

T. Rajeswari, Manickam^jG. R. Damodaran, Samuel Abraham, and others.

Juvenile literature, however, has not yet attained a high standard, though

there are many periodicals such as Tamisju-cittu, Kannan, PBHcolai, Karumbu,

and Gokulam. While journals like Ananda Vikatan, Dipam, Kalaimagal, and
Kalki are popularizing fictional literature in colloquial Tamil, Centamizhc-

Selvi, Tentnozhi, Tamizham, Tamizhp-pozhil are enriching modem Tamil lit-

erature through their pure, classic, and chaste style.*8

Modern Tamil literature does not match favourably with the ancient

works in the language. Compared even with some of the Indian languages,

its development in recent years has not been adequate. However, the inter-

national recognition of Tamil has found its expression in three World Tamil
Conferences resulting in a spate of scholarly papers. With the adoption ofTamil
as the medium of instruction in Tamil Nadu, there has been a spurt of literary

activity which augurs well for Tamil, a language with a great cultural heritage

and rich literary tradition.

M The credit for starting the first journal in Tamil ( Tamizh Itazh in 1831) goes to the Christian

missionaries. Gradually, others also appeared in the field and published both monthlies and weeklies

—

religious as well as literary. But the style of those journals was artificial and laboured and marked by
an abundance of Sanskrit words. This continued till the middle of the second decade of the twentieth

century. Journalism took a new turn when Thru. Vi. Kalyanasundaram became the editor ofDeiabhaktan

in 1917, which played a very commendable role in facilitating the growth of the Tamil language.
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TELUGU

THE LAND AND THE LANGUAGE

TELUGU is one of the most important languages of India belonging to

the Dravidian family. Its speakers are chiefly concentrated in Andhra

Pradesh and the neighbouring States of Orissa, Madhya Pradesh, Karnataka,

and Tamil Nadu. Next to Hindi, it is the mother-tongue of the largest number

of people in India. The Census of 1971 gives the number of Telugu-speaking

people as 44,707,697. Bounded by Madhya Pradesh and Orissa in the north,

the Bay of Bengal in the east, Tamil Nadu and Karnataka in the south, and

Karnataka and Mahara§{ra in the west, Andhra Pradesh is the fifth largest

State of India. Telugu is the official language of Andhra Pradesh.

Telugu is also known as Andhra-bhisa or the language of the Andhras. To

derive the word telugu, or the older forms telungu and tenugu, some scholars

unconvincingly relate them to Sanskrit words like triliAga (country of the

three liAgas), trikalinga (country of the three Kalingas), or trinaga (land of

three mountains). Telugu is perhaps connected with ‘Telinga’, the name of

a tribe that must originally have lived in the region. This assumption is sup-

ported by the existence of Telagas, a major agricultural community in Andhra,

and Telaganyas, a sub-sect among the Andhra Brahmins, and also by the

name Telangfuja, denoting a part of the Andhra region. It is, therefore,

possible that Telugu was originally an ethnic name. The word tenugu is the

result ofthe phonetic change of / to n which is attested elsewhere in the language.

Both telugu and tenugu were found to be in use from the eleventh century a.d.

The earliest reference to the Andhras as a name denoting a tribe of people

who migrated to the south of the Vindhyas is found in the Aitartya Brahtnana.

They are also mentioned in the Ramayana and the Mahabharata. Megasthanes

refers to them as a political power in the south-eastern Deccan. It is, there-

fore, possible to suppose that the Andhras were migrants from the North,

and that their political and cultural domination over the people in the Telugu

region would have given their name to the country, the people, and later to

the language. The two terms telugu and Andhra have been synonymously used

from the early times and they signify one and the same people, region, and

language.

The political and social history of the Andhras can be sketched from the

times of the SStavShana rule (263 b. c. to a.d. 163). The geographical position

of the Andhra region as a meeting place of the North and the South has been
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a dominant factor in the political, social, cultural, and literary development
of the Andhras. In the process of Aryanization of the South, the Telugu people
seem to have been the first to lose much of their identity as a Dravidian race.

They became Aryanized soon in their ways of life. From the earliest times of
their history, the Telugu people struck a note of synthesis between the two
cultures, Aryan and Dravidian, and played a significant role in the evolution

of a pan-Indian culture in the Sub-continent.

The Telugu language, as already stated, belongs to the Dravidian family.

We do not know when it branched out as an independent language from the

proto-Dravidian, but a reasonable guess would be that it was not earlier than

the sixth century b.c. The literary history of Telugu begins with poet Nannaya
(eleventh century a.d.) whose Mahabharatamu is the earliest extant literary

work in Telugu. But we have inscriptional evidence for Telugu from th^

third century b.c. with the commencement of the Satavahana rule in the

Deccan. A few Telugu words, mostly names of persons or of some gifted

villages, or descriptions of their boundaries, are found in the Prakrit inscrip-

tions of the Satavahana kings and their successors. They occur in greater

number in the Sanskrit inscriptions from about the middle of the fourth century

a.d. The language thus came under the dominating influence of Prakrit and
Sanskrit which were the upper languages during the first five centuries of the

Christian era. Telugu inscriptions are available from the middle of the sixth

century a.d., and until the beginning of the eleventh century we have about

one hundred such inscriptions written in prose or verse. Nannaya’s Maha-
bharatamu (a.d. 1030) marks a definite stage in the history and development
of the Telugu language. The epigraphic sources of pre-Nannaya or pre-

literary Telugu may be called Old Telugu, marking out the first 700 years

(200 b.c.-a.d. 500) as the period of Prakrit-Sanskrit inscriptions and the

next 500 years (a.d. 500-1000) as the age of Telugu inscriptions. From the

point of view of linguistic development, the period a.d. 1000 to 1600 can be

designated as Middle Telugu, and the period from a.d. 1600 onwards as

Modern Telugu. The oldest inscriptions in the Andhra area were written

in the southern variety of the Brahml script. It developed later into what is

called Telugu -Kannada, parent to the modern Telugu and Kannada scripts.

Telugu is a borrowing language, and it seems to have started borrowing

from Sanskrit since its infancy. Sanskrit always held a superior position in

Andhra, and it was the language of education and scholarship among the

Telugu people till the advent of the British. Telugu poets and grammarians

were votaries of Sanskrit, and unrestricted borrowing of Sanskrit words

and expressions was not only permitted, but also encouraged. Proficiency

in Sanskrit was considered indispensable to a Telugu poet or scholar. The
impact of Sanskrit on Telugu was so great that until recently Telugu poets
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and grammarians eulogized Sanskrit as the mother of TeJugu. Over the nine

hundred years of development of Telugu literature, this has resulted in trans-

lation and adaptation of many Sanskrit works into Telugu.

AGE OF KAVITRAYA (NANNAYA, TIKKANNA, AND ERRANA): A.D. 1000-1400

Classical Telugu literature dates from the time of Nannaya, whose work,

Mahabharatamu (a.d. 1030), marks an epoch in the history ofthe Telugu language
as well as literature. It is an adaptation of the Sanskrit Mahibhdrata in the

form of campu
9
i.e. poetry mixed with prose. Though the later poets acclaimed

Nannaya as the adikavi (the first poet), it is difficult to assume that Nannaya’s

style—so chaste, sublime, and faultless, which set the norm for later poets

—

should have come into existence without any preceding stage of literary de-

velopment in Telugu. Whether literary, works in Telugu existed before the

eleventh century a.d, is a debatable point. However, inscriptional evidence

of the pre-Nannaya period shows the prevalence of metrical composition in

Telugu from the seventh century a.d. Significantly, they are all in deii (in-

digenous) metres like taruvoja , akkara
9
sisamu

,
etc. References are also available

to show that deii kavita or folk-literature, which was mostly in the form of

padas or folk-songs, was flourishing in the pre-Nannaya times as an oral tradi-

tion among the people. As against deti9 Nannaya through his Mahabharatamu

pioneered the mdrga (Sanskrit) tradition in Telugu. He borrowed freely Sanskrit

words and expressions and also used liberally the different mdrga metres along

with deii metres in his work.

During the pre-Nannaya times, the vdmdcdrd1 practices and the Garvaka1

and Kapalika8 schools were gaining hold on the people. Kumarila Bhatfa

(seventh century a.d.) and SankaracSrya (a.d. 788-820) preached against

these and made a nation-wide drive to revive the Vedic dharma among the

people. Nannaya and his patron-king Rajaraja Narendra (1022-63) took upon

themselves the great
f
task of reviving the varnairama dharma (scheme of duties

according to castes and stages of life) in the Andhra region. The translation

of the Mahabhdrata
9
which is known as the Paficama- Veda (fifth Veda), was

therefore an appropriate choice to serve as a means to propagate the Vedic

lThe Sakti cult was prevalent in ancient South India along with Saivism and Vaif^avism.The£&kta
school had numerous ramifications in the course of time with various forms of worship or tic&ras, such

as dakfio&ira, v&mdcara, ktdacara, and rirac&ra. For the philosophy of \>5m5cfaa, see CHI, Vol. IV, pp.

228-29.

The C&rv&ka or the Lok&yata is a heterodox school of ancient Indian philosophy which did not

accept the validity of the Sroti and regarded pratyakfa or direct perception as the only means ofknow-

ledge. For details of the philosophy of this system, CHI, Vol. Ill (pp. 168-83) may be consulted.

By the side ofa pure stream of Sioa-bhakti (devotion to Siva), there grew up in South India several

Saiva cults with somewhat gruesome practices. Chief among these were cults of the K&pilikas and

K&l&mukhas. Kflftcl, Tiruvorriy&r, Melp&di, and Kodumb&lOr were some of their strongest centres.

Cf. CHI, Vol. IV, p. 71.
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heritage among the Telugu people. The Telugu MahSbharatamu is not a mere

translation of the original. Nannaya has shown sufficient originality to make

it a work of high literary merit. For reasons unknown to history, Nannaya

left his work incomplete. He wrote two parvans, Adi and Sabha, and only a

part of the Vanaparvan. The rest of the Mahdbhdrata remained unfinished for

the two centuries that followed. Gai}ita-sara, a mathematical treatise of Maha-

viracSrya in Sanskrit, wa* translated into Telugu by Pavuiuri Mallana in

the second half of the eleventh century. This explains, as Dr S. K. Chatteiji

observes, ‘the advance made by Telugu as a means of scientific expression’.4

During the twelfth and thirteenth centuries a.d., Andhra-de£a (land of

the Andhras) witnessed major political, social, and religious changes. The

feudatories in Andhra asserted independence creating political unrest. The

Vedic revivalism sponsored by Nannaya and his patron-king received a set-

back. The teachings of Basavefvara, prophet of VIrafaivism,4 disturbed the

social fabric of the people both in the Karnataka and the Andhra region.

Viraiaivism became partly a mass movement and its gospel was preached to

the people through literary works by Saiva poets. Nannecoqlu (c. a.d. 1150)

is the first of the Saiva poets in Telugu. His Kumara-sambhavamu in twelve cantos

is a great kdvya of high merit written in the campU form. Palakuriki Somanatha

(c. 1200-1240) was a prolific writer among the Saiva poets. He wrote in Telugu,

Kannada, and Sanskrit. He was not only a crusader for Viraiaivism, but

also a rebel in the literary field in the sense that he opposed the marga tradition

of Nannaya and advocated the deii tradition. He did not favour translations

from Sanskrit, or Sanskrit metre or Sanskritized Telugu. His major works are

Basava Puranamu and Panditaradhya-caritra, written in dvipada metre dealing

with the biographies of the two Saiva prophets, Basavefvara and Pap«Jita-

radhya, respectively. Somanatha was also the pioneer in creating new literary

genres like gadya, ragada, Sataka
,
and udahararta in Telugu. The deii movement

initiated by him aimed at freeing the language from its dependence on Sanskrit

in every respect. His religious zeal, if not fanaticism, unfortunately proved an

impediment to the success ofhis deH movement in the literary field. Though the

movement died with him, it did influence the writings of the later poets to some

extent. The first translation or rather adaptation of the Ramdyana in Telugu was

by Gona Buddha Redqli (thirteenth century) ; it is called ReaUgandtha Rama-

yanam (c. 1250). Though he was not a Saiva poet, he was influenced by the

writings of Somanatha in using dvipada metre for his work.

Tikkanna (c. 1220-1300) heralded a new era in Telugu literature by making

4Cf. S. K. Gharterji, Languages and Literatures qfModem India

,

p. 274.

•The school of Viraiaivism or the LiAg&yata school traces its origin to the Agamas which are as

old as the Br&hmagas. Basaveivara infused new blood into the cult in the twelfth century. For details,

see CHI, Vol. IV, pp. 98-107.
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a fine synthesis between the mdrga ofNannaya and the deft of PSlakuriki Soma-
n&tha. As a minister to a feudal king, Tikkanna worked for the political unity of
Andhra-deSa with a view to averting a possible Muslim invasion of the South. As
an Advaitin, he also worked for the religious unity of the Hindus by establishing

the Hari-Hara cult. He brought together the Saiva and non-Saivaite schools

ofTelugu poets who were obsessed with religious dissensions. His first work was
Nirvacanottara Rdmayanamu written in the kdvya style. Tikkanna took upon him-
selfthe great task ofcompleting the translation ofthe Mahdbhdrata left unfinished

by Nannaya. Commencing with the Virdtapanan, he completed the remaining
fifteen parvans of the Mahdbhdrata in the campd form and dedicated the book
to Hari-Hara. He blended the mdrga and deft traditions in his works, parti-

cularly with regard to the language and metre. His Mahdbhdratamu is more
than a translation

;
it is a great piece of original literary art too. He exploits the

semantic wealth of deft words and makes his style highly suggestive to his

reader. Although he did not translate the Gita portion, its message is conveyed

throughout the poem. Tikkanna was also a patron of poets. DaSakttmdra-caritra,

a free poetical rendering of Daijdin’s famous prose romance in Sanskrit, by
Mulaghatika Ketana (1220-60) was dedicated to Tikkanna. Ketana has to his

credit a grammatical treatise of Telugu, known as Andhra-bhasd-bhufanamu.

The author claims it as the first of its kind in the language. The Telugu version

of the Mdrkantfeya Purdna by Maraija and KeyUrabdhu-caritramu, a poetical ren-

dering of the Sanskrit ViddhaSdla-bhadjikd, by Maficanna were notable works of

this period. Kf?pamacarya of this period wrote Sirhhagiri Narahari Vacanamulu,

a collection of devotional prose compositions, lyrical in character and original

in content.

After Tikkanna
^ the political and social conditions in Andhra became

chaotic. The Muslim invasion at the beginning of the fourteenth century broke

the Kikatiya empire (1081-1323). The feudatories became independent and

established small kingdoms. The eastern part ofAndhra was ruled by the Reddi

kings during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries (1323-1450), and they

extended patronage to literature and other fine arts. Erripreggada or Errana

(e. 1280-1350) was the first court poet of the Redd* kings. He completed the

translation of the latter part of the Vanaparvan left incomplete by Nannaya.

The three poets, Nannaya, Tikkanna, and Errana, who completed the transla-

tion of the Mahdbhdrata, occupy a venerable place as the kavitraya, trinity of

poets, in Telugu literature. If the story of the Mahdbhdrata won greater appre-

ciation in Andhra than in other States, it was primarilydue to the poetic genius

of the lkavitraya. Errana was the first poet to render the Harivaihia into Telugu.

He was also the author ofa Telugu Rdmdyaifa, which is lost to us. His Nfsithha

Purdpamu is considered a landmark, as it initiated a literary type called pra-

bandha in Telugu literature. A contemporary of Errana was Nacana Soma
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(1355-77), a great admirer of Tikkanna and follower of the Hari-Hara cult.

He was the author of Uttara-Harivandamu which is highly appreciated for its

embellished style. Bhdskara Rdmdyariamu, a joint work by four authors, is another

noteworthy contribution to the Telugu literature of this period.

AGE OF SRINATHA (A.D. 1400-1500)

Srinatha (1365-1440) was a great scholar in Sanskrit and a literary prodigy

in Telugu. As a court poet of the Redqli kings, he occupied a position of great

honour and distinction. He was the kavi-sarvabhauma (king of poets) of his time

having had the royal honour of kanakdbhiseka. Srinatha was the pioneer of an

epoch, as he gave a new lead to set the shape and tone for the later kdvya-

prabandha, a unique form of literature in Telugu. Some of his works are lost.

Sfngara-naifadhamu, Hara-vilasamu, Bhimeivara Puranamu, KaJl-khandamu, and

Palandti-vtra-caritramu—a popular ballad cycle in deii metre, the first of its kind

in Telugu—are the major works of Srinatha now extant. They rank as high

class poetical compositions, comparable with the kdvyas in Sanskrit literature in

their rhythm and cadence and stylistic majesty and stateliness. In fact, Srinatha

linked the age of Puranas of the kavitraya with the age ofprabandhas of the later

period. A contemporary of Srinatha, Potana (c. 1400-1475) was the author of

Mahdbhagavatamu, a free and enlarged rendering of the Bhagavata Parana in

Telugu, which is still very popular in the land.8A great bhakta poet, Potana had

a musical soul, and mellifluous lyricism runs in each of the verses in his Maha-

bhagavatamu. The Abhijndna-Sakuntala of Kalidasa was adapted with some

changes into a kdvya form by Pinavirabhadruqlu (c. 1450-80), a disciple of Sri-

natha, in his Sakuntald-pariqayamu. He had to his credit several renderings of the

Puranic stories also, of which Jaimini Bharatamu is only available today. Telugu

works of translation, such as Padma Puranamu, Vasiffha Ramayanamu, and Ndci-

ketopdkhydnamu,
appeared during this century. The Pancatantra was adapted

into Telugu verse by Dubagunta Narayajja (1450-1500). Annamacarya (1408-

1503), a bhakta poet of Tirupati, composed thousands of saAkirtanas (devotional

songs) of high literary and musical value. His wife Timmamba, believed to be

the first Telugu poetess, wrote Subhadra-kalydnamu in the dvipada metre. The

Vaiaha Parana and Prabodha-candrodaya were rendered in the campu form jointly

{c. 1480) by Nandi Mallaya and Ghan$a Singaya. The Prabodha-candrodaya is

an allegorical play in Sanskrit by Kfsna MiSra
;
the Telugu version of the work

is a beautiful poem in five cantos.

The noteworthy feature of the age of Srinatha was the multiplicity of

poets and the variety and quantity of literary output representing various new

‘Potana is not, however, the sole author of the extant Mahabhagcmatamu. He wrote the bulk of the

poem undoubtedly, but there are portions which had been written by his disciples, Veligandala

N&raya, Gftfiganfirya, and Ercuri SiAganna.
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tendencies in the evolution of the kSoya literature which culminated in the

form of prabandha during the following century. Sanskrit poets were also ex-

tended equal patronage by the Reddi kings, some of whom were themselves

writers in Sanskrit.

AGE OF PRABANDHAS (A.D. 1500-1700)

The rule of Vijayanagara kings in Andhra-de£a during three quarters of

the sixteenth century is considered as the golden age in both Andhra history

and literature. Kr?nadevaraya, the Vijayanagara king who ruled from 1509

to 1530, was a great scholar in Sanskrit, Telugu, and Kannada and composed

poems in all the three languages. Poets were greatly honoured in his court.

According to tradition, Kfsijadevaraya had asta-diggajas (eight learned poets)

in his court, namely, Allasani Peddana, Nandi Timmanna, Ramabhadra Kavi,

Madayagari Mallana, Pingali Suranna, Bhat^umurti, Dhurjatf, and Tenali

Ramakrsna.7 Royal patronage made these poets vie with each other to excel

in narration and originality in their works. The result was the emergence of

a new literary form called prabandha during this period. The prabandha in Telugu

literature was no imitation or adaptation of the Sanskrit kavya. It is a remark-

able literary type original to Telugu literature. Though it apparently resembles

the Sanskrit kSvya, it embodies in itself the excellence of Sravya (poetic), driya

(dramatic), and madhura (lyric) elements. The development of plot, characteri-

zation, poetic imagery, figurative style, the treatment of rasa (sentiment)

each of these aspects presents a uniqueness of its own in a Telugu prabandha.

Allasani Peddana (c. 1510-75) was the originator of prabandha with his work

Manu-caritramu. Pdrijatapaharanatnu of Nandi Timmanna ranks with Peddana s

poem in excellence with its mellifluous style. It can be described as a drama

in the form of a prabandha. Ramabhadra Kavi made an admirable epitomiza-

tion of the Ramayana in his Ramabhyudayamu (c. 1550). RajaJekhara-caritramu

(1515) of MSdayagari Mallana deserves particular notice for its poetical

merit. Krsnadevaraya himself was the author of a Telugu prabandha,
Amukta-

malyada. As a Nature poet, he excelled in his description of the cycle of the

seasons. Pifigali Suranna (c. 1520-80) wrote three poems of remarkable merit:

Raghava-Pandaviyamu (1545), Kalap&mdayamu (1550), and Prabhavati-Pradyum-

namu (1555). Raghava-Patrfaviyamu is a tour deforce with each verse containing

two meanings, one pertaining to the Ramayaiyi and the other to the Maha-

bharata; KalapUrnodayamu is an original poetic romance with characters from

the Puranas ;
and Prabhavati-Pradyumnamu is a prabandha with a Puranic story.

RSghaoa-Pa^aviyamu is the first dvyarthi kavya (poem with double meaning) in

Telugu. Suranna’s gift of inventiveness and poetic genius is greatly reflected

’Modern researches, however, indicate that PiAgaJi Suranna and Bhattumfirti did not actually

belong to tlte court of KrKiadevar&ya.
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in KalapUr^odayamu, a work conceived far ahead of his time. Critics have

acclaimed it as a mahakdvya and a novel in verse. Bhattumfirti, also known

as Ramaraja BhG?aqa, was a contemporary of Suranna. He was the author

of Vasu-caritra and HarUcandra-Nalopakhyanamu. In Vasu-caritra, magnum opus

of Bhattumurti, the Telugu prabandha reached its high watermark. That Vasu-

caritra was translated into Sanskrit is a great testimony to its poetic merit.

Hariicandra-NalopSkhyanavui is a dvyarthi kavya like Sfiranna's Raghava-Pdnda-

viyamu. Though Kd\ahastlivdra-mShatmyamu of Dhurjati and Panduranga-mahat-

myamu of Tenali R&makrsna are not prabandhas in the real sense, they bear

a few of the prabandha characteristics. Cintalapudi EllanUrya (1510-60), who
was patronized by Krsnadevaraya, is the author of two noteworthy poems,

Radha-Madhavamu and Tarakabrahmarajiyamu
, the former being his masterpiece.

Nrsimha Kavi, who probably flourished during the last years of Krsnadeva-

riya’s reign, was a powerful poet of his time. He has depicted ipigara (erotic

sentiment) and vairagya (dispassion) with equal grace and force with apt

words chosen for expressing different sentiments in his prabandha of six cantos,

Kavikarna-rasayanamu. Ramayanamu of Kummari Molla, a poetess of this period

belonging to the potter caste, deserves special notice for its beautiful descrip-

tions and lucid style. It retains its popularity even to this day. Mention should

be made here ofVemana, an outstanding poet and the ‘prince’ oiiataka writers,

who probably belonged to the sixteenth century. He composed hundreds of

verses of ethical and didactic import in a deii metre known as ataveladi, which

are still very popular in the land. Vemana's poetry marks a complete departure

from the artificial poems of his contemporaries.

LITERATURE UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF THE SULTANS OF GOLKONDA

Telugu literature flourished also under the patronage of the Sultans ofthe

Qutub Shahi dynasty of Golkonda (1518-1687). Sultan Ibrahim Qutub Shah

(1550-80), his son Mohammed Quli Qutub Shah (1580-1611), and their

successors were all great patrons of Telugu literature. Tapati-sarhvaranamu

(1565) and YaySti-caritramu (1578) are two celebrated prabandhas written by

two court poets of Sultan Ibrahim Qutub Shah, Addanki Gangadhara Kavi

and Ponnikanti Telaganarya. Both the works were composed in what is called

acca tenugu or pure Telugu devoid of Sanskrit words. This was something

unique as most of the writers of the day preferred the highly Sanskritized

mUra-bhasS (mixed language). Kandukuru Rudra Kavi, who earned apprecia-

tion from Ibrahim Qutub Shah, has to his credit a fine poem, NiraAkuiopdkhyana-

mu written in mixed verse and prose. §atcakravarti-caritramu of Malla Reddi

(c.1550-1600), who is said to have been patronized by Ibrahim Qutub Shah,

also deserves mention. Vaijayanti-vilasamu of S&rungu Timmanna, court poet

of Quli Qutub Shah, is an excellent poem of love. Elakuci BSlasarasvatJ’s
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(f* 1600-1640) Righava-Yadava-Pdnjaviyamu is a noted tryartki kSvya of the first

halfof the seventeenth century narrating the stories of the RSm&yana, Bhagavata,

and MahSbhSrata in the same set of verses.

SOUTHERN SCHOOL (e. A.D. 1500-1800)

With the fall of the Vijayanagara empire in 1565, Muslim rule was estab-

lished in the major part of the Andhra area. The Telugu litterateurs had
therefore to seek patronage in the courts ofthe Telugu Nayaka kings at Tanjore

and Madurai situated in the Tamil country. Telugu writers received patronage

also from the local rulers at Pudukkottai and Mysore. Emulating the example

of the Vijayanagara kings, the rulers of these southern kingdoms showered

their patronage upon poets and writers in Telugu and this was continued for

over a couple of centuries. The Telugu works of the Southern school produced

during this period beyond the borders of the Andhra area are varied in their

form and tone. Though works of real literary merit and originality were few,

the output was considerable. Some of these kings and sometimes their chieflains

also were talented poets in Telugu. King Raghunatha Nayaka (1600-1631)

of Tanjore wrote both in Telugu and Sanskrit. Written in the dvipada metre,

his Acyutabhyudayamu gives the life-story of his father. It furnished the pattern

of writing verse biographies in Telugu. The author’s poetic talent is marvel-

lously reflected in his Nala-caritramu and Vdlmiki-caritramu. His son. King

Vijayaraghava Nayaka (1633-73), was a prolific writer of theyaksaganas, over

twenty in number, in Telugu. Theyaksagana is a kind ofpopular play—an opera

type of work, combining the elements of music, dance, and poetry in its form

and presentation. The first yaksagana in Telugu was Sugriva-vijayamu written

by Kandukuri Rudra Kavi around 1568. Vijayaraghava Nayaka with his

love for music, dance, and drama popularized the yaksaganas by having them

staged in his presence. Given to a life of merry-making, he seemed to have

converted his court into a centre for fine arts. Koneti Diksita Candra’syakfagana

Vijayardgham-kalyanamu (c. 1680) has for its theme Vijayaraghava’s marriage

with Kantimati. Cemakura Venkata Kavi, court poet of Raghunatha Nayaka,

ranks high as an original poet. Sarangadhara-caritramu and Vijaya-vilasamu (1630)

are two of his famous works, the latter being his masterpiece. Vijaya-vilasamu

is a unique prabandha in which the poet exploits the sound and sense of riative

Telugu words in each of the verses to create wonderful poetic imagery. Krsna-

dhvari, a voluminous writer in Sanskrit as well as Telugu, wrote a remarkable

dvyarthi kavya in Telugu, Naifadha-parijatiyamu. From the stylistic point of

view, this poem is considered as a much better work than its earlier counter-,

parts composed by Suranna and Bhattumurti. Cehgalvakaja Kavi, court

poet of Vijayar5ghava, composed RSjagopala-vilasamu, a love romance on Krsna

and his eight wives representing eight types of ndyikas (heroines). Poetesses
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also adorned the courts of the Tanjore kings. Pasupuleti Rangaj&mm&, the

first poetess to have the patronage of King Vijayaraghava Nayaka, wrote

twoprabandhas—Mannaruddsa-vildsamu and Ufd-parinayamu. Madhurava^ii,Rama-

bhadramba, Muddu Pajani are some of the poetesses who dedicated their

works to their patron-kings.

For the first time prose works in Telugu appeared under the patronage

of the Nifyaka kings of Madurai. A prose biography of Kr?padevar&ya, Rdya-

vicakamu was written by SthSnapati during the time of ViSvanatha Niyaka

(1529-64). It gives an idea of the early prose literature in Telugu. Dhenu-

mdhatmyamu, a well-known prose work by Kamesvara Kavi (1623-70), is devoted

to the glorification of the cow. His Satyabhama.-santvana.mu marks the beginning

of the erotic santvanam kavyas in Telugu literature. Jaimini Bhdratamu and

SdraAgadhard-caritramu of Samukham Venkata Krsnappa are two works in

prose written under the patronage of Vijayaranga Cokkanatha (1706-32) who

was himself a writer in Telugu. Rddhikd-sdntvanamu and Ahalyd-samkrandanamu

of Samukham Venkata Krsnappa are two more representative poems of this

period in which the poet indulged in the description of love ad nauseam. Mitra-

vinda-parinayamu of Venkatacalapati, another court poet of Vijayarafiga

Cokkanatha, is a remarkable prabandha in six cantos composed in the first half

of the eighteenth century.

Under the patronage of King Vijayaraghunitha Tondaman (1730-69) of

Pudukkottai, a Telugu lexicon in verse known as Andhra-bhasarnavamu was

written by Mudurupap Vehkanaryudu. The Pudukkottai king Rayaraghunatha

Tondaman (1769-89) was himself a talented poet and his Pdrvati-parinayamu

is regarded as ‘a poem of high poetic conceits’.8 King Vijayaraghunatha,

successor of Rayaraghunatha, also patronized Telugu poets. His court poet

Gonasuru Narayanaguru translated Bhanu Miira’s Sanskrit work Rasa-

manjari into Telugu verse. Telugu literature also found favour with the local

rulers of Mysore, particularly during the time of Cikkadevaraya (1672-1704)

and his successors. Mahabharatamu (c. 1730) of VJraraju and Haldsya-

mdhatmyamu of his son Nanjaraju are two important works in prose that came

from Mysore.

No survey of the Southern school of Telugu literature will be complete

without a mention of K§etraya, Kavi Codappa, and Tyigaraja. Kgetraya

and Kavi Codappa, contemporaries of Vijayaraghava Niyaka of Tanjore,

made themselves distinguished by composing padas and Satakas respectively.

The saint-poet Tyigaraja (1759-1847) of Tanjore composed his inimitable

devotional songs in Telugu in praise of his favourite deity Rama, His songs,

which are sung all over southern India with great devotional fervour, gave

an additional prestige to Telugu as a mellifluous speech and a sweet language

*Gf. G. V. Sitapati, Histoiy qf Telugu literature, p. 46.
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for music. Besides his songs, about 750 now available, Ty&gar&ja has to his

credit two opera-type works, namely, Prahlida-bhakti-mjaycmu and NaukS-
caritra.

AGE OF DECADENCE (A.D. 1750-1850)

Broadly speaking, decadence in Telugu literature started following the

disintegration of the Vijayanagara empire in the second half of the sixteenth

century. The poets, rather versifiers, had a huge literary output to their credit,

but most of them exhibited their lack of creativeness by imitating earlier works

like Vasu-caritra or by writing dvipada or prose versions of earlier Telugu classics

like Mahdbhdratamu, Mahabhdgavatamu, and Ramayanamu. A few poets, however,

attempted to show their originality by writing in acca tenugu. But, with the

exception of a few, most of these writings are just ‘laborious products’ which
‘owe their origin to a frantic effort, on the part of the poet, to hold the flickering

attention of his audience by doing something out of the way’.* Poetry in general

became artificial and the vices of the kavya style were too glaring to be missed.

From the last quarter of the sixteenth century down to the first half of the

nineteenth, Telugu literature had to pass through a long period of creeping

paralysis. It was an age of literary stagnation and gradual degeneration. There

was ‘a thick growth ofrank vegetation, but hardly a noble tree showing itself’.10

The only redeeming exceptions were, however, the literary productions of

the Southern school. But the Southern school had its defects too. The erotic

poetry which developed under its auspices made a formidable impact on the

later poets of the period of decadence.

Although the signs of decadence in Telugu literature can be traced to

about 150 years earlier, they were particularly conspicuous during the second

half of the eighteenth century. By and large, one finds decadence not only

in the content and quality of the works produced, but also in the literary taste

and values of the people. The poets of importance of this age were Kucimand
Timma Kavi (1690-1757), Adidamu Sura Kavi (1720-85), Kucimafici Jagga

Ravi (younger brother of Timma Kavi), Kankanti Paparaju (eighteenth

century), Sishtu Krishnamurti (1790-1870), Pindiprolu Lakshmana Kavi (a

senior contemporary of Krishnamurti), Madina Subhadramma (1780-1840),

and Tarigonda Venkamamba (a contemporary of Subhadramma). The erotic

sentiment looms large in the poems ofthis period. The narration of the adventures

of love and depiction of the amours of the lovers become almost a craze with

most of the poets. This was, however, in response to the demands of the con-

temporary reading public in general.

•Of. P. Chenchiah St M. Bhujanga Rao, A History of Ttlugu literatim, p. 89.

19IbU., p. 86.
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A RESUME

To sum up the salient features of Telugu literature till 1850: (i) The
literature in general consists more of translations and adaptations from Sanskrit

than original writings. However, Telugu poets did not fail to leave a stamp

of originality in their translations or adaptations, (ii) The poets usually

acknowledged the authority of Sanskrit treatises on poetics, (iii) Kings ex-

tended their patronage not only to Telugu but also to Sanskrit, and manyTelugu
poets wrote also in Sanskrit, (iv) The ancient Telugu grammars were written

either in Sanskrit or in Telugu verse, (v) Telugu lexicons were composed in

verse, (vi) Prose works ofreal merit were not found until the eighteenth century,

(vii) Curiously enough, Sanskrit plays were not translated into Telugu until

the late nineteenth century, (viii) The purdna, kdvya
,
prabandha, iataka, yakfa-

gana, udaharana, sarhkirtana, vacana, darufaka are the main literary genres found

in the pre-Modem period of Telugu literature.

MODERN TELUGU LITERATURE (1850 ONWARDS)

The Modern period in Telugu literature commences with the establishment

of British rule in the whole ofAndhra. Although the whole.of the Northern

Circars came under the British in 1765 with the grant of the same by the

Mogul emperor, it took a few decades more for the Telugu language and lit-

erature to be really ‘modernized’. The process of modernization actually

started with the spread of Western education since the 1850’s. By 1850 almost

the entire Telugu-speaking area, excluding Telangana in the Nizam’s Domi-

nions and Kolar District in the State of Mysore, had come under the East India

Company. Madras under the British emerged as an important centre of Telugu

studies and the foundation of the University of Madras in 1857 provided a

further fillip to the process of modernization of the language. The literature

under survey can be divided into three periods: (i) the period of transition,

(ii) the period of renaissance, and (iii) the period of growth and proliferation.

The transition period can be reckoned to have begun around the middle of

the nineteenth century and continued almost up to the end of the century.

Signs of renaissance were also discernible in a rudimentary form during this

period. They became evident towards the end of the last century and devel-

oped during the first half of the present. The period of renaissance in Telugu

literature was marked by nationalistic and socialistic trends in creative writing.

Inspiied by the national movement for freedom, writers of this period used

their talent in producing significant literary works of patriotic fervour. While

idealism continued to be the key-note of most of the creative writings of this

period, writers were rational in their outlook, showing a sense of social aware-

ness. Though scholars of Sanskrit and Telugu, unacquainted with English,

followed traditional models, writers with Western education attempted to
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experiment on fresh lines. The age of renaissance was followed in a natural

way by a period of growth and proliferation which is still in progress. During
these last two periods Telugu literature has made significant progress in all

its important branches, viz. poetry, fiction, short story, drama, essay, and
criticism.

PERIOD OF TRANSITION

Writers of the period of transition were subject to a kind of conflict in their

aims and ideals. While they were bound to an extent by the tradition of the

past, they could not ignore new ideas and discard changing attitudes to life,

thanks to the influence of English education. Some Englishmen made notable

contributions to Telugu during the early years of the nineteenth century.

William Carey wrote as early as 1814 a grammar of Telugu in English. He
also set the types for Telugu printing. A. D. Campbell prepared the first

Telugu-English dictionary and also a grammar of Telugu (1816). But the

service rendered by Sir C. P. Brown (1798-1884) is the most significant. He
compiled Telugu-English and English-Telugu dictionaries and collected

hundreds of palm-leaf manuscripts of old Telugu works. But for his collection,

many of the old Telugu classics would have been lost to us. He trained the

local pundits in lexicography and textual criticism, and under his guidance

they prepared commentaries on many old Telugu classics. His Telugu grammar

(1840) was a very standard work and far surpassed all other earlier works in

the field. His publication of Vemana’s Satakam (1829) with his own translation

of it into English was a most valued contribution to Telugu literature.

The prose that started at Madurai was generally followed, and hundreds

of books were written—almost all in popular Telugu that had little to do

with the rules of old grammars. But Chinnaya Suri (1806-62) arrested the

progress of this fairly developed prose tradition in popular Telugu with his

JVfti-candrika (1853) written in the artificial rhythmic and ornate language

of the old prabandhas. Korada Ramachandra Sastri (1816-1900) also exhibited

his fascination for the style of rhythmic prose heavily loaded with Sanskrit

compounds in his RathaAga-dUtam. Gurujada Sri Ramamurti (1851-1900) in

his Citra-ratnakaram,
Timmarusu-carilra, and Kavi Jivitamulu followed the style

of Chinnaya Suri.

In the field of poetry too, the prabandha style continued to be the model

with many writers during the transition period. Mantripragada Suryaprakasa

Kavi (1808-73) composed two prabandhas, SUa-Rama-caritra and KfpiSrjuna-

caritra. The latter is a dvyarthi kavya. Matsa Venkata Kavi (1856-1903) wrote

Suddh&ndhra Mrvacana-niroftya Kuia-Lava-caritra (1893) in pure Telugu. Com-

posed in a very artificial style, it narrates the story ofLava and Ku£a from the

Ramayana. Two more kavyas ofthe period, Bhadra-parinayam and Bharatabhyudayam,
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were composed by Allamaraju Subrahmanyam (1831-92) and Madabhushi

Venkatacharya respectively. A new form of poetry known as avadhanam (a

feat in extempore poetry and memory) was originated by Madabhushi Venkata-

charya; this found enthusiastic practitioners in Subbaraya Sastri (1853-

1909), Krishna Sa&tri (1856-1912), Allamaraju Rangasayi (1860-1936),

Oleti Venkatarama Sastri (1883-1939), Vedula Ramakrishna Sastri (1889-

1918), Kopparapu Venkata Subba Rao (1885-1932), Kopparapu Venkata

Ramana Rao (1887-1942), Divakarla Tirupati Sastri (1871-1919), and

Chellapilla Venkata Sastri (1870-1950). Sravananandam and Buddha-caritram,

two major works of the twin poets Divakarla Tirupati Sastri and Chellapilla

Venkata Sastri, attracted large audience. A lucid style with a classical touch

marks their poems in general.

Among other poets and writers of prose who clung to the old literary tradi-

tion the following may be mentioned: Dasu Sriramulu (1846-1908), Tumu
Ramadasa Kavi (1856-1904), Vavilikolanu Subba Rao (1863-1936), Kasibhatta

Brahmayya Sastri (1863-1940), Akondi Vyasamurti (1860-1916), Vavilala

Vasudeva Sastri (1851-1897), Pundla Ramakrishnayya (1860-1904), Kokkonda

VenkataratnamPantulu (1842-1915),Janamanchi Seshadri Sarma (1882-1953),

and Tripurana Venkata Suryaprasada Rao (1889-1945). Some of them, how-

ever, historically belong to the period of renaissance.

PERIOD OF RENAISSANCE

With the spread of English education in the Andhra area as elsewhere in

India, new forces were released in the social fabric of the people. Kandukuri

Viresalingam Pantulu (1847-1919) was the best product of the influence of the

Western thought and culture in Andhra. Standing between the old and new
ages in Telugu literature, he heralded the renaissance in Andhra. He was

greatly influenced by the writings of Raja Rammohun Roy and was a Brahmo

Samajist himself. He was the pioneer in the field ofjournalism in Telugu and

through his journal Viveka-vardhini (1874) he propagated modem ideas, fostered

fresh creadve art in literature, and printed the unpublished works of earlier

poets. He started two other journals also, viz. Hasya-sanjinini (1876) and Satihita-

bodhirti (1885), and primarily through his writings in these journals he launched

attacks against social evils and superstitions and advocated social reforms,

particularly widow-marriages and better education and status for women.

He is generally acknowledged as the pioneer ofmodern trends in Telugu litera-

ture. In the early part of his career he, however, wrote in a pedantic style, but

very soon realized the fudlity of taking resort to it. He started making experi-

ments and gradually his language became simple and uniform. By introducing

colloquial speech in his farces he paved the way for the use of .actual spoken

Telugu for literary purposes. His translation of Kalidasa’s Abhijnana-Sakuntala
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(1883) is still the best. It is one of the earliest translations of Sanskrit plays into

Telugu. He gave in his Rajaiekhara-caritram (1878, based on Goldsmith’s

Vicar of Wakefield) one of the earliest novels in Telugu. His Harikandra is also

one of the earliest original dramas in the modern Telugu literature. His other

writings, which include poems, essays, farces, criticisms, and biographies, run

into several volumes. In fact, there is hardly any branch ofTelugu literature to

which he had not contributed in a unique way. Directly or indirectly, he ex-

erted a great influence on his contemporaries as well as the writers of the later

period.

At the beginning of this century, a controversy raged among Telugu writers

over the use of the granthika-bhdsd (old literary language) as against vyavahSrika-

bhdsd (modern spoken language), similar to that between the sadhu-bhasa and

calita-bhdsa in Bengali. Gidugu Venkata Ramamurti (1863-1940) spearheaded

the movement in favour of the modem spoken language, and Gurujada Ven-
kata Appa Rao (1861-1916) was his ardent supporter. Ramamurti wrote his

essays advocating the standard spoken Telugu. Although in the beginning the

movement was not successful, it found favour with all later modern writers

and journalists. Gurujada Venkata Appa Rao, a social reformer like Viresa-

lingam, was the first to make experiments in new poetry in his Mutydlasaramulu

(1910). His Karya-iulkam (first published in 1897, second revised and enlarged

edidon in 1909), the first social play in Telugu, is distinguished for its originality

in theme, expression, humour, and characterization. Telugu poets in the

twenties and thirties wrote mostly under the influence of the English Romantic

poets, giving expression to their subjective feelings and thoughts and love of

Nature. This movement in Telugu poetry was styled as bhdva-kavitmm—the

poetry of imagination. Rayaprolu Subba Rao (b. 1892; Trpakankanam, 1913)

is the precursor of this new movement in Telugu poetry. Devulapalli Krishna

Sastri (b. 1897; Kfsnapakfcm, 1924), Duwuri Rami Reddi (1895-1949; Palita-

keiam), Adivi Bapiraju (1895-1952; Saiikala), Tallavajjhala Sivasankara Sastri

(1893-1977; Hjdayekan), Vedula Satyanarayana Sastri (1900-1976; Dipdva[i),

and Viswanatha Satyanarayana (1895-1976; Kinnerasani-pdtalu, 1933)—to men-

tion only a few—made noteworthy contribution to modern Telugu poetry. The

freedom movement inspired many Telugu poets who sang the glory of the

motherland in a new voice. Balijepalli Lakshmikantam, Garimella Satya-

narayana, Madhavapeddi Buchchi Sundararama Sastri, Somaraju Ramanuja

Rao, Abburi Ramakrishna Rao, Marepalli Ramachandra Sastri, and others

composed poems full of patriotic fervour and sentiment.

Marxist ideas also had their impact on modem Telugu poetry. Some

‘progressive’ poets started writing the poetry of revolution in the late thirties.

The 'progressives’, however, could make an impact only on the post-Independ-

ence period. These writers have a new attitude to poetry which is noticeable
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both in the form and the content of their works. Srirangam Srinivasa Rao
(‘Sri Sri’; b. 1910) ranks high among these poets. His Mak&prasthdnam, although

written in the thirties, is still widely read and appreciated. A number ofpoetesses

who flourished during the period ofrenaissance wrote on themes borrowed from

the epics and other religious subjects. Among them the most prominent were:

Kotikalapudi Sitamma (1872-1934; SadhurakfanaSatakam)
,
Silam Subhadramma

(1876-1947; RSmdyana)

?

KanchanpaUi Kanakamma (b. 1893; Jivayatri),

Gudipudi Indumati Devi (b. 1892; Ambarifavijayam), and Kolluri Visalaksh-

amma (b. i901; Bharata-kathamjtam) . Tallapragada Vishwasundaramma

(b. 1900), Basavaraju Rajalakshmamma (b. 1904), and Chavali Bangaramma
(b. 1900) made themselves distinguished in the field of bhava-kaoitS.

Fiction in Telugu had its origin in the seventeenth century, but it was

then in the form ofnarration ofa Puranic story or a fairy tale with little artistic

merit. It was not until the seventies of the nineteenth century that novels in

the modem sense came to be written in Telugu. Though the credit for writing

the first novel in Telugu goes to Narahari Gopala Krishnamma Chetti (Sri

Rafigaraja-caritra, 1872), it is Viresalingam who gave in his Rdjaiekhara-caritram

(1878) the first mature novel in Telugu. Early Telugu novels were mostly based

on, or adaptations or translations of, celebrated English novels. Bengali novels,

particularly those of Bankim Chandra, Sarat Chandra, and Rabindranath,

find also more than one translation in Telugu during the first half of the

twentieth century. Among the notable novels written in the first few decades

of the century are: Bhuvana-mohini (1901) by Dharanipragada Venkata Siva

Rao, Rani Sarhyukta (1908) by Vellala Subba Rao, Malapalli (1921) by Unnava

Lakshminarayana, JVarayana Rao by Adivi Bapiraju, Vtyi Patfagalti (1934) by

Viswanatha Satyanarayana, Asamarthuni JivayStra (1945) by Tripuraneni

Gopichand, and Narayanabhattu by Nori Narasimha Sastri. The period of

renaissance saw the emergence of the short story of the modern type in Telugu

in Gurujada Venkata Appa Rao’s M&ta-manti. Other prominent figures who
specialized themselves in the field are Gudipati Venkatachalam (b. 1894),

Chinta Sankara Dikshitulu (b. 1891), Mokkapati Narasimha Sastri (b. 1892),

Munimanikyam Narasimha Rao (b. 1898), Malladi Ramakrishna Sastri

(1905-65), Tripuraneni Gopichand (1910-65), Kodavatiganti Kutumba Rao

(b. 1909), Palagummi Padmaraju (b. 1915), and Ande Narayana Swami

(b. 1907).

Drama made its appearance in the language in the shape of translations or

adaptations ofwell-known Sanskrit plays during the latter part ofthe nineteenth

century. Kokkonda Venkataratnam’s Narakasura-vijaya-vyayogam (1872) and

Viresalingam^ AbhijMna-Sakuntalam (1883) are known to be the earliest transla-

tions of Sanskrit plays. The Merchant of Venice and The Comedy of Errors of

Shakespeare were also done into Telugu by Viresalingam. Viresalingam’s
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Hariicandra
,
written in the eighties of the nineteenth century, is the first impor-

tant original drama in Telugu. Two other dramas written before Hariicandra
are Korada Ramachandra Kavi’s Manjari Madhukariyam (1860) and Vavilala
Vasudeva Sastri’s Nandakarajyam (1880). Although original in treatment, the
last two were not successful on the stage. Most of the plays produced during
the last few decades of the nineteenth century and the first halfof the twentieth
were based on mythological and historical themes. Written mostly for various
dramatic associations, the plays of this period, with one or two exceptions, do
not have much literary value. Quite a number of these plays, however, earned
popularity with their audiences. Vedam Venkataraya Sastri’s Pratdparudriyam

(1897), Balijepalli Lakshmikantam’s Hariicandra (1912), Kopparapu Subba
Rao’s Roshanara (1921), Muttaraju Subba Rao’s Sri Kr$na-tulabkaram (1922),
and Gundimeda Venkata Subba Rao’s Khilji-rdjya-patanam (1931) are some of
the popular plays of this period. Popular Bengali dramas like Candragupta

,

Shahjahan, and Durgddasa by D. L. Roy were also translated into Telugu and
found successful on the stage. Social plays came into vogue with Kanyd-iulkam

of Gurajada Appa Rao. Kanthabharanam (1917) of Panuganti Lakshmi Nara-
simha Rao and Tappevaridi (1929) of Pakala Venkata Rajamannar (b. 1901)

became popular on the stage. Rajamannar wrote a number of one-act plays

also, of which Deyyalu Lanka (1930) and Emi-magavdUu (1947) deserve special

notice.

The period under review showed remarkable progress in essays, particularly

in works of literary criticism. Although the honour of being the first essayist

in Telugu goes to Samineni Muddu Narasimha Naidu for his Hitasuci (1862),

a collection of eight essays, the essay in the modern sense started with Viresa-

lingam. Essays on Telugu language and literature also began to appear in

the late nineteenth century, but stalwarts in the field are mosdy found during

the period ofrenaissance. Among the most distinguished are : Veturi Prabhakara

Sastri, Rallapalli Anantakrishna Sarma, C. R. Reddi, Bhupati Lakshmi

Narayana Rao, Nidadavolu Venkata Rao, Jonnalagadda Satyanarayana

Murti, and G. V. Sitapad.

The period of renaissance also witnessed the publication of some commend-
able biographies and autobiographies. Biographical works were, however,

written in the transition period, but most of them had little literary merit

Among the writers of biography the following deserve special mention: Vire-

salingam, Vavilala Venkata Sivavadhani, K. V. Lakshmana Rao, Gorrepati

Venkata Subbayya, and Swami Chirantanananda. The autobiography is

entirely a new thing in Telugu literature, first attempted by Viresalingam in

his Soiya Caritra (1910). In other domains of literature like history of literature

and works on technical and scientific subjects, Telugu literature also made
some progress during the period.
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PERIOD OF GROWTH AND PROLIFERATION

The literature produced in the post-Independence period is as prolific

as it is diverse. The ‘progressive’ poets under the banner of ‘Abhyudaya
Racayitalu’ have provided speed and verve, to the ‘progressive movement’

led by ‘Sri Sri’. Anisetti Subba Rao, BhagaVatula Sankara Sastri (‘Arudra’),

A. Somasundara, ,Gangineni, Rentala, and K. V. Ramana Reddi are the

most distinguished representatives of the ‘progressive’ poetry in Telugu during

the post-Independence era. A group of young writers known as ‘digambara’

poets emerged in the mid-sixties. They seem to echo the writings of the angry

young men of the USA, England, and Calcutta. They entered the field with

a bang, but the noise did not last long. With the beginning of the present

decade, they are found to have identified themselves with the revolutionary

group headed by ‘Sri Sri’, K. V. Ramana Reddi, and other veterans. Poets

like Umamaheshwar, Srirangam Narayana Babu, and Pattabhi have made a

mark by their revolt against Classical as well as Romantic poetry. C. Narayana

Reddi and Dasarathi from Telangana have attempted in their poems to

effect a reconciliation of the best aspects of the old and the new. Kundurti

Anjaneyulu, D. B. Tilak, Aripirala Viswam, and Madiraju Ranga Rao have

made successful experiments in vacana-kavita or free verse. Boyi Bhimanna’s

poems show him as a vigorous romantic poet. The poems of ‘Bairagi’ strike a

note of despair and pessimism peculiar to the post-War generations. Some
of the stalwarts of the earlier generation like Viswanatha Satyanarayana,

Rayaprolu Subba Rao, and Devulapalli Krishna Sastri have been found

sufficiently active in the post-Independence period also. Viswanatha Satya-

narayana, former Poet-laureate of Andhra Pradesh and a winner of the Jnan-

pith Award (1970) for his magnum opus, Ramayana-kalpavrksam, is undoubtedly

one of the greatest poets of the Telugu country. A great scholar and a prolific

writer of high order, Viswanatha has enriched Telugu literature since 1916.

During the six decades of his literary activity he wielded his pen in an admir-

able and amazing way. The literary output of Viswanatha, in variety and

quality, is immense and unsurpassed by any modem writer. Author of thirty

poems, twenty dramas, sixty novels, thirty-five short stories, ten works in

Sanskrit, besides a good number of playlets, essays, translations, and critical

introductions to literary works, Viswanatha will ever remain a source of inspira-

tion to posterity. His inimitable style—vigorous and grand, sharp and robust

—

reflects his great personality. His writings project the glory of Indian heritage

and culture in its manifold aspects.

The traditional, descriptive, sentimental, and historical novel of the earlier

generation gradually went out of fashion and new experiments were made
which were based on realism and on theories ofpsycho-analysis and the ‘stream

of consciousness’. Civaraku Migiltdi (1952) of ‘Butci Babu’, Paytfita Paranuivara
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Sastri Vilunama (1961) of T. Gopichand, Alpajivi of Rachakonda Viswanatha

Sastri, Asura-sandhyd of R. S. Sudharshanatn, Ampasayya (1969) of ‘Navina’,

and Kilu Bommalu (1960) of G. V. Krishna Rao are some of the striking speci-

mens of the new novel in Telugu. A number of women novelists have made
their presence felt in the recent years. Of them P. Sri Devi, ‘Lata’, M. Ranga-
nayakamma, K. Kausalya Devi, V. Sita Devi, and D. Visalakshi deserve

mention. The trends that characterize the new novel in Telugu mark the

development of the short story also.

The post-Indepcndencc Telugu literature has shown a remarkable progress

in literary criticism. A. Ramapati Rao, N. Venkata Rao, K. V. N. Sastri, K.
Kutumba Rao, P. Lakshmikantam, and Tirumala Ramachandra are some of

the important scholars contributing to this field. Samagra Andhra-sahityam in

twelve volumes (1965-68) by ‘Arudra’ is an authentic history of Telugu litera-

ture. D. V. Avadhani and K. Lakshmiranjanam have written shorter works

on the subject. Essays, biographies, autobiographies, etc. in Telugu are not

wanting either. The progress, however, is less striking than that in the fields

of the novel and literary criticism.

New plays with an ideological motivation made their appearance in the

late forties and early fifties. Writers started using the medium of drama to

propagate ‘progressive’ and constructive ideas. The divide-and-rule diplomacy

of the British comes in for criticism in I Nadu (1948) of Acharya Atreya and
Eka Dedam (1947) of K. Gopalaraya Sarma. The plays of Sunkara Satya-

narayana (
Bhumi-kosam

, 1954) and Vasireddi Bhaskara Rao (Pothu Gadda,

1953) are motivated by the principles of class conflict. The problems of the

middle class are reflected in Atreya’s Kappalu (1954), K. Gopalaraya Sarma ’s

Nyayam (1947), and Pinisetti Srirama Murti’s Atmiyulu (1956). There is an ele-

ment ofIbsenesque satire in Kirtidesulu (1960) ofB. Radhakrishna. Maro Mohenjo-

Daro (1970) of N. R. Nandi is one of the most significant plays published in the

present decade. It ruthlessly criticizes the corruption rampant in high levels

of the contemporary society. From the point of view of thematic presentation

as well as artistic merit, the sophisticated one-act plays of V. R. Narla deserve

special notice. The author’s approach to his themes is marked by what can

be called social realism.

In view of the substantially rich literary tradition since the early eleventh

century and a fairly healthy literary output of the last three decades after

Independence, one can easily visualize a glorious future for Telugu literature.

From the age of Nannya till today there has not been any significant break

in the literary tradition of Telugu. Important writers of the post-Independence

period have a link with this tradition. At the same time they are dynamic

and have a new awareness. That ensures a bright prospect for Telugu litera-

ture. The future may add new chapters of spectacular activity to it.
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THE BEGINNINGS

URDU, one of the major modern Indian languages, had its beginnings

during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries a.d. It developed a note-

worthy literature first in the Deccan (sixteenth-seventeenth centuries) and

then became established as a very important language of northern India with

its centre in Delhi in the eighteenth century. A Persianized Turkish word,

urdu originally meant ‘the camp of a Turkish army’. In India, the word means

‘court’ or ‘camp’. Urdu was known in its initial stages as Hindi or the language

ofHind or India, i.e. North India, and also as Hindawi or Hindwi, the language

of Indians. It also acquired the name of Hindustani, first among the people

of the Deccan, as a language different from Dakhni or its sister dialect in the

Deccan. Its home districts are really in the present-day eastern Punjab and

western U.P., and quite early it came under the influence of Punjabi and

Braja-bhSsS. This language, as it was current in and around Delhi, mainly

adopted the grammatical base of the East Punjab-Delhi speech, but came

under the cultural influences of Persian in its vocabulary as well as its poetic

nuances. Written in a script of Perso-Arabic pattern, which has been extended

by adding new letters for its special Indian sounds, it is now spoken as their

home language by a large number of people all over the country, particularly

in the towns ofNorth India; but a much larger number use it as a language of

religion and culture. According to the 1971 Census, the number of the Urdu-

speaking people of the country (i.e. those who have declared it as their mother

tongue) is 28,600,428. Besides, there are some more million people in Pakistan

and in the land of the Pakhtoons, who use it for literature as also in public

life.

Controversial as the nature and form of its early beginnings are, it is now

usually accepted that trade and cultural relations between India and West

Asia go back to several centuries before Islam and many Arabic and Persian

words were in vogue in India. India’s early contacts with Islam were not the

result of political invasion as is usually thought; these came about in the course

of trade and exchange of ideas between Indian and foreign mystics. Even

before the Arab conquest ofSind, Muslim (Arab) traders and mystics had settled

in large numbers in Malabar and other places. These early contacts also resulted

in exchanges of ideas and vocabulary. There was, of course, the discovery of

the conceptual identity between Islamic and Hindu mysticism. It may be
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that the Hindu idea ofAdvaita, or the Reality as being One without a second,

and the Islamic idea of Tawhid, or essential Unity of the Godhead, were

very much similar. There was an ‘Aryanization’ of Islamic mysticism, on the

other hand, by bringing to bear upon it the Vedantic concept of the identity

of the human soul with the supreme Spirit.

This intermixture of Islamic and Indian cultures possibly helped in the

spread of Sufi ideology among the people of Sind, both Hindu and Muslim.

But the emergence of Urdu as the most important vehicle of Islamic culture

on the Indian scene was a later phenomenon. Muslim saints, mostly Iranian

by birth and hence Aryan by stock, crossed over to India to spread a humani-

tarian mysticism, and as this involved free and frank dialogue with the masses,

they had to develop a mixed vehicle of intercourse. As a matter of fact, all

early specimens of Urdu go back to the writings and sayings of Muslim Sufi

mystics. The Ghaznavid attacks (tenth-eleventh centuries) poured into India

a large number of soldiers of Turkish, Persian, and Afghan origin. They settled

down in the Punjab, around Delhi, and possibly in some areas of Gujarat.

With the political stabilization of the Ghori and Slave dynasties, these strangers

left their homelands for ever and began to look on India as their own country.

Thus a slow but steady process of cultural and linguistic admixture started,

heralding a new era of synthesis of Arab vigour and spirit of inquiry with

Iranian graces of life, art, and luxury, and Indian love for subjective idealism

and genius for achieving unity in diversity. In this process of Indianization,

a cross fertilization took place in the field of fine arts, philosophy, and other

cultural subjects, which is symbolized by the music and poetic compositions

ofAmir Khusro (1254-1325) and the architecture of the Qutub Minar in Delhi

and the Arhai-Din-kaJhonpra at Ajmer. Some early Muslim writers in Apabh-

rariiia like Abdur Rahman (Addahamana), author of Sandeia-raso, and Farid-

uddin Shakarganj (1 173-1266) of Pakputtan may be mentioned in this context.

Khusro is the first poet to claim to have compiled a diwan or ‘book of verses’

in Hindawi (as Urdu was then called). Most of the literary pieces attributed

to him including the popular pahelis (riddles in verse) are, however, considered

by some scholars as spurious. But Khusro is known to be the first India-born

Persian poet to have gained reputation even in Persia. A genius in music,

he was the originator oikhayal and qawwali and many other forms of vocal and

instrumental music in India. It is no wonder, therefore, that he wrote freely

in Urdu.

With the spread of the Sufis or Muslim mystics to far off places like Gujarat

and the Deccan, this new Indian language also travelled to different corners

of the country and accepted freely various regional and local influences, so

much so that the incipient Urdu language with its literature was called Gujan,

Dakhni, or Dehlavi according to the region concerned. This impact was further
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stabilized by the conquest of Gujarat and the Deccan by Alauddin Khilji

(1296-1316), and specially by the forcible mass exodus of the Delhi population

to the Deccan at Mohammed Tughlaq’s (1325-51) abortive bid to transfer

his capital with most of its inhabitants to Devagiri (Daulatabad). The trend

extended still further with the setting up of independent sultanates in the

Deccan by various Muslim chiefs, with local support, on the ruins of the

Bahmani kingdom established in the fourteenth century. Hence the first centres

of Urdu literature grew up in Gujarat and the Deccan—a fact not so much
indicative of political influences as of the popularization of the language by

immigrants from the north and its subsequent adoption by large masses of

the local population as an indigenous link language. The literary speech that

developed in the south came to be known as Dakhni or Dakhni Urdu.

EARLY URDU: LITERARY DEVELOPMENT IN GUJARAT AND THE DECCAN

Almost the entire Urdu literature available in Gujarat is mystic in content

and strongly resembles the devotional literature of Muslim mystics—Sheikh

Bahauddin Bajan, Shah Ali Jiv Gamdhani, Qazi Mahmud Daryai, and Khub
Mohammed Chishti being the pioneers. The same is true of the Dakhni litera-

ture flourishing in the Bahmani kingdom where the first available Urdu

treatise, Merajul Ashiqin1 (compiled in a.d. 1398), was written by the imigri

Sufi saint from Delhi, Banda Nawaz Gesu Daraz (d. 1442). This work is

exclusively devoted to mystic interpretation of life and ethics. Contempora-

neously was written Nizami Bidari’s masnavi
,

2 Kadam Rao Padam Rao
,
a love

tale of a prince with an allegorical undercurrent. Banda Nawaz Gesu Daraz

is credited with the compilation of a large number of mystic treatises reaching,

according to some, the imposing figure of 101 . These deal with various aspects

of esoteric experience and rituals almost always connected with folk-culture

and tradition. Two noteworthy specimens are his Chakkinama and Shikamama.

The former is a poetic rendering of mystic thought into tunes popular with

the rural womenfolk at the time of grinding corn, while the latter consists of

prose riddles in the form of stories which call for mystic interpretation. The

authenticity of these works has often been disputed, but that the author wrote

in Dakhni Urdu, which was in vogue in those times, is beyond doubt. Judged

by his treatises, Gesu Daraz may well be called the father of Urdu prose.

The language shows even in its early stage remarkable directness, precision,

and considerable fluency. Other early writers included Shah Miranji Shamsul

1The extant version of Merqjul Ashiqin is now considered as spurious.

‘The masnavi may be broadly defined as a long narrative poem. Besides giving allegorical and

ethical tales, masnavis have romance, war, mysticism, and religion as their major themes. Most of the

masnavi romances bear the names of the lover and the beloved in their titles. These narrate contempo-

rary events, tales taken from Indian and Persian folklore, and stories borrowed from classical epics in

Persian.
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Ushshaq (d. 1496) and his son Shah Burhanuddhin Janam (d. 1582). Gujarat

had in the sixteenth century two great poets in this line, namely, Shah Ali

Mohammed Jan Gamdhani (d. 1575) and Sheikh Khub Mohammed. The
former was the author of a number of poems compiled as Jawahirul Asrar,

while the latter composed Khub Tarang (1578).

The point of royal patronage to Urdu literature has often been over-

emphasized. But the fact remains that Urdu was not the court language of

either the Bahmani rulers or of the kingdoms which emerged following the

fall of the Bahmani dynasty. Nor. was it the language of the court of Delhi

except for a very short period towards the end of Mogul rule in India.

In fact, Urdu everywhere asserted itself on the strength of popularity with

the masses, which helped it get recognition later from the aristocracy and the

royalty. With the ddwnfall of the Bahmanis, their kingdom broke up into

five independent sultanates which were often at war with each other. These

were known as the Adil Shahi dynasty of Bijapur, the Qutub Shahi dynasty

of Golkonda, the Nizam Shahi dynasty of Ahmadnagar, the Imad Shahi

dynasty of Berar, and the Barid Shahi dynasty of Bidar. The first three devel-

oped into major seats of the early Urdu literary tradition known as Dakhni.

The literary pattern in Bijapur and Golkonda followed the lines with which

we are familiar in modem Urdu. Bidar earned the distinction of being the

homeland of Nizami, pioneer among the writers of masnavis which remained

the dominant form of poetic expression.

Practically all forms of Urdu poetry date back to the early flowering of

literature in the Deccan. The most significant among them are masnavis, the

best specimens being lbn Nishati’s Phul-ban (1655), Nusrad’s Alinama, Wajhi’s

Qutub Mushtari
(
c . 1609), Ghawwasi’s Tutinama (1639) and Saiful Muluk-wa-

Badiul-Jamal (c. 1616), and Muqumi’s Chandrabadan-wa-Mahiyar. We also have

marsiyas or elegies (specimens of writings of Mirza, Seva, and Momin are

extant)
;
prose tales and allegories represented by Mulla Wajhi’s masterpiece,

Sab-ras (1634); and qasidas* in praise of religious leaders, kings, and Amirs

of the period. And, of course, there is ghazal or song, which found its main

champions in Sultan Mohammed Quli Qutub Shah (1580-161 1), Wali (? 1668-

1741), and Sirajuddhin Siraj (1714-66). Quli Qutub Shah gave ghazal and

other forms of his poetry a distinct local colour and a deep romantic flavour,

while Wali and Siraj blazed a new trail by lending to the Urdu ghazal the

grace and poetic elegance of the Persian masters.

Ibrahim Adil Shah II (1580-1626) of Bijapur was a cultured man and a

patron of arts like Sultan Quli Qutub Shah of Golkonda. The former’s work

in Dakhni on music was known as Navrasnama. During the rule of Mohammed

*Qasida is a kind of ballad written in praise ofsome emperor or a great personality. The characters

of qasida are fictitious.
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Adil Shah (1626-56), a number of poetical works were produced which in-

cluded Fathnama Nizam Shah by Hasan Shawqi, Khawamama (1649) by Rustumi,

and Bahram and Yusuf-u-Zulaikka (two romances of Persian origin) by Malik

Khuslinud. Nusrati, whose Alinama has already been referred to, belonged

to the court of Ali Adil Shah II (1656-73). He composed a number of works

including Gulshan-i-Iskq. Aurangzeb conquered the whole of Muslim Deccan

towards the end of theseventeenth century, but verse-writing in Dakhni

continued for some time more. There were several notable poets of Dakhni

during his rule. The following among them deserve special mention: Shah

Husain Zawqi
(
Mabapnama), Qazi Mohammed Bahri (Man-lagan) ,

and

Wali Vellori
(
Ratan-padam

,
a Deccani version of Malik Mohammed Jayasi’s

PadmSvat).

MIDDLE PERIOD: LITERARY DEVELOPMENT OF NORTH INDIAN URDU

The Middle period of Urdu literature as a whole coincided with the early

period of literary development of Rekhta or what is called North Indian Urdu.

This period started around 1700 and extended up to 1875. Even after the

annexation of Golkonda and Bijapur to the Mogul empire by Aurangzeb in

1687, not only did the literary development in Dakhni continue in southern

areas but its impact was deeply felt in Delhi too, where a new literary idiom

for this language gradually took shape. Special mention may be made of the

role of Wali and Siraj in popularizing this idiom in Delhi. Employing this,

Siraj wrote a large number of short poems and a romance known as Bustan-

KhiyaL A new literary style thus made its influence felt on the North Indian

scene. Earlier, some of the Mogul emperors are known to have composed

poems in Braja-bhasa; but from the end of the eighteenth century, the scions

of the Mogul house turned to Urdu for their literary pursuits. In the meantime,

the Indian poets who used to write Persian poetry had already begun to write

in Urdu from about the middle of this century, first with some degree of

frivolity and then as a fashion.

The first important poet of this category is Jafar Zatal, whose biting satires

(written in a language full of deliberately distorted Arabic and Persian words,

with a generous sprinkling of words from various Indian dialects) cost him

his life when he wrote a sarcastic couplet on the enthronement of King

Farrukhsiyar. He was followed by a number of other poets who wrote mainly

in Persian, but took to Urdu poetry. The literary situation was stabilized in

the age of King Mohammed Shah when a group of poets mainly writing in

Urdu emerged, headed by Abru, Naji, Mazmun, Hatim, and others. This

period was associated with the name of a genre of poetry known as eiham (poetry

based on words of double meaning). Abru and others excelled in this form,

which imparted to their poetry an added charm.
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These pioneers were followed by literary giants: Mirza Mazhar of Delhi

(1699-1781), Mir Taqi Mir of Agra (1720-1808), Mohammed Rafi Sauda

(1730-80), and Mir Dard (1719-85). Against the backdrop of the tottering

Delhi empire under the telling blows of the invasions of Nadir Shah and

Ahmad Shah Abdali, these poets wrote their lyrics of love with its ecstasy

and agony, and sang of humanism. Mir Taqi, the greatest ghazd writer in

Urdu, set a new pattern ofghazd by giving it the simplicity of everyday speech

and charging it with the depth of human emotions. Sauda, the greatest qasida

and hajtfi writer, holds a mirror to his age, and in his tears and smiles one real-

izes the turmoil undergone by the common man living in a period of great

change. Mir Dard sought refuge in mysticism, but how sweet, refreshing, and

tender is the poetry his mysticism evoked ! This period, in fact, set the entire

tone of Urdu poetry, for it preferred pathos to joy, scepticism and free thinking

to all kinds of dogmatism. Urdu poetry now preached sincerity and tolerance

as the key-note of all understanding. Along with ghazd which dominated the

scene, hajv
,

qasida
,

marsiya
,

masnavi
y

wasokht
,

6 and shahr ashob® also gained

currency side by side with prose writings as represented by Fazli’s KarbaU

katha (1732). Almost contemporaneous with Mir Taqi, Nazir Akbarabadi

(1740-1830) wrote his poems on themes of everyday life in a simple, lucid,

and thought-provoking manner, thus giving Urdu poetry a real democratic

look. His poems portray the life of the common man with an abandon and

mundane mysticism all his own, which remain unexcelled to this day. He

wrote on some Hindu themes also, remarkable specimens of such works being

on the festival of holt. His Banjaranatna and Adminama arc great poems by

any standard.

This golden period of Urdu poetry in Delhi was shortlived, for unsettled

conditions prevailed forcing even Mir Taqi and Rafi Sauda to seek refuge

in Oudh. This new centre of literary patronage, was relatively safe from the

ravages of foreign conquerors and local marauders. With the transfer of the

capital of Oudh from Faizabad to Lucknow in the age of Nawab Asafuddaula

(1775-97), a new era of literary patronage dawned, thus attracting a host

of important poets, artists, and specialists from every field to Lucknow. In

the early stages, Lucknow merely tried to maintain and copy the cultural

and literary traditions set in Delhi. The first generation of Lucknow poets

had come from Delhi and they were proud of this association. But even in

their poetry, the affluence, grandeur, and sensuousness of Lucknow expicssed

*A kind of poem, hajv has satire as its predominant element.

*A popular form of Urdu poetry composed in praise of historical emperors and other characters of

real life.

*Shahr ashobs are poems of short length. Mir Taqi Mir and Rafi Sauda wrote some of their famous

poems in this form,
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themselves in a new vein, and this poetry thus departed from the pattern of

Mir Taqi, Sauda, and Dard. Pathos and mysticism gave place to a quest for

sensuous delight and romantic abandon as manifested in the poetry of Insha

(d. 1817) and Jurat (d. 1810). Mushafi (1750-1824), however, was an excep-

tion. Master of many languages and dialects, Insha wrote in Persian a gram-

matical treatise on Urdu, and composed a work named Rani Ketaki-ki Kahani
,

using pure Hindi words.^Besides writing lyrics and romances, Mushafi com-

piled several ta%kiras containing biographical notices of 300 poets. Later on,

when under the British influence Nawab Ghaziuddin Hydar assumed the

title of king, thus breaking the ties of political subordination to Delhi, a new

wave of literary autonomy led Nasikh (d. 1838) and others to emphasize

artistic craftsmanship and linguistic purity as the criterion and tone of poetry.

Thus ghazal entered a path of artistic jugglery where graces of style held pre-

dominance over the niceties of emotion, experience, and thought. Atisli

(d. 1847) and a few others, however, were not totally submerged in this artifice-

ridden style.

Despite the damage done to ghazal by revelry and abandon
,
Lucknow

expanded the scope and variety of Urdu literature to a great extent and

standardized the norm of the language. Maniya touched a new high, and

Anis (1802-74) and Dabir (1830-75) excelled in writing elegies. I hose poems

combine the lyricism of ghazal, the vibrant power ot the epic, and the pathos

of the elegy. They are also marked by delightlul characterization and powerful

description of human relationships as well as scenes ol the battlefield, homes,

and deserts round about the plain of Karbala. I hose elegies narrate the story

of the martyrdom of Husain, grandson of Prophet Mohammed, but the cultural

atmosphere and details arc of feudal Lucknow.

The same is true of Urdu drama which also owes its early beginnings to

Lucknow. Nawab Wajid AJi Shah’s (deposed 1856) Kadha-Kanhaiya-ka Qissa
,

Amanat’s (1815-58) Indar-sabha
,
and Maclari Lai’s Jndar-sabha ,

all were set

against the background of Indo-iraniau culture. As regards masnavis
,
all the

three outstanding specimens were written in Oudh. Ihese axe: Mir Hasan s

(1736-86) Sahnd Bayan. Daya Shankar Nasim’s Gulzar-i-Nasim, and Mirza

Shauq’s %ahr-i-Ishq. They narrate romantic episodes. The locale is always

different, and mostly imaginary; but the characters along with their cultural

bearings, thought-patterns, and values unmistakably bear the imprint of the

eighteenth-nineteenth century Indo-MusKm civilization that took shape in

Lucknow. Again, wasokht, rekhta 7 (a form of poetry written by men expressing

the emotions of women in their own colloquial speech), and prose tales, in

particular, flowered during the period. During the reign of Nasiruddin Hydar

’Originally, the name of this, form of l.'rdu poetry was reUtli.
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(d. 1837), the printing press came to Lucknow. It helped the publication of

books on social and physical sciences of the period.

In 1800 the East India Company set up the Fort William College in Calcutta

with a view to acquainting the British employees with the history, languages,

and cultural traditions of India. To meet their educational needs, the college

authorities under the direction of John Gilchrist supervised and encouraged

the writing of Urdu books of historical tales and anecdotes in a simple, un-

ornamental language. Mir Amman’s Bagh-o-Bahar was a pioneering effort

in this direction which was followed by similar works by other writers of the

college such as Hydar Bakhsh Hydari, Sher Ali Afcos, Bhadur Ali Husaini,

and Mirza Ali Lutf. Written as it was in colloquial unornamcntal prose,

Bagh-o-Bahar set a new style in Urdu prose and also evoked strong reaction in

Lucknow where Rajab Ali Beg Surur (d. 1868) wrote his Fasana-i-Ajaib in

ornamental style and ridiculed Amman’s claims of writing chaste and standard

Urdu. But the wind of change had already set in. The British administration

under the aegis of the East India Company had started a process of social

transformation with the introduction of the postal system, press facilities,

railways, and other transport arrangements backed up by a network of schools,

colleges, and missionary centres. Delhi College, founded in 1825, accelerated

the process by awakening a spirit of inquiry in educated young men and

women. The Delh,i of the last Mogul emperor, Bahadur Shah Zafar (deposed

1857), was influenced by the novel concepts introduced by the teachers of

Delhi College which combined the old educational pattern and syllabi with

new modes of thought in such subjects as history, geography, and the elements

of the physical sciences. Master Ramchandra began translating books on

mathematics, geometry, and various other sciences, and edited journals carrying

articles on social and literary reform written in lucid and popular Urdu
prose. Pyare Lai Ashob and other teachers brought about a new awareness

in their pupils included among whom were promising young men like Nazir

Ahmad (1831-1912), first Urdu novelist, Zakaullah (d. 1910), first Urdu

historian, and Mohammed Husain Azad (1829-1910), first literary historian

and critic in the language.

GHALIB, MUM1N, AND ZAUQ.

The first half of the nineteenth century witnessed the emergence of Mirza

Asadullah Khan Ghalib (1797-1869) whose shadow along with that of his

two contemporary poets, Mumin Khan Mumin (1800-1851) and Ibrahim

Zauq (1789-1854), loomed large on the literary horizon. Ghalib wove the

profound philosophical truth of his age into the rich tapestry of poetic tradi-

tion, drawing profusely from his deep awareness of Persian poetic craftsman-

ship. His broad humanism, radiant scepticism, faith in the spirit offree inquiry,
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and attempt to substitute thought as the main plank of poetic art in place of

artifice or sensuous delight—all these along with his freshness of diction, wit,

imagery, and iconoclasm go to make him the most popular and powerful

Urdu poet of all times. Author of ghazals, qasidas, and masnavis, Mumin was

also a great scholar. Zauq, court poet of Bahadur Shah,8 wrote fluent and

lucid poetry and made a mark as the best qasida writer after Sauda. But his

contribution was mainly jn the realm of simplicity of diction and lucidity of

expression, while Mumin excelled in the use of suggestion through oblique

modes of expression.

MODERN PERIOD

The Aligarh movement started by Sir Syed Ahmad Khan (1817-98) for

social, cultural, and literary reform laid the foundations of the Modern period

of Urdu literature which commenced around 1875. This reformist movement
had a sustained influence on the character of Urdu literature after 1875, which

continued in a positive manner for more than three decades. Through the

journals Tahzibul Akhlaq (The Social Reformer) and Aligarh Institute Gazette,

Sir Syed Ahmad preached the gospel of rationalism and social change. To
him literature,was the vehicle of such reform and his efforts to fashion Urdu

literary norms on Western (particulary Victorian) patterns bore fruit. In

the first instance, it immensely widened the scope of, and gave variety to,

literary forms. Urdu prose, which was mainly confined to some mystical

allegories, tales, letters, and informative literature, blossomed into essay,

criticism, biography, travelogue, novel, and many other forms. In poetry, the

current desire for social change brought into being in 1874 a new form called

nazm—a compact poem with a central idea worked out in various stages.

As against ghazal, this form laid stress on ideas of definite social significance,

and the zest for reforms substituted both sensuous romance and poetic artistry.

The range of marsiya was widened to include all sorts of personal elegies which

could easily be turned into poetic essays on heroes and their exemplary qualities.

A product of this wave was Altaf Husain Hali (1837-1914) whose elegies on

Ghalib and long poem entitled Maddo-Jazr-i-Islam set a tradition without

which the great poetry of Iqbal would have been inconceivable. Hali’s works

include Barkharut, Ummeed, and Insaf, which represent a novel trend in Urdu

poetry.

Urdu prose is associated with many a mastermind. Although Ghalib had

to his credit letters written in simple lucid prose, Sir Syed Ahmad was un-

doubtedly the pioneer of modern Urdu prose. Besides being lucid, his prose

was remarkable for its compactness. Hali, though primarily a poet, also wrote

three important biographies in his inimitable style and dilated on important

•Patron ofUrdu literature. Emperor Bahadur Shah was himself a poet ofconsiderable merit.
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problem* of literary criticism, thus becoming the first significant Urdu critic.

A Muslim rationalist by conviction, he wrote with a broad vision and sympathy.
Of the notable prose writers after 1875, Shibli Numani (1857-1914), historian

and essayist, wrote extensively. His biographies of many kings and caliphs,

poets, and scholars set a new pattern of writing, Sirat-un-Nabi (Life of the

Prophet) being his most significant contribution. He excelled as a literary

historian in his Shir~ul-Ajam (History of Persian Literature) and as a literary

critic in his Mwa&no-i-Ams-o-Dabir. Nazir Ahmad wrote novels portraying

the tension caused by the changed conditions of life and the consequent need

for adaptation and compromise felt specially by the Muslim middle classes.

He pleaded for education and trade as the main instruments of social emanci-

pation and reform. His Taubat-un-Nasuh, Mirat-ul-Urus, Banat-un-Nash, Fasana-

i-Mubtala, and Ibn-ul-Waqt are mirrors of social conditions of the period. A
host of other important writers—Mohsinul Mulk, Viqarul Mulk, Chiragh Ali,

and Syed Ali Bilgrami—enriched the prose style and also made significant

contributions to various fields of knowledge.

In poetry, however, the old pattern prevailed for some time. Rampur and

Hyderabad soon developed as important centres of traditional poetry. Mirza

Dagh (1831-1905), Amir Minai (1828-1900), Zamin Ali Jalal (d. 1910), and

Amirullah Taslim imparted to ghagal lucidity, sensuousness, and craftsmanship,

though not greatness or sublimity. The situation created by the Western impact

and symbolized by the emergence of new forms and growing emphasis on

social reform and rationalism continued till 1914. There were attempts at

writing blank verse by Mohammed Husain Azad (d. 1910), Sharar, and

Ismail Muruthi (d. 1917). The main poetic achievement of the first few decades

of the present century was embodied in the writings of Akbar (1846-1921),

poet-philosopher Iqbal (1875-1937), and Brij Narain Chakbast H 882-1 926).

Witli a remarkable flair for extempore composition of piquant, satiric, and

humorous verses, Akbar ridiculed in his own inimitable way the intellectual

and cultural slavery to the West and pleaded for the re-discovery ofour noble

heritage. Chakbast, who wrote patriotic poetry, died young. His main contri-

butions were the poems based on certain episodes in the RSmSyana as also die

elegies written on the death of national leaders, which gave a new dimension

to the genre.

IQBAL, PREM CHAND, AND OTHERS

The appearance of Iqbal on the Urdu literary scene was an event of out-

standing importance. Iqbal’s poetry reflected the spirit of the age and shaped

the course of Urdu literature till about the middle of die present century. He
began with poems of patriotic overtones. Mention may, in this connexion, be

made of his famous patriotic song Sarejahanse accha Hindustan hamara (The finest
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country in the world is our India). He, however, soon outgrew the narrow alle-

giance to nationalism and preached a new gospel of internationalism and uni-

versal brotherhood. Insan-al-Kamil (Quest for the Perfect Man) contains the

sum of Iqbal’s life and philosophy recorded in exquisite poetry. Contrary to the

mystic overtones of Urdu and Persian poets, he opposed the annihilation of

‘Self’ and pleaded for its development and sublimation in communion with

the 'Social Ego’. His poetic genius transformed the niceties of his philosophy

of Self into radiant, living poetry through which he aimed at harmonizing the

vigour, ambition, and devotion to work as manifested in the materialistic cul-

ture of the West and the spiritualism and morality-oriented culture of the East.

And yet he is no moralist or demagogue. His poetry aims at a synthesis of

ishq (emotion) and aql (reason), and dreams of emergence of the ‘Superman’

\vho could combine in him the virtues of the East and the West. His greatest

achievement was to lend a completely novel thought-structure to Urdu poetry

and widen the significance of the various familiar symbols and allusions.

During the years between the two World Wars, India was ablaze with the

political struggle for freedom. Urdu literature was one of the torch-bearers of

this awakening. From the grand old days of the famous journal, the Awadh

Punch ofLucknow, which was a great champion ornationalism, a host of writers

including poets, novelists, dramatists, and journalists had been writing about

this urge and had suffered for it. Among them were such prominent Urdu

writers as Hasrat Mohani, Mohammed Ali, Zafar Ali Khan, Abul Kalam Azad,

Lajpat Rai, and Prem Chand (1880-1936).

Urdu fiction after Nazir Ahmad took great strides towards maturity. Ratan

Nath Sarshar’s (d. 1902) Fasana-i-Azad in four bulky volumes portrayed the life

and characters of Lucknow against the background of a fading culture on a

canvas compelling comparison with Balzac and Cervantes. His satirical charac-

terization of Khoji remains to this day a masterpiece. Mirza Mohammed Hadi

Ruswa’s Umrao Jan Ada,
apparently the story of a fallen woman, introduces

psychological conflict for the first time in Urdu fiction and through her split

personality unfolds the ecstasy and agony of feudal Lucknow. Inspired by

Scott, Abdul Halim Sharar (d. 1926) wrote dozen ofpopular historical novels,

thus recreating the glorious past of the early Arab, Turkish, and West Asian

Muslim rulers. Malik Aziz Varjina and Mansur-Mohana are two of his well-

known Scott-inspired novels. The former is a tale of the Crusades, while the

latter is written against the background of Sultan Mahmud’s conquests. His

best work of this genre is Firdaus-i-Barin, which narrates a romantic episode

against the backdrop of the medieval conspiracies of the Alqaramita and the

Assassins in Iraq and Syria.

Prem Chand, who wrote first in Urdu and later in Hindi, introduced the

theme of rural life and the exploited classes in the Urdu novel. Fired by the
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idealism ofGandhi and later on inspired by Marxist thought, his ardent huma-

nism and revolutionary zeal found expression in his novels which give a vivid

portrayal of the anguish of the have-nots. The life of the rural people of his time

has been depicted with sympathy and ardour in his masterpiece, Gaudan. His

Maidan-t-Amal and Gesha-i-Afiyat are two remarkable novels. Prem Ghand also

introduced the short story in Urdu literature, mainly on the pattern of Rabin-

dranath Tagore and Sarat Chandra Chatterjee. In this respect, Prem Chand

was particularly inspired by Tagore’s literary style. His short stories proved

gems of creative art and made a great impact on modern Urdu literature. The

short story became very popular as a literary form in Urdu—so much so that it

soon overshadowed the novel and drama, and has remained in that position

of pre-eminence till recent times. A remarkable blend of art with life, Prem

Chand’s Kqfan, one of his finest pieces, proved a turning point in the history of

the Urdu short story.

The beginnings of Urdu drama can be traced to 1846, and by 1930 it had

struck roots at the box office. It had, however, yet to get literary recognition.

The lndar-sabha type of drama gained currency and soon after, Parsi Theatre

Companies of Bombay staged lndar-sabha and a number of other Urdu plays

specially written for them with high-sounding poetic diction and a generous

sprinkling of dance sequences and songs. Shakespeare was translated and

adapted to Indian conditions. Mythological tales were also remodelled, mas-

navis dramatized, and original plays written with conventional morality always

in the background. Agha Hashr transformed the entire technique of script-

writing, which necessitated a new style of acting and delivery of dialogue. With

the advent of the cinema, the stage drama declined, but the published plays

now manifested more freedom and variety. Realism with psychological conflict

and political and social tensions found its way into Urdu drama, as reflected

in the plays ofAbid Husain and Mohammed Mujib. The best specimen of this

type is Imtaz Ali Taj’s Anarkali.

Urdu literature since the thirties of the century gained both in variety

and richness. The influence ol the Romantics, the Freudians, and the Marxists

was particularly marked. Thanks to the influence of the Romantics, prose

tended to be tender, ornate, and even sentimental. Women came to be the

new goddess, and love the main theme. The ‘progressive’ writers’ movement,

started in 1936, brought about a change and shifted the emphasis to social

realism. While the authors’ approach to the problems of life generally became

objective, many of them began writing with a purpose. This ‘progressive or

modern attitude is reflected in poems, novels, short stories, and essays written

till the early fifties. In the early stages of the ‘progressive’ writers’ movement,

iconoclasts as well as nihilists joined it. They experimented with new literary

forms and techniques, wrote openly about sex in social life and revolution in the
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political sphere, and introduced free and blank verse as media of poetic expres-

sion. Alongside this, the traditional ghazal developed in a novel way in the

hands of Hasrat, Asghar, Fani, Jigar, Yagana, Firaq, and Faiz, each one of
whom gave to the form a deeper significance and a wider orientation. There
were some novelists of note who included Ismat Ghugtai, Krishen Ghander
(d. 1977), Rajinder Singh Bedi, Hayatullah Ansari, Aziz Ahmad, Qurratul Ain
Haidar, and KhWaja Ahmad Abbas. The first four also excelled in short stories.

Among other short story writers of the period Saadat Hasan Manto and Bal-

want Singh deserve special mention. Their stories cover a wide field and re-

present variety in style and mode of depiction. In the sphere of critical writing

stand out such names as Abdul Jlaq, Hamid Hasan Qadri, Niaz Fatehpuri,

Firaq, Sajjad Zaheer, and Masud Husain Rizvi.

POST-INDEPENDENCE URDU LITERATURE

Urdu literature since Independence reflected nostalgia, protest, and disil-

lusionment in quick succession. The first was a hangover of Partition and dis-

cernible during the period from 1947 to 1953. Haunted by the memories of the

communal riots that came in the wake of Partition, yet unable to forget the past,

Urdu writers were preoccupied with the theme ofsenseless killings and a passion

for nostalgia portraying the days that were no more. Some of the writers cap-

tured in their stories and poems the diversity of Indian culture and the sad

decline of its old values, while another group was sceptical about the genuine-

ness of the independence. Protest and a yearning for revolution marked the wri-

tings of the authors of this group which was active for a decade. Their social

commitments were obvious. Among them were the poets like Sardar Ali Jafari,

Kaifi Azmi, Majaz, Jazbi, Parvez Sahidi, and Makhdum Mohiuddin, and the

short story writers like Krishen Chander, Ismat Chugtai, Rajinder Singh Bedi,

and Mahinder Nath. The important story writers chiefly dealt with communal
riots, revolutionary movements, and nostalgic themes in their works during the

first two literary phases after Independence. Krishen Chander’s Hum Wahshi

Ilain and Mahalaksmi-ka Phul, Ismat Chugtai’s Jaren, and Rajinder Singh Bedi’s

Lajwanti may be mentioned in this connexion. Theirs was a literature directly

addressed to the people and easily intelligible to the masses. A significant change

in poetic technique was noticed in the use ofornamental blank verse for socially

significant themes by Sardar Ali Jafari.

Around the sixties, it was clear to the committed writers that the revolution

they had been looking forward to was no more on the horizon. Humanism now
became their main theme. In his ghazflls, Majrooh attempted to depict the

plight of the people and the political conditions of the country, and at times suc-

ceeded in giving new dimensions to the age-old symbolism of this conventional

form. Jigar’s ghazals of this period bore testimony to his broad sensibility and
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deep humanism. Later, Parvez Shaliidi, Jan Nisar Akhtar, Khurslxid Ahmad

Jami, Khalilur Rahman Azmi, Shahab, and others tried to weave philosophical

thought into the subtle and tender tones ofghazal. When the hopes ofrevolution

had been shattered, most writers took to romantic themes. Qurratul Ain

Haidar’s Sita-haran and Hayatullah Ansari’s Shikasta Kangure are two exam-

ples of this kind of story-writing. The technique of the short story gradually

underwent a change. The ‘stream of consciousness’ technique became popular

and indirect description of events gained supremacy over other forms. Haidar

employed the ‘stream of consciousness’ technique with some success in the

two novels, Mere Bhi Sanam Khanty and Sqfina-e-Ghame Dil. Aag-ka Darya

is a remarkable novel in which the writer treats ‘Time’ as the central

character. Hayatullah Ansari’s Lahoo-ke Phul concerns itself chiefly with the

historical perspective of the Indian Sub-continent. Qazi Abdus Sattar’s Shab

Gudeeda is another significant novel in which the decline and fall of the feudal

order have been depicted against the background of the changing rural life of

Uttar Pradesh. His characters speak their own dialects.

In the field of drama some new attempts were made, noteworthy among

them being Mohammed Mujib’s Azamaish and Habib Tanvir’s Agra Bazar.

A number of full-length plays were published during the post-Independence

period including Dude Charag-e~Mafil by Rafia Sultana, Ghalib by Manju Qamar

Yadullahi, and Kohre-ka Chand by Mohammed Hasan. R. S. Sharma isa noted

writer of one-act plays, whose Dushman appeared in book form during the

period.

Satire and humour have been a forte of Urdu writers for quite a long time.

During the last three decades some authors including Kanhaiyalal Kapur and

Rashid Ahmad Siddiqi wrote a number of humorous articles and sketches.

Among the other humorists Fikr Tonsvi, Yusuf Nazim, and Mujtuba Husain

deserve mention. Some notable works ol literary criticism belong to this

period. Ehetesham Husain’s discourse on Ghalib, Mumtaz Husain’s analysis

of classical literature, Firaq Gorakhpuri’s Andazt> and the works of Majnoon

Gorakhpuri and Kaleemuddin Ahmad bear witness to the significant critical

activity of the period. Rashid Ahmad Siddiqi’s critical essays also deserve

notide.

The development in Urdu literature produced in Pakistan has been left out

in the present survey. Urdu has not secured statutory recognition as a regional

language in India. Nevertheless, its literature during the last thirty years has

considerably enriched itself and kept pace to a certain extent with the realities

ofmodern times. The Urdu literature of today presents a picture ofhope. It also

faces a challenge. The future of Urdu literature lies in the balance, for much

depends upon whether it can succeed in fulfilling the requirements of the new

age.
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AdivAsI languages AND LITERATURES OF INDIA

FOUR racio-linguistic groups have met and flourished in India from time
immemorial. These are known as the Sino-Tibetan (or Mongoloid), the

Austric, the Dravidian, and the Aryan .
1 Compared with the Aryan and

Dravidian languages, those of the Sino-Tibetan (excepting Manipuri) and
Austric groups prevalent in India were in a backward state for a long time,

as the speakers of these were in a sort of primitive condition in their way of life.

They had, however, a kind of village or folk culture. A slight modicum of folk-

literature—of songs, tales, legends, and traditions—developed in these lan-

guages. But these were never written down as the languages lacked any system

of writing, which the Aryan and Dravidian possessed from very early times.

A serious study of the backward Sino-Tibetan and Austric languages began
only during the middle of the nineteenth century when European scholars took

up the job in right earnest. European Christian missionaries of various de-

nominations also began to study these languages and take in hand the prepara-

tion of a Christian literature (both of translations from the Bible and other

sacred Christian literature, and of original compositions to a small extent) for

the purpose of proselytization. These non-developed languages without any
old literature, however, are now fast growing as the languages of groups of

people who are becoming self-conscious. As a result, we have during the twen-

tieth century the beginnings ofa kind ofliterature in some ofthe more important

Sino-Tibetan and Austric languages which so long had no literature to boast of.

The purpose of this article is to present a brief survey of the literatures in the

Sino-Tibetan and Austric languages of India as well as a short account of the

Dravidian SdivSsi languages of this country.
1

SINO-TIBETAN FAMILY

The Sino-Tibetan or Mongoloid speech-family extends over a very wide

field in Central, Southern, and Eastern Asia. The area of the spread of

Sino-Tibetan speeches in India is also considerably vast. Covering the Hima-

layan slopes, it stretches all over the sub-Himalayan tracts (particularly including

1It has been suggested by some that over and above these four groups, there might have been one

or two more —there seems to be some evidence from linguistics for this idea. But nothing definitely has

yet been established, and wi ate quite content to look upon these four groups as the basic ones in the

Indian scene.

•The literatures in the m^jor Indian languages which developed through Aryan and Dravidian

speeches have been dealt with in the three preceding parts of this volume.
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North Bihar, North Bengal, parts of East Bengal, and Assam reaching up to

its southernmost portions) and the north-eastern frontiers of the country.

Speakers of the Sino-Tibetan languages of Mongoloid origin are considered

to have penetrated the Indian frontiers before the advent of the Aryans into

India. They have been referred to in the oldest Sanskrit literature as Kiratas.

The original Sino-Tibetan speech had as its nidus
, or area of characterization,

the head-waters of the Hwang-Ho or Yellow River to the north-east of China.

Here the original Sino-Tibetan speech, the ultimate source of Chinese (Ancient

Chinese and its various modern forms), Tibetan, and Burmese, and possibly

also Siamese, had taken its form at least 3,000 years before Christ.1 The lan-

guages, namely, Chinese, Burmese, Siamese, and Tibetan have advanced

literatures. The first three definitely do not belong to India. Nor does Tibetan,

strictly speaking. But a number of important numerically strong dialects of

Tibetan like Den-jong-ke or Sikkimese,_Lho-ke or Bhutanese (also Bhutani or

Bhotia), Bald, Sherpa, Lahuli, and Ladakhi are current within the boundaries

of India. Although these dialects are recent arrivals in India, they are none

the less counted as languages of the country. There is, however, not much

original literature in them (including even Den-jong-ke and Lho-ke, the most

important of the group). The people speaking these dialects generally study

Tibetan, particularly the classical form of it. The large number of Tibetan

refugees who have come over to India after the Chinese take-over of Tibet

also speak and study Tibetan. Although the influence of Buddhism in the

evolution of Tibetan literature is quite properly within the purview of Indian

studies, Tibetan literature as such cannot be considered as part of Indian litera-

ture.

The Sino-Tibetan family of languages is broadly divided into two main

branches, Siamese-Chinese and Tibcto-Burman. With the exception of Ahom
(now entirely extinct) and Khamti (represented by a very meagre number of

speakers) of the Tai (or Thai) group of speeches belonging to the Siamese-

Chinese sub-family, all the languages spoken by Sino-Tibetans in India belong

to the Tibeto-Burman branch. Ahom was current in Assam in the past. It used

to be spoken by the Ahom conquerors of Assam. But by the beginning of the

nineteenth century it had died out. The Ahoms have finally become

Hindus, but some of the priests of their old religion have kept up some traces

of the old pre-Hindu Ahom religion. The Ahoms brought their own system of

writing from North Burma. This writing was ultimately of Indian origin, and

*At present there is some diversity of opinion regarding the place of Siamese within this family.

Some modern scholars think that Siamese is not really a member of this family, but a language of

another family of speeches known as the Kadai (this now includes a few insignificant dialects

of South China and Hainan Island as well as Indo-China, and it appears to be connected with the

Malayo-Polynesian speeches of the Austric family) which has been most profoundly influenced by the

Sino-Tibetan.
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there are manuscripts in the Ahom language in this alphabet. Old Ahom coins

of Assam have legends in the Ahom language in this script. The Ahom people
had a great historical sense. The Modern Assamese word for ‘history* i$ buranjf

which is an Ahom word—the Sanskrit word itihasa is not so current. Some of
the Ahom buranjis have been published by the British Government, and one may
particularly mention an important Ahom history ofAssam printed in the Ahom
character with an English translation by Rai Bahadur Golap Chandra Barua,

published in 1903. Since the Ahom speech is now extinct, only some old men
here and there keeping up a smattering knowledge of a fevv Ahom words and
phrases, it has ceased to have any literary development.

Tibeto-Burman languages of India have been broadly divided into the

following four groups, viz. Tibetan, Himalayan, North-East Frontier, and
Assam-Burmesc. The Tibetan group has already bcen~discussed. In the 1961

Census, however, ‘Rhotia’ was preferred as a more acceptable nomenclature

for the group of these speeches within Indian borders, as Tibetan refers more
pointedly to the territory outside India. Speeches of the Himalayan group are

spoken along the tracts to the south of the Himalayas From Himachal Pradesh

in the west to the western borders of Bhutan in the cast. They are further divided

into two sub-groups, Pronominalized and non-Pronoininalizcd. The speeches

of the Pronominalized sub-group have shown evidence of Austric contact and

influence in their present structure. Most of the speeches of the Himalayan

group are represented by a very small number of speakers within the Indian

borders. Kanauri and Limbu belonging to the Pronominalized sub-group are

numerically the more dominant languages of the Himalayan group. The
North-East Frontier group (known also »s flu 1 North Assam group) includes a

number of languages prevalent in the noith-casfcrn frontiers of the country.

Some important languages of the group are Abor (Adi), Miri, Aka, Dafla,

and Mishmi. The Assam BurmcM- group is the most important of the four

Tibeto-Burman groups of speeches of India, numerically as well as culturally.

It has four main sub-groups, viz. Knki-Ohin, Mikir, Bodo, and Naga. Besides

these, there are a few more found within the Indian borders, the speakers of

which arc, however, very small in number. They are, for instance, Singhpho of

Assam and Mogh of Tripura. The former belongs to the Kachiu group of the

Tibeto-Burman sub-familv, a greater spread ofwhich is found in Burma, and the

latter is grouped under Arakaneso included in the Burma group of Tibeto-

Burman sub-lamily. Except Manipur i, which belongs to the Kuki-Ghin sub-

group, none out of the quite large number of dialects ol the Tibeto-Burman

group has important literature. The other languages, until recently, possessed

no written literature. They had only some songs and poems, religious and other-

wise, and some folk-tales, stories, and legends in prose, all current orally. The

modern literature which had started under European and Christian inspiration
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is not as yet of any value. Beyond the boundaries of India, Newari of Nepal,

however, presents an important Himalayan (Pure or non-Pronominalized)

form of the Tibeto-Burman family of speeches. It shows a fairly old tradition of

high literary development. Although primarily a spoken language of Nepal, a

very meagre number of its speakers are also found in India—in Sikkim, West
Bengal, Maharaj^ra, and Bihar. Let us now discuss a few important languages of

the Tibeto-Burman sub-family current in India.

KUKI-CHIN GROUP : MANIPURI (MEITHEI)

Manipuri or Meithei is the official language of the State of Manipur.

It is, according to the 1971 Census, spoken by more than seven lakh people.

Manipuri is the most important of the Tibeto-Burman languages, and in litera-

ture certainly of much greater importance than Newari of Nepal. For quite a

long time it has been recognized by the University of Calcutta and was given a

place in the curriculum of the university from the Matriculation to the Degree

level, Pass and Honours. The same recognition has been given to it by the

University of Gauhati. This testifies to the important status of Manipuri as a

language of study and culture. Manipuri is now written in the Bengali-Assa-

mese script. It is virtually the Bengali script, with one letter recendy taken

over from Assamese—the letter for w. Manipuri had quite a separate alphabet

of its own, which is found in old manuscripts, and it has also been put in type.

But books are no longer printed in this old Manipuri script, the study ofwhich

has become a specialized subject for scholars and experts. From the time of

King Gharib Newaz Singh (1709-48) ofManipur, the Manipuri people, through

the influence of the Bengali Vaisnavas of the Caitanya school from Navadvipa

and Sylhet, accepted for their language (c. 1 740) the Bengali script which has

now become fully established. This has enabled Manipuri to come in intimate

touch with Bengali as well as Sanskrit literatures. There is an attempt on the

part of a small number of Manipuri patriots to revive the use of the old

Manipuri script. But as it is a rather complicated system of writing, it does not

seem to receive much support from the people.

EARLY MANIPURI LITERATURE

The Manipuris, a Meithei people, became Hindus at least 2,000 years ago;

and in Manipur chronicles, which are mosdy preserved in the Old Manipuri

language and in the older script, we have a fairly detailed history of the Mani-

puri kings and their Hindu background. But early Manipuri literature prior to

the middle of the eighteenth century is more or less a sealed book to the Mani-

puri public. Only Manipuri scholars who* specialize in the language know

about this speech, the vocabulary of which is now quite archaic and

different from Modem Manipuri. There are books like Numit-kappd,
narrating
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some old Manipuri legends, and there is a rich literature of chronicles as well

as works on the movements of the tribes in Manipur which are all preserved in

the Old Manipuri language.

4

The beginnings of this Old Manipuri literature

may go back to 1,500 years or even 2,000 years from now. The late Yumajao
Singh thought that Poireiton Khunthok

,

a prose work describing the settlement

of some Meithei tribes, is the oldest work in Manipuri going back to the third

century a.d. It is said that there is a copper-plate inscription of King Khorig-

tekca, invoking Sri Hari (i.e. Visriu with Laksmi), Siva, and Devi, dating from
c. a.d. 790. But that is problematical, as the king is said to have ruled the

Meitheis from a.d. 763 to 773. A rich literary tradition is said to have existed

during the closing centuries of the first millennium ofthe Christian era. Ceithdrol

Kumbaba is one of the oldest Manipuri court chronicles (
KumbS.ba.-hm means

‘year’, now obsolete, and babS or p&ba means ‘accounts’). This gives a tradi-

tional history of Manipur from the second century a.d. onwards.

This early Manipuri literature, although fairly extensive, has not yet been

scientifically studied, and we are not sure about the dates when the individual

works, as available now, were first written or compiled.8 But we know that the

sixteenth century was a great period for the development of Manipuri prose

literature ofhistories and chronicles. Nugbdn Pombi Luvaoba narrates the legend-

ary history of the hero, after whom the book is named, and of his beloved

wife Koubru Namlno. This legend relates the story of the restoration to life of

Koubru, the gods being moved by the love of the husband for his departed wife.

Leilhak Leikhdron gives an account of the Manipuri story of Creation. This

book deals with the history of the Meithei gods and goddesses, and the songs

and dances connected with them. Certain portions of this distinctive

work contain lists of the Pathan kings of Bengal, which show that it is

rather late in origin. Kainarol gives us a collection of some romantic

and heroic stories of ancient Manipur. The ‘National Romantic Legend

of Manipur’, the great love story of Prince Khamba and Princess Thoibi,

which, after a happy union of the two lovers, ended in a tragedy,

began to be treated in Old Meithei ballads from the middle of the twelfth

century. The lovers lived about a.d. 1130 during the rule of King Loyamba.

These ballads used to be sung by wandering minstrels to the accompaniment of

the one-stringed fiddle called the pend, and this old body of romantic ballads

was later treated into the great epic romance, Khambd-Thoibl Seireng, of 34,000

lines by a modern Meithei poet, Hijom Anganghal Singh, about 1940. NiAg-

4 The Manipuri Sahitya Parishad and some individual scholars are doing very valuable work in

bringing out editions of these books in the current Bengali-Assamese script with translations or notes

in Modern Manipuri.
(As a preliminary step, however, full lists of these books ofearly Manipuri are being prepared and

published by Manipuri scholars.
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thrnron LambubS is a historical work giving an account of the military expansions

of the kings of Manipur. It is in a way a book which supplements Ceithdrol

Kumbaba. A most interesting work is the romantic tale of Prince Nompoknihg-

thau and Princess PanthoibI, daughter of King Cirig Niftgthau. They fell

violently in love with each other, and although PanthoibI was later on married

to a chief named Khaba, her husband was frightened of her, and never dared

approach her. The lovers met, but their career was cut short. This story has

been sublimated as a religious myth. The hero was considered to be an incar-

nation of Siva, and PanthoibI was Parvatl incarnate, and it was a case ofpara-

klya love as between Krsna and Radha which is a very vital mystico-philosophi-

cal doctrine with the Gaudiya Vaisnavism of Navadvipa, which again is the

accepted form of Vaisnavism in Manipur. This work in Old Manipuri, of

unknown date, has been published with translation in Modern Manipuri.

There are similar other books in Manipuri which mostly go back to the times

before the beginning of the Gaudiya Vaisnava influence from Bengal and the

influence from North India through the Ramanandl sddhu missionaries, from

the early eighteenth century.

A new period began in the history of Manipur as well as of Manipuri

literature from the reign of Gharib Newaz when the Mahabhdrata and the

Ramayana, the most popular and in a way the most important texts ofHinduism,

began to be rendered into Manipuri. Manipuri adopted a version of the Rdmd-

yana from the Bengali work of Krttivasa. Portions of the Mahabhdrata—Adi,

Virata, and Aivamedhika parvan r—were also rendered into Manipuri. The older

literary tradition suffered a set-back owing to an ill-conceived action ofa Rama-
nandl missionary, Santadasa Gosain, whose vandalism in getting together

and burning a number of Old Manipuri manuscripts appears to have received

the support ofGharib Ncwaz; and this continued during the eighteenth century.

But a few books in the old style were still written. One of these is a book known

as Ldngan. It is of the nature of Nhi literature in Sanskrit and has been recently

published.

King Bhagyacandra Singh of Manipur (

c

. a.d. 1780) brought in a great

Vaisnava revival. One might say that the confluence of the Early and Modem
periods of Manipuri literature took place during the second half of the eight-

eenth century. There were books in a new genre or style like travel books (e.g.

the work describing the pilgrimage of King Bhagyacandra), and genealogical

works also came into being. King Bhagyacandra with the help of his daughter

§ija LaioibI, who was a great devotee of Krsna (she has been called the ‘Mlra-

bal’ of Manipur)
, raised the Manipuri folk-dance laiharaobd

,
a dance of Crea-

tion, to an emotional and religious level and added to it an aspect of high

artistic and spiritual beauty and merit. Treatises on Manipuri dance and music

were compiled in both Sanskrit and Manipuri. There arc also Old Manipuri
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texts on medicine and medicinal herbs of Manipur as well as Tantrie works
on the cure of diseases, besides works on astrology. These all show Brahma^i-
cal inspiration and influence. There is a sort of a national archive for the
most exalted families of Manipur, which is preserved in the court of the
Maharaja of Manipur, Sangai Phamang. This is regularly brought up to

date. It is of great historical value for Manipur.

MODERN MANIPURI LITERATURE

The Modern period of Manipuri really came into existence with the begin-
ning of the nineteenth century after English education had found a place among
the Manipuri people. European officials and missionaries, who came toManipur,
and Bengali teachers helped the Manipuris to build a new literature in

their language. Rev. W. Pettigrew, Wince, Babu Ramsundar Roy, and
educated Manipuris like Makar Singh, Munal Singh, Jatiswar Singh, and
Haodijam Chaitanya Singh came forward. Maharaja Churachand Singh (1891-

1941) patronized this movement for facilitating the development of Manipuri
literature. The first Manipuri book to be printed was a history of Manipur,
entitled Manipurer llihdsa

,
which came out in 1890 in the Bengali script, and at

first the new literature in Manipur consisted only of textbooks in different

subjects. Then, with the growth of a school-educated class, other types of litera-

ture came in. A . special aspect of modem Manipuri literature is its wealth of

translations, particularly from Sanskrit, Bengali, and English. The Manipuri

Sahitya Parishad has published a list of Manipuri books printed from 1891 to

1969; the tot,al number of titles comes to 1,078. It has been claimed that the

list is yet incomplete and the actual number can easily come to 2,000. Apart

from translations, there are numerous works in modern Manipuri literature on

various important subjects which include history, geography, Hindu religion and

philosophy, social sciences, grammar and linguistics, history of literature, and

the art of dance and music. The creative branches of literature like poetry,

fiction, biography, and literary criticism are also well represented in Manipuri.

In discussing modern Manipuri literature one should first take into account the

contributions of the great translators. It was they who transformed the mind

and spirit of the Manipuris by extending the horizon of their literary experience,

and made them familiar with some of the greatest things in Indian literature,

ancient and modern. They brought the Manipuris in line with the rest of ad-

vanced India in their thought, ideas, and aspirations. The greatest name in

the history of modern Manipuri literature, particularly in this line, is that of

Panditaraja Phurailatpam Atombapu Sarma Sahityaratna (1878-1963). An
outstanding scholar, he made translations into Manipuri of such religious texts

in Sanskrit as the Bhdgavata Purdria
,

the Bhagavad-Gitd
,

the Gitagovinda,

the Gopdla-sahasranama,
and the Caniu He translated portions of the Rg-Veda
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and the entire SSrasvata grammar of Sanskrit (with a Meithei commentary),

besides rendering into Manipuri other religious and ritualistic texts. He
also brought out interpretative editions of Old Manipuri texts on history,

literature, and Manipuri culture. A religious teacher, educationist, and

political leader, he led his people to the path of freedom from both British

interference and Manipuri medievalism. His illustrious example was followed

by other scholars like 0hingangbam Kalachand Singh who brought out

a Manipuri translation of the entire Sanskrit Mahdbh&rata (together with

the Sanskrit text) in twenty-one volumes. His other works, included VSsudeva-

carita, a long poem of 12,000 lines on the life of Kr$na. Haobam Ibo-

yaima Singh translated all the writings of the Bengali poet Michael Madhu-
sudan Dutt, besides some of the works of Sarat Chandra Chatteijee, and a

good many Sanskrit works. Apart from these three names, there are dozens of

other scholars who made the most important Sanskrit and Bengali literary

works available in Manipuri. One can read in Manipuri the Bengali philoso-

phical classic of Vai?riavism, Kfsnadasa Kaviraja’s Caitanya-caritamjia, as well

as most of the novels ofBankim Chandra Chatterjee and a good many of those

by Sarat Chandra Chatteijee and other famous writers ofBengali. Shakespeare

and Ibsen, Tolstoy and Prem Chand, Vivekananda and Gandhi, Rabindra-

nath and KalidSsa can, at least in some of their important works, be read in

Manipuri. It may be mentioned in this connexion that a fine translation, by a

number of scholars and poets, of a representative selection of poems, songs,

dramas, and stories from Rabindranath Tagore, Ravindra Nacom,
has recently

been published by the Sahitya Akademi, New Delhi.

An important figure in the field of creative literature of the Modern period

is Lamabam Kamal Singh whose romantic-realistic social novel MSdhavi is

a pioneering effort in this direction. It was published in the thirties of the

present century. Hijom Anganghal Singh (1894-1940) wrote some fine novels,

one of which, Jahera, depicts a story of love between a Manipuri Hindu young

man and a Muslim girl. He has also written a number of dramas of which

Ibemmd deserves special mention. But he was particularly famous as a poet.

Besides Khamba- Thoibi Setreng (already referred to), he has several other volumes

of poetry to his credit. R. K. Shitaljit Singh wrote some novels with a moral

and religious purpose. His works include ThddokpS, ImS, and Rohini. Khwairak-

pam Chaoba Singh is the author of the popular historical novel, Lavafigalati
,

which deals with the period 1597-1652. Among other fiction writers, the most

notable are: Hijom Guno Singh (author of four popular novels), Takhellabam

Thoibi Devi (Radhd), K. EJengbam Rajanikanta Singh (Marup Ani) , Sansenbam

Nadiyachand Singh, and Khumantham Ibohal Singh.

The drama is a literary form particularly dear to the heart of the Manipuris.

In Imphal city there are half a dozen regular playhouses where plays in Mani-
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puri (original dramas, or translations or adaptations from Bengali and English
)

are regularly staged. The first plays were adapted from Bengali; and it was only
in 1905 that the first original Manipuri drama, Pagalini, by a Bengali school
teacher was staged. Afterwards Manipur has witnessed a host of eminent
playwrights by whose efforts Manipuri drama has been established on a solid

ground. Chief among them are: Sorokhaibam Lalit Singh, Mayanglambam
Birmangal Singh (author of over a dozen plays including Pidotmu), Tongbram
Gitchandra Singh (author of over two dozen plays including some translations

from Shakespeare, Bernard Shaw, and Ibsen), Maibam Ramcharan Singh
(author of about twenty plays), Haobam Tomba Singh, Lairenmayum Ibun-
gohal Singh, and Rajkumari Binodini Devi. The Manipuri drama is quite a
convincing example of the high quality and attractiveness of the culture of

Manipur.

In pure poetry, in literary and other essays, in historical studies, and in all

other domains of literature, Manipuri has quite a rich harvest of books to

show. Recently, Rajkumar Sri Surendrajit Singh brought out a very compre-

hensive work in Manipuri on prosody and metre (1969). It is only unfortunate

that so far no English translations (or translations in other Indian languages)

of at least some of the outstanding classics in Manipuri are available, although

Manipuri scholars are not lagging behind in writing helpful books in English

on the history and literature of their State and also on certain aspects of their

local culture.

Manipuri literature is undoubtedly quite an advanced modern Indian litera-

ture, and cannot be described as a backward literature of the so-called

ddioasi or primitive people. The Manipuri writers are already in the front line of

modern Indian writing and translation. The Kuki-Chin group, to which Mani-

puri belongs, consists of a number of other speeches also. Of them, Lushai

(Mizo), Thado, Hmar, Paite, Lakher, Pawi, Halam, Kom, and Vaiphei are

the more numerically strong languages. Lushai (Mizo) is recorded to possess a

strength of more than two lakh speakers.

BODO GROUP

At one time Bodo or Boro group of speeches were current throughout the

entire valley of the Brahmaputra, in North Bengal up to northern Bihar, and in

East and South-East Bengal. This very extensive Bodo bloc is, however, broken

up due to the intrusion of the Aryan Assamese and Bengali. The Assam-Bengal

Bodo speeches are the Bodo, the Rajbangsi, the Koch, the Mech, the

Rabha, the Dimasa, the Kachari, the Chutiya, the Garo, the Haijong,

and the Tipra (or Tripuri) dialects. These are very close to each other, and

are largely mutually intelligible. But, barring some folk-tales and songs,

the native literature in these Bodo dialects has been very meagre so far.
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The Bodo speakers ofAssam are now falling in line with the Assamese- speaking

Hindus of the Brahmaputra Valley, but are nevertheless trying to rehabilitate

their language and create a literature in it. A half-yearly journal called the

Alari or ‘Divine Light’, printed in the Assamese alphabet, is coming out from

1959 from the Bodo Literary and Cultural Society, Gauhati, with serious

articles of the type found in Assamese and Bengali journals of repute. Scholar

and ethnologist, musician and folklorist, poet and writer, the late Bishnu

Rabha was a great exponent of Bodo culture. Assamese scholars of Bodo are

also helping, and Bodo writers are coming up. But not much advance has so far

been made, although Bodo (Kachari) is being taught in the primary schools in

Assam.

The State of Tripura is seeking to create a literature in the Tipra form of

Bodo, and broadcasts in Tipra are on the air several times a week. The ruling

house ofTripura, Bodo (Tipra) -speaking to start with, became oriented towards

Bengali and Sanskrit from the end of the fifteenth century, and eventually

Bengali was made the official language of the State. Tipra is now spoken by a

small minority, and it is split up into several dialects. Garo, another Bodo

speech, has.acquired some status as the language of a part ofthe new Meghalaya

State, and has some interesting folk-tales as well as a Christian literature

(though not very extensive) to boast of. Mikir, on grounds of strong Bodo affi-

nities, is considered closer to the Bodo group. Current in the Mikir Hills in

Nowgong and Sibsagar districts of Assam, it is represented by about two lakh

speakers. Mikir has no literature as such, but has some folk-talcs. The tale of a

young man who had a god’s daughter as his bride is beautiful.

NAGA GROUP

Unlike the languages of the Bodo group, those of the Naga group are well

known foi their mutual unintelligibility. Chief among the languages included

in the group are: Angami, Serna, Ao, Lotha, Mao, Konyak, Kabui, and

Lepcha. ‘Lately’, writes R. C. Nigam, formerly Assistant Registrar General of

India (Languages), ‘.
. . since larger tracts of Nagaland were brought under

administration, more information of Naga languages has been reported; but

pending actual investigations and studies, these reports can be considered only

tentative’.*

Among the languages of the Naga group, Lepcha deserves some special

reference. The Lepcha dialect is current in the State of Sikkim and Darjeeling

District of West Bengal. Till recently, the immediate affinities ofLepcha were

not definitely known, and it was believed to be a speech belonging to theHima-

layan group of the Tibeto-Burman sub-family. But now it has been connected

'Language Handbook on Mother Tongues in Census (Office of the Rcgistiar General of India, New
Delhi, 1972),'p. xxxix.
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by Robert Shafer, a great American authority on the Sino-Tibetan languages,

with the Naga group ol the Tibelo-Burman sub-family. Lepcha had developed
an alphabet of its own which is now falling into dhsuse. It is evidently inspired

by the Tibetan script, but it is rather different from it. King Chakdor Namgye
of Sikkim, born in 1686, is said to have created this alphabet out of a patriotic

Lepcha feeling. The Lepchas were mainly Buddhists, although many of them
have now become Christians. The Lepcha monks, in the Tibetan tradition,

have a small but distinctive literature of Buddhist religious texts and law books.

The Christian missionaries have also translated portions of the Bible, and they

have sought to create a literature of Christian hymns, side by side with Buddhist

hymns. In spite of the strong surrounding influences of either the Indo-Aryan

Nepali or the Sino-Tibetan Sikkimese, the Lepchas preserved their speech

surprisingly intact. But the language is now dying out as its speakers are on the

decline. They are merging with the Hindu Ncpalis as well as other neighbouring

peoples, and their literary life is at a standstill.

AUSTR1C FAMILY

Like the Sino-Tibetan, the Anstrio speech family also occupies quite a vast

terrain spreading over substantial portions of South and South-Eastern Asia

and extending right up to the eastern, northern, and southern extremities of

the Pacific. It is also found in Madagascar on the African coast. The Austric

family of languages falls into two main branches: Austro-Asiatic and Austro-

nesian. The Austric languages of India arc included in the Austro-Asiatic sub-

family, which are represented by the languages of the Munda or Kol (Kolian)

group confined to the central, eastern, ai 1 north-eastern India and Khasi and

Nicobarese of the Mon-Khmer group, spoken in Meghalaya and the Nicobar

Islands respectively. The Austric speakers of India, erstwhile backward, are

now very rapidly being integrated with the. general mass of the Indian people

and attaining to the same or similar cultural status with the rest of the people.

The Austric languages were spoken 1 in India in very ancient times, much earlier

than the arrival of the Aryans. There are references to them in the oldest Sans-

krit literature. The Austric people were spread all over the riverain plains of

India, particularly the Gungelic and possibly also the Indus basins, and they

built up the basic agricultural civilization of India. Many of their religious

ideas, rituals, anti ceremonies have continued down to our times, having been

absorbed in a composite Aryau-nou-Aryan culture which is the basis ofHindu-

ism. They were known in ancient Sanskrit as Nisadas. Some of their tribes were

also called Bhillas and Kolias (modern Indian Bhils and Kols), besides Pulindas,

Matangas (modern Indian Mangs), Samanapalas (modern Indian Saontals or

Santais), Mundas (modern Indian Mundaris) and Pundras (modern Indian

Punds), etc. Their languages did not evolve any high literature, but remained
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script as a^book in 1887, This book was never translated into English, although

it was used by many scholars. Only recently, about 1965, it was translated into

Bengali by Baidyanath Hansdak under the auspices of the Government of India

Census Commission. It is a great compilation of Santali stories and legends in

their earliest forms. The second work is Rherwal-vamia Dharam-puthi or ‘The

Sacred Book of the Khcrwal Race’ (khemal being an old name for the Santals

and other allied Kol p#ople). It is a compilation as well as composition, but

much more extensive in its content, made by Rarndas Majhi Tudu of Ghatsila

in Singhbhum District (Bihar), who was very well informed about the traditions

of his people and its religious and social culture. This book was published by

him in the Bengali script from Calcutta about a.d. 1902 with a number of

woodcut illustrations designed by him relating to Santali myths and social life. 7

These two books are very important as they form a sort of source-material

for Kol or Munda legends and antiquities as they have been preserved in

Santali.

Next to these myths and religious traditions and usages, there is a long

series of Santali folk-tales dealing mostly with Santali belief in the bongas or

gods and godlings, and giving a very fine picture of the primitive life of the

Santal people in their jungle villages. The best collections of such stories were

made by the Scandinavian missionaries, particularly by 1\ O. Bodding, who
was one of the greatest authorities on Santal folklore and tradition. The British

missionary A. Campbell also made a collection. P. O. Bedding’s collections

of Santal folk-tales have been published in very convenient editions by the

Institute for Comparative Folklore in Oslo (Norway), and also from Copen-

hagen, giving the Santali text in Roman script on one page and an English

translation on the page opposite. C. O. Bompas made an English translation

of some of these folk-tales in which we have quite a good nucleus of a native

Santali prose literature of great value. The Christian missionaries made a

translation of both the Old and the New Testament of the Bible and published

also the translations of some Christian religious classics like The Pilgrim's

Progress of John Bunyan. Besides these folk-tales in prose, there is a rich mass of

Santali lyrics generally in couplets and sometimes in more than four to six lines.

In these lyrics, we find thumb-nail sketches of Santali life. They have a beauty

of their own. Collections of these have been made also by Bengali lovers of

Santali lore. Special mention may be made of a fine collection of Santali

poems published from Patna by the Government of Bihar in the Roman script

7The original book has now become entirely out of print. However, a reprint was made under

the auspices of the Manager of the Dhalhhum Raj State at Ghatsila, the late Banksm Chandra Chakra-

barti, with a long introduction in Bengali by the present author. This book has now been brought out

in a third reprint by Suhrid Kumar Bhaumik in 1971. A Bengali translation with the introduction

has also been prepared.
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under the editorship of W. G. Archer in 1935, Rabindranath Tagore also

appreciated the poetic beauty of th<$e Santali songs.

So long there was no literature of a modem type in Santali. Lately, how-
ever, genuine modern literature in Santali has been coming into existence

through the creative efforts of educated Santals, particularly in Bengal. This
is hardly forty years old. Already there are some Santa] writers who have
brought out volumes of short stories and general essays, published in the
Bengali script or in the Roman. There are also poems on life and religion in

the usual modern Indian style, which follow more or less the same pattern as

Bengali literature. Some Santali translations from Tagore have appeared,

and are regularly appearing. Versions of the Hindu Purana tales also occa-

sionally come out. A translation of the lia Upanifad has been published. Literary

journals have also made their advent. Mention may be made of the Ebhen

(‘Light*), a quarterly literary journal, and Hariyar Sakam (‘Green Leaf’), a
weekly. These are printed in Bengali characters. Already some educated

Santals, with whom Bengali is almost their second mother-tongue, are writing

good poetry in Santali. Among Santali writers of recent times, the following

outstanding names may be mentioned : Naeke Mangal Chandra Soren, Sarada

Prasad Kisku, Balkishor Baske, Aditya Mitra SaontaJi, Babulal Murmu,
Bhagavat Murmu, ‘Tade Sutam*, Raghunath Murmu, Rupnarayan Hembrom,
Sridhar Kumar Murmu, Gomasta Prasad Soren, Chandranath Murmu, and

Kaliram Soren8
. Jugaldas Mandi, Ramchandra Murmu, Mandal Hembrom,

Durgacharan Hembrom, Hopon Chandra Baske, Birlita Hembrom, Rabilal

Mandi, and Stephen Murmu are mainly poets and essayists. Among the

Santali writers of the previous generation, who are no more alive, mention

may be made of Sadhu Ramchand Murmu Thakur (religious reformer and

teacher of Santal philosophy of religion), Ramdas Majhi Tudu (author of

Kherwal-vamJa Dharam-puthi
,

as already mentioned), and Charu Chandra

Sinha Soren (prose writer). There is a very great interest among the educated

Santals in the development of their language and literature. On the basis of

old Santali religious notions, and inspired by Hindu philosophy, a Santal

philosophy of religion and life is also developing, as conceived by Ramdas

Majhi Tudu and Sadhu Ramchand Murmu Thakur. These are among the

very hopeful signs of the development of Santali literature and thought during

the present age.

The Santali language, as said before, started to be written in the Bengali

script, and then the Roman was adopted and established for it. Santals are

now, however, required to know more than one script. In West Bengal,

they must know the Bengali script; in Orissa, the Oriya script; in Bihar, the

•Kaliram Soren's drama Sidku Kdnu on a Santal patriot has been staged, and is very popular. It is

in its second edition.
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Nagarl script, and in Assam, the Assamese script (which is the same as Bengali).

For inter-State purposes, the Roman alphabet is admirably suitable. By

far the largest and most significant mass of Santali literature has already been

published in the Roman script, thanks mainly to the Scandinavian mission-

aries. Recently, a Santali gentleman came forward with a newly-created

alphabet of his own, called the Ol script. This is conceived in the same spirit

as the Roman, each vov^pl and consonant sound having a separate letter. But

the shapes of the letters are very complicated, compared with the Roman.
Some Santals are, however, advocating the use of this script for their language.

MUNDARI

Next in importance to Santali is the Mundari language spoken by nearly

a million of Mundas, who, like the Santals, are spread over the four States

of Bihar (Chota Nagpur), Orissa, Assam, and to some extent West Bengal.

The literary life of the Mundas runs parallel to that of the Santals. Through
Christian (Roman Catholic) missionary efforts mainly, Mundari myths and
legends as well as folk-tales have been collected and published in the Roman
script. Mundas living in the Chota Nagpur have generally to learn the Nagari

script which is used side by side with the Roman in writing Mundari. The
late Sarat Chandra Roy made a very detailed study of Munda life and culture,

and collected some beautiful Mundari songs or poems. W. G. Archer is also

responsible for a very good collection of Mundari poems (Munda Durang),

published by the Government of Bihar. The total output of literature in

Mundari, both the native oral literature as well as modern writing, is not as

extensive as in Santali. But Mundari songs, which are frequently longer than

Santali songs, are quite distinctive, and here they have a better output than

Santali. A Christian literature in the shape of translations of the Bible and

some Christian texts has also grown up in Mundari.

The other Kol or Munda languages are not so very important, numerically

or otherwise. They generally follow the pattern of Santali and Mundari.

There is still more restricted literary endeavour in languages like Ho (or

Larka-Kol), Bhumij, Asuri, Gadaba (or Patua), and Savara (or Sora) which

is the southernmost Munda language spoken in Orissa and the Telugu country,

besides Korku in the Berar tract in Madhya Pradesh. These languages do

not have any literature worth mentioning, except for some songs and folk-tales

which are current orally.

KHASI

Khasi is an important Austric language spoken in the Khasi and Jayantia

Hills of the New Hill State of Meghalaya in north-eastern India. The Khasi

people number about four lakh and have two main groups—the Khasis proper
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in the west, and the Syntengs or Jaintias (or Jayantiyas) in the east. They
are racially Mongoloids, but in very early times adopted—when and how
nobody knows—the Austric Khasi language. They had their own religion

and social life and customs, and their own distinctive socio-political organiza-
tions. They came under Hindu influence from Bengal through the Jayantiyas
(ancestors of the present-day Syntengs) in the south and from the Assamese
Hindus in the north and a good number of them became Hindus. But through
the efforts of the Welsh Methodist missionaries, a very large percentage of
the Khasis have now become Methodist Christians. Formerly, the Khasi
language was written in the Bengali script. But now they have accepted the

Roman script with Welsh values for some of the Roman letters. Barring a
few traditional stories and folk-tales, and some songs, the Khasis did not have
any literature worth mentioning. Through their contact with Christianity, a
little literature of Christian inspiration has, however, grown up among them.

Contact with Hinduism is, however, helping the Khasis to take a greater inter-

est in their own traditional religion, culture, and institutions, and some
cultured Khasis, who are not in all cases Christians, have written in Khasi

as well as in English on various aspects of their culture and social usages. The
work of the Khasi scholars like U Rabon Singh, Sib Charan Roy, U Jeebon

Roy, B. K. Sarma Roy, Ondro Muncy, and H. Lyngdoh has provided sub-

stantial material for building up a modern literature in the language. Two
Salesian (Italian) missionaries, J. Bacchiarello and G. Costa, have also made
some remarkable contributions in this line. There is a small series of illus-

trated books in Khasi published from Shillong by Theodore Cajee and others,

giving short accounts of the present-day Khasi life and ways. Among the modem
Khasi writers, Soso Tham, known as ‘the Khasi Wordsworth’, is an out-

standing poet and prosateur who has been quite an innovator in the Khasi

language. Essentially a writer on humanity as a whole, he is nevertheless

a great admirer of the old life and ways of his people. P. Gatphoh, B.

Thangkhien, and Victor ]Bareh are the most distinguished among the poets

and song-writers in Khasi in recent times. Victor Bareh is also the author of

a notable patriotic drama (1956) on the life of U Tirot Singh, a great Khasi

freedom fighter who died in the English prison at Dacca. Mention may be

made of F. M. Pugh’s Khasi translation of Shakespeare’s As Tou Like It, which

is really a noteworthy work. Khasi literature shows striking record of progress

in essays as well as journalism. From 1895 onwards, Khasi magazines began

to come out. J. J. M. Nichols Roy’s political and socio-economic writings,

B. M. Pugh’s books on agriculture, S. Blah’s pamphlets on the flora of the

fillip and Hamlet Bareh’s book on the Freedom movement in the Jaintia Hills

are important additions to modem Khasi literature. The Khasis, as an intel-

ligent and advanced people, have got a number of highly cultivated edu-
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Canonists and men in public life, and there is a great possibility of further devel-

opment of Khasi literature.

DRAVIDIAN ADIVASI LANGUAGES

The adivdsi or primitive languages of India belong mainly to the Sino-

Tibetan and Austric families. But there are several uncultivated Dravidian

dialects spoken by various groups of backward tribes in central and eastern

India. They are, to mention a few, Gondi scattered in Madhya Pradesh,

Andhra Pradesh, Orissa, and Maharastra; Oraon or Kurukh in Bihar, Orissa,

and West Bengal; Mal-Pahariya in the Rajmahal Hills between Bihar and

West Bengal; and Khond (or Kondh pr Kandh) and Parji in Orissa.

At one time, the Gonds had a little kingdom of their own, with its centre

in Chanda in Madhya Pradesh. They had Gond kings, and a sort of Gond art

(sculpture in stone) of their own which was quite distinctive. But they are now
scattered and broken up, and live among various Aryan-speaking people as well

as among Telugus who have penetrated into, and settled within, the Gond
territory. They do not cultivate their language (i.e. Gondi) to any appreciable

extent. It looks as if they would merge with their Aryan or Telugu neighbours

surrounding them. The Gondi language is now broken up into a number of

dialects which are sometimes mutually unintelligible. The Oraon or Kurukh

people mainly live in Chota Nagpur in the Santal Parganas. Their economic,

social, and cultural life is just like that of their close Austric neighbours, the

Santals and the Mundas. Thousands of them have settled in Assam as well

as in Orissa and West Bengal, and are slowly merging with the local Assamese,

Oriyas, and Bengalis. Their language, Oraon, is quite distinctive. It is an

independent Dravidian language, and there is just a little oral literature in

it. A good collection of Oraon poems and songs made by W. G. Archer has

been published in the Nagarl script by the Government of Bihar from Patna.

The Blue Grove, a fine book giving an English version of a series of beautiful

traditional poems in Oraon, with notes and commentaries, was published

by W. G. Archer from London in 1940. The Malers or Mal-Pahariyas are

a small tribe of Dravidians. Their language very much resembles Oraon.

But they are a small insignificant group, and do not have any literature worth

mentioning—barring, naturally, a few songs and folk-tales. The Khond people

in Orissa, who are also known as Kui or Kuvi, are fast becoming assimilated

with the Oriyas. Parji current among the Parjis in Orissa has its own place

in the Dravidian family. But there is not much literature in it excepting, as

usual, some folk-tales. There is neither any literary cultivation of this language.

The same may be said of a few other tribes speaking Dravidian in Orissa,

West Bengal, Bihar, Mah§ra?{ra, and Madhya Pradesh.
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FOLK-LITERATURE OF INDIA

I3Y folk-literature is meant the traditional literature of the unlettered mass
-U living in one integrated social group. It is orally transmitted and can be

claimed to be ‘of the people, by the people, for the people*. It is, therefore,

popular literature in the real sense of the term. Before writing was invented,

it was the only form ofliterature that existed in society. It grows and develops

with the formation and development of society, and as such it is integrated

into it, as it were. It declines when any particular social function with which

it is linked ceases to operate.

The existence of folk-literature as such was recognized for the first time

in India more than two thousand years ago in the oldest available Tamil

grammar entitled 7olkappiyam composed by Tolkappiyar. The author defined

and classified some of the elements of lolk-literature more, or less elaborately,

giving examples from oral sources, and it seems that its tradition had already

been well established. Literacy has not spread in India among the masses

even today as widely as it should have. Therefore, folk-literature is the only

vehicle of thought for the vast majority of Indian people even to this day.

Life throughout rural India is more or less uniform. It still depends mainly

on agricultural work which has also a uniform character. Therefore, the

way of life throughout the Sub-continent is more or It ss identical and the

social functions performed are also not very different in various regions in

spite of the fact that there are different languages and apparently different

cultures. When we analyse the elements of folk-literature, we find that they

arc basically the same throughout India. Because the creative faculty of each

individual living at the talk level is fundamentally the same, and as the way

of life is almost identical everywhere, the themes on which folk-1iteratui c is

based are also mostly not very different from one another. Therefore, in every

language spoken in India wo come across oral literature of about the same

character. They are in the form of doggerel verses, folk-songs, folk-talcs, riddles,

proverbs, myths, legends, ballads, folk-dramas, etc. Even tribal societies have

their own literature but they are seldom developed as folk-literature. They

have a somewhat different character. In almost every country, folk-literature

has been the basis of higher literature. But in India, the natural way of

development from folk-literature to modern literature was interrupted since

the beginning of the nineteenth century owing to the introduction of English

education and the adoption of Western ideas and thoughts. During the
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period of the Renaissance in Europe, the folk-literature of almost all the coun-

tries, except Russia and a few smaller States, met about the same fate owing

to the revival of Classical Roman and Greek ideas in art and literature.

NURSERY RHYMES AND DOGGEREL

Cradle songs, game songs, nursery rhymes, and other doggerel verses

are common all over Iq/dia. Cradle songs induce babies to sleep. They are

sung or recited in a musical tune by mothers or nurses while putting children

to sleep. Such songs serve a practical purpose and are composed orally by the

elderly women of the family. Sometimes they have a touch of poetic excellence.

A cradle song of Gujarat is as follows

:

The swing is so dear to my son,

I give it toys to play with,

Sleep, my baby sleep !

My little son is so wise,

It bathes sitting in a tub.

Sleep, my baby sleep .
1

An illustration from Madhya Pradesh can also be cited here:

Who would beat you baby ?

Swing swing in your cradle.

I am going for water

I’ll give you scented oil.

Swing swing in your cradle.

What widow’s eye has caught you

That you cry so much ?

Swing swing in your cradle .
1

In this group also come the game songs of children. Little boys and girls

recite game songs in the excitement of games. That is why they are more

rythmic than lyrical. They are integrated into the games themselves, and as

a matter of fact, they are inseparable parts of games. Songs vary according

to the character of the games, indoor and outdoor. There are mixed games

of little boys and girls which have characters of their own. When the

boys grow older they form separate groups, and the characters of their

games also change. The games of small girls are naturally indoor and less

vigorous, but those of boys are otherwise. In game songs, the emphasis

is laid only on rhythm and not on any formulated thought or idea. They
are nonsense verses in the real sense of the term. A game song from Upper

1Madhubhax Patel, ‘Folk-songs of South Gujarat’, Journal of the Indian Musicological Society
,

Vol. V, No. 3 (Baroda, 1974), p. 20.

•Verrier Elwin and Hivale Shamrao, Folk-songs of the Maikal Hills (Oxford University Press,

London, 1944), p. 227.
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Assam is cited below. The game concerned is known as question-and-answer
game. It is indoor in character and played by children of both sexes together
during their early years:

O crane, who has taken away your hand ?

The mango, when I tried to pick it.

Where is that mango ?——It fell into the wood.
What became of the wood ?—The fire consumed it.

Where are the ashes ?—The washerman carried them away.*

Similar game songs are also current in Bengal, Orissa, and Andhra Pradesh.

With the introduction ofWestern games, the traditional ones are being forgotten

and the songs based on them are also becoming obsolete. In most of the tribal

societies of India there are no organized children’s games and hence game
songs are seldom met with there. There are certain game songs, specially those

of little girls, which are not just nonsense verses; they sometimes express

the deepest feeling of domestic and personal life. In the following game song

from the Punjab, a little girl is thinking ofher future marriage and of its natural

consequences

:

0 pipal ofmy birthplace.

Your shade is cool;

Water in your pond is dirty,

The leafnpowder from its surface I set aside,

Lacchi and Banto went to husbands.

Whom shall I tell my story ?

Without fire my bones are roasted,

On my spinning wheel I cannot make yarn,

1 wish I could go back to father-in-law’s

And confine myself within the house .
4

Yet another type of doggerel verse can be commonly heard in the cere-

monial worship performed by elderly women. The verses are not inspired by

any intense spiritual feeling, being merely ritual songs and sometimes

also magical in character. They are recited by the womenfolk only. In a

ceremonial worship by the women of Bengal, the following prayer is offered

to the popular goddess known as Senjuti:

Give me a palanquin to come and go,

Give me a golden mirror to see my face,

Let the palanquin ofmy father’s house,

Come to my father-in-law’s house,

•Prafulladatta Goswami, FM-litsraton of Assam (Department of Historical and Antiquarian

Studies in Assam, Gauhati, 1954), pp. 42-43.

‘Devendra Satyarthi, *My Village Still Sings*, Man in Itu&a, Vol. XXIII (Ranrfii, 1943), p. 45.
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On the way let the palanquin

Drink honey and clarified butter.*

There is a class of doggerel verses which can be characterized as magical.

They have little or no literary merit and are sometimes no more than mere

jugglery of obsolete words. They are recited by the exorcists to cure cases of

snake-bite, to induce rainfall during a drought, to protect the ripe paddy in

the fields from hailstornMUid for various other practical purposes. The following

magical verse meant for the treatment of a case of snake-bite collected from

the Santal Parganas in Bihar is an example:

HunkS, says gadgada, kalke says ashes.

The preceptor looks at the water of hunka

And says, thou art now free of poison.

O the poison of Netai, the washerwoman,

O the poison of Kalakuta,

Go off by the way of the wound,

At the grace of Mother Manasa.'

They are nonsense verses in the real sense of the term. By such nonsense

utterances the mystic character of the incantations is believed to be retained

intact.

FOLK-SONGS

Folk-literature in India has been very much enriched by folk-songs. In

every State of India, folk-songs exist in their widest variety. They cover

the entire life of an individual, from the cradle to the grave, so to say. Within

this wide canvas, nativity songs and funeral songs are the two milestones.

Leopold Stokowski writes: ‘The most typical of all this music should be

recorded, as should the folk-music all over the world. Such records will be

a permanent monument of the individual culture of many lands.

’

v But no

appreciable work has been done so far in this field as far as India is concerned.

In one sense, the folk-songs of India have a basic unity inasmuch as most of

their themes are drawn from the two great Indian epics, the RSmayana and

the Mahabharata, especially the Rdmayana which has been exercising very

great influence on the minds of the Indian people at large over the centuries.

It has a universal character because it has adopted the theme of the discipline

of domestic or family life as its basis. Therefore, every child born in an Indian

family is considered as RSma, the hero of the Ramayana, and every brother

has his ideal in Laksmapa and Bharata, and so on.

•Asutosh Bhattacharyya, BSthlir Loka-sShifya, Vol. I (Calcutta Book Houie, Calcutta, 1962),

pp. 139-40.

•P. O. Bodding, The Santal and Disease’, Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. X, No. 1

(Calcutta, 1929), pp. 113-22.

1Music for Ml of Ut (Simon & Schuster, New York, 1943), p. 291.
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The birth of a child in a family is celebrated, as if it were the birth of

Rama himself, by means of songs sung by the elderly women of the family.

A song sung on this occasion by the womenfolk in rural Bengal is given below:

Ten days and ten months having been completed,

A child with all auspicious signs is born.

The navel-string has been cut by the nurse.

Auspicious sounds are made at KauSalya’s palace.

Messenger carries the news to Da£aratha,

The king sees the face of his son with gems and pearls.8

According to the custom of the Oraon tribe in South Bihar, on the ninth

day after the birth of a child, male or female, the mother takes the purificatory

bath in a river or an embankment. The child is left behind at home. The

accompanying women of the family sing the following song:

Guhja flower is red,

Red is the skirt of the cloth,

O mother, whose baby is crying,

Crying alone on the river bank ?

Take it, take in your arms.*

The next social function after birth is the sacred thread ceremony of the boys

in a Brahmin family. Songs befitting the occasion are sung almost all over

India by women on that occasion. Marriage is the most important social

function and its rituals are as complicated as they are numerous. Each ritual

is generally associated with a specific group of songs. The idea of marriage

is associated with pleasure and happiness and whenever the mind betrays

such a feeling, it gives expression to it by the usual marriage songs. The marriage

songs are obviously non-ritualistic and secular in character. A Korku marriage

song collected from Hoshangabad (in Maharastra) is as follows:

A palanquin of gold they have kept ready for you,

O bridegroom, be seated,

They have brought a fine turban for you,

O boy, put it on.

Beads of gold they have brought for you,

O darling, adorn yourself,

Printed cloth, gold and red, is also here,

O bridegroom, be quickly dressed. 1*

The best specimens of marriage songs are the bridal farewell songs. They

are sung mostly by the elderly women of the brides’ families or even by the

•Aiutoah Bhattacharyya, op. tit., p. 303.
, , . ... e

'Aiutoah Bhattacharyya. ‘Songs in Oraon Culture’, The Quarterly Journal qf the Mythic Society,

Vol. XLVI (Bangalore, 1946), p. 5.

“Durga Bhagat, ‘Korku Marriage Song’, Man in India, Vol. XXIII, p. 27.
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brides themselves. *The pain of separation underlines these songs with the

deepest sentiment of real life. The following is a specimen from the region

of western Bihar:

Father’s tears bring tide in Ganga,

.

Mother’s tears reveal all the darkness.

Brother’s tears make his dress wet down to his feet,

Only the brother’s wife has no tear in her eyes.
11

A specimen of farewell songs sung by the brides themselves is given below.

This is from Orissa:

O God, Thou art throwing off this unfortunate girl.

It is for me as hard as walking on the edge of a knife,

Without Thy kindness.

Having given me in marriage, O Father,

With a demon of Lanka,

Thou shalt be free from all anxieties.

It is as if a bull having served Siva

Gets bunches of grass only to devour.

My case is also the same,

It is in vain that I have served my God. 1 *

Funeral and mourning songs mark the end of the wide span of the ritual

songs. They are naturally sung on a different note. Painful memory with a

touch of cynical feeling constitutes the theme of these songs. Funeral songs are

sung generally by men while the body is carried to the funeral place for crema-

tion and the mourning songs are sung by women at the time of, or after,

the death. They are in a sense lamentations. From the following mourning song

collected from Chingleput District in Tamil Nadu, it will be obvious that

the mother mourns the loss of her son

:

0 the apple ofmy eye, my darling, my blissful paradise,

Apple ofmy eye, where have you hidden yourself ?

My golden bead, my eyes,

My flower, where have you hidden yourself ?

Gem-like apple of my eye, my blissful paradise,

1 don’t know how have you gone away ?

Even as a capering deer leaps

You have jumped into the well,

Even as a capering deer

Have you jumped into the lake?1*

Songs which are surig during the various festivals throughout the year

“Krisnadev Upadhyaya, Bhojfmrt Am UskS SShitya (Rajkamal Prakasan, Delhi, 1957), p. 59.
uA»utosh Bhattacharyya, Bdthldr Loka-sShitya, Vol. I, p. 692.

**E. Thunton, 'Songs of Mourning from Chingleput District', Man in India, Vol. XXIII, p. 38.
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in different parts of India are popular and of a wide variety. There

are, for example, the Bihu festival of Assam, the Gajan festival of Bengal,

the Karma festival of Chota Nagpur in Bihar, and so on. These songs are sung

according to the scheduled time of the calendar. Almost all festival songs are

accompanied by dance, and in some places it is mixed dance also. Therefore,

they are more rhythmic than lyrical. An example of a Bihu song of Assam is

given below:

This yellow bird, lovely are its wings,

Once it flies up it cannot be caught,

This youth, if it goes away,

No more is to be got back .
14

Baramasis are very well known and widespread folk-songs in India. They are

commonly known as seasonal songs, because they express the sentiment of love

against the background of the changing features of the twelve months of the

year. The following is part of a Baramasl song collected from the Simla Hills in

Himachal Pradesh:

The month ofJe$h has come,

The sun burns me,

Now play your flute to me, my love .
15

Though the sentiment of love is expressed through various types of songs, a

set of folk-songs can also be classified as love songs. In the more Hinduized socie-

ties from Gujarat to Assam, the hero and heroine of folk-songs are invariably

Kr§na and Radha, but in the less Hinduized and aboriginal societies, they are

human beings having only genuine earthly feelings. It is also a fact that though

the names of Krsna and Radha have been borrowed from the Bhagavata Purity,

their characters have been humanized to the greatest extent by the illiterate

rural composers of folk-songs. Therefore, it has been possible to adopt them as

characters of folk-songs. A love song of the Ao Nagas from the hills of Assam is

as follows:

Countless suitors come to the house where I sleep,

But in this lover only, handsome as a flower.

Do mine eyes behold the ideal ofmy heart.

Many came to the house where I sleep

But the joy ofmy eyes was not among them.

My lover is like the finest bead

On the necks of all the men of all the world.

When my lover comes not where I sleep

Ugly and hateful to my eyes is my chamber.
14

“Prafulladatta Goawami, op. lit., P- 18. VVTTT _
uPevendra Satyarthi, ‘Five Songs from Simla Hills ,

Man m India, Vol. XXIII, p.

M
J. P. Miil», ‘An Ao Naga Song’, Man in India, Vol. XXIII, p. 4.

35.
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There is a class ofsongs integrated with manual work known as work songs.

They are generally group songs and sung by a group of workers while perform-

ing the same work together such as husking paddy, grinding pulses, reaping the

harvest, rowing boats, and so on. The following Marathi grinding songs were

collected from the State of Bombay:17

1. Rise, my companions, for the dawn grinding,

The star of Venus stands above our heads.

2. In the dawn one should fold one’s hands in the courtyard,

As one looks down, the sun rolls into the sky.

3. The rain falls, sister, the clouds thunder and thunder,

The farmer like a king rejoicing begins to sow his land.

FOLK-TALES

Folk-talcs have been die most important element of Indian folk-literature.

They have been collected and studied since the middle of the nineteenth century

specially due to the efforts of the British civilians interested in this subject and

the Christian missionaries of various nationalities of Europe and America. At

the beginning of the twentieth century, Maurice Bloomfield, W. N. Brown,

Ruth Norton, M. B. Emeneau, and others examined and analysed their themes

and also studied the aspect of their diffusion. But it is not long since the interest

of Indian scholars was drawn to this most fascinating subject. Although there

has been some random collection here and there, it is only recently that a scien-

tific and systematic study has been undertaken by Indian scholars.

India has established a great tradition as far as folk-talcs are concerned.

Some Western scholars are of the opinion that the folk-tales of the world have

been borrowed from India through different channels, because India lias a very

ancient record of folk-tales. Notable works like Gunadhya’s Brhatkatha
,
stories

of the birth of Buddha in the Jataka
,
Dhammakaha of the Jains, Somadcva’s

Kathasarit-sagara> Dandin’s Daiakumara-carita
y
Visnu Samian’s Pancatantra

,
and

Narayana’s Hitopadesa have their root in traditional Indian folk-tales. Indian

folk-talcs have also travelled to such South-East Asian countries as Malaya,

Cambodia, Thailand, and Indonesia through Buddhism and Hinduism. Even

China andJapan, which adopted Buddhism,were not free from Indian influence

so far as folk-tales are concerned. The reason behind this wide distribution of

Indian folk-tales is perhaps that unlike any other form of oral literature, these

have some universal elements in their motifs and are objective in nature.

The first publication of Indian folk-tales was made by Sir Richard C.

Temple in 1866. Rev. S. Hislop, who had worked among the aboriginals of the

Central Provinces, collected considerable information relating to the folklore

17 Mary Fuller, Sixteen Marathi Grinding Songs’, Mm in lndia% Vol. XXI II, p. 19.
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of" the tribal people of the area. Sir Richard G. Temple edited and
published this material, which contained some folk-tales along with their
originals. This was the first attempt at the publication of Indian folk-tales.

Unfortunately, the first attempt failed to attract workers into this field

because it was marked by technical discussion and deep scholarship to which the
Indian reader had not yet become accustomed. Two years later, a fascinating
collection of Indian folk-tales was published by Mary Frere in her Old Deccan
Days or Hindoo Fairy Legends Current in Southern India (London, 1868) which
caught the imagination of Indian scholars. It was translated into several Euro-
pean languages within a short time. In 1872 The Indian Antiquary started pub-
lishing a series of folk-tales collected from Bengal by G. H. Damant and it was
continued till his death in 1879. 18 Since the first appearance of Damant’s
collection, folk-tales drawn from all parts of India were published in The
Indian Antiquary for a considerable period. In 1883 Folk-tales of Bengal was
published by Rev. Lai Behari Dey from London. In the following year
R. C. Temple published the first of his three volumes of The Legends of the

Punjab in Bombay. In 1884 Wide-awake Stories was published jointly by R. C.
Temple and Flora A. Steel in Bombay. In the same year, a valuable collection

of folk-tales was published in The Indian Antiquary by Natesa Sastri. In 1890
William Crookc started the publication of his periodical North Indian Notes and

Qjieries in which a number of folk-tales were published from his own and others’

collections. In the course of a few years, the Christian missionaries also started

the collection and publication of folk-tales from different parts of India. Among
those who made outstanding contribution in this field were Rev. A. Campbell
and Rev. J. H. Knowles, who worked in the Santal Parganas (Bihar) and Kash-
mir respectively. The work was continued during the twentieth century. The
first decade of the century was highly productive in this direction and saw
the publication of the following titles: R. S. Mukherjee’s Indian Folklore (Cal-

cutta, 1904), Mrs Dracott’s Simla Village Tales (London, 1906), Rev. C. Swyn-
nerton’s Romantic Tales from the Punjab (London, 1908), and C. H. Bompas’s

Folklore of the Santal Parganas (London, 1909). Each publication was remarkable

in more than one respect. More collections followed including W. M. Cullock’s

Bengali Household Tales (London and New York, 1912), Sobhana Devi’s The

Orient Pearls (London, 1913), and P. O. Bodding’s Santal Folk-tales (Oslo, 1929).

Verrier Elwin, a missionary and latei on Deputy Director of Anthropologi-

cal Survey of India, made a great contribution to the study of Indian folk-

tales by his collection and analysis in Folk-tales of Mahakoshal (London, 1944).

The Swadeshi movement started in Bengal during the first decade of the

present century gave an impetus to the revival of the traditional culture of the

country. Due emphasis, therefore, was laid on the collection and study

lt Vide Indian Antiquaiy (Vols. I-IX).
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of oral literature, and a number of volumes were published on folk-

tales. Rabindranath Tagore, who himself made a collection of doggerel
verses, also inspired young scholars in the collection of folk-tales. This, no
doubt, yielded good results. Since Independence, the study of folk-literature

in general has gathered momentum. Many universities have adopted this sub-
ject for special study in post-graduate courses and almost all the States of India
have already published»collections of folk-tales in their respective languages.
Not being satisfied with mere collection, Indian scholars have devoted them-
selves to the analysis of the material they have collected so far in the modern
Western manner.

RIDDLES

Riddles are believed to be the earliest and most popular type of formulated
thought. Accordingly, they are also considered to be an important element of
folk-literature. The answer to the riddle is always disguised in allegorical

language. Successful unfolding of the allegory leads to the discovery of its

meaning. It is not only an amusement for youngsters, but has also a ritualis-

tic function in the social life of many countries. Sometimes riddles are

explained by the exercise of Common sense. But only traditional answers to

them are accepted and there is rarely more than one answei to a riddle. A riddle

from Madhya Pradesh asks:

Touch the plate and the spring gushes out, what is it ?19 The answer is ‘the

eye’. The reply to the riddle is concealed here under two allegorical words,
‘plate* and ‘spring’, which mean the ‘eye* and ‘tears’ respectively. An exam-
ple can be taken from Orissa also

:

What is the creature that is born first

But grows its legs later ?80

The answer is ‘the frog’. The reply is given here not by unfolding any alle-

gorical term, but only by the exercise ofcommon sense based on observation of
natural life. A riddle collected from Rajasthan reads:

From here to there

But not in this country

I shall eat a fruit

Without a skin .
81

The answer is ‘hailstone’. A riddle from Bihar says

:

Legs up, head down .
88

"Verrier Elwin and W. G. Archer, ‘An Indian Riddle Book’, Man in India, Vol. XXIII, p. 273.
»JW., p. 277.

*Ibid.9 p. 296.

*md.t p. 303
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The reply is ‘the bat’. There is also no allegory in it, but the reply is given from
observation ofnatural life.

There are riddles associated with rituals, particularly marriage rituals*

These riddles are put by the members ofthe bride’s party to the members ofthe
bridegroom’s party when the latter enters the boundary of the former’s village.

They are also sometimes put directly to the bridegroom when he enters the

bride’s house for the purpose ofmarriage. The custom is still prevalent in many
Indian aboriginal and Hindu societies of the eastern region of India. Here is

an example from West Bengal:

Where have you come from?

O gentlemen, where is your home ?

To which clump the bamboo belongs?

To which clump the arrow ?

How do you cook and how do you eat?

How do you sleep and how do you go about ?**

The traditional reply is as follows:

We come from the East,

Haridi is the village we live in.

The bamboo belongs to the clump of Rama,
The arrow belongs to the clump of Laksmana.

We cook and serve as the wives do

And eat like a man.

We sleep like a jackal

And we go about like a lion.**

PROVERBS

An important aspect of Indian folk-literature can be found in its proverbs.

They are the shortest expressions of long experience ofpractical life, and as the

practical experience of a worldly man is the same almost everywhere, the pro-

verbs have a uniform character both in form and ideas. Clothed in poetic

language (sometimes in short prose sentences also), these are in most cases sa-

tirical and replete with puns. Although they embody experiences ofday-to-day

practical life, they are not without literary flavour.

The credit for the collection of proverbs in Indian languages goes to the

Christian missionaries. In order to learn the languages of the soil, they

made attempts to collect the proverbs of different regions and had been

editing and publishing them in the forms of dictionaries from the beginning

of the last century even before any other element of Indian folk-literature

came out in print. As early as 1824 T. Rosebuck published in Calcutta

“Asutosh Bhattacharyya, BSihldr Loka-sShifya, Vol. V (1971), p. 497.

"Ibid., p. 498.
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A Collation of Proverbs and Proverbial Phrases in the Persian and Hindusthani

Languages. In 1832 DrftSnta-vSkya-saAgraha, a collection of proverbs, Bengali

and Sanskrit, with their translation and application in English, was
published in Calcutta by Rev. W. Morton, senior missionary of the Incorpo-

rated Society for Propagating the Gospel in Foreign Parts. It contained’

803 Bengali and seventy-two Sanskrit proverbs. This is the first recorded

compilation and publication of proverbs in an Indian language. The Christian

missionaries continued to present similar collections from different parts ofIndia

and, as a result, a number ofcollections appeared in the course ofhalfa century.

The first collection of Tamil proverbs was made earlier than 1874, because the

second edition of Tamil Proverbs by P. Percival was published in Madras in

1874. A collection of Punjabi proverbs was made for the first time by R. C.

Temple in hisarticle ‘Some Punjabi and other Proverbs’ published in Folklore
,

Vol. II (London, 1883). Telugu proverbs were compiled by M. W. Carr in his

collection Telugu and Sanskrit Proverbs printed in London in 1868. A collection

ofproverbs from Kashmir was brought out for the first time in 1885 in Bombay
by J. H. Knowles in his A Dictionary of Kashmiri Proverbs and Sayings. The first

collection of Sindhi proverbs was made by an Indian, Rochiram Gajumai, in

his A Handbook of Sindhi Proverbs published in Karachi in 1 895. The book was

issued in two parts; one contained about 500 Sindhi proverbs with their English

equivalents, while the other contained about 250 Sindhi proverbs which had no

English equivalents as such, but their translations were made by the compiler

himself. A collection of Marathi proverbs was made by A. Manwaring in his

Marathi Proverbs published in Oxford in 1899. It is, however, not known whether

this was the first collection of Marathi proverbs.

It was only in the twentieth century that the attention of Indian scholars

was drawn to the collection and preservation of proverbs in the regional langu-

ages, and due to their efforts the number of proverbs on record has increased in

every State. About 13,000 proverbs have been collected in Bengali so far. The
actual number of Hindi proverbs published may be much greater. The use of

proverbs and idioms enriches the style of writing, but today it has become

rare in most of the regional languages. Proverbs are now preserved only in

the memory of illiterate womenfolk in general or in the pages of dictionaries.

LEGENDS

Legends are narrative songs based on the exploits or sacrifices ofsome heroic

or noble characters of history or tradition. These may be classified as heroic

and romantic according to the character and achievements of the hero or

heroine. The heroic legends of the Punjab, Rajasthan, and Maharaja are

widely known. Through English translation the romantic ballads of Bengal

and Assam have reached the foreign scholars in this field. The Bengali legend
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of Prince Goplcandra, who was asked by his mother Maynamatl to give up
worldly life and embrace asceticism for twelve years at the prime of his life,

has spread far and wide in the country and even penetrated into Nepal and

Tibet. The legend ofJayamatl is very popular in the whole ofAssam. Jayamatl,

a princess, was inhumanly tortured to death by an oppressive king because

she would not reveal the whereabouts of her husband, a prince who had been a

fugitive to save himself from the wrath of that tyrant on the throne. She is a

historical character. Her husband Gadadhara Simha became king in a.d.

1681. Her son Rudra Simha, who succeeded his father in a.d. 1696, built a

temple and excavated a big tank in her memory. The sufferings undergone, and

the ultimate sacrifice made by the lady held as ransom, form the subject-matter

of this legend. She is adored as a martyr to wifely devotion and her legend still

inspires the poets and playwrights of Assam. The anniversary of her death is

observed every year in the whole of Assam. Another legend which is very

popular throughout the State is that of Maniram Dewan, the 1857 martyr.

The Punjabi legend of Rasalu Kuar has been done into English by several

translators from different oral sources. It was translated into English for the

first time by General Abbot as early as 1854. Rasalu, according to the legend,

was the son of King Salivahana of Sialkot, and scholars think that the story

gives a hint of the true history of the Indo-Scythian hero who must have

flourished between the first Arab invasions of Sind and Kabul and the rise of

the Ghaznavid dynasty.18 Both valour and sacrifice for a noble cause are the

basic ideas of the legend which is as follows

:

Rasalu meets a princess by the side of a well. She has some attendants with

her. Rasalu kills the attendants to talk freely with the princess, but falls into

danger. He is about to be surrounded by people intending to kill him. He says

to the princess

:

Here is your mother’s house,

But for me it is a foreign land.

For you I will lose my life

And who will send the news back to my home?

The princess replies

:

I will make a pyre of sandal wood

By my brother Biram, I swear.

Ifyou lose your life for my sake

I will leap into the flames. 18

Sentiments of love and sacrifice are predominant in the legends of the

«R. C. Temple, The Legends of the Punjab, Vol. I (Trilbner & Co., Bombay and London, 1884),

p. 1.

"Ibid., p. 21.
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eastern region and the ideals of heroism and adventure are in those of the

western.

BALLADS

Closely akin to legends, ballads are also narrative songs. They are shorter in

form but more dramatic in character. In ballads the conflicts and problems of

life of men and women jre more pointed, crucial, direct and acute, and are

insurmountable. Themes of ballads both in Western countries and in India

end in tragedy. These are invariably based on real life and direct expe-

rience. There is no promise of life after death for the characters of the ballads.

Losses and gains are limited to the visible world of reality alone. Folk-ballads

must have one eventful story running from the very beginning to the end with-

out pause, diversion, or any other episode in it. One theme only will carry the

reader from the beginning to the end. The dramatic suspense is also main-

tained throughout

Folk-ballads have been collected from every part ofIndia. There are regional

differences in their character and motifs, and most of them do not satisfy each

and every point of the definition of ballad in the real sense of the term. The
ballads ofAssam have been divided into four groups according to their subject-

matter—historical, magical, realistic, and satirical .
17 The historical ballad Bar-

phukanar Gita is the most important from both literary and historical points of

view. It describes events which occurred during the early nineteenth century in

the course of Badancandra Barphukan’s invitation to the Burmese invaders

to occupy the territory of Assam. Badancandra was an Ahom viceroy of Lower
Assam in Gauhati. Other historical ballads of Assam are: Bakhararbarar

Gita, Padum Kuvarir Gita, Manirdma Deodnar Gita, Jayamati Kuvdrir Gita, and
AjanFakirar Gita. Though each ofthem refers to one or two historical characters,

the events and incidents described in them are not, strictly speaking, historical,

because a lot of unhistorical and romantic elements have entered into them.

In the ballads of magic, the emphasis is laid more on the magical than on the

realistic activities of life. Three ballads of this type have so far been collect-

ed from oral tradition and published. They are Mayikuvdrar Gita, Phul-

kuvarar Gita, and Janagabharur Gita. The last is the Assamese version of the

Bengali ballad Gopicandrer Gita. The realistic ballads deal with the affairs

of day-to-day life. Sometimes they express deep sentiments of love and affec-

tion. Dubal&r Sdntir Gita, Saudar Gita, Konya Bdramahi, and Pagald Parvatir Gita

are a few ballads of the realistic group. These ballads are generally available

in Lower Assam and Kamrup District. The satirical ballads of Assam are

compositions of a class of village buffoons known as Bhaura or Bahni. Strictly

speaking, they cannot be called ballads in view of the fact that they have no

,7Prafulladatta Goswami, Ballads and Talas qf Assam (Gauhati University, I960), pp. 17-56.
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story in them. Bengal is particularly rich in ballads. A number of ballads
have been published in English translation by the University of Calcutta.
Western scholars were greatly impressed by them and bestowed on them their
highest praise. These were mostly collected from the district of Mymensingh
(now in Bangladesh) and they were published under the editorship ofDr Dinesh
Chandra Sen with the title Maimansiihha-gUiki by Calcutta University in 1923.
Another volume was also brought out by the same editor under the title POrva-
vaAga-gitikS (Calcutta University, 1932); this contains a collection from
the districts of Sylhet, Noakhali, and Chittagong, all now in Bangladesh.
Selected ballads were also rendered into English by Dr Dinesh Chandra Sen
and published under the title Eastern Bengal Ballads (Calcutta, 1926). Some
of these are the finest specimens of Indian folk-ballads. They express the
deepest sentiments of love and sacrifice based on the realities of human lives.

Love is the motif of almost all the ballads collected from this area, and they
have, therefore, a universal appeal. They have been justly classified as ‘love

ballads’ by a European scholar.** Though the basic sentiment of folk-ballads

all over the world is love, it must be admitted that this sentiment predominates
in the ballads from Mymensingh. They are also intensely lyrical in character.

Of a ballad entitled Mahuya it has been remarked by a foreign scholar that

'lyrical points form the most characteristic feature of the ballad and, I do
not hesitate to say, its most valuable artistic achievement. We could call it

the art of poetic abbreviation’,** The ballad describes the story of love and
sacrifice of a gypsy girl and a boy of a high family. In the ballads from the

Punjab, Rajasthan, and Kashmir, heroic sentiments predominate, but senti-

ments of love and sacrifice are not altogether lacking in them. Ballads of

Andhra Pradesh are generally full of pathos. The episodes of Kamamma and
Sanyasamma, who sacrificed their lives on the funeral pyre of their husbands,

have been dealt with in these ballads. There are also ballads ofVira Rajamma,
Lakgmamma, and Pal Thafiga, who had to undergo physical tortures by

their mothers-in-law and to sacrifice their innocent lives just because of suspi-

cion about their character by their husbands. The ballad of Bala N&gamma,
who was tortured by her step-mother, is very famous and is full of pathos.

MYTH

Myth, which is also considered by Western folklorists as one of the aspects

of folk-literature, has been defined by some as ‘a story, presented as having

actually occurred in a previous age, explaining the cosmological and super-

natural traditions of a people, their gods, heroes, cultural traits, religious

“Dusan Zbavitel, Bengali Folk-baUadifrom Mymensingh and the Problem of Thais Authenticity (Calcutta

University, 1963), p. 9.

**Ibid., p. SB.
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beliefs, etc. The purpose of myth is to explain . . . matters in the “science

of a pre-scientific age”.’*0 Man’s eternal quest to know the basic truth of the

natural phenomena led him to invent myths. This is universal in its core

and India, being an ancient country with a long and continued traditional

heritage and culture, has also inherited a rich storehouse of myths written and
unwritten. There are, for instance, creation myths in which the origin of the

world and mankind is described. An example from Madhya Pradesh is:

‘When the world would not remain steady. Mother Earth caused birds

to be born. The first birds had four legs. But after they were born Mother
Earth took two legs from each and set them below the earth like the pillars

of a house. Resting on the legs of crores of birds the world became
steady.’*1

There are also myths about the origin of the sun, the moon, and the stars,

which tell how these objects originated and were ultimately set into the sky

permanently. There are animal and bird myths also in which the origin of

various species of animals and birds has been described.

FOLK-DRAMA

Folk-drama is another element in folk-literature which can be found

in some form or other in the various States of India. In Bengal this

form of folk-literature attained a high level of maturity. The older type of folk-

drama in Bengal is known as Krsna-yatra and the more modern type as

onlyyStra. In most cases yatra plays used to be performed on the occasion

of religious festivals as the themes themselves had always a religious

appeal. Folk-drama in every part of the country used to adopt themes from

the popular Indian epics and the Puranas. With the passing of time, folk-

drama is gradually becoming more and more secular in character and spirit,

and traditional subjects and techniques are being replaced by current social

and political themes and modern stagecraft. In Madhya Pradesh folk-drama

is known as mack, in Gujarat as bhaoyani, in Assam as aAkiya, in Karnataka

as bayalata, in Tamil Nadu as terukkuttu, in Andhra as kuravanji, and in Maha-

rastra as tamaia. In spite of linguistic differences, the folk-dramas of India have

something in common which is found in their spirit.

Though modern civilization based on science and industry is posing a great

threat to these unsophisticated forms of rural culture, the spirit of the simple

rustic people still persists. The drive against illiteracy after Independence

may have disturbed the continuity of the ‘oral’ tradition of this culture, but

folk-literature remains an integral part of India’s social life to this day.

*°Maria Leach (Ed.), Standard Dictionary qf Folkloret Mythology and Legend, Vol. II (Funk and

Wagnalls Company, New York, 1950), p. 778.

“Verrier Elwin, Myths of Middle India (Oxford University Press, London, 1949), p. 34.
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NEPAL

INTRODUCTION

XTEPAL, an independent Hindu kingdom in the Himalayas, is regarded as

* the meeting place of the three of Asia’s great civilizations, Indian, Tibetan,

and Chinese. But culturally, traditionally as well as historically, Nepal is closest

to India, its immediate southern neighbour. The valley of Nepal, as D. R.

Regmi observes, ‘was never regarded as outside India’s sphere of influence’.

1

It has, however, developed an independent culture of its own from a period

earlier than that of Buddha. Saivism and Vaisnavism, two major divisions of

Hinduism, and Buddhism have been prevalent in Nepal from the remote past.

Saktism found in Nepal is only Saiva in character. They all have played very

significant roles in the religious as well as the cultural history of the land without

having even been factors of dissension and disunity. The earliest Indian refer-

ence to Nepal is found in Kautilya’s ArthaSastro, where he speaks of two kinds

of Nepalese blankets, Bhingisi and Apasaraka, being sold in Pa{aliputra.*

Buddhism was carried toNepal by the missionaries ofAtoka who himself visited

this land accompanied by one of his daughters, Carumati. The latter is tradi-

tionally believed to have settled down in Nepal. All the historical dynasties of

Nepal—the Licchavis, the Thakuris, the Karnatakas, the Mallas, and the

Shahs—were Hindus and emigrants from India. Nepal is the only kingdom in

the world which has ‘an unbroken tradition of Hindu kings following Hindu

religion’.* The valley was within the limits of the Maurya empire under Atoka

in the third century b.c .
4 It is learnt from the Allahabad prafasti (verse 22) of

Samudragupta that Nepal was ‘an autonomous frontier state, paying tribute

and yielding obedience to the paramount Gupta power’.* According to Bana’s

Harsacarita (Chapter III), King Harsa ‘exacted tribute from an inaccessible

land of snowy mountains’, which may be identified with Nepal.* During the

Pala period India’s cultural contacts with Nepal were maintained. It is said

that Dhlmsin and his son Vxtapala, two celebrated Indian artists belonging to

1 D. R. Regmi, Ancient Nepal (Calcutta, 1960), p. 40.

*AJS., II. 11. 30.

* Lokesh Chandra and others (Eds.), India’s Contribution to World Thought andCulture (Madras, 1970),

p. 373.

4 Hemchandra Raychaudhuri, Political History ofAncient India (Calcutta, 1938), p. 254 and Vincent

A. Smith, The Early History of India (Oxford, 1962), p. 380.

' Vincent A. Smith, loc. cit.

* Radha Kumud Mookerji, Harsha (Delhi, 1959), p.’ 30.
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the reign of Devapala (a.d. 810-50), visited Nepal. The medieval art of Nepal

is ‘almost an offshoot of the Pala style’. 7 It appears from the Tibetan annals that

Buddhist acaryas like Santaraksita, Padmasambhava, and At!£a, who went to

Tibet from India spent some time in Nepal. Mithila, which acquired a tradi-

tional fame as a seat of learning and culture in the whole of India, has a fairly

old history of close contact with Nepal. ‘The relations of Nepal and Mithila’,

as Dr Jayakanta Mishra writes, ‘have been very intimate from remote times. .

.

It is said that for a number of years the direct route to plains from Nepal was

through Mithila alone. That is why under the stress of Musalman invaders,

Maithila rulers could seek refuge in Nepal so easily . . . Maithilas gained decided

ascendency in the Nepalese court and their mother-tongue was loved and

respected in all distinguished quarters. We know of several eminent pundits

from Mithila who were invited to Nepalese courts. . .The result of all this

intercourse was that Maithili became the most dignified of all languages in

Nepal. . .The success of the lyrics of Vidyapati and his contemporaries and the

glorious achievements of Maithila musicians of the day gave an added interest

to Maithili in Nepal’.8

INDIAN LITERATURE IN NEPAL AND ITS INFLUENCE

The inroads of the Mushms into India forced men of arts and letters of

the famous Indian centres of learning and culture such as TaksaSila, Nalanda,

Varanasi, Mithila, VikramaSila, and Odantapuri to seek shelter in other

lands. Nepal provided a secure and lasting refuge to the emigrants. Many
Indian scholars, siddhas, acaryas, and bhikfus went over there with their valuable

manuscripts. These manuscripts were written in the Gupta, Kutila, Nagari,

Maithili, and Bengali scripts then prevailing in northern and eastern India.

Other people from different parts of India also entered Nepal from time to time

as conquerors, priests, or traders. They spoke their own languages but learnt

at the same time the local languages. Thus, the languages of the Rajput con-

querors or conquerors from Karnataka and Khasa-deSa* (the Khasa tribe lived

and still fives in the Himalayan regions) intermingled with those of the local

people leading to the evolution of the Gorkhali language which ultimately

came to be known as Nepali. Some of the remoter tribes had maintained their

Tibeto-Burman language which was an earlier form of the present-day Newari.

But this language became saturated with Sanskrit and other Aryan elements.

The people of Nepal, as we have seen, had come within the orbit of Indian

civilization and thought-world, both Brahmanical and Buddhist, from the hoary

past They studied Sanskrit, Pali, and other Indian languages, and their great-

7 Lokesh Chandra, loc. eit.

• A History of Maithili literature, Vol. I (Allahabad, 1949), pp. 255-57.

* For details about the Khasas, fee D. R. Regmi, Medieval Nepal, Pt. I (Calcutta, 1965), pp. 710-35.
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cst contribution to the culture of India is that they have preserved large masses
of the Mahayana Buddhist literature in Sanskrit. The originals of these Mahl-
yana texts, namely, Saddharmapundarika

, GandavyUha, DaiabhUmiivara
,
PaHcavith-

iatisdhasrika, Astasahasnka Prajhapdramita, Satasahasrika PrajMparamiti, etc. are
lost in India. Besides the Buddhist texts, Nepal has preserved numerous ancient
and medieval religious as well as secular texts in Sanskrit and other Indian
languages, the originals of many of which are also not to be found in India.
The Sanskrit manuscripts preserved in Nepal include those of Vedic texts, the
epics, Puranas, Tantras, Dharma-sastras, DarSanas, Kavyas, Vyakaranas,
Kosas, Alankara-Sastras, Silpa-Sastras, Niti-Sastras, erotics, politics, and science.

Thus, the valley of Nepal has served as a repository of ancient Indian cultural

assets as well as a source of information regarding India’s ancient heritage and
tradition. Besides the manuscripts of the original texts and texts copied in

Nepal by local scribes, .there are translations in Newari (which was the most
advanced speech of Nepal all through but underwent a period of languishment

for nearly 200 years since the arrival of the Gurkhas in a.d. 1768) as well as

independent contributions in Sanskrit, Maithili, and Bengali by authors who
were born and brought up in Nepal.

Brian Houghton Hodgson discovered and collected 423 volumes of Sanskrit

Buddhist manuscripts inNepal in 1824 and distributed them to different research

organizations, libraries, and museums between 1827 and 1845. To the Asiatic

Society ofBengal in Calcutta he presented ninety-four Sanskrit Buddhist manu-
scripts; to the College of Fort William, sixty-six; to the Royal Asiatic Society,

London, seventy-nine; to the India Office Library', London, thirty; to the

Bodleian Library, Oxford, seven; and to the Institute of Fiance and the Socidt£

Asiatique de Paris, 147. Each one of these collections, with the exception of the

small one presented to Oxford, suffices for an encyclopaedic treatment of

Northern Buddhism. The collection of the Asiatic Society of Bengal supplied

the material for Dr Rajendra Lala Mitra’s monumental work, The Sanskrit

Buddhist Literature in Nepal. Regarding the Sanskrit Buddhist literature ofNepal,

Hodgson’s Essays on the Languages, Literature and Religion ofNepal and Tibet may
be read with profit. In spite of the dispersal of so many Sanskrit Buddhist

manuscripts from Nepal, scholars interested in ancient manuscripts of works on

Northern Buddhism will find plenty of them, besides the manuscripts of many

Hindu scriptures and classics, preserved in the National Archives of Nepal.

Several volumes of catalogues of these manuscripts have been published by this

institution. The National Library of Nepal has also published in three parts

catalogues of the books preserved in the Library. Bhikshu Amritananda of

Anandakuti Vidyapith, Swayambhu, has brought out in Nepali ten volumes

of Buddhist history, literature, and philosophy from original Pali works found

in Nepal. Several Indian scholars have studied a large number of manuscripts
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found in Nepal and published their accounts. The contributions of Mah&ma-
hopJdhySya Haraprasad Sastri deserve special mention in this connexion.

Among his important works are: A Descriptive Catalogue of the Sanskrit Manu-

scripts in the Government Collection of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (1917-57), A New
Manuscript of Buddha-carita (1909), Notes on the Newly-found Manuscript ofCatuh-

lataka by Aryadeva (1911), Discovery ofAbhisamaySlahk&ra by MaitreyanStha, Nepa-

lese MSS. (1910), and Af Catalogue of Palm-leaf and Selected Paper Manuscripts

Belonging to the Durbar Library
, Nepal (1905 and 1916). He has also contributed

valuable articles on the newly-found old Nepalese manuscripts (1893), the

recovery ofa lost epic by AJvagho$a,
r
and the manuscript in Sanskrit relating to

Nepal (1909). The carySpadas discovered in the Durbar Library ofNepal in 1907

are among his important finds. These are variously claimed as the earliest

literary specimens of Old Bengali, Old Assamese, Old Oriya, Old Maithili as

well as Old Hindi. Mm. Sastri did some original research in this direction

and opined that these songs were examples of Old Bengali.10 Dr Suniti Kumar
Chatteiji analysed the linguistic and philological aspects of these songs com-

posed and sung by the various siddhacdiyas and established that they were no

other than Old Bengali in their rudiments.11 These songs are sung to the

accompaniment of dance and music by the Newars under the guidance of

their vajrScdtyas (priests) in the valley of Kathmandu during specific festivals

even now. The linguistic identity of the caryapadas still remains a vexed question

among scholars, but the various claims certainly testify to the close kinship

of those languages to one another and confirms the presence of a common
culture in eastern India, embracing Mithila, Bengal, Assam, Orissa, and

Nepal, of which Maithili was a main vehicle. Daniel Wright has furnished

a long list of Sanskrit manuscripts procured by him in Nepal.10 Although

the list consists mostly of Buddhist texts, there are also quite a few important

Brahmanical Sanskrit texts such as the Bhagavad-Glta
,

the Gttagovinda, the

Bhagavata Purana, the Siva Purina
,
parts of the Padma and Skanda Puranas,

and the Mahabharata, besides the Amarakofa, Naisadha-carita, Hitopadda
,

Raghuvathia, etc. This corroborates the existence of a wide range of Indian

literature preserved in Nepal.

There were numerous Sanskrit inscriptions in Nepal even before the

period of King AmSuvarman who ruled about a.d. 650. The inscriptions of

AmSuvarman prove that he was a great devotee of Lord Siva. In the Harigaon

inscription,1* for example, which is one of the earliest inscriptions of Aihiu-

u Gf. Bauddha Gina 0 Doha (Calcutta, 1323 bj.), Introduction.

11 Cf. The Origin and Development of the Bengali Language, Vol. I (London, 1970), pp. 115-17.

11 Cf. History if Nepal (Calcutta, 1958), Appendix IX.

u Sylvain L£vi, Le Nepal, Etude Historique d'm Royaume Hindou, III, No. 13 (Paris, 1905), pp.

85-88.
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varman 9 reign, he calls himself bkagavata-parcona-bhattSraka-pcihipati-pSdSnu-

dhySta. The dynastic, social, and religious history of Nepal between the fifth

and the eighth centuries a.d. rests on the solid foundation of hundreds of
Sanskrit inscriptions written in beautiful Gupta-Brahml characters. In fact,

Nepal has preserved more numerous Gupta-Brahml inscriptions than even
India.*14

The Malla kings of Nepal were patrons of learning. Some of them were
poets of renown and others used to compose devotional songs or hymns.
Although Newari was die language of the court till a.d. 1768, the production
of literature in Maithili, Bengali, and Sanskrit was encouraged and patro-

nized~by the Malla kings. Bhupatmdramalla’s (a.d. 1695-1722) BhdfS-gita

preserved in the Durbar Library is a remarkable collection of Maithili songs.14

They are on a variety of topics. There are devotional songs on Siva, Gauri,

Hari,"and Sakti. But the bulk of the songs (more than half) are on Sakti.

Jagatprak&amalla (a.d. 1655-76) and Ranajitamalla (<r. a.d. 1722-72) com-
posed devotional songs in Maithili. While the songs of the former are on
the ten aoatSras, on Visnu, and on Sadafiva, most of the songs of the latter are

on Sakti. He also wrote hymns wholly in Sanskrit. Many plays were also

written in Nepal in Maithili, Bengali, and Sanskrit either by the Malla kings

themselves or under their patronage, and they are preserved in the manu-
script form. Dramatists generally took their stories from the Ramayana

,

the

Mahabharata, the HarivathSa, the Puranas, and various popular Sanskrit classics.

From the beginning of the seventeenth century to the second quarter of the

eighteenth, Maithili drama flourished at its height in Nepal and the Sanskrit

drama acted as the model framework for some time. The tradition of the

Maithili school of music also influenced the course of this literary activity to

a great extent. Among the Maithili dramas written in Nepal, mention may
be made of Hara-Gauri-vivaha (a.d. 1629) by Jagajjyotirmalla (a.d. 1617-33),

Gita-digambara (a.d. 1655) by Varitiamani Jhsi in the reign of Pratapamalla

(a.d. 1641-74), Prabhavali-harana (

c

. a.d. 1656) by Jagatprakafamalla, Bliarata-

natakam by Jitamitramalla (a.d. 1682-95), and Andhakasura-vadha-up&khy&na

(a.d. 1768) written under the patronage of Ranajitamalla.14 VaihSamapi’s

Gila-digambara is a very famous dramatic work written ‘in imitation of Jaya-

deva’s Gltagovinda. But it has a hymn to the united form of Hara and Parvatl

14 Loketh Chandra, op. eit., p. 212.

i» This manuscript ofthe Durbar Library i» a find ofMm. Haraprasad Saitri and Dr P. C. Bagehi.

It according to Dr Bagehi, eighty-one songs only. But Dr Jayakanta Mishra has found

another manuscript of this work in the Library of Rajaguru Hemaraja Sharma of Nepal, which

contains 173 songs.

ts , dftitflrd description of the Maithili dramas in Nepal, see Jayakanta Mishra, op. eit.,

pp. 253-86 and D. R. Regmi, MtdUval Nepol, Pt. II (Calcutta, 1966), pp. 849-54.
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in Hindi which has a ring of TulasidSsa’.17 There are some dramas either

in Bengali or in mixed Maithilj-Bengali. For example, Gopicandra-ndfakam

(a.d. 1690) by Jitamitramalla is in Bengali, whereas Krsna-kaildsa-yatrd-upd-

khydna
, Ramdyann-ndfakam, and Ramacarita—all written under the patronage

of Ranajitamalla—and Gopicandra (c. a.d. 1712) under Bhupatindramalla are

mostly in Bengali. This intense dramatic activity in Maithili and Bengali

in Nepal ended in a.d. 12£8 when the valley ofNepal came under the Gurkhas

and Gorkhali was introduced into the court. The earliest Sanskrit drama written

in Nepal is probably Mahiravana-vadha-nataka (a.d. 1337) by Jayata in the

reign ofJayarimalla (a.d. 1320-44). Among other dramatic works in Sanskrit

the following deserve mention: Madalasa-jatismarana-nataka by Ramadasa in

the reign ofJayarSja Deva (a.d. 1347-61), Ramayana-n&taka in four acts written

by Dharmagupta in the reign ofJayasthitimalla (a.d. 1382-95), Bhairavananda-

nataka by Manika, court poet of Jayasthitimalla, and Pdndava-vijaya-ndlakct by

Jayaranamalla
(
c. a.d. 1516-29). The majority of the Sanskrit plays were

religious in tone, as they drew their plots from either the Rdmayana or the

Mahabharata or the Puranas. A few dramas appear to be secular, for example,

Bhairavdnanda-ndiaka
,
the hero of the piece being Bhairava and the heroine

Madanavati, a celestial damsel cursed by a sage to take a human form. The
form of Nepalese Sanskrit drama generally followed the pattern of the classical

Sanskrit drama. Manuscripts by Nepalese authors covering original contri-

butions in Sanskrit in various other fields are also found in abundance in Nepal.

Some important works among these arc mentioned according to the subjects

dealt with: Astronomy

—

Siddhi-sdra (a.d. 1412) by Jyotirmalla (a.d. 1409-29),

Graha-darpana (a.d. 1740) by Balananda during the reign of Ranajitamalla,

and Ganita-manjari (a.d. 1766) by Ranajitamalla; Purana—Svayambhu Purdna

probably written during the reign of Yaksamalla (a.d. 1428-82), Paiupati

Purdna (c. a.d. 1504), and Nepdla-mdhatmya {c. a.d. 1583); Tantra

—

Kalikular-

nava Tantra (c. a.d. 1747); Kavya

—

Krsna-carita by Variriamani; Politics

—

KuSopadeia-tikd (a.d. 1524) by Bandhavasena; Erotics

—

Nagara-sarvasva-tikd

by Jagajjyotirmalla; Ayurveda

—

Yogamadjari (a.d. 1726) by Vardhamana;
Music, Dance, and Histrionics

—

Sangita-candra by Jagajjyotirmalla, and

Hastamuktamll-fikd (a.d. 1765) by Ghanaiyama.
Many Sanskrit texts were translated into Newari. Of them the following

deserve mention: the Narada Smrti, the Hitopadeia

,

the Vetdla-pancavimiati
,
the

Amarakofa, the Madana-vinoda, the Canakya-sdra-sangraha, the Suka-saptati
, and

the VaidyaAga (a book on Ayurvedic medicine). Canakya’s sayings were very

popular in Nepal and it is even possible that the version mentioned was

11 Cf. Haraprasad Sastri, A Catalogue of Palm-leaf and Selected Paper Manuscripts Belonging to the

Durbar Library, Jfepal, Vol. I (Calcutta, 1905), Preface, p. xxxvi.
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compiled there.18 There are, besides, some works written in the mixed Sanskrit-
Newari language, namely, Jyotlrdja-kara^asya (a.d. 1421), Nepdla-bhdfd-cikitsd
(a.d. 1441), Svarodaya-daia (a.d. 1462), etc. The first is a work on astronomy,
the second on medicine, and the last on astrology. There was no written com-
position in Nepali prior to the early nineteenth century. By the mid-nineteenth
century a number of Sanskrit works, such as Daiakumdra-cariUi, a part of the
Hitopadeia

, etc., had been translated into Nepali. The greatest figure in Nepali
literature of the period, Bhanubhakta Acharya, wrote the story of the Rdmayatft

t

based on the Adhydtma Ramayana. Nepali poets drew inspiration from Sanskrit
for the purification or elevation of the language.

The Malla lungs of Nepal had knowledge of the Vaiggava poems also

and very much liked those poems composed in Maithili and Bengali. Vidya-
pati, renowned poet of Mithila, was a special favourite with them. He was
a great force’ in Nepal. The Nepalese poets made experiments in writing
according to the style and standard set by .him. According to Dr Jayakanta
Mishra, ‘the Malla kings of Nepal themselves wrote after Vidyapati and
induced many poets, and musicians to do the same’.18 The death of Kariisa-

narayana (a.d. ? 1496-1527), last king of the Ainivara dynasty, was followed

by a lull in the literary activity in Mithila for a number of years. The ‘centre

of gravity’, therefore, shifted to Nepal where Maithili language and literature

had already been under the patronage of the royal courts. This also led to

Vidyapati’s successors, from about a.d. 1527 onwards, being mosdy made up
of Nepalese writers. 10 A large number of manuscripts of Vidyapati’s padas

have been preserved in the Bir Library as well as in the Library of Rajaguru

Hemaraja Sharma of Nepal. The Nepalese poets used to compose poems
also in Bhojpuri, Awadhi, and Brajabuli, besides Sanskrit and Maithili In

modern times, the great Newari poet Siddhidas (1867-1929) was greatly

influenced by the literary and cultural renaissance in India. He came parti-

cularly under the influence of Swami Vivekananda, patriot-prophet ofmodem
India, which was reflected in his life and works.

LANGUAGES AND SCRIPTS

Nepali and Newari are the two major languages of Nepal. Maithili is the

language of the Terai portion of the territory. Nepali, official language of the

kingdom, was called Gorkhali or Khaskura or Parbatiya in the past and Newari

now goes by the name of ‘Nepala-bha§a\ Both Nepali and Nepala-bha§a

(Newari) have been influenced to a great extent by Sanskrit, Pali, Prakrit,

and other Indian languages such as Maithili, Bengali, and Hindi. Many

11 Lokesh Chandra, op. eit., p. 37.

1§ Jayakanta Miahra, op . ciL, p. 182.

* Ibid., p. 225.
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words from Urdu as well as from the languages of South India have also

found place in the major languages of Nepal. Nepali is a language belonging

to the Indo-Aryan speech family, and closely allied to Hindi, -Rajasthani,

Awadhi, MaithUi, Bengali, and the rest. So far as Newari is concerned, as much
as fifty per cent of the vocabulary is derived from or related to Sanskrit.*1

D. R. Regmi writes: ‘The Newari language, the language of the valley of

Nepal during the pre-Gwkha days, grew under the impact of varied in-

fluences emanating from Sanskrit and its literature. The Sanskritic influence

had been felt in so many ways semantically and morphologically and this

was most powerful in the later middle ages while the language was taking a

definite shape through its own literary writing’.** Because of the intimate

connexion of the Nepalese scholars with the learned people of Varanasi and

Kuruksetra, Sanskrit and Hindi have all through played a prominent part

in the growth of the languages of Nepal. Urdu ghazals also found place in

the valley. A fair number of words of Portuguese origin like acar, almari, balti,

chabi, kamra, etc. have since become common Nepali words through the in-

fluence of Hindi and Urdu.

In the matter of scripts also, Nepal has been profoundly influenced by

India. The Newars took India’s scripts. The Devanagari script is now com-

monly used in the everyday life by the people of Nepal. There are instances

of the use of the Bengali, Oriya, Maithili, Gurumukhi, Gujarati, Tamil, and

Telugu scripts besides Sarada here and there. Just a cursory glance at the

scripts ofGomu, Bhujimu, RafijanS, and Modern Newari will show how greatly

they have been influenced by Indian scripts. The earlier written documents

found in Nepal are in Sanskrit and in the Gupta and Kutila scripts. The
Gupta script underwent various stages of modifications in Nepal, which led

ultimately to the emergence of the Newari script. The latter bears close re-

semblance also to the Maithili and Bengali scripts. The extant manuscripts

in Newari as well as in Sanskrit, dating from the last quarter of the seventeenth

century, are mostly written in the Newari script. The Newari script, however,

has never been cast in type for printing and all printing in Newari is done in

Devanagari in which Nepali or Gorkhali is also written and printed. Ancient

monuments, ruins, shrines, caityas, pillars, inscriptions, plates, manuscripts,

etc. found in Nepal give us sufficient information^and specimens of various

Indian scripts in vogue from time to time. Sanskrit, which is the language

of ancient Indian religious books, is called devabhSfa (the language of the gods)

also in Nepal. It is written and printed in the DevanSgaii script which has

been recognized as the national script of Nepal.

> Cf..D. R. Regmi, Aneimt Aifal, p. 39.

“ MitHuel Htpal, Pt. II, p. 823.
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CENTRAL ASIA

(INCLUDING NORTHERN AFGHANISTAN)

INTRODUCTION

THE central area of the mainland of Asia lies approximately between
60° East and 105° East Longitude and 35° North and 45° North Latitude.

This region includes parts of Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan,

Khirgizia, and Tadzhikistan of the USSR; Sinkiang up to the Nan-shan in

China; Mongolia below the Altai range; northern fringes of Tibet; north-

western borders of the Indian Sub-continent; and northern Afghanistan.

But traditionally, Central Asia is considered to comprise the above-noted

territories of the USSR and China alone. There is ample evidence to show
that the Indian Sub-continent could communicate with Central Asia through

the route connecting Kashmir with the Sinkiang region and through the

roads running through the areas now in Afghanistan. India’s contact with

Chinese Central Asia, particularly with Khotan, might have started in the

centuries preceding the Christian era. The routes to Chinese and Soviet

Central Asia and also to Bactria were for centuries very important in inter-

national trade, in which India was a participant. Archaeological discoveries

since the second half of the nineteenth century and, in certain cases, known

literary sources indicate Indian influences on the literature, religion, art,

and society of several of the above-mentioned territories in the first millennium

a.d. The most important of the areas of Indian influence were Shan-shan

(Kroraina), Khotan, Kuchi (Kucha), and Agnideia (Yen-ch’i or Karashar)

in Chinese Central Asia, Sogdiana on the Oxus in Soviet Central Asia, and

Bactria in northern Afghanistan. In the case of certain areas like Khotan and

the territories on the Oxus, contact with India might have begun long before

the beginning of the Christian era.1

Among the forces responsible for introducing Indian elements in Soviet

and Chinese Central Asia were Indian emigrants, mostly missionaries and

traders. The Indian participants in Central Asian trade, who might have

settled in some of these regions, were among the greatest purveyors of Indian

culture. In the Ku§£?a age, the establishment of a central authority over

1
J. K. Dftbba, History ifthe Dismay mi Exploration ifCHnese Turkestan (Hague, 1963), pp. 37ft;

N. Ettinger, The Hearttmi ifAsia (London, 1971), pp. 92ft; B. A. Litviniky, An (Mine efthe History

if BniMsm to Central Asia (Moacow, 1968), p. 8.
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a vast area touching Merv, Tashkent, and Kashgarh as well as remote areas

of the Indian Sub-continent drew Central Asia nearer to India. Moreover,

the Kusana empire had special relations with the Central Asian States of

Kashgarh, Khotan, and Kucha. In the Kusana period Buddhism was made
popular in Chinese as well as Soviet Central Asia, where for centuries it

remained the most dominant religion. With Buddhism, Indian thoughts,

languages, and literatures, and their vehicles, Kharosthi and Brahml scripts,

found their way to different territories of Central Asia and China. Sojourns

of Indian and non-Indian Buddhist scholars in different localities of Central

Asia, and visits of Central Asian and Chinese savants (coming through Central

Asia) to India, made the Indian impact on Central Asia greatly felt in different

periods of the first millennium a.d.

USE OF PRAKRIT IN KHAROSTHI SCRIPT

Kharo$thi seems to have been introduced in Central Asia earlier than

Brahml. Legends in Prakrit inscribed in the Kharosthi script (as well as in

Chinese characters) can be noticed on the coins of a group of rulers (of Indo-

Parthian origin ?) struck in or near Khotan during the first century b.c. and
the first century a.d. These rulers might have been responsible for the official

use of the above language and script in a territory in Sinkiang. These might

have been known in Khotan from a still earlier age, since a persistent local

tradition speaks of an Indian contingent in the original population of that

country.* The continuation of the use of Prakrit and Kharosthi in Khotan
in the third/fourth century a.d. is suggested by a record (No. 661) found at

Endere, written in a dialect of Prakrit. This dialect is, however, different

on certain points from that used in numerous inscriptions on wood, leather,

silk, etc. discovered at Lou-lan, Niya, and Endere, which were within the

limits of ancient Shan-shan. These documents, which deal with administrative,

legal, and personal matters and, in some cases, also with religious or philo-

sophical themes, indicate that in the third/fourth century a form of Prakrit

was used by the officialdom, and also by the Indianized or Indian Buddhist

community of Shan-shan. In this connexion, we may refer to the Prakrit

inscriptions in Kharosthi characters of the second/third century a.d. found
at Miran, which was in Shan-shan, and Lo-yang, which was a great centre

of Buddhist studies in China.* This form of Prakrit, which is now called by
scholars as Gandhari Prakrit, agrees closely with the language of the post-

Aiokan Kharofthi inscriptions of the north-western part of the Indian Sub-

* Journal of the Mmbmatie Society of India, Vol. XXXV (1973), pp. 104-5.

• E. J. Rapson, E. Senart, and A. Boyer, Kharosthi Inscriptions Discovered by Sir Aurel Stein in Chinese

Turkestan, Vol. I (Oxford, 1920), pp. Iff.; Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies {.BSOAS),

Vol. XXIV, p. 527.
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continent (including GandhSra). At the same time, it differs from other varieties
of Prakrit according to the degree of modification in its inflectional system.
It was subjected to two foreign influences, viz. Iranian and that of the native
language of Kroraina. Loan-words from several non-Indian languages like

Iranian (including Sogdian), Greek, Tibetan, etc. may be traced in Gandh&ri
Prakrit. The pronunciation of Prakrit words also was affected by the phonetic
structure of ‘Krorainic’.* Several innovations were made in the Kharo^thi
script which was employed to write Gandh&ri Prakrit. Among them were
a sign for expressing long vowels, which had not been used in Kharo?{h! of
north-western India, and certain compound letters (like kma, Imp, etc.) and
modified forms of several letters (ka, ga

, ca, etc.) devised obviously to record
local pronunciations.

Gandh&ri Prakrit had its own literature as evinced by the Prakrit recension

of the Dhammapada, fragments of a manuscript of which were discovered in

Khotan in 1892 and 1897. Written in KharosthT in the first or second century

a.d., it is the oldest surviving manuscript of an Indian text. The text itself

is the only extensively known early Buddhist treatise in an Indian language
other than Sanskrit or Pali.* There are indications that G&ndh&ri Prakrit

had a fairly extensive literature. A few of the aforementioned Kharo^fhi re-

cords (Nos. 501, 510, and partly also 204) contain literary pieces which might
have been composed in the Shan-shan area itself. In fact, one of the inscriptions

(No. 514) includes among the subjects of study grammar, music, astronomy,

the technique of writing poetry, etc. In the Shan-shan kingdom of the third/

fourth century a.d., which was under strong cultural influence from India,

local literary compositions should have included works in G&ndhaii Prakrit.

Traces ofthe influence ofG&ndh&ri Prakrit have been discernible in Khotanese,

Agnean, Kuchean, Tibetan, and also in the remains of Sogdian, Uighur-

Turkisb, Mongolian, and Manchu texts. It appears that texts in Prakrit

(G5ndhari Prakrit) took a leading role in disseminating Buddhism in Central

Asia and China. A closely similar form of Prakrit and the Kharosthi script had

been in use inter alia for recording donations to Buddhist establishments in the

north-western parts of the Indian Sub-continent and in its borderlands prior

to the introduction of Buddhism in China. The Sarv&sdv&dins were active

4 T. Burrow, The Language qf the Kharoffhi Documents from Chinese Turkestan (Cambridge^ 1937),

pp. v ff.; BSOAS;
Vol. XU, pp. 764ff. The Central Asian Kharojfhl alphabet baa signs representing

the g and r. which are absent from the Kharofthl script as used in the Indian Sub-continent.

C£ John Brough, The GSndhSrt Dhammapada (London, 1962), pp. 55ff.; E. J. Rapson, E. Scnart,

and A. Boyer, op. tit., the chart of Khatotfhl letters.

*John Brough, op. eit, Introduction. Several Chinese translations of the Dhammapada gre known

to us. Of these Fa-ldiu^hing (DharmapadaSOtrai, translated in kj>. 224) and Fa-k'iuj'i-jm-ching (Dharma

•

padSvaddna-Stitra, translated between aj>. 290 and 306) were probably based on a text similar to

that of the Prakrit Dhammapada. Cf. P. C. Bagchi, India and Central Asia (ICA), Calcutta, 1955, p. 99.
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in these areas in pre-Kusana and Ku?5na periods. Buddhist texts were written

in this language during the Ku?ana age, as indicated by the Prakrit version

of the pratitya-samutpada formula mentioned in the Kurram inscription of the

year 21 (probably of the Saka era, equivalent to a.d. 99). So the Sarvastivadins,

who influenced the progress of Buddhism in Sinkiang, might have introduced

there the Buddhist literature in Prakrit. This language was perhaps well

known to many of the "earliest translators of Buddhist texts into Chinese.

There were among them, until a.d. 316, six Yfieh-chihs, four An-hsis

(Parthians), three Sogdians, and six Indians. Many of them might have hailed

from the Ytleh-chih (KusSija) territory or from regions once included in

that empire, which incorporated large areas now in the Indian Sub-continent

and Afghanistan and to which were annexed parts of An-hsi or Paithia and

Sogdiana to the north of the Oxus. It is perhaps not without significance that

Lo-yang (in China), where many of these early translators lived and worked,

has yielded a Prakrit inscription in Kharosthi characters, referring to Buddhist

Sangha. It has also been claimed that some Mahayana texts might have first

reached China in a Prakrit form, although the versions available to us are

highly Sanskritized but for a few verses which are in Buddhist hybrid Sanskrit.

The earliest extant Chinese versions of the SukhavativyUha (third century a.d.

or earlier) show ‘unmistakable influence of Gandhari’. Thus the importance

of this language in Central Asia is quite out of proportion to the relatively

small number of documents discovered so far. Transliterations of non-Chinese

words in some old Chinese renderings of the Buddhist texts like the Dirghagama

point to their originals having been in Prakrit (Gandhari Prakrit). If the

Dirghagama, which was rendered into Chinese in a.d. 413, was translated from

a Gandhari text, then Gandhari was known in China and Chinese Central

Asia in the early fifth century a.d. Since Brahmi became popular in Khotan

between the periods of Sung Yun (early sixth century a.d.) and Hiuen

Tsang (seventh century a.d.), the practice of writing Gandhari Prakrit in

Kharosthi may be taken to have been in vogue in Khotan up to the sixth

century a.d.*

The earliest use of Prakrit in Soviet Central Asia is suggested by a Kharosthi

inscription m Tadzhikistan, datable to c. first century b.c. Even ifsuch a dating

is questioned, there is perhaps no doubt that Prakrit and Kharosthi were two

important media for spreading Buddhism in the territories now in Afghanistan

and to the north of the Oxus during the Kusl$a period. In this connexion,

we can refer to the Kharosthi inscriptions found at Wardak and Qunduz

(Afghanistan) and at Fayaz Tepe and Kara Tepe near Termez in Tadzhikistan

(USSR). The use of the script and the language concerned for secular purposes

• BSOAS, XII, p. 764; XXVIII, p. 609; XXIV, p. 527 and Asia Major (Old Serira), Vol. II,

pp. 270-71.
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is indicated by the Dasht-e-Nawur record in Afghanistan, inscriptions on gold
slabs discovered at Dalverzin Tepe in Uzbekistan, etc.7

USE OF BRAHMI SCRIPT

Brahmi was the other Indian script used for writing Prakrit during the

period from the second to the fourth century a.d. in localities now included in

Soviet Central Asia. Brahmi inscriptions of didactic as well as donative nature
have been discovered at Kara Tepe.

8

Of the two Indian languages, Prakrit and
Sanskrit, known in Central Asia in the first millennium a.d., Sanskrit used
to be written in Brahmi. Its use for this purpose in Soviet Central Asia is indi-

cated by the discovery, near the town of Merv, of parts of the text of Sanskrit
Vinaya of the Sarvastivada school consisting of more than 200 leaves written

in the Brahmi of about the fifth century a.d. The use of Brahmi is also corro-

borated by the find at Zang Tepe offragments of Sanskrit manuscripts (dealing

with Sangha, Dharma, bhikfu, dana
, etc.) written in the Brahmi of about the

sixth/seventh century a.d. Even ifsuch manuscripts are considered to have been
imported in Soviet Central Asia from outside, their locations should suggest

that Sanskrit and Brahmi were read and understood there in the centuries to

which they arc datable. We may add here that Merv seems to be the western-

most locality known so far to have yielded a Sanskrit manuscript.8

In Chinese Central Asia, Brahmi was regularly used for writing not only

Sanskrit, but also Kuchean (=Tokharian B, language of Kuchi or Kucha),

Agnean (—Tokharian A, language of AgnideSa or the Karashar area), and
Saka-Khotanese. 10 The greater part of the extant Saka-Khotanese manuscripts

has been found at Ch’ien-fo-tung, Tun-huang (Kansu, north-western China),

etc. Agnean and Kuchean, which belong to the Indo-European group of lan-

guages, are represented by manuscripts found in the eastern part of the Tarim

basin and in Tun-huang. Sanskrit manuscripts have been discovered in numer-

ous areas including Tumshuq, the Kucha region (Qizil, Qumtura, Kirish,

Achiy-Ilak, etc.), Shorchuq, the Turfan oasis (Xocho, Yarxoto, Murtuq,

i B. A. Litvinsky, op. cit., p. 8; S. Konow, Corpus Inseriptionum Indicarum, Vol. II, Pt. I, p. 170;

Vestnik Drrvnti Istorii, No. 3 (1974), p. 125 and No. 1 (1976), p. 74; Bulletin de I'Ecoli/ranfaise d’Extrimt-

Orient, Vol. LXI (1974), pp. 22 and 58.

» B. Y. Stavisky, Nowiie Nahodii na Kara-Ttpi v Starom Termtzt (Moscow, 1975), p. 70. For an

evidence of the use of Br&hml in c. fifth century a.d. in the Dilverdzhina area, situated in northern

Afghanistan and not very far from Soviet Central Asia, see Dreoniya Baktriya (1976) pp. 170-71.

» M. Vorobyova-Desyatovskaya and E. Tyomkin, ‘Nauka i Zhizn’, Indiyskiyt Rukopisi v Turkmeni,

No. 1 (1966), p. 261 ; B-A. Litvinsky, op. oil., p. 65; Journal of the Asiatic Socitty (JAS), Vol. XI (1969),

pp. 10-11. The Merv manuscript consists of either pieces of birch-bark or palm-leaves.

m One Saka language or dialect called Hvatanau or Hvamano (<Hvatinaka =»Khotanese) was

spoken and written in the kingdom of Khotan from about the seventh to die tenth century a.d.,

and another of uncertain name (indicated in the word kStlcake of document No. 8 ?) was used in

Tumshuq and Murtuq in the same period.
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§&ngim, B&z&klik, Toyoq, etc.), Tun-huang, Kashgarh, and the Khotan region.

Sanskrit treatises are known to have been included in die famous Bower, God-
frey, Macartney, and Weber manuscripts recovered from the Kucha region.11

Texts in the Brahmi script written on birch-bark, palm-leaves, leather, and

paper, and also block-prints of the same script have been unearthed in areas

to the north and south of the Takla Makan desert. Among the manuscripts

found in the localities on The northern route11 connecting China with countries

on its west are those written in Brahmi comparable with the Ku$$na, Gupta,

Sarada, and P3la varieties of Indian BrShmi and also with the forms used in

the Gilgit manuscripts. Many of the Sanskrit manuscripts found in Chinese

Central Asia might have been imported from India. But several of them and

all of the Kuchean, Agnean, and Saka manuscripts were written in Chinese

Central Asia. 1* Tables of Brahmi syllabary obviously meant for teaching

the script to students have been discovered in fair numbers. Hiuen Tsang

attested to the use of Brahmi as a local script in different areas of Chinese

Central Asia. He observed that in Agnide£a or Karashar, the ‘writing is taken

from that of India with slight modifications’. In Kucha, he noticed that ‘writing

was taken from India, but had been much altered’. In Kashgar, the pilgrim

became aware of the fact that the local people had their writing ‘copied from

that of India’, and that ‘although changes had been made, the substance was

still preserved’. According to him, the writing in Chokkuka (Yarkand) ‘was

like that of Khotan’, where ‘the system of writing had been taken from that of

India, but the structure had been slightly altered by a sort ofsuccessive changes’.

Thus, by the time of Hiuen Tsang’s travels in Central Asia in the first half of

the seventh century a.d., Brahmi had not only become a popular script there,

but also showed local developments to meet local needs.14 Finds of manuscripts,

datable to the second half of the first millennium a.d., substantiate Hiuen

Tsang’s statements. The local Brahmi to the north of the Takla Makan desert

originated from a variety of Western (or North-western ?) Gupta script. But,

whereas the earlier Gupta has an upright ductus, the North Central Asian type

of script betrays a slanting style of writing. The basic consonants, as in Indian

u D. Diringer, 7he Alphabet (London, 1953), pp. 348ff. ;JAS, Vol. XI, pp. 63ff.; W. Clawiter and

L. Holzmann, Sanskrit Handsehriften aus den Tur/aiffirnden (Wiesbaden, 1967), pp. Iff.; A. F. R. Hoemle
(Ed.), The Bower Manuscript (Calcutta, 1893), pp. lxxxviff. P. C. Bagchi has observed that ‘we have

a few Turkish documents in Br&hzni'. CL ICA, p. 108.

is On this route were, as indicated by Hou-Jum-sJut, regions like Ku-shih anterior (Yar-Khoten

not far from Turian), Yen-ch’i (Agnidefa or Karashar), Kuei-tzu (Kutsi, Kuchi, or Kucha), Km-
mo (Bharuka or Akfu), Wen-su (Uch-Turfan), and Su-lo (Kashgarh).

u W. Clawiter and L. Holzmann, op. cit., pp. Iff.; D. Diringer, op. eit., pp. 346ff.

u Lokesh Chandra and others (Eds.), India’s Contribution to World Thought and Culture (Madras,

1970), pp. 209ff.; Thomas Watters, On Tuan Chwang’s Travels in India, Vol. I, pp. 48, 59 and Vol.

II, pp. 290, 293, and 295.
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BrShml, have an inherent a. But there are in this form ofBrShmi special signs

which have an inherent B. In Kuchean and Agnean, Sanskrit sounds like k,

t, p, s, S, f, n, m, r, and l are somewhat attenuated and hence the corresponding

Brahmi signs are underlined in manuscripts. In writing Aguean and Kuchean,

signs ofGupta Brahmi, which had no corresponding sounds in these languages,

were eliminated. On the other hand, some new signs were invented to represent

peculiar indigenous sounds. The sporadic use of BrShml in southern Chinese

Central Asia in the early centuries of the Christian era is indicated by a few

archaeological data including a wooden board hearing, on one side, a Kharo§-

fhi inscription of the third/fourth century a.d. and, on the other, three lines

in Brahmi characters of the Kusana period. 1* Sung Yun in the early sixth

century a.d. noticed that the spoken language of Chokkuka (Yarkand) was

like that of Khotan, but ‘the written character’ was that ‘of the Brahmanas’.

Thus in the Yarkand area, Brahmi was very much in use in the sixth century

a.d. The evidence of Sung Yun implies that Brahmi was not in regular use in

Khotan about that period. The testimonies of Hiuen Tsang quoted above show

that Brahmi was the script of Khotan as well as of Yarkand during the first

halfof the seventh century a.d. So Brahmi may be said to have become popular

in Khotan in the sixth/seventh century a.d. Saka (including Khotanese) manu-

scripts, written in Brahmi, are datable to different periods from the seventh

to the tenth century a.d. 1* The Khotanese script developed from a variety of

the Gupta script. According to one theory, we have here cursive and calligra-

phic types of writing. A close examination of several manuscripts would show

Brahmi letters of the area concerned were of ‘thick’ and ‘thin’ appearance.

Simple thin letters developed into slanting, and then ornamental (sometimes

roundish) characters. Simple thick letters showed a tendency towards devel-

oping into roundish (sometimes ornamental), and angular as well as slanting

(sometimes ornamental) characters. The ductus of simple thin and thick letters,

which perhaps indicates one of the earlier stages of Khotanese BrShmi, betrays

influence of the ductus to the Kharosthi script. Kharostfii and Prakrit were

»• L. Sander, PalaOgraphisches Zu dm Sanskrit Handschriflen dtr Berliner Turfansammlung (Wiesbaden,

1968), pp. Iff.; Acta Orientals, Vol. XII, pp. I3ff.; M. A. Stein, Ancient Khotan, Vol. I (Oxford, 1907),

p 369; M. A. Stein, Preliminary Report on a Journey of Archaeological and Topographical Exploration in

Chinese Turkestan (London, 1901), p. 52, document No. N. XX, 1 . A few BrShml letter. can be noticed

on the obverse as well as the reverse of the Kharojthi document No. 661 found at Endere (E. J.

Rapson, E. Senart, and A. Boyer, op. tit., Vol. II, 1927, p. 244). Similarly, a few BrShml cha-

racter. as well as KharofthI letters appear on a record (No. N. XIII, ii. i. D), now preserved in the

National Museum, New Delhi. A mutilated folio and a fragment ofa palm-leafpunthi (No. M. 1 1001 1)

in Sanskrit, discovered at Miran, are written in the upright BrShml script of the early Gupta age.

The punth seem, to be a part of a grammatical text. PalaeographicaUy, the*^documento are older

than the l ower Manuscript. A. F. R. Hoernle dated them to c. ajj. 400 (M. A. Stem, Sermdta,

Vol. I, Oxford 1921, p. 489). .. . ,

»* S. Beal, Buddhist Records of the Western World, Vol. I (London, 1906), pp. Ixxxviu-lxxxix; Asm

Major (Old Series), Vol. II, j>. 271; D. Diringer, op. tit., p. 350.
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used in Khotan, Shan-sban, etc., before Brahmi became popular.
17 ‘The adap-

tation ofthe Gupta script to Khotanese probably took place in the eastern oases

of Chinese Turkestan. The pronunciation of the Khotanese consonants was,

however, somewhat different from the Indian .’ 13

In Chinese Central Asia Brahmi, along with other scripts, was sometimes

used on the same leaves of manuscripts. Some paper leaves from Khara-Khoto,

Turfan, and Mazar Ttfqh bear Chinese or Uighur with interlinear Brahmi

writing. A block-printed text of a Buddhist charm discovered at Tun-huang,

bears writings in Brahmi as well as in the Chinese scripts. An extremely inter-

esting case of the relationship of the Brahmi script with the Chinese language

is furnished by a manuscript containing a Buddhist Chinese text written in

Brahmi characters, similar to those used predominantly in Saka-Khotanese

documents.
10

STUDY OF SANSKRIT

Sanskrit was introduced into Central Asia by the Sarvastiv&da school of

Hinayana, which had its stronghold in Kashmir and the north-western parts

of the Indian Sub-continent and its borderlands. The sacred literature of this

school was (mainly ?) in Classical Sanskrit which was studied by Buddhist

scholars ofseveral kingdoms of Chinese Turkestan such as Agnideia and Kucha.

According to Hiuen Tsang, all adherents ofthe Sarvastivada school in AgnideSa

and Kucha studied their books of religion (including the Sastra and the Vinaya)

in the ‘language of India’, identifiable with Sanskrit .
20 Mahayana Buddhism

was introduced into Khotan, Kashgar, and Kucha in the fourth century a.d.

Its literature was also in Sanskrit .
21 As a vehicle of Hinayana and Mahay&na

forms of Buddhism, the most dominant religion of Central Asia in the first mil-

lennium a.d., Sanskrit occupied there a pre-eminent position. In a Tokharian

manuscript, it was mentioned as Arfi K&ntwa or the Arfi (Central Asian

17 P. C. Bagchi, ICA

,

p. 93; D, Diringer, op. cit., p. 351.

18 D. Diringer, op. cit. t p. 351. A recent study of Central Asian Brahmi has divided it into Old

Turkestanese, North Turkestanesc (Types A and B), and South Turkestanese. It has been claimed

in another study that the presence in Khotanese Brahmi of the compound letterjw, which is not known

to have been used in writing Brahmi in India excepting in writing the names of Ysamotika, the father,

and D&mysada, a grandson, of Saka Ca?(ana of the first/second century A.D., indicates Ca?tana’s

connexion with Khotan and the beginning of the use of Khotanese Br3hml in the second century a.d.

S. L^vi drew attention of scholars to the occurrence of the compounder in a certain mystic alpha-

bet mentioned in Buddhist texts as Arapachana. Interestingly enough, Arapachana is also the

name of a form of Mafijuiri, Buddhist god of transcendental wisdom. According to a theory, the

Khotanese variety of Br&hmi influenced the origin of the Tibetan alphabet.

18 M. A. Stein, Innermost Asia
,
Vol. Ill (Oxford), plate CXXV; Serindsa, VoL IV (1921), plate

GH.
88 P. C. Bagchi, ICA, p. 94; Thomas Watters, op. eit,t Vol. I, pp. 53 and 60.

81 P. C. Bagchi, ICA
, p. 94. A Kharotfhl inscription (No. 390) discovered by M. A. Stein in

southern Sinkiang and datable to third/fourth century a.d. referred to Mah&y&na.
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Prakrit aria, Sanskrit tirya) language. The language called ‘Wkw Kwys’n in

the colophon of a Uighur-Turkish translation of the work called Dashkrmapuda
’

awtanamal (=DaiakarmapathavadanamSia
) was probably the same as Sanskrit.

It was called ‘Wkw Kwys’n=Oku Kiis&n (
wku>=oku being a Turkish word

for Kuchean oak or udk, possibly based on some such word as baka or baga,

meaning ‘Lord’) perhaps to emphasize its role as the medium for writing the

texts of the religion of the ‘Lord* or ‘God* (Buddha), and to distinguish it from

Kiis&n or Kuchean (Tokharian B), the local language of Kucha. A Uighur-

Turkish colophon refers to Aryacandra as having composed the book Maitri-

simit (Maitreyasamiti

)

out of the ‘n’ tk’k (or An&tkak) tili or ‘the Indian lan-

guage’. Hiucn Tsang, as noted before, used the expression ‘language of India’

to denote Sanskrit.81 It has been suggested that Sanskrit was methodically

taught in the monastic schools of Kucha. There were arrangements in some

other Central Asian States also to teach Sanskrit so that the local students and

scholars could study and translate Indian texts. We know of some bilingual

documents containing Sanskrit texts and their Kuchean or Agnean or (Saka)-

Khotanese versions. These were meant apparently as handbooks for local Bud-

dhists learning Sanskrit so that at least some of them could become good trans-

lators. Finds of manuscripts of dictionaries, such as a Sanskrit-Tokharian

vocabulary (<r. a.d. 700) in the Kucha area and a Sanskrit-Chinese lexicon pre-

pared by a Kuchean scholar in the seventh century a.d., corroborate the ex-

tensive study of Sanskrit in Central Asia and the wide prevalence of the practice

of translating Sanskrit texts into the languages of the region.** Discoveries of

several manuscripts of the Katantra Vyakarana suggest that Central Asian stu-

dents had to study Sanskrit grammar according to the Katantra system.

SANSKRIT BUDDHIST CANONICAL TEXTS

The statements of Hiuen Tsang about learning of the Sutra teachings and

the Vinaya regulations by the Sarvastivadins of Agnidesa and Kucha, and also

the fragments ofa large number ofSanskrit manuscripts recovered from different

sites of Central Asia indicate that once there was a complete Sanskrit TripHaka

of the Sarvastivada school. It consisted of the Sutra Pitaka, Vinaya Pitaka,

and Abhidharma Pitaka. The Sutra Pitaka included Agamas corresponding

to Nikayas of the Pali Tipitaka. Wc have manuscripts of the SangUi-S&tra and

Atanatiya-SStra of the Dirghagama, the Upali-SUtra, and Suka-Sutra of the Ma-

** BSOAS, VII, pp. 895 and 909-12; B. N. Mukheijee, ‘Wkw Kwys’n—Oku KOsSn’, Indian Journal

of Linguistics, Vol. II, No. II, pp. 47ff. ton.
** W. Clawiter and L. Holzmann, op. cit., p. 353; Problem, Vostokwedmtya, Vol-

£

j

1959) « *

Vchenve Zaftiski Institute Vostokov,deniya, Vol. XVI (1958), p. 305; P. C. Bagchi„ICA, pp. 1W and

llLVVe know also of some Sino-Sanskrit lexicons apparently meant for *e Chinese scholars or

persons conversant with Chinese, who intended to learn Sanskrit. Cf. P. C. Bagchi, Deux Lextquu

Sanskrit Odoms, Vols. I and II (Paris, 1929-37).
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dhyamdgcma, and the Prasdrana-SUtra, Candropama-SUtra
,

Sakti-Sutra, Jfidina-

Sutra, Kokanada-SUtra, Andthapiiidada-Sittra, Dirghanakha-SUtra, Sarabha-SUtra,

Parivrajaka-sthavira-SUtra, and Brdkma$a-satydthfu-SBtra of the Sartryuktdgama.

The Vilxaya Pi{aka is represented by a complete text of the PrStimokfa-SUtra

(found at Duldur Aqur in Kucha), portions of Bhikfuni-prdtimokfa (found also

in Kucha), and other fragments of manuscripts. It is interesting to note that

the text of the Prdtimokfag£Btra agrees closely with the Chinese translation made

by Kumarajiva in a.d. 404."Fragments of texts of the Abhidharma Pitaka have

also been discovered. We may specially refer to SaitgtHparydya,
manuscripts of

which have been found in the Turfan oases area and in a cave of Bamiyan

(in Afghanistan). The Turfan area has also yielded manuscripts of the Civara-

vastu, Karmavacana, and Vinayavibhaftga of the MiilasarvSstivSda Vinaya. The

Mahapannirvana-S&tra belonging to the same Vinaya is known from fragments

recovered at Shorchuq near Turfan and Tumshuq near Maralbashi. Parallel

texts have been found in the ruins of Kizil near Kucha. A considerable portion

of this Vinaya literature was discovered by M.A. Stein in Gilgit in the extreme

north-west ofthe Indian Sub-continent itself Before these discoveries the Mula-

sarvastivada Vinaya was known only from the Chinese and Tibetan translations

and from the famous Buddhist treatise called Dityavaddna. The Mula-

sarvastivada developed from the SarvSstivada school. The fragments of the

Tripi$aka literature of this school, discovered in Central Asia, show that the

Chinese translation of the Tripifaka was based on the Tripifaka of the Sarvas-

tivada school and not on the Pali canon. Fragments of a few sUtras belonging

to the Sutra Pifaka ofHinayana (but not strictly belonging to any of the Agamas)

have been identified. Among them are the Saptabuddhaka, Mahavadana-Sfitra,

DaJabala-Sutra
,

etc. From Chinese Central Asia Griinwedel and Pelliot re-

covered almost the complete text of Sanskrit Udanavarga,
while Stein collected

only its fragments. This text is a collection akin to the Dhammapada, a Prakrit

version of which had been recovered, as noted already, in the Khotan region.

The authorship of the Uddnavarga is attributed to a SarvastivSdin teacher called

Dharmatrita, a contemporary of Kani$ka I.

Texts of the Mahayana school have also been discovered in Central Asia.

Among them we may mention the Vajracchedikd, Ratnasari-SStra, Ratnadhvaja-

Sutra, Candragarbha-Sutra, Candrapala-Sutra, Mahdparinirvana-SUtra, Saddharma-

punfarika-Sutra, DaiabhUmika-SQtra, DhamaJarlra-SUtra, GandavyUha-SStra, Sata

-

sahasrika Prajnapdramitd, Suvarnaprabhdsa-SUtra,
and Samddhirdja-SUtTa. Texts

on dhdranis or magical formulas, belonging to later Mah&ySna, have come to

our knowledge. Among them we can refer to the MahdmdyUrUvidydrdjili, Ananta-

mukha-dhdrani, Surangama-samddhi, Sitdtapatra-dhdranl, MahdpratyaAglra-dhdranl,

and Vajrapdni-sumukhandma-dharani. Prior to these discoveries, several of these

Mahayana texts were known only from their translations in Chinese, Tibetan,
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Khotanese, etc. These discoveries also show that the Mah&ySna canon was

seriously studied in Central Asia.**

NON-CANONICAL TEXTS

Central Asians not only studied the Sanskrit Buddhist canon, but also were

conversant with other branches of Sanskrit literature. The Kucha area has

yielded a palm-leaf manuscript, written in the Kusana Br&hmi characters. It

contains fragments of three Sanskrit dramas. One of them deals with a theme

concerning courtesans; another is an allegorical drama containing dialogues

among three characters, namely, Buddhi (Wisdom or Prudence), Dhyti (Stead-

fastness), and KJrtti (Fame). The third is the Sariputra-prakarana by Aivaghosa,

which deals with a theme concerning the admission of Sariputra and Maud-

galyayana into the religious order. The manuscript is datable to the Ku$5na

age as Aivaghosa was a contemporary of Kaniska I. It maybe noted that this

Sanskrit drama contains dialogues in Prakrit which is older in form than the

dramatic Prakrit used in Classical Sanskrit plays. In fact, an analysis of the

fragments ofthese three dramas shows that these are the earliest known Sanskrit

plays conforming to the rules and techniques of Indian dramaturgy. The

Sariputra-prakarana, of which another manuscript of somewhat later date has

been discovered again in the Kucha region, is not known to have been found at

any place outside Central Asia. Two manuscripts, one of the Buddha-carita and

the other of the Saundarananda-kavya, both by Asvaghosa, have been recovered

from the ruins of Shorchuq.« Another poetical work in Sanskrit, manuscripts

ofwhich have been recovered from Kucha and Turfan, agrees with the Chinese

translation of Aivaghosa’s Sutralankara done by Kumarajiva in the early fifth

century. In the colophon of the work concerned, the name of the book is given

as Kalpana-manditika or Kalpana-manditika-drstantapankti and that of the author

as Kumaralata. H. Liidcrs thinks that the Chinese version wrongly attributed

to Aivaghosa a work of Kumaralata. The latter was a famous Buddhist scholar

of the Sautrantika school and founder of the DSrstantika branch. Also known

as Kumaralabdha, he was a native of Taksaiila. His fame as an author and

founder of a school was so great that he was taken by force to Kie-p’an-t’e.

According to Buddhist tradition, he was ‘the Sun shining in the North, while

A$vagho?a illuminated the East, Nagarjuna the West and Aryadeva the South .*»

« A. F. R. Hoemle, op. cU., pp. Iff.; W. Clawiter and L Hobm^",j*. at., *»*****£
Bagchi, ICA, pp. 94ff ; JAS, Vol. XI, pp. 63ff ;

K. Saha, Buddhism to Control Asto (Calcutta, 1970),

PP
'

« W. Clawiter and L. Holzmann, op. cit., pp. 10 and 353; A. B. Keith, The Sanskrit Drama (Oxford,

1M
2 ThcSi Wanm^.fvol.ILS Laden. Brushsttlcke

lata (Leipzig, 1926), p. 137. A theory niggest* that the work concerned wa» a new^eiuwt oA a-

ghoja’s SStrdlaAkara expanded by the addition of moral le«ons and apologue* m the form of example*

according to the practice of the D&r?t&ntika school

.
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The zeal for learning the contents of Sanskrit Buddhist texts was so great

in Central Asia that in about the closing centimes of the first millennium

a.d. even second-hand translations of Sanskrit texts were produced in

Chinese Central Asia. Tokharian translations of Maitrcyasamiti-nataka, Suvar$a-

firabhasa-SBtra, the SOtra of Kalyanahkara and Papahkara, etc. were rendered

into Uighur-Turkish. Colophons of three manuscripts, fragments of which

have been discovered in the Turfan area, refer to a work (already mentioned)

called Dashkrmapuda'awtanamal (

=

Daiakarmapathavadanamala) ,
which was first

rendered from ‘Wkw Kwys’n (=Sanskrit) into Toyari or Toyari (=Tokharian

=Kuchean), and from Toyari into the Uighur-Turkish language. This text,

which belongs to the Avadana class of Sanskrit literature, might have been

originally imported into Kucha or might have been composed in Kucha

itself. It may be added that the surviving fragments of this text narrate a

story about King Castana of western India (first/second century A.D.).*1

Stories concerning Indian kings like Ajataiatru (mentioned in Uighur-Turkish

source), ASoka (mentioned in Khotanese documents), and Kanaka (referred

to in Khotanese, Kuchean, Agnean, Sogdian, and Uighur-Turkish texts)

were popular in different parts of Central Asia. A manuscript (No. Pelliot

2787), which contains two legends about Kani$ka, begins with Buddhist

Sanskrit and continues in Khotanese translation.**

Indian texts were not only translated, but also amplified in Central Asia.

According to Chinese evidence, manuscripts of the Mahasannipata-SGtra
,

Avatamsaka-Sutra, Vaipulya-SGtra
, RatnakUta-SUtra, Lankavatara-SUtra, Sariputra-

dharani, MahaprajnapGramita, Astasahasrika PrajMparamita,
etc. were preserved

in the Chokkuka area. Analyses of the contents of Chinese translations of these

texts of Indian origin have led scholars to believe that some of them were

‘naturalized’ in Chinese Central Asia. Contents of the Chinese versions of

Candragarbha-Sutra and Suryagarbha-Sutra
,
the Indian originals of which are

lost, perhaps indicate that they were recast in Serindia. The Chinese story

about the search by the Indian monk Dharmaraksa in Khotan for a full and

complete text of Mahaparinirvana-Sutra, even though he had already found the

text consisting of ten chapters, has been interpreted as suggesting amplification

of the text in that Central Asian kingdom.*3 Texts were studied, translated,

and amplified mainly in the monasteries which, as also Buddhist learning

and literature, were patronized by local rulers (like those ofChokkuka, Khotan,

Kucha, etc.) of Chinese Central Asia. The depth of Indian influence on them

is clear from Indian names assumed by several kings of Khotan (Vijayaklrtti,

#l Indian J amal of Linguisticst Vol. II, No. 1, pp. 47ff.; P. C. Bagchi, ICA pp, 105ff.

si H. W. Bailey, op. cit.9 p. 40; A. L. Basham (Ed. N Papers on the Date oj Kapifka (Leiden, 1968),

p. 35.

« P. C. Bagchi, ICA, pp. 108fF.
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Vijayasambhava, etc.), of Kucha (Haripu?pa, Suvargapugpa, Suvanjadevsi,
etc.), and ofAgnideSa (Indrarjuna, Candraijuna, etc.).** People who embraced
Buddhism, among whom there might have been Indian elements (in some
areas), must have been familiar with Indian Buddhist terms and usages in

their daily life. These affected and enriched their native languages. The origin

ofnumerous words in Khotanese and a few other local languages may be traced
to Sanskrit. For example, we can refer to Khotanese wordjam (meditation),

which was probably derived from the Sanskrit word dhyana. It appears that

Indian settlers, traders, and missionaries and local rulers were among those

who made Buddhism an all-embracing force in Central Asia and made Indian
scripts, languages, and literatures popular in several of the aforementioned

territories. We have already referred to the role played by the G&ndharl Prakrit

language and its literature in the kingdoms of Khotan and Shan-shan and
their importance in the early history of Buddhism in China as well as in the

southern area of Chinese Central Asia. The influence of the Sanskrit language

and literature was more comprehensive. Sanskrit became a universally res-

pected language and, in about the second half of the first millennium a.d.,

it also influenced and inspired the growth of regional languages like Kuchean,

Agnean, (Saka)-Khotanese, etc. Brahmi became the vehicle of all these three

Central Asian languages. Indian influence was not so keenly felt in Soviet

Central Asia. No doubt, the Prakrit language and the Kharo?thi as well as

Brahmi script made Buddhism a popular religion in that area. Sanskrit was

also understood and perhaps practised there to some extent, at least in certain

periods. Sanskrit literature influenced Sogdian, language of the Oxus terri-

tories. We must, however, remember that Sogdian was also spoken in the

colonies of Sogdians in Chinese Central Asia. The Sogdian language

helped in disseminating Buddhist terms. It has been suggested that the word

bodhisattva (Sogdian pwtyst) ‘came into Middle Persian and Chinese through

Sogdian’.**

Bactrian, which was the language of Bactria in northern Afghanistan, was

sometimes used in the Oxus territories in the north and as far as in the extreme

north-western parts of the Indian Sub-continent in the south. The Greek script

was employed to write this language. It was used in the records of certain

Buddhist monasteries. Lord Buddha is referred to as Boddo in the Bactrian

legends on Ku$3?a coins and in the Bactrian inscriptions. A Bactrian inscrip-

tion on a vessel, found in the ruins of a monument near Termez, reads in

translation as: ‘He who makes no distinction between his own “I” and that

u p. W. Thoma*, Tibetan Literary Texts and Documents Concerning Chinese Turkestan, Pt. I (London,

1935), pp. 74ff.; Lokesh Oundra, op. sit., pp. 209-10.

•» B. A. Litvimkyand T. I. Zeymal, Addnna-Tepe (Moscow, 1971), p. 239; Afghanistan, Vol. XXVII,

No. 2, pp. B9ff.
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of others is on the proper road’. This utterance betrays the influence of some
Indian philosophical or religious tenets. We have an early medieval instance

of the use of Bactrian and Sanskrit in a record found in the Tochi valley of

Pakistan.** In Bactria proper, as indicated before, Prakrit was used in the early

centuries of the Christian era. It was mainly employed in Buddhist donative

records. The knowledge of Sanskrit in Bactria proper is perhaps indicated

by the discovery of a fragment of the Sanskrit text of the SaAgitapaiyaya in a

cave at Bamiyan. Though the manuscript (written in the ‘north Turkestanese’

script of Chinese Central Asia) might have been imported there for the use

of local monks, its evidence indicates that they knew Sanskrit. The knowledge

of Sanskrit outside Bactria, but within Afghanistan, in the early part of the

second half of the first millennium a.d. is indicated by Sanskrit inscriptions

from Gardez and Tapa Skandar .
87

Parthian, which was used by the followers of Mani inhabiting inter alia

a part of Central Asia, betrays the influence of Indian Buddhist literature.

It has been claimed that even the earliest of Manichacan-Parthian texts

contain certain Indian Buddhist terms. A Parthian amulctic text furnishes

a list of yaksas, which resembles similar lists in the Buddhist dharani texts.

As in the Mahdmdyuri-vidyarajni, each of theyakfas is referred to here as occupying

a certain country. It is interesting to note that among such countries are

Peshawar (Pushkavur), Kashmir, etc. belonging to the north-western part of

the Indian Sub-continent. In employing meaningless enumerations of charms

or parts of charm, the Manichaeans' followed the Buddhists. Parthian texts

also borrowed such Buddhist teims as Sh'qmn bwt—Sakyamuni Buddha, Shmn=-

iramana, byxs=bhiksu, mytrg— Maitreya, nybr’n=nirvana, etc. It has been claimed

that there is evidence revealing a strong influence of the literature of Northern

Buddhism on Manichaean-Parthian literature .
88

Buddhism did not altogether disappear from Soviet Central Asia and

northern Afghanistan immediately after the advent of Islam under the banner

of the Arabs. It gradually waned. The Qarakhanids were mainly responsible

for converting the Cninese Central Asians to Islam despite opposition from

the Uighurs who were great patrons of Buddhism. Old oases, particularly

34 H. Humbach, Baktrische Sprachdenkm&ler, Vol. I (Wiesbaden, 1966), pp. 42fF. and 105.

87 P. C. Bagchi, ICA , p. 97; East and West
, Vol. IX (1958), p. 276. Aioka seems to be the earliest

of the Indian monarchs whose epigraphs are known to have been discovered in the territories now
included in Afghanistan. The provenances of his edicts in question, written variously in Greek,

Aramaic, and ‘an old Indie language’ (—Prakrit), indicate the rule of the Mauryas in Paropamisadae

and Arachosia. The ideas of an Indian king became known in these territories in the third century

b.c. (Tear Book of the Asiatic Society for 1970
, p. 187).

M BSOAS,
XII, pp. 47-48; B. A. Litvinsky and T. I. Zeymal, op . cit., pp. 239-40 (A Manichaean-

Parthian text refers to Mani as the Buddha. The expression ‘Mani-Buddha* appears in a Mani-

chaean hymn in Turkic).
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the areas having Buddhist centres, were destroyed or deserted. Their irrigation

systems fell into disuse, and there was perhaps a general desiccation. Gradually,

sand encroached upon and covered the pieces of evidence of Indian influence

on the language and literature as well as the religion, art, and society of Central

Asia. They lay hidden for a long time till the spades of treasure-hunters,

explorers, and archaeologists began to unearth them in the second half of the

nineteenth century. Since then it has been a continuous story of digging up

the past to lay bare the areas of India’s influence in early Central Asia.
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TIBET, MONGOLIA, AND SIBERIA

THE spread of Indian^terature in Tibet, Mongolia, and Siberia coincided

with the dissemination of Buddhism in these regions. The process started

in Tibet in the seventh century a.d. and continued for a long time, making

a great impact on its cultural life. Large masses of Buddhist Sanskrit texts

—

canonical as well as other philosophical and Tantric texts—found their way

to Tibet in the course of time and have been preserved there in literal and

accurate translation* The translations were done by monk-scholars, of both

Indian and Tibetan origin. As many of the original Sanskrit works are lost

in India, the literature preserved in Tibetan has a very great value for

Buddhistic studies* Quite a good number of Indian secular works are also

found. in Tibetan translation. 1 The influence of Indian literature came to

be felt in Mongolia and Siberia later. The introduction of Indian thought

and culture in these trans-Himalayan countries resulted in an intense literary

activity which has been described by a German Orientalist thus: ‘The waters

of the Gafiga made fertile the arid steppes of Inner Asia*. 8 This paper attempts

a general survey of the spread of Indian literature in Tibet, Mongolia, and

Siberia from the available material.

TIBET

The introduction of Buddhism into Tibet from India took place in the

second quarter of the seventh century a.d. during the reign of King Srofl-

btsan-sgam-po (a.d. 629-50), the greatest ruler of Tibet in ancient times.

According to Tibetan chronicles, Tibetan had no alphabet of its own prior

to this. The Tibetan alphabet was devised out of a North Indian script known

as Kupla during the middle of the seventh century a.d. by Thon-mi-sam-

bhoja, minister of King Sron-btsan-sgam-po • Thon-mi-sam-bho^a came to

India to study Buddhist scriptures. He adopted the Indian alphabet and

with a few modifications employed it for Tibetan. Indian literature came

to be preserved in Tibet since the time of Thon-mi-sam-bho$a who first

translated into Tibetan Buddhist texts like the Ratnamgha-Sutra ,
the Karayfa-

vytiha
,
and the Abhififcani-dharatjx under the patronage of Srofi-btsan-sgam-po.

t It may be mentioned that a large number of Indian Sanskrit texts, both Buddhist and non-

Buddhist, were preserved in Tibet and formed a precious collection. Rahula Sankrityayana found nu-

merous texts preserved in original Sanskrit in the Zhalu monastery during his visit there in 1930-31.

He brought a number of them to Jayaswal Research Institute, Patna.

1 Quoted in Nirmal C. Sinha, Greater India: Fact, Fiction & Fetish (Bhagalpur, 1971), p. 10.
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In this work he was assisted by three Indian scholars, Devavidy&simha, Sankara
rahmapa, and SUamafiju. The work thus started by him culminated in the

production of an enormous mass of literature comprising 4,566 texts in
Tibetan translation. These texts were codified and preserved in two sacred
Tibetan collections, namely, the Bkah-hgyur (Buddlia-vacana—Word of
Buddha) and the Bstan-hgyur (Sastra—Doctrinal Treatises).* It may be men*
tioned that Buddhism was propagated in Tibet by the teachers and missionaries
from India and their Tibetan disciples in the midst of tremendous opposition
from the followers and priests of the old Tibetan Bon4 religion. In the course
of this struggle, the Indian teachers had to exert, according to tradition, their

magical and spiritual powers to win over the Bon-pa priests/ and they had to

perform many magical rites for invoking the terrible deities. Later on, Buddhism
in Tibet 'developed into a mystic esotericism through dkdrani, mantra

,
yantra,

manfala, and mudra
, which were practised by the followers of the later Maha-

yana forms of Buddhism in India (i.e. cults like the Mantrayana, Vajrayana,
Kalacakrayana, and Sahajayana). Padmasambhava (c. a.d. 750-800) is said

to have introduced the Vajrayana Buddhism in Tibet and carried with him
some Tantric texts from India. VajramantrdbhisandhimUla Tantra

,
translated by

Padmasambhava in collaboration with the Tibetan scholar Dpal-gyi-seAge

(Vairocana), was one of those texts.

BKAH-IJGYUR COLLECTION

The authorship of all the texts preserved in the Bkah-hgyur collection is

attributed to Buddha, as they are said to be his commandments. This collec-

tion, containing 100 or 108 volumes, has three major divisions, viz. the Vinaya

(Dul-ba), the Sutra (Mdo or Mdo-nde), and the Tantra (Rgyud). The Vinaya

section containing thirteen volumes consists of Pratimokfa-Sutra, Vinqyavibhafiga,

Bhiksuni-pratimoksa-Sutra
,

Bhiksuni-vinayavibhanga
,

Vinaya-kfudrakavastu , Vinaya-

uttaragrantha. The Tibetan version of the Prdtimoksa corresponds to the Sanskrit

Prdtimoksa found at Kucha in Central Asia. The Pali Patimokkha is considerably

smaller in size.® The Sutra section consists of the Prajndpdramitd
y
Avatamiakay

• These two great collections, which took centuries to develop through the joint labours of both

Indian and Tibetan monk-scholars, are popularly known as Kanjur and Tanjur. The former contains

1,108 texts and the latter about 3,458. They are, in the words of F. W. Thomas, the Sruti and Sxnfti

of Tibet. The Tibetan collections of translation of Indian texts are much larger than the Chinese

both in accuracy and volume. The credit for compiling them goes to Bu-ston (a.d. 1290*1364), an emi-

nent scholar and authoritative historian of the country*

4 A kind of ancient Shamanism prevailed in Tibet as a distinct religion prior to the advent of

Buddhism. For details see H. Hoffmann, The Religions of Tibet (London, 1961); M. Lalou, Les Reli-

gions du Tibet (Paris, 1957); and M. Eliadc, Shamanism (London, 1964).

4 The Chinese translation made by Kum3rajlva, the Sanskrit Prdtimoksa excavated from

Kucha, and the original Mulasarvdstivdda Vinaya discovered in Gilgi* speak about the sources of

Tibetan translation.
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Ratnaknta, and Nirodna or Mahdparinirvana Sutras. The PrajMpdramiti texts,

numbering twenty-three in twenty-one volumes, are held in the highest

esteem by the Tibetans. Available in six volumes, the Avataihsaka texts describe

the glorious activities of Buddha with his supernatural powers. It is interesting

to note that the Chinese Tripifaka enumerates some of the sections of the

Avatamsaka-SUtra under the heading Hua-yen. The Ratnakdta-SUtra, consisting

of about forty-nine texts' in six volumes, speaks about the supra-mundane

performances of the buddhas. The Mahdparinirvdita-SiUra has been translated

by Tibetan scholars from time to time corresponding to its Chinese version.

There are, moreover, a large number of texts including the AvadBna stories

and moral and metaphysical doctrines ofBuddha preserved in the Sutra section

and they form a separate group. Several Partita texts in Pali have also been

translated into Tibetan and preserved under the Sutra section. It may be

mentioned in this connexion that the fragments of the Sanskrit texts dis-

covered in Central Asia sometimes do not differ much from those in Tibetan.

The Tantra section, containing twenty-two volumes, has two broad sub-

divisions, inferior rituals and superior rituals. Each of these refers to four classes

of Tantras, namely, Kriyd Tantra, Carya Tantra, Yoga Tantra, and Anuttarayoga

Tantra. According to tradition, Buddha delivered his secret doctrine in the

assemblies of the supernatural deities and buddhas in heaven in order

to expel the evils and other undeserving elements. This section also includes

233 dharani texts which are commonly used for abhiedra-karma (rituals

and spells).

BSTAN-HGYUR COLLECTION

The Bstan-hgyur collection or the collection of Sastra works, comprises

the commentaries and philosophical texts written by great Buddhist saint-

scholars, Nagaijuna, Aryadeva, Asanga, Vasubandhu, Dinnaga, Dharma-
klrtti, and their successors. Besides the canonical and exegetical texts of

Buddhism, a large number of secular texts have also been translated and

preserved in this collection. The Bstan-hgyur contains 225 volumes. Two more
volumes, one containing stotras and the other an index, are also included in

this collection. The secular texts translated into Tibetan number about

1000. About 500 texts are listed in the Bstan-hgyur collection, while a large

number are preserved in Tibetan translation separately as the contri-

bution of the Indian masters. The secular Indian texts which were translated

into Tibetan relate to various branches of general Sanskrit literature, viz.

Kivya, Nataka, Alankara, Vyakaraiia, Jyotija, Ayurveda, etc. The works

translated include the Meghad&ta of KSlidasa, the KavyadarSa of Da^in,
the Nagdnanda of Srlharsa, the Asfddhydyi of Panini, the Kdtantra Vyakarana,

the Niti texts ascribed to Canakya, MayurSksa, and Vararuci, the Candra-
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ckando-ratn&kara, the Aft&Aga-hjdaya Samhita, the Amarakofa with its Kamadhenu
commentary, the VetSla-padcavimiati, and the Sarveivara-tcts&yana.*

TRANSLATION OF INDIAN TEXTS

The spread of Indian literature in Tibet, which was started by Thon-mi-
sam-bhofa under the patronage of Srod-btsan-sgam-po, languished for a few
decades after the death of the latter in a.d. 650. But it took a significant

turn during the reign of King Khri-sroh-lde-btsan (a.d. 755-97), a descendant
of Srofi-btsan-sgam-po. He brought a new vigour to the spread of Buddhism
in Tibet by establishing the Sam-ye monastery where the Indian teachers $4n-
taraksita and Padmasambhava preached the old Tantras and founded the

Rnirt-ma school. King Ral-pa-can (c. a.d. 824-36), grandson of Khri-sroh-

lde-btsan, was also a great patron of Buddhism. He invited a conference to

standardize the technique of translating the Indian Buddhist texts into Tibetan,

particularly in respect of corresponding Tibetan terminology, metrical

composition, and syntactical rules. Among the participating Tibetan scholars

were Ye-fes-sde, Dpal-brtsegs, ’Jam-dpal-go-cha, and Chos-kyi-skyon. The
Indian teachers included Bodhimitra, Danaiila, Jinamitra, Surendrabodhi,

Silendrabodhi, and Prajiiavarman. The eminent Tibetan scholar, Ye-fes-

dbari-po, presided over the said conference. Nam-mkha’-snin-po, Ye-Ses-sde,

and Dpal-brtsegs were entrusted with the task of classifying and codifying

all the Buddhist texts which had been translated into Tibetan up to the

beginning of the ninth century a.d. Among the important texts translated

into Tibetan during this period, the following may be mentioned: Vinaya

texts

—

Pratimkpa and its commentary, Vtnayavibhanga commentary by Vinlta-

deva, Vinaya-SUtra commentary by Dharmamitra, and Vinaya-praJna-kdrikd of

Kaly&pamitra; Sutra texts

—

Bhadrakalpika-SfUra, Dharmasangiti-SBtra, Sam&dhi-

raja-SUtra, Bhadracarya-pranidhdna and its commentary by Alankabhadra,

Ratnacandra-paripfcchd, and Ratnajala-paripjccha ; PrajMparamita texts

—

Sata-

sdhasrika, Daiasahasrika, Saptaiatika commentary by Kamala&la, PrajMparamitd-

hfdaya, and its commentary by Vimalamitra, and Aftasahasrika Prajndparamitd-,

Philosophical texts

—

Hetucakradamaru of Dihnaga, Abhidharmako$a with its

commentary, Pratityasamutpada commentary, Daiabhumika commentary by

Vasubandhu, Hetubindu and Sambandha-parikfd of Dharmakirtti, Yafomitra’s

commentary of Abhtdharmakofa (SphutSrtha), Nagarjuna’s M&lamadhyamaka-

kSrikd, Amanera-kdrika, and Tuktifafti-kdrikd with its commentary' by Candra-

klrtti, Vinitadeva’s commentaries on NySyabindu and Hetubindu, Aryadeva’s

Skkalitapramardana, Buddhapalita’s commentary of MMamadhyamaka, Asanga’s

• Detail! may be found in V. Sattri, BhofaprakSie (Calcutta, 1938); Rahula Sankrityayana, TibhU

me BmuUhadhanm (Allahabad, 1940); Nalinafah. Dutt, The Gilgii M«maipu (Srinagar/Calcutta,

1939-59); and 8. K. Pathak, Indian Aitilistras in Tibet (New Delhi, 1973).
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Abhidharma-samuccqya, Mahayana-sahgraha, and Sutrdlahkdra with its commen-
tary, Santideva’s' ,Siksa-samuccaya and Bodhicarydvatdra

, Santaraksita’s Madhya-
makalankara and its commentary by Kamala&ila; Tantra texts—Ddkinijihvdjvdld

Tantra, VajramantraJanigraha, and Vajrasattoa-m&ydjdla-guhya-sarvddarSa Tantra.

Following the pattern of Sanskrit lexicons like the Amarakofa, Sanskrit-

Tibetan dictionaries were compiled. The most important and the first authentic

work in this category now*extant is Bye-drag turtogs par hyedpa (Mahdvyutpatti).

This work is generally assigned a date prior to a.d. 825. There were other

secular books too. Mention may be made in this connexion of Siddheivara

on medicine. The progress of Indian literature in Tibet was, however, handi-

capped when Buddhism had a setback in the land for a couple of centuries

following the assassination {c. a.d. 836) of King Ral-pa-can, because of his

devout faith in Buddhism. The renaissance in the field of Buddhism and
Buddhist literature in Tibet was heralded by the advent of Dipankara (a.d.

982-1054), a distinguished teacher of the VikramaSila monastery of India.

In the history of Indo-Tibetan cultural contact, the visit of Dipankara

Srijnana or AtiSa may be considered as a landmark. Dipankara went to Tibet

around a.d. 1041 and stayed there till his death (a.d. 1054). This period syn-

chronized with Muslim incursions into India forcing many Indian scholars

to take shelter in Tibet. A number of Tibetan scholars like Rin-chen-bzan-po,

’Brog-mi Sakya Ye-ses, Sakya’od, and Nima grag-pa flourished in Tibet

during the eleventh century. Their mutual collaboration resulted in the

translation of a good number of Sanskrit works into Tibetan. These were:

Vinaya

—

Samadhi-sambara-parivarta and Bodhicittotpada-sama-danavid of Jetari ;

Sutra

—

Sumagadhavadana ; Prajhaparamita—Astasahasrika Prajndpdramitd revised

by Rin-chen-bzan-po and Indian pundit Subhasita; Philosophical texts

—

ASvaghosa’s Paramartha-bodhicittabhavana

,

Aryadeva’s Hastabalaprakarana
, Matrce-

$a’s Caturvisaya-katha, Haribhadra’s Abhisamaydlahkaraloka, Asanga’s Mahaya-

nottara Tantra commentary, Dipaiikara’s Bodhipatha-pradipa, Bhavaviveka’s

Madhyamaka-hfdaya and his commentary of Nagarj una’s MUlamadhyamaka-karika,

Jnanasrlmitra’s KaryakaranabhSvanasiddhi
, Vasubandhu’s Dharma-dharmatS-

vibhanga, Prajfiakaramati’s Abhisamayalankara-iiftti, Dharmaklrtti’s Nyayabindu

and Pramana-viniicaya, Candraklrtti’s Mulamadhyamaka commentaries, Nagar-

juna’s Mahdyanavirhiikd, Tuktisasti-karika, Dharmottara’s Apohaprakarana, and
Ratnakirtti’s Apohasiddhi ; Tantra texts

—

Kalacakra Tantra, Togini Tantra,

Hevajra Tantra, and Vajrdloka Tantra. The "secular texts translated into Tibetan

during this period include Vimala-pradnoUaramdldratna, a Niti text ascribed to

King Amoghavarsa ; AftaAga-hrdaya Saihhita, an Ayurvedic text ascribed to

Vagbhata; Aivayurveda, a work on veterinary science by $3lihotra; and Subha

-

fita-ratna-karanda of Sriharsa.

The patronage of the Sa-skya monastery, founded in c. a.d. 1071, to the
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leading Indian pundits like AlaAkadeva, Dharmadhara, Klrtdcandra, Sskya-

fribhadra, Mitrayogf, Laksmlkara, and Sumana&ri resulted in the production

of many important translations of Indian texts. Besides the Buddhist

texts like Arya Sura’s Jatakamdla and Dharmaklrtti’s Pramariaodrttika-k&riki,

a large number -of secular texts were also translated during the twelfth and

thirteenth centuries. Among the secular texts were Atreya’s PratimamSna-

laksana on iconography, Amarasiihha’s lexicon Amarakofa with its commentary

Ktimadhenu
, dramas like the LokSnanda of Candragomin and the Nagananda of

Sriharga, Kalidasa’s poetical composition MeghadUta, Dapdin’s work on poetics

KayyadarJa, and Durglsiihha’s commentary Katantra-vftti on Kdtantra Vyakarana-

The spread ofIndian literature in Tibet received a further stimulus towards

the end of the fourteenth century a.d. when the Dge-lugs-pa or Geluk-pa

(Yellow) sect was established by Tsong-kha-pa (a.d. 1357-1417). Owing to

the patronage extended by this sect, the period between the fourteenth and

seventeenth centuries witnessed remarkable literary activity in the country.

Important Buddhist texts like the Abhidharmakosa commentary by Sthiramati

and Nagaijuna’s Ihara-kartrttva-nirakarana were translated together with many

Indian secular texts, which include Kalacakra-ganita, Sarasvata Vyakarana, and

MaHjidri Sabdalaksana and its commentary ascribed to Bhavyakirtti, king of

Kalinga. The rendering of Indian texts into Tibetan continued unabated

in the following centuries also.

In conclusion, it may be noted that a technique distinct from that in other

Asian countries was observed in the preservation of Indian literature in Tibet.

As Sanskrit was introduced in the original into South-East Asia, Indian texts

had been preserved there mosdy in Sanskrit. Not much effort was, therefore,

made in preserving Indian texts in the South-East Asian languages. But Indian

texts, mostly belonging to the Mahayana Buddhism, are very largely pre-

served in translation in Chinese and Tibetan. The originals of these texts

are not found in India and many of them are also lost in China and Tibet.

The restoration of original texts from their foreign versions is evidently an

extremely difficult task. But owing to the unique policy adopted in the Tibetan

translations of the Indian texts, it has become easy for modem scholars to

restore almost the original Sanskrit words from them. Although the practice

of preserving the Indian texts through translation was introduced into China

prior to that in Tibet, such restoration is not possible in the case of Chinese

versions. The Tibetan translations were done more faithfully and the meaning

of the sermons of Buddha remained literal. For every translation from Sanskrit

(or Pali) into Tibetan one (or more) Tibetan scholar versed in Sanskrit had

to work with one (or more) Indian scholar versed in Tibetan. The object was

to make the translation accurate, literal, word-for-word, and in keeping with

the Tibetan syntax. The idiom and imagery of the Sanskrit original were to be
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fully reflected itt the Tibetan diction and the two parties had to agree before

a draft translation could be submitted for approval by the council of editors.

The process was a stupendous one. But to produce the exact rendering, the

Tibetan scholars had to undergo this and they did not spare any pains to probe

the intricacies of Sanskrit grammar and to study the numerous homonyms

and synonyms preserved in Sanskrit lexicons. In fact, a thorough acquaintance

with these was a must for the work of translating Indian texts into Tibetan.

The translators did not have the option of using words according to their

choice and were advised to strictly confine themselves to the bilingual voca-

bularies compiled by Tibetan scholars in collaboration with Indian teachers.

Such efforts resulted in very correct translations and, therefore, the Tibetan

versions now available to us are close to the Sanskrit (or Pali) original.7

MONGOLIA

Buddhism and its literature in Tibetan translations reached the regions

now known as Inner and Outer Mongolia through Tibetan missionaries during

the second half of the twelfth century a.d. when these areas were integral parts

of the khanate of Chingiz Khan (c. a.d. 1162-1227). Even before the intro-

duction of Buddhism into Mongolia, the Mongols were somewhat familiar

with the Buddhist culture around the sixth century a.d. through the Uighur

and Sogdian teachers.® Mention may also be made in this connexion of the

visit of two Indian Buddhist missionaries, Sakyavamsa and Narendrayaias in

the sixth-seventh centuries a.d. It is said that Kun-ga-rgyal-mtshan or Sakya

Pandita (a.d. 1182-1252) of Tibet instructed Godan, successor of Chingiz

Khan, in the teachings of Buddha. ’Phags-pa Blo-dros-rgyal-mtshan (a.d.

1235-80), a nephew of Sakya Pandita, could also impress Kublai Khan,

successor of Godan. In a.d. 1253 Kublai sought religious instruction from a

learned Tibetan lama who was honoured as the Imperial Preceptor. This

was the early story ofhow the Tartar Mongols adopted the doctrine ofBuddha.

In the course of time a large number of the Tibetan versions of Indian texts

were rendered into Mongolian. Some books like Lalitavistara were available

in the original (Sanskrit) in Mongolia. Mongol monks also flocked to the

Tibetan monasteries in quest of the knowledge brought from India, the land

of Buddha.

A few Buddhist sutras and dharanis of Bkah-hgyur and some texts of Bstan-

hgyur were translated into Mongolian during the time of Gulug Wu
Tsung (a.d. 1308-11). The translations of the Tibetan Bkah-hgyur was com-

pleted at the time of Legs-ldan-khutuktux Khagan of Cakhar (a.d. 1603-34).

* See Nalinaksba Dutt (Ed.), Prajnd (Gangtok, 1961), Foreword.

* See S. K. Pathak, ‘Sanskrit and Central Asia’, Vishvtshoarananda Indological Journal (Hoshiarpur,

Punjab, September, 1974), pp. 240ff.
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The greater portion of the Tibetan canonical texts was translated, revised,

and blockprinted in Mongolian during the time of the Chinese emperor K'ang

Hsi (a,d. 1662-1722). Subsequently, Lcan-skya Rolpa’i rdo-rje and BlobzaA

btsan-pa’i-ftima were commissioned by the Chinese emperor Ghien Lung to

translate the texts of the Bstan-hgyur collection. During his reign forty-two

sStras ascribed to M&tangakaiyapa, preserved in Chinese but lost in the

original, were translated by a Mongolian scholar whose Sanskridzed name

was Prajnodayavyisa.

Indie nomenclature, in pure Sanskrit or hybrid Mongol Sanskrit forms,

was popular among monks and scholars as well as tribal chiefs. The translation

of the Saptarfinaksatra-SOtra dates back to a.d. 1330 when Tub Temur Khan

was on the throne. Mongolia had its own version of the Rdmayana and there

were shadow plays based on it. There is also evidence of Indian rhetoric

and medical treatises being studied in Mongolia. The Avadana stories in Buddhist

Sanskrit and the Jitaka stories in Pali were translated into Mongolian in two

collections, namely, Uligarun Dalai (‘Ocean of Compassion’), and the Alton-

garal (‘Gold-lustre’), the latter corresponding to the Suvarnaprabh&sa-SiUra

preserved in the Bkah-hgyur collection. It is said that this book was translated

during the time of Gusri Khan (c. a.d. 1581). A similar work, Cindamani-kariku

(‘Wreath ofJewels of Wisdom’), was translated into Mongolian on the basis

of the stories narrated by Dlpankara about the pious deeds of the ancient

teachers. The interesting story of Dew Manohari, presumably drawn from

an Indian source, was rendered into Mongolian by Gusi with the title; ofKundu-

bilika Arilgaki Manuhari under the patronage of Dsasaktu Hung-taiji by the

end of the seventeenth century. A story named SudhanavadSna from the Divyd-

vadana and the Avadana-kalpalatS resembles that of Manoharf. Even a scene

of Kalidasa’s VikramowaSiya (Act IV) strikingly corresponds to this story. The

Mongolian translation of Dvatriihiatputtalika was made with the title Arji

Borji. The story mentions a King Krsna of the city of Gokula on the bank

of the Yamuna who succeeded King Bhoja. The Mongolian version was pro-

bably composed from a Tibetan translation which bore marks of the Buddhist

tradition. The Pancatantra stories also came into Mongolia from some imknown

source. It may be mentioned that a number of them are also available in

Tibetan translations.* Besides these, Indian Niti texts in verses went to Mongolia

to teach practical wisdom and rules of conduct for laymen and royal officials.

Oyun Tulkigur (‘Key to Understanding’) is one such work availablemMongolian.

A gdthd text, Toba-yin gagao-ti-logiji, consisting of verses with examples and

similes from the life of Buddha, was composed from some unknown Indian

source. In this regard, we may mention the Mongolian version of the Subhafita-

• See P. Mukheiji, ‘Buddhist Literature in Mongolia*, Sino-IruKan Journal (July, 1947); Kowalewsky,

Mongolischt Crtstomathie, Vol». I and II.
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ratna-sangraka (‘Collection of Elegant Sayings’) ascribed to Sakya Pandita of

Tibet. The Mongol tradition of writing Niti works may also be referred to m
this connexion, which was a legacy of Indian impact. Thus, both religious

and secular texts of India have been preserved in Mongolia since the fourteenth

century a.d. The contributions of Mongolian lamas and scholars are remark-

able in disseminating Indian literature and culture in the region during the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries—a period which may be described as

the ‘Golden Era’ in the cultural history of Mongolia.

SIBERIA

Buddhism spread among the people of the trans-Baikalian Siberia much
later than in Mongolia. It was firmly established among the Siberian Buryats

by the end of the seventeenth century. The Kalmyks, however, had embraced

Buddhism through the Tibetans earlier. In a.d. 1725 Damba Dorje Sayait

of Buryat Mongolia visited Tibet and studied Buddhist scriptures there. After

his return to Buryat in a.d. 1740 with a large mass of scriptures and objects

of worship, he was recognized as the chief among the Buddhists in Siberia.

The teachings of Buddha thus went to Siberia through the Tibetan collections,

Bkah-hgyur and Bstan-hgyur, which preserved the verbatim translation of

the Indian originals. The impact of Buddhism has exerted a tremendous

influence on the development of the entire culture of the Buryats and Kalmyks

in Siberia, who are today found in the Buryat ASSR (Autonomous Soviet

Socialist Republic), especially in the Aginsky National Area of Chita Auto-

nomous Region and the Buryat National Area of the Irkutsk Region, and in

the Kalmyk ASSR and the Tuva Autonomous Region.

Of the Kalmyk contributions in the field of translation of the canonical

and non-canonical texts into Mongolian from Sanskrit, the translation of the

DamamUkanama-Sutra made in the seventeenth century may be mentioned.

Siddhikilr, corresponding to the Vetala-pancaviihiati
,
was another important

specimen of the Kalmyk Mongolian translation from Sanskrit. The Tibetan

version of the Vetala stories is also available. The Ramayana story was known
in Siberia and there is evidence of the epic having been translated in the

fCalmyk language. 19 Among the important seats of Buryat learning where

Indian texts were preserved in Tibetan and Mongolian versions, the Aginsky

monastery deserves special mention. It has been known to the world as the

seat of Buddhist scholars like Zamcarano, Tshybikov, and Baradin, who
attained international reputation for their Sanskrit scholarship. The Aginsky

monastery has two temples; the earlier one dates back to a.d. 1816 and the

other was built in a.d. 1846. The library of the monastery with its own printing

15 Lokesh Chandra and others (Eds.), India’s Contribution to World Thought and Culture (Madras,

1970), p. 631.
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house has been a famous centre for Buddhist learning in Siberia. Bethlenflavy
has thrown new light on the Indian texts, preserved and printed in the monas-
tery, which had been carried to Siberia through Tibet and Mongolia about
three hundred years ago. The catalogue written in Tibetan is a comprehensive
bibliography of Mongolian and Tibetan texts which include a large number
of Indian works preserved either in Tibetan or Mongolian. 11 These may
be classified on the basis of prints as follows: Long prints— (i) canonical texts

from the Buddhist Sanskrit sources, (ii) treatises of the Buddhist teachers,

(iii) commentaries and manuals for studying philosophy and mysticism, and
(iv) texts on medicine, pharmacology, chemistry, etc. Medium size prints

—

119 texts consisting of indigenous Tibetan works. Short prints—fifty-four

texts on TSntric rituals and practices. New Short prints—ninety-nine miscel-

laneous works by the native scholars. The texts collected in the first category

contain the works of Indian' masters like Nagarjuna, Maitreya, and others,

besides the Sutra and the Vinaya texts like the Aksayamati-nirdefa-Sutra and the

Vinaya-SUtra . A thorough study of the catalogue may provide new knowledge
regarding Indo-Siberian cultural relations. Soviet scholars at Leningrad,

Moscow, Ulan-Ude, and Chita are engaged in compiling exhaustive catalogues

and reference media of this great literature of Buddhism in Northern Asia. 12

The library of the Ivolginsky monastery (constructed in 1944-45) preserves

100 volumes of Ganjur (Tibetan Kanjur or Bkah-hgyur) and 220 volumes

ofDanjur (Tibetan Tanjur or Bstan-hgyur) . It may be noted that this monastery

has its own rare collection of the Navaratna Ganjur, based on the Tibetan

Narthang edition and written in nine inks prepared from silver, mumin, coral,

turquoise, gold, copper, pearl, iron, and conch. This tradition of scribing the

teachings of Buddha with multicoloured ink had been imported from India.

Thousands of texts and compendia which are now available in Tibetan

and Mongolian, including Buryat and Kalmyk, bear the legacy of India,

especially traces of the way of life and thought which prevailed in ancient

India. Due to the vicissitudes of history most of the Buddhist Sanskrit texts

are lost in India and many are even unknown to us. But they are still carefully

preserved in the Tibetan and Mongolian records. Furthermore, many tradi-

tions and practices have been lost and forgotten by the present generation in

India, but these are still faithfully continued and meticulously preserved by

the people of Tibet, Mongolia, and Eastern Siberia as the most precious

heirlooms inherited from their ancestors.

11 Far a Tibetan Catalogue of the Blocks of the Lamaist Printing House in Aginsky, sec Bethlenflavy,

Ada Orientafia Academic Scientiarum Hwgaricac Vol. XXV (1972), pp. 53-72.

n Regarding bibliographical works on Indian literature in Northern Asia where Tibetan was

the medium of communication, publications from the International Academy of Indian Culture,

New Delhi, are noteworthy. Mention may particularly be made of Lokesh Chandra’s Materials

for a History of Tibetan Literature (1963) and B. Rinchen’s Four Mongolian Historical Records (1959).
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CHINA, KOREA, AND JAPAN

I

CHINA (A): LITERATURE OF BUDDHISM

I
NDIA and China hacf knowledge of each other from pre-ASokan times,

1

though active contacts between the two countries began during the first

century a.d. with the introduction of Buddhism into China.* The story that

Buddha’s teachings reached China even as early as c. 217 B.a. has no historical

basis and has been discarded as 'a pious legend forged in later times when
Buddhism had been well established in China*.* Although the date of the

advent of Buddhist texts and images in China can be definitely put in the year

2 b.c., Buddhist missionaries from India began their visits to China from a.d.

65. The first Indian missionaries to China were KSiyapa Matanga and

Dharmarakfa, who translated a number of Buddhist works into Chinese.

Gradually, Buddhism came to occupy an important place in Chinese life, and

in the Wei period (a.d. 386-534) it became a State religion. The visit ofFa

Hien to India and his stay in this country for about a decade (from a.d. 401

to 410) is a matter of great significance in the history of Sino-Indian cultural

relations in general and the growth of Buddhist literature in China in par-

ticular. He was not only one of the first-known Chinese pilgrims to India,4

but also the first authentic translator of the MahSsanghika Vinaya which

he discovered in a monastery of P&taliputra and carried to China. He com-

pleted the translation round about a.d. 424. Sino-Indian cultural contacts

reached their heyday during the T’ang period (a.d. 618-907) when Buddhism

made its deepest impact on the Chinese mind. This period was the most fruitful

one in the history of translation of Indian Buddhist texts into Chinese. Hiuen

Tsang and I-tsing, famous Chinese pilgrims to India, who were themselves

great Buddhist scholars and translators of outstanding calibre, belonged to

this period. The Chinese version of the Tripitaka is in the main a translation

lThe reference to China as 'Cbia* in the Mahdbhdrata can be accepted as one of the pointer* to

this belief.

•The earliest contact between India and China, however, can be traced to a couple of centuries

earlier. We are informed that India had trade connexions with south-western China as early as the

time of Chang Kien, i.e. the second century b.o. Some Indian stones seem to have migrated to China

from India directly or indirectly through some frontier people even during the pre-Christian era.

They are traceable in the writings of Huainan Tscu, a Chinese author of the second century b.c.

*P. C. Bftgchi, India and China (New York, 1951), p. 6.

4In his journey from China, Fa Hien was accompanied by four other Chinese monks, viz, Hui
Ching, Tao Ching, Hui Ying, and Hui Wei. On their way to Central Asia they came across another

party of Chinese pilgrims to India consisting of five monks—Che Yen, Hui Kien, Seng Shao, Pao

Yun, and Seng Ching. Both the parties joined and made their journey to India.
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from the Indian original. The
_translations were made by both the Chinese

Buddhist scholars and Indian monks. The work of translating Indian Buddhist
texts, which began as early as the first century a.d., continued throughout
the first millennium of the Christian era. By means of translations and com-
mentaries, the Chinese collection has preserved for the wojid today a good
number of texts of the vast Sanskrit canon of Buddhism, while the originals

in Sanskrit are lost in India.

sOtra, £Astra, and vinaya

The Chinese Buddhist canon forms a huge collection. It follows the broad
pattern of the usual Buddhist classification, viz. (1) the Stitra or the Buddha-
vacana or the Word of Buddha, (2) the Abhidharma or the Sastra,* and (3) the

Vinaya or the Code of conduct and discipline that one has to follow in one’s

cultivation of the Buddhist way. The entire canon again falls into two broad
divisions—Hinayana and Mahayana.

sOtra texts

Of the stttras of Hinayana and Mahayana, there are several classifications.

The sUtras of Hinayana consist chiefly of the agamas (viz. Dirgha
, Madhyama,

Samyukta, and Ekotlara) which are the Sarvastivadins’ collection of Buddha’s

teachings. The agamas form a small part in the Chinese collection. Some stttras

arc also grouped together as pen-yuan-ching, a term which can be translated as

jdtakas or aoaddnas. They form a kind of mixed group of both Hinayana and

MahaySna texts. The Chinese Sutra Pifaka also includes at least three different

translations of the Udanavarga (the Dhammapada in Pali) made as early as the

third and fourth centuries a.d. The stttras ofHinayana attracted but little atten-

tion in China. The major stttras of Mahayana, on the other hand, have been

from the very beginning the subject of very wide, serious, and sincere study.

Practically, every important Buddhist school in China has come to base itself

on one or the other of these stttras. These stttras of Mahayana are classified into

certain groups, namely, PrajMpdramitd, Saddharmapundarika, Nirvana, and Vai-

pulya.

In the PnyftSfiSramitS group, the PrajndparamitShrdaya-Stttra, the shortest and

the most widely used text, has now six different translations in Chinese, while

the Pattcavimiatis&hasrikd has two. One of these is by KumSrajiva, famous Bud-

dhist philosopher and scholar, who worked in China in the early fifth century.

He translated most of the early Madhyamika texts including the PrajUpara-

mti-i&stra, well-known commentary on the Pattcavtmiatisahasrtka, traditionally

attributed to Nig&rjuna, famous Madhyamika philosopher. The biggest in

thin group is the one translated by Hiuen Tsang. This is in two hundred ckuans

•In the rhinrtf collection, the Abhidharma Pitaka is known as the collection of Sfatna.
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and corresponds roughly to the Satasakasrikd Prajnaparamita. The central theme

of the PrajMpdramitd-SUtras is the undivided Being as the ultimate Reality, and

this is expounded through SUnyata. These Sutras are overwhelmingly negative

in their form, method, and approach,

The Saddharmapundarika, Avatamsaka, and Nirvana Sutras, each of which is

central to its own group, set forth and emphasize different aspects of the philos-

ophy of Mahayana. Eaeh of these Sutras provides the basic inspiration as well

as the ideological foundation to a specific school of Buddhism. The school that

takes the Saddharmapunfarika-SUtra as its basis is called the T’ien-t’ai school,

named after the mountain T’ien-t’ai where its activities were centred. It is also

called the Saddharmapundarika school. To the T’ien-t’ai school the Nirvana-

Sittra is fundamental. It accepts the PrajMpdramitd-idstra as its basic Sastra

or expository text. We do not have the original Sanskrit version of the Nirvana-

Sutra. It was translated into Chinese by Dharmaksema who worked in China

in the fifth century. A Nirvatfa-Sutra translated slightly earlier with a shorter

text was rejected later. The Avatamsaka-SUtra or Buddhavatarhsaka-Sutra, basic

text of the Avatamsaka group, has three different versions counted separately as

large, medium, and short. One of the sections in the Avatamsaka-SUtra, the

section on the ten bhUmis (levels), expounds the levels in the course of a bodhi-

sattva's wayfaring. This section was translated separately as an independent

sUtra, the DaiabhUmika-Sutra or DaiabhUmihara-Sutra, the sUtra on the ten

bhumis. This SUtra has a commentary by Vasubandhu, famous philosopher of

Vijnanavada. For some time, there prevailed a separate school of Buddhism

in China called the school of the bhUmi text, which based itselfon Vasubandhu’s

commentary on this SUtra. Later, it merged with the main stream of the Ava-

tamsaka school.The Yogacara-bhumi-Jastra is an independent treatise expounding

the different levels, counted as seventeen, in the course of a bodhisattva'

s

way-

faring. This work of great value was translated into Chinese by Hiuen Tsang.

While the Prajhaparamita-iastra can be said to have provided the logical founda-

tion for the philosophy of Mahayana, this work provides the psychological

analysis and the details pertaining to the kinds and levels of wayfaring. But it

also seems to have the additional ideological element of emphasizing citta or

vijndna as the all-inclusive reab'ty. Thus it assumes an idealistic trend and has

been regarded as a basic text for Vijnanavada.

The group called Vaipulya or the ‘Wide Collection’ contains sUtras of mis-

cellaneous type; it is none the less quite important. Included in this group are

the texts of what are sometimes called the ‘Collection of sutras’ or the SUtra-

samuccaya and the ‘Great Collection’ or the Mahasannipata. The sutras of the

group called RatnakUta, which itself may be counted separately, also form a

part of the Vaipulya. Among the important sutras of this group, mention may be

made of the Vimalakirtti-nirdda which is one of the foremost. It is an extremely
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absorbing text, short in length but equal in profundity to the PrqjAdpdramitd.

This sUtra has been widely studied and deeply admired by all the schools of

MahaySna in China, but it has a special affinity with the Ch’an (or the Dhyana)

school. Then there are in the Vaipulya group, the Lankdoatdra and the Sandhi-

nirmocana Sutras. These are basic to the Fa Hsiang (or the Dharmalak$ana)

schopl which in fact is the Vijhanavada in China. This school played a very

important role by providing considerable material and insight to the ideology

not only of several Buddhist schools, but also of certain non-Buddhist schools

of Chinese philosophy. Lastly, we may mention another sUtra in this group, viz.

the Amitayus-SUtra (or the Amitdbha-SUtra), also called the SukhavativyUka. This

sUtra is put in the RatnakUfa group when it is counted as one of the sUtra groups.

The principal text of the RatnakUfa group is the MaharatnakUfa-SUtra, which is a

collection of forty-nine different texts. In the Chinese collection, the Amitayus-

SUtra has three different versions counted separately—large, medium, and short.

The school that is based on this sUtra is called the ‘Pure Land’ school. It is one

of the most popular schools of Buddhism in East Asia.

SASTRA OR ABH1DHARMA TEXTS

All the seven Sastra or Abhidharma texts (viz. Jndna-prasthdna, SaAgiti-

paryaya, Prakaranapdda ,
Vijnanakdya, Dhatukaya, Dharmaskandha,

and Prajnapti-

sarapada) of the Sarvastivada school, one of the most important early schools of

Buddhism, are preserved in Chinese translations. The term abhidharma means

in this case the analysis, definition, and classification of elements as well as the

laying bare of the various ways in which the elements function in order to

bring about events that constitute the world of experience. The Abhidharma

Pitaka of the Sarvastivada school is a vast philosophical literature of profound

value. The Abhidharma-mahdvibhdfd-Jastra is a great commentary on the jHana-

prasthdna-idstra which was the basic text of the Sarvastivada study of dharmas

(entities).This was the main work and the other six were deemedsupplementary

to it, all now available only in their Chinese translations. The Abhidharma-

mahdvibhdfd-idstra is an extremely absorbing work expounding the basic philos-

ophy ofthe Sarvastivada. This was rendered into Chinese by Hiuen Tsang, who

translated also a number ofvery important Vijnanavada works. This interesting

combination of Sarvastivada-Abhidharma and Vijnanavada is a feature that

prevailed widely in India even during the time ofVasubandhu. HisAbhidharma-

kosa-idstra is an exposition of the Sarvastivada doctrine of theDharma, on which

he himself wrote a commentary from the Sautrantika standpoint criticizing

the doctrine of the ultimacy ofelements that was basic to the Sarvastivada. He

later wrote the famous Virhiikd and TrimHkd expounding the basic philosophy

of the VijfiSnavSda. Abhidharmakosa-idstra in this case serves as a preliminary

to the study and comprehension of the Vijfianavada. The school of Buddhism
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that prevailed in China as the Ko§a school was later absorbed into the Fa

Hsiang school. Another school based on the text Satyasiddhi-idstra lasted for a

while in China. This text was translated into Chinese by Kumarajiva. It is

believed that he translated this text in order to provide a kind of stepping-stone

to the more complete criticism of the Sarvistivada, and thus to the more mature

philosophy of the Madhyamika. The Satyasiddhi school soon got overshadowed

by the Madhyamika. The Madhyamika school is known as the 'School of the

Three Treatises’, namely, the Madhyamika-idstra and the Dvadaiamukha-iastra

of Nagarjuna, and the Sata-iastra (or Catuhiataka) of Aryadeva. Based on these

texts along with the PrajMpdramita-idstra, there came into being the 'School of

the Four Treatises’, which, in contrast with that of the ‘ThreeTreatises’, empha-

sized the positive side of the teaching of idnyatd. Later it was absorbed into the

T’ien-t’ai school which accepted the idnyatd teaching as well as its positive

import so well expounded in the PrajMpdramitd-idstra.

Among the Mahayana texts in the Sastra class, the Prajddpdramitd-idstra

and the Yogdcdra-bhiimi-idstra are the most significant and outstanding. But in

the Chinese collection, there are a large number of idstras of MahiySna which

are either expositions of special topics like logic, psychology, and metaphysics

or briefintroductions to different systems. Among them may be mentioned the

Mahayana-iraddhotpada-idstra, Mahdydna-samparigraha-iastra, and Vijnaptimdtratd-

siddhi-idstra. All these are idealistic in their approach to, and in their presenta-

tion of, the nature of ultimate Reality. The Sraddhotpdda-idstra is recognized

even in the T’ien-t’ai and Hua-yen (Avatamsaka) schools, while the VijdapH-

mdtratdsiddhi is a basic text of the Fa Hsiang school.

VINAYA TEXTS

The Vinaya class in the Chinese collection is usually rich and of enormous

value. We have here the Vinaya texts of five different Buddhist schools, viz.

the Mahasanghikas, the Mahiiasakas, the Dharmaguptakas, the SarvSstivSdins,

and the Mulasarvastivadins. The Vinaya texts in the Chinese collection belong-

ing to the first four of these schools were translated in the early fifth century.

The texts of the last were brought to China and translated by I-ching in the

eighth century. These texts are hardly available except in their Chinese versions.

The introduction of the Vinaya literature into China was comparatively late.

It was brought about in order to meet the growing need of regulating the com-

munity life of the Safigha and for discipline in the daily life of its members. In

the early stages, this need was met by the Vinayas of the Sarvastiv&dins and the

Mah&s&fighikas. However, the Vinaya that eventually gained the appreciation

of the Chinese was the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya, also called the 'Vinaya of the

Four Sections’. It is with this as the basis that the Vinaya school came into being

in China. There has been no Mah&yana Vinaya as such. Some parts of the
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TogScSra-bhdmi-i&stra and the DaiabhOmika-Sutra are reckoned as the Vinaya, as

they prescribe the course of training to be taken by a bodhisattva. The interesting

thing is the way in which the ‘Vinaya of the Four Sections’ has been interpreted

so as to be in tune with the basic philosophy of Mahayana, making use of the

dlaya-vijnana, a conception that is central to the Vijnanavada.

tantrayAna or mantrayAna sOtras

There are in the Chinese collection also a number ofsutras that together form

the source of the esoteric school ofBuddhism known as Tantrayana or Mantra-

yana, which grew in India around the eighth century a.d. largely under the

influence of Brahmanical Tantridsm. The basic philosophy of two groups of

these sBtras,
with the Mahavairocana-Sdtra and the Vajraiekhara-Su.tr

a

as their cen-

tres, is that ofMahayana. The mystic forms included in the Tantrayana school

are Vajrayana, Kalacakrayana, Sahajayana, etc. Of these, only the texts of the

Vajrayana variety are available in Chinese, while those of the other forms are

not. Vajrabodhi and his disciple Amoghavajra, two Indian monks, carried the

Vajrayana works to China and translated about 150 of them into Chinese bet-

ween a.d. 720 and 774. Subhakarasimha, another Indian monk and a teacher

ofBuddhist mystic doctrine, came to China in a.d. 716. Among the translations

he attempted to undertake, the most notable was that of the Mahavairocana-

Satra. Two other Indian monks, Dharmadeva and Danapala (?), rendered

into Chinese about 200 Vajrayana texts towards the end of the tenth century

a.d. Many of these Vajrayana works are in the form of mantras,
dhararils, and

sadhanas relating to the deities of the Mahayana pantheon.

The vast literature preserved in Chinese consisting of translations from the

original Indian Buddhist works in Sanskrit amply testify to the study of Sanskrit

in China during the first millennium a.d. Chinese Buddhist scholars not only

collaborated with the Indian missionaries in translating the Buddhist texts,

but also translated the texts themselves. They used to learn Sanskrit under

the tutorship of Indian missionaries. To facilitate the process, Chinese-Sanskrit

dictionaries were compiled, some specimens ofwhich are available to us. It may

not be out ofplace to note that a variety or derivative ofBrahmi called Siddham

or Siddhamatfka, used in North India during the seventh and eighth centuries

of the Christian era, was introduced into China in the eighth century a.d. and

became very popular there. Its popularity in China was due to its association

with the Mantrayana school. This script was used in China during the eighth

and tenth centuries a.d. for writing Sanskrit mantras and dhara*is. Several

manuscripts have dhdrani texts in Sanskrit and in the Siddham script together

with their Chinese transliterations. In some cases, Siddham as well as Chinese

was written vertically. A similar way of writing Siddham (vertically and from

right to left)may be noticed in an inscription found at Hsuan-wu in the Loyang
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District of China. It contains a version of the Usnifa-vijqya-dkdrayi engraved

on a stone tablet at Shao-lin in Honan (China). Bricks in certain temples

in Yunnan (China) bear magical formulas in the Siddham script. It appears

that Prakrit was also known in China in the early centuries of the Christian era

and is supposed to have played an important role in the propagation of

Buddhism in the country. The Prakrit inscription (second/third century a.d.)

in the Kharos{hi script»referring to Buddhist Sangha, found at Lo-yan, is of

great significance in this context. Some scholars believe that many of the early

translators of Buddhist texts into Chinese were well versed in Prakrit and some

early Buddhist texts (e.g. the Dirghagama translated in a.d. 413) might have

been translated into Chinese from Prakrit (Gandhari Prakrit) originals..

CHINA (B): SECULAR LITERATURE

The introduction of Buddhism into China, as already seen, marked a new
epoch in the history of cultural exchange between India and China. This

initial contact gradually deepened into closer relationship and learned monks

as well as laymen marched along the routes that linked these two ancient

centres of civilization. Moreover, the entire length of the trade routes that ran

through Central Asia and connected India with China were dotted with

flourishing Indian colonies which in various ways helped the spread of Indian

culture in Central Asia and China. In the course of this close contact over a

long period, the Chinese not only acquired intimate knowledge of Buddhism

and translated hundreds of books on Buddhism, but also gained a first-hand

knowledge of the other aspects of Indian culture such as music, painting,

sculpture, mathematics, medicine, astronomy, astrology, etc. They also trans-

lated and summarized Indian books on different subjects, references to which

are found in the official bibliographies compiled in China. When we study the

lists of Indian books on secular subjects translated into Chinese, two facts stand

out in sharp relief. Firstly, most of these books were translated by theBuddhists

during the Sui (ajd. 581-618) and T’ang (a.d. 618-907) periods. Secondly,

the majority of the Indian books translated deal with astronomy and astrology.

Indian mathematics was only appreciated as a useful tool to understand Indian

astronomy. Even the books on medicine translated in the earlier period are

comparatively few. Although Indian music, painting, and sculpture exerted

great influence on the corresponding aspects of Chinese culture, no reference

is now available to Indian books on music and Silpa-iastra being translated

into Chinese. The reason for the preference for Indian books on astronomy

can be traced to the important position which astronomy enjoyed in Chinese

culture as well as to the high state of development the Indians attained in this

branch of science as early as the fifth and sixth centuries a.d. As for the impor-

tance of astronomy in Chinese culture during ancient and medieval times, we
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have to take note of the *basic quality* of Chinese astronomy, namely, its

'official character’ and ‘intimate connexion with the government and the
bureaucracy .* Thus the stage was perfectly set for Sino-Indian collaboration
which resulted in the incorporation of Indian astronomical knowledge in the
Chinese scientific tradition.

Astronomy: The annals of the Sui dynasty, completed by Wei Cheng in
a.d. 636, contains in its bibliographical catalogue the following Indian astro-

nomical works, almost all beginning with the words Po4o-men (Brahmin) 7
:

Po-lo-men-t'ien-wen-ching (‘The Brahmin Astronomical Manual*), Po-lo-

men-ckie-ch?ie h$ien-jen-t
3

ien-wen-shuo
"

(‘The Astronomical Theories of the
Brahmin Sage Chie-ch*ie’), Po4o-men-fien-ching (‘The Brahmin Sutra

on the Sky’), Mo-teng-chi-ching-huang-tu (‘A Map of the Sky in the

Matangi-Sutrd’), and Po-lo-men-yin-yang-stian-li (‘The Brahmin Calendrical

Methods’). These works must have been circulating in China about
a.d. 600. As all these works are now lost, it is difficult to say what their contents

were and how far their theories were accepted by Chinese scholars. In the

T’ang period, the influence of Indian astronomy was felt even more,

and the number of Chinese books which were either translations of

Indian books or based on Indian material increased. Lo, a member
of the Gautama school,8 presented to Empress Wu in a.d. 684 a

new calendar called Kuang-tse-li
,
‘The Calendar of the Bright House’. This

calendar was in use for three years.9 Between a.d. 718 and 729, Indian astro-

nomer Siddhartha (Hsi-ta), who was president of the Bureau of Astronomy

at the Chinese capital and the most distinguished member of the Gautama
school, produced K 3

ai-yuan-chan-ching, the greatest collection of the Chinese

astronomical and astrological fragments from the fourth century onwards.

Chapter CIV of this collection is virtually a translation from an Indian

calendar, Navagraka-siddhanta .
30 It is usually believed that this calendar was

similar to the material contained in the Panca-siddhantikd of Varahamihira.11

The Chiu-chih,
as it is called in Chinese, introduced Greek astronomical

terms adopted in Indian books. As A. Wylie12 has shown, li-to
,
a minute

(Sanskrit liptd), is originally a Greek word. So also is the case with

•Joseph Needham, Science and Civilization in China ,
Vol. Ill (Cambridge, 1959), pp. 186ff.

7Cf. P. C. Bagchi, op. cit., p. 170.

•There were three Indian astronomical schools at Ch’ang-ngan during the seventh century,

viz. Ch’iit’an (Gautama), Chiayeh (Kaiyapa), and Chiimolo (Kum£ra).

®P. G. bagchi, op . cit., p. 169.

10/bid See also R. G. Majumdar (Ed.), Swarni Vivekananda Centenary Memorial Volume (Calcutta,

1963), p. 200, and Joseph Needham, op. cit., p. 175. The translation by Hsi-ta was, however, not literal,

and all the computations were recast for the latitude of Ch’ang-ngan (Joseph Needham, op. cit.,

p. 203, f.n. V).
11Joseph Needham, op. cit., p. 175, f.n. ‘i\

«Cf. his Chinese Researches (Shanghai, 1897), pp. 86ff.
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Sanskrit hard, an hour, which appears to have been rendered in Chinese

as Auo-lo. The KumSra school contributed a method of computation

of solar eclipses to the Ta-yen-li or the Ta-yen Calendar (a.d. 728), the com-

pilation of which was started by I-hsing, a Chinese Buddhist monk.

I-hsing died in a.d. 727, and the work was completed by Chang Ytieh

and Ch’en Hsiian Ching under the Imperial order. The influence of

Indian astronomy on? this calendar is evident from its introduction,

in the Indian fashion, of nine planets, namely, the sun, the moon, the five

planets, and Rahu and Ketu.1* The Kumara school produced an astrological

manual in Chinese based on Indian tradition. Four Buddhist astronomical

texts were translated into Chinese during the T’ang regime. These texts reached

China through Serindian intermediaries, particularly the Sogdians. Although

the names of the days of a week are given in these texts in their Sogdian forms

(namely, mir, Sunday; max, Monday; wnxan,
Tuesday; tir, Wednesday; wrmzt,

Thursday; maxid, Friday; and kewan, Saturday), the titles of the texts in which

they occur point to their Indian origin. 14 The book entitled Fan-t’ien-huo-lo-

chiu-yao (‘The hora of the Brahma and the navagraha’) was falsely attributed to

I-hsing, but in reality it was not translated before a.d. 874.16 Ch’i-yao-hsing-

ch’en-pieh-hsing-fa (‘The Different Influences of the Seven Stars and Lunar

Mansions’) lists the lunar mansions and gives the number ofstars in each one. 14

The other two books are Ch’ i-yao-jang-tsai-chiu (‘Mantras for Averting the Evil

Influences of the Seven Planets’) and Wen-shu-li-p'u-sa-chi-chu-hsien-so-shuo-

chi-hsiung-she-je-shan-ngo-su-yao-ching (‘Sutra Spoken by Bodhisattva Manjuiri

and the Sages on the Auspicious and Evil Days, and the Good and Evil Planets

and Lunar Mansions’). The latter was translated by P’u K’ung or Amoghavajra.

It was annotated by Yang Ching Feng, a Chinese disciple of Amoghavajra, in

a.d. 764. Yang Ching Feng mentions the seven planets with their names in

Sanskrit, Sogdian, and Persian and points out that these planets—the sun, the

moon, and the five planets—control the destiny of man. It was the same

Amoghavajra who translated another Buddhist astrological work named Hsiu-

yao-ching in a.d. 759, which was also commented upon by his disciple. 17 His

commentary shows the great influence Indian astronomers and astronomy

exerted on China. He wrote: ‘Those who wish to know the position of the five

planets adopt Indian calendrical methods. One can thus predict what hsiu

(a planet will be traversing). So we have the three clans of Indian calendar

13Ch*en Hsiian Ching’s joint declaration with Ch'tit’an Ghuan in a.d. 733 that the Ta-yen Calendar

was a plagiarism of the Chiu-chih Calendar as translated by Hsi-ta from an Indian original is also

a pointer to this direction. Cf. Joseph Needham, op. cit p. 203.
l4P. G. Bagchi, op. cit. , p. 171.

^Joseph Needham, op. cil., p. 176, f.n. *b\

p. 204.

”lbid. s p. 202.
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experts, Chi&yeh (K&iyapa), Ch’Ut’an (Gautama), and Chtimolo (KumSra)
all ofwhom hold office at the Bureau of Astronomy. But now most use is made
of the calendrical methods of Master Ch’tit’an together with his “Great Art”,

in the work which is carried out for the government.’1® The 'Great Art’ might

refer to trigonometry which, as Yabuuchi points out, was the main contribution

of the Po lo-men books and the schools of the Indian astronomers to Chinese

mathematics.1'

Mathematics : Due to the development of trigonometry, Indian astro-

nomy was valued in China, and Indian works on mathematics were

translated and incorporated in Chinese works. The Yin-te Index No. 10

mentions three books on mathematics, all beginning with Po-lo-men.M

These books were in circulation in the Sui period. Po-lo-men-suan-fo

(‘The Brahmin Arithmetical Rules’) and Po-lo-men-suan-ching (‘The

Brahmin Arithmetical Classics’) are the two Indian books on mathe-

matics which find mention in the annals of the Sui dynasty.*1 Shen

Tso Che (c. twelfth century a.d.) says that in his days the children of

China used to learn mathematics from printed Buddhist text books.** He gives

the name of such books as P'u-sa-suan-fa (‘Bodhisattva Calculation Methods’).*8

Medicine: Chinese Buddhist monks had felt interest in the Indian

medical system even from the fifth century a.d.*4 There is a work

called Chih-cKan-ping-pi-yao-fang (‘The Method of Curing the Diseases

Concerning Meditation’) by Ching Sheng, a Chinese noble converted

to Buddhism. It treats of the ailments of the heart and nerves caused

by shocks and distractions during meditation. Translated in a.d. 455,

this is a compilation from different texts of Indian origin.*' Hsi-yii-

ming-yi-so-chih-yao-fang (‘The Best Prescriptions Collected by the Most

Famous Physicians of the Western Countries’) listed in the bibliogra-

phical catalogue of the Sui annals** might have contained prescriptions

from India. The same bibliography also mentions a book called Po-

lo-men-yao-fang (‘Brahmin Pharmaceutics’). The Yin-te Index No. 10,

however, mentions three Indian books on pharmaceutics.*7 The Chinese

Buddhist collection includes a few other Indian medical texts, some of

which are of purely Buddhist inspiration. The Sanskrit work, Rava^a-

"Ibid.

»•Ibid., f.n. ‘d\
, iL ,

"Joseph Needham, op. cit., Vol. 1 (1961), P- 128, *-n- b •

•iIbid., p. 128, and P. C. Bagchi, op. cit., p. 170.

"Joseph Needham, op. cit., Vol. Ill, p. 88.

"Ibid.

“P. C. Bagchi, op. cit., p. 172.

"Ibid.

“Joseph Needham, op. cit., Vol. 1, p. 128.

"Ibid., f.n. ‘b*.
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kumara Tantra
, which deals with the method of treatment of children’s

diseases by spell as well as fumigation, was translated into Chinese in the elev-

enth century a.d. Another Chinese text of the same century, which deals

with the treatment of pregnant women’s diseases* js probably a translation

of a portion of the Kiiyapa SamhitS
,
a celebrated Ayurvedic compendium.**

H
KOREA AND JAPAN

Buddhism, which had its origin in India, was introduced into China by

Indian Buddhist missionaries during the first century a.d. Gradually, a Chinese

form of Buddhism with its own peculiar special features came into existence

and thus a new sphere of Buddhist culture emerged in East Asia covering

Korea and Japan with its centre in China. Although Buddhism thus dissemi-

nated was almost entirely Chinese in character, there were some Indian acaryas

who also played significant roles in spreading the religion of Buddha and its

literature to these two countries directly from India.

KOREA

With the introduction of Buddhism two streams of civilization, Indian

and Chinese, converged in ancient Korea. As Korea’s knowledge of

Indian Buddhist literature was coloured mainly by Chinese versions of

Indian texts, a study of early Korean literature, therefore, enables one

to have an ‘indirect’ idea of the spread and influence of Indian literature

in Korea. Unfortunately, there was no growth of any literature in Korea

in the early centuries of the Christian era, as it had no national script

to express ideas in the Korean language. It could probably boast only

of oral tales and folk-songs. The country was divided into three king-

doms, namely, Koguryo, Paikje, and Silla. They flourished side by side

between a.d. 313 and 668. In a.d. 669 Silla unified them all and held

sway over Korea till the beginning of the rule of the Koryo dynasty

(a.d. 935-1392). Of the three kingdoms, Koguryo, which was nearest

to China, had adopted Buddhism as early as a.d. 372. Its king Sosurim Wang
allowed Buddhist priests to bring with them Buddhist literature, images, etc.

from China, and schools and temples grew up. In a.d. 374 the first Indian

monk Ahdo came to Korea, and in a.d. 384, first regnal year ofKing Chimryu

Wang, the religion spread to Paikje. In this Malananda, second Indian monk
to visit Korea, played a notable role. In a.d. 540, the then Chinese emperor

of the Liang dynasty, at the request of the king of Paikje, sent not only the

sacred scriptures of the Buddhists, but also many teachers. A local monk

*8P. G. Bagchi, op. eit., p. 172.
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named Kyumik brought from India sacred Buddhist texts relating to Vinaya
and translated them into Chinese. A third Indian monk named Mukhoja
visited in a.d. 417 (during the reign of King Nulchi Wang) the neighbour-
ing kingdom of Silla which adopted the Buddhist religion in a.d. 528: Wun-
cheuk (a.d. 613-96), leading scholar of Silla, was a great Sanskritist. His
contribution in developing the tenets of the Vijnaptimatrata school is note-
worthy. The commentaries of Wunhyo (a.d. 617-86), who was a master of the
Avatamsaka school in Korea, were held in great esteem in China. During
the reign of King Chungsuk Wang (a.d. 1314-30) another Indian monk
named Jigong came to Korea. I-chang, a Korean scholar who came to India
in a.d. 673, stayed in Nalanda for about a decade and studied Buddhist scrip-

tures. Then he travelled all over India and collected many Sanskrit texts.

When he returned to Korea in a.d. 695, he brought with him as many as 400
Sanskrit texts. Several other Korean scholars also came to India and studied

Buddhist scriptures here.

INFLUENCE OF SANSKRIT
ON THE FIRST KOREAN SCRIPT

The introduction of Buddhism necessitated the study of the Buddhist

scriptures in Pali and Sanskrit, and also the writing of texts and annotations

in native Korean. But the native language and literature were unequal to the

task, for, as has already been said, it had no script. The Chinese system of

writing, which obviously penetrated into Korea in the meantime, could not

serve the purpose of a national script in Korea as Korean was different from

Chinese in almost every respect. The experimentation was, however, made

to adapt Chinese ideographs to Korean conditions. It took several centuries

but ultimately bore no fruitful result. In a.d. 1446 King Sejong of the Yi

dynasty (a.d. 1392-1910) developed a script for Korean called Hanggul.

It was the first Korean system of writing, and many Buddhist scriptures were

published in this script. Some scholars are of the opinion that the Hanggul

script consisting of twenty-eight letters2® was adapted from Sanskrit. It may

be mentioned here that the study of Sanskrit characters known as Siddham

had also been introduced into Korea and the use of this script is still in vogue

in the land for writing Sanskrit.

PUBLICATION OF BUDDHIST SCRIPTURES

The printing of Daejong-gyung (Buddhist scriptures which were originally

written in Sanskrit and translated into Chinese and Mongolian) was the

greatest achievement of the Koryo dynasty. This corpus of scriptures was based

••Later on, the number of letters was, however, reduced to twenty-four by merging the other

four in letters of limilar founds.
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on the Chinese edition*0 brought to Korea by Mukhwa in a.d. 981. The
printing was started during the reign of King Hyunjong (a.d. 1010*31). A
Buddhist monk named Uichun brought from China in a.d.' 1086 some 3,000

commentaries on the Buddhist scriptures and many more were collected from

Liao and Japan. These were preserved in the Hungchunsa temple and 1,010

copies of4,740 volumes were reprinted in a.d. 1096. These texts were reprinted

thrice in order to seekjlivine intervention during Mongol incursions. In this

way, nearly 6,000 Buddhist scriptures were printed, but the Mongol hordes

destroyed in a.d. 1232 all the blocks for the printing of the scriptures. Only

the lists of the subjects and a few of the printed volumes survived and were

preserved in the Buinsa temple (near Taegu). The Daejang-gyung texts were

reprinted under the guidance of Sugi, chief priest of the Kaetaesa temple,

from the new Koryo capital in the islet of Ganghwa where the capital was

transferred due to Mongol invasions. Here in a.d. 1236, after sixteen years

of hard labour, 1,511 copies of 6,791 volumes of the sacred scriptures were

printed from 81,658 wooden blocks. These blocks have come to be

known as the ‘Eighty Thousand’, and are now preserved in the Hawinsa

temple. Some Buddhist scriptures were also copied in gold and silver

letters.*1

BUDDHIST INFLUENCE ON KOREAN LITERATURE

The earliest genre of Korean poems is known as hyangga. Only

twenty-five specimens of these poems are available now, of which fourteen

were composed between the reigns of Chinpyong (a.d. 579-632) and

Hon’gang (a.d. 875-86), and the remaining eleven were composed

in the early part of the reigns of the Koryo kings. Some of these

poems show the influence of Buddhist philosophy and metaphysics,

and it appears that they were composed by Buddhist monks. ‘Chanki-

parangka’ and ‘Mojukjirangka’, for example, have beautifully blended

poetic excellence with Buddhist philosophy of life. But this Buddhism was of

the Vajrayana variety, because in one place vajra has been compared with

iiinya. The poems ‘Tosolka’ and ‘Chonsutaebika’ breathe the prayerful attitude

of Buddhism. Towards the end of the Koryo rule, a literary style known as

sijo came into vogue. Some think this to be an offshoot of the hyangga, others

trace its origin to the Buddhist songs introduced from China. Although this

literary style remained in vogue for nearly 700 years, only ten specimens have

reached us. One of these refers to the reign of King Sejong of the Yi dynasty,

who, on the death of a favourite queen, asked his son, Prince Su Yang, to

*°Commenced in a.d. 718 during the Tang rule, the work of the Chinese edition was

completed during the reign of the first Sung emperor in aj>. 971.

91 Vide Tae Hung^Ha, Korea—Forty-thru Centuries (Seoul, 1962), pp. 67-68.
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compose a biography of Buddha. The prince accordingly composed Sokpo

Sangjol sometime before a.d. 1450. The king was exceedingly pleased with the

work and himself composed many lyrical poems in praise of Buddha. During

this time, many Buddhist texts were composed in the Hunmun language. In

the fifteenth century an important work called Kumo Sinhwa was written by

Kim Si Sup (a.d. 1435-93). It contains five independent stories of which one

is entitled Manboksa Chap'o Ki (‘Game with Buddha’). The Buddhist ideal

inspired also another work called Kun Mong, one of the best in Korean literature.

Another great writer, Kim Manchung, discussed in his famous work The Cloud

Dream of the Nine, written in a.d. 1689, the basic philosophies of the three great

religious systems of the East, viz. Taoism, Buddhism, and Confucianism. He

placed Buddhism in the forefront. Buddhism thus played a significant role in

the development of literature in Korea.

Indian tales and fables went to Korea and made a great impact there.

Korean folk-songs were influenced by Indian tunes. In the evolution of the

instrumental and vocal music of Korea as well as Korean dance, India made

a considerable impact. Styles and principles of Indian art and architecture also

exercised a great influence in Korea. In fact, Indian culture had its impact on

every field of Korean culture and made notable contribution towards its en-

richment.

japan

It was through Buddhism that Indo-Japanese cultural contacts came to be

established and Indian influence on Japanese literature came particularly to be

felt. Buddhism was officially introduced into Japan from Korea in a.d. 552

during the reign of Emperor Kimmci (A.D. 539-71) when an image of Buddha

and some copies of the Buddhist scriptures were brought to the Japanese court

by a representative of the Korean king of Paikje or Kudara. The new faith,

however, did not meet with immediate acceptance, but eventually its success

was assured with the victory of the pro-Buddhist group in the royal court.

STUDY OF SANSKRIT BUDDHIST SCRIPTURES

The study of Sanskrit Buddhist scriptures became quite extensive in Japan

since the last decade of the sixth century a.d. and was an important feature of

Japanese cultural life. The find of ancient Sanskrifmanuscripts in old Brahmi

characters preserved intact in Horyuji, the most ancient monastery extant in

Japan, and some other old monasteries is a pertinent point m this

connexion. In fact, these manuscripts are even much older than the

oldest manuscripts found in India, as they date from the first half of

the sixth century a.d." (It may be mentioned here that the earliest

••Hajime Nakamura, Japan and Indian Asia (Calcutta, 1961), p. 3.
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manuscripts which India now possesses date back 1,000 years or so.)

All these manuscripts must have been brought from India to China
via Central Asia, and from there to Japan. The patronage of Empress
Suiko (a.d. 592-628) and Prince Shotoku (c. a.d. 622) to Buddhism was
a factor ofgreat significance so far as the spread ofthe Dhafma and the study of

Sanskrit Buddhist scriptures are concerned. When the Horyuji temple was
constructed in a.d. 60, the prince often discoursed there on the Mahayana
sutras, particularly the Saddharmapundarika-SUtra

, the MalSdevi-siihhandda-sUtra,

the Vimalakirtti-nirdeia-sutra, etc. His commentaries are still extant. In a little

over fifty years, Hetuvidya or Buddhist logic was also introduced into Japan.
It has been stated of Dosho (d. a.d. 700) that he went to China to study the

Vijnaptimatrata (i.e. Buddhist idealism) as well as the system Of Buddhist

logic under Hiuen Tsang. He returned to Japan in a.d. 661 and began to

teach Buddhist logic from the Gcnkoji temple. In the Nara period (a.d. 710-

94), the study of the subject received further impetus when Genbo went to

China in a.d. 716 to study Buddhist logic under the guidance of Chih Chou,
grandson of the founder of the Hosso sect which propagated the teachings of

Buddhist idealism. On his return to Japan, he began to discourse on the subject

from the Kofukuji temple. It constituted a subject for study by the adherents

of the Hosso sect, whose major disciplines were the study of the Abhidharmakosa

and Buddhist idealism. Hajime Nakamura has drawn our attention to the fact

that in the bibliography entered at the end of Immyo-^uigenki (‘The Origin of

Buddhist Logic’) written by Hotan in the first half of the eighteenth century,

eighty-four Japanese works have been listed on the subject and many of them
were undoubtedly studied in earlier times.**

The scope for studying Buddhist scriptures was expanded during the

Nara period, as it included the study of the Vinaya as well as the

Abhidharmakosa of Vasubandhu, the Satyasiddhi of Harivarman, the works
of Nagarjuna and Aryadeva, besides works on Buddhist idealism like

Dharmapala’s Vijhaptimatratasiddhi, and the Avatarhsaka or Buddhavatashsaka

(Gandavyuha) -Sutra. These have been designated as the ‘Six Schools of
the Ancient Capital’. The first three belong to the Hinayana school
of thought, while the others to the Mahayana. Of the texts current

in ancient Japan, the Saddharmapundarika-Sutra was the most important
and popular, and it has often been referred to in Japanese literature.

Bodhisena, a great Buddhist savant of India, who visited Japan in a.d.

736 on a special invitation from Emperor Shomu, used to teach Sanskrit and
the Hua-yen {GandaoyUha-Sutra) in different monasteries ofJapan till his death
in a.d. 760. His principal disciple Shuyei wrote in a.d. 770 an eulogy on his

"ibid., p. 52.
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death, mentioning therein how ‘the sage was reduced to eternal calm all too
sudden, as charcoal is extinguished (as is set forth in the Saddharmapu^arika-
Sutra) ,

u Bodhisena acted as the officiating minister in the historic dedication
ceremony of the statue of Vairocana Buddha held in the city of Nara, the
then capital, in a.d. 746 in the presence of both Emperor Shomu and Empress
Komyo and eminent Japanese monks. This as well as his appointment as an
archbishop by Imperial order in a.iL 750 attests to the great honour accorded
to an Indian monk by the Japanese royalty. Dharmabodhi is said to have vis-

ited Japan in the first half of the seventh century. He is recorded in Japanese
history as the first Indian monk to have come to Japan. The visits of Dharma-
bodhi and Bodhisena throw a flood of light on Indo-Japanese cultural rela-

tions in the first millennium of the Christian era.

The Indian texts current in medieval Japan are not all well known. But if

one is to judge from the writings of Jogan (a.d. 1632-1702) and Jiun, also

known as Onkwo (a.d. 1718-1804), their range must have been considerable.

Of the Buddhist texts studied in Japan in those days, the following deserve

particular mention; the SukhdvativyUha-Sutra
,

Bhadracarinama Arya-Samanta-

bkadra-prariidhana
, Prajndpdramitdkfdaya-Sutra, and Prajndpdramitanaya-Sutra. The

corpus of study included, in addition to such important Buddhist texts, many
Sanskrit dharanis

,
stotras

,
gdthas

,
grammars, and lexicons. Sanskrit studies

received great impetus in Japan from Jogan who was a great Sanskritist him-

self. He wrote a book called Skittan-sanmitsu which is an authoritative text on

the Sanskrit studies in the country. He also edited some Sanskrit dharanis . Jiun

was a great Buddhist scholar and a prolific writer. Juzen-kogo is one of his

important works, which contains his sermons to the royal family on the ten

fundamental virtues of Buddhism. The tradition of Sanskrit studies, it may be

mentioned, is still very much alive in Japan, and there are many students in

different colleges and universities of the country who learn this sacred language

of India.

JAPANESE ALPHABET : INDIA’S CONTRIBUTION

Japanese, like Korean, also suffered from the handicap of not having

any national script for the first few centuries of the Christian era.

The Chinese language and its written characters had obtained great

vogue in the land, particularly among the official class. The extant

chronicles of Japan of the ancient period covering a.d. 686 to a.d.

784,88 the Kojiki (a.d. 712) and the Mhongi (a.d. 720), and the first

•Earl Mincr in his An Introduction to Japanese Court Poetry (Stanford, 1968) has classified the history

of literature of ancient and medieval Japan under the following periods:
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great anthology of Japanese poetry Manyoshu (a.d. 760) were written

in Chinese or, what was worse, in a transliterated form of Chinese.

But Chinese was unsuitable for the Japanese language, as the latter

was phonetic, while the former was ideographic. The Japanese language,

like Sanskrit, is inflectional. Its rules governing syntax, morphology, phonology,

and semantic structure follow a pattern of its own. The forty-seven letters of the

Japanese alphabet are said to have been devised by the Japanese Buddhist saint

Kobo Daishi, also known as Kukai (a.d. 774-835), after the Sanskrit alphabet.

The arrangement of the Japanese syllabary based on the Sanskrit system is also

attributed to the influence of Bodhisena in Japan which, according to Riri

Nakayama, ‘will continue as long as the Japanese language continues to

exist’.** It has been pointed out that the old Japanese song ‘Iroha-uta’, which

contains all the forty-seven Japanese letters, is a liberal translation of a Sanskrit

Buddhist hymn in the Mahaparinirvana-SStra

.

87 The Indian script known as

Siddhamatrka or Siddham, called Hsi-t’an in Chinese and Shittan in Japanese,

gained currency in Japan for writing Sanskrit from the eighth century. It was

introduced by Kobo who was responsible for bringing Mantrayana Buddhism

from China to Japan. Even now, Sanskrit letters are sometimes used in Shinto

rites, and mountaineers preparing to climb Mount Ontake sometimes paint

or print the auspicious word ‘Om’ in Siddham on their scarves. Some details

regarding the Siddham script have been preserved in Bonji-shittanjimo-narabi-ni-

shaku-gi, a text written by Kobo. The title of the text signifies ‘Sanskrit and

Siddham scripts and the explanation of their designations’. It describes the

origin of the Indian scripts, the explanation of different dharanis, etc. More
important than Kobo’s work was the text Shittan-zo (‘Siddham Ratnakara’),

written by An-nen in a.d. 880. The work narrates at the beginning what is

known from original Chinese sources about Sanskrit and the Siddham script.

The author then examines the transliteration of Sanskrit words in Chinese

characters and compares the phonetic value of both. Lastly, he discusses

(i) Ancient period: a.d. 686-784;

(ii) Classical period (first phase): a.d. 784-1100;

(iii) Classical period (second phase) : a.d. 1 100-1241 ; and

(iv) Classical period (final phase): a.d. 1241-1500.

A somewhat different classification has been furnished by Donald Keene in his Anthology ofJapanese

Literature (New York, 1955). This classification is as follows:

(i) End of the Ancient period: a.d. 794;

(ii) The Heian period: a.d. 794-1185;

(iii) The Kamakura period: a.d. 1185-1333;

(iv) The Muroxnachi period: a.d. 1333-1600; and

(v) The Tokugawa period: a.d. 1600-1868.

We have followed Miner.

**€& Ghaman Lai (Ed.), India and Japan: Friends qf Fourteen Centuries (Hoshiarpur, 1959), p. 48.

"Mi.
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all the letters of the Siddham script and all their possible combinations.
Each of the letters of this script is deemed to be a bija and identified with a deity.

INDIAN INFLUENCE ON JAPANESE STORIES

A considerable portion of the cosmogonical and mythological literature

of Japan bears traces of Indian influence. Hajime Nakamura has

observed: ‘Some stories of ancient India were very influential in shaping
Japanese stories by providing them with materials. In the process of
shaping, however, Indian materials were greatly modified and adapted
in such a way as would appeal to the mentality of the common people

°f Japan in general.’** Post Wheeler has also said: ‘Many fragments

of the Japanese myth-mass are unmistakably Indian.’** The original

homeland of the first man and woman of Japanese mythology is

said to have been in the Earth-Residence-Pillar, i.e. Mount Meru of Indian

mythology. Wheeler thinks that the episodes concerning the eating of poisoned

food in the Hades by the Food-god and the creation of crops and domesticated

animals out of his various limbs have their parallels in Indian mythology.

Similarly, the story of the growth of bamboo-shoots from the teeth of the comb
thrown by the first man called He-Who-Invites in his flight from the nether

world, to’bar the path of the pursuit of the Ugly-Females-of-the-Land-of-Night,

is believed to have been of Indian origin.40 The story has, however, also Persian

parallels.41 Whatever one may think of the Indian origin of this episode, there

is hardly any doubt about the origin of the story of the Buro-no Kami whose

identity has been established with the deity called Brave-Swift-Impetuous-Male.

This Kami may be none other than the Indian deity Gavagrlva, the Ox-head

deity.4* The story recounts in the style of the jaiakas how the deity punished

the heartless rich brother and rewarded the kind-hearted poor brother. In

India one of the names of the moon is SaSanka (lit. having a rabbit in the lap)

and there is an ancient Indian legend why it is so called. The belief prevalent

in ancient Japan that there lived a rabbit in the moon was probably an out-

come of the Indian influence.4* The story of the monkey and the crocodile men-

tioned in the Jataka appears in a slighdy modified form in Sastkishu, a medieval

Japanese collection of popular stories. The story is referred to in a work by

Nichiren (a.d. 1222-82) and also in Konjaku-monogatari. Among other episodes,

••Lokesh Chandra and others (Eds.), India's Contribution to World Thought and Culture (Madras,

1970), p. 363.

••Post Wheeler, The Sacred Scriptures of the Japanese (London, 1952), p. 421.

"Ibid.

"Ibid.

«In the text called Gien-Engi, it has been stated: There is a kingdom to the North of India

named K’yuse. Its king is named Gozu-Tenno (Ox-Head-Heaven-King) . . .

*

••Cf. Lokesh Chandra, loc. eit,
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one may recall the Indian Puranic story of the sage ^LsyaSrnga44 who had never

seen the face of woman and was ultimately seduced by Santa, daughter of

King Lomapada. The story is likely to have reached Japan in the trail of Bud-

dhist legends. In the Japanese garb, the sage is designated Ikkaku Sennin, i.e.

the Unicorn sage.46 A famous medieval Japanese drama Narukami has been

based upon this story. These instances clearly illustrate the nature and extent

of ‘Indian influences on Japanese stories’.40

INDIAN INFLUENCE ON JAPANESE CLASSICAL WORKS

Japanese classical works also reveal ‘a great deal of Indian influence’,47

both Buddhist and Brahmanical.

The works of some important poets of the fu st phase of Japanese classical

literature, extending from a.d. 784 to a.d. 1100, show considerable Buddhist

influence. The nikki or diary of Murasaki Shikibu offers us an insight not only

into the court and aristocratic life of contemporary Japan, but also

furnishes sidelights on the impact of Buddhism on it. The greatest

work of Japanese literature, indeed one of the dozen masterpieces of

world literature, namely, The Tale of Genji, by the same author, is

not immune from similar influences. The second phase of Japansc

classical literature covers the period from a.d. 1100 to a.d. 1241. Some
of the works of this period also bear the marks of Buddhist thought.

This was principally due to the immense effort made by various

Buddhist sects' to bring the religion closer to the common man. In this

direction, the efforts of Shinram (a.d. 1175-1262) dcseive particular

mention. He wrote many articles like ‘Tannishc’ and ‘Kyo-gyo-sliinsho’

in easy Japanese for the comprehension of his rustic followers, laying

particular stress on the veneration of Amitabha Buddha. The work

of Dogen (a.d. 1200-1253) was not the less important for the pro-

pagation of Buddhist teachings. He gave regular discourses to his

disciples at the monastery of Eihciji and these were posthumously pub-

lished. Of these texts, the best-known is Sho-bo-gen-zo which is recognized as an

authoritative text on the essence of the True Doctrine in Japan. Nichiren, who

founded the Hokke sect in a.d. 1252, taught his disciples the Saddharmapuri-

4arika-SHtra . It was the most sacred text of the Hokke sect and one of the

principal works of the Tendai and Zen sects. It is also worth tioting here that

there are three complete translations of the Chinese Tripitaka including the

"Literally, the name means ‘the Antelope-homed’. As the sage had one horn on his head, he was

also called ‘Ekaipiga’, i.e. ‘Unicorn’ or ‘Monoceros’.

“Hajime Nakamura, op. eit., p. 4. For the drama rendered into English, see Lokesh Chandra,

op. tit., pp. 364-68.

"Lokesh Chandra, op. tit., p. 369.

"Ibid.
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supplementary twenty-five volumes of the Taisho edition of the Tripitaka.4*

Apart from religious and scholarly texts, some poems of this period also show

distinct Buddhist influences. A moving description of the Buddhist philosophy

of flux in the phenomenal world has been drawn up by Kamo-no Chomei

(a.d. 1153-1216) in his work called An Account of My Hut : ‘The flow of the

river is ceaseless and its water is never the same. The bubbles that float in the

pools, now vanishing, now forming, are not of long duration : so in the world

are man and his dwellings...Whence does he come, where docs he go, man that

is born and dies? We know not. For whose benefit docs he toimcnt himself in

building houses that last but a moment, for what reason is his eye delighted

by them? This too we do not know. ..I have installed an image of Amida (i.e.

Amitabha) . The light of the setting sun shines between its eyebrows. On the

doors of the reliquary, I have hung pictures of Fugen (i.e. Samantabhadra)

and Fudo (i.e. Acalanatha).’4® Towards the end of this period was published

Uji Shui Monogatari containing 194 tales which were probably compiled in the

early part of the thirteenth century. Many of its talcs breathe the Buddhist

spirit of dedication and morality in right Jalaka style.40 The last phase of

Japanese classical literature covers the period a.d. 1241 to a.d. 1500. A poet-

ess of this age was Chikako (c. a.d. 1300), some of whose writings exhibit the

influence of Zen Buddhism. In fact, other writings of this period also betray

this impact in various degrees.

Japanese literature is also replete with instances of the influence ol the

Hindu theory of Karma and the transmigration of the scul. Although Bud-

dhist deities like Buddha, Maitreya, Amitabha, Samantabhadra, and

Vairocana predominate Japanese literature, Hindu deities like the Sea-

god Varuna (Japanese Suiten), the king of gods Indra (Japanese Tai-

shakuten), the god of success Gane£a (Japanese Shotcn), the god of

wealth Vaisravana or Kuvcra (Japanese Bishamon), the goddess of

learning Sarasvatl (Japanese Bentcn or Bcnzaitcn), the goddess of lortunc

Laksmi (Japanese Kichijoten), Mahakala or Siva (Japanese Daikoku),

the divine architect Visvakarman (Japanese Bishukatsuma) are also

quite well known. In the annals ol' the Todaiji temple, it has been

stated that the worship of Sarasvatl and Laksmi was first introduced

in Japan in a.d. 722 and continued down the centuries. In Bessom

Zakki (‘Description of Gods’), written in the twelfth century in the Siddham

48B. Nanjio entered in his famous Catalogue as many as 1,662 texts classified into four divisions,

namely: (i) the Sutra Pi(aka, (ii) the Vinaya Pilaka, (iii) the Abhidharma Pifaka, and (iv) Miscel-

laneous. IJobogiiin, in a still later Catalogue, includes 2,184 texts printed in fifty-five volumes of the

Taisho edition. Supplementary texts written in Japan and China are included in another twenty-

five volumes.

••Donald Keene, op. cit.
p pp. 197-207.

•For some of the stories sec ibid.t pp. 213 ff.
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script, a corrupt- Sanskrit mantra reads: Sarasvatax sv&hd namo sarasvatyai mahd-

devyax svahi, noma bhagavati mah&devi sarasvati sidkyatu mantrapadami svahd A
description of Sarasvati occurs in the voluminous text Asabasho by Shocho

(a.d. 1205*82) arid the rituals connected with her worship have been recorded

by Ryoson (a.d. 1279-1349) in Chapter CXLIX of his Byaku-hokku-sho (‘The

White Jewel Oral Tradition’). The adoption of these Hindu deities into the

Buddhist and Shintoist*2 pantheons ofJapan indicates the influence of India on

Japanese religions as well as the syncretic character of the religious systems

of Japan.

The survey made above reveals the immense contribution of India to the

theology ofJapanese Buddhism as well as to Japanese literature. The present

indications are that the texts utilized were written in Sanskrit, probably in the

Siddham script, and there was no intrusion of Pali, unlike in the Buddhist

countries of South-East Asia. The Buddhist religion, until the Meiji Restora-

tion of a.d. 1868, was the religion of the royalty, the aristocracy, and the

masses. Consequently, the Japanese literature has not been able to escape the

all-pervading sweep of this religion. The impact of Sanskrit rhetoric and pro-

sody is not discernible anywhere, but the vocabulary has received many words

of Sanskrit origin.

MIt is preserved in the Ninnaji temple of Kyoto; images and their description occur in fifty-

seven scrolls.

•Shintoism has been designated by some scholars as the Japanese version of Hinduism.—Gf.

Ghaman Lai, op. cit., pp. 145 ft'.
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CEYLON (SRI LANKA) AND SOUTH-EAST ASIA*

CEYLON

CULTURALLY, Ceylon has never been isolated from the Indian mainland

since the dawn of history. The geographical proximity of the two countries

contributed to the long history of their intimate contacts. Buddhism, which is

‘the greatest of all links between India and Ceylon’,1 was introduced into

the island from India during the reign of Devanaxhpiya Tissa (247-207 b.c.)

by ASoka’s son Mahinda and daughter Sanghamitta. The earliest records of

Ceylon are in the Brahmi script of Afoka’s time noticed specially in the in-

scriptions of Western and South India. 2 As there was no alternative system of

writing in Ceylon in the pre-Christian centuries, the earliest literary heritage of

the country before the third century b.c. presumably belonged to the domain

of unwritten folk-literature, in which the principal ingredients were cosmo-

gonical stories, myths, legends, ballads, folk-songs, proverbs, and the like. The

introduction of Buddhism gave the first great impetus to usher the writing age

in Ceylon and the Brahmi inscriptions bear testimony to this phenomenon.

PALI LITERATURE

The sacred texts of Buddhism in Ceylon are in Pali which developed from

a North Indian dialect known as Magadhi. 2 The Pali literature of Ceylon,

which flourished in the island after the establishment of Buddhism, is vast in

range and depth.4 There is hardly any doubt that the greater part of the

canonical texts of the Theravada school was fashioned in India and possibly

given final approval in the Third Buddhist Council held at Pataliputra during

the reign of Afoka, and then transmitted to Ceylon. For about two centuries

thereafter the canon circulated orally, as in India in the early daysofBuddhism,

from teacher to pupil, as explained in the Mahavathsa.h Due to periodic visita-

tions offamine and the consequent dispersal of monks, knowledge of the sacred

canon grew dimmer. It was therefore decided to put down the sacred texts

in writing, and this was done during the reign of Vattagamani in

the first century b.c. Many non-canonical Pali texts were also written in the

island and Pali commentaries on canonical texts were often translated

•This article has been edited by Dr D. C. Sircar (DCS).

*M. D. Raghavan, India in Ceylonese History, Society and Culture (New Delhi, 1964), p. 69.

*S. Paranavitana (Ed.), Epigraphia Zeylanica, Vol. 1, p. 13.

•For the origin of Pali, see p. 185 of this volume.
i. T1

‘For a succinct account, vide M. Winternitz, H1L, Vol. II, pp. 1-226; G. P. MaWasdtera, TA<

Pali Literature ofCeylon (Colombo, 1958) ;
B. C. Law, A History ofPali Literature,

2

Vols. (London, 1933);

and pp. 185-202 of this volume.

‘XXXIII. 100.
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into Sinhalese. It seems reasonable to hold the view that the earliest canonical

texts were brought to his country from India by Mahinda and Sanghamitta,

but the atfhakathas (commentaries) thereon written in Old Sinhalese were grad-

ually drawn up locally for exegetical needs and, whenever necessary, these

were retranslated into Pali. It is usually believed that upon these atfhakathas

were based the two famous Pali chronicles of Ceylon, the Dipavarhsa and the

Mahavamsa, ofwhich the former was composed at the close of the fourth century

a.d. by an unknown author, while the latter, a more ornate text, was composed

towards the end of the fifth century a.d. by Thera Mahanama. The CUlavarhsa,

a supplement to the Mahavamsa, was composed by Dhammakitti in the thir-

teenth century. The style of these two texts reminds one of the Sanskrit kavyas.

A commentary on the Mahavamsa called the Mahdvamsa-tikd was written in

Ceylon between a.d. 1000 and a.d. 1250, but it contains many extraneous

matters.

The most outstanding author in the history of Pali literature is doubtless

Buddhaghoga, an Indian Brahmin converted to Buddhism, who came to Anu-
radhapura in Ceylon during the reign of King Mahanama (a.d. 409-31).

One of his works, the Samantapdsddikd, a commentary on the Vinaya Pitaka,

was translated into Chinese as early as a.d. 489. In his introduction to this

work, he tells that he had translated the Sihala-afthakathas into Pali.® Among
his other important works mention may be made of the Visuddhimagga, Suman-

galavildsint, Papaficasudani, Sdratthapakdsini, and Manorathapurani. His scholarly

works in Pali established the language firmly in the Buddhist world. Buddha-

datta, believed by many to be a contemporary of Buddhaghosa, was the author

of a commentary on the Buddhavamsa called Madhuratthavilasini and of several

works on the Vinaya and the Abhidhamma. Besides Buddhadatta, other com-

mentators like Dhammapala, Upasena, and Mahanama made substantial

contributions to the growth of Pali literature in Ceylon. A ninth century text

seems to be the Khema-pakarana, whose author Khema furnishes here an exposi-

tion of the Abhidhamma.
Pali as well as Sanskrit studies received great impetus during the Polun-

naruva-Dambadeniya period (ninth-thirteenth centuries), and there was a

galaxy of brilliant writers in these languages. One of the earliest and best-

known authors of the time was Moggallana, whose Moggallana Vyakarana, a

Pali grammar, was very popular and led to the growth of a new school of Pali

grammar in the island. The most versatile scholar of the period was, however,

Sariputta whose work in the field of Sanskrit grammar and linguistics was

matched by his compositions in the field of Pah literature. He is the author of

the VinayasaAgaha which offers a summary of the Vinaya Pitaka. Commentaries

on the Mguttara Mkdya and the Majjhima Mkdya also came from his pen. His

•The Sinhalese commentaries translated by Buddhaghosa are not extant now.
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nutgman opus was, however, the SdrattkadiparA, a sub-commentary on Buddha*
ghoya’s SamantapisSdikS on the Vinaya Pi(aka. All his works in various degrees
bear, the imprint of his knowledge of Sanskrit language and literature. The
MaMbodhivathsa or the Bodhivathsa by Upatissa, which seems to have been
composed either in the last quarter of the tenth century or the beginning of the
eleventh, bears the impact of Sanskrit. Its language may be termed as Sans-
kridzed Pali. The language of the Ddthavarhsa, written in five cantos by Dham-
makitti in a.d. 1211, is also Sanskritized Pali. The Thapavaihsa, available in

both Pali and Sinhalese recensions, was probably composed in the thirteenth

century by Vacissara. Kalyanlya’s poetical work Telakafdhagdthd, exhorting

people to lead the good life, is assigned to this period. A commentary on the

MahSvathsa called Vaihsatthapakasini may also have been written during this

period.

SANSKRIT LITERATURE

Sanskrit inscriptions and the existence ofa fairly extensive Sanskrit literature

attest to the importance of Sanskrit in Ceylon's cultural and religious life. One
of the earliest extant Sanskrit texts written in the island in Jthe fourth century

a.d. is Sarartha-safigraha by King Buddhadasa. An outstanding composition in

Sanskrit is thc Janaki-harana by King Kum&rad£sa (a.d. 513), who was him-

self a great Sanskrit scholar. Sanskrit grammars and lexicographical texts were

introduced from India to facilitate the study of Sanskrit. These also sometimes

served as models for texts written in Sinhalese. Not only was Candragomin’s

grammar {Candra Vyakarana) assiduously studied in Ceylon, but also used by

Moggallana as a model for his famous Pali grammar. Sariputta of the Polun-

naruva-Dambadeniya period composed a concise Sanskrit grammar called

P&dSoatdra and also a commentary called Panjikdlankdra on RatnaSrijnana’s

PaRjikd which again is a commentary on Cdndra Vyakarana. In a mixed Sanskritic

style, he also composed the Abhidharmartha-sangraha-sannaya which gives a word-

for-word explanation of the Pali text attributed to Ananda. A great scholar of

the time of King Parakramabahu I (a.d. 1153-86) was Dimbulagala Mah5-

kasyapa who wrote the Sanskrit grammar Balavabodhana. Even a glossary of

synonyms like the Abhidhana-pradipikd was drawn up on the pattern of the

famous Sanskrit lexicon, the Amarakosa. There were also Sanskrit treatises on

Silpa-iastras, particularly on the statuary art, as for example, the Sariputra.

In about a.d. 1245, a Brahmin scholar from Gauda (Bengal) named R5ma-

candra Kavibharati came to Ceylon and was converted to Buddhism. He re-

ceived the title of ‘Bauddhagama Cakravarti’, from King Parakramabahu II

(a.d. 1236-68) for writing a work entitled Bhakti-iataka in glorification of

Buddha. It is ‘essentially a Hindu poem’ as far as its idea and treatment are

concerned. Buddha is praised here in ‘precisely the same fashion as Rima,
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or Siva in Brahmauical bhakti poems’.7 The poem is comparable to the

sareaya works in Sinhalese ofalmost the same period, such as But-saraiya, Daham-
sareata, Sanga-saraiya, etc. The same author is also credited with the composition

of the Vftta-ratndkara-pafljika, which is a commentary on the famous Indian

Sanskrit text on prosody called VrUa-ratn&kara by Kedara Bhafta. Very often

subject-matters have also been borrowed from famous Indian Sanskrit works

or allusions have been made to them. There is hardly any doubt that Sinhalese

monks of the Mahayana school used Sanskrit as the vehicle of their ideas and
studied the language and its literature extensively. Outside literature proper,

Sanskrit was used not only in inscriptions on votive tablets of Ceylon, but also

in many of the dhSrtafis or, brief mystic forms of prayer or spells, dating mainly

from the ninth century, in the eastern Indian script of the Pala period.*

SINHALESE LITERATURE : INDIA’S CONTRIBUTION

The linguisdc and literary traditions of India made a great impact upon the

Sinhalese language and literature. They fashioned their growth from the for-

mative stage. Sinhalese emerged as an Indo-Aryan speech like Bengali, Hindi,

Marathi, and Gujarati.* The contributions of Sanskrit and Pali to the corpus

of Sinhalese vocabulary as well as to the development of literary Sinhalese are

indeed immense. The language was also influenced to a large extent by the

Dravidian languages of South India, particularly Tamil.10 Mudaliyar W. F.

Gunawardhana says: ‘...while in regard to its word equipment, Sinhalese is

the child of Pali and Sanskrit, it is, with regard to its physical structure, essen-

tially the daughter of Tamil’.11 In the matter of script also, Ceylon has been

profoundly influenced by India. The influence of the Grantha script of South

India, which is a form ofBrahmi, can be noticed in the current script ofCeylon,

and scholars believe that the latter is derived from the former.11 The earliest

extant Sinhalese verses seem to be recorded in the three Br&hmi inscriptions

of the third century B.c. Of the extant Sinhalese works, the oldest is Siyabas-

alaAkara, a text on poetics composed in the ninth century after the Kcxyadaria

of Daodim It is attributed to King Sena I (a.d. 831-51). Works of Kalid&sa

were very popular in Ceylon. His masterpieces like the Abhijnana-Sakuntala,

Raghuvcuhia, and Meghad&ta were ‘regarded as models of poetic composition

and were an inspiration to Sinhalese writers and poets. . .’.1* Sikavalanda Vinisa
TM. Wintemitz, op. tit., p. 379. Such mShltmya text* extolling the merciful bountie* of Buddha

were composed by the Mah£yinists. Other works of this nature are the Buddha-gatyaya, the Anuruddha-

Jataka, etc*

For their texts, see N. Mudryanse, MahdySm Monuments in Ceylon (Colombo, 1967), pp. 99*105.

•M. D. Raghavan, op. dL, p. 80.

'•Ibid., pp. 85-87. "Ibid., p. 86.

xfLokeah Chandra and others (Eds), India's Contribution to World Thought end Culture (Madras,

1970), p. 205. See also CHI, Vol. I, p. 72.

»M. D. Raghavan, opt ciL, p. 41.
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and Hera$asika Vinua, which are texts on monastic discipline based on the

Vinaya, also belong to this period. There are also other texts ofsimilar nature.

A different trail has been left by the glossarial commentary called Dahampiyd-

afuvd-gatapadya which offers meanings for different words and phrases occur-

ring in the Pali Dhammapada-afthakathd. Composed by King Abo Salamevan

Kasub (tenth century), it indicates the role of the native language in the study

of the sacred Pali literature. On this model were written Jdtaka-afuvd-gatapadya,

MaMbodhivamsa-gatapadya as well as Vesaturudd-sanne. There were also other

commentaries, specially designed to aid the study of the Pali commentaries on

the Vinaya.

Although writers of the Polunnaruva period showed greater inclination to

promote the study of Sanskrit and Pali, some important Sinhalese works were

also composed during this period. Such works include Sasa-ddvata which is a

versification of the Pali Sasa Jdtaka. It was probably composed in ajj. 1 197

during the reign ofQueen Liiavatl. Another poem of the period was Muva-

deva-davata dealing with the theme of the Pali Makhadeoa Jdtaka. The famous

work called the Amavatura is a sort of prose-poem in eighteen chapters written

by Gurulugomi, dealing with the progress of Buddhism. The same author is

also credited with the composition of Dharma-pradipikdva, a Sinhalese com-

mentary on the Pali Mahabodhivamsa. Both the texts were probably composed

towards the close of the twelfth century or the beginning of the thirteenth.

King Parakramabahu II composed a Sinhalese paraphrase of Buddhagho?a’s

Vimddhimagga. Another work written during his reign is POjdoaHya. It is a devo-

tional work written by Buddhaputta, extolling the idea of Bodhisattvahood.

It refers to the story of Sumedha and many other Jdtaka tales. The Sinhalese

epic Kavsilumina, also called Kusa-ddoata,
deals with the theme of the Pali

Kusa Jdtaka. It was composed by the court poet of the king. A glossary to the

Jataka-affhakatha, written by Rajamurari, and Karma-vibhagaya have also been

assigned to this period. The most important prose text of the succeeding Dam-

badeniya period is Saddkarma-ratndvaliya based on the Dhammapada-at^hakatha

ofthe fifth century aj>. It includes much new material not found m the original

Pali text. Composed by Dhammasena, it is a vast collection of Buddhist ethical

stories. An important work of the Kurunegala-Gampola-Kotte period (four-

teenth-sixteenth centuries) is Pansiyapanas-jdtaka-pota by Virasimha Pathiraja

and Parakrama. It is a translation of the Pali jdtakas. There are other works

also translated from, or based on, Pali works. Subdsitaya by Alagiyavanna Mohot-

tab (seventeenth century) U * didactic poem bated on the Sanrtat »**«««•

Besides, there are innumerable references to, and quotations from, Buddhist

Sanskrit texts in Sinhalese literature.
14

uVidt c. E. Godakumbura. SinhaUs. UUratur, (Colombo, 1955), pp. 43-45 and CM* «f

Colon Rtntw, I, No. 1, PP- 86-93.
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A novel feature in the late medieval Sinhalese literature was the introduc-

tion of the sandeia-kivyas after K&lid&sa’s Megkaduta.“ But in the Sinhalese

counterparts, the message is not that of an anguished lover for his beloved,

cruelly separated from each other, but that of a dutiful subject who sends a

bird to a temple, praying for some blessings for the king or a member of the

royal family. The reign of Par&kramab&hu V (a.d. 1348-60) witnessed the

appearance of the first -mndeia-kdoya in Sinhalese, Tisara-sandesaya. MayUra-

sandesaya is another work composed during the reign ofBhfivanekabShu V (a.d.

1360-91). Seven such texts are known to be extant now and two of them,

Stlalihivi-sandesaya and Parevi-sandcsaya, are by To{agamuve Sri RShula (fif-

teenth century).

The foregoing survey makes it abundantly clear that the Pali and Sanskrit

literatures not only inspired Sinhalese scholars and writers to compose excellent

works in these languages, but also led to the growth of a fairly extensive litera-

ture in the language of the land which shone with multi-faceted brilliance.

The contribution of the Dravidian languages of South India, particularly of

Tamil, in the evolution of the Sinhalese language has also been indicated.

SOUTH-EAST ASIA

The countries ofSouth-East Asia formed a stronghold ofIndian culture from

the early centuries of the Christian era. The extent of Indian influence in the

field of languages and literatures of this vast area is particularly remarkable.

Scholars have detected that the languages spoken in the various parts of South-

East Asia not only often adopted, without losing their basic character, Sanskrit

abstract and material terms, but also were influenced in many cases by Sanskrit

rhetoric and prosody, and sometimes even by grammatical rules of euphony,

compounds, etc. Some idea can be formed from the fact that in the Cham
lexicon, the number of Sanskrit words is about 700 out of a total of9,350,“ and

in Siamese, the number of Sanskrit and Pali words would be 1,362 in a total of

40,000.” In the Malay dictionary compiled in the early part of the sixteenth

century, some Sanskrit words have been listed. Words of Sanskrit extraction

have also penetrated the vocabulary of the Buginese, Busang, and Bari lan-

guages in Celebes. Even the remote Tagalog language of the Philippines has

admitted some Sanskrit words. But the largest influx has occurred in Old Java-
nese. In a well-known Old Javanese dictionary, Sanskrit words number no less

than 6,790; and the ratio of Sanskrit to Old Javanese in some Old Javanese

texts would be as high as 4 to 9, while the proportion in the kakaoins (poetical

UM. D. Raghavan, op. cit., p. 84.

uCf. E. Aymonicr and A. Cabaton, DicHonrudre cam-frangaist (Pari*, 1906) ; J. Gonda, Sanskrit

in Indonesia (Nagpur, 1952), p. 52.

lrV. Thompson, Thailand: The New Siam (New York, 1967), p. 760.
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compositions) is often 1 to 4 or 2 to 7.u As early as a.d. 515, a Malayan king

wrote to the Chinese emperor that ‘the precious Sanskrit’ was known in his

kingdom.1* But whereas a vast Sanskrit literature in manuscript form has come

down to us from the Hindu-Javanese period, preserved mainly in Bali, hardly

anything of the same period has reached us from Kambuja, Campa, Burma,

Thailand, Malaya, or Sumatra. Sanskrit inscriptions numbering several

hundred, discovered in most of these countries, however, indicate that

Sanskrit was widely studied there. The inscriptions, usually written in

flawless'A^a style, may be treated as specimens of Sanskrit literature. Another

great result ofthe Indian impact was the gift of the Indian script. The languages

of South-East Asia are mostly written in scripts derived from the old Brahmi

alphabet of India.

I. KAMBUJA (CAMBODIA)

In Kambuja (earlier Fu-nan), some inscriptions have over 200 verses written

in various ornate metres, besides the iloka or armstubh and the upajdti-indraoajrd-

upendravajra group. They also exhibit different forms of alankSra including

upama, ilefa, etc.*® Some of the inscriptions are written in the gaudl style, using

exaggeration, alliteration, and long compounds.®1 Many of the rulers as well

as queens and princesses of Kambuja were accomplished Sanskrit scholars,

and some of them have left specimens of their composition. We may mention

in particular the names of King Suryavarman II (a.d. 1116),** Prince Surya-

kumara (a.d. 1186),** and Queen Indradevi.** A number of Kambuja rulers

were adepts in Vedic learning. Thus King Suryavarman I (a.d. 1002-50)

has been described as proficient in the Vedahgas. The Vedas as well as the

Vedanta and Vedanga were studied by the Brahmanas. A Saiva Brahmana

called Sakrasvamin figures in an inscription of a.d. 713 as being well versed in

the VedSnta and the Taittiriya.** All these studies proliferated in the Angkorian

period {c. a.d. 800-1150) and continued at least up to the reign of King Srin-

dravarman (ajd. 1307).** The study of the grammar of Pacini, Mfmathsa,

Nyaya the Purapas, the Dharma-Sastras, etc. was also pursued vigorously.

King Yafovarman (a.d. 889-900) is said to have composed a commentary on

the MahabhSfya of Patafijali.*’ There are quotations from Pacini (1. 4. 58-59 and

Malay Archipelago and Malacca (Bataira, 1876), pp. 10-11.

-V r2^ inMO of the XXVIth International Congress of Orientdists IV, Pp. S2S.

“Cf. G. Coodfc* in MHanges i’indianisme offerts par ses Hives i M. Sjdvatn Lto (Pan*, 1911), pp.

21

**“R. C. Majumdar, Inscriptions of Kambuja (Calcutta, 1953), p. 430.

*»Ibid., No. 177. “Ibid., No. 182.

*»G. Cocdia, Inscriptions du Cambodgt, IV, p. 58.

••R. C. Msjumdar, op. cit., No. 190.

"Ibid., No. 62.
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80) . A Brahmana named Vidyavi4e?a is said to have mastered, besides grammar,
the VaiSesika system of Kanada, the Nyaya system of Gautama (Aksapada),

the Samkhya system of Kapila, and the texts on Buddhism. The Hora-6astra

(astrology) and Siddhanta-Sastra (astronomy) were also studied.®8 Several

inscriptions not only refer to Manu’s code, but actually quote from it,*® while

kings, ministers, and others are often described as 'proficient in the Dharma-
Sastras’. Chapters VIII-IX of the Mam Samhita, with some modifications, still

constitute the basis of the legal system ofmodern Cambodia.80 The Dhanurveda

(archery), Ayurveda (medicine), Gandharvavidya (music), and Kama-Sastra

(erotics) were also studied.

A record of the sixth century tells us that a Brahmana called Soma£arman,

who was a brother-in-law of King Bhavavarman I, dedicated a copy of the

R&mayana, a complete copy of the Mahabharata, and also a copy of a Purana

for daily recitation before the deity named TribhuvaneSvara.81 In the following

century, a manuscript of the sambhava section of the Adiparvan of the Mahabha-

rata was deposited in the temple of Bhavajnana.8* Scholars proficient in the

recitation of the Ramayana and the Mahabharata as well as ‘numerous Puranas. ..

without omitting any one’ have been referred to in Cambodian inscriptions.**

Allusions to many stories from the epics and the Harivanda are found in the

inscriptions. Among the scholars specially proficient in the study or recitation

of the epics were Sivasoma, VagJSvarapandita, and Kavindrapandita. The
last-named is credited with having explained a ‘developed’

(
vistara

)
text of the

Mahabharata.3*

As the royal house worshipped the Devaraja-liriga for many centuries,

the deities of the Saiva-Tantric pantheon were especially honoured in Kambuja.

The Sdok Kak Thom inscription of Udayadityavarman II speaks of the study

of some Tantric texts during the reign of King Jayavarman II (a.d. 802-50).

Inscriptions also refer to the teaching of the doctrines of the Saivite sect of the

Pa£upatas and of the Vaisnavite sect of the Pancaratras by competent instruc-

tors.*8 Among other treatises, the Siva Samhita,** the Saivite Yoga manuals, 37

Sivadharma,** and Guhya-tikS80 have been mentioned in local inscriptions. It is

"Ibid., No*. 74, 152, 180, etc. -Ibid., No*. 66-68.

*°Sce A. Leclere, Rechercker sur Us origins Brahmaniques des lois Cambodgtenms
;
R. Lingat, * “L**

influence juri dique de I*Inde au Champa et au Cambodge’, Journal Asiatique (1949), pp, 237, 286.
flR. C. Majumdar, op. cit., No. 13.

"Ibid., No. 41.

"Ibid., Nos. 13, 41, 97, 173, and 149A.
*4K. K. Sarkar, Early Indo-Cambodian Contacts (Santiniketan, 1968), p. 42.

•5R. C. Majumdar, op. cit., No. 66.

"Ibid., No. 102.

a7A. Barth and A. Bergaigne, Inscriptions sanskrites du Camps et du Cambodge, No. 17B, Verses 6,

130.

MG. Coed&s, Inscriptions du Cambodge

,

V, p. 193.

**R. C. Majumdar, dp. cit., No. 180.
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interesting to observe in this connexion that the reputation of many Indian

authors travelled to Kambuja. The inscriptions ofYaiovannan make particular

reference to such authors as Vatsyayana, Gupacjhya, Bharavi, and Mayflra.4®

Although Kalidasa’s name does not occur in the available inscriptions, it ap-
pears from some of the inscriptions that their authors were well acquainted
with his style and works.41 There are some folk-tales ofKambuja which closely

resemble those of India in structure and details.4*

Buddhist texts were also studied in ancient Kambuja. Mention has been
made in epigraphic records of the Pratityotpadana, Brahmaghosa, and Saddharmar-

fabha**A commentary on the Tattva-safigraha and the texts called Madhyaoibhdga

and Parami Tantra have also been referred to. Yajnavaraha, guru of King
Jayavarman V, has been described in an inscription as ‘proficient in the doc-

trines of Buddha’.44 Some Pali inscriptions also attest to the growing popularity

of Hinayana Buddhism during the last days of Kambuja’s greatness.

II. CAMPA (SOUTH ANNAM)

The inscriptions of Campa number over one hundred and they exhibit

their authors’ knowledge of Sanskrit rhetoric and prosody and their ability to

use various atankaras and metres with consummate artistry.44 There are ref-

erences to rulers who studied the Vedas and were proficient in the six branches

of Hindu philosophy, Panini’s AstadhySyi, the KadikS-vrtti

,

and the Uttarakalpa

of the Saivas4* as well as the Dharma-Sastras47. The inscriptions attest to the

great popularity of the Ramdyana, the Mahabharata, and the Puranas in Campa.

We learn from an inscription of King PrakaSadharma (c. a.d. 653-79) that an

image of Valmiki was installed at Tra Kian.48 An eleventh century record

refers to an unknown Sanskrit text called Puranartha, described as a ‘mine of

information’. The Buddhist sacred texts also seem to have been studied well,

since the Chinese general Liu Fang is said to have sacked the capital city of

Campa in a.d. 605 and taken away 1,350 Buddhist texts. In his Mison stelae

inscription dated a.d. 1170, King Jaya Indravarman IV claims to have been

wjbid.. No. 64.

«V. Raghavan, op. cit., pp. 48-49,

"Byan Raj Chatterjee, Indian Cultural Influence in Cambodia (Calcutta, 1928), pp. 245fF.

4»o. Goed&s and H. Parmentier, Lisle GMrale des Inscriptions el des Monuments (Paris, 1923),

No. 111.

**R. C. Majumdar, op. cit, No. 102.
.

«The earliest epigraphic record of Campa is the Vo-canh rock inscription which xs possibly

of the fourth century a.d. and contains some verses in the Sikharfor, Vasantatilaka, and £Sr<Wavtkrifita

metres. See D. C. Sircar, SeUet Inscriptions, Vol. I (Calcutta, 1942), pp. 471ff.—DCS.

mBulletin do I'EcoUfrauds, d'Extrtms-Orunt (BEPEO), Vol. XI, p. 268; R. C. Majumdar, Ancient

Indian Colonits in the Far East, Vol. I (Lahore, 1927), No. 45.

«l. Finot, *Les Inscriptions de Mison', BEFEO, Vol. IV (1904), p. 965.

*•Bulletin de I’EcoU Jranjaiss d'Extrime-Orient, XXVIII, p. 149.
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versed not only in grammar, astrology, and philosophy, but also in the

doctrines of the Mah&yana.

III. BURMA

The earliest records ofBurma, found in the vicinity ofProme and belonging

to the fifth century a.d., quote parts of the Buddhist canon in Pali.4* The
Mulasarvastivadins, who used Sanskrit texts, have left their traces in the relics

of the seventh and later centuries. Archaeological and inscriptional evidences

prove that Buddhism was introduced into Lower Burma, before the fifth-sixth

centuries a.d. and it remained a flourishing religion in the area till the middle

of the eleventh century with Thaton, capital of the Talaing country, as one of

its most important centres. The conversion of King Anoratha (Aniruddha,

Anuruddha) ofPagan in Upper Burma, by a Talaing monk named Shin Arahan
in a.d. 1057, had a tremendous impact on the fortunes of Therav5da Buddhism

in Burma. On the refusal of King Makuta*0 of Thaton to surrender the Tripi-

{aka and other sacred texts, Anoratha marched on Thaton and carried away to

Pagan not only the king as a prisoner, but also many artisans and priests with a

huge load of sacred texts. This dissemination of Buddhism and the Pali canon

was sustained by the patronage of King Anoratha and his successors and by
a close religious contact with Ceylon and KSficI, strongholds of Theravada

Buddhism.

PALI LITERATURE

The earliest specimens of literary effort in Burma are in inscriptional Pali

in East Indian characters referring mainly to religious themes. But they have

little literary merit. Paleographically speaking, the oldest ofthem was composed

before the eleventh century a.d. Dr Mabel Haynes Bode*1 observes that a

safe starting point for the history of Pali literature in Burma would be the elev-

enth century. The Pali literature ofBurma includes commentaries on Buddhist

canonical and other sacred texts as well as works on metaphysics, grammar,

prosody, rhetoric, and law. The Burmese wrote, in addition, Niti treatises,

folk-tales, particularly theJataka stories, etc. The pilgrimages of Uttarajiva and

his famous disciple Capafa to Ceylon in the latter part of the twelfth century

proved to be events of great significance in the progress ofTheravada Buddhism

in Burma. It was due to their efforts, particularly of Capafa, that Sinhalese

Buddhism came to predominate in Burma. The Sinhalese recension of the

"The reference teems to be to the Maunggun gold-plate inscriptions (Epigraphia Indica, V, p.

101; D. C. Sircar, op. tit., pp. 462ff.)—DCS.

"The name Makuta was formerly read at ‘Manuha* (Journal ofthe Burma Research Society, XXXII,

1948,p.89).

“See Mabel Haynes Bode, Pali Literature of Burma (London, 1909), p. 10.
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Tripi^aka in its Pali version naturally occupies a place of honour in Burma.

Capafa made a substantial contribution to the Pali literature of Burma. He
wrote the VinayagUlhattkadipani which explains difficult passages in the Vinaya

Pitaka. He is credited with several other works also. Ariyavaihsa, a monk of the

Gapafa sect, who had setded at Ava during the reign of Narapati (a.d. 1442-

68), wrote the ManisdramahjUsd, which is a commentary on the Abhidhammat-

thabhavani. He has also other works to his credit including Jatakamsodhana, a

study on the jatakas. Among the seventeenth century monks of Saggaing, a

Thera named Tilokaguru wrote a tikfi on the Patthdna, the most important book

of the Abhiddhamma Pitaka, while another monk wrote the Visuddkimagga-

ganthipadattha and the Gulhatthadipani. The latter explains difficult passages in

the books of the Abhidhamma Pitaka. Commentary literature developed in

Pegu, and the tradidon was kept alive in other centres like Amarapura near

Mandalay down to the nineteenth century. The Gandhaomhsa. written in the

seventeenth century by Nandapahna, gives us the history of the Pali canon.

In writing grammatical works, scholars of Burma were the equals of those of

Kambuja and Indonesia. Aggavaihsa wrote the Saddanlti, a grammar of the

Tipitaka, in a.d. 1154. In the DhatumSla, second part of this work, the author

furnishes the Sanskrit equivalents of the Pali forms, thus showing his mastery

over both Sanskrit and Pali. Capata, mentioned above, was the author of the

famous Suttaniddesa or Kaecayanasuttaniddesa which explains the suttas of Kacca-

yana, the great Pali grammarian. Saddhammasiri’s Saddatthabhedacinta is

based partly on Kaccayana’s Pali aphorisms and partly on Sanskrit authorities.

There are several famous commentaries on it. King Kyaswa (a.d. 1234-50)

wrote two grammatical works, Saddabindu and Paramatthabindu . During the tune

of the Shan king Sihasura or Thihattu (a.d. 1312-24), Sirimahgala wrote

commentaries explaining the grammatical base of the Samantapdsadikd of Bud-

dhaghosa, which was itself a commentary on the Vinaya Pitaka. Another work

on Pali grammar is the Saddasdratthqjdlini by Nagita, written under the same

king’s patronage. Saddhammakitti compiled the famous vocabulary Ekakkha-

rakosa. The Vacakopadesa of Vijitavi of about the end of the sixteenth century

holds its ground in Burma till now on account of its logical exposition of gram-

matical science. The Kavisdra, a treatise on metre, was composed by Dhamma-

buddha of Pegu in the fourteenth century. Saddhammanana wrote the

Chandosdratthavikdsini, a commentary on the Vuttodqya which is a Pali work on

metre, and the Chapaecayadipani,
a work on prosody. He is also said to have ren-

dered the Kdtantra Vydkarana into Pali. After King Anoratha’s invasion in the

eleventh century, traces of literary activity in the Thaton-Pegu repon of the

Talaing country are revealed by the Sdsanavathsa, the famous Pah chronicle of

Burma, written in 1861. The Talaing monk Sariputta Dhammavilasa wrote

the juridical text entitled Dhammavilasa Dhammasattha about a.d. 1174 when
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Narapatisithu (a.d. 1173-1210) was the ruler of Pagan.** In the thirteenth

century, the Shan king Wagaru or Wareru compiled the Wagaru Dhammasattha

in Talaing, following DhammavilSsa, which exhibits the influence of the codes

of Manu, YajnavaJkya, and Narada. King Alaungpaya (a.d. 1752-60) also

ordered the compilation oflaw books, and some Hindu legal codes ascribed to

Manu were translatedinto Pali and Burmese, under orders from King Hainbyu-
shin (a.d. 1763-76), with the^ssistance of Brahmapas brought from V&ranas!.

The king also appointed scholars to translate a number of Sanskrit works on
grammar, astrology, and medicine into Burmese. Bode observes: Tn the legal

texts, we notice the use of the Pali language (1) to preserve a Hindu tradition

derived from the Talaings and (2) to consecrate Burmese customary law which

could, we may suppose, be codified equally well in the Burmese idiom. The
classic literary language naturally chosen in such cases as the attribute of awe
and majesty befitting the written code is here also the reminder of the debt

that Burmese custom and law owe to Buddhism.’**

IMPACT OF PALI ON BURMESE

The impact of Pali on Burmese was profound. The former contributed in a

massive way to the evolution of a Burmese vernacular literature by the four-

teenth century. Burmese was an agglutinative language and Pali lent it terse-

ness, delicacy, and volition, especially in its nominal and verbal inflections

as well as in the formation of large compounds. Literary specimens of the

vernacular anterior to the second half of the fifteenth century*4 have not

survived and those that are extant include tales on the previous lives of Buddha
based on the Jdiaka stories and translations of important Buddhist texts. This

trend continued in the centimes that followed.

STUDY OF SANSKRIT

The Brfihmapas attached to the royal courts of Burma as soothsayers and
counsellors exerted their influence on the royal patrons and thus preserved and

promoted Sanskrit culture and learning. Some of their writings have been pre-

served in the Nagari, Bengali, or proto-Bengali scripts.** There are inscriptions

in Sanskrit or in mixed Pali-Sanskrit, which also testify to the study of Sanskrit

in the country in earlier days. In the days ofKing Anoratha, there were scholars

in Pagan who were well versed in the Vedas, particularly the Atkarva-Veda.*•

In the Kaly&pi inscription dated A.D. 1442, we come across the names of some

Sanskrit texts, which cover the grammar of the K2tantra school, the Kiiiki,

"Ibid., p. 33. "Ibid., p. 89.

UU Hk Pc, Litkratora bimana (Rome, 1957), p. 791.

MMabd Haynes Bode, op. cit., p. 100.

"Ibid., p. 50.
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lexicography, Nititcxts, etc.*7 Shin Arahan is said to have been proficient in the
four Vedas, while two monks of Ava are said to have been ‘learned in the
Vedic texts, but deficient in the study of the Canon. However, by ‘Veda’
the Burmese scholars of the seventeenth century may have meant Br&hmanical
texts on astrology, astronomy, medicine (Ayurveda), and sciences in general,

texts on magic, manuals on love and sex, and so on.M As late as 1852, the chief

queen of a Burmese king is said to have been versed not only in the canonical
texts of Buddhism, but also in the Vedas." The Hitopadeia fables also attained

wide currency in Burma. Sometimes, the kings took active steps to propagate
Sanskrit learning in the country, especially by way of translation of Sanskrit

texts like Vopadeva’s Mugdha-bodha, besides works on astrology, palmistry,

medicine, erotics, and so on.

IV. THAILAND AND LAOS

The earliest written records in Thailand are some archaic Mon inscriptions

in South Indian characters of the sixth or seventh century a.d.“ These inscrip-

tions contain some Sanskrit and Pali words. Thai literature, properly so called,

did not develop before the fourteenth century. With the establishment ofAyut-

thaya as the capital of the Thai kingdom, poetic compositions like the curse

upon the flood waters or the prayers addressed by the court to divine beings

and spirits before the commencement of a trial by ordeal, all of non-Buddhist

texture, were made or inspired by the Brahmanas who inherited the traditions

of Angkor. The Burmese law code called Wagaru Dhammasattha, which largely

drew upon the Mam Samhita, was introduced into Thailand. Ritualistic poems

are said to have been composed by the court Brahmanas brought from Kam-
buja after her defeat in the thirteenth century. In a.d. 1345 Lu Thai, grand-

son of the famous Rama Khambaeng, composed the TraibhUmikathd (‘Story of

the Three Worlds’), a voluminous text on Buddhist cosmology, and it has come

down to us in a Siamese translation." The range ofsubjects studied by Lu Thai

included, as an inscription tells us, the Vinaya and Abhidhamma, the Veda,

law, mavims as well as treatises on astronomy and the calendar." A poem

entitled Lilit Yuen P'ay,
which is full of Sanskrit words, was composed during

the reign of King Paramatrailokanatha (a.d. 1448-95). A session of the Great

pp. lOlff.

uS&sanavaihsa, pp. 68, 110. 117.

"Mabel Haynes Bode, op. eit., p. 51.

—SSsanmathsa, p. 154.

"Among the early epigraphic records of Thailand, mention should be made of a number of

day t"»i» bearing small texts in East Indian characters ofabout the ninth-tenth centuries

AJ>. The resemble those discovered at Indian sites like NSlandS. See Journal of Ancient Indian

History, V, pp. 366 ff.. Plates XI-XIIL—DCS.

•»G. Coed4s, The Traibhuoanakathd (1957), p. 349.

**Q. Coed4s, Recueil du Inscriptions da Siam, I (Bangkok, 1924), pp. 98-99.
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Council was held at Chieng Mai in a.d. 1475 to revise the Pali scriptures.

The tempo was caught by a band of royal scholars who composed the poem
Mahajali, based on the Vessantara Jataka, in a.d. 1482. Sinhalese monks settled

in Thailand and Laos also contributed to the dissemination of knowledge of

the Buddhist scriptures in Pali. The fillip thus imparted led to the production

of the two notable works, the Mangaladispani and Dhammapada-attkakathi. The
latter was translated into Mbdern Siamese during the reign of King Rama III

(a.d. 1824-51). King Narayana (a.d. 1657-88), who was a patron of poets, is

said to have written several poetical works, two of which refer respectively to

Balin’s instructions to Sugrlva and Dasaratha’s advice to Rama, both based

upon the Ramayatta. The first-known Siamese version of the Ram&yana called

Ramakien (Ramakirtti)
,
composed by King P’raya Chakri between a.d. 1770

and 1780, is incomplete. The first complete version is assigned to the reign of

King Rama I (a.d. 1782-1 809).44 Ramakien has been utilized by many later

Thai writers. The dramatic literature of Thailand owes its origin to, and was

influenced by, the Rama saga of India, although its affiliation is to certain

floating Rama legends including the story of the Daiaratha Jataka.“ Eigh-

teenth century Thai literature included fourteen plays, the themes ofwhich were

borrowed from the Jataka stories.

The literature of Laos is but a dialectical variation of Thai literature.

Among its important productions are some edifying religious works of which

the best-known are the apocryphyal ‘Fifty Jataka Stories’ and the Laotian

version of the Pancatantra consisting of four collections of stories. The Laotian

work, entitled Mangalasutta, by Sirimangala enjoyed a great reputation.

V. MALAYSIA

The ancient Malay inscriptions, which belong to the last part of the seventh

century a.d., contain some Sanskrit words pertaining mainly to the calendar

and religion, and some abstract terms.44 The Trengganu (a.d. 1326-27 or a.d.

1386-87) and Pasai (a.d. 1380) stone inscriptions contain many Sanskrit

words.47 The artificial world created by Malaysian folk-tales is linked with the

folk-world of India. The story of the tress of a lady’s hair floating in a golden

bowl reminds us of a well-known Bengali folk-tale. While some stories are

MNicolas, *Le RamSyana siamois analyst’, Extiime Aste (1928), No. 19, p. 297; No. 21, p. 409;

No. 23, p. 565; No. 25, p. 21.

••Prince Dhani Nivata, Selected Articles, II (The Siam Society, The Fiftieth Annual Commemora-

tion Volume, Bangkok), pp. 177-78.

••The earliest inscription discovered in Malaysia contains Buddhist tracts engraved on a pillar

by Mah&navika Buddhagupta of Raktamj-uikS in West Bengal. It is written in the fifth century cha-

racters of South India, which must have been prevalent in the Kedah area during the age. See

D. C. Sircar, op. cit. 9 p. 465—DCS.
97Journal of the Malay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society

,
II (1924), pp. 252, 258; XXXI (1958)

p. 37.
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influenced by the Rdmdyajia, many have been traced in the Kathdsarit-sdgara,

and a large number have their counterparts in the Jdtaka stories, the Pafaa-
tantra, and the Kathd literature.® The Malay romances have episodes often
speaking of merchants, princes, and ascetics from India, while Hindu fairies,

spirits, sages, gods, and goddesses jostle in them with Islamic fairies, sages, and
heroes. In a general way, a.d. 1350-1450 may be taken to be the period when
the Islamic matrix of Malay literature was laid; but it had not yet shed the

traits of its earlier Indian character.

The Malay Rdmdyana, known as Hikayat Seri Rdma, has two versions in which
theflotsamandjetsam from the east, west, and south-west ofIndia were gathered

to produce the prototype of the Malay texts.® Some of these Indian elements

arrived in Malaya in the twelfth century and might have been woven into the

texture of Hikayat Seri Rama between the twelfth and seventeenth centuries.7*

Some works of the fifteenth century, such as Hikayat Iskandar Dhu'l-Kamain

and Hikayat Amir Hamzah, also betray the influence of the Rdmayarta as well as

the Mahdbharata through its Javanese version known as Bhdrata-yuddha. The
Javanese Bhdrata-yuddha is represented in Malaya by Hikayat Perang (Pdn^lava-

jaya). Hikayat Rdjardja Pasai in prose contains a tag translated from the Tamil

Matfimekalai. Sejarah Melayu (‘The Malay Annals’) shows familiarity with Sans-

krit and Tamil as well as with the Rdmdyana and the Bhagavad-Gltd.n Hikayat

Merang Mahdvarhsa (‘The Kedah Annals’), based on local folklore, bears the

stamp of the Rdmdyana and the Jdtaka stories. The shadow plays of Malaysia

drew their themes from the Rdmdyana and the Mahdbhdrata, and they were

presented by invoking the deities of the Hindu pantheon like Siva and Gane£a

as well as important figures of the two great Indian epics like Rama, R3vapa,

Vibhisana, Indrajit, and Aijuna.

VI. INDONESIA

The earliest records ofJava, such as the inscriptions of King Punjavarman

(fifth century a.d.) of West Java, of Tuk Mas, of Canggal (a.d. 732), and of

the Sailendra rulers, are all written in Sanskrit.7* No Old Javanese text is

available prior to the ninth century.7* The earliest inscriptions in Old Javanese

reveal the growing infiltration of Sanskrit words into the vocabulary of the

former. The Indo-Javanese language took literary shape in the period between

-Ibid., XXXI (1958), pp. 2off.

"Ibid., p. 85.

™Ibid., p. 37.

»H. B. Sarkar, Indian influences on the Literature qfJam and Bali (Calcutta, 1934), p. 129; Journal

of the Malay Branch <f the Royal Asiatic Society, XXXI, pp. 38-39.

i»H. B. Sarkar, Corpus qf the Inscriptions ifJava, I (Calcutta, 1971), Noa. 1-3, 5-6, and 10; J. G.

De Caspar!*, PrasasB Indonesia, I & II (Bandung).

”H. B. Sarkar, Corpus of the inscriptions qfJava, No. 7.
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A.t>. 650 and 850when Sanskrit-OldJavanese dictionaries and simple grammars

appear to have been written. The lexicon Amaramdla, which refers to King

Jitendra of the Sailendra dynasty, and the Vajrayana text Sang Hyang Kama-

hdyanikan

,

a part ofwhich is called Sang Hyang Kamahdyanan Mantranaya, belong

to a period prior to the beginning of the tenth century to which the Old Java-

nese Rdmayana is usually assigned. Indo-Javanese literature began to flower in

Central Java; but it developed its golden age at the courts of the eastJavanese

kings from about a.d. 925 to 1400. The literary output of this period of about

five centuries may be reviewed under the following heads: (i) the Vedas (as

known under the name in Bali) and the Pur&pas; (ii) the Agamas, Dharma-
iSstras, Niti-sShitya, and Sasana; (iii) Ka$<ja (grammar, rhetoric, prosody,

astrology, etc.) ; (iv) Itihasa including prose parvans and kakavins (poems in

Sanskrit metres); and (v) Miscellaneous including kidungs (ballads in native

metres), tantri (fables of Sanskrit or native origin), babad (historical works),

etc.

VEDAS AND PURAtfAS

The Vedas were studied in Java, as in Indo-China, in the ancient period;

butwhatnow pass under this name are mantras and stutis meant for the different

deities of the Hindu and Buddhist pantheons. It is worth noting that no

complete mantra, as given in these texts, has been found in India. What has

been preserved in Bali are called Rk, Tajus, and Samavedatiras, which are sung,

not recited, on the first day of the bright half of the month and on full-moon

nights. Other mantras include the Veda-parikrama-sSra-sariihitd-kirana containing

many subsidiary mantras which are to be accompanied by various mudrSs and

by pranaydma, nydsa, kumbhaka, etc. In fact, no Vedic mantra has been found

anywhere in Indonesia, except a fragment of the gayatri which also occurs in

post-Vedic and post-epic Indian literature. Besides a number of Buddhist

hymns, many hymns dedicated to Surya, Sri, Vayu, Pfthivi, Yama, Vasuki,

and others have been discovered in Bali. The spiritual tenor of the mantras and

stutis is doubtless Indian, but no full text of the hymns has yet been traced in

India. Of the Pura^as, only Brahm&n^a Parana has been discovered in Java. It

has a prose and a versified recension. According to Gonda, the prose recension

may be dated in the tenth or eleventh century.74 The subject-matter ofthis work

has been borrowed for the most part directly from a Sanskrit recension, though

in certain respects the text tallies better with relevant portions of the Vayu,

Matsya, and VarSha Puranas. The versified recension, called Brahma,pffa Purdna-

kakaain or Pftku-vijaya, was composed by Aftagu^a in eighteen cantos probably

in die twelfth century. Many works written in the Pur&gic style and of a

M
J. Gouda, *Het OwliavaanKfae Brahmitfa PurSfa’, Bibliothtea Jacanica, No. 5 (1932-33); “The

Okl-Javancae Brahmitfa Pvript, PurSfa, II (1960).
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Cosmogonical nature have been discovered in Bali. Most of the Old Javanese

works contain anuftubh stanzas in Sanskrit with Old Javanese elucidation.

Tantu Panggelaran, which is a veritable repository of cosmogony, mythology,

and church-history, was composed between the fourteenth and sixteenth

centuries. Another work of a Puranic nature is Agastyaparva containing some

Sanskrit stanzas and Agastya’s answers to the questions of his son Dpjhasya.

Tattva Savang Suoung and Adi Puratia deal with cosmology and allied topics.

Manik Maya, a later work, is also written in the Puranic style.

AGAMAS and dharma-SAstras

Among the works which constitute the Agamas and Dharma-Sastras,

Bhuvanakosa and Bhuvanasathksepa of the Saiva Tantric school contain some

Sanskrit stanzas. Tattva Sang Hyang Mahajndna expounds the implications of

linga worship and Vfhaspatitattva (also perhaps called Sivatattva) contains many

Sanskrit verses, and discusses various doctrines of Saiva theology. Ganapatitattva

in which Siva replies to Ganapati’s queries is another Old Javanese text on

Saiva philosophical speculation composed in anutfubh stanzas with OldJavanese

exegesis. Among the works of the NIti class Kunjarakarna, an Old Javanese text

composed between the twelfth and fourteenth centuries, recounts how the

yakfa Kunjarakariia sought the advice of Vairocana for gaining rebirth as a

higher being. The story of the previous births of the two yaksas, Kunjarakarna

and his friend Punjavijaya, is narrated in the Old Javanese text Bhuvanatattva-

paricaya. Sdra-samuccaya, another text of the Niti class, has about 517 Sanskrit

Slokas, of which 321 have already been traced in the Mahdbhdrata, Pancatantra,

and Hitopadda. It was so important that an Old Javanese legal text called

Purvddhigama (also called Sivaiasana) refers to it among the texts which a

pragvivdk (prafoivaka, judge) must study. VratUasana (c. thirteenth century) and

Slokantara have thirty-seven and eighty-three Sanskrit ilokas respectively, each

having an ethical base. Of the books on statecraft and allied matters, mention

should be made of the Rdjapatigundala of King Bhatati or Krtanagara, Raja

Kapa Kapa, and Navanatya. Ethical matters mixed with statecraft form the

subject of the Nitiidstra-kakavin (second half of the fifteenth century) and

Kdmandaka Rdjanlti which can be considered either as a fragment of the Sanskrit

Kdmandakiya Jfitisara or as part of an anthology. 75 In the Old Javanese text

called Nitipraya, Sage Vyasa plays a leading role. A large number of Old Java-

nese texts, such as Kufdramdnava, Svarajambu, Affddaia-vyavahara, and Adigama,

belonging to the Sasana or Smrti literature ofJava and Bali, are based upon

the Mam Saihhitd. Kufdramdnava claims to have been promulgated by Bhfgu in

the tretd yuga. Pdrvddhigama, which has been already referred to, contains

Sanskrit ilokas.

hq, Hooykaa* in Journal iff tht Quota India Socuty, XV (1956), p. 2S.
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kAnpa works

Svaravya&jana, Adisvara, Krtavasa
, Suksavasa, and Karaka-saAgraha are works

on grammar. The references to P&nini and Kdtantra Vyikarana in Karaka-saAgraha

and to CSndra Vyakarana in the inscriptions of ancient Java seem to be indicative

of the tradition of the study of Sanskrit grammatical literature in Java.7* There

were besides, Sanskrit-Old Javanese lexicons such as the AmaramdlS, already

referred to, and the Candakaram. Of the works on prosody, the most outstanding

is the Vfttasahcaya
,
written by Mpu Tanakung probably in the twelfth century.

It deals with more than a hundred Sanskrit metres and refers to Pingala and the

Pingala-chandah-sUtra. The impact of Sanskrit rhetoric on the Old Javanese

kakavitu is considerable. These remind one of the Buddha-carita, Raghuvamia

,

Kumarasambhava, Siiupala-vadha, etc. Some works dealing with medicine,

astrology, and astronomy have been found in Java, which contain many words

of Sanskrit origin.

ITIHASA or epic works

We shall now turn to the epic literature ofJava and Bali. The Old Javanese

Rdmayana, the first and perhaps the best of the kakavins, was probably composed

about the first quarter of the tenth century by YogiSvara, whose real name,

according to Balinese tradition, seems to be Rajakusuma or Kusumavicitra.

The text contains 2,774 stanzas, divided into twenty-six cantos and written in

various Sanskrit metres. The major part of the text is a translation of the Bhatti-

kdvya. The story broadly follows Valmiki’s Ramdyana, but ends with the return

ofR&ma, Slta, Laksmana, and their entourage to Ayodhya. The OldJavanese

Uttarakanda is not part of YogiSvara’s Ramdyana
,
but constitutes an independent

work. There are also later recensions of the Rdmayana, such as Rama Kling,

Serat Kanda, Ramdyana Sasak
,
Rama Kidung Bali, Rama Tambang

,
and many

others of lesser importance. Indeed, it has been said that there are about 1,200

versions ofthe R&ma story prevalent in East Java alone. 77 The Ramdyana stories

furnished the themes oflocal shadow plays, and were depicted on temple reliefs.

They also inspired a cycle of stories in Old Javanese, such as Sumanasdntaka,

Arjuna-vijaya

,

and Hariiraya. Sumanasdntaka, which means ‘death by flower’,

depicts the love affair of Aja and Indumati. Arjuna-vijaya, written by

Mpu Tantular after a.d. 1365, handles the theme of Arjunasahasrab&hu’s

fight with Ravaga. The story of Hariiraya is based upon the Old Javanese

Uttarakdtfa and discusses how the gods, being threatened by Milyavan and

other demons, turned for succour to Vi$gu who killed the demons.

No less popular was the Old Javanese Mahdbhdrata, ofwhich the Adi, Virdta,

Udyoga, and Bfdftnaparvans were composed under orders ofKing Dharmavamia

"H. B. Sarkar in ibid., Ill (1936), pp. 108-12.

”J. Kata, Ha RSm&m tp Jnaansdu tmpeMitfs, p. 17.
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Anantavikrama (a.d. 991-1007), some other portions having been composed as
late as the fourteenth century. Bharata-yuddha-kakavin, dealing with the middle
section of the MahabhSrata, was composed by Mpu Sedah, preceptor of King
Jayabhaya of Kadiri, but was completed by the Buddhist author Mpu Panuluh
in a.d. 1 157. The text has fifty-two cantos, with 731 stanzas and is written in

various Sanskrit metres. It concludes with the death ofSalya and the consequent
self-immolation ofhis beloved wife Devi Satyavati, the submission of his crown-
jewel by ASvatthaman, and the wise rule of Yudhi§lhira. The Harivarhia has
an Old Javanese recension by Panuluh, which narrates in an original way a
fight between Kfsna andJarasandha over Rukminl. The same theme is handled
by Mpu Trigmja in Kfsnayana composed in the beginning of the twelfth

century. The Old Javanese Bhagavad-Gita, which contains many Sanskrit ilokas,

is an abridged version of the original. Of the many kakavins belonging to the

Mahabharata cycle of stories, Arjuna-vivaha was composed in thirty-six cantos by
Mpu Kanva during the reign of King Airlangga (a.d. 1019-42). Hari-vijaya des-

cribes some episodes from the Adiparvan, such as the churning of the milk

ocean etc., while the duel between Sunda and Upasunda forms the theme of the

Old Javanese kakavin, Ratna-vijaya. Ghatotkacairaya or Ghalotkacaiarana describes

the fight between Abhimanyu and Laksmanakumara over the beautiful maiden

Ksitisundari, and relates how Ghatotkaca assists Abhimanyu to win the girl.

Indra-vijaya handles the themes of the assassination of Tri&ras, Indra’s loss of

paradise, and the rule and downfall of Nahu§a, while the Old Javanese prose

text called KoravaJrama describes the story of the resurrection of the heroes of

the Kuru-Pandava war, their spiritual adventures, and other episodes. Another

Old Javanese poem Kfsnantaka deals with some of the themes of the last few

panans of the Mahabharata excluding the Svargarohanaparvan. Navaruci
,
probably

of the fifteenth century, describes Bhima’s adventures in his search for the elixir

of life.

Smaradahana, written in the twelfth century by Mpu Dharmaja in forty

cantos, describes the burning of Kama by Siva’s wrath. Sutasoma, which is also

called PurufSdaianta, narrates how Puru$ada, who had conquered all the kings

of BhSratavarsa (India), was ultimately subdued by Sutasoma, an incarnation

ofBodhisattva. Kalayavanantaka, also known as Krsna-vijaya, deals with the fight

between Krsna and Kamsa, while Rama-vijaya describes, in sixty-three cantos,

the fight between Jamadagni and Angaraparna. Bhomakavya, written perhaps

in the fourteenth century by Mpu Bradah, relates the fight between Krsna

and Bhoma or Bhauma (Narakasura). The story supplied material for shadow

plays of the entire Malayo-Indonesian world. Tanakung’s Lubdhaka is an in-

teresting kakavin. It tells how on a pitch-dark night a hunter, trembling with

fear, was hiding in a vilva tree and accidentally caused a leaffrom the tree to fall

on a SivaliAga below, which ultimately led to his salvation. The outline of the
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story has presumably been taken from some Indian Pur5nic source.78 The
Indian epics and Puranas supplied many themes for the shadow plays of Indo-

nesia. These plays, which have kept alive the Indian epic and Puranic stories

even in Islamic Indonesia, were popular as early as the beginning ofthe eleventh

century.78

MISCELLANEOUS WORKS

There are some works of the nature partly of chronicles and partly of

historical romances, called kidungs. Among such works, the following deserve

special mention : Kidung Sunda, Rangga Lawe, and Harfa-vijqya. In the field of

tantri or fables, the most important text is Tantri Kamandaka, which is

principally based upon the Pancatantra and Hitopadtia. Some of the stories

occurring in this work are depicted in the temple panels at various places.80

Allied to the tantri group are some folk-tales which have found place in other

groups of stories, such as the story of the deer and the crow, of the porcupine

and the hill, of the cat and the turtle-dove, which find their parallels in the

Pancatantra and Hitopadtia as well as thejataka and Katha literatures. There are

many legends in Indonesia which also point to her close cultural link with

India. Reference may be made in this connexion to the celebrated Javanese

workt Aji Saka, which records a tradition of the art of writing having been

introduced in Java by a Brahmana called Tritresta. It is, however, difficult

to say how far this is based on facts, but we cannot ignore that the order of

alphabet in Devanagarl has been imitated in Sumatra and Celebes. Although

the order is different in Javanese, it appears that the Indian arrangement was

not unknown to the people of Java.81 Among the historical works, the most

famous are Nagarakrtagama and the Pararaton . Nagarahrlagama (a.d. 1365) by

Prapafica has been composed in various Indian metres. It contains some

descriptions which strikingly remind one of their parallels in Sanskrit litera-

ture.88 The other, Pararaton (written between c. a.d. 1278 and 1478), is a prose

text. It also bears the stamp of Indian influence in that the first part of the

book, for instance, opens with the well-known Indian formula, Ova avighnam

astu namas siddham."

After the downfall of the Hinduized State of Majapahit around a.d.

1500, Javanese literature became divided into two streams, the main one in

Bali laying there the matrix of the Middle Javanese literature as an offshoot

of Old Javanese and distinct from Old Balinese. The other stream continued

7,H. B. Sarkar, Indian Influences on the Literature ofJava and Bali, p. 317.

"Ibid., p. 290.

••J. L. A. Brandes, TjandiDjago (The Hague, 1904), pp. 68-69, Photo No*. 71, 72, etc.; N. J.

Krom, Barabudur, I (The Hague, 1927), p. 177.

i4H. B. Sarkar, Indian Influences on the Literature ofJava and Bali, pp. 15-16.

"Ibid., pp. 385 ff.

"Ibid., p. 388.
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inJava under stagnantconditions. The preservation ofmuch of the rich Indian

legacy was owing to the fact that when Majapahit was destroyed, the prin-

ces, the elite, the priestly community, and others fled to Bali, taking with

them their earthly possessions including books. The date which marked the

end of the MiddleJavanese literature and the beginning of the New Javanese

may be taken as c. a.d. 1628. Indonesian literature of the Middle Javanese

and New Javanese periods has been greatly influenced by the penetration of

Islamic theology and literary ideals and they have been responsible for creating

a hybrid composition of a very peculiar type. Adam, Sulaiman, Mohammed,
and Hamza have appeared along with the heroes of the R&mayatfa and the

Mah&bhdrata.

It has been mentioned earlier that the order of the Devanagari alphabet

was followed in the Sumatran and Celebes languages. The impact of Indian

influence was also felt in the domain of loan-words in these areas. Moreover,

there are reasons to believe that in the pre-Islamic period there existed a rich

Indian and Indianized literature in Sumatra.8*

VII. THE PHILIPPINES

It is only recently that the subject of Indian influence on the Philippine

language and literature, script, art, and other matters has received increasing

attention from scholars.8* Indications are that such influence reached the

Philippines when the same was at its zenith in the zones intermediate between

India and the Philippines dining the twelfth-fourteenth centuries. The

Islamization of the Malayo-Indonesian world since the sixteenth-seventeenth

centuries gradually halted this process of Indianization. It is true that in the

field oflanguage and literature, the native languages of the Philippines did not,

as in the case ofSouth-East Asia in general, undergo syntactical or grammatical

modifications on account ofthe intrusion ofthe Sanskrit language and literature,

but there is no doubt that they helped to enrich the vocabularies as in the case of

other South-East Asian languages. Besides, the Rama saga had its impact on

the Maranaw version of the story, but the predominant influence on it was

from the Malayan version. Further study of Indian influence on the Philippine

language literature only can determine the extent and depth of its perco-

lation.

«H. B. Sarkar, Some Contributions ofIndia to the Aneient Cinlitation ofIndonesia and Malaysia (Calcutta,

1970), pp. 100-101.
, , _ _

"Vide in this connexion the following publications by J. R. Francisco.

ti\ Indian talk in the Philippines (with Sfietial Reference to Language and Literature), Quezon City,

!»» («) nfnmm, «(«« cu«™i ***»». M,mU’ i9?i;

City, 1978; (i»> 'Wri. 1- MW* l"*** “»•

Studies in Indo-Asian Art and Culture, Vol. II, New Delhi, 1973.
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The foregoing survey would convince any one of the appropriateness of

the remarks of S. Ldvi, quoted approvingly by G. Coedis : ‘Mother of wisdom,

India gave her mythology to her neighbours who went to teach it to the whole

world. Mother of lawand philosophy, she gave to three quarters ofAsia a god,

a religion, a doctrine, an art. She carried her sacred language, her literature,

her institutions into Indonesia, to the limits of the known world, and from

there they spread back to Madagascar and perhaps to the coast of Africa,

where the present flow of Indian immigrants seems to follow the faint traces

of the past.’**

N The Indiansled States ofSouth-East Asia (Honolulu, 1968), p. xvi.
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WESTERN COUNTRIES

I
NDIA’S contact with the outside world, especially with West Asia and parts
of Africa and Europe, was established in remote antiquity and developed

through successive ages. Trade and maritime enterprises marked the beginning
of this contact which was further strengthened by cultural relations. This
intercourse resulted in a wide range of Indian literature—religious, philo-

sophical, scientific, fictional, etc.—finding its way to the regions referred to

and making a great impact there in the course of time. An attempt has been
made in the following survey to consider the extent of the spread and influence

of Indian literature in the Western countries.

WEST ASIA

Religious Literature'. Some of the Vedic gods were worshipped in West Asia

as early as the fourteenth century b.c. This has convincingly been proved

by the Boghaz K6i inscriptions. 1 In subsequent centuries, some forms of

Brahmanical religion prevailed in different parts of West Asia. According to

the Syrian writer Zenob, there was an Indian colony in the canton of Taron

on the Upper Euphrates, to the west of Lake Van, in the second century b.c.

The Indians built there two temples containing images of gods about 18 and

22 ft. high. When in c. a.d. 304 St. Gregory came to destroy these temples,

he was strongly opposed by the Indians.2 It is reasonable to presume that the

Indians carried to tills area their sacred literature with them. Buddhism spread

in West Asia during the days of A£oka (c. 273-232 b.c.). Alberuni (c. a.d.

1030) says that in former times Khorasan, Persia, Iraq, Mosul, and the countries

up to the frontier of Syria were Buddhist. The influence of Buddhist and other

forms of Indian religious literature upon West Asian religious systems was by

no means insignificant. Traces of Buddhist influence are unmistakable in the

doctrines of Mani, a Persian saint, who flotirished during the reign of the

Sassanian king Shapur I (a.d. 241-72). A Manichaean treatise written in the

form ofa Buddhist sutra speaks ofMani as Tathagata and mentions Buddha and

Bodhisattva.* Buddhist legends were popular in the Arab world. The story

iJRAS (1909), pp. 1094-109. These records contain the names of the following Vedic deities:

Mitra, Varupa, India, and the NSsatyas.

*R. C. Mtjumdar (Ed.), The History and Culture qf the Indian People, VoL II (Bombay, 1968), pp.

633-34.

•Hid., p. 633. See also Hemchandra Raychaudhuri, Political History qf Ancient India (Calcutta,

1958), p.’ 521.
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of the Great Renunciation of Buddha occurs in a book called Kitab Bilawhar

wa Yudasqf. From Arabic it was rendered into Georgian and then into other

European languages including Greek and Latin. A Manichaean version of this

legend was discovered by Le Cog from Turfan on the basis of which P. Alfaric

proved that Indian Buddhist legends reached Europe about the third century

a.d. through the Manichaeans.4

The Islamic world, while'extending its borders to India, became interested

in things Indian, and Arab writers like Sulaiman (a.d. 851), Ibn Khuradadba
(a.d. 912), Abu Jwaid (a.d. 916), Alitkhari (a.d. 951), Masudi (a.d. 956),

and others wrote treatises on India. Their knowledge about Indiawas superficial,

but there were many Arab scholars interested in Indian wisdom. It was through

their efforts that several Indian scientific treatises were translated into Arabic.

As a result, there was a renewed interest about India among the Arab scholars,

the foremost among them being Alberuni who came to India to have a first-

hand knowledge of the country. His celebrated work on India is popularly

known as Kitabul Hind which contains an interesting account of the prevailing

Hindu thought and way of life. He learnt Sanskrit and translated a good

number of Sanskrit treatises. The subjects of his interest were varied. From
his own writings it appears that he had a basic idea of the contents of the four

Vedas, though he did not read them directly. He knew about the existence of

eighteen Puranas, but read only the Matsya, Adilya, Vayu
, and Visnudkarmottara.

He had a thorough acquaintance with the Mahabharata and the institutes of

Manu. He was well versed in the Bhagavad-Gita and was in fact the first to intro-

duce it into the Islamic world. Under the patronage of several Muslim rulers of

India many Sanskrit texts were translated into Persian as a result ofwhich these

had easy access to the West Asian countries. Zain-ul ’Abidin, ruler of Kashmir,

got the Mahabharata translated into Persian in the fourteenth century. A number
of scholars of Akbar’s court were commissioned to translate into Persian the

Alharva-Veda, Mahabharata
,
Ramayana

,
Harivamia

,
Bhagavad-Gita, Yogavasistha,

Vifnu Purana, Bhagavata Purana, etc. Such Persian translations of Sanskrit reli-

gious literature were produced under the Muslim rulers in other parts of India

also. Among the works translated, the following deserve special mention: the

Brahmavaivarta Puraria, Adhydtma Ramayana, Vraja-mahatmya, Gaya-mahatmya, and

Kasi-khanda. Dara Shikoh translated fifty Upanisads in his Sir-i-Akbar.

Philosophical Literature: Indian philosophical treatises were directlyintroduced

into the Islamic world by Alberuni who had a thorough knowledge of the

writings ofGaudapada, the ancient Sathkhya texts (especially the SSrhkhya-karika

of ISvarakj-sna) ,
the Yoga-SStra ofPatanjali(he had used a different version which

has not yet been discovered), the Nyaya-S&tra of Gautama and Nyaya-bhasya

of Vatsyayana, the Mimamsa-SUtra ofjaimini, the Agastyamata (a Nyaya text),

4P. Alfaric, 'La vie Chritienne du Bouddha’, Journal Asiatique (1917), pp. 271ff.
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etc. How thoroughly he understood the intricacies of Indian philosophical

systems is proved by the way in which he presented them in his celebrated dis-

sertation on India.

Scientific Literature—Medicine: The Sassanian king of Iran, Khusru Anushir-

wan (a.d. 531-79), was interested in Indian medicine. Interest was similarly

shown by the Abbasid Caliphs ofArabia by whose order a number ofstandard

Hindu treatises on medicine were translated into Arabic. Harun Alrashid

(a.d. 786-809) established a translation bureau (baitul hikmat), where learned

scholars were employed to render books on scientific subjects into Arabic. Among
the translators were two well-known Indian scholars, namely, Mankh and

Ibn-i-Dahan (Dhan or Doban). Khalid, a minister of Caliph Almansur

(a.d. 754-75), took great care to get Sanskrit medical, pharmacological, and

toxicological texts translated into Arabic. The medical texts included such

famous works as the Caraka (Sirak), the SuSruta (Sasrad), the Nidana (
Tedan),

and the Astanga of Vagbhata. The Caraka was translated by Abdullah, while

the name of the translator of the Suiruta was Mankh (Minikya or Manika),

referred to above, who cured Harun Alrashid ofa severe illness and was appoint-

ed head of the royal hospital by the grateful Caliph. A tenth century

Sanskrit text on snake-bite by one Rai was also translated. An Indian lady

doctor, Roosa, and her works were also known in Arabia. Among the Indian

visitors to Abbasid Baghdad, mention may be made of Sabeh, a physician;

Dhan, translator of Indian sciences into Arabic; Shanuk (Canakya?), author

of a number of scientific treatises on poison, astrology and astronomy, morals,

and veterinary science; and Kan-kah, writer of four books on age ,
secret of

birth’, ‘cycles of the year’, and ‘beginning of the year’.* Alrazi or Rhazes of the

ninth-tenth centuries a.d. incorporated Indian medical science in his Kitab-

al-hawi known to medieval Europe as Liber Continess through the Latin transla-

tion by Moses Farachi.*

Mathematics and Astronomy : About a.d. 771, an Indian traveller, who came

to Baghdad as a member of a political mission, introduced a treatise on astro-

nomy which was translated by Ibn Ibrahim Alfazari.’ This is mentioned by

Alberuni® who also refers to the visit to Baghdad of another group of Indian

scientists in a.d. 778 led by a ‘well-known Hindu scholar’ who communicated

to Ya’kub Ibn Tarik the Hindu traditions regarding the distance of the stars.*

Subsequently, Ya’kub Ibn Tarik incorporated in his Tarikh-al-Aflak principles

of Indian astronomy. These scholars brought such works on mathematics as

the Brahmasphuta-siddhanta and the Khanda-khddyaka of Brahmagupta, which

•A. M. Shushtery, Outlines of Islamic Culture (Bangalore, 1954), pp. 247ff.

•C. Singer, A Short History of Science (Oxford, 1841), p. 149.

’P. K. Hitti, History of the Arabs (London, 1960), p. 307.

E, A. Sachau, Alberuni's India (London, 1888), p. 15.

•Ibid., p. 67.
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were translated into Arabic. It was thus that the Arabs first became acquainted

with a scientific system ofastronomy. Alkhwarizmi (a.d. 859) based his widely-

known astronomical tables (zij) on Alfazari’s translation mentioned above.

He made an abridgement and translation of the Brahmasphufa-siddkSnta (popu-

larly known as Sind-Hind in Arabia) ofBrahmagupta. Alkhwarizmi was the first

exponent of the use of numerals, including the zero, in preference to letters.

These numerals he called hmdi, indicating their Indian origin. His work on the

Hindu method of calculation was translated into Latin {De Numero Indico)

which has survived while the Arabic original has been lost. 10 Mahavira, in his

Gaqita-s&ra-saAgraha, and other Indian scholars like Aryabhata II and Sridhara

dealt with operations using zero and the summation ofn terms of a geometrical

progression. These were borrowed by the Arabs, and John of Seville and

Abraham Ibn Ezra utilized them from the Arabic system. Other mathematical

ideas, including the iulva theorem, solutions to indeterminate equations as found

by Brahmagupta and Bhaskara II, and the introduction of sine and cosine

functions in trigonometry were of Indian origin, which went to Europe through

Arabia. Ibn-i-Jabahir Albattani studied the Indian use ofratios and introduced

it among the Arabs. Alberuni’s Qanunal-Mas'udi was largely based upon Indian

astronomical ideas. He also translated the SUrya-siddhanta of Varahamihira.

The Arabic division of the ecliptic into twenty-eight parts was evidently bor-

rowed from the Indian.11 Thus, Indian astronomy exerted great influence upon

the astronomical thinking of the Arabs. Indian conceptions of lunar-zodiac,

cosmic cycles, liberatory motions, equinoctial and solstitial points, estimation

ofthe precession of equinoxes, etc. were strikingly original and these became the

basis of modem astronomy.

Fictions and Fables: In the domain of myths and legends, there were many
features common to India and West Asia. The flood legends of West Asia,

especially the one found in the epic of Gilgamsh, have some resemblance to

similar legends described in the Satapatha Brdhmana and the Puranas. Reference

should also be made in this connexion to the cosmogonic myths, and earth and

com myths. Myths and legends about the mysteries of creation, life and death,

the stages of life from the cradle to the grave, and the domains of theogony

and apotheosis entered West Asia from different sources including India and

were echoed in Rabbinic and re-echoed in Islamic mythology, altered and

adapted so as to suit the spirit of monotheism. 11 Rabbinic myths and tales

have, on the one hand, entered Islamic literature, and Mohammed and his

commentators have largely drawn from Jewish sources. On the other hand,

up. K. Hitti, op. fit., pp. 573-74.

UR. G. Dutt, Later Hindu Civilization (Calcutta, 1965), p. 104.

1#Loke*h Chandra and others (Eds.), India’s Contribution to World Thought and Culture (Madras, 1970),

pp. 574-75.
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many legends of the Talmud and Midrash were directly or indirectly adopted
from Indian sources. In the Qjiran,1* we have the cosmographic conception of
seven firmaments and seven underworlds reminding us of the same Hebrew
conceptions which are quite similar, if not identical, to Brahmanical, Buddhist,
and. Jauta. speculations. 14 The myth of Shemhazai and Azael, a tale of
Jewish origin, which in Islamic literature is told ofHarut and Marut, resembles
strikingly the story of Sunda and Upasunda in the MaMbhdrata.

Indian fictions and fables at first translated into Persian were later rendered
into other languages of West Asia. The most prominent example is the Panca-

tantra, the famous book of fables in Sanskrit, which was first translated into
Pehlavi by Barzoi in collaboration with an Indian scholar at the command
of Khusru Anushirwan (a.d. 531-79). This translation is lost, but it was the
source of the first Syriac translation by Bud in a.d. 570. The Pehlavi version
was translated into Arabic about the middle of the eighth century a.d. by
Ibn-i-Maquffa. From the Arabic version there arose several others in West
Asia, namely, a later Syriac version [c. a.d. 1000), a later Persian version (c.

a.d. 1130), and a Hebrew version
(c . a.d. 1250). A number of Buddhist j&takas

were also translated into Arabic. ASvaghosa’s Buddha-carita was edited and
modified by Arab writers. The Sukasaptati

,
another famous Indian book offables

in Sanskrit, underwent more than one translation into Persian. At the begin-

ning of the fourteenth century there was already extant a rather crude version

which was replaced by a finer one under the title Tutinama by Nachshabi, a

contemporary of Hafiz, in a.d. 1330. Through this version, which included a

part of the Vetdla-pancaviihSati
,
many Indian fables found their way to Europe. 15

According to P. K. Hitti, the basis of the famous Arabian book of fables,

Thousand and One Nights, was a Persian work containing several stories of Indian

origin. 15

AFRICA

The fundamentals of ancient Egyptian culture were known even to the

Vedic Indians. This is proved by a Upanisadic reference to mummification. 17

Aioka is known to have sent missionaries to Egypt. The presence of Indians in

Egyptian Alexandria has been recorded by Dio Chrysostom and Ptolemy.

There is evidence of the existence of Brahma^a philosophers at Alexandria

»xu. 8ff.

MN. N. Bhattacharyya, 'Brahmanical, Buddhist and Jain Cosmography*, Journal of Indian

History, Vol. XLVII, pp. 43-64.

"A. B. Keith, HSL, p. 359.

lfP. K, Hitti, op. cit., p. 404. See also Cosquin, £tudss Folkloriques, pp. 265ff. and A. B. Keith,

op. cit., p. 361.

17Cf. Chi. U., VIII.8.5. In Indian tradition people living in countries from Iran westwards

were known as Asuras. See R. C. Majumdar, op . cit., Vol. I (1971), pp. 222-28.
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during the Ktq&Qa period.1*A Brahml inscription ofthe third century a.d. has

been discovered in Egypt* We have to remember, however, that India’s histori-

cal and cultural relations with Egypt did not bring the former into direct

contact with genuine African culture and civilization, as Egypt during the time

of ASoka was Hellenized and thereafter it was successively dominated by the

Jewish, Persian, and Arabic powers. But, India’s relation with occupied Egypt

was a deeply ingrained one.*Not only Sanskrit and Sanskritic culture, but also

regional languages, especially those from South India, were able to create some

impression in the minds of the Egyptian Greeks. Reference may be made in this

connexion to a few lines in a Greek drama found in a fragmentary form on the

papyrus remains of the second century a.d. from Oxyrrhincus in North Egypt,

in which is depicted’a scene ofan Indian court where the king and his courtiers

speak in a foreign language. E. Hultzsch examined the extant specimens of

that language, as preserved in the aforesaid work, and came to the conclusion

that those were ancient forms of the Kannada language. 1*

Apart from Egypt, the only African country with which India’s cultural

contact is known to us is Ethiopia. A hoard of Kusana gold coins of Kings

Kadphises ll, Kaniska I, Huvijka, and VSsudeva has been discovered near the

monastery of Debra Demmo in northern Ethiopia. Possibly by 250 b.c. the

Indians came to know about KuSadvipa, land of the Kufia people—Ethiopia

or Nubia—from the Persians. The commercial contact between India and

Ethiopia, which is amply testified by the evidence of the Periplus of the Erythrean

Sea (c. a.d. 78), led to the adoption of a small but significant group of loan-

words from Indian languages into Ethiopian. There are reasons to believe that

the Indian systems ofwriting influenced the Ethiopian script. The vowel marks

to the basic consonantal letters,for example, were introduced into the Ethiopian

script from Brahmi and Kharo§th!*° owing perhaps to the influence of the

Indian merchants and residents at Adulis and Aksum in the third and fourth

centuries A.D.*1 A Brahma seal belonging to the early Christian era has been

discovered in the Adulis area. The coins of Kadphises II in the Debra Demmo
hoard have legends in Indian Prakrit in the Kharos{hi script. Not only the

Indian principle, but the actual signs and their order were also adopted in

many cases in the old Ethiopian script. As Professor Chaim Rabin observes:

‘In older Semitic writing, consonants alone are to be found and no vowels are

indicated. This is a shortcoming in the writing of the Semites which they did

not succeed in overcoming by themselves. The Greeks solved it by using some

Semitic consonants to indicate vowels. The Indians, on the other hand, invented

Indian Historical Quarterly, Vol. XII, pp. 124ff.

l*JRAS (1904), p. 399. See also Suniti Kumar Chatterji, Languages and Literatures of Modern

India, p. 292 qpd R. C. Majumdar, op. cit. t Vol. II, p. 626.

“Suniti Kumar Ghattciji, India and Ethiopia (Calcutta, 1966),
r
p. 49.

*Md.
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special letters for the vowels, and originated the idea of two written forms for

each vowel, one at the beginning and one for the middle of the word, which
is attached to the consonant as in modern Indian writings. This happened in

India quite early. In about a.d. 300 we find in Ethiopia, a country also

influenced by India in other respects, the same system of adding vowels as

little circles and strokes to the consonant letters, as the Ethiopians do till today

. . .They must have learnt this from India, as it is also proved by the fact that

they recite the vowels in approximately the same order as is customary in

Sanskrit.**1

EUROPE

Philosophical and Religious Literature : Greece was presumably the first

European country to come into close cultural contact with India. Scholars are

of the opinion that Greek philosophy was deeply influenced by the Indian.**

The philosophy ofPythagorus, who lived in the sixth century b.g., was probably

derived from the Saihkhya system of India.*4 According to a Greek tradition

preserved by Eusebius, Aristoxenus (a disciple of Aristotle) knew the summary
of a conversation held between Socrates (fifth century b.c.) and an Indian

philosopher. Alexander’s invasion (327-325 b.c.) placed the East-West cultural

contact on a firm basis. Alexander was himself interested in Indian philosophy.

It is stated that an Indian philosopher named Kalanqs went with him from

India.*5 H. G. Rawlinson cites examples from Plato’s Republic which have very

close bearing on the Indian doctrines of Karma, Maya, etc.** Parallelisms

between some doctrines ofthe Upanisads and those ofthe Eleatics are sometimes

too striking to be ignored. R. Garbe, who made a detailed analysis of the

Indian influence on Greek philosophy, pointed out that some ofthe fundamental

ideas of Anaximander, Heraclitus, Empedocles, Anaxagoras, Democritus,

and Epicurus can definitely be traced to the S&mkhya system.*7 The distant

regions to which A&oka sent Buddhist missionaries included Macedonia and

Epirus (or Corinth) in Greece. ASoka claims that these missionaries achieved a

definite success in preaching Buddhism in these areas.*8 The neo-Platonist phi-

losophy, which came into existence in the first century a.d., was presumably

influenced by the Samkhya system.** Plotinus (a.d. 204-69), chief of the neo-

*Ibii„ p. 55.

"Richard Garbe, Philosophy of Ancient India (Chicago, 1897), pp. 32-56; R. C. Majumdar, op.

eit., Vol. II, pp. 630-33; A. A. MacdoneU, HSL, pp. 421-24.

MR. c. Mfyumdar, op. cit., ,Vol. II, pp. 630-31 ;
Leopold Von Schroeder, Pythagoras und die Inder

(Leipzig, 1884); H. T. Colebrooke, Miscellaneous Essays, Vol. I (2nd Edn.), pp. 436-37.

“J. W. McCrindle, Ancient India as Described in Classical Literature (Westminister, 1901), pp. 69-74.

“Cf. G. T. Garratt (Ed.), The Legacy of India (Oxford, 1938), pp. 5ff.

"Richard Garbe, op. eit., pp. 390ff.

**R. C. Majumdar, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 616.

**A. A. MacdoneU, op. tit., pp. 422-23.
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Platonists,depended upon the Indian Yoga system for his philosophic doctrines.*0

There is reference to Appolonius and Plotinus as looking towanls India as the

home of wisdom.01 The Christian doctrine of Gnosticism, which flourished in

the second and third centuries a.d., owed much to Indian philosophy, parti-

cularly to the SSmkhya system.” The conception ofmany heavens propounded

by the Gnostics is drawn from 'the fantastic cosmogony of later Buddhism’."

M. Eliade has shown thiSt Christian mythology and mysticism were in-

fluenced by Indian ideas and that Indian beliefs and practices are referred to

in Western literature.” Buddhist Jdtaka stories influenced the Christian gospels

and parables. On this point more than fifty parallels have been suggested by

eminent authorities. Buddhist legends were familiar to the Western world. The
most remarkable example is Barlaam and Joiaphat (eighth century a.d.) written

in Greek by John of Damascus, which is a Christianized version of Buddha’s

renunciation. The Buddhist background of this story was first discovered by

E. R. Labuli in 1859 and it was emphasized by F. Liebrecht in 1860. The Indian

epics, particularly the Mahabhdrata, were well known to the Greeks at least

in the first century a.d. as it is evident from the statement of the Greek rhetori-

cian Dio Chrysostom (a.d. 50-117).”

Scientific Literature : Greek and Indian medical theories are strikingly similar.

The idea of breath, pneuma in Greek and prana in Sanskrit, as the source and

producer of all movements and changes, is emphasized in three treatises of

Hippocrates as well as in classical Ayurvedic texts. Something similar to the

Ayurvedic conception of tridosa or tridhatu is found in Plato’s Timaeus. We have

also references in the Hippocratic collection to the borrowing of some Indian

drugs and medical formulas in Greece. J. Filliozat says: ‘India may very well

have influenced the Hippocratic collection and Timaeus particularly, since

Plato failed to mention his sources and since, moreover, his doctrine is closer

to the Indian than to that of any contemporary Greek school. The influence

of Indian ideas on certain aspects of Greek medicine during Plato’s time is

further supported by the mention of Indian medicaments, including pepper,

in the Diseases of Women
,
part of the Hippocratic collection. Indian medical

knowledge must have sipped through the Persian empire, then the overlord

of parts of India and Greece alike along the trade routes described by Strabo

and Pliny.’” Indian medical science also made its way to Rome where Indian

herbals were one of the principal imports. Lithotomy, which was one of the

"Ibid., p. 423.
,l
J. W. McCrindle, op. cit., pp. 183-84.

tsA. A. Macdonell, op. cit. f p. 423.

p. 424.
MM. Eliade, Toga, Immortality and Freedom (New York, 1958), pp. 432ff.

MA. A. Macdonell, op. cit., p. 414.

M
J. Filliozat, A General History of Science (London, 1957), p. 156.
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outstanding feats of ancient Indian surgery, was praised by the Roman Gelsus

as a typical Indian practice followed by other nations in his compendium.
Galen ofPergamum, who belonged t6 the second century a.d., openly admitted
that Roman physicians administered Indian drugs to their patients. Aryabhafiya

of Aryabhata I, composed in four sections, one on mathematics and others

on astronfimy, was translated into Latin by an Italian mathematician in the

thirteenth century a.d.

Legends and Fables'. The Vedic myths have parallels in the Indo-European
speaking areas of Europe which are probably due to their common origin.

Of Indian origin may be the story of King Solomon and Asmodeus which was
taken over and brought to Europe where it appeared first in Gesta Romanonm.
Other Indian legends also reached Europe, and can be traced in Gesta Roma-

norum and in the stories of Boccacio, Straparala, Chaucer, and La Fontaine.

The Padcatantra was introduced into Europe through its Arabic version made
about a.d. 750 by Ibn-i-Maquffa, and exercised very great influence in shaping

the literature of the middle ages in Europe. Among the earliest European ver-

sions, the following deserve mention: the Greek version (c. a.d. 1180), the

Spanish version (c. A.D. 1251), the Latin version (translated in c. a.d. 1270

from the Hebrew version and printed in a.d. 1480), the German version

(translated from the Latin version in about a.d. 1411 and first printed in c. a.d.

1481), the Italian version (translated from Latin in a.d. 1552), and, finally,

the English version (translated in a.d. 1570 from die Italian). Tn the whole

field of world literature’, says Dr V. Raghavan, ‘there has been no work more

remarkable than the Sanskrit Paflcatantra of which 200 versions arose in more

than fifty languages, three-fourths of which are non-Indian’.*7

Interest in Indological Studies : The first Englishman to learn Sanskrit was

Charles Wilkins who published in 1785 an English translation of the Bhagaoad-

Gitd. This was followed by the English version of the Hitopadeia in 1787, and of

the Sakuntala episode of the Mah&bharata in 1795. His Sanskrit Grammar ap-

peared in 1808. He was also the first to translate some ofthe Indian inscriptions

into English. Sir William Jones, founder of the Asiatic Society ofBengal, made

a deep study of Sanskrit literature and translated some celebrated Sanskrit

works like the AbhijMnaSakuntala (1780), Rtusamhdra (1792), and Mam Smjti

(1794). His English version of the AbhijnSna-Sakuntala was rendered into German

by G. Forster in 1791 and was highly admired by Goethe. This German trans-

lation created a great impression on Goethe, so much so that while writing the

prologue of his famous drama Faust he modelled it on that of K31idSsa's work.

H.T. Colebrooke edited the Amarakofa, AftSdkyaji, Hitopadeia, and Kir&t&rjuiriya,

and translated a number of inscriptions also. The German poet Friedrich

**V. Raghavan, Sanskrit: Essays on tht Value of the Languages and the literature (Madrai, 1972),

p. 146.
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Abdul Halim Sharar, his Firdaus-i-Barin, Malik
Aziz Varjina, etc., 652

Abdul Malik, 429; his Parasmani, 432; his

Rubattrthar Tatri
,
431

Abdul Odud, 457
Abdur Rahaman, 479; his Sandeia-rdso

,
643

Abdur Rahim Khankhana, his Madandstaka,
Rahim-dohavali, etc., 497

Abhayadeva, 157, 176; his Jayanta-vijaya, 210
Abhayanandin, his Mahdvftti, 318
Abhiahamma Pitaka (Abhidharma Pitaka),

184,185, 189, 193-95, 200, 202, 203, 711,

712, 733, 761

Abhidharmako$a (see Vasubandhu); -uydkhya, 204
Abhidharma-mahaiasluiy 203
Abhidharma-mahdvibhd$d-idstra

y Chinese Iran, of,

733
Abhijrldna-Saktmtala (see Kalidasa)

Abhimanyu Saniamasimhara, his Prema-cinta-

mani, Sulaksand, Vidagdha-cintamani
, etc., 567

Abhinava Candra, his Aiva-vaidya, 514
Abhinavagupta, 258n., 300, 301, 524-25; his

Ahhinava-bharati
, 296; his Locana

,
258n.,270;

his Paramdrtha-sara etc., 98; his Tantrd-

loka, 99; his Tanlrasdra
,
525

Abhinava Kalidasa, his Bhdgavata-campu
,
267

Abhinava Vacaspati Mi4ra, his Nydya-sutroddhara
,

Nydya-tattvaloka, 378
Abo Salamevan Kasub, king, his Ddhampiya-

atuvd-gatapadya , 755
Abu Salih Bin Suayb Bin Jami, 591

ArfrSfiga, 152, 156, 169, 170, 171

Acintya-bhcdabheda, 381, 385
Acyutananda Dasa, 564, 568; his Harivarnia , 565
AcyutarSya, 292; his Tdla-kaldbodht

,
368

Adbhuta-Brdhmana
, 25

Adbhuta-Rdmayana ,
45-46

Addanki Gangadhara, his Tapati-mmvaranamu
,

630
Adhamalla, 351,355
Adhydtma-Rdmayana

, 41, 49n., 701, its Persian

tran., 774; of Ezhuttacchan, 539
Adiga, Gopalakrishna, 519
Adigama, 767

Grantha, 579, 581; poems of Baba Farid in,

580; poems of N&madcva in, 550; poems of

Sikh Gurus in, 582; songs of Kabir in, 494

Adindthacaria (see Vardhamana)
Adi Purdfia (see Pampa)
Adityasena, Aplisad inscription of, 402, 403

Adiy&rkku NalUr, 611

Adlay Akbari, Punjabi tran. of, 584
Adler, Alfred, 429
Advaita, 69, 96, 113, 124, 127, 130, 325, 329,

377, 381, 383, 388, 643
Advaita-brahma-siddhi (see Kasmiraka Sadananda

Yati)

Advaita-siddhi (see Madhusudana Sarasvati)

Advani, Kalyan, 598
Africa, 600n.; India's contact with, 773, 777-79

Agama(s), 44, 93, 96, 97, 98,99, 101, 102, 103,

105, 134,13911., 156, 158, 169, 322, 324,
626n., 766, 767; commentaries on, 104;
language of, 91 ; literary style of, 92 ; origin
of, 43 ; sddhanas of, 1 40

AgamSc&rya Sankara, his Tdrd-rohasya } 1 36
Agama-pramanya (sec Yamuna)
Agama-^astra, 98
Agarkar, Gopal Ganesh, 553
Agarwala, Ghandrakumar, his Pralimd etc., 428
Agarvvala, Jyotiprasad, his Labliita

,
43 In.;

his $oriita Kuvdri etc., 430
Agastya, 6, 100, 137, 767 ;

his Aditya-hfdaya-stotra,

39-40, 148, 229; his Ratna-sdstra, 358
Agastya-Sdtra

,
134

Aggavamsa, his Saddaniti
, 201, 761

Aginsky monastery, Indian texts preserved and
printed in, 728-29

Agncya
(
Anala

)
Agama, 43, 91

Agni, 18, 131, 132n,, 137, 144
Agnidesa (Yen-ch’i or Karashar), 703, 707, 708,

710, 714, 717

Agni Parana , 14n„ 40, 66, 69, 92, I09n., Ill, 143,

149, 298, 347, 357, 358, 362, 363, 367

Agnivcsa, 714; works attributed to: Agniresya

Gfhya-Sutra , 34, Ahjana-nidfina, 357

Agradasa, his Dhydna-maftjart, Kundaliriil, Rama-

dhyana-mafijari, etc., 495

Ahandnuru
(
Nedunlogai ), 147, 603, 604

Ahirbudhnya Samhitd, 44, 111), I23n.

Ahmad Shah Abdali, 527

Ahmed Ali, his Twilight in Delhi, 4G9
Ahobala, his Sahgita-purijdta, 367
Ahom(s), 419, 424, 425,426, 431, 660-61

Ahuja, J. D., 5%
Ahuja, Sugan, 598
Aiiikurunuru, 603, 604
Aitareya Aranyaka, 26, 28
Aitareya Brdhmana, 23, 90, 107, 118, 384, 023;

Bengali tran. of, 450

Aitareya Upanifad, 26, 28, 382

Aiyanar Itanar, his Purapporul-venbd-malai

,

010
Aiyar, V. V. S., 618

Ajan Fakirar Gita, 690
Ajayapala, his Anekdrthako^a, 332

Aji Saka
,
770

Ajita Agama
, 43, 91

Ajita Kesakambalin, 387

Akalanka, 160; his Atfaka, 231 ;
his Tnttiwtha-

rdja-vdrttika, 159

Akbar, emperor, 497, 582

Akbar, Urdu poet, 651

Akbarnama . Kashmiri tran. of, 532 ;
Punjabi tran.

of, 584; Sanskrit tran. of, 221

Akhandananda, his Tattva-dipana, 382

Akhilatman, his Naiskarmya-siddhi-vivarana, 382

Akhtar Mahiuddin, 534

Akhund Abdur Rahim, 592

‘Akilan', 617, 619, 620
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Akgayadfisa (Akho), 480; Kb Akho-gita, Anubhava-

bindu, CiUa-vicdra-samv&da, 48

1

Akfayamati-nirdeJa-Sutra> 729
Alagiyavanna Mohottala, his Subdsitaya based

on Hitobadeia, 755
Alartkdra-dappana, 182
Alahkara-i&stra(j)

,

293, 398, 403, 414; manuscripts
in Nepal or, 697

Alaungpaya, king, 762
Alberuni, I42n., 151, 283, 350, 359, -*60, 773,

774, 775: his Kitabul Hind, 774; his know-
ledge of Hindu religious and philosophical

texts, 774-75; his Qpnunal-Mas'udi (based
on Indian astronomical ideas) and tran.

of .Surya-siddhdnta, 776
Alexander, his interest in Indian philosophy, 779
All Haidar, 582
Allah Bachayo, bis Sair-i-Kohistan, 596
Allama Prabhu, 100, 101, 512, 514
Allas&ni Peddana, his Manu-caritramu, 629
Allopanijad, 27
Altaf Husain Hali, 650
Alvars, 6, 119, 120, 608; contribution to Tamil

literature of, 609
Amal&nanda, his Kalpataru

,
Paflcapadikd-darpapa,

382
Amanat, his Indar-sabha

, 648
Amara DSsa, Guru, 582
Amarasiihha, 69, 258; his Amarako$a {Namaliil-

gdnuidsana! Trikdndi) , 65, 112, 146, 326, 327,

328, 329, 698, 724, its commentaries, 330-

32, its Newari iran., 700, its Tibetan trans.

and Tibetan trans. of its commentary
KdmadhenUy 723, 725

Amaru, 192; his Amaru-sataka
,
228

Amin Kamil, 533; his Beyi Suy Pant Lava ia

Prava, Ravarupi, 534
Amir Khusro, 491-92, 643
Ammuvanir, 604
Amoghavajra (P’u K'ung), 735, 738
Amoghavar$a, Vimala-pra&nottaramdlaratna attri-

buted to, its Tibetan tran., 724
Amsumat Agama, 43, 91, 147
Aiirfuvarxnan, king, 698-99
Ananda, 753
Anandabodha Bhatt&rak&c&rya, his Nyaya-

makaranda, 383
Anandacandra, inscription of, 416
ifnanda Giri, his Nydya-nimaya, 382 ;

his Sankara-

vijaya, 97,99, 143, 151

Anandamatha (see Chatterjee, Bankim Chandra)
Anandavardhana, 49, 294, 297; his Arjuna-

carita, 217; his Devi-sataka, 47 222, 229;
his Jphtranydioka, 222, 258, 270, 298, 299,
300; his VftH on Dfwanydloka, 258; in-

fluence of the writings of, $01
Anand, Mulk Raj, 10, 467, 471; his Private Life

of an Indian Prince, {The) Road, etc., 468
Ananta AcSrya, 424
Ananta DSsa 564, 565
Anantadeva, his Smfti-kaustubha

,
87

Ananta Kandali, his Kumara-harana, 422; his

Mahir&oaoa-vadha etc., 423
Ananta Pantjita, his Candrikd, 374
Andthapindada-Sdtra, manuscript in Central Asia

oft 712

An<j&j (Gods or N&cciy&r), 119n.; her mystic
songs, 609

An<jayya, 513; his Kabbigara-kdva (Sobagina-suggil

Kdvana-gella), 514
Ahgada, Guru, 582
Adguttara Nikdya, 186, 188-89, 194, 197, 202, 392
Aniruddha, 108, 119, 125, 181
Aniruddha, his Aniruddha^vrtti, 372
Aniruddha Bhatta, his Bhdgavata-tattua-maftjan, 1 13

Anis, 648
Annadurai, C. N., 617
Annam5c5rya, 628
Annambhatta, his Tarka-sangraha etc., 376
AnnapdrQd-mangala (see Bh&ratacandra Raya)
An-nen, his Shittan-za, 746
Anoratha (Aniruddha or Anuruddha), king,

760, 761, 762
Antakfddaidka,

152
Antaijanam, Lalithambika, 543, 545
Arm-Gad. 39
Anuruddha (Anuruddh&cariya), his Abhidham-

mattha-sadgaha, 199, 200
Anuttaraupapattka, 152
Anurupa Devi, her Md, MakdnUa, etc., 451
Apabhraihia, 5, 6, 160, 161, 165, 166, 174, 175,

176, 179, 180, 181, 182, 258, 307, 308, 310,

435; beautiful poems in, 162; most impor-
tant poet of, 178; narrative works in, 177

Apaddna , 192-93, 204
Apadeva, his Mirnamsd-nydya-prakaJa, 380
Apar&rka, 84, 85n., 346; his commentary on

Yqjhavalkya Smrti, 345
Aparimitayuh-Sutra, (Saka-) Khotanese tran. of, 7 1

5

Apastamba, 78, 79, 84, 294; school, 20, 30, 36
Apastamba Gfhya-Sutra, 31, 34
Apastamba Kalpa-Sutra

,
36

Apastamba Srauta-Sdtra, 32
Appadurai, K., 607n., 619, 621
Appan, M. P., 543
Appa Rao. Gurujada Venkata, his Katiyd-sulkam,

637, 639; his Mdfd-manti , 638; his Mutya

-

lasaramvdu
,
637

Appaya Dlk$ita, his Arwidcaleivara-stava, Gangd-

dhardffakay Harihara-sttdiy p/vdyarakfamani,

Saiva-kcdpadruma, Sikhari(ifmdld3 Sivddvaita-

nirpaya, Sivakarpdmrtay Sivamahima-kalikd-

stuti, Sivananda-lahari, Sivdrcana-candrikd, Siva-

tattva-vivekay 96; his Atmarpafia-stuti, Mona

-

solldsa, Varadaraja-stava, 230; hisCitramimdmsd,

Kuvalqyananda. 302 ; his Kalbataru-parimala, 96,

382; his Mayukhdvali, Vidhi-rasdyana, 380;
his Naya-mukha-mdlik&y 383 ; his Sivdrka-marii-

dipikdy 96, 384; his Sutra-prakaJa, 315
Appu Netungati, T. M., his Ktmdalatd, 544
Apte, Hari Narayan, 554, 556; his Surya-grahana,

Ufahkdla, Vajr&ghdta, etc., 555
Aranemi Jataka, Agnean version of, 715

Araolm&l, 528
Aranyaka(s), 3, 19, 20, 26, 27, 30, 254, 335
Arapachana, a mystic alphabet, 710n.

Archer, W. G-, 673, 674, 676, 686n.
Ardha-M&gadhl, 152, 156, 157, 165, 168, 170,

171, 175, 182, 202
Arif, Kishan Singh, 584
Arisiihha, 301; his Sukfta-sankirtana

,
290-91

Aristotle, 779
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Ariyavaihsa, his JdtakavisodJiana, Mayisdramatt-
just, 761

Arjan ‘Shad’, 593, 597, 598
Arjuna, character in Mahdbhdrata, 56, 58, 59,

94, 95, 133n., 216 396, 509, 590, 765
Arjuna, Guru, 580n., 582
Arjuna D&sa, his Kalpalatd, 566; his Rama-

bibhd, 563, 566'

Arnold, Edwin, his Light of Asia, 593, 596, 615
Arthaidstra (see Kautilya)
Arun&cala Kavir&yar, 612, 619
Arunagirinathar, his Kandar Alahkaram, Kandar

Anubhuti, 147; his Tiruppugazh, 147, 611
Arunodaya, 427
Aryabhafa, 359, 360, 781; his Atyabhafiya

,

359, its Latin tran., 781; his Aryafjafata,

Dafagitika-S&lra, 359
Aryabhata II, 776; his Arya-siddhdnta

,
359

Aryadeva, 206, 713, 722,723, 724; his CatujiMtaka

(iSata-fastra)> 206, 698, 734; Tibetan tran.

of his Skhalitapramardana, 723; Tibetan tran.

of his Hastabalaprakaraoa, 724
Aryan(s) (see also Indo-Aryan), 133, 670;

advent of, 660, 670; ancestors and settle-

ment of (Vcdic), 14; culture, 53; deities,

131 ; language (s), 3, 600, 659, 671; life,

63n., 89n.; -speaking India, 8; -speaking
people, 561, 6/0, 67b

Aiyd-saptasati (see Govardhana)
Arya Sura. 268n.; his Jdtakamdld (Bodhisattud-

vaddna), 204, 213, 714, its Tibetan tran., 725
Asada, 174, 175; his Vivekamalijari, 174
Asadhara, 298
Asafuddaula, 647
Asan, Kumaran, his Cabala Bhikfuki,

Duravastha ,

Koruna,
Lila, Nalini, 543 ;

his Vina Pitvu, 542
Asaiiga, 381, 722; his Sdtrdlahkdra, 193, its

Tibetan tran., 724; his Togdcdra-bhumi-

idstra, 206, 735, its Chinese tran., 732,

734; Tibetan trans. of his Abhidharma-
samuccaya and Mahdydna-saiigraha, 723-24;
Tibetan tran. of his Mahaydnottara Tantra

commentary, 724
Ashk, Upendranath, 505, 507
Ashapurna Devi, 457
Asif Currimbhoy, his Goa, Om, etc., 473
Asoka, 51, 67, 185, 188, 193, 202, 257, 390, 391,

392, 394, 562, 695, 751, 773, 777, 778,

779; mentioned in Khotanese records, 716,

718n.
Asokamalla, his Nftyddpydya, 367-68
Assampcam, Manoel da, 436
Aftadhy&yi (see Pai^ini)

Aftaguga, his Brahmdpda Pwaya-kakavin (Pfthu-

vyaya), 766
Ajfasdnasrikd Preyflapdramitd, 205; text in Nepal

of, 697; manuscript in Central Asia of,

716; Tibetan tran. of, 724
Asvaghoja, 165, 213, 307, 381, 698; his Buddha-

carita, 206, 295, 777, its manuscript in Cen-
tral Asia, 713; his Saundarananda-kdvya, 206,

212, 295, 713; his §driputra-prakara$a> 713;
his Stitrdlahk&ra, its Chinese tran., 713;
Tibetan tran. of his Paramdrtha-bodhicittabha-

vand, 724
Asvaldyana Grhya-Stitra, 33

Aba-vaidyaka, of
SOri, 357

Dlpankara, 357; of Jayadatta

Aivins (Aivinikumaras), 348, 350; Abini Samhitd,
Cikitsd-sara Tantra, and Nadi-niddna ascribed
to, 352

Afdna^a-Sdtra, 202; manuscript in Central Asia

Atharvaw Jyotiia, 359
AtharvaHras Upaniyad, 142
Atharva-Veda, 3, 14, 16. 17, 18, 23, 24, 25,

27, 28, 33, 35, 51, 90, 144, 359, 373, 762;
English tran. of, 782; mantras in, 22; non-
metrical portions of, 253 ; Persian tran. of,774

Alisa (Dlpankara SrijftSna), 696, 727; Tibetan
tran. of his Bodhipatha-pradipa, 724

Atmakathd (see Gandhiji)
Atre, P. K., 553, 557, 559
Atreya, 352 ;

Tibetan tran. of his Pratimdmdna-

lafyapa, 725
Atreya Ramanuja, his Nyaya-kulisa, 122
Atreya Tantra

, 373
Atn, 15, 66, 84
Affakkatha, 540, 545
Attar, Manaju, 533
AHhakathd(s), 185, 197; in Old Sinhalese, 752
Aurangzeb, emperor, 151, 646
Aurobmdo, Sri, 9, 458, 462, 463, 464, 469, 503;

his Ahana, Bait Prabkou
, Collected Poems and

Plays , Eric, Essays on the Gila
,
Foundations

ofIndian Cidture, ( The) Future Poetry
,
Heraclitus

,

(The) Human Cycle
, ( The) Ideal of Human

Unity, Ilian, (The) Life Divine
, Love and Death,

(The) Mother, Perseus the Deliverer, (The)
Renaissance in India

, (The) Rishi
,
Rodogune,

(The) Rose of God, Savitri
, (The) Secret of

the Veda
,
(The) Synthesis of Toga, Thought

the Paraclete , Urvasie , Vasavadutta, (The)
Viziers of Bassora

,
465-66; his biography,

474; Marathi novel on, 559
Auvaiy&r, 603
Auvaiyar, her Atticciidi etc., 610
Avadana-kalpalata (sec Ksemendra

)

Avaddnaiataka
, 111, 204, 270

Avaddna stories, Mongolian texts of, 727; Tibetan
texts of, 722

Avadhani, D. V., 641
Avalyaka-niryukti

,
attributed to Jinabhadra

K^amasramaija, 157, 172
Avatarhsaka (.Buddhdvatamsaka/Gapfavyuha) -Sutra

(Hua-yen), 205; Chinese tran. of, 205, 732;
manuscript in Central Asia of, 712, 716;
manuscript in Nepal of, 697; study in

Japan of, 744; Tibetan tran. of, 721-22

Avataihsaka (Hua-yen) school, 732, 734, 741

Avatdra(s), 40, 68, 115, 117, 118, 122, 139, 285,

433; doctrine of, 108, 109
Awadhi, 7, 8, 701, 702

Ayodhya, 7, 39, 50, 52, 53, 94, 199, 768
Ayurveda, 355-56, 365, 373; study in Cambodia

of, 758
Ayurveda-Sutra, 355
Ayyar, A. S. P., 469, 470, 618
Azhakin Sirippu (see Kanakasubburatnam)
Aziz Ahmad, 6o4
Aziz Darvesh, 532
Azizullah Haqqani, 532
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Baba Fariduddin Shakarganj (Baba Farid),

580, 581, 582, 643
Babani, Kirat, 598
Badal, Harishchandra, 572
Bidarftyaoa, his Brahma-SUtra

(
Veddnta-Sutra ),

96,97, 101, 121, 126, 127, 130n., 371, 372,

381,382, 383, 384, 385, 386
Bagchi, Jatindramohan, his Apardjita, Lekha,

Rtkh&t etc., 455

Baiju Baura, 498
Bajpeyi, Nand Dulare, 506
Bakhararbarar Gita, 425n., 690
Bala, his Janam-sakhiy 583
Balabhadra, his Sandarbha, 376
Bala-Bhdrata, of Agastya Pancjita, 218; of Raja-

Sekhara, 252
Bilacandra Suri, his Vasanta-vilasa, 291

Baladeva Miira, his Yoga-pradipikd, 374
Baladeva Vidyabhu^ana, his Govtnda-bhdsya,

385
Balakrishnan, P. K., 546
Balakrishna Pillai, A., 546
Bala N&gamma, ballad of, 691

Bfilftnanda, his Graha-darpana, 700
Bala, Nandakishore, Kanakalata’, Nana Bdyd

Gita,
PaUi-eitra, etc., 571

BalarSma DSsa, 440
Balarama Dasa, his Bhdva-samtidra, Ramdyana

,
564

Balar&ma Dvija, 424
Bal, Gangadhar, 576
Balvand, poet of Adi Grantha

,
582

B&ga (Bagabhatta), 175, 177, 179, 180, 263,

264n., 265n., 267, 268, 280, 283, 295, 396,

402, 403, 695; his Can<ji-iataka
y 46, 134,

229; his Harfacarita, 95, 149, 262, 390, 404,

695; his Kadambari
, 95, 134, 146, 217,

222, 223, 262, 265, 397, 478, 562, its

Gujarati tran., 480, its Kannada tran., 510
Banamali, 567, 568
Banda Nawaz Gcsu Daraz, his Chakkinama

,

Merajul Ashiqin y Shikarnama y 644
Bandhavascna, his Kusopadesa-f,ika, 700
Bandhuvarman, 400, 401
Baneijee, Bibhutibhusan, his Apardjila

y
Aranyaka,

Father Pdhcdli, etc., 452
Banerjee, Gharu Chandra, his Sioter Phul,

Varatiaddld, etc., 451
Banerjee, Hemchandra, his Cinldtarangini

y
Vira-

bdhu, Vftrasamkdra, etc., 445
Banerjee, Karunanidhan, his Prasadi etc., 455

Banerjee, Manik, his Divdrdtrir Kdvya
y
Padmdnadir

Mqjhi, Putulndcer Itikathd
>
etc., 454

Banerjee, Rakhaldas, his Pdfarier Katha etc., 45

1

Baneijee, Rangalal, his Padmini Updkhydna
,
445

Baneijee, Surendranath, his (4) Nation in Making,
470

Baneijee, Tarashankar, his Ganadevald, Hamuli
Banker Upakalhd, etc., 453

Bangaruswami, R., 470
Bapat, Senapati, 559
Bapiraju, Adivi, 637. 638
Baptist missionaries, 441, 442n., 584
Baradin, 728

Baral, Akshay Kumar, 446
Bdramdsis,

683
Barbarua, Hiteswar, 428
Bardalai, Raianikanta, his ManomaU, Miri-

jtyari, Randai Ligiri
y etc., 431

Bar-gitas, of M&dhava Deva and Sahkara Deva,
422: of other writers, 424

Bargohain, Homen, 429, 432
Bdrhaspatya Artha$astray 347
Barpkukanar Gita,

425n., 690
Barphukan, Lachit, 430
Barua, Binandachandra, 429
Barua, Birinchikumar (‘Rasna’, ‘Ytya’), his

Ebeldr Naf, Jivanar Batat, etc,, 431; his

Kdvya Aru Abhivyahjand, 433; his Pata-

parwartana, 432
Barua, Chandradhar, his Bhdgya-parikfd etc.,

430; his Raftjana y 429
Barua, Gunabhiram, his Anandardma Dhekiyal

Phukanar Jtvana-carita , 427, 434; his Asam-

buraHji, 427; his Rdma-navami
, 427, 429

Barua, Hemchandra, 428; his Asamiya Vydkarana,

Bdhire RangcaUg Bhitare Kovdbhaturiy
Hemakosa,

427; his Kaniyd-kirtana, 427, 429
Barua, Padmanath Gohain, his autobiography,

434; his Gdobuday Jayamati, etc., 429; his

Lahari etc., 431; his Lild, Phular Cdneki,

etc., 428 ;
his Sri Kr^ria, 433

Basava (Basavanna or Basaves'vara)
, 7, 100,

101, 512, 626
Basava Parana (see Sahkararadhya)
Basu, Amritalal, his Kxpaner Dhana, Vivdha

Vibhrafa, etc., 444
Basu, Buddhadev, 456; his Draupadir Sadi,

Pheriola
,

Tithidory
l/ttaratirif

, etc., 453
Basu, Manomohan, 443, 444
Basu, Rajnarayan, 442
Basu, Rajshekhar, It is Calantikd

,
Gaddalikd,

Hanumaner Svapna , etc., 452
Basu, Ramram, his Rdjd Pi atapdditya-carilra,

4*11

Baudhayana, 20, 31, 32, 35, 78, 79
Baudhdyana Dharma-Sutra, 35
Baudhdyana Gfhya-paritifta-Sutra ,

38
Baudhdyana Grhya-Sutra, 34, 142, 144

Baudhdyana Kalpa-Sulra, 35
Baudhdyana Srauta-Sutra, 32
Bedckar,Malati (‘Vibhavari Sirurkar*), 555, 556
Bedil, 591, 592; his Faraiz Sufia,

Srudnama y

Vahdatnama
,
593

Bedi, Rajinder Singh, his Lajwanti,
654

Bchera, Ghintamani, 574, 576
Bckas, 591 ; kqfis of, 592
Bcndre, Dattatreya Ramachandra (‘Ambika-

tanayadatta’), 518
Bendre, V. S., 559
Beschi, Constanzio (‘ViramSmunivar*), his

Paramdrtta Guru-kaihai, 617; his Tembavapi,

613
Betai, Sundarji, 485
Bezbarua, Lakshminath, 427 ;

his autobiography,

434; his Belimdr,
Cakradhvaja Sirhha, Cikarpati

Nikarpati, Jayamati Kut)dri
y

Litikaiy
Nomal,

Pdcahiy 430; his Jonah iri, Sddhu-kalhdr Kuki,

Surabhi, 432; nis Kadamkali, 428; his

Padum Kuvdri, 43 1 ; his Saftkara Deva, 432-33

Bhadrab&hu, 154, 155, 156, 171, 172, 175, 176
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Bhadracartndma Afy^mantabkadra-prmtidhdna,
study inJapan of, 745

Bhadracaryadeland, (Saka-)Khotanese tran. of, 715
Bhadracaryd-pransdkSna, Tibetan tran. of, 723,

of Alaflkabhadra’s commentary on, 723
Bhodra-kaU-cint&ma$i, 135
Bhadrakalpika-SUtra, Tibetan tran. of, 723
Bhadraklrtti, his Tardgapa, 222
Bhadravarman, inscriptions of, 415
Bhagat, Durga, 558, 560
Bhagavad-Gitd

(
Git&), 19, 28, 39, 45, 57, 59, 64n.,

102, 108, 110, 112, 116-17, 120, 122, 191,

233, 274, 372, 373, 384, 447 ; characteristics

of Hinduism reflected in, 38; commentaries
in Sanskrit on, 99, 117-18, 120, 124, 126,

127-28, 134, 381-84; imitations of, 41;

Assamese tran. of, 423, 425; Bengali tran.

of, 442; English tran. of, 781; Gujarati

tran. of, 48u; Kashmiri tran. of, 533;

Malayalam tran. of, 537; Manipuri tran.

of, 665; Marathi commentary on, 550;
Marathi tran. of, 551; Oriya tran. of, 569,

627; Persian tran. of, 774; Sindhi tran. of,

592; Tamil commentary on, 620; Tamil
tran. of, 612; text in Nepal of, 698; text

in Old Javanese of, 769; trans. in various

European languages of, 782 ; -artha-sangraha-

vibhdga (see N5.r5yaija Muni); -rahasya

(see Tilak, Bal Gangadhar) ;
-tatparya

(see ViththaleSa) ;
-tatparya-nirriaya (see

Madhva)
Bhdgavata (Purdna), 40, 45, 48, 65-66, 68, 92,

108, 109, 111, 114, 117, 125, 127, 129, 133,

149, 231, 421, 422, 423, 424, 425, 480, 539,

550; Assamese tran. of, 425; commentary of

JIva GrosvSmin ori, 115; commentary of

Vallabha on, 127, 385; its influence on
Vai?oavism, 41 , 113; Kashmiri tran. of,

533; Manipuri tran. of, 665; Oriya tran. of,

564-65; Persian tran. of, 774; Tamil tran.

of, 61 1 ; Telugu tran. of, 628; text in Nepal
of, 698; -camps (see Abhinava K&lid&sa);

-idaiama-skandna-vwrti (see Viththaleia)

;

sdra-samuccaya (see Vallabha) ;
-tdtparya-

nirnaya (see Madhva) ;
-taitva-dCpa (sec

Vallabha); -tattva-maftjari (see Aniruddha
Bhatta)

Bh&gavata Miira, his tran. of Vifnu Purdna
,
423

Bhagauatt ( Vy&khyd-prqjflapti) , 152, 156, 169-70

Bhagiratha Thakkura, his Prakdiikd on Kira^d-

vaU-prakaia, 375-76, 378
Bh&guri, 387
Bhairavi-rahasya, 137
Bhairarf-sapayd-Mi, 137
Bhairaui Tantra, 135
Bhaitavi Yamalal 137
Bhaktacarana D&sa. 567
BhakUmMa,'ofU1 DSsa, 441: of N&bh*d*sa,495
Bhakti, 6, 7, 40. 41, 48, 100, 110, 113, 115,

126, 127, 422, 425, 581, 588, 592; cult of,

92, 107, 112, 116, 117; doctrine of, 29, 38;

philosophy of, 114
Bhakti-ratnauati, ofVifuu Puri, 41 ; Assamese tran.

of, 422
Bhakti-Suiras, of N&rada, 41 ; of Slitfilya, 41

BhBl&Qa, hi, KSdanibai (tran.). XalSkhytaa,

Rdmabala-caritra, etc., 480
Bhimaha, 182, 216, 222, 264, 294, 297, 300;

his Kavydlafikdra, 258, 264n,, 296
Bhdmati (see V&caspati Misra)
Bhanudatta, his Rasa-mafljarf, Rasa-taradgkif, 301
Bh&nuji Dlk$ita, 316, 328; his Vydkhya-sudhd, 331
Bhdoydni, 692
Bharadv&ja, 15, 109n., 352; his AfhJubodhint,

Yantra-sarvasva, 369; his Bhdradtt&jfya, Dhdlu-

lakfana, 353
Bhdradvdja Grhya-Sutra, 34
Bhdradvdja Srauta-Sutra, 32
Bhdradvdja-vrtti

,
374

Bharata, his Ndtya-idstra
, 95, 112, 212, 293,

295, 296, 297, 301, 365
Bh&ratacandra Raya, his Annapurna-maAgala, 439
Bharatasena, his Mugdha-bodhini 331

Bhdrata-yuddha-kakavin, 769
Bharati, 442n.
‘BharatidSsan* (see Kanakasubburatnam)
Bharati, Gopalakrishna, his NandanSr<arUtirak*

kirttanaikaf,
614

Bharati, Goverdhan, 593, 597, 598
Bharati, Narain, 598
Bharati, Subrahmanya, 8; his contribution to

Tamil prose, 620; his Kdfippdffu, Kansan-

pdttu, Kuyil-pattu, Pdflcdli Sabadam

,

615
Bh&ravi, 217, 222, 262, 263, 295, 402, 403,

759; his Kirdtdrjuniya, 46, 95, 215, 216, its

English edition, 781

Bhdrgava Puraria, 40, 143

Bhartrhari, 291, 318, 322-25; his Bhdga-vrtR,

3 1 5 ;
his Mahabha$ya-dipik&,

VdkyapaeRya

,

314;

his Niti-tataka, 226; his SfAgdra-iataka, 228;
his Vairdgya-iataka, 229

Bh&sa, 175, 523; his Abhifeka, Avimdraka

,

Pratimd, Svapna-V&savadatta

,

242; his Bdla-

carita, 112, 242
Bh&arvajfia, his Nydya-sdra

,

378
Bh&skarabhatta, his Sarira-padmtni, 354
BhftskarScSrya, 119; his Bhdskara-bhdgya, 385

Bh&skar&carya, his Karana-kutuhala, 360; his

Siddhdnta-Hromani, 360, 363

Bhdskara Rdmdyanamu , 628
Bhdskara Sarhhita

,

352
Bh&skaravarman, king, 402, 403, 420

Bhatati (Kj-tanagara), his Rdjapatigundala, 767

Bhatia, Gobind, 596

Bh&tta Avatira, his Jawa-vil&sa, 527

Bhatta Bhavadeva, inscription of, 405

Bhattaeharya, Bhahani, 10, 467, 471; his (A)

Goddess Named Gold, Shadow from Ladakh,

So Many Hungers, etc., 468

Bhattaeharya, Kamalakanta, 428

Bhatta Deva (VaikunthanStha Bh&gavata

Bhatt&c&rya), his Bhdgavata-kathd, GU&-

hatha, 425
Bhatta NirSyaoa, 250, 252, 269; his Venisarhhdra,

251
Bh&ttanayaka, 296, 299
Bhattara Haricandra, 222, 262

Bhatta R&makanda, 105; his Ndda-kdrikd, 104

Bhatta SomeSvara, his Nydya~sudhd, 380

Bhatta Vadindra, his Nibandha on VaUefika+SfUra,

377 ;
his Rasa^sdra, 376

Bhatta Vi^m, his Nayatattoa-saAgraha, 380
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Bhatti, his Rdmna-vadha (BkaUik&vya), 180, 219,

402, 768
BhaUoji Dlk?ita, 328, 33J ;

his Siddhdnta-kaumudi,

316,317
Bhaftomveka, 380
Bhatiotpala, 360-61

Bhatt, Udayshankar, 507
BhattumQrti, 629n., 631; his Vasu-carilra, 630
Bhavabhuti, 6, 237, 239, 246, 252, 269;

contrasted with KalidSsa, 247-48; his

Mahavira-carita
, 242; his Mdlafi-Mddhava,

95, 134, 143, 149, 243, 245, its Malayalam
tran., 542; his Uttara-Rama-carita, 243, 245,
its Oriya tran., 570

Bhavadeva Bhafta, his Nirnaydmfta, Prayakitta-

prakarana, Sambandha-viveka, Vyavahura-tilaka,

86
Bhava Mi£ra, his Bhava-prakdh

,
355

Bhavavarman, king, 410, 758
Bhavaviveka, Tibetan trans. of his Madhyamaka-

hfdaya and his commentary on Mulamadhya-

maka-hdrikd, 724
Bhave, P. B., 556
Bhave, Vishnu Amrit, 556,

Bhavifya Purdna, 40, 66, 93, 100, 145, 149, 150,

151, 312, 31 5n.

Bhavnani, Jhamatmal, 598
Bheddbheda-svarupa-nirnaya (see Purusottama)
Bhedabheda-v5da, of Bhaskaraciirya, 385
Bhela, 352, 353, 354
Bhcrumal Mahirchand, 599; his Ananda Sundri-

ka, LatifiSair,
Sindhi-boli-ji-tarikh, etc., 595

Bhikkhuni-pdtimokkha-sutta,187
Bhikkhu-pdtimokkha-mtta ,

187

Bhikftini-prdtimoksa (-Sutra) ^ text in Central Asia

of, 712; Tibetan tran. of, 721

Bhiksuni-vinayavibhanga, Tibetan tran. of, 721

Bhlma, his version of Vopadeva’s Bhagavata, 480
Bhlmap&la, king, 333, 357
Bhoga-kdrikd (sec Sadyojyoti Sivac5rya)
Bhoi, Bhima, 568
Bhoja, king, 180, 213, 222, 291, 299, 348,

351, 356, 360, 366 374, 727; his Bhoja-

campu
, 224, 267; his Bhoja-vftti (Raja

-

mdrtanda ), 374; his Rdja-mjganka, 360; his

Rasa-rdja-mfgdrlka, 351; his Sdlihotra, 356;

his Samarddgana-sutradhdra, 349, 369; his

Sarasvati-kanthdbharana
, 300, 319, 330; his

$Thgdra-mafljan> 227; his Srhgdra-prakdia,

211, 218, 300, 330; his Tattva-prakaia
, 97,

104; his Tukti-kalpataru , 344, 363, 3C9
Bhojpuri, 435, 489, 491, 493n., 5G1

Bhomakdvya , 769
Bhf-gu, 16, 81, 109
Bhjrgu Samhitd, 41, 361
Bhupala, his Jina-caturvMatika,

162

Bhupatlndramalla, 699, 700; his Bhdfd-gila, 699
Bhusana, his panegyrics on Sivajf, 499
Bhu$ana Dvija, 425
Bhuta-bh&& (bhula-bhdkha or Paisiici Prakrit),

175, 259, 260, 579
BhOtattSjvar, 119n., 609
Bhuvanako?a, 767
Bhtwanasamkfepa, 767
Bhuvanatattva-paricaya, 767
Bhwanefvari-parij&ta

,
137

Bhuvaneivari-rahasya, 137
Bhuvanehari Tantra

,
137

Bhuyan, Nakulchandra, his Badan Barphukan ,

Candrakanta Simha, 430; his Bdra Bkuflyd, 433
Bhuyan, Suryakumar, his Ahomar Dina

, Buraftfir

Vdni, etc., 433; his Gopdlakf$$a Gokhale
, 434;

his Mmali, 428
Bhyrappa, S. L., 519, 520
Bible, 81, 261, 427; Bengali tran. of, 441 ; Hindi

tran. of, 501 ;Mundari tran. of, 674; Punjabi
tran. of, 584

Bihari, 499, 500; his Satsai, 499
Bijaka (see Kablr)
Bilhana, 230, 524; his Caura-paflcdtikd, 228; his

Karnasundari, 287-88; his Vikramankadeva-

cariia
,
287

Bilvamangala (LUS^uka), his Krffta-kar^amfta,

48, 230
Bisi, Pramathanath, 456; his Jod&dighir Caudhuri

Parivara, Rnam Kftva, etc, 454
Biwalkar, S. R„ his Smitd

,
555

Bkah-hgyur, 721-22, 726, 728-29
Bodding, P. O., 672, 680n„ 685
Bodhayana, 379
Bodhicaryavatdra , 207; Tibetan tran. of, 724
Bodhipatha-pradipa (see Atlsa),

Bodhisattva, 192, 193, 204, 278, 769, 773
Bodhisena, 745, 746
Bodo, 661, 667, 668
Boghaz Koi inscriptions, 773
Bompas, C. H., 672, 685
Bora, Lambodar, 433
Bora, Mahichandra, his Abhaya

,
Jaya-pardjaya,

etc., 432
Bose, Subhas Chandra, 474, 559
Bower Manuscript, 352, 353, 354, 362, 708

Brahmagupta, his Brahmasphuta-siddhdnta and
Khanda-khadyaka, 360, 755, their Arabic
trans., 775-76

Brahmajdla-Sutra, 188, 201

Brahman, 28-30, 40, 45, 81, 90, 97, 115, 117,

120n., 126, 131, 142, 149, 321-22, 325, 365,

380-81, 384, 409
Brahmd^da Purdna , 40, 41, 65, 66, 93, 363; its

two recensions in Java, 766; Malayalam
version of, 541, 542

Brahma Purdna
, 66, 67, 111

Brahma Samhitd, 115-16
Brahma Siddhdnta

,
360

Brahmasiddhi, 270
Brahma-Sutra (sec BSdarayana)

;
-bhdfya of

Madhva, 126, 127, 384;-M££yaofNimb3rka,
126, 384; -bhdfya of RSm&nuja, 120, 383;
-bhajya of Sankara, 97, 130n., 371 382,

388; -bhajya of Srlkantfia, 96, 101n., 104,

384; -bhdjya of Srlpati Pancjita, 96, 97;
-bhdfya of Vallabha, 127, 385; -bhdfya of
Vijfiana Bhik?u, 372

Brahmavaivarta Purfyia, 40, 65, 66, 68, 71, 111,

113, 143, 145, 352; Assamese tran. of, 424;
Persian tran. of, 774

Brahma Ydmala
, 135, 138, 140

Brahml script, 391, 580, 704, 706, 717, 735, 751

;

inscriptions in Ceylon in, 751, 754; its in-

fluence on scripts of Ceylon and South
East Asia, 754, 757 ; manuscripts in Japan
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in, 743; use in Central Asia of, 707-10; use
in Egypt and Ethiopia of, 778

firaja-bhlffi, 7, 118, 489, 495, 496n., 497, 498,

501, 502, 582, 642, 646
Br^abuli, 422n., 425, 435, 438, 565
BrhadSra&aka Upanifad, 24, 27, 29, 255, 364,

382, 386
Brhadddf, 365
Bfhaddharma Parana

,
347

Brhqjj&taka,
361

Bfhatmandikeivara Purdjxa, 133
BfhumSradlya Purdna, 111, 423
Brhaipati, 44, 84, 85, 141n., 144, 322, 331,

337, 341, 387; his (Bjrhaspati )
Smrtit 85

Bfhatkatha (see Gupidhya)
Bfhat Sathhitd (see Var&namihira)
Broker, Gulabaas, 486, 488
Bstan-hgyur, 721-23, 727, 728-29

Buddha, 111, 146, 150, 164, 168, 184-86, 188-94,

196-206, 318, 387, 392-93, 405, 416, 721-22,

725, 726, 727, 728, 729, 773-74

Bvddha-carita (see Aivaghosa)
BuddhadSsa, king, his Sarartha-sangraha,

753
Buddhadatta, 195, 197; his Abhidhammdvatdra ,

Rtiparupavibhdga, Uttaravinicchaya, Vinaya-

vinicchaya ,196; his Madhuratthavilasim ,
752

Buddhagho^a, 193, 199; his Atthasdlini,
his

KaAkhdvitaranl, 197; his Manorathapuram,
193n., 197, 752; his ft&Q.odaya, 196; his Pali

tran. of Sihala-atfhakathds, 752, his Papafica-

Sudani, 189, 197, 752; his Samantapdsddikd,

197, its Chinese tran., 752, commentaries
on it, 753, 761 ; his Sdratthappakdsini, 197,

752; his Visuddhimagga
,

196-97, 752, its

Sinhalese version, 755
Buddhap&lita, Tibetan tran. of his commentary

on Mulamadhyamaka, 723
Buddhavathsa , 193, 200, 752
Buddhism, 4, 6, 37, 42, 51, 53, 112-13, 118, 150,

184-85, 188-89, 191-92, 194-95, 197-98,

420, 562, 660, 684; in Burma, 760 ;
in Central

Asia, 704-706, 717-18; in Ceylon, 199, 751;

in China, 730, 736; in Egypt, 777; in Greece,

779; in Japan, 744; in Korea, 740; in

Mongolia, 726; in Siberia, 728; in Thailand,

199; in Tibet, 720-71 ;
in West Asia, 773-74

Buddhist(s), 4-6, 50, 60; canon in Chinese,

731-36; carydpadas, 422n., 669; legends,

their popularity in Arab world, 773,

knowledge of these in Western world, 774,

780; texts in Burma, 760-61. in Central Asia,

705-6, 710-16, in Ceylon, 751, in China,

730-35, in Europe, 780, 782, in Japan,

743-45, in Korea, 741-42, in Mongolia,

726, in Siberia, 728, in South East Asia,

751, 758-59, in Thailand, 763-64, in Tibet.

720-25

Bulhe Shah, 583, 587

Buraltfi(s), 285, 426, 661

Burayat(s), 728, 729
Burkhard, K. F., 530
Burma, 141n., 198, 199, 201, 407, 415, 419, 661,

760-63; Pali inscriptions in, 415-16, 760;

Pali literature in, 760-62; Sanskrit inscrip-

tions in, 416, 762; study of Sanskrit in,

762-63

Burmese, 202, 660; impact of Pali on, 762
‘Butci Babu’, his Civaraku MigiUdi, 640

*

Caitanya, 7, 47, 87, 113, 116, 117, 438,

479; biographies of, 114, 441, 473; cult,

115, 565; followers of, 493; founder of
Bengal Vai?pavism, 112; incarnation of

Goa, 440; influence on Bengali literature

of, 440; movement, 47, 437, 440; paHca

sakhds of, 564; philosophy propounded by,

385; school of, 662; Sikfatfaka of, 47, 114
Caitanya-bhagavata, of ftvara Dasa, 566; of

Vpidiivana Dasa, 114, 441
Caitanya-candrodaya (see Param&nanda Sena)
Caitanya-caritdmfta, of Kf$nadasa Kaviraja, of

Paraminanda Sena, 114, 441
Caitanya-maAgala, ofJayananda, of Locana Dasa,

114, 441
Cakradhara, founder of MahanubhSva sect, 549
Cakrapanidatta, 352; his Ayuwda-dipikd, Bhanu-

mati, 353; his Cikitsd-sdra-saiigraha, Dravya-

guTia-sarlgraha , 355 ; his Sabda-candrika, 333
Cakrapaninatha, his Bhavopahara-stotra , 47, 230
Gakrapani PaUanayaka, 567
Caldwell, Robert, 535, 613
Cdmadevivamsa

,
199

Camarasa, his Prabhu-liAga-liU, 514
Cambodia (Kambuja), 141n., 407; migration

of Indian folk-talcs to, 684, 759; Pali

Buddhism in, 414; Pali inscriptions in,

414, 759; Sanskrit inscriptions in 408-15,

757-59

Camdavijjhaya
,
155

Campi (South Annain), Sanskrit inscriptions in,

415, 759-60

Campbell, A. (Rev), 672, 685
CSpakya (see Kautilya)
Caruikya-sdra-sangraJia

,
Newari tran. of, 700

Cancf Bardai, his Pjthvirdja-rdso, 490, 492

Cannesvara, 87; his RdjaMti-ratndkara ,
347

Capdi (Candt-mahdtmyajDevi-mdhatmya/Sapiafati

)

,

45, 134; Manipuri tran. of, 665; -dhhyana ,

of Bhalana, 480, of Madhusudana Misra,

424, of PU&mbara, 421; -carilra, of

Govinda Singh, Guru, 499n. ;
-matigala , of

Mukundarama CakravartI, 438; Purdna,

133, of S5ra]fi Dasa, 563; -sataka , of Bana,

46, 134, 229
Gapd*dasa (‘Ba^u’), 437, 440, 568; his

Sri Kfflia-kfrlana, 438
Candra-chando-ratnukata ,

Tibetan Iran, of, 722-23

Candragarbha-Sutra

,

Chinese version uf, 716;

text in Central Asia of, 712

Candragomin (Candracarya), his Cdndra Vyd-

karapa, 318, its study in Ceylon, 753, in

Java, 768; Tibetan tran. of his Lokdnanda , 725

Candragupta, 171, 251, 336

Candrajftdna Agama, 43, 91

Candrakirtti, 270n.; Tibetan tran. of his com-
mentary on Tuktifasii-kdrikd, 723; Tibetan

tran. of his Mulamadhyamaka commentaries,

724
Candrapdla-Sutra, text in Central Asia of, 712

Candraprabha-carita , of Ravigupta, 218; of

Vlranandin, 218
Candra-prajftapti, 155
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Candrarsi, his Paftcasaiigraha, 158, 181

CandropamaSutra, 203; manuscript in Central

Asia of, 712
Capa (a, 760, 761 ;

his Suttaniddesa
(
Kaccqyana -

suttaniddesa) ,
Vinayagu}hattkadipani, 761

Caraka, 5, 262n„ 851, 353, 373, 775; his
(
Caraka

)

Samhitd
, 112,353, 373,775, its Arabic tran.,

353, 775, its commentary Caraka-tattva-

dipikd by Sivadasa, 353
Carey, William, 441, 459, 501, 584, 6J5
C&ritrasundara, his MahipSla-carita

,
218

Cariydpitaka, 193, 197, 204
CSLrvaka, 385, 386, 387, 625
Carydgitis (Carydpadas ) , 208, 420, 422, 435, 436,

437, 525, 562 ; discovery in Nepal of, 698
Ceitharol Kumhabd, 663, 664
Cemakura Venkata Kavi, his Sdrahgadhara-

faritramu
,

Vijaya-vilasamu ,
631

Cengalvakaja Kavi, his Rdjagopdla-vildsam

u

, 631

Central Asia (Serindia), 4, 5, 202, 205, 407,

721, 736; Brahml in, 707-10; Buddhism in,

705, 706, 710, 717; Kharosthi in, 416,

704-7; Sanskrit texts in, 710-16

CeruSseri Nambudiri, 539

Ceylon (Sri Lanka), 187, 188, 190, 194, 195,

196, 197, 198, 200; Brahmi inscriptions in,

751, 754; Buddhism in, 185-86, 199, 751;

influence of Grantha script on the script

of, 754; Pali literature in, 751-53; Sanskrit

literature in, 753-54

Chakbast, Brij Narain, 651

Chakravarti, Amiya, 456, 470
Ghakravarti, Biharilal, his Prema-pravdhini

,
Sddher

A tana* Sdrada-niarigala. etc., 445
Chakravorty, Shibram. 457
Chaliha, Padniadhar, 429, 434

Ch’an (Dhyana) school, 733
Chandah-Sutra (see Pingala)

Chander, Krishen, 654
Chdndogya Brdhmana ,

29

Chdndogya Gfhya-Sutra, 35
Chdndogya Vpanifad. 29, 64, 144, 255, 273, 294,

382, 386, 777n.; Oriva tran. of, 569

Chandoviciti
, 201, 714

Chappannaya-gdJtdo
,
174

Chatrik, Dhani Ram, his Kc tar Kidri etc., 585

Ghatterjce, Bankirn Chandra, 8, 431, 433, 442;

his Anandamatha, Devi Caudhurdni
,
Durgeia-

nandin I, Kapdlakundald, Kfsnakdnter Will ,

Rdjasirhha
,

Visavfksa, 446; his Dharmaialtva
,

Kamalakdnta, Kjyria-caritra, 447; his Essays

and Letters, 1 alters on Hinduism, Rajrnohan's

Wife, 462; trans. of his novels in Kannada,
517, in Manipuri, 666, in Marathi, 555,

in Sindhi, 596, in Telugu, 638
Chatterjee, Ramananda, 443n., 457
Chatterjee, Sarijib Chandra, his Kanthamdld,

Pdldmav , etc., 447
Chatterjee, Sarat Chandra, his Arak$aniyd

,

Bindur Chele, Birdj Ban, Caritrahina
,
Dead-

Pdond, Demddsa , Gfhaddha, Maheia ,
Palli

Samdja ,
Parinitd, Pather Ddvi

,
Hamer Swnati

,

Sefapratna, Srikdnta ,
Vipraddsa , 451 ; Mani-

puri trans. of some of his works, 666;

Marathi trans. of his novels, 555; Sindhi

trans. of his works, 596; Telugu trans. of

his novels, 638
Chatterji, Dr Suniti Kumar, 480n., 497n„ 499,

504n., 548, 566* 570, 578, 579, 590, 591 n.,

626n., 698, 778n.; his [The) Origin and
Development of Bengali Language, 578n.

Chattopadhyay, Harindranatn, 469; his drey

Clouds and White Showers etc., 466; his

Siddhartha, 473; his Spring in Winter etc.* 472
Chaturvedi, Makhanlal, his Hima-taradgini

etc., 503; his Kfsndrjima-yuddha, 507

Chaudhari, Raghunath, his Keteki etc., 428
Chaudhuri, Badrinarayan (‘Premaghana*), 501,

506
Chaudhuri, Nirad G., his (The) Autobiography

of an Unknown Indian, Scholar Extraordinary,

etc., 474
Chaudhuri, Pramathanath (‘Vlrabala*), 572; his

Tel Nun Lakdi, Vtrahaler Ildlkhdta , etc.,

450
Chaudhuri, Prasannalal, 429, 430
Chauhan, Suhhadrakumari, her Jhansi Ki

Rani

\

504
Cheda-Stitras, 155, 169, 170
Chettur, Govind Krishna, 469
Chidambaram, V. O., 615, 620
Chidanandamurthy, M., 523
Chidbhavananda, Swami, 620-21

Chikako, 749
China, 4, 141n., 205, 660, 684, 703, 707, 717,

725, 744; Buddhism in, 705, 730; Prakrit

inscriptions in, 704, 706, 736

Ching Sheng, his Chih-ch'an-ping-pi-yao-fang
,
739

Chintamani, C. Y., 474
Chiplunkar, Krishna Sastri, 552
Chiplunkar, Vishnu Sastri, 553, 558, 559
Chirantanananda, Swami, 639
Chirmule, Sarat Chandra, 556
Christian missionaries, 584, 613, 622n,, 659,

669, 670, 671, 672, 684, 687
Cihitsd-kaumudi

\

353
Cikitsnmrta, 355
Cikkadevaraja, his Cikkadevardja Binnapam, Gita-

Gopdla
,
515

Cindamani-kdrika, Mongolian version of, 727
CintalapQdi EllanSrya, 630
Cint&mani Tripathi, his Kavya-viveka etc., 498
Cintya Agama

, 43, 91

Clrarnan, his Rdrnacaritam, 537, 538
Cit upandrruppadai (see Nattaitanfir)

Gitsukhacarya, his Bhava-taltua-prakdtikd
, Tattva~

dipikd, 382

Cittalai Cattanar, his Manimekalai

,

535, 607, 608,
its Malay tran., 765

Civaravastu
,
manuscript in Central Asia of, 712

Cokha, 550
Goja Nalluttiran, 604
Colebrooke, H. T., 332; his editions of Amara-

kosa, Asfddhydyi, Hitopadeia
,
Kiratdrjuniya

, 781

Collins, Willkie, his (77<wr) Woman in White, its

Bengali adaptation, 447
Coomaraswamy, Ananda, his (The) Dance of

Shiva
,

(An) Introduction to Indian Art

,

etc.,

470
Costa, G., 675
Cudamani Dasa, his Gaurahga-vijaya, 441
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Cufdmqii (see Tol&mozhittevar)

Cdlika, 154
COlika-SQtras, 155, 169

Gulla Dhammap&la, his Saccasadkhepa, 199
Cullasaddaniti, 201
Cullavagga, 187, 203

Dabir, 648
DSdu Dayal (Dadu), 491, 494, 592
Daejang-gyung, 741, 742
Dahyabhai, Dalpatram, 483, 485, 486, 488; his

Forbes-oiraha, 483n.; his Vena-caritra, 484
Daityiri Thftkur, 425
Dakhni, 643, 644, 646
Dalai, Jayanti, 486, 488
Dalpat, 591

Damamukanarria-Sutra
,
Kalmyk Mongolian ver-

sion of, 728
Damant, G. H., 685
Damodara, his Nrminahacariu, 161

D&modara, 582, 587
Ddna-sdgara (see Vallalasena)

Dandin, 175, 179, 180, 201, 219, 222, 223, 258,
'

260, 264, 266. 267, 268, 280, 296-97, 300, 397,

398, 401, 402; his Daiakumdra-carita
,
223,

265n., 684, its Nepali tran., 701, its Telugu
version, 627; his KdvyddarJa, 201, 258n.,

265n., 266, 296-97, 396, 400, 754, its Tibetan

tran., 722, 725; his Kavya-lakfapa, 268n.

Pakirnjihvdjvdld Tantra, Tibetan tran. of, 724

Danjur, 729
Dara Shikoh, his Sir-i-Akbar, 774
Darvhekar, Purushottam, 557

Daryakhan, 591

Daryani, K. S. t
his Mulk-ja-Mudabar

y 597

Dasa, Arakshita, his Mahimapdala-Gitd, 568

DaJabala-Sutra, fragments in Central Asia of, 712

Daiahhumika (Dahbhumihara) -Sutra, 205, 206;

Chinese tran. of, 732; text in Central Asia

of, 712, in Nepal of, 697; Vasubandhu’s
commentary on, 732, its Tibetan tran., 723

Dofakarmapathavaddnamald (Dashkrmapuda'awtana-

mal), Tokharian/Kuchean tran. of, 716;

Uighur-Turkish tran. of, 711, 716

Daiaratha pataka, 50, 764
Datasahasrikd Prqjflapdramita ,

Tibetan tran. of,

723
Das, C. R., 474
Das, Gopabandhu, his Bandtra Atmakatha etc.,

571

Das, Govinda Chandra, 446
Dasgupta, S. N., 470
Das, Harihara, 571, 576

Das, Jivanananda, 429; his Dhusara Pantfulipi,

Rupasi Bdhgld, Vanalaid Sena, etc., 456

Das, Jogesh, 431, 432
Das, Kunjabehari, 573, 576, 577

Das, Lala Shriniwas, 502; his Parikfd-guru, 505;

his Raqadhira Prmamohin

f

etc., 506

Das, Manoj, his Kathd O Kdhanl, 576

Das, Nilakantha, 574, 576; his Aryafivana,

Kondrake, Mayadevi, etc., 571

D&sopanta, 551

Das, Radhakrishna, 501 ; his Durgavatf etc., 506

Das, Sajanikanta, 456
Das, Shyamsundar, 503, 505, 506

Datta, Aksh&y Kumar, 442; his Bhdratavarfiya
Updsaka Sampraddya, 443

Datta, Satyendranath, his Kuhu 0 Kekd
,
Tirtha-

renu, Venu 0 Vind, etc., 455
Datta, Sudhindranath, 456
Daulat Kazi, 439, 497n.
Dayaram, his Ajdmila-dkhydnar, Rasika-vallabha,

Satsaiya
%
etc., 482

Dayaram Gidumal, 594; his Gttd-jo-sara, Jap
Sahib

, etc., 595 ;
his Mamia-chahbuk, 593

Deka, Haliram, 432
Derozio, Henry Louis Vivian, 461; his (The)

Fakir ofJunghetra, 460
Desai, Anita, 471, 472
Desai, Mahadcv, 470, 487
Desani, G. V., 472, 473
Deshpande, A. R. (‘Anil’), his Bhagna-murti,

Pertevhd, 554
Deshpande, Kusumavati, 555, 558, 559
Deshpande, P. L., 557, 560
Devadurlabha Dasa, his Rahasya-maKjari, 566
Deval, G. B., his Saradd 557
Devanicarya, his SaAgita-muktdvali, 366
Devanagarl (Nagari), 105, 106n., 580, 589,

696, 702; alphabet followed in Sumatra
and Celebes, 770, 771

DevSnampiya Tissa, king, 751
Devanna Bhatta, his Smrti-candrikd, 87
Dcvapfila, king, 404, 405, 696
DevarSja Yajvan, his Nighantu-nirvacam, 327
Devdram, 102, 608
Devarddhi K$am&$ramana, 155, 169, 170, 172

Devasarma, his VijtLdnakdya, 203, its Chinese
tran., 733

Devasena, his Arddhanasdra, Bh&vandsafigraha, etc.,

158, 181; his Nayacakra
,
159

Devesvara, his Kaoi-kalpalatd
,
302

Devt-Bhagavata Purdna
, 45, 133

Dei’i-stikta, 131

Devi Upanifad, 132
Devi Tamala

,
139

Dey, Bishnu, his Smjti Sattd BhavUyat etc., 456

Dey, Rev. Lai Behari, 685
Dhamma, 184, 185, 188, 193, 194, 196, 200, 392

Dhammabuddha, his Kavisara, 761

Dhammakitti, his Culavamsa, 752; his Datha-

vamsa
,

198, 753

Dhammakitti, his Saddhammasangaha, 199

Dhammapada
,

190-91, 203, 393, 705, 712; trans.

in European languages of, 782 ;
•affhakatha,

764, its tran. in Modern Siamese, 7G4

Dhammapala, 195, 196; his Paramatthadipani,

Paramatthamaflj&sd, 197

Dhanaftjaya, his Daiar€paka
y 300

Dhanafijaya, his Namamald, 332

Dhananjaya Bhanja, 566
Dhanap&la, 175, 231; his Bhavi ssayattakaha,

178; his Paiya-lacchi-nama-mala, 182; his

THaka-mafljari, 162, 224, 266

DhancSvara, his Surasundaruaria, 162, 176

Dhanurveda
,
363

Dhanvantari, 352; Cihitsd-sahgraha attributed to,

354; Dhanoantari-nighatytu attributed to, 327,

357; his Cikitsd-tattoa-vijhdna, 353

DharmaJDharma, 36, 38, 45, 56, 59, 60, 72-75,

76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 83, 84, 85, 86, 88, 111,

V—102
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168, 173, 203,205,324,335,340, 341, 375,

379, 390, 391, 394, 395, 413
Dharmabodhi, his visit toJapan, 744
Dharmadasa, 176; his Upade&amdld

, 159, 174
Dharma-dharmatd-vibhanga, Tibetan tran. of, 724
Dharmagupta, his Ramdyana-nataka , 700
Dharmaklrtti, 206, 262, 267, 315, 722, 723, 724,

725; his Nydyabindu
, 207, its Tibetan tran.,

724; Tibetan trans. of his Hetubindu
,
Sam-

bandha-parlksd, 723; Tibetan tran. of his

Pramdnavdrttika-kdrikd
, 725; Tibetan tran. of

his Pramdna-vinikaya, 724
Dharmapala, 206; his Vijfiaptimatratasiddhi

»
its

Chinese tran., 734, its study in Japan, 744‘

Dharmarak?a, 716, 730
DharmasaftgUi-Stitra

,
Tibetan tran. of, 723

Dharmatarira-Sutra
, text in Central Asia, of, 712

Dharma-gastra(s), 4, 36, 41, 62, 64, 72, 73,

75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 82, 83, 84, 86, 87, 88,

274, 284, 340, 341, 343
Dharmaskandha (see S&riputra)
Dharma-Sutra(s), 30, 31, 35, 36, 76, 77, 78, 80,

255, 336, 340
Dharmeswari Devi, 429
Dharmottara, Tibetan tran. of his Apohapra-

karana
,
724

Dhdtukaya (see Purna)
Dhavala, his Harivathsa in Apabhrarhsa, 1 78
Dhoyf, his Pavana-duta, 227
PhundhukanUtha, his Rasendra-cintdmani

,

350
Dhdta-Sutra, Sogdian tran. of, 715
Dhydna-bindu Upani,sady 374
Dhydna-Sutra

, Sogdian tran. of, 715
Digambara Jains, 154, 155, 157, 158. 159, 170,

171

Digdariana
,

first Bengali monthly journal,

442n.; Marathi periodical, 552
Dighanakha-Sutta ,

204n

.

Dtgha Nikdya, 188, 189; commentary on, 197,

202, 265n.. 386
Dimbulagala MahSkaSyapa, his Bdldvabodhana

,

753
Dina Dvijavara, 424
Dinakrsna Dasa, 566, 567
Difmaga, 206, 722; his Nydyapraveia

y 207 ;

Tibetan tran. of his Hetucakradamaruy 723
Dipavamsa, 198, 752
Dirghdgama, 202; Chinese tran. of, 706, 736;

manuscript in Central Asia of, 711

Dirghanakha-Sutra, manuscript in Central Asia

of, 712; Sogdian tran. of, 715
Divatia, Narsimharao, his Hrdayavind, Ktuuma-

mala, Smarana Sarhhitd, etc., 484
Divya Prabandham (Naldyira Divya Prabandham),

1 19/126, 609, 611, 621
Divydvaddna, 204, 213, 270, 712, 727
Dogen, his'Sho-bo-gcn-zo, 748
Dohdkoda(s) t 208; of KSnha and Saraha, 181

Dowerah, Jatindranath, 428
Drdhydyana Gfhya-sdtra-vrtti, 34
Drdhydyana Srauta-Sutra

,
32

DraupadI (Kntifi),
r
55/56, 58, 60, 62, 252

Dravidian^ language(s), 6, 10, 91, 162, 508,

535, 548, 600, 623, 659, 676, 754

Drtfipdda, 153-54, 169, 170, 172
Durg*, 69, 131, 132n„ 133, 138-39, 581

Durgad^sa Vidy&v&gisa, his commentary on
MugdJta-bodha

, 319
Durgasimha, 511; his Pattcaiantra (in Kannada),

510
Durgasimha, his Vftti on Kdtantra Vydkarapa,

317-18, 330, its Tibetan tran., 725
DurgSLvara Kfiyastha, his GitiRdmdyaria, 421
Durge^vara Dvija, 424
Durlabharaja, his Sdmudra-tilaka

, 362
Durvdsas Parana, 40
Dutt, Aru, her (^) Sheaj Gleaned in French Fields ,

Morning Serenade,
461

Dutt, Govindachunder, 461
Dutt, Michael Madhusudan, 8, 442, 502; his

Budo Saliker Ghade Ron, Ekei Ki Bale Sabhyatd,

Krwakumdri, Padmdvati
, Sarmiftha, 443; his

CaturdaJapadi Kavitavail, Tillottamdsambhava
,

Viradgana, Vrajdfigand

\

445; his Meghandda-

vadha, 445, 460, its Hindi tran., 502; his

( The) Captive Ladie
, 460; influence of

Kalidasa on, 443, of Milton on, 460
Dutt, Romesh Chandra, 10; his Economic History

of British India
,
(A) History of Civilization in

Ancient India
, etc., 462; his Mahdrdftra-

jivana-prabhata, Rajput-jivana-sandhyd, Vanga-
vijetd, etc., 447; his verse renderings of

Ramdyana and Mahdbhdrata, 462-63
Dutt, Toru, her Ancient Ballads and Legend> of

Hindustan
,
461

Dvaita, 120, 381, 384
DvaitSdvaita, 120, 381, 384
Dvatrimsat-puttalika

,
Assamese tran. of, 424;

Mongolian version of, 727
Dwivedi, Mahavirprasad, 502, 503, 506
Dwivedi, Sudhakar, 501

Ekdda.ii Mahdtam, 581
Ekajaid-kalpa, 135
Ekajait Tantra

,
135

Ekdkfara-kofa
,
139

Ekdmra Parana, 106
Ekanatha Svami, 551 ;

his Bhavdrtha Ramdyana
,

Ekandthi Bhdgavala
,
550

Ekavtra Tantra
,
135

Ekkundi, S. R., 519
Ekottaragama

, 202, 203
ElakOci Balasarasvatl, her Raghava-Yadava-

Pdndaviyamu, 630
Eleatics, 779
Eliot, T. S., 429, 473, 519
Emeneau, M. B., 684, 782
Empedocles, 779
Epicurus, 779
Errana (ErrSpreggada), 625; his trans. of

Harivarhia
, Nfsiwiha Parana, Rdmdyapa, 627

Ethiopia, influence of Indian scripts in, 778-79

Etfuttogaii, 1 47, 603-4
Eusebius, 779
Ezekiel, Nissim, 472
Ezhuttacchan, 540; his Adhydtma Rdmdyamm ,

Bhdgavatam , Bhdratam , Cintaratnam, Harindma
Kirttanam , Uttara Rdmdyanam, 539

Fa Hien, 730
Fa Hsiang (Dharmalaksana) school, 733, 734
Faiz, 654
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Fani, 654
Faruk Masudi, 534
Fateh Mohammed Sewhani, his biographies of

Prophet Mohammed and of Abul Fazl
and Faizi, 595

Fazal Shah, 584
Fazli, his Karbal-katha,

647
Filer Tonsvi, 655
Firaq Gorakhpuri, his Andaze, 655
Firdausi, his Shahnama> 532, 594
Fitzgerald, Kannada tran. of his Omar Khayyam

y

518
Fort William College, 441, 501, 649, 697

Frere, Bartle (Sir), 589
Frere, Mary, 685
Freud, Sigmund, 429, 572
Furtado, Joseph, 469

Gad&dhara Bhatt&cSrya, his Naftvada-vydkhyd’,

Vyutpatti-vida, etc., 379
Gadgil, Gangadhar, 555, 556
Gadkari, Ram Ganesh, 553, 557
G&gS. Bhatta, his Bhaffa-cintamapi ,

380
Gdhd-sattasai (see Hala)
Ganapati-tdpaniya Upanifad, 142
Ganapatitattva, 767
Ganapati Upanifad, 142
Gandaiydha (-Sutra), 205; manuscript in Central

Asia of, 712, in Japan of, 744, in Nepal of,

697 (see also Avatamsaka-Sutra)

G&ndhari Prakrit, 393, 704, 705, 706, 7 1

7

Gandhavamsa (see Nandapafifta)
Gandhi (Gandhiji), Mahatma, 9, 466, 467, 470-

71, 478; his Atmakathd, 486, 487; his Daksipa

Aphrikdna Satydgrahano Itihdsa
, 486; his

English journals, 474; Marathi play on the

Noakhali tour of, 557
Gandhi, Manuben, 487
Gane£a (Gaijesvara/Ganapati), 6, 49, 57n., 69,

‘92, 95,141,142,143, 749
Ganeia Dik$ita (BhSv&ganeia), 373, 374; his

Yathartha-dipana
,
373

Gapefa Purdna,
143

Gapefa Samhitd
,
143

GangSdevI, her Mathura-vijaya (
Virakamparaya-

carita ), 221, 231, 292
GahgSdhara, his Gandha-sdra, 358
GaftgSdhara Suri, 377
Gangaprasad, 529
Gangcja, 379; his Tattva-eintdmani , 378

Ganguli, Narayan, 457
Ganjur, 729
Garnayak, Radhamohan, 573; his Uttardyapa

,
575

Garo, 667, 668
Garuda Purdpa, 40, 66, 111, 117, 124, 143, 147,

149, 347, 358
Garudopanifad, 108
Gatphoh, P,, 675
Gau^apada, 134, 137, 774; his GaudapSda-bhafya*

372; his Manjifkya-kankd (Gaudapdda-karikd)

,

28, 381
Gaddavaho (see VfikpatirSja)

Gautama, 84; his Dharma+Sutra , 35, 78; his

Gfhya-Sdtra, 35
Gautama (Ak$ap&da), his Nydya-Sutra, 257,

377, 378, 774

Gdyatrf

,

132, 146; fragment found in Indonesia
of, 766; of Chidbhavananda, Swami, 621;
-Rdmayapa, 50n.; Tantra, 143

Genkoji temple, 744
Gesta Romanorum, 781
Ghalib (see Mirza Asadullah Khan Ghalib)
Ghan&nanda, his Kfpd-kapda etc., 498
Ghanarlma Cakravarti, 439
Ghavmasi, his Tutinama etc., 645
Gheranda Sarhhita, 374
Ghose, Manmohan, 464
Ghosh, Aswini Kumar, his Hindu-ramapi Kdfd-

pdh&da, Kopdraka, etc., 573
Ghosh, Girish Chandra, his Buddhadeva-carita ,

Jand, Prqfulla, Sirajuddaula, Viloarmhgala

Thdkur, etc., 444
Ghulam Rasul, 584
Ghulam Rasul Nazki, 533
Gilgamesh, 776
Gilgit Manuscripts, 708, 723n.
Girdharbhai, Ranchhoddas, 483
Giridhara, his Suddh&dvaita-m&rtapda, 385
Gita (see Bhagavad-Gttd)
Gitagovinda (see Jayadeva)
Gitdiljali (see Tagore, Rabindranath)
Gobhila Gfhya-Sutra, 34
Gobhila Srauta-Sutra, 33
Gobind Punjabi, 596, 598
Goddna (see Prem Chand)
Godfrey Manuscript, 708
Goethe, his prologue to Faust modelled on

Abhljtidna-Sakimtala
,
781

Gogoi, Ganeshchandra, 429
Gohil, Surasimhji (‘Kaiapf), 485
Gokak, V. K., 519, 523; his Coleridge's Aesthetics ,

474; his Life's Temple

,

472; his Samarasave

Jivana , 520
Gokhale, Gopal Krishna, 553; biography of,

434, 474, 560
Gokhale, Vishnu Bhikaji, 553
Gona Buddha Rcddi, his Raiigandtha Rdmdvanarti,

626
Gonasuru NUrayanaguru, 632
GopSla Bhatta, 114; his Haribhakti-vilasa

, 116;
his Mimdrhsd-vidhi-bhusana, 380

GopSlacarana Dvija, his tran. of Bhdgavata

Purdpa (Bk. Ill), 423, of Sankara Dcva’s
Bhakti-ratndkara, 425

Gopdla-t&pani Upanifad, 108, 116
Gopdlottara-tdpani Upanifad,

108
Gopatha Brdhmana, 23, 25, 312
Gopicandrer Gita

, Assamese version of, 690
Gopichand, Trtpuraneni, his Asarnarthuni

Jivaydtra 63o; his Pandita Paramefvara

Sastri Vilundma
, 640, 641

Gord (see Tagore, Rabindranath)
Gorakh Natha, 491
Gorelil Purohita (Lai Kavi), his Chatra-prakdsa

,

499
Gore, N. G., 558
Gorkhali (Nepali), 696, 700, 701, 702
Gorob&, 550
Gossc, Edmund, 461, 466
Goswami, Hemchandra, 425n., 426n., 427; his

Phular Cdki, 428
Goswami, Kishorilal, his Rqjiya Begem etc., 505
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Goswami, Prafulladatta, 434, 679n., 683n., 690;
his AsamiydJana-sdhitya, 433

Goswami, Saratchandra, his Maynd etc., 432
Goswami.^Trailokyanath, his Marieikd, 432; his

Sdhilya-dlocana, 433
Govardhana, 498; his ArydsaplaJati

,
259

Govindan Nair, Edasseri, 543, 546
Govinda Siftgh, Guru, 583, 585; his Capdi-

|
caritra

, Kwia-kathd, Rdma-kathd,
Tiria-caritra,

Vicitra-nataka, 499n.; his Capfi-di-vdr, 581
Greece, influence of Indian literature io*. 779-81
Grantha script, 305, 106n., 754
Grierson, (Sir) G. A., 525, 526, 529, 530, 531 n.,

578, 588, 589, 601n.
Gfhya-Sutra(s), 30, 31, 33-35, 36, 51, 148
Guhyakdli Upanifad, 132
Guhya-fikd, /58
Gulahatthadipani, 761
Guiiabhadra, 161, 510
Gunacandra, 301 ;

his Mahdviracaria (Mahdvira-

carita), 161, 180
Gunadharac&rya, his Kasaya-pdhuda, 154, 157
Gun&dhya, 759; his BfhatkathcL, 175, 176, 259,

260, 280, 684, its Tamil adaptation, 608
Gunaratna, 373, 386
Gunas§garar, 610
Gunavira Panditar, his Neminddam etc., 610
Gundappa, D. V. (*D, V. G/), 523; his Belurina

Silabdlikeyaru
,

Atadku- Timmana-kagga, Sri

Rdma-partkfaparn, Umarana Osage, 518; his

Gopdla Kfpta Gokhale, 522; his Paraiurama
,

521
Gune, Dr P. D., 548, 578, 579
Gunjikar, R. B., 554
Gupta, Balmukund, 506
Gupta, Iswar Chandra, 442, 445, 595
Gupta, Mahendranath (‘M’), his Sri Srt Rama-

kff(ia Kathdmfta ,
449

Gupta, Maithili Sharan, 8; his Sdketa,
YaJodhara

,

etc., 502
Gupta, Ramnidhi (Nidhu Babu), 440
Gupta (-BrShml) script, 696, 699, 702, 708-10

Gupta, Siyaram Sharan, his Bapu, Unmukta, etc.,

504; his Ndri, 505
Gupte, Narayan Muralidhar, 553
Gurbaxani, Hotchand, 595, 599
Gurjar, V. S., 555
Gurulugomi, his Amdvatwra , 755; credited with

composition ofDharma-pradipikdva (Sinhalese

commentary on Mahdbodhwarhsa), 755
Gurumukhi script, 579, 580, 581, 589, 702
Gurur&ja, his Pa^itarddhya-carita, 100
Gusi, his Kmdubihka Arilgaki Manuhari,

727

Hafiz, 777
Hafiz Barkhurdar, 582-83

Haima Vydkarana (sec Hemacandra Suri)

Hdjdri-ghofd (see Midhava Deva)
Hala, 173, 174, 177, 405; his Gdhd-sattasai

(Gdtkd-saptadati)

,

112, 143, 172-73, 259, 499
Halakatti, T. G., 523
Hal&yudha, 230; his Abhidhdna-ratna-mdld, Kari-

rahasya, 287, 329
HalSyudha Bhatfa, his Vaiwava-saroasvay 113
Halhed, N. B., 436
Hamid Hasan Qadri, 654

Harhsadeva, his Mfga-pakfiddstra, 357
Hamsa-sampradaya, of Nimb&rka, 120
Hamza, 771

Han Chei inscription, influence of K5lid&sa on,

410
Hanggul script, 741

Hansdak, Baidyanath, his Bengali Iran, of
Hor-ko-ren Mare Hapram-ko-reak* Kathd, 672

Hanum&n, 51, 52, 54n., 61, 563
Haradatta Mi&ra, his Pada-maftjari, 315, 316
Haradatta SivScarya, Halasya•mdhdtmya. attribu-

ted to, 106, its Tamil adaptation, 612; his

Caturveda-tdtparya-safigraha, Harx-Hara-tara-

tamya
t 97; his Gana-kdrika, 97, 98; his Sruti-

sukti-mdla, 97, 101

Harappan civilization, 89, 133n.

Haribhadra, Tibetan tran. of his Abhisamay&lad-

kdrdfoka, 724
Haribhadra Suri, 157; his Dharma-saAgraharii,

181 ; his Dhurtakhydna, 162 ;
his Nemindhacartu ,

161, 178; his $addadana-samuccaya
t 99, 386,

388; his Samardicca-kahdt 162, 179; his

Upaddapada, 174
Haribhaskara, his Padydmjla-taraAgini, 232
Haricandra, 161, 162, 262n.; his Dharma-

Sarmabhyudaya , 218; his Jivandhara-campuy 224
Hari Diksita, his Sabda-ratna, 316
Harigaon inscription, 698

,

Harihara, 517; his Basavardjadevara-ragale,

.Nambiyanmna-ragale, Pu$pa-raga\e, etc., 513
Haripaladeva, his Sangita-sudhdkara , 3G6
Hari$cna, 183; his Dharma-pariksd, 162, 178; his

Katha-kofa
,

162; his Paryaya-mukldvali,
329

Hari^ena, 401, 402; his prafasti of Samudiagupta,
268, 398-99, 695

Harishchandra, ‘Bharatendu*, 8, 501, 502,

507; his Andher Nagari
,

Bharaia-durdasa,

Bhdrata-janani, Candravail
y

Jsfild Devi,
Prema-

yoginif Sati-pratapa, 506
Harisraya, 768
H&rita, 77n., 84, 351, 352, 353, 354, 714
Hartvamh

,
39, 50n., 110, 111, 113, 133, 176,

178, G99, 758; Assamese tran. of, 424;
Bengali version of, 441 ;

Old Javanese
recension of, 7b9; Persian tran. of, 774;
Purana, byjaina authors, 160, 177

Harivara Vipra, his Lava-Kusar Yuddhat
Vabru-

vdhanar Yuddha t 420
Harivarman, his Satyasiddhi, 774
Hari-vijaya (see Srklhara); a Javanese work,

769
Harfacarita (see Bana)
Har?avardhana (Harsa/Srihar$a), 95, 149, 250,

286, 398, 402; his Ndgdnanda , 241, 250, 251,

its Tibetan tran., 722, 725; his Priyadariika ,

Ratndvalx , 95, 241, 250, 251
Harun Alrashid, 775
Hasan Shawqi, his Fathnama Nizam Shah

% 646
Hasham, 584
Hasrat, 654
Hasrat Mohan i, 652
Hastings, Warren, 87

Hatha-yoga, 374, 491
Hafha-yoga-pradipika, 374
H&thigumph& inscription, 167, 393-94
Hatthavanagalla-vihdravarhsa, 198 .
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Hawinsa temple, blocks ofBuddhist texts in
y 742

Hayatulla Ansari, 654; his Lahoo-ke Phul etc.,

655
Hazarika, Atulchandra, 429, 430, 43 In.; his

Chatrapati Sivdjt, Narakdsura, etc., 430; his

Pdhcqjanya, 429; his Jikendrajit, 43 in.

Hazarika, Dutiram, 425
Hel&rkja, 220, 314, 323n.; his Parthivdvali

,
288

He|avanakatte Giriyamma, 516
Hemacandra Suri, 5, 160, 177, 231, 299, 327;

his Abhidhdna-cintdmani, Anekdrtha-sartgraha
,

326, 332; his Chando'nusasana
, 183, 309-10;

his DeH-ndma-mdla, 182; his Dvydbraya-

kavya (
Kumdrapdla-carita), 180, 219, 289-90;

his Kayydnusasana, 301 ; his Maladhdrigaccha
,

174; his Siddha-Hemacandra (Haima VySka

-

rand), 319; his Tri$afli~fal&kd-puru$a-carita>

161, 218; his Upadesamala
, 174; his Yoga-

idstra ,
159

Hemadri, his Caturvarga-cintamapi, 42, 87; his

Vrata-khap<fa
} 147

Hema Sarasvatl, his Hara-Gauri-samvada
,
Prah-

lada-caritra, 420
Hembrom, Durgacharan, 673
Hembrom, Rupnarayan, 673
Heraclitus, influence of Indian philosophy on,

779
Hevajra Tantra, Tibetan (.ran, of, 724
Hikayat Amir Hamzah , 765
Hikayat Iskandar Dhu'l-Karnain, 765
Hikayat Merang Alahduamsa

,
765

Hikayat Perang ,
765

Hikayat Rajarqja Pasai
, 765

Hikayat Seri Rama, 765
Hmayana, 185, 391, 710, 731, 759
Hindu (s), 9, 59, 64, 67, 70, 73, 85, 86, 110,

118, 140, 141, 143, 158, 379, 388, 594,

668, 671, 675; deities figuring in Japanese
pantheon, 749, 750

Hinduism, 37, 38, 39, 42, 67, 127, 442, 588, 594,

608, 617, 675, 684
Hippocratic collection, 780
Hiranandani, Popati, 598
Hiraoyagarbha, 66, 144
Hiranyagarbha-sukta, 16
Hirapyaketi Dharma-StUra, 78
HiranyakeH Gfhya-Sutra, 144
Hiriyanna, M., 470
Hislop, Rev. S., 684
Hitopadeia (see N&rayapa) ; Assamese version of,

424; English tran. of, 781; influence on
Central Asian inscriptions of, 416; Nepali

tran. of, 701; Newari tran. of, 700; stories

in Burma of, 763; text in Nepal of, 698;

works in Ceylon and Java based on, 755,

770
Hiuen Tsang, 151, 203, 285, 286, 312, 420, 562,

706, 708, 709, 710, 711, 730, 731, 732, 733,

744
Hobogirin, 208, 748n.

Hodgson, Brian Houghton, 697

Hokke sect, 748
Honltfl BaJS, 552
Honnamma, her Hadibadeya-dharma, 516

Horyuji monastery, ancient Sanskrit manuscripts

in, and construction of, 744

Hosso sect, 744
Hotan, his Immyo-Zuigenki, 744
Hsiu-yao-ching, 738
Hubb Khotun (Habba Khotun), 527-28
•Hugo, Victor, 461
Hultzsch, E., 508, 778
Humayun Kabir, 456, 469, 470
Hundraj ‘Dukhayal’, his Sadgita Phul, 593
Hungchunsa temple, Buddhist scriptures in,

Huvi$ka, 89n., 778
Hyangga

,

Buddhist influence on, 742
Hyderbux Jatoi, 592
Hunjong, king, 741

Ibn Ibrahim Alfazari, 775, 776
Ibn-i-Jabahir Albattani, 776
Ibn Khuradadba, 774
Ibn Nishati, his Phut-ban, 645
Ibrahim Zauq, 649, 650
Ibsen, his influence on Malayalam drama, 545;

Manipuri trans. of his plays, 666, 667;
Sindhi tran. of his Pillars of Society, 597

I-chang, 741
I-ching, 734
1-hsing, 738
Ilampuranar, his commentary on Tolkdppiyam .

611
I)ahko Adika), his Silappadikdram, 147, 365, 535,

606n., 607, 608, 611, 614, 619
Iliad, 54, 62
Imam Bakhsh, 584
Imam Ghazali, his Kimayi-i-Sadat, its Punjabi

tran., 583, Sindhi tran., 594
Imtaz Ali Taj, his Anarkali, 553
Inamdar, V. M. (‘Trivetf’), 519, 520
Indira Devi, 451
Indo-Aryan(s), 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 89, 435
Indra, 14n., 18, 29, 30, 38, 44, 68, 107, 131, 137,

144, 146n., 395, 749, 769
Inradevl, queen, 412, 75/
Indra-vyaya

,

769
Indukara, his Nighaplu, 357
Insha, his Rani Ketaki-ki Kahani,

648
Iqbal, 458, 650, 651-52; his Insan-al-Kamil

,

652
Iraiyan&r, his Iraiyandr Ahapporul (Kafaviyal),

610, Nakklrar’s commentary on it, 611, 614
Irugappadand&dhin&tha, his NdnSrtha-ratna-mdld

,

332
lia (Iidvdsya) Upanifad, 22, 28, 90; Safikara’s

commentary on, 382; Santali tran. of, 673
Islam(ic), 524, ol3, 642, 643
Ismail Muruthi, 651
Ismail Ursani, his Bad Nasib Than, 597
Ismat Chugtai, his Janm, 654
Iivara D&sa, his Caitanya Bhdgavata

,
566

Iivara-Gitd, 41
l$varakrw&> 374; his Sdrhkhya-kdrikd, 372, 373,

774
iJvara Samhitd

,
109n.

Itivuttaka
,
186n., 190, 191, 197

I-tsing, 314, 354, 730
Ivolginsky monastery, 729
Iyengar, Masti Venkatesa (‘Srinivasa’)

,
his

Ceruiabasava Ptdyaka, Cikavira Rqjendra, 520
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Jafar Zata], 646
Jagadekamalla, his Sangita-cutfdmani, 366
Jagaddhara, his KusumdfijaH, 230; his Sangita-

sarvasva,
366

Jagadfta Tarkalahkara, his Dravya-sukti, 375; his

Nydy&darSa, Sabda-jakti-prakatikd, 379
Jagajjyotirmalla, his Hata-Gami-vivdha , 699;

his Ndgara-sarvasva-pik^ 364, 700; his Sangita-

candra 366, 700; his Sangita-sara-sangraha ,

367
Jagarm&tha, 67, 561, 564n.; cult, 563
Jagannatha, his Bhdmm-vildsa, 229; his Praudha-

manoramdkuca-mardini, 316; his Rasa-

gangddhara, 302
Jagannatha D&sa, 564, 565
Jagannatha Pandita, his Amrta-lahari

,
Gangd-

lahariy Karupd-lahari, Lakfmi-lahari, Sudhd-
lahari, 47

Jagannatha Tarkapailcanana, his Vivdddrriava-

setu, 87
Jagatprakasamalla, his Prabhdvati-harana, 699
Jahangir, emperor, 221, 528
Jaiglsayya, 93
Jaimini, his Mimdmsd-StUra (Jaimini-Sulia ) , 257,

371, 379, 380, 386, 774
Jaiminfya Gfhya-Sutra , 34
Jaiminiya Mahdbharata, Oriya Iran, of, 563;

source of some early Assamese works, 420
Jaiminiya Samhitd, 34-35

Jaina, 5, 111, 158, 160, 163, 169, 175, 361, 371,

387, 388, 393, 394; Agama, 155, 168;

Ardha-Mfigadhi, 202; authors, 174; carton,

156, 165, 168; Church, 171: community,
161; cosmology, 159, 169; dialectics, 159;
dogma, 181 ;

dogmatics, 174, 181 ;
epistemo-

logy, 169, 181; ideology, 179; Maharasfri,
156, 179, 180; monks, 171, 394, 610

Jainendra Vydkarana (see Pujyapada Devanandin)
Jainism, 6, 37, 109n., 118, 152, 158, 160, 168,'

178, 608; dogmatical topics of, 181;

patronage to, 174; principles of, 177

Jambudvipa-prajflapti, 155, 159

Jami, 591; Sanskrit rendering of his YusuJ-

Zulaikha (Katha-kautuka) , 227, 527n.
Janab&T, 550
Janaka, 94, 564n.
Janakinatha Bhattacarya, his Nydya-siddhdnla-

maFijari
,
379

Janakiraman, T., his Mohamul etc., 618, 619
Janam-sakhis , 579, 582, 583
Janardana Svanil, 550
Janna, 511; his Ananlandtha Purana, Yaiodhara-

carite, 513
Jan Nisar Akhtar, 655
Japan, 205, 740, 742, 743, 744, 745, 746, 747,

748, 749, 750; Buddhism in, 743; influence

of Bodhisena in, 746; study of Sanskrit

Buddhist scriptures in, 743-45

Japji (see NSnak, Guru)
Jataka(s), 192, 193, 204, 213, 259n., 273, 278,

279; Arabic tran. of, 777; influence on
Christian gospels and parables of, 780,
influence on Japanese literature oL 747;

influence on Malaysian folk-tales of, 765;

Javanese stories with their parallels in,

770; Mongolian version of, 727; stories in

Burmese and their influence, 760, 762; That*
plays based on, 764; trans. in various
European languages of, 782

Jdtakantdla (see Arya Sura)
Ja;a Simhanandin, his Varahga-carita. 218
Java, 5, 407, 415, 765-71
Jayabhaya, king, 769
Jayadatta Sun, his Asva-vaidyaka, 357
Jayadeva, 406, 440, 498, 540, 566; his Candrd-

loka, 301; his Gitagovinda> 48, 113, 437,
699, its Assamese versions, 423, 424, its

Manipuri trail., 665, its Oriya version,

566, its text in Nepal, 698; his Rati-manjari,

Jayadeva Misra, 376; his Maryyaloka
,
379

Jayadhavald, 157, 161, 181

Jayadratha Ydmala, 140
Jayakantan, his Inippwn Karipbum etc., 619; his

Oru Natikai Ndfakam Pdrkkirdp, Sita Neran-

kalil Sila ManitarkaU 618
Jayakhya Samhita, 44, 45, 110
Jayamati Kuvdrir Gita

, 690
Jnyananda, his Caitanya-maiigala, 1 14
Jayahkondan, his Kalidgattup-parani, CIO
Jayanta Bhatta, his Nyaya-kaltkd, 378; his Nydya-

mailjari, 270, 378, 386
Jayarama Nyayapancanana, his Nydya-siddhdnta-

mala 378
Jayaranamalla, his Pdndava-vijaya-ndfaka , 700
Jayaraii Bhatta, his Tativopaplava-sirhha, 387
Jayasena, his Nftya-ratndvali, 368
Jayascnapati (Jayana), his Sahgita-ratnavali

i
3(>l>

Jayasi (sec Malik Mohammed Jayasi)
Jayasimha Suri, 289; his Hamtnira-mada-mardana

,

291 ; his Nydya-sara-tikd
, 378

Jayasimha Suri 11, his Kumarapdla-bhupdla-carita,
290

Jayata, his Mahirdvana-vaJha-ndtaka
,
700

Jayatirtha, his Nydya-dipika, 127; his Nydya-
sudhd-pahjikd, Prameya-dipikd, Tattva-prakasikd

,

127,384
Jayavallabha, 174; his Vajjalaggd

, 159, 173
Jctari, Tibetan tran. of his Bodhicitlotpdda-sama-

danavid, 724
Jethanand, his Nala-Damayanti, 596
Jethmal Parsram, 599; his Chamra-posh, Purav

Jotiy 596; his Sacal Sarmast, 595
Jhabvala, Ruth Prawar, 471; her Edmond in

India, (A) Stianger Climate, etc., 472
Jigar, 654
Jigong, 741

Jimutavahana, 237, 239, 241, 344; his Ddya-
bhdga, 86, 87; his hala-viveka, Vyavahdra-

mdtfkd, 86
Jinabhadra Kfamasraniana, 157, 172; his Jila

-

kalpa
, 155

Jinadasa Maha tiara, his Nandi-cunji, 172
Jinasena, 157, 172, 264n., his Harivamia Purana,

160; his Mahapwrdna
, Pdrlvdbhyudaya-kdvya,

161

Jiuendrabuddhi, his Kasika-vivarana-pafijikd, 315
Jitamitramalla, his Bharata-ndpakam

, 699; his

Gopicandra-ndtakam, 700
Jitendra, king, 766
Jiun (Onkwo), his Juzen-hogo, 745
JIva Gosvamin, 29, 53n., 1 14, 302; his Bhdgavata-
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sandarbha ($apandarbha), 115, 385; his

Durgama-sahgamani, Gopdla-birudavali, GopdUt-

campd, harindmdmfta-cydkara^ia, Mddhava-
rnafotsava9 Sankalpakalpadruma, 116; his

Locana-rocani, 116, 302; his Krama-sandarbha,
Sarva-sarhvddini} 115; Kfsndrcana-dipikd

attributed to, 116
Jivaka-cintdmani (see Tiruttakka Devar)
Jiva-pustaka,

(Saka-) Khotanese tran. of, 715
Jftdna, 43, 44, 91, 93, 102, 104, 192
Jfifina Dasa, 440
Jfiana-prasthdna (see K&tyayanlputra)
Jfidndrpava Tantra

, 45, 139

Jflanasambandhar, 102, 608
jHanasiddhi, 208
Jnanalrimitra, Tibetan tran. of his Kdryakdraw-

bhdvandsiddhi
, 724

Jnanesvara (Jfianadeva), 7, 117-18, 549; his

Amftanubhava, 550; his Bhavdrtha-dipika

(Jfidnefvari), 550, 551; his influence on
Narasimha Mehta, 479n., on EkanStha,
551

jHdtfdharmakathd
, 152, 169

Jogan, his Shittan-sanmitsu, 745
Jog, Nana, 557
John of Damascus, his Barlaam and Josaphat, 780
Joindu, his Paramappapayasu, Togasdra, 181
Jondki9 427, 428
Jonaraja, 220, 289; his Dvitiyd Rdjatai angiiii, 288
Joshi, Gaurishankar Govardhanram (‘Dhuma-

ketu’), 488
Joshi, Uinashankar, 485, 486, 488
Joshi, Vaman Malhar, his Rdgini

,
SuSilecd Deva,

555
Jote, 594n.

Joyce, James, his Ulysses
,
472

Ju, Lakshina n, his Nala-Damayanti, 531
Junagarh rock inscription, 397-98, 401

Jung, Carl Gustave, 429

Kabir, 117, 491, 492, 526, 580; his Bijaka
,
493;

influence on Sindhi literature of, 592;
songs in Adi Grantha of, 494

Kaccayana, 318, 761 ; his Susandhikajbpa, 201
Kacciyappa Sivacaryar, his Kanda Purdnam, 147,

611-12; his Tanikaip Purdnam
} 612

Kachari, 667
Kachhi, 588
Kddambari (sec Bana)
Kadamkali (sec Bezbarua, Lakshminath)
Kadphises II, 778
Kaetaesa temple, 742
K&h&nu Dasa, his Rdma-tasamfla-sindhu, 566
Kaifl 654
Kaikeyi Apabhrarida, 579
Kailasam, T. P., 470, 473, 521
Kdinarol

,
663

Kaiyafa, his Pradipa, 314
K’ai-ytm-chan-ching, 737
KdkacantfeJvart-mata Tantra

,
350

Kakati, Banikanta, his PuroQi Asamiyd Sdhitya .

433
Kakavins (Javanese poems in Sanskrit metres),

766, 768-69
Kakuda Kftty&yana, 387
Kdlacakra*gapita, Tibetan tran, of, 725

Kdlacakra Tantra
,
Tibetan tran. of, 724

KalacakraySna, 207, 208, 735
K&lameghappiuavar, his Tiruvdnaikkd-tdd

,
61

1

K&i&mukhas, 97, 625n.
Kalanos, 779
Kaiapacandra, his Radhd-cariUi^ 423
Kalefkar, Kaka, 487
Kalelkar N. G. 559
Kalhana, 283, 287, ,314, 318; his ArdhanarUvara-

stotra
, 47, 95; his RdiataraAgini

, 147, 216, 220,
288, 524, 526n., 527n.

Kan (Kalika), 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136,

137, 138
Kalidasa, 6, 95. 125, 167, 172, 179, 192, 212,

217, 251, 263, 295, 401, 403, 409, 419n.,

443, 486, 523, 535, 538, 571, 722, 759;
contrasted with Bhavabhflti, 247-48; his

Abh\jfldna~£akuntala (Sakuntald), 5, 94n.,

233, 234, 237-38, 243, 244-45, 363, 754,
its tran. in English and German, 781-82,
in Hindi, 501, in Kannada, 517, in Mala-
yalam, 542, in Sindhi, 594, in Tamil,
619, in Telugu, 628, 636; his Kumdra -

sambhava
, 46, 94, 134, 146, 214, 215, 368,

411, 768; his Mdlatikagnimitra, 213, 242; his

Meghaduta, 5, 94n., 146, 161,213, 214, 216,

227, 228, 265n., 352, 357, 362, 400, 538,
754, 756, its tran. in Sindhi, 593, in Tibetan,

722, 725; his Raghuvamfa
, 5, 46, 94n., 112,

134, 214, 215, 216, 356, 361, 362, 368, 399,

410, 41 1, 609, 754, 768; his jjUusarhhara
, 214,

227, 400, its tran. in English, 781; his

Vikramorvaiiya ,
147n., 166, 177, 243, 727,

its tran. in Malayalam, 542; Manipun
trans. of some works of, 666

Kalika Parapet, 133, 347, 4?9n.
Kalf-kula-kramdrcand, 135
Kalihga, 167, 185, 198, 391, 393, 394, 561,

562n., 610, 725
KalihgarSya Surya, his Siiktiratnahdra, 232
Kalita, Dandinath, his Agni-parikfa 430; his

Bahurupi, 429; his Candranatha Manila, 434;
his Garui-viplava etc., 431

Kali Tantra ,
135

Kalittogai
,
603, 604

Kali-vildsa Tantra
, 135, 138

Kali Tdmala
, 135

Kalladan&r, his Kallatfam, 610
Kallaia, 99; his vrtti on Spanda-Sutra

,
98

Kalmyk (s), 728, 729
Kdlottara

,
135

Kalpand-manfitikd (see Kumiiralata)
Kalpa-Sutra

, 155, 156, 157

Kalpa-Sutra(s), of Vedic literature, 30, 31, 34,

76, 77n., 80, 255, 256
Kalp&vatarnsikd, 155
Kaly&]}amalladeva, his Anatiga-raAga

, 364
Kalyanamitra, Tibetan tran. of his Vinaya*

prasna-kdrikd, 723
Kalyanasundaram, Tiru. Vi. (‘Tiru. Vi. Ka.’),

622, 622n.; his Manita Vdzhkkaiyum Gandhi
Atfikalum, Murugan Allatu Azhagu, Pennin

Perumai
,

Tamizhccolai, UlMi, 620; his

Podumai Vetfal, 615; his Vdzhkkaik-kurippukkaf
,

621
Kalya^I inscription, 762
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Kalyaniya, his Telakatdhagdtha, 200, 753
Kamadhenut of Gopendra Tripurahara (Tippa

Bhupala), 262n., 297; of Vopadeva, 320;
of Subhuticandra, 330 (see Amarakoja)

Kamakald-vilasa, 45, 137

Kamalakanta (sec Chatterjec, Bankim Chandra)
Kamal&kara BhaUa, his Niryaya-sindhu, 87
Kamalasiia, 386; Tibetan tran. of his Madhya

-

makdladkdra commentary, 724; Tibetan
tran. of his Saptasatikd commentary, 723

Kamandaka, 343; his Nitisdra (KdmandMxya or

Kamandakiya Nitisdra) , 226, 277, 342, 343,

344, 767
Kdmandaka Rqjaniti, 767
Kdmandaki,

201
Kdma-ratm, of Nityanatha, 364
Klmarupa, 402, 419, 420
KdmastUra (see Vatsy&yana)
Kdm&yani (see Prasad, Jayashankar)
Kamban, contemporaries of, 610; his Kamha

Rdmayanam (Rdmakdtai), 473n.
}

609-10,

610n.; his period, 609n,; his style, 609-10
K&me&vara Kavi, his Dhenwndhdtmyamu, 632
Kdmdvari Tantra , 135
Kdmika Agama, 42, 42n., 43, 91, 147

Kamo-no Chomci, 749
Kamsari Kayastha, 423
Kamsan£r£yana, king, 701

Kanada, 374, 374n., 375n., 758; his Vaitesika-

Sutra , 374, 375
Kanada, his Nadi-vijiidna , 355
Kanakadasa, 515; his Hari-bhakti-sdra, Mohana-

taradgini, 127
Kanakamara, his Karakanfaeariu , 162, 178

Kanakasubburatnam (‘Bharatidasan’), his Azha-
kin Sirippu, Haidar Ilakkiyam

, Irupfa Vi<fu,

Isaiyamutu, Kudumba-vifakku,
Kurifcittiftu, Part-

(iiyan Parisu
,
Puralcik-kavi

,
Saflcivi Parvatattin

Cdral, Tamizh-iyakkam , 615-16; his Ora-
tdndavam, Patitta Penkal,

Piiirdndaiydr
, 619;

his conception of ideal home and maxims
for the young, 615-16; his love for Nature,

615; his successors, 616
Kancipuram (Kfinjivaram or Kafici), 44, 124,

200, 625n., 760
Kanda literature in Old Javanese, 766, 768
Kandukuru Rudra Kavi, his Nirankusopdkhyd-

tiarnu
, 630; his Sugriva-vyayam

u

,
631

Kanekar, Anant, 556, 558; his Candrdt
,
553

Kanisica (I), king, 234, 405, 712, 713, 716, 778
Kanjur, 208, 72 In., 729
Kankanti Baparaju, 633
Kan-khovd

,
423

‘Kannad&san’, his 616
Kannan-pdttu (see Bharati, Subrahmanya)
Kannappar, 102

Kapva Bfhaddranyaka Upanifad, 29
Karma version of Satapatha Brdhmarta , 21, 22, 24,

29
KSpalika(s), 90, 95, 97, 134, 625
Kapila, 260, 758; Sarhkhya-Sutra attributed to,

372,373
Kapila Purdna, 40
Kapilar, his poems in Kalittogai, 604; his Kurin-

cippdltu
, 604, 605

Karaka, D. F, 469, 470

Karaka-sadgraha, 768
Kdrana Agama

, 43, 91, 147

K&raofa-vyuha, Tibetan tran. of, 720
Karbala, 648
Karittimdu (see Varadarajan, M.)
Karina, 41, 68, 91, 92, 125, 153, 157, 158, 172,

181, 191,204, 285
Karrnastava ,

158

Karmavdcana, manuscript in Central Asia of,

712
Karma-vibhdgaya ,

755
Karmavibhadga ,

Kuchean tran. of, 715

Karmavipdka ,
158

Karnad, Girish, his Toyin', 522
Karpdramadjari (see R&jasekhara)

Kartabhajas, 437
KSrttikeya (Kumara/Muruga/Skanda/Subrah-

manya), 92, 93, 137, 141, 144, 145, 146,

ML 148, 149, 317, 352, 359
Karvc, D. K., 559
Karve, Iravati, 558, 559
Ka$dya-prabhrta , 170, 171

Kashgarh, 704, 708, 710

Kashmir, 17, 43, 44, 47, 95, 136, 180, 280, 286,

287, 288, 289, 703, 710

Kdsikd (-vrtti) y of Jayaditya and Vamana, 315,

412, 759, 762; of Sucarita Misra, 380;

-vivarana-pailjikd, of Jinendrabuddhi, 315

Kasinltlia, his Adkar Aryd 426
Kasirama Dasa, Pdndava-vijaya ascribed to, 439

K&£miraka Sadananda Yati, his Advaita-brahma-

siddhi, 383, 386, 388

Kassapa, his Andgatammsa , 200

KEiyapa MStanga, 730

Kdiyapa Samhitd
, 44, 146, 353-54, 369, 740

KdJyapa-tilpa-idstra, 369
Katantra (Kaumara/Kalapaka) school, 317-18,

714, 762
Katantra Vydkarana (see Sarvavarman)I; manu-

script in Central Asia of, 711; Pali tran. or,

761; Tibetan tran. of, 722; -Vftti (see

Durg^simha)
Kathd-guru-carita ,

426
Kathaka Grhya-Sutra, 34
Kathaka Sarhhitd, 21

Kathaka firavta-SiUra, 32

Kathdsarit-sagara (see Somadeva)
Katha (Kathaka) Upanisad

, 28, 107, 382, 386

Kathaoatthu, 194

Kdtiya (Pdraskaral Vajusaneya) Grhya-Sutra ,
34

KStyayana, 84; his K&tydyana-Smfti-sdroddhdra,85

KatySyana (Vararuci), 182, 314, 318, 341;

his Kanphabharana (
Vdraruca-kdvya) , 211; his

vdrttikas on Aftadhyayi, 313

Katydyana Sraula-Sutra
,
32

Katyayaniputra, his Jdana-prasthdna, 203, its

Chinese tran., 733

Kaul, Iswar, 530

Kaul, Jialal, 534
Kaul, Nandalal, his Prahldda Bhagat

,
Rdmun Raj,

etc., 533
Kaumdra Samhitd, 146

Kaui>dabhatt&> 317; his Vaiydkarana-bhusana ,
316

Kaurtdinya, his Padcdrtha-bhdsya ,
98

Kauiika-Sutra , 33, 35

Kaufitaha Grhya-Sutra,
33
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KauiUuki (*Sddkhdyana) Aratjyaka, 26, 30
Kaufitaki l$dnkh4yana) Brahmapa, 23, 24, 29, 90
Kaufitaki Upanifad, 26, 29
Kauthuma Gfhya-Siitra, 35
Kautflya (C&pakya/Vi$nugupta) , 6, 146, 251,

261, 284, 700; his Arthasdstrat 37, 55n.,

64, 294, 336-40, 341, 342, 343, 346, 349,

372, 386, 695, its Malayalam adaptation,

541; Tibetan tran. of the Niti text as-

cribed to, 722
Kavicandra Dvija, 423
Kaviraja, his Rdghava-pdridaviya, 219
Kavirdjamarga, 508
Kavir&ja Suryavipra, his Siydl-gosdift, 424
Kaviraja Yaii, his Sdmkhya-lattva-pradipa

,
373

Kaviraj, Gangadhar, 355; his Jalpa-kalpataru,

353; his jSfddt-parikfd, 356
Kdvyadaria (see DaQdin)
Kdvydlahkdra (see Bhamaha)
K&vya-mimdmsd (see R5ja4ekhara)
Kdvy&nuiasana , of Hemacandra, of Vagbha(a II,

301
Kazi Kazan, 591
Kazi Nazrul Islam, his Agniv\tyd

y Dolancanpa ,

Piiver Haoyd
,

etc., 455; Sindhi trans. of his

poems, 593
Keats, 460
KedSra Bhatta, his Vftia-ratndkara , 183, 754
Kelkar, N. C., 557, 558
Kemmu, Motilal, 534
Kempis, Thomas A, Sindhi Iran, of his {The)

Imitation oj Christ, 595
Kcna Upanifad, 28, 131, 382
Kesava, his Kalpadrukoja, 334
Kesava, 178; his Ndndrtharwva-sank$epa, 332
Kesava BhaUa, his Nyaya-candrika, 377; his

Sdmkhya-tattva-pradipikdJ 373
Kciava (KSsmirl) BhaUa, his Tatlva-prakdsikd,

384; his Vedanta-kaustubha-prabhd, 126,
384

Kesavadasa, 498, 499; his Kavi-ptiya, Rasika-

priyd
, 498 ; his Rdma-candrika ,

495
Kesavadasa, his Siddhdnta-Sutra

,
549

Kesava Dev, P., 544
Kesava Misra, his Alatikdra-sekhara ,

302
Kesava Misra, his Tarka-bhdfd, 378
Ke£ir£ja, 511, 513; his Sabda-mayi-darpana, 514
KetakSdasa, his Manasa-mahgala, 438
Khabardar, Ardcsbir Faramji, 485; his bio-

graphy of Behramji M. Malabari, 487 ; his

Kdvya-iasika, PrakdHka, etc., 48 5n.
Kiiadilkar, K. P., his Kicaka-vadha, 557
Khadira Gfhya-Sutra, 34
Khagendra-mapi-darpana, of Mangaraja I, 514
Khalid, 775
Khalifa Gul Mohammed (‘Gul’), 592, 593

Khamba- Thoibi Seireng, 663, 666
Khancjadeva, his Bhdfla-dipika, Bhatla-kaustubha.

,

Bhd}la-raha±yat 380
Kbandekar, Vishnu (V.) Sakharam (S.), 556,

558, 560; his Krauflca-vadka, Ulka
t

Taydti,

555; Tamil trans. of his novels, 618
Khanolkar, C. T., 556, 557
Kh&ravela, king, 164, 167, 393, 394, 561

Kharc, Vasudeo Sastri, 557
Khari-boli, 489, 491, 500, 501, 502

Kharosthl script, 391, 393, 704, 705, 706, 709,
717; inscriptions in, 416, 704, 706, 714, 778

Kliasi, 671; literature, 674-76
Khusru Anushirwan, 775, 777
Kbema, his Khema-pakarajia. 752
Kher, B. D., 555, 559
Kherwal-varhia Dharam-puthi (see Tudu, Ramdas

Majhi)
Khialdas *Fani’, 593
Khilnani, Kauromal Ghandanmal, his Pako

Paha and other works, 594
Khotan, 393, 703, 704, 705, 706, 708, 709, 710,

712,716,717
Khri-sroh-ldc-btsan, king, 723
Khriffopanifad, 27
Khuddaka Pfikdya, 188, 189, 197, 203, 278
Khuddakapdfhat 190, 204n.
Khuddakasikkhd, 200
Khwndn-raso

,
490

Kidungs (Javanese ballads), 766, 770
Kim Manchung, 743
Kim Si Sup, his Kumo Sinhiva, 742
Kirana Agama

, 43, 91
Kiraydvali (see Udayana); -bkaskara, of Pad-

manabha Misra, 376; -prakdia, of Vardha-
manopadhy&ya, 375, 376

hiratdrjuniya (see Bharavi)
Kirloskar, Balwant Pandurang, his Rdma-rajya-

viyoga
,
Saubhadra, etc., 556-57

Kirtana-ghofd (see Sankara Deva)
Kishincnand (‘Bewas’), 599; his Gangd Jun

Lahrun
,
Samundi Sipun

,
Shinn Shair

,
593

Kishnani, Dewandas (‘Azad’), 593
Kitab Bilawhar wa Tudasaf, 774
Kitabul Hind (see Alberuni)
Knowles, J. H. (Rev.), 685, 688
Kobo (Kukai), his Bonji-shitlanjimo-narabi-ni-

shaku-gi, 746
Kofukuji temple, 744
Koguryo, 740
Kohala, 296, 365; his Talddhydya, 367
Kojiki, 745
Kokanada-Sutra

,
manuscript in Central Asia of,

712
Komyo, empress, 745
Koneti Diksita Candra, his Vijayardghava-kalya-

fw/nw, 631
Konjaku-mawgatari,

747
‘Kohkuvcjir*, his Peruhkatfiai, 608
Korea, 743; Buddhism in, 740-41; publication

of Buddhist scriptures in, 741-42
Kosainbi, Dharmanand, 559
KoUarakkara TampurSn, his Ramandtjam, 540
Kottayatlu TampurSn, his Kdlakeya-vaddham,

Kalydna-saugandhikarn, etc., 540
Kovur, E. M., 544, 545
Ktamadisvara, hisJSamkfipta-idra (Jaumara ), 319
Kripalini, Acharya, 475
Krishnamurthi, R. (‘Kalki’J, 620; his Alaiyosai

,

6 1 7, 6 1 8 ; his Parttipan Kanavu etc., 617
Krishna Pillai, Changampuzha, his Ramadan,

543
Krishna Pillai, N., his Bhagna-bhavanam, Kanyaka,

546
Krishna Sastri, Dcvulapalh, 640; his Kffna*

pakfam, 637

V—103
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Krishna Sharma, S., his Kuladtpakaru, Paficavafi,

etc., 522
Kfwa-cartira (see Chatterjee, Bankim Chandra)
Knnad&sa, 496
KnnadSsa Kavir&ja, his Caitetpa-caritdmrta, 114,

441, its Manipuri tran., 666
Kr$$ad£sa SSrvabhauma, his Akkydta-didhiti-

prasarim, Naflvdda-fippana, 379
Ktfnadevariya, 367, 630, 632; his Amukia-

malyada
,
629

Kfgnadhvari, his Nai$adha-p$rijdtiyamu, 63*1
.

Krwa-gdtha, 126, 536, 539
Kffiparcttara, 363
Krega 4, 6, 7, 38, 39, 44, 46, 47, 48, 57, 58,

59, 62n., 68, 69, 70, 92, 94, 95, 108, 109,

110, 111, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 122,

125, 126, 128, 129, 133, 143, 160, 168, 181,

267, 401, 405, 422, 423, 433, 437, 438, 440,

445, 479, 482, 492, 494, 495, 496, 498,

499, 531, 539, 549, 550n., 563, 565, 567,
568, 609, 615, 631, 664, 666, 683, 769

KftOalil&juka Muni, his Purufakara, 317, 319;
Siricimdhakawarh, 181

Kr?namacarya, his Sirhhagiri Narahari Vacana-

mulu, 627
Kftna Miira, his Prabodha-candrodaya, 150, 252,

386, Assamese work based on it, 424, its

Telugu version, 628
Kftn&nanda, his Sabfdayananda,

218
Kfsjidntaka, 769
Ky§i;arftma D3sa, his Kdlikd-mahgala etc., 439
Km* Yajur-Veda> 19, 20, 21, 23, 27, 28, 29, 30,

32, 34, 36, 90
Kftna Yajvan, his Mimamsd-paribhdfa;, 380
Krtnopanifad, 108
Krttivfisa, his £r( Rdma-pdhcdli, 438, its adaptation

in Manipuri, 664
Kscmakarna, his Raga-mald, 366
K?emananda, his Sdrhkhya-tattva-vivecana, 373
K$emaraja, his Netra-uddyota, Para-praueHka,

Pratyabhijftd-hfdaya, $iva~sutra-VTtti, Spanda-

nirnaya, Spanda-sandoha, Stava-cintamani-jika,

Tattva-sandoha, Utpala-stotrdvali-fikd, Vyfldna-

bhairava-uddyota, 99; his Siva-sutra-vimartini,

Svacchanda-uddyota, 98, 99
Kscmendra, 299; his Aucitya-vicdra-carca, Kavi-

kanthdbharana
, 300; his Avaddna-kalbalatd,

204, 727 ; his Bfhat-kathd-maftiari, 260, 280 ; his

Cdrucarya
,

Caturvarga-safigraha, Darpadalana ,

Deiopadeia, Kald-vilasa, Narmamdla , Samaya-
mdtfka, Sevya-sevakopadtsa, 226 ; his Daiavatara~
carita , 217; his Nrpdvali, 288

Kijcmisvara, 269; his Canfakautika, 252
Kshirsagar, S. K., 559
K$irasv&min, 328; his Amarahofodghdfana, 330
K)udrakdgama, 203
Kuar Ras&lu, legend of, 689
Kublai Khan, 726
Kucha, 703, 704, 707, 708, 710, 711, 712, 713,

714, 715 716, 717, 721, 721n.
Kucimafici Jagga Kavi, 633
Kftcimaftci Timma Kavi, 633
Kudalur Kizh&r, compiler of AvOkurunuru, 604
Kutfumba-vilakku (see Kanakasubburatnam

)

Kuki-chin, 661
Kulama^i Gupta, his Mdtatigi-krama

,
138

Kula-mata, 139
Kulandai, Pulavar, his Rdvapa-kawyam, 616
Kuldrpava Tantra, 45, 139
Kulaiekhara, his Ateaiya-mafyjari, 224; his

Mukvnda-mdld, 47, 128
Kulkarni, G. A., 526
Kulluka Bhatta, 83; his commentary on Manu

Smrti, 344
KumSLra, his Kdrttikeydnuprekfa (Kattigeydnup

-

pekkhd), 158, 181

Kum&rad&sa, his Janaki-harapa, 216, 753
Kumaraguruparar, his Kandar-kaliveiibd etc., 612
KurnSrajiva, 712, 713, 715, 721n., 731, 734
Kumaralata (Kumaralabdha), 714; his Kalpand-

manditikd. 213. 713
KumSrapila, 177, 180, 289, 290, 291
Kumdrasambhava (see Kalidasa)
Kumaraswami, T. N., 618
Kumdra Tantra, 147, 148; (see also RSvaija)
Kum&ra Vyasa (NSra^appa), his Karnataka-

Bharata-kathd-maftfari (Kumdra Vyasa Bhdrata
or Gadugina), 514

Kumarila Bhatta, 214, 625; his Brhat-fikd,

Madhyama-fikd
,

fup-tikd, 380; his Sloka-

vdrttika, Tantra-varttika, 379, 380
Kumar, Jainendra, his Kalyapi, Tyagapatra

,

Vatdyana, etc., 505
KumbhanadSsa, 496n.
Kummari Molla, her Ramdyanamu

,
630

Kumudendu, his
(
Kumudendu) Rdmayana,

514
Kufican Nambi&r, 541
KundakundacSrya, his Myamasdra

,
Pailcdstikdya

,

Pravacanasdra, Samayasara, etc., 158, 172
Kundalakeii, 607, 608
Kunjiraman Nair, P., 543
Kuntaka (Kuntala), his Vakrokti-jivita, 300
Kuresa, 121; his commentary on Divya

Prabandham, 126; his stavas
,

122
Kurificippdftu (see Kapilar)
Kurma Purd^at 40, 41, 65, 66, 92, 111, 133, 145,

149, 363; Tamil adaptation of, 611
Kurram inscription, 393, 706
Kuruk$etra, battle of, 570, 590
Kurundi-aiphakatha, 197
Kuruntogai, 603, 604
Kurup, R. S., 544, 545, 546
Kusa Jdtaka, 755
Kufila script, 696, 702; its influence on Tibetan

alphabet, 720
Kuttanad, 546; his Taptabdfpam, 545
Kuttikrishnan, P. G., 544
Kutub Shah, 592
Kutuban, 424; his Mx&dvati, 497
Kyaswa, his Paramatthabindu, Saddabindu, 761

Kyumik, 741

La Fontaine, 781

Lag,hu-ratna-parik§d, 358
Laila-Majnun (see Mahmud Garni)

Lakshmikantam, Balijepalli, 637 ; his HarUcandra,

639
Lakshminarayanappa, Nandalike, his Adbhuta-

Rdmayana,
£ri Rdma-Paftabhifcka, etc., 516

Lakshminarayana, Unnava, his M&iapalli
,
638

Latymaga, character in Rdmdyatya, 50, 51, 122,

160, 246, 248, 461, 563, 680, 687
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Lak?mana Bhatta, 136; his Tdra-Pradif>a% 135
Lak?ma$agaQJ, his Supdsandhacaria

, 161
Lak$manakavi, his Yuddha-kfyfa* 267
Lak?manasena, king, 87, 291, 362, 406, 437
Lalqmi, 66, 69, 120, 122, 123, 138, 173, 749
Laksmldhara, 136; his Lalitd-sahasrandma-stotra,

137
Laksmldhara (Bha^a Laksmldhara), his Kftya

(Smftiykalpataru, 86, 344, 345
Laksmmilr&yana, his Sangita-sutyodaya, 366-67
Laksmi Tantra, 123n., 137
Lalchand Amardinomal, his Kishni-jo-Kasht,

Sunharo Sacal, 596; his Umar Marui
, 596,

597
Lai Dasa, his Bhaktamdla, 441
Lolita Agama, 43, 91
Lalitavistara, 111, 146, 205, 212, 263n., 295,

373; text in Mongolia of, 726
Lai, Jagamohan, his B&bdji, 573
Lalla, 369; his Laghu-vctiitfha-siddhdnta, Siyadhi-

Vfddhi Tantra> Vj‘ddha~vdli$thasiddhdnta
> 360

Lalla Didi (Lall Ded), 512, 525, 526, 528, 531
Lai, Lalluji, his Prema-sdgara

,
501

Lai, P., his (The) Concept of an Indian Literature
,

474; (The) Parrot's Death
,
472

Lalu Bhatta, his Anubhdsya-riigudhdrtha-diftikd, 385
Lahkdvatara-Sutra, 205, 733; manuscript in

Central Asia of, 716
Laos, influence of Indian literature in, 764
Ldtydyana Srauta-Sutra

, 32
Laugaksi Bhaskara, his Artha-sangraha, 380; his

Tarka-kaumudi, 376
Laugakfi G'fhya-Sutra, 34
Lavanyavati (9ee Upcndra Bhanja)
Lcbedefif, Gerasim, 443
Lepcha, 668-69
(The) Life Divine (see Aurobindo, Sri)

Light of Asia (see Arnold, Edwin)
Lil&suka, his ($ri) Krwa-karndmfta, 48, 128

Lildtilakam
,
537, 538

Lihga, 89, 94, 99, 100, 101

Lingahhatta, Amarakofa-padavivfh attributed to,

332
Lihgdntddsanas, 320
Lihga Purdna % 40, 66, 92, 143

Locana D5sa, 440; his Caitanya-mafigala , 114,

441
Lokayata, 371, 372, 385, 386, 387, 388, 625n.

Lokdyata-idstra,
387

Lolimbaraja, his Vaidya-jivana,
355

Lollata, 296, 299
Lopamudr&, 136

Lo-yang, Prakrit inscription in, 704, 706, 736

Lushai (Mizo), 667
Lu Thai, his TraibhumikatHd, 763

Mddala Paflji,
562n.

Madana, his Ananda~saf\jivana, 366

Madanapala, his Madana-vinoda-nighanlu (Madam

•

vinoda), 333, 357, its Newari tran., 700

Madayagari Mallana, his Rdjasckhara-caritramu,

629
Madhava (MadhavacSrya), 77n., 85; his Nydya-

mdld-vistara, 380; his Sarva-darsana-sangraha,

91, 97, 98, 350, 376, 386, 388

MadhavabhaUa, his Safigila-dipika
,
366

M&dhavadeva, hi Nydya-sdra, 378
Madhava Deva, 421, 424, 425; his Arjuna-

bhafljanai Bhojana-viharat Cordhard, Ptmpard-

f
ucuvdy 422; his JVdma-ghofd (Hdjdri-ghofd),

17, 422; his tran. of Bhakti-ratndvali,
422

Madhava Kandali, 423; his tran. of Rdmdya$a,
421

Madhavakara, 357; his Ruguinticaya (Nidana)

,

354, its Arabic tran. 354, 775
Madhavanandan&tha, his Saubhagya-kalpa-

drttma
,
137

Madhava Pa^ikkar, 537
Madhava Srigramakara, his Samudrika-cintaman i,

362
Madhura, his Dharmandtha Pura\ui, 514
Madhusiidana Sarasvatl, his Aduaita-ratna-rak-

sana, Advaita-siddhi, Atmabndha^fikdt Gita*

gudfidrtha-dipika, Nirvana-dalaka-fika, Pra-

sthdna-bheda ,
Vedastuti-.tika , 383; his Bhakti-

rasayana, 116
Madhusudana 'fhakkura, his Aloka-kanfakod-

dhdra, 379
Madhva (Madhvacarya), his Bhdgavata-tdtparya-

nirnaya, Gitd-tdtparya-nirnaya, Mahabharata-

tatparya-nirpaya, 126; his Brahtna-Sdtra-bhdfya,

Gitd-bhdyya , 126, 384; his Brahma-Sutranu-

bhafya (Anubhdfya), Brahma-Siitranuvydkhydna

(Aniwydkhydna) , 127, 384; his Dvddasa-

stotra , 127, 230; his Krama-nirnaya, Maya-

vdda-khandana ,
Tattva-viveka ,

Upadhi-khattfana,

384; his Kjwdmrta-mahdriiava ,
Narasirhha-

nakha-stotra, Saddcdra-smrti,
Tattva-sahkhydna ,

Tattvoddyota, Yamaka-bharata, 127

Madhyamagama
,
202

A/ddhyamika-kdrikd (see Nagarjuna)
Madhyamika school, 734
Mddhyandina Samhitd,

22
Aladhyandina Satapatha Brdhmana , 24
Madkholkar, Gajanan Tryambak, his Candana-

etc., 555
Maduraikkanci (see Mangudi Marudanar)
Magadha, 68, 155, 160, 168, 171, 185, 394, 405

Magha, 222, 262, 402; his Situpdla-vadha> 46, 216,

217, 356, 361, 362, 368
Mahabhdrala , 4, 5, 6, 38, 39, 40, 41, 49-52,

55-59, 63, 64, 91, 107n., 110, 126,

160, 216, 217, 219, 241, 251, 252, 259,

273, 278, 283, 285, 294, 336, 341-42,

349, 353, 1 19n., 445, 451, 535, 590,

627, 680, 698, 699, 700, 767, 771, 777;

account of the Pancaratra doctrine in, 108,

109; account of Siva in, 89n., 93-94;

Alberuni’s knowledge of, 774; Assamese

version of, 421, 423; Bengali versions of,

439, 452; English adaptation/tran. of,

462, 473; influence on Paftcatantra of, 274;

influence on Vi^nu-Smfti of, 111-12; Kannada
versions of, 509, 510, 514, 521; Kashmiri

version of, 531 ;
knowledge in Greece of,

780 ;
Malayalam version of, 542 ;

Malaysian

shadow plays based on, 765; Malay version

of, 765; Manipuri trans. of, 664, 666

Marathi adaptation of the stories from

551, 552; material of Vaisnavism in, 110

Old Javanese versions of, 765, 768-69

Oriya versions of, 563, 564, 565, 566, 569
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Persian Iran, of, 527n., 774; popularity in
Campa of, 759; in Kambuja of, 758;
reference to Cirv&ka philosophy in, 386,
to Gapefa in, 142n.

f to Kfirttikeya in, 144n.,

145, 146n., to Sfimkhya philosophy in, 372,
to Surya in, 148-49, to Yogic practices in,

373; relationship of RSmdyana with, 60-62;
Sindhi works based on the stories of, 591n.,
596 ; source of history of cult and worship
of Sakti, 133; Tamil trans.of, 128, 6U, 614;
Tamil works based on, 615, 620; Tciugu
tran. of, 624, 625-27, 633; theme of
Kirdtdrjuniya from, 216, of Sisupdla-vadha

from, 217
Mahabh&jya (see Patai^ali)

Mahdgovinda-Sutta, lid, 204a.
Mahayan, Govind Viththal, 552
Mahqjati, 764
Mah&kacc&na, NetH-pakaraga ascribed to, 195,

196, 197, 201; his Petakopadesa, 195, 196
Mahdkdla Sarhhita, 135
Mah&kassapa, 184
Mah&kauffnila, his SaAgitiparydya

, 203, its Chi-
nese tran., 733, its manuscript in Central
Asia, 712, 718

Mahaksapa$aka, his Anekdrtha-dtivani~maAjari
,

328, 329
Mahamayuri (-vidydrqjfti), 145; text in Central

Asia of, 712, 718
Mah&n&ma, his Mahdvamsa

,

185, 198, 752
Mah&nama, king, 752
Mahdndrdyana Upanifad, 27, 28, 72n., 107
Mahdntta Tantra, 135
MaSiSwrvd^a Tantra, 45, 139, 143
Mahanta, Mitradev, 430
Mah&nubh&va sect, 549, 550n., 558
Mahapaccart-afthakathd, 197
Matidpaimbbdiui^Suttanta, 184, 188, 201,202, 265n.
Mahdparimrodna-SQtra, 746; text in Central Asia

of, 712; Tibetan tran. of, 722
Mahapatra, Godavarish, 575; his Kanld O

Phtda, 573
Mahapatra, Nityananda, 575, 576
Mahapatra, Sitakanta, 574; his Sabdara AkSia

,

575
Mahdjnqjhdgdramitd, manuscript in Central Asia

Mahapurdna, 161, 510
MahdratnakufaSutra, 733
Mahdsarmipdta-SiUra

,

714; manuscript in Central
Asia of, 716

Mahatab, Harekruahna, 576, 577; his Pralibhd,

575
Mahdvaddna-Sutra, fragments in Central Asia of,

712
Mahdvagga, 187, 188, 203
Mahdvairocana-Sutra, Chinese version of, 735
Mahdvathsa (see Mah&n£ma)
Mahavastu, 203, 212, 270
MahSvira, 152, 154, 156, 157, 159, 160, 161,

164, 168, 169, 17 1, 180, 387
Mah&vir&c&rya (MahSvira), his Ga#ita-sdra-safi-

gratia, 361, 776,' its Telugu tran., 626
MahSySna, 185, 205, 206, 207, 706, 721, 731,

733, 735, 744; Sfttras in Central Asia,

710, 712, in China, 731, in Nepal, 697

MaharfM-tiraddtiotpfida-j&stra, Chinese version of,

Mahendravikrama Varman, his Mattavildsa-

prahasana

,

95
Mahetfvara, 332; his Amarakofa~viveka

, 331; his

Vitvaprakd£o-ko?a, 262n.
Mahesvar&nanda, his Mah&rtha-mafyari, 99, 525;

his Parimala, 99
Mahesvara Sukthankara, his Siiu-bodhini, 332
Mahefvara Suri, his Padcamt-kahd, 162, 176
MaheivaraSutras, 97
Mahlcandra, his Sdntindhacariu

,
161

MahimabhaUa, 301 ;
his Vyakti-viveka, 300

Mahinda, 185, 198, 751, 752
Mahlndra Bhafa, his Lild-caritra, 549
Mahlpa, his Anek&rtha-tilaka

,

332
Mahmud Garni, 530; his LaUa-Mqjnun, Shirin-

ICtiusro
, Tusitf-Zulaikha, 530-31

Maimansirhha-gitikd, 691
Maitra, Rabindranath, 452
Maitrdjwtt Sathhiid

, 90, 144
Maitrayapi Upaniyad, 29
Maitreya, works in translation in Siberia of,

729
Maitreya, Akshay Kumar, his Mirkasim

,
Sirajud-

daula, etc., 449-50
Maitreyasamili-ndtaka, Agnean version of, 715;

(Saka-)Khotanese tran. of, 715; Tokha-
rian and Uighur-Turkish versions of, 716

Maitri Uparrifad, 21, 29, 90, 107, 374
Majikima tfikaya, 188, 189, 197, 202, 204n.
Majumdar, Mohitlal, his Sdhityavitdna, Smara-

garala, Svapan-paidri
,

etc., 455-56
Makkhali GosUla, 387
Makuta, king, 760
MSkufa Agama, 43, 91

Malabari, Behramji M., 485, 487; his (The)

Indian Eye on English Life, 463
Mdlddevi-siihtumada-sutra , 744
Malldhara Vasu, his Sri Kfwa-vijaya, 438
Maladharin Hemacandra, 157; his Bhavabhd-

vend, Jivasamdsa, 159
Malaipaqlukaddm (see Pcrurikausikanar)

Mal&nanda, 740
Malayala Manorama,

547
Malgonkar, Manohar, 471 ; his Combat ojShadows

,

Distant Drum, etc., 472
Malik Khushnud, his Batiram etc., 646
Malik Mohammed Jayasi (Jayasi) . 160; his

Padmdoat, 497, its Bengali version, 439, its

Dakhni version, 646
Malkani, M. U., 593, 597, 598, 599
Mallikarjuna, 513
Mallin&ma, 332, 352, 356, 357, 358, 361, 362,

368; his Tarald, 302
Mamma(a, 301, 302; his Kdvya-prakdia , 300,

331
M5n5rika, his Meghdbhyudaya, Vpidavana, 222
Manasa, 46, 421, 424, 438, 680
Manasd-maAgala

, of KetakSdSsa, of Vijaya Gupta,
438

MSnatuhga, 175; his Bhaktdmbara-stotra, 162
Mdnatta Dharma-Sdtra, 36. 37, 78
Mdnava Gfhya~Stitra, 34, 141

Manav5|a MahSmuni, his Srideuardja-mahgala,
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Maftcanna, his Ktydrabdhu-caritramu, 627
Maptfana, his Prabodha Batttij, Rdmdyarw, Rtik-

mangada-katha, 480
Magana, his Prdsdda-maptfam MSpa-ma&tfana,

369; his Sa&gtta-mapdana, 366
Magana MMra, his Brakmasiddhi, 270; his

Bhduand-viueka, Mimdrhsdnukramapi, Vidhi-M, 380
Mandi, Jugaldas, 673
Mdpfilkya-kdrikd (see Gauijapida)
Map^ukya Upenkad, 28, 371, 381, 382
MaAgaladxspani, 764
Maftgala literature/poems, 438-39
MaAgarSja J, his Khagendra-mapd-darpapa, 514
MAngfudi Marudan&r, his Maduraikkafici, 605
Mam, Buddhist influence on the doctrines of,

773; followers of, 718; referred to^ as

Buddha, 718n.
Manickam, Durai (‘Pfivalar PeruflcittiranAr*),

his Enstwai Epbatu, Ndr&Eriyam, etc., 616;
his Puratcippdvalar, 621

Malika, his Bhairavarumda-ndfaka, 700
Manikaptha Misra, his Nydya-ratna,

377
M&nikarAma GarigopadliyAya, 439
MSnikkavAcakar, 608; his Tirukkovaiydr

, 608,
its commentary, 611; his Tiruvdcakam

, 102,

608, its commentary, 620-21, its English
tran., 613

Manikyasundara, his Pfthvicandra-caritra, 478
M&nikya Suri, his Yaiodhara-carita, 218
Manimekalai (see Clttalai CAttanAr)
Manipuri (Meithei), 661; literature, 662-67
Mani Singh, his Janam-sakhi

,
Janam-sakhi Mehar-

ban, Purdtana Janam-sakhi, iSambhundtha

Vdli Janam-patri, 583
‘Mayiyan*, his Atticcudik-kathaikaf, 619; his

Idayam Pejukiratu, 6$2
Manjhan, 424; his Madhu-Malati,

497
Mailjuiri Sabdalakfana ,

Tibetan tran. of, 725
Mankara, his Behuld-Lakhindara, 421
Mafikha, 301; his MaAkhakoxa , 332; his

kantha-carita
, 95, 217

Mansinha, Mayadhar, 562n., 564n., 565n.,

567n., 571, 573, 575, 576
Manu, 24, 67, 68, 69, 73, 74, 78, 81, 82, 83, 84,

85, 87, 341, 762
Manu Snifii (Manu Sathhitd), 36, 41, 42, 45, 76,

78, 81-84, 337, 340, 341, 342, 343, 344, 346,

372, 386, 387; basis of Burmese law code,

763, of legal system in Cambodia, 758;
English tran. of, 781; German tran. of, 781,

782; Old Javanese texts based on, 767

Maqbul Shah, his Gulrez, Guristnama, 531

‘Maraimalai A<Jika]\ his Cintamik-kaftwraikal

etc., 620; his Sakuntala-ndtakam , 619; his

Tiruvafluvar Kalam etc., 621

Mardhekar, B. S„ 555, 559, 560; his K&hi-

kavitd, Saundarya-ani-s&hitya ,
554

Mdrgamkafi Patfu ,
537

M&rkanda Dasa, his Kelava-koifi, 563
Markandeya, Kamala, her (The) Coffer Dams

}

Nectar in a Sieve
, Some Inner Fury, etc., 471

Markandeya Purdna , 4, 40, 45, 66, 93, 133, 134,

149; Assamese version of, 424; Oriya version

of, 565n.; Telugu version of, 627
Mdrkap^eya Saihhitd, 110

Marxian influence, on Malayalam literature,

547, on Sindhi literature, 597
MataAga Agama, 92, 98
Mdthara-bhd&a, 373
M&thafavrm, 373
Mathuri, 7, 108n., 116, 150, 492, 494, 502, 563,

579
Mathurftn&tha Tarkavlgtta, his Bauddhddhtkdra*

tnuftit Tattm-dntdmapi-rahasya, 379; his

Draoya -prak&ia - mufti - rahasya, Gupa -prakdla-
viirti-rahasya, 376

Mathureia Vidy&laAk&ra, his Stirasundarf, 332
Matir&ma, his Rasardja

, 498
M&trceta, 714; his Buddha-stotras, 229; his

Catuliatakastotra, tiatapaflcdiatikSstotra, 213;
Tibetan tran. of his Caturvifaya-kathd, 724

Matsya Purdpa, 65, 66, 766, 774; Tamil tran. of,

611
Maudgaly&yana, 713; his Prajflapti-idstra (Pra-

jtlapti-sdrapdda), 203, its Chinese tran., 733
Maulana Daud, his Canddyan, 496
Max Mtiller, F., 257, 670; his edn. of the Rg-

Veda, 782
Mdydudda-khapfana (see Madhva)
M&yideva, his Anubhava-Siitra, 100
MayQra, 46, 229, 759; his Sdrya-iataka

,
149

MayflrAksa, 722
Mazhamaftgalam, his Naifadha-campd, 540
Medhatithi, his bhd$ya on Manu Smyti, 83, 343,

344n., 386n.
Medinlkara, 328; his Medinikoja, 326, 332
Meenakshisundaram Pillai, 614
Meghaduta (see KAlidAsa)
Meghandda-vadha (•kSvya), of Barua, Ghandra-

dhar, 430; of Dutt, Michael Madhusudan,
445, 460, 502

MeghanAdri Sun, his Bhdm-prabodha, 122; his

Nyaya-prakdEkd, 122, 383
Meher, Gangadhar, his Indumati

,
Kicaka-vadha,

Tapasvint , etc., 570-71

Mehta, Chandravadan, 486
Mentha, his Hayagrioa-oadha,

216
Merutuftga, his Prabandha-cintdmani, 291; his

Prabodha-cintdmani, 478
Meykandar, his Siva-jhdna-bodham , 103, 611

Midrash, 777
Mikir, 661, 668
Milhana, his Cikitsdmjfta ,

355
Milindapaflha, 111, 195, 196, 202
MlmAmsa, 75, 86, 87, 96, 371, 377, 379, 380,

389, 406, 757; Purva-, 83, 94, 124, 371, 372,

379-80, 388; Uttara-, 124, 371, 372, 380-85

Mimdmsd-Sutra (see Jaimini)
Mlrabai (Mira), 7, 118, 473, 479, 480, 492, 494,

592, 609; her Garva-gtla
,
Gitagovinda Ki Tikd,

Narsiji Kd Mahero
,
Ragagovinda, Rdga-vthdga t

496
Mir Abdul Husain Khan ‘Sangi’, 592

Mir Abdullah Baihaqi, his Kashir-Aqa'id,

Mukhtasar Waqayah, 529
Mir Amman, his Bagh-o-Bahar, 649
Mir Dard, 647, 648
Mir Hasan, his Sahrul Bayou, 648
Mir Mosarraf Hoss&in, his Vifdda-sindhu, 447
Mir Taqi Mir, 647, 648
Mirza Asadullah Khan Ghalib (Ghalib), 649-50
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Mirza Kalich Beg, 592, 595, 596-97; his Khurshid,

Rustam Pafdwan
,

it, etc., 594
Mirza Mohammed Hadi Ruswa, 652
Mirza Shauq, his Zahr-i-lsHq, 648
Mishra, Godavarish, 571, 572; his Muktmda

Dew, Punifottama Dew, 573
Mishra, JugaUdshore, 501
Mishra, Kripasindhu, 571 ; his Bdrabafi, Utkala-

itihdsa
, etc., 572

Mishra, Pratapnarayan, 501, 506 **

Mishra, Sadal, 501
MitakfarS (see Vijfi&neAvara)

Mithila, 87, 355, 364, 376, 378, 420, 437, 438,

568, 696, 698, 701
Mitra, Dinabandhu, 443; his Sadhavdr Ekadaii

etc., 444; his NUa Darpana, 430, 444
Mitra Mifta, his Niti-prakdia, 347; his Vtra-

mitrodaya, 87
Mitra, Peary Chand (‘TekcSnd Jhakur’), his

Aldler Gharer Duldl, 446
Mitra, Premendra, 452, 456; his PaflcaJara ,

Sdgara Tkeke Pherd, Vfspi Eto,
453

Moggaliputta Tissa, his Kathavatthu, 194
Moggaliana, his Abhidhdnappa-dipikd, 201; his

(Moggalldna)
Fycfaimpa, 752

Mohammed, Prophet, 648, 771; his life in

Assamese, 434, in Sindhi, 595, in Tamil, 613
Mohammed Ibrahim, his Muhaidin Puranam, 613
Mohammed Mujib, 653, 655
Mohammed Quli Qutub Shah, 630, 645
Mohammed Rafi Sauda. 647, 648, 650
Mohanty, Artaballabh, 574, 576
Mohanty, Gopinath, his Amrtara Santana, Mali

Maldfa ,
575

Mohanty, Guruprasad, 574; his Samudra-snana,

575
Mohanty, Kanhucharan, his Ka, Sasti, 575
Mohanty, Surendranath, 576; his Nilaiaila, 575
Mokashi, D. B., 556
Moraes, Dom, his (A) Beginning

, John Nobody
,

etc., 472; his {The) Tempest Within,
474

Moropanta (Mayura Pandita), 551; his Gangd-

prarihand, Kekdvali, Krwa-vijaya,
Mantra

-

Bhdgavala ,
Samiaya-ratna-mald

,
tran. of

Mahdbharata, 552
Mpu Bradah, his Bhomakavya , 769
Mpu Dharmaja, his Smaradahana

,
769

Mpu Kanva, his -drjiwa-piwlAfl, 769
Mpu Panuluh, 769
Mpu Scdah, his Bharata-yuddha-kahavin , 769
Mfgendrdgama , 92, 98, 99
Mudgala Parana, 143
Mudrarakfasa (see Visakhadatta)
Mudurupati Venkanaryudu, his Andhra-bhafdrna-

vamu, 632
Mugali, R. S., 519
Mugdha-bodha (see Vopadeva)
Mujmil al Tawarikh , 591
Mujtuba Husain, 655
MOka, his Paflcasati, 47, 230
Mukherjee, Balaichand (‘Vanaphul’), 453; his

Dvairatha
, Jahgama , Fmteranf-ffrs, etc., 454

Mukherjee, Bhudcv, his Aitihasika Upanyasa ,

447
Mukherjee, Bibhutibhusan, his Nildhguriya>

Ranur

Prathama Bhdga, etc., 452

Mukheijee, Prabhatkumar, his Galpdftjali, Navina
Sanry&sf, Patrapuspa, Sinddra-kaufd, 450-51;
Marathi trans. of his novels, 555

Mukheijee, Sailajananda, his Joydr-bhdnfd, Kayld-

.Ara/At, Vadhd-varana, etc., 452
MukundarSja, his Paramdmrta, 549n.; his Puwfo-

jwrfAu, 549
MukundarSma Cakravarti (‘Kavikaftkana'), his

Candi-mafigala, 438
Mulaghatfka Kctana, his Andhra-bhdfd-bhilfa-

namu
,
Daiakumdra-caritra (tran.), 627

Mullaippdttu (see NapputanSr)
Mulla Wajhi, his Sab-ras

,
645

MuIIick, Kumudranjan, his U/awf etc., 455
Mumin Khan Mumin, 649, 650
Mupdaka Upanifad, 28, 132
Mujrfamdld Tantra

, 137, 139
Muqumi, his Chandrabadan-wa-Mahiyar, 645
Murad Fakir, 591
Muralldhara, his Bhagavarm&ma-darpana, Bhaga-

vanndma-vaibhava
,
Bhakti-cintamani, 128

Murari, 242, 379; his Anargha-Rdghava, 252
MurSri Gupta, 440; his £rf it/Tpa Caitanya

Caritdmrta (Kadcd), 114, 441
Murasaki Shikibu, his diary, 747; his (7fa)

Tale of Genji, 748
Murthy Rao, A. N., his Asadhabhuti, 522
Mutattamakkanniyar, his Porunararruppadai, 604,

605

Nabhadasa, his Bhaktamdla
, 495, its commentary

by PriySdasa, 495
Nacana Soma, 627; his Uttata-Harivamfomu, 628
NaccinSrkkiniyar, 604, 605, 611
Nachshabi, his Tutinama,

111
Nadim,Dinanath, 534; his B<2 Gyavna Az,

Bambur
Tambarzal

, Tirada, Zyndabad Shyamji, 533
Naga, 661
NSgacandra, his Mallindtha Purana, Rdmdcandra-

rorito Purana (Pampa Rdmdyana), 510
Nagananda (see Harsavardhana)
NagarSja, his Punyairava, 514
Nagarajan, K., his Chidambaram, 473; his

Chronicles of Kedaram , 472
NSgSrjuna, 16‘9, 206, 229, 381, 713, 722, 729,

744; his Amapera-kdrikd
,

its Tibetan tran.,

723; his Catufistava, 229; his Dvadafamukha*

Jastro, 734; his Uvara-kartrttva-nirtikarana,

its Tibetan tran., 725; his Madhyamika

-

kdrikd (Mulamadhyamaka-kdrika ) , 206, 723,

734, its Tibetan tran., 723, Tibetan tran.

of Bhavaviveka’s commentary on it, 724;
his Mahdydnavirhiika

,
its Tibetan tran., 724;

his Yuktisafti-kdrikd, its Tibetan tran., 723,

724, Tibetan tran. of Candraklrtti’s

commentary on it, 723; Prajfldpdramitdddstra

attributed to, 731, 732, 734
Nagarjuna, works attributed" to: Rasa»ratnakara,

350, 351, Rati-iastra , 365, Toga-sura (Yoga-

iataka), 355, its Kuchcan tran., 714-15
Nagarjunikonda inscriptions. 408
Nagavarman I, Chando'mbudhi ascribed to, 510;

his tran. of Kadamban, 510
Nagavarman II, 513; his Abhidhdna-vastukofa,

Karnataka-bhdfd-bhufana, Kdyydvalokana, 511
Nage£a (Nagoji) Bhafta, 323; his Chdyd-vydkhyd,
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(on Yoga-SStra), 374; his Paribkdfendth
iekhara, VaiydkMafla-siddhdnta-maf\jiIf& (in

three versions), 316; his Sabdendu-lekhara

(Bfhat and Laghu) 316, 323n.
Nag, Gokul Chandra, his Pathika, 451-52
Nagnajit-citralakfapa, German and Tibetan trans.

of, 369
Naidu, Sarojini, her (The) Bird of Tims, (The)

Broken Wing, (The) Temple, etc., 466
Natfadha (Naifadhiya)-carita (see Srlharja)
Nakklrar, his Nedunalvatlai, 605; his Tirumuru

•

gdrruppadai, 147, 604
Nakula, Aiva-cikitsd attributed to, 356; his

Vaidyaka-sarvasva, 353
Nala, 55, 61, 358, 405
N&landg, 696, 741
Nalinibala Devi, 429
N&madeva, 7, 117, 479n.; his poems in Adi

Grantha, 550, 580
Ndma-ghofd (see M&dhava Deva)
Nambi A Nambi, his compilation of Tiru-

murais, 103, 609
Nambudiripad, Venmani, 542
Namede, Bhalachandra, his Kosld, 555
Namis&dhu, 298
Namm5fv&r, 119n., his Tiruudymozhi, 128, 609
Nanaghat inscription, 394, 395-96
NSnak, Guru, 7, 491, 492, 494, 580, 583, 585,

587; his Japjl, 581; influence on Sindhi

literature of, 592
Nanalal, 8, 486; his Citra-dariana

,
Indukumara,

Jqyajayanta, Kuruk?etra, VUvagita, etc., 484
N&n& Phadanavis, autobiography of, 558
Nandad£sa, his Bhanvar-gtta, Rdsa-pafUddhydyi

,
496

Nanda, Ishwar Chandar, 585, 587
NandapaiiM, his Gandhavamsa, 199, 761

Nandaram (Paramanand), his Rddhd-svayarhvara ,

Siva-lagan
,
Suddma-carita

,
531

Nandikelvara, 295, 365; Bharatarmva ascribed to,

367; his Abhinqya-darpaiw, 367
Nandike&vara,91 ,97 *hisJJdga-dhdra(ia-candrikd, 1 0

1

Nandikesvara-kasikd,
97

Nandikehara Parana ,
1 33

Nandf-Sutra, 155, 169
Nandtfvara, his Prabhakara-vijaya , 380
Nandit&msa, his GdthalakjaQu, 182

Nandi Timmanna, his Parijatapaharanamu, 629
Nandshankar, his Katana Ghelo,

487

Napjundakavi, his Rdmandtha-ca rite, 515

Nannaya, 641 ;
his Mahdbhdratamu

,
624, 625, 626

Nannecodu, 626
Naoroji, Dadabhai, 470, 483, 488
NappQtan&r, his Mullaippdftu, 605
NSrada, 359, 361, 362, 365, 367

N£rada, 85; his (Ndrada) Smfti, 81, 341, its

Newari tran., 700
Nlrada, his Bhakti-Sutras, 41

NSrada, sage, 29, 92n., 129

Ndrada Paftcaratra, 44, 109n., 110

Ndrada-iilpa-idstra ,
369

Ndradiya Purdna, 40, 66, 111

Narahari, his Narapati-jaya-carcd-svarodaya , 362

Narahari, his Rdja-nighanfu, 329, 334, 357

‘Narana Duraikkan^an*, 617
Narasimhachar, P. T. (‘Pu-ti-na*), 518; his

Gokula-nirgamana, Sabari, etc., 522

Narasimha (NarsI) MehtS, 7 ; his Gooinda-
gamana

, Srhg&ramllld, Suddmd-earitra, Surata-

sarhgrdma, 479
Ndrasimha (Nfsirhha) Purdna, 40, 111
Narasimha Rao, Panuganti Lakshmi, his

KaQthdbhara$am, 639
Narasimha Sastri, Nori, his NdrdyaoabhaBu, 638
Narasimha Sastry, Devudu, 520, 521
Narasirhha ThSkura, his TSrd-bhahti-sudhdririava,

136
NSrSyana, 44, 68, 107, 108, 110, 111, 121, 122,

123, 126; paflearatra-sattra of, 109
N&r&ya^a, his HUopadeia, 225, 273, 277, 416,

684, 698, 755, 763, 767, 781
N&r&yana, his Mdtaqga-lild, 356
N&rtyaoa, his works based on Rdm&yapa, 764
NSrayana Bhatta(tiri), 47, 129.; his Dhdtu-kdvya ,

129; his Ndrfaaolya, 47, 129, 231; his

prabandhas on themes from epics, his £ilpi-

raina, 129
Nir&yapa Gakravartin, his Paddrtha-kaumudi

(Amarakofa-pafljikd) , 331
Narayana, Kempu, his Mudrdmat^ufd, 516
Narayana Menon, Nalappat, 543
Narayana Menon, Vallathol, 8, 542; his Citra-

yogam , Magdalana Mariyam, Sahitya-mafijari

series, and tran. of V&lmiki Rdmdyana, 543
N£r£yana Muni, his Bhagavad-Gttdrtha-saAgraha-

vibhdga, Bhava-prakdtikd, 122; his Bhdva-
pradipikd 384

N5r&yana Pan^ita, 358; his Ganita-kaumudi
, 361,

Nariyanatlrtha, his Candrikd on S&rhkhya-kdrikd,

373; his Kr$Qa-lild-taraAgini, 48; his Sutrartha-

bodhint, Yoga-siddhanta-candrika on Yoga-

Sutra
,
374

Narayana Upanifad,, 108, 142
Narayana Vidyavinoda, his Sabdartha-sandipikd,

332
Narayan, R. K., 10, 471; his (The) Guide, (The)

Man-Eater ofMalgudi, 467, 46o; his Waiting

for the Mahatma etc., 467
Narkavi Nambi* his Ahapporul-vijakkam

,
610

Narmadashankar (Narmad), 483, 487; his

Dharmavicdra
,
Narmako$a,

484
Narottama D&sa, 440
Namkami, 748
Ndsadiya-sukta

,
16

Nasik inscription, 167, 394, 396
Nasim, Daya Shankar, his Gulzar-i-Nasim ,

648
Nafa-Sutra(s), 212, 296, 365
Nathamuni, his compilation of Divya Praban-

dham , 609; his Nydya-tattva,
Yoga-rahasya,

119, 383; his Puru$a-nirnaya, 119
NattattanSr, his Cirupanamippadai,

605
Naiya-idstra (see Bharata)
Navadvlpa, 7, 87, 662
Navagraha-siddhdnta , Chinese tran. of, 737

NdvanUaka , 353, 357. 714
Navaratna Ganjur, 729
‘Navina\ his Ampaswya ,

641
Navya-Nyaya (see NySya)
Nayacanara, his Rambhd-mafljari, 168

Nayacandra Suri, his Hdmmira-mahakdvva, 220,

289
Nayak, Binode, 574; his Sarisjpa, 575
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Nayanm&r(s), 6, 100, 601, 614, 615; contribution
to Tamil literature of, 608-9

Nayasena, 511; his Dharmdmjia, 510
Nayasundara, his Mala-Damayanti-rdsa, Rupa-

chanda Kunvar-rdsa, 480
Nazir Ahmed, 649, 652; his Fasana-i-Mubtala

,

Mirat-ul-Urus, Taubat*m-Nasuh, etc., 651
Nazir Akbarabadi, his Adminama

,
Banjaranama

,

647
Nehru, Jawaharlal, 7, 470, 474; his (An) Auto-

biography, Discovery of India, 471
Nemicandra, his LUdvati-prabandham, *ffemnatha-

carite
,
513

Nemicandra, 158; his Gommafasdra , 157, 181;
his Kfapanastira, Labdhisdra

,

157; his

TrUokasara

,

159
Nemin&tha, 160, 168; his biography, 161
Nene, H. N., 549
Neog, Dimbeswar, his Asamiya Sahityar Buraftji

etc., 433; his IndradHanu
,
429

Neag, Maheswar, his Asamiyd Premagdiha, 433;
his Sri Sri Sankara Deva, 434

Nepal, 135, 136, 364, 662, 695-702; Indian
scripts and their influence in, 702; influence

of Indian languages in, 701-2; influence

of VidySpati in, 701; literature in Bengali,
Maithili, and Sanskrit produced in, 699;
Sanskrit Buddhist manuscripts preserved in,

697-98; Sanskrit inscriptions in, 698-99
Netti-pakarand (see MahUkaccana)
Ncwari (Ncp5la-bh5$5)

, 662, 696, 697, 698,
699, 701, 702; influence of Indian scripts

on the script of, 702; trans. of Sanskrit
texts in, 700; works in mixed Newari-
Sanskrit, 701

Nichiren, 747, 748
Nichols Roy, J. J. M., 675
Middnakathd, i97, 200, 204
Middna-Sutra, manuscript in Central Asia of, 712
Nigfwtu

,

256, 294, 326, 327
Mihongi, 745
Mihhdsa Agama

, 43, 91

Nijaguna Sivayogin, his $at Sastras, 515; his

Viveka-cintdmani
, 105, 515

Mila Darpana (see Mitra, Dinabandhu)
Nilakantha, 361; his Miti-mayukha, 347; his

Vyavahara-mayukha, 87
Nilakantha Diksita, his Ananda-sagara-stava

, 47,

230; his Anydpadesa-Jataka, Kalivtfambana

,

Sabharafljana
, 226; his Gangdvatara^a, Siva

-

lilartmva
, 96, 219; his Milakantha-vijaya ,

224-25; his Santi-vildsa
, 229; his Sivotkarfa-

mahjari
,
230

Nllambara D5sa, his trans. of Jaimini Malta-
bhdrata and Padma Purdna, 563

Nimbarka, 120, 126, 381, 385, 493; his Dala-iloki

(Siddhdnta-ralna), Guru-parampard, Veddnta-

pdrijdta-sawrabha
, Vedanta-siddhanta-pradipa,

Veddnta-tattva-bodha, 126, 384; his Sri Kj$na-
stava, Sri Kffria-stava-rdja, 126

Mingthauron Lambubd, 663-64
Mirukta (see Yfiska)

Nirupama Devi, her Aleyd, Sydmali, etc,, 451
Mirvdtia(-Sutra), Chinese version of, 731; Tibetan

tran. of, 722
Mttipraya, 767

Nitis&ra (see K&mandaka)
Mitisdra-kakavin, 767
Nldvarman, his Ghapakarpara

, Kicaka-vadha, Mala-
daya, 222

Nity&nanda, his Tard-kalpalatS-paddhati, 136
Nityan&tha, his Kama-ratna

, 364; his Rasa-mtnd-
kara, 350, 358

Nizami Bidari, his Kadam Rao Padam Rao , 644
Nrsimha Kavi, his Kavikarna-rasdyammu, 630
Nrsimh&rama Muni, his Vivarapa-bhdua-prakd-

Rkd, 382
Mrsimha-tdpini Upanifad, 108
Nur Mohammed Roshan, 533
Nusrati, his Almama, 645, 646
NySya, 159, 371, 372. 374, 376, 377, 378, 388,

412; Navya-, 316, 377, 378-79, 389;
PrScIna-, 377-78; study in Kambuja of, 757

Mydyw-mafijari (see Jayanta Bhatta)
Mydya-Sdtra (see Gautama)

OdalindaiySr, author of a part of AMurunuru,
604

Odantapurl, 696
Odayadeva Vadibhasimha, his Gadya-cintdmani

,

224, 266; his Ksatra-cuddmapi, 218
Odyssey, 62
Olchd-harana (see PremSnanda Bhatta)
Omar Khayyam, 428; his Rubaiyat, its Sindhi

tran., 595, its Tamil tran., 615
OrambogiySr, 604
Oraon, 676
Ottakkuttan, 609; his Muvar-uld

, Takka-yagap

-

parani, Uttara-kandam, 610
Oxyrrhincus, 778
Oyun Tulkigur, 727

Padakalpataru, 440
Padartha-dharma-saAgraha (see Prasastapada)
Paddvali, of Rupa Gosvamin, 115; of Vidyapati,

492
Padmagupta (Parimala), his Mavasahasaiika-

carita

,

220, 287
Padmanabha, his Kanhafade Prabandha, 478
PadmanSbha, his Supadma Vydkarana, 320
Padmanabha Misra, his Kirandvali-bhaskara,

Mydya-kandali-sdra, Setu-pika, Vardhama

-

nendu-tikd, 376
Padmanandin, his Jambudvipa-prqjHapti, 159
Padmanji, Baba, his Yamund-paryalana

,

554
Padmapada, his Paftcapadika

,
382

Padma Purdya, 40, 66, 92, 111, 143, 145, 386, 425;
text in Nepal of, 698; tran. in Oriya of,

563; tran. in Telugu of, 628
Padmasambhava, 696, 721, 723
Padma Samhita, 45
Padmairi, his Magara-sarvasvQy 364
Padma Tantra, 109n.

Padmavat (see Malik Mohammed Jayasi)
Padum Kuvarir Gita, 425n., 690
Pagald Pdrvatir Gita, 690
Pdgdlini, 667
Paikjc, 740, 743
Pdkdnmva, 358
Pak Khorda Avesta, Gujarati tran of, 479
PSlakuriki SomanStha, his Basava Purdyamu,

Partditdrddhya-caritra, 626
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P&lyaklrtti, his SabddnuMsana {SskafSyana Vyaka-

raw), 318, 319
Pampa, his AS PurSpa, Vikram&rjtma-vijqya

{Pampa Bhdrata), 509
Pampa-RSmSyoQa (see N&gacandra)
Panattoftattu D&modaran NambOdiri, 541
PatlcadaJi (see Vidylraijya)
Pa&cagaHdipana, 200
PfiftcfiiyPftc&lI) literature/poems, 421, 438, 439,

Pdftcali Sabadam (see Bharati, Subrahmanya)
PaficarStra, 44; Saiiihitfts, 4445, 110; sect, 108;

teaching in Kambuja of the doctrines of,

758; UpapurSnas, 111

PaHcarStra, 108; sattra, 109
Pattca-siddhfintikd (see Var&hamihira)
Paftcaiikha, 372; his Stidraka-kathd, 213; $a${i

Tantra attributed to, 373
Pahcatantra (see Vi$pidarman) ; Arabic version

of, 225, 777, 781; English version of, 781;
German version of, 781; Greek version of,

781; Gujarati version of, 480; Hebrew
version of, 777, 781; Italian version of,

781; Kannada version of, 510; Laotian
version of, 764; Latin version of, 781;
Marathi version of, 549; Fehlavi version of,

225, 777; popularity in Java of, 767, 770,
in Malaysia of, 765; Spanish version of,

781; Syriac versions of, 225, 777; Telugu
version of, 628

Paflcavithiatisahasrikd (-Sutra), Chinese versions

of, 731 ;
text in Nepal of, 697

Pdndava-vijaya (see K&ilr&ma Dasa)
Pandit&r&dhya, 99n.
Pandya, Navalram, 487; his Bhat Nun Bhopalun

,

486
Panigrahi, Kalindicharan, his Mdfira Manila,

575; his PriyadarK,
573

Panikkar, K. M., 470; his Atmakatha , 546;

his Kerala Sithham, 544; his Pankiparinayam

etc., 543
Panikkar, R. Narayana, his Kerala Sdhityacaritram ,

547
P&nini, 3, 6, 23, 77, 78, 219, 254, 255, 256, 294,

296, 314, 318, 320, 331, 365, 403, 412,

768; his Affiddhyqyi, 4, 97, 107n., 112, 146,

258, 312, 313, its commentaries and re-

arrangements, 315-17, its study in Kambuja,
757, its Tibetan tran., 722; Jdmbavati-

vijaya (Pdtdla-vijaya

)

attributed to, 211

Panjwani, Ram, 598; his Latifa ,
Qaidi, etc., 596;

his Mvmal Ratio, 597
PaMftsSmi, his S&scmavamsa , 199, 761

Pant, Sumitranandan, his Gufljana ,
Pallava ,

Svaniakirana, etc., 503
Pantulu, Kandukuri Viresalingam, his Haris-

candra,
Rdjakkhara-caritram , 637; his Sviya

Caritra, 639; his tran. of Abh\jfiana-Sakun-

tala, 636, 638; his trans. of {The) Comedy of
Errors and {The) Merchant of Venice

,
638

Pantulu, Kokkonda Venkataratnam, 636, 638
Par&kramab&hu II, king, 753; his Sinhalese

version of Visuddhimagga,
755

Param&nanda Sarman, Amarakofa-mald attri-

buted to, 330-31

Param&nanda Sena, his AlaAkara-kaustubha,

Ananda - ifnddvana - campti, Gaura -ga&ddeia -

dipika, 1 14; his Caitanya-candrodaya, Caitanya-

caritdmrta, 114, 441; Kffnannika-kaumudi
attributed to, 114

Paramdnanda Tantra (Pardnanda Tantra), 136
Paramo Purufa Sri Rdmakrfna (see Sengupta,

Achintyakumar)
Parameivara Agama, 91, 102
Pdramehara Sarhhitd

, 44
Parameswara Bhatta, S. V., his Pimara,

523
Parameswara Iyer, Ullur S., 543; his Umd-

kerajam
, 542

Paranjape, S. M., 558, 559
Par&ara, 68, 84, 359, 714
Par&ara BhaUa, 122; his Srigtina-ratna-kn wi

,

120, 230
Paralara Grhya-S&tra, 34
Pdrdiara Parana, 40
Pardfara Smyti

,
84-85

PafafurSma, his KathS-gfutfa, 425
Parimala, ofAppaya DUqita, 96, 382; of Mahe$-

var&nanda, 99
Parimelazhagar, his commentary on Paripidal,

604, on Tirukkuraf, 61

1

ParipSdal, 118, 147, 603, 604
Paritta texts, Tibetan trans. of, 722
Parivrdjaka-sthavira-Sutra, manuscript in Central

Asia of, 712
Parmanand Mewaram, 594, 595^599
Parsvadeva, his SaAgita-samaya-sdra ,

366
PSrivanStha (P&riva), 156, 161, 168, 169,

171

PSrthasfirathi Miira, his Nydya-ratna-mdld, Tantra-

ratna, 380; his Sdstra-dipika, 379, 380
Parthasarathy, Indira, 618
Parthasarathy, N. (‘Manivannan’), his Samuddya

Vidi etc., 617
Parvez Shahidi, 654, 655
P&$upata(s), 41, 89, 95, 97, 98, 102, 109n., 150,

758 _

Paiupata-Sutra, 97-98
P&taliputra, 695, 730; Council, 154, 155, 169,

170, 171, 194, 751
Pataftjali, 21, 24, 77, 211, 271, 321, 351, 374,

384, 394, 395; his Mahdbhdfya , 19, 21n.,

77n., 112, 146, 258n., 294, 313, 314, 316,

318, 32 In., 322, 323n., 324n., 386, 412, 757;
his Toga-Sutra{s), 97, 257, 322n„ 373, 374,

774; period of, 313
Patankar, R, B., 560
Patel, Vallabhbhai, 474
Pother Paftcdli (see Banerjee, Bibhutibhusan)

Paficca-samuppada, 195
Pdtimokkha

, 187, 721; commentary on, 197

Pattanayak, Baikunthanath, 575; his Mrttikd-

darjana

,

572 ; his Muktipathe,
573

Pattanayak, Basanta Kumari, 575, 577
Pattanayak, Bhikaricharan, his Kataka-vijaya

,

573-74
PaHhana

, 194, 195, 761
PaUinappalai (see UruttiraAkannanSr)
Pattuppdffu, 147, 603, 604, 611
Pauliia-siddhdnta, 360
PaUmacariya (see Vimala Suri)

Paiimanamdi, his Jambuddiva-pnnnnfti-saAgaho,
183
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Paufkarigama, 92, 104
Paufkara Sarhhitd, 44, 45, 110
Pava$anti, his Nann&l, 610
PavAnar, G. Devaneya, his Mutal-tdy-mozhi etc.,

621
Pendharkar, Y. D. (‘Yafovanta*), 553
Pendse, S. N., 555, 560; his Rathacakra, 555n.

Periplus of the Erythraean Sea

,

I32n., 778
Periya Purapam {see SekkizbSr)

Perumpdpdrruppadai (see Uruttirarikannan5r)
PeruAkauiikanSr, his Malaipatfukaddm 604*605
Petavatthu, 191, 197

Pey Ajvfir, 119n., 609
Phadke, Narayan Sitaram, 556; his Jddugar,

Jhelam ,
Pravdsi, Uddhora, 555

Pherwani, Lilaram, his Hik-Rat, 597
Philippine language and literature, Indian

influence on, 771

Phukan, Kasinath, 426, 427
Phukan, Nilamani, his Manasi, 429; his Sdhitya-

kali, 433
Pilgrim's Progress, Santali tran. of, 672;
axnil adaptation of, 613

Pillai LokficSrya, his Artha-paficaka, Pramtya-

iekhara, Srivacana-bhufapa , Tattva-lekhara
,

Tattva-traya ,
123

Pinavlrabhadrudu, his Sahuntald-parinayamu
, 628

Pingala, 305, 306, 768; Pidgala-chandah-sutra as-

cribed to, 768; Prdkfta Paiftgala ascribed to,

183, 309, 310
Pingalar, his Pidgatandai, 601, 610
Pihgali Suranna, 631; his Kalapurnodayamu,

Prabhdvati-Pradyumnamu
, 629; his Rdghava-

Pandaviyamu, 629, 630
Plt&mbara, his Avatdra-vdddvall, 128, 385; Bhakti-

rasatva-vddn, 128; his Dravya-iuddhi etc., 385
Poiretton Khunthok, 663
Po-lo-men books, 737, 739
Ponna, 509; his Bhuvanaika-Ramdbhyudaya, Jitid-

kfaramale,
Purina , 510

Ponnikanti TelaganSrya, his Yayati-caritramu
,
630

Porunardrruppadai (sec Mutattamakkanniyar)
Potana, his MahiohSgavatamu, 628
Poygai AjvSr, 1 !9n., 609
Prabh&candra, 160, 386; his Prabhavaka-carita,

227, 291
Prabh&candra, his Sabddmbhoja-bhdskara, 318
Prabhakara MiSra, 379; his commentaries on

Sabara-bhifya
,
380

Prabhu-liAga-ltid, 101

Prabodha-candrodaya (see Kpjna Misra)
Prabuddha Bharata

,
475

PracIna-NySya (see Ny&ya)
Pradyumna, 108, 119, 360
Pragalbh5carya , his Dravya-ftragalbhf, 376
Praharaj,’ Gopalchandra, his Bhdgavata Tungire

Sandhya
, Nanidka" Bastani, 576; his Pwrya-

candra Odxyd Bhdfdkofa, 574
Prajf&karamati, Tibetan tran. of his Abkifama-

yalaUkdra-vjtti, 724
PrajttdpSramitdhfdaya (-Sutra), Chinese trans. of,

731; study in Japan of, 745; Tibetan tran.

of, 723; Tibetan tran. of its commentary
by Vimalamitra, 723

Prqjftip&ramitanqya-Sutra, study in Japan of, 745
PrajHqpdramit&s

(
Prajfldpdramitd-SiUras) , 205, 721,

732, 733; Chinese trans. of, 731; Tibetan
trans. of, 722

Prajflapti-Hstra (see Maudgaly&yana)
Prak&iadharma, king, inscription of, 759
PrakSi&nanda, his Tdrd-bhakti-taraAgipi, 136
Prak&i&nanda, his Veddnta-siddhdnta-muktdvalf,

383
Prak&ar&ma, 528; his Lava-KuJa-carita, Rdmd-

vatira-carita,
529

PrakaiStman, his Paflcapadikd-vivarana, 382
Prakl&tman Yati, his Mita-prakddika, 363
Prdmtofipi Tantra, 138
Prapanca, his Ndgarakftdgama, 770
Prapafica-sdra Tantra (see Saftkara)

Prasad, Jayashankar, 503; his Akaiadipa etc.,

505; his Candragupta
,

Dhruvasvamint, etc.,

506; his Jharnd, Kdmdyani, etc., 504
Praiastap&da, 376; his Paddrtha-dharma-saAgraha

(Praiastapada-bh&$ya)
1 257, 375, its commen-

taries, 3/5, 376
Praha Upanifad, 28, 382
Pratimd-lakfapa, 369
Pratimokfa (-Sutra), Kuchean tran. of, 715; text

in Central Asia of, 712; Tibetan tran. of,

721, 723
Pratityasamutpdda, Tibetan tran. of its com-

mentary, 723
Pratyabhijfta-Sastra(s) , 98
Pratyagrupa, his Nayana-prasadini, 383
Pravdrana-Sutra

,
manuscript in Central Asia of,

712
P’raya Chakri, his Rdmakim (Ramakiriti), 764
Premananda Bhatta, 480; his Abhimanyu-akhydna,

Daiama Skandha , Naldkhydna , Okhd-harana ,

Rariayajfia, Suddma-earitra,
Sudhanvakhyana

,

481
Prem Chand, 503, 651, 652; his Hindi works:

Ghaban
,
Godina

,
Kdyakalpa

,
Nirmald, PremaS-

rama
,

Rahgabhumi, Sevdsadana , 505; his

Urdu works: Gaudan, Gosha-i-Afiyat, Kafan,
Maidan-e-Amal , 653; Manipuri trans. of
some works of, 666; Sindhi trans. of novels

and stories of, 596
Premi, Harikrishna, 507
Pre-Rup inscription, 411, 413
Pritam, Amrita, 585, 586
Priyamvada Devi, 455
Pfthuyasas, hLs Hord-fatpaftcdjikd

,
361

Prthvidhara Acarya, his Bhuvanejvari-rahasya

,

Bhuvaneivari-stotra
,
137

PrthvIrSja, king, 220, 289, 460, 490, 491
Pfthvirdja-rdso (see C5nd Bard&i)
‘Pudumappittan*, 618; his $aba-vimocanam etc.,

619
Pugazhendi, 609; his Nafa-venbdy 610, 612
Pujyapada, his Sarvdrtha-siddhi-vftti, 1 59
Pujyap&da Devanandin, his Jainendra Vydkararia ,

318, its commentaries, 318
Pundarika Viththala, his jSfartana-nirnaya, 368;

his Rdga-mdla,
Rdga-maf\jarl, $atfrdga-candro-

daya , 366
PuQyar&ja, 313n., 314, 323n.; his Prakriya

, 320
PuQyavanta Jataka, Agnean version of, 715
Parana Kassapa, 387
Puraninuru

, 147, 603, 604
Purandara, 387
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Purandaradfisa, 127, 515
Puranf Asam-burafiji, 426
Pflriia, his Dhdtuktiya, 203, its Chinese tran,, 733

Pflrn&nanda, his $y&m&-rahasya, 135
P&rnavarman, Sanskrit inscriptions of, 765

PSrnikS-SUtra^ 203
Purohit, K. J. (‘Santarama’), 556, 558

Purusottama, his Avarana-bhaAga, Bhdfya-prak&ia,

Bheddbheda-svarupa-nirnaya, Khyati-vdda, Subo-

dhini-prakcUa
,
Ubanifad-dlpikdy 385

Purusottama, his Subodhini on Sribhafya, 384

Purusottamadeva, his Bhdfd-vftti, 315
Purusottamaprasada, his Vedanta-ratna-mafljusd,

384
Purvadhigama (Sivaldsana), 767
Purva-MimamsS (see MIm5ms5)
PurvavaAga-gitika, 691
Puspadanta, his Jasaharacariti, 162, 178, 310; his

Mahapuratiu, Ndyakumaracariu , 178; his Tisat-

thi-mahapurifa-gundtankara ,
161

Puspadanta, his Sivamahimnah Stotra , 47, 95, 230

Puijpadatta (Sarvajna MOrti), his Sarvajfin-

padagalu , 516
Puttappa, K. V. (‘Ku-vcm-pu’), his Beralga

Koral
, 521; his Kdnuru Subbamma Heggaditi

\

520; his Sri Ramayam-darfanam
,

518; his

Vivekdnanda
,
522

Qadar Yar, 584
Qalandar Shah, 532

Qazi Abdus Sattar, his Shab Gudceda ,
655

Qazi Mahmud Daryai, 644
Qazi Mohammed Bahri, his Man-lagan ,

646

Quran, 111

Ourratul Ain Haidar, 654; his Sila-haran ,
6.i5

Rabha, Bishnu, 668
RabhasapSda, 328

Rabin, Chaim, his comment on Indian influence

on Ethiopian script, 778-79

RadhS, 44, 48, 68-69, 110, 113, 116, 126, 228,

423, 437, 438, 440, 479, 482, 565, 567, 664,

683; cult, 113

Radhakrishnan, S., 9, 470; his Eastern Religions

and Western Thought
,

(An) Idealist View of

L\fe,
Indian Philosophy, 471

Raghava Bhatfa, 366; his Kdli-tattva, 135; his

Saradd-tilaka, 45, 135, 138

Raghavanka, his Harticandra-kdvya, Siddhardma

•

carite,
Somandtha-carite, 513; Sarabha-caricra

etc. attributed to, 513

Raghu, 215, 399, 410
Raghunandana, his commentary on Dayabhaga ,

Smfti-tattva, 87
RaghunStha, his Bhakti-taraAgini, Jsfama-candrika ,

128
RaghunStha, his Bhojana-kutuhala, 355

Raghunatha, 382; his Mimamsa-ratna, 380

RaghunStha, his SaAgita-sudhd, 366

RagbunSthadSsa, 114, 441; his Ddna-keli-

cintamaniy GaurdAga-stava-kalpataru

,

etc., llo;

his Stavdvalty 47
RaghunStha Mahanta, his Kathd Rdrnaya^ia, 425

RaghunStha NSyaka, 221, 292; his Nala•

caritramu, Vdlmiki-caritramu, etc., 631

RaghunStha Pan^ita, 551; his R&ja-vyavahdra-

kofa, 334
RaghunStha Siromani, 379; his Ahhydto-vdda,

Anumdna-didhiti, Naftuada, Paddrtha-khap

•

dam y Pratyakfa-ma^i-didhitiy Sabda-mani-

dldhiti
,
378: his commentaries on Kirandvali-

prakdia
, 376; his Paddrtha-tattva-nirdpam, 377

Raghuvaihia (see KalidSsa)
Rahman Rahi, *33; his Nauroz-i-Saba

,

534
Raidasa (RavidSsa), 492, 494
Rai, Lajpat, 474, 652
Rajab Ali Beg Surur, his Fasana-i-Ajaib, 649
Rajagopalachari, C. (‘RSjSji*), his adaptations

(in English) of Mahdbndrata and RdmSyana ,

473; his Satyameva Jayate volumes, 474; his

Sri Rdmakrsnarin Upanisadam etc., 620

Rajamannar, Venkata Pakala, 639
.

Rajam Ayyar, his Kamal&mb&l-carittiram, 617,

61B
Rajanaka Mahimabhatta, his Vyakti-viveka, 300

Raja Rao, 467, 471; his (The) Cow of the Barri-

cades, Kanthapura, (The) Serpent and the Ropet

etc., 468
Rajaratnam, G. P., his Ndgana-padagalu,

Ratnana-

padagafuy 519
Rajasekhara, 180, 211, 224, 270; his Bala-

Bhdrata, Bdla-Ramdyana, 252 ;
his Hara-

vildsa
, 217; his Karpuramahjari, 168, 242, 252;

his Kdvya-mimamsd, 146, 257, 258, 262n.,

295, 299; his Viddhaldla-bhafljikd, 242, 252,

its Tclugu tran., 627
Rajasekhara, his Nydya-kandali-paficikd, 375

Rajasekhara SQri, his Prabandha-kosa , 227, 261,

291-92
Rajatarangini (see Kalhana)
RSjavallabha, his Dravyaguna, 355
Rajkhowa, Benudhar, his Asamiyd Khanda Vakya

-

kosa, Candra-sambhava-kdvya ,
etc 430

Rajwade, V. K., 549, 559

Rajya-vyavahara-kosa, 559
Rakesh, Mohan, 506, 507

Ral-pa-can, king, 723, 724

Rama, 6, 39, 41, 46, 47, 48, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54n.,

,60, 61, 62, 70, 94, 109, HO, 111, 112, 117,

122, 125, 160, 175, 177, 215, 246, 397, 479,

492, 493, 494, 495, 514, 539. 563, 564, 632,

680, 687, 764, 765, 768

Rainabhadra Dlkpta, his Patailjali-carUa, 219;

his Varmmala-stotra etc., 47

Ramabhadra Kavi, his RdmdbhyndayamUy 629

R 3mahhadr5mba. 632: her Raghundthabhyudaya ,

221,231,292
RSmabhatta, his MdtaAgi-Paddhah, 138

RSmacandra, his Prakriya-kaumudiy 315, 316

Ramacandra ICavibhSrati, his Bhak ii-sotaka,

753; his Vftta-ratndkara-pafljikd, 754

RRmacandra PaUanSyaka, his Hdrdvali,
566

Rdmacaritam (see CirSman)
Rama-carita-manasa (see Tulasidasa)

Ramachandra Saslri, Korada, his Rathdnga-

dutaniy 635
R&ma D&sa, Guru, 582

Rama Dvija, his Mrgdvati-carita, 424

Ramakrishna Mission, 442n.

Ramakrishna Paramahamsa (Sri Ramakrishna),

444, 449, 461, 462, 474, 503, 620
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Ramakrishna Piilai, his (The) Dive for Deaths

Padmini, Tales of Ind, 463
Ramakrishna-Vivekananda movement, 620
RSmakren Bhattac&rya, his Sdthkhya-kaumudi,

373; his ruk&snehfrpraptirapi-siddhdnta-

emdrikd, 380
RUmakrm^dhvarlndra, his tfikhdmani, 383
Ramalingam, ‘N&makkal Kaviftar,’ his Avafum

Amman,
Sankoli, Tamizhan Idayam, 615

Ramalinga Swamigal, *Va}|alar*, 613, 620; his

Tiru Amfpd etc., 614 ^
R&ma Miira, his Vfndduana-carita etc., 424
Ramamurti, Gidu^u Venkata, 637
Ramamurti, Gurujada Sri, his Citraratnakaram ,

Kavi Jivitamulu , etc., 633
RimSnanda, 117, 492, 493, 494, 495
R&m&nanda Sarasvatl, his Ma$iprabhd,

374
R&manfir&yaiia Kavir&ja Cakravarti, his

Bhasvati, 426; his Atkuntald-kdvya and trans.

of Gitagovinda etc., 424
Raman Piilai, C. V., his Dharmarqjd, Premdmxlam ,

etc. 544
RSm&nuja (R&m&nuj&c&rya), 6, 44, 97, 110, 111,

117, 119, 122, 123, 124, 126, 221, 329, 371,

381, 384, 492; his Bhagavaddradhana-krama ,

Veddnta-dipa, Vedanta-sdra, Vedartha-sa&graha,

121, 383; his Gadyadraya, 47, 121, 383; his

Gitd-bhdsya, tfribkdsya, 120, 383
R&ma Panikkar, his Kanna.iia Rdmayanam . 537

R&ma P&nivada, his Karhsavaho, Ufdniruddha, 181

;

his Rdghaviya, Viwuvildsa, 219
Ramaprasada Sena (‘KaviraiSjana’), 438; his

Vidyd-Sundara, 439
Rama Rau, Shantha, 471, 472

Rama Sarasvatl, 422; his Bhima-carita and
tran. of Gitagovinda, 423

Rdma Tamhangy 768
Rdma-tdpini Upanifad, 108
Rdma-vtjaya, an Old Javanese work, 769; of

Sankara Deva, 422; ofSrldhara, 552

Ramdyam, 4, 6, 7, 39, 40, 46, 49, 50, 51, 52, 54,

60, 61, 62n„ 63, 64, 128, 142, 160, 175, 179,

211, 213, 216, 217, 219, 224, 227, 237, 245,

252, 259, 280, 294, 341, 349, 421, 450, 535,

623, 664, 680, 701, 771; Assamese versions

of, 422, 423; Bengali versions of, 438, 452;

English adaptation/version of, 462, 473;

Gentian tran. of passages of, 781-82;

Gujarati versions of, 480, 482 ;
Hindi work

ba^d on, 495; Kalmyk version of, 728;

Kannada version of, 510; Kannada work
based on, 518; Kashmiri version of, 528;

Malayalam works based on, 537, 539, 540;

Malaysian shadow plays based on, 765;

Malay version of, 765; Marathi versions of,

549, 551; Marathi work based on, 552;

Mongolian version of, 727; Old Javanese

versions of, 766; Oriya versions of, 564, 566,

569; Persian tran. of, 774; popularity in

Campg of, 759, in Kambuia of, 758; re-

ference to CSrvaka philosophy in, 386, to

K&rttikeya in, 144, to Siva in, 93, 94, to

Surya in, 148; Siamese version of, 764;

source of history of cult and worship of

Sakti, 132-33; source of plays in Nepal, 699,

700; source of Sindhi play, 596; Tamil

version of, 609, 620; Tamil works based
on, 612, 616; Tclugu versions of, 626, 629;
Telugu works based on, 631, 635; Urdu
poems based on episodes in, 651 ;

Vaisnava
legends and teachings in, 110

Rdmdyamdsalpavrkfam (see Satyanarayana, Vis-

wanatha)
R&mdvara Bhatt&cSrya, his Sivdyana, 439
Rami Reddi, Duwun, his PalitakeJam, 637
Ram Tirth, Swami, 596n,

Ramzan Bath, his AkH-nandana , 532

Ranade, Mahadev Govinda, 462, 553, 558

Ranade, R. D., 470, 559
Ranajitamalla, 699; his Ganita-mafljari, 700

R5na Kumbha (Kalasena). his Nftya-ratnakosay

368; his Sadgita*r&ja> 366
Rarigan&tha Muni, 366; his Purusasukta-bhdfya,

123; his £rtsukta-bhdfya, 122

Ranganayakamma ,
M., 641

Ranganna, $. V., his Ranga-binnapa , 523

Raftga RSmSnuja, his Mita-prakatikd
,

Muln
bhdva-prakdJika, 383

Ranjan& script, 702
Ranna, his Ajita-tirthadkarafurdna-tilaka (Ajita

Purana ), Sdhasa-Bhvna-vijayam (Gadd-yuddha)

,

510
Rao, Madhusudan, 569; his Kusumdfijali %

IJtkafn-

gathd, Vasanta-gathd,
etc., 570

Rasakalpdvalll
,
440

Rasa-ratna-samuccaya, 350
Rasika-priyd (see Kc^avadasa)
Raskhan, his Prrma-vafikd, Sujana Raskhan ,

499

Ratanapanna, his Jiiiakdlamali,
199

Ratha, Baladeva, his Kisora-candrdtianda-campu,

567-68
Ratnadhvaja-Sutra, text in Central Asia of, 712

Ratnajdla-pariprcchd, Tibetan tran. of, 723

RatnSkara, his Haravijaya
, 46, 95, 217; his

Vakrokti-paficatikd, 229
Ratn&kara Varni, his Bharateia-vaibhava ,

Ratna-

kara-sataka ,
Triloka-sataka, etc., 515

Ratnaklrtti, Tibetan tran. of his Apohasiddhi ,

724
Ratnakufa-Siitra(s)

,

Chinese tran. of, 732-33;

manuscript in Central Asia of, 716;

Tibetan tran. of, 722

Ratnamegha-Sutra ,
Tibetan tran. of, 720

Ratnasdn-Sutra, text in Central Asia of, 712

Ratnasekhara, his Chandabko^a ,
JCavidatpana, 183

Ratndvali (see Har^avardhana)
Rdtri-stikta , 131

Raurava Agama , 43, 91, 103, 104

R&vana, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54n., 60, 62, 94, 148,

160, 176, 481, 563, 564, 616

R&vana, 356; works attributed to: Arka-prakdfa,

351, Kumdra Tantra , Ndtfi-pariksd, 355

Rdvana-bhdjya, 375
Rdvana-kumdra Tantra,

Chinese tran. of, 739-40

Rdvana~vadha (see Bhatti)

Ravisena, his Padma^carita, 160

R&yamukuta (Brhaspati), 327, 328, 330, 356;

his Pada~candrikdt
331

Ray, Annadashankar, his Bengali works:

Ekfi Vasanta
,

Jlvanakdihi,
Mam Pavana,

Pathe Pravdse,
Satydsatya, etc., 453; his Oriya

work: Kamald~vilds\ra Viddya
,
572
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R&yaragliuuatha Toiidaman, his Patvati-parina-

yawn, 632
Raya R£mfnanda, 565
Ray Chaudhuri, Ambikagiri, his Tumi, 428
Ray, Dasarathi, 440
Ray, Dwnendralal, his Aryagathd, Mattdra, etc.,

454; nis Candragupta, Sqjahan, Ttyahasparsa,

etc., 444-45; Telugu trans. of works of, 639
Ray, Kalidas, his Haimantt , Paryapufa, etc,, 455
Ray, Kamini, her Mrmdlya, Paurdytki, etc., 454
Ray, P. C., his History ofHindu Chemistry

,
350n.,

351

Ray, Radhanath, 569; his Candrabhdgd, Cilika

Darabdra, Kedara-Gaun , Mahdydtrd, etc., 570
Ray, Rajkrishna, 444
Ray, Ramasankar, his Kdftd-Kdveri, 573; his

VivaJini, 569n.
Razdan, Krishna, his Siva-pariyaya, 531
Reddy, C. R., 458, 639
Rege, P. S., 554
Republic, of Plato, 779
Revan&r&dhya, 99n.
Ar-IMt, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27,

28, 29, 32, 33, 34, 51, 107n., 108, 118,

141n., 254n., 273, 348, 349, 352, 358, 359,

384; Bengali tran. of, 447; Euiopcan edi-

tions of, 782; hymns of, 3, 46, 127, 130, 131,

148, 192, 211, 229, 234, 243, 294; Manipuri
trail, of, 665; metres of, 304

Risalo (see Shah Abdul Latif)

Risbud, N. S., his Mafljughofd ,
554

Robinson, W., 427
Rochiram Gajunial, 688
Rohal, 591
Romaka-siddhdnta ,

360
Rosebuck, T., 687
Routray, Satchidananda, 575; his A avitd,

Pdndulipi
,
572

Roy, Dilip Kumar, 457; his Eves of Light, 472;
his Mira in Brindaban, Sri Chaitanya, 473

Roy, M. N., 474; his From Savagery to Civilisation,

India in Transition , etc., 473
Roy, Ramniohun, 7, 8, 459, 594; his English

Works, Precepts of Jesus, 460; his tran. (in

Bengali) of Bhagavad-Gita, Vedanta-grantha,

Veddnta-sara, 442
Roy, Sib Charan, G75
Roy, U Jeebon, 675

R$yasrhga, story in Japan of, 748

Rubaiyat (see Omar Khayyam)
Rucidatta, his Draiya-prakdsa-vivfti, 376; his

Makaranda

,

378; his Prakdia on Tattva-

cintdmani, 379
RucinStha Kandali, 424
Rudra, 22, 29, 89, 90, 131, 133, 142, 144, 352

Rudrabhatfa, his Jaganndtha-vijaya, 513

Rudradaman, inscriptions of, 268, 395, 397, 398

Rudradeva, his Syainika-iastra, 363

Rudra-sampradaya, of Vallabha, 120

Rudrafa, 297, 301; his KavydUiAkdra, 298

Rudra Tdmala , 138, 139, 143

Rukmi^i, 95, 125, 769

Rumi, 592
Rupabhavani, 528
Rupa Gosv5min, 230; his Bhakti-rasdmfla-sxndhu,

114-15, 116; his Mfaka-candrikd, Padaiali,

Suthk$epa-bhdgavaidntfta, 1 15; his Stava-mdld,
47; his Uddhava-sandesa-kdvya, 114; his
Ujjvala-nUamayi, 115, 116, 302

RuparAma Cakravarti, his Dharma-mahgala, 439
Rustumi, his Khawarmma

, 646
Ruyyaka, 300; his Alankdra-sarvasva, 301
Ryoson, his Byaku-hokku-sho, 750

Saadat Hasan Manto, 654
Sabarasvamin, his bhdya (Sabara-bhdsya

)

on
Mimdmsd-Sutra, 74n,, 262n., 371, 37$, 380

Sabda-kalpadrwna, 43
Sabhdsddi-bakhar, 552
Sabuja Patra, 450, 572
Sacal, 592, 595; his kafts, 591, 599
§adak$aradcva, his Rajasekhara-vildsa, Sahara-

iankara-vilasa, Vffabhendra-vyaya, 515
Sad&nanda Yoglndra, his Veddnta-sdra, 383, 386
Sadarangani, Guli, his Ithad, 596
Sadarangani, H. I., 592, 597
Sad&siva, his Toga-sudhakara, 374
$a<fdanta Jataka ,

Agnean version of, 715
$addarsana-samtwcaya (see Haribhadra Suri)
Saddharnmakitti, his Ekakkhara-kosa, 201, 761
Saddhammanaiia, his Chandosaratthavikasmi (com-

mentary ou Vuttodaya), Chapaccayadipani,

Pali tran. of Kdtantra Vydkaraya, 761
Saddharmapundarika (-Sutra), 111, 205; Chinese

version of, 731; basis of T’icn-t’ai school,

732; popularity in Japan of, 744, 748; text

in Central Asia of, 712; text in Nepal of, 697
Sadyojyoti Sivac&jya (Khetap&la/Khetakanan-

dana), 105; his Bhoga-kdnkd, commentaries
on Raurava and Svdyambhwa Agamas, Mokfa

-

karikd
,
Paramokfa-nirdia, Tattva-niryaya, Tattva-

sangraha, 104
Safir, Pritam Singh, 585, 586
Sagaranandin, his Pfdiaka-lakjana-ralna-kofa

,
302

Sagar, Kirpa, his Ltikfnu Devi, Ranjtt Singh ,
585

SahajaySna, 207, 208, 420, 735
Sahgal, Nayantara, her This Time of Morning,

(A) Time to be Happy, etc., 471-72
&ailcndra rulers, Sanskrit inscriptions of, 765
Saiva(s), 6, 30, 41, 94, 95, 103n., 106, 111, 113,

141n., 150, 611, 612, 626, 627; Agamas, 43,

44, 91-92, 96, 97, 99, 100, 102, 103, 412;
paddhatis, 105; Purana(s), 66, 92-93, 102;
saints of South India (Nayanmftrs), 6, 100,

102, 608, 609; Siddhfinta, 101, 102,

103, 104, 105, 524, 609, 611, 621; Sthala
Puranas, 106; Tautric school, 524, 525,

767; Upagama(s), 92, 100; Upapur&iia(s),

93, 105n., 106n.

Saiva-siddhanta ,
352

Saivism, 89, 90, 91, 92, 96, 97, 99, 102, 103, 140,

562, 608, 609, 611, 625n., 695
Saiyad Alaol, 439, 497n.
Saiyad Mujtaba Ali, 457
Sakalagama-sangraha, 105

S&katayana, 31 2n., 320; Uyddi-Sutra ascribed to,

317; Vy&karaiia school, 318
Sdkatayana Vydkaraya (see Pftlyakirtti)

S5kta, 45, 46, 130, 131, 134n., 135, 136, 137, 140;

Tantras and Agamas, 134-39; Upanisads,

30, 132; Upapuralias, 133
Sakti, 6, 45, 69, 91, 98, 99, 109, 130, 132, 137,
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138, 139, 140, 146, 563, 615; cult, 46, 131,

133, 625n., 699
Sakti Bhadra, his Atcaiya-cuddmapi, 126, 242
$akti‘Safigama Tantra

,

135, 137, 138
Slktism, 139, 32, 562, 563
£akti-SStra(s), 134, 203; manuscript in Central

Asia of, 712
Sakya Paodita, 726; Mongolian version of

Subhofita-ratna-sangraha ascribed to, 727-28
S&libhadra SOri, his Bhdrakivara Bdhubali-rdsa ,

477
&alihotra, 356; Tibetan tran. of his Aivayurveda,

724
Salikanatha, his Dipasikhd, Prakarapa-paflcikd

;

Rjtwimala, 380
&&liv£hana, king, 315n., 689
Sdlivdhanakatkd, 227
Samdcdra-darpana, 442
Samddhirdja-Sutra

, 205; Tibetan tran. of, 723
Samddhi-sambara-parivarta, Tibetan tran. of, 724
Samantabhadra, 205, 749
Samantabhadra, 159; his Stutividyd, 231
Samartha R&mad5sa, his Dasa-bodha, 551
Sdma-Vtda, 14, 16, 18, 19, 22, 23, 25, 27, 28 29,

32, 34, 35, 305, 311
Samavidkana Samhitd

,
89

Sambanda Mudaliar, ‘Panama!', 619
Sambhunatha, his Gajendra-dntamaiii, 426
Sarhkhya, 29, 45, 67, 69, 92, 109n., 260, 371,

372, 373, 374, 377, 388, 779, 780
Sdthkhya-kdrikd (see Uvarakj*?na)

Sdmkhya~Sdtra (see Kapila)
Sammohnna Tantra, 138, 149
Sdtnudrika-kanfhdbkarana, 362
Samukham Vehkata Kr?nappa, his Ahalyd-

samkrandanamu
, Jaimini Bhdratamu

,
Rddhtka-

sdntvanamu
,
Sdrangadhara-carilram

u

,
632

Samvdda-prabhdkara, 442, 445, 595
Samyuktdgama, 202
Sari\yutta Mkdya , 188, 189, 197, 201, 202, 204n.
Sanatana Gosvamin, his Brhad-bhdgavatdmfta

(with Dig-dariani), Hari-bhakti-vilasa, Vaif-

nava-tofavi, 114
Sanatkum&ra, sage, 29, 144, 368
Sanatkumdra Parana, 40
Sandesakalhd, 199
Sandhy&kara Nandin, his Ramacarita

,

220, 289
Sandilya, 25, 29, 109n.; his Bhakti-Sutras,

41

handilya Upanijad, 374
Sangam literature, 6, 118-19, 601-7
SartghadSsa (Sanghad&sagani), bhdfya on the

Kalpa-Siitra attributed to, 157; his Vdsudeva-

hiridi, 157, 176, 260
Sarighamitta, 198, 751, 752
Sarigharakkhita, his Subodhdlankdra, 201
Sangita-kalpataru,

366
Satigitiparydya (see Mahakaus{hila)
SaAgiti-Sutra, 202; manuscript in Central Asia

of, 711
Sanjana, J. E., 487
Sankara (SartkarScarya), 6, 28, 91, 112, 113,

119, 122, 127, 130, 151, 221, 264n., 329,

381, 385, 388, 412, 424, 535n., 549n., 612,

625; his Ananda-lahari, 46, 96, 137; his

Bhaja-govindam (Carpafa-paftfari), liarimife

(stotra), 47, 128; his commentary on

Bhagavad-Gttd, 64n., 134, 382, on Brahma-

Sutra, 97, 130n., 371, 382, 384, 386, on
Upanifad(s), 27, 29, 382; his Dakfindmdrti-

aftaka, 96 ; his Mohamudgara (Duddafa-

paHjarika), 47, 229; his Saundarya-lahari,

46, 96, 137, 230; his Sivdnanda-lahari, 96,

102; his Sivtiparddha-kfarndpapa, 47; his

Subrahmapya-bhujadga, 148; works attributed

to: AparokfdntwhQH, Atrmbodha, Dfk-drsya-
viveka

, Hastdmalaka-bhafya, Lalitd-triiati-

bhdfya, Paflcikaratia-prakriya, Sanat-sujatiya-

bhdfya, Upadesa-saham, Vakyasudhd
,

Vi$nu-

sahasrandma-bhdfya
,

Viveka-ctitfdmapi, 382,
Gapesa-bhtyafiga, 143, Prapahca-s&ra Tantra

,

45, 105, 139, 382, Sarva-darsana-haumudi,

388, Sarva (-veddnta)
-siddhdnta-sdra-safigraha

,

382, 388, Sri Hari-smarana-iataka, Vifnufaf-

padi, 128
Sankara BhaUa, his Mimdmw-bdla-prnkdia

,
Subo-

dhini, V\dhi-rasdyam-du$ana, 380
Sankara Deva, 7, 116; his Bali-chalana, Harii-

candra-updkhydna,
Kdliya-damana , Keli-gopdla

,

Parijata-harana, Patm-prasada, Rdma-vijaya
,

Rukmini-harana (play),Rvkmini-hnrana (poem),

422; his Bhakti-pradlpa, 117, 421; his

Bhakti-ratnakara ,
Gunamdld, 117; his Kirtana-

tran. of Bhagavata, 1 17, 421
Sankara Kurup, G., his Otakkuzhal, 543
Sankara Misra, 382; his Kalpalatd

,
Kanada-

rahasya, 375; his Khandana-lika, 379; his

JVyaya-lildvati-kanthabharana, 376, 378; his

Vadi-vinoda, 377
Sankara Panikkar, Bharatamdla ascribed to, 537
Sarikararadhya, Basava Purana (.Nandikeivara-

vijayaj V^abhendra-vijaya) attributed to, 100-

101

Sankara Sastri, Bhagavatula (‘Arudra’), 640;
his Samagra Andhra-sdhilyam, 641

Sankara-vijaya (see Ananda Giri)

Sahkar$ana, 108, 110, 119, 395
Saiikha, 84, 369
Sdfikhdyana Gf/iya-Sutra, 33
SdhJkhdyana Srauta-S&tra

, 32
Sdfikhdydna Tantra , 138
Sankrityayana, Rahula, 206, 505, 720n., 723u.
Sankuka, 296, 299; his Bhuvanabhyudaya

,
287

Sankunni, Kottarattil, his Kucela-gopdlam etc.,

542
$arimukha-kalpa

,
359

Sannydsa Upanifads, 41

Santa Devi, 451
Santali, 671; literature, 671-74
£amarak$ita, 206, 270n., 696, 723; his 'Iallva-

sadgraha
, 207, 386, 759; Tibetan tran. of his

Madhyamakdladkdra

,

724
Santideva, 206; his Bodhtcaryavatara, Sikfd-

samuccaya, 207, their Tibetan trans., 724
Sanyal, Prabodhkumar, his Mahdprasthdner

Pathe, NiSipadma, etc., 452
Saptabuddhaka (-Sutra) ,

fragments in Central
Asia of, 712

Saptarfinakfatra-Sutra, Mongolian version of, 727
Saptaiatika commentary, its Tibetan tran., 723
Sarabhai, Bharati, her 7iew Wwwert, 473; her

{The) Will of the Peobte, 469
Sarabhai, Mrinalini, 470
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Sarabha-Sutta, manuscript in Central Asia of, 712
Sarada script, 530, 581, 589, 702
Sdrada-tilaka Tantra, 143

Sara(a Dasa, his Cafai Purdrya , VilaAka Ramdyana
,

363; his Mahdbharata, 563, 564, 565
Saraiiadeva, his Durghafa-uftti, 315, 330
Sarasvata Vydkarapa, 320; Manipuri tran. of,

666; Tibetan tran. of, 725
Sarasvatl, 24, 25, 69, 131, 132, 176, 406; worship

in Japan of, 749-50
Sarasvati, 502, 503
Sarasvati-karithdbharafia (see Bhoja)
Saratthadipani (see Sariputta)

Sardar Ali Jafari, 654
Sardesai, G. S., 559
Sariputra (Sariputta), 193, 713; his Dhanna-

skandha
, 203, its Chinese tran., 733; Niddesa

ascribed to, 192

Sariputra, 753
Sariputta, his Abhidhannartha-saAgraha-sannaya,

Pdddvatdra
,

PafijikalaAkara, Saratthadipani,

753; his commentaries on AAguttara Nikdya
and Majjhima Nikdya, 752; his Vinaya-

saAgaha, 752
Sariputta Dhammavilasa, his Dhammavildsa

Dhammasattha,
761

Sarma, Durgeswar, 428, 430
Sarma, Gopinath Nanda, 573, 574
Sanigadhara, his Lauha-pradipa

,
Lauhdnitwa,

363; his (Sdrngadhara) Paddhati, 232, 357;
his

(
Sdrngadhara) Samhitd

,
commentaries on

it, 351; his TuraAga-parikfd
,

Vaji-cikitsa, 357
Sarshar, Ratan Nath, his Fasana-i-Azad

',
652

Sarva-darsana-sarigraha (see M&dhava)
Sarvadeva, his Pramdria-mailjari, 376
Sarvajna Murti (Puspadatta), 523; his Sarvajfla

-

padagalu ,
516

Saivajhdnottara Agama, 92, 105

Sarvajftatmamuni, his Samkfepa-idriraka
,
382

Sarvananda, his Jagafa-carHa, 292
Sarvananda, 328, 331; his 'flkd-satvasva (on

Amarako^a)

,

330
Saivastivada school, 202, 203, 707, 710, 712

Sarvastivadin(s), 705, 706, 711, 712, 731, 734
Sarvavarman, 317; his Kalantra ( Vydkarana ), 201,

317, 318, 319, 768

Sarvesvara-rasayana ,
Tibetan tran. of, 723

Sdsanavamsa (sec PafthasSmi)

Sastii, Haraprasad, 135n., 350n,, 562n., 699n.,

700n.; caryds discovered by, 436, 698; his

Bcnei Meye,
Kaflcanamald, 449

Sastri, Si\anath, his Yugdntara etc., 447

Sasvata, his Anckdrtha-samuccaya (Sdsvalakoyi),

328
Satapatlui Btahmaya, 19, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27,

29, 64, 90, 107, 109m, 144, 254, 354, 776

Satasdhasrikd Prajtidpdramitd, 205; text in Central

Asia of, 712; text in Nepal of, 697; Tibetan

tran. of, 723
Satcakm-nirupana

,

45, 1 39
§dtkarma-prdbltfta , 170, 171

Safkhafaagama (-Sdtra ), 154, 157, 159

$a{sandarbha (see Jiva Gosv&min)
Sdttvata Samhitd, 44, 45, 110

Sdttvata Tantia,
Assamese prose rendering of,

425; Assamese versification of, 423n.

Satyanarayana Sastri, Vedula, his Dip&vali, 637
Satyanarayana, Viswanatha, his Kirmerasmi-

pafalu, 637; his Rdm&yapa-kalpavrkfam, 640;
his Veyi Padagalu , 638

Satydfdfaa-Hiranyakeii Dharma-Sdtra, 36
Satydfadha-Hiravyakeii Grhya-Sutra, 34
Satydfafaa~HiraQyake£i Srauta-SiUra, 32
Satyafddha Kalpa-Sutra , 36
Saimaka Grhya-Sutra, 34
ifewudw Sarkhitd, 17
Saura(s), 141, 148, 150, 151; Upapur&nas, 40,

93, 145, 149

Sauradharma Purd#a, 149
Sauradharmottara Parana

,

149
i'awra Samhitd

,
149

Saurasenl Prakrit, 157, 165, 167, 185, 476, 561,

579
Savarkar, V. D., 559
S£vitri, 451, 461, 465n.

Savitri (see Aurobindo, Sri)

Sayana, his Mddhaviya-dhdtu-vftti, 317;‘ his

Subhdfita-sudhdnidhi, 232
Sayana-idstra,

368
Sekkizh&r, his fffyw Purdpam ( Tinittopfar

Purdnam), 102n., 609, 610

Senapati, Phakirmohan, 575; his Atmajivana

-

carita
,

Avasara-vdsare,
Bauddhavatdra-kdvya

,

Chamdna Afhagutfha, Galpa-svalpa, Lachamd,

Mdmu, Prayaicitta,
Pufpamdla , Upahara ,

Utkala-bhramana ,
trans.ofChdndogya Upanijad,

Gita, Harivamia ,
Mahdbharata, and Ramdyana,

569
Sen, Atulprasad, his Kayekfi Gdna (Gitiguftfa)

,

455
Sen^varaiyar, 611

Sen, Devcndranath, 455; his apteral Naivedya

,

Aiokaguccha ,
Golapguccha, etc., 446

Sen, Dinesh Chandra, his Rdmayarii Katha ,

O Sdhitya, Tin Bandhu, etc., 450

Sen, Gananath, his Siddhdnta-nidana, 354

Scngupta, Achintyakumar, 456; his

Kflja/zta, AY/a Paramapurufa Sri

Rdmakrsna ,
Prdcira O Prdntara, etc., 453

Scngupta, Jatindranath, his Maricikd etc., 456

Scngupta, S. C., 470, 474

Sen, Keshub Chandra, 462

Sen, Nabin Chandra, his Pa/ofir Yuddha, Prabhdsa,

etc., 445
Sen, Rajani Kanta, 454; his etc., 455

Sen, Samar, 456
Scsakfsna, his Prakriyd-brakd&a, 316

Shah Abdul Karim, 591, 595

Shah Abdul Latif (‘Shah Bhitai7‘Shah*), his

Risalo, 591

Shah Ali Mohammed Jan Gaindhani, his

JawaJdrul Asrar, 645
Shah Hussain, 582, 587

Shahnama (see Firdausi)

Shakespeare, 7, 443, 570; his As You Like It, its

Khasi tran., 675; his {The) Comedy of Errors,

its Telugu tran., 638; his King Lear,
its

Sindhi tran., 594; his Macbeth, its Kannada
Iran., 522; his Merchant of Venice, its Sindhi

tran., 594, Telugu tran., 638: his Othello

,

its adaptation in Kannada, 51 7; trans. of

his works in Manipuri, 666, 667, in Marathi,

556, in Urdu, 653
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Shamsuddin ‘BulbuP, 592
Shapur I, king, 773
Sharma, Balknshna (‘Navina’), 504
Sheikh Bahauddin Bajan, 644
Sheikh Khub Mohammed, his Khub Tarcutg, 645
Sheikh Nuruddin, his Mamma, Rfinama

,

526
Shejwalkar, T. S., 559, 560
Shewak Bhojraj, his Atfrvada, Dadd Syoma, 596
Shibli Numani, his Mwaeina-i-Anis-o-Dabir, Shir-

ul-Ajam, Sirat-un-Nobi, 651
Shin Arahan, 760
Shintoism, compared with Hinduism, 750ri.

Shintoist pantheon, 750
Shinto rites, 746
Shirwadkar, V. V. (‘Kusumagraja’), 557; his

YjLidkhd, 554
Shopho, his Asabasho, 750
Shotoku, prince, his commentaries on Buddhist

texts, 744
Shukla, Ramchandra, 498, 499, 503, 506
Siberia, Indian literature in, 720, 728-29
Siddham (Siddhamatrka) script, use in China

of, 735-36; vise in Japan of, 746; use in

Korea of, 741
Siddhasdra, Saka-Khotanese tran. of, 715
Siddhasena Divakara, 160, 361 ; his Kalyana-

mandtra
, 231; his Sammatitarka

, 159, 181

Siddhidas, 701
Siddhik&r, 728
Siddhi-traya (see Y&munacSr/a)
Sikfd'samuccaya (see Santideva)
SUappadikdram (see ljanko Agikal)
Silhina, his Sdnti-Sataka, 229
Simha, Kaliprasanna, his Hutom Pyancar Pfakja,

446
Simhdsana-dvatriihiikd, 227, 261

§ihgar&rya, his Mitravinda-Govinda , 516
Singh, Bhai Vir, 584; his Baba JSfatidh Singh

,

Rand SHrat Siftgh ,
Satvant Kaur

,
Sundari,

Vijay Singh
,
etc., 585

Singh, Ghurachand, 665
Singh, Gurbakhsh, 585, 586, 587
Singh, Haobam Tomba, 667
Singh, Hijom Anganghal, his Ibctnmd

,
Jdherd,

666; his Khamba- Thoibi SeireAg, 663, 666
Singh, Hijom Guno, 666
Singh, Jatiswar, 665
Singh, Khwairakpam Ghaoba, his Lavangalatd

,

666
Singh, Lamabain Kamal, his Madhavt , 666
Singh, Mayanglainbam Birmangal, his Pidvnnu

,

667
Singh, Mohan, 585, 586
Singh, Munal, 665
Singh, Nanak, 585, 586
Singh, Puran, 585
Singh, Ranjit, 529, 583, 584
Singh, R. K. Shiialjit, his Ima, Rohim

,
Thddukpd

,

666
Singh, Sansenbam Nadiyachand, 666
Singh, Shamsher Bahadur, 505
Singh, Shivmangal (*Suman*), 504
Singh, U Rabon, 67

o

Sino-Tibetan, languages, 659, 660; tribe, 419
Sirajuddhin Siraj, 645, 646
Sircar, Jadunath, 470

Sirimahgala, his commentaries on Samanta-

pasadikd, 761
Sirimahgala, his Mangalasutia, 764
Sirodeva, his Paribhdfd-vftti, 316
Sihpala-vadha (see Magha)
Sitk, 46, 48, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54n., 60, 61, 94,

117, 125, 132, 216, 246, 247, 248, 250, 563,

564, 570, 571, 768
Sita Devi, 451
Sitarama Sastry, Virakcsari, his Davdat,

Nagarada Rani, 520
Sitaramayya, V, (‘V. Si/), 519; his Pampa-yatre,

522
Sitikantha Acarya, his Mahanaya-prakdSa, 525
Siva, 6, 38, 40, 43, 44, 46, 48, 66, 67, 68, 69, 71,

89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99,

10Q, 101, 102, 103, 106, 131n., I32n., 133,

134, 137, 139, 141n., 142, 143, 147, 148, 151,

178, 214, 287, 352, 362, 402, 404, 406, 409,
410, 412, 423, 439, 479, 562, 568, 569, 608,

610, 625n., 663, 682, 699, 765, 767, 769,
780

&ivad£sa, 355; his Caraka-tattva-dipika, 353
&ivad£sa, 281 ; his Kathar^ava, 22

7

SivSditya Mi£ra, his Saptapadarthi, 376
Sivagrayogin, his commentary on Siva-jhana-

bodham, 103-4; his Kriyd-dipikd
,

Stiiva-

paribhdfd, Sivagra-Paddhati, 104
Sivaji, 221, 334, 551, 555, 560
Sivajnana Svamiga], his Dirdvida-mahdbhdsyam,

611; his Kaftcip Puranam, 61

2

SivakotyacSrya, his Vatftfarddhane, 509
Siva Purana (see also Vayu Purajia)

, 67, 69, 92,

93, 96, 97, 143, 145; text in Nepal of, 698
Sivarama Karanta, K., 519; his Marafi Mannige

,

520
Sivarka-mani-dtpikd (see Appaya DIkjjita)

Sivarya, 509; his Aradhand (Mularddhand) , 158,

172, 178
Sivasankara Pillai, Thakazhi, 545; his Ceminin

,

Enippatikal
,
etc., 544

Sivasankara Sastri, Tallavajjhala, his Hfdayd-
van ,

637
Siva-siddhdnta Tantra, 100
Siva-Sutra, 98, 99
Skanda Purdpa, 40, 66, 70-71, 92, 93, 102n.,

143, 145, 147, 149; Tamil tran. of, 611;
text in Nepal of, 698

Sloka-vdrttika (see Kumarila Bha^ta)

Smrti(s) (see also Dharma-^stras), 35, 36, 41,

70, 75, 78, 79, 81, 83, 84, 85, 111, 322,

340, 341, 342, 343, 344, 345, 347, 381,

406
Socrates, 779
Sodhi Mihirban, 500
Somadeva, his Kathdsarit-sagara

, 95, 146-47,

260, 684, its influence on Malaysian folk-

tales, 765
Somadeva Suri, his NUivdkydmfta, 344; his

Tahstilaka-campu, 162, 264n., 267
Somananda, 99; his Siva-dftfi, 98
SomanStlia, his May&kha-mdlikd, 380
Somanatha, his Raga-vibodha, 367
Somapr&bha, his Kumarapala-pratibodha, 177, 290;

his Sdkti-muktdvali, 229; his Sumatindtha-

caria ,
161
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SomaprakdJa, 442n.
SomeSvara, his Manasoll&sa (Abhilafitartha-cinid-

ma&i), 344, 345, 366
Spanda-$5stra (s) , 98
Spanda-Sutra (see Vasugupta)
Srauta-Sutra(s), 30, 31, 32, 33, 35, 76
Sribhdgya (see R&m&nuja) ; commentaries on,

123, 128, 383, 384
Srlcandra, his Katha-kofa, 162, 178
Sridatta UpadhySya, his Acdradaria

, Pitfbhakti,

Sraddhakalpa
, 87

Srldhara, his Pasandhacariu, Vaddhamanacariu
,
161

Sridhara, his TriJati
,
361

Sridhar&carya, his Nyaya-kandali

\

375
&iidharad&sa, his Sadukti-karridmftay 113, 232
Srldhara Kandali, his Ghunucd-yatra, Kd\i-

khovdy 423
Srldhara barman, his Bdla-prabodhint, 385
Sridharasvamin, 113
Srldhara Vy5sa, his Rarwmalla Chanda

,
478

Srihar^a, 292 ; his Khandana-kha^a^khddya

,

382 ;
his

Nai$adha (Nai$adhiya)-carita

,

216, 217, 368,

386, 406, 698, its Tamil adaptation, 611;
Tibetan tran. of his Subhd$ita-ratna-karapda,
724

Srikdnta (see Ghatterjee, Sarat Chandra)
Srikantayya, T. N., 523
Srikantha, 97, 101; his bhd$ya on Brahma-Sutra,

96, 102, 104, 384; his Ratnatraya
,

104
Srikanthayya, B. M. (*SiT), 517, 523; his

Asvattfiaman, Honganasuglu , etc., 518
Srimad-rahasya-traya-sa ra (see Vedanta De£ika)
&rlnaiha, his Bhimesvara Puranamu,

Hara-vild-

samuy Kdsi-khandamu , Palana ti-vira-caritramu,
SjUgdra-naisadhamu, 628

SrinStha, his Prasdda-mafyari, Vastu-maftjari, 369
Srinivasa, his Anandaranga-vijaya-campu, 225
Srinivasa (Srlsaila Srinivasa), his Jijfldsa-

darpana, JVaya-dyumani-taAgraha, Naya-mayi-
dipikd, Tattva-martanda, 383; his Siddhdnta-

cintdmani,
383-84

Siiniv5sa, his Sakaldcdrya-mala-sahgraha, 385; his

Veddnta-kaustubha, 126, 384
Srinivasa, his Yatindra-mata-dipikd, 384
Srinivasa Iyengar, K. R., his Shakespeare: His

World and His Arty 474
Srinivasa Murthy, M. R., 521, 523
Srinivasa Rao, Srirangam (‘Sri Sri*), 640; his

Mahaprasthdnam, 638
Sripadar&ja, his Nydya-sudhopanydsa,

384
Sripati Pan^ita, 96, 97, 101

Sriranga, 521
&rl-sampradiya, of Ramanuja, 120
Sri Sri Rdmakffiia Kathdmjta (see Gupta,

Mahendranath)
Srivara, 220, 288; nis Kathd-kautuka, 227 ,

527n.

(see also Jami) ;
his Tftiyd Rdjatarahgip f, 288

&rlvats&nka, his Yamaka-ratodkara, 222
Sron-btsan-sgam-po, king, 720, 723
Sruti(s), 13, 27, 75, 76, 79, 121n., 214, 381,

385, 387, 625n. (see also Veda)
Stack, Captain George, 589, 594
Subandhu, 134, 175, 222, 262n., 265, 267, 268,

272, 280, 295, 396, 397, 402; his Vasava-

datta, 134, 222, 223, 262, 264n., 265
Subba Rao, Anisetti, 640

Subba Rao, Rayaprolu, 640; his TmakaAkapam,
637

Subba Rao, T. R. (‘Ta-ra-su’), 519
Subhacandra, his Jftdndrpava, 159
Subhadramma, Sham, 638
§ubhahkara, his Hasta-muktavali, 368, its Assa-

mese gloss, 368, 426, its Sanskrit commentary
by Ghanaiyama, 368, 700; his Sa&gita-
ddmodara, 368

Subhdfita-ratna-saAgraha, Mongolian version of,
727-28

Subhdfitavali
, 232

SubhQticandra, 331; his Kdmadhenu, 330
Subodhini, 383; of Puru$ottama, 384; of Sankara

Bhatta, 380; of Vallabha, 127, 385
Subrahmanyam, Allamaraju, his Bhadra-pari-

nayam, 635-36
Sucarita MiSra, his KaRka, 380
SudarSana Bhatt&raka SOri, his Sruta-pra-

dipikd
t 122; his Sruta-prakdjikd

, 122, 383
Suddhadvaita, 120, 127, 381, 385, 492
Sodraka, 180, 278, 397; his Mfcchakalika, 146,

166, 167, 172, 248
Sufi(s), 526, 578, 643
Sufism, 591, 599
Sui, annals, 737, 739; period, 736, 739
Suiko, empress, 743
Sukasaptatiy 227, 261; Newari tran. of, 700;

Persian tran. of, 777
Suka-Sutras, 202; manuscript in Central Asia of,

711
Sukhavalivyuha-Sutra (Amitdyus-Sdtra)

, Chinese ver-

sion of, 706, 733; study in Japan of, 745
Sukla Yajur-Veda, 19, 20, 21, 23, 27, 28, 29, 32,

34, 254; Sarhhita (see also Vdjasanryi Samhitd),

21, 22
Sukra (Sukracarya), 337, 387; Sukra-nitisdra

(Sukrantti) attributed to, 295 346, 386,
387n.

Sukfma Agama, 43, 91
Sukumara BarkSth, his Hasti-vidydrnaua, 426
Sulapani, his Prdyascitta-viveka, SmfH-viveka ,

Sr&ddha-viveka

,

87
Sulva-Sutras, 31, 255
Sumagadhavadana, Tibetan tran. of, 724
Sumahgalas&mi, his Abhidhammattha-vibhduani, 199
Sumatra, 770; Indian literature in, 771
Sundaram Piilai, his Manonmaniyam, 619
Sundaramurti (Sundarar), 102, 608
Sundarram, 485, 488
Suprabheda Agama, 43, 91, 99, 147

Surad&sa, 7, 118, 499, 592; his Sura-sagara, 495,
496; SdhUyaUahari ascribed to, 496

SuraAgama-samddhi, manuscript in Central Asia
of, 712

Surendran, K., 545, 546
Sure^vara, his Sabda-pradipa, 333, 357
Sure£varac5rya, his Naifkarmya-siddhi

,
382

Suri, Chinnaya, his Niti-candrikd, 635
Surya, 6, 46, 137, 148, 149, 150, 151, 230, 352,

360, 766
Suryagarbha-Sutray Chinese version of, 716
Suryakhari Daivajiia, his DaraAg Rdja-varhSdua It,

425
Suryaprakasa Kavi, Mantripragada, his Krw&r-

juna-caritra, Sita-R&ma-cariira, 635

V—105
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Stirya-siddhdnta
y 360, 361; Arabic tran. of, 776;

Assamese text based on, 426
S&rya (Jpanifad, 148
Sugena, Kis Anna-p5na-vidhi

y 355
Suiruta, 351, 353, 373; kis (Suirula) Sarhhita, 112,

144n-, 353, 373, 714, I* Arabic tran., 775
StitrakfldUga-Sutra, 152, 169, 170, 386
Suttampdta, 191, 192, 204n.
Sutta Pitaka, 184, 185, 188, 192, 193
Suuarnaprabkksa-Sutra, 205, 727; Kuchean and

(Saka-) Khotanesc trans. of, 715; *tcxt in

Central Asia of, 712; Tokharian and
Uighur-Turkish versions of, 716

Svacchanda Agama, 98
Svacchanda Tantra, 137
SvarGpa Damodara, his Kadcd, 114
Svayambhava, Daia-vaikalika attributed to, 155,

156, 169
Svayambhu, 160, 161, 182; his Hariuamia

Purana, Paiimacariu
, 177; his Svayambhu-

chandas, 182, 310
Svayambhu Parana,

700
Svdyambhuva Agama

,
43, 91, 99, 104

Svetambara(s), 155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 170,

171; literary tradition of, 155-56, 170
Svetabatara Upanisad, 29, 90, 96, 102, 132, 372
Swamakumari Devi, 446; her Dipanirvdna

,

Mdlati, Vidroha, etc., 447
$y£malad&sa (Sainala) Bhatta, 480, 481; his

BatrUa-putali, Madana-Mohand, Nanda-bat-

riff, Padmavati,
Simhasana-batriR

,
482

Tagore, Abanindranath, his Gharoya
, Jotfasankor

Dhare, Rajakdhinx,
etc., 450

Tagore, Balendranath, 450*

Tagore, Devendra Nath, 442
Tagore, Jyotirindranath, his Alika Bdbu, Kificit

Jalayogay etc., 444
Tagore, Rabindranath, 8, 10, 435, 436, 437,

442n., 443, 454, 570, 572, 673, 686;
his Bengali works: AcalSyatana , Balokd

,

Boniari
,

Bauthakurdpir Hat
,

Canddlika
,

Car

Adhydya, Caturaftga, Cirakumdrasabhd
\

Citra,

Citrdhgadd
,
Cokher Bali,

pakghar
,
Gatpaguceha

,

Ghare Bain, Gitdtyjali, Goday Galad, Gord
,

Janmadine, KWi 0 fComala y Kathd O Kdhini
,

Kheya, Mahuyd, Mdlini, Mdnasi
, Mukta-

dhdrd
,
Naioedya, Navajdtaka, Patrapuja

, Prdw-

fika. Punalea, Puravi
,

Raja, Rajd O Rdm
i

Raktakaraviy Se$a Saptaka , isjsr /fautfa, iftfw,

Bholdndtha , 5<mar 7arf, Syamdt Syamali
,

Tapati, Tdser Deia
,

Vaikunther Khdtd
,

Ktnzr-

jana,
Togdyoga, 448, Bdrigld-bhdfChparicaya

,

Bhdratvarjer Jtihdser Dhdrd
,

Chinnapatra
,

Europe-praudsir Patra
,

Jivanasmyti, Mdnufer
Dharma, Pahcabhuta, Sabdatattva, Sabhyatdr

SaAkata
,

SvadeR Samdja, 449; his English

works: (7/k) CAtA/, Chitra y
(The) Crescent

Moon, (77k) Gardener
,
Gitanjali, Nationalism

,

Personality
, (7fo) Religion of Man y Sadhana,

463, Cora, (7A*) 0/ the Dark Chamber
,

464; Sindhi tran. of his GitdfUali, 593: trans.

of his works in Manipuri, 666, in Sindhi,

596, in Tclugu, 638
Taittiriya Aranyaka, 20, 26, 28, 13 In., 142, 144
Taittiriya Brdhma$a, 20, 24, 51

Taittirfya Samhita, 20, 21, 24, 81n., 90, 107,
255n., 312

Taittiriya Upanisad, 27, 28, 382, 757
Tak^ilS, 696, 713

777
Talukdar, Daibachandra, his Adarfapifha, Agneya-

giri, etc., 431; his Asam-pratibhd, Bhdskara-
varmd% etc., 430; his Prema-pata, 429

Tambe, Bhaskar Ramachandra, 553
Tampuran, Kocchunni, his Kalydni Ndtakam, 545
Tanasena, 498
Tarufya Brahmana, 23, 25
T’ang period, 730, 736, 737, 738, 742n.
Tanjur, 208, 72 In., 729
Tantra (s), 42, 43, 46, 95, 99, 105, 131, 132, 134,

136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 143, 148, 149, 205;
manuscripts in Nepal of, 697

Tantra-kaumudiy 138
Tantraloka (see Abhinavagupta)
Tantraraja

, 45, 136
Tantra-samuccaya, 139
Tantrasdra

t 136n., 138, 143, 149; of Abhinava-
gupta, 525

TantraySna, 735
Tantri

, 766, 770
Tantric, 44, 45, 109n., 132, 134, 138, 140, 205,

207, 437, 562, 665; texts, 43, 89n., 133n.,

139,149,208, 350
Tantri Kdmandaka

y 770
Taragan, Kochipan, his Mariyammd Ndlakam

y 545
Tarahgalata y 176
Tardryawt* 135
Tara (Tdripi) Tantra

,
135

Tara upanifady 135
Tarkapanchanana, Jayanarayana, 376; his

Kandda-sdtra-vivfti, 375, 377
Tarkaratna, Ramnarayan, his Kulina Kula -

sarvasvay tran. of Ratndvali
,
443

Tarugaprabha, his Bdlavabodha
y 478

Tattva-bodhini Patrikd
,
442

Tattva-cintamarii (see Gahgesa)
Tattva-samasa, 373
TSyurnSnavar, 612, 613
Trlang, Kashinath Trimbak, 462, 553
Temple, (Sir) Richard (R.) C., 684, 685, 689
Tendulkar, Vijay, 558
Tennyson, 463, 484, 571

Thakore, Balwantrai K., 485; his tran. of
Abhijfldna-£akmtala, 486

Thamatmal Narumal, his Fiywtyatt-Aoja, 594
Tham, Soso, 675
Theravida school, 200, 415, 760
Thomare, Tryambak Bapuji, 553
Thon-mi-sam-bhota, 720, 723
Tibet, 696, 703, 721, 723, 728, 729; adoption of

Indian alphabet in, 720; introduction of
Buddhism in, 720; technique of preserva-

tion of Indian literature in, 725*26; visit of

AtiSa to, 724
Tikkanna, 626-27, 628; his Mahdbhdratamu, 627
Tilak, Bal Gangadhar (Lokamanva), 474-75,

553, 560; his Gita-rahasya, 559; novel on,

555
Tilak, Kamalabai, 555, 556
Tilak, Narayan Vaman, 553
Tilokaguru, his /ffof on PaRhdna, 761
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Timm&mba, her Subhadra-kalySnamu, 628
Tipitaka, 185, 186, 190, 193,' 194, 196, 197, 202,

761
Tipra, 667, 668
TirthaAkara(s), 152, 154, 160, 161, 162, 168,

176
Tirukkural (see TiruvalJuvar)
TirumOlar, 44, 609; his Ttrumandiram , 101, 102,

608
Tiru-murai(s), 102, 147, 608, 609
Tirun&vukkarasar (Appar), 102, 608
Tiruttakka Devar, his Jtvaka-ctntcimapi, 607,611
Tiruvacakam (see Manikkavacakar)
TiruvalJuvar, 516; his period, 606n.; his Tiruk-

kurof (Kuraf), 606-7, its commentary, 611,
its English tran., 613, its Malayalam tran.,

542, literary criticism on it, 621
Todala Tantra, 135
Toiamozhittevar, his Cdfdmani

,
608

Tolkappiya(n5)r, 6, 603; his Tolkappiyam, 147,

602-3, 606n„ 677, its commentaries, 611,
its period, 603n.

Tolstoy, 666
Totagamuve Sri Rahula, his Parevi-sandesaya,

Selalihini-sandesaya, 756
Tricumdas, Purushottam, 469, 470
Trilocana Sambhu, his Siddhdnta-sdrdvali, 104
Tripathi, Govardhanram, his Sarasvaticandra , 487
Tripathi ‘Nirala*, Suryakant, his Arddhana

,

Arcana, Juki Ki Kali, etc., 503
Tripitaka, 186, 194, 202; Chinese version of,

722, 730; in Central Asia, 711; Japanese
tran. of, 749; Sinhalese recension in Burma
of, 760-61

Tiipurd-rahasya, 137
Tripurarnava, 136
Tripurd-tapini Upanifad

,
132

Trivcdi, Ramendrasundar, his Jijiidsd, Karma-

katha, Prakfti, Sabdakathd
,
450

Tudu, Rarndas Majhi, his Kherwal-vamfa Dharam-
puthi, 672, 673

TukarSma, 117, 118, 551

TularSja, king, his Natya-vedagama , 368; his

Safigita~sardmrta, 367
Tulasidasa, 160, 492, 494, 497, 499, 592, 700;

his Dohdvali
,

Gitavail, Kavitavail, Kf?va-

gitavali, Vinaya-patrikd, 495; his Rama-
carita-manasa (Tulasi-Ramayana), 7, 118, 495

Tyagaraja, 632; his Naukd-caritra, Prahldda-

bhakli-vijayamu, 633

Uddndlahkdra, Kuchean tran. of, 715
Uddnavarga, 712; Chinese tran. of, 731 ; Kuchean

tran. of, 715
Uddnavatthu, 202
Udayana, 270, 377; his Atma-tattva-viveka

,

Lakfammdla, Lakfanavali
t Nydya-kusumdgjali,

375; his Kiranavali, 375, 376
Udayaprahha Suri, his Sukfta-kirti-kallolini, 291
Udayaram, Ranchhodbhai, his Lalitd Dukha

Dariaka JVdfaka, 486
Udbhata, 296, 300, 301; his Bhamaha-vivarava ,

commentary on Ndfya-dastra, Kdiyaladkdra

(iSara) -sahgraha, 297
Udbodhana, 442n.
Uddhava-Gitd, 549

Uddyotakara, 372; his Nydya-vdrttika, 377
Uddyotapa Siiri, 180; his Kuvahya*mdld, 162,

179
Udharam Thanwerdas, 592, 594
Uji Shut Monogatari

, 749
Uligarun Dalai 727
UmS, 67, 91, 93, 94, 95, 101, 131, 132n., 133,

134, 147, 568
Um&patidhara, 406; his Candracuda-carita, 218
UmSpati SivSc5rya, his Sataratna-sat)graha

,
104

IJmaruppulavar, his Sirappurdnam , 613
Urna$v&min, his Tattvdrthddhigama-Sulra

, 159
Updli-Sfitra

, manuscript in Central Asia of, 711
Upanisad(s) (sec also Vedanta), 3, 26. 37, 38, 43,

60, 69, 70, 96, 99, 101, 102. 103, 108, 127,
129, 156, 232, 255, 294, 322, 323, 324, 325,
371, 373, 374, 380, 381, 382, 442, 569n.,
591, 609, 782; allegories in, 260, 273;
commentaries on, 126, 128, 381, 382; earliest

and the most important, 28-30; inter-

pretation of the teachings of, 384; meaning
of the word, 27; notable features of, 27, 30;
period of, 14, 20, 30; poetic elements in,

294; prose style of, 255; reference to CUrvaka
in, 386, to Ganesa in, 142, to K&rttikeya
in, 144, to Sakti in, 131-32, to SSmkhya in,

372, to Siva in, 90-91, to Surya in, 148,
to Vi?nu in, 107-8, to Yoga in, 373; trans.

in Bengali of, 442, in various European
languages of, 782

UpapurSnas, 40-41, 67, 92, 132; of Saivism,

93, 105n.
y of Saura cult, 149, of Vai?na-

vism, 111; political and economic ideas in,

347; reference to Gane$a in, 143, to Kartti-
keya in, 145, to Sakti in, 133, to Siva in,

93, to Surya in, 149
Upasakadhyayana ( Upasaka-dasakn), 152, 156, 169
Upatissa, his Mahdbodhivamsa (Badhivamsa), 198,

753
Upavanya, 313, 379
TTpendra Bhanja, his Abannd-rasa-taraiiga

t Gita-

bhidhdna, Kala-kautuka, Koti-brahmdnda-swi-

dari, Ldvanyavati, Prema-sudhdnidhi, Rasa-
paflcaka, Rasika-hardvali, Subhadra-parinaya

,

Vaidehiia-vildsa
,
567

Uruttirafikannanar, his Pattinappalai
,
Perumpan-

drruppadai, 604, 605
U$a, 125, 148, 181, 422
Utpala, his Lwara-pratyabhijfld (Pratyabhijfid

-

Sutra) and Vftti on it, 98; his Pradipika , 99
Utpreks&vallabha, his Bhikfdtana-kdvya

,
218

Uttarddhyayana-Siitra , 111, 155, 156, 169, 170
Uttara-Mlm5rhs3. (see Mimams5)
Uttara-Rdma-carita (see Bhavabhuti)
Utthasoma, his Manaka etc., 527

Vacaspati MiSra, 97, 373; his Bhdmati, 270, 382,

386, 388; his Nvaya-kanika, 380; his Nyaya-
suci-nibandha, 37?; his Nydya-varttika-tdt-

parya-tikd’, 270, 377; his (Samkhya-) Tattva-

kaumudi, 270, 372, 388; his Tattva-vaisdradi
,

270, 374
VScissara, his Thupavarhsa, 198, 753
Vadhdla Srauta-Sutra, 32
Vidiv&glivara, his Mdnamanohara, 376
V&gbh&ta, 350, 351; his Aftdhga-hfdaya Sarhhitd,
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354, its Arabic tran., 775, its Tibetan tran.,

354, 724
Vigbhata I, 161; his Nemi-nirvdpa ., 218; his

V&gbhaf&laAkara, 301
Vigbhata II, his Kdvydnu&sana, 301; his Jfca-

bhendra-carita, 218
Vaidya, C. V., 548, 559
Vaidjadhip, Vishweshwar, his Belimdrar BuraHji,

Vaikhdnasa Dharma-Stitra, 35, 36
Vaikhdnasa Grhya-Sdtra, 34
Vaikhdnasa Sm&rta-Stitra, 36, 112

Vaikhdnasa Srauta-Sutra, 32
Vatkhdnasa-SQtras, 38
Vaikuitfhan&tha Bhigavata Bhatticirya (Bhatta

Deva), his Bhdeavata-kathd, GUa-katha, 425;
his Prasahga-mald) £arana-sarigraha t 425n.

Vaipulya-SiUra (s) , 205; Chinese version of, 731;

manuscript in Central Asia of, 7 16

Vaiiampiyana, sage, 20
Vattamp&yana, his Niti-prakaJikd, 347

Vaiiefika, 109n., 371, 372, 374, 375, 376, 377,

388, 758
Vaiiefika-SStra (see Kan&da)
Vai$nava (Vaisnavite), 6, 30, 36, 38, 41, 43, 44,

45, 66, 107, 108, 109n., 110, 111, 112, 113,

115, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 126, 127,

128, 141n., 143, 229, 329, 385, 420, 421,

422, 423, 424, 425, 426, 428, 433, 435, 437,

439,440, 441, 608, 611, 662
Vaifgavism, 41, 46, 102, 107, 108n,, 109n.,

110, 112, 117, 119, 121, 122, 124, 125, 127,

141n., 142n., 143n., 146n., 230, 421, 563,

564, 566, 608, 609, 61 1, 625n., 664, 666
Vdjasaneya Gfhya-Sutra, 34
Vfjasaneyi Samhitd

,, 21, 24, 28, 90, 349
Vmrabodhi, 735
Vqjracchedikd,

(Saka-) Khotancse tran. of, 715;
text in Central Asia of, 712

Vajrdloka Tantra, Tibetan tran. of, 724
VajramantrdbhisandhimGla Tantra

,
Tibetan tran.

of, 721
Vqjramantrdianigraha,

Tibetan tran. of, 724
Vqjrasattva-mdyqjdla-guhya-sarvddarh Tantra

, Tibe-
tan tran. of, 724

Vajraiekhara-Sutra, Chinese tran. of, 735

Vajray&na, 207, 208, 742; text(s) in Chinese,

735, in Old Javanese, 766
V&kpatir&ja, 287 ;

his Gaitfaoaho, 1 34, 1 79, 1 80, 286
Vakula Kayastha, his Kitavat-mafljari, 423
VSkyapadiya (see Bhartrhari)

VaUabha (VallabhScfirya), 44, 48, 110, 120,

126, 230, 381, 482, 492, 495; his Antafi-

karatna - prabodha,
Bhdgavata - sSra - samuccaya,

Bhakti - siddhdnta, Catufr - ttoki, Krfpdiraya,

Madhurdfpaka, Navaratna, Prmdmfta,
Puru-

fottama-sahasranama-stotra, Puffipravdha* mar-

ydddt
Sevdphala - stotra, Siddhdnta - mvktdvali,

Siddhdnta-rahasya
, 128; his on

Brahma-Sutra, 127, 371, 385; his Bnagavad-
Gftd-bhdsya, 127-28; his Bhdgavata-tattm -

tftpa, 127; his Bhakti-vardhini

,

41, 128; his

Subadhini, 127, 385; his Tattodrtha-dipa and
its commentary Prakdia, 127, 128, 385

Vall&bh&c&rya, his Nyqya-ltidvati, 376, 378; his

P&va*mtinMsS~kdrikd, 380

Vallftlasena, his Adbhuta-sdgara, 87, 362; works
compiled under the patronage of: Atfra-
sdgara, Ddna-sdgara, Pratifthd-sdgara,, 86

V&lmiki, 39, 49, 52, 53, 54, 160, 175, 211, 212,
213, 216, 259, 406, 493, 539, 759, 768; his

Rdmdyapa (see Rdmayana)
Vdmakeivara Tantra, 137
V&mana, 300, 301, 398; his KduydlaAkdra-Sutra,

262n., 263n., 297; his Lingdnuiasana, 320
V&manabhatta his Naldbhyudaya, 218;

his Vemabhdpdia (Virandrdya^a)-carita3 224,
266

Vfimana Pan<jita, his Gajendra-mokfa, Samailoki-

Gtidy Sitd-svayarhvara
t Venu-sudhd, Yathartha-

tttpikd, 551; his Hari-vijaya, Pdndava-pratdpa,

Rdma-vyaya, 552
Vdmana Pttrdttay 40, 66, 93, 111, 133, 143, 145;

Assamese work based on, 420; Oriya work,
566n.

VamSamani Jh§, his Gita-digambara
, 699; his

Krwa-carita, 700
‘Vanaphul* (see Mukherjec, Balaichand)
Vahgadariana

,
44 2

Vatigasena, 352 ;
his Cikitsd-sdra-safigraha> 355

Varad&c&rya (V&tsyavarada), his Sdrdrtha-catuf-

faya, 122; his Tattva-sdra
, 122, 383

Varadar&ja, his Laghu-kaumudi, Madhya-kaumudi
,

317
Varadaraja, his Tdrkika-rakfd, 378
Varadarajan, M. (‘Mu. Va.’), his Kddal-enke ,

620; his Karitturufu, /Vrra Manam, etc., 617;
his Ovacceyti

y 621; his Vidutalaiyd, 619; his

Ton Kav4a Bnhkai, 622
Vdrdha Gthya-Sdtra, 34
Var&hamihira, 360, 776; his Brhajjdtaka, Laghv-

jdtaka , 361; his jfyfozl Samhitd, 41, 146, 150,

357, 361, 362; his Pafica-siddhdntihd, 359
Fard&z Puratw, 40, 66, 93, 111, 133, 145, 766;

Telugu tran. of, 628
Vdrdha tfrauta-Sutra, 32
Voraha Upanifad, 374
Varakari Panth, 549, 550
Varanasi (Kail), 7, 8, 46, 115, 136, 168, 205,

206, 696, 702, 768
Vararuci, 320; his Prdkrta-prakdla y 5, 181, 182
Vardham&na, his Adindthacaria (Adinatha-carita),

161, 176; his Manoramd-carita
,
176

Vardhamana, his Gapa-ratna-mahodadhi, 222, 317
Vardhamana, his Yoga-matyjari, 356-57, 700
Vardhamana Mi£ra, his Danda-viveha, 87
Vardhamanopadhyaya (Vardhamana), his

,
Anvikfd-nayatattva-bodha and commentaries

;

on Navya-Nyaya works, 379; his Kirandvalu

prakdia

y

375, 376; his Nyaya4ilavati-prakdfa
,

' 376, 378; his Nydya-nibandha-prakdia ,
Jsfyaya-

pariJiffa-prakdiay 377
Varki, Muttathu, 544
Varki, Ponkunnam, 545, 546
Varma, Bhagavaticharan, 504, 505-6

Varma, Mahadevi, her Dipaiikhd Nih&ra, Raimi
,

SandhydgUa
t 504

Varma, Vrindavanlal, 505
Varuna, 38, 144, 395, 749
Vdsavadattd (see Subandhu)
Vaiiftha, 15, 36, 78, 79, 80, 84, 246, 361, 363

VdHffha Dharma-Sdtra, 36, 78
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VaHffha Samhitd, 353
Vastup&la, 220, 290, 291
Vasubandhu, 206, 381, 722; his Abkidharmakoja

(SSstra), its Chinese tran. 733, its study in

Japan, 744, its Tibetan tran., 723, Tibetan
tran. of Sthiramati’s commentary on it,

725, Tibetan tran. of Yaiomitra's commen-
tary on it, 723; his TrimEka, VtrhEkd, 207,
733; Tibetan tran. of his DaiabkSmika
commentary, 723; Tibetan tran, of his

Dharma-dharmatd-vibhaAga, 724 ^
Visudeva, 43, 108, 111, 112, 119, 176, 395, 405
Vasudeva Sastri, Vavilala, 636; his Nandaka-

r&jyam, 639
Vasugupta, Spanda-Sutra (Spanda-kdrikd) attri-

buted to, 98, 99
Vasumitra, 206; his Prakaranapada, 203, its

Chinese tran., 733
Vatsa D&sa, his Kafasq-cautiid, 562
VStsyftyana, 258, 264n.; his bhdsya on Nydya-

Sutra(s), 257, 377, 774
VitsySyana, 759; his Kdmasdtra, 239, 257, 346,

364, 386
Vatsyayan ‘Ajneya’, S. H.,502, 504; his Sekhara:

Eka Jivanl
,
505

VattagSmani Abhaya, 186, 751

Vatiakera, his Mulacdra
, 158, 172

Vayaviya Samhitd

\

93, 96, 98
Vayu Parana , 4, 40, 64n., 66, 67, 69, 92, 108n.,

145, 363, 367, 766
Vcda(s), 13. 14 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 27, 32,

33, 35, 37, 40. 42, 43, 64, 65, 66, 67, 69, 70,
74, 75, 76, 79, 91, 93, 101, 102, 103n., 108,

111, 120, 121, 123, 127n., 130, 133, 148, 321,
322 , 323, 364, 371, 379, 380, 381, 387, 395,

406, 600, 774; study in Java and Indo-
china of, 766 (see also $ruti)

Vedariga(s), 30, 76, 102, 144, 256, 321, 322;
study in Kambuja of, 757

Vedanta, 27, 41, 45, 103, 117, 119n., 233, 252,
325, 329, 371, 380, 381, 382, 383, 384, 385,

389, 412; Bengali works on, 442; study in

Kambuja of, 757 (see also Upani?ad)
Vedftnta Derika (Venkatanatha), his Aftabkujdf-

faka ,
Nydsa-daiaka, 47; his Daiavatara-stotra

,

Daydiatakay Hayagriva-stotra, Mikfepa-rakfd,

jSfydya-siddhdftfana, Paficardtra-rakfd
,
Saccarita-

rakfa, tfata-dufani, SeJvara-mfmdmsa, Srimad-

rahasya-traya-sara, 124; his Gopdla-vimiati,

Pddukd-sahasra , Sahkalpa-suryodqya, 125; his

Hamsa-sandeSa, 125, 227; his Sarvartha-siddfn,

Tdtparya-candrikd, Tattva-mukta-kaldpa, 123;
his Tattva-tika

, 123, 383; his Vairdgya-pafl-

caka ( Vairdgya Paficaratna), 124, 229; his

Yadavdbhyudaya, 125, 216-19
Vedic, 3, 4, 6, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 22, 23,

24, 25, 26, 27, 30, 33, 34, 35, 37, 38, 39, 49,

66, 69, 70, 75, 76, 77. 79, 80, 89, 90, 91, 92,

97, 98, 107, 118, 119, 130, 131, 132, 133,

141, 144, 148, 150, 151, 164, 184, 188,

273, 283, 284, 285, 324, 327, 329, 359, 360,

364, 371, 375, 385, 386, 395; gods worship-
ped in West Asia, 773; metres, 53, 303,
304, 305, 307 ;

(manuscripts of) texts in

Nepal, 697
Vem&na, 630; his Satakam, 635

Vehkatficalapad, his MitravmdS-parinayamu, 632
Venkatacharya, Madabhushi, 636
Verikatadhvarin, his ViSmgmddaria (-campu)

,

122, 224, 225, 267
Venkata Kavi, Matsa, 635
Vehkatanatha, his Mtmdmsd-pddukd

, 380; his

Nydya-pariiuddh i, 378
Venkataramani, K. S., his English works:

Jatadharan, Murugan the Tiller, On the Sand-

dunes , Paper Beats, 467, Kandan the Patriot,

467, 468; his Tamil work, Murugan Or
Uzhavan ,

617-18
Venkataramiah, C. K., 521, 523
Venkataraya Sastri, Vedam, 639
Venkatesa Iyengar, Masti ('Srinivasa*), 518, 523;

his Cennabasava Ndyaka, Cikavlra Rdiendra ,

520
Vessantara Jdtaka, Siamese poem based on, 764;

Sogdian tran. of, 715
Vetdla-paflcavirhiati\kd), 227, 261, 281, 777;

Bengali version of, 443; Kalmyk Mongolian
version of, 728; Newari tran. of, 700;
Tibetan tran. of, 723, 728

VibhaAga
,
194

Vidagdha-ctntdmani (see Abhimanyu SSmanta-
simhar&)

Vidyacakravartin II, 301; his Gadya-karndmjta
,

224
Vidyacakravartin III, his Rtikmipf-kalydna, 219
Vidyadhara, 301; his Ekdvatt

,

302
Vidyalankar, Mrityunjay, 441; his Prabodha-

candrikd,
Vedanta-candrikd, 442

VidySnatha, 300, 302
VidySpati, 5, 166, 438, 440, 568, 696, 701;

Cikitsd-jfidna ascribed to, 355; his influence

on Nepali writers, 701; his Kirttilatd, 178,

492; his Kirttipatdkd
,

Paddvali, 492; his

Purufa-parikfd
, 227, 261

Vidy&ranya, 138; his Jivanmukti-viveka, Pafica-

daiiy 382; his Vivarana-prameya-se g ha

,

382, 386
Vidyasagar, Iswar Chandra, 8; his Bhrdnti-

vildsa,
Sakuntald

,
Sitdr Vanavdsa, Vetdla-

pahcavimiati, 443
Vidy&illa, Khotanese tran. of bis Jatakastava

,

714
Vidyavinod, Kshirod Prasad, his Alamgir, Alibaba,

Pratdpdditya, 445
Vijaya Agama, 43, 91
Vijayadhvaja, his Pada-ratnavali

,
127

Vijaya Gupta, his Manasd-maAgata, 438
Vijayar&ghava Nfiyaka, king, 631 , 632
Vijayaraghun&tha TontfamSLn, king, 632
Vijfl&na Bhik$u, his S&hkhya-pravacana-bhdfya ,

260, 372; his Sdrhkhya-sdra, 373; his Vyfia-

ndmjia-bhdfya, 372; his Yoga-sdra, 374
Vijfianakdya (see Devaiann&)
Vijfianavada, 205, 207, 732, 733, 735
Vijnane^vara, 344; his Mitdkfard, 84, 345
Vijftaptim&trata school, 741, 744
Vikrama$il&, 696; monastery, 724
VilUpputtOrar, 128; his BhSratam, 611

Vimala Agama, 43, 91
VimalakirtE-nirdeJa (-stitra), Sogdian tran. of,

715; study in China of, 732, in Japan of,

744
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Vimalamitra, Tibetan tran. of his commentary
on Prajtidpdramitd-hfdqya, 723

VimalasarasvatJ, his Rupamdld, 315
Vimala Suri, 176; his Pailmacariya

, 111, 160,

175, 510
Vimanavattku, 191; Dhammapala's commentary

on, 197

Vinayagufhatthadipani (see Cap&ta)
Vinaya-kgudrakavastu, 203; Tibetan tran. of, 721

Vinaya Pifaka, 184, 185, 186, 187, 196, 197,

200, 202, 203, 204, 392, 731; trans. in

various European languages of, 782
Vinayaprabha, his Gautama Svami-rasa, 477
Vinaya-Sdtray text in translation in Siberia of,

729; Tibetan tran. of Dharmanrtra’s com-
mentary on, 723

Vinayavastu, 203
Vinayavibhahga, 203; manuscript in Central Asia

of, 712; Tibetan tran, of, 721; Tibetan
tran. of Vinltadeva's commentary on, 723

Viprad5sa, his Manasd-vijaya, 438
Vipulananda, Swami, 606; his Tazh-nul, 621
Vira (bhadra) Agama, 43, 91
VIrabala, 497
VIrabhadra, Catuh-iarana ascribed to, 155
Virabliadra, his Kandarpa-ciitfdmani, 364
Viranandin, his Candraprabha-cartta , 218
Vlrar&ghavad3sa, his Bhdva-prakaiikd, 383
Viraraghavakkavi, his Ariccandira Purdnam

f 612
VlraHaiva, 96, 97, 100, 102, 512
Vtraiaivagama

, 100, 101

VlraSaivism, 99, 100, 101, 104, 511, 625n., 626
Viiakhadatta, 112, 167, 250; his Mudrardktasa

,

241, 251, its Kannada version, 516
Visalakshamma, Kolluri, 638
Viahwasundaramma, Tallapragada, 638
V«i?tadvaita,47, 120, 121, 123,381, 383, 384, 492
Vi$ou, 6, 38, 43, 46, 66, 67, 68, 69, 84, 90, 93,

94, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 118, 119,

121n., 122, 124, 126, 127, 128, 136, 138,

139, 144, 145, 148, 150, 151, 167, 173, 352,

401, 403, 479, 492, 493, 549n., 550n., 609,

663, 699, 768
Vignu Dharma-Sutra

,
78

Vigfludharmottara Purana, 111, 145, 298, 347, 358,
362," 367, 368, 774

Vim Purdna , 4, 40, 65, 66, 68, 111, 113, 133n„
149, 150, 295, 386; Assamese, version of,

423; Persian tran. of, 774
Visnu Purl, his compilation of Bhakti-ralnavali

,

41, its Assamese tran., 422
Vifflu Samhitd,

110
Vi$puiarman, his Paficatantra, 224, 225, 233, 260,

261, 272, 273, 274, 277, 279, 416, 480, 510,

549, 628, 684, 764, 767, 770, 777, 781 (see

also Paflcatantra

)

Vim Smrti (Vignu Dharma-iastra)> 36, 112

V&pala, 348, 352
Visuddhtmagga (see Buddhaghosa)
Vigvaksena Sarhhitd, 110
Vi$v£nritra, sage, 15, 137, 244, 353
Viivan&tha, his Bhdgd-pariccheda, Siddhanta-muktd-

valiy 376; his Kogakalpataru, 334; his Nyaya-
sutra-vrttL 378

Vi£van£tha, 300, 301; his Sdhitoo-darpafla
,
263n.,

302

Visvan§tha Khuniti, his Vicitra Ramdyana
9 566

Vftvarupa, 344; his Bdla-kr\ddy 343, 344n.
Visvesvara, his Arya-fataka, 228
Vith^hala, his Prasdda

,
316

VitMhala Dlk$ita, 230; his Vidvanmandana, 385
Viihthalda, works attributed to: Bhagavad-

Gitd-latdarya, Bhagavata-dalama-skandha-vivfti
,

Bhakti’hamsa f
Bhakti-hetu-nirnaya, Kjsna-

premdmrta ,
Premdmfta-bhdgya9 128

Viththalesvara, his £rngdra-rasa-mafldana, 48
Viveka-cudamafli (see Sankara)
Vivekananda, Swami, 9, 53n., 54n., 62n.,

63n., 444, 449, 460, 462, 503, 559n.,

594, 614, 620; English biographies of,

474; his Bhdvvdr Kathd, Parivrajaka
, Prdcya

O Pascdtya,
Vartamana Bharata, 449n.;

his Complete Works and poems in English,

462; his Patrdvali and poems in Bengali.
450n.; influence on Siddhidas of, 701;
Manipuri trans. of some works of, 666;
Marathi novel on, 559

V. Mohammed Bhashecr, 545; his Bdlyakdla-

sakhi, 544
Vopadeva, 320, 331, 351; his Kavi-kalpadruma

and its commentary Kamadhenu, 320; his

Mugdha-bodha , 319, its Burmese tran., 763

VrScada Apabhrariisa, 588
Vrajanatha Badajena, his Ambika-vildsa

t Catur-

vinoda, Samara-taranga, 568
Vratisdsana, 767
Vjhaspatitattva 9 767
Vmdavana, 7, 48, 69n., 114, 115, 116, 405, 422,

424, 494, 563
Vjrndavana D&sa, his Caitanya-bhagavata, 114, 441
Vjndavana Dasa, his Rasa-vdridhi, 566
Vyadi, 327, 351, 358; his Sangraha

, 257, 312
Vyakhyd-prajnapti (Bhagauati)

,

152, 156, 169, 170

VySsa, 49, 57n., 64, 65, 68, 84, 142n„ 212, 257,
259, 509, 767 ; his Mahdbhdrata (see Afahd-
bharata)

Vyasa, his Toga-bhdsya (Varltika)

,

373, 374
Vyasatirtha, his Bhdva-dipika, 384; his Tdtparya -

candrika, 127, 384
Vyomaiivacarya, his Vyomavati

,
375

Wagaru (Wareru), king, his compilation of
Wagaru Dhammasatiha

, 762, its introduction

into Thailand, 763
Wahhab, Parc, 530; his trans. of Akbarnama and

Shahnama
,
532

Wajhj, his Qutub Mushtari, 645
Wajid Ali Shah, nawab, his Radha-Kanhaiya-ka

Qtssa, 648
Wali, 645, 646
Waliullah Mattu, 531 ; his Himdl la Nagaraya, 532
Wali Vellori, his Ratan-padam, 646
Warerkar, Bhargavram Viththal, 557, 559
Waris Shah, 583, 587
Watanmal ‘Khaki*, Lilaram Singh, 592, 596
Weber, A., 50, 53; Manuscript, 359n., 708
Wei Cheng, 737
Wei period, 730
Wintemitz, M., 50, 59, 60, 77n., 142n., 144n.,

189, 207, 256n., 392, 751n.

Wishwanath Pai, Nagesh, his (The) Angel of
Misfortune, Stray Sketches in Cnakmakpore, 463
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Wu, empress, 737
Wuncheuk, 741
Wunhyo, 741

Y&davaprakflia, his Vaijaya$iHka$at 328, 329
Yajfian&r5yaj>a Dlk?ita, his Sahitya-ratndkara, 221
Yftjfiavalkya, 20, 21, 25, 29, 85, 87, 255, 294
YQjhavalkya Smfti, 36, 41, 83, 84, 141,

142, 341, 343, 344, 345; commentaries on,

343, 344, 345; contrasted with Manu
Smfti, 83-84, 341; notable features of,

83-84
Tajur-Veda, 16, 18, 19, 20, 32, 38, 90, 131, 359
Yajur- Veda Samhitd, 14, 19, 22
Ya’kub Ibn Tank, his Tarikh-al-Aflak, 775
Yamaka

, 194, 195
Y&mun&c£rya, 44; his Agama-pramd^tya,

119-

20, 383; his Atma-siddhi
,

Isvara-siddki
,

Samvit-siddhi
(
Siddhi-traya), 119, 383;

his Catuh-ttoki, 120, 123; his Gitdrtha-

sangraha
y \20, 383; his Stotra-ratna

, 47, 120,

230
Yang Ching Feng, 738
Yaiahklrti, 183; his Candappakacariu, 161

Yaiascandra, his Mudrita-kumudacandra ,
290

Yashpal, 505
Yaska, 19, 326; his Nirukta, 77, 255, 256, 313,

317, commentaries on it, 327, its signi-

ficance, 256, 327
Yasodharman, 402; Mandasaur inscription of,

401
Yaiovanta Dasa, 564, 565

Yaiovarman, his commentary on Mahdbhdiya,
757 ; inscriptions of, 759

Yaiovarman, 179, 286, 287, 405
Yativf?abha, 157; his TUcyapannatti

(
Triloka-

prqjflapti), 159, 172
Yodhabhatta, his Jairw-carita, Jaina-vilasa, 527
Yoga, 30, 43, 44, 59, 67, 93, 102, 104, 109n.,

119, 363, 371, 372, 377, 565, 606; its

influence on * nco-Platonists, 779-80; litera-

ture of, 373-74; Upaxu$ads, 374
Yogacara, 205, 207
YogarSja, his Paramartha-safigraha

,
99

Yoga-Sutra (s)—sec Pataftjali

Yoga-tattva Upanifad,
374

Yogavdsiflha-Rwnnyana, 49n.; Gujarati tran. of,

480; Persian tran. of, 774
Yogint Tantra y 4!9n.; Assamese tran. (partial)

of, 424; Tibetan tran. of, 724
Yoglivara (R&jakusuma/Kusumavicitra), his Old

Javanese Ramayapa, 768
Yusuf-Zulsikha (see Jami); Kashmiri tran, of,

530,531 ; Urdu version of, 646

Zafar Ali Khan, 652
Zain-ul’Abidin, 288, 526,527, 774
Zakaullah, 649
Zamacarano, 728
Zamin Ali Jalal, 651
Zen Buddhism, 749
Zenob, 773
Zen sect, 748
Zhalu monastery, 720n.
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